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CENSORSHIP STALKS
As

A£ Tunes Fife Up Ae Gover
Lint Million

revival of old
song hits in the sheet music and
dislc fields (the currently superhot "I'm Looking Over a FourLeaf Clover" being a case in

ingly

American historyi
Audience receptivity, plus several
Other factors, may greiyitafe the pop
•

njvisical mood of sheet &tfA disk buyahdrradio listeners, into a wholesale lloriflcation' of the songs "our
niolhers (and grandmothers) used to
' saig."
The year 1948 has already
an oldie, "I'm
started oft. with
Jjooking Over a Four*Leaf Clover,"
\vhich is heading for, the smash-hit
.ibiiacKetSi and the proponents of the
bjg .revival theory figure that the
pSXiA will increase in momentum as
•the recording companies release portions' of their present stockpile.
-iThe movettient really got under
way last year. Of the 20 top sheetmu^ic sellers for 1947 six were from
trie' dusty shelves.
While one of
^he half-dozen, "April Showery,"

•

.•^r's.

.

Song Sales

Because of the heightened in-'
tere^t in American pop tunes of
previous decades by radio, films
^nd recordings, and the increas.

frequent

fiointl,

."

VAiuKTr has compiled a

list of songs, still under copyright, that have sold 1,000,000 or
more sheet copies.
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-

.

•

This

list

is

on page

44.

'

650(]

from Disks

For Bing

m

'47,

"

inaiy;
;

6iG

steady performsince
rat&
(Ciontlnued on page, 44)
as.' a'

Radio Net
Hollywood,. Feb.

With his royalty
Decca Records alone

Disk Sale Rise Held
i

Due

to

to Public's

Fear

slide

over

Crosby

Bing

the

income

may show up on

record dealers' have theii'" Irom phonograph recordg. The same
theory for the reasonably sharp' could be noted aboirt radio, what
jAmp in the sales of recordings since with ftis 39 weeks as exploitation
tile first of the year, which have
emissary for Philco at $30,000 a
been reported as increasing any- week for the package, which the
Where from 10% to 30% in various trade estimates nets him around
vkey cities. They grant that current $15,000 per broadcast, or nearly
good songs are partly responsible, $600,000 on the year's radio aggrebut they feel a fair portion is due to gate.
th'e fact that some of the record-buyCrosby probably fared as healthliSg public to some extent believes
In '47 he did
ily from pictures.
'Jhat the Ameriean Federation
of "Welcome Stranger" and "Connecti•^'Jitlsicians recording ban will quickly
cut Yankee," besides an appearance
eihaust disk stocks and for that rea- in "Variety, Girl." on one of those
son are preparing lists of disks they, .straight tickets with Paramount. In
want to purchase before that occur.s. 1947 he also mad&' "Road to Rio,"
This belief is backed up by the ex- which like "Yankee" is yet to be
(Continued 6n page 63)
perlences of many retail dealers in
y. who have at various times duritig the past lew weeks filled orders
far as many as 25 and 30 different
$200,000
disks at one time by one customer.
Lists varied from standards to pop-s
'47
to longhair
and the purchasers
frankly cited the belief that the disks
Guy Lombardo has apparently
would soon be unavailable as the topped all bands in recording sales
Lombardo, a Decca artist,
rpaspn fof their buying.
for 1947.
earned approximately $200,000 from
this source, having received $108,000
^Hooting of His Brother
in royalties tor the first Six months.
•
Songwriter As for Lombardo; the fact that
Inspires
'•
he copped what all other major disk
•
St. Louis, Feb. 3.
•Recordings of a new ditty based companies agree is th'e top 1947
On the slaying of iGarl Shelton, earning hoiiors— next, of course, to
gangleader^ of southern Illinois, last Crosby's $650,000— is a particular
The band has been
Oct: 2i, have been turned out by a .sort ol tribute.
in Operation around 20 years and
local record-maker.
Shelton's brother. Earl, and Fred has been a top name for at least
Henson, a rjidio entertainer, com- 15 of these years. To achieve the
posed the ditty, yet untagged, which sort of sales represented by such
was first played several weeks ago in royalty statements Lombardo came
a Fairfield,
restaurant where it up with such hits as "Anniversary
I

'

;.

.

.

'

LOMBARDO'S
TOPS

'

BAND WAXERS

Am

,

111.,

the

to

3.

Husbands coming home with
an inside load. may have a new
hazard to contend with from

now

on.

Alcoholics

Anonymous

is putting outyo through Rhythmtone Records, a grooved sermon
by Mason Rose, a psychiatrist,
entitled "Your Peace of Mind."

Instead of bawling out her
spouse, or resorting to more explosive action, the wife can now
run for the turntable and let
him have it from another type of
loudspeaker.

\

.

'Another Music Hall/

As Fix Answer

For Chi Opera House

was heavily applauded. Then it was Song." "I Wonder, t Wonder," et al.,
brought to St. Lewis where profes- in addition to his "Twin Piano" alsional disks for jukeboxes were bum, which alone .sold more than
turned out
200,000 copies (800,000 disks)*

Chicago, Feb.

3.

Owners of the Chicago Civic
Opera House would like to convei't
the ornate and huge auditorium into
"another

Radio

City

Mu.sic

Hall."

James C. Thompson, president of 20
N. Wacker Drive Corp., which owns
the opera houses and its adjoining
Civic theatre, was in New York last

week

back

Thp

costs

and provide

sup-

official

Japan

situation regarding Germany,
and the orbit nations, all oj

which are serviced for the industry
Chicago, Feb. 3.
by the Motion Picture Export Assn.,
industry
executives,
still
was the major' topic at the full-dress'
of television's potential threat
confab of company proxies and other
to their boxoffice, have evidenced
industry leaders called by Jehnstoq
in
considerable
interest
recently
(Continued on pa%e 53)
Zenith Radio prexy E. F. MacDonMajority
ald's "phonevision" idea.
of the film toppers believe that if
Hart Setting
they're ever forced into selling films
for video transmission, then "phoneFilm Co. to
vision" offers them the best chance
to get some money back.
Motion Picture Assn. of America
lay
prez Eric Johnston was a guest at,
MoSs Harris SeMiiig up his bwi}. inMacDonald's home recently and tOQk
dependenf pr6du{|Hon company to
the opportunity to watch the system
film
play he 'is how writing, Two
in action.
He was reportedly deep- acts a the untitled
play, which cqnof
ly impressed with its potentialities
'

wary

Radio City^ Eyed

la

dent Thursday. (29) resulted from
serious consideration given two days
earlier by industry toppers to pulling out of Germany, Japan and the
other countries If the U. S. government did not make it ppssible to get
port in battling arbitrary and crippling red (Jensorship in many areas.

To Video Threat
Film

A

that America's most powerful mefor selling the democratic way
of life should be cut off.
head's talk with, the I^resC-

dium

MPAA

See Thonevision

3.

from

year figured
.$650,000-mark,

^

'

move have expressed

.

iHetail

,

of the

last

pwn

•

iil'i-st

opposition to any such
of freedom of speech,
Fpom all indications Forrestal ran
into the same kind of opposition in
his recent huddle with the publishers, including; Arthur
Hays Sulzzerger of The iw.. Y. Times and Roy
(-Continued on page 63)

'Uncle Sam's collection of billet
;doux as 1947's top e a r n e r. The
Jabove figure was his record,, take

.Stock Will 6e Exhausted
•

Eric Johnston last week received
from President Truman that
American film industry continue
send pictures to Germany, Japan
and the "Iron Curtain" countries, in
which it is costing U. S. companies
some $50,000 a month in out-ofpocket expenses to operate.
The President made his request in
assuring the Motion Picture As.sn. of
America prexy that he would look
into the situation, with the possibility that arrangements could be
made for at least getting costs of
prints and distribution from the oo-'
cupied and Soviet-orbit nations. Mr.
Truman expressed concern at threats
a plea

Hollywood, Feb.

restriction

.

-

sounding-out,
it
attempt in the
nation's history toward achieving a
peacetime censorship.
Forrestal is calling a meeting of
the top brass representing the three
mass media, sopie of whom are already disturbed 6ver the implications of the move. Even preliminary
to the meeting, which reportedly
has been scheduled for next week,
some network executives who are

aware

S. Pictures

+

preliminary

would mark the

CENTS

Markets Not Payit^ Off

New Hazard

and

newspapers for the reinstitution of
"voluntary" censorship has been
quietly fomenting in Washington.
Spearheaded
by Secretary of
Defense James V. Forrestal, who has
already called in a few of the nation's leading newspaper publishers
for

Fore^

3.

ofl:-the-cuffi

.

.

to enlist radio, films

>

•

'

A move

In

QiiUS

Washington, Feb.

JXi>» American public is becoming
old-song happy. Tiiere's a wide belief in music publishing circles that
1949, will
tills year, and probably
gee more pop tunes riding the popularity wave than at any period in

.
.,

HELD

By BEN BODEC

-

,

25

mm RADIO

Truman Studies Aid to U.

Old-^ng Happy

^ubfic Continues

PRICE

1948

4,

Inquiring about the availability
(Continued Oft; page 63)

Up

Moss

Produce

cerns Broadway, legit,, have been
and is expected to furnish a "fceport
completed.
Hart hopes to have it
on it at the next MPAA board meet,
ready for the boards, by next fall, for
Several of the film company toppers
presentation by his brether, Ber»
(Continued on page 50)
nard, and Jo.Seph Hyman.
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Plan is to Mmize the legiter in
Hollywood from Hart's own screen-"Banjo Eyes," forthcoming 'Warner
VAUDEVILLE
play as qhickly, as possible after
biog of Eddie Cantor, will enrich the
the Broadway presentation opens*
comedian to the extent of $1,000,000,
STATE
N.Y.
at
the
annual
Playwright has authorized his agent,
studio
the
payable by
10Irving
Lazar, to prep the indie unit
over
a
rate of $100,000 spread
Optimistic hopes o£ vaudeville
ahd
will
proKurnitz
make a releasing deal for it.
year period. Harry
performers and talent agencies that
AoCprding to Lazar, Hart and his
duce.
vaude would be resumed sopn at
associates,
who will include his
Eddie
subtitle.
of
"Life
Bearing the
Loew's State, N. Y., were dashed last
Cantor," film will star a nevv War^ week with the diisclosure'by LoeW's brother and Hymati, will put up allr
ner eontraCtee, Gordon Macrae, in theatres veepee JoSeph B, Vogel that the film production coin aside from
the
usual
bank
flhattcing,. Hart re*
play
Cantor
as
the company has no intentions o£ rethe title role. He'll
Larry Parks did Al Jolson, while viving the Broadway house's stage- portedly was offered $200,000 for 10
Cantor will make some 15 song show policy. State blacked out its weeks of scripting work ire Hollywood
following
his chore on 20thalsoundtracks. A Decca album is
yaude stage in December. It was
Fox's "Gentleman's Agreement," bui
ready primed to coincide with the vaude's last stronghold.
Vogel declared the theatre is linak- turned down iB favor of settihg up
film's release.
bimself.
for
ing more money now on its fSre Of

10-YEAR SPREAll FOR

CANTOR'S PIC MILLION

.

•

RETURN

NO

!

FOR

LOEWS

.

Tops of the "l op*
Retail Sheet Music Seller
"Serenade of the Bells"

"Most Requested'* Disk

Coww*

"Ballerina"

cm Coin Machines

"Ballerina"
British Sheet SeUer

Noel CowJffd Reported
Deal

encountered in attempting
Tti Par-Crosby Pic
book acts into the State for the
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
usual one-week stand. Thoses acts
While on the Coast in connection:
willing to take a one-week booking
mean little at the b^pxpflice, he said. with the Gertrude Lawrence "TBh.
Those that serve as" a marquee lure night at 8:30" tour, Noel
refuse to play the State because they set a film deal witti Paramouftit.
It's rather on the hush-hush
can get three-four week bookings ai
the neighboring Capitol and Para- but understood 'the vehicle h.^tMf
to

"Ballerina"

Seller

In
straight double-billed pictures.
addition,- he cited the tremendous
difficulties

'Retail Disk Seller

0^.

.

,

"Apple Blossom Wedding"

mount

:$r

more money, he adde*

Bing Crosby.

:

:,'.'

TTcdneaday, February 4, 1948

.MI«CWJi.*lW
Tele-Consdons French

NLP^ ISap Fib

British

Look

'

•

'

.

Plan calls for the pooling of the
big theatre circuits, involving chiefly

Paris, Jan. 27.
of the couture in Paris
There are only a
is under pressure.
few more days to go before the

My

Is

Face Red?

Hollywood, Feb.

3,

longcif accept

Film names no

bids to appear at public luncheons, dinners and benefits without flrst looking unde^jtoe table.
By orders from' their bosses,
thesps now demand a complete
H-st of guest speakers at: such
a Cdmm^uift be
affairs, lest
lurking in the -viciniiy,
,

According toll-Mo. Tax

Gaumont-BritLsh and Odeon
The totil would be divided

in the
chain.
into four groups to be allocated between private and state ownership.

Washington, Feb. 3.
'Another record-breaking year at
the boxo(B,ce looms for 1947 on the
•

Under the Wueprint, no two circuits could combine in any way and
there would be free cOBvpetition for
cirthe flrst showing bt any film.
eiut would liave to make a bid for Its
vkn filni in competition with the

Reversing the downbeat the
far.
past few months, the November admissions tax earnings moved sharply
upward, according to the figures released last week by the Bureau of

•other three.

Internal-

-

basis of 11

A

in the industry

is

that

months

to pri-

it

indicated the govinto

emmenfli increasing invasion
•

industry.

.

Plan

-

is

:

the brainchild of Benn

W.

Mallalieu,
Kee^, W. T. Scott-Elliott
Meredith -Titterington.
Ji

liCVy,

P.

<

big

"

'

WEEK!

.

John

«nd

KEN
AND

Eight houses have been picked for

of figures in so

Gov.Fieldii^Ba&sAl
'River/ So Miss.

WiU

Get. iiew State

Revenue.

The 20% admissiony take durihg
although' these new proposals con- December hit a fine $37,785,638 for
no immediate threat

INN.O.

New Orleans, Feb, 3,
salons are 'filled with ladders
This city .was expending all o£ its
and painters, walls are being torn energy
this week getting in shape
down and it ,1s hard to itelieve they
for
the
Annual
Wfardi Gras celchra-.
prewill be ready for next week's
tion. The vyeek ot pageants gels immieres, starting Feb. 0.
will be deir way tofitght' with parade
Publicity, this season,
of
greater than it has ever been, now mystic Krewe of Cynthius. The
city's
that these show? aire to be televised
294th
take during the IHardi Gras, it is tig,.
all over America by World Video.
IHreeted by Robert Capa, films will ured, will run better than Iji3,000,000.
George Schneider, general manag-"
be shot by French technicians (the
"BLACKOUTS OF 1948"
sound track to be made in U. S.). er of the Association of Commerce,
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
Steinbeck is writing the scripts, said the city expects to play Itos.t to
MURRAY'S new John
Watch for
and one of the 10 "best-dressed- upwards of 150,000, the biggest
feature lenjfth film production
Women" in America will act "as com- crowd since before the war.
COO"
"BH.L
Mayor Chop Morrison issued procReleased through Republic Pictures mentator (who she will be has not
yet been decided).
lamation in which he urged- popu-'
much-awaited spring openings. -The

KEN MURRAY'S

Record-Breaking '47,

the 440 theatres- owned by Associated
British Cinemas and tlie 660 houses

vate enterprise,

By XUCEXTE GABON
'

fjthibition.

stitute

IKAMUS.

The Fashion Preems
The world

the

•

"Comment

SEEMARDIGRAS

Couturiers Gird For

to PubGc-Private Ownership

London, Feb. 3. t?
current trend
towards nationalization, a group of
Labor Members ot Parliament has
drawn- up plans for control of the
British film industry that provide
for a mixture of public and private
ownership. Recoraimendations have
been submitted to the Board o£
Trade, which will in turn hand it to
a special parliamentary commitlee
Investigating film distribution and
with

Rolling

Control;

Song

Jackson, Miss., Feb.

3.

{hq nation, contrasted with .$31,091r
909 for. the previous month a.nd
$35,484,436 for December, 1946. The
collections generally, reflect businessof the previous month. Hence December taxes refer to November

This state's Gov. Fielding, who's
not so old, didn't liice being introduced to the accoippanimt^t of "Or
Man Biver" a few months ago at the
Governors' Conference and as a result wiU soon submit a new song to
the state legislature^ for okay as

turnstile'Spiiming,

Mississippi's oflicial melody. It

^

-

80% of the tax ^s esAbout 75
timated to come from films, the remainder- being attributed to legit,

.

seems

that at the Conferenpe the introduction of each' governor was heralded
by a sta.te song—"The Eyes of Texas
sports, dance halls, circuses, etc.
Are Upon 'you," "Georgia On My
The downhill trend did, however, Mind," et al. When he took the
continue for niteries. The 20% bite spotlight to Jerome Kern's "River"
on tabs brought Uncle Sam $4,899,- he didn't Bke it, although the coup727, contrasted With $5,480,915 for ling seemed fair enough.
the -same month of. the previous:
Fielding thereafter got hold of

Coasters Get Oyertures

lace "lay aside everyday cares and

this, which naturally caused, rivalry problems -and take an active part in
and a certain amount ot jealousy the festivities.-' Climax of festivitiesamong those left out.
is Mardi Gras Day itself, Tuesday,

'

Christian Dior's opening will be
filmed "at home," while Pierre Balis to have liis in a Nprmandy
cfiateau. Another couturier, to give
it a different setting, selected a boat
on the Seine river. , As for Jacques
Fath, he is hesitating between the
press opening and the society opening in gala dress the following night,
where he expects to have all the
celebrities. .Madame Schiaparelli and
Captain .HSotyneux %xft also on the
now famous list of 'eight.
Every house is completely in the

main's

Feb. 10. The city-had one major
concern: 'What to do .with the visi*
tors who flock here tor this Mardi
Gras, since hotel accommodations
are out of question, even hotels on
the Gulf Coast and' in citie's more
than 80 miles "distant have been
,

boiled

solid,

.

;

The night

spots see a bonanza in
from the Mardi Gras, and the
for theatres and restaurants. Nitery operators have been
taking it on chin since New Year's
Sugar Bowl game visitors from Texas and Alabama depa-rted, but com-

biz

same goes

dark as to what is being done by its
neighbor and inquisitive fashion- ing week bi2 should more than balwriters find iron curtains drawn
ance things toi: them.
everywhere. Inner sanctuaries where
fashion is being born are well pro-

and all the staff including litmidinettes are very loyal to their
Dieu!
INeu!
However,
establishments.
iron curtain is never quite closed
Paris Crix Not Safe
Paris and rumors spread easily.
No Shorter Dreises
sippi." Now the Gov. wants to have
Streets
Dresses will not be any shorter;
ofiCicially as the staite
it adopted
Paris, Jan. 27.
there are to be even less 'inches
song.
around the waist and more inches
There is considerable bad blood
above and below. Soft materials are currently developing between legit
Parking-Space Bill
"Dresses, now, will make a critics and showmen and actors. The
out.
Proposed in AUbany noise," said a couturier, meaning critics maintain that they are free to
that stiffer materials will give a
print what they please. Showmen
Albany, Feb. 3.
swishing sound.
Influence of exclaim that the critics are moved by
All new theatres,: niteries and
istentialism will be seen in certain
personal motives and prejudices,
arenas would have to supply, offprints,
christened "tabou prints,"
street parking space for automobiles
and are anything but objective in
like the night haunt of Sartre's.
under a bill dropped in the hopper
niost cases. Personal violence and
Half -hats resembling those seen itt
by State Sen. Thomas C. Desmond
thr'eats of duels are resulting.
produced iili Palestine with local
Opening a four-week engagement (R) of Newburgh. For each 10- per- New York three years ago, perched;
During the war, Jean Marais, tired
on the head, will come into their own
eoin, encouraged the economic plan- at the Palladium, Danny Kaye's
sons of the total seating, capacity,
again.
Some' straw hats will be of critic Alain Lambreaux's reners to allocate $300,000 to "study preem performance yesterday (MonBnd secure requirements'' for more day) wound up in a tumultuous re- a minimum of 200 sq. feet of such trimmed with leopard skin and marks, beat him up. Plenty trouble
space would be required.
others .designed especially to be arose more recently from Jean Darfilm production., Since Jewish is ception.
During his 45-minute act,
New hotels and apartment houses worn 'With diamonds.
cante insisting that J. .T. Gauthier,
understood in communities through- the comedian unloaded excerpts
out the globe, the officials believe from his pictures together with some would also be affected by the' bill.
Dior is shipping his new dummies Figaro critic, take a back seat until
With their construction, parking
there will be ready outlets—parttctt
new routines which kept the audi- space for one car would be required to America by the hundreds his intermission when he arrived late at
larly in the U.S.
own- idea ot the perfect 1948. woman
performance. Critic Roger Lanence in a steady uproar.
for
every
10 individual guests or
Although the focus is on a locally
Backed by favorable press reac- for each two apartments in the build- —neck slightly inclined forward, nes got a beating from Jean Genet,*controlled and owned industry, overback graciously rounded and shoul- whose "Bonnes" was playing at the
tion, Ii;sgr«' has practically Sold out
ing.
tures have already been made to
ders gently sloped. He is sending Athenee; when Lannes printed rethe house for th^ entire month.
Parking space, the bill reads, must
Jack Warner, veepee in- charge of Early in March,
he goes to Dublin be located on the same lot as the them in crates of four, six or 10 marks which offended the playproduction for Warner Bros., seek'dummies.
He handles everything, wright.
for a benefit performance in behalf
structure or within' 1,000 feet of it. including custom duties.
ing American location units and
A great Quite recently there was a row
of the Dublin Hospital.
The bill has been grooved to the many orders come in every day and
financial iriterest in the project
<lueries for equipment on an investCommittee on Affairs ot Cities for he guarantees delivery .-within six between Roger Peyrefitte, author ot
Prince des Neiges," at the Heberment basis have also gone out to
study.
weeks anywhere in U. S.
Kazan's Story Confab
.Loiidon film firms.
The two new sensations in per- tot, and a critic, and then Jacques
Elia Kazan goes to the Coast
fume are "Miss Dior" and "La Barbe Hebertot challenged the critic to «
shortly for confabs about a possible
duel.
Latest case, that of actoi.' Sama Papa." "Miss Dior" is for ladies,
at St. Moritz
picture for 20th-Fox. He'll huddle
while Jacques Fath's "Papa's Beard" son Fainsilber beating critic Jacques
Income Tax Cats Help
with Richard Murphy, who's been
Lemarchand and refusing to fight a
Zurich, Jan. 27.
is exclusively for gentlemen.
Fath,
doing preliminary work on a story
duel
afterwards,
has aroused the reShow biz names ire rolling in for in his enthusiasm, is letting his
Upper-Bracket ^Earners idea suggested by Kazan last fall.
the Olympic winter games, Jan. 30- beard grow as -an advertisement. He viewing fraternity;' At Saeha Guitry's
Murphy was sent east at that time Feb. A at St. Moritz. Besides Norma is due in Hollywood in
April where opening of his new and generally
Washington, Feb. 3.
by Darryl F. Zanuck. 20th-Fox pro- Sheairer and her husband, already he has signed
critic
"Diable
Boiteux,"
panned
a contract to design
Personal income tax cuts which
duction head, so Kazan could explain here sojne time,; recent arrivals in- clothes over
a: period of time, for Marc Becbeder, of Parisicn Libere,
.will be a real help to show biz's upthe bare outline of the yarn to him. clude Jennifer
Jones, Virginia Bruce, five
films,
one of them being whistled loudly several times and
per-bracket earners are on the way,
•
to
wanted
when the management
Swedish-German star Zarah Lean-, "Mayerling.!'
as a result of the tax bill which, the
eject him, the critics stood up in a
der and her two children, and ItalSchulberg's Play
House passed by more than 2-1
ian filmstar Clara Calamai.
body and threatened to leave if he
yesterday (2K At the same time,
Hollywood. Feb. 3.
Olivia de Havilland, Evelyn Keyes
was put out, but he left.
the House served notice that there
Budd Schulberg has a play under-^
would be no reductions in the dxcise way which he expects to finish and Favdette Goddard are due
Strangely enough, the film critic*
brackets —such as the 20% admis- writing when his present chore on shortly;
are not getting into such frequent
IN
sion -bite.
the screenplay of Samuel Goldwyn's
trouble. This does not mean that
While the final tax reduction is ex- "Roseanne McCoy" winds up Marph
Elaine Barry Of the headlining they are more specific in their reHopalong's Isle
pected to be somewhat smaller than
ballroom team of Fred and ^Elaine views but merely that less attention
the $6,500,000,000 approved by the
Play is concerned with New York
Honolulu, Feb. 3.
Barry, was killed last week near is- paid to what they print.
House, the overall cut will still be playwrights and Hollywood. Schul
Hopalong Cassidy will get some Etowah, Tenn., in an automobile
'Substantial and will probably result berg hopes to have it^ready for fall local color when a western show crash.
She and her hu.sDand, Fred
production.
-In the excise brackets being frozen
produced by William Boyd opens Barry, were returning to their home
Radio
~~'tit their present levels for some time
New "york City, when the acci- Reynolds Writing
here Feb. 14,
-to come, in the opinion of some
Six performances arc scheduled dent occurred. They were accoraBilly Rose
FILM PLUM SOURS
Biog
members of Congress.
before the unit moves to other pained by Max Miller, of Brooklyn.
Quentin Reynolds: is writing an
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Both Barry and Miller suffered original story, based on the career
Islands.
Withdrawal of Jacqueline Horner
"
severe injuries,
and music of Billy Rose, to be prefrom the cast of "Stage Struck" was
The Barrys had just completed a sented on the full-hour "Studio One'
Balto. to Honor Berle
two' weeks engagement at the Bevannounced by Jeffrey Bernerd, indie
program on CBS during the spring.
Can't
Act
erly Country Club, near New OrBaltimore, Feb. 3.
producer, who declared at the same
Reynolds will be the narrator and
Dublin, Jan, 27,
leans,
Milton Berle will be kudo.sed by
the network is seeking John Gartime that the withdrawal was not
George Bernard Shaw, invited
the Advertising Club here at its 40th
field to portray Rose, if and wlien
the result of pressure from" Producby the Actors Church Union to
annual banquet Saturday (7) night
"Skipper Next to God," in which
didn't
tion Code authorities.
He
Bald
Nuts
become a patron of the Irish
as the "Outstanding Radio Personthe' actor is currently starring at the
want
the 14-year old girl, he said to
branch, sent the following postTokyo, Jan. 27.
Principal address
ality of 1947."
"sulFcr from the publicity."
card reply:
Toho Entertainment Co. here is Playhouse, N. Y., close% by then.
will be made by Jjjyell K. Jett, forpeddling 10 orchestras to occupation
Reynolds has been ,huddlin(? ex"I am not a prole.ssional actor
Bernerd explained that the role
mer chairman of the FCC and now
force clubs.
tensively with Rose on the story,
and hardly a churchman. My
sradio director of the Baltimore Sun's intended for Miss Horner was that
Among names of the outfits are which is to have a lightly humorous
shop is the Society ot Writer.s;
of «* pianist, and not the star part. It
iradio and television division.
Bald Head'Swih'J Band,' Tohp Swing lapproach.It.will'tJ,ii''ihe first original
and what I haVo't6 shaire ^for
Gov. William Preston: tane and had been arranged, he said, long
!j
Ducks', Lticll^y^ Pu^# S^irig Band' Iheard'on '"StiiK^tf Oftfe" in its 10benevolence eo6s to the Ho'yal'
Mayor' ThoWas D.'Aleiandvo are also before her frontpage experierices in
and Cocoa 'Nut^ lilandexR '
^
Iflterary Fund. G. l/V
San Francisco.
imbhth'1hi«toty.*^'~"i'.
j
patcd iQX,-'tii% dais.' •
,
*•

year..Tel 'Aviv, J$n. 27.
New York's 3rd Internal Revenue
who will take office when the division of Palestine is District, which includes the Broada peaceful' reality, are drafting way sector, was very perky in Noelaborate plans to lure Hollywood vember on the basis of the tax figThe 20% tax on general adtechnicians, directors, and writers to ures.
missions brought in a fat $!>^754,569k
establish, a film colony.
representative of the Palestine more than $300,000 above Octoher.
_*
.'Manufactiirevs' Assn., J. Drouianoff, And the nightclub tax' was a bloated
which was a gain ot
just returned 'from an investigation $505,000,
of U.S. industry, said such a colony $200,000.
would be -finahced along with a dozen
other industrial projects now in
Gets Big Ovation
blueprint stage.
Favorable American reaction to
In
Opiening
Herbert Kline's "My father's House,"
London, Feb. 3.
.
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PICTimES

feud WITH RANK

UA, 20th in
i^ytyOiiefsWoiddDropyustry
an

not

or

G-B.

immediatet"

overall public relations program is
get for the flim industry probably
will be determines" witHiii" the next
month. Eastern Advertising and
Committee,
Directors:
Publicity
which has worked out a policy and
program, and has been pushing for
its acceptarice, is set to drop the
whole project if it doesn't get an
encouraging response from the board
of the Motion Picture Assn. of
America at its next meeting.
Permanent public relations sub*
committee, set up last week by the
APDC, is pushing for a confab withfn the ne^tt two weeks with Nate
Blumberg, Universal prexy, who
heads a new, public relations com-

MPAA

NEW COL LOAN

elected last week to succeed Charles
20th pubjad chief, as
Schlaifer,
chairman of the APPC» Schlaifer,

UPS CREDIT TO

U

drawing up
APDC's program, was named

largely responsible for

the

head of the
subcommittee.
.

"

Blumberg

new

is

public

MPAA

Hider Film Collection,

Impounded by Anny,
Mirrors N^zi Regime
Berlin, Jan. 13.
More than 1,000,000^ feet of valuaMfA documentary film are in the custody of the Of flee of Military Government for Bavaria^ The films
reflect the customs, prejudices, and
propaganda of the .Nazi era. They

are filed in guarded storage rooms
at the Bavarian Filmkunst in Geisel-

near Munich.

Included is a large library of lilms
kept by Hitler at Berchtesgaden,
among which "Hitlerjunge Quex,"
"Fugitives,"

MILUON

UA's shares are worth about

and "Traumulus" were
He also had a large

Rank
Columbia has pushed through a is understood
to have offered beincreased bank loan which tween
$3,000,000 and $4,000,000 for
gives it a ceiling credit of $15,000,000.
them, which Kelly turned ,dbwn
In -so doing, firm cancelled its pre- while
he. was abroad as unreasonvious credit of $9,000,000, which was able.
Miss Pickford and Chaplin
to be re'tired completely within five
will, however, accept less than the
years. The banks engaged in both nominal
value.
the old and new transactions are
Meantime,
Spyros Skouras, 20thSerge Semenenko's First National
.

new,

20%.

Co.,

.

In the transaction, Columbia has
borrowed $9,000,000 in cash from the
$15,000,000 credit while simultaneously Repaying $7,000,000 which was
outstanding under the old credit. The
notes run from Dec. 31, 1947, en the
cash already borrowed,
The new deal provides maxi•

mum

monies of $15,000,000 available
to Columbia until Nov. 30, 1948.
Thereafter, the amount which the
company can call on decreases anr
nually by $1,500,000. All notes ma(Continued on page 18)
•

000,000 interest in Gaumont-British,
a subsid of GCF, which was brought

Bow

London

the
spring to direct the stage and screen
versions of "The Medium" there,
and he has a new opera, "The Consul;" ready for fall production in

planning

To Subsidize Writers New

to

go

to

Story of

Hope Hops East to Emcee
Press Fete for Truman
Feb.

3.

Self.

This Is
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Still about $150^000 shy, the film
industry's Third Annual United Appeal will hold its final report meeting Feb. 26. To date subscriptions

amount to $1,159,690.
Funds derived from the Annual
Appeal are allocated among 19?
sepwate charities.

taboo

Patti Clayton

is

featured in the one-

reeler.

Pic was produced in New York by
Justin Herman, who makes the
"Pacemaker" series for Par.
:

DIVORCEMENT,
BIDDING DRAW

BIG8HRE
WashingtOHi Feb. 3.
Eight majors piled on to the Govr
ernment's anti - trust case in reply
briefs filed with the U. S, Supreme
Court this week.
The Big Five
showed their preoccupation with
the Government's drive for divorcement or the alternative remedy of
a cross-licensing ban, while the

Government -decree.
some doubt whether

effects of a

There's

still

It

Chicago, Feb.

3.

.

•

Justice Robert H. Jackson will sit
in the hearing. He was U. S. at-'
torney general in 1938 when the

complaint was filed and may
therefore disqualify himself. "This
would leave eight justices arid a
,.possible e^spn split on a decision. In
that eventt the lower ruling is automatically affirmed.
first

Court has allotted nine-and-a-half
hours for argument, which is set to
Monday (9) after reading of
decisions by the bench. Since the
high court generally does not sit
more than four hours daily (from
start

noon
it's

to 2, recess, then 2:30 to 4:30),
likely th'at the case will run from

the majors
attorney- for

fixing.

The

restriction asked by the Dept.
Justice,
wnich would prevent

AP As

PAR PACTS 10 NAMES
FOR ONE
A YEAR

Film for Col

Rank's March 10 Visit

J.

Arthur Rank, Britain's top pro-

ducer,

March

is

set to arrive in

10

New

'Y'ork

Warmer Weather Ups

near-zero weather,
Playing in more than 14 key cities
covered by VARiEiy. "Sierra Madre"
(WB) is pacing the field by a
healthy margin. It will come close
Battling
to $300,000 in these 'spots.
it out for second honors are "Cass
Timberlane" (M-G) and "I Wallc
Alone" (Par), with the former having a slight edge.
"Timberlane" is
big to sock in most keys where playing.
"Walk" varies from trim to
strong or potent, holding up nicely
in nearly all houses.
Others on the Big SiJ: list, in
oraer of strength and showing made
on different playdates, are "Gentleman's Agreement" (20th), "H'oad to
Rio" (Par) and "If Winter Comes"
(M-G)
Business is badly split up

,

will be here five to six weeks, re-

turning

home

in mid-April.
will visit Robert R; "Voung,
controlling stockholder of Pathe Industries,
at
the latter's Florida
home, From there, he'll cut crosscontinent for the Cosst.

Rank

Trade Mark Beslstered

'

FOtmOBD BT SIMB SILVERMAN
rublished Weekly bjr TABIEXX, Inc.
Sid Silverman, Presfdent
164 West 4Cth St., TSvft f^Ork lO. M, T.'
.

—

.

SUBSCftlPTION
Annual. >.... tit

Forelsn. i ,

'

ts .ttl

Single Copies,. ,..,,.,,!.,... ,2S Cents

Biz 'Sierra/ Timberlane,'
•Walk,' 'Agreement,' 'Road,' 'Winter' the Big Six

Relief from severe winter weather,
some cases brief, is helping to
boost business in many key cities
Fresh batch of screen
this week.
fare is being launched, with the session notable for fact that so many
dii^ferent pictures are being used by
exhibitors to overcome the zero or

Diana Lynn, Barry Fitzgerald, Roland Culver,; Olivia de Hayilland,
Katina Paxinou, Phyllis Calvert and

from England. Britisher Ethel Smith,

National Boxoffice Survey

in

Hollywood,
overcome dearth
of good story material, readying
Bob, Hope planes eastwards todough on the line even if bare idea morrow (Wednesday) to emcee the
appeals, paying author while he de- annual White House Correspondvelops yarn.
ents' dinner, at which President
Studio theorizes that plenty writers Truman will be guested in Washhave good ideas they never do any- ington Saturday (7) night.
thing about, that a little cash plus
Hope is scheduled to air his radio
payroll hookup will needle them into show from Washington next Tuesaction. Metro has paid money down day (10) night and will then -head
for options to "Practice to Deceive," for a few days' stay in New York
comedy idea, by George Beck and before returning to the Coast to
Michael Blanlcfort; also "The Big start "Sorrowful Jones;" hiS' next
Bankroll," romantic comedy notion Paramount starrer.
of Howard
Bfflmett Rogers and

APPEAI 150a SHY

a

virtually

word on the screen, is the subject of
new and unusual short which
Paramount will distribute. Singer

Washington, Feb. 3.
Part played by the film companies
during , the war and thereafter to
further the Government's overseas
policy is expected to be a factor in
the anti-trust suit coming before the
U. S. Supreme Court here next week.
Former Secretary of State James B*.
Byrnes, attorney for 20th-Fox, is
said to be ready to launch into -a
detailed account of how that cooperation was of vital aid abroad.
Byrnes is expected: to conclude .the
company's case with a summation
which will also analyze the economic

Metro, and a veteran before the high
court.
Lineup of other attorneys
of
•(but "not necessarily in the stated,
theatre-owning majors from buying order) are as follows: Whitney
each other's product for 10 years, North Seymour for Paramount; Gen.
was' labelled just another way of
(Continued on page 25)
forcing divorcement. RKO noted
that the particular stricture would
hit hardest the two smallest of the
big coinpanies—RKO and Metro—
and called it "the strangest part of
PIC
the Government demand."
Divorcement is based on a GovHollywood, Feb. 3.
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
ernment premise that integration of
In V addition to its regular contract
Indie producer Tony Owen, an distribution
and exhibition is in it- list. Paramount has closed optional
ex-Chicago newspaperman' and hus- self unlawful, briefs noted.
This, pacts with 10 film names, contingent
band of actress Donna Reed, has according to Paramount, was fal- on the ability of the studio to 'flnl
lacious since ownership of theatres suitable stories for the players,
inked, a deal with Columbia for a
(Continued on page 24)
Thesps, signed for one picture an*
Clmization of the story of the Asnually,
are
Madeleine
Carroll,
sociated Press.
share of the
Dorotliy lamour, Eddie Bracken,

in

York.

stories in pitch to

Manny

Tuberculosis,

TJ^

a

(Continued on page 25)

animated cartoons in
Knglish, subtitled in German, which Original Drama For
be used for relaxation. He possessed
Menotti's M-G
A
shotj; films op the Atlantic CWall and
profits go to the AP for its emod the West WaU activities; ExGian Carlo-Menotti's initial chore
pert" locksmiths of the Bavaria Film- under his recent pact with .Metro ployees' pension fund.
kunst succeeded in opening the Will be to screenplay and direct his
The script is now in the works,
vaults containing these films without own original, "Happy Ending." It's based on "Barriers Down," by Kent
damaging them.
a straight drama without music, al- Cooper, AP general manager, and
Many of the impounded films though Menotti was inked by "AP, The Story of the News," by
have been used in evidence at war M-G on the basis of his two cham- Oliver Gramling, plus research from
crimes trials at Dachau and Nurem- ber
"The Medium" and the AP's own sources. Story will
operas,
berg. Several, including the feature, "The
were cover the history of the organization
which
Telephone,"
Since its inception, through two
"Ich Klage An'*("I Accuse"), were Broadway hits last season.
exhibited during testimony in the
Metro can hold the writer-com- world wars to the present.
inedical trial at Nuremberg. Many pSser-director up to five years on
impounded prints have been placed one-year option ticlcets, .with the
at the disposal of the EUCOM In- understanding that he will work
only on his own properties. He is
(Continued on page 18)

Hollywood, Feb, 3.
Metro is launching a plan to subsidize writei's. to grft good originals.
Studio won't even insist on complete

Film Probes

Bank of doston, which is lending Fox prexy, returned to the U. S. Little Three levelled tfeeir fire at Monday to Wednesday.
lieadoff legalite for
40% of the coin; The Bank of Amer- over the weekend from 10 days of competitive bidding and the ban on
huddl.es with Rank. Fox has a $22,block-booking and admission price- will be John W. Davis,
ica, also 40%; and The Manhattan

his favorites.
collection of

Metro Launches Plan

At D.C Decree Hearings Next Week

$8,-

000,000 currently at face value.

expected to present

the views of the pub-ad managers
board at its next
to the
(CoWinued on page 25)

gasteigi

15

reliations

attorneys assured him the company
has a fairly good cause at law.
Whether UA takes legal action
hinges on Rank's offering what UA
owners Mary Pickford and Charles
Chaplin consider a "reasonable"
price for their Odeon holdings.
They'd prefer to accept Rank's proffer to buy them out than engage in
a protracted legal wrangle.

Stress IHctiires' Role

In Boosting UJS. Overseas Poficy

OOEOM TIE

Arthur Rank has failed to plaCoincidence???
cate., the two American companies
Maybe it's only a coincidence that —United Artists and 80th-Fox—with
is
this
a presidential year. At any which he
is associated in British
rate. New York's Governor Thomas circuit
ownership. Both continue to
E. Dewey is doing the complete be bitterly
incensed over what they
commentary on a two-minute food- call the English tycoon's "highconservation trailer now nearing handed" consolidation
recently of
completion, It's said to be the first his General Cinema
Finance Corp.
time the Governor has gone all-out into his Odeon chain.
on a film in conjunction with a semiUA is so fighting mad that it had
official campaign.
Arthur W. Kelly, exec v.p., going
Trailer will go into metropolitan
the situation with British lawNew York theatres during the car- over
yers during his stay in London, from
rent month.
which he returned last week. Kelly
has informed the UA board that the
J.

board. Huddle
mittee of the
is waiting the return to New York
from the Coast of Maurice Bergman,
pub-advertising ' chief, who was

May

Byrnes

|B|nE|] QV[||

Pri^am If MPAA Doesn't Cooperate
Whether

.

"Vengeance'' is shaping up in line
with nice prospects indicated by
scattered dates of previous week.
.

In contrast, "Relentless" (Col) is
not getting far this round except
in Chicago where backed by stage
layout. "Bishop's" looks nice to big
but in only three spots currently,
"Winter Comes" will do lots better
this stanza than previously, and is
stronger outside of N. Y. than in

Manhattan.^
Of newcomers, "To Ends

of

Earth"

(Col) looks best, being smash in
Detroit and big in Los Angeles. Another new entry, "You Were Meant
for Me" (20th), will wind Up first
week at Roxy, N. Y., with big takings, is stout in Baltimore, great in
Philly but only fair in Seattle.
"Night Song" (RKO) is on disappointing side currently,
"Intrigue" (UA) is doing okay in
Dot.
'T-Men" (EL) looks nice in
second N. Y. week. "Out of Past"
(RKO) will hit a fancy figure this

A public school contest to improve
the behaviour of patrons in theatres
frame in Philly.
"Tender Years"
is being promoted by the Motion Pic(20th) is in for a dull session in
ture Department, Illinois Federation
It's taking the
among other pictures. Runner-up L. A. "Gay Ranchero" (Rep) rates
of Women's Clubs.
form of a "movie pests" poster con- films are headed by "Bishop's Wife" fine in K. C. "Walter Mitty" (RKO)
(RKO), "Sleep, My Love" (UA), is sock in Denver.
test With the idea o£ the moppets
portraying grapliically what sort of "Fugitive"
(RKO) and "Woman's
(Complete Boxo//tec Reports
Vengeance" (U).
conduct annoys patrons the most.
'OTi Poaes 10-11)
.

.
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.

Hep^osby 'R(»d Rio' Pace B.O.'s
For January; 'Rose' 2i
Bob Hope-Bing Crosby combo

U

'Castile'

Rnother "Road" picture led the box-

are the top 13 pix, bojt-

Here

offlce-wise, for January.

.

"Hoad tO'Kio" (Par).
"Wild Irish Rosfe" (WB).
"Capt. from C^stUe" (20th).
"Bishop's Wife" (BKO).

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

•

•

"Tycoon"

"Sierra Madre" (WB),

"T<-Men" (EL)

Irate

caused by the wholesale firings by
majors of oldtime employees. The
MPP is seeking to cancel the recent
exhibitor' outqry that ijs main purpose for existence is to shoulder the
burden of providing for major com•

pers.

Assn.

Oear Dedb For

for

go

Net Under 'i

jection of their, original protest letthe Council stigmatized the film

ter,

as "an immoral creation" arising
Universal pushed ahead during
from the recent Congressional probe
fiscal 1947 to a gross of $64,958,405,
6 week and also Jan. 13. Film
of Hollywood^ which it said would
company's history, but
climbed'Up to second rating Jan. 20
heighten war hysteria in this coun- peak In the
showed the same weakness as other
but slipped badly in final stanza of
'
try.
majors in converting the gross to
January.
Side-stepping Johnston's query on
"Bishop's Wife" (BKO) copped
With distributors once more train- Ixe attitude of the Council towards net. Hit by the burden of amortizing the most expensive films yet
fourth mainly via strength on. two ing their sights on upped admission
The Russian Question," a violent turned out by its studio, U's profits
different weeks, with especially big
prices for, their forflicoming high- anti-American play currently run- dipped to $3,230,017 against $4,565,219
takings week of Jan. 6i It was closely
ning in Moscow, the Council de- from ia lesser gross of $53,934,865
followed by "Unconquered'.' (Par), budgeted product, they're presently
clared itself to be "an American during 1946. ActiSflly, U's operating
mainly
up
by

Boosted Prices

,•

clestting

via being so big wherever opening.
The pictiire is not playing many
Gary Cooper opu^ was
places.
^ird in December.
"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th)
was easy winner of sixth spot. Not
playing in many cities, it's sppk nparJy everywhere.
Seventh place was copped by
*3EiIler McCoy" (M-G), new Mickey
Jtooney starrer, finishing just ahead
of "Tycoon" (RKO). Latter starte*
HloWly in January but picked up
strength the middle of month.
"Sierra Madre" Ninth
Ninth spot was snapped up by
"lEeasure of Sierra M«dre" (WB)
(Continued on page 18)
>

release

the path

iit

.

'

U

'.

.

,

'

<

the way of pensions, cash payments, etc., than is generally credited
to them. Preliminary talks indicate
that ac sizeable number of pinkslipped sales staffers and h.o, employees have been .-generously treated and there's no great danger of
the bulk of them becoming charges
of the fund.
MPP officials feel that the claims
voiced by a number of exhibs that
tl-ve fund would be drawn from the
industry as a whole, but would
benefit the majors primarily, is inIt's felt
correctly stating the case.
that there's a need for clarifying the
purposes of .the- new philanthropic
venture but that' once it's done
there'll be an end to the carping.
in

;

'

-

RKO

MPF

U

.

.

which divides company: obligation to
ex-employees and that Of the MPF,
It's the MPF's assertion that "the
majors are doing considerably more

shoving into
organization," not a Russian organi- p-r^fit came to only a little over
regular prices, those films
zation. Its sole aim in protesting
which have already, played the "The Iron Curtain" is the further^ $1,000;000 since $2,000,000 Or more -of
its take was derived' from the sale of
rounds on the upped-scale policy
ance of peaceful relations between reissue rights to most of its lO-year
Paramount's
will
be
First of these
the U, Sf and ttvss'ia, the letter de- product.
DeMifle
B.
Cecil
"Unconquered,''
"
'
dared.
Financial report discloses, that
veepee
sales
Technicolor opus, which
Signed by Hev. William Howard received $1,790,000 in cash and a note
Charles M. Reagan plans to distribMulish, chairman of the National for $1 ,500,000 ttom Harris-Broder
ute at pop prices in April. David O.
Council, the note' charged Johnston (now named Healart Pictures) in re-sslated
Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" is
with completely evading the issues turn, for the reissue rights in the
to follow sometime before Juneand failing to "answer any of the U. S. Additionally, company re^
win release Samuel Goldwyn's pertinent poinfe raised about the ceived some '$625,0()0' in cash for
is lo(>King
At the same time
"Best Years of -Our Lives" at straight
In its original protest the granting reissue rights in Britain on around for a fulltime exec to head
film."
pix
prices about July 1. Other two
certain pictures."
the project Understood that he'll
Council stated that the 20th\pic was
ourrently booked .at upped' scales,
noted that be named butside' the industry and
the brighter sidfij
On
"perversion of the truth," a .danr
a
20th-Fox?s "Forever Amber'' and
ger to peace and a violation of the its fuilscaie. movement into the 16m that he'U. -likely be an e-xperieuced
Warners' "Life with Father," probUnited Nations charter barring agi- and 8nt field via its subsid, United administrator of philanthropies.
ably won't be made available at pop
World Films, was already paying
tation for war;
prices until August.
Company's narrow-gauge busioff.
JohnstoqlSi declaration that the
"Unconquered" first preemed last
had no wish to interfere witlK ness is on a profitable basis, report Metro Puts 'Baldwin'
improve even more
October. New release, according to
S. states, and will
in
the
U.
screen"
policy
"free
[the
in n. y.
Heagan, is part 'of a master sales
the Council's when equipment manufacturers turn
by
pooh-poohed
was
Liclibnan's Sked
plan whieh called- tpr the picture tq
out a projector which can be sold
letter, which stated that freedom is
United
get only 300 bookings at upped impossible under current conditions between $200 and $300.
Hollywood. Feb. 3,
"Best Years," on the other
World, late in '46, acquired Qastle
Metro's "Lucky Baldwin" story, up
Park Ave. theatre, N. Y. Univer- scales.
in Hollywood. The Hpuse un-Ameri
hand, was originally released in NoFilms and the Belt & Howell Filmo- for sale in recent months, has been
Activities Committee, it stated,
«al's plush showcase at S'Zth street
can
vember, 1946, and is still playing at
"intimidation .and sound library.
from
withdrawn
IJie market and*
succeeded
by
and Park Ave., is now serving as
has
boosted prices; Same situation holds
Employment pacts of U's top brass placed on Al Llchtman's production
the guinea pig for J. Arthur. Rank's
coercion" in preventing the prodU?'
originally turned loose
which expired Dec. 31, 1947 won't be program. Yarn was originally writis r grooving to the for "Duel,"
.British fam€
tiOn of "honest" fihnsj 20th"s pro
April, 1947.
renewed for the time bping. These ten for Clark Gable, who turned it
Parte Ave. all of Rank's pix in which in
duction Of "The Iron, Curtain" is
Next on the uped-scale list, mean- only an attempt- to assuage the feel officers,have agreed to bold off until down.
it's uncertain whether there's sufoutlook for the company's
ficient appeal at Yank theatres to while, will.be Enterprise's "Arch of ings Of the Congressional probers, "the
Understood Metro is negotiating
business becomes more clearly de- with Warners for the loan of Errol
Warrant general release. Boxpflice Triumph," slated. for roadshowing as the letter reiterated.
fined,v report notes. Meanwhile, all
performance of 'pix at the house is part of its United Artists release
Flynn for the title role.
but Matty Fox, former exec veepee,
also determining whether a. British setup, and Universal's "All My Sons."
Johnston Slaps Council
continue working at their old salfilm is to be handled by the Pres- Possibility exists aliio that U may
Washington, Feb. 3.
ary scales.
Fox is now devoting
tige^ unit of tJniversal or shelved roadshow Walter Wanger's "Tap
L.
to N« Y.
The National Council of Ameri
indefinitely.
Hoots" aiid that Selznick may decide can-Soviet Friendship was slapped only part time as v.p. at greatly reMort Blumenstock
duced pay.
"Beware of Pity," for instance, on that policy for "Paradine Case."
Carlos Gastel
apologist
by
Eric
Communist
a
will release 25 pix this year, of
which played the deluxer recently
J.- Cheever Cowdin
Johnston Saturday (31) in rejecting
which 15 are already completed;
to only mediocre grosses was tucked
Bob Ecton
the Council's request that he stop
Change in' selling has necessitated
aside, "With no U. S. release) because
Vera-Ellen
the 20th picture, "The Irpn Cur
IN
building a larger backlo^it totalled
Of its lack of pull* On the other
tain."
Abel Gree'n
$32,880,747 at the end of the fiscal
hand, 'Holiday Camp," currently
Bruce Humbeistone
Johnston dusted off Rev. William year (Nov.
pliaying'the house, has been marked
FEB.
1, 1947) against $25,248;Henri
Jaffa
Howard' Melish, chairman of the
for Prestige handling as a result of
Enterpri^S "Arch, of Triumph" council, with the reminder that the 364 a year ago. Amortizatioiv rate
John J. Jones
has been changed to conform with
its strong showing.
will have its world preem at the Col- Motion Picture Assn. of America
Jack Kapp
In addition to its role as a tester
picture-by-picture selling.
theatre, Miami, Feb. 18. Open- prexy stood for a free American
ony
Phil Krasne
Net working capital, according to
of British pix. Park Ave. may swin«
ings Will follow within a few weeks screen, and also inquired of Melish,
Carl Leserman
the report, climbed to $37,020,922
into foreign-language films. There's
that in a large number of Flo- why no attempts -were being made to
William Levy •
during the year, an increase of
a good possibility of its next booking after
rida resort towns.
George Murphy
curb anti-American attacks from
feeing a foreign-lingo feature.
$7,741,527.
Its net earnings were
Abraham Polonsky
Dates for the Ingrid Bergman- the Soviet Union.
equivalent to .$3.11 per share Of comBob Roberts
Charles Boyer stari'er will all be at
mon against $5.32 in 1946. Operatto Set
Tommy Rockwell
upped admission. Colony will get
ing costs totalled $98,883,184 during
George Schneider
$1.80; it has a regular top of $1.50.
Geo.
Film
the year, a steep climb over 1946's
Robert Sterling
engagements will be at $1.20,
$45,169,152.
Peter Cusick left New York for Other
Bob Taplinger
Negotiatiois are now in progress
Foreign grosses held remarkably
London yesterday (Tuesday) to c'on»
IN TIffi
George Weltner
well despite overseas restrictions. U
tinue his efforts to set up h produc- for a New York theatre. United ArCornel Wilde
Decision oh whether Metro will took in $22,648,677 in 1947 against
tion in England er France for a film tists prexy Grad Sears was in ChiDonald Woods
on the life of George Sands. Cusick cago yesterday (Tuesday). and today continue its annual''prize-rnovel con- $23,125,419. Domestically, its gross
Robert Young
has a commitment from Greta Garbo working on a deal for a house there. test is still up in the air. Plans for soared to $42,309,728 compared to
the contest were to have been re- $30,809,490 last year.
to appear in the picture, and from
N. Y. to L.
solved via studio huddles among
George^ Cukor to direct it, as well
Wallace Beery
M-G editorial chief Carol Brandt,
Leaders
as a screenplay by Salka Viertel.
10
eastern story editor Olin Clark and
Georges de la Grandiere"
Cusick also has a partial commitBrotherhood
studio execs during the recent trip
U.S.-Anglo Barter Deal Jack Gross
ment from Laurence Olivier for use
Fanny Holizmann
Film" industry's plans for particl of Clark and Mrs. Brandt to the
of the entire troupe (except Olivier
Sam Cummins, theatre operator
'
Paul JafCe
himself) that recently completed pation in American Brotherhood Coast.
and foreign film distributor, is leavDuo planed back to the homeoffice ing for Britain this month to exArthur W, Kelly
"Hamlet" in oEngland. Plan, is, if Week, sponsored annually hy the
Stan Laurel
possible, to make the picture in National Conference of Christians Sunday (1) night and Brandt de- plore possibilities of a film barter
Irving Lazar
France* thus giving it a tri-national and Jews, moved a step nearer clared Monday that the situation re- plan for the exchange of British and
He added that American pictures. He proposes an
Albert Margolies
character that it is hoped would get completion this week' with the nam- mains unchanged^
exhib leaders to act no replacement is contemplated for outright swap of his own
Buddy Pepper
it around the present 75% British ing of 10 more
product on
chairmen.
Harry John K. M. McCafEery, who' resigned a basis of one U. S. film for one, two
territorial
as
Mitchell Rawson
tax.
Mickey Rooncy
Sir Alexander Korda is intere-sted Brandt is national exhib chairman recently as chief of the contest 40 or three British pi:^, depending upon
William Schneider
In the property and the personnel for the Week, scheduled this year concentrate on his radio and tele- their boxoffice merit. Under the
vision activities.
Sam Stiefel
commitments and it is possible Cu- for Feb. 22-29.
scheme, the exec said no
Clark denied persistent reports would change hands.
Grad Sears
New list of exhibs include Harry
sick will make an alliance with the
Lament, Albany; Robert T. Murphy, thift Metro had offered a part of its
Cummins is also negotiating with
British producer.
N.Y. to
Cusick is a 'former screenwriter Buflak); John Balaban and Jack large backlog of story properties for television interests for use of his
Lucien Ballard
•who had a pact with Universal as a Kirsch, Ulinoisf Woodrow Praught, sale to other studios. Value of the films. At present he plans to peddle
Ludwig Bemelmans
producer for a time, but made no Ni Dakota; Gus Metzger, southern properties was reported at $7,183,650 an Irish picture, "Rose of Tralee;" a
Jack Cutting
He has his American CaUfornia; Harry L. Nace, Arizona; in the company's last financial state- Universal reissue, "Mystery of Life"
pictures.
Argyle Nelson
(financing for the Sands picture setup Abe Solomon, Tennessee; Les New- ment, which makes them probably and some 29 shorts. British films he
Merle Oberon
and commltmente.for tha coin kirk, Wyoming, and John Nolan, the largest holdings of any of the may- acquire via his barter plan may
major studios.
also be grooved into video.
Francis L. Sullivan
eastetn Pennsylvania.
I
abroad.

-whicit stays

!

in 3?ankings

:

members

anti-Communist picture, "The Iron
Curtain." Replying to Johnston's re-

NewIteesAt

cutoff.
MPF committee
are now denying the
charge that the revolving fund -will
to any great extent towards benefitting laid-ofl employees.
Hence,
the huddles are to draw the line

recently

h'47forU,Yet

upcoming

tolerating 26thrFox's

At the outset, purpose of the' conis for. an exchange of informaon how far the majors h»ve
gone in pro'vriding through cash pay.
ments and pensions for the oldtimers

fabs
tion

RecwdfiSHfci

ston,

Life" (Par).
12. "I "Walk Alone" (Par).

'

pany castofls. With that in mind,
members pf its Scope and Program
Committee have initiated a .series of
huddles with major company top.

Johnston Evaded Issuies
In a blistering note to Eric Johnprexy of the Motion Picture
'
of America, the National
CouncU of American-Soviet Friendship took another slap yesterday
(Tuesday) at the tT. S. film indastry

.

"Whe*e There's

QuaMy

Motion Picture Foundation, the
industry's project to set up a $10 •
000,000 philanthropic fund, is now
working to take the curse- oft it

Too Late

Mobile, Feb. 3.
The 'Royal, at Meridian, Miss.,
near here, was destroyed Jan. 25
insa fire of undetermined origin,
Lloyd Royal, theatre owner, estitn«<ied the loss at $75,000.
"CJrimes of Carelessness," a fire
prevention film, was scheduled
to 'begin its first shpwing the
afternoon of the blw^e.

At 'Curtain' Okay, Claims

McCoy" (M-G),
(RKO).

"Killer

8.

».

11.

Just

.

'

7.

10.

lii^viet Counca,

"Unconquered" (Par).
"Gentleman's A g ): c enient"
(20th).-

outstanding of these being New
York, where it likely will not open
lor another two weeks.
Second position was a photo finish
between "Wild Irish Rose" (WB)
and. "Capt. from Castile" (20th), with

the former obtaining a slight edge,
Teeing off around Dec. 25 in many
spots, the Warner Technicolor pic
was in first spot the initial week in
January, second in the week «f Jan
13 and held up to fourth slot week <^f
Jan. 20. "Castile" was third the Jan.

Hope-Crosby

It'»

derby in 'January, .according to
reports Irom VaSieiv correspondents
in more than 32 key cities. Their
latest starring vehicl*, "Road to
Bio" (Par), was easy winner, not only
via .strength in individual showings
but also in the stnash total business
rung up. Hope-Crosby film soared
to better than -fl,150,0Qi0 during the
past month in the bigger keys covered by Vameiv. The picture has
not opened in several major Cities,

Foundaiion Seeks to

1948

Treatmoit <rf Castttfs in Find Project

last Friday' (30), postponed his trip
for the second week in a row. Current plans call for his departure by
plane at the end of this week.
He was delayed by editing changes
in "Anna Karenina," Vivien, Leigh
TeohniteolorTStarrer, print of which
he's taking Wltfr him, Twentieth'^Pox
is distributing in the U. S.

in-t"

offlce

Be

London, Feb. 3.
Alexander Korda, scheduled
New York from London

Sir

to arrive in

4,

-
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AS TEST RUN FOR RADK
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London-Bound
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'
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METRO'S PRIZE-NOVEL
CONTEST UP

'

AIR

'

A.

More Exhib

On

Sam Cummins Maps
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,
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•
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MAJORS vow MPEA AD)
Must Pay Key Men Well to Keep Im.
Sez Rnlnn Deflatii^ Loew Cut Request
Despite reports that top film in-"t
executives \frould take a volvntary cut in salary, it's believed
unlikely that Metro, for one, will
make this fond hope of its stockholders a reality. That was indicated
at the Loew's stockholders meet at

A Different Answer

ciastry

Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur
Verdoux'' performed only tepidboxoffice-wise, when it was
open to the public in good

ly,

the homeoffice last Friday (30) by
veepee-general counsel JF. Robert

weather at both the Broadway
and Loew's States N. Y. It did

Rubin.

sensationally last week at A on^night stand during .the worst
winter' night of the year. The
1,600-seat
auditorium
of
the
Central Needles High School,
N. Y., was filled at a $2:40 top,
and plenty of would-be patrons

In answer to a request from one
stockholder that M-G' execs take a
voluntary pay cut because of the
current "lean years" facing the company, Rubin commented that the
.

proflt-sharing arrangements in most
of the top execs' contracts would accomplish * this because profits are;
dwindling. He went on to detail,
however, the Inadvisability of a
salary decrease at this time when
the company needs the talents of its
top execs more than ever,
Salaries are higher in the film industry than in other fields, Rubin
said, because the film industry is an
Execs,
art, as well as a business.
especially those at the studio, must
be t>aid for their creative talents as
well as their business acumen^ he
added. In addition, he said, payment
of high salaries is the only means
possible of staving off potential raids
on IVIetro personnel by othet conipanies.
Rubin pointed to th« number of
;

,

'

were turned away*
There's one gimmick. Showing was sponsored by tKe Metropolitan Area Council of the

American
as

a

Veterans

protest

to

Committee

picketing

"Verdoux" by the Catholic

of

War

Veterans. Maybe a conversion
from entertainment to a cause
celebre is the answer to boxoffice woes.

Rental Rebound

actors, directors, producers, etc., as

Indie production ventures. Because
of the advantages, including personal
ownership, inherent in such organ(Continued on page X8)

iniLOut
,

CagneySetdement;

May

Eiitend Deal

.United Artists prexy Grad Sears
|»ianed to the Coast Monday (2) to
work out final details of the settle-

ment

with

Cagney

Productions

After Big Tumble
Metro's film rental earnings, which
took, a hefty tumble during the first
quarter this year, are expected to
rebound nicely during the next
three months. Metro veepee-general
counsel J. Robert Rubin, speaking
at the company's annual stockholders meet at the homeoffice last Friday (30), declared the first eight
weeks of the second quarter indicate
an improvement in earnings over
the first quarter, It's believed the
lion's share of the increase will result from upped film rentals.

which Will bring the letter's "Time
Metro's earnings for the first
fold.
p£ Your Life" back to the
quarter this year were only $1,354,There's just a slight possibility, also, 761. Since profits
on' theatre opera-,
that an agreement may be reached tion are known
to ne usually more^
by which producer William Cagney than that amount, it's believed the
will make his next two films for UA, distribution operation was almost in
rather than for Warner Bros., with the red. Company has released sevwhich he recently signed.
eral top-earning films since then,
"Life", is understood virtually cer- however, including "Cass Timbertain to go to UA, rather than WB, lane,". "Green Dolphin Street" and
as Cagney has been threatening. In "'Good News." Returns from these
telephonic huddles, Sears made a films are expected to account for the
number of concessions to hold 'major improvement in earnings.
"Life;" Chief one is to continue CagLoew's veepee-treasurer Charles
distribution
"most-favored"
ney's
C. Moskowitz told the stockholders
terms. These terms, given to the
it's impossible to estimate how much
owners and a limited number of pro- the company saved through the
ducers some years ago, call for a various economies effected during
(Continued on page 24)
the last year, since results of the
savings are two-fold. In addition to
trimming, an unspecified number
Farrow-Reid-leserman
from the payroll, those who remain
are now "turning in a full day's
In Indie Christ Frod. work for a day's pay." More work
to be had out of the latter is the inHollywood, Feb. 3.
determinate factor in the situation.

UA

'

'

e

TD

co-producing with Reid.

Group recently called off discussions with Universal - International
for financial backing, and wiirnegotiate shortly "Wfith either J. Arthur
Rank or Sir Alexander Korda in
England.

(Continued on page 60)

Eddie Albert in N. Y.
On 16m Producing

tl 2

were given by the majors last week,
following charges that the industry's

ing and employment service.
Rafts of girls come to him with
the idea of becoming secretaries,
Stratford reports, "because in
the
movies secretaries wear
beautiful
clothes,
work in

York

swanky

MPAA

week.

last

Several of the majors were reportedly critical of the continuation
o£ the MPEA, indicating they might
favor going back to dog-eat-dog
competition in selling a number of
the 11 countries in which the export
uinit is now operating.
They nevertheless pledged support after it Wias
pointed out
what indiscriminate
dumping of films by individual companies might mean in the long run
to the companies themselves and to
the U. S. from a political stand-

There .was considerable bitterness
concerning three major indies who

do not belong to the MPEA. They
are Samuel Goldwyn, David O,
Selznick and Walt Disney. With top
product for the overseas market,
they have been able to snag more
than their proportionate share of
playing time and coin in the few
countries which permit export of
any appreciable amount of dollar
exchange. Indies' action has naturally burned some of the majors and
exces of
A and MPEA. Gerald
Mayer, MPAA's fntemational divl(Continued on page 90)

MP A

MFEA's United Front
Best

Way

to Fenetrate

Iron Curtain'—Harmon
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
of American film
companies abroad, as evidenced by
the Motion Picture Export Assn., is
credited by Francis Harmon, Motion
Picture Assn. of America veepee, as
being the prime factor in the penetration by Yank pix of the "iron
curtain," despite Soviet opposition.

The united front

American

films,

Harmon

^disclosed,

are being Accepted in spheres of
Gomiflunist influence with tremendous enthusiasm. Harmon reached
the Coast over, the weekend on a

combo

business-^racation trip.

Films selected from a stockpile of
some 4,000 never before seen in 11 of
the 13 countries now operating under
the MPEA are far outdrawing those
given preferential treatment by Russia

and

despite political

its satellites,

restrictions,

Harmon

said.

Czecho-

slovakia, for instance, with a population of 12,500,000, reported an attendance of 37,000,000 at Amer'ican pix
last year, Romania, however, is a
tougher situation for the Yanks since
films are either re-censored or forced
off the screen entirely.

HOUSE

HEARINGS

SETS
Actor Eddie Albert, who recently
completed a stint in Allied Artists'
"The Tenderfoot," is in New York
FIXERS'
in connection with his 16m produWashington, Feb. 3.
cing firm, Eddie Albert Productions
Public hearing is scheduled to be
In existence about two years, the
company 'makes industrial, educa' held here March 1 on a bill recently

MUSIC TAX

ON

the House designed
and
documentary
films, introduced in
Having invested about $50,000 of to force film producers to pay for
both synchronization rights and exhi.s own money in the first year of

operations, Albert said he expected
the organization to show a profit this
year.
With costs ranging from $10,000
and $30,000 per film, depending upon
the type, Albert declared his com'
for filmization of the radio program pany turned out about eight pictures
either as a series of shorts or a com- in Kodachrome last year and antici
posite feature pic.
If the deal is pates the same rate of production in
closed, Prockter would go along as 1948. At present he's readying a se
the
for
consultant.
ries of pix on fractures
The program brings to the air one American College of Surgeons, and
w.k. reporter weeltly who relates is also mapping' films on racial relawith accompanying dramatization tions and mental hygiene.
Albert is scheduled to return to
What he considers was the most interesting story covered by him.- the Coast within three weeks to
Music Corp, of Affietiea is handling start a p.a. tour in connection with'
the negotiations for frockter.
"The Tenderfoot"

NBC's weekly radio show, "The
Big Story," may be transferred to
celluloid
under .negotiations now
under way between Bernard Prockter, producer of the show, and a
major film company. Dickerings are

•

H' wood Spoils 'Em
The labor market for secreis. suffering from an oversupply because of Hollywood's
strange ways, according to Roland L. Stratford, director of the
Children's Aid Society counsel-

taries

hibition licenses for the use o£ music
controlled by the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Pub-

lishers.

Known

HR

measure Is
sponsored by Earl Lewis (R., O.),
chairman of the House subcommittee
on taxes and copyrights. Bill is an
outgrowth of agitation resulting
from ASCAP's avowed intention to
rnise theatre seat taxes. Exhibs contend all payments for music should
be made at the source.
However, in the event filmmakers
ASCAP's music
absorb
all
of
Charges, it's felt that this will merely
be passed along to exhibs in the form
of

as

higher

5014, the

rentals.

offices and always go to
dinner with the boss."
When briefied' by him on the
realism of hard work which most

secretaries must face,., many of
the gals change their mind,
Stratford notes;
-

V.P.-Sales Mgr.

William J. Heineman, head of the
Arthur Rank film division of Uni*
versa! tor the past two years, takes
over Feb. 15 as veepee and general
sales manager of Eagle Lion. Heineman leaves U to fill the top EL sales
post vacated by A. W. Schwalberg,

4-

overseas
distribution
coopei-ation
was being seriously weakened by independents selling around it. Discussion of .the MPEA's first year of
active operation and its future was a
major topic at the meeting of major,
indie, MPEA and Motion Picture
Assn'. of America execs called by
Eric Johnston,
prez, in New

tional

'Big Story' for Fix?

As Eagle Lion

lIliLE

.

John Parrow, Glift Reid and Garl
Leserman organized an indie company to produce "Son of Man,"
based on the life of Christ. Plans
call for filming in Italy with Farrow
writing the screepplay, directing and

HeinemaH Replaces ScWalberg

Pledges of continued support of
Motion Picture Export Assn.

point.

Metro Expects

by

corporations organized recently

INDIES'TIIGIIGS

SNARL

IN

J.

'

:

who announced

his resignation yesterday (Tues.), effective the 15th.
Schwalberg, in turn, is moving over
to another film company as yet undisclosed.

Negotiations which culminated in
Heineman's pact with EL were sud*
denly reopened last week after pre-

:

vious dickerings which ended in December had reached no conclusion.
Schwalberg, it's understood, quit under his own- power. He had been dissatisfied for some time with recurrent rumors that EL was looking
for an overall sales exec to head
both domestic aiid foreign distriburv

'

tion.

No replacement

Behind-Scenes

U

is

for Heineman at
expected. Instead, U's regular

department will absorb Heineman's division and incorporate peddling of Rank's British pix with U'a;
standard home studio productions.
Absorption process has been going
on for some time now. Both Bernard
Kranze, Heineman's assistant sales
chief, and Ted Birnbaum, another
sales exec, have moved over to Film
Classics, with Kranze now overall
Chicago, Feb. 3.
U has also
Alleged maneuvers of several Ad- sales topper for: FC.
(Continued on page 60)
ministration leaders in the sale of
the Golden States Theatres chain to
Mike Naify are said to have been
raised in Harold Stassen's recent Rep. McDowell Denies
huddles with Senator Homer Fer.
guson, of Michigan. The Department
House Frobe Seeks
of Justice intervened in the sale last
year when it was learned that Joseph
'Control Thought'
Schenck, president of the United
Washington, Feb. 3.
Artists Theatres, had given the Bank
Show business is being taken for
of America a guarantee that he
would back a $2,000,000 loan to "an in'tellectQal, ride" by those who
Naify.
Federals foresaw control claim the %[ouse Un-American Ac-,
passing through Schenck to 20th-Fox tivities Committee is seeking to
in case of a default.
Schenck then slant films and direct the content of
entertainment. Rep. John McDowell
offered to sign an agreement stipulating that, if Naify defaulted, con- (R., Pa.) charged today. McDowell,
who helped to conduct the Hollytrol would not go to himself, UA
theatres, or 20th-Fox.
Justice de- wood hearings here last. October and
partment" accepted the agreement who iSf..:also chairman Of the Hous«,
to investigate fassub-committee
and okayed the deal.
SE'.es

Probe on Deal

For Coast Chain

To

Stassen's

disclosures

cern the report'

made

would con
prior to the

sale by Bob Wright and Phillip Marcus. Department of Justice investi
gators.
Report advised strongly
against the sale to Naify and as-

serted that. Schenck's signed agreement was no ironclad barrier' to
transfer of control in case of -deReport was sent to Attorney
Gieneral Tom C. Clark but was never
Sale •was okayed after
released.
Clark huddled with a friend of Edwin Pauley's, Bob Carr, former U.S.
district attorney in California.

^

cism, made clear that .widespread
rumors,' which have gone as far as
predicting investigations of Broad--

way, were just "silly business."
"The charge is made," said McDowell, "that the Committee on.Un-*.
Activities is attempting to

American

'control thought,' to 'bring the great

(Continued on page.

.60)

fault,

See Good Chance Of
'Red' Trials in Switch

Washington, Feb, 3.
Many local attorneys feel that th«
"unfriendly" 10 defendants have a
good chance of winning their request that their trials for contempt
of Congress be transferred to another jurisdiction, although such
cases are normally handled her*;
The petition for change of venti*
Stassen, reported to be bird-dog- was filed with the court last Friday
ging the entire transaction, prob- (30) by Rooert W. Kennyy attorney
ably will ask Senator Ferguson to for the 10,
At the same time ha
probe further at Congressional hear- filed for dismissal of the Indictings.
ments.
The request^ for a. shift of jurisdiction was based on the ground
that a fair and impartial trial could
Writer
not be conducted "in a locality
as
where the activities of the Houss
Committee, the Justice Department
Washington, Feb. 3.
The Hollywood Writers' Mobiliza- and the President's Loyalty Board
tion was described last Thursday as have created prejudice, bias and in"Communist Front'' to which, timidation,"
a
nevertheless, contributors could take
tax deductions on their contribu..

Department of Justice insiders say
that whoever gave Clark assurances
that sale was on the up-andrup went
contrary to facts in the report. They
also point out both Pauley and Robert E^ Hannegan, folrmer ^Postmaster
General, have financial interests in
tTA theatres.

.

'

.

HVood

Group

Commie

Rapped

Seek Funds for Indicted

tions.

Senator Joseph H. Ball (R., Minn.)
Angrily pointed out that the Writers'
Mobilization had been labeled as a
subversive "Front'^ group in the Attorney General's listing of Nov. 23
last.

"Yet,"

Treasury

said

Ball,

"it

Department's

Hollywood, Feb, 3.
expected by th*

Official .okay is

end Of the month from the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp, on application to establish a credit union to

provide needy members with funds^
was on the the exec board of the Screen Writer*
list
of or- Guild was told' last night (Monday);

gatilzations
which it holds are
'charitable, religious, scientific, literary or educational.'
That makes

contributions deductible from the
donor's taxable income."
It was one of eight organiiiattons
bracketed together in the two cate^
gories by the Senator.

Negotiations with former assistant
U. S. attorney-general Thurman Arnold to rep indicted Guild members
in civil suits against studios, growing out of the recent Washington
anti-red probe, are still being conducted. Decision is expected by 'the.

weekend.

,

—

.

;

riCTOUBS

Jadson Paik Ruk

CU

Hits

CronynV

B.O^

Forces Deluxers to Play Reissues
Chicago, Feb.

two- week

8.

+

on Loop
lirst-runs' clamped on Chicago as a
result of the Jackson Park decision

The

ceiling

'Rope' Huddle

Hume Cronyh, co-star of the recent "The Survivors," at the Playhouse; N, y., planes to the Coast
tomorrow (Thurs.) to sit in on shooting of Alfred Hitchcock's production
of "Rope," fo)f_ which Cronyn wrote
the screen treatment from the original Patrick Hamilton play..
Arthur Laurents has written the
.

"Barlesijue' in Color

:screenplay.

Hollywood, Feb. 8.
now causing teiTiflc losses in the
"Burlesque," George Jessel prosecond most important U. S. terriThe haymaker is hitting both duction at 20th-Fox, will be filmed
Technicolor, -with the budget oh
the Betty Grable-Dan Dailey starrer
consequently boosted from $1,850,000
Film rolls March Iff
to $2,600,000.
and will be released as part of thfe
company's 1945 program.
Jes'sel, back frpm cafe personal
appearances, is liow readying the

.

'

-

m

the^istribs and thf important Bala-f
ban Sc Katz deluxers with one of
the latter—the United Artissts—now
forced to play reissues because the
ceiling has brought oh a product
shortage.
The. theatre has dropped its traditional fir.st-run policy to play "Jezebel," a

Warner

picture, for

Bros, oldie starring

doing the

Bette Davis. In two weeks opera<tions

done some

it's

which Lamar Trotti

filial script.-

Hollywood, Feb.

To Produce Records
Chicago, Feb.

?.

Judge Michael

Igoe, of the U. S.
Chicago,, last week

Court,

District

OKdered six major distribs to produce .books to determine'if the Jack-!;
son Park theatre was^ being; 'charged
!

ning reissues.
Balaban & Katz, owners of the
house, claim the Jackson Park de.

dis?rimittatdty,: renUCls

if

still

Pio-

:

were

:}'.,'•.

maintained.
Tom SlcConnell, JP*s. jattorriey,
contended that the: Jackson Park
was paying higher rentals than a
northside house, Defense attoriies;:s
argued that the JP decree applied
only to the Loop and South Side,
tjyj. jujjge Igoe dismissed this as "too
narrow." He ulso said that it MeConnell's charges Were .true, there
j^^^ ^een' "direct violation of the
,

cree makes it impossible for the
theatre to obtaifi new: flteos because
the circuit must use available product for its larger houses. Prices will

,

'

drop from

^P^T*""^
H-l°„^««°,5i
.n»n«
.r>
«Bi
"Daisy Kenyon"
and
BjacK
NaT-

and

nopoly' clearance periods

,

'

•

cissusj'

Even more heartbreaking to Paramount sales staffers here was the
|

compulsory pulling of 'Boad to>-|g^.>
Hio," Bing Crosby-Bob Hope-Dotbj^ge igoe ordered 20th-Fox,
thy Lamour smasheroo, from the Loew'i Paramount, HKO, Warner
State-Lake after two sensational b^os. theatres, and the Balaban &
' P^'^'^' Katz circuit to bring in its records
at the ,5-^^. 20. Date is. that on which "the
State-Lake and not much less the
McConnell's petisecond. By ordinary standards, it ti^n for contempt action against the
would .have been good for four more majors and theatre chains.

^^n^B"^.

its

first

.

2

m

l-.

,

to subsequent-

run

theatres
where,
strangely
it did only slightly better
than it would have had it been permitted to play its natural full run
the State-Iiake. I%ramounters
at
estimate that "Rio" grossed in Chicago, so far, -wliS»t ordinarily the
-company would' have- corralled in
rentals alone; In short, the loss was
"tecHfic.
enough,-,

i

Paramount will ask today (3) that
the Jackson I%rk produce in court
all contracts and the records of rfegeipls since the decree, Nov. 19, 1947.
Company will attempt to prove that
its so-caUed "unreasonable" rentals
are fair in" View Of JJ"s upped
grosses with first run.
crtto Koegel, 20th-Fox counsel, and

TRUST SUFIS

New

, Chicago, Feb. 3.
antittrust suits against major

distribs and theatre chains have
been prepared by: Tom McConnell,
counsel for Jackson- Park theatre
:,

..:*.:
:...,
here.
~ First suit, in U. S. district court,
Cleveland,
involves
Tuscarawas
Amus. Co., Cleveland,, in action
against majors and Shea theatres in
Dover and New Philadelphia, O.
Brief claims that majors, with exception of Paramount and Warners,
'

^

-

.

,

Johnston,' Paramount and have refused to grant day-and-date
Rati attorney, have in- runs to State house, Urichsville, O.,
cidentally beeii dropped as defend- with Shea spots and asks, damages
Moreover, there's no remedy seen ants hi contempt charges slated to from period 1944 to present oi 0Ver<
In playing a big fibn day^and-date be heard before Judge Igoe Feb. 20 ^100,000. Theatre burned last April
in more than one Loop, house. Dis- jn the Jackson Park decree case, and was rebuilt recently.
teibs were oon.sidering, that plan but However, Louis Phillips, Paramount
Second suit is being filed in FedTom McConnell, attorney for Jack- home office lawyer, is still oamed. eral court, Indianapolis,' for the Marson Park, is contending that the day- Ccntention is that he is ah em- cus Fnteh>rise C6., against Indianaud-date scheme is a violation of the ployee of Paramount, r&then; tfaap ad- apolis Amus. Co., and majors. • File
decree. He threatens to file contempt visory cbunsel;
states that Rite and'Zating-Egyptian
piroceedings against, the first distrib
houses were denied first-run pix, afmaking that move.
ter playing downtown locations, and
Clearance also is in the middle of
that they -vrere discriminated against
Still
in Air
a legal storm. Paramount is fixing
in favor of lAC houses.
Theatres,
a time lapse from- zero to 21- days
bought last April, ask no damages.

Edward

'

|-

Balaban

&

,

I

;

1

'

Warners.

Truckle and one bt his latest

office-

Verdict

Od

'Clearance

is-

flexible,

Chi Selfing Foficy

Despite, reports that Metro was all
set to resume selling pictures in the

depending

Chicago* territory, the company
reportedljf still up in the air on

specifically on each .picture. McCon,.
nell is battling any, clearance claiming the decree prohibits it in toto.

sales policy

is

its

the only
film to be offered exhibs in the
territory
the
decree was
since
,

the point.

is

handed down .last November. -Homeoffice sales execs and legalites, still

Par Asks Cbi Court

huddling on the problem, hope booking of the picture will serve as an
experiment for all future operation.
•^Dolphin" opened on the Chi Loop
this week.
One of the chief proposals for

MJ^* Decree Move
Chicago, Feb. 3.
Paramount today (Tties.) entered

Chicago federal district cMirt\a
move to strike from the DeLuxe
theatre's anti-trust action those para'
graphs relating to the Jackson Park
decree, and also from the Par case
now before the Supreme Court.
Defendant's coimsel said such

'in

operation is the selling of all films
on
a
competitive-bidding
basis.
similar to the plan recently estab
lished for Clii by 20th-Fox.
Final
decision on the plan, however, has
not yet been made.
-'

'

suits are not relevant to the nabe
house's action.

Philadelphia, Feb.

Metro's Bally Briefings

Catholics were reminded last

3.

week

Third of Metro exploitation chief that the prohibition on ."Seeing the
William R. Ferguson's series of motion picture, "The Outlaw," which
briefings of his field staff is schcd- [opened Friday (30) at the Pix theuled for today ^Wednesday) at the atre, still stands.
Hotel Astor, N. Y. Unlike the two
Most Rev. Hugh L. Lamb> auxiUprevious meets, the New York aiy bishop of the Archdiocese of
session will consist of one day's con- Philadelphia, issued a Statement refabs only,
calling that it has been condemned
Ferguson plans to hold the fourth absolutely by the National Legion of
session in Atlanta next week and Decency, "The Outlaw" was with'
will, probably follow with huddles drawn "last November by tlie Eron the Coast the weds after. He'll langer theatre after the Catholic de.jBpend two days on both of these, nunciation.
'ouflining ad-publicity plans with his
"Fprever Amber," which also was
staffers the first day and then con- banned, opened for a second run last
;taeting exhibitors, newspapers and week, in several Philadelphia the.radid statioijs ip, those areas the day atres.
"Aniber" was later reclasWlldwing.
(Sified.
.
i

[

j

.

.

Robert Roberts and Abraham Polonsky, toppers of Roberts Productions, planed into New York from
the Coast yesterday (Tuesday). They
brought
with
them scripts of
"Tucker's People" and "The World
and Little Willie" for submission to
Garfield, who's associated with
in 'the indie producing outfit.

John
them

Garfield declared he's tentatively

agreed to star in both pictures' but
will wait until he looks over the
scripts before deciding. He said no

'

phoney box-

percentage

pix

had been reached yet -on
whether Roberts would continue to

In Boston, three separate actions
filed by Paramount, Metro and
20th-Fox. Named as defendants are
Kenneth H. Forfcey; Edward, Harold
and Simon MarkeU; and five corporations allegedly associated with
these individuals. Complaint states:;
the usual charges - of false returns
from six houses, all in Massachusetts.
They are the Strand, Canton; Magnet, - Dorchester; Mattapan, Matta*
pan; Park and Greendale, Worcester;
and Porter Square, Cambridge. Sargoy -& Stein are counsel for distribs;
with Nutter, McClennen^& Fish
fronting in Boston.

Flock of Trust Soils were
Buffalo," Feb. 3.
The grapevine has it that disgruntled, exhibs in this territory are
now prepping as many ^s^ 20; tO; 2S
Separate anti-trust suits involving
many millions of dollars in potential
damages against the majors as a. result of last week's victory by the Bordanaro brothers. These exhibs have
been holding back to see -how the
Bordanaro Jlreres -would make out
they all claim to have' c&tise^- of action similar in nature.
Second thodghts majr restrain
some of them, but there's litfte dbuOt
tliat unless the district federal court
upsets the $84,900 verdict handed by
a jury against Paramount, RKO and
Warner Bros. Circuit Management,
the deluge will come. An applicatioh is before the cdurt to set aside
the veridct 'as contrary to the weight
of evidence. Bistribs' lawyers think
there's an excellent chance the actions will still be tossed out.
Number; of the defendants, including United Artists, Metro and 20thFox, .were let out by the jury. Action against Universal was dismissed
by the court. Apparently, the jury
was motivated by the thought that
these companies had sold some product to the Bordanaros (a split with
Warner theatres is some cases) in

..

-

,

In Providence, meahwhOei eight
other .actions brought by all majors,
were dismissed" oh stipulation which
stated defendants had accounted and
paid amount agreed due. Suits hadinvolved the Castle, Mt, Pleasjant,
R. I., and Majestic, West Springfield,

them

letting

Mass.

•

NAT! THEATRES MULLS
IM£:l!i, 16M POLICY
JpTollywood, Feb.

3.

Four-day meeting of National The^
atres

(20th-FQX)

division

proxies,

and department heads ends
ThUrsday .night (5) at the Ambasexecs

sador hotel here. Subjects discussed
yesterday (Mbii.) included drive-in

off.

Jury came in with a verdict of
competition- and the 16m threat.
which is trebled because the
Circuit execs agreed to keep a
is based on violation of the
Sherman anti-trust law. That's con- close watch on drive-ins, and to frysiderably less than the $489,000 to stay ahead of outdoor hoiuses by
(when trebled) which the Bordan- strong showmanship tactics. They
aros asked in their complaint. Plain- also declared, that narrow gauge film
has gotten out of hand Jjccause of
tiffs had sued charging deprivation
But they
of flrst-nm product for -their Palace indiscriminate' licensing.
developed no plan to cope with the
theatre. Clean, N. Y»
$28,300

action

;

'

situation.

4 TRffL£-DAMA(£
TRIALS BY APRIL

1

.

No hasty steps wlU be taken re'
garding television, but the theatre
men 'will continue to study and analyze the situation. NT has a special

tele lab where regular- w-atch will be
Attorneys for the majors sUtt kept on all developments. The showwon't baye a chance to catch their men believe thai large screen probreath with the Bordanaro case in jection is not too far off.
Buffalo out of the way. Four otlier
triple-damage actions are set to go
to bat before ,March is over besides
Exhibs
a contempt hearing 'hi the Jackson

Park

case.

First slated is the McClendon theatre suit, Dallas, March 1. Fifth
Walnut action, New York, is one day

&

Studios,

for

Leo Dims Air Roars

On Service

Complaints

Complaint raised by Allied TheaOwners of Eastern Pennsylvania^

tre

Theatco suit, San Francisco, that 20th-Foje had trimmed its Philascheduled for March 8 but may be delphia sales staff to a point where
exhibitors fail to get the attention
they need was denied this week by
20th assistant sales chief William C.
son Park contempt hearing will be Gehring.
According to Gehring,
Staged in Chicago, Feb. 20.
20th has conducted an exact survey
Four actions involve over $5,000,- of each area and believes it is ade000 in treble-damage claims.
quately covering e^ch territory with
later.
is

postponed ix no judge is available.
Finally, in Buffalo, there the Rlvoli
theatre anti-truster, March 29. Jack-

,

sufficient

decision

work with Enterprise

Alkany Clearance Beef

action.

.

men,

Allied, declaring that "Fox is on
the merty-go-round," said the company was exercising a "typical

pcnnywisc-pound foolish" policy by
Unable to
cutting its Sales staff.
maintain contacts with salesmen to
properly negotiate bookings.
statement said, "exhibitors just

can'-t

afford to Wpste time, and reports
from the territory are definite that
visits- of the. Fox salesmen are becoming more and more infrequent.
Gehring declarfcd that 20th knows

number of cxhib contacts each salesman must malie in
order to handle all sales pos.sibilities.
He pointed out that it's often un-

exactly the

Complaint charged the clearance necessary for a salesman to visit
was "unreasonable" and asked relief. each exhib eve'rjr time there is a
At present, the Colonial is playing new picture to offer, citfiig the numfirst-run foreign pictures but it norber, of exhibs who operate more than
mally was a third-rUn situation. one house and.
so can book for them
Leonard L. Rosenthal, attorney for all si?nultaneously.
Company,
Upstate Theatres, Inc., which books said, has no plans whatsoever for
StudiO and. buys for the. .Eagle, -filed the negotiating- kiail order bcokinjfs and

Hollywood, Feb.

3-.

Frank Whitbeek, Metro studio advertising head, reports that Leo the
Lion is stopping roaring on the air.
Effect is probably national, but slicing of paid *ds begins here with

Chet Huntley K,NX show.
won't renew in*- March.
.

Also cutting

all

spot

...

comAlercia'l!!'.

<

distribs,.

Albany, Feb. 3.
which the production, outfit turned
The first clearance complaint
out "Body and Soul."
Apparently reversing his decision brought before the American Arbitribunal in Albany
to stay with "SkipiSer Next to God," tration Assn.
his current Broadway Icgiter, as long during the past year was filed
Capitol City- Theatre
as the show doe.s business, Garfield by
Corp,
Eagle
declared he now plans to stay with- operator of the
theatre,
against Paramount. Intefvenors are
it only "as long as it plays to capacity."
Having remained 'in the Warners' Delaware and Freedman &
east more than three months hoW; Orson's Colonial, which now have
he expects to return to Holljhui'Ood' seven days' clearance over the
The Royal and Paramount,
to resume film work as- soon as he Eagle.
which are day-and-date with the
leaves "Skipper."
Eagle, might be affected by the

'

.

retupw, on

Answers

under the Jacksw Faik

Contempt motion which Judge Igoe decree.
"Green Dolphin Street"
will hear .Feb.:20 sHqmM determhie

RKO

from Jan. 30, 1848; to date. Phillips,
Nizer, Benjamin 4; Krim rt.'.-idi^ljte

Seen Bringing On

Up

Metro

York, Metro and

ceum* Red Hook.
Complaint charges

colts.

;

between' Loop engagements, and
those of. subsequent runs. Par's

New

Barry

.

mCHVLANDINDPLS.

week

<

.

The aim then went

3:

Theatres^ operators of a
theatre
on Hollywood
boulevard; are jumping into tele as
the first newsreel chain to enter
video field. Outfit' operates II Kousei
in the state, including the Hitchinit
Post. Several of the houses aire
newsreel outlets.
Boulevard house here will be pilot
theatre for video, with others to be
added as equipment becomes avails
abler -Niegoti^^ons are underway
with Jack Richards , local -custom
receiver builder, for installation' of
an enlarged projector tele set tor
slkiwing on regular screen. Shows
will begin with pickups of races and
Other- special event8,thought to be of'
inteiresit to audiences.
To avoid legal, entanglements,
there'll be no extra charge tor video
performances, although they'll be
advertised. System of presentation
is subject to change -as improvements develop.

.

$57,000 dui-ing

«t

schedule
brought separate actioa<! against
Fitzgeridd will 'star in the role of Sidney Cohen, Philip
Tom Smith, trainer of the tiangtail, Rhinehook Ilieatres and Eisenbeig
Millerton
and Otta Kru|!er will ^laythe owner. Amus. Corp. Corporate
defendants
David Butler, currently shooting are units in the Bisenberg & Cohen
"John Loves Mary," will direct both circuit and owners of four
upstate
"Seabiscuit" and "Silver Lining." theatres. Houses involved are
til*
Nag will be played by three horses Starr, Rhinebeck; Pine Plains,' J%i|
he has sired—Sea Sovereign. Fair Plains; Millerton, Millerton; and Is,

newsreel

6 Majors Ordared

.

97c, to 67c., plus-tax. First
^
,»t

Start Video

Nen^tdain

iS;

Walter Lang

:

..

To

Prov. Snits Settled

Legal Akirmishes over claimed
percentage-chiseling capers by
exhiba continued to crop Up this week.
groups of suits were filed
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
In federal district courts while
one
"Story ol Seabiscuit," story of the other was ended after exhibs
agreed
great xacebbrse, will ioUow "Silvej: to pay suras fixed as due.
Lininil? on William. Jacobs',- produc-.
In
ing

ABC

exactly haU'-of what the -house
averages on flrst-run product. 'Ifs
due, of course; to the fact that the
two-week limitation has caused a
far more rapid turnover of film and
there just isn't enough to keep all
top houses supplied with newcomers.
Latest move in the Chicago Loop
'is the switching of the G«riick theatre to ttiird-run double-features at
teduoed admission prices. The 900seater lias been having difficulty
getting product and has been runis

.

Theatres

will direct.

which

$20;000,

ABC

^ Mk;

Two more

Is

tory.

Aj^ms on Ousels

Majors in 2

action

!for

Joseph Grand;,<who .bwni

and operates the Eagle;

-

„,

•

i
;

contiBUe<to Maintain
sary exhib'- cehttfcts.

<will

all neces-

Wcdneadar* Fdinuny 4, 1948
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WHEN'S A

Par in Wider Spadng of Big Releases

TOP IllLENT INTO Say Mpls. Exbibs Seek Mwopoly

To Avoid Amortization Problem
The

terrific

25G

tqmpo, Psiramount, for
now spacing its big films

in releasing

instance, is

on the release chart 50 that the

bite

in writing off the costs of films won't
be so deep as to obliterate profits for
the quarter. Other majors are ex-

pected to swing into the same sort
of releasing technique.
The new format for timing shipments to theatres is said to be be^hind Par's pulling of "Dream Girl"
from its previous scheduled release
date in May and the substitution of
"Hazard" in its place. By delaying
release of "Dream Girl" until the
latter part of the year, Par insures
that it won't have to absorb costs
of that expensive film while it's
liqiudating, production costs of two
othet top-lbudgeters, "tTnconquered't
and "Emperor's Waltz."
Amortization tables start running
oirS film when it's first set for general release. Several companies reand Metro, ran
cently, notably
into diflficulties because they had expensive films to. liquidate which

RKO

bunched together^ Profit statements showed a sharp dip and earnings were accordingly bumpy, be•were

cause of the grouping of expensive
experience
It's that sort of
pix.
said to be avoiding.
"Unconqueredt" turned out by
Cecil B. i>e Mille, was made at a
peak cost of close to $5,000,000.
*Waltz" is also,' one of Par's costlier
efforts since It's a Technicolor opus

which Par

is

Here

is

By msWH

for 2 Days!
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
one reason Ethel

Barrymore prefers screen to
work:* Actress drew

stage

$25,000 for a two-day chore in
''Moonrise" at Republic.

A new era of
may be at hand.

•

GOIiDElsr

Realism

B's that aren't B's

Warners really meant

to

Call sheet for the
specified
"Kxterior

and Metro— is
turn out a series of films on B

keep out additional competir>;
tion runs counter to the free enter"
prise system. That charge was made
lied, to

last

for

picture

Course." The scene was shot on
the studio tennis court.

with a yawn in the trade, but present efforts appear to have a bit
more substance than the usual exercise at label-juggling.
Such im-

Urged by Levy
C, Feb.

3.

Plea for creation of roundtable
exhib-distrib forum, coupled with a
drastic reduction of the current rash
of litigation in the industry, was

portant

grossers

"Boomerang" and RKO's

made

Brandt Says Par

Out to 'Destroy'

','Crossflre"

perfectly apparent last year
that a B-size budget didn't have to
mean a B-size picture.

The school building is located a
blocks away from the Princess,

few

it

a neighborho_gd theatre > now beitig
operated by secrest, on which .his
lease soon expires. The house has V

Him in Suit on %

"Boomerang," as a matter of fact,
has given rise to a whole new facet
Harry Brandt, defendant in a
Week by Herman- Levy, of low-budget producing. That's the
counsel for the Theatre semi-documentary type of film, made $563,265 percentage chiseling suit,
Owners of America, in an address largely on location. Metro this week lashed out at Paramount yesterday
before the Theatre Owners of North signed Louis de Rochembnt, 'who (Tues.) in an affidavit which charged
& South Carolina. In making his made "13 Rue Madeleine" and the company with seeking to "de
'Boomerang," and set vp a whole stroy" him and his
pitch. Levy asserted that bill for
business

made

been bought by a brother and employee of Ted Man, theatre circuit
owner, who plan to take over themFavorable action by the
council would involve a transfer of
the Princess license to the new the«
atre. Goldie claimed that unlesS' the
transfer was granted, the .license
would be taken by one of the chains.
Another application for a new
theatre license also is being held
up by the license committee. The
applicant, not now in the business,
has been trying unsuccessfully for
more than 10 years to get the permit

this

general

selves.

,

asso

new semi-documentary unit under ciates, Asking the court to strike out
tiffs was passed on to exhibs
Sam Marx to make around seven pix parts of "Par's complaint,as "scanda-.
by the much-sued distfibs.
year at $500,000 to $600,000 budgets. lous and improper,"
"I am not asking exhibitors to a
the New York
Warner Bros, plan is to make the circuit operator -claims
foregq litigation where it
neceslegal

is

sary/'

laevy..

conventioneers.

told

lower-budgeters

exercises

as

Goldie, counsel
exhibitor, at a

cation.

20th-Fox's

as

week by John
Roy Secrest, an

hearing before the city council U-"
cense committee.
After 90 minutes of argument, the
committee deferred action on Secrest's application to convert a former highschool building into a theatre as part of a project involving a
$300,000 expenditure. North Central
Allied, fighting all new theatre construction here, opposed the appli-

Gblf

Announcements of "the end of
B's" have been customarily greeted

Roundtable

Minneapolis. Feb. 3.
Minneapolis exhibitors are trying
monopolize the business, and their
through North Central Al-

eflforts,

when

it

—

budgets that are not pre-slotted for
B handling and exhibition.

Distrib-Exhib

3.

started
it
cutting production
corners with a series of not-soexpensive pictures, beginning
with "The Fighting Terror."

RKO

Bros.,

to

Hollywood, Feb.

,

With the' pressure for greater
quantity of production, the majors
are turning to a new concept in picture making. The aim, recently announced, by at least three of them

Warner

Charlotte, N.

In Blocking Theatre Building

LOfBUOGETERS

dent in profits caused

by amortization of films made at a
peak cost is now spelling a s,witch

A 'B7

FILM NOT

'B'

for

trib is

that the disusing the suit as a device to

"Sometimes there is no alternative. their embryo talent, but Metro and hack away at Brandt's "effectiveness
There are, however, many wrongs, RKO both aim to use generously as a, leader in the fight against plain(Continued on page 25)
tiff's monopolistic practices."
•- illnesses and problems on the sides
(Continued on page 2S)
"
(Continue^ on page 18)
of, both exhibition and distribution,
Brandt, who's being sued alohg"
which 'cannot profitably be solved
with Louis, Bernard B. and William
by litigation although litigation is Steinbedk, Milestone,
Shortage of Product
Brandt, plus a large number of other
resorted to."
individuals and theatre companies, Currency Exchange
-•'Never in the history of the inMeredith to Produce
attacks Paramount for
what he
Plenty Acute in Mpls.;
^
dustry," Levy said, "have the repreclaims is its wide publicizing of the
Key to Wallis' Spec
sentatives of both sides taken time
12 Steinbeck Stories action ,in both trade and general
Reissues Flood Town off to sit down with a conscientious
publications. "Under the guise of
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
On British Production
Minneapolis, Feb^ 3.
desire and effort, by conciliation and
the privilege afforded by the inNew production unit was formed clusion of this scandalous and eviOperating difficulties that have roundtable discussion, to eliminate
After dropping the idea of concropped up for two downtown thea- those obstacWs, problems, wroiigs here by John Steinbeck, Lewis Mile- dentiary matter," his peeve runs, tinning British production, Hal Waltres here, the legitimate roadshow and illnesses which are possible of stone and Burgess Meredith to film "the plaintiff has achieved a license lis ,may make "House of Mist" in
house Lyceum and the sure-seater amicable adjustment. It is our hope a dozen Steinbeck stories, probably to destroy me by a campaign of England this year. He's been conin conjunAion with Enterprise, for
(Continued on page 18 ^
Pix, and the forthcoming film advilification conducted and to be con- sulting via the long-distance wires
United Artists. Distribution deal is
with his partner in Hal Wallis Provent of another loop spot, the Alvin,
ducted through the press."
currently under discussion.
now devoted to burlesque, are. bringThe wide dissemination of evi- ductions, Joseph Hazent
Starter will be "Cannery Row,"
ing into focus the current product
The poser presented is whether it
SWISS
to be filmed among the fish canner- dentiary matter put into the comshortage and the lack of actual bidpays to spend dollars on a British*
ies at Monterey, Cal,, with Steinbeck plaint, Brandt declares, "has caused
ding for pictures here.
made film, Hazen said this week.
the screenplay, Milestone pro- and will continue to cause people to
M-G IN LITIGATION doing
The Lyceum recently started a
Under present restrictions of th«
ducing and Meredith directing.
(Continued on page 24)
policy of playing pictures in between
Print of "Search," produced by
British- Treasury, overseas revenues
the comparatively infrequent legiti- Swiss filmmaker Lazar Wechsler,
of a film made in that country must
mate road attractions, but it has only was freed of a court attachment last
be returned to England if pounds
been able to obtain reissues and sub- week when the producer posted
are used to pay the production nut.
sequent runs, and in the face of the bond of $9,700 covering the amount
However, if pounds convertible to
theatre's high- nut most of these sought from him in N.Y; supreme
dollars are spent, the film escapes
have proved unprofitable. The house court by Moritz Hamburger, former
those restrictions. Added advantage
did well with its initial film offering German distributor. Made by Wechrise," for top femme spot in "Wake in the latter case, is that the pic is
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
under the new policy, "Gone With sler's Praesens Films, the picture
Argosy closed a deal for Techni- of the Red Witch," on loanout from not subject to the 75% ad valorem
the Wind," but since then the going was immediately bought outright by color process on four adventure Paramount
Mark Bobson bought tax since it's treated as. British*
bas been rough.
It recently: tried
films to be produced, abroad, by Lee screen rights to "The Birth of the made.
Metro for worldwide distribution.
to bring back ^'Best Years of Our
Van Atta on an overall, budget :of Movies," authored by Clmrlfes MarHazen believes other companies
Last Wechsler film to be shown
Lives" as a roadshow for the 10th
John
signed
to quis Warren, for Indie production would continue producing in Britain
0'De»
$1,000,000
in the U. S., "Last Chanpe," was
downtown week, but, because of also distributed
script "Limahong," a tale of a ChiEdward Small will follow his if studio space were available. Howby Metro and it's
poor business, had to yank it after
nese pirate, to be filmed by United "T-Man" with "FBI vs. Scotland ever, that's Out of the question since
believed that the company's assofour 3ays.
It then hurriedly canPhilippine Artists in South Pacific Yard," with Dennis O'Keefe .and there's terrific demand by native,
ciation with the Swiss producer in
celled "Duel in the Sun," spotted in
Ivaters with one version in English Loui* Hay ward in top roles
Mar- film-makers.
that venture led it to invest some
'
to follow" "Best Years" and which
production
money in "Marked." and, another in native language for shall Grant Productions bought
With four pix slated to roll this
already has played four other downAnn Bax- "The Trimming of Goosie," a fanPhilippine market
Film was directed by Fred Zinne- the
year, production costs per -film' will
town theatres. It is expected the
ter shifted from 20th-Fox to Metro tastic yarn by James Edward Hopman on loan from the M-G studios.
be between 25% and 35% higher
theatre will abandon the fllmjjolicy,
Irving Berlin will appear
for one day of added scenes for per
Ziimeioan, however, has since been
than previously spent by the Wallis
except for an occasional standout
"Homecoming,"
the Clark Gable- briefly in the song title sequence of
axed from the Metro payroll.
outfit, Hazen said. First of the quaroffering when it's obtainable.
Armand "Easter Parade" at' Metro.
Lana Turner co-starrer
tet, "Sorry, Wrong Number,'' is now
'Search" may have its world preem Deutsch was assigned as associate
Jack Donohue shifts from dance
Handicapped by a small seating
before the cameras. Second, "Becapacity, the Pix, formerly the News- in Radio City Music Hall, N. Y. producer on "Mr. Music," dealing directing to handle acrobatic rouStill, My Love," is nearing lenslng.
reel, dropped its loop second-run Music Hall's general manager Gus with Tin Pan Alley, under supervi- tines in "Julia Misbehaves" at Metro
Third is, "House" or "Paid in Full,"
...Heather Angel returns to the
policy after only a few weeks and Eyssell viewed the film four times sion of Oore Schary at RKO
and the last will be "Rope Of Sand,'',
now has returned to
Losey, director of *'The Boy screen in "The Saxon Charm" at
oldies. last week and M-G sales toppers are
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prices commanded by the
however, makes profitable

currently awaiting his decision.

The Alvin was acquired from the
W. A. Steffes' estate, along with the
World, by a group headed by Ted
(Continued on page 18)

Danny Thomas Has
2 More Metro Pix
Hollywood, Feb.
will

make

3.

two

more pictures for Metro, refuting
reports of a break between actor
and studio. Readjustment of the
Cpnlrapt was made a- year ago, per*
mitting Thomas to devote more time
to radio and nightclubs.
His latest picture, "The Big City,"
:

was made under those

Two Thomas

.

conditions.
starrers lined up for

future filming are "Hold Onto Your
Hats" and "Special Delivery," to be
produced by Joe Pasternak,

Hollywood, Feb.

Dana Andrews

will star in

3.

gotten Gulf," in which he'll star as
well as produce and direct. Goldwyn
has option on the short, which'll

be blown up from 16m commercial
to 35m for
lease as travelog.

production, "Come Be My Love,"
gets under way late^in April with
Robert Montgomery producing, directing and starring. .Jane Randolph and Charles Bradstreet will
play romantic leads in Abbott and
Costello's "The Brain of Frankenstein" at U-I...Bobert Byan signed
to co-star with Pat O'Brien in "The
Boy With Green Hair" at RKO.
Allan Lane checked in at Republic
after a horse-buying tour of Texas
to
resume his Famous Western
series, fifth of which will be titled
"Carson City Raiders," with Gordon
Kay producing and Yakima Canuti
directing. .Ted Biehmoud's ne xt
production at Columbia wiU be "Son
of the Jungle," based on a script by
Carol Young...Dlok Hogan is the
last actor signed for the cast of
"Rope," which Alfred Hitchcock is
directing for Transatlantic Productions with a total cast of nine— six

picture,

"Tennessee's

his

next

Partner,"

in

comedy Northern Califorhia, starting May 3
... Carmen Miranda draws one of
the top roles in "Ambassador to Brazil;" a filmusical to be produced by

on co-production deal,
with
Lewis Milestone directing.
Scheduled to start April 1.
Untitled screenplay by Arnold
Manoff has two otlier principals,
neither set. Andrews moves over on
loanout from 20th - Fox and Sam
Goldwyn, with whom he has deal to
make two outside pix during the
next two years. Prior to the comedy, Andrews and cameraman Arthur Arling leave for Mexico Feb.
15 to make Iwo-reeler, "The For-

Kodachrome

Universal

week

phen Ames is producing.
Harry Sherman will film

Andrews' Ent Comedy
at Enterprise

With

Hair,"
started
a
Green
of rehearsals before the actual
shooting of the picture, which Ste-

operations difficult.

Danny Thomas

.

Joseph

dual

The high
reissues,

RKO'

re•

Joe Pasternak at Metro ... Sam
Bischoff's "Outpost Morocco" troupe

headed by George Baft, recently on
location in North Africa, will resume
shooting at General Service late
Tom Conway drew a
this month
top role in "One Touch of Venus" at

-

International;

first

.

.

.Neptune's
.

being propped for fall production.
-Wallis pact with. Paramount, unit's
distrib, will be fulfilled with delivery of first three pix. It called for
12 films, nine of which have already
been turned over to the company.

Ent Makes Special Reel
On Big-Budgeter Prep
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Special reel showing the preparation necessary for a high-budget fea-

is being prepped by Enterprise,
offer it as a re'gular short.'
One-reeler actually plugs "Arch of
Triumph," although the film won't
Universal-International.
be mentioned.
Frederick de Cordova signed with
Footage will consist of the camera
U-I to direct "Washington Girl,"
junket to France for background
Michel
Deanna Durbin starrer
scenes, tests, set construction and a
Kraike will produce "The Invisible
couple of scenes from the film. Same
Man Strikes Back" at U-I, when he
practice followed by Metro years
completes his current job; "The Gay
ago proved successful, netting the
Goddess"
Republic borrowed
firm revenue in.adiUtion to being •
Gail Bussell, currently in "Moon- males, three femmes and no extras.
valuable plug.
.
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.
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WINNER OF 35 AWARDS
INCLUDiNG THE

N. Y.

FILM CRITICS CIRCLE

AWARD AS

"BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR"

Darryi

F.

Zanuck presents

GREGORY

PECK,

DOROTHY McGUIRE, JOHN GARFIELD

"GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT" with Celeste Holm, Anne Revere,
June Havoc, Albert Dekker, Jane Wyatt, Dean Stockwell, Sam JafFe • Produced
by DARRYL F. ZANUCK • Screen Play by MOSS HART • Directed by ELIA KAZAN

in

Laura Z. Hobson's

C0IIUIIY.POX

"MIRACLE ON
SELECTED

34tii

AMONG

STREET" • "BOOMERAUG!"..
Best
"YEAR'S BEST PICTURES"

Screenplay" to

GEORGE

SEATOIt

ne

Annual Movie Award

DARRYL F. ZANUCK
"AWARD FOR INDUSTRYWIDE ACHIEVEMENT"
for itrodudng "Gendenum's

^eemeat"

GREGORY PECK
"BEST PERFORMANCE
BY AN ACTOR IN 1947"
"

.

for

.

he role in "Gendeman's Agreemoit"

"THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT PICTURE

TO EMERGE FROM HOLLYWOOD

IN 1947"
mi

f 'Miracle

on 34th Street" and Special Award to

EDIi/IUND

€WENN

for his

performance in the picture.

—

).

»
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LA. Continues

*After Dark'-Cool-Lamb
15G, Omaha; Fugitive' 8G

Spotty But 'Earth'

Solid $50,000,

,

Rousing 45G;

'Rebtless'Fair476,'MyLove'32G

is

and

hold over.
Estimates for This

.

lartb' Lush

(RKO)

Brandeis

Key

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ....... .$2,930,000
(Based on 20 cities, 211 thea-;
,

tnciu4in0
H. Y.)
Total Gross Same Weeir
$3,370,000
Last rear v
(Based on 21 cities, 206 theatres)
trea, chiefly first runs,

,

16-65)—

.

Estimates for This Week
(Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—

Adams

"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G)

$8,600.

Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 1665)— "Senator Was Indiscreet" (U).

Hub Still Lanpg

Oke

meant

last

Tall 30a>l)illy

(U), $9,500,
State (Goldberg)
(865; 16-65)—
"Killer McCoy',' (M-G) and "ReneGreat $7,00g.
gade Girl" (Indie).

Philadelphia, Feb. 3.
after
tefnceratvires here

3.

•

'.

troit)

Rising
near-zero .. weather

(UA)

Okay

:

,

'

:

|12^

'

•

;

.

.

,

-

'

.

—

'

-

-

— "Intrigue"

70-9S)

(3,309;

and '.'Blonde
Last
$15,000.

Savage" (EL).
week, "I Walk

helping trade Alone"

Gold and piled-up snow still are
Estimates tor This Week
Erlanger': unshut'^
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 60-$l)— cutting into biz severely, but slight Last week, "Boom Town" (M-G) this stanza.
"Tender Years" (20th) and "Perilous gains will be. shown this week with (reissue) and "Thunderbolt" '(Mono) tered last Wednesday (28) with
Slender $3,000. "Treasure Sierra Madre," nice at the (2d wk), big $5,000,
Waters" (Mono).
''Cass Timberlane" a f t,je x shutting
(Rep ) and
Last week, "Flame"
last
year, when Cardinal
down
mostly h.o.'s but
Others
are
Met.
"Campus Honeymoon" (Rep), $2,300,
l^dugherty threatened a, boycott
"Cass TimberBeverly (FWC) (1,352; 80-$1.50)— reasbnably strong,
'roT.Sliii$]iowiiig,But
Agreement"
(20th) lane,'? second at the State 'and Or«
"Gentleman's
anent "The Outlaw." "Timberlane"
(6th wk). Nice $6,500. Last week, pheum, shapes as staunch.
^
is doing nicely, "You Were Meant
$7,800.
F«r Me" and "Out of Past" also iook
Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&Sdue for stout sessions.^ "Outlaw,"
Blumenfeld)
65-$I )—"Sleep,
(826;
Astor (Jaycocks) (1,400; 40-80)
Tirates' Lusty
My Love" (UA). Average $6,000. ''Bishop's Wife" (RKO) (6th wk).
playing' second-run at ^he Fix, is
Last week, "Roosevelt Story" (UA) Still doing nice $16,000 on extended
Providence, Feb. 3,
getting a good play despite the Carand "Dragnet" (SO) (2d wk-6 days), rtin after $18,000 last.
Weathier has tapered oil, though dinal's
renewed' admonition for
sad $1,800.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$l.iO)T-. it's still cold here, and this is giving
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 80- "Secret Beyond Door"
Catholics to stay away. (U) plus Mil- exhibs relief from the series of heavy
$1.50)—"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) (6th
dred Bailey, Ravens'^ Artie Dann, snowstorms. State's "Carnegie Hall''
Estimi^tes for This Week
wk).. l>leasing $9,500; Last week*
heads
the
so-so
list
in
an
otherwise
Lane Bros,, others, on stage. So-so
Aldine (WB) (1,303; SO -$1^25)—
$10,800.
$23,000.
Last week, "Prince of week. "Pirates of Monterey*^ is com, "Unconquered"
(Par)
(6th
wk).
Chinese (Grauman-W(3) (2,048; 60(Col) plus, Bill Robinson, paratively 4s good.
Good $15,000. Last week, $16,500.
$1)—"Relentless" (Col). Okay $11,- Thieves";
Jane Kean, others, on stage, ditto.
Estimates for This Week
000.
Last! week, "Meant for- Me"
50-94)—
Arcadia
(S&S)
(700;
Albee
(RKO)
(2,200; 44-6S)-T"The
Exeter
(1,000;'
45-65)—
(Indie)
(20th) (2d WW. fair $9,700,
"Killer McCoy" (M-G) (2d run).
Black Narcissus" (U) and "Action Fugitive" (RKO) and "Main Street Mild $5,000. Last week, "WUd Irish
Culver (FWC) (1.145; -60-$l)—
Starts
Wednesday Rose"
"Tender Years" (20th) and "Perilous Slander" (U). Foreign house okay Kid" (RKO).
(WB) (2dirun)( bright $7,000.
Last week, "Pirates.. MonWaters" (Mono). Neat $3,000! in 5 $3,500 in second after $4,300 for first; (4).
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-fl4) ';A
days. Hast week, "Secret Beyond
Fenway .(M-P) (li373; 40-80)--"I terey" (U) and "Frieda" (U), nice Woman's Vengeance" (U). Nice $22,Door" (U) and "Stork Bites Man" Walk Alone" (Par) and "Heading for $12,000,
000. Last week, 'Sleep, .My. Love"
44-65)
Carlton
(Fay-Loew)
(1,400;
(UA) (9 days), -slow $4,200.
Heaven" (EL) (m.o.). Neat $7,000 or
Iron Mask"
and (UA) (2d wk), $15,000.
(EL)
Dofirntown. '(WB) (1,800; 60-$!)— near. Last week, "T-SIen" (EL) and —"Man
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-04)—"I Walk
Gentleman After Dark" (EL) (re"Sierra Madre" (WB) (3d wk).
Always -Together" (WB), $7,500.
issues)'.
Fairly nice $5,000.
Last' Alone" (Par)' (3d wk). StiU potent
Finales at $13,000, Last week, good
Keninore (Indie) .(900; 45-65)— week, "Captain Castile" (20th) (3d at $23,000 after getting $24,000 last
$15,200.
Shoe-Shine" (Indie) (5th wk). Okay downtown:week, good $3,000.
week.
JDowntown Mngie Httll (Blumen- $2,000. Last week, about same.:
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)-r"Two
Erianccr (Goldman) (1,800; 60feld) (872; 80-$l)— "Sleep, My love"
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-80)— Sisters Boston*' (M-G) (reissue) and 94)—r"Cass Timtoerlane" (M-G).
(UA).. Slow $13,000. .Last week,
'$6,000'.
Liast Smash $33,000. Last!' week, house was;
"Roosevelt. Story" (UA) and "Drag- "Gentleman's Agreement" (20th). (3d vaude .on stage. Good
net" (SG) (2d ,wk^6 days), faint wk). Fine $20,000*after $24,000 in week, '•'Shark Island" (20th) and closed.
second.
vaude,
same;
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)—"Meant
$4,000.
.Majestic. (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)— For Me" (20th ). Great $30,000. Last
MetropoUtan (M-F) (4,367; .40-60
Ecyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)—
"Cass Timberlane" (M-G) (2d wk). —"Sierra Madre" (WB) and "Campus "Sierra Madre" (WB) and "Unda Be week, "Daisy Kenyon" (20th), (2d
Honeymoon" (Rep). Best in town Good" (WB) (2d wk). Nice $12,000. Wk), down to $13,000.
Sharp $14,000. Last week, $18,300.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
El Key (FWC) (861;, 60-$!)—"Ten- at excellent $27,000. Last week, ''I First sesh was snappy $16,500.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,10D; 44^ -"Tycoon" (RKO) (2d wk). Strong
der Years" (20th) and "Perilous Walk Alone", (Par ) and "Heading for
65)--"Black- Gold"
(Mono) and $20,000 after $25,000 laSt'week,
Waters" (Mono). Slow $3,000. Last Heaven" (EL), $20,000.
Old South (Siritzky) (900; 40-80)^ "Bachelor's Daughters" (UA). So-so
karlton ((^(oldm'an) (1,000; SO-94)
week, "Flame" (Rep) and "Campus
"Father's House" (Indie) (2d wk)
Last
$8,5()0.
'v/eeifi "Th&. Gangster"
"Secret
Beyond Door" (U). Very
Honeymoon" (Rep), slim $2,800.
Okay $2,800 after good^ $4,000 for (Mono) and"Smart Politics" (Rep), thin $8,000 for firstrun. Last week,
B«4uire (Rosener) X685; $1.20)—
first.
good $9,500.
I Love Trouble" (Col), $7;500,
"Beauty and Beast" (Indie) (3d wk),
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-80)—
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—"Car,
Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)—'
Good $3,000. Last week, $3,800.
Four Star (UA-WC), (900; $1.20- "Cass Timberlane" (M-G) (2d wk): negie Hall" (UA) and "Personal "Good News" (M-G) (2d run). Mild
$1.80).—"Mourning Becomes. JHectra'.' Doing nicely at $22,000, a pickup Column" (UA). Peppy $19,00O, Last £5,000. Last week, "Captain Cjistille"
week, "If Winter Comes" (M-G) aiid (20«i) (2d run), hot $8,500,
to $23,000 opener.
(RKO) (6th wk). Down to 14,500. compared
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40r80)
"Mary Lou" (Col), $18,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)—
Last week, nice $5,300.
"J Walk Alone" (Par) and "Heading
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) "Sierra Madre" (WB) (2d wk). Trim
Guild (FWC) (968; 80-$l)—"Secret
Beyond Door'' (U) and "Stork Bites for Heaven" (EL) (m.o.). Usua. —"Road to Rio" (Par) (4th wk) $25,000 after good $30,000 opener,
Last week, 'fT^Men" (EL) Started current week Monday (2).
Plx (Cummins) (500; 60-94)—"The
Man" (UA)i (2d wk). Bare $1,500. $16,000.
and "Always Together" (WB),' $17,.. Third week i«as nifty $10,000 after Outlaw" (UA). Big $12,000 or near.
Last week, $3,400.
solid $15,000 second,
•
Last week, "Fantasia" (BKO) (2d
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld (1,106; 000,
state (Loew) (3,500; 40-8a)--"Cass
wk), 9ice $5,500.
60-$l)— "Sleep, My Love" (UA). Oke
Timberlane"
(M-G)
(2d
wk).
Okay
Stanley
(WB) (2,950; 50-94)—
$7,000. Last week, 'JRoo^evelt Story"
^
Timberlane'
22G
"Road to Rio" (Par) (5th wk). Good
(UA) and"Dra"gnef' (SG) (2d wk-6 $9,000 after $11,000 for first.
Translux (900L 30-74)—"Sundown"
at $15,000 after, $18,600 last week.
days), profitless $1,600.
(reissues),
Average
Stanton (WB)
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 60-$l)—
(1,475;
50,94)
Sparks Balto Upbeat "Out
Last week, I'fioomeianB"
of Past" (ftKO). Fancy $l'r,000.
"Sierra Madre" (WB) (3d-flnal wk). $4,000.
(20th) and "State Fair'' (20th) (re.
Baltimore, Feb. 3
Last week, "T-M«l" (EL) (Sd wk),
Good $9,000. Last week, $10;000:
Fairish
action
here
currently, okay $9,500,
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen- issues), $4,500.
with best showing credited-to "Cass
feld) (475; 60-85)— "Sleep, My Love"
Timberlane" at Century. "Sierra
(UA),
Nice $6,000.
Last week,
"Roosevelt Story" (UA) and "Drag- week, "Road to Rio" (Par) (4th wk) Madre," which rode out last week's
r^t" (SG) (2d wk-e days), only $1,- and ''Big Town Dark" (Pai:) (3d wk), near-blizzard',' is also maintaining an
-

(7th

wk). Rising to $7,500 against $7,000
week.
Art Cinema (Marten) (250; 60-90)
—"Torment" (Indie) (2d wk). Excellent $2,000 about same as last
week.
Broadway-Capltol
(United
De-

Me

"Texas" (Col) and "Arizona" (Col)
(reissues). Big $10,000. Last week,
"The Exile" (U) and "Dead of Night"
•

Boston, Feb,

for

$10,000. Last week, "Daisy JCenyon" (20th), $9,000.
-Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)—

But 'Serra 27G

3.

is fail,

damper on biz here
week, and at least two pix
zoomed to smart totals. They are
"To Ends of Earth" at the Palms
and "The Swordsman" at United Artists. Three holdovers continue with
satisfactory results, standout being
"Treasure of Sierra Madre" in second stanza at Mjchigan.
ing to put the

City Grosses

this

"The Fugitive" (RKO) and "Crime
Stout
Doctor's
Gamble" (Col).
Last week, "Sierra Madre"
$8,000.
(WB) and "Glamour Girl" (Col),

maintaining

15G

Detroit, Feb,

Week

(1,300;

$27,000; 'Intrigue'
Continued snappy weather

65c top,

.

Ith

Not Dented Badly by Cold

may

it

on stage. Mild $15,000. Last week,
"Ride Pink Horse" (U) and "Palooka
Knockout" (Mono), light $10,000 at

Estimated Total Groi*
..•1740,000
This Week
"(Boscd on 24 theatres)
$7G8,00»
Last Year
(Based on 18 theatres)

a strong pace in. second frame, three
houses, at $51,000. Third and final
Stanza of "Sierra Madre" looks okay
$31,000 in three spots. "Gentleman's
Agreement" is $18,500 in sixth: round,
(tout.

Fugitive,"

.

mount

"Cass Tiijtiberlane"

with "The

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20-85)
—"Big Town After Dark" (Par) plus
Harry Cool orch, Gil Lamb, others,

Los Angeles* Feb. 3.
Overall picture in firstruns here
continues to be spotty with some
Individual pictures hitting a smart
"To Ends of Earth" and "I
pace.
Walk Alone" currently are standout.
Former looks extremely brisk at
$50,000 in two theatres While "Walk"
also is solid with $45,000 at two Parahouses.
"Relentless" shapes as lair at $47,«
000 in four spots. On the light side
is "Sleep, My Love'-' with $32,000 in
four small-seaters. Extremely slow
is "Tender Years" with' $20,000 in
view for five situations.

Det.

Omaha, Feb, 8,.
Better we«ther is boosting the box*
Orpheum,. where
office generally.
"Big Town After Dark" Is bemg bolstered by the Harry Cool band, Gu
Lamb on the stage, is getting along
The firandeis is big again,
nicely.

(UA)

(Par) and "Fabulous Joe"
(2d wlc), nice $12,000.

Downtown

(Balaban)

95)— "Killer McCoy"
"Bowery Buckeroos"
wk).

(2,683;

(M-G)
(Mono)

Disappointing

$7,000

70'<

and
(3d
after

$9i000 last week.

Fox (Fox-Michigan)

(5,100; 70-95)

—"Secret Beyond Door" (U) and "I
Love Trouble" (Gol), Very- mild
$15,000.
Last week, "Thunder In
Valley"
(20th)
and "Prince
Thieves" (CJol), fair $19,000.

Michigan

(UD)

.

of

70-95)—

(4,030;'

"Sierra Madre" (WB) and "Glamour Girl" (Col) (2d wk). Smart
$19,000 after standout $22,000 last
week.'

Palms (UD) (2,976; 70-86)—"To
Ends Of Earth" (Col) and "Sweet
Genevieve"

Smash

(Gol).

$27,000,

Last week, "Out of Past" (RKO) and
'Wild Horse Mesa" (BKO), sturdy
$14,000,

United Artists (UD) (2,976; 70-95)
"The Swordsman" (Col) and "Perilous Waters" (Col). Socko $24,000.
Lastweek, "Night .Song" (RKO) and
"Heading For Heaven" (EL) (2d

wk), trim

$14,000.

Fancy Fare

Lifts Mpls.;

.

•

,.

,

•

'

;

•

'

'

,

Wow

.

fine $13,500,
Iris (FWC) (828! 60.«5)—"Secret
Beyond Door" (U) and "Stork Bites"
(UA) (2d. wk). Only $2,000. Last
week, slow $4,000.
Laniel (Rosener) (880; .tt!20)—
"Barber SeVille" (Indie) {4th wk).
Pleasing $2,500. Last week, $3,000.
Loew's State (Loew-WC) (2,404;
eO-$l)— "Relentless"
(Col)
and
"Smart Politics" (Mono). Fair $20,000.
Last week, "Meant for Me"
(20th) and "Dangerous Years" (20th)
(2d wk), mild $15,900.
Los Angeles (D'town-WG) (2,097;
e0-$l)— "Cass Timberlane" (M-G)
(2d wk). Sturdy .$23,000. Last week,

'

Paramount Hollywood (F&M)

(1,*.

451; 60-$!)—"Walk Alpne"
(Par),
Fine $15,000. Last week, "Road Rio'
(Par) (4th wk), big ,$12,000.

RKO

Hillstreet

80)—"to

"Blondie,

unusually strong holdover pace at
the Stanley. "You Were Meant For
Me". looks stout at the New.
Estimates tor This Week
,

Ends

(RKO)

(2,890; 60-

Earth"

(Col)

and

(Gol),

Sharp

$26,-

Dough"

Ceutui'y

(L6ew's-UA)

(3,000;

60—"Cass Timberlane" (M-G).

20-

Lead-

ing current parade with smash $22,.
000 or near. Last week, "If Winter

Last week. '^Swordsman" (Col) Comes" (UA), held up well consid
and "Mary Lou" (Col) (2d Wk), slow ering bad weather, at $12,700,
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
$10,200,
"Whispering City" (E-L)
Rltz (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l )—"Secret 20-70)
Beyond Door" (U) and "Stork Bites" plus vaude headed by Frankie Laine,
(UA) (2d wk). Slim $3,500. Last Stagebill boosting this to all right
Last week, "The Gangster"
$16,000.
week, $6,600.
(Mono)
and
Marilyn Maxwell headStudio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)
"Secret Door" (U) and "Stork Bites" ing vaude, did well enough at $14,
(UA) (2d wk). Ends at $2,500. Last 200.
$32,500.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20'
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)— "Re- week, light $4,000.
"Woman's Vengeance" (U)
lentless" (Col). Fair .$8,000.
ITnlted ArUsts (UA) (2,100; 60-$l) 60)
Last
week, "Meant for Me" (20th) (2d —"Secret Door" (U) and "Stork Opens today (Tues.) after "Black
wk), good $7,200.
Bites" (UA) (2d- wk). Scant .$4,500 Narcissus" (U), in ahead, hit nice
$11,100.
Orphcum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 60- Last week, $9,700.
Mayfalr
(Hicks) (980; 35-$1.20)
$1)—"Tender Years" (20th) and
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l).
"Perilous waters" (Mono). Slight "Relentless" (Col) and "Smart Poll- "Citizen Saint" (Indie). In at upped
$8,000. Last week, "Flame" '(Rep) tics" (Mono), Fair $8,000. Last week, prices and reaching estimated $4,500,
and "Campus Honeymoon" (Rep), "Meant fqr Me" (20th) and "Danger- Last week, "Black Gold" (Mono)
jkay $10,700.
bus Years" {20th) (2d wk), good $4,000.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60) Palace (D'town) (1,226; 80-$1.20)— $8,000. Vogue (FWC) (885; 60-85)— "Ten "Meant For Me" (20th). Stout $14,"Gentleman's
Agreement"
(20th)
Last week, "Tender Years''
(6th Wk). Steady $12,000 or near. der Years" (20th) and "Perilous Wa- 000.
(20th), thin $7,200.
ters"
(Mono).
Slini
La-st
$3,000.
Last week, about same.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)— "To week, "Paradine Case" (SRO) (4th
Ends of Earth" (Col) and "Blondie wk-10 days), finished advanced-price "Sierra Madre" (WB) (2d wk).
Holding up in big fashion at $15,000
and Dough" (Col). Strong .$24,000. run at $8,700 final 10 days.
Wllshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$!)— after great $19,000 opener.
Last week, "Swordsman" ((Jol) and
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)—
"Mary Lou" (Col) (2d wk), dull "Cass Timberlane" (M-G) (2d wk).
"Night Song" (RKO). Best action
Nifty $14,000. Last week, $18,300.
$8,500.
Wiltcrn
(WB) (2,300; 60-$l)~ at night with strong $13,000 looked
Paramount (P&M) (3,398; 60-$l)—
"I Walk Alone" (Par) and "Blonde "Sierra Madre" (WB) (3d wk). Winds for. Last week* "Relentless" (Col),
000,

—

"

—

,

—

Savage"

(Eli).

Solid $30,9(jp.

L^^tj up, at

.$9,000, ,^<ast

wesJc, olf e

,$19,j)ftQ,

Pitt

But 'Timberbne'

'Sierra'Sbng 115,000,
'Castfle'20G,?aiiic'8G
Minneapolis, Feb. 3.
Two such outstanding films as
"Captain from Castile" and "Treasure of Sierra Madre" 'are helping to
take the bad weather curse off bia
this week, but new cold wave with
15. degrees below zero temperatures
are sloughing hope's for a better
week. IVi the fifth week for "Road
to Rio" and the second for "I Walk"
Alone," both solid.
Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Roses
Are Red" (20th) and "Hell Ship
'

Morgan"

(Indie) (reissue). Moderate
$1,600 in 5 days. Last week, "Tracy

Meets Gruesome" (RKO) and "Bowery Buckaroos" (Mono), split with
"Sweet
(Col),
and
Genevieve"
.

Though"

"Crashin"

issue), fair $1,700 in

Century

(Par)

(Indie)

(re-

0 days.

50-70)—

(1,600;

(M-G) (reissue.). Fair
Last week, '^Sleep, My Love'*
(UA) (2d wk), fair $6,000.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)—"Fabulous Texan" (Rep), Getting fair
play at $3,500. Last week, "Lady
•TSfinotchka"

$5,000.

From Cheyenne"

(Indie)

(reissue),

light
Lyceum (Schreiber) (1,800; 50-70)
—"Happy Tailor" (Indie). Looks to
hit big $5,000 or over. Last week,
"Leave Her to Heaven" (20th) and
"Jane Eyi;e" (20th) (reissues), mild
$3,000,

$3,fe00,

Hot 124,000; 'Eve' 6G
Pittsburgh, Feb. 3.
is still feeling the
eSfects of zero weather, and that's
keeping everybody pretty dose to the
fireside and out of the theatres: Only
current entry puncturing general
sluggishness is "«ass Timberlane"
at Penn, It is giving house its best
busmess in sorqe time and a cinch
to hold. Nothing else to get excited
about among the new pi}t, "Senator
Was Indiscreet" at Harris and
"Secret Beyond Door" at Fulton are
doing just so-so. '"Treasure of Sierra
Madre" is falling oH in ta.o. St the
Stanley, too.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton
(Shea)
(T,700;
44-76)—
"Secret Beyond Door" (U). Off to
slow start, and notices aren't going
to help it any. Maybe $6,000, way
down, "Bishop's Wife" (RKO) opens
Saturday (7). Last week, third of
"Captain Castile" (20th), dull $6,000
in 9 days,
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 44-76)—
"Senator Indiscreet" (U). They're
not going for this political satire
here. May get $10,500, modest. Last
week, "Block Narcissus" (U), was

Golden Triangle

yanked

Lyrle (Par)

50-70)— "Road

(1,0()0;

to Rio" (Par) (6th wk). Has been
one of best boxottice bets here. StiU
big at $6,500 after good $5,000 previous canto.

Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)—
"Captain Castile" (20th). Big $20,News"
Last
Week,
'.'Good
(M-G), good $16,000:

000.

BKO-Orphenm (RKO) (2,800; 9070)—"Sierra Madre" (WB). Kudoes
right and left for this one. Great
looms.
$15,000
Last week, "The
Swordsman" (Col), light $8,000.

BKO-Pan (RKO)

(1,600;

50-70)—

"Panic" (Tri-Color), Sold sensation-

with emphasis on sex. Lauded
and soaring to great $8,000.
Last week, "Always Together" (WB)
(1st run) and "I Am a Fugitive"
ally

by

crix,

(WB)

(reissue), light $4,500.

State

(Par)

50-70)—"Walk

(2,300;

Alone" (Par) (2d wk). Has been a
surprise boxoffice performer, with
lots

of

patrons

despite

lukewarm

reviews and bad weather. Fat; $10,000
after
very
stanza.

brisk

$14,000

initial

Uptown (Par) (1,000; .'in-.').'))—
"Wild Irish Rose" (WB), First nabe
showing. Excellent $3,000, Last week,
(M-(S)
"Green Dolphin Street"

after 5 days at $6,000.
Pcnn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 44-76)— $4,000.
"Cass Timberlane" (M-G). Rep of
50-85)—
World
(Mann)
(350;
book together with marquee names, '^Swordsman" (Gol)
Mild
(m.o,).
turning the trick here., Heading for $1.$90. Last week,- "Hamilton Worn,

(Continued) pn ,pagg .22)
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,

,

anr,.

(F9

,(y(jissuei„ $2.000,,,
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PICTITBfi

Storm SkHighs Chi;

Thawing Out;

Indpls.

M-RaiT

'Tycoon' 14G, 'Love' 12G

.

Chicago, Feb.

,

3.

hew films are failing to shake
winter's icy grip on grosses here
this week. Lifesaver for many houses

hxm^ 42G

-f

Six

off

was the between-scmester school
holiday that brought droves of teenr
auers into the Iioop. Best of the new
looks to be "Prince of
entries
Thieves" "with the Three Stooges
heading stage bill at the Oriental, at
neat $45,000, State-Lake shapes stout
with "Kelentless" and
$'42,000
at
Marilyn Maxwell topping stageshow,
Roosevelt St6ry" is light $9,000 at
tho small-aeater jGarrick. Riff-Raff"
looks okay' $15,500 at the Grand.
Palace should be passable at $18,500
shapes as
loi' 'Night Song." ^'Frieda','
*lean $11,000 at United Artists.
"Bishop's Wife," nearing the end of
Woods, conits first month at the
tinues to top all holdovers at torrid
$28,000. "WUd .Irish .Rose" promises
a crisp $35,000 In its second weeh at
the Chicago, "Gentleman's Agreement" spurted in spite of cold to a
grm $13,000 for its 12th week.

Estimates Are Net

B way on

Estimates tor This

CoM

Upbeat as

Breaks;

3.

Icy blasts have prevailed here all
week, but public thawed out enough
to boost two attractions over par."
"Tycoon" is doing hefty biz at Indiana and "Sleep My Love" also is
a dick at Loew's. Except for "Out
of Past," average at Circle, other

leant for Me'-Satchmo Sock

Week

Helped by a break in the zero Picked up over 12th week with
44fa"-'y $17,000 likely this frame after
and weather early this week and the fact
in 12th^\yeel<.^^ Stays on.
thousands of students were out of •^1^,;200
Golden (RKO) (769; 85-$l.!iO).—
(Par), school bec'ause of mid-year exams
"The Idiot" (Indie). Opens today
hefty $25,000 at $1.^0 top.
Broadway firstvun theatres generally (Wed.) after 10 weeks and five days
Indlsaa (Gamblc-Dolle) (3,300; 44r
"Tycoon" (RKO). Excellent are showing an improved tone cur- of "Moiirnin!; Becomes Electra"
65^
The smart upbeat over the (RifO). Final 12 days of 10th week
$14,000. Last week, "Senator Indis- rently.
creet" (U) and "Whispering City" weekend and on Monday (2). fol- held big at $12,000; ninth week was
(Gamble-Dolle)
— "Out
of Past" (RKO)

Circle

C5)

.(2,80(j;

Linda Be C3ood" (EL). Oke
Last week, "Unconquered"

'

$10,000.

,

—

"Electra"

$7,000.

(EL), $11,000.

—

Ca.se

Murder" (WB).

(reissues).

Last week, "Man in Iron
Mask" (EL) and "Gentleman After
Dark" (EL) (reissues), $4,500.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)
$4,000.

I'layed

lowing the coldest weather ot the $2.40 scale.
year (zero, on Saturday), tipped
Gotham (Brandt)
Slow many exhibitors as to probable box- "Open Secret" (EL).
ending next Friday
office possibilities once the weight

Keith's (Gamble-DoUe) (1,300: 44"Jezebel" (WB) and "Slight
65)

StLooSnowdln,

120G,

?arailine'13(l(;,4th/Song'Myd26G

firstrun biz is slow.

Film gross estimates, as reported ^herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
.figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
.prices, however, as indicated,
inclDde the V. S. amusement tax.

11
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Indianapolis, Feb.

'Reloidess'-EMaxwcfl

GROSSES

;

(900;

at

$1.20-

70-$1.40).

In

first

(li)

is

stanza
getting

:

only mild $7,000. Last week, "Mummy's Ghost" (Indie) and "Ghost of
lifted.
Apparently relief from the Frankenstein" (I)Klie) (reissues), sad
Sleep, My Ijove" (UA) and "Mary severe cold, shortage of fuel and re- $5,000.
Lou" (Col). Nice $12,000. Last week, duction in huge fuel heating bills
LitUe Csrnefric (Indie) (4G0: 95"If Winter Comes" (M-G) and "Mur$1.20).—"Ninotchka" (M-G)
(reissder in Reverse" (Indie) ; about same. will help bolster biz in Times sue) (3d wk). Held so well that this
St. Louis, Feb: 8.
40- Square.
Lyric (GamblerDoUe)
oldie is going a third stanza which
Big storm that bit here last Friday 65)—"Always Together" (1,600;
and
(WB)
Mayor
O'Dwyer's
limiting
looks
stout $G.!>00 after $6,800 for
EsUnutea far This Week
edict
Saturday squelched what looked like
ApolU (B&K) (1.400; $1.28)— an upswing at the turnstiles. Ex- "Bi^ Town. Dark" (Par). Thin $4,- fuel oil deliveries to only essential second. Continues indef. "Passion(20th)
500. Last week; "I Love Trouble" places in no way affected tlie ma- elle" (Indie) is due in next, but date
"Gentleraaa's- Agreement"
hibitors -wete.bard hit especially be(12th wkX' Gooa $13,000. Last week, cause of wealth of fresh fare being (Col) and "Last Bound-Up" (Col), jority of Broadway deluxer.s, which not set.
„
nice $7,000:
use steam or combo oil-coal heating
Mayfair (Brandt) (1.736; 70-$1.50).
offered cui-rently. "If Winter Comes"
plants.
If order precludin.!; places
*''chicag'5'*(B&K) (3.900; 98)-"WUd appears the top coin^getter, but
"Gentleman's Agreement!" (20th)
of amusement from obtaining fuel (13th wk). Twelfth round ended last
Iri.sh Rose" (WB) (2d wk). Strong
WaUc Alone?' and "Woman's Vengeoil continues over five days, it may Monday (2) night, climbed
$33,000. Last week, big $40,000,
to sturdy
ance" are al.so strong.
98)—
hit
many
neighborhood
houses,
but
"Roose(900;
(B&K)
Garrlck
$34,400, beatim* the nice $32,300 of
Estimates for This Week
larger circuit operations do not an- llth week. Continues.
velt Story" (UA). light $9,000. Last
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
ticipate any difficulty in heating.
week, "Bad Men MBsouri" (WB
Palace (RKO) (1.700; 60-$l. 20)—
—"Woman's Vengeance" (U) and
Pacing
the new pictures this week "Night Song" (RKO ) (2d wk). First
and "McGuerins Brooklyn" CUA)
Upturned Glass" (XJ). Big $18,000
is "You Wei"e Meant for Me," at the
(reissues) {2d wk), $12,000.
week ended last (Tues.) night was
"The Flame" (Rep) and
Roxy, where it's backed by Louis $26,000, -not good. This was especially
Grand (RKO) (1.500; 93)—"Riff- Last weelc,
"Always Together" (WB). $12,000.
Armstrong band and Robert La- hurt by general dip last Thul'sday
Raff" (RKO). Okay $15,500. last
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"I Wallt
mouret as toppers of stageshow. In and Friday after okay opening. In
week. "Secret Beyond Door" (U),
(Par) and "Blonde, Savage"
Alone".
Feb.
3,
Louisville,
first
week
ended
last
(Tues.)
night,
$17 500
(EL). Strong $22,000. Last week,
Snow and cold weather stiU pre- house likely will come close to $120,- ahead, "Tycooon" (RKO) (5th wk-S
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 98)
Casttle" (20th) (2d wk), vail- here but customers are begin-: 000, being greatly helped by a big days >> $10,000.
"Prince of Thieves" (Col) with Three "CaptainAiramouBt (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
fine $15,000.
ning to venture Out,; with biz perking weekend and continued strong trade
Stooges heading stagebill. Neat $45,—"Walk Alone" (Par) with stagebill
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—"If a bit. "If Winter Gomes" at Loew's on Monday and Tuesday.
000. Last week, "Driftwood" (Rep)
"Killer
Winter Comes" (M-G) and
Other new films- are not faring so topped by Andy Russell, Jerry Wald
State and "Senator Was Indiscreet
with "Sugar Chile" Robinson on
Dill" (SG); Fancy $24,000 or near. at the Rialtd look' like the leaders. well.
"Night Song," at the Palace, orch, Helen Forrest (3d wk). Initial
(UA)
,Love"
«Sle^.
holdover
session ended last (Tues.)
My
week,
Last
Polack Bros. Shrine Circus opened likely will hit only $26,000 on its
^*fa^!'*fRKO) (2,500: 98)-"Night
to Nowhere" (SG)., $15,. at Jefferson County Armory- Mon- first stanza, while ''Woman's Venge-, night was sturdy $78,000 after very
Sons" (RKO). Passable $18,500. Last and "Flight
di-sappointing.
a ance" likewise is mild .with $23,000 big $90,000 opening week. Looks to
day (2) and will give flrstruns
week. "Woman's Vengeance" (U), 000,
'
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)- tussle at the wickets.
at the Winter Garden.
"Open go four weelts at current gait, with
$17 000
Song" (RKO) and "The
Secret"' is a minor item with $7,000 "Road to Rio" (Par) and Louis Prima
liialto (Indie) (1,700; 98)—"Slight "Night
Estimates for This Week
orch heading stageshow in next.
Fugi(Continued on page 22)
Case Murder" (WB) and "I
Brown (Fourth: Avenue) (1,200; at the Gotham. Twin second-rUDSr
nrik Alrenue <U) (583; $1.20-$1.50)
tive" (WB) (reissues). Crisp $15,000.
40.60)— 'Man in Il-on Mask" (EL) "Had to Be You" and "tJnfihished
were slightly/ ^ove ^recent —"Holiday Camp" (U) (2d wk).
Last week, "Son Frankenstein" (U)
and "Gentleman After Dark" (EL) Dance,"
strong average at &e State, witb Se(K>nd
frame ending tomorrow
and "Bride of Frankenstein" (U) (re(reissues). Bright $4,000. Last week,
Biz;
rdts
(Thurs.) is holdin^r to stout $8,000 or
Cold
probiible.
Frisco
issties), solid $16,200.
"Daisy Kenyon" (20th) (m,o.), $3,500. $18,500
•
Several
holdovers
and
extended
a
bit over, after fine $8,S0Q initial
Rocseveli (B&K) (1,500; 98)—''The
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
runs are showing marked strength. week. Holds.
Flame" (Rep) (2d wk). Down to
'Sierra' Sock $28,500 —"Each Dawn I Die" (WB) and Music Hall, with "Paradine Case,?'$9,000. Last week, oke $11,000.
Badlo.
Ciiy
Mnsie Ball (Rockefel(reissues).
(U)
Scherazade"
of
"Song
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98)—
San Francisco, Feb. 3.
"Paradine
Medium $2,900. Last week, "Green probably will top its previous Week's lers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)
(Col)° with Maiilyn
"Relentles.s"
Colder weather is boosting biz Dolphitu Stteet" (M-G) and "Bad figure to get nearly $130,000 in cur- Case" (SRO) with stageshow (4th
Maxwell heading stagebill. Stout here this week despite the number Men Missoufl" (WB) (reissue), fair rent- (4th} week, 'This insures a iUth wk). Continues' strong with long
week for picture and possibly more.; lines even' in bitter weather last
Personal of Buddy $3,000.
Last "Week, "Always To- of holdovers.
$42,000.
Rialto
and
Criterion
Love
Park
Avenue,
(WB) with personal of Rogers is helping "Sleep, My
gether"
Mary Anderson' (People's) diiOO; all were helped by weekend upsurge, weekend. Likely will soar to $130,session 40-60)—
Esther Williams. $45,000 in 8 days.
000 this session after fine $127,000 in
at United' Ai-tists where a big
Love. Trouble" (WB).
"I
all three being in second weeks.
"Sierra Madre
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98)third round. Holds a fifth week aiid
in 4)rospect.
is
Mild $6,000. Last week, "Always ToParamount, with ''Walk Alone" possibly longer, with "Double Life"
"Frieda" (U). Lean $11,000. Last shapes for sock week at Paramount gether" (WB), about same.
and stagebill headed by Andy Rus- (U) due in next.
week, "JeEebel"»(WB) (reissue) (2d but "Woman's Vengeance" looks
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
band, is stayi^
Top holdover is
wk). okay $10,400.
rhild at Orpheum.
"Surning CroSs" (SG) and VKiller sell and Jerry Wtud
RIslts (Mayer) (S94; 50-$1.20)-Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)— "Cass Tlmberlane" at Fox altljough Dill" (SG). Very dull $5,000. Last ing up stoutly at strong $78,(XH) or "Furia" (FC) (3d wk). Second
(RKO) (4th wk) ''Walter Mitty" still is fine on third week, "My Dog Shep" (SG) and better in second weelf ended la'st round, ended last Monday (2) night,
"Bishop's
(Tues.) night. Likewise, the Strand
Sizzling $28,000. Last week, $29,500 week at Warfield.
stage show topped by Ernest Tubb, is holding well in second week with held up strongly at $16,000 after big
77)—
"Barber
Wftrld (Indie) (587;
brisk $11,000.
Estimates (or This Week
"Sierra Madre" and Lionel Hamp' $17,500 opening session. In for long
of Seville" (Indie) (6th wk). Final
Rialto (FA) (3,400; 40-60)— "Senariin at current pace.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 65-$l)
week looks sock $4,800. Last week, —"Night Song" (RKO) plus vaude tor Was Indiscreet" (U). Not too ton babd topping stagebill.- Irs
Rivoll (UAT-Par)' (2,092; 60-$1.25)
heading for solid '^$68,600 in initial
$4,000.
headed by Barry Wood and. Wilbur hefty but in view of weather looks holdover frame ending tbmorrow —"Captain Castile" (20th) (6tb wk).
Last
week,
"Un$19,000.
Last
Nice
okay
at
$14,000.
wk).
(2d
Hall
(Thurs.).
gave Staying up fine at $23,000 this week
The
upswing'
conguered" (Par), at raised scale, "Ninotchka" a smart $6,500 in its after $25,000 in fifth stanza. Conweek, big $29,500.
(4,651; 60-95)-"Cass fairish $19,000.
(FWC)
Fox
tinues.
third
Carnegie
week
at
the
Little
K.C. P«rks
Despite
State (Loew's) (3,000; 40-96)—"If just
Timberlane" (M-G) (2d wk). Sturdy
when the reissue appeared
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)—
Last week, fine Winter Come."?" (M-G) and "Twilight slated for replacement by "Passion
$20,000 or near.
"You Were Meant for M6" (20tb)
on Rio Grande" (Rep). Rated high elle."
Snow; 'Winter' $16,000, itor KQQ
"Volpone," at Ambassador, and Louis -Armstrong orch, Robert
Wai-fleld (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)- by crix and may hit neat $15,000: also climbed and probably will betLaraouret heading stageshow (2d
(3d
(m.o.)
an*
Wair
(M-G)
"High
Last week,
"Walter Mitty" (RKQ)
ter its fifth week's figure' in current wk).
First week concluded last
Trim;
Kid' $14,000 wk).
Last week, "Woman From Tangier" -,{Col), mild (6th) round.
Fine $15,000.
(Tues.) night hit great $120,000 or
$11,000.
All down the line extended runis near, break in weather helping. In
Kansas City, Feb. 3
Strand (FA) (1,000; 40-60)— "Gay perked up, one- of biggest improve- ahead, second round of- "Ideal HusWeather here looked like it would *^Pwamount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
slow down bi* badly this week, but "Sierrd Madre" (WB). Sock $28 500 Ranchero" (Rep) and "Twilight on ments being "Gentleman's Agree- band'' (20th) and Ilona Massey, RoLively $6,000. ment," at Mayfair, where it rose to'
after snow and cold on Thursday Last week, "I Walk Alone'' (Par) Rio -Grande" (Rep).
sario & Antonio topping stagebill
Last week, "Spoilers" (FC) and a big $34,400 in 12th week ended last
and Friday cleared up, trade picked (2d wk), okay $14,500.
60-85)— "Diamond Jim" (FC) (reissues), Monday (2), beating the preceding was thin $51,500.
up some. Best money is going to
St. Francis (Par) (1,400;
State. (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
Midland witli "li Winter Comes." "Road to Rio" (Par) (6th wk). Husky $4,500,
week by $2,100. "A Miracle Can "High Wall" (M-G) (2d run) and
$9,500.
"Heaven OnJy Knows," retitlcd $9,000. Last week,
Happen'' opened nicely yesterday "Love From Stranger"; (EL) (2d
"Kansas City Kid" for playdate
(Tues.) at' the Warner. ^'The Idiot" run).
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55Open today (Wed.). Last
here, is getting some play because 85)
"Woman's Vengeance" (U).
comes into the Golden today (Wed.), week, "Had to Be You" (Col) and
of new tag name at the 'Tower-Up- Mild $13,000. Last week, "Adam Had limberlane'-Vaude
after 10 weeks and five days of "Unfinished
(2d
Dance"
(M-G)
town-Fairway. "My Wild Irish Rose" Four Sons" (Col) and "Angels Have
"Mourning Becomes Electra,^'.runs), struck neat $18,500 in session
continues big at the Paramount in Wings" (Col) (reissues), about same.
D.C.
ended last (Tuesi) night.
Estimates for This Week
$35,000,
third week.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,207;
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50).-^
70Ambassador
(Siritzky)
(1,200;
Feb.
Washington,
3.
(UA).
Estimates for This Week
55-85)— "Sleep, My Love"
"Volpone" (Indie) (6th wk). "Sierra Madre" (WB) with Lionel
^poHo (Fox Midwest) (1,100; 45- Big $15,000. Last week, "Roosevelt Big noise in mid-town sector cur- $1.50)—
Hampton orch. Red & Curley head55)— "Driftwood" (Rep) and "Calen- Story"
rently is "Cass Timberlane" with Doing much better with $15,000 this ing stageshow (2d wk). Second ses(UA) (2d wk), drab $5,5p0.
Despite session after $11,300 last week. sion ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is
dar Girl" (Rep). This house steps up
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (350; 60-85) vaude at Loew's Capitol.
from a subsequent run to flrstrun —"Dark Journey" (SG) and "Peg lukewarm reception by local crix, Looks set to play until spring or holding up well at sturdy $68,000 after
Big weekend and milder
for weelc. Not so bad at $4,000 or
Slmi picture is ringing the bell with one longer.
Holds
big $70,000 opening week.
Old Drury" (FC) (reissues)
nice
boost.
weather giving this a
close.
Last week. Lady of best takes of season at this house.
again, and likely to stay here four
$3,000 or near.
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80). weeks
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45"Road to Rio" at Loew's Palace
(U) and "Tawny Pipit
iia all.
65)— "Gay Ranchero" (Rep) and Surrenders"
shapes up solid in second week. —"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) (9tb wk).
(7th wk), $2,200 in 5 days.^
Sutton (Rugoff -Becker) (561; 70ended
last
(Tues.)
This
Week
Eighth
round
"Back in Saddle" (Rep) Creis.sue). (U)
for
Estimates
65-85)—
"BarClay (Roesner) (400;
"Know Where I'm Going"
Fine $5,500. Last week, "Jungle
Capitol (Loew's J (2,434; 44-80)— night held to stout $34,000 after $1.25)
of Seville" (Indie). Good $4,000
(U) (25th wk). For 24lh week ended
Book" (UA) (reissue) and "Under ber close. Last week, "Panic" (FR) "(3ass Timberlane" (M-G) plus yaude. $33,000 for seventh. Continues.
or
Tonto Rim" (RKO), okay $4,500.
Bijou (City Inv.) (650; 85-$1.50).— last Monday (2) night, this picked
Smash ISSS.OOO, witli draw mostly via
(5th wk), okay $2,200.
(Indie)
Midland (Loew*s) (3,500; 45-f55)—
(7th up to $4,700, Strong, after $3,700 in
La.st week, "Secret Beyond "Beauty and Beast"
Larkln (Roesner) (400; 65-B5)— film.
"If Winter Comes" (M-G) and "Murwk). Continues showing nice profit 23d round. Stays until Feb. 16, with
"Merry Door" (U) and vaude, thin $16,000.
(Indie) .and
der in Reverse" (Indie). Strong "Boccacio"
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)— with around $7,000 likely in sixth "The Pearl" (lElKO) due Feb. 17.
Vienna" (Indie) (2d wk).
Victoria (City Inv.) (720; 70-$1.20)
$1G,000. Last week, "Sleep, My Love" Wives
Last week, "Daisy Kenyon" (20th) (2d run). stanza ended last Monday (Z) night,
near.
—"Fugitive" (RKO) (6th wk). Sixth
(UA) and- "Devil Ship" (Col), Thin $2,000 or
after $7,500 last week.
"Good
week,
La.st
Okay $6,000.
nice $2,300.
$15,000.
Capitol (Loew's) (4.820; 70-$1.50)— stanza ending today (Wed.) will
United Nations (FWC) (1,149; 90- News" (M-G) (2d run), $4,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
(M-G)
plus show okay $11,500 after fine $14,500
Winter
Comes"
(Lust)
(365; 40-85)— "If
Hippodrome
Agreement
"GentleiTian's
for fifth. Stays on a couple of week*
"Tho Fugitive" (RKO). Passably $120)
or over. "Know Where I'm Going" (U) (6th Sammy Kaye orch heading .stagelonger.
good $10,000. Last week, "Sierrq (20th) (2d wk). Fat $14,000
wk). Tall $3,000, and holds. Last Show, with Dr. I. Q. 'on stage MonLast week, strong $18,500.
Warner (WB) (1,499; 90-$1.50)—
Madre" (WB), about same.
nights (2d wk). Got off to slow
Esquire (Blumenfeld) (952; 55-85) week, $2,700, Storm hurting. 44-80)— day
Paramount '^arV (1,900; 45-65)—
start but doing comparatively better "Miracle Can Happen" (UA). Opened
(RKO) (1.S38;
Keith's
(FC) and "Jungle
'Wild Irisl: Rose" (WB) (3d wk). —"Elephant Boy"
Satisfactory $10,- this stanza than initial week, with yesterday (Tues.) after five weelcs
Slavr- Girli?" (FC) (reissues). Weak "The Exile" (U).
Still strong $12,000. Last week, fancy
and five days of "Voice of Turtle''
.$54,000,
first
week
was
(RKO),
likely;
of
$51,000
"Out
Past"
"Prmce of 000. Last week,
Last . week,
$7,500.
$14,000.
For final five days this fell
(WB).
with
"Three
weather.
session,
of
Holds
third
result
as
$9,000
to
Boxy (Durwood) (900; 4.5-63)— Thieves" (Col), mild $9,000. 35-85)— down
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-70) Daring Daughters" (M-G) coming in to thin $7,000 wJiile fourth was only
Cent«r (Roesner) (300;
"Golden Boy" (Col) and "Good Girls
Both are mildest ^figures
$11,000,
(Par) (2d run). Feb.- 12.
To Paris" (Col) (reissues). Mild "Son of Shiek" (Indie) and "Love —"I Walk Alone"
criterion (Loew's) (1.700; 60-$1.25) here in months for this period ot
$3,000. Mild $5,000. Last week, "Slight Case
Sad
(reissues).
(Par)
Letter.^"
$4.,500. Last week, "Burning Cross"
"T-Men" (EL) (2d wk). Second run.
(WB) (rei-ssue), same.
(SG) and "Flight To Nowhei-e" Last week, "Shoe-Shine" (Indie) Murder" (Loew's) (2.370; 44-74)— stanza concluding today
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60(Wed.)
Palace
(llth wk), $1,900.
_
(SG), slow $3,500.
"A Woman's Vengeance"
$1.20)
60-85)--''l "Road to Rio" (Par) (2d wk). Fine dipping to around $22,500 after nice
(Par)
(2,133;
State
Tower-lTptown-Falrway (Fox Midwk). ,$21,000 after big $27,000 opening $31,000 opener. Stays three weeks (U). Looks to hit only modest $23,west)
2,04.S,
700; 45-65)— Walk Alone" (Par) (m.o.) (3d
(2,100;
or longer, with "Killei" McCoy" 000 in first we«k ending today
'Heaven Only
(UA). Okay $8,500 or better. La-st week, stanza.
Knows"
(Wed.).
Holds.
In ahead. "Secret Be44-74)—
in
next.
due
(M-G)
(2.1.54:
Wariicr
(WB)
"InAverage $14,000. Playing here as "Invisible Man" (Indie) and
So-so
Globe (Brandt) (1,300; 70-$1.20).— yond Door" (U) (ad wk) was very.
"Kansas City Kid." Last week. visible Man Returns" (Indie) (re- "Sicmi Madre" (WB) (2d wk).
"Body and Soul" (UA) (13th wk). duH-$9,500.
Last week, trim $18,00Q,
$12,500.
"Tender Years" >m^); slow $11,000. issues), wealP $7,500.
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It

doesn't take a fortune-teller to

tell

us there's a for-

tune in receipte for our friendly customers in
Timberlane/'

We

playing to

is

Xass"

for

you

know, because every engagement
boom-days business. There's cash in
too. Exploit

it

to the skies!

M-G-M presents SPENCER TRACY LANA TURNER ZACHARY SCOTT
-

MKry Astor

•

Sbnya levJen
'
;

•

in

"CASS TIMBERLANE"

•

Tom Diake

• Screen Play by Donald Ogden Stew?.rt • Adaptation by Ponald Ogden Stewart and
Based on the Novel by Sinclair Lewis > Directed by GEORGE SIDNEY * Produced by ARTHUR
HORNBLOW, JR. ^ A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Albert Dekker
•

*'Gass

.
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FILM REVIEWS

Wednesday, February 4, 1948

Miraelo C«a Happen

A

Sli'wavt, Henry Fondii, Dorothy linmonr,'
Vii'lor Moore, Hurrst Jamps and ]'>ed Mn^Wiii'ray; Jooturea WUlliim DcmnreHt, B<lu»
Chiirlcs 1).
ivii() CiiimeUl, Hugh Hurlpert,
Cni'l {^^^' itzer, KileiiB
Jfjiiiwn, Dorothy I'ord,
Monin
'Betty CiiUlwell, Fruiil;
•titiisson,
ami baVlit Whorf. DIroctetl hy Khitf Vklor
Ijiiuioucd
Soreenpliiy,
yenton.
Leslie
oiia
SiiiHtagB and I<ou Breslow, I'rom (irlKiniil

"Saiyon" (Par). Sturdy adventure-romance, with names of
Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake for

iWod

marquee,

Heims JBoomhcM; music
CBoflnOW. and SUlt^b Hctidorson!
Honsn, Sldt<'U HindCTSOJi and Donald lOihn,

Pewe...

(Silver

Al....'
KllHha Holilis.

01wl»

Oarttfllrton...

Asiiton

Klisiio

ThOrndylcft

I'('K%'y

.

,

,

I.oltt

CyiUhla.

DuKftn

Siiiiniei

A

.

.

Itookie.

,

.

tight white coat if

do bijf.'

Beniamino

Valli.

arthouse draw.
(RKO).
"Western Heritage"
Tim Holt wesstern with okay
prospects in straight action

too.

houses.

witiv a pair of surefire

Demarest, All in episodic sequences
detailing what an inquiring reporter
encounters when he seeks to have
answered the question of how a child
influenced the lives of a group of
selected adults.
Meredith is the reporter, so-called.
Actually he's only a clas.sified-ad
solicitor for a newspaper. But he's
lied to his recent bride; he's told her
he's the inquiring reporter. Through
a subterfuge, however, lie assunies
the mantle ot the paper's actual I.R.,
a longtime ambition, for just this
one question. The film's story comprises 91 series of episodes telling of
the reporter meeting his- assorted
public, their narratives being told in
flashback.
amusing
some
has
"SJiracle"

"Easy Money"

James Stewart and Henry Fonda
tell of a. "child" influence in their
lives-T-only this time it's a big "baby"
r-^a twentyish beaut who, their story
reveals, upset their applecart years
before when they toured as musicians with a band. The detail-s here
are fairly amusing. Harry James
'Works'into this episode as a judge
.of a trumpet contest.
Least interesting is the episode in-

volving Fred MacMurray and William Demarest in their encounter
with a' brat during their itinerant
travels as con-men.
All of this wrapped up by the inquiring reporter for his paper and,
of course, it's all so good that the
editor; actually gives him the job permanently. And the child's influence
that is greatest is the one that liis
wife tells him will soon be their own.
The cast couldn't have been better.
Tlie stoiy's execution falters because
a scene here and there is inclined to
strive too much for its whimsical
elTect. But Meredith responds capitally to the mood of the character he
plays, being given more of a chance
to do so than any of the other stars.
Of the supporting players; there is
Demarest for his usually competent
performance along with other fine
characterizations by young David
Whorfi son of Richard Whorf, as the
brat,

and Charles D. Brown, the ed-

itor..

.
.

King

Vidor

and

"Bohemian

'

'

whimsy could permit under the

Knhn.

Comm't

Pic

Hollywood, Feb.
I.
'

cir-

3.

Gommerelal film announced by E.
du Pont de Nemours & Go. has
titled "The 'Wark Goes On," an

been

adaptation
story,

"DU

of the Scribners.
PonJ, 140 Years."
i

mag

William S. Button wrote the
screenplay and will co-produce with
William Thiele under executive su"pervision of Jack Chertok. Film will
shot partly in Hollywood and
partly in. the east by Apex Pictures.

-fee

.

Kerry

)ielc '11 uinplirey.'i

.Jlo\Yard .li^t'eeinan
...... .Mabel .-PalKG
.'. ...
.SIR Tluinan

.

.

.

.AViiraaret

.

.

.

.

.

vm-A

vm

....Isabel Randolph

pictures.

who retire to settle
their home town, a burg

Davis)

down

in

.

of .snobbishness aqd., who's who. But
the"ex-vaucfers and their two children, unable to livtf up to the- suppo-sed rep -established by^ one pf their

Revolutionary forebears'^ aire o^racized. i.There's the discovery, then,
that the -government owes .the -famof dollars via: some rather
complicated inheritance;' maneuver,
but the complications all iron themselves out rather patly when Cantor
disavows his' mdnetai^ heritage be..'
liause the money and its attendant
publicity .were breaching the family happiness. And, of course, their
social standing is regained.,
'Cantor sings the title song, and
other standards, plus rolling. his eyes
as usual; Miss Daivis mugs as only

(Brit-'

ily billions

(Art-

now

Shorter than'

now running

runs

when

18

minutes

first

released,

—

suicide

Gradually,

Hollywood, Feb,

2.

'

ning- time,

as

Mim

I.arry Briggs.
Hnsiin Clfuver...
Capta In iflko Pel ry
SeiBt. Petf Rocco
Lieut. Keen.....
Alex Marls. ....>

Alan Ijadd

Mojor

Clerk

Ktmon
Boat Captaii

.Veronica Iiake
.

.Doijglas

Dh*

,

Army

J.

Service production

.Pictorial

Photogi-aphic ..Genter,

Astoria,

Jan.

L,-

Running time. «7 JUKH..
29, '40.
Oast: Sandy camjib^il, Ed Krelsler,' Piiul
Ilar Vinson, .Tohn .Leighton, Lewis
LToward," Toin iNello, Bob Kritelit, Michael
Higglns, Berton Tripp, Bill .Hollandheek,

Alan Ladd fans and other followers
of high adventure will like "Saigon.
pulp-fiction stuff but done
With a flare for good characterizaP. J.
tions and plenty of action.
Wolfson, in hi.s production and co-

It's strictly

chore with Arthur Sheekhas paid close attention, to the
that will catch audience

.

editor,

.

Civthor

man

ifcnlly

interest.

.Susan Peters

Alexander Knox

Binyon
Phyllis Thaxler
Christine ,si, A iibyn
.Peggy Ann CJai-ner
Dr. Simon dowdy
.......Ron Randell
Clara Braslork....
Dame May Whilly
.lane; St. Aubyn. ........ .;..Alle.ne Roberts
TjOgan St. Auhyn.
Ross Ford
fvjierldii

scriptin.^

little details

Aaron .Stcll; ihusical director, M. W,
'48.
Trndeshown, N. T., Jan.

Kunning time. 84 MIISTS.
Leah St. Aubyn
AJallin-y St. Anbyn

iiie

.

Wooltpn,

.

Diana Douglas
.Margaret Trat-y

-Paul Scai-tlon
Ttorerend Woolton.......*.,.Gej'al(l llaiiicr
Mrs. Woolton
.Doris Lloyd

Perowen

Performers' characters are wellestablished and they know what to
do with them under Leslie Fenton s
able direction. Latter keeps the action high and the interest unflagging

the saga of three ex-Army
in Saigon
With a beautiful blonde.
Script, based on a story by Julian
Zimet, deals with a flier who has only

in telling

Marking Susan Peters' return to
the screen since she lost the use of
her legs in a hunting accident several
years ago, "Sign of the Ram" is a
leisurely-paced meller slanted for

who go adventuring

fliers

the

The doomed man

of exposure to the

police, to play along.

There's a load of menacing and
mysterious characters, a plane crash,
a jungle boatride,. and lushly backgrounded Saigon to point up action
and intrigue before finale. Music
score aids plotting, and camera work
is sharp in depicting settings.
Ladd is at home as the ex-Army
flier

who, with Wally Cassell,

and

ring any sympathy, turns her into a
rnalignant personality whose ultimate
come-uppance is the pic's chief interInadequate scripting job, howest.
ever, lacks details for a plot buildup
and fails to draw a consistent character in wliich the actress can feel
wholly at ease. Monotone direction
by John-Sturges doesn't help either
in generating a consistent, tempo to
grip attention.
Opening calmly in an apparently

love, another cross for his
buddies to bear, and they force the

tries

to ease the last days of Douglas Dick.
Cassell adds considerable as a happygo-lucky air sergeant, selling plenty
Dick equals the other
of chuckles.
two for honors. Miss Lake aptly fits
Carefully
the blonde siren role,
valued character studies are turned
in by Luther Adler, a detective;
Milthail Rasumny, hotel clerk; Mor-

title

just-fair levels.
Mi.ss Peters showed lots of pluck
in accepting a role that, far from stir^

in

femme, on threat

Obscure

values, however,
will limit the distaff b.o. reaction to

months to live, the result of a
His two buddies keep the
bad news from him and they all de-

full of cash.

trade.

middling marquee

a few
crash,

falls

femme

.

happy English household, yarn suddenly dips into psycho waters with
suggestions that a well-disguised mad
woman is ruling the roost. Miss
Peters, wife of Alexander Knox and
foster-niother to his three grown
children, is confined to a wheelchair
but through a powerful will exercises complete domination over the
family. As explained by an amateur
astrologist in the pic, she was born
under the sign of the Ram, which
means trouble.
.
tyrant,
she breaks
As a benevolent
...
...
,
,v
up a love affair involving one daughter and drives the son s fiancee to a
.

i
'

who does a

Payne,

job

firstrate

ol bringing the difficult elements tog'etlior to acliicve drama, please the
stick rigidly to limitations imposed by psychiatrist-technical advisers.
Film was shot at the Armiy hospital at Nortjiport, Long Island, and
on the stages at Astoria. It is, technically, a thoroughly professional job

Army and

..

.

.

all the 'way.

Herlr.

Lai-.ion.

.

Piiv'ing Mlt<!bel], N'ell

McMa-b'os.'Hal Cahk-

Woiman From Tangier'

Columbia, releaso of Hlfartla Moonoy proBay Bahner, Harry OBtenhessy.
Features Adele Jergcns, Stephenduction.
.Dunne, Denis Orceu, ran MacDonald. Di:j.
Army's, treatment of officers and j-«ote4 by Harold Dnitieis.
Screenplay,

lln,

men who

suffered neurppsychiatric
breakdowns during World War II, as
revealed through faithfully re-creat-

ed case histories, is vividly 'Shown in
"Shades pf Gray." The. film was
rushed to completion shortly before
the end of -1947 to become the entry
,

-

Direoted by John Sturges. Screenplay,
Charles Bennett; based on novel by Mar^
garet FerKoson: camera, Burnett (Inffey;

.

emphasi.s (certainly from an
public relations standpoint)
in that cures are ed'octed merely to
get a man back into the front line
again.
Greater
emphasis
rather
should be on tlie theme that there
is no reason for stigma to be attached to mental patients. It could

Army

(DOCUMENTAKIT)
S.

'

titoluff.

.

much

Gray

Miadtts of
IT.

(Frank J. l^ayner producer). Directed.^hy
Joseph M. tienabery.
Scplpt,
John 'B.
Davenport and IVtortimer Offner: Camera,
tieiald mrschrehl; editor, ISrlc La>vj-ence;
technical advisers, Dr. George Goldman, Lt,
Ool. M". C. Kes., ami Lt, (.'ol. B'rank Drake.
Kignal
Crops
Arin.v
Previewed- at the U,

being, involved with, some tender. 'While the picture is ostensibly ior
thugs in a Keystone Kopg..type of
chase, etc.
AUyn Josiyui Charles showini; to profes.sional audiences,
Dingle and little BObhy DriscoU both in and out of the Army, and
handle lesser roles comp'etcritly. "as to special interest -.groups, it's no
do Sheldon Leonard and Joe Saw- secret that it was also designed with
an eye on possible regular theatrical
yer, as a couple of plug-uglies.
however,
Unfortunately,
release.
Rvhn,
while extremely interesting' and informative, the treatment of: the
theme is such that it seems- KfirtBy,
Tli«> Si^n of the
Cohwnbla, release of Irvine Cninmlngs, Jr., suitable for general theatrical snowproduction. Stars Susan Peters. Alexander ing. It no doubt, however, will find
Knox, Phyllis Thaxter, Peggy Ann Garner, large
appreciative lay audiences
Ron isandell. Dame May Whitty, Alleno
perhaps in
Roberts: feiitures Ross Ford, Diana Doug- among special groups and
las.

is

'

.

CasoeH
Y'^l^
...Luther Adler
...Morris Carnovsky
...Mikhail Basutntly
...LUis Vail Bopteii
.ISugene Borden.

S.

.

Bam

.

in

miracle cures will find disbe.iievers,
A niiijov defect of the film is a
grayncss ot its own in choosing its
point and sticking to it. It's fre-'
quently. too
divergent from "its
'sh-ddcs o£ .c!ra.v" the.sis and puts too

the

•

Wally Cassell,
Dick.
Morrla CarnoVsky, Mikhail
Directed
by Leslie Fenton.
Sereenplay, P. T. Woltson, Arthur Slieekman; ba.*d on story by Jnjlan Zimet; caniera, John I*', Settjs; music- score, Hohert
William Sh«i.
I'lnmictt
Dolan: editor,
rnuloshown h> Hollywood Feb. 3, '48. Kunliousclsis

bvthor Adler,

,

shown. Lay
uiKlOubtcdly
be
amazed when they sec right before
their eyes cures (^fi'octed by ttgrco-^
synthe.iis (uiUfotic drugs), hypnotism,
electro-therapy
and simple
psychiatry.
Despite their medical
veracity, undoubtedly some of these
the U.
audiences
will
pitals

90 minutes.

attempt.

cipals

Saigon
Pnramouflt release of P. J. Wolfson proStarn Alan l,add, Veronica Lake;

—

echelons back to large special hos-

becomes wised up to her true
nature and escapes from her overloving clutches. Lonely and frushappen to anyone. Application totrated, she finally wheels herself over
day should he to making good
the clifls.
out of the sufferers, rather
As far as permitted by her lines. civilians
than good combat soldiers,
Miss Peters registers with a solid
Witli a few excei>tions, acting is
performance, shading with sulrtlety
her transitions from sweetness to excellent throughout, especially by.
"patients"
Sandy Campbell, Paul
poisonous jealousy. As the husband,
John Leighton, Lewis HowKnox draws a neat, credible portrait Larson,
ard and Tom NcUo.
Some of the
of a good-hearted fellow slightly
actors are civilian professionals and
tjaffled by eVehts around him. Peggy
some enlisted men assigned to the
Ann 'Garner carries off well a tough Photographic
Center, Direction by
assignment as the youngest daughter
Joseph E. Henabory, vet Hollywood
twisted by' the family atmosphere.
and documentary director, is topRestiof the cast conli'ibute important
notch ail the way for keeping a
assists in lesser roles.
rapid pace and at the same time getProduction is also marked by exting from his players the carefullycellent settingsi, clear, deop-focussed
shaded emotional responses required.
lensing and a good musical score tliat
He directed the film on a contract
Herm.
lends atrnospheric quality.
basis. Also a civilian, but a fuUtimo
Army employee, is producer Frank

-

ducthin.

-simple anxieties, while
the other doesn't sutler severe neu»
roses until he has been subjected t»
deadly fire in a lonely shellhole for
days.
Treatment of the cases— undoubtedly idealized
by Army psychic
atrisL-f at the front and in various,

farnily

she-knows how ^so what more can* of the Army Pictorial Service fas,
one ask? Unless it's sucli usual an Academy award in thie docuurbane fOl-de-rol as 'the two prin- mentary class. It's a "worthy con-

last fling in the Orient.
TriOj expecting to fly a rich man to
Saigon, end up, instead, with his
blonde secretary carrying a brief-

degree. The fault lies in the failure
of some of the episodes to achieve
as
plausible
an acceptance as

Ponl*»

Baptore*'

.

•

-

shared the direction, and it was no
easy job to dovetail the individual
sequences into' a single entity. But
this they achieved to a considerable case

Du

'

.

musicomedy or

radio,

Mis.s

Fenton cide to take a

Leslie

cumstances.

m

kino ). First big Czech production since end ot war; 'disapr^'
pointing; for foreign-language
houses strictly,
*'Les Jfeux Sont Falts" (Pathe).
French-inade Jean Paul Sarte
film of after-world good U.S. arthouse draw.

Raaumnyl

,

i

,

. , t

However, tliere's a certain relish
and '/.est with which he and Miss
Davis go about their 'chores that
help minimize its familiarity.
The yarn is about a vaudeville
husband-Wife team (Cantor and

ish).
Good English grosser on
football pools; mild U. S. appeal.

fealui-e.-)

,

(Bank)

..I'ljnton.

,

.

.To.xly

...J(ie S:i\vr,-v
l-'owley
.'DoUf^lliR

.

(Sojigs)

Politics"

,

I'arUor.
.

•

'

down under

Dinsfle

Brown

.... .I'hil
.;Shiel(lo]i LeonrVd

, .

With Eddie Cantor as both producer and star, "If You Knew Susio';,
sholild do well 'enough in the family
houses. There's nothing here of really sock value, but the family aura
of this comedy, in which Cantor and
Joan Davis are co-starred, should
help it do business.
•There's little here that -Cantor
hasn't done in one form or another
for many years, whether it?si«.been

-

,

.

'And Bobby Ddacoll

.

"Smart

test.

.

Mr.

(Mono). Another of l\Sonogram!s

her director to give Miss Lamour a
'

,

.

Clinton

.

(Ivandiiia
Count:. ..\lexip.
('hoK- lileni'l
^\vH, Clinton.

Teenagers'pix. Pleasant supporting fare.
"Passionnelle"
( F r e ri c h ).
French-made meller hag enough
spice to make it first-rate for
foreign-language spots.
"BriBUtom Rock" (ABP). British-made gangster meller should
do mildly in U.S.

.

whimsy, namely one involving Dorothy tiatiJour and Victor Moore, in
which: each is shown as a Hollywood
extra, .the former later achieving
stardom through her inadvertent use
of .-a sarong in a test. The "child"'
•who influences the change in her
career was « moppet star who urged

Handy

'

Then Stewart, Fonda, and Harry
James. Plus lamovir and Victor
Moore, in a Hollywood satire, pr how
the sarong became famous. Followed
by Fred MacMurray and 'William

...... .Allyn
i.-v:"..C'hiu-l.-.x

^.

Marty.
AT:il-joi-le

.

Good

Oigli.

The pic opens
names like
Croddard and Meredith^and in bed,

.

look at 'emt

.Itist

Collins.

.

(Songs)
"Laugh,
Pae^liacci'^
(Italian).
Fine version of the
Leoncavallo opera,' with Alida

.

boldly.

.l(i(j

.

Calvert,

Mason $-m Wilfrid Law-

Film

..lOddle Cantor
....... , .!i>iin Daviw

by.APhyllis

'«:'jjor.tr93fa3.s

'VU.MI».

I'arUer;

titeve Garlaml...
>5ero Kantlui . . .

some U.S. appeal.
"The Hunted" (Mono). Dull
melodrama for secondaries.

he said this pic
you have to do is

llii.)iiiini.'thne,

'-I!*.

Snoi

"Danrhter of Oarkpe^s" (Par)
"
Taut psychological
(British):
murder story. Good British draw;

All
talte a -giMi4^ at the list of names in
the pi-oducnoh Credits. The fact that
this attempt at whimsy doesn't always come oil. is incidental; the paying" customers can read pretty well,
and those names stand out pretty
couldn't

'Jli,

lav'ge-E.C.D.),
of Dostoievsky classic, for 'oliay
art.Jhouse. biz.-

JViddeji
-

No matte*- ;What one might thinlt
of "A JOiracle'Can Happen." he'd be
clamoring for the big man with the

.

>?uvi|e Parh^rr.;. ,
Mike Cai-i-ell..-,.
jMr.
Whitley.,...'

Good' adaptation

Paul Uurst

Another Pepnt^\

.vlewpd at Noiniandle theatre; N. Y., Jan.

(Col).

.

from the Michael Sadleir frank

•rfeniefe?
soni:

Warren WilKori

De

"Black Bart" (Color) (U). Actionful western. Will give good'
account of itself.
(Le"The Idiot" . (French)

.Frank Moran

Tom
................
,v.,'
Shdrltt...

nnmty
XII'IIOLV

iToiulii

lJeni0Te.4t

.Dorolhy Ford

,

studded cast.
"For ivll lis being toned down

,.10S-

Oireotor).
Srreerii>l(i
and Ost-fir- Brodiip.y; '.addi-

iiKsit^iiitii,

iliixloff,
Itud X*ear..<on and X,eHte,r A.
White; songs, -B:: G,
a,v,l.va.- lufd-.ToHeph
Meyer. .Iitniny McHuj^h and liavoW Adani*
and Kaine>;'Xdr}«lt; nniKH
eat. at^ore, ICd^ar '?CookIe" l^airehfl^ ; mp^^-'
lal
ilii-eelw,
Bakfllemlkfltf ;
C.
f-ailHsni,'
l-'rank Iteiliuan; editor, PhiUp Warlin, I'l-e-

ners.

.itniHwn

Henry
.

ului'

AUyn

VJiivts; I'eaturt't.

..Aciii

son, t^eorj^e 'rdihleM

Adele Jergens in melodramatic
whodunit; fine support on twin-

.Chnrlta D. Brown
....Botty tJiildwell
tJavlrt «'hort

loditor.;..

All

,

,'\\'iM loin

Ii'lo.vd

CliMfis,

"and

liouat

femme trade»
"Woman From Tangier"

..James Stew
Dorothy Mmour
victor Moore

iliiniterBi

,

treatment of the novel, the way
the curvaceous femmes do their
',«JUfT in the underground joint
-".oardly makes for the best family
'^trade,'* Review went on to praise

for

..'.Paulette Qodilarfl
..'..Fred MacMurray
....... lloKli ITerlicft

IKiiKiv

or Kildlo t.'anlor
e.KeeotiVQ prndurer)

relt'it.'^e

X\

1(1

llem-y,

''The Sign Ol the Ram" (Col),
Leisurely,paced domestic drama

BursflSH Mered Ith

, , .

Martha PegB*.

tion ot a current bestseller has
merit enough," said Varicty. to
attract discriminating fllmgoors
in the
S. Seldom has a British
picture been given such a star-

lyti, t'liai-lw UinHii! and BoWij- }.>rim'oll,
rictpVI
liy
(iordon - 'Af. Pouslaa <iMi!.xwell

do okay.

IIub-

'Warner lliealre,
nunnlnif time, 107

at,

'48.

Jart.

T.,

BUNS.

Ija lili

Henry

I^e!f»er{ imriinKeijieDls,

Sneali-prevtewed

bpU.

N.

-a.nl

from London.

1944,

7,

was originaU.y released a.s
"Fanny by Gaslight," "'AdaptaIt

(SONGS)
HKj:)
(.hii'I?
<

Susie'V (Songs)
(RKOh JEddie Cantor- Joan 'Davis
in pleasant comedy, that should

l>(n-ia

liiniilt

on June

Brog.

\nu Kiunv

If

.

YOU Knew

''If

Wniith;
suporyiston,

miJHio,

are excellent.

tails

13

experiences to show whjr one breaica

."Man of Evil," which United
Artists tradeshowed in N. Y., last
week, was feviewed in Varietv

Editing holds picture to 93 minutes witliout leaving .story holes.
Photographic eifects, process shots,
costumes and other, production de-

miss'.'

Jaws

editor,

John' Seltz;

Man of Evil

gunman, and Eugene

jRooten,

Borden, boat captain.

.

stiirv liy Arch Oboler; Ofam^a yiewart-UPni'y
.raateiial by John 'Hnnii mim'i'n,,
JOilwftfl Cronjagcr, Jof-ejih Hiioc, (hiidim

.

Van

"A Miracle Can Happen" (UABogeaus - Meredith)
Whimsy
with Goddard - Meredith - Stew-,
art - Fonda - James - Lamour MoorerMacMurray. How can it

Ignited ArUstii rtleaee ot B«i>6aict Bo>
ffcauD-BurKeM' Marwiltli production. SUhth
taulBtte Oo^lai-a, BuriseBa Meredith, litiWH

Ai'il

Carnovsky, the rich man; Luis

ris

Miniature Reviews

(SONGS)

some limited

art theatre exhibition.
Picture's possibility for widespread
distribution is interesting because of
its genesis.
It came about as the
result of a smashing film on Army
psychiatry, "Let There Be Light,"
made at the end of the war by Hollywood writer-director John Huston
(then in the Army). It was produced
soleis for military professional use,

but there was a clamor among -civilians who saw it for general release.
Actual cases, however, were picInasmuch as the film could
tured.
be construed by its unwitting actors
as a serious invasion of their privacy and might do them tremendous
harm if seen in hometowns where
they are now living normal lives,
Army nixed the idea of public release. As a result, it was decided to
use professional players in a recreation of "Let There Be Light"

and several other
for

Army

films

made

personnel,"

unavoidable

comparison, although
considerable additional meritorious
material has been added to It.
Title -is pretty much an explanation of the film's aim.
No one's
mental or^ emotional balance, it succinctly demonstrates vfe animation,
perfect.

Nervous systems

Jtiii.

IfJ,

''18.

Running

.Dents Green

IVnn Tlpaault
Curt Bbl«

Patqult.".

.

>

M

.

Dunn*

Mlchasl Duuns

Paulitjnreles.
li^o-Cltt,

tima,

..Adele Jergena
,..>;.,,. Stephen

Ned- Uanfein..
Oupt. Yiraves.
Rache&U;-)

.Tan MaisDoitalil
.

.

. .

Donna Demario

. ;

LeD6ux..<'.

.....Anton Koata.
Martin^'.. ;:...,>..,...,,.,. .Maurice MarMui

"The 'Woman From Tangier,"

»

moderate- budgeter from Columbia^
a lusty melodrama, piayea
all the stops out,
It has some
implausibilities but not enough to

iproves

with

detract as fairly exciting fare. It's a
cinch as a dual-bill backer-upper.
FjTom.the time a sliip'^: captain, in
harbor at Tangier, bumps off hi*
purser over 50,000 pounds, the story
is a succession of fast-moving events.
Yarn has the chief crook parachuting from a plane after bumping oiC
his pilot, while 3,000 feet in the air.
An insurance agent from N. Y., interested becaii.se of the theft from
a boat insured by his firm, helps
the native gendarmes solve the dow».
ble slaying and robbery.
The woman in the case is a comely cafe entertainer who goes straight
long enough to tip ofl the cops on
the hideout for the brains of the
gang. Adele Jergens plays this role

;

with certainty. Ian MacDonald is
a life-like tough gangster boss, -Denis
Green is smooth enough as the
crooked British captain, while the
supporting cast is headed by Stepheiot
TJunne and Robert Taour.
" Harold Daniels maintains
a swift
pace, directing to obtain a
of suspensefiu -moments.

maximum
Wear.

Black nttrt

primarily

gripping to the point ot being
breathtaking, "Gray" is pedantic by

100%

-

starting

liM^lon...
Ray Sliiipley

solely

"Combat Psychiatry."
As might bo expected, no re-enactei film can have the power and
sense of human drama inherent in
the original. While "Light" was

is

Itwin Kianklyn; camera, Henry ifreulloh;
edltoviiRJchiird .l''anil, Ac Now York, N, Y..

(COLOR)
Hollywood, Jan.

31;

TTnlversal release oC Leonard Ooldstein
prnduclloii.
Stars Yvonne DeCarlo, Dan
Duryea, Jeffrey Lynn; features- Percy Kilbride. Directod hy 0]eoi'goShern)nn,-Sct«enplay, Lui-l IVard, Jack Nfttteford, 'WOllam
Bowers; original slory. Lucl Ward, 'Natte-.
ford; camera (Technfcoior}., Irving, Gh%s;sberg: music, Leith Steyehs; editor, .Russell
Sclioengai-th. J*roviewed in Hollywood, Jan,
Rnnning time, 80 MINS.

27, '4S.

I.,ola ihfoutcz.,..,,...,..,..TVonne DCCal'Is
111 Boles
Dan Duryea:
Lance llordeen..
.Jeffrey Jjynn
Jersey Brady. ............. .Percy Kllbrid*
Sherit): Gordon.......
.Lloyd Oongli
Lorlmer,
.., ...,£^ruut( Lovejoy
Clark.
V John. Mcintir*
it. T.: Hail.i.
....V,
Don Beddo*
MacFarlo nd
.... .Ray
Walker
Teresa .......,,,...*.*..., f^Iedad Jluienox

Clvirles

,

are all just a variation of a shade
gray lietween pure black and pure
iKddy C. Wolter
white. How much shock and upset Mason
.....Aune O'Neal
they'll withstand hinges on a com- Mrs. Hurmon.
iiHliatr. ............ .,,Chle£ iViany Treaties
bination of the "shade of gray" to
start with and the strain under
Western plot of "Black Bart" haa
which they are put.
One of the aspects in atiainiiig a been given romantic trappings and
color. It adds up to first"light shade," or good" emotional bal- beautiful
returns
ance, is the mother's treatment of rate entertainment) and b.o.
her offspring in infancy and early will be excellent, particularly outis
childhood to give him a sense of side the ke.y-city firstruns. Film
first
for Leonard Goldstein as
security and self-as.surance. Lives of
Universal - International
producer,
several boys are traced in the pic(Continued on page 20)
ture from infancy up to their Army

of

.

.

WedncB^y, Vehfuaxf

1949

4,

ttatring

and

HUMPHREYBOGAirr

JipLT-BRUIIBENNEIT'ejl""
tenpn
on
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¥
flay fay John Huston

•
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the Novel

byaTraven«MuslcbyMaxStelner
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qrAMBTrS' LONDON OVFICK

IIVTEIIXATIONAL
Kill

U.S. Fix

Market

in Plnlippines Bullish;

Meet Homemade Competition

Tokyo, Jan. 27.
Daiei Motion- Picture Co., one
ot Japan's bigge.st film outfits, assured itself plenty of sports page

for

crackdown on

any

V

portion of Ihe Philippine GovernSurvey is one of
ment revenue.
several' released by Nathan D. Golden; motton picture chief of the
deoartment It declares that:
Ti(e Philippines will encourage
rather than discourage the. import
or U. S. films for a number of reasons— (1> domestic industry cannot
supply the demand; (2) domestic
industry itsdf will profit from an
expanding market for U. S. pictures
and, Itom the continued rapid increase in the number of theatres,
Wheris not only U. S. but Filipino
-

..

pictures can

be shown to

reW«

that, jsre

atidiences

more »nd more

upoif pix 'for entertainment; <3)
revitnue from U. S. pictures is a
(at present
very, important item
»botft B%> in the national govern
meiit'a income.
The Philippines continue to be
one of the few ffee exchange markets in thp wprld today, with no
contnils ffeuied lot tKe near future.
..

bueiKMiA's ic startiim; to fall off
reports
.in., ttie islands, Golden
that-.iAaior Manila theatres still
opeK at 7: 30 a.m. and play to goodaudiences. .American, films grab the
big biz in the cities, but nativemade, 'fiUn-S' do the best at the boxFilipino films,
office in the sticks.
inditcniany) have more trouble with
the censors iihere than have Ameri-

Copenhagenv Jau; :27.
DeSmark's newest arid youngest
manager-director,. Mej^r Feigehberg,
who after his "flirst success with a
Sartre play took Over the ^n?aU, arty
Biddersaleni had a record Jlop with
.his .flrst prbduetion h^rej Molnai-'s
"Lilipm," which 'was severely; panned
by- the crix and played only a few
days. FeigCpBerg now is* hurrying
Tennessee . Williams'
"The Glass
Menagerie'' for presentation. His
leading lady, Rai-en Lykkehuus, left
suddenly and lieir part in the new
Americian. play '^-ill be played by
'

<

,

TOver»Bangi'-''.:-'

:',;''

Detiiy T^teT vifill stSge c Norjinan
Krasna's "Dear: Ruth,' which fllao
is showiiig
the Aalboirg Theatre in

M

Jutlani The

D^ishi revue king,
Stig I.>dmmer, is .presenting Kurt
Weill's "A Toticb of Venus" at the

a con<«r(

Glas^Jien,

'ipminer

ibaUi

i^4.-tiie Glasaieii Mso for » revcKi
September*:' aiid: iblldived ' witti•"The Night of January 16" by Ayn'
Rand. The concerj hau is used:.as a.
legiter ijecause ''^f the shortage trf„
'

in

;

in Copenhagen.

tWeatrics

1^

can..'

:;:pue;n0S':AiteS^:|'fb,,-'?.;

,

and without

.

hopes to Straighten
in a ffew days.

adequate

Also subject to censorsubstance,
extenuate
wiiich
ship are films
crime, imdermine moral teachings,
bring public servants into, disropute
or - wound the susceptibilities, of foreign '.nations, as well as 'exhibiting
cruelty to: animals and gruesome

Argentina's

:

.

.

'

pie
Hollywood
of
_
_
^
tuiTher^.' except "for "tlVe scantiness
ot the
worn by some
clothin.s;
women.'' Censorsliip is very strict on
such- subjects as racial violence or
.

incitiJin^nt,

'
.

.

new

;

iax" levied

by

Spain on Argeniine-prpdUGcd Alms,
officials: brattded the tax 4s t^reaking
the :p«ict gov?rniftg ,the exchange of
pii^tures between |he two countfies.
'jhere is. also speculaiion' that Argentina's dollar shortage miay a^o be
in ,pEVt responsible for the measure,
However, AmeHcari fllm compianies
have not been reinitting funds from

Despite the size of the' country
there are only 1,585 theatres in both
Pakistan ana Hindustan, of which
22a "show foreign films exclusively.
.American films' are very .popular,
but the lUtive output, which got as
high, as iSft-features in 1946, are the
boxdffice' .tops.
For example, saj's
the- survey, while thie average English Ir.ngtiape feature will run three
weeks, in Bombay, some India-made
films has run as long as two years.
French Imile-Chiua: There is no
criticism

out; the situation

step, was.' direct retal-

iation against a

'.wmurflers,.

special
_^

biopic of

territory

this

for

Filmed Exodus Saga Now

past

the

months.

i

ban

five

'

Havana

Meyer

included

indication that the
directed primarily against

Spain,

and pro-Communist sub-

taken by" the Exodus in its
attempt to enter Palestine.
"Everyone seemed to be against the
picture," Miss Torres said, -'except
The
for the Polish government."
Russians arrested them on their way
from Vienna to Prague; the Americans held them in Germany apparently because they disliked their
filming of the displaced ^pprsons
camp, and the British turned down
their jt-equest to enter Palestine and
wind up the film.
French Pathe arranged for distribution rights to the film, which

path

futile

was

entitled

"The

American exchangemen are already feeling the effect of the new
conditions in paying the ad valorem
import duties on goods invoiced
them from home in dollars, such as
rawstock. Customs now reckons the
duty on dollars at former black market rate, instead of the 'pj'eviously
official 120 exchange.
Tlvis moans
that the recent cu tarns tax tiU in
such ca-ses that would have meant
multiplying the old duty by four
will now be increased by about 10.
Another headache is the: current
ivtalling of the Administratien in issuing the expected film law, which
points to its asking for amendment
of the Blum-Byrnes agreement at
any time now. This loaves the ex'^

Nite life

Beckons Tourist

and goes

till

dawn, and -the majority

clubs
feature.
Cuban talent
throughout. Few American acts are
working the territoryj as most of the
clubs put heavy accent on the
rhumba, striiftly on the native side.
Majority of acts have been around
Havana for years, and really go all
out to work up their frenzied rouof

pany

is

TOUR HOURS' LONGISH
London. Feb.

3.

mm

UP

the showings of -or-iginal versions
with English subtitles and brushing,
oti permitted imports of films over
'

tines.

old^ be rescinded.
Bad Times f«r Boiles

two years

San Soiici, long a "must" with the
tourist trade, does a good Job- with
its talent
budget.
Casino, a long
way out of tlie city, by comparison,
goes big on the gambling angle. Its

seigneur, Paris nitcrjes

Alms released

'

plush palaees are I'.it bi'.dly.
Eateries are not dr)."ii'4 bettor than
the wine and hoof havens." At Maxim's, Albert is s ill giad-hauding
of his reguhn- customers, who
look upon the pla^e ,is a fixture, and
Boiicrt is still catering to the discriminating in his intim:i1f Casloulct.
E,ut 'London's John Mills is a sadder and wiser miin by now. He's
ghutlcring the eating pa'ace that was.
expected to draw the Paris who-s
v/ui to the Etoile. He now is ito-'
„jj,g
jurh it into a sl)owmcn'»
club

some

•'

Tea,tro Aipexica, .leadiiig picture
house here, goes in for Cubah sta.gc
shows, plus late stateside pictures.

Teatro
acts,

there,

Most

he

Mex

of the theatres featuring

and Argentine flickers are getting
Cutting said, call good boxofl'ice results, and with
Pinoc- plenty ot this type of film here, there
chio" for the Ein-opcsn market with .seems to be no dearth of product.
Oriental Park has racing three
othgr features following. Dubbing
of the cartoon pix is u.sually done cSi-Ayx a week, with .attendance just
in each individual country where so-so.

i
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JEWISH TALENT STILL
ACTIVE IN ARAB AREA
Haifa. ,r:m.
bi

Jjilo

.

on

,tt!e

Roe

:2f>.

twccn

Jcwj^ and Arabs
is
putting a severe
theatrical ac,tivity in the

Palestine

crimp

etc.

is Sieto-Bar,

de Ponthieu, with Sprnish «ft[hos»
phere and accent oii LPtin :«^tcri,flIi
It wils visited on opening '.pight by
Spanish dancer Stcl'a de BliVa,.:Earnard Hilda, Jane Morgan arid- tJtlier^^

China:-

Strife

•

boites have opened in
(.^^g
Champs Elvsees neighboriiood,'
however, in spite of the linpropitiFirst,
on Rue
ous hard times.
Balzac, is the Music pox, liaunt of
the Intimistes, a sect opposed to the
lEx'stentialists. Tlie p?a.''2 has alreaiSy
show people, iiicludinij
attracted
Borrsh Minevitch. Rene Lefevre,.

are only 36 theatres.

in

-

Two new

!

"Bam bi" and

.dic^itioh,

are hitting,

I

plans,

dubbina of

'

Except for very few spots such as
Champs Elysees, Floj-cnoe and Mon-.

Com-

In «11 Indo-China thct-e
'Tiic Relapse."' a bawdy 17tl} century revival, ijreenied at the Phoenix the film is intci'ded for distribution,
Cpmme. y reports no in- m.st Wednesday (28>. Transferred in keeping with a long-standing
of further restrictive meas- frrm the Lyric. Hammersmith, the Disney policy.
urfts by the Cliinese Government play stars Mfidge Elliott and Cyril,
Cutting sailed yesterday (Tuesi)
which has, however, fro,zen all our Ritchard. With beautiful pi-oduction ''or Kotttrilam. He expects to make
coin earned in 1946 and 1947. The and mountings, piece is splendidly a
two-month continental swing,
Chinese are badly off regardin? for- acted aiTd loom* as a success.
touching Switzeiland, Italy, Sweden,
eign', excli^ngc' and might have- to
week's other opening. France and possibly Denmark.
In
the
place «eiiv restrictions on film im"Four Hours to Kill" bowed at the
ports in the event the American Saville Thursday (29). Based on
companies demanded their money Norman Krasna's "Small Miracle" Czech Protest Bars
and an alleviation of eonditiops.
which Paramount filmed some 13
Non-Communist China has 21 film years ago, play was tolerantly reGerman Pic in Fmland
producing companies in Shanghai;
ceived hut shapes up as too verbose,
Hebihki. .Tan. 23.
four in Hong Koni;; and one in CanJacli
chances dubious.
w'ith
its
The German film, "Die Goldene
ton. 'Fx-oimV- J Day to September.
Larue is starred .in the Bernard Del- Stadt' ("The Golden City"), pro1947.' Shanghai turned out 3G features
font production, directed by Noel duceti; by UFA in AgfaColor, was
and 25 newsreels. The studios there
'
Madison.
shown In Finland durin,t; the waiactually iiave a productive capacity
and became a Kreat success. This
of 10 picture per month, but a shortyear the film was reiwued at some
afie of ravv stock cramps their operhouses in Hfcl.sinki. The Czech Legaations.
Busy 'Little Cabin
tion protested agaiiist .showin.g the
At present, in China, about 320
Paris, Feb. 3.
j-^j^,,
pointing out that the film is
theiitres: are
playing British and
"Petite
comedy,
riproaring
A
..rteoradinc to Czech iiational fcclAmertcaii films.
Hutte" ("Little Gate"), authored j^^,,,!'..
by Andre Roussin and produced by
"q^^^^^ b;,,ined the film immeSwedish Pix Stymie
Leon BeJioit-Deulsch, is packing j,;^^^^ according to the law about
'them in at the Theatre Nouveaute-s.
Stockholm, Jan. 28.
^urt Finland's
l^aiiure to reach
an agreemeiit Its suWect-matter is likely to debai friendly relatiow with foreign govwith studio workers has frozen pro- it from the American stage or
^
ernments,"
duction ot the Swedish film indus- screen, however.
tr.v.
Old pact expired the first of
The play concerns a shipwrecked
the yciir.
woman in an afrair with a Negro
Other Poreign News
Present
indications
pdlnt to cook, after her husband has already
on Page 17
timnths of negotirtions before differ- agret'd to share her with a while
:

to tiie Motion Picture Assn. req;--e.Jt,
through diplomatic channels, that
the ukases limiting to 15 situations

Campamoar plays American
when available, or enroule
through the territory. Encanto, another filmhouse playing Cubaii< stage
.sho\v.s, is doing well with American
setting up a new dubbing
Holland to handle native film fare.

Present

for

;

changemen in the dark inasmuch as
no definite reply has yet been made

Mass . ontertainroont
shows and band are an incidental bad times.
item, and it's onioying good tourist places like the Lido. on the Champs
trade at the present. Cab fare of Elysees, and Tabarin in Montmartrci
$10 stymies most of the short-money with floor sliows that place them on
trade that would like to, visit the a par with the revue theatres, plus
club atmosphere, may weather th*
The Spot, but doesn't want to go for the impending storm, but most ot thecab tariff.

Illegals."

ing to Jack Cutting, in
firm's foreign film version-s.
in
dialog! for
said:'

.iects.

production.'

cause a nip in takes. How the managements themselves will be affected
depends on the liquidity of their
assets,

ultimate fate of the film is now ip
Club Faroan, located in the cendoubt while the four pcrscns arc
temporarily free on $4,000 (U. S.) ter of the city, en .joys a hefty late
biz.
It opens at midnight. a.nd with
bail each.
a galaxy of hostesses on hajid plus
a good band aud Latin floor show,
the room, seating about 300 does well
on all counts.

unit

'RELAPSE' HITS LONDON;

Id this country, the U. S. is
down to only 25% of the market and
the French films are the biyfe.-^t
competitor,' There is no domestic

on Saturday (31). Deprivation of
ready cash over the weekend should

Ijevin,

Father's House;"

MIBS

furtiier

is

be exchanged later for scrip, and
closing of banks for two days tJan.
29t30), placed many showmen in a
spot, especially in a country where
salaries are mostly paid monthly,
and where many offices are closed

set.

police.

Group-

American writer who scripted the

DUE TO BE

,

Christian Andersen

Release plans haven't yet been

Metro and tJhited Artists were DiSNEY FOREIGN
ithat two of their
new pictures wt>tild TSe able,i,to be
shown on B.A. screens befojce the
Dubbiqg of Disney cartoon films
«nd of the Weelc These arc "Desire
most European countries will proMe" (M-G) and "Copacabana" OTA). in
ceed at an gccolerated pace, accordFact both pix were oltayed is becharge of the
licved

Hans

lb Melchiori son of Metopera tenor
Lauritz Melchior, is to be associated
with Gering in the production, NeHaifa, Jan. 25.
gotiations are currently under way
Although i>ll four members of the t- sign a top Hollywood actor for
documentary unit that filmed the th'; feature role. Story will attempt
story of the refugee ship. the Exodus, to merye Andersen's life with his
had' proper visas to enter Pales- fairy talcs, according to Gering,
tine to finish the film, the fluartet since it's generally
believed that
is currently waiting to be deported,
the -auUior himself served as the
after being arrested and refused
hero of his stories.
open entry. Action climaxed a tra.sic
with
story of flight across Europe,
group arrested- by Briti.'^h officials
on landing in Haifa, witli all equipment and exposed film confiscated

by

Qum

Paris, Jan. 30i
Precisely how show business will
react to and be afVected by new
measures of the French government
to protect the franc, is still hard to
tell.
If the idea is successful and
currency regains more purchasing
power, current prices of admission
will mean better profit tor showmen.
But in the meantime they are very
much in the dark.
Sudden withdrawal ot 5,000 francnotes from circulation, apparently to

ortation

informed today (3)

i

Is

Denmark

in Andersen's native Denmark. Tentatively titled "Life Is a Fairy Tale,"
the film is slated to roll in June.

':.

Repprts on other countries:
iK4ta •»« rakMsn: Dominion of
India hii thtee central boards of
censorship and Pakistan has one. Joaquim Rickard, Mo'tioil. Picture
Five American films have been Assn. rep, th^ ininiediate cause for
bJU'red as sordid without redeeming the import, ban was a liassle befeatures.' Love- scenes and exhibi- tween Ai%ei)ti.na and Spain in which
tions, of,, semi-dressed women are the tl' iS, was 'hot involved.' There
objected -to on moral grounds. U. S. IS .no ajiimosity evident here against
pix '^<ate>'> often criticized as frothy, U:. S.; :ftlm .cbtnpariies. and Rickard
too. la visby

Skeddecl for

Continuing the cuwent trend of
shooting films on actual location
Gerini; is
si^pSi producer. Marion
now mapping plans to turn out a

their Ship, however. Levin found
their suitcases ransacked and several
The* current l«n by .Argentina oh
rolls of film missing.
Icjreign film iffiporfa has put XJ,,S.,
The group began shooting the film
companies in the irole pf the injured ,
sever$3 'months ago, retracing the
innocent spectator. A«»t-dihg to
'::;'•,•':.

Biz in Dark on Effects

Palestine film,
Tereska Torres, French actress and
daughter-in-la'W of Leon Blum; BerHavana, Jan. 27,
trant Hesse. Pathe News cameraman
Havana, the Paris, of Ijatin Amerfrom Paris, ana J. Michaelovitz, an'^ ica, is going all out for that Y.-mkee
actor. At their arrest, they insisted dollai": with
fair prices predominantupon taking along their cameras ly, a big factor in corraling the D. S.
and belongings but the police re- trade.
fused, assuring them that everything
Nightclub "biz ^starts at midnight
would be safe. "Upon returning to

some

^^^^^^^^

Andersen Biopic

Documentary Unit that

"My

While

'

Show

Of Franc Move: Niteries

—

American

coin, reports the U. S. Department
on
of Commerc*. because the taxes
S. pi?t provide a considerable

Paris

space next summer by purchasing' a pro ball team one of Nippon's best—last week.
Prodded by Isamu Rokusha,
former director of the company,
the outfit bought the Nagoya
Dragons, member of the Japan
Pro League. Rokusha grabbed
the job of club's prexy, but willretain last year's Nagoya skipper
as manager.

in bifia

Washington, Feb. 3. i
The- Awiferican film market in the
Philippines looks good for a long
time to come and with little chance

IS

That Pix UmpI

Parisiails

'

.

nowadays

i»rc

beginning

to make it lashjontible to eat in
bistres, meaning cheap ioiiits whe"e

,

Since Nov. 20. when the par- at least they can save enough tti p-ay
tition plan Was announced, tl-.o Pal- for their taxi at the rocei'tly, 1iilt;d'
estine Pliilharmrnic Orchcstr:i has rate that sppeip'S bused piv thi; black-:
Only given two c(iTicev1.>f .'nonKer t' msrket cost ol C?.-*. 'ithe t"er<d ,1ae-''
by some young Jewish ex-service- came apparent when Xmas and 'New
men L'ndcr the billing of ''Mu^'r Years Eve biis, shewed retuttss wsy
Calling."
Theatre companies find below expectations, with many. who;
used to tbrow parties in niteriis
it impossible to come from Tel Aviv
to Jerusalem because tlie convoys saving by doing it at home.
While Mills da"kcns liis glanioi'ous
are shot at by Arab.";. In the main
eitie.-i,
moreover, everything is jihut Pans ]ob.ster zni caviar room, pro^
vincial gourmets are a'so in mourndown after 7:30 p.m.
ing and tour^ts will find wellSome :Jcwi,«h pcrformci's. however, known places in Lyons such as
are .stiU playing in Arab states.
Merc Filloux, Mere Brazier, Coehon
Laila Mm-ad is still the most popud'or. Francotte and others shuttered.
.star of Egypt and is cur1-ar film
rc'iilly staj'j ing in an Arab version

area.

ot

;

"tlomco

and

Juliet."

In

Palestine Skeds 'Work'

E.gypt

Bey ruth, .some Jewish musician.s
woi king while the Viennese
composer Walter Schlesinger remains as profe.s.sor at the Ankara

Jerusalem. Jan. 27.
Alfiiough made in 1934, the 'Palespicture, '"Avoila*
produced
f"Work'!>i has not reached local
acseens until now.
Film won first'
Cons-: rvatory of Music. In genera!
however, Jewish latent wa.s never prize at a Switzerland film Icstival
13 years ago.
prominent in the' Arab states.

.iiirl

are

still

tine

,

\

!

.

^
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as its first

4,

openings outpace

the sweeping boxofRbe per-

formance of ^'Desert Fury*' in

New York

City

opening
day in months at
the Paramount*
Biggest

Ahead

San Francisco
opened within

of "Desert

Fury^and holding
for 3rd big week.

few dollars of

a

•*Fury's"

big

stars- in -person

premiere

1st

week

**Fury'/

passes

and 2nd

week cQntintiiss at
a 20%rb^tter gait.

1st, 4 days beat
week's figure for
'

Fury "which in-

eluded a holiday.

Equalled record,

setting local
appeal gross of

Desert Fury"
which included
Labor Day.

WENDELL COREY
KIRK DOUGLAS
KRISTINE MILLER
LOUELLA PARSONS IS RICH 1\
irS ANOTHER

mi

Great Entertainment"

From Paramount

Oiiected

ui\im
l)(

ByHON

''hcuU. --thru.-

and John Brteht
Yes,

Parambunt's E.Q.

(Entertaifiment Quotient)
industry's- highest ... with Associated Press hailing

PERILS OF PAULINE"

as

"The most

is

the

'Bti;t,^r- \rf

"THE

Rt'C•v(.^

entertaining picture

of the year'* and the whole nation singing praise of "GOLDEN
EARRINGS", as the song becomes No. 2 in Billboard's
Top Tunes survey and crashes the Lucky Strike Hit Parade.

b oiif Vi

«.M

agf-^ f

mm
KM
-X.i.ipt.itK.n

.

•

i?ased

-..,,„,.„>,„
l.s

upon

FrruJuied on the

stat;t-

k..lH-rt '-niith

original pl.iy

Comini. To'Iown"

t.\

I

ht-i.dore

Hy (iM-ar V-rlin

1948

INTmRNATIONiUL
MPEA's Jap Mission

Bigger Grosses, Runs, Prices-

Tokyo, Jan.

Aiid Headaches-Mark Arg. Fix Scene
By »AV. JOSEPHS

"

Buenos

Aires, Jan. 13.
higher b.o. prices

Longer runs,
and bigger gtossetf—but more headaches than ever in .the censorship,
competitive and dollar remittance,
situation— sum up the postwar film
picture here in this top Latin center.
It's the same for Hollywood majors, the expanding local industry—
which now claims it's ahead o£
and the Europeans who
Mexico
have come back into the Latin field
with greater strength than prewar.
is that '48 will see
worry
the
Arid
worse.ning i^ather than bettered developments, in the radio, legit and
fleWs.
nitery
.
Government of Gen. Juan D.
Perbn is still the chief factor blamed
by industry chiefs for their plight.
the former Evita
Peron's wife,

—

'

WB USES FLAIR TO OPEN
TEDDINGTON STUDIOS
London, Feb.

3.

Official
reopening
of
Warner
Bros.' Teddington Studios, rebuilt
after extensive bomb damage, took
placer last week
(29).
Arthur S.
Abeles, Jr.,
ditector, and executive assistant to
Milder, and now
in control during latter's absence in
ihi U.S. for home office conferences,

WB

Max

MPEA lecturer; Y. Takamashi
mads as many as 26 speeches
before varied audiences in one prefecture in * nine-day period last

Duarte de Peron) ,is the person most to the studios to handle the opening
intereste'd' and' most responsible for ceremony. Visiting film and stage
the crackdowns. A one time radio stars included Griffiths Jones, Wilfilm player who achieved her liam Hartnell, Pat Kirkwood, Claude
Eiricl
dream of becoming Argentina's First Hulbert, Clifford Evans, Nora SwinLSdy, she has kept a constant and burne and Esmond Knight.
increasing personal supervision of
Event' was deemed important
enough to be covered' by the British
air, pix and theatrical fields.
But these difficultie.s are not the Broadcasting Corp., for its Picture
only ones worrying, exhibs, pro- Parade Feature, and Pathe News.

'

and

chains.

But

'

time.

This

Currently, heavy billing goes to
the ubiquitous Paco Miller, who does
a ventriloquist act and with a lew

added

Mexican

Fighting Vs. Saunders

Local

Amusement Tax
Toronto,- Feb.

Movement

to

combat

a

3.

campaign

Mayor Robert H.
by
h&ve the Ontario Legislature either draw up a provincial
amusement tax or authorize municilaunched
Saunders

to

to

make

similar ihiposts

is

impetus here under the
guidance of the Motion Picture Theatres As.<5n. of Ontario.
Provincial
or miinipical amusement taxes hinge

upon whether the Dominion repeals
a

20%

excise tax levied during the

war and

still

in effect^.

Meeting of the Ontario Assn. of

day (5). Saunders, it's reported, will
•where almost everybody speaks two endeavor to push across his drive for
and many speak three and four the tax by enlisting the aid of this
languages, going to overseas films is organization.
last
Theatremen
not a rarity but regular habit for a month
gained partial assurances
va^t audience.
from D. C: Abbott, Minister of
This, combined with longer runs Finance, that the- Dominion tqx
as -it^ general trend,- has cut into the might be wiped off .the books late
number of pix which. can be played, next spring.
,

-

,

downtown

at reasonable prices."
hasn't caught on too well since Argetine audiences like Saturday and
Sunday .filmgoing, especially if rain
hits .football and races, biggest competitors.
XT,

S.

In return for this concession,

more

than 1.300 Canadian exhfos have
pledged that when the tax is axed
they will pass on the reduction to
Furthermore they
their patrons.
also agreed to freeze current, admission prices, exclusive of possible local and provincial bites. This proposed action, D. McCourt, secretary
of the Niagara Peninsula theatre
Managers Assn.. points out, represents a continuation of a fair price
policy adhered to by most exhibs
who have tried to keep b.o. scales at
a sane level when compared to spiraiing commodity pricesi
I(lea
Protesting Mayor Saunders' stand

ment

companies have also become
two other

Increasingly worried over;

financial worries
mounting
costs and exchange. Salaries

local
h'a-ve

\

.

local taxes, McCourt recently noted in a letter to
the press that in nearby St. Catherin Stirring

up new

houses charged an
evenins admission price of 35c in
1941. Today, he wrote, the scale has
risen, only a nickel with, of course,
ines

firstrun

dominion 20% tax pyramided
upon -that sum. He especially felt

.

On

the

remittance

dollar

front,

new import permits were suspended
'47, and
dollar exchange Irish
1,
Companies havfe been working on former permits and still have
some three .to six months to go.

Tax Hike Snafus Pix

halted.

Most

Biz,

Now

With Bite

Dublin, Jan.

55'^
27.

changes will be
week's experience of
a
After
made shortly. Promises to this ef- upped admis.sioii prices, following
fect have been given
by Miguel big tax hike now averaging 55% of
Miranda,
Argentina's
"Economic a theatre's gross take, Irish cinema
Czar," who indirectly controls the managers agree biz has taken its
Banco Central.
biggest nosedive in history. For the
Despite all these difficulties, how- first time on record there were
ever, it's apparent that those comempty seats at Sunday night perpanies with good product have made formances in some Dublin firstrun
greater profits in the postwar years
houses. These usually sellout early
than previously. Income has been and can only be got at fancy figures
above all costs for the better films. on black market when Siinday night
Thos^ majors with merely normal comes.
pix have suffered, however, since
fhfee Cinemas in country towns
grosses. .t\ay|9 io their .,ea!5es beeu^ have dosed down and another is to
eaten uptt^y- higher jexpettSes,
put up the shutters next week. A
fEiphtft. In 0 .Sfiriej .of PiMtwat town council oifering a cinema for
think that
•

-

ballys

his

-•

leasing hag,got np„ljids.

,

. -

of

the

city,

and

way

oft in

Colon's Copacabana, long a "must"
spot

the

for

visiting

show, which-

is

and

sailor,

usually employing about 40 peopla

show, is really crying the blues.
Using American acts, and no line,
it has
more acts in the spot than

in its

customers.
City,

on the west

more fortunate as

coast, ia

popu-

transient

its

bigger. The Internacional
with a sizzling casino on its
second terrace, goes to town with
most of the money trade, and runs
wide-open gambling, from craps to
roulette.
The casino doesn't help
the Coral room in the hotel with its
expensive floor show, but the bars

lation

is

hotel,

a

good brisk trade.

Kelley's

30 years the
the Ist.hmus, tops

Ritz, ,for

them with a fast-moving, 22-people,
an all-American all-girl show, featuriqg Juanita and
the

into'

theatres

Troupe,, headed for Mexico, and
passing through here, would be a
natural for the promoter.

strong Is the demand for
"flesh" ,h^re that they'll play anything that looks- like-,, boxoilice, and
most attractions can write their own

Paris-Rome Group Preps

here, for one

and thing!

are really moaning.

number one spot on

femme- musical,

restrleted for

personnel,

do

rent,

27.

an up-

general, cabaret owners,

Blias Gadala Maria, big importer,
been dickering with Kelley's
Ritz, in Panama, to import its cur-

has

like Ringling, to make him one
of the top money getters in Latin
America.
No matter where 'one
goes, one sees him billed, but heavy.

and two-day stands.

so it. keeps customers in thfeir pews
for every quarter they can spend.

Skating Champs. Show is staggered
cocktail bars make up for the
late trade, and the ffont bar never

Two

closes.

Balboa Garden, a

natliral-

amphi-

theatre, is huge and bare. El Ranoho^
with a switch to new policy, is giving the clientele the best food in
Religious Pic for Egypt, town and doing about the best of th«
Garden's biz.
Club Atlas, another
Teatro Lux, playing .acts occaPalestinian Locations huge outdoor arena, with a good
American membership, is holding its
sionally, and .currently the five Mex
Religious film called "Divine Trag- own, 'hut strictly weekending it as
musicians, £ios Borochos, do a stint
edy" is being readied for April pro- to dough, with mostly Canal Zone
at this house. 'Most of the other
•
theatres aire playing Argentine flick- duction by EDIC Films of Paris and trade.
Universalia of Rome financed by inand American films,
ers
with
Club Happyland aud-'Cuba are just
vestors in Italy, France, Switzerland
dubbed-in titles.
struggling along to keep that man
and England, according to EDIC
away' from the mortgage.
Club
Giro's, an outstanding dub, will
partner Georges de la Grandiere.
buy once in a while, if an act is Picture, he said, will be based on Rialto, next door to Kelley's Ritz,
with an imported aggregation of
enroute through, but mostly the
the. life of
Christ and has the
town is not hep on night club an- blessitag of the Vatican, the Pi-otes- Latin-American femmes, is doing
gles.
Club is beautifully decorated, tant church in France as well as about the next best ^iz tp Kelley'«
and InternatiAnali' ^
in Mex motif. Seats about 250, with
other denominations.
front bar.
Prices ,are about on a
De la Grandiere, who recently

ticket on 'a percentage deal.
Unlike the states, thjs is the best angle
for a troupe touripg these parts.

•

_

;

'

^

;

.

is

U.' S.

even with U.

and money exchange
S. currency.

Biz in town is good; with gobs of
tourist trade'.' due to its inclusion as
stopover spot on guided tours. Tourists are cagey with their dough and
looking for bargains all over the
'

town.

WHITEHALL SETS UP
SYDNEY PLAY SKED
Sydney, Jan. 27;
Whitehall Productions; headed by
Kathleen Robinson and Roland Walton, operating the Minerva here, has
skedded several plays.
"Off the Secord," a British comedy, is presently being cast. Show
win be produced by Britisher John
Sykes, Follows a limited run of
three short plays— ''Village Wooing,"
by Bernard Shaw; "Lost Gdieration"
by Lynn Foster, and Noel Coward's
"Fumed Oak."
"Sweetest and Lowest," British
revue, is winding up after moderate
run.
"Sweetest" was produced by
Wee Georgie Wood.

arrived in New York, planes to the
Coast today (Wed.) .to study Amer- Irish Pic Gets Election
ican filmmaking techniques. Prior
to his departure he declared ''Divine
Votes, Opposition Goat,
Tragedy" would be made on location with the bulk of shooting to be

done

Egypt

in

and

Palestine.

In 1st Propaganda

A

multilingual film, picture will have
dialog
French,
in
English
and
Spanish.
^.
While in the U.S. de la Grandiere
expects 'to iset a 'NQtth American .distributio.nal deal for EDIC's recently
completed "Mon.sieur Vincent." Starring Pierre Fresnay in the title role,
film is based on the life of St. Vincent de Paul. Original story was
authored by Jean Anouilh.

Try

Dublin, Feb.

3.

The first use of a propaganda film
in an Irish general election is undoubtedly garnering votes for Clann

—

na Poblachta the Republican Party
(no relation to the G.O.P.)—which
It, although not using the
of the party .or its leader
throughout: The film, "Our Country," carries the trade name Irish
Civic Films and the name of the
commentator, Noel Hartnett. Hartnett is director of elections for the
Clann.

sponsored

name

i

i

-

Bulg;aria Sidetracks

-

•

.

The 700 feet, sjiot by cameraman
Stafford, of Gaumont-British-Instructional Films, is made up
Sofia, Jan. 27.
of an introductory spiel by Hartnett
Advertised to open yesterday (26) and shots showing slum housing,
at the Kino Modern here, playdates neglected agricultural land,
emiof "Tarzan's Secret Treasure" was grants leaving' for Britain, grocery
cancelled.
Subsequent inquiries of store notices on shortages' of essenthe Motion Picture Export Assn., tial foodstuffs compared with store
which handles distribution o,f U. S. windows - full of high-priced, imfilms in Bulgaria, revealed the film ported luxury goods. A-'.doctor talks
had been shelved to make way for on problem ot tuberculosis and film
a Russian picture for which the gov-' ends, with -,g;a)}' .by, an jUnidentifled
ernment film monopoly, Bulgarsko man^ seated at; a desk-^actually the
Delo, had demanded a booking.
party leadier' Sean McBride outlin-

-

.

Ui. Pix

for Soviet's Brendan

,

.

—

'

'

Current London Shows

—

London, Feb. 3.
{Figure shows weeks of run)
Lucasta," Ma.iesty's (14).
"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (35).
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (41).
"Blind Goddess." Apollo (9).
"Canaries Sing," Garrick (11).
"Chiltern Hundreds," Vaude (23).

This arbitrary move was by no ing policy to improve the position.
a precedent in this Com- No reference is made to the coming
country, for
munist-controlled
a election.
similar incident happened at the
Fifty copies of the film were made
same house last fall. Then Jthe the- and to date, about 60 of .Eire's 300
atre pulled Wa'rner's "My* Sister cinetnas have used it.
Pic is, of
Eileen" to provide playing time for course, being offered' free of charge.
a Russian film commemorating the So far it has not been screened at
anniversary of the Soviet's October any firstrun house in Dublin.
In
revolution.
After the run of the one town it was projected in a street
political pic, "Eileen" resumed.
and pulled a big crowd.
Film was subjeo't- of strong ediPreviously, th'e Kino Modern hung
up an unprecedented record with torial attack in de Valera'& party
Metro's "Music for Millions,'' gar- newspaper, Irish Press, ''which denering an extraordinary gross and scribed it as a "secret weapon,"
net receipts in the course- of a run in alleging that since Clann na Pobexcess of three months. House drew lachta was not mentioned the orcapacity until the 12th week when ganization""could not be very proud
for the first iimp 75 seats were un- of it." At the same time, the edisold. WB's "Rhapsody in Blue," an- torial gives grudging credit to the
other MPEA import, is also doing enterprise of using film as electionwell in its sixth week at the Kino coring propaganda.

means

"Anna

"Dark Summer," St. Mart (8).
"Diamond Lil," Wales (2).
"Edward IWy Soh," Lyric (36).

•

'.•

"Four Hours Kill," Sav". (1).
"Hidden Years," Fortune (2).
"Life With Father," Savoy (35).
"Linden Tree," Duche.'ss (25).
"Macbiplh," Aid wy eh (8).
"Mountain Air." Comedy (1).
"Never Can Tell," Wynd (IB)-.
'

"Off Record," Piccadilly (36).

"Oklahoma.V Drury Lane
"Owe, Two Three," Yorks
"Outrageous," W. Garden

(40).
(21).

(12).

"Present Lauffhter," H'yif'kt (42)
"Relapse," Phoenix (1).
"Slarl^sht Roof," Hipp. (13).
"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (92)
"Toffether ARain," Vic Pal. (42).
"Tuppence," Globe (17).
"Worm's View," Whitehall (40).

.

-

the military

occasional troupes that pass through.

the.

been repeatedly raised by law, a that in the event of elimination of^
pension fund established 'and operat- the excise bite "theatre patrons alone
ing taxes hiked atop increases in should benefit as they paid without
office, costs, freight haulage and the
protest when, they felt it was necesannual Christmas bonus of a month's sary."
salsiry, all decreed by law.
Aug.

single

show

Mayors and municipal council heads
is scheduled to be held here Thurspar with

.

.

route, is a natural one-nighter for
any American troupes playing this
Latin- American territory.

ports from many fields. New York
runs..tliem in -a very few specialty
houses. In this cosmopolitan capital,

i

everystageshows

town

bases, with the

Panama

Inaccessibility

City, Jan. 27.
little city located

thriving

gaining

houses.
the past two and three
weeks was considered good, "Madonna," which ran 16 weeks at the
Broadway, and "Best Years," which
filled the Luxor for 20, are no longer
.uttusual. Admission prices have gone
up sharply. Where wartime B. A.
firstruns rarely went over three
pesos (75c U. S.) firstrun speciaLs
now draw four and five pesos, regulars three pesos and subsequents.
two down to 1.20. By Presidential
request prices are 20% less on Mon"to
day, Tuesday 3nd Wednesday
ena'ble workers to obtain entertain-

And

American

So

palities

in

wants

poverty of the masses, have scared
off most of the show promoters, with
the exception of Paco Miller, who
.brings his Mex aggregation to these
parts on occasions. The town Is open
to any deal of an American promoter. The Teatro Nacional, located
in the heart of San Salvador, books

halfway between Mexico City and
Panama, and an overnight stop for
most of the tourist trade flying this

Latter have been topped by the
by. the Italians,
British,- followed
Mexican, Russian, French and Spannot to mention Swiss,
films,
ish
Chilean, etci In fact, many believe
no^other capital in the world plays
the product of -so matiy countries—
since, while the U. S. may see im-

especially
Where in

t<>wn.

talent.

Natural 1-Niter

Canadian Exhibs Plan

it's

hard for
faced with
continental competition for playing
increasingly

dream

here. Two exclusive clubs in town
cater to what money trade thoy have
here, with little expenditure for

Guatemala City

;

companies

The town,
having 'some people with money to
spend, has few nightclubs or .other
bo.oker's-.

one

.

Hollywood

Addressing such groups as

bistros to cater to them.

new

made going

AMERICAN STAGESHOWS

In the throes of

is

heaval that affects the whole Isthtnua.
What with the squabbling about

San Salvador,. Jan. 16.
San Salvador, located a couple of
countries north of Panama, in Latin
America, could well be called a

school teachers, department store
patrons and cultural -societies; he
spoke to at leaSt' 8,000' people;"

Guatemala

Panama, Jan.

.

Panama

SAN SALVADOR YENS

alone:

Danny Kaye, prior to his opening
Buarte (who must now be, oiticially at the London Palladium for Val
Dona Eva Maria Parnell, was specially brought down
addressed- as

hibitor interests

Pace Being Set by Internacional

.

stressed that studios are open to any
indie
company here wanting to
make pix. He further confirmed
that next star due here would, be
Claude Rains, who is coming over
for "Silent Dust."

ducers and others. Starting Jan 1,
rules 'went into effect making
it 'obligatory for all 'firstrun houses
to run at least one national pic
monthly. All other houses are to
give at least two out of five weeks
to locally made product. Naturally
this has pleased the national producers, some of whom have ex-

Panama Clubs Wracked by Headaches;

20.

As part of the Motion Picture
Export- Assn's promotional activities in Japan it has been
.mding
three itinerant lecturers throughout
the country to boost American films.
Conceived by Charles Mayer, MPEA
managing director here, the plan
emphasizes the entertainment values
of U.S. pictures.

month.

IT

Makedonia.

Mayme

Richardson, Negro singer,
currently touring Palestine. She
a highly successful debut in
Tel Aviv recently.

is

made
I

Rosita Rivera, 10-year-old Spanish
dancer, is Paris' newest child, prod-*
igy.
She gave a recital recently at
Salle Pleyel, under the auspices ot
the^p.ffke Artis.tique,Esp>gBQlt <

-

PICTURES

1»

Huenose Raps by Foreign

(mm

Add to U& Fdmmakers' Headaches
foreign

the

to

Adtfittg

market"

headaches, U.S. filmmakers are cuvr
rently being nailed on a censorshif)
hook that's beginning to encircle
Continued from /laee tisss
the globe. Latest migraine has reulted from the 'decision of a Cana» izations, they're highly "tempting to
diah dominion, Saskatchewan; to Metro's top stars 'and execs. Metro,
ban "Brute Force" because of its Consequently, can, mfeet this threat of
morbid theme. Ste|> was especially losing its key per^nnel only through
painful to U. S. filmites since Canada good contracts. .;'';'Key men must be_
is ohe of the few countries in which tied to theif jtfb^.at corwipt-^Mnpenr
free and friendly trade relations still sation for their::taients>J';.^!i|bih de-

Pay Key Men

K

.

.

hold.

''.'.-,

clared.

Similar objection was lodged in'
Austria against "The Lodger" by
Vienna officials, who have asked'
theatre owners not to admit minors
to see the pic. Behind the "iron
curtain" in eastern Europe, American film imports are meeting anticipated resistance down the line. In
Rumania;, only six American films
have been able to pass the latest

pme

Stuff-Hctures

Designed to hypo teen-age interest in Samuel Goldwyn's "The Bishop'.s
company is pushing an advertising and promotional campaign built
the high school set. Picture's original
owned by him. When the council arou.nd contests' and copy aimed at
title wasn't deemed sufficiently exciting to generate interest in the young,
recently set aside a policy of 12
sters. HenCe under direction of Goldwyn ad-jpub chief Lynn Farnol, comyears' duration by granting Nathan
such ad copy as "The Bachelor's Bock
Shapiro a license for a new thea- pany flacks have been batting out
in a Groovie Movie! Yes, Teensters, the Bachelor You I.oved in
The
tre, over North Central Allied obBachelor and the Bobby Soxer" is Back in a Movie" , etc.
jections, it made tnown that subseContests have been wcirked' out by theatres in cooperation 'with local
quent applications would be considpapers where the teen-agers are urged to name the "modern miracle they'd
ered "op the«c.;;in.erits.'?
most like, to see't in connection with the showing of "The Bishop's 'Wife.'*
Minnesota -iiitertainment EnterPrizes include phone calls from the film's fcmme star, Lorettu 'Yoiing'
prises,- organijseei several months ago
roses from Cary Grant, also starred, and cash awards, et al. In certain
iWith: k $l,OiD&ji)0(^ capitalization printhe title has been changed to "Cary and the Bishop's 'Wife" in an
cipiW to kffep-.'jout "outside" drive- situations
effort to 'Whet the juvenile Jtrade.
In effect about two weeks, drive ia
its
iii '^theatre iio.ti(i?e$^ by building
(iw4-has v(f6n' 3^i.anitial brush with already bearing results, the Gold-wyn ballyhoo men claim.

.

L. K. Sidney, J. J.

hade

Mpls. Exhibs
.

Cohn

Continued (ram

1

showhouse on property

to build the

Wife,'.'

.

.

.

'•

the '"invaders.''" -^he organization,
comprising prominent Twin City
exhibitors, .h&s obtained aJicense to
build a drive-in theatre at Hose

New

Jack' Ellis, United Artists'
York district manager, claims he's only
"film peddler by virtue of the necessity of eating." Actually, he claims
to being a songwriter. His biggest hit was "I Can Get- It for You Whole-

Township midway between Minne- sale." He has had numerous other tunes published, the latest— just reapolis and St. Paul. It did so despite corded by The Three Jesters—being "Who Pushed the Button (When
Louis K. Sidney and Joseph J, the fact that David Flexer of There's No One On the Floor), or The Elevator Man's L'ament." Two
other
Cohn were named veepees of Loew's, Memphis, who built and opened the recent ones are "I- Slipped on a Banana Peel and Met the Apple of
My
Inc., at a meeting of the company's Twin City'? first such moyjie .here
Eye" and "If You Fall for a Summer Romance, You'll Be Heading for a
anboard Friday (30), following the
last'year, .had afiplied first for 'the Fall in the Fall." Ellis und«r.$teatedly explains that he specializes in "the
also
nual stockholders meet. Board
permit and was expected to get it. cornier type" of tunes.
voted a regular quarterly dividend
In acting favorably on the MEE
of 37%c on common stock, payable application and denying Flexer's,
Metro readying two songsmithing biopix almost coincidentally. Georg«
March 31 to stockholders of record the township board members, deWiells, son of Billy It Wells, vet revue writer, has completed the screenMarch 12.
clared that home interests should play on the
Kabnar & Ruby filniusical, find Fred Finklehoflle, Jr., is polishSidney, recently named to the stu- have
consideration.
Harold ing the Rodgers
first
& Hart saga at the same studio. Latter is tentatively titled
along
dio's three-man exec council
Field, circuit owner and ME? presi»My Heart Stood StUl." Players for Richard Rodgers and (the late) Larry
with E. J. Mannix and Benjamip K. dent, said construction will start
Hart
roles
set but looks like Gene Kelly will play (the late) Bert Kal»
not
Thau; was fonherly assistant treas- immediately and that the theatre
Eddie
mar
and
Bracken will be Harry Ruby. Latter* incidentally, is on
joined
urer of - the company. He
will be ready to open May 15.
the M-G lot also assisting on pre-production scripting, details, etc. FinkleLoew^ in 1^23 as manager of the
The drive-in will represent a hoffe is said to be getting
$50,000 for his four-week Script polish on the
old Aldine theatre, Pittsburgh, and $150,000 expenditure and accommo-

Named Loew Veepees

.

censorial

o.«.

,

'Brute Force' Morbid
.

Regina, Sask., Feb.

3.

Force" CO) has been
•''Brute
banned in Saskatchewan on the
grounds that it is too morbid and
would have a demoralizing effect on
the public, particularly young people.

'

has since operated houses through-

Film was originally banned by D. out the country. He later managed
Vaughan, film censor, and was WHN, Loew's operated N. Y. radio
appealed by Universal. An appeal station. He went to the studio in
board «t. five, including the "warden 1937, where he's since been both an
active 'iwoducer and a member of
of Regma' jail, upheld the ban.
One member o'f rlhe appeaV board the tfxec council,
Cohn entered the film industry as
termed the picture "a most depressold Fox
'ing, sadistic attempt at depicting a .office boy in 1915 for the
and later became producfalse Impression of prison life," and 'company
for Samuel Goldwyn
said "it has no value whatever— tion manager
Goldwyn
educationally, morally or otherwise.". When Metro took over the
He s'aid "it would be 'criminal' to studios With the merger in 1924,
company and has
present it to the public, especially Cohn joined the
J.

:

date 800' cars.
Field also announced that the
grpup is, now negotiating for other
sites and expects to build at least
two more Twin City drive-ins this
yeai-.

,

'

Grownups

•Lodcet' Only For

Vienna, Jan.

28.'

New

Due

to the fact that the Austrian
government and city municipality
are unable to ban objectionable for-,
eign-raade pictures, a new scheme
has been worked out, which is fulfilling its purpose. City Counsellor
Viktor Iilatejka of the cultural department asked 01m owners not to
sell any tickets for' objectionable
films to minors and .the response was

of Zorro" was on
program. Specs stood for hours in
line to obtain tickets.

when "Mark

A

short time ago the City Municipality requested the French Film
Section to withdraw the picture
"Macadam," which depicts the uriderworld of Paris. The French consented and withdrew the film en•

tirely.'

,

,

:

Col.

3

Loan

Continued from page i
.

set. at

2%%

until

Nov.

30, 1949,

doubtedly cut into

many bookings

possible for "Life " newest of Hope
"I Walk Alone'
single starrer.
(Par) snatched 12tb position al
though out in the Keys only two
weeki, and, at that, late in the

when month,

too.

Additionally,. Columbia may not
acquire or lease more than 10 theatres' while any part of the' loan is
It can lend money to outuniiaid.
side producers only if a director,
producer or player employed by' the

month but in only two cities, which
was not enough to show how
Of
would shape up nationally.
course, its big money was obtained
in the four, weeks at the Radio City
company together with Columbia or Muisic Hall. "The Fugitive" (RKO)
though not in many spots, showed
a subsid own at least 50% of the
stock of that outside producer.

RounAable
Continued from page 7
that with the rendering, of the decision in the Supreme Court, whenever that may be, that exhibition's
effort to accomplish an open forum
for the industry will meet with
greater success than hitherto."

around

$150,000.

Among the newcomers, "Night
Song" (RKO) hints real promise on
scattered playdates the latter part of
last month.
Of course, "Sierra
Madre," which really did not get out
in the keys until the' final. week in
January, shapes as a real comer for
February. Same holds true of "Walk
Alone," which was coming along big
in final

two weeks

last

pic.

.

Gathering and preparation of sports news gets the onceover in "Sports
RKO short in its Sportscope series^ Such media as radio,
newspaper, newsreel and television are dealt with. Prqduce^ by Jay
Bonafield, film was directed by Joe Walsh and authored by Bud Benjamin.
Picture delivers a "story-by-story" account of a sample day's activities
of Scripps-Howard sports columnist Joe Williams as well as touching
upon duties of Bill Corum of the N.Y. Journal-American, John Carmicliael
of 'the Chicago Daily News and other scribes. Narration is handled by
Andre Baruch, Bed Barber -and Clem McCarthy.
Coverage,"^ an

;

the rate is hiked to 2%-% for the
Leaders in runner-up classification
remaining period until Nov. 30, 1952. are
"Sleep,
My Love" (UA)
On the open, unused credit, Colum- "Swordsman" (Col), "Daisy Kenyon"
bia forks out 1/24 of 1% for the
(20th), "Cass Timberlane" (M-G)
privilege of -calling on those availwhich is now coming up fast; "Sena
able funds.
Was Indiscreet" (U) and "The
Number of strings are tied to the tor
Flame" (Hep). "Senator" did only
new loan. "Company mu.st stay with- medium to moderate' biz in many
in a certain liquid condition; must
spots but ran up sizeable total be
credit to its assets only pix which
cause of its numerous playdates.
are released and amortized within
"Paradme Case" (SRO) made an
arbitrary periods.
excellent showing during the past

-

Austria itself has no official censorship office. Indirect censor.ship
is the fihancing of new Austrian
productions. Film manuscripts are
handed in to the financing department, and approval means of course
that picture is" okayed.
Action of the city municipality
had its 'effects on local production,
too, as Excelsior announced today
(28) stopping work on "Rats." Work

Winners

Continued from page 4

largely because it came through with
a burst of strength to take first place
the final week of January.
"X-Men" (EL) landed in 10th
plaee just ahead of "Where There's
Life" <Par), which fell back later in
Ihe month. Fact that the Hope
Crosby opus aisp was available un-

ture Nov. 30, 19S2, when .any outstanding balance must be paid off
completely.
Interest payments on the notes are

unanimous. Films showing murder
and vice can be seen only by grownups. This procedure was today (28)
adopted with 20th's "The Lodger."
Inquiries at Motion Picture Export
Assn. revealed. 'that there is no intention to take action against this.
During first days of showing in Elite
Kino there .were similar scenes to
those

man-

operated' as production
ager .of the Culver City lot

since

4>ur teenage population."

Jan. B.

H&H

month. "Tim

berlane" was in a somewhat similar category.

Court decisions so far, TOA offion this one had begun & fetv weeks cial declared, have damaged exhibs
ago. It has youth criminoldgy as a as much as the companies. "The
.theme.
Hitler Ftlma
philosophy that what is good, for exhibitoi's must be bad for distribu5S Continued from pace i s:
tors, and vice versa, is unsound and
Buehamt $Iaps Sown
dangerous," he said. Each decision telligence School for the training
Bucharest, Jan, 27.
of
occupation
personnel, by deraOU'
which restricts methods of doing
Increasing
governmental resist- business adds to the difficulty of strating Nazi propaganda techniques;
ance against American film imports running theatres, Levy declared, and assisting in German language

With the foreign ^ixi field in the :tJ..S. in a near-chaotic^state due to its*^
rapid postwar expansion, formation of a single as^pciation.lo £and1e distribution throughout the country's exchanges, is being' increasbieiy urged.
Under the proposed "United' Artists of Foreign Film Importeirs," individual
companies would have the "'advantage of a streamlined sales organization
with a bigwig as sales head to talk with circuit toppers. According to
other sureseater experts, however,: such a-'plan is virtually excluded by the
'fierce competition currently raging, in the foreign pix 'field. ',
.

The U, of Rochester (N.YO is the largest holder of Eastman Kodak
stock with 175,190 shares of common. These were principaUy the gift
of George Eastman, as were the Century, Reg.ent and Bastman theatres,
which' put the university in the ;theatre business. The first two are leased
to Paramount and the Eastman used for musical and civic events.
Kodak lists 45,622 holders of its 12,380,065 shares of common stock.
The Reconstruction Finance Corp. currently is holding 285,000 shares
pledged as collateral by British owners.
'

Arizona^ Jaw covering accidents on film locations is causing major studios
to "shy away from that state, even though the scrijst calls for an Arizona
location.' I^aw provides that an actor, injured on location, must be paid
the full amount of his salary during the time he is laid up, no matter
how long. -When a thesp, drawing $8,000 a week, is incapacitated in
Arizona, it may run into serious coin. California j^ate laW' is more lenient

toward the producers.

,

-

System of staging a number of screenings for specially-selected audiences in advance of a film's opening is catching on widely in the industry;*
Inaugurated; by 20th-Fox on "Gentleman's Agreement," the "saturation
screening" idea is currently being iised by 20th to hypo advance publicity
on"Call Northside 777." Indie distributor Joe Burstyn (of Mayer-Burstyn)
is also following the general format on the Italian^made "Paisan."
System paid off fOr 20th on "Agreement" via s'ome of the best publicly
breaks enjoyed by a film in recent years.

When the French government cut the value of the franc in half it performed a service to LOu Bunin, who is producing a cartoon feature, "Alice
in Wonderland," on an original budget of $l,500,d00 in Paris. Devaluation
of tlie franc doubles. the buying power of the American dollar in France.
Buning made all his productioti arrangements on a basis of franci, instead of dollars, except i(0F payment of cartoon technicians he has imported from Hollywood.
•

.

To e^cplain how the Oscar Derby is conducted, the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences has mailed 500 pamphlets to Hollywood correspondents and motion picture editors throughout the Country. Idea is to
offset misleading yarns planted by overzealous flacks to the ^ect that
their pictures are "entered" in the -derby. Pamphlet m^kes it clear that
all pictures made in 1947 are eligible.

,

Need for theatre managers to keep on the ball was highlighted once again
last Friday (30) by Gandhi's assassination.
Running into the weekend,
several Broadway houses were still screening newsreel "clips showing the
Indian leader recovering from a recent fast instead of nulling such dated
material.

recently evidenced when au- noting competitive bidding as an ex- instruction.
Three objectives have been.accom.
thorities recalled a number of Holly- ample of exhib tribulations.
wood pictures for censorial o.o.'s.
Levy turned his attention to cur- plished by seizure of the flirts and
Continued from page 7
Despite the fact "Talk of the Town" rent negotiations with ASCAP on their careful classification at the
(Col) and "No Time for Comedy" the scat-tax .tiff and said "some Bavaria Filmkunst. First, all film:
Mann. He has announced that, as
(WB) had been revised, both were good progress" had been made to- which contained National Socialist soon as th'e Minnesota Amus. Co.'s
banned. Fate of another film, RKO's wards settling the dispute. He in- propaganda were instantly removed lease expires this year, he will take'
"Suspicion," is still in the' balance. dicated the legal line for opposing from German screensi and the peo- over its. operation himself aild inIn all only six U, S. pictures have the ASCAP rate hike by noting that ple could no longer be infected b/ stall a film policy. It is much more
been okayed under the government's the Government consent decree their artfully presented doctrines, advantageously located than the
Lyceum and has a 1,500-seat capacity.
apparent "closed door" policy.
against ASCAP permits changes in Second, the films could be evaluated
Scarcity of American fUms is scales only when condKons affect- and those of historical importance The Minnesota Amus. Co, (Paramount) sublet it for burlesque.
pointing up a product shortage here ing the marketability of pertorming presBrvcd, resulting in one of th'
and exhibs have been forced to rely rights change. "It Is our contention really vital documentary collections
Reissues Flood Town
on French reissues in most firstruns. that it will be most difficult for in the world. Finally, out of the en
With a veritable flood of reissues
Among the few U, S. pix that have ASCAP to prove that," he a.sserted. tire collection of Ulm features, edu engulfing downtown flrstrun.s, reachbeen permitted playing time. War-Theatre-owners are bearing an cational film.s. shorts and fairy-talc ing the stage this week where there
ner's "Now Voyager" is chalking up unjust burden in taxation, and un- pictures, produced prior to the end are almost as many oldies
as new
• successful run at .the Ritz and less given relief many will go into of the war, those which contained pictures on tap, seven to nine, inTixoli theatres, while Metro's "Na- the red this year," said Ted H. Gam- no propaganda taint wers selected dustry leaders here are
apprehentional Velvet" has been re-released ble, president of TOA, in addressing for showing in the reopened German sive that a continuation ol the curthe annual convention.
motion picture theatres^
at the Giocando,
rent trend will result in serious box-

was

Preduct Shortage

offlce damage. In fact, some prominent exhibitors have expressed the

belief that a surfeit of reissues is one
of the reasons for declining gros,'ies
and that increased production Is
essential.
It's pointed out that the vast majority of oldies that now have to be

•

booked
of
ity

new

to make up for the shortage
pictures are inferior in qual-

and don't merit revival.

them,

it's

Most

of

claimed, aren't delivering

at the boxoffice

and are

just fillers-

in.

These same exhibitor critics emphasize that the outstanding reis.sLies
have been outgrossing many new
pictures

and

imdoubtedly

always

will be welcome. They' feel that the
be,st of all crops should be brouiSM
back frxim time to time and Will
click,

stuff

but that the run-of-the-mill
should remain in their graves.

WedncBdayt February 4, 1948
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FOR THE

For the first time in motion picture magazine history, a
group of publishing companies has joined forces toform the

ASSOCIATION OF.SCREEN MAGAZINE IUBLISltERS^lN|

The Association has as its primary purpose the cdiitihutfig
exploration of advertising and exploitation problems

common

to the motion picture industry and screen
magazine publishers in order to best promote the
mutual Interests of both. It is represented iii tfe
^
screen field by 12 monthly publications with
combined circulation of nearly 8,000^000
a^^^^^^^^^^^

and a readership in excess of 20,OOb,Clbo.
As their initial venture, the Association
has just completed a two-year survey^
revealing facts and figures of vital
boxoffice importance.

DELL PUBLICATIONS

FAWCETT PUBLICATIONS these

startling facts will

HONTER SCREEN UNIT Hollywood.
IDEAL PUBLICATIONS

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS

be

^

-^

VUM

REVIEWS

UTediiesd^, Febraary

on the
and Michel Andre, as the Belita tries hard but only registers thoven, and in Paris he's
Others in verge of writing "William Tell" when
ill
the' single ice scene.
weakling secretary, are fine.-.
(Continued from page 13)
the film ends in a typical FitzPatrick
Despite the fact the film was pro- the cjist are adequate to demands.
Lensing anct other technical func- travelog fadeout.
and he has delivered lushly mounted, dticed last year in Paris in the midst
'
As Rossini, Besozzi is a listless
Brog.
aotionful outdoor melodrama.
o( tremendous economic difficulties, tions ars standard,
maestro. He fails to catch the mood
George Sherman got plenty •of GoTdine limned it with lush-looking
and spirit' of the character. Paola
punch and suspense into hts direc- production accoutrements. Sets, parPagliaeci
iMHtghi
is unimpressive in the role
Barbara
are
neatlyenteriors,
every scene move ticularly the
tion, jmalcing
(Sones)
of . contralto Isabella Colbran, who
swiftly. Stars Yvonne DeCarlo. Dan executed; Christian Matras' camera
(n-ALlAN-MAOE)
later becomes Rossini's wife. Greta
Duryea and Jefl'i-ey Lynn justify work is consistently good, and the
ronum-iiial release ff It. .la Kilnia prodiic- Gondai a "ballerina, provides some
score, by Maurice Thiriet and V. detlieir top billing with sturdy per-,
Stai'«
tlon.
I)ji-ei.'te<l by (Sluneinx' FaUK:ati;
heart interest while Armando Falconi
formance.s. Script has token standard Butow, ties in neatly with the film's lAlirta- V'alli, Benlaraiiio UlK:li, .Story. Ccaare is inclined to' overplay the bombastic
English titles are Viola; music*. ^..eonciivaUo ahil l>oni;:itUi.
western inpredients. siven them a varying moods.
characteristics of the King.. Other
'48.
J<uniiin!i
J'^'islightly sophisticated twist for adult adequate but the editing job, sans I'revlfiMTeil In N. V<
^ '
performances are so-so, v
dm*.
interest, plus other intelligent use of film credit, has left -the picture ex- .Tulla
MliiTa V.illi
Writer Bonnard's direction :was
Stal
tremely choppy in spots.
the material to sustain attention,
.Mot'Olli ..... .,
.... ..lii'iilamino (IIkU
heavy-handed and uneven; Modest
(^unio .....,„..
.....i'aoio Ilberl^iKev'
For once, two male leads, both
production mountings bear great reJ.eorH'jivallo ............... ..Carlo llomano
carrying audience sympathy, get
semblance to those used in other
Valintintii
[)tigTOr.aeryiie.s
...
.,
...
J(»ngh<.«>r of Darkness
their just desserts— a hot dose of lead
Italian-made films in the operatic
'PAgrliacci' Opcr«
(BBITISH-MADE)
Nedda
—as a reward for their likeable, but
;A*}pj:aua Perri.s
cycle which -preceded "Rossini" to
Jan. 22.
.lieniivmiiiu liiKi
l^aaio
lawless, waj's.
A refoi-matiotl of rnrsiinount release tiCLondon,
the U. S. Mario Albertelli's photogAIIilib<!e.,HtW^lio-V^o^j
..vlieuni^ l*a<M'i
either character would have been a to^ lanliury i«l'«illIc^toir.<*^|3t<il*'Aii%
raphy is fair while otlicr technical
SHylv.'
JIurlv Boylello
letdown. Duryea, Lynn and Percy Ir.i.l, H.i.wvell IfoeS, '••aii-fi tiNi;:i)y Xame' Uepiie'-,
.AdeUo Zagoiiuni ti'edits are .standard. Picturc'.s saving
Kilbride malie a neat trio of western
Gilb.
grace is its music.

Blnek Hart

general,

>

'

,

1948

'4,

Donald MacBride.

please.
role 'of
father,

in

dual

mayor and the mayor's aged
punches

over"

plenty
of
as the
also gets into
the act sti-ongly.
Frankie Darro.
Warren Mills, Noel Neill and Harry
Tuler are among others contributina
*
expertly.
.Lensing, musical direction, editing
and other technical functions are
good.
Brog.
.

Candy Candido,

chuckles.

dumb mayor's nephew,

'

'

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.'.

'

,

.

.

,

.

.
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1

hoods, taking their gold where they
find it— even if it belongs to a buddy.

])lay.

"TUoy

Wali?. 'Alone."

CaiTuihf rf*: ihusic,
Htn-ni*'

At

I. t'Wi.H.

Ediior. I.ito
Parktn-: f.iniicra,

>ClU*t-(*>»

Chariton. I.«n.()(m, Jan.

21..

Film opens with a hanging party, M.N. Ruimiiijr Lime,
.WINK.
\nne <"'ra\vfor<l
from which Duryea and Lynn are Hpks .slanfnnh.
.Maxwell ftceil
rescued by Kilbride. They part but Oiin
.i^lobhfMi MVlCcnna
fSnmiy rinnUiie.
meet again in Galifornia, where Liicry
.(iratlt.Tj'lf^r
'Culldnt. ».
....
-him.self as a
Duryea
has
—
— established
.... Hoiitn* iSlaellxilu
-T
.lulie Talleivt...
i.
respectable rancher whose sidehne Robert sianfortii.
.Barry. Hoi'Ko
..... .tftorge Tlioroe
Mr. TalK-nt. .... ...
is a yen for Wells Fargo gold which
... .Deni.s Gortloil
he steals under the guise of o"c
''Y.^'"'':*--.....1.1am BeOmoind
Black Bart.
i.),uM,h!..
....'Vrlhut Hmn^Upf?
.David Urefne
His former partners spot his Mr. iiuv.n I'n
n,T-i.sluuiifrs. .Nora O'aialiony, Mm Clery
Hyde Character and figure to do some
hijacking but windup .has Kilbride
Max Catto's play, "They Walk
safely behind bars and the two
toughies on the losing end of a gun Alone," produced in 1938, dealt with
battle with the .sheriff's posse. It's an unusual Hsnd. difficult subject, a
not all formidable, though. There's homicidal nymphomaniac. Jt took
plenty of humor sprinkled around to
spring an oceasronal chuckle, and courage to' attempt a screen version,
Miss DeCarlo lends femme charm as hut all concerned have' come out
.
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Western Heritage

.

ances and ca.mera work, film can
very well stand on its own merits,
even without the added lure of the
presence of Alida "Valli and Beniamino Gigli. Former will draw the
curious, anxious to sec the ""Paradinc
Cas-e" y'alU on ;her home lot. Latter
will attract the opera fcins, especially
those 'who remember Gigli from the
Met. Pic should be an e^tcellent arthouse draw.
Film was made before the war. It's
interesting to observe what a femme
fatale Hollywood has made out of the
sweet-faced innocent who plays the
giri in "Laugh, Pagliaeci," and what
tricks Coast makeup and coaching
can do. Not that Miss Valli is anything but attractive in this film, as
well as acting charmingly the part of
a young society miss in love with her
.

;

..

BKO

Hollywood, Jan.

lar care:

release of .Sacha
Htara-Gorai'd Pliiliptie,

I,<>U\rfi!e-B.C.p.

-

.

. . .

j

.

. .

.

.

I

.

ville.

.

:

.

aiifl.

Mux

Joly, baMcd en novel. 'M^our line .Vult
D.'Antour," by l*lmtlG Zola; camera, .lac.iuea
l.eJB!ire; editor, .Walter IClee, I'revicivcd In
N. Y.. ,l!U), a), '-IS. Ruuiiing time. «'(! .lilNM
............ ....... ,.t)ilptte

'i'lieresit

.lujuayx
Alcrnie

Mimanne.

.Bat^tn lie

de Alnsanne.
. . , .

.

. . .

,

.

,,

.'..'•^>

.

24.

release ^of Herruan Hchloni pi-O'Jue.Starw Tim llolt; routurt^s Xan l-oHlie.
Bl(!liard .\(unin, Lola Aniii'OWK, Tony HarWalter Kcc<l, Harry Wowli., lli. hanl
rett,

Directed l)y "Wallace -X. <;ilp«cli,
Screenpjnyi Norman .llouHloti caniera. Alfred Keller? muaip,. I'aiil .Sawtellc; edilor.
l)e.<in«)n<l
Marquette. TrartoBlrown in l.oa
BiMiniiits iiDie, <il
AtiB'eios, Jan. lia, '•18,
I'ow-er."!.

(In French; Enslis/i

Emile

is

still

titles')

Une

Ntiit

a slightly

spicy

"Pour

.Zola's

D' Amour"

.

French melodrama, with even the

censor scissors apparently failing to
mar the more sexy episodes. Despite
tedious early developments, "Passionnelle" should be okay at torcigii........Tim lioli
houses in the U. S.
Nail I.p.slic lan'suago
Story concerns a Frencli miss, just
..Kichard Alarlln
out of a convent, who is about to be
JjO la Andrews
;

mm.

Hoys DoKgett..
Belli WlAston,.
t.Uiito. ...........

(Ml n. ..

. .

. .

.

..

.

Barrett
... .W'ullcr llced
.liarry Wood.s
.Bidiiu'd I.'owers
Ja.s'm Bobard.s
Uoijert Bray
.

off to a playboy heir. She's
carrying on a mild flirtation with a
musically-minded postal clerk but
her real affair has been with tlie .son
Pike
of her serving maid. When he threal,.1'ero Laundi'i*;*
Slierilf.
.ens to expose her just befot^ her engagement is to be announced, she
Average prospects are in store for bump.sjiim off.
"Western Heritage." It's stock oater
The girl persuades the postal clerk
filmfai-e but with Tim Holt and Rich- into carrying away the body.
The
ard Martin to assure acceptance by dreamy .clerlt dumps the body in the
the Iciddies. The heroes are extreme- river, but is suspected of the murder
l3r poor marksmen but that's proveras soon as the body is washed up on
bial of the usual Hollywood western. shore. Then the gal con.'esses all to
Otherwise, pair go at it with the her family, but they won't believe
heavies in excellent style to keep the her. Instead the clerk gives himself
footage lively for 61 minutes.
up as a sacrifice.
Norman Houston has used the old
There is one torrid rassling match
Spanish land grant to stir up trouble between Raymond Gallc and a
in his script, and there's little that slightly-clad
(unbilled) miss that's
is new about the plotting.
As usual, reminiscent of American films prethe grant is a phoney, forged by a Code days. It's a scene, too, that will
clever penman. He's killed and the probably be lifted by censors in ino.st
three guhtnen who .shoot him down States;
try to take over a rich valley. Toll
Odette .loyeaux gives a forthright
gatesi prohibitive rents and other performance as the convent miss.
shenanigans keep the villains and the Roger Blin does well with the fanheroes mighty busy before Holt tastic, almost -unbelievable postal
proves the falseness o£ it all and does clerk role. Alerrae, familiar French
the wrong guys in.
character actor, and Sylvic, as the
': Nap Leslie fills the slight heroine
girl's parents, are satisfying although
footage and Lois Andrews has a spot the latter seems a trifle too bomas saloon canary, warbling "If 'V'ou bastic, Galle is excellent as the desHappen to Find My Heart." Harry picable village fop the .son of the
Woods, Tony Barrett and Richard serving maid. Jacques (Jasteliot, as
Powers head up the boys handling the playboy heir, plays a rather inthe dirty work, and others are ac- sipid part nicely.
ceptable.
. Edmond T. Grevillc and Max Joly
Wallace A. .Grissell directed, the have done fairly well in scripting
Herman Schlom production with Irom Zola's original novel. Jacques
good pace. Alfred Keller Icnscd. Lemare's camera job is uneven and
Other credits are standard.
Brogr.
prone to go in for countless and
.'.'..Tony

Trl^«... '...,.'...
iioe

l*6\veU'.

.'.

. .

.

.

.Arnold. .........
Hiiaile,...'..;;'.....

.ludBe WInatim.

.

.

I
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.
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'
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Smart

.

—

clo.stHJps.
uncalled-for
.sometimes
Greville,*who also directed, goes in
for odd lighting effects and .strange
camera angles but most of them add
yarn.
Jean
to the effectiveness of the
Wiener's background music accentuates the more dramatic moments.
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nriglilon Koefe
(BRITISH-MADE)
London, Jan.

8.

A.s.soclaled Britilsb Pieturtv ('orp. id. 'use
.Sta.i'B
production.
Broa.
lioiiUinu
Ilerniione Baddeley, aieliard Altenboroujrh,

of

William

Jobn

by

Dlo-eleU

Itarln<.ll.

Terence

Screcitplay by (Sraliam tlpfl«n«,
BaitlBan fiiim novel by (Iraliam

(Ireenc.

(.lainora,

Taylor,

oiHtor,

BoiTlUhK.

Warner, London.
Pinkte Brown.
.

.

Harry Wnxnian. (Jilbert
Frank llcI^^a^ly. At ibe
Rnnnlni; lime. 1)3 MINN.
.

.

. .

Ida Arnold...
BalKnv. ......
HonG

.

BIchard Atfeiiborimiih
Tiorni lone

..

.

(Jiibitt.

............

At

.N ifrel Stock

Alan

.. .Ueffitiald

Inapeetor.,

a

time

lUleley

vviioatloy
....<l«ar||« <;Brn*Jr
...Pliai'loa
.. .Vli'ttiniA

.Tiuly

Fra nk
Police

I la

.William llarlnell

.

.tt

.

Fred Bale IKIbber).
Corkery

Bhll

Colleoiil

.

.......... .('arol iVlarab
....Hareoiirt Willlama
Wafaon
...... ..WyllB

Prowltt.
Spleer

.

'

... . ,

Ivle

H.iKer'ltfin

...
.

litMi.

,

.

DtrectiHl by Kdraoii.l 'i'. tire,
.Sereeivplay, Bdmond '1.'. Urcville

IJalle,

Bcln'i de VtM.enll, .......
Ja.e<iue.) (.'aKtellot
Pierre Colonibel... ......... .Uaymond Uaiie

ful, but the film tells it in a very
The cast was chosen with particu- clever way. Film is thei story of the
Brunt of the playing falls down, released from prison after a
on Siobhan McKenna. Graduate of 20-year sentence for killing both wife
Dublin's Abbey and Gate theatres, and lover, who seeks his' child ta ask
Goi'dine vrwluction.
she made a fleeting appearance in her forgiveness. Child has now been
EdwlBO Feuillerc: Heaturp.s JVfcirKi'erilo Moadopted by a wealthy lady and is to
reno, Xiuclen Coedel, "Xatliaife >faltiei'. Pl- "Hungry Hill," but registered well
Screenplay, enough to be cast as the complex be married into the nobility; revelareeted ;l>y Georges T.anii»in.
Charles Sii.iak, baued .oil novel by ilosto- murderess who has to be alluring tion of her
father's relationship
muaie,
rhrmtlan
Matras;
eainera.
leVMky;
enough to attract men and demure would ruin the match.
Maurice Thkiet, V. tleButiow. Tradeahown
-Dilemma jersolved -when the young
N. y.. Jan. .28, '48.' BuniiinK lime, 90 enough to belie her ttue character.
She £ives a brilliant portrait of the composer^ Xeoncavallo,' sets th^
MISS.
....Oerard rhilll)ie strange, imbalanced creature about dtfwn's story to music, while keeping
Mulcblcine
HdwiKO l.i'enlllore whom there's a fatal fascination.
Nafitashi fhilipoviMt
the father's identity secret,
The
.;Mjiri;ueriie Moreno
General's Wtte. ....
As the woman who traps the mur- young girl witnesses the opera's
...... T^wif^ti Ooenel
Bo};of;lriB. ..........
deeply
Nattier deress, Anne Crawford reveals true; premiere and sympathizes
..Nlattinlie
Aglue.. ...... .......
Dolmeourt acting
ability,
and a newcomer, with the clown's actions, and the
.Chambreuil
<3eB*tal EiiiinU:hl.«ie
Honor Blackman, is. excellent. Max- father goes off, satisfied;
.Micliiel .\nare
(Sania, ....
well Reed gives his best performThe .short opera is sung expertly
ance to date, and Liam Redmond as and acted convincingly ,by Gigli,
(I» Fren<;fi; iSfrioUsh' Titles)
an Irish priest and Nora O'Mahony Adi-iana Ferris and others. Paolo
Producer Sacha Gordine evidently and Ann Clery as two of his parish- Hoerbiger, as the real Canio, or
lavished painstaking care on this ioners
arc
memorable.
Clifton father, gives a poignant portrayal as
adaptation of the, Dostoievsky classic. Parker's music is a decided asset to a broken ex-convict, and. Miss VaUi
*
r'Imbuing it with. ;a standout cast and the film.
emotes siensitively as the girl who
PolMies
some- excellent production values.
Story opens In an Irish village senses something wrong but can
With Dostoievsky's name as the chief where Miss McKenna works for a never know. Dagny Scrvaes is very
(SONGS)
marquee lure, it'll do well in the art village priest. For all her simplicity, moving as the distraught fosterHgllywoo^
Jan.' 31.
houses. Its chances for other audi- men find her irresistible, and tlie mother and Carlo Romano is appealMotiogrram release oil. Will- .Tamm production.
Features Freddie
ences in the U.S., though, are prac- women, hating her, insist on the ing as the composer, Leoncavallo.
Stewart,
.lime
Frankie Darro. Warren Mills,
priest getting rid of her. Then folticalW nil.
In addition the music during the Preiaser.
Neill,' B'onald MacHriile, dene icrujia
Chief factor militating against lows a series of sordid adventures, opera sequence, the famous Prologue,! Noel
o'^che,.^lra.
(^vppy Barra Harmonica Buya.
inbelabored
story
the
with
several
of
her
lovers
murdered,
"Idiot" Is
is heard before the. picture unfold.?, Birected by Will .T.^^on.
Mcreimplay. ifal
volved in the novel itself. Scripter and the inevitable retribution.
(Collins;
original
atory,
Monte
ir.
and music other than' Leoncavallo's
and lliu
Mack .Stenj^ier: wonif!.,
Cane.
Charles Spaak managed to point up
is played intermittently during the t^oUinH;' camera.
FniUUe Htewart ami Hal Collins. llobUv
the Christ-like quality of Prince
dramatic sequences. There is art at? Tronp. Vol
Burtpn, Sid Kobln. Will .Ia.soli;
Muichkine, the lead character, and
tractive ballet bit, and some good muaieal director, Kdward Kay; editor. Will
his effects on others in the story, but
country, and mountainside shots,-.as Auattn. Hovlewod In T.O.S Atiffefea ,ran;
Hollywood, Jan. '30.
failed to crystallize sufficiently the
well as other neat 'camera bits. Pro- 18. Wnnnillic time, 85 saws.
Allied
Arii.sl.s
If reddl*
iMono^rain) relc.'iae ''oil
.Kieddip Stewart
religious theme of the novel— subSt-oit
Unnlap produefclon. Stars I'rcatoil duction, direction and. sets, are all Mfldll!....
.June l()oiaHCr
mersion of' the good by tlie hypocrisy Foster,It, llelita.: real.ure.s Pierre
' Bron;
Walkin. satisfactory.
Roy.
Franki-. Barrb
and evil of the bad. What should Kdn.T riulland. l.lu.ssell Hicks. Prank Terf.i-e.;
Warren ItlUa
lletly
have been a diamatic climax, con- Hll.Mni. .To.'^eph I'reban. Ilirfiett-d )\y .liU-i,
.Noel N^iill
,
Jtossini
riiiiieas Wliartiin Sr.? ... Donald
sequently, emerges as an uninspired Bernhard. Original story and sereeaplay.
AfcicBrlde
Steve 'Fisher: camera. Hari'y Xeumaini;
Pliineaa VVbarton Jr. J
(ITALIAN-MADE)
denouement sans punch or reason.
mij.'^lf score, I'lthvard .1. Kay; editor. Bich.Martha Davis
Best FiUlJs release' of Lax SludiOR prcMliic- Marrlia.
the final reel, however, ard Heerniance. Previewed in Hollywood, Uon.
IJntil
Kii tch
Butch intone
.Slurs .'^ino BesoKKi; feature.s t{rct'a
'48.
BunniOK time, HS MINS.
Spaak handled his adaptation job .Ian.
Don Blppa
tlonda, Baola Barbara, Armando l.'alcolll. Joe....
.Sa,xon
Prealon
Fojiter
.^.Ivin.
(.'andy
C^andldo
well. With the screenplay following
Directed: by Mjirio Bonnai-d.
S*:'reenplay,
Laura
.Belitn
Harry Tyler
Bonnard, Pdr.sltai Btissl, Vittorio Novarcse; Peabody
the basic |)attern 'of the novel, Simon Band. .,
;. ..rierro Watkin
..Monte F, Collins
camer.i, Mario .Vibertelli: nms^io, Vittorio Dean M«Klnley
jAuichkine is painted with subtle' MI.sk Turner
r&dna Holland Gill. Previewed in S. Y.,
.Georfie Otr«rman, Jr,
Jan. aS, '48. Kun- Bre«7jle..,,.,.
strokes ias the youth whose mental Meredith.
.....4..i...., .Busselt Hfcks: lilOK time. DO
Ili(ldle.
.GfOitcc
Fieldii
MINS.
.Frank Fertsriiaon tjioaeehino B08.sln.i.
Vkik Paxton
illness has given him a naive, sim- Han'ij^mi'.
.....Nino Beao»/.i .Tohnny
Cajitain.
..loaepli t*rehan
Tommy Ma(>k
Taaliella Colbran. ...
Re- Poliee
.Paola Barbara iMnrphy
filicity, yet a deep perception.
llollist
Hjnitli...
..T.arry Blake
Policeman.
..Billy Snyder
impreaario ..........
...(.'amino Bllotto
timing from a Swiss institution to .Sally. .... ......... .J ...
Catliy Carter
G«ne Ivrupa OrtdicHtra.
Ffrqlaanda I..
Armando'
Xi'ak'oni
Tlmhias Jaoksoti,. CharleH Tei-esa (*oralli
his Russian birthplace, he's dragged Deteotivea
rappy Barra Hai'inonica Boys
........
(ireta Gonda
Mitllraw, Tristram Coitjn
Immediately into the intrigues -of
Tottola ........
..
.Paolo Stoitpa
Benthoven.
those with whom he e6mes in con...Ati^ijo Benaaai
"Smart Politics" is pleasant musiI.amberto 'X^kiasao cal fare as projected by Monogram's
"The Hunted" doesn't rate the Al- Ool. .^leitrl
tact, all of whom consider him queer
Tto..<ina ........
... .<:Tlnnna..r(idera,lni
because of his insight into their lied Artists releasing label. It's a Don Bn.siHo. .V. ..... .... ....
Teenager
group. Chuckles arc plen-.Tanercdi" Fasei'o
Innermost feelings.
(iabriella Gatti iiful, the tunes li.stenable, and the
With neademona
dull, uninspired melodrama.
Fijfaro .........
...
Xwo' women fell in love with him.
.M-ariano Stabile plot light. Good supporting material,
Mmavlra ......... .Mnzo Be Mtiro l.omanto particularly for the
The pure one he saves from a mar- further trimming it will get by in Don
nabes.
Hartolo
Vllo.De
'farahlli
riage fostered by her parents but the secondaries as supporting fea- Otello..
Will Jason produced and directed,
Fiero Panli
loses her because of her innate ture but otherwise will find the goas well as having a hand in writing
human jealousy. The other one, who ing tough. There is a try for productwo of the tunes. He has done a
(In Iiaiiari,- English titles)
recognizes in him her only means of tion values with ice skating sequence
Ponderous and often dull, this pic neat job in all departments, prosalvation, is killed at the hands of by Belita. She's an eye-catcher on biog fails to do justice to Rossini., the jecting the fun. to be found in the
her jealous lover. Still a child men- ice for grace and ability but single Italian composer. Aside from ex- Hal Collins spript, which l^itter
tally, he realizes that he doesn't in- routine alone can't carry "Hunted:'
cerpts of his music from the "Barber adapted from an original written
Steve Fisher's original story had a of Seville" and "Otello," film offers with Monte F. Collins. .
spire faith enough to overcome
human foibles. Film closes with him good idea for a melodrama, hut in little to generate interest of arty
Gene Krupa and his crew draw
sobbing at his now-realized futility. the scripting, direction and playing patrons. Its best market lies in the feature billing but are in for only
Actors, with their work cut out it fails to come oflr. Pace is weary, Italian-language field.
short finale of "Young Man With
for them, are uniformly excellent as is the dialog, in telling of a deFreddie Stewart tenors
According to musical authorities a Beat-'!
under the fine directorial touch of tective who sends hi.s fiance oft to Rossini was not only a talented mu- "Sincerely Yours" and "Isn't This a
Georges Lampin. Gerard Philippe prison when shels framed for rob- sician bot also was famed for his wit. Night For LoVe," while Martha Dalends some finely-shaded thesping to bery. Out on parole, she's still pur- Had this facet been logically blended vis does some solid .selling on
his role of the prince and resembles sued by him, and when .she's framed in the script along with his better "Household Bhies" as well as taking
the common conception of Chri.st again, this time for murder, he can't compositions, the result would have chorus on "Young Man" with Stewsufficiently to leave no doubt as to believe her innocent.
It
takes a been more in kejping with fir.>itclass art.
his civaracter, Edwige Fuoillere, as knock on the head and a confession entei'tainment But the yarn skims
Plot has the Teenagers, headed by
by the real murderer
the "fallen woman," is both fiery and ^be much of Rossini's career. Plot spot- Stewart and June Preisser. launching
_ before
.,
,.,
,. ,
,,
subdued at the right places, manag- finally
sees the light. Despite liis li.ghts.incidcnts in the composer's life project to build a youth center.
ing to evoke considerable sympatliy biillheaded ways, he and the girl in Naiiles,' Vienna and Paris, .span- They eye an old warehouse for the
with a difficult part, Lucien Coedel, wind up in a finale clinch.
ning the years between 1815 and foundation, but the town's mayor
Jack Bernhard's direction doesn't 1827. Portrayed by Nino Besozzi the also is anxious to corner the propas the boorish trad'e.'sman lover, is
excellent, as is Marguerite Moreno have much to work with, and he composer is shown writing his opera
erty.
Two factions battle it out,
its the. mqttoer of the "pure woman." fails to give it a lift. Scott B. Dun"Queen Elizabeth,"' for eccentric with the youngsters winning both
^athaUe%Kattier is a little too laps production is stereotyped and King Fordinando I while in Naples, the fight and i-eforming the grasping
saccharine in the latter role. Debu- often inept. Pre.ston Poster as the Later he goes to Rome to
in rvf.-..t<%
i>iiv father.
i'atii«.r
create city
courti as Totsky; Chambreuil, as the detective walks through the role, "Otello." In Vienna he visits Bee-'
Cast equals all demands and

tastes.

The Idiot

(FKENCn-MAAE)

Andre

I'assionnelle
(FBENCII-MADE)

niond

.liiUen

(SONG)

-

In story presentation, per5orm-

with flying colore. The playwright
Lola Montez, herself a gal who didn't
converted his original work into a
mind a bag of gold dust, no matter sood
script, and producer Victor
how come by. She ha.s two dance Hanbury
and directpr Lance Com
numbers that do not halt the action fort have turned
out a firstrate. adult
and ctherwi.se she fills' all demands. picture.
handsome soldier. Gigli will also
Kilbride injects his dry humor
satisfy the nostalgic who remember
Picture
grips, from the first moexpertly. In supporting roles. Lloyd
m.ent
and
holds' throughout. It may his brilliant work in America, his
Gough, Don Beddoe, Ray Walker and be grim in days when the public is screen voice still retaining its. unIrving
capable.
Gla^sare
others
longing for laughs, but it should usual bell-like quality as he plays
scenic
camera- captures
berg's
play to good business, more on both a dramatic role and that of the
Music score by Leith wordrof-mouth
beauties.
publicity than on betrayed operatic tenor.
Steven^ ably backs the action. Edit- any star values. With a little tightStory is the well-known Leoning and all Othei contributions are ening up it should find a place in cavallo tragedy Of the travelingBrog.
sturdy.
U. S. theatres catering fo adult troupe clown whose wife is unfaithI

'

Mme.

This is one of the finer operaticbackgrounded films to eome out of
Italy.

''

DihllnguiHlieil Films release of Cordna
Fliina 'protlm-.tion, .Stars Odette .l.iyi.iui}i
Itoger Kiln; (caturea Aierme, Nyivie,' liayl

.

.

.

liiMnte
Wttitef
Pumli^ll:

.Campbell Copelin

when Hollywood

is

frowning on gangster films, Briti.sh
producers are competing with each
other in rushing mobster yarns to
the screert. This tends to prove that
Britaih can turn out a gangster picture

as

brutal

as

any Hollywood

has recently devised, and this likely
will meet with serious objections
from America's Production Code Administi'ation.
One other strike
it may arouse
Cockney accent
may hurt ItS' chances in the
U.S.
Picture will depend largely on its
being a best-seller. Secondary marqjuee names won't help it any in the

against this film i& that
of CathoUcts.

the ire
also

,

'

.

-

,

|

s

I

'

;

i

i

:

i

^

With

Greene and Terence

Graham.'
Rattigan responsible for the screenplay, something more exciting might
reasonably, have been expeiited. Some
of blame goes to director John
Boulting whose tempo is much too
leisurely for this type of picture.

Story is laid in pre-war .sca.side
resort Brighton, where two razorslashing race gangs are feuding.
It is difficult to believe that any
'

gang which included William Harlnell could be led by Richard Attenborough. Hartnell

is

so

much more

the gtrngstcr type than Attenborough
that it is obvipus that an: exchange

(Continued on page

2>i)

-9^ JHUCOMJCfM. m

^vRates plenty of deluxe playing timeP' — Dally Varieiy
''^^Ought to

^^Excitlng

pay

. . .

off at the

-M.

P.

Herald

attractive entertainment for the
'

i."-:

masses!^

box office!^^

'
.

,

-

-•

'
.

^Showmen's Trade Review

^'Should exert strong

appeall^'-Boxofflce

^^Strong offering... with color to sharpen
boxofflce attention!^

-vanety

<s^Cannot help but pay off handsomely at

the boxofflce!** — Hollywood Reporfer
SIrould give plenty satisfaction!'* - Film

COLUMBIA PICTURES

Daily

presents

MARGUERITE

ROBERT

YOUNG

*

CHAPMAN

wunWILLAKD PARKER -AKIM lAMIROFF
Barton

MacLANE Mike MAZURKI • Robert BARRAT- Clem BEVANS
•

Screenplay by Winston Miller

.

.

'Veanegday, Febiniiry 4, 194a

PICTURES
many

has touched with great skill and
ability on one of the most important
problems of Europe, that of children
who were lost in the welter of
World War n.
Story starts a bit slowly, showing

Film Reviews
Continued from page 20

Brighton R«ck
of parts would have mafle the film

more

credible.

Acting honors are collared by that
seasoned actress, Hermione Baddeley.
She steals every scene in which she
appears, -making Ida, the concert

sympathetic

«

artfst,

rich girl.
Vaclav Voska does oHay as Chopin,
Vaclav Krska's scripting is better
than his direction. There are several
good symphony orchestra .sequences,
with Otakar Ewik taking bows for
Wear.
his direction ot It,

Easy Monoy
Arthur Rank

pi-e»eivtalion

21.

Sydney

01

Stars Gi-eta

I'rlof, Jiuik 'Wiirner,

Jack Warnor
Alarjoiie Fieldlni;

J

Yvonne Owen
.Jack 'WatHiw
Petula Clark

Jack4« .Stafford

Gtahdina

.

. .

. .

Bfirjwrt Atjclp*

;M<ib«l

. ,

.tJordon McI*od
,«rcta- Gynt
.Dennis Price

. ,

.

J*!irllnV

. . .

. i

..... .i ..

.

.BUI Owen
.V. i .Frederick Flper

....Edward Itlsby

Teddy Ball.
ArolUe
Mr. C5i>rus.

Constaiiduros,

Mervyn Johns
Joan Young

;

Agnea: AtMns,...
CaMoi-on ...<..........
Fit Par«6ms,
J<W Henty
Mr. -Leo. .

Guy
'.

•

>

•

.Kaymond
Prank

•

Or«he,stra Director

Martin liMhavi..

Having made a picture on mass("Holiday
vacations.
has chosen an*
other popular pastime of the Britr
ish public—the football pools, Evety
vi^eek during the football, season 'millions of people fill in forms forecasting the results of major I ea-,gue
games. With, each form goes a money
order, the amount varying according
to the forecast, .«nd e^ch hopeful
looks forward to winning anything
up to $200,000 for an average outlay
of 65c. It is legalized gambling in
which' milllDDs of dollars are spent
weekly.
With such' a cast-iron subject, and
using the formula of "If I Had a
Million," the picture is set Jor good
grosses in this country, and with some
drastic clipping might find a place in
dual bills in -U. S. Pie will draw
more on title and theme than mar,

odaced
Srdmp"),
Sydney Box

:

:

.

.

quee ham^S.
Picture - consists of four separate
stories, each dealing with folk >vho
winr or want to win, a fortune in the
:

.I«iix Sbai Eaits
(The Game' is Set)
.

(FREKCH-MADE)
PariSi Jan.. 27.
Paths release of Ctlbo-NttgcV lUoauctioM,
Dhwjted Dy Jean Delaunoy. Stans jaicHeJIne

Michel PaKllero: fetttnf«« Mar-'
Moreno, Dullln, Fwan* Ifabre,
Jacques Irwiu, Bcre«npla3' by Jean faul
Sartre.'
At Hartsoan, ParlB, Jan. 20, '-48.
llunning time, ?S MUfSi
Preal<>.

(nerite

.

from

...

.

.

i

lldukUeern'r

;

Prealo
.MlcUul PaKllero

.MiohPliiie

of Barna Hegyi is
outstanding, while the musical score
is -goodt; too.

Jean Paul Sartre's notoriety as a
writer and WicUeline Presle's standout performance in "Boule de Suil"
and "Diable au Corps" malre a likely
entry of a picture which is neither
a i-averoo nor as bad as the crix
reported it to be when given a preview at the Cannes International

Goftl.

„

'

nvnti I Sol
C^riiiiie in the

Sun")

Riti (Loew's) <800; 44-76)—"Walk
Alone" (Par) (m.o.). Doing well at
this small-seater. Ought to hit $4,500,
best here in weeks.
My Love"
"Sleep,

Stockholm, Jan.

(m.o.),

.

OutM

mtty' Giant $22,500

—

.

, . . . .

—

,

—

"

.

will

Might tteat

be

« good

entry for the U.S,

market.

(BltmSH-MADE)
London, Jan.

.

Wing.

Neat $12,000. Last week, "Heaven Only Knows" (UA) and "Jiggs,
Maggie in Society" (Mono), fair

ber.

$10,000.

.16.

For the French market, "Un Flic" motmt Good 43,000. Last week,
has some drawing power diie to the "Sierra Madre" (WB) and "Linda

Ser^'eant

(Fox)

Blalto

Foreign Film Reviews

.

'

~

Stranger" (£L), day-date with Para-

Be ^^OOd^XEL-),

'

'

•

,

..

crdssed up. or belittled, he goes into
rage and wanders out into the

a'

wide-open spaces, where

it's

-always

Indiscreet"

50-75)—
(2.000;
"Cass Tiihberlane" (M-G) (3d wk).

Strong $9i000 after big $12,000 secx

ond

,sesh.

Orand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)—
Sock $14,000.
(RKO).
Supported by Catholics via special
ticket deal with educational groups,
w-eekday matinees getting heavy juve
.patronage.
Night trade hypoed by
stage appearance of 50-voice St,
Agnes Church Boys' Choir. Screenings for priests merited plugs. Last
week, "Prince of Thieves" (Col),
fairish $«,SOQ.
^
.

"Fugitive"

,

KciOi's (City Inv.) (1,542; 50-75)—.

"Love Trota a Stranger" (EL). ModLast week, "Heaven
erate $S,SOO.
Only Knows" (UA), ditto.
trrle (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)— "Corsican Brothers" (Indie) and "South
Pago Pago" (Indie) (reissues). Mild
'

$4,500.

Last week, "Arizona" (Col)

and"Texas" (Col)
Fslaee
"Captain

(reissues), $4,000.

(RKO)

(2,600;

Castile"

(20th).

50-75)—

Smash

Last weeki <'l>casure Sierra
Madre" (WB), okay $1S,500.
$23,000.

Stnibert
''Treasure

(RKO)

(2,100;

150-75)—

Sierra
Madre" (WB)
(m.o.).
So-so $5,000.
La.st week,
"Swordsman"' (Col) (m.o.), two days,
and "PittsburRli" (Ind) and "Green
Hell" (Ind) (reissues), tliin $4,000.

are slight.

("Someivhere in Europe")
13.
Stars
-

Arrbur Somlay, Zauzaa Banky, MIk'loA Gaand Gyor»ry Bardy. Directed by Geza
Radvanyl. Written by Radvanyl and Bel«
Buday;
l)or

BalRXK. Musical score, 'Denes
camera, llarna Hegyi. At Royal, Apollo, Atrium

and

<^rvlii;

-

Budapest.

Running

time,

'

SS

MISS.
Pianist Peter Simon.

The

Olrl..

iissssx
Oftloittl.

Arthur Somlay
Zsuzsa Banky
Gabor
.Oyorgy Bardy

,-.,-.,,...Mlkloa
•

Ad BaUy Pays Off In

Seattle, Feb. 3.
Tlteatre ad staffs arc smearing an
excess of black ink in the dailies to
bolster biz hete. With the big pictures this is .paying oK. But with
others it,' doeiiil't mean much

Best newcomer is "Cass Timberlane" at. Music iKall,: where sock.
"Killer McCoy" at Palomar and
"Sierra Madre" at the Orpheum also
are doing well, especially the' foi-mer,
*
Esthnates for This Week

Blue Mouse (H-E)

Picture, fourth produced in Hungary since the war's end; and £rst in
the past two years, is a good, artistic
attempt. Crix gave it a warn, welcome. Pic will do good biz here, and
would appeal in u. S. Also in a reSim Littuse Zemkova is fairly make,
come:^ but n« great shakes as an
Geta Badvanyi, director who made

(800;

45-80)—

"iload to Bio" (Par) (5th wk).
Last ,w,eek, big $5,800.

Okay

$3,500.

45-80)
Avensw <H-E1
—Fifth
"Meant for, M*" (20th) and "Roses
(2,349;

Are*Red"

fair $2,5Q0."'

'McC«ylll,000

Seattle;

"Town

LOUIS

(Continued from page 11)

Flame"

(m.o.).

Olcay $12,000.

in

(28th). Fair .$8,000.

Last

My Love" (UA) and
Dark" (Par), not so big at

$10,200.

Liberty (J&vH)
Last

"Helentleiis" (Col)

(1,650;

—

45-80*

and "Crime Doc-

(RKO) and "Wild tor's Gamble" (Col). FiiM:, $9,000.
(WB) (m.o.). .$10,000.
(Par)
Last week, "IRiconquered
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; .50-75)-^ (8d Wk), eke $7,600 at $1.25 top in 4

week. "Tycoon"
Iri-shHose"
"Sleep,

My

Love" (UA) and "Flight days.
(SG) (m.o ). Good
Music Box (H-E)

to Nowhere"
47,000.
Last

—

(850; 45-80)

week, "High WaU" "Sleep My Love" (UA) and "Town
(M-G) and "Mary Lou" (Col) (m.o.), in Dark" (20th) (2d wk). Mild $3,-

$6,500.
St. Lonte

(P&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
"The Exile" (U) and "Time Out' of

500. Last week, "Daisy Ken.yon"
(20th) and "Invisible Wall" (20th),
nice $4,800 for second stanza':
,

Mind" (U). (2d wk). Okay .$8,000
after fine $10,500 initial session.

Music. Hall (H-E) (2,2fl0; 45-80)—
"Cass Timberiane."
Sock $16,000.
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 40-60)—"Girl Last week, "Sundown" (Indie) and
(U) and "Ivy" (U). Neat "Kansan" (FF) (Indie) (reissues),
$7,000.
Last week, "Desert Fury" $3,800. *
(Par) and "Kiss of Death" (20th) (2d
Orpbeum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)
run), $S,500.
"Sierra Madre" (WB). Good $13,000.
iast week, "Exile" (U) and "Trap"
(Mono), good $9,800.
Slave"

'

tion are

okay.

"Tt»

average; camera

No

work

is

value for U. S. market.
Quat.

Kvlnuor^'

(VTwo

(SWUDIBH-MADK). Wive

,'

—

Palomar (Sterling) (1.350; 4.5-80)
McCoy" (M-G) and "Smart
(Mono). Great ^11,000. L.ist

-T-"Killer
Politics"

week,

"Had Be You"

Women"! wk). record run, ended

Flln. p«,aucBva Hahlljeck,

Valahol Europaban

production is loaded with artistic
touches, but few manage to jeU.
Jeromir $pal is fairly good as the
temperamental musician, but Vlasta
Fatuanova steals the picture as
Anna. She's'a trifle on the voluptuous side; otherwise, attractive, darkhaired girl might go places in U. S.

Maax.

.

Big

week, "Sleep,

ST.

•.

raining.

(FC)

'

fact the. film is the last picture made
Something 'went 'wrong in the by Iiucien Coedel, .who was recently
making of this story. Original idea killed in a fall from a' train. He por.Tosel .Slavik
Jai-omlr Spal was topical and could have been trays a policeman who unsuccessfully
Frederlk Chopin
Vaclav VoSka the basis of a good drama, but barely attempts to prevent
a weak brother,
NicolO PaganinI
Karel Dostal is the story under way "when cliche
in-law from becoming a mobster.
Anna Siasniuuka
..... Vlasta Fabianova
Henrietta .Aatfeldova
T.t'bus6 SSenifcova is piled on cliche and the audience
Poor, scripting, antiquated direction
Mttgdatanka
Jirlnka Kreiaova knows every move before the di- «nd technique minimize the pic's
"
The Tlnknown Woman
Marie Vasova rector has made it. Soon tlie yarn chances even for foreign arthousc
Bai>)n A»tf«ld
JIH Stelntar degenerates into incredible melo^
sureseaters.
Maxi.
Coco ^JftVMlcno.
Karel Jelittek
Pavel Ajilttm lAtansky
Bduard Kohout drama full of ham and hokum. Marquee puU is small. Not, likely -set for
"Slnginiir Anitrlft" ("Sing:endo ISngeiv)
(In Czech^i!&m'kian; English fitXei) America.
(ACSTKIAy-MADK), .Saclm, Film reStory
concerns
t-^o
ex*'Com- lease of Gustav TTcicky production. Stars
Cofifitug at a time when American
com|>an2^' are on the .lookout for mandos, one who joins the police, Hans Holt. GHslav Waldau, Inge .Konrad),
Guatl WoU, StoiT, Rolf Olsen and lleicky;
st)roi{(.-»l:eisn fare'to handle in the the other who becomes a black marmusic, 'W^illl Schmidt Gentner, ba.*<ed upon
tT: ^,/r,'6ijs .liroductioii is a distinct keteer, and the melodramatic" probthemes «£ Jonef Haydn; 'aets, rj-nf. Otto
disappointment.
"Bohc^i^n Rap- lems that result.
NledormoRpt, Walter Schmidl^ musical diture'.' smslcks loo leuch of pre-war
Neither direction nor acting calls rector, Joset Krip.M. At Apollo theatre,
Vienna. Running time. VHt MINN,
quality and ev«n someM those early for any special comment.
Artists
•30 German 'jnusipt^s.' It's - lioi' for who are near topUners could do litLong film based on the classics
,,••'•'.
America.
tle with the material given them.
Story of a struggling, tempera- Bonald Howard still betrays signs will find its appeal largely limited
to
those ^fond of longhair music.
nfental "musician' has ' been done of fitejcperience, but is rapidly imoften. JPlcture's bas«4 pn the life proving, and Christine Norden has Story revolves about the formation
«f the early .19th century Czech a lot to learn to become an accom- of the Vienna Singing Boys Society.
Portions of the life of composer
violinist and composer, Josef Slavik. plished nightclub entertainer.
Josef. Haydn .are also outlined.
It touches on the influence of PaGime.
Chances in the international market
ganinI and his. friendship with

(HUKOABIAN-MADE)
Budapest, Jan^
M AFIRT distribution and" release.

(872;

Dakota"

lands

.

:

.

.

^Iu/j:ifltratG

«amera, F«rd Fecenka; aymphony orclieiitrn ponducted by Otakar Farlk;. music,
FrantiBCk Skvor. Trafleshovvn In N. y.,
Jan. 20, '.18. Running time, KS MINS.

there's Slavlk's indecision, too,

Solid $16,000.

Was

(U), okay $13,000.
Capitol
(RKO)

.

.Frederick Leister
Slack ....'.....;.. .Philip Stalnton

And

50-75)— "I

(3,100;

Last week, "Senator

-

35-74)—"Badand "Trail
Vigilantes" (FC). Good $4,000 or a
(Unlikely for Anglo-V^ S. Market)
bit over. Last week, "Killers All'(Indie) and "Road to Big House"
(SG), good $4,500.
"IFn
<rA C»p")
(VBBNCHTabor (Fox) <1,«67; 35-74>—"Be-*
MADVl). Slrlus production and release. peat
Performance",
(EL)
and'
liUden Ooedel; features Susey
Stacs
Raymond Fellegrln,. Mlchele "Blonde Savage" (EL). Thin $5,000.
CarHer.
Martin. Directed }>y Maurice de Canonge. Last week, "Congorilla" (Indie) and
Screenplay, Jac<iuos Companeez; dialog. "Borneo" (Indie), good $9,500.
Michel Duran,. J. J. Delvo-Dunan, I'ieo
Webber (Fox) (750;; 35-74)— "Out
At Balzac, l^arls,
'Laparra.
Running
of Blue" (EL) and "Love From
time, l«a HINS,

about whether he loves a country
girl, a wealthy femme or Anna. Pic
is vague about all three loves.
In
fact, vagueness crops up all through
the recital. Every time Slavik is

(RKO)

Alfcea

Walls: Alone"^ (Par).

2.

-

the documentary

Chopja, Story has him bitterly
squabbling with. Chopin when latter accuses hihi of stealing liis mistress.
Countess Anna Zasmucka.

"Captato From Castile" is
topping the toWn at hotsy pace. "I
Walk Alone" is solid and "Fugitive,"
years.

-

Btitlsh ttion production and releawe. Stars,
school, Frank Bundy makes a good Anne Crawfoi'd, Maxwell Heed
features
debut as a feature film producer, and Ronald Howard, Christine Norden. DlrocKtd
direction by Bernard Knowles is by Harold ijilth, ScreenpLay l)y Guy Mor..
Morrison from orJsuial story by
competent but uninspired. Acting Kan, T. J.ajddttional
dialog, Robert WeaterAioivan;
by .a good all-round cast calls for no by,
Roland Pcrtwee; muiiic, Ben Frankel:
pai^ticular comment^ with the excep- camera, Vaclav Vloh,.. Previewed in ,Lon*
tion of Edward Rigby, who is a don, .Tan. IS. 'm, Rttnnlng time, 9.1 MIN9.
Julio ICendall.... .... ..... ..Anne Crawford
standout,.
Cane.
Felix
Maxwell »«ed
Andy Kendall
Ronald Howard
Don- Brady... ';.....^...,,...'... Hector Rosa
JOf^le.
w... ...Christine.' Kordcn
v. C. Kendtill.
...... .M'ed Groves
(CZECH-MADE)
Nixon
.'Sidney James
Artkino i-elease ot National Film Studloa Rocky
,', .
.'Nicholas Stuart
. . b .
(Pr^igue)
production.! Woftlurea
Jaronilr
Spal iind "Vlasta Fabtanova. Directed by
Vaclav Kvaka. Screenplay. 'Vaclav Kxaka;

are clicks, Hence, downtown biz ii
in a favorable midwinter stride,
coasting far ahead of last week de<
spite continuing cold and snow opposish, tHe woirst loeAUy hi several

'

.

•

Jiiics

.

.

.

W16G

Cincinnati, Feb. 3.
this stanza, three

,

,

Ot four new

pulled. Ordinary boosted by a tieln with C3athblic
"Love From a
.twinner for this spot and ordinary schools, is socko.
is
having a moderate
$e,000 looms. Last week, "Road to Stranger"
Rio" (Par) third downtown week, round. "Cass Timberiane" is still
nice $5,500.
strong in third session.
Estimates for This Week

£areta Fabh!«, Gunnel BroHtrom; fcjiturfist
Denver, Feb. 3.
Festival.
UK I'alrne, i.lurt Masreliei!, Jan Molander.
Walter Mitty" is having n'o trouAs a picture, Sartre's initialler DlActed by Goran Geotele. Screenplay.
and i;.oulou FoKHscil, baaed on play ble in copping the best biz in town
may leave much to be desired, but Gy^ntele
by ..jtaffan T,iorneUl; camera, Sl«u Dahlat the Orpheum. It is holdnevertheless it" remains.; a potential gren. At Grand, Stockbolui. Ituniiing time, currently
ing over. Other spots are mostly
entry 'for U. S. foreign film houses I«4 lUNH.
Birgec Halmstcn
on accpuntMoSC the marquee draw of Harry. ......... w.t
Estimates tor This Weik
Marguerite.
.Cunnel Brostrom
b.o. mimes.
^
13va
.Marsnreta SVibten
Aladdin (Fox) (1.400; 35-74)
with Blckard
Film' is esttremely arty,
.trit ','7ttln>e
"Sierra' Madi-e" (WB) and "Linda
of
Sartre RaOQl KesalCK. ... •
.Curt MasroUez
interference
obvious
-Be .Good" (EL), after week at Den:Jo]je.
...,............,;...>..
Jan
M«tend«i
in .the directing job, but"^ it misses
ver, Webber. iPair $3,000. Last week,
the finesse which has gone into other
Indiscreet" (U) and "Mary
Based on a stage mystery by Staf- "Saiator
pictures featuring the world of the
Lou" (Col) (m.o.), good $3,500.
dead. 'Also some uses of flashback fan Tjerneld, "'Brott I Sol" is a fine
Oenham (CockriU) (1,750; 35-70)—
are not very judicious. Photography picture that.- has good Scandinavian "Golden Earrings" (Par) (2d wk).
is good, and «cting l>y the principals
Last week, big $16,•n-im
$13,000,
excellent. Miss PreSle, howevfcr, has b;o. prospects and may do weU inthe
500.
not l)een given full chance to 'emote foreign msO'lcet. Unlike some cella
Denver (Fox) (2,525; ,35-74)
and Jiicha "Pagliero's choice is loid versions of stage plays, this film "Sleep, My Love" (UA) and "Stork
dubious bccause Of his Galian accent.
(UA), day-date with
"Bites, Man"
follows its predecessor faithfully.
Communist
Story
concerns .a
Last week,
Told in :flashback, story recalls a Enquire, -Fine $17,000. and "Mary
'worker who gets killed during an
"Sierra Madre" CWB)
I'omance involving, six Lou" (Col), fair $13,500.
uprising; and the wife of a militia "summer's
man dying at the same time. They characters. Sprinkled in the footage
35-74)
(Fox)
(742;
Esquire
meet in the place of the dead, and are a number of torrid love se- "Sleep, My Love" (UA) and "Stork
fall in love. They then avail themquences. Plot hinges on the amorous Bites^Man" ,OUA)i, also Denver. Good
selves of the permission given those designs Curt Masreliez has on Mar* 43,500;
X4ast week. '^Heaven Only
who thus meet.iand think they would gareta Fahlen, who actually is afli- Knows" (UA) and "Jiggs, Maggie in
have been lovers, had they met on '-anced to Ulf Palme. IViahgular aifair Society" (Mono), fair $2,000.
earth, to return there for .a trial of
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
is climaxed' with the murder of Mas'a new love life, together.. Their reliezi.'
"Walter Mitty" (EKO) and "Green
previous work and associations preSmash $22,500.
Performances of the cast are e» For Danger" (EL).
vent making a go of it.. They are
Holds. Last week, "Good News"
doomed to a renewed and 'this time cellettt with Jan Molander register' (M-G) and "Adventirress" (EL) tZd
ing in particular. Goran Gentele's
final death, and thus return v^here
thin
$9,500.
wk),
directipn, lensing,o£.Sten B^lgren
they were after their first demise.
Psrsmaunt (Fox) (2.200; 35-74)—
and scripting of ijrentid.e and Loulou "Out
Moan.
of Blue" (EL) and "Love From
Forssell all' measure up to a high
>vith Webstandard. .It; censors are hurdled, film Stranger" (EL), day-date
. .

/Castile' 236,

booked and then

Film

Bohentisun Raptnre

'

(UA)

(WB) (3,800; 44-76)—
Stanley
(WB) (2d wk).
"Sierra Madre"
Falling o«t to $11,000. Last week,
strong $17,000.
^
Wainer, (WB> (2.000; 44.76)r"Cm'ristmas Eve" (UA) and "Fabulous Joe" (UA). Latter was a lastHoosevelt
"The
minute addition,
previously,
been
having
Story"

of' Lorfinz MnrmstOftt,
Bfrgvjr 3,ljalmaten:, Mar*

Star."?

week,

Last

$2,000.

Deiver D«s

(SWEDISH-MADE)
productiovi.

.,

hold. Last week, ''Walk Alone"
(Par), about $16,000.

Terra Film release

.

Warm;

Cincy Frigid, Biz

.(Continued from page 10)

$24,000, best at this spot in weeks.

WiU

Camera work

Irvvl n

Jack

Picture Grosses
PITTSBURGH

pidced up on streets.

Moreno
Ki'rnand Fabro

Jtfarjsui'rlte

HUBhand
work or

'

6i:aduate

.

.'

JKoIfo
l-ovell
Oelllcr

.David Tomllnaon

.

children of various origin forced to
roam the highways. They form mto
gang, and due to misti-eatment,
are forced to rota fov food.
Kids find a ruined, castle in the
country, and decide, to live there.
However, it's pot deserted as they
thought, an elderly pianist living
there who too wants to escape from
First
the world into this a.sylum.
they rob him, get drunk and want
to hang him, but Hosszu, their leader,, saves him.
The artist later begins to lead them back to the right
w*y, fua JSatileiUScal officials who
want to get.''rid-^'H^thein.
The actors give good portrayals
and raise the picture to an artistic
level. The kids are played by boys

Dliwtod

by Beruaril Kn(!|ivle8. Si^reenpltiy by Muriel
dnd. Sydney Box, Arnold RUll<.-y! editor, V,
SHgOTfiUr; camera, .Tolin Asher, O. HareQUrti ooiumehtatJ, E. II. V. Bmmett. At
Oa«on, London, Jan. 20, '48. Kunning time.
FlilUp Staflortl
lluth Stafford......
Carol Staffota.
Dennis Stafford

of

role

Man

London, Jan.
Box-t^alnSibOTougli production.

Los

WVmi'in

(BBmSH-MADE)'
J.

the

chatracter.

Carol Marsh Ctormerly Norma Simpson) plays the waitress and gangWell
wife with modesty.
ster's
done performances are {turned in by
Earcourt Williams, Wylie "Watson,
AJan Wheatley, Virginia Water and
Cone,
the late George Carney.

«ynt, Deuiils

,

in

actress

films in Italy during the war,

i4th
(Col)
at $4,200.

tlon and release,
Pu-am«init (H-E) (3,049; 45-80)—
Stars
"Come Peral la (iuerra" ("How I t,nM CccUe Ossbahr. Ounnar BJornstrand, Georg "Senator Indiscreet" (U) and "Too
the war") (ITALfAN-MADK). Jjux re.- Rjaebcrg, Arnold SJostrand; features Mari- Many Winners" (E-L). THia $7,000.
leanc 'Of RDJi prndilcMo'n; Stars Macarlo: anne iKifgren, Malma WIf strand, Lasse
(RKO)
features Vera tlarml, Nando Itruno, CArlo Krant!!, Nils Ballberg, Nils Orlin, Arthur Last Week, "Out of Past"
(RKO),
Cainpaninl, Plero T.\illl. Directed by Carlo, Fischer, Vlveca Under, Tord Stahl. DI- and "Under Tonto Him"

BorKheslo. Story by Bnr^liestn and Giannini; screenplay, Monlcclll and Amendola;
camera, Aldo'' To>itl; music? Nino Rota.
'

IMinning time, SO HitSS.

reeted by .SJoatrand.
Screenplar, Roger
Rlchebe, Torsten Quenael; vamera, KarlBrllt Alberts; music, SunS' WaldloUr.
At
SPVgeln, atocklHilni.
Running time, 'Se

Macario, popular Italian revue
Adapted from an old French film.
only appeal of this trite
Prison de -Femmes," this Swedish
comedy. It's obviously written and
produced for^his clownish person- version fails to match predecessor's
ality.
Cinema audiences haven't quabty< Story hinges on the tbem«
gone for him as mueb as stage fans,' that it doesn't matter jvhat a person
and this film, which is not his best, has done as long as he gets away
*
won't help.
with it However, if jailed, he'll
Pie is a succession of.amusing but carry a lifelong stigma. Direction is
inconclusive
gags
and sketches, okay although acting is rather spotty.
without any plot connection. Ma- Picture was submitted to the recent
cario, Carlo (^ampanini and Nando Cannes film festival with mediocre
Bruno are good and Vera' C^rmi is results. Not likely for the U. S.
attractive. .Production and direc-

$7,200.

'

>

Boosevett (Sterling) (800; 45-80)-to Be You" (Col) (5th wk).
$4,00a. Last week (4th wk-5

"Had
Good

days), $3,100.

-

star, is the

•

U-Erechef Deal Near
F«r *Riley* Filming
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Irving Brecher's deal with Uni"
versal forjtiik film version of "Tlie
Life of Riley'" is at the inking .smt'e.

WiUiam Bendix would film-cviMite
the
.same role he does: in
Breoher-owued ntdio package.
the

.

'

.1-
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L.A,, K.C. Surveys

D£ Indies Eye Dual Exhib Setup,

Theatre survey of the Los Angeles territory, 23d in the series
of 31 directories being issued by
the Motion Picture Assn., shows
a total of 687 theatres in operation, with an aggregate capacity

With TOA Tie: Other Theatre News

The huddle, slated for
Vicinity.
12, will see a determined thrtist
the little independents to af-

by

J.

P. Harris.

Paul Bronder has

acquired

the

Grandview theatre from Norman

G.

owned by indies having less than
four- theatres apiece.
Kansas City directory, 24th in
the series, reveals 666 theatres
in operation,, with a seating ca*
pacity of 34'?,084, u}us 28 shuttered theatres with 13,753 seats.
Tw'o drive-ins have 1,450 car capacity. Of the -total number of
houses, 277 are circuit-operated,

Huhn as the fifth hou.se in his chain.'
with the theatre Owners of
He also operates the Avenue, Karen
Ainetica. Up to now, they claim,
and Castle Shannon here' and Lyric
they have been held back by their in Erie, Pa.
Warner Bros, and iioew's members
With Mike Winograd in- Florida
because the majors have apparently for the winter, his theatre interests
taken the 'stand that their Washing- in Roche-ster, Pa., are being handled
ton theatres should not meld with by his nephew-manager, Leonard
TOA.
Winograd.
In the ^vent the majors still reJimmy Brownfield, who recently

filiate

the indies are lacking around, resigned
as manager of the Lee in
a plan to set up another D. C. the- Fairmont, W. Va., has entered .the
atre group in addition to the Washreal estate business in that cityi
ington theatre owners. The inde-

sist,

pendents would have dual memberFilm Classics Staff Moves
ship. Their new. organization would
Ralph Peckham has been switched
afaliate with TOA and the older
D. C. exhibitor body would remain bv Film Classics from head of the
independent. In that way, they fig- Atlanta branch to head the Dallas
Ralph McCoy succeeds
exchange,
ure^ everybody would be happy.
him in .Atlanta, while Jake Lutzer,
Dallas 'branch manager, has been
XTO Mulls Joining NTOA
upped to southern division head.
Dallas.
Ted Birnbaum, resigning from
Texas Theatre Owners are meet- Universal-International, has joined
ing here this week to 'decide upon FC's homeoffice sales staff in
a suthe advisability o£ affiliating with
pervisory capacity.
the National Theatre Owners of
America. Henry Reeve, of Menard,
Engel Beps 'Masterpiece in Phllly
presidents
'

-

.

Tex.,

is

Among

1

the: speakers

are

listed

.

Philadelphia.

Jack Engel, Philly distributor for
three members of the national ^organization: Ted R. Gamble, presi- Screen Guild Productions, has t>een
dent, and Robert W. Goyne, execu- named distributor for Masterpiece
tive director,. both of Portland, Ore., Productions in this area.
Masteirpiece is a reissue outfit.
andHofrisiIiOyrenstein, of Oklahoma
.

president
Theatre.
of .the
of Oklahoma, which is affiliated with the national association.
Other speakers scheduled are John
llowley, of Robb
Rowley Theatres,
Jac, speaking on behalf of the Motion Picture Foundation; R. J. O'Donr
nell, gendf&l .manager of Interstate,
and Don C. Douglas.
City,

Bergcr Drops Fix, Mpls,

Owners

&

Darien Theatre SoM
Darien theatre, Darien, Conn., sold
to Prudential Playhouses Operating
Co., headed by Joseph- M: Seider and
Irwin Wheeler, which now operates
60-theatr« chain in suburban New
Yorlj, Theatre was owned by a comheaded by Sen. Edward H.
Sany
lelafield; who buUt the property in

Minneapolis.

Bennie Berger

.

1929.

.

circuit is

dropping

the Pix, loop sur'e-seater, after a
short stretch, of unprofitable operation. Corwin group, Coast circuit
owners, had made: conditional deal
for Berger to take over its interest
in the house and handle its operation, with the idea of using a loop
second-run policy. However, the latter didn't
As the

pan

hostilities

it

out.

Newsreet. theatre during
the war, the 300-seater was a big
money maker, but since the end of

has had toOgh sled«

ding.

Southwest Drive-Ina OrcsAixc

with the remaming 417

Austin.
national organization of independent drive-in theatre owners has
been started here by a group of
southwest operators. The new association, known as the Independent
XorbtK, 31 Years With Par, Quits
rEferman J. Lorber, sales staffer Drive-In Theatre Owners, has rewith Paramount for the past 31 ceived a Texas charter and has electEddie Joseph, local operator, as
rears, resigned this week.
He may ed
J
eave the film biz entirely to hook prez. Other officers are C. A.Richter,
lip with a brother-in-law, who's 'a Corpus Christi, and. William MorLongview,
vice - presidents;
eizeabfe manufacturer in New Jer- row,
Arthur
Xandsman, San Airtonio, secsey.
.Since 1927, Lorber has been as- retary-treasurer, and W. E. Syers,
sistant to a succession of eastern of Austin, executive-secretary.
The purpose of the group, accorddivision managers including George
Smith, William Erb and Hugh Owen. ring to the charter, is to obtain better
His last post was h.o. liaison for entertainment and more comfortable
Earle W. Sweigert, mideastern divi- facilities for drive-in patrons; to
sion topper, who headquarters in conduct research for better methods
Philadelphia. Lorber also assisted in of operation and better equipment;
to make such tesearch available, and
circuit sales ^n the New York terri.
to create better public relations for
tory.

A

&

drive-ins.

He Put

It

In Writing

Vem

Chester Scott has resigned as Manager of the Turner-Fal-rar Hollvw5>od and Majestic theatres, in
Albion, III,, after a tiff with the own.

'

v-

St,

tice

'

has based

U

fact,"

Vancouver.

to evict Scott.
In their announcement of taking
the house over, Famous said they

The Imperial
ing Feb. 21.

Charlotte.
theatre here is being
is slated tor relight-

-

X

FOR COST-OF-UVING HIKE
.

-

,

Langbart-Rosenberg Buy 4
Norfolk,

Velde Quits Par for SBO,

Pitt.

George
manager

Via.,

Lanffbart, former district
for the Randforce circuit

Jim Velde, formerly with^p^l^'in in Brooklyn, and industrialist Harry
Rosenberg have bought four houses
Detroit and Washington, has
been in the 'Norfolk area from the Pix
appointed manager of Selznick Re- Theatres Co. Price was not disleasing Organization's local office, closed. Theatres are the Pix in
Norreplacmg Joe Kaliski, who opened folk and the Fairmount, High and
*
the branch.
Port in nearby Portsmouth.
Danny Lind, manager of the State
Sale of the properties, according
and Colonial theatres in Clairton for to Pix Theatres' general manager
the last two years, has resigned to Samuel Cummins, was prompted by
go with Carnegie Illinois Steel Co.
the fact that "we cannot operate in
Henry Millur, who pilots the small,, highly competitive situations
3eechview theatre for the Harris by remote control." Langbart, he
circuit, has gone to California on said, would not face this difficulty,
Sixr^week leave of absence.
Jack as he plans to live in Norfolk.
filatnick is filling in.
All four theatres, Cummins deF/ed Kunkle is new assistant at clared, will receive extensive facethe Ubixty theatre, replacing Sot lifting. Langbart and Rosenberg axe
.

a new

drive-in, to cost be-

tween $70,000 and

Work

$100,000,

will begin soon.

Open
H. D.
of

Paula,

Mt

Pleasant, N. C.
Charlotte, Feb. 3.

Heam and Max

Hhinehardt
Service here haVe
theatre

Ejtjjibitor's

opened

Paula

the

at

Mt,

offices

and

Plea-sant, N. C.

The building includes
two

stores.

Plan House In Mt. Washinjtton, O.
Cincinnati, Feb.

3.

Elstun Dodge and his mother,
Mrs. Rose Dodge, who own and
operate the Elstun theatre in Mt,
Washington and tlie .Dodge in New
Richmondv O., plan a 700>-seat theatre; the Rosedale, in suburban Mt.
Washington.
Latest theatre opening in this
area is the Garmago, 500 seater, in
Madeira, O., .operated by Robert

Adair and Paul Steer.
Bountiful Drive-In, Salt Lake
Salt Lake City, Feb. 3.
Construction of the Bountiful MoVu drive-in about 10 miles from
town may be completed this month.
It will handle about 700 cars.
It is owned by Julian N. Bills, who
already operates the Bountiful theatre here.

tor

•

(HI.)

C. of C: Enlists

The Chamber
West Franlcfort,

25%
10%

{

fee up to $800,000 gross
after that.

it is

understood,

of
111.,

3.

Commerce

ot

has joined the

and

may be

pre^

Corp., ih
efforts to obtain priorities from the
Federal Sousing^vtherity to re-

construct the 'old^^X theatre there
into a modern 350-seater. The company has been, seeking the FHA nod
since

last<

November, but without

success.

More than $25,000 has been
marked for the improvements.

New BodM

ear-

Enumelaw, Wash,
Tacoma, Feb, 3.
Roxy, seating 800, was
in

pared to offer Cagney finaficing for
his next pictures; Cagney, in going
The New
to WB, claimed he was breaking his
in Enunfclaw, Wash., this
UA pact under a clause which al- opened
lowed him to do so if he was imable week by the Jensen & von Herberg
chain.

Bobby Mock has resigned as utility
booker at Warner Bros, to join Ever- to get production coin. UA,' which
The company already had two
ett Enterprise as short booker, re- for a°'long tune was anathema at the
placing Evelyn Potts, resigned.
banks, is now in an improved posi- theatres in Seattle and one in

LOCALS ASK S1DDI0S

^^""^

In d., for

,

.

Jnn".^"^®.'

this spring.

Paul F. Staup, Delphos, O., tlieatre
operator, has sighed a 20-yoar lease
on a 27-acre tract near Port Wayne

Fox Midwest Amusement

of

UA,
Benovating Xmperlal, Charlotte

.Henry Davidson and K. R. Rob-

W. Frankfort

Continned fmim page S

tion and was recently able to provide financing for Edward Golden
Productions.

rising-cost

index,

New

Drive-In at Midland, Texas

San Antonio, Feb. 3.
Aside from concessions made by
Carl and Taylor Jones have coma factor undoubtedly influencing Cagney to settle on "Life" was pleted construction of a 600-car
UA's threat of a lawsuit, which drive-in theatre at Midland, Texas.
D. W. Cantrell has dpened the
would probably have kept
from Lextex
theatre, a new 300-^seat house
distributing the film until it was
at Lexington, Texas.
settled.

WB

S

15

Brandt-Par
Continued from page 7

ss

arrive at a premature and erroneous
conclusion that the charge.5 are true.
This is so, because many people will
assume that the specification of particular means by which the alleged
frauds were perpetrated implies that
th<v plaintiff has in fact proof In
support of the evidentiary: allega^
tions."

Brandt .describes himself 4n the
based on affidavit as having "achieved a posihas tion of leadership and importance as
gone up considerably since last an independent motion picture exyear's raise of 11.17%.
Union and hibitor, unaffiliated with any of the
studio representatives will meet this giant motion picture production and
week for parleys, not only on wages distribution companies. ... I hava
but also working conditions.
always been in the forefront of the
fight to prevent the plaintiff and
others similarly dtuated from crushthe financial life out of the small
Atkinson 'With Walsh' ing
independent exhibitor by means of
Chicago, Feb.* 3.
oppressive licensing terms for the
Gene Atldnson, biz agent of
exhibition of motion pictures and
local pic opertors'
union, has
other coercive practices."
Paradenied he would oppose Richard
mount's course of conduct, he argues,
Walsh in election for presidency
is a deliberate effort to vilify
and
of International Alliance of The'destroy him.
atrioal Stake Employees. He said
Brandt's application will be heard
that if an election were held he
Monday (9)
the N. Y. supreme
"would be "in Walsh's corner*"
court. It's made in lieu of an answer.

-Wage-uppage demand

the

Renton.

Sears,

m

a TBerteh.'"

clainqs.

Sears has been nixing continuation
such contracts as unprofitable
had bought the property, but ex- and attempted to push Cagaey up
change men report in the request to a straight
25%. Company on all
for credit from the Vancouver Film
new
contracts gets 25% or 27%%.
Board, the chain said they had 10Cagney balked.
year lease, on houses
.

.

&res

suit.

UA-Gagney

'

the object of . a long courtrbattle in
which the owner of piopertsr nought

Toledo, Feb. ''3
J.

erts, of Associated Theatres, which
operates four houses and one dii vein in southern Ohio, are building
a
new drive-in at Washington Court
House, O., to be ready for operation

St. Louis, Feb.

have added another house to their
chain with the opening of the International Cinema, formerly the
Lyric.
The theatre was formerly
under lease to Bob Scott and was

NPTHA

^^J^V"^
^

its

Famous Players Canadian Corp.

Catherine's, Ont.

He

was

it

workable

is

and that it was fair to assume that
the lower court could freely exercise its jurisdiction to modify or
strengthen the system it it should
prove necessary. All Big Five were
at pains to point out that the public
had not been harmed by the trade
practices on which the Dept. of Jus-

Meeting of the Niagara Peninsula
Theatre Managers' Assn; held here
Sells Saskatchewan House
last week resulted in election ot
Regina, Sask.
Heinhorn, of the Roxy, Regina,
objected to the 30c.-per- Vern Hudson, manager of the Capiftour rate paid to ushers and ticket tol theatre in this city, as the or- has sold his Roxy at Wadena, Sask.,
MUers, asserting his own .salary- had ganization's prexy, replacing John to M. Plubator, Wadena, and J.
not .been raised in five years. He Allen of the Tivoll theatre, ThOrold. Malowanchuk, Saskatoon.
wrote an open letter to the owners Other officers are Dewey McCourt,
A. Malowanchuk is manager.
of the Brock theatre, Niagara, secreAlbion Jour^*-i2^J""*''?/"
n«.Hefiister.
He has been tern. tary, and Sid Burton, Strand thea- New Exchange Center tor Indpis,
PWatily succeeded by G. H. Gil- tre. Port Colborne, treasurer.
Indianapolis.
New members admitted to the
fwW, Pf Harnsburg, III.
A film-mart center to house Albert
^eSilya, manager of the body are Case D. Fleming, Imperial Dezel Productions in Indianapolis is
theatre, Humberstone; Mike ZahorFox Midwest (Jrpheum, Marion,
the worlis.
111.,
chak, St. Catharines drive-in- theatre, in
fc convalescing at home
after beine
Other
independent
exchange and
and Jack Whitfield, Capitol theatre,
Jn.mred
an auto accident.
theatre supply firms will rent space
Niagara 'Falls,
P^,*: atur
in the new building.
Drive-In Corp
Will bmld a-l,OOD,-car
drive-in theShea Theatre's Anniisl Meet
atre near Decatur.
Annual meeting dt the Shea TheHoward Young has -been named
atre
Corp.
was held yesterday
Bianager of tlie Kaye and
lA
LaVSord, (Tues.) at the Garter hotel,
at Havana, 111.
CleveThe houses arp land,
with prexy Edmund G. GrainKeraostes Bros.
ger presiding. Some 23 Shea thea'n^bef
of
the
St.
tre managers attended, plUs a deler^^^-S^^"^'^' 5
sales staff, has gation
Hollywood. Feb. 3.
of 11 reps from the chain's
*e retail meat
il^^t^
Business agents for lATSE studio
and
grocery business with . his New York office.
More than '5(1 execs of the various locals presented demands for a costbrother.
Marvin Banks, owner of a local distributors and theatre supply firms of- living increase in wage scales to
were on hand as guests.
the major motion picture lots.
lias, purchased the Lyric,
era.

part,

claimed that the system

U

:

HnifaoB Heads

On RKO's

briefs.

,

remodeled and

Bigr

Competitive bidding was supported in several of the Big Five

Universal's principal attack was
indies.
bidding wirli
against competitive
potshots at provisions governing
spending $40,000 to redecorate the
clearances,
franchises, block - bookPix, which will reopen with a foring,
and
agreements.
"The
master
eign film.policy. The High, in Portsmouth, wul become a combined JAU- i&iposition of a system of competimovie and newsreel house, while the tive bidding," brief argued, "reguFairmount will'be either flrst-or sec- lating In detail the operations of
ond-run;
»
non - theatre owning distributors,
Transaction leaves Pix Theatres which are not public utilities, if
with the Pix in Washington and Pix, necessary in the public interest, is
Philadelphia. In the future the com- a' matter for Congress, or an adminpany expects to confine its opera- istrative tribunal created thereby,
tions to the larger keys. Meanwhile,
The recognized
if'has drawn up plans for a new not the . courts.
Wa^ington house to be built on judicial sanction to restore competiConnecticut Ave. just west of its Pix tive conditions in a Sherman Act
case are-' to enjoin unreasonable reand another in down Philly,
straints of trade ^and to dissolve
L. A. Bootbmen Get 20% Boost
monopolies or monopolistic comLos Angeles.
binations."
Motion picture projectionists in
Under competitive bidding,
this area won a 20% wage boost and
other concessions in a new labor added, it's the duty of a distrib to
agreement with the Independent determine the highest responsible
Theatre Owners of Southern Cali- bidder. "But under the system prefornia'. Pact runs to Nov. 30, 1948.
scribed, such distributor , is necesOwners agreed to pay the top sarily confronted with various bids
scale in metropolitan Los Angeles having no common denominator, in
for roadshows and, first-run films that some may be flat bids, some
playing day-date, with time and a percentage of gross i-eceipts bids,
and two-week some a 'combination of both, and
half for overtime
vacations after two years of employsome in other forms of rentals,"
ment
brief declared.
Lease on the West Coast theatre
The provision against block-bookin Santa Ana was renewed for 25
years by the West Coast Santa Ana ing "assumes all deals in which a
Theatre Corp., % subsidiary of \Fox number of features are sold at the
.West Coast. Circuit has been opeirat- same time are infected with ,the
Ihg bouse continuously for 20 years. vice of conditioning (one picture' on
aiiother>, which is obviously not a
Famous Adds One in Vancouver
'

Boom

•
A
ContmDes

perfectly le|!al because .it had
neither the purpose nor effect of excluding others 'from any important
part of the market.

'

"

Prudential plans immediate rehabilitation plus installation of television equipment. Berk
Krumcold ft^nted.

owned by

Drive-h

11

was

of 537,819 seats, in addition to 12
shuttered theatres with 5,494
seats. There are also eight driveins in the area with 4,679-oar
capacity.
Of the total number
of theatres, 413' are circuit-oper-»
ated, with the remaining' 28fi

Washington, •t'
Trouble: is brewing for the next
Magliozzi, who was switched downmeeting of the Motion Picture The- town to assist Sam DeFazio: at the
atre Owners ot Washington and
Feb.

Divorcement

Continued trom page 3 ssSal'

METRO JUICERS
GET 12G BACK PAY
Los Angeles, Feb.

3.

L. A. superior court awarded retroactive pay claims amounting to
$12,000 to 15 electricians

more than

working on the night shift at Metro.
Case was the first in which a
court had been called upon to determine the effect "ot the retroactive
provisions in a studio union agreement;

is

which

,

,

Expect Early Pact With
Coast Projectionists
LOs Angeles, Feb. 3.
Committeeii representing the Moving Picture Operators, Local 150,
and the -major theatres reached an
agreement in principle on a new
contract for projectionists. Faction^
had been deadlocked for seven
months until a. get-together meeting
was arranged by Richard Walsh,
international chief of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees.
Details of a ftfew'contraef arc exout
to
be. Straightened

pected

'

shortly.

.

PICT17BES

Vedmaribyt Fcbrmry 4, 1»48

Hypoed Pnbfidty

UA, 20th Rank Feud
continued ffom pact 3

j

Drive for

recent (Wednesday), to hold further conunder Od?on control by the
Chaplin
consolidation. Since the merger was fabs with Miss Pickford and
was too on sale of their holdings to Rank. He
already 8 fait accoropU it
20th also delata to protest, unless
was
cided on legal action. Skouras
London mainly to try to salvage
he could of ZOth's influence in

L

what

of G-B
the boolting and operation
since it has become subject to

Odeon. It was reported Monday (2)
he had "made no progress
whatsoever" With Rank. Latter is
due in New York next month for
further confabs, but it is thought

that

budged

liardly likely' that he'll be
from his well-laid-out plans.

Net Consulted
UA and 20th are incensed at
Rank's action for a number of rear
First, is that despite their
sons.
considerable financial interests in his
companies, they were not consulted
about the consolidation nor even
it was all but an
accomplished fact.
Secondly, they feel that the move
of their
is depreciating the value
holdings, which are in profitable theatre operations, by tying the &cuite
up with Rank's •production comtjany.
Production activities, financed by
GCF, showed a loss for all but two
of the last, six years reported.
Hank's move, it is claimed, was
forced on him by the banks clamping down, making it impossible to
get sufficient coin for film-making.
As a result, he merged GCF with
the profitable Odeon, the' charge is,
in order to get loans by latching on

told about It until

its assets.

to

this ceiling,

.

-

N. Y.

;

Byrnes for 20th-rox.

F. Sonnett, assistant attorney
general in charge of the anti-trust
division, will be the principal ballcarrier for the Dept. of Justice.

Jdhn

,

Sale of the Odeon stock would
mean parting with a major asset by

its

since

it

Odeon

affiliate

New

MPAA

hours to present
be sent out of the country and ernment gets three houa-s, while
proceeds of the stock sale canATA and its brothers-in-arms take
not (because of British Treasury
the 'final hour-and.fa-h8M.
restrictions) ,

be

UA

advantageous

figures
use
to

it

would
up the

shares in paying operating expenses
of the British organization, instead
of tailing these expenses out of current film rentals. Ttfat was what ji^as
done with the previous $700,000 derived from Odeon stock.
AH of the .coin, of course, could
not be used, in that way. Some, it's

subsidiary,

proximately

believed, would be used for production and the rest for investment in
other British securities.
no votSince the stock gives

Cities

ing control in 'Odeon and earned the
favored
company's
pictures
no
terms, holdings, have amounted to
nothing more than an investment.
That's figured by
to be just as
well eliminated now, too, since
British theatre stocks will undoubtedly drop in value if the American
embargo restating from the British
75% tax continues.
Rank and
each owns 50% of
Odeon Cinema Holdings Co., the
major asset of which is something
over 2,000,000 shares (controlling interest) of Odeon Theatres, Ltd., the
circuit
operating
company.
British Subsid' owned 83,000 shares
ol the latter, which it sold on the
marftet over a two*-week period last
year for an average of about 40
shillings ($8) a share. It was bought
up by the Eagle Star Insurance Co.,
which, along with Rank, owns most
ol the other shares.

Twin

UA

UA

.

•

'

85

theatres

.

in

houses, two In Minneapolis and one in St. Paul.

City

Detroit Houses Face Sale
Detroit, Feb.

3.

the U. S. high court grants a
Justice Department request to force
five major film producers to dispose
of their theatres throughout the nation, ownership of 24 Detroit theIf

undergo

will

.transfers.

Involved Would be the huge Fox
theatre, o^vned by 20th-Fox, and 23
houses owned by the Paramount,

is.

.flying

-

—

Continued from page 7 ss.

Bing

Crosby.

all,

Par's releasing

tempo

is

total of 26 films.

There's another indication that
for
Par.n mount is clearing its decks
That's the liquidafuture action.

has
tion of at least One film which
been on its shelves for many years—

ONE

MIAMI tEACir
OCEAN FRONT • «Mt«» 4IM SH.

Old

pact,

vides for a

tween actor and

agent, and limits,
managerial pacts to one-year origin.'illy and to three .years on renewal.

York Theatres

Proiliicril b.r Hriir}In

Lionel

Person

PliM

and
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Exhibs Warned"

o

2CXciirwiiM«i

UJIVrilll

Indianapolis, Feb.

HAPPCN

VICTOR

MUE

3.

Complaint of exhibitor organizations against the so-called "immoral
films turned out recently by Hollywood took another' switch this week
when Allied Theatre Owners of
Indiana warned its members that
playing such pictures could, seri
ously impair relationships with "legislative friends."
Refusal to play these pictures,
none of which the organization
named, should be a part of the public relations policy of each theatre,

ReltaMil Ihru UNITfO ARnSTS

FRED

inttEnsciii

WARNER THEATRE.

'iwjum

SUI 'OMns

B'wiy at

10:30 AM -Late Midnitht Film

He

^.^

'

it

to

said. "It

behooves every exhibitor

make

added,

certain," the statement
"that by his relationship

LOUIS

MMSmONO

IMCK

•

TEACMWEN

lEMral MOBEIIT

•

FUED MUIHS
EAM. MNES

LAMOUWET

trying to secure for him fair and
considerate treatment in legislation."

the British-made "Hatter's Castle,"
fllmization of the A. J. Cronin novel.
"Castle" was produced for Paramount in 1941 and has only now
been set for release in June.

Film includes James Mason and
Both
Deborah Kerr in its cast.
Mason and Miss Kerr are now conboxsidered two of the hottest U. S.
Britishers, and
office bets among
to
likely that Par is aiming
it's
cashcapitalize on their pull While
property.
ing in on the long-shelved'

PALACE

Publicity Chiefs
Continticdf

from page 3

They want

s

BMRVMOREI
MUMHEWS • OBEIQN • P«ODUCTI0N

that time
either a go-ahead and some sign of
action on the program or they want
to drop it. They feel they've gone
far enough on planning and discus-

meeting.

for the next iive months is picking
up a bit with three-per-month scheduled for each mopth except May.
Total releases for the five months
14 pix against last year's entire

THERE'S ONLV

members, requesting ideas on

new

arrangement.
among other things, promaximum commission of
10%, arbitration of all disputes be-

a

"Uncon-

later.

All in

all

has sent out a questionnaira

to all

to learn their

quered," which has gone a limited
route of advanced admissions, is
to the Coast today slated for general release in April
whil«"Waltz" goes out a month or

two

SAG

with the people of liis town he is
not embarrassing or making more
difficult the efforts of those- who are

Par Spacing

starring

pact which expires next September.

bers of the family, should see^that

Twin

emi Wisconsin.
RKO Theatres operates only three

atres

tion to supplant the current 10-year

play the heaviest part

what pictures

in deciding

Hollywood, Feb. 3,
New contract between the ScreenActors Guild and the Artists Mana*
gers Guild is in course of prepara-

it keeps DeBra and his staff busy
Amus. Co., Paramount doing nothing but contacting femme
owns or operates ap- organizations
wishes.

UA

Kelly

women—who

Ideas

On New Agent Contract

and'
Waller Hu*lon, Tim Hoh, BruM hniMlt
Directed by .lohn HuHton

niT

There's also opportunity in manyof the interviews to get in direct
plugs. Herald Trib story on DeBra,
for instance, took the Une that Hollywood is so anxious to please'

and throughout Minnesota,
North and South Dakota end west-

UA

.

3.

Department succeeds in

getting divorcement, this territory
The
will be radically eflfected.

Minnesota

SAG Asks Member

"Treasure of Sierra Madrc"
starrino Humphrey Bogart

film gossip columns.

NW

Area
Big Effect on
Minneapolis, Feb.
If Justice

-

femme audience. Women's pre-stige product in their lowclubs are' the most frequent squawk- budgeters instead of merely fillers
ers concerning films.
for studio production time and twinCampaign on DeBra's department, bills.
which has. been in existence for
The type of story Is particularly
some 21 years without any effort to important in the change. The former
publicize ii, broke with an inter- concept was that minimum cost films
view of DeBra in the New York must generally be adventure and
Herald Tribune Monday (2). Yarn action yarns. Compare that with
also went to about 40 papers sub- Schary 's "Boy With Green Hair,"
scribing to the Trib syndicate. De- now in preparation, which is aimed
Bra publicity was also the result at fighting prejudice, bearing simiof success of experiments in which larity to this extent to "Crossfire."
Miss Young was the subject. She
Rather
than • being
produced
hgd been interviewed by some two "down" to audiences who might be
dozen writei's for newspapers, mag- expeeted to see
a B in a subsequentazines, Sunday supplements, as well
run house. Schary is using the lowas. on the radio, in the past, four
budget unit to experiment with maweeks.
ture, stories and yarns with social
Aim «f Tom Waller, New York
public relations chief for the MPAA,
who set the Johnston, Young and
DeBra interviews, is to continue
working on the community service
chief imtil outlets are pretty well
exhausted and then shift his concentration to another MPAA emWABNER ItROS. FBKSK^TS

British .theatre holdings, after the principals are heard. Joinsold its shares in asother ing in this appeal are both the
for approximately
Confederacy of Southern AssdSj and
$700,000 last year.
the Southern California Theatre ployee. It's" figured thiit in this way
One of the motives hebind the un- Owners As.sn. Arnold is expected to the public will become acquainted
loading, it is ..understood, is to
make his pitch against competitive .with the various activities of the
finance current operating expenses
and realize that the industry
bidding in the course of this arguEngland and thereby permit
in
well-organized, carefully - run
is a
ment.
remittance of alt possible film
Majors have been granted five setup, rather than the liaphazard afSince film rentals can
rentals.
their pleas. Gov- fair it's made to appear in the usual

from

-

,

An idea of what'.s forthcoming is
seen in an explanation given by a
Metro exec last week of that comHe said: "We ara
pany's plans.
sifting through all our story properties to find those with realistic
themes and developing them. After
that we will Offer them to oiu:- top
talent.
It is not improbable that
producers like Joe Pasternak- or
Arthur Hornblow will make some of
And if the films have roles
these.
suitable for stars with the stature
of Clark Gable and others, they will
also have tlie opportunity of takings
on the assignments."

to a large

Mniy Kamiflcations'

'

tion chief,

The Old and tbe New
MPAA prexy will be interviewed
by the femme chit-chatterer next
The difference between- the new
Wednesday (11). Another MPAA-er. concept and the old regarding B's
Margaret Ann Young, head of the at the three studios is that any lowtitle-registration
bui'eau,
was re- budgcter used automatically to be
cently on the show, with such excelr considered as nothing but fodder for
lent results in mail to the Assn. the bottom half of dual bills and was
that the date for Johnston was ar- thus produced with little thought or
ranged. It's considered a particu- care. Now, this idea has been elimi^
larly good public relations spot, nated and the studios, will aim to
since it makes possible a direct pitch turn out real moneymakers and

Robert Wright, motion picture specialist vvho actively handled the liti"
gation'^will also speak to the court.
Thurman Arnold, attorney for the
UA and has a great many ramifica- American Theatres Assn., will argue
tions from the standpoint of taxes,
an appeal from the statutory court's
etC; It would completely divorce UA
refusal to permit ATA to intervene
'

Dore Schary, RKO producwho was responsible for

players.

WOR.

William Donovan for RKO; 'Joseph
M. Proskauer for Wamer Bros.; Edward Raftery. for United Artists;
Thomas Turner Cooke for Universal;
Louis H. Frohlich for Columbia; and,
finally,

attention to public rela-

7

content that can attract the type of
and audience which just doesn't "go to
the movies," but picks its pictures*

among

directors

writers,

the $650,000 "Cros.sfire." is particu-larly hot on the idea of making pix
at from $400,000 to $600,000 that, by
the unusual 'nature ^of their story,
will compensate for other values
that must .be shaved to stay within

Decree Hearings
3

their upper-bracket personnel

tions by the Motion Picture Assn. of
America is seen in the campaign
which got under way this week to
publicize -the activities of Arthur
DeBra's community service department and Eric Johnston's acquiescence to an appearance on the
Martha Deane ajn. radio show over

have worldwide distribution rights
and act as "managing agent" in production, Kelly said. Necessity for
getting approval of the owners, he
stated, was because of the extensive
distribution commitments that would
^have to be given. :

Continued from pare,

MPAA

Not a 'B'?

'B'

Contlmied frpra pace

producers,

Hypoed

is also taking with him for their approval a proposition he brought back
for production of 35 films in seven
years in England. This is an option
contract which could be dropped at
any time it.did|i"t proye profitable.
Kelly last week said that the proposal for production in London:
would require no UA financing. He
said the source of the coin was an
investment outfit heretofore not active in the film field. Some of the
pictures, he explained, would have
elements inserted' to make them desirable for U. S. release. UA would

When's a

23

sion, if the

MPAA

at

it

is

believed, is

some

stress

between the APDC and the Johnston
office, which has been preparing its
pvoi,'ram. Schlaifer has insisted
throughout that there is no thought
of setting up a public relations chief
outside the MPAA, but some execs
of the latter have been suspicious
tbAt that might occur if the APDC
plan were adoptedj which has led

own

to the strained relationshU».

a JOHN CIIOMWEtl

.Ilk

board shows no

incUnation to appropriate coin and
otherwise move forward on the
scheme, the pub-ad managers feel
they'd be doing better to concentrate
their attention on the day-to-day
problems of their own companies.
APDC program has been ready for
the MPAA board for about four
months. Partially responsible for the
delay,

Ik'
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B'KLYN PAR'S FOaEIGK

HC

Brooklyn Paramount has hooked
French-made which Film

"Panic,"

Rights is handling in the U. S., to
be dualed on next show with "'Where
There's Life." "Panic" also has been
set to Open at the Grand, Chicago.
It's the' first time in years that a
fdreign-made has played this Brooklyn house.

mM\

$^;^

CHSTllC

Ti-CHN!COLOR

TYRONE POWER
9;30 h. N.

•
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RADIO

16

Saudek Maps

Optinustic Mood Prevsuls in AFM-Net

We

Msdrs Desphe Prjesent

Lull';

Lmg-Involved Wrai^lii^ Still Ahead

well,

it's

To Tarm League'
Mutual's N. Y. outlet, had
a^ spot for the web's new
for the Army Air
Forces-— so the station's Saturday
ayem Police Athletic League show
for kids will get the axe March 6.
AAF stanza, on the' net Friday
nights, win be plattered for playat 10:30 the following
back on

ROSTER

OFF MBS

,

when
out.

(6).

they reach agree-

if

felt,

..,

wanted

the networks
30-day cessation,

of

a

feeling

they'd "rather get it over with,'f but
the American Federation of Musicians prexy held out for a 60-day
extension of the AFM - web pacts
which expired Jan. 31. No specific
reason was given, but it's believed
he wants to rest up and consullj his
top locals before going into - the
sho'wdown stages of the battle,
Here's the progress to date:

its

place, in the 5 p.m. slot,
"Adventure
yill move

.

WOR

No Code

Likely

TdlMayNAB

ever, still has a sample of th% latter
(to wit, "Superman") on the avail-

AM-FM

ability, list.

"Adventure Parade"

is

Meeting in

a dramatic

narration of standard children's claspackage
works immediately announced full sics. It's a Robert Maxwell
and "Superduplication schedules for their own —as are "Hop Harrigan"

and signalled

to do likewise
Petrillo,

to.)

however; specified that no
was to be charged for

com-

brnne-Bup^

V«[ OUtimers

knows

it"
X Petrillo a1>pears to be in-: a
to set pay scailes, perhaps
lower than those set for networks,
and draft contracts for his musicians to play on independent
station and network broadcasts.
Assn. prexy -fiverett L. Dipard, who

<

mood

.

,

'

,

FM
FM

-

(Continued on page 38)

Bess.ODea$WOV

'

iuyk Seed 'Hot'

'

.

Deal for Herman Bess, sales manager of •'WMCA,,N.Y., and for yeaijs
WNEW^s j^ar sal&man, to 'team up

yesterday (Tues.)
Bess had been linked with the
deal for some time, but it was
reported in the off-again-on-iagain

fWEEKOF JAN.
As

stage at various intervals during' the
past few weeks. However, 'it now
appears that the. Bess-Q'Dea teamup

has .gotten Arde Bulova's okay.
Bulova is forced to relinquish his
ownership of the station in view of
the FGC's "no two stations in one

WNEW.

City" edict. He also owns
Deal, of .course, must be subject to
.

Benny Anings

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
more handouts of

There'll be no

Luckies at Jack Benny broadcasts.
Long time practice of gifting each
studio sitter withi a pack of ciggies

Originality.!

1.

Amos

'n'

.Andy

2. Fre^

Ali^n
3. Fibber & Molly

6.

Jack Benny
tux Radio Theatre
Ozzie & Harriet

7.,

Henry Morgan

8.

BinglCrosby
Godfrey's Talent Scouts
Edgar Bergen
Walter Wincheir
Duff y's Tavern
Jimmy Durante

.

client.

Heretofore the age minimum to
Benny broadcasts has been 18, which
is four years over' th« network's
minttnum; At each airing American
Tobacco distributed 450 packs of
iiS-MFT's, with the audience accounting for 340 and the rest going
to those identified with the pro-

9.

10.

-11.
12.
13.

14.

Bob Hope

15.

RedSkelton

IGotlt'SezHoop;

h N.Y. Unveiling
Hooper's answer to industry
sentiment favoring one complete
rating service is that he's got one
howf-rso why look further?
.

•

He

temporarily off the intermission-quitz show of the Meti;opolitan
Opei:a ))roadcast9 Saturday afternoons on ^BC for Texaco. ,
is

.

C.

-

as s p e e d, noise,

crowds, complex organizations," etc.,
and the role they play in the in*
creasing cases of insanity, heart disease, nervous disorders and -~- remembering the huckster's favoriteulcers.
3. Birth Trends.
A one-shot looking at birth statistics, the facts behind them, their causes' and effects.
4.

A

Saudek

Satire on World Affairs.
isn't unveiling the exact

format of this one, but says he'll do
only if he can enlist top name

it

He's fieen persontilly pitching the
story around New 'York network
headquarters during the past week.
This afternoon (fWed.) he'll unwrap
it, in the shape of a formal presentation, to the trade press.
Thp. impressive, title is: "Complete
National Network Program Popularity and Audience Size Reporting
'

Service."
It's
Hooper's all-out and only
slightly belated return salvo to the
barrage his major rival, A, C. Nielsen, has been laying down in recent
it's

writers for the scripting.
-

He

says

the one item on the agenda resembling his "I960?? Jiminy Crioketl!" show last year dealing with the
it's

nation's resources.

A

5.
Progress Report on Slum
Clearance, This one-shot would
look at what has been done to solve
the houcing problem since ABC
aired its "Slums I and 11" series

last year.
6.

A

Report oh the Marshall Plan.
(Continued on Psige 63)

Hooper's

Mutual prexy Edgar Kobak's

.recent

trade ad proposing a Hooper-Nielsen
merger, that what the business needs
is ,one overall and cure-all rating
system. (Kobak has a tpUowup ad
on his desk, addressed to H. and N.,
"I'll

Dance At Your

Wed

RECOMMENDED

Candid Mike

Agency Switch

OnFordAccoimt?
Fate of "Ford Theatre^' upon conclusion//of its second 13-week cycle

"All we've got to say," Hooper next
month is cuing conmderablc
prefaces his pitch, "Is that you ain't
speculation. While Kenyan
Eckgotta go nowhere else to get a comhardt, agency on the Foicd show,
plete rating service." In his presen'
says it will be yanked out of its
tation, featuring his 'new baby, the
present Sunday afternoon NBC time,
ProJectable Rating,
Hooper »lists but will move over into
a nighttime
ovei; 50 different individual elements
segment, possibility of the program
Sf information contained in his servdoing a complete fade is seen in
iQe."
This, it's said, covers "all the
some quarters.
claims of the Nielsen Service and
Whether dropping of the $14,000
»
more."
weekly - budgeted "Ford Theatre,"
Hooper makes a couple of 'hiajor whose rating has reportedly been a
points about the ProJectable, which disappointment to the. client, would
utilizes a combination of his tele- pave the way
for the Ford account
phone coincidental and the diary to move back into' the 3, Walter
tfiehnique: 1. The base for calls is Thompson fold,
whence it came, has
of the country's biggest cities also stirred trade conjecture. JWT
(against 36 lor semi-monthly Hoop- has already recaptured
the Ford
era'tings); 2.
The "normal" coin-i dealer radio business which had •
cidental doesn't make a deliberate brief regime
at the
office.
probe for additional sets in the
With K&ES now holding all the
home, but the diaries are cdVering Lincoln and
Mercury business, reup to three sets in a home.
port is that JWT will regain all the
The grist Projectable survey is For4 biz. Thus far nobody's come
now under way. The findings will up with a favorable nighttime segbe released April 3, Hooper reported. ment for "Ford Theatre." Client has
Additionally, Hooper disclosed until end of February to decide.
that he last week sent letters to network division heads on the Pacific
Coast oft^ing separate Projectable
ratings for three Coast cities.

M

,

KtE

JOHRHYMES RESIGNS

NBC SENDS OUT AN SOS
EDITORS'

.

with pneumonia^

'

phenomena such

grams

SI& SPAETH IN HOSPITAL
Sigmund Spaeth, musical commentator and broadcaster, is a patient in Lenox Hill, hospital,
Y.,

1. Communism.
This
probably
would be handled in a series of
three airers dealing with the relation of Communism to the U< S. and
»
separately subtitled "Psychoanalysis
of a Russian,"* "How to Start a
Revolution" and "Moscow Pipeline."
2; "The Modern Pace," a series of
two or three shows dealing with
"the effects V>n people's minds and
emotions of 20th-century urban

.

^

'

is being abandoned to encourage attendance of the young element (who
smoke 'em faster) but not on the

Rating Service?

1

ding").

lA cofflptfkif* •voliiafloii of programs by the nation's
loading radio editors, rated upon ,tb« following points:
Script, Performonce, Production, Advertising. Music.

5.

Client at

WOR

titled

Fmlane* Rcstarchcr

.

4.

No More Free Drags On

25-311

Variety by Dick Manslwldl,

Conqiil«ilhExclittiv«ly

WOV

,

WOR

reply to industry talk, sparked by.

RADIO EDITORS' QUALITY RATING

tion, in acquiring the latter station
was reported at the imminent stage

approval.

Mutual'* "Opinion-Aire," being revived late this month, if
can't
or declines to schedule it.
MBS* new "Radio Newsreel,"
which preemed Monday (2), will get
airing, but not until Feb. 19.
a

weeks. At the same time

'

with Bicfiard O'Dea, stockholder in
WOV, the bilingual Manhattan sta^

FCC

3.

'I^Ride'Boys

mitments will; be requested of the
networks relating to the employment of musicians by their affiliates." While this appeared to be a
concession, ;veb spokesmen were
quick to' point out. that such a commitment would be ille'gal "and Petrijlo

Washington, Feb.

No industry code will be adopted
before broadcasters have the opportunity of floor discussion at the National Assn. of Broadcasters May
The
•convention in- Los Angeles.
NAB Program Executive Committee
wound up a meeting here last week
with a draft of a code, written in
more positive terms but not otherwise -changed from the watereddown version of the original standards distributed to stations in December. Code has also added a. preamble or credo authored in part by
NAB prexy Justin Miller. Latest
l^hatp disagreement over method ve)!sion will go 'before the NAB
has cropped up among the practi- Board of Directors at $i meeting in
tioners of the time-buying trade. Hot Springs, 'Va., next month.
The older generation of time buyer
Program Exec and NAB Public
frowning on the -devices that Relations Committee held joint dinis
of
the
newcomers have ner meeting here last week and subsome
adopted in measuring the value and jected the code to scrutiny of a seefficiency of a station spot. In ex-, lected guest list, including Judge
pressing their disapproval, the older Bolitha Laws, Federal Trade Comline use such terms as "glib johnny^ missioner Robert Freer and FCC
come-latelys," "slide-rule boys"' and Chairman Wayne Coy. Commercial
"slick comer:'cutters."
section oif. the standards got little
Reflecting in a way the age-old attention but- the guests generally
conflict between the plodding, con- opposed the ban on dramatization of
scientious craftsman and the seeker political'and controversial broadcasts
"
indtided in the present code. ^
(COB^Ujed on |kag« 32)

extra, rate;,

duplication,
2. Petrillo agreed that "no

LA,

man."

affiliates

they cared

if

,

•

.

outlets

.

.

between
mentary

morning.

^

.

Petrillo gave a go-ahead tP
duplication, a "move hailed
by TM'ers as a long step forward
for their medium. (All four net-

FM

Writer

.

'

1.

In

the web
Parade," with Roger Elliott, down
from its current 4:45 period. Latter
time will be assigned, prpbably to a
non- juvenile stanza, sometime this

,„

Some
only

KLZ Newshawk,

JAMES BENNETT

year .if Robert Saudek, veepee in
charge of public affairs, has his way,
Saudek, who ^grabbed wide attention in 1946 with his "Hiroshima"
series and followed up last year
with both faj^dful and hardhitting
documentary efforts, y est e r d a y
(Tues.) took the. wraps off ambitious
1948 plans Which muld considerably outstrip- any previous year's
agenda.
Saudek's plans accent once again
the keen rivalry tfiat exists mainly

ABC and CBS ini the docuBennett got his basic training in
department. Mutual has
PAL meantime is shopping for a
newspaper work, switched to radio. new outlet and might be offered a lately exhibited an awakening to the
Served in NBC's Hollywood news
segment on w¥lBC. Stan prestige rewards of ful-scale docudepartment before joining KLZ. 15-minute
mentary offerings. But it has reTou have, to be^^ood to make KLZ's Lomax emced the WOR airer.
Some other MBS shows aren't far- mained chiefly for ABC and CBS to
"
News .team,.'.
ing as well as Beneke's in wangling show the" way in this field. And it
KLZ, DENVER.
week.
WOR time and the number of web looks like the ABC-CBS scrap for
Dropping of "Harrigan," which is
stanzas being "farmed out'' to N. Y. top honors wiU run right through
frequently in the lists of kid shows
indies is still on the upswing. "Har- 1948.
frowned on by parent and educator
As his blueprint;s now stand, Saulem Hospitality Club," currently
groups, possibly presages an effort
without a N. Y. outlet, Still hopes dek has seven one-shots or series in
by Mutual to see whether bankfor a WINS slot. "Racket Busters," the works, of which six probably
rollers would be more interested in
originally a local show on WHN, has will be produced and one eliminated
clearly wholesome juve fare than: in
gone back there for its N. Y. audi- somewhere alon'g the line. The topshoot-'em-up stuff. The web, howenbe. WNEW may take a feed on ics are:

The opposing

On. all counts by March 31,
the "stay of execution" runs

ment

up fresh laurels
programming this

PAL Show

WOR,

60-day

1.

to Ulcers

to find

Thursday

March

Documentaries;

Tex Beneke shQW

which broke ofiE last
KID
(5) with the calling ot a
After several brushes with cantruce. Progress has been
cellationitis during- the last coijple
made, but there's a long row of de.- of months, "Hop Harrigan" is finally
mands and counter-demands to be fading out of Mutual's late-after-,
heard when huddles are resumed noon kid show lineup this Friday
sides will do

negotitttions

1948

ABC will hang
for public service
Relegate

'HOP HARRIGAN' FADES

Febniiivjr 4,

Range from Communism

+

By DICK DOAN
This is just a lull in the battle.
That's the feeling ot those who sat
in on the James C. Petrillo-networic

'48

LISTENING:

RADIO-TELE Blow JOB
John B. Hymes, director of radio

NBC's Radio Recording Division and television at the Biow agency,
has been so hard hit by illness on resigned yesterday (Tuesday), effecthe top levels that the web has bean tive March
1.
He joined that orforced to call in Oscar C, Turner^ ganization in 1945
after leaving the
'manager of the Hollywood office, to OWI but was upped
to department
stand by as acting manager of the head about
a year ago,
division's N. Y. headquarters.
Hymes, who was with Lord &
Off duty bucking illnesses are both Thomas for years before the war
C. Lloyd Egner, veepee in charge and at one time with CBS, said
of BHD, and Robert W. Friedheim, yesterday
that ho would disclose his
manager.
.
future plans shortly,
,

.

•

;

27

NEW SHOWS-BUT NO PLACE TO GO
Hiat

OU

BaDyhoo
GUIiliElill

with a proper assist from independent stations,
I'd demonstr^^
catapulted info hit stature,
Broadcast JMTusic, Inc. tunes can
in New York has been carrying on an experiitient which is attracting
wide industry comment.
Less than two months ago the station yanked out a BMI oldie,
"There I Go,'? written by Hy Zaret and Irving Weiser, which was
'l-ecorded for Victor by Vaughn Monroe. Eight years ago, during tlie
ASCAP-brpadoasting fiasco, the tune was tabbed "Jeannie's Pal," for
BJII was giving it a kilocycle whirl second only to "Jeannie With the
Light Brown Hair." Tune has been lying dormant in the intervening

WNEW

..yeare.

;-.

.

WNEW lined

up the cooperation of

WHDH

six other indie stations:
in Scranton,
in Pittsin Chicago, and
in Washington. It also conburgh;
vinced RCA-Victor of the wisdom of making a repressing of the
Monroe record, giving assurance that the seven stations would plug
it from five to 10 times a day each on disk jockey shows.
Here's the payoflE for the first few weelcs: As of last Wednesday,
92,750 disks had been sold; reorders are starting to pile in, with Victor
confident that sale& should <hit a quarter of a. million^ 20,000 copies of
the sheet mtisic have been sold.
Idea, as conceived by Ted Cott,, WNEW's program director, has
convinced BMI of the ai^reciation of stations plugging its tunes and
it's estimated that, on a planned basis, 12 BMI tunes can be stralospliei ed into hit prominence by utilization of the technique.
In Boston,

WWSW

WPEN in Philadelphia, WSCR

WWDG

WJJD

.

.

Agendes

jR^act to

Gnip

iVessare;

B&B's Early ^u^e Frth 'New Fa(%s'

Move to Open Russia to CBS B'casting
i^ain Seen

Talent agencies. and .pac^ge producers are agreed that' they're experiencing the deadest market In a
decade or more! Situation, they sayj
has been going on since last October and only in the past week or
so has there been the slightest suggestion of .some activity.
Usually by this time, as the broadcasting season begins to approach
the half-way mark, sponsors unhappy
over their shows and ratings are giving a sharp o.o. to program avajJabilities with an eye toward wrapping up a replacement program.
But not so this season. The February casualty list, by comparison
with the past several seasons, has

been practically negligible.
Nobody's offering any explanations
as to the reasons for the current inertia in which spon.sors appear to be
happy, to let well enough alone,,
despite the fact that the current crop
doesn't invite handsprings.

Few Exceptions
The exceptions have been few,
such as Philip Morris replacing "It

in TayIor!s

F^itetineSetiqi Also
Pie-Eyed Piper
HoUywood, Feb. 3.
They're still chuckling around
town at the stunt which backfired on Art Linkletter, who is
used to those recoils liut with
not him astlie victim. This time
he was twice smitten.
To help along the campaign
to raise funds for Community
Chest, Linkletter offered to take
a (±iacolate meringue pie in the
kisser from the highest bidder.
Whom he described as "a sweet
old lady" won the dubious honor
by raising the ante to $250.
Wliile Linkletter was washing
away the goo, the SOL wrote out
the check.
Blackout: It bounced!

Webs Wont Bum

'

IkirBiidgesJust
Put Them
-

:

On

ice

.

.

Safari

Us production was poor.

ToftivelQOG

Subsequently,. ABC took a 60-day
option and SiUman cut a new audition disk, but the web passed the
show byt Then Silhnan took his
package to CBS, which reportedly
expressed interest in taking it on as
Arch Oboler, who has been in
a co-op. Crais meanwhile decided
the SiUman stanza had strong pos- New York the past two weeks putsibilities, provided the agency's own ting the finishing tottchesj&.a novel
for
delivery to Random House, sails
writers and directors took over the
later this month for the Belgian
(Continued on page 38)
Congo and British East Africa. He'll
be gone eight months, joining up
with an expedition of notable scientists, etc., bent on "finding the links
between the missing links."
- However,. Oboler .win be the only
non-academician' involved in the expedition. Actually, his participation
in the safari is being underwritten
to the tune of $100,000 by the FredLester Gottlieb- has resigned from eric Ziv transcription outfit. Oboler,
Young
Rubicam to join the pro- taking along a tape recorder, will
duction setup at CBS where he will devote his time to getting authentic
work in association with Hubbell data for a series of on-the-script
Robinson and Hatry Ackerman, travelog based on- the excitements
program chief and eastern produc- of primitive A&ieai with actual
tion
The sound, etc. These hell deliver to
manager, respectively.
switch won't take place for another Ziv in the form of a series of drafour weeks, Gottlieb being occu- matic shows.
In additio;n, Oboler will make a
pied in the interim with ironing out
series of Alms for television which
details attendant to his finale as
one of the
producer of the "We» the People" Ziv anticipates will be
company's
prize packages in its
program. The new man Is yet to be
projected plunge into video.
as.signed.
of radio for
Oboler
has
out
been
Gottlieb went to
R in 1944
from, the Mutual Network, where several years, being under contract
he was in charge of the press de.^ to Metro on the Coast. Upon his reYork while
partment He switched to a similar turn he'll stay in New
whipping the Ziv shows into shape
job at Y
R. Two years later he was
moved up as head of the agency's under John Sinn's guidance. His
on the
him
will
accompany
wife
talent and program development division. He took over supervision of expedition.
"People" a few months ago.
Move to CBS will in ejfect'be a
reunion since It was Robinson who Thackreys
Plans;
brought Gottlieb into
B.

2v

Backing

Lester Gottfieb

'

Jcmis

CBS Trek

&

.

.

Y &

&

Change

Y&

CELANESE

ITSEF

IN

MAY DRAPE
RADIO AGAIN

Celanese, which has been out of
the nighttime network picture since
dropping "Gfeat Moments of Music,"
IS reported interested in reentering
radio with a hefty budget.
Young &- Rubican, agency on the
a -count, is reported romancing the
ontflt with programming suggestions.
& R is «lso talking with Metropolitan liife for B network show,
injtur&nce company luw.yet to make
a bigtime web splurge.

Y

•

Won t

Sell

Coast Outlets

Hollywood, Feb.

"The

3.

word passed

deal's oil." is the

down from owner Dorothy Thackrey to g.m. Don Fedderson regarding
possible

sale

KYAi San

of

KLAC

Francisco.

here and
That means

that the bids of Metro and Jack
Wrather, indie producer, are cold,
along with possible others, while the
Thackreys continue apace in radio

and

television, Coaslwi.se

anyway.

Plans for video .station construction in both places, already FCClicensed,
already-

and ext>ansion of

okayed

5,000

KLAC to

from

1,090

W*tts, plus a boost also for KYA,
will ge as originally schedule-

Due for

OJ^^

Davidson Taylor's upcoming four-

week

Pays to Be Ignorant" with the new
It's- Summer Jteplacement Tiifae In-t-'
Dinah Shore-Harry James show.
January eA Benton & Bowles* where
General Foods replaced "Thin Man"
radio veepee Walter Craig has just
.with
Danny Thomas. American ToCadaby CO/ing Talcon'
got Maxwell House approval of a
bacco dropped Jack Paar (without
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
replacing him), Eversbarp dropped
Burn.'! & Allen standin. The show is
"The Falcon," recently restored as Henry Morgan, who got picked up
.Leonard Sillman's "New Faces,"
a sustainer on the Mutual web, will by Rayve Shampoo, and Adam Hat
using a revue format similar to that
go commercial if a deal witli the.
dropped "The Big Break," With
of a series of Broadway shows SillPacking Co. is inked.
Philip Morris buying the time for
man directed or produced between Cudahy
Show now airs from N. Y. but will the Horace Heidt slkow.
The netwerks last week found
1934. and 1942.
be moved here when the new Don
Otherwise the .'nighttime program- themselves saddled with 672 musical
SiUman has been offering the show Lee studios are completed.
ming rosters have remained fairly bridge.;; cues and mood music: These
amuid New York for six months.
while the talent, agencies had been transcribed by the webs
static,
That art of the- story is in itself
(Music Corp. of America, William in a pool arrangement for Integra-somewhat of a saga. The producer
Morris, etc. ) and the package boys tion into dramatic programming just
and former revue dancer first took
lament the fact that there's a healthy in case James C. Petrillo yanked his
an audition platter to Craig last (H)oler
catalog
of new shows, with no musicians.
some
lilced
The
B&B
exec
summer.
The webs had plunked down aptakers.
Of the material in the showi but felt
.

Europe Trip;

The lamentations, for that matter, proximately $75,000 beat the Pebave extended into network pro- trillo rap which never came off.
gramming' departments. ABC, for However, the exten.sive library of

trip to Europe,

osten-sibly

to

catch up with the web's foreign staffers, some of whom he has yet to
meet, has considerably more significance attached to it than gleamed
from CBS press releases, according
to reliable sources.
In addition to visiting correspondents in ^England France, Germany
iind Italy, Taylor is planning to visit
Greece and Palestine, and before
sailing on
the Queen Elizabeth
27, he will initiate overtures

March

to get into Russia.

Behind the hoped-for Russian visit,
reported, is an attempt on the
part of the network to reestablish
broadcasting from within the Soviet
Union.
Facilities for broadcasting have
long since been withdrawn and it's
recalled that when the network or*
dered its then Russian correspondent,
Richard Hottelet, to leave Russia,
the move was accompanied by the
filing of a strong protest with the
State Department by Edward R.
Murrow, who was then a CBS veepee in charge of public affairs, the
job Taylor now holds.
it's

Kendriok

CBS

'Stringer'

CBS has been using a "stringer"
Alex Kettdrick, of PSI and
the Chicago Sun, who has been
cabling material into the network.
Neither Taylor nor CBS is particularly hopeful that anything will
come of the bid for a resumption of
broadcasting, which would marlc the
first endeavor on the'part of radio to
penetrate the "Iron Curtain."
But
apparently they consider It worth
the try.
In connection with Taylor's pro*
in Russia,

'

'

(Continued on page 32)
'

•

example, realizes that in a season of bridges, cues, etc., is being prenormal replacement activity it would served "just in case," now that Peexperience little difficulty in wrap- trillo and the webs have ealled off
ping up sponsorship of its "Candid further negotiations until March 1.
As pointed out by one network ex.ec,
(Continued on page 3^)
"they'll always be good and add up
to a good investment."
Last Thursday (29), When Petrillo and the webs definitely decided that there would not foe a

Pabst to Brew

strike,

a

number of

directors

Reports that Pabst, sponsop of Eddie Cantor, is interested in either

CBS

Part;

Leader Pacted
William Spier, producer of "Susits inception, and CBS
have coriie to the parting- of their
ways. After weeks of 'wrangling
Spier has gone ott staff and the producing as-signment on "Suspense"
will be taken over by Tony Leader.
In the interim the Saturday night
hour sustainer wUl be handled by

and pense" since

producers were going through the
paces of integrating the actors ivith

Tiegfeld Follies?

Spier,

the transcribed bridges.
In virtually all instances the productions
jelled
even beyond expectations,
with some actually expressing disappointment over the fact that they
wouldn't go on the air. It was One
case, they pointed out, where the
networks Were really ready' for Pe-

buying a second 30-minute progi-am
Bill Robson.
for the comedian or showcasing him
Spier will probably tie up ABC ai
in an hour-long variety stanza in
producer of "The Clock," in addiorder to plug the sponsor's Hoffman
trillo, and the letter's awareness of
tion to heading the production on
Beverage product, has stirred up
the fact was seen as a factor in the "Sam Spade," which Wildroot unconsiderable trade interest.
AFM boss' willingness to talk busi- derwrites on CBS Sunday Jiights
Those familiar with CBS' plans for
ness.
and in which Spier has a third' inr
a 60-minute "Ziegfeld Follies" topterest. During the recent discussions
budgeted variety airer are of the
between Spier and CBS the proopinion that it would be a natural
ducer is reported to have been
SET
for the ex-"Follies" comedian. CBS
asked to signatlue an exclusive conwould like a top name emcee, partract at $750 a week. There had also
10
ticularly one identified with "Folbeen differences apparently over
lies" successes, and it's considered'
With Mickey Rooney back this production and policy angle in conlikely that tlie network will pitch week from his p.a. engagements in nection with"Suspensc,"
up the projected show to Pabst, al-. England. CBS is prepping for a latethough there have been no talks as February teeofi of Rooney's new
yet.
half-hour dramatic show. It goes
Cantor is currently heard Thurs' into the Sunday night at 10 period, CBS
day nights at 10:.30 on NBC.
which was occupied until last week
IN N.Y.
by DeSoto-Plymouth's "Christopher
Wells", show. Latter is now spotted
With 'more and more CBS sustainTuesday nights at 9:30.
ers originating from the Coast and
Rooney show, which starts sustain- reducing the output from New Yorki
ing but which the web is peddling to the network has just effected some
lOG IIFE'
agencies with a $10,000 a week price axings in the script writing ^visionii
Ralph Edwards has packaged a tag. win be produced on the Coast One editor and two 'Writers wer«new half-hour show, "This Is Your by Bin Robson.
dropped from the payroll in N. T.
Life," which Music Corp. of America
last week.
currently peddling to agencies.
i.s
Trio exiting include editor James
Audition platter has excited- con' Chase
Sanborn Likes
Hart, and writers Sylvia Berger and
sldcrable comment. Show is priced
Jeane Meyer. Miss Berger was assoat ^10,000.
ciated
with CBS since 1940, th*
Its Spots; Renews 'Em
"Life" is a 30-minute weekly elabothers joining the web more reCliase & Sanborn coif ee has reoration of a stunt that Edwards has
cently)'
already projected into his "Truth or newed contracts for its spot camConsequences" Saturday night pro- paign in some 200 markets, taking all
gram. Idea is to bring on a con- commitments through March 31. The
Keesely's
Coast Job
testant, with the top incidents of hLs java packer moved into spot Dec. 1
NUsk Keesel/s is severing his Mm
past life "relived" as the persons on a month^s basis and the thing
involved are actually brought be- clicked so well that it added another with Theodore Gr.imik's "American
fore the mike as the show's surprise month, and then last- WMfc decided Forum'' and is joining the Sam Jaffa
element. This will entail rounding to guarantee the stattotis two more ageticy. He'll head up the radio di«
vision on the Coast.
up persons, in many instances, from months.
;
Some of the copy in the latest exKeesely, ex-C!BS and ex-Mutual
all parts of the country, even though
the contestant had not seen them for tension win involve the brand's in- sales staffer, leaves for the Coast iik
it^jl line|..^ , .
a i{eneration_
inorfv,
.
.
. two weeks,
. . .

ROONEY SHOW
SUNDAY AT

FOR
ON CBS

'

AXING SCRHTERS

OUTPUT DRYUP

RALPH EDWARDS^ NEW
PACKAGE

&

New

.,

Wednesday, February

TBUBVISION
KOOLS JOINS CIGGIE

Early Birds

to Get Tele Grante

Still

INFLUX INTO VIDEO
& Williamson Tobacco has

Brown

Fffst Des^te

Growls of Late Kdders

Washington, Feb. 3. +
For the next couple ol weeks, at
•i^ rate, the FCC Intends to' issue
television station permits in those

towns where

tliere

is

enough

still

care of qualified
bidders, despite growls of anguish
from those broadcasters who are belatedly trying to get in the tele act.
There are only a handful of such
the
ludis left, but the FCC insists
early birds are not going to be held

spectrum

talce

to

boxing
night
Friday
matches on the NBC television web,
thereby furthering the flood' of ma-,
Pressburger to
jor cigaret accounts into video withFred Pressburger, former Holly- in the last several weeks. Chesterwood production exec, has been fields had previously pacted to banknamed to the production staff of roll pickups of the N.. Y. Giants'
Bremer Broadcasting's WATV, Newhome baseball games over NBC and
ark tele outlet.
He'll produce live shows for- the Camels will sponsor Fox Movietone
station, as well as assist Paul Belanover tfie same web.

Co. (WBBC), Birmingham; WHIQ,
Bayton; WFBM, Indianapolis; WBT,
WDAF (Kansas City
Charlotte;
WOW,
Star), Kansas City, Mo.;
Omaha; Albert Lee (KLEE)v puston- and the. Times-Picayune •Publishing Co; (WTPS), New Orleans.
At the same "time, the FCC evinced
«v«ry Sign of being tough as nails
cn those video permittees who don't
^et their stations built within the
construction
normal -eight-month
period. In this connection, the Commi.'^sion tabbed for hearing applications of Raytheon Mianufacturing Co.
in WaJtham, Mass., and King-Tren(ABCCorp.
Br.)adcasting
clle
towned), Detroit, for more time to
Both have
coTOfrlete their stations.
held permits almost two years. ParaProductions
Television
mount's
(backed up by WJR, Detroit);earlier
asked FCC to throw permits into
:

.

FCC

ft

wqs the most natural segment of the
windup in the teletype
room was awkward and the same
formats for news shows. Hpre, for "last-mimite news" effect might have
beert obtained by having a copyboy
instance, is one example of what apinto view and hand late bullepears to be a conscientious effort to come
the newsmen.
give a visu'al reading of the news tins to one of
As a parting thought, it seems
both variety and expert -handling,
inescapable that if a video newsman
Wiljiamson spot will with authentic locale for the setting. is going to do a show without bene(NBC, N. If.)
Television seems as yet a long Way
from finding one or more suitable

session; the

>

lasit

Surprise

To

Withdrawing applications for
Waterbury, Conn.; Boston, Buffalo,
bids, is

and Pittsburgh, and concentrating
on its recently authorized Cleveland
station.

Herbert Mayer, prez of Empire
G6il Co., along with another, radi.o
newcomer. New England Television
Co., is credited with scaring some 3tf
to 35 standard broadcasters into
rushing into video. -Empire Coil Go.
came along and filed, leaving only
one channel remait)ing in 'the above

•

WKBN

WJW

.

In Mich. City for Tele
Under the terms

Chicago, Feb. 3.
of a new contract

Eddy, director of
WBKB, two fight promoters, the city
council and school board of Michigan
6ity, Ind., the Chi video station will
help stage the Tuesday night boxing,
bouts at Elston Auditorium, Michi-

between Capt.

Bill

City. The station will also participate in the profits or losses.

gan

was bi-oken up midway by

tine

?

NBC newsman

Jordan,

Max

just returned

from Europe,-

drifting into.- the scene'
for a brief chat with Chaplin on conditions on the Continent.
At, the
windup, McVane and Chaplin' stood
in the teletypd room passing a. hand'
mike back and: forth as they scanned
last-minute bulletins from the news
service wires.
The listener-turned-televiewer, accustomed to hearing the news (from
these same voices) but not seeing
the ;men behind the voices, and in
their native habitat to boot, is apt .to
find himself engrossed in watching
the proceedings without hearing: too

The new departure gives the- stascramble by all tion control over bouts: as a package
none of for a sponsor and enables it to .promuch of what is beiifg said. It's
gram on an exact schedule. .{I^ve is quite conceivable that, as time passed
expected to prove that fears of video and a viewer got used to the men
cutting the gate receipts are ground- and scene, he'd concentrate more on
It should, also combat mount- the news they were imparting.
less.
The
ing costs of tele rights to sport question then arises, of course-— why
Long-term contract gets bother to watch the news being deevents.
away from the bout-to-bout setup Uvered. once you've satisfied your
curiosity about the looks behind the
One backslider" in tele thisj week which has harrased tele in the past. voice, when you can get the news
was the Portland Otegonian statjon Commercials will originate in the just as well by listening? It .would
•KOV Which Allowed its permit" to auditorium before the fight crowd, seem as though, to justify any suinstead' of in the studio.
periority over audio newscasts, tele
expire,
mu.st present some.thing additional,
such as maps, charts, ^Ims, peo[ile
actually figuring in the news, etc.
As tele personalities. Trout looked
like the best bet in thii^ sequence.
He, was by far the- most :relaxea and
McViine was. stiff and
Disclosure that the N. Y., Giants have agreed to blot out all billboard animated.
advertising at their Polo Grounds hoiiaefield out of deference to Chesterfields, which sighed last week to sponsor video airings of -all Giants home
games over NBC next summer, has both sports and tele officials specu-

towns.
This led to a

,

;

policies,

Jordan's briefie-with Chaplin

roles,

Sustaining

WNBT

WBKB,

competitive hearing March 1, with
bidders for these markets.
Commissibo also tabbed for hearing the following bids: A.' Frank
Katzentine (WKAT), WGBS, WIOD
for Miami; Vindicator
and
for YoungsPrinting Co. and
Consolidated application
town, O.
«f Hartford Times CWTHT) with
ethers
in
New ' Britain-Hartford
hearing, to open Feb. 16 in Hartford.
Consolidate^ bi4 of WPjRO, Providence, with hearing on Boston video
lequests, skedded- to open March 1
in Washington. Consolidated bids of
and Cleveland Broadcasting
Cd._ in March 1 hearing, Washington.

(Continued on page 40)

News
Brown

Chaplin fumbled »everal times in his
Once Chaplin, through
With W. W. Chaplin, John McVane, delivery.
with a turn at talking, had to Cue
Bob Trout; Max Jordan, guest
McVane with a nervous elbow nudge
Supervisor: Adolph 3. Schneider
Trout was the least 'so, but all three
Director: Ann Bachner
men
were
seU'Conscious
in their new
15 Alius.; Thurs., 9:1S pJn.

fit

-

'.

,

mad

existing., local broadcasters,

Whom

wanted^ to see the channel go
to an outiof-towner or the last slot'
end up in the hands of their local
competition. New ]EngteMd Tele, with
seven bids on file, will have to drop
at least two, andi may cancel out
several, once it gets a grant.

'

supplementary illu.strations,'
have to have a person-

of

he's going to

that projects
well as orally.
."'itv

&npire Pulls

new

WQAM

up programming

Television Reviews
NBC TELEVISION NEWSBOOM

The result on the teeoff edition
plug Kools in a \w«ekly sports report week "(5), however, was .not entirely
on film. Show tees off Friday (6) happy.
Besides the four staat 8:25 p.m.
Here were three top radio newstions presently on the NBC web, the men— W. W. Chaplin, Jbhn McVane
deal calls for the sponsor to air the and Bob Trout— seated at tables in
films on WBAL-TV, Baltimore, and the NBC newsroom at 30 Rock.
WBZ-TV, Boston, as soon as those Other newsroom staffers moved
about in the background; the cljck: of
stations .take the air. Agency is
teletypes pame. through, unobtruBBD&O.
The trio of newscasters had
sively.
copy before them, but dropped their
Washington, Feb. 3.,
eyes to it only, occasionally, trying
to keep their eyes on the. camera as
Biggest surprise of the month here
Chi, Contracts
they told the news.
The- camera
is news that Empire Coil Co., radio
moved from one man to another,
newcomer, whose bullishness on
each one doing only a couple- of,
Help Promote Bouts
.video sparked about 30 other tele
minutes' stint at a time. This routing

bringing the total of authorized video
Grants
outlets near the 100 mark.
went to; Birmingham Broadcasting

preceding

WATV

ger and James McNaughton in set-

Jjack for llth-hour bidders.
As proof, the Commission yester^
day (2) handed out eight franchises,

signed to bankroll a flve-minute spot

1948

4,

itself visually

as

Doon.

HOUDAY

IN SPRINC
Witb'Jerry Wayne, Shcrling;
Wilma Drake, Phyllis Jean

.Oliver,

Creore;

Adelaide Hawley,- narrator; Conover models
Producer: Ed Cornez
Director: Raymond E. Nelson
Music: Nathaniel Shilltret
S^t Designer: Arthur Knorr
Tech. Direetor: Frank Bunetta
,.

:

.

'

.

'

Sets: Rudy tiucek
30 Mtns.; JF'riday (30), 8 p.m.
Sustaining
WABD-DuMont, N. Y.
Television
fashions
on parade
demonstrated that it's on the right
track towards perfection in staging
fashion programs on tele with its
showcase presentation on the DuMont web' last Friday (30) night.
Although the new package outfit
still
has some I'najor production
angles to iron but, -it has plenty now
to offer both viewers and the sponsors who are set to bankroll the show
In a series beginning Feb. 13.
Chief meritiWas. the incorporation
of' a story line to take the onus off
the usually -monotonous presentation
of fashions. Story was an. innocuous

•

Inside Television

.

in

affair

itself,

.

revolvingi

;

around

some implausible fantasy in the
dreams of an equally implausible
Despite that, howbusiness man.
ever, the program was tied together
much more securely than the usual
.

run of such shows, in which the
models merely strut around deadpan
while an off-screen narrator bores
everybody with her descriptions.
Producer Ed Cornez and director
Ray Nelson also hypoed interest
considerably through incorporating
They should
song-and-.dance acts.
realize, however, that there must be
a reason for a guy breaking into
song in the middle of the show.
(Continued on page. 40)
•

;

.

KSTP'S PLANS HYPO
MPLS. VIDEO INTEREST

lating on what the other ball clubs will do under similar situations.
Newell Emmett, agency handling the Chesterfield account, insisted .beMinneapolis, Feb. 3.
Biz Leaders Develop
Announcement by KSTP -it would fore closing with the Giants and NBC that all existing signs at the Polo
television broadcasting from Grounds.be painted over.s lOnly advertising televiewers will see: on their
Tele, Sez Bannister
new tower April Z'j/is hypoing local', screens will be that of Chesterfield itself, deep in center field.- Value of
Detroit, Feb. 3.
boom in'television'equipnient.
sitch a move was pointed up during the World Series games last year at
Harry Bannister, general manager
At year's end, there were but 16 Yankee Stadium, N. Y., wheii tJie large Gem Hazor signs out in right field
receivers in, Twin Cities area, only were consistently within camera rimge, despite the fact that the rival Gil- of WWJ and WWJ-TV, handed delfour in p^rivate homes.' By time lette outfit was footing the bill in conjunction wtth Ford Motors.
egates of the Michigan. Audio- Visuial

Hold Oif

Ciiehts

,

etart

h Face of New

:

A.T.&T. Rates

:

.

broadcasting begins, however, it .is
estimated several hundred will be
installed and ready, and equipment
dealers are seeing to stocks as orders

come

1,

installers

operation

will

begin

of Minnesota

-field.

First to

their

week- when he

place

a "Re9ord ness

Reports that American Telephone
Telegraph will institute time
charges on the N. Y.- Washington
coaxial cable April 1 has called a
temporary halt -to 4he steady influx
of top-coin advertisers entering the

&

new medium

in the east.

Aware

that

any contracts they sign now may
necessarily be boosted once the cable
rates take effect, ad agencies are
would permit' greater cooperation warning their clients to wait anbroadcasting systems and other couple of months before inkA New York ad agency exec describes his experiences with the sales between
ing any long-term tele pacts.
schools.
staff of a television station as reminiscent of the very early days of radio
Neither A. T. * T. spokesmen nor
He pointed out that alter nearly
when contacts weren't allocated and the salesmen that rushed into the
30 years of radio the first FM sta- the FCC have confirmed preliminary
sports boss with the contract was given the credit.
reports that the first set of rates
The agency man finds that a phone call to the station on information tions owned by school systems are
would become effective April 1 but
just beginning to appear.
about an available program serves as the cue for a wholesale scramble
'And when radio men huddle with the number of related happenings
on. the part of the sales staff. In quick time the agency is overwhelmed
school authorities they complain that tending to confirm the rumors make
Tele
from

spring.
Station plans emphasis oh sports
events and has already: obtained
rights to televise local prize fights
and is dickering for rights to video

University

started to infiltrate the television

day (30) night.
Detailing the swiftly expanding
Unlike other video disk shows, Sherwood uses no film but incorporates industry. Bannister
said most broadan audience participation gimmick a la' Jackie Eigen at the Copacabana, cast'ers feel
educators have failed
N.Y. Thus, home viewers on the preem performance were able to phone
to get, out of radio all that is to be
into the studio and talk personally with Monica Lewis and' Jan August,
had. This he blamed on the lack
Music
of
who guested, Eidiire 45-minUte stanza is being set by the
Corp.
of planning by
educators which
America,

a teleca.st pattern enabling
to Set receivers.
KSTP

has been broadcasting experimentally from temporary tower, but new
670-foot tower will be completed by

events.

tip last

them

educators should take
with leaders of busimake his video preem was Bobby Sherwood, who teed
in preparing for the most efShop" series on WEWS, Scripps-Howard outlet in Cleveland, last Thurs- fective use of television.'

now

off

in.

Interim

March

a

Conference a

With top-name band leaders having practically saturated radio disk told

jockeying, they've

'

Dealer 'Roadshows'

with service

several salesmen.
the agency exec tries to pin down the contact to si single person he's told by the other, salesmen, "You don't have to deal with anybody in particular salesman in our organization, because our bos.s' policy
is it doesn't matter who gets the business so long as it's got."

When

To Open New Marhets
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Television has produced a new
kind of "roadshow." Altd again it's
pioneer receiver dealer Jerr^Costigan who is showing the way by

'

TV

James, appointed television sports chairman for the by cooperation between educators
Dimes CEimpaign, wound up his drive in a special half-hour show and televisers."
N.Y., Sunday (1) night by collecting more than $3,000 from

DuMonfs Dennis
March
over

bringing the video Mohammed to
the mountains, literally.
Following the success of the test
chowings of television in 60-mile distant Laguna (receiving from Los
Angeles ), formerly thought to be a
video blind spot because of being
a mountain-surrounded cove, Cosligan has launched his on-the-hoof
merchandising.
To ballyhoo video
generally and peddle sets, he's demonstrating reception in such places
as Bakersfield, Santa Barbara and
other signal-fringe areas, bringing
video to a ptifolic that has not yet

of

WABD,

phone

during the show.
,
Program featured some ol the top sports names, such as Gus liesnevich,
Al Schacht, etc. To hypo the drive, James auctioned off seven Great Dane
pup.?, with bids from home viewers accounting for most of the pledges.
James has been plugging for the MOD two weeks in his various sports
announcing jobs over WABD and has collected in all more than $7,000.

'

calls

Televersion of Paramount News may be expected as the next of the
standard newsreelers to dip -into video, according to Hollywood dopesters.
Signs are about that indicate Par's bow into the new field close on the
heels of 20th-Fox"s Movietone News. Latter; recently announced it's the
trade's first, salvation step. Tradesters also' figure that next after Par will
be Warners' Pathe reels. Neither- are admitting such action as being im
minent but union circles and employees are agog with the reports.

'

seen

too often they encounter a discouraging barrenness of ideas," Bannister said. "Programs of the future
will have to come from commercial
stations and will be prepared

it.

He took a $100 bet from a Laguna
hotel owner that video could not be
brought into the town. When he
proved it to an excited crowd he
was hit with the notion that it would
.... as well elsewhere and
•ttmulAte
ttitled -the ttti traveling 'television

|

iBhows.

I

<

FCC

commissioner doesn't have a television set in his home
When RCA-NBC, following its usual practice o£ lending video receivers
to all FCC members and heads of departments, sent its engineers around
the
home
Commissioner
fi
of
Robert F. Jones, former GOP representative
from Ohio, Jones politely but firmly refused to let them in.stall the set.
It was believed tiieOhiomemtier feels it -improper to accept a video set
from a company under FCC jurisdiction, However, Uiis is just • guess

At

since

lea-st

tie

one

bimseU

is

making

nei

comment.

L. A.

TIMES EYEING

THEATRE TELE
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Theatre television appears to be
of vital interest to newspaper-owned
video operations, and locally the Los

Angeles Times
is
demonstrating
keen favor for it. Current activities
of its tele toppers indicate thatf the
sheet, above all others here, is hot
on the subject and may soon be
dickering for tieups with theatres as
it does now in radio and with film
theatre trailers to help kick off its
operation, planned for thi.s year.
Times group was first to seek reshowings of 16m film taken off a
tube by the Picfair theatre management and shown 45 minutes later
after

rush-processing.

it

almost a certainty. NBC. for ex(Continued on page 40)

FOR
REVENUE FROM VIDEO

INDIES LOOKING

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Dr. Ferenz Fodor, head of Audio
be making the rounds

Picture.s, will

of networks, agencies

and television

operations this week to -strike some
deals for indie pictures. He is .said
to be empowered
to represent a
handful of producers in the sale of
their product for video.
Among the properties to be made
available for tele are current and
future releases of full length sub'^
,

jects.

WANKEL'S

NEW TELE

SPOT

F. A. Wankel, ' heretofore NBC.
eastern division engineer, has been
named assistant director of television
engineering operations.
He's succeeded in the eastern division post by T. H. Phelan, former
assistant manager of the audio- video
engineering group,
.

,

Wedncsdayt February

4,

-

.
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TELEVISION'S THIS-IS-IT' CLINCHER
The Changing Order

T

Compames

Pix

series of developattendant longrange
tliinlting and planning, is seen In the
eyes of industry observers as the
"clincher" in not only pro,icctinf;
video into the bigtime but assuring
it eventual top billing in the entertainment Industry.

Optimistic note pervading indusis predicated on the following

try

developments:
1. In contrast to its "original prediction at the beginning of the year
that its billings for 1948 would probably reach $1,500,000 (which in itself would nearly double last year's
time sales of $800,000),
now
feels confident that commercial sales
will
the initial prediction
and hit $3,000,000. "That's not big:
that's staggering," said one
video exec. Thus, with the web earmarking something like a $4,000,000
-budget as its 1948 video outlay, the
$3,000,000 take
put
much closer to the break-even stage
than even the mo-st optimistic of the
web's videoites anticipated.

NBC

NBC

would

ABC,

NBC

and

Times

has

filed

WBBM-CBS

:

NBC Calls 'Top Brass
w h O S e kingpin role

industry outside

its

own

pre-

grow up into a competitive
Flynn said that his own organization had pretty well come to
the conclusion, that it will have to
go into picture-making on its own,
(Continued on page 40 >
cincts

Detroit, Feb.

3.

Inspired by Pennsylvania, Michigan legislators are toying with the
idea of slapping a special tax on
television sets in all state bars, Li-

over weekend started sponsoring
the station's former sustaining charades game, "Pantomime Quiz Time,"
m.c.'d and produced by Mike Stokey.

Half-hour airs Sundays only in
the evening and initially, at least,
will not be a cooperative 'as with the
PhilGo and RCA deals in which dealers

and distributors

'

•

option on their

:

network's video services. Since

'

ABC's radio affiliates are wealcer,
many of them have declined the
heavy expenses involved in tele op-

eration. ABC will thus be able to
pitch directly tor the wealthy iridie

outlets in many cities without
hurting the feelings of its radio affiliates in those same cities. NBC,
on the other hand, will have to tie
on its radio affiliates.
in Cleveland, for example, is
affiliated with the ABC radio chain
but ha.sn't applied for a video per.
mit. NBC, conversely, will have an
o.&o.
video outlet in Cleveland.
Thus; ABC will be able to pitch directly for WEWS, the Scripp-Howtele

Hinges on Survey
»

Application of
of
services

WJW

Chicago,^ Feb. 3.
for bullethe City News

WBKB

Bureau has led the

latter to start a

"

moment

NBC- Hollywood

all

command.

Meanwhile, Norman Blackburn, who
resigned as v e e p e e of J. W^alter
Thompson's Hollywood office, also
looks headed for' an-NBC tele berth
in an executive capacity, although
nothing's, final as yet on that score.

Fairbanks Ist 17
Pix for Video To

NAB

Cost

tically
films,

first

Deals are said to be prac-

underwriting of the
each of which will run about
set

the air." State budget director John
Perkins said, "I personally never
heard of it but maybe it isn't such
a bad idea."

-Pennsylvania grabs $120 yearly
from bars with video sets and $60
from beer and wine joints. Michigan
experts figure It would tap state
saloonkeepers to the tune of $800,000
annually.

8-H&n Hewsreel Crew
Chicago, Feb.

3.

when WGN-TV

tees off in March,
have an eight-man crew to

newsreel Chi.

be built around two Chi

fWb photographers, Fred Giesc and

Wakins Up

for

As starter of deal re24 minutes.
with Faircently closed by
banks, there will be 17 pictures leading off with "Public Prosecutor"

NBC

Harris ('Ice-Capades')

with the leads taken by secondary

Its

Files

for Tele Permit;

will offer the films for

Pitt.

Bartholomew.
Pair are
already on the road to study newsf.^n ..co.verage qf .eastern trfo statjou?,ana,t»>^[ddIe, vifi.th: ^Inj inan;i-:. .president, of the Philadelphia
,'ber of Commerce.
,

,

.

,

,

Applications

Mount

Pittsburgh, Feb. 3.
Sixth application for ^three televichannels still open here was
week with FCC when
last
United Broadcasting Co., headed by
John H. Harris, theatre man and
owner of "Ice-Capades," and Dick
Cook, magazine publisher, asked for
a video permit. United is still waitsion

filed

TO SPONSOR TELE SHOW
3.

Reynolds and -Co., Philadelphia
Stock brokers -with offices in New
York, has signed a 26-week contract
with WPTZ, thus becoming the first
company in its field to sponsor a
television program.
Beginning Feb. 10, each weekly
show, from 8 to 8:15 p.m., will consist
of informal interviews with
Philadelphia industrial leaders.
Gue.=;ts will bo queried by John A.
Murphy, partner and head of the
Reynolds office, and Allan
local
Scott, moderator. The first program
will feature Clarence Tolan, Jr.,

Milwaukee, Feb. 3,
of Milwaukee's es?

8%

minimum

nighttime audience

nod.

,

IBEW MOVING INTO

WAY

VIDEO IN BIG

International Brotherhood Of SllecWorkers, which has already
rounded up CBS television engineers
in its fold, is mapping an expansion
Union has
of its video activities.
trical

already

:

.

established

working

a

agreement with Bremer Broadcasting's WATV,' which is expected to
air about the
middle of March, and hopes to convince other budding stations to sign
on.
As further inducement to broadcasters. IBEW plans to establish a
special televi^on training school to
hit the Newarlt, N.

from a low of six on Wednesday to
a high of 7.9 on Thursday ni,£!ht. Total

sound tracks.

Since a similar okay has been
granted for advertising radio transcriptions,, it's expected he'll get the

is

on Wednesday while the maxis estimated at 21.00,'3 on Sat-

J.,

.

indoctrinate its members with video
techniques. Union is currently scout'
Sponsor identification also turned ing a suitable location for the school,
up surprisingly fat figures. The Get- according to Ray Wood, business
telman Brewing Co., which bank- manager of N. Y. local 1212, and is
rolls wrestling, was correctly iden- also seeking an academician to hanR'a
tified
by 100% of persons inter- dle the theory side of tele.
viewed. Philco, the Only national hoped the .school .can begin operat-

imum

urday.

PHILLY STOCK BROKERS
Philadelphiaf, Feb.

of

Tele Audience AFM

Survey of

13,230

film players.

Network

AFM

M waukee Surveys

timated 950 tele set owners six
3. For the first time the National weeks after- teeoff of WTMJ-TV has
Assn. of Broadcasters is taking offi- turned up totals far 'above the nacial cognizance of that new upstart tional average, Survey was made for
—television.' .This was reflected in the Cramer-Krasselt ad agency by
last week's meeting of the NAB interviewers of the E. W. Bader Co.,
Program Committee in Washington. in the period Jan. 6-13.
Attitude of the: latter group was:
Fattest figures are those for aver"What are we waiting for?"
age number of viewers of the estiThe implications at the meeting mated 300 tavern sets. Average
were unmistakable, generated by the nighttime tavern audience per set
feeling that "we as the official' in- ranges from a low of 31.1. persons on
(Continued on page 54)
Wednesday to a high of 54.2 on Saturday. Home viewers per set ranges

NBC $ltOi

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
batch of pictures from
Jerry Fairbanks will cost the network's" television operation around

NBC's

Video

.

shared.:

fnor eoranuBsion chairman Owen sale of the video footage to unaffiliCleary in Lansing denies such ideas ated stations after their use on the
He's fiont man for Gov. Kim Sigler. eastern chain.
But liquor trade experts say "it's in

Leonard

first

Pix Traiterizing

tric

$100,000.

MAY HOP ON
BAR TAX BANDWAGON

MICHIGAN

will

oWn
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G(Mwps

GE Sponsors on Coast
Hollywood, Fieh. 3.
Third major television receiver
manufacturer has made its bow on
Paramount's KTLA. General Elec-

threat.

Staff will

2.

May Bypass Tele;

tin

in

•

expect ABC
on those stations which have no
previous radio amiiation to tie them
to a network's apron strings, despite
NBC having the top radio outlets
in its web. Theory is based on the
fact that all radio aft'iliates entering

13,

for

:

industry Observers
to have the inside track

CM s 'Utile AF

-

It

WIND

and

•

'

feet-

Paradoxicall.y.

Sun-

Channel

for

ABC

with both

tele

m
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As Flynn figures it, if the picture
on scorning the tele
market it may discover some day
that
others have
developed the
know-how and that it had let a new

industry goes

WGFs

WGN. The
11,

is expected
to
pitched battle.
already firmly entrenched

'

Flynn scouts the possibility of television being able to compete- with
the feature pictures that Hollywood
turns out for theatre, but he does
believe that the illm industry by
getting in "on the inside ,of video
from the start can help itself in the
.long run by having a parallel source
of income. Also by feeding tele with
material it- wiH whet the appetite of

•

for

NBC

With

as the top video web, the battle will
probably resolve itself into a contest between it and
as the first
two of the niHjor networks to enter

projecting tele into its bigtime op- six-week survey of the potential
eration is undisputed, is channeling needs of Chi tele and
for local
more and more of its top shelf brass news. Expansion of the bureau's
into the medium and is tightening its services to non-newspaper piublis^(Gontinued on page 40)
administrative "format"
Carleton ers supposedly hinges on results of
D. Smith,
a n a g e r of the web's the survey. If WBKB's application
Washington stations, WRC. WRC-FM is nixed, the station may be severely
and it.s tele outlet, WNBW, is be- handicapped in competitive covering brought into New York as the age of spot news.
No. 3 man (Frank Mullen remains
The City News Bureau, primary
at
the helm)
in
masterminding news gathering outfit in Chi, is a
video policy.
so-called "little AP" supported by
There's speculation as to the role publishers of the major dailies. It
Sid Strotz, NBC veepee in Holly- services no radio stations as direct
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
wood, will play in the web's tele clients, although two of its pubSamuel Goldwyn will 'shortly an.
operation.
Strotz will spend sev- lisher-members- operate stations that
eral weeks in New York getting a plan to add TV. In tele coverage of nounce a policy of regularly advercomplete indoctrination in televi- spot news, either live or by news- tising his" product on television via
...
sion, and at thC:
there's reel, a tipoff from -the bureau might trailers.
He's the first of producers to set
conjecture whether he'U be brought
(Continued 'on page 40)
a permanent policy, although others
into the }f Y. homeoffice as a video
have dabbled in the medium. He'll
administrator^which is not deemed
ask the
likely—or return to the Coast to infor permission to relax
the telemusic ban to permit airing
tegrate his -appraisals intff his over-

Video Ain't Smart, Sez Flynn

picture companies toward
video. He thinks they've got a lot
to gain if they just gave a little cooperative effort to the needs of telecasting instead of looking on the
medium' as a prospective competitor.

film

stations as affiliates
settle down into a

tele will

NBC

NBC,

2.

'

the

Chicago, Feb. 3.
Plans for Chi's eighth tele station
reportedly are in the p're-applicastage. Station would occupy
several of the uppermost floors of
the Board of Trade building. Transmitter would top all others, since the
building, capped by a 31-foot statue
of Ceres, is the tallest in the Loop.
Present boxscore on Chi tele: One
station
(WBKB) licensed and in
operation, three CP's issued, and
three applications filed. Building are
tion

double

'Standoffish' Stance

F. M. Flynn, -prez and gen.- mgr., >
of the N. Y. Daily News Syndicate
and head of the paper's tele operaundertion, WPIX, says he can't
stand the standoffish attitude of the

.

its

Video Affiliates

Now that ABC has announced a
definite start-of -operations schedule
for its five owned-and-operated television stations, the tussle over lining
up the wealthier independent -video

FM

On

major

Up Top

Boxscore

Chi's Video

NBC

Out With

It

-

'way past that

Four-pronged

.

out.

is

proverbial corner was significantly
highlighted over the past few days.

ments, with

to Fight
In Lining

By GEORGE BOSEN
That television

.

.

ABC

ByiLISHiTEIN

An' indication, possibly of great future signiflcanee, of the relative
appeal Of television and radio, is offered in the casre of the family of a
liame raSio announcer in New York. There a*e three boys in the family^ all under teen age.
Although they were all intense adventure^program fans, they no
longer listen to the "Superman" and "Jacl? Armstrong" type of radio
Bhows. In fact, they rarely turn on the family's radio set at all. They're
now eager television addicts.
hs in many other such families, there's a strict schedule for radio
listening and doing school homework. Under the old setup, the kids
invariably came indoors in time t<j hear the late afternoon parade of
Then they had' dinner, after which they were rejtive olifthangers.
quired to attend to their lessons.
But with the Increase in television shows in recent months, there's
been a drastic revision in the youngsters' schedule. At their own
suggestion, they now do their homework before dinner, while the
radio adventure serials are on the air." After dinner they're allowed
to watch the video shows until bedtime.
It makes little difference what the tele shows are, whether drama,
The moppets emphatically prefer any kind
quiz, special events, etc.
of visual entertainment to radio. -and they no longer complain about
missing the adventure broadcasts.'
Under the circumstances the annomicer wonders how long radio
He's figuring on
is going to continue to provide a sub.stantial income.
making the transfer to television within the next couple of years.
Then there's another case which also .seems to be more and more
typical, A certain N.Y. radio director has friends in the business who
iised to enjoy bids to his home because of the refreshing gab sessions
which always developed there on any subject' from- radio to current
world issues. This director recently decided he should: be getting
familiar with tele techniques and hence acquired a receiver.
His friends mourn the "good old days.'.'. They know now that when
they visit the director's home, they're in for an evening of televiewing.
It may,, be the same old boxing or wrestling bouts, or a 10-year-old
Glass Z movie, but they've got to watch it. Conversation is just plain

ing for an okay on its application for
a standard wave station permit, opcrating on 1470 kc, which was asked
[for months ago. Outfit would build
tele towers on top of Oliver Building downtown at a cost of $184,000.
Only permit so far to construct a_
here has been'
television station
granted to Dumont. Given the call
letters WDTV, it'll go up in the
Perr.ysville district this year, Dui

i

;

'

ing by April

advertiser listed, received a hefty
57.1%. Low man on the statistical
totem pole was Gimbel's department store with 40:8%.

"

1:

.

^

Kaycee's Experimental

Video Preems With

Disk Jockey MulhoUand
Packaging Pix for Tele

Fdm

Kansas City. Feb. 3.
Firiit television broadcasts in this
area were run off last week at KanFeb. 3.
,Ross_ Mulholland, disk jock at sas State College, Manhattan, via
WXY^;, has formed his own Tele- WOXBV, college's new transmitter,
vision Film Company to create edu- Video broadcasts were entirely ejt»
cational and commercial pix to be nerimental," under direction of K. H.
I'ffartin, professor of electrical enused exclusively on video sets.
He has been long condi'Vting ex- »'{ineering. preparatory to a course
periments with animation And 'pup- in television to be offered seniors and
mont officials say.
was first regular radio sta- pets in his basernent theatre. Three graduate students next summer.
The college setup includes a quar-*
lion in with a video application. It productions are ready to hit the
was followed, in seeking, three re- .market. They include, .audiepce^ par- tet of r^cQivers, ^and ,two moi;e v'iiX ,
¥ir»t,,^
mainii;g channels, by KDKA, WC^AE, ticipation, travelogs and .ai) amateui; be ,add?d, before. sujTjrae^,
.
^roa'dcaits were with film,
',
motiofi picture hour.
,
and novj United.
WPIT,'
Detroit,
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Dawson Resigning CAB

Admen Hold Out for NLRB Blesai^
Of RWG; Writers
'

Offer Compromise

As expected, tiie. ad agencies and Brockway and Craig, included
Herold Beckjordan of the AAAA.
aponsors h£(ve made an issue of
The Guild committee included Peter
•whether the Radio Writers Guild Lyon, Welbouirne Kelly, Robert New*
chould be certified by the National man, Roy Langham and Herman
Relations Board, as a preliminary to Gray.

March

for

a

minimum

contract covering commercial scripts
Jng. That was the chief development
at the meeting Monday (2) of representatives of the two groups.
The agency - sponsor spoltesmen
read a statement, in the form of a
letter giving them authorization to
represent various members of the
Assn. of National Advertisers and
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, outlining their position.
committee
exReplying, Guild
plained its own stand, but oflfered
It was then decided
tt compromise.
to meet again Feb. 11.
It Was agreed at the start of Monday's session that the entire proceedings would be confidential; in
particular, that nothing would be
revealed to the press. However,
various agency and sponsor execu-

8-11. "

named

The admen's delegation met yes-

basic

Ernest M. Walker, comedy program^ researcher, has come up with a
new idea, a blueprint of a comedy show that serves as sample format
Blueprint, which he claims he's been working
f or all such programs.
on for 18 months, based on his files of comedy shows, was finished
only last week. Idea, he says, is a result of queries from various
producers,
agencies and
who call him in on comedy shows they want
to revise OE: improve, 'particularly when they want suggestions for the
addition of one or more.stooge characters to put into the show as brace
.star.
for a comedy
Blueprint ef 20 pages is layout for a comedy show, with stress of
characterizations, and types of characters- needed to insure a comedy,
program's success. Blueprint characterizes various types; gives their'
physical ,attributesi mental processes, characteristic actions; gives samples of sequences, opening dialog, etc.; analysis of program features,
plan of launching a show, and promotional and publicity details on a
show. Walker claims that when writers have an appreciaflon of the
natural actions of a character, a comprehensive picture of a character's background, blueprinted in front of them, they can turn out a

be
will
successor
at closing session of conven-

Understood

.

negotiations

tioni

terday (Tues.) with AAAA and ANA
execs to report back on what one of
the admen described as the Guild's
This adman denied
ultimatum."
that the Guild had offered anything
in the way of a "compromise," sayr
"simply told us they
ing the
won't seek certification." He doubt-

FCC Overstaffed

RWG

.

,

•
Washington, Feb. "3.
The House Appropriations! Committee last week recommended a
healthy $6,260,000 to underwrite operation of the FCC for the next fiscal year, but made it clear it believes "several activities under the
Commission are overstaffed."
The appropriation is $60,000 over

ABC, Mutual After

Bowes Tele Amateurs
If

Kaiser-FrazerPays

FCC

budget and $240,ABC .and Mutual both apparently 000 less than was sought for the
got the same idea about the same agency in fiscal 1949.
The additime: Why not try to sell.Kaiser- tional $60,000 the House Committee
tives, who- had approved the letter Prazer on bankrolling the revived
said, will- take care of two-thirds of
to the Guildf were given 'a full ac- Major Bowes Amateur Hour on
the in-grade promotions due FCC
count of the meeting.
radio as well as on -tele?
staffers next year. The House group
The sponsor-agency letter stated
It occurred naturally to -Mutual,
rejected a request for $240,000 to
that the agency negotiating comniit' on which K-F already sponsors the hire new employees, suggesting intee was authorized to represent the f our-a-week
"Newscope," because stead that FCC do some reshuffling
Ayer, Bates, Benton & Bowles, Biow, the web last year put together an of payroUers in its different departFitz- audition
Compton, D'Arcy, Dancer
of a new Major Bowes ments.
House report repeated a
gerald - Sample, Doherty - Clifford- show in hopes of attracting a spon- statement made last year to the efShenfield, Esty; Foote, Cone & Beld- sor. Some of the original staff of fect that expansion of radio activiKenyon & Eckhardt, Knox the Amateur Hour, who are now ties appears to have reached its
Ing;
Reeves, Pedlar & Ryan, Ruthrauff & producing the show for K'F on Du- peak and should begin to taper off
B;$;aiii' $herman ti Marquette; SulliMonl tele, participated in the .un- in the near future.
van, -. Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, successful Mutual- showcasing;
Thompson, and Young & Rubieam
Idea occurred to ABC because the
agencies.
show is being televised by DuMont
The above firms, it was added, at an hour (Sundays, 7-8 p.m.) which
last

.better , script.
Odd sidelight to his blueprint, which is sample of a medicine show
comedy titled "Come In Closer," is that two agencies have been interested in it enough, to want to audition it as a program itself.
Walker, however, doesn't want to go into competition with himself,
preferring to stick to research on programs.

House Group

„ Sez

he said, that;.the agenqy-PP,o.n.5S!r
group would budge in its refusal to
talk terms unless RWG is certified.

ed,

a Blueprint

Blueprint of

Toronto, Feb. 8.
Because he wants to return to
engineering, Harry Dawson has tendered his resignation as general
manager of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters but will, remain on the
job until after the completion of the
annual CAB convention, to be held
this year in Quebec City during

year's

'Queen for Day' Airer from

^Pittsburgh, Feb.

FCC'SCOY.STERUNG

WIN SENATE OKAY
Washington, Feb,

.

'

WMVA

FCC TAKES

•were delegated to act for Bristol
Myers, Campbell Soup, Coca - Cola,
Eversharp,
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet,
General Foods, Kraft, Ford, General
Mills, Kellogg, Philip Morris, P*octer & GamBle, Quaker Oats, St;er;iing

ABC

could easily make available for
VS. CIO
simultaneous airing of the show.
Here, itawas reasoned, might be a
Washington, Feb. 3?
ready-made setup for radio-tele
The FCC after several months'
duplication, giving the auto outfit a deliberation last week decided to reunique chance, to hit both mediums new the license of WMVA, Martins;
with
single prodliction effort,- All ville, Va., Station's license was on
ABC needs tO' do is shift its cur- the hook because of protests from
rent 7-8 sustainers, "Child's World" the CQI Furniture Workers' Union
and "Ellery Queen," to new time which was trying t() organize Marslots.
tinsville furniture workers.
K-F is thinking the idea over.
Under quizzing, station revealed to
FCC that since 1942 it had followed
the policy of making no time avail-

OFF HOOK

,

.

3.

Commissioners Wayne Coy- and whether it would stay oh any length
George S. Sterling won unanimous oif time. Reverberations are still beconfirmation in the Senate here ing heard all over town, with flock
The day before of petitions being Girculated for
last Friday (30),
(29) Sen. Robert A. Taft, as spokes- presentation to the Better Business
man for the Senate Republican Bureau.
Policy Committee, revealed there
More than 7,000 women jammed
would be no GOP opposition- to Hunt Armory for the show, paying
Coy's nomination.
Taft himself had objected to Cox's
even before President
Truman sent Ws name up to Capitol
Hill.
Taft's opposition hit at Coy's
active political role as head of several New Deal agencies and former
aide to Franklin D, Roosevelt,

$1.95 (including 45 cents for federal
and city taxes) each, naturally with

Raddatz Vs. Marge Kerr:

the Hunt Armory in the snow and
cold as early as 8 o'clock in the
morning, and by the time the doort
were opened, three hours later, ex-

•

nomination

that mpuntain of prizes given away
daily to the Queett.a$ the bSit. Local
promoter was Ralph Harrison, agent
and "booker, who reported he could
have sold twice as many tickets if

he could have found an auditorium
with sufficient capacity.

,

Hairwave, Standard
United
Langendorf
Bakeries. The letter was: signed by
Leonard Bush, of Compton; Louis^
Brockway, of Y & R, and Walter
Drug,

Brands

Ton!
and

Ctaig, Of

B &

B.

Deny Embarrassment Aim

The

letter denied that the agency-

Aponsor -grbup had any intention -of
embarrassing the Guild or trying to
its bargaining position, as
reported. It empliasized that the
admen are not unwilling to negotiate and are ready to bargain, However, it asserted that before entering
actual negotiations, the advertiser
committee "suggested" that the Guild
should be certified by the NLRB,
It made the proposal in ''your own
best interests," the letter said.

P&GSEZOKAYTO
Procter

&

Monday

(9).

its

Radio'

men.

How Hooper

The account had

Fred Allen.
Fibber

.

&

Mojly. ..... . . . .

Jack Benny.

&

. ,

.

.

.

.

. .

, . , , . ,

Charlie McCarthy
Truth or Consequences,...

Bob Hope.....
Walter. W.inchell„

&

.....i,
:

Amos 'n' Andy...
,,.
Lux Radjo Theatre .......

H

Phil

Red

Harris..........
Skelton. ..........

,.,

Kraft Music Hall (Jolson),
Mr. District Attorney
, ,
Godfrey's Talent Scouts..,
Duffy's Tavern. ...........
.

.

.

28.7
27.7
27.6
26.2
25.7
24.7
23.2.
23.0
22.9
22.2
21.8.
"21.4

.

,

How does the average male look
by the time he filters through the
loudspeaker into the typical American home? Physically, he is probably jnuch more unattractive than
the comediennes Miss ;Kerr objects
to.
He has bags under his eyes; he
is bald and usually tries to hide this
fact with a crude toupee; he has a
long riose; he is_ either too fat or too

Rates 'Em

(Fell. 1)

"his clothes" are either Completely nondescript or too loud; and.
often as not, he wears long under-

thm;

wear with a drop

seat,

21.2
20.9

His personality and temperament
are equally bad. He is a tightwad
who underpays the members of his

19.1

(Continued on page 36)

•
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Nieken Radio Index-Top Night

Cur.
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1

2

1

3

6
8
S
11

4
5

Compromise Offered

7

8
9
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.
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13

,

Red Skelton
Fitch Bandwagon

Amos

'n'

Andy

,

4-0.9

1

8

2

11
7

+ 1.5

5

+3.3

6

—0.2
^2.2
—1.6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

.

.

.

, , ,

28.0
.27.4
26.9
26.2
.24.4

..

Rank Rank

+0.2
+2.4
+2.2

.

.....

.

Change

.31.2

.

.

.21.2

+2.5
+0.9
—3.5
—0.1
+3.2

.

.

20.9
.20.7
20.5

—1.2
—1,6
—0,9

20.4

+0 3

.

.

20.1
20.1

+4"4
+4.4

23.2

.

22.8
22.1
21.2

Blondie
Screen Guild Players

Sam Spade
Town

Big

.

NR Man. Merry-Go-Round
NR Man Called X.....
NR People Are Funny
NR Waltz Time
, ,

.

.

3
4

2
12
13

NR
1

15

NR
4
5

NR
NR
NR

Program

Arthur Godfrey
My True Story
Our Gal, Sunday
Backstage Wife
Big Sister ..

'

Finally, Jack Bailey, who m.c.'s
"Queen," virtually got down on his
knees and begged the ladies to let

up.
He told them that since tfie
show was emanating from Pilt.sburgh, wh^t the audience did dur-

^

Points

Change

...10.4

+0.3

JOHNNY MERCER INTO

lo.l

+0.3
—0:3
—1.9
+0.2
—0.1

Deal has been closed by long distance phone between Ken Dolan in

9.9
9.8^

9,6

Wendy Warren
Road

9.3

to Life

',,

9.2

.

Right to Happiness .,,, 9.1
Perkins (C.B.S.) ...9.1
Rom. Helen Trent ..... .-9.0

Ma

;

0.0
0.0

—2.0
—2,1

8.7
8.5
...

Aunt Jenny
Fred Waring

8.5

8.4

8.4

+0.2

—2.6

,

Stella Dallas

Pepper Young
Bkfst. Club (Philco)

re-

(Continued on page 36)
Cur..:

Rating

.

+0.1

—0.2
—0.2

SHORE-JAMES SHOW
Hollywood and John Hamm. radio
exec of the Biow agency, in New
York, for Johnny Mercer to be the
third element on the Dinah ShoreHarry James musical for Philip
Morris, to kick off on CBS Friday
the 13th (of Feb.).

Under terms of the agreement.
Mercer is committed for four weeks
and will continue beyond that period
-

the air series does not conflict
with his recording, stage or filnn activities.
Mercer's weekly fe¥ on
Luckies "Hit Parade" was $2,500 and
understood that the payoff on the
if

NR—Not
*

obvious things weren't going so well.
Apparently the paying audience
was told that each Section of the
Armory would be canvassed for ]90ssible queens, and obviously several
sections were passed up entirely.
That was the cue for the boos and
catcalls to begin from all parts of
the auditorium, and 'they grew in
momentum and continued right up
to the time the program went on
the air.
Women were in a dark
mood over -paying $1.95 admisision,
with programs bringing an additional 50 cents, and they hit the ceiling;
Reflection on City

on the city, and he pleaded
with them to stay quiet for the next
half hour. That seemed to turn the
trick, and there was very little commotion after that, but following the
broadcast
itself,
the
hullaballoo
broke out anew. Hundreds in the
audience remained behind, yelling
"it's a gyp," and demanding their

Day Shows

Prev.

.....31.1
28.2.

Jack Benny
Friend Irma
Date With Judy
Truth or Conseq

12

.

28.5

Edgar Bergen

14
9
19

.

.

Fred Allen

7

NR

18
19

Bob Hope

4
3

11
12
13

20

Fibber McGee
Lux Theatre ,

NR My

14
15
16
17-

Program

had to be called to handle
From the very start, when
warmup began and assistants
went around picking candidates to
wear the Queen's crown, it was

tra police
the crush.

TOTAL AUDIENCE

Cur,
Rating

out.side

ing the broadcast would be a

DAYTIME

Prev,

Rank Rank

e

ws

Points

iTOTAL AVPIENCE*
"Cur,

Guild.

The Guild spokesmen then offered
a compromise. If the sponsor or
agencies genuinely believe they risk
Violation of the law in signing such
a contract, the Guild would be willing td have them sign a letter of
agreement embodying the various
terifis and conditions, just as they
have always done in the ca.se of the
network code of the American Federation of Radio Artists.
After some discussion, the delegation of admen decided to submit that
auggestion to their agencies and
«ponsofs> .and the next negotiation
isei.fo* Feb, Xh The
tmeetittg
advertiser cownitlee,,l).^sides BM.$i><

21-27)

NIGHTTIME

-

-

(Week Dec,

up

flection

RWG

In reply, the Guild reps pointed
cut that their oproposed .terms for a
minimum basic contract would apply
only to employees, and specifically
contractors,
independent
exclude
oiiey said they could not agree thai
Sponsor policy regarding non-certified unions should be' a bar to negotiating with the RWG. And as for
the (juestion of anti-trust violation,
they noted that the networks had
recently signed agreements with the

'started' to line

the

tray women, I have always felt
strongly about the way they, treat

raised the question as to whether
her assumption of a fourth network
chore wouldn't tend to thin out her
According to the admen,' they can
attention to the three ;soap operas
not satisfactorily negotiate for
she already has on the air for P
G.
bnsic contract covering commercial When it was explained that she
writers unless there is clarification of woqld not write the sustainer but
th0 .classifications of the scripters as merely supervise it, P
G withjt" "efinployees" or "iiidependent con- drew its opposition!
tractors." Second, it was stated that
Miss Carrington's three commercertain- of the sponsors represented
cial operations are "Pepper Young's
have uniform, policies of not dealing Family," "When
a Girl Marries" and
with non-certified unions, and that "Rosemary,"
the first two perennials
to negotiate with the Guild under and as a rule to
be found within the
its present status would be a "defirst 15 daytimers on. the Hooper
parture from policy," Third, it was roster.
explained that since the legal status
is in doubt (under the
of the
so-called "Stovepipe Hat" case now
•on appeal), the sponsors-agencies
might make themselves party to
Violation of the anti'-trust laws.
;

As Portrayed Via

My

Gamble has waived

objections to Elaine Sterne Carrington doing a sustaining series, "Marriage for Two," .for CBS and the
thing will debut on that network
this

'American Male No Bargain
Editor, Variety:

able, either on a sustaining or comMarge Kerr has a point in her
mercial basis^ for the discusiiion ot article, "Take Them Teeth Outa
union organizing, on ground that Wrist,- in the Vabjeiy anniversary
But where she objects to
this topic was in itself "controver- number.
the way' radio comedy shows porsial" and undesirable for radio,

NOJBYCARRINGTON

weaken

.

Women

a;.-

:

3.

Mutual's "Queen For a Day"
broadcast from, here lasst Tuesday
afternoon (27) almost developed into
a riot and up until just a few seconds before program went on the
air.i it was anybody's guess as' to

.

.

Pitt.

Precipitates Near-Riot AmongWomen

'

*

'

ranked in top brackets on preceding report,
Includes only once-a-week shows, lS-60 Mins.
(Copyrlgbt, 1947. A. C. Ni«leen Co.)

cigaret show will be slightly jmder
that
figure.
Signing of Mercer
scuttles the previously announced
guestar policy.
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:

-
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MABOH OF DIMES

HOLLYWOOD HEADLINES

POINT SUBLIME

31

HENRY MORGAN SHOW

.

WiMl Bslpli Edwards, Tony Martin, With Cal ITork, Adele Fletcher, Les With Cliff Arqneite, Mel Blanc, Jane With AJnIiold Stone; Charle« Irvlny,
Elta H»yworth, Beryl Davis, Bob
Morgan, Sarle Boss, Verna Felton;
Tremayne; Cy Harrice, announcer
Bernie Green and vreh
Hope,
Charlie
Victor Producer: Theo Gannon
Charles Dant and orch; Art Gil- Producer: Charlie Powers
Cantor;
Writer: Fdwwd Week*
Younr, eonduoting) Harry Von Director: Wiley Adams
more, announcer
Carroll Moore, Norraaa
writers:
producer; Henry W. Lun^quht
Zell,. m.c.
producer-Writer: Robert. L. Redd
15 Ming.; Sat,, 10:30 a.m.
Barasch, Joe Stein
pjn.
laS
sun,,
Mtns.;
15
Writer: Len Le Vinson
30 Mins.; Mon., 8 p.m.
AIRWICK- (SEEMAN BROS.)
.<tO Mins,; Thurs., Ti30 p.ln.
45 Mins.; FrI., 11:15 p.M. (Jan. SO)
JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL
ABC, from New Vork
RAYVE SHAMPOO
v
ABC, fr«m BosWn
,
ABC, from Hollywood
ABC, from New York
network gave ABC, CBS, NBC, frOitt Hollywood
(Weintraul))
It's about time a
Without the puckishly clever script
(AfcGaiMi-Ertcfcson)
Roche, WiUiams &' Clmry)
Evidently a family affair of Phototime to a gaWier of thiis Intellectual
This new comedy show, actually a
The return last week of Henry
and cultural stripe. He may not set of Len Levinson this annual teeoif of play Mag, "Hollywood Headlines"
Dimes' drive by radio's own offers Saturday morning dialers the revival, hasn't much distinction. Morgan to the nighttime network
the Hoppers aflre, but his adult, the
handymen
and
women
could
have
leton
and
life
literate observations
usual chit-chat and eye wash about What is supposed to be a humorovis kilocycles under commercial auspices
been
just another one of those pat
a
hearts
of
the
many
warnu
Ameritypical
in
a
will
delineation
of
life
Photoplay
the stars of fllmdom.
IRayve Shampoo), after a five-week
ters
little things. Levinson's two sketches,
citizen who has all but given up hope
staffer Cal York pointed out the in- can small town, is instead a carica- enforced layoff (Bversharp dropped
around Bob. Hope's side; on June Allyaon's new. short ture of such life, with the characters him) undoubtedly provoked some hat
of sandwiched
of ever again hearing this type
monolog, not only gave the show hair-do,, why Joan Crawford adopted stock figures in the cast. There iii, tossing by a fair-sized segment of tlia
fare on Anierican radio. It was said
spark, but suggested that here was four children and the latest on Ty- for instance, the general storekeeper nation's listening audience. And in
in 1940, when Edward Weeks for a
and his stuttering; high-pitched- a day when innovations and refreshtime had a half -hour weekly on the a style and quality that the adult rone Power's amatory situation.
Blue Network,' that he was- "Alex- segment of listeners might readily
Adele Fletcher, Photoplay's editor, voice clerk, and the gyp.sy junk ing interludes are a rarity in radio,
peddler with his curse. For situa- the perpetuation of a Morgan In
ander Woollcott without the meow." fancy as a steady diet.
The first of the sketches was who "knows Hollywood backwards tions, there is a romance and a the big-league comedy commercial:,
That still holds
, .
and forwards," waxed nostalgic re^
„
from the library of his Beacon spotted after the overture by a calling that come Feb. 8 Lana Tur- rivalry, and a horse race between sweep.'stakes rates encouragement.
Wlien it comes to loyalty, a MorHill home in Boston, Weeks, who is snazzily melodic Victor Young-led ner will be 28. She harked back a the rivals to decide who shall win
editor of the Atlantic Monthly, teed orchestra and featured Ralph Ed- fast decade to touch upon some of the maid. Humor is mild and situa- gan fan will defend him down to his
wards in an imaginative conceit
tion trite. Judged by the first epi- last cutie commercial. To them The
off the initialer of this new series
dealing with the home life of a give- the actress' marriages- and romances. sode Monday (2), show is limited in Morgan can do no wrong. But his
last Sunday (1) by acquainting lisdelivery
wasn't
too convincing.
Her
appeal.
teners with his surroundings—his away show's m.c. As funny .gs this
re-emergence last Thursday (29),
Third a.spect of this show is an
book-lined walls, autographed por- piece played it still rated as just an
The mid-commercial is integrated this time in the 7:80 Thursday evealleged "true story" of little known
ning bracket on ABC, served to
traits of famous authors, etc. From appetizer to the second Levinson
into the script rather well, but the
item, tagged, "If Men Bought Hats facts about the lives of the stars, On
point up anew those distinctive
this. Weeks went on a leisurely,
this series (30) Les opening one is too lengthy, taking
rambling discourse touching on Win- the Way Women Do." Even though the opener in
qualities
that,
paradoxically, can
Tremayne contributed a briet dra- the edge off one's curiosity as to spiral
the program into moments of
ston Churchill's writing habits, the the thing was reminiscent of the old,
matic sketch on an incident in Mark: what the program will be like. Mel
joy of Sundays^ bathtubs and how to "If Men Played Cards, etc.'' routine Steven's career where the actor was Blanc's mannerisms as the store sheer brilliance.and with equal sudclean them, sex in current best-gell- of George S. Kaufman's, it was writ- supposed to have been picked up by clerk draw .some laughs, and Cliff denness plunge it into trite and ama'^
ing of rare quality for radio. And
teurLsh entertainment.
ers, sandwiches, the mounting fear
skidrow.: Arquette has some flavorsome appolice' on Los Angeles'
That Morgan possesses a certain
of the future that seems to grip |t was performed to the hilt by a
peal as f he storekeeper.' But show
cast composed of Harry Von Zell, Actually he was in that sordid dis- doesn't come off with any individu- bra.shness that serves him in good
America today.
for a film.
stead (particularly in the kiddlngHe was informative, as when he re- Tony Martin, Charlie Cantor and trict .while on location
ality or sparkle.
Edwards.
trouping
were
kind
Th*
honors
trivia,
it's
the
Despite
all
this
that
Churbhill
will
get
$2,000,vealed
Show previously had been on the-commercial routines), was again
of stuff that the young housewife Pacific Coast network.
demonstrated in last week's premiere
000 for world rights to his memoirs rather even.
Bron.
The vocal sequence also had a will dwell upon vicariously. And
broadcast. But equally apparent was
He revealed a
of World War H.
the fact that the Morgan brashness
sense of humor, as when he re pleasureable tang, with Martin, Beryl obviously that's the market Seeman
makers of AirWick," a PLAY IT STRAIGHT
lacks the necessary discipline to
counted that as a school boy he was Davis and the J^ffi Alexander chorus Bros.,
the
assignmi^nts.
Hope gadget designed to "kill unpleasant With Milton Berle, Vivian Smolen; keep the show on a 30-minute procalled "Rabbit"; Weeks because of his sharing
fessional level. One can root for bis
big ears: He revealed the aptness of grooved his four-minute output along cooking odors," are shooting at.
Paul Brenson, announcer
Harcandithe
presidential
Commercials
delivered
Cy
themes
of
by
courage, but at th6 same time dea veteran literary critic when he deProducer: Ted CoU
unobtrusive.
dates,
Palm
Springs
Frank
Siare
comparatively
and
rice
plore the fact that the Morgan satire'
scribed current novels as taking "the
Director: Jack Grocan
Gilb.
too often lacks the polish of a
door of the boudoir .clean off the natra, and it all seemed to jell with
20 Mins., Sun., 1- p. ra.
:
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the studio audience.
After delivering a plea of her own
for the fund, Rita Hay worth introduced Basil O'Connor, president of
would talk next Sunday about the National Foundation tor Infantile
Paralysis,
who, following a brief
"young peoplie vs. old people:" It's
talk of his own, introduced Presi'
high-level, one-way cossip. Doan. >
dent Harry S. Truman, the latter two
speaking: from Washington.
OJ*ERA
Entertainment runoff had .the
WHh BMcawrl* Branmt*,: Qaldo stamp
of tiptop production^
Odec.
BuMineili^ Il(»rt« FlmelUi, I>*r»thy
Sh»wn, G*Uu>tit* Deltves.. Oreh;
SPORTS ON PARADE
Mtehael Bonflorho, asrr»tor
With Tom Manninf
JProduoer: B»lph Coatantlne
p.ni.
Thurs,,
Mins.;
7:3f
3«
M'Mins.; Sn»., 9 p.ni.
Sustalnlnc
Sintalntaif
WTAM, Cleveland
WHOM, New X«rk
WTAM's move to capture the
This small foreign language indie
has been performihg a major' pi-o- Northern Ohio sports scene is this
gramming feat since July, 1947, when half -hour unrehearsed'give-and-take,
"Opera Hour" question-and-answer, program with
it launched this airer.
brings live adaptations f>t operatic sportscaster Tom Manning bringing
works in full-bodied productions to the milte leading figures in the
that enly highly -trained ears could Greater Cleveland sports arena.
Slowly building up in listener indistinguish from topranking companies. This show is not only lauda- terest, the show had its smoothest
ble for the openings it provides for stanza (28) when Manning devoted
young professional singingL talent, the entire 30 minutes to the Cleveas
but also for its willingness to show- land baseball club by having
travelcase new m)]sical works by budding guests president Bill Veeck,
ling secretary Harold "Spud" Goldcomposers.

hinges."'

*

'

>

Weeks broke

inexpertly,

but

clear, crisp,

and

phraser a

his

little

his .delivery was
lucid.
said he

He

.

HOVB

:

T
Marshall
On Sunday (I), a favorite from stein,' .publicity manager
Harder and busithe standard repertory, "Rigoletto." Samuels, coach Mel
was dished up ia- « neat one-hoiir ness manager Rudy Schaeffer.
Previous two shows, were spotty,
adaptation that captured all the
but
drama and lyric power of Verdi's lacking continuity and polish, slick
half-hour went with a
masterpiece. Group of four singers, this
madfe for entertainincluding baritone Mario Fiorella, smootlnifiss that
perhaps because
soprano Rosemane Branicato, tenor ing appeal. This
of .sports
'

.

,

Guide Bussihelli and contralto Dorothy Shawn, handled their roles

with assurance and artistry.
Station's orch under the direction of
Guiseppe OeLuca, performed excellently in the pit assignment.
Station could well make a pitch
for a wider listening audience on the
basis of this program if it. modified
the straight Itamn-language narration between the acts.
For nonItalian speaking dialers, the total
absence of English makes following
the opera story impossible without
prior familiarity with'the plot.
'

:

Herm.

ZCMI-UTAH SYMPHONY HOUR
'With Allen Jensen,' announcer
rreducer: Ted Kiinball

W Mins.;

Than.,

ft

there was not a division
involved as in previous programs.
Manning's knowledge of baseball did
much to keep the chatter going.

. IN THE PVBUC INTEBEST"
With Fred .CencMv Undley Vine*
Pr«da«er-wrlter: Center

".

ZCMl DEPT. STORE
Salt Lake aty

.

U

......

more as a public service lea'V.
liams
than an opportunity to lay on
30 Mins. Wed.; 8:30 p.nl.
tlie commercials.
As a matter Sustaining
announcements tliat WHK, Cleveland
,
be
commercial
considered
Patterned after a Mutual network
came at the open, middle, and close,
"Radi-O-Pinion" tests local
and they were simply statement.'! of show,
reaction to key questions of the day
sponsor.ship by "ZCMI, America's
through telephone calls into the stafirst department store."
Alien Jen- tion. Two leaders on a particular
sen did a nice straightforward ancontroversial subject are asked to
nouncing job.
deli\'or short talks, for an against,
Program was well balanced, fea- the Lssue.
j.
^
Uiring examples of classics from
Then, two persons from the street
Bach to LeRoy Robertson, recent are
asked to give their opinions. A
Utah winner of the $25,000 Henry H. free-for-all discussion is carried on
Reiohhold prize for his "Trilogy." in Older to bring forth more opin-t
Conductor Maiirioe Abravanel opened ion.
During this time, the radio
with Robertson's
"Punch _.and Judy audience is asked to call in and give
. „
Suitp."
Mol their stand; yes or no for the issue,
followed by
"The Moldau" by Smetana,."Air
3metan!t.."Air fftiiRtrin'B"
String
for
Re.sults of the telephone calls are
by Bach, and Schumann's "A Minor analyzed during the following seven
Piano Concerto." Reid Niblcy. Brig'- days bv Dr. Arthur L. Rayhawk, rehum Young Univ. faculty member. search-specialist of the Pete Wasser
the
Was the soloist In the concerto.
Co;, and his findings are given on
Abravanel has done an outstand- following program,
ing job with the Utah symphony,
The show is well han.(lled by Alun
a lid while his orchesH;ra cannot be
Jenkins and Russ Williams, two
tneir
ranked with sucli organizations as crack announcers who make
Uif Boston, Philadelphia, or New interviewees feel at home before tne
Vork. it is a well rehearsed group mike.
.
that plays with sensitivity and unstems from the. nrminal
---^
,

.

,

j
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G
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Show

.

'
'

'

'

;
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of course, was the death of Mahatma
Gandhi, and the kids discussed deof It as if Madying their paperreporting the story as it happened;
the background, and tlien the significance of the event. The kids got a
little involved' in deciding what to
do about the event, such as caUing
on the
to do something about
India, but their hearts—and inirids—
were in the right placfi. And so was

tails

.

UN

Kids also discussed the high cost
of living, bringing it down to the
practical level of hilced film admission prices; price control, the black
market,

Y.

Four students from

etc.

Joan of Arc Junior High School,
Brookl.yn, acquitted themselves adBrow.

mirably.

PARADE

CO-OP
WOB, N.

'

'

:

radio.

..^

tjf

TRYOUT THEATRE OF AIR
30 mins.; 6 p.m.

are presented in "reels." The show
is
done with the regular Palace
theatre audience, from whom the
contestants are selected.
There are the expected queries
about who played what role in which

Mon,

Sustaining

KOMO,

SeaUle

airlanes after
The "Tryout Theatre." local playwright's laboratory house, is now
on the air, with policy of trying new
power in this new across-the-board
scripts along with use o£ thespians
transcribed stint. (Flattered in Holpicture, or what actor born in Osh- who want to be heard carried out
lywood, show is being carried on a ko.sh, graduated from Wliocsis Col-i,also. Idea 'is highly
commendable.
i,-.-.
x«
i.
tr^
cooperative bankrolling basis on the lege and once a bellhop at the Squee- but -script, "No Stipulation.'
by. Ken
"
^
.x-„,.„
^
„ tired, formula -ridden
Mutual net at 11 a.m. each mornNesbitt's golden voice eases
ini;).
good
across tlwse human interest .stories
a&tors
With a fascinating smoothness and
Idija of having
didn't help it an.v.
solid flair for the dramatic values.
cent picture, then guess its title.
His stock-in-trade is sentiment and There are the customary pri-^e gifts, three from audience, Who have
nostalgia, but he never goes over- presumably donated, by varicius Ilrms heard, but not seen the, play chime
in on the end for criticism is a good
board into mawkishness.
and, as usual, tending to muddle the
On the kickofE stanza. Nesbitt already confused sponsor-idcntiflcapegged his stories around a rich tion.
garet Baker, teacher, and the author.
man who knew how to .spend his
On the basis of the opening broad- bringing out some good points.
money and a derelict woman who cast,
the program is rough and mixed
Michael Hogan introduces the play
was found With $40,000 it) cash at
The lirst up. But the film-question setup, the for "Tryout," but no production or
the time of her doatii.
theatre origination {and RKO's ap- direction credit is given.
This deand
Carnegie
Andrew
person was
parent intention to help promote the partment, it would seem, is the
the second was somebody .nameless series),
plus Johnny Olsen's enthusiand should have more atwhose case was cuUed from yester- asm and drive, should give it an weakest,
tention on future broadcasts. Show
day's newspaper columns, but both excellent
chance for commercial makes no pretensions of being finyarns were bound together by NesProvided, of course, that ished, as chief aim is to allow a
once-lightly-ovcr moralizing. success.
bitt's
the station (and Mutual network, if hearing for both new plays and
Platter has three open spots for spot
the latter decides to pi'ck it up) more or,, less experienced actors—/
phiRs- Nesbitt ought to find a better
Program is a an' idea that deserves much credit
handle
it properly.
hcres
"now
than
ntro to these .spots
'ir my lo- package owned by Wilbur Stark and and which may revfeal young talbnt
'
MobBt. that- imeeded by radio.
Jerry. Laitpg.

Returning

more than
hasn't

lo-st

t<i

the

a year. John Nesbitt
any of his yarn-spinning
.
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times sure
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RKO

with

professional

:

WREN

of fast, the only

all

,

.

,

tvire

in
at

uncertainty too
often creeps Into the mike. It's the

braintrust-

(the

As a special guest. .Manning inNBG director broadcasts; and others including 30 Mins.; Mon.-Fri,, 3 |i.m.
ParticipatiUK
of television exploitation, in town Eisenhower and Baukhage.
WOB, New York
shows. Hooper
for a series of
Idea carried out was to recap oft
This audience participation quiz
and Veeck exchanged their views what radio in general, and
in
sports particular, has contributed to the for film fans started again Monday
of
telecasting
relative
to
evcflts with Hooper maintsiining TV public benefit and interest.
Impact (2) on WOR, New York, but as a
Will aid the gate with Veeck adding, of this audio trek down history's flve-a-week half-hour with Johnny
"I'd rather reserve my opinion at memory lane was almost frighten- Olsen as m.c. and originating from
Palace theatre,
this time."
ing to the thoughtful listener, and, the stage of the
What with Cleveland the center of though unsaid in tliis case, program on Times Square, N. Y. It has. a
tremendous sports interest, as evi- readily pointed up import of our multitude of sponsor^ (there were
dence by attendance to games of the present crisis in international af- three on the preem broadcast), with
Barons,
commercials
cut
in
from
the studio.
Browns.
Hockey
Football
fairs.
and Baseball Indian.s the show
This one was an excellent example All this is a drastic change from the
shows much possibility. One ol the of what can be done with those his- show's previous setup as a once-ameans of improving the 30 minutes torical tran.scriptions— in this case as woek half-hour with Bill Slater as
net- m.c.
would be to give it an appropriate the material came from
Quin,
musical introduction and leaving the work.
The format of "Movie Matinee" is
present opening, the Ohio State footba.sed on the simple premise that alball marcliing song, to a broadcast of
most everybody is a picture fan and
PASSING
Marc.
THE
a State fdotball game.
a self -delegated expert oh the subWith Jobn Nesbitt
ject.
There are a number of sets of
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., .9:15: ft^m.
BADI-O-PINION
questions (six on the initialer) which

TV

saturated

know-how who's
of himself.
The

\

WNEW's programming

ers

troduced Dick Hooper.

undoubtedly the most preprograms ever attempted here with local sponsorship.
And ZCMI (local department store)
rates a soUd hand for handling the
With Alun Jenkins imd Buss Wilpreem
Tills is

tentious series of

nerstanding,

trouper

Susialnine
N. Y.

WNEW,

boys at the N. Y. indie answer to the theory many hold that
come up with enough ideas to match Morgan in a 15-minute showcase can'Mlns.; Sun. (25), 3p.Bl.
bands in the spectrum) probably hurdle the weaknesses and stand; out
Sastalnbif
thought they had a cutie in this more solidly.
"WBBN,'Topeka'.'.:
WREN, in moving from Lawrence, newest one,"Play It Straight." Why
The new show is in the same patKans., to Topeka, began its bid for not, went their reasoning, line up a tern as the old one, with Arnold
extra recognition in its new home fiock of topflight comics witli a yen Stang again giving a hefty comedy
with a daylong dedication on Jan. to do dramatics and showcase one a stooge\ assist (he's probably headed
25, date its new transmitter went to week with their top bit of frustrated for his own show one of the.se dagrs),
work. ".
In the Public Interest," histrionics?
and the Carroll Moore-Norman^
a documentary revue of radio- highFor :the preem broadcast Sunday Barasch- Joe Stein scripting contrih
lights of the past decade, came in at ( 1 ) Milton Berle did the Balcony just as groovey as before.
3 p.m. to top the day's efforts.
Scene from "Romeo and Juliet" (EzRegardless of Morgan's attitude toFred Conger, program director, ra Stone will do ''Shylock" next ward sponsors, Rayve comes out oii
stepped in to script' tlus one; an-: week). Aside from the purely stunt top: There's plenty of. the straight
nounc<> it along witii Lindley Hines, aspect of Sunday's show, chalk it stuff to supplement the barbs.
news editor, and capable support off as a dud. Berle might have been
-from' most of the announcing staff, a hundred other guys emoting with
and generally guided it from begin- the Shakespeare and probably only THE JUMOB REPORTER
ning to end.' The hour is one of the the flitting thought that "maybe all With Ed Herlihy, eincce; Jay Jacobmore ambitious undertakings -at this is a nightmare" and Berle would
*eni Jndy tiippe, Linda Nison, Ar«
WREN, and came off as flrstrate suddenly let go with a yok could
nold Feldh'um, cuests
Usteriing.
have kept the dialers interested.
Producer: Ronald Gilbert
Special interest for the listener
For the closing few minutes, the Director: Seett Buckley
was generated 'with clips from the announcer, Paul Brenson, subjected 15 Mins.;'.FlrL,' 8:3(t. p>U.
station's historical library, bringing Berle to a q.&a. routine which, un- Susiatnlnr
back some of the great public figures der ordinary circumstances, should WNBG, N. Y.
WNBC's new program designed
and their famous radio talks. Con- have lent it.self to some' funny chitger picked up 'the trend of world chat. But it was as though Berle: for young people is an interesting,
Judgedevents back about IflSS .in his script, couldn't come out of- the traiice.
sensible dinnertime' airer,
and l>egan the historical harkbacks
The "comic, tragedian" of the w^ek by the alert, intelligent and unusuC
with Hitler's garble at the invasion asks the listener to support his fa- ally well-informed kids it picked -for
of Poland in 1939. ' Show then went
its premiere program (80)^ it rate*
charity,
vorite
in
this
instance
on to Neville Chamberlain's voicing Berle's Crippled Children's Fund.
respectful attention.
England's declaration of war against
With Ed Herlihy as emcee or
Rose.
Germany; Franklin* Roosevelt's ad"managing editor," four 11 to. 13-year
dress to Congress and the nation Deci
olds hold a press-conference to discuss what news of the day to use in
8, 1941, and his radio prayer; WinMOVIE MATINEE
ston Churchill's much quoted speech;
making
up a phantom newspaper
front page. Friday'-s (30) main news,
George Hicks' D-Day on-the-spot With Johnny Olaen
:

ABC
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We4lne8«Iay, Februaiiy 4, 1948
replacement for Percy Faith on the Carnation show, ,riow signed for 62
weeks, with usual options. . .Dorothy Lewis, wJho has resigned Jjer
NAB job, reclpieht of a' gold chain bracelet and a heartfelt tvilouy from
,

the Assn. of

Productioii Centres

fJV

mW

IJV

Now

YORK

CITTt ....
web execs

that the networks are oft the Petrillo book, flock of

are heading for warmer climes

Bob

Heller, head of

CBS Documentary

.Jim Backus
Unit, a papa. Son -was born in Fifth Ave. hospital last week.
Show, long rumored: shakey, just given a IS'week reprieve by Pharmaco
WOIi had enough left over in its Xmait fund to buy 1,600 layettes for
.

.

charity patients in N.Y. hospitals.

,,

.Benton

&

Bpwles' radio

v.p.

Walter

Friday (6), somewhere en route will pass
Jellow v.p. Mike Carlock and B&B flack Dick Bellamy, returning from
Art Henley doing a chalk-talk on
B junket in behalf of Prudential
"Mathematics of Humor" tomorrow iThurs.) before the Cartoonists' &
niustratorsV School ... Hermitage Press will release Paul Whiteman's
tome, "Records for the Millions," a guide to home disk collection, April
.Garry Moore's cross-the-board idea, "The Moore the Merrier," mak3
."This Is Adventure," new Coast
ing the agency rounds via audition wax.
Guard airer on ABC, has Charlie Powers as director. His other_ current
Bssignraents are the Henry Morgan Show and "Famous Jury Trials"^
Lauren Gilbert and Henry Neely new to "Bbse of My Dreams." Grant
Eichards added to "Just Plain Bill" cast. .. .Carl Bixby, corauthor with
Don Becker of "Life Can Be Beautiful," at Palm Beach. He'll dfivg to the
Codst in a couple of weeks, and is not due to return to his hon)e in Westport until April.,., Ken Dyke, NBC vice-president in charge o|. programs,
The Carl Franks (Barbara .Weeks) gping
going to Barbados for a rest
to the Bahamas for several weeks. They'll be written out of their varioiis
radio shows.
Bea Wain and Andre Baruch to record their impressions of disk Jockey
life in seven languages for' distribution to 56 foreign countries in a State
Department series of disks on contemporary U. S. life. .George Lilley,
who writes the syndicated radio^colUmn, "Little Things About, the Stars,",
..New boy at the home of arrangersuifered loss of his mother, last week.
conductor John Gart.i. .Sports Broadcasters Assn,';w)Illw>d.it%£rst annual
Graham McNamee Memorial Award to" Dodgers prexy Branch. Rickey at a
blowout in RUp]^e:tt£' taproom Feb. 24.
Sid Mbrscj, 'ex-William Moirris agency man, has opened^ his own tel$

Craig, heading Coastward

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

^

.

,.

>.

.

.

,

.

,

.

packaging x>Mce'. ...Staijiiey'Maxtecl, -iBBC'coiiameniatdr,' iii iroiii London
Sunday U)>,aboard the il'ieuw: Amsterdam.'.«.Difi.ve Lewis,'' who formerly
directed: tele prodiictions for the Gaples agcncy.' now'with Wynn Wright
Associates. ., .Ted Dale, who was pactcd initially for only four weeks as

Women

'

'UVING: 1948' SET

FOR NBC SCHEDULE

Brpadsasters;

Just when a lot of people were beginning to wonder what was happening to NBC's Public Affairs
agency in Chicago, took Board and its ballyhooed plans
for

HOLLYWOOD ...

Henry Stanton, exec veepee' of the Thompson
one look at the thermometer outside 'his suburban home apd packed up
for the coast. The mercury dropped to 17 below and for the next six
weeks he'll be tqking his caUs at Ranoho Santa Fe down the coiKSt
JNTorris Goif, who' is Abner of Lum & Abner, weathered a major operation at Lexington, Ky., but will be off the show"four or five weeks....;
John Alden and Harry Serlis of the Blow executive panel in from N.Y.
for a week of parleying with Jack Runyon, head of the Hollywood office
... .The weather back east being what it is, eastern radio execs are barging into town but with a "Axed purposci" It's not too early, they say, to
start looking around for summer replacements. Caught in the influx is
J. Hugh Davis of the Foote, Cone & Befiling office in Chicago, who is taking on all agents and packagers but fl^nding their dossiers creaking with
mystery shows
.Sandra Gould, who plays nitwits: on the air, ain't. She's
boning up on television by playing one of the leads in the Pasadena Playhouse stager, "Made in Heaven.". ,.KLAS in Las Vegas, linked up with

documentary programming, the net*,
work has set for No. 1 on the agenda
a i^unday afternoon series, "Living1958," Which t^es'ofl about March 1
It

goes into the 4:30-5 segment

'

now

occup.ied by a musical sustainer.
Web is setting high hopes on its

weekly documentary series, which
have a sufficiently flexible for-

will

mat

to permit for inclusion pf
just
about everything that's bothering
people today.

.

.

CBS

to give the net a skein total of 174.
Kay Kyser gets a pdity salute
by
ariS Colgate Feb. 22 for his 10 years on 'the chain
ordered
Jerry Fairbanks' television cameras to Mt. Palmar for the testing operations of the 20Q-inch telescope, world's biggest eye. ., .Winner of "I)r.
Christian" script contest gets three-month writing contract with Michael
Curtiz at $150 a week jn addition to customary cash award of $2,00Q
ABC's Don Searle wants every department head to have a television set
at home so he has arranged for a group buy at wholesale.
.Judy Canova
felled by the flu and poisoned by penicillin but made her show last Saturday night. ...Stu Sherman planed in. Art Marquette: has been around and
Carl Brown is sunning at Phoenix, which just about leaves Mickey Hart
running. the agency back in New.TCbrk.
ABC'el program chief. Bud Barry,
due in Feb. 9 for two weeks Of skull practice. , , .Jack Benny gave Dennis
Day last Sunday oif so as not to interrupt .his honeymoon
.John Mulvihill of General Artists east on the, scent of a sponsor for Sammy: Kaye's
"Sunday Serenade.". .> .Jack Van Nostrand, coast head of Sullivan, Stauf.

,

GBS-Russia

.

NBC

NBC

.

.

.

.

.

&

Continned from page 27
jected visit to Palestine, it's not generally known that when the partition was established by the United
Nations, everybody involved lost
sight of the fact that all the trant,mitters are located within Arab territory.
It was learned much too
late to do
lor doesn't

Fowle, sends his

Col well
Bayles, passing two weeks vacation in Honolulu and turning over direction of "Mayor of the Town" to Dick Uhl. , .Kay Lan-

circuit.

caster, head lady out here for C. E..Ho'bper, platted east for some home
office talks. Janet Widmer of the Chicago offiice sitting in
Joe 'Bigelojy in hibernation, until the last page of his .new. radio, and television

networj^'s

fer.

anything about

it.

Tay-

know, either, what can
be done about it. But he figures it's
time somebody studied the situation.
Web's Jerusalem staffer, Farnsworth
Early

stuff

in

via

RCA

in April

Taylor will join the
of Lonfion staff,
Howard K. Smith, at the conference
on freedom of the press to be held in
wh?it he's doing to keep Geneva.
.

idea jsi.ovit' of the -mill;' -There's enough! interest .in
his phone. busy,, and
.unlisted. number af that. . .'.Jack

Benny

'

thief

will ;do a

few shows from Palm Springs now that' he leased a home for" the season
and the" Legion's :'new auditorium, pronounced accoustically <perfect. .;.
Dep't of Agriculture cracked down on- American Tobacco for using, '^survey by U. S. government experts" on 'its "first choice" drumbeat. <. .Phil
Leslie .off on his -first vacatUm in five years, with Don Quinn tending 'the
scripts of "The McGee's."
•

,

...

IN CHICAGO

Jane Burrous. former WfiBM scripter, has signed on as WIND'S asst.'
program director, .Kay KehneUy, timebuyer for .Arthur Meyerhoff Co.,i
switches to Olian Advertising -Feb. 15.. ..Burl Ives originates his Mutual
Ulmer Turner, whose radio ed berth
show from here Feb. 6 and Feb, 20
01^ Marshall, Field's Sun vanished in the Sun-Times amalgamation, continues his Sunr^Times newcasts for Marshall Field Enterprises: .. .Don Rafferfy, formerly 'of WOC, has been <added to WJJD's- announcers staff
Loot for correct identity of "Mr. Question Mark" on WGN's ""Teleiphone
Quiz" 'now totals $1,000. Haff of winnings will go to U. of Chicago's'
cancer fund. .. .Quiz Kid. Ruthie Duskin named an honorary meraher- of
the International Mark Twain Society.-. .Selection .p£ Jerry Walker'Ji
Bible tales broadcasts for moppets wiU be published -this month by Abingdon-C^Jkesbury Press
.John.. Harrington emcees 10th annual All Star
Ice ^how at the, Chi Stadium 'Feb. 14 and. 15 .. Afsene Siegei; Balaban'
Katz stall organist for 17 -years' now playing for y?IND.^. , A,nne Hersheyf
signed as i^ongstress on <"Music from the llcart of America," which tee*
ofE on 31 NBC Rations Thtirsday (fe)
.'.Ray (J?appy) Grailt, for'mer member of the Foue Vagabonds, entered the disk jdbkey, ranks, Saturday'- (31)
'
with "beWal i,^ Rhylhrj'' pft^WS^R. 'Show ;s sc^ipte^ "
i .

_
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OF

AMBASSADOR

GOOD

WILL"
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.
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.
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'SaWfe-Riiie Boys'
U

The oaiy completely hew

^-^

in

'

Continued froM "page M:;

Vt...

criini^

after the lab^r-saving shortcut, this sons they cite to bear ,out wljat they
reproach basically concerns the use term a "misuse of figures" are:
made of Hooper ratings
mapping s i. Hooper does not n^ak^ any calls
out' a
chainbreak announcement' exactly on the halfehour or quartercampaign. These more experienced houi^ but actually starts its measurtime b,uyers don't think that the ing two minutes: after the start of'
younger fry. .are bringihg any the program, so that the average is
credit to the trade when instead for calls spaced, out oVer 13 minutes
of digging around for the sort of of each quarter-hour.,
data that spot picking requires they
2. Nielson studies show- that lisresort to a quick thumbing of the teners are constantly shifting from
Hooper book and some flashy play station to station.
with their slide-rules.
3. Nielson
studies further indi-

m

progrion^thftt i^adio developed last

'

\^

Viirl4>tyt

It'

has txcellmt

jrtsar*

-

poeeibili.

-

I

.

t

Hew York World Telegrinas
«^

Backet SwitsheFB .yams BtvaBger than

IVeW' York Postx

/

^

cate that the audience at the begin'Averasing Averages'
ning and end of a program is less
The method that the critical clan than it is during other portions
of
doesn't see as sound or serving to the program.
build confidence
the time-buying
4. Nothing in the Hooper studies
trade is that of adding up the or ratings give any
enlightenment
Hooper ratings of two adjacent pro- on audience carry-over.
grams, dividing this sum by two,
In commenting on this practice of
multiplying the average so derived "averaging averages," the
executive
by the station's average circulation, of a leading research organization
dividing the cost of the announce- last week told of
a prominent ad
ment into, this audience figure and agency which has an inside
rule,
then advising the client that the and in some cases has
actually writcost per 1,000 listeners on that sta- ten into station
contracts, that a spot
tion IS so many cents. The method, for one of
its chainbreak announcesay Its, critics, is fallacious if only ments must have
a Hooper rating of
for the fact that it's a case of aver- at least 5.
aging averages.

m

If

you

like the

-*'^t ai)d fury" dick show," yoa will go

'<.

.

ting erimes^^yfiteicy 'writers wight da
wiell to listen.

Racket Smashers: Ttue crime

stories told

Following

by the men who did the smashing.

\

Available to the reasonable tplent budget.

For

,

details, call Sales Dept.,

PE

6-9600.

Mutual Broadcasting System

IS

a mathematical

the chainbreak. By applying this
average against the station's average they come up, say, with a figure
of 1,000,000. The cost of the spot announcement, say, is $50. This is divided into 1,000,000 and the push of
the slide-rule gives them an answer
of 5c per 1,000 listeners.
|
As pointed out by the poopooers

:

of the stiatagem, there is no definite relation between the audiences
that listen to, two adjacent programs
and the audience <avaU«h1ie at the
.

ll^fa^'

New Shows

A SHOW THAT
NEW AND DiFFERENTI

HERE IS
IS

illus-

tration of the method:
Assuming
that the program on one side of the
Cham break has a rating of 20 and
the one following, 30. Going on from
that point, the slide-rule boys set
down 25 as the average rating for

«hainbreak between th«in,

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
NEW IN KADIO SHOWS?

A QUAkm-HOUR OF UUGHS,
S0N6S AND COOP WIU

Continued from ]ta'g« 27
Microphone" show, recognized as one
of the freshest approaches to pro<

giamming in recent season.s. In a
normal sea',son, too, there's the usual

new .spoiwors But
they're likewise mi.s.sing this year.
Now that option time is coming
up for the season's new 13- week

fMturhJr ihi

Inlmltcrfal. ilyl.

.t

George Givot

activity involving

cycle,,

quiries
but as

there have

about
yet

Been a few inreplacement shows,

ijo

sales.

The

talent

agency-package opeiatois have then
fingers crcssed, waiting for some
signs of pending cancellations. General impression is that only a bare
felWf.if any, Df the cunent nightlrto*

re^*- et«p

wiQ

get».th<i

heave.

•
.

nnV-TWO OKN-END OUARTEI^HOItt
TXANSCIUKO ntOGMMS

Wednesday, February 4, 1948

3S

TRANSCRIBED BY ZIV MEANS THE

GREATEST IN RADIO SHOWS!
NOW..

THG JiOYAt. CANADIANS
with Guy>, Carmen,^Lebert Lombardo^

BAVID

HOiSS,

Poet-Laureate of the

NARRATOH
air.

THE TWIN PIAMOS
with Fred Kreitzer, Piul Rickenback.

LOMBARDO YOCAL TRIO
Three voices blended

in

harmony.

THE LOMBARBO MEBLEIT
A

sure-fire audience builder.

LOMBARBO VOCALISTS
Don Rodney and Kenny Gardner.

THE FAMOUS LO]»IBARB0
PICTURE STORY

A tapestjy

iii jSloyjr

*tid

Sonfifi.

Wtedn«8ilay, F^^bruary 4,

iiAnio
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FCC Steers Clear of Cmor

A«k Fax Standards

Cb^

»FCC has
March 18

Jones Lambasts

Washington, Feb, 3.
called « hearing for
to set standards for

commercial facsimile broadcast-

While Okaying WWDCHorserace Info

bill of health.

.

it

FCC men

WWDC

for a declaratory ruUng saying whether or not airing of the
particular racing slots carried by

categorically that racing-info shows
"are n<>t in the public interest/'

jeopardize a station's, license.
had aired a show similar
stanzas
and
to the
(Which give prices paid at the track)
but dropped it a couple of years

WWDC
WOL

WGAY

Commissioner Bobert F.
spoken critic of FCCs procedures
and techniques of laying down the
law to broadcasters^
For in two dissents la.st week the
Ohio bureaucrat lined hijinself up
cheek-to-cheek with NAB proxy
Justin Miller and a good portion of

Standards have been requested
by Alden Products Co., Finch
Telecommunications, Inc.; Radio
Inventions, Inc., and Faximile,
Inc., all of whom are. now sponsoring dual systems ot Iax»

WOUWQXaSet
Eariy Fax Preon
New 'York's arst two serioiis stabs
at publishini! lacsimile newspapers:
via radio may get underway before
The
th«: end of another .month.
N.Y. Times, which will use its
station,. WC^XQ, for the operation,
has quietly set up a fax department

presuming

is

to

correct."

FCC

of

action

on

radio

applica-

tions.

Jones pointed out that WHLS has
been on temporary license since November, 1945 while FCC has been
.studying complaints on its conduct
of political broadcasts.
He declared; "I -see
great injury may result

now where
from a pro-

cedure under which a licensee is
obliged to operate his station for a
long period of time under a tempo,
rary license. .cThe loss of his license is a death sentence to the
operation of his station. During long
pendency of his case he might well

be willing to make any concession
promise that he thinks would
satisfy any disfavor in which he
might be held by the Comnnission."
or

,

3-Way Package
Readies

Its

Idea;

Video fiow

:

the trio of 50,000 waiters.
program service ;
Dropped was the' notion, at least
problem presented is one which
should properly be resolved upon for the present, .of selling tlie three:
con.sideration of the application for stations as a package 'for national
renewal of license rather than the coverage, though national trade advertising on a combined institutional
pei^tion for declaratory j:uling.*'
basis was decided, upon. Considered
Couldn't Presome to Censor
Had FGC handed down a ruling on was the plan; to up KMPC's nightrace shows in any .other manner, it time operation;- a step, similar to
three «.nj. 'dosing' and
is '^dinted -out, the agency .vroidd. WGAR's
haw thrown itsell open to; the WJR'S all-nightltag. However, the
charge of presuming to censor par latter item will not be attempted:
.

Mind Chandler Does
'Side^ddle Disk Jock'

'

WOB

-

placed in Columbia
journalism.

Both

b* promulgated, Jones claimed,

is

by

Show on Papa's

Station

.lioxington, Ky.,»Feb.

Mimi Chandler,

.

3.

20-year-old daugh-

Commissioner "Hap-

ter of Baseball

py" Chandler, is fast garnering an
spelled out in the Administrative early-bird following, down here via
Pirocedures Act, He concluded that h.er two-hour daily
"side-saddle
in the WHLS, Port Huron case, FCC disk jockey" shovir on her father's
acte4 .contr«ry to "the intent of the new station, WVLK, at nearby 'Ver-

which

Congress";-

^ones
word,

echoed,
earlier

NAB's Mbler

created!

in

it.

attacks
decision

on

detailed

of.

the

pro-

with all applications for license renewal. As such
political broadcasts case
the
may end up side by side with the
Mayflower opinion in radio history,
In both , instances, as Miller and

WHLS

.

ents.
Two types of receivers are Jones see it, the radio agency used
being built, one a console with sound a particular case as springboard for;
as well as- fax, for $744 "apiece^ the sweeping new regulations to govern
the entire. Industry. And in both
other a fax only unit for |643.
"

a 1,000-watter

affiili-

made

of 1941
FCCs Mayflower
and on the Blue Book requirement
for filing

'Station,

sailles.

word for ated with Mutual, was officially
by opened a week ago Saturday (24).

almost
charges

and WOB.wfll use gram, proposals

machines'' invented

'Faximile'?

'

Jones particularly lambasted
his agency for failing to hold a general hearing on the subject at which
be
interested parties could
all
heard.- Bequirement of holding gen«r«I hearings before new rules may

sion,

calling

WQXQ

John V, I.. Hogan; prQxy of the
Times station, who made a deal with
GE to manufacture the sending and
receiving equipment -using his, pat-

:

,

the radio industry to lambast the
Commission's "extra-legal" methods
of governing the broadcasteirs.
Jones jised his dissent on the
Commission's new ruling, on politbroadcasts to condemn the
ical
agency's practice of writing new
rules which have industry-wide Implications in a decision granting a
license renewal to a particular station. The former Ohio Congressman
also objected to the "dicta" on
horseracing broadcasts spelled' out

by FCC in its decision awarding a
headed by Bobert Simpson Utifd may renewal license to WWt>C, Washput its fltst edition on thie air hy ington.
S^vt'^ ther^safteri
mid-February,
On tht political broadcasts deci-

WOB

.

any the Commission

3.

Another criticism of Jones echoed
a complaint rhade by GOP Sen,
ernment, Its-choice, according to ob- Charles Tobey of New Hampshire
servers here, would undoubtedly be last week. This was the
"slowness"
Jones, out-

hopes to get into the business,
The Times already" has its .iax'
back when FCC mentioned WWlX;'s
transmitter and now is awaiting de
Hollywood,.Feb. 3.
one
as
show
sports
three-hour
daily
Concluding tri-station meethigs livers' from General Electric of 1«
of the reasons for denying the sta- here this week, involving' KMPG, lax receivers.
has ordereQ 11
tion an FM permit, (Iiater> the sta-j
in addition tor a transmitWGAR and WJB, the G. A. Bichards receivers newspaper
tion- won an "FM franchise' .and suband key Mutiiajl
interests disclosed' «' chunky $6,000,. ter. 'The
sequently went to town on FM protogether
on "publi>
will get
000 volume sales for the trio over station
motion).
won^t be- air,
while also -reVealing that cation" times, so tb^*^
1947,
.Cammigsion, ioUowine its usual
at the sune moKMPC, too, like 'its sister stations ing their editions
license
pending
WWDC'a
used
get
together
also
will
policy,
ments. They
will have a hand in video.' Those
renewal as occasion for unburden-^
placement of their test
were the major developintots of the on strategic
ing itself of its views on racing
receivers throughout the metropoliexecutive conferences- betwcAnf stajointly
prtrflt
they'll,
shows generally. The FCC opinion
area,
so
tan
tion toppers, headed by G. A. Biclit
At
declared; "No definitive judgment
from reception experiments.
ards, which., lasted a week and ef(on race broadcasts) can be reached
least one of the receivers will be
fected closer relations between the
outside the' context of review of
Univ.'s school of
overall

Two Dissents Last Weeii

Washington, Feb.

FM

WOL-Mutiial, Washington, and daytimer WGAY, Silver Spring, would

FCCs Ixtra-Legaf

If the NAB were to name » "man
of the yeaj;" from the ranks of gov-

fix standards.

this licensee

WWDC

iriission

Meibods in

out

ing tax on the FM band or with
experimental transmissions in
the 470-500 meg: bands, and sufficient data may be available tp

WWDC

was not to be regarded p.ograms by

pointed

that several statiops liave been
experiitientlng with multiplex-

•

was not
in violation of laWj" it was unnecesas "carte- blanche" authority for
agency to belabor the
overloading a program format with sary for the
further.. It's the licensee's busrace info designed primarily for "the point
iness, not FC<3's, to select particular
betting element."
FCC made the announcement in pi-ograms for broadcast, Jones said.
an opifiion renewing the licwse of Commissioner Paul A. Walker, Demo
from Oklahoma, went along with
indie station WWDC. But the Comrenewal, but declared
request from the
denied a
however,

Commission

ing.

race info; there is a lO-to-15-minute
delay between end of race and the
broadcast; onljr results and pari-mu(no
broadcast
arc
prices
tuel
scratches, odds and only infrequent
mention of track conditions; city police do not oppose the broadcasts;
D. C. laws permit racing.
The FGC opinion had two dissenters. Commissioner Robert- F. Jones
renewal
concurred in the
grant but said that "having deterexplained, mined the broadcast of racehorse

Washington, Feb. 3.
Broadcasting of racing information is not, in and of itself, contrary to "the public interest;" but
may become so if too much lime
is devoted to this type of program
•t the expense of other shows, FCC
declared here last week.
The Commission decision was considered as giving racing stanzas
aired by legitimate sponsors as part
of regular sports-newscasts a clean

194«

.

they claim, the Commission
It*8 e:!Q>ectjed b6th thet Times and
will issue two or three editions "bypassed'r the usual, proced'nre of
daily. 'The -Tinies' operation will be holding industry-wide hearings.
handled entirely by the. tax staff
'9*|ies Bas ^GraTe'Dovbis*
which has already set up. offices in,
Jones not only disagreed with the
the newTimes bi^lding^XWQXB and
WQXQ, now at 730 Fifth Ave., alio FCC majority's conclusion on WHLS
but
evinced "grave doubts'* about
will move into the new Times plant
the- atithoifty'.of the Commission to
sometime in the next two years.)
cases,

Miss Chandler, who's never done
a regular air show before, climbs out
at 6 a.m. daily to do a 7-9 stint on
which she spins 'platters, frequently
chirping to the accompaniment of
the record or harmonizing with some
'

Waxed

vocalist

Dinah 'Shore,

like

reads her own' commerbials and actually eats breakfast while on the
air. Abutter in the Chandler household brings in brealrfast and usually
gets' pulled Inio conversation.
During the fli'st hour, Miss Chandler plays request tunes.
She had
some high-'priced help in ans^wering
phones the day the station oiTicially
Bobert Schmid, Mutual
debuted.
station relations veepee; Paul Jonas,
MBS sports director, arid Bob White,
account exec from the network's
Chicago office, were down and gave
the baseball czar's diaughter a liand
taking calls,
Big attraction the opening day was
the station's hosting .of Mutual's
"Qijpen for a Day" broadcast.
-

^

until PC gets to fully utilizing its
tioular types of radio programs.
in
renewing WWDC's license, 50,000 watts. It's now on with the
FCC'ers pointed to several favor- new power days oiily; due to -being
able factors, on the station's racing directional and having to work, out
shows: vRace news Is aired in a reg- the control oi it; signal, last will
ular' all-sports show; only reputable be pressured immediately. Too, the
sponsors are accepted (WWPC. has stations will now exchange program
turned down ofli ers from several and promotion, ideas for closer coopoutfits Icnown to have connection eration and greater idimilarity in
exempt licensees from -liability for
Editorial operation of WOB's fax.
with bookies); rest of the statlon's operation.
political broadcasts.
The decision
paper will be dif eoted by Dave Drisformat is well-rounded;" regular
took on aspects of the old "states
coll, the Sl^tion's director of hews
press service sports wire itt'Vsed' for
rights" battle,, with Jones arguing
and special events.
that powers not specifically conDetroIt-..^Frank Hays newest addi'Ford Theatre' Promotion
Up to now the -only fax publication ferred on the federal government
tion to WJBK' stafi as sales rep.
in N. Y.'s air has been Capt. W. G. (vit FCC) should remain with the
Comes ..from New York where he
H. Finch's, via his FM station states.
Contest
was associated with Hcadlcy-Beed
Finch, who has his o*n fax
WGHF.
"Ford Theatre" promotion -contest
He declared:. "No specific author- outfit.
system, started putting a paper on
staged among NBC affiliate stations the air experimentally over a year ity, is given to the Commission to
.Create, extend, modify or invialidate
mmmLeorn Teievisipn.'HM
Eckhardt, agency on ^ago..
by Kenyon
state statutes. .Until such time as
the account, has beeni -won by KROC
tM Congress might amend the Act,
Production— Direction
in Rochester, Minn. Sentiment of
such- determination should be left
to. the iudicial branch of our state
Performing—Writih!!
judges was that,, though station is
and
federal
governments when
only a 250-wattBr, it showed more
*
A tomploM .and cempnhVpiiv*
DIR. parties are properly before them reingenuity in its promotion than the
bttofc
fondatvffidani
quiring an adjudication of their
with
big league stations competing. Nearly
John .Neal has -succfeeded Jerry rights..
rfMlab to •Mibb yeti to ucura
;
j
ITNITED RKXAUj DBDG CO.
90 stations participated.
Danzig
as program director at WINS,
a pMiHon in AmaricM'* fonmeit
Wp«lii(>iHlu.r, ami, 10:30: P.M.. I<;.8.T.
I
"The industry and the public are
The payoff, a new Ford- car, will N. Y. Neal. who was production
MhG-IU— "On flw IslaiHl With Yon'
and n*w«l induttry. wTrittfn by
j
entitled
hearin£!.«i. .before
to
the
"THIS TIME FOB KEEPS"
go to the station's, promotion direc- manager at WINS for past three
noted authority atid production
Mil.: LOU CLAVTON
{
obliqlie rule.s of the Commission
years, was also Danzig's assistant.
tor, Walt Bruzek.
conwllonl,
UterrUon
A^b b y
established in this dicta become law
Before that he was .a. freelance anRoeliar.
Sand $1 today 1o:
..It is' ironical that the Commi.sj
nouncer. Danzig resigned to become
sioui
the champion of fair play
producer with CBS television.
TELE-MARCH PRODUCTIONS
enunciating "equal opportunity" unWINS has also set several other der Section„315 (on political broad1227 S. Wabash Avo., Chicago 5, III.
promotions from within, in its re- casts) of the Act, the
publisher of
cent policy of emphasis on station the "Blue, Book" guide
to the inpromotion apd exploitation. Station dustry to ,air both
sides of contrOr
is combining its two departments Of
DREAM HOUSE
vei'sial questions, should choose this
Vtry larx, very boutlful ItllO Olonial. fapromotion
and
publicity,
with proceeding to govern the industry
f«1 undltlin Inilde anil out. Many lutlis and
Charles Oppenhcim, publicity direc- „.ithoiit first oftering everv licensee
tlronlaees.
Oil heat.
Over MVen landilcaved
•crea.
in
MatsMhuialti lawn of
hiilerlo
tor, handlmg both now under title his chance to
be heard. This method
15,000. ten minHtes from ocean, ana honr from
of director of promotional activities. of governing the entire broad^iast
vroituirr.
Baeton.
Ideal tar writer, aitor.
inCanld. not be
Partially turnlihad; mono.
tlnder Oppenheim will be Dick dustry without giving all licensees
ilivllcated for (liio.ooo.
For further detillli.
write Box No. 1610, e:a Variety, 194 West
Sisson, formerly art director,' as pro- the right to express their views js
46tll St., New York 10. H. Y.
my opmion an evil as serious as
motion manager;. Arthur Gnaedinger.
formerly in sales, as sales service
and research manager, and Madeline
White, from programming, as pub#1 PERFORMANCE

WOB
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'
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— COAST

TO COASt

(YOU DON'T KNOW)

'Walk Man' Struts
Looks

-fike Balph' fidwards is
his "'Walking Man"

parlaying

stunt into another "Miss Hush"
showmansliip payoff, with .the
new Hoopers shooting the rating
up more than five points to 25.7.
New Top 15 'Hooper tally puts

Kdwar4s!
"Truth or. Conseqv&aie^" in fl^th place, ia mm£rast to hts f>r<!vtous WJS, ^Iten

HOW LUCKY
YOU
TJIi^WBBR MAURtci CO..

LTD..

RKO

Bldg^ "kni Voifc 20

Wednesday, Febmwry 4,

8$

'S
RADIO IN REVIEW
L

DENIS,

N«w

York Post—

By JOHN CROSBY

EN TO 'QUIET, PLEASE';
ER THAN BENZEDRINE"

Quiet^ Please"
The aothor and
ly

new and

series

N

Wyllis

GROSS.

Daily

News—
SCORES"

Please"

"Quiet,

and the

Cooper,

actor and narrator

is

is

principal

Ernest Chapis imparted

This information

pell.

'LEASE'

director of a fair-

rather unusual dramatic

called

two

right at the outset because these

make an

excellent team and he^
tween them they have given this
series a personality all its own. Mr.
Cooper writes fanciful stories, some
of them dipping deeply into the
grotesque, which consistently cpjiver
with suspense. ..
They have an odd flavor, extremely difficult to describe, and

load for Chappell fo *
although he gave the perarocter.
The scripting has
)irection was careful, the
effective and the sequiing
|ulte a
i

they represent,

HADIO.

'

The

1

PURE

should say,

way

best

to describe

program is simply to tell you
There ^as
a Mr. Cooper yarn.
a recent one in which two young
men, the sons of prosperous min-

this

ing

in

executives

Mont.,

Butte,

tagged along more or less as a lark
with a group of politicians on an

They

inspection trip of the mines.

descended' 3,700 feet.

came

When the

time

was quickly filled with politicians and went
up to the surface without them. The
two boys were left alone 3,700 feet
down. One boy named Linc'oln had
been in and out of the mines many
to return, the cage

times; the other, Louis, had never

been down there and
scared to death,
*

.

,

«

was irankly

*

To reassure his timorous friend
while waiting for the cage to return
for them, Lincoln invited him to
proceed down a passage about twenty feet from the elevator shaft and
inspect an odd and totally unexplaiiiable tunnel.
This tunnel,: Lincoln
said,

had

dentally
into

it.

been

uncovered

acci-

when a cross cut burst right
was not a man-made tun-

It

nel, or at least it' had not been made
by miners in our time. Apparently
it had been there for centuries, 3,700'

and the strangest
part of it all was the fact that the
shaft was covered with what looked
like Indian hietoglypbies,
feet straight down,,

-

While

^•'llen

and

:

ovec j;he Indian
pictures, though they were only
twenty feet from the elevator sbatt,
the boys found themselves inexplicably lost, their miners' lamps blown'
out.
Soon they were several hundred miles into the earth, led by a

n-

looking

.

I don't think I'll tell
that. After that
the story began to dissolve a little
bit into total malarkey.
However,
it is Mr. Cooper's ^ift to lead you
into these jnacabre stories so skillfully that you don't really mind bis

spectral figure.

you any more than

^"'^ COOPER

and

" P^^""-^

^«N«r CH.P,,

denouements.

.

*

,

*

That's the sort of stories they are
—just weird— and if you're ol literal
mind I suggest you avoid them.

PAUL ACKERMAN

in

Billboard

,

.

.

"it's

good

There's plenty
this kind of
His
of it.
imaginative and his plot

effective, imaginative radio

.

.

.

room for atmospheric writing in
piece and Cooper makes the best

of

prose

is

and

facile

structure cleverly builds suspense

THEIR GREAT CHARM FOR ME
IS THE FACT THAT I DON'T

KNOW WHAT

MR. COOPER WILL
DO NEXT. ALSO, THESE STORIES
ARE HANDLED WITH EXTREME
SKILL.

Mr. Cooper- presents you

with a fantastic idea, but he never;
piles the imlikely on top of ttiCf IW'^
likely. Once you accept the- original
premise, the rest iollows logically.
Incidentally, the fantasies are never
fully explained. There's the secret.

Never explain anything fuUy. Leave
'em guessing,

"An unusual type of program
NEWSWEEK
Cooper, is
'Quiet Please" ... the writer, Wyllis
one of radio's most experienced hands and 'Quiet
from a
Please" gives him a chance at anything
whodunit to a love story.''
.

.

.

^j!sMciatioiio^^

9:30 to 10 p.m., EST

MUTUAL
CoasHo-Coasf
Pandnol.

mi

Package

R*pr*<enta«ivi»

tED LlOYD,
,

;

Int.

6||9,Firih;Av«,

N«w

York Gly

Please' is
SID WEISS in Radio Daily ..." 'Quiet
air
one of the few adult-thinking shows on the

Schools and Colloges

WetlneMlay, February 4, 1948

RiiMO

S6

Timber!

CBC HeadDenpunces

Hatingitis';

'Queen For Day'

^

Cast of 15 Pic

Philadelphia, Feb, 3.
basketball coach's dream—
the WpAtf announcing

A

that's

Continned °(rotn page 30 .s

staff.

'

Sez Too Many People Quit Ustemng
Toronto, Feb.

'

3.

With maiiy Canadian radio &ta-r,
Revives 'Opinion-Aire'
tlons suffering from an over-clevotion U) the old program formula
Mutual is dusting off "Opinionand not seeldng to lure back the Aire," forum and telephone-poll
listeners
former
numbers
o!
heavy
stanza, for a second trial run startis

MBS

are

now

He condemned

the

"too slavish

Stopped listening. "Estimates of audience size are of interest to

all

ad-

outlet,

CBS cliiet '^Ratingitis too .often,
brings radio people back to an old
idea: that they are pretty ^ure ^wiU
get a fair percentage in listings.
But it discourages new approach.'
"Rating fever also tends to bring
about too great concentration: on one
part of the- puhlic. It is at least
theoretically possible to have a
string of high rating shows on a station- at perhaps 30% of potential audience and still never be appealing
to half the public -in the area. One
of the- worries of radio right now
should be the people who' do not
figures
listening
Overall
listen.
look good in bulk but there are
too many people who have stopped
listening."

Brawing a comparison with

news."

papers, Dunton pointed out that it
that many
is. worth remembering
publications that do not have the
largest circulation are excellent ad'
vertising media because of the class
of people who read them. "Radio
needs to think not only of how
many; ears -Ifst-en to a program but
whom, the ears belong to," he said,

ft

They explained they didn't
program to Pittsburgh,
and that it was strictly a private'
promotion.

Games

Fay Bainter, Mary Boland,
Of 14 Dramatic Shows were
Janet Blair, Donald GrLsp, Harry
- Philadelphia, Feb. 3,
Davenport, Sterling HoUoway, "VicThe Philadelphia Art AUiance and tor Jory, J. Carroll Naish, Lloyd
American "National Theatre and Nolan, Irene JRich, Charles Ruggles,
Academy (ANTA) will present a Ruth Warrick and. Dame May'
'

series

'

broadcasts based on
manuscripts
ANTA's proto' encourage new playwrights,

gram

The time

•Salt

Lake CUy.^Eugene

•

"

in

musical director, is in the
midst of penning a book about his
experiences during the war when
he headed a USO unit In Europe.
Jelesnik's tome is titled "Foxhole
Serenade."
.

ON CBS

won

'

being contributed by

'

FRANK SMITH GETS OKAY
Pittsburgh, Feb.

prising colleges, little theat&s and
The initial
similar organizations.
program goes on the air 8:30 P.M.,

Saturday j(7).
Judges will -be-diosen' amdng

Bmer

operate a station in jaeafby
Pa„ to service Beaver County

Palls,

area.
crit-

theatregoers and others prominent in- the city's theatrical circles.

the

zette, for more than a decade before resigning last summer. He was
replaced there by O. M. (Pete)
Schloss, who used to be with ABC
in station relations.

committee.

•

RaiMatz
Continued from page 30

"SHUFFLE OFF
TO BUFFALO!"
Because We've Been

about the very physical attributes or
talents which are constantly lampooned.

He

after' the

usually

is

identified

'

as

a

,

.

and will appeor
Feb. 9fh and 10th

— IN

SIABIEY, CBS DISPUTE

OYER SCRIPT SETTLED
Dispute between Edward Habley
and CBS, over subsidiary rights to a

former wrote for the'net-

work's "School of tHc, Air"

was

settled last

'•series,

week by the

joint

adjustment board representing' the
nets and the Radio Writers Guild.
Mkder-the compromise agreement
the author retains dramatic rights

was

particularly

con^

Florida.
He will contest the sixth Con^
gressional District seat now held by
Rep.
wight L. Rogers, Democrat.

D

Ittfor<

'Back to God Horn-' Expands

toe guess out of

Chicago, Feb.

"Back

to

3.

God Hoar," sponsored by

Christian Reform Church of Grand
Rapids, expands to the full Mutual

net March 7.
.
Half-hour Sabbath show heard at
11 a.m., currently airs on 71 stations.
Evans Associates," Chicago, it the
'

Kalfh H. Walt, Camral Mmnmgtr

'ajsejicr.

.

•

•'

,'

PERSON
at

—

til*

BUFFALO

.

AUDITORIUM

Miss' Kerr's principal point, however, is economic.
She says that
women either buy outright or in
fluence the buying of 97% of all food
and. 80% of all drug products. For
the embattled male, this leaves S%
of the former and 20% of the latter,
plus the fact that he usually pays
100% of the bills-HSomething to be

which has tunc) this famous
Department Store to first
place In dollar mIm!

reckoned with indeed by those who
have been making men appear ridi-

On th* air for tlx yoari
ttlir being broadcait

culous on the air

all

to

this

th* foMoiit

"SATTLER JINffi"
'

and

these years.

whole thing could de.
velop into quite a campaign. The
women could boycott radio under
Miss Kerr's leadership, and the men,
weary of their frustrated, toupeed
'Yes,

silifi

Lanhy and Ginger

,

.

102 Times Weekly!
A mighty tribute to the
i

,

powM

of

"JINGLES

existence, could join them. 'Sboh the
children, fed up with the treatment

Kansas City—Lucille Newliii, grad
H.V.'S SOET A GAIQUSAIE
uate home economist, has joined the
Washington, Feb. 3.
^
Rolf Kaltenborn^ son 6f radio "Happy Kitchen" staff at KMBC.
commentator, H. V. Kalte'nborn, has
announced his candidacy for G6n*
gress on the Republican ticket in
#1 PERFORMANCE SONG

to <. /'take

HirCHABD

WE'RE GONNA

that don't

JANGLE!"
(Y«B, we're KttH detlverini;!
S«, wttte, wire «r phone:

Radio Programi and Jingles
1350 MadUon Av*.
New York 28, N. Y.

.4Twafer 9<4020.

— COAST

TO COAST

(YOU DON'T KNOW)

HOW LUCKY
YOU
THE PETER MAURICE CO,

!)

LANNY AND
GINGER GREY

•

Market

AIIAM IIAT8 •

;

no doubt, the raucous women whom Miss Kerr dislikes); he is ill-tempered; he behaves like an adolescent when a
pretty woman appearss he is the butt
of ridicule from everyone who knows
him; 'and-, he is Insufferably vain
(including,

cast

cerned about the legit rights, since they have
been receiving from Red
'he had already adapted the script as Skelton
and Fanny Brice, would be
a one-act play and h'as deals pend- in there pitching
too, and first thing
ing for its production by various you know,
there tirould be nothing
goodwill and tolerance groups, etc for Miss
Kerr to buy talent- for,
The script deals with the direct nothing for
me to do publicity for,
financial cost of racial and religious
and we could both dev6te all our
discrimination to the Ameiican peotime to writing pieces for Variety.
ple. - As heard on the air, it was
Leslie Haddata,
titled "Created Equal," but in its
Manager Press Department,
legit form it will be calljsfd "DisCoast NBC.
crimination for Everybody."

facts—Sjpecific

by morning Post-Ga-

tion

Heading up the project is Mrs. Carroll T. Mitchell, chairman of the
drama committee of ANTA's Philly

air,

Mabley

mation on each of 5 Audited
Audiences... each a different
group of purchasers; each the
result of an accurate and continuing listener survey. Ask us
for the fact* that vill help you

owned

indie sta-

ics,

to the property, while, CBS gets all
radio,
television,
film
and otljer
rights.

WOV TELLS YOU THE DIFFERENCX; IN PEOPLE. Soiittd, basic
factflf.knovn, proven, tested

WWSW,

Smith piloted

At best, he is
of -the protest, however, schmoe, or a jerk.
show had gone off called a wolf but his attempts at
Froqi comments in the vi- wolfishness are so pathetically inept
cinity, it seemed that some disap- that even this' dubious glory- is, in
pointed femmes accused the winner the end, denied bim. Thus, all in all,
of using undue pressure to be se- the American male, as portrayed in
lected. Others apparently resented American radio, is no bargain.
(I
fact that a Hoosier had been se- wish Mr. Gander had touched upon
lected; pver a native Kentuckian, a this -angle in his discussion of such
result of good natured xivalry be- BBC shows as "Have a; Go," with
tween'residents of the Kentucky and Wilfred Pickles, and "Much Binding
Indiana towns.
in the Marsh/')

came

3.

Frank R. Smith, formerly general
manager of WWSW, has just been
granted a j>ermit to construct and

Bulk

air.

script the

TAKE THE GVESS OVT OF BUYING

is

being donated by the Art Alliance.
Participating in the series are
members of 23 theatre groups com-

Jelesnik,

KDYL

HIRES TO YA"
FOR THIRD YEAR

Glenhall Taylor, of Ayer, directed
under supervision of ioe Stauffer,
"Townspeople" follows story line of
cross-section America;

WIP as well, as prizes for the best
-performances. Additional prizes are

.

company

Chicago^ -Peb: 3.
caucus in which
four agencies and ABC pick an m.c.
to sub on "Breakfast Club" while
McNeill
vacations
has been
Don
of Hansom
with
election
settled
Sherman. Comic formerly resided
in Chi,, where he scored with "Olub

^original
as part of

actors, directors, etc.

WGRC

five- way

Whitty.

and

WIP

over

'

14

of

•classics

.

.

"The Townspeople," which N. W,
Aycr is cutting in three sections for
Identity of client is being
kept under wraps. Taking part in
last
Sunday's audition dramatics

a sponsor.

•

plans
holiday
McNeill
to
'Hollywood, Feb.. 23-March 8.

be on the
audition record of Jean Holloway's

AidANTAWidifiW

,

Hear

Annual

players, 15 of them, will

Pyiy Art AUiance To

the

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
cast with picture

show

First radio

fiasco.

Station previously had
to put on extra operators at the
Irving Sulds, who helps Ted Granick,, switchboards to answer requests for
run "American Forum of the Air," tickets from people who thought the
may move in to manage "Opinion- program would' be free to allcomers.
Aire."
Three Pittsbur.gh newspapers were
Tentative starting date is Thui^- bssieged wjth Calls from irate worn-"
day, Feb. 26. Time slot the show will en following the broadcast; all of
occupy isn't yet definite.
them complaining that the whole
thing was a farce from beginning
Broadcast officials said
end.
to
they had never, before encountered
Texasfligh Court to
such an unruly crowd of women
and they left town^ needing plenty
on
Plea
product,. Alkaco-sponsor's
of
Seltzer, tq remove the effects of the
Of School Football
experience.
Austin, Tex., Feb. 3:
Dailies all carried detailed acWhether a school district can counts of the fiasco; and in the main
give a radio station the exclusive the newspaper stbries were hardly
right to air its football games, is very flattering,
the issue submitted to the .Texas
supreme court here in the Odessg;
Trouble In tiouisville. Too
Tex. ease. In asking the top Texas
Louisville, Feb. 3.
court to rule on the question, the
Big noise last week Wednesday
Ector County Broadcasting Co., sub- (28) was local airing over
of
mitted the constitutional guarantees Mutual's "Queen for a Day." Broadof freedom of speech and press as cast was staged- at the Jefferson
the principal issue in the case.
County Armory, at 1 p.m. with
Both the Ector county district prices scaled: at ^2 and SI. Doors
court and the El Paso court of civil were scheduled to open al; 11 a.m.
appeals have held it was proper to but ferames were on hand as early
second station from
enjoin the
as 7:30 a.m. clamoring for the doors
broadcasting the home games of the to open.
Odessa Bronchos. KRIG got the
Crush was so great that street
exclusive contract, and KOSA berailway
put on extra
gan broadcasting the games also, busses to- accommodate the women.
KRIG. got -an. injunction against Estimated that
11J)00 were on hand
KOSA and the Southwestern Bell at air time. Actual
broadcast took
Telephone Co., tiestrainins them place from the prize fight ring left
from continuing the broadcasts.
in place from the previous night.
The third Odessa outlet, KECK,
Audience was violently partisan
intervened in the suit for the ap*
when Jack Bailey, m.c. announced
peai to the El Paso court. And now
Mrs. Sarah Shawn, a resident
KECK has asked that the supreme that
of Jeffersonville, Ind., across the
court grant a writ; of error.
Ohio River was selected as queen.
Femme audience let- loose a roar of
boos, some of which carried on the
BaiLson^ ShermaU' Yi(se McN,eill

•Matinee."

WITH

And

local

were quick to jump into print disclaiming any responsibility for the
bring

Ayer

Pitch to Client

inches, and' Hugh
feet, -one inch.
for subs, theie are Gene
Crane and Al Taylor, both hitting the six feet beam.

three

feet,

Walton, six

KQV,

in

.

;

but addiction to them
vertisers
throughout the whole, industry can
lead to a partial paralysis," said the

•

Harry Fleetwood, six feet, seven
inches; Fred Mtaness, six feet,
five inches; Vincent Lee, six

Mutual
which carries the program,
of

Officials

a

worship of ratings" and urged that
experiments get underway to attract an entirely new group of listeners, particularly those who have

Bill

ence.

apathetic, there
ing late this month. Web has higlx
danger of Canadian radio "sitting hopes of landing a bankroUer this
back on its ratings," Davidson Dun- time. Henry La Cossitt, who does a
ton, chairman of the board of gov- five-a-week "Editor's Diary" on MuBraadeast*
ernors o{ the Canadian
tual, will be the permanent "judge"
ing Corp., told the Toronto Adver- of the revived show, which has a
reported
tisuig Club.
It's,
courtroom format.

who

layers

•Here's how they line up:
nine inches:
feet,
six
Hart,

money bask. Another thing that
burned the customers was the understanding that the local judges
were to be picked by stub numbers
when actually they were just selected at random from the audi-

LTD.,

•

j.m:gtir:r.:.\'''''V'':";/;

RKO

Rldg.,

Nm*

York 20

•

•
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RADIO

Ue Stuif-Radb

KSO Changes Hands

striking growth of radio news reporting .is demonstrated in the volume
of applications from radio gabbers for seats at the Republican and Democratic National Conventions next summer. Eight years ago, radio com-

mentators held a meager 40 seats at the then Philly convention; four years
ago that number had swelled to 160; and in 1948 more than 250 requests
have already reached the Radio Correspondents Assn. in Washington.
The nets alone are seeking 200 accreditation for 200 newsmen,
H. Harold McGrath, head of the Senate Radio Gallery, recalls that in
1940, the gallery boasted only 26 members. Today, more than 160 radio
newsmen hold cards in the Capitol Hill galleries.

.

Femme B casters, True to NAB, End

Des Moines, Feb. 8.
Formal announcement of sale of
here hag been made by Kingsley Murphy, president of Murphy

KSO

D.C. Confab in Stand for Free Radio

Broadcasting Co. Station has been
sold
the
to
Tri-States-Meredith

Washington, Feb. 3.
dent an^ Mrs. Truman; wined by th«
The Assn. of Women Broadcasters ad agencies and the Can Manufac'wound up a three-day convention turers Institute and dined by Washhere Sunday (1) by urging free ington's party-giving, high society
Tri-States is owned equally by radio legislation and expressing op- Mrs. Pearl
Mesta. Miss Truman put
Tri-States Theatre Corp. and Mere- position to all government censor- in an
appearance at three of the
dith Publishing Co., Des Moines, and ship of radio programing. Thus, the AWB
functions.
officers of the new broadcasting AWB proved itself a true afflliatg
2. Hugh Feltis of BMB, Jess Wilcompany are, A. H. Blank,, president; of the National Assn; of Broad- lard of NAB and Bert Lown
of AssoFred Hohen, vice president; E. T. casters, which used the convention
ciated Program Service talked radio
Meredithj jr., secretary; Frank Fur- as occasion to promise "greater coto the AWB women. Lown made
bush, assistant secretary; L. M. operation" to radio women next
news when he predicted the Petrillo
McKechneay, treasurer; Myron N. year and extend an invitation for recording ban
would be lifted before
Blank, assistant treasurer and G. "complete integration
of the AWB the third week in March.
Broadcasting Co. of Des Moines, subject to approval of FCC.

Allan Sloane, freelancer, who scripted "We Went Back," one of CBS'
major hour-long documentaries last year, went back himself last Dec. 13,
this time to look over the European scene for the United Nations' radio
division. He flew in from Paris last Thursday (29) lugging wife, tape and
aisk recordings in 23 languages and songs in 18 languages. He had a
singleJianded assignment to gather material for two, maybe three, documentarias. which the UN planned to distribute both in the U.S. and abroad
on wax. But Sloane reports he brought back enough for a longer series Ralph Branton.
in case ON Is interested^ He managed, incidentally, to penetrate the Rus- general manager
sian-dominated sonei touring, most of Czechoslovakia.

.

,

Branton,

who

is

public service programming.

THAT'LL TEACH HIM

As had

TOSHYTHESHUHER

'

,

'

•

shows

(other than

been

He claimed
summer the Dec. '31

APM,

AWB

AWB's

constitution provides that

its second vice-president will be on
the NAB payroll. NAB coughs up
about $1,0,000 a year all told for
activities.
asked Mrs.
Lewis -to continue to represent the
group in "liaison: activities."' United
Nations reps are r.eported interested
in hiring Mrs. Lewis if and when the
post: of a women's radio director is

AWB

AWB

,

set up.

:

Gay

POWER GRANT TO KTHT
Washington, Feb.

ABC

network

filed

Texas boost

slices

almost a fourth

service now rendered by
ABC-owned KECA in the Los Angeles area, with some 153,644 listeners in and around L,A. now de-

prived of ABC programs.
KTHT
shares the 790 kc slot- with KECA.
Although these same listeners regularly hear .six other stations they do
not get ABCFCC took the position that it was
acting in line with the standards of
good engineering practice in. hiking
the wattage of KTHT.

HAXTFOED'S VET SHOW
Hartford;- Feb.

-

,

AWB sessions.' Between
timeSj however, AWB delegates were
speakers at

White House tea by Presi-

.

ganizations in the city, has started
a weekly program series over
on problems of their group. The
weekly 15-minute slot got underway
on Tuesdajr (27) and~features infor-

WDRC

,

mation angles and other advice lor
vets..

'

,

'

'

•

popular local nev^ yoric

3r0

Oil

10

WUR

At a time when agencymen and their cUents are feeling
.

new york women's

pennies

fitfully, there's

It's

shows

more people reach

ability to reach

for

dovetailing of planned

which reach

land which is

is

more people and make;

what you have

to sell, is a skilled

programming and probably

the greatest coverage of
For,

the mo^t people

this

WOR. And the method's not ipagic;

WOR's amazing

service

a station in

doing an extraordinary job of keeping selling costs
basement-style.

any

station in the United States.

you see, WOR shows are, first of all, shows that WOR

proud to carry. But they must pay through the

cash register, or
Secondly,

else.

WOR is heard regularly by 34i057,161 people^

at the ieast cost,

% of the nation, in 430 counties in

the top three

treasurer— ever on the lookout for a loose nickel—

are WOR shows

party horn, and keep frying to make the low cost lower.

It's

8

states.

an unbeatable combination and priced so low that our

says no good

can come

of

it.

WU
WV
tttulual

1

We just laugh gaily aftS. toot our

hT- - heard hy

\9 I

,3.

The Veterans Council of Hartford,
which comprises 'mo.st veterans', or*

*ac€erdingtbtheN(0v.-De€^47iHoeperHeport

of the

the

of the

AWB

1. Margaret
Truman was made
honorary member of the: Association.
Radio gals had mad wial. whirl at
their meet.,- GOP speaker Joseph
Martin, Gen. Omar Bradley, Sec. of
Agriculture Clinton Anderson and
UN's Benjamin Cohen were" featured

news or commentators)

3.

in

Columbia last Friday (30) to
protest an FCC grant of 5kw power
to KTHT, Tex.
Net claimed the

'

.•

.

.

feted at a

suit

U, S. court of appeals for the District of

Social WIiitI

Other developments at the
sessions:

ABC FILES SUIT ON FCC

Dorothy

reported.

Lewis, NAB Coordinator of Listener
Activity since 1941, tendered her
resignation at the close of the sessions, pointing out that NAB's decision" to shut down the New York
office left her no alternative. NAB
is now screening applicants to .succeed Mrs. Lewis as liaison between
and the association.

,

16 mpst

last

strike call of the

rati-

AWB

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Somehow or other cameras seem
to'have a magnetic attraction for
Up to last Thursday (27) NBC was still preparing for a walkout call of Don Searle, ABC's veepee for the
the musicians by James C. Petrillo by inquiring around among transcrip- western segment. But after a recent
tion makers on what prices they would expect if their wares were cleared experience in the gold strike country
over network hookups as substitutes for regularly attached commercial around Sacramento he'll shy .from
programs. The network at the same time was asking music copyright the shutter boys and turn his back
owners whether they would accept a special royalty deal in the event such to their lenses.
transcriptions went cross-countryt
The standard royalty setup is on a
Being a coin collector of no small
.•,'•.'*'.'•
per station basis.
re'^ute
among the numismatics,
Searle betook himself to the site of
Frank Wilson has obtained from 'NBC the right to agent "The Bishop
Sutter's Mill for the special broadand the Gargoyle,'' a series which he created while working on the netcast over bis network to commemwork's writing staff in the early 30's and revived as a summer replaceof "gold!", Photog
ment under assignment from NBC in <1938, while at the- Lord .& Thomas orate the first cry
from the Sacramento Union was
agency. jThe arrangement is for Wilson to pay the web a 10% cuti
lining up a few important figures for
Peter Lorre has expressed an interest in teaming up with Sydney Greena group shot, which was moretthan
Street .to do a picture based on "Bishop"' characters.
Searle could resist, so he, too, moved
into camera range but not before he
St. Louis
KXOK, owned by the grabbed an ABC hand mike just to
.
SEGAL'S KTFS BUYOUT
St. Louis Star-Times, was singled tease the publicity
boys back in
Texarkana, Tex,, Feb. 8.
out by the Veterans of Foreign Wars Hollywood.
Application has been filed with the of the U.S. for a certificate of apNext day the group picture in the
FCC by David M. Segal, 70% owner preciation ol all local stations. CiUnion carried this caption:
of KTFS to purchase the 30%- hold-' tation presented by Harry K. Ren"Reading from left to right: Govings of his partner Henry M. Foncs. fro, director of public relations,
Fones plans to retire from radio reads: "In appreciation for the gen-- ernor Earl Warren, Alan Hale and
and devote his full time to his other erous contribution of its time and an unidentified announcer."
biz interests. Segal is general man- .facilities to the presentation of the
Searle brought back only one copy
ager of the outlet at 'present.
program 'Our Land Be Bright.' "
to Hollywood.

12 of the

also

fied Ruth Crane as
prez to
serve out a two-year term expiring
in the spring pf '49; named Gertrude
Grover, WHCU, Ithaca, as first veepee, and decided on Chicago as site
of next year's meet.

NBC

KDKA. An

incoming call to
Andy," "Mr. District Attorney," "Eddie Cantor," "Burns & Allen," "Ezra Stone," etc., saying "listen
to me tonight at such-and-such a tjpie," depending on,what day it is; after
which the station operator tajses over and takes care of the information party at the other end wants:
?

'

he forecast

Femme commentators

KSO

in Pittsburgh has a novel telephone-answering stunt 'designed
to stir up interest in station's network programs. Idea was thought up
by David iLewis,' station's promotion director, and is getting a lot of comment. It consists of number of half-minute disks made by various
stars whose shows are heard regularly on
the station may be answered 'by "Amos 'n'

NAB."

with the

of Tri-States Theatre Corp.,, will be managing director
of
and Meredith will be assistant managing editor in charge of
,

KDKA

•7

lft«

most

peofil*

ivA«r« thm moftt pMfif*

mm

'

.

,

Vdht^ayt

38
Crosby Platters Cet

Optirnism Pervades
Continued trpm page 26

FM Net- o-vterall scale which would permit
work, met with the AFM boss last use of musicians on simultaneous
Friday (30) to discuss the proposals ,AM-FM-tele originations or separately on any one of the mediums or
any combination.
No Strike Anticipated
5.
The question of maintenance
4. In gerteral, a mood of optimism
of quotas of musicians by the nethangs over all parties to the AFM-' works. Petrillo, it's said, expects at
web negotiations. For the networks' least to keep the status quo ott this
part, they feel there will be no scori;.
strike; that P«trrllo won't yank his
These are just major points. And
musicians, and that they Should be it's the feeling of at least one netable to reach agreement with him work' exec wlio's been sitting in on
by March 31.
the negotiations that "it could take:
There are, however, many more a monti> to settle tele alone," The
points to be settled than have yet expectation seems to be^ however,
been agreed upon. These are some: that if the webs haven't ironed out
1. The whole question of wage inthe whole affair with Petrillo by end
creases. Petrillo has Indicated he ex- of March, he'll accede to a further
pects to get them, but web nego- extension of the status quo.

further.

.

say

tiators

the discussions haven't

Sliuivs Available to 23S

FM'S

Continued from pace 3t

Petrillo has

up on o])ener that should be cleaned Sunday (1) on "Ford Theatre" via
up on subsequent airings. Pre-broad- NBC. The reverence and simpiicitv
cast timings indicated sKowwoUld be of the story, its gentle humor and
tight, so no applause was -permitted atmo-spheric
flavor,
were nicelv
after each selection. Result was a projected in the treatment and pro'feeling for the listener he wasn't duction.
The cafit was unusually
hearing a live show. Then when the well chosen, particularly Juan Heiv.
program ran. a little over two min- nandez, in a dignified and authoritautes short, and a recorded fill was tive performance as De Lawd and
tacked on from the station, it left the with Maurice Ellis, Avon Long ijarlv
listener wondering what was what. Snydor, Georgette Harvey, Mercedes
Despite the few bugs that showed Gilbert. Ken Renard, Valerie Black
"ZCMI-Utah Symphony and Milton WilliSams in leading parts.
the
up,
Houi*' was definitely on the credit
side, and should go a long way
Johnny Olsen, ex-"Ladics Be Seattowards gaining its avowed purpose ed" emcee, kicked off two fivo-a-.
of bringing good music within the Week stanzas on separate N, Y
netreach of the average Utah listener.
work flagships within 12 hours Mon.•.'Serl.

.

platters to Philco in Philadelphia
there to be destroyed, Crosby pays
a recording rate to musicians, which

one-third over the Hve scale.
Crosby -is making three or four
more i-ecords here, then goes east
two months and windup o£ his

is

for

season in June. He wants to be east
when the baseball season opens,
being a heavy stockholder,, in the
Pittsburgh Pirates.
Crosby and his wife are driving
over from Carmel to Elko, Nov.,

.

day (2). After preeming ah af'ter.
noon "Movie Matinee" quizzor on,

With K»y Richins
15 Mins.; Sat., 6:15 p.m.

Snstaininx

KDTL,

Salt Lake City
"Report to the People" is a basicsound idea. It is predicated on
the proposition that the people are
entitled to know wliat's going on' in
the administration of. their 'City, and
feature's City officials interviewed by

,

Hoopftr Set for

FM

C. E, Itof^er's all set

"to

of

iind

their

James

web

"listening,

now

that

C. Petrillo is permitting
duplication. The rating agency
.topper pointed put this week
'

interviewers always
have asked, "To what station
are yfiu listening?" and. he said
instructions went out last weelc
to fais polltakers in' 36 cities to
."familiarize themselves with the
stations now carrying nethis-

FM

work programs."
Separate

.

tabulations

of

FM

listening aiready are being made
in .City Beports, HEooper said.
it WaA when/ A. C, Nielsen will
liscue his audimeters for
.tening measurement hasn't been
'

FM

announced.
yet reached the point of actual

fig-

ures.

2.'i5

operating

FM

outlets of net-

work

aUiliates, including a total of

eight

high-frequency

AM

The whole question of live music ^on television. There has been
some preliminary discussion, but no
2.

'New Facea'

believed Pe.-trillo will hold out for: higher scales,
Caniinued from pace 27
for tele than for radio on the:
-grounds that more- will be required production, incorporating the pro.of musicians, such as proper and ducer's original: material and
ideas
uniform ..attire for one thing, in and using him on the air as "the
telecasts than in air shows.
C. B. deMille of the show."
3. The eiuestion of .scales on AMSillman agreed to this and Craig,
I%(r duplicated' airers whpn an extra sold 'on the Idea by
now and fearing
rate is charged advertisers' for the CBS might snap it up, made a quick
outlets. The networks contenc* pitch
to his client. Deal was signa'
that
outlets simply represent tured yesterday
tTues).
/
more affiliates, and' point out that
It'S:Mie earliest B&B has ever set a
musicians get the same "pay for -web summer
replacement. But Craig
shows carried by 150 or 450 stations. feels, as do other agency execs, that
But Petrillo may not see it that way. "network co-op pressure" is going
4.
The question ot
'sm^XAp to be forcing agencies to get their
warm-weather agendas set considerably earlier than usual this year.
As for "New Faces," which probably will start its 13'«week ride on
NBC's kilocycles about June 3, the
B&B radio topper believes, it repre'
sents a contribution to the call tor
more diversified, fresh material for
dogdays listening. "We're rolling the
dice a little -with this one," Craig
said. "We're going to make it a
smart Broadway revue. Maybe we'll
find it too smart for the country to
go for it. But weVe going to take
the chance."
Show's cast, aside from Sillman
will be paade up of a standing company of young, unknown professionbrass-tacks

'

FM

talk.

It's

FM

.

.

'

'

als,

ally

outlets oper-

ated by network-owned stations. By
webs, the totals are:
ABC, 70 (four operated by o.-ando.'s, in Chicago. Detroit, Los Angeles
and San Francisfco); CBS, 45 (two
CBS-owned, in N., Y. and Chi); Mutual, 65; NBC, 55 '(two. NBC-owned,
in N. Y. and 'Washington).
Although .the webs joined unanimo\usly in urging their affiliates to
inaixgurate duplication it was not at
all certain that all of them would
immediately do so. The hitch was
that the nets, "in order to treat all
advertisers equally," required that
the duplication be on an all-or-none
basis, including sustaining shows.
NBC, for instance, also, required
that all dUf>lication be simidtaneous,
forbidding delayed playbacks of web
program.s, and warned affiliates they
could, not "dip"
shows on their
FM outlets in order to Insert spots.

Continental

each week;

'

Kay

R|chins.
Unfortunately,

Washington, Feb.

3.

The Continental' Network, first
major hookup of FM stations, is in
the throes of a major realignment of
outlets as a result of James G. Pe.trillo's

AM-FM

duplication fo-ahead,

Immediate ^ect of the ulcase wasloss of c'onsidera'ble coverage by the-

web through' withdrawal of a number of AM-owned affiliates in order

AM
WMNE

net shows. These
to duplicate
Philadelphia,
included WFIL-FM,

and

WGTR,

and "WNLC,

of the Yankee Network.
Neverthelesis, Everett

all

Dillard,

Continental prexy, hailed events of
the past hve days as "advancing
three years" and reported steps already are well undea- way to line up
.

FM

replacements in localities where CN
has
lost
coverage.
Continental,
which now reaches from Tennessee
to New Hampshire, will shortly have
between 35 and 37 affiliates, JDillard
said.:

'

At the same time, the. ON topper,

FM

disclosed that the
web got a shot
in the arm .Monday (2) when Stromberg-Carlson, Kochester, signed' to
continue sponsorship of two Friday
night half -hours on Continental on
a month-to-month basis. SC, which
operates 'WHAM, NBC affiliate in
Rochester, bankrolls a Gontihental
Capers, orch session at 8 p.m. Fridays
and a Rochester Civic Orch concert
at 8:30.
Dillard said Continental- is at-,
tempting to work out deals with
American Federation of Musicians
locals in both Rochester and 'Washington to get reduced rates for live
music on tbe
web. Petrillo told
CN. Dmard'said, that it could either
.

(see

separate

the show

he

guestshot-s, records and news. Show
is
Olsen 's package and he works
hard»to put it over. Result is pleas.

antly diverting,

using

review)

hopped back to' his old stand at
WJZ to tee off. a new full-hour version of his "Rumpus Room," starting
at midnight.
It was considerablv
better than average nightowl fare
Olsen gathered a bunch of after^
theatre' strollers in the studio for a
lively round of quiz quickies, games

'

the

session
just misses,

Cbsitfe of writers has considerably brightened Mutual's new quizzer, "Keeping Up With the Kids."
Personality of Benay Venuta, the
show's fadiman, now registers neatly
under the impact oftlie new flow
hizzoiier, and Glade teed off on long of wordage, and altogether there^s a
prepared statements. Most of the good chance that this parent-moppet
statemen-ls consisted of;, enthusiastic parlay will be a eermanent network
praise of the city administration, a tenant.
However, some- of the rough .spots
review, of the great things that had
been accomplished-, and the great evident in the previous week's
preem are still to be ironed out.
things in store.
Show s pace. must still be picked up.
M effect, the result was pretty It
would aid theairer's Cadence if the
much a political pitch, but hardly
added up to an interesting' report. quiz teams cam,* to the niike with
It could do a solid job, but if the their question category already sepattern used so far is to be followed lected, instead of having them daw-'
in the future, it's doubtful' if any- die on what subject they're to ^how
thing constructive will be accom- their brilliance. An exhibit of this
type is a natural for Hollywood,
plished,:
w'hich has a high ratio of w.k, par-

caught

(24),

Ri<aiins1>ad Mayor Earl J, Crlade as
his .interviewee, and. while the mayor
is an easy, convincing speaker, there
was little feeling- of a real.interview.
Instead, Richins tossed questions at

.

-

;

«

.

»«

»

»

»,

ents.

iiFollow-up GomniiHitii

'

«,

.

STIBTON UPJED

*

»

James

Chicago, Feb.

Stirton,

assistant

to

3.

Ed

"We, tHe People" had a promising Borrofl, ABC v.p. in charge of the
array of acts on the bill last Tuesday Central Division, last week wasnight (27) on CBS for Gulf. The upped to general manager of the

which an intriguing tease division.
offered at the start, ^as the
Post formerly was filled by E. T.
Ariel Ladies Sextet, six aged sisters (Swaney)
Hagman, who vacated it
O., who sang proearly last .year.
fesisionally back in the 90s,
It was
a nice premise for a
act, but
the gals didn't perform very well,
despite a neat script.
Boris Karloff, on to plug his switch
to a sympathetic role in the forth-

finale, for

was

from Columbus,

'

WTP

coming

legit

play,

"The

Linden

Tree/' was only inild, possibly because the angle about-liis' nightmare
during a Paelflc storm detracted from
.

the plausibility of the authentic dope.
A cut-in from Warm Springs, Ga.,
with a group of polio patients singing a flumber from their own original musical show, -was touching,,
and Connie. Boswell pinned it., down
with ..a pulsating vocal.
pay
network scales or tify to
The remaining two acts -were mere
negotiate special rates with: locals
fillers.
One was a Dr., Clarence Litin originating cities.
tle with a rC'port on the loss of his
CN/.prexy feels the Petrillo action experimental mice at the cancer
rewill help independent FM operators search lab. In the receiJt fire- ^it Bar
through increasing traffic on
Harbor, The other was an Arthur
dials, thus building up the
listen- Murray- dancer, Diana Seltzer, who
ing habit. He predicted a lot more used to dance with elephants, and
regional FM networks will spring up. had dialog delivery to match. The
fact that Dwight Weist has considerably less than a carnival barker's

FM

AM

FM

FM

voltage, didn't help.

Effort to inject originality into

the weekly revues will extend even
to the song numbers, plan being to
incorporate: only one familiar tune

WOR

EEPOBT TO THE PEOPLE

Saturday where he'll be made hongreenlight
PetriUo's
duplication
orary mayor. His mulli-thousand
made web shows available to a total acre ranch is a short distance away,

out to What extent network audiences switch over to FM for

1948

Reviews

Ifaidio
Hollywood, Feb. 3,
okayed continued transcribing of the Bing Crosby-Philco show, but the ruling does
not affect other needled programs, as
Crosby's the only one playing only
once for one sponsor. After the records ai'e played on 'Wedne.sday niglits,
stations are under orders to ship the

James C.

Pijirirtny 4,

AFM

AFM-Nets
;

also heads the Continental

that

;

iption

WDSUbtoadcWU SOOO'Wata
from the, French Quirter to
the Gulf and Seuih Louisiuiii lisicncH,
Froni4iall]rusoiciuionwl(htiinc.honor«l

1^u> OHiam imiiMim

WDSU

and exclusively to the St. Louis Cathedral,
the Internationat House, Moisaiit IntctBational Airport, Tulaue University.
Uiiron Station, thcHiinrcipal Auditorium,

.

Symphonin 'and

Review

/-»»»«>»«>«

Monday afternoon

(2)

ABC

record club show saluting Victor
Herbert, whose 89th anni of hi I'birth
fell on Sunday (1). Bandleader-disk
jockey, in a touching tribute to the
late composer, packed as many HerAMERICAN CANCEB SOCIETY
bert favorites as possible in his hour
Part of the American Cancer So- on
the air. He also brightened the
ciety's expanding^ educational proprogram with som e personal remgram, this series of 13 platters has
iniscences.
Pat Barnes, vet radio
been designed to -furnish valuable emcee,
was on hand to swap anecinformation on a disease that claimed dotes
as well as providing recordover 150,000 lives in this country
ings of Herbert selections by Rudy
during 1947. These shows point up
'Vallee and John McCormack, dethe advances scored in the conquest
scribed as "collector's items.*^
of cancer but are soberly slanted in
order not to arouse a false optimism.
Main pitch is to dissipate the igno"The Green Pastures," adapted by
rance and fear whieh have en- Max Wylie from the Marc ConnCllyshrouded the word, cancer, through Roark Bradford play, pro-vided enfrank and sclfentiflc discussion. Local joyable and affecting radio as heard

'

IT CAN HAPPEN TO YOV
With Balph Bellamy, narrator
Prodoeer-Director: Walter Kinr
15 Mins.

,.

:,

.

Operili.

VfDSU's dominate IIaop>

Paul Whiteman waxed nostalgic
in his

WDSU ha*

devefo|>e4 « high quality of iotCKrity.
devote* f ngram llmi rtgiitir//-

lenting proves that honotiUlg local insfiiutiont

treaitt high listctter
loyalty.

.:

.

stations will be performing a flrstrate public service to airfng these
platters.

Productionwise,
these
dramatic
.shows are on a high professional
level.
Scripting, which has been
handled by a topflight group of radio
writers including Max Erlich, Peter
Lyon, Alan Sloane and others. Is
solid without any apparent sacrifice
of factual accuracy. One of the platters, lor example, is a documentary
based on research into various forms
of cancer therapy, indicating the vast
network of laboratory scientists currently at work trying to find a -sura
technique for cancer control,
Ralph Bellamy, narrator for jthe
whole series, is ably assisted, by a
cast of excellent thespers which vary

pom

program

to program.

,Hetm,

#1 PERFORMANCE SONa

NtW'
OftLIANS

1210 ke

WDSU

JOHN BLAIR A

— COAST

ABC
Aifiliota
sooo

CO., R«>nun<atlv<

TO COAST

(YOU DON'T KNOW)

HOW LUCKY
YOU ARE
fHI HTCK MAtmiCff CO.. iT»» Mt^ tWy.^

||*w Y*Hi ii
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Quelle Kiss!

AFRA's Stand By Mag

Wiggkswordi Has Fidd Day Rabiiig

Paris, Jan. 27,

b New 39-Week Cuffa

Radio producer Saint Granier

Reflects Beard Policy
Stand By,

official

Los Angeles, Feb. 3.
"The Hour of St, Francis" tranprograms are- having a
39 programs issued
of
new series
here, to point up the unusual sucSupplied free
alrer's.
cess of these
to stations, the 15-minute programs
scription

broadcast "Article 12,"
the bylaw he pretends,
him the right to
he calls to the
mike. This being well known
by a large radio audience, he has
sold the right to use ''Article
12" as a trademark to M. de
Fougy, a maker of cosmetics,
who has thus branded the lip
rouge he makes.
Saint Granier is now suing
Jacques Sabloni, another manu»
titles' his.

monthly pub-

New York

lication of the

this being

the American Federation of Radio
ArtistSj
policy.

has undergone a change of
It will henoeforth reflect

,

more nearly the policy as determined by the local board, and will
be

the sole official channel for
notifying the membership of scheduled meetings, committee reports,

etc.
earried on 105 stations In
The new editorial board has
in 1946
v. s. and Canada, Starting
Nelson Case, local president, as
with about 40 stations, program has chairman,
and includes Clayton

are

now

f acturer

of lipsticks, for $5,000
(U.S.) damages, for using the
title on another cosmetic.
Sabloni's lawyer contends that the
words are in public domain and
can be used by anybody for any

fast In the past, six CoUyer, Adelaide Hawley 'Ted Qswhen some 50 stations were born and Genevieve Rowe. Anita
Grannis remains as editor and Case
Shows are weekly, open-end continues the
regular President's Box
transcriptions, with whole project feature which CoUyer introduced

come along

,

months,
added.

sponsored by the Third Order of St.
Francis, a Catholic movement in the

•

and Canada, with headquarters
Programs are in charge of
Hugh Noonan, G.F.M.
"The Hour," pioneer in its field, is
a dramatic program with religious
Import, highlighting modern problems and their "answer thjough the
U. S.

in L. A.

Bev.

of
St.
application
of principles
Francis of Assisi, Some of the new
programs, lilce "Matt Talbott" (a
alcoholism), and "Two
(the last
Minutes to Midnight"
moments of a condemned criminal),
are intensely serious and dramatic.
Others, like "Visit to Earth" (St.
Francis in modern San Francisco),
and "Uncle Pete on Public Opinion"
(a "Gallup poll" of the 13th century),
are lighter and whimsical.. AU bring
out points ia the philosophy and
Ideology of Sjt. Francis.
,

«tudy,. of

during his term as prexy.
For the present, at least, the only
other regular column is to be Elizabeth Morgan's light, informal one
about personalities and minor matters. Otherwise, the emphasis will he
on official announcementSi reports of
local bllEf^ meeting and committee
reports, and serious articles on subjects concerning the union or radio
performers generally. Members of
the local will be encouraged to write
articles and Town Hall feature, containing letters from
probably be enlarged.

figured that by issuing notices
of meetings, etc, only through Stand
By, a saving of $2,000 or "more a year
may be made. Figuring the cOst of
printing the average circular at $100
and the cost of first-class postage at

Johannesburgi Jan.

20.

interest on part of U. S.
Laurenco Marques Radio,

Portuguese East Africa commercial
station beaming into commercialfree British South Africa territory,
has been shown in recent months, or
ever since Davenport
Meyer took
over the station's management.

&

Stories come from a
^ group of writers, whose background
llts them for the type of story used
on "The Hour," Most of scripting
'

f

present is done
D'Auria, Fred Niblo,
at

'

by

Gemma

Jr.,

Juanita

James Griffin Jay.
heard regularly on
"The Hour" are Fat McGeehan, as
narrator; Peggy
Webber, Parley
Baer, Dawn Ben<^r, Howard Culver
«nd' Joseph 6eider. A "name" cast
on special occasions. Pat
is: used

Vaughan

Among

'

USTENER POLL TO SET
KFI OPERATION HOURS

and

cast

Hollywood, Febi

3.

Vitali^and Ingram's Shaving Cream;
General Motors for Frigidaire (Alan
Ladd in "Box 13"), and Colgate Denr
tal
Cream ("The Happy Gang"),
Other advertisers beginning in 1948
include Reader's Digest, in spot announcements; P a Im olive Shave

ments:

.

Wigglesworth demanded

1.

full in-

formation on FCC's revocation of
for WOKO, Albany and
WORLi Boston. Both stations figured prominently in the House Committee investigation in 1944.
The
Massachusetts solon made no bones
about his continued animosity for
Arde Bulova, particularly because'
FCC had failed to establish any interest of the watch king in WORL,
He was also disturbed over Bulova's
continued joint ownership of WCVWNEW, New York. Commissioner
Rosel Hyde told him the FCC "has
not yet found the kind of information that would justify such drastic
action as the revoking of the license of either of these two sta-

licenses

tions.''

*

In the cases of WCHS-WGKV,
Charleston, W,Va, (WCHS recently

won

8'

renewal license from FCC'

after several years of investigation
on a charge of concealed ownership

WGK'V), Wigglesworth wanted to
the White House had
intervened to get the stations their
in

know whether

license renewals. He remarked that
cream, in spots, and Philips Radios, mittee that John Pulliam, publisher owner Capt John,' Kennedy had
of KFI, NBC outlet here, as an all- Sundays at 7-7:16,
of the Republican Indianapolis Star called on Priesldehi Truman a few
nighter or a midnight closer. Long
had urged His appointinent to GOP days before;
RenewjEtIs include Decca Records,
one of the few owl clear-channelers
Sen. Homer Capehart, a member of
He was flUo given lull informaListerine, Longines, Lux, Nestle's,
in the country, the station is asking
the Senate Commerce Committee.
tion on a spirited three-way contest
Ovaltine, Cuthbert's Shoes, Elasto,
listeners to mail or 'phone their reUnder quizzing by Wigglesworth, for a local station in Brockton,
Don Juan Products, Jewelite Brushspective stands 'while' the station dethe new
chairman admitted he Mass., and received assurances from
es, Klim, Lyons' Tea, Milady, Mobates its future operations.
"would
never
be
satisfied
any
witti
all
present FCC members they had
zambique, Railways, Pepsodent,
Station is now undergoing a Sheaffer Pens, Sunlight Soap and' previous performance" in ' adminis- had no pressures from Capitol Hill
change of antenna and towers and Trotter's Jellies. Business covers tering, FCC but added that FCC's in favor of one of the applicants.
has switched to its original and now spots as well as 15 and 30 jninute
auxiliary transmitter and antenna, alrers.

A

listener poll will decide the fate

.

:

Bob

Kelly handles production, with

lUitchell. at organ. Rev. Noonan is
overall director. Universal Recorders
Studio makes the disks, Talent, of
course, is all professional and paid
according to union scale.

Programs, of which' there are now
released free, 4o
t«qu<isMnjg them. Several
programs h^ve come, into the

eight, series,., are
station*
..f^milar
fleld

fince

"The Hour"

starte^.

.

operating on S,000 watts only instead
of its assigned 50,000 and shuttering
at midnight. On March 2 it ups to
one a.m., due to Al Poska's owl
jockey show, which starts at midnight,
being sponsored its first
bankroll in a longer time than those

Competition for listeners isn't, as
keen in South Africa as the il. S.,

tWENH YEAB3

for instance; SO advertising isn't as
expensive.
South African
Broadcasting Corp. has limited funds
at its disposal for programming,
given commercial indie stations outconcerned care to remember.
side the area a double opportunity
for business. Hence Lourenco Marques' opportunity, which' offers IS
'Linda'i' Station
minutes air time on a Sunday for
Cincinnati, Feb. 3.'
$75 and on weekdays for $40. Most
Plaques for outstanding skill and of its airers are tried and tested
ingenuity in exploiting the Kroger British or Australian recorded proCo.'s daytime serial, "Linda's First grams, procured' for re-'bro^dcast
Love," during a f ive- week celebra- here at a fraction of fhft origiOi^l
tion of. the food chain's. 65th anni cost.
Shows available tiirough Davenlast fall, were awarded Friday (30)
Meyer' include the Ifoel CowTerre Haute, WCHS, port
to
Charleston, W. Va., and WMBD, ard Show, 13 half-hours, 'with Coward introducing his own music
Peoria.
played by Mantovani and orch; the
Presentations were made at a
Gracie Fields Program, 13 halfcocktail party here in the Netherhours with Miss FieldsT recalling
It was tossed by the
land Plaza.
songs she made famou$, singing with
Ralph H. Jones Co., which handles
Phil Green and orch, and '.'Magic of
the Kroger account. Winners were
Massed Voices,'* 13 half-hours, with
selected from 27 midwestern stations
one of Australia's leading mixed
carrying the "Linda" series.
choirs. Dramats include "Secrets of
Scotland Yard," 52 half-hours, each
airer introduced by Clive Brook;
"They're Human After All," 52 halfhours, episodes in lives of poets, mupainters;
"Into
ther Unsicians,
known," 52 tiuarter-hours, stories on
exploration; "Enter Mr, Keane/' 52
quarter-hourS) detective stories, etc.
'
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WBOW,

WTAG
I

WORCESTER
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HighUghts

CARNATION CONTENTED HOUR
JOHN CHARLES THOMAS
FERDE GROFE

Music:

.

FRED ALLEN
BEN BERNIE

Cotnedy-Vaziety:

WALTER O'EEEFE
ED GARDNER

.

GffiORGE lESSEL

SHOW

PONTIAC VARSITY

Comedy: THOSE WEBSTERS
MEET MR. MEEK

Situation

MAUDIE'S DIARY

.

^(See

FCC SUBPOENAS HEARST

**'Best

MICHAEL

Crime:

Broadcasts,"

PIPER.

Max

Wylie, Editor.)

DETECTIVE

MR. DISTRICT ATTOteST

CRIME OLUB
PHILCO MYSTERIES
'

BUT HE STAYS AT HOME
Washington, Feb.

3.

FCC

Commercial Copy:

finally, after two earlier retoday (3 ) okayed issuance of
modified subpoena to get testi-

fusals,

a

-

.

mony from William Randolph Hearst
at his home in San Simeon, Calif.,

wanta

leap

over a
14,000 square mile sales area?

all

,

PHILADELPHIA'S PIONEER VOICE

BASIC MUTUAL
by
*

* j*T #'

EDWARD

PETi?Y

concerning the extent of his policy
control over his radio stations, ineluding WBAL, Baltimore.
While the Commission stopped
short of reqiJiring Hearst to come
to Washington, it authorized attorneys for Drew Pearson and Robert
Alien to take depositions in California for introduction in the current hearing in which Pearson and
Allen are seeking the frequency
channel occupied by WBAL.
The hearing has been postponed

& CO.

to next
,v/ill

i.,

\

H'l*

*» .W

*.J>I

Tuesday

<10),

take the stands

when Pearson
-

^

.

'

Stage:

[

j
i

I

Wan

INFORMATION PLEASE (Canada Dry)
OLD LADY ROBBINS. a three-act comedy
THE SHAGGY DOG, a play with music
(Both now being submitted)

Radio Officer in Charge
8th Naval District

ALBERT

G.

141 E. 88th Street.

.

'

were the other develop-

These

Wigglesworth mentioned NBC'S
veepee Frank Russell and former
FCC Chairman Charles R. Denny,
Jr., as Coy sponsors but had some
other names on his list. The Massachusetts legislator said he underStood Coy was endorsed by New
Dealers Leon Henderson, Chester
Bowles and Paul Porter, all former
OPA chiefs, "and a gentleman
named Mr. Thomas Corcoran, who
always seemed so interested in the
activities of this Commission."
Coy's reply was that he hadn't
seen Corcoran for two years and if
"Tommy, the Cork" endorsed him,
"it is without my knowledge." The
same went for Henderson and
Bowles, but Coy was "delighted'' to
tell the Committee he had received
support from former FCC chairman
James Lawrence Fly, Paul A. Porter
and Charles R. Denny, Jr. All three,
however, had flrjst recommended exFCC general counsel Telford Taylor, Coy said; He informed the com-

would require only a dozen
Recent orders booked include
or so mailings annually to involve
Bristol-Myers (9 to 9:30 p.m. .Monthat total.
day through. Saturday) for. Ipana,
selected
$90, it

Thorough ProMnf Job
Wigglesworth, whose critical altitude toward FCC has continued
since he served on the House Select
Committee investigating that agency
in 1943'.44, did a thorough job of
probing the status of several controversial radio cases.
Rep. John
Phillips (R., Cal.) appeared ,geni>
erally friendly to Coy and the FCC
throughout the hearings.

radio
agency,
raised
the
same
charge of "NBC influence" which
was suggested earlier in the week
by Acting Senate Commerce Committee Chairman Charles Tobey (R.,
N.H. ). (Coy, in a lengthy letter
last week, categorically denied all
charges of industry influence, past,
present or future.)

So. Africa Radio
in

Denny.

:

Sponsors On

firms

"standards of performance have
continuously
improved over the
years." This was his only comment
on questions directed at .past FCC
operation under; Ply, Porter and

;

HockofU.S.

Marked

Assorted Info in Coy Hearii^

Washingtonj Feb. 3.
Republican solons on both sides
of Capitol Hill appear to have been
provided with plenty of info on the
alleged
radio
industry
support
which they claim helped 'Wayne
Coy land the job of FCC chairman.
Publication of the hearings before
the House Appropriatioas Committee on FCC's 1949 budget here last
Friday (30) shows that Committee
Chairman
Richard
Wigglesworth
« (R., Mass.), a longtime critic of the

purpose.

members, will

It's

Up

to exist giving
kiss the girls

local of

of All

MILLER

New

-UH^gb

Navy Programs

York

4-3685

28, N. Y.
•
:

BAM*

40

Wdbe^l^f

MBFears State Action Uidess libel

.

Dedam

Ha3s FCC

Washington, Feb.

FCC
licensees

from

3.

WHI^

in

Case

of

withdrawing

all liability for libel-

ous political broadcasts- is already a
"cause celebre" here. Decision, released last Friday (30), promptly
called ior plenty of excitement both
On Capitol Hill and over at the Na*
tional Assn. of Broadcasters.
men poiiited 'out that -while
(tations undoubtedly ars happy to
have FCC on their side jga staving off
Ijlbel $uits,. they are definitely fearful
what may }iappen in the state
courts unless specific libel safeguards
are written into the radio act. (Such

NAB

Eariy Birds
Contiilaeii f rom

ini« 2S

:

in the sam« breath the Commi|complicated still further the
1 hearing to probe the rela-

sibri

is

March

tionship betweeij Paramount Pictures and its effect on their bids for
San
Detroit,
BostoDi
Cleveland,
Francisca and Dallas.

Commission had already ordered
and Cleveland group, but yesterday
threw into the same pot applications
for Dallas and San Francisco. Interstate Circuit (50% owned, by Par),
A. H. Belo Corp. and KIXU are competing in Dallas; Television Produc-

is

promisedjor

-

political stanzas,

the licensees- have no right to censor
or delete material -from scripts. And,
«aid FCC, this includes the right tocancel such bifoadcasts—itt itself "the
miost eflecUve'mesias of censor^p."
The commission stated the precedei-t-uakiog ruling in a-decision proposing to grant a renewal licenje to
station WHLS, Port Huron, Mich.
Case has been hanging fire since 1945
When the station first orally accepted,
.then cancelled a political, broadcast
Washington, Feb. 3.
which it believed contained damNew record in tele bidding -was
aging .and' libelous statements about
set last week with almost 2() new
ttnother candidate.
applications hitting Washington in
Licensees as Sale Arbiters
six days.. As a result, over 100 requests are now pending lor video
The itaaiority: decision declared:
"if licensees are' goingL.to take it upon operation and hearings are in prosth^ms^iveis, ta censor or xestcict the pect in approximately 20 citiies.
New bids received included sevr
broadcast of libelous material, they
eral from muttiide'^idders planning
inast either adopt a policy of re
serious regional .network operation.
New
^-Q^tlring cilinnnatian of all
charges concerning the activities- of England Television Co., radio newopposing candidates or parties, which comer, which Sled its seventh bid
would seriously- limit the effective- forf channel 5, Worcester, has inness of radio broadcasting as a formed FCC it wants ffve stations
medium of political ejcpressioo. ^r Wherever it can get without hearthey Hittst, -in effect, set theiHselves ing. (This, request: was answered by
tip as the sole arbiter of what is true an FCC call for a hearing on three
and What is false, ;what is libel and of the company's bids in- the Boston
Wh^t is .nott an exercise of power area).'
Other new bids included: Unity
which may be readily influenced by

H^Ught New

Ani&atM

Tv.

-

.

..

i

.

.

.

"

.

,

•

.

own sympathies and allegiances. Oorp'. (WTOD) and Community
The "commission does not belieye it Broadcasting Co. (WTOW for chanwas the intent of CSongress to give nels 11 and 10 in. Toledo; McBUnnon

their

the licensees any such po-viier or xeeponsibility with respect to. political
broadcasts."
The- prese;.-t Communications Act
(Section- 315).«tates that a ^Ucensee is
n'ot obligated to "iallow use of its station by any candidate^" but "oMce time
is made available to a legally-qualified candidate, "equal opportunities"
must be afforded to all other bonafide contenders f6r the same office.
The -act carries the furtbeit proviso
the the licensee "shali have no power
of censorship over / -the material
broadcast under the provisions, of
'

.

this section."

W'

(majority stockholders

Publications

San Diego Journal, and Clinton D.
McKinnon,' owner of KSDJ) for the
NO. 6 channel, San Diego; KGMO,
channel 5 and KMBC, channel 9,
Kansas City, Mo.; Crosley Broadcasting Co., channel 8, for its fourth

of

Indianapolis;

in
,

Mansfield

Radio Co., channel 13, Youngstown.
O.; Hearst station WCAE, Inc., channel 10

in

Pittsburgh;

Foundation, Inc.

Broadcasting

(WKBW), channel 9,

Buffalo; TV, Inc. (WBNS-Dispatch
Printing Co.) channel 6, Columbus,
O.; Cleveland Broadcasting Co., also
an
bidder, for channel 2, Cleveland; and Independent Broadcasting
Co. (KIOA) for channel 5, Des

AM

.

Among

the first colleges to go all-

out lor commercial tele are WGST,
Inc., licensed to the Board of Regents of the Georgia School of Technology, which filed for channel 11^
Atlanta, Ga., and St, Louis Univer ^
sity (WEW), channel 7 in St. Louis.
Edward Lamb, principal in the
Commission recalled that an origiWTOD, Toledo application, has also
nal Senate version of the 1934 radio
applied as owner of th6 Erie Dispatch
act contained a specific -exemption
for Erie, Pa.
for Jicensees on libelous political
stanzas. FCC also cited a recent Supreme Court decision which absol-ved
IN
Western Union from liability for
transmitting a libelous- telegram.
Tliere are only a handful of state
court cases involving radio slander
Columbus, Feb: 3;
and these have sometimes ruled for
Picture Waves, Inc., with $317,000
end sometimes against the station in capitalization, has been formed by a
question.
group of Columbus businessmen and
The FCC opinion points out that has applied for a license to operate
the same statute- which regulates a television station here. Firm is
t61t"graph companies governs broad- negotiating for studio space in the
casters.
Although licensees have basement of the Hartman Theatre
.Jtreedom -to pick and choose pro- Building, and plans to erect its angrams, "no such freedom is delegated tenna atop the structure.
Elmer E. Schatz, president of
to station owners" once they have
Truck-Tractor Equipment, is presiagreed to air political broadcasts.
Commissioner Eosel Hyde con- dent, with Louis W. Adams, attorr^ey,
curred in the renewal grant to vicet-president; Among others assoWHLS, but took the position "that ciated with the enterprise are J.
the question ^f whether a licensee is Willis Brown, of Ohio State Univerto be held liable for libelous or sity,, formerly with WOSU; Mark
slanderous remarks made by candi- Flanagan, former Coliuribus newsdates for public office over his sta- paperman and now publi-sher of
tion ... is a matter for decision by various trade papers, and Charles J.
Congrcfss or the courts and hot 'by- Martin, Commercial photographer, as
'

•

-

.

.

COLWUS

GROUP

BD) FOR VIDEO STATION

.

the commission."

•

well as ,threo local .attorneys.':

;

:

WNBT

.

While
Yankee

last week, granted premission
break up the hearing scheduled

week of Feb.

Contfniwi from pare is

Story could have been built .more level for the full haU-hour grated
around Jerry Wayne, as the singing the nervous system,
star, to iumish hint provocation for
Reeent additions of "Americana"
his song stints, instead of having
him give out almost every time he quiz chapter on
show what
was within -camera range. Same can happen to a television show when
it becomes "over-produced."
goes for the dance acts.
In its
Production-wise the show was opening few weeks it made no pretenses.
It
was
forthright
a
presentastandout, :piainly because Cornez and
Nelson surrounded themselves with tion in which a group of quick-thinkSix ambitious ing and nlmble-witted personalities
a showbiz-wise staff.
sets, designed by the Roxy theatre's settled down to the task of answerArthur .Knorr and executed by Du- ing some pretty tough questions, a la
Mont's Rudy Lucek fitted well into "Information Please," with the camthe show.
Nathaniel Shilkret se- era doing a smart job, sans tricks, of
lected the music wisely.^NelsOn him'< recording the session. The 30 mins^f deserves plenty of credit for his utes were devoted to the task at
With only Du- hand—of extracting the maximum
fine direction job.
Mont's two cameras to work with, amount of revealing and scintillathe managed to take full advantage ing info.
Somebody must have gotten proof the six sets by outlining his show
thoroughly in advance.
Assisted duction-conscious .somewhere along
ably by t,d. Frank Bunetta^ his cam- the lin*. Result' is that now, instead
era manipulation was consistently of 30 minutes of pleasant verbal
give-and-take, that phase of it is
on the button.
Ca.st was also good. Wayne, s^c-> reduced to 20 minutes at the most
ing his songs with his own recordings, to make way for .some fore and aft
handled his job well and was given montage shots to justify the "Amera neat assist by the supporting th|sps. icana" tag, and an elaborately conConover models, finally inducecPto trived scoreboard and point system
smile while on camera, strutted their that's as complicated asc it is unstuff okay. Adelaide Hawley did a necessary and ''time*consuming.
Lewis Gannett, the N. Y. Herald
nice narration job, pointing up the
finer points in the fashions but still Trib book reviewer, incidentally, is
not., breaking the story line.
Subse- emerp-"ng as video's counterpart of
John Kieran, The guy's a
quent series is to -be sponsored by a "Inff
group of, manufacturers and. d^ign- whiz.
ers, with various Fifth avenue retail stores serving as program hosts.

Original

16.

intent was to have a combined hearing on the three available Channels for the state, two -here and one
in Waterbury. Howeverj three of
the four applicants in Waterbury
sought for ahdi had granted a petition to have the* hearings divorced.
They will prohably be held at a date
later than the Hartford hearings.
:

Those who sought divorcement were
the Fairfield Broadcasting Co., Empire Coil Co. and Harold ,Thomas.
Because of its closene'ss to New
York, no channel was assigned by

'

Looks as though -they all have a
good bet.
Stol.
to Bridgeport!.' Channels number 8 and 10 have been assigned
BAEN DANCE
to Hartford with number 12 going
With Beity and VuA SmUb, Dana
to, Waterbuiy.
Yankee, of which
NtmcK, Hamenica Biseais, VjtchWONS here is a member, is seeking Menders, Sidney Breese, .Elqiini
to relocate number }0>
Roesslcr, George Mitchell
Writer: Betty Balicock
Produoer: Lorraine Larson
30 Minst.; Mon., S p-iQ, (CST)

ftBC

FCC

CfiFs 'Little AP'

NEW SBA POTATO CHIPS
WBKl^ Chicago

SS Continued from pasc 29 ss
mean the difference between a
hangup program and no program at

&

Schroedery
This package is taken right out of
Peculiarly
the Illinois corn fields.
enough, most of the, tavern video
all.
trade -must have farm upbringings
importance to video of getting as show seems to hit receptive aud
there fustest with the mostest was with its hoe-downs and dose barber
forcibly shown two weeks ago (15) shop chording. Characters are overwhen WBKB covered a rdisastec in drawn, with a Civil war prandpappy
which a gas explosion claimed five and a local sheriff hammmg all over
lives. Flash didn't come in on the the studio bam.
Opening shots fade into eight
station's AP wire until almost -90minutes after the blast. In that in- couples square dancing with grade-A
tcsyal had a rival outfit existed it calling on the "swing-your-partners."Pitchblienders,- male quartet, revive
could have grabbed off choice
a favorite of the early 1900's -with
camera sites and facilities, apart "Old Joe," and a World War I tune,
from scoring a beat.
"How You <3oiug to Keep, Them
has.no primary sources for Down On the Farm." Numbers were
local
newSi such as have been a bit too long and men were con-'
developed by its potential rivals. scious of the cameras. Vocally, they
Tlie big waiters without direct news- .were> okay.
paper affiliation have worked out a
Betty and Bob Smith, hillbilly
with
a
uke,- 'Modeled
combination of methods to dredge vocalists
up tips. Membership in" the City "Tumbling Tumbleweeds" and then
News Bureau, would simpl^: cov- changed pace with "Too-Pat PoUca"
for a Visual sendoff.
Dana Nunez,
erage, but as one network news
juve romantic lead, scored in his
chief politely puts it, "the cost is ballad
"There's Silver On the Sage
prohibitive."
Tonight," but was out of his eleIf Wl^CB's application gets a turn ment with jump version of "Rag
dovra, the alternative is to build a Time Cowboy Joe."
local news department. And if Chi
Contrasts were good, but cameras
publishers'
past attitude
toward were not used to best advantage. In
radio is an indication of how they'll square dances, only front views were
regard video, WBKB is. gonna have used and with this type of sequence,
cuts
of feet and overheads would
a local news' department.
have given efi'ective contrast.
In
one place, mikes didn't pick up
voices,' which ruined a commercial.
•Ads were kept down -to a minimum,
with most effective plugs showing
Clients
the products being crunched and
Continued from page 2S
swallowed.
Zabe.
ample, which put' through an advanced schedule of time- charges
Jan. 1, has already served notice on
Tele Foflow-'Up
advertisers thqt the charges will be
hiked again after April- 1.
Kaiser-Frazer organization, signAmerican National Theatre and
ing fo bankroll the Major Bowes
fifth video presentation
Academy's
amateur show on the DuMont web,
on WNBT Sunday (Dipreviewed the
contracted -for, only II weeks at the
last act from a new play by Lawton
start, instead of the usual 13-week
Campbell which is to be produced on
deal. 'Blevm weeks carries the out- the stage this spring. Judging from
fit tip to the April 1 deadline and
this act of "The Bachelor Queen,"
it's expected theyH re-sign for an- the play is a fluffy historical romance
other 13 weeks once the cable that needs considerable re-writing
charges are made known. NBC, in before heading into the Broadway
addition, is pushing completion of thickets. The action needs pointing,
the comedy needs sharpening and
its own mirao-wave relay link bethe whole play needs Integration
tween N. Y. and Washington, indi- since it's queer that the final
(K.

R.,

ssi ConiiBtied:- frvin page 29 sss

ard tele station in. that city, which
has no marital bonds with any radio outfit. As of Jan. 10, there were
50 such indie tele stations throughout the qountry and ABC. hopes to
sign a major share of these for its
projected tele network
Most of these Indie video outlets
are owned by newspapers, which

have

far-

WBKB

|

,

.

:

more money

to spend than

the average radio affjUiate. ABC,
consequently, hopes it will he able
to establish, a far greater 'video web
by signing them on. One of the chief
obstacles standing in tbd path is the
possibility
the
newspaper - owned
stations may form their own tele,
net but ABC hopes to offer suf-

,

,

station

Speaicera Not Protected
The FCC majority, in .the WHLS Moines.

decision, interpreted Section 315 to
"relieve the licensee of responsibility
for any libelous matter broadcast, in
the course of a speech coming wiJhin
it; iti'espective of the provisions of
state law." The speakersj. however,
arc not so protected.

has

here

video

five to four.

FCC
to

for the

,

time

for

its application,

asking FCC to as.sign one of the
two channels for the Hartford area
to Bridgeport, where it is putting
in an application. In the event that
the chaiuiel is reassigned, the fight
here: would be tougher than it now
shap^ up. Whereas now there
would be two applicants for each
channel, under the Yankee card
shuffling applicants would have a
25% chance of attaining tele stations.

joint hearing of the Boston, Detroit

-

3.

is

included in the new
White -Bill and has been urged by
NAB head, Justin Miller). And the
radio men dpn't like FGC's dictum
forbidding stations to cancel political tions, Don Lee, S. H. Patterson
broadcasts containing libelous.. ina>- (KSAIir) and KROW, Oakland, for
"terial, once -they have agreed to" -the Oakland-Frisco area.
AU-.will
Inalce radio time available to quali- be heard joints tai Washington,
fied candidates for public office.
March 1.
Th? FCC majority ruled, that once

language

applicants

narrowed from

*

radio

absolving

decision

Hartford, Feb.

With the Yankee Nietwork withdrawing its application for a television channel Jn Hartford, the field

194S

Television Reviews

To Four as Yankee Web

Ra£o Act;

Safeguards Writtoi hto

Febntarir 4,.

ficient,

inducement to

bring them

into, its fold.

Web's plans for its o.&o. outlets,
announced over the weekend by
ABC prez Mark Woods, call for
WENR-TV, the Chicago outlet, to
take the air first, probably in September. It will be followed by Detroit in -JJovember and
then San
Francisco, with Los Angeles and
New York to op6n sooft afterwards.
Tiiree preliminary regional nets will
be established, comprising Chi and
Detroit, San Francteco and L. A. and
Washington, BaltiUjore, Philadelphia
and N. Y., which will function until
they can all be tied in a- coast- tocoast hookup.

Current video staff, headed up by
veepee Charles <Bud) Barry and natele .director Paul Mowrey,

tional

win supervise the operation. They'll
be assisted by Dick-Rawls as manager of tele operations and Alice
Cook as exec assistant to Mowrey.

Flynn

;

'

Continued fiom page 29
to take care, if only in part of its

program requirements,
Flynn added -that he

still

hoped

that the picture people will change
its attitude toward television,
because it would do both some good.

To

Capitalize

WPIX, N,

on

Own

Y. Daily

station, -expects

vantage of

,ils

to
daily

Features

News
take

television
full adfea-

newspaper

when
goes on the air about
June 1. Witli the appointment ol
Harvey Marlowe as program chief
and Thomas E. Howard as chief engineer,, the station is now rushing its
programming plans to completion.
act of
One of the main items on the procating the web may fall back for at a three-act play, should stand as a
gram aaenda will be the building of
least a ^part. of its programming on complete dramatic entity.
its
owned-and-operated hookup if
Judith Evelyn, in the central role video properties out of the newsof
Queen
Elizabeth,
paper's
daily features.. Thus, col.the A. T. .& T. rates prove too high
ju.stified
the
Playing a love-sick umnists Danton Walker and Ed
Several
advertisers,
meanwhile, video show.
arc known to be definitely interested monarch who holds up the affairs of Sullivan are expected to handle
state while she and Shakespeare play various show
biz personality shows
in sponsoring sustaining shows now
"Romeo and Juliet,"
gave a and Antoinette Donnelly will do a
programmed over the three N. Y, comic, flamboyant edge she
to comnionvideo outlets. With all three having place lines. Peter Gookson, as the women's beauty show.
Marlowe,
former
program direcestablished some kind of network Bard, also played well as did the rest
operation, however, thiS advertisers of the ca.st which included Clarence tor for ABC television, more recentwant the expanded network cover- Derwent, Elfrida Derwent and Ivan ly operated his own indie package
Simpson.
outfit
was chief
.'for
Howard
video.
age and so are waiting for the cable
The palace setting was constructed engineer for KSD-TV, St. Louis
charges to be announced before dein a lai'Ae and reali.stic style, adding Post-Dispatch tele station.
ciding haw far south from N. Y. to
solidity to the show.
Handling
of
bankroll the shows.
the cameras was flawless in its unPhiladelplila— Hal Lamb, account
obtnisivo shifting between long- .shots
exec with KYW for tlie past six
Boston—Lew Sargent has been up- and closeups. From the production years, has resigned to accept the
angle, show was marred by the conped to station manager of WHAV,
stant off-stage din supposed to rep- position of Director of Radio and
H-verhill, from commercial man- resent the clamor
of the crowd. Television for thfe Charles A'. White
ager.
Keeping up the noise at the same agency in Philadelphia.
tures

it

-

-
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VIDEO'S VAUDE SONG-STYLING
Lee^ Muac Prepi^ L^al Suits

On 'Sabre

Xiceds Music is as busy as the proverbial one-armed paperhanger endeavoring to stop encroachments
Upon its 'j'SabM Dance" tune' by
«ther publishers who; feel -that the
Bussian origin of the melody places
it in thepublic domain in this coun,
try. Leeds is preparing legal suits
against several rival music firms and
individuals to establish once and for
all its ownership of the rights to the
extraction from Aram Khachaturian's
"Gayne Ballet." Song is included in
.

:

,

Prospects of AFM-Tele Deal Cues

Dance' Encroadhments

STORY
Sues Robbins, Vic Mizzy
For Song Infringement
Joseph

week

Mallardi filed suit last
in N. Y. federal court against

LYfilCS

Television, in the view of some
publishers, may bring about as sharp
n change in the pattern of son.?writing as happened in the case of
the swingover from vaudeville to
radio. These pubs describe the possibility
as a "swingback of the

Robbins Music and Victor Mizzy,
charging the defendants pirated his
song, "The Fire Has Gone Out," in pendulum."
Because in video a vocalist will be
WEitftig and publishing "The Whole
World is Singing My Song." His required to do something more than
own tune, the plaintiff claims, was just hang onto space and look at the
copyrighted in 1946 and written camera, pubs anticipate for such
the Am-Rus catalog, which Leeds
performers a type of song that was
prior to that date.
represents in this country despite the
In the same year, according to the popular in vaude's heyday. The acfact that there is no reciprocal copy-,
complaint, Mallardi submitted his cent tlien was on simple melodies
right deal between the tJ. S. arid
and "story" lyrics and the sort of
^'Fire" to Song Hit Guild, Inc., of
Russia.
which Mizzy, he claims, iivas either
Leeds^ attorneys are preparing
president or an agent. Subsequently,
jSUdes
papers to file^uits vs. United Music,
the plaintiff alleges, the defendants
There's
one contingent of
and Russian-American, operated by
infringed
by published "Whole
music publishers that believes
Ted Grounis, a former Am-Rus em- World." He asks an injunction and
that television' will revive the
ployee here as a means of excluding
an accounting of profits.
popularity of song slides, somerival fingers from the pic being
thing that went pretty much into
baked by. the rising popularity of
the limbo with the passing of
"iSabre Dance."
Previously, MiUs
family time vaudeville.
Music had prepared an orchestration
These crystalballers say that
of "Sabre," but quit as a matter of
be easy to imagine
it should
publisher's ethics when Leeds obvideo programs making wide use
jected.
of such slides, with the vocalUnited appears to be the firm with
ist, as happened in the old days,
which Leeds will have the most
first going through first verse
trouble. This, firm claims to have the
arid chorus of a numlfer and
U. S, Circuit Court of Appeals last
copyright to the Don Henry arrangethen calling on the home audiment releasee) l^st foil' by Regent week reaffirmed the judgment of a
ence or maybe those in the
Records. It had sought a license and lower court in turning down review
taverns to join in the singing
royalty rights from Columbia Rec- of an Infringement suit brought by
the songslide which had
to
ords on Woody Herman's version, but Maude Nugent Jerome against 20thmeantime been flashed on the
Columbia agreed to Leeds' claim to Fox. Plaintiff claimed the defendant
tele screen.
the melody and issued the license to unfairly used her copyrighted song,
"Sweet Hosie G'Grady," in the film
that firm.
mater iainUiaT^eSmtteiSTorTveirTE^
While it agrees that due to the lack of the same name.
Mrs. Jerome's original action filed manded, they go in for histrionic
of a copyright exchange agreement
byplay.
between the U. Si and Russia that in N. Y. federal court, which sought
Since the upsurge of radio, pop
there is no actual copyright hold on an accounting of the profits, was
songs for the most part have been
the Russian material here, Leeds dismissed. In denying her appeal, written for static performance. The
points out that it has a distinct copy- the circuit court awarded 20th $750 new era of songwriting, as foreseen
right equity in "Sabre" due to the counsel fees. .Previously the lower by these pubs,, will not only stress
the plaintiff had
fact that tune was originally known court had held
authorized use of her song for mo- actable ballads, principally foxas "Sword Dance" and that several
tion pictures through her agent for trots, but create a big call for comyears back it copyrighted its aredy and novelty tunes suitable to
rangement of the melody in the U. S. $5,000.
In the briefs prepared by 20tlv- more "si^t" consumption.
under tKiB"Sabre" title.
To please broadcasting orchestras
Fox's attorneys in defending the apsongwriters
during tbe past 10 years
peal by Mrs. Jerome, incidentally,
there was no mention of one point got away.:~ froni the simple type of
melodyqand
leaned more and more
which during the original trial of
with
passing yeitrs toward the
the
the case in the lower court upset
of
composition,
it's
the music business considerably: show type
pointed out.
This was the contention by Edwin
'

Maybe Song

,

Too

.

ASCAP Awareness
Busy

'Rode'

-

ApM

—

—

,

>

In the event that the American
Federation of Musicians makes a
deal with network interests during
the next 60 days for the use of liv,^i^
Majestic Label
musicians on television, the Ameri/
It came out this week that Martha
can Society of Composers, Authors
Tilton, who left Capitol last summer
and Publishers will be forced to get
to join the Majestic label, returned
off its lethargy and focus the video
to Capitol just before Jan. 1 when
problem as it applies to the copythe American Federation of Musirighted music the Society represents.
cians' disking ban went into effect.
She switched back in time to do For some time now, ASCAP has
about 10 new' disks before the AFM been dawdling along with tele durthe latters' teething days, alloW'ing
clampS;
ing the medium
use of iti music
New pact is for two years. Her for free until a'the
deafer picture of
first new sides for Capitol won't be
the
new medium is presented.
out until March I.
ASCAP feels it cannot fix its position in relation to video until the

Martha Tflton Back

With

latter

Ease Pressure(hi

Agcys. If Leaden;
Aren't Paid

'

M

P. Kilroe, the film company's copyright barrister, that under Section
IE of the 1909 copyright law the
use of copyrighted music in films
demanded payment of no more than
2c per reel to the composers and
publishers of a melody so used,
similar to the 2c per disk paid by

,Amerii;an Federation of Mdsicians,
after listening to the arguments of record companies under the law.
This contention, had it been susrepresentatives of various booking
agencies last week, okayed a change tained, would have seriously curIn one. of its regulations as a means tailed the revenue of publishers
of easing the load off union curbs from what is known in the trade as
with .which agencies are saddled. "synchronization" rights. For these
Rule aftected is the one demanding riglits a publisher currently collects
that agencies .guarantce payment to as much for himself and the writers
a bandleader once he is booked on of a song as a film producer is willa date, if for any reason the buyer ing to pay, depending upon the numof the band, be he< a one-night oper- ber and type of uses to which a tune
for exator)
theatre or location owner, may be put. Irving Berlin,
ample, has gotten as high as $25,000
doesn't pay off
for the synchro rights to one of his
will not make any changes
Had. Kilroe's contention
in the text of the. old rule; it will melodies.
remain on the books, as it is now. been sustained this could have been
But, when a case arises wheFein a reduced to a mere $10, depending
nuiAber of copies made oC
leader is not paid off by a buyer 'the upon the
egency will be ordered to get up the one film^
During the original trial it was
Coin only in the event it can be
decided by the presiding judge that
proved that the agency was negliKilroe's ideas were not properly
gent. This understanding was araligned with the intent of the copyrived at between agency representaright act and the precedent that has
tive^ and members of the
dibeen set .through the years in negorector board and whether it will
tiations
between pubs and film
hold in the event of a revision of
makers.
the membership of the latter is
problematical. As it stands now the
Hrrangement consists of an agreeJnent to interpret a hard and fast
Wile a certain way.
Meeting was so important to the
agency men at this particular time
Louis Armstrong's six-piece jazz
that Milton Krasny, veepee of Gencombo will do two concert dates in
eral Artists, came in from GAC's Paris for the Hot Club of France
Coast branch for it; Jules Stein, March 2-3, following its one-week
chairman of Music Corp. of Ameri- date at the Jazz Festival at Nice,
ca's board, and top execs of aU other
Paris dates were
starting Feb. 20.
agencies were directly
involved. arranged last week via cable with
JPhey met with the
a week ago Joe Glaser Of Associated Booking.
yesterday (27) at 11 a.m., cleared out
undoubtedly be
will
dates
Paris
lor the afternoon while the
followed by other concerts in other
board met with radio network execs European cities. Glaser, who's goand agreed to eictend that argument ing Overseas with Artnstrong, has
another 60 days, and then returned had numerous bids for maestro, but
after dinner that same evening to probably won't close any until he
coneiudek
set$ to Europe.
.

AFM

AFM

ARMSTRONG TO
PLAY PARIS CONCERTS

LOUIS

AFM

AFM

On What They're Doing
Info

Swap

Chicago, Feb. 3.
Members of the National Assn. of
Disk Jockeys have found a new way

—

However, once a deal with the
AFM is made, the use of live musi-

Settle Dispute

life

into the

How

AFM

ASCAP

Dispute

between

Glaser

Mooney

and sions with network execs so far concerning television. It has been concerned during the past six months

arose, as usual, over virtually nothing at all, but it occurred
at a time when it might have pre-

vented Mooney from cashing in on
his "Four-Leaf Clover" recording
(M-G-M), which is claimed to have
sold approximately 750.000 pressings
(MGM factory at Bloomfield, N. J.
is said t|) have approximately 60 of
its 88 machines working on that disk
alone). Mooney was being offered

chiefly with arriving at a fulfillment
of negotiations to renew its contract
'radio; These negotiations

AM

with

were temporarily discontinued during recent weeks due to the broad-

new

casters' preoccupation with" the
contract, but they figure to

AFM

resumed during the near future.

be
It's

possible that by that time television
talks with networks and indie piclure-panning transmitters will be

theatre work for his outfit as a resuit of the click disk and wasn't
having any so long as the Glaser must.
dispute remained. Immediately upon
settlement of the argument he
signed for the
theatre^ Boston,

—

opening this Friday (5).
Basically, the argument betWeen
Glaser and Mooney was personal.
But it was fanned by the fact that

Mooney himself booked

V

Metropolitan Opera House
(25). He cut a series of transcribed
reports concerning the N. Y. chapter
of the org. It will be furthered by
various N. Y. diskers, who will cut
disks about their doings for circula-

York

among Coast members and nonwill

do

Pubs Grab For
'Disk

his orchestra

ulto a recent date at Frank Dailey's
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.,
explaining to Dailey that he had no

'

eral years ago, 'virtually aU of it
froni backers outside the band biz.

Ban Mies'

Spiraluig to Hits
Songwriters who
were smart
enough and had the contacts to enable them to secure recordings on

new

*

son^s prior, to the Jan. 1 disk

ban without assigning their tunes to
publishing firms are being uncovered now that the ban is more than
a month old, And, in some cases,
they are coming up With tunes sufficiently Strong to make individual
publishers scramble for the publica-

HARRY JAMES NIXES
SUMMER EAST DATES

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Hariy James may not make a trip
east with his orchestra this summer.
Bandleader, who starts an airshow
Pubs Face Music Costs
Feb. 13 with Dinah Shore and
Boosts in Printer Fight Johnny Mercer for Philip Morris, on
CBS, will be prevented from making
Music publishers undoubtedly will any road trips while the series is
face an increase in the production running. But even if he's not tied
costs of music within the next few down to a Hollywood origination
weeks. It will be caused by the point for the broadcast apparently
demands of the New York Lithog- will not move out of his territory.
raphers union, which is asking pay
Music Corp. of America has been
increases of a flat $15 weekly from
talking with the leader about a posprinters of music. And lithography
sibility of playing the Astor Roof.
is the only method used at the moNew York, this summer, which he
ment to print orchestrations, toUos
last played two seasons ago, and his
and sheet music.
answers to the agency's queri^ inLithographers have called a gendicate an unwillingness to woife east
eral meeting for today (Wednesday)
this summer.
at Manhattan Center, N. Y, at which
they will decide a course. It's posJoe Howard received a possible
sible that a strike will be ordered,
which would momentarily, at least, concussion, bruises and cuts when
halt the flow of copies of top songs hit by car in Hollywood last week.
into retail channeb.
Songwriter laid up at home.
likewise for those in N. Y.

new

tra, settled their differences arnica^
structure that will apply.
much
biy last week. Smoothing of rela. coin will be added to the Society's
tions occurred just prior to a point annual income from video cannot
where a knock-'em-down battle was even be gues.^ed at at the moment,
brewing between the pair at tli,e but it figutes to 'swell considerably
American Federation of Musicians. the organization's annual revenue
Mooney,' a few days, before^ had from radio, at least during the years
served the
and Glaser with when a.m. broadcastinfe and tele will
notice that he no longer considered overlap.
ABC his booking agency.
has had only brief discus-.^

agency handling his affairs. Glaser
wanted commission on the date'&nd'
the dispute' grew as time went on.
In settling with Glaser, Mooney at
the same time took on Joe Galkin
NADJ
as his personal manager^ Galkin
them.
handles Tommy Tucket imd Blue
Idea got going here last week Barron.
When Hugh Douglas, local disker
"Clover" record, incidentally, is
and vice-chairman of the NADJ, got Mooney's first break. He has poured
back from the organization's initial approximately $125,000 into his band
annual benefit shindig at the Ntew since his release from the Army sev-

members, and the Coast guys

cians will inject

rapidly expanding video field, and
observers believe that the medium's
Art Mooney and Joe Glaser, head growing pains will be trebled. Which
of .Assbciated Booking Corp., which means that ASCAP will be forced
has been handling Mooney's orcheS' to move fast in establishing a rate

to
their livelihood
to put disks
work for them. They are using transcriptions to interchange information about their doings, to promote
membership and to help keep news
the
circulating among
of

tion

becomes stable enough
music will be clari-

fied.

,

RKO

Disk Jockeys Keep Hep

By Disking

itself

so that its use of

Mooney Glaser

,

'

Gotta Get

Establishii^ a Rate Structure

20th-Fox Wins

>

.

It's

.

tion rights.

Such an event occurred during the
past 10 days- in N. Y.,

when

a half-

dozen or so fiubs were hot after a
melody titled "Far Away Places," by
Joan Whitney and Alex Kraemer.
They had secured under their own
steam I'ecordings by Vic Damone
(Mercury) and the Ames Bros.
(Decca) before the disk ban without
placing the song with ft. pub. After
a scramble, Tommy Viatem<Jo's new
Laurel Music wound tip with the
melody and Irwin Dash grabbed- the
English rights from Laurel immedi''

ately.

Prior to the "Far Away" case was
the attempt by publishers to grab
the rights to "Manana," by Peggy

Lee and Dave Barbour. They wrote
the tune themselves and recorded it
for Capitol and kept it under cover
mainly to give their

own

disking of

a headstart. When pubs got wind
of it the pair could have taken their
pick of ioffers for, ilte, tune, but decided to keep it in their, own Bat*
bour-Lee firm, operated for them<by
Mickey Goldsetk
it

,

-
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Jukes and lyiiks

HEBE'S HOWIE
With Howie Lund

By Ben Bodec
Day—"Thoughtless,"

sweep

Lowly Harmonica Comes Into

Disk Jockey Reviews \

\

As Decca Cuts Vocal Polka Disk

lis Mins.; Mon.-thru-Saturday
Participating

Art Mooney record, but WJMO, Cleveland
a breezey and moving piece.
Poly MywM
Howie Lund spins platters and
This record can prbbably establish Other revival has a charming mood shatters the mike with his all-getof Its own.
out-and-give jive in a solid one-hour
.Jtliss I^ay IB ^ ballad stylist worthy
the
top
sorority.
among
65 minute stanza of hit licks and
listing
of
gimmicks.
It's the best of the disk
there's
and
numbers
warm
In both
Platter Pointers
shows in the town and his "Here's
censitivie expression that give codMurphy Sisters (Apollo) twist lots Howie" spiel clips the chips with
•viriicing evidence of -a talent that's
of perky mirth out of "Tonight's My commercials aplenty.
bestseller
brackets.
th,e
for
headed
From ice cream to gas ranges, car
Night With Baby" and do smartly
A' little promotional push would
by the tricky rhymes, and rhythm of repairs and record requests, Lund
help. The Moderaaires and the aubkeeps the WJMO waves humming.
"I Evol Uoy"
Page Cavanaugh Commercials are long and windy,
diMd background make choice asisets Trio
(Victor)
whip "Ok'l Baby but Lund makes them seem so much
platter.
,<pn this
Dok'l" hito the likes of maybe anpart of the show that the listener
Bom Mwiihy—"Cecilia," f'Anna- other "Mairzy Doats". .Desi Arnaz adoesn't
seem to mind.
The chl>chi (Victor) has a sockeroo of the bongo
-belle Lee". (Majestic).
That Ltind knows the disk jive and
girl with the whine and the gifted drum and maracas
idiom in ^'El makes with classy chatter on the
Doris

"I've

Blame" (Columbia)^

to

of the

it's still

Columbia to Immortalize
Disk Jocks in New Film
Chicago, Feb- 3.
Dave Garroway, polysyllabic Chi
disk jock, will be one of a trio of
platter spinners featured in a new
Gloria Jean pic to be filmed by Columbia.
Garroway's colleagues in
the celluloid will be Jack Eigen,
New York jock, and a West Coast
spinner still to be named.
Garroway goes to Hollywood in
April for the filming. Jock is on
WMAQ's "11:60 Club" and a Sab-

'

'

.

.

.

.

..

.

,

sense of rhythm seems to have Cambanchero Congo"
Johnny
scored again,' especially with "Ce- Mercer (Capitof ) weaves "The ThouThey'll wear thjs one out sand Island Song"
cilia."
into a highly salecluickly around the jukes, and the able mixture of peppy rhythm and
dealers will have to stock it.,
smart lyricizing
Phil Harris
\
Mary Osborne—"Wonder Where (Victor) drums up the kind of hardMy Man Is Tonight," "You're Gonna accented, rhyming his regulars like
Get My Letter in the Morning'.' in "Give Me That Old Time Re(Decca).
personality that should ligion'' .* .London's Jack Parnell
hit the bullseye when the right song and Hia Quartet
offer something
comes along. Promise she indicates tasty in the esoteric idiom via. "Old
while presiding over her own trio Man Re Bop," while Parnell in his
shows definite .signs of ripening in lyricizing of "Sweet Lorraine" sugUnderlining the sim- gests a style in between
.•'Wonder."
Nat Cole
and Hoagy Carmichael ... Soft
Winds (Majestic) strike paydirt
Favorite Five
once again with their novelty twist
.

.

.

picks

out neat.

30 .Mins.; Saturday,

Sy AI NOBEL

Are

""fiiere

"Two Loves Have

to

.

and

I"

Such Things"

(Tommy

Dorsey)
"Poiriciana" (Dave Hose).
"After You" (Stan Kenton).
"Clementime" (Bing Crosby.

their

flavor,

"Little Boy Blue," which .segued
into "big boy blue come -blow your
horn," the intro to a di.sk inscribed
by a blues trumpeter. He lends immense amounts of imagination to
the script, which, incidentally, is
written by Jeff Selden.
Lee's choice of material is excellent, too,- although he seems to confine himself to Negro artists such
as Fats Waller, Sa*ah Vaughn, Charioteers. Whether that's good or bad
depends Tipon the individual listener's attitude. There's no question
but that he's offering good music.
One of the outstanding angles of
this show is a very slight item in
the overall scheme. As Lee comes
on a theme recording of slow-beat

.while' .his
..

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Art

Luna—"I'll Always Be

reverse side suggests a case of decided waifped conception. little else
VicomeS" out of Lund's 'swing treat*>>ment of the Berlin standard but mu.
sical distortion.

—

Ettelyn. Knight
"Betsy," "My
O'Darling,
My O'Lovely, My
O'Brien" (Decca-. This one may not
turn out a big seller but it will be
a big delight to La Knight's f ans.^
She invests both f'Olksy ballads with
a sparkling lilt. Those who like 'em
with a western tang will get a kick
out of "Betsy."
Ray NoWe—"I Fell in Love With
You," "Saturday Night in Central
Park" (Columbia). Culled from the
score of "Make Mine. Manhattan,"

..

'

(11)

FOfIB LEAF

CLOVEB

'( JefTerson)

GOLDEN EABBIN^S

.

.

. .

v. .

twosome, sniV^ Al Hendrickson
on the vocals, have a catchy air""
about them but .in diCerent directions.
Side that wQl probably take
precedence is the punchy, danceable
and melodic "Central Park." Vocal
follows the current fad > of interpo'
la ting the. lyrics with patter.

.

.

.

Brass gave
fluffed them off.
a rubbing down and insisted that
David be minimized in airwave gab,
emphasis
on
WJR. He
with mox'e
just kept right on. Firing followed.
David isn't worrying much. He
WWJ and
show
on
television
has a
an FM spot, with an offer from a
Coast iStation and two local stations.
On top of this he is opening his own
office Feb. 5 to sell a radio and television package which he has devised
and inc«n)orated.

David

him

to Coa&t

4.

NOW

IS

TSB HOVB

DANCE At WEDDING

5.

I'LL

6.

SERENADE OF THE BELLS

I

(3)

(Simon)

(4)

TOO-FAT POLKA

8.

HOW SOON

».

CIVILIZATION

10.

(loi

(10)

.

(

(

Gracie Fields.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

Beautiful,'
(Majestic).
the heels of his corking

Cousin

Coming on
version of
ard's

Louella"

Is the Hour," How"But
treatment of
him decidedly in the
His
on that one.

"Now

suave

Beautiful" puts

. .

. .

..

. . ,

,

.

.

. .

.

.

Victor
.Capitol
Victor

Sammy Kaye

\ Andrews
'{
J
.

Cotainbia

Decca
Decco

Tower
Decea

Kaye..

Sis.-D.

Louis Prima. ....
Froncis Craig
Larry Green

.

.Victor

.........

.Bullet

.

.

.

.

Meanwhile, Signature and Musitwo other New yorkwho have been in
.in recent months, continue
to work toward siujvival. Mu.sicraft
asserts it will have fresh coin March
1 while Signature is busy with cred-

Victor

craft Records,
based indies

sweepstakes

"Louella," crips and bright, is also
a natural for the coinboxes.
,Bob Carroll
"Pianissimo," "One

—

Raindrop Doesn't Make a Shower"
(Decca). This is the first under the
Decca insignia for the erstwhile vo-

.

cali.st

with

Carroll's
•

,

•

feel for

Jimmy

Dorsey's band.

broad tonal range, sound

melody and timing and

in-

dividual styling make themselves
sharply noticeable in these two sentimental ditties.
He gets an impressive accompaniment from Buzz
Waters' piano,- which in itself Is
worth the price of tiie record.
Alvfaio tbtt^xStA Looking -Over <
Four Leaf Clover," "Spanish Cavaher" f Capitol).
Bey's version of
'Clover" may not have the pellmell

SHINE

(

(Barbour-L«e)

BEG YOlfB PABDON
^

(

..

\

(Shapiro-B)

MANANA
s

(General)

...

IN LITTLE

...

.

. . .

Lovibarda. .... ....
...
LOnsfo & Oscar.
. .

(Bobbins)

.

•".:.
(BVC)

I

,

.

.

.

.Decca
.Victor

.

itors,

Mercury

frankie Laine.
Perry Como.
Frankie Laine
Peggy Lee

.

straighten

Guy Lombardo.

.

(

Liebersoa

,

On

Decca

I

Columbio

..

DinaJi Shore
Koji Kyser ,

Victor

Columbia
Columbio

.

Clorlc-Cuoat

Sing Crosby

^Figures in partntheses indicote ntimbeT oj weeks Sonfl has been in tha

out.

Top

Decco.
lO-'l

^ce

Col.

Rvnyon

Records Board

Goddard Lieberson was elected to
Columbia Records' board of directors last Wednesday <2S) to replace
Mefford R. Runyon, who resigned: as
executive veepee of the company

Andreujs Sisters. ........... Decca

{Tony Pastor
(

it'seU:

Copit,ol
.

,

(

.................

the establishment of new dis»
etc.,
in an effort to

tributors,

Victor

.Mercury

.CoIuJiiWa
{Tony Pastor
Capitol
Bennij Goodman.
Andrews Sisters ............ Decca

(Chappell)

MADE FOB EACH OTHEB (Southern)
BUT BEACTIFCL (Burk«-VH)

. ^

,

.Bullet
Francis Craig.. .........
Carle. ......... .Colnmbia
I Frankie
Victor
Monroe. ....>
\ Vaughn

GONNA GET A GDIL (Miller)
HOW LUCKY YOU ABE (Mhurice)
YOUR BED WAGON (LtwAi)
PASS PEACE PIPE

Guy

\

BOOK SHOP

,

trouble
(

I (Miller)

Clffii^itORS

Chicago, Feb, 3','
Creditors of Majec'tic Records meet
here tomorrow t Wednesday) to listen
to a report on the company's financial condition and decide whether to
go along with the reorganization
plans for the disk manufacturer or
close down on its debts to thiem. It's
.suid that the .majority of debtors are
of a mind to string along. If' they do,
Majestic has outside coin lined up
for infusion into the setup in' an
effort to pull out of the financial hole
that the company has dug itself into.

.Decca

.

.London
.Columbia

Jacit Oweivs.

I

MY OWN G»ANDPAW

TWO LOVES HAVE

-

.

.

Coming Up
I'M

ban,

GETTH9GTHEL0WD0WN

.Capitol

.

Columbio

Arthur Godfrey
I
( Andretus
Sisters
!Bing Crosby....

.......

MAJESTIC

.M-G-M
Qudrm.. .Mercury

.

Eddy Howard—''But
v*'My

AFM

M-G-M

.

I

(Morris)

(Supreme)

.

Strinfl

—

;

Clark-Noble
\Tony Martin
Jo Stafford

.

(Supreme) ..............

(1$>

NEAR YOV

.

(

.

(BCorris)

(Shapiro^B)

Art Moon'ey.

Uptown

Peggy Lee..
Dinah Shore.
Bing Crosby.

(

\
7.

the

'

Jimmu -Dorsey

..

(Paramount)
(Leeds)

(1)

of

without >any attempt at -interference
union (which would be in
violation with the terms of the
Taft-Hartley law)v there's no question but that other maj[ors will
eventually follow. Capitol is frank
in stating that it will make' a-capella
disKs if and when the need arisesi
HCA-Victor has made no comment,
but it's probable that it also would
cut thu.sly if it found itself without
a master of a tune showing- signs of
becominig a smash hit,
"Helen Polka,? incidentally, has
been creating such a stir due to the
Dana disk that for weeks various
publishers had been trying to secure publication rights, BVC wound
up with it a couple of weeks ago
and it has so far sold some 75,000
copies with few radio performances
and no disk push except from the
froiii the

several years back, to hold such unpublished items as may be acquired
'
by the recording firm.

i

(

•this

,

officer-^sports
front
through
the
eVentSi etc'* Station execs insisted
that they get written copy first but

Vaixghn Monroe. ........... Victor

i

(Bemick)

(2)

(6)

them.

ings in defiance

•

j
^ .

.

.

Cleveland.

David had a habit of making spot
announcements which did nol clear

-J^Jl% Best Sellers «n Coinladiines
BALLEBINA

wasn't anticipated that a major
such as Decca would employ
Howeveri it's probable that
harmonicas were inserted on this
particular disk because such instruments lend themselves well to th*?;
performance of polkas;
Now that Columbia and Decca
have gone ahead and made record-

firm

,

in

Love With You," "What I do?"
While "Always" stacks
(M-G-M).
up as a fairly ingratiating job, the

•

It had been e.vpeeted
that many indie firms would turn to
their use to supply some sort of
musical background for vocals, but

:

,

:

Digger" on the early morning show.

Manie Sach«

quite a .splash in Coast sales
Dana label pressing by
Walter Dana.
However, whereas Columbia confined itself to making an a-capclla
cutting of Leeds Mu'sic's "Now Is the
Hour" hit with Buddy Clark, the
Charioteers and 16 voices, Decca
used harmonicas to background its
Ames Bros, Harmonicas are not recognized as musical instruments by
the AFM and men who play them
are not required to hold AFM memcircles via a

it

(31) after being, fired in the
interests of a "fresh talent policy"
after over two years of broadcasting
to farmers through the night. Fran
Pettay succeeds David as the "Disc-

night

WHK

ing

.

.

•

'

3.

Toby David, WJR's "Night Watchman" went off the air last Saturday

He came from

cutting

bership cards.

for Airing

Own Views and News
Detroit, Feb.

Decca Records last week followed
example set by Columbia in
a new master despite the
American Federation of Musicians
disk ban, which went into effect Jan,
1.
Decca made a version of the
Bregman-Vocco-Conn novelty titled
"Helen Polka," which has been mak-

the

Manie Sachs, .Columbia Records
veepee and head of its artists and Dana label version.
tom-toms backgrounds his spiel. It
repertoire, set out from New York
Columbia, incidentally, .will re*
ties in with his expressed conviction
his annual Coast visit and lease its
Clark-Charioteers cutting
that "the beat is the thing." As each Feb. 1 for
He'll be west at least of "Hour" this week,
disk fades he applies a showman's checkup.
and»the music
timing to the opening lines ,of intro- three weeks.
and disk business is %nxious to
duction of the next disk, allowing an
When Sachs hits Hollywood, Co- measure public reaction 'to it. It Will
interval of those tom-toms to oc- lumbia's new pressing plant in Bev- be backed by a tune 4itled,
"Pecucupy the air. It creates a mood and erly Hills probably will be in op- liar," by Clark, -which carries reguadds an immeasurable touch to the eration. Ground was broken for the
lar musical accompaniment inasmuch
show.
building last year this time when he as it Was made before Jan. 1. Copy*
This is quite a disk jock program.
west.
was
right of the tune, incidentally, be*
Wood.
longs to Columbia Music, a publish*
ing fi*m' set up by Columbia Records

.

.

,

,

"I'm A-Comin' A-Courtin, Corabelle''
^ All
plicity of her style are the qualities packs a provocative swing .
'of heart and relaxed expression. Her Jack' Carroll (Vitacoustic) perhaps
own accompaniment on the guitar is needs to snag himself national -attention is a click _^une.
Style, pertopflight.
Dick Hayraes—"Serenade of the sonality and a nice set of pipes are
Bells." "Some Hearts Sing" (Decca). his, and he does attractively with
Maybe a little later than the others these qualities by "My: Cousin Lou•"on "Serenade"; but the Haymes ver- elle" and "On Green Dolphin Stre*t"
Four Musettes (Musicraft)
sion should quickly eatch up. The
Joan Whitney-Alex Kramer ballad rack up a standout bit of chirping
on the back figures as a soUd pre- with "Papa: Won't You Dance With
Four Shades of Rhythm
mium. Either side carries a magnet Me"
(Vitacoustic) give off a clever batch
for the nickels.
Mel Torme— "County Fair," "1 of instrumental sparks' on the theme
Cover the Waterfront" (Musicraft), of "Howie Sent Me" and come
'Spread on a ISiinGh platter, these through in sharp style on the group
atmosphere compositions should get vocalizing of "One Hundred Years
Nora Morales
a 12-inch platter, these atmosphere from Now,"
embroiders an adroit
'compositions should get a substantial (Majestic)
call from Torme's following. "Fair," musicbox effect into his rumba sexwhich the vocalist coauthored with teting of "Maria Teresa" and gets
•Bob Wells, is quite a credit to f eerie effect out of the spotlight of
Torme's knack for musical narrative, the flute in the faster tempoed
Opus E Y's," a platter which should
while "Waterfront" rates as above
add to his stature in: his own° field.
par in Torme crooning.

WJR

By

.

.

Carmichael

cal

Toby David
p.m.

T;
Canada Lee, stage, screen and a
radio performer of some experience,
has joined. the New York disk jockey
parade on WNEW. His obvious experience as a .showman isn't exactly
going to rewrite the field, but it
wouldn't be a bad idea for some
"experienced"
-so-called
of
the
jocks to bend an ear in his direction once a week .and pick up some
pointers about how to conduct such
a show.
,
It's difficult to explain Lee's spiel
approach. It's almost in verse and
the delivery is excellent, in a soft
drawl that occasionally becomes almost inaudible, a factor he should
For example, his 'fepenmg
watch.
lines on the show caught made reference to the aged nursery rhyme,

ear-tickling liakeofi; of "P. S.: I Love
You."
.
David Rose (M-G-M)
has a rich compound of mood and
styling in both "Sentimental Journey" and "Star Dust" ... Hoagy
Carmichael's "Who Killed
'Er?",
which he does in the current film
release, "Night Spng," has ttie tSTPi-

(Kddie Candon).

ft

Sustaining

:WNEW,

My
'

NBC.

bath series on

iWorfc.

CANADA LEE SHOW

.

.

(KQV, Pittsbursfh)
"When Your Lover Has Gone"

is

and makes the platter-stanza come

A

'

He
is -well established.
tunes; tics in the testimonial

latest licks

.

Own

f

the previous Friday (23).
Lieberson is and' has been a Columbia
veepee in charge of Masterworks
Artistasamd repertoire. He has been
With Columbiasilncef W39.'

In leaving Columbia, Runyon will
not remain in the recording business,
He Is going into another field,

3

'

:

:

WaJwegday, February
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Cavalcade
Of American Sheet Music

1 ,000,000-Copy

4,

1948

Public Old-Song Happy
Contlnned jtrom page 1

j

getter, the others came within ^he But it was a rare case when such
sudden-resurge category. These were a resurrection found Itself con,
"Peg 'O My Heart," ."When You verted into a Sheet music hit. PicWere Sweet Sixteen," "I W.onder tures and records have, in recent
Kissing Her Now," "Heart- years, shown a much greater effecgreatest sheet sellers of all time. Who's
In response to requests as to what American songs rank as the
Song." tiveness in that direction.
date o/ their aches" and "The Whiffenpoof
the
have
since
that
numbers
order,
chronologicnl
of
in
With all the demand tor material
Variety hos compiled the iollowing. Ust,
While music publishets have for
Many
mark;
soles
1,000,000
the
reipective copj/right reached or flone over
°{
digging that has been made on the music
*«'"0''„f
sheet mwsw the past 10 years or so Tieen
10c
era
wtthm
the
of
came
that
those
especially
release,
*ole during the period of their original
compartments of publishing industry since the advent
staple class, back into the older
or
ine
steady
either
were
o
Others
while
and
1920),
(which ran flpproarfwateli, between 1915
their catalogs to satisfy the voracious of radio and sound pictures, it
'''^^l^/, during the rethe
sales
instances
several
Merest.
In
revived
substantial
or benefited from a sudden ond
demands of radio for material, rela- dofesn't produce one-tenth thq songs
.(The more notable rewt-als arc marked bj/
vivat pjriod exceeded the total disposed of at original publication
old songs became, it turned out during the heyday of
The Ust mav ha«e a particuUrly contem- tively few of the
revival.)
The vaude performer
Asterisks and- are given repeat not»tion under the vear of
hits through that medium. It wasn't vaudeville.
pile up huge inventories of masters to
noraru reference volue since the recording companies. in their rush to
inclustry had wanted only new material, somecompilation, it will be until the recording
hits.
The
past
fund
this
of
widely
from
owd
wholesale
^
meet the AFM ban had culled
full postwar stride thing that especially .fitted his own
comprises
the original term conie- into its
years.
Which
back
going
56
effectiveness,
copyright
noted, spans the complete arc of
(1946) and put the publishers under personality and style and would be
Appenaed
act,
the
copyright
provisions
renewal
the
of
under
allowed
years
of '28 vears ond the additionol 28
similar duress for material that the identified with him. Today the same
are tops in sales.
are the five non-copyrights which, it is generally agreed, still
sheet-ijuying public began to sho-w band, radio or recording vocalist
Where the term "Present Publisher" is used, thai i* io distinguish between the original publisher ond the
pronounced flavor for songa of the can do the same songs as his concurrent owner of the copyright.
freres, and there is absolutely no
earlier .decades.
.
Publlslier
Present
VVrUers
disposition to insist .on special fits.
BrcAks for thi^ Unsuspected
ire»r
Title
.ChaS.
K,
IteWis,
......
HSrriS.
..
Charles K.
In the days when there were 90(1:
1892..After"1he Ball
Exigencies often create breaks for
Paull-Pipneet
i
J.
V.
B?aKe,
liawlor,
G;
Vi
Ybrlt..,*
New,
188«. .Sidewalks of
»
the unsuspected, but it's a double or more- vaude houses and each bill
..E.;B. -Marks
.In the Baggage coach Ahead
^^^^i;kJ^^y^r:a,.,iwv»
Blarks,... Sfer)n/.,>...^r;,i,^...,.wE. B. Mar^^
fortune when the breaks fit in with had two or three singers, with most
ai^io^, vi'^vf
JoseSJj W«
.....KB.
v
Mother Was a Lady.
Music
y the mood of the times, philosophize of .them demanding their own types
NjJSent.,..
:
Sweet Rosie O'Gr^dy...
'S^^l^
It, HarWa
,.
...
*yias.
...
Charles
K.
Harw.
Mother
1897. "Brpak'the News to
the pointer-nuters of the trend. of song material, Tin Pan Alley put
Shapiro-Bernstein,
SterUog-Von Tilier
irbr"
Old New Hamos^
James G. Petrillo declared a ban on the stress on homely themes, simple
Boston Music Co.
Sogers, Ethelbert Ne«ln
T^^
"
recordings, and so disjters found sentiments, and, above al}, lyrics
There'll Be a Hot Time in the Old Town
,
i, .
ti„,.^»„
n. B.
n Maflts
vt . E.
Joe Hayden
Theodore Metz,
ToniEht (Copyright 1B96)
themselves faced with the necessity that could be sung by the masses;
ghapiro-Bernstein
James Thornton. ...
Wefrlweet^xteen
of'istoring away masters to last a too, SheM mu^c in those days sold
Carl Flsqher
T, M. Tobani, Mary D. Brine
1899. -HeaTrts and Floweirs
Witmark
year or two. Tliis involved huge in^ in the milUons,' These are the songs,
Chauncey Olcott
'iii&"wild irish-Bose.
.', .PauU-Ploneer
.Paul Dresser...."
vestments.j
Soui^d. business judg' according to the prognosticators,
Ofl thp Banks of the Wabash,.
.. E. B. Marks
Carter
Stanley
Brailted,
«
Harry
.......
old
K^^^^
Sbe Wafared in
ment dictated that it would he safer \ that are on the way again to capturTilzer
Von
Tiller
Hai:ry
Harry
Von
Lainb,
A.
J.
Cage.
GUded
1900. A Bird in a
to include a -goodly pdrtidn of tried ing the fancy of the American
Harry ybn Tilzer
Sterling, Chas. B Ward
StSkeVv the sand (Here cimes a Sailor) Andrew fif
compositions that is, oldies— in this public.
John Church Co.
Frank L. Stanton, Ethelbert Nevin
1901 Mishtv lAk allose.;.
Morse
Feist
Edward Madden, Theodore
stockpile and not take on too large
.V.'.
.
f, vT.i
im' Blue BeU
Harry -Von Tilzer
Vincent. P. Bryan, Harry Von Tilzer.
Wulfzburger Flows.
percentage of the untried.
"Down Where
E. B. Marks
Ren Shields. George (Honey Boy) Evans
El the Good Old summer Time
The oldtune tunes are -ihesre in the *Doc' Sexton, Contact Man,
Harry Von Tilzer
I. Andrew B. Sterling, Harry Von Tilzer
on Tsunday SteTOC.on;.„
,Harry ,Von Tilzer
recording company storage places,
Arthur J. Lamb, Hariy Von .TUzer,
The Mansion of Aching Hearts
in large quantities, and' favoring this
1903.. Always Jn. the Way,
9!^f?\J^in Coast Crash
pT^'^Xm
SmlV*''
O'Dea
MillerJames
.Neil
Moret,
forced situation, according to the
...1
Hiawatha'.
E. B. Marks
Eddie Leonard, Eddie Munson
Ida Sweet as Apt>le Cider
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
trend .theorists, is the nostalgic
Witmark
Bichard H. Gerard, Harry Armstrong.^.^
r,...,'.
Sweet Adeline.".T
William P. (Doc) Sexton,. 38, one
mood "of" trie times. Americans, they
Reroick
Harry H. Williams, figbert Van Alstyne.'..,
1903. .In the Shade of the Old Apple Tree
outstanding contact
signs
of
the
Coast's
of
say, are showing decided
..E. B. Marks
Paul Dresser...
\
My Gal Sal,
.Harry Von Tdzer
that looking-back complex. Unlike men, was killed early Saturday (31)
A. B. Sterling, Harry Von Tilzer
Wait Till the Sun Shines NelUe.
Witmark
,
James I. Russell
the aftermath.: of -World War I, the morning when ,his car plowed at
Where the River Shannon Flows
Boston
iBond.
Carrie
Jacobs
1
truck
Triiiv
.into
period
suggests
high
-speed
a- heavy
Love
You
present
postwar
1906. .1
Witmark
;
Dave Reed, Ernest R. Ball
,
Love Me and the World Is Mine
anything but a sense of peace and parked partly oif the road in CaJerry VogeJ
George M. Cohan
You're a Grand Old Flag
hiienga Pass here. He was on his
Jerry Vogel, Broadway security,
Albert Von Tilzer,, Jack Nprworth
1907. Honey Boy
truck
Thurland
Chattaway,,
Mills
PaulJ-Pioneer
followed
home
at
the
time
and
the
Kerry
decade
which
the
way
The
»»
Red Wing
...
..... .;; Shapiro-Bernstein
.-. ,,
last war was one that figuratively .that he hit as'sertedly had been
i iWill D, Cobb, Gus Edwards;
School Days. ........
........E, B. MarliS
...Paul Lincke......
The GIW worm..
rode on the slogan, ."We're on our stopped by the roadside while the
.Remick. Jerry Vogel
1908. sShmo on Harvest MOon.... .......... ..... .Jack Norworth, Nora Bayes.
things."
occupants
of
new
and
big
Amerdriver
aided
the
anway
to
,i...Will D. Cobb, John H. Flynn.....
............ Sh^plrp-rBernstein
Yip-1-Addy.-i-Ay
icans nurtured no doubt that it had, other car th^t had been in a mishap.
Shapiro-Bernstein
Eddie Newton, T. Lawrence Seibert.
'1909 ' iCasey Jones.. ly............
..Gus Kahn, Grace Le Boy... .................... ..Bobbins
Sexton, originally a veterinary,
been the "war to end wars," andI Wish I Had a: GirliV...
.. Will M. Hough, Frank H. Adams, Joe E, Howard, Jerry Vogel, E.B.Marks
1- Wondet-Whb's Kissing Her Now.
there w^s no urge or reason to look hence the "Doc'' nickname, came
Shapiro-Bernstein,
Leo Friedman, Beth S. Whitson
Sleet:„Me- Tonight in Dreamland
•• .
back to a more secure or'peacefid into the music business in 1938 due
,
Will'.Ressiter era or to .escape into simpler modes to his. friendship with numerous top
......Bobby Heath, Charles O'Donnell,...,
Jerry Vogel
•Fotty Boy
Jack NOrworth, Albert Von Tilzer
Jerry Vogel, Broadway and sentiments. As a case in point, if musical names whose animals he
Take Me Out to the Ball Game
Victor Herbert, Rida^'Johnson Young
,
Witmark'
1910, .Ah Swfeet Mystery of Lite
only from the viewpoint of music, tended. At the time of his death he
Edgar Selden, Herbert Ingrahara
Shapiro-Bernstein
AllTiiatl Ask of You Is Love
it was after the last war th^at" jazz was head of the Burke-Van Heusen
Shapiro-Bernstein
Any Little Girl That's a Nice Little Girl...Thos. J, Gray, Fred Fisher
with all its blatancy spiraled into office here and prior to that was
-.Boston
Carrie Jacobs Bond.
A 'Peitfect Day. ......
..Edward Madden, Gus Edwards
• By the' Light of the Silvery Moon
Remick
popularity, whereas this time there with Music Publishers Holding Corp.
Tell Taylor.
*
Forster. Music
Down by the Old Mill Stream J-..
was' a sharp tum ^way from, thie in this territory. "Re was a graduate
..... E. Ray Goetz, Herman Finck,
E, B, Marks
In the Shadows........
swing, idom and toward the sweet- of Washington State College.
Friedman,
Beth
Whitson.
,.
Leo
S,
..Shapiro-Bernstein,
sweetheart.
Let Me CaU YoU"
genre.
Sexton Is survived by his wife.PauU-Pioneer
Rida Johnson Youngs Ernest R, Balk Chauncey
Mother Machree..
Radio's^Importance
Kitty, and; -|Stt)all son and mother.
Olcott
....... .v..
•
;..Wltmark
'Strange as it 'may seem, the song Burial is 'tomorrow {Wednesday)
.Shelton Brooks.
...i. ............... ..Jerry Vogel
Some of Those Days,
lihits- that flowered up to the mld-'20s following mass at Charles Church,
Herbert
Ingraham*
Dreams
,
Shapiro-Bettistfeltt
You Are the Ideal-Of My
had-no vogue or value- for the music- North Hollywood.
Irving Berlin
Berlin
,
1911. .Alexander's Ragtime Band
Will Dillon, Harry Von Tilzer
^.i .Harry Von Tilzer
I Wattfra Girl.i.,.....-..,...
buying public, until radip's ret>er'
.
Ernest B. Ball
Wilmark
Tin the Sands of the Desert Grow Cold
tolreing had .expanded to the point
Xommy Dorsey orchestra grossed
...Harry Von Tilzer
1912. .Last Night was tile End'Of the World...... Andrew B, Sterling, Harry Von Tilzer.
where it required more than the big $5,500: on a one-night date at
.',
.... ..Norton- Watson-Burnett
Jerry Vogel, Shapiro^
My Melancholy Baby
current output of tunes. The me- Palace Pier, Toronto, Monday (2).
'.Bernstein'
V
Ed Madden, Percy Wenrich,.,
Remick
On Moonlight Bay....-.'
dium began to d.emand material that Some 1,800 couples paid $3.50 top for
Ballard MacDonald, Harry Carroll, Arthur Fields, Shapiro-Bernstein
,
On the Mississippi
had' proved itself in another efa. iablesi' ltlSO for dance floor only.
Joe McCarthy, Joe Goodwin, Al Piantadosi
That's How I Need You
Feist
Waiting for the.Robert E. Lee....-.,....v...L. Wolfe Gilbert, Lewis F. Muir
Alfred Music,' ChaS. K,
.
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When 1 Lost You.
Wlien Irish Eyes Are Smiyng

............Irving

Wfer.

Wife's

Gone to

the CotmtiS-.

My Way to Mandalay
My Heart...,.,.,

I'm Oh

Berlin,..-

Chauncey

Olcott,

Geo. Graff,

.Tr.,

Bands

'..M.M.Cole

;-.

Berlin*

AUred> Bryan; Fred Pislier
Alfred Bryan, Fred Fisher
Ballard MacDonald, Harry Carroll

,

:'.,."'. "Harris
.....Berlin

Ernest R. BaU. .Wjtmark

Victor Schertzinger
Irving. Berlin

1913,.Marcheta

; .,

^6re's a

Girl in the

H^rt of Maryland.

. . .

Buna.
HbtM
nured
Emil Coleman*,.. Waldorf (400; $2)
............. 17
Frankie Carle.
Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.5Q) .
. * .
8
Larry Clinton*... New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50).
6
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1.50)
..,.,64
Guy Lombardo. . .Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50) . . .
16

, . .

.

I

•

—
—

.

;

. . .

T^icfor Borffe at Waldorf; Ice

Just Try to Picture Me Down Home in
Tennessee ...-.......)..,«.....:...-.. ...... William Jerome, Walter Donaldson......,....;.. Mills
Keep the Home Fires Burning, i.. ... .. .. Lena Guilbert Ford, Ivor Novello. .... ....... ..Chap'peU
...;.i.,,v..f.. Victor Herbert, Henry Blossom
Kiss^Me^iAgain...,,.
..'..........Witmark
Memories
.........i..,..Gustave Kahn, Egbert Van Alstyne....
Remick
M-OfcT^H-E-R
..Howard Johnson, Theodore Morse.
..FeiSt
......L. Wolfe Gilbert, Anatole Friedland.... ........... E. B. Marks
My Little Dream Girl.
There'sa Long, Long Trail (C 1913)...;.. ..Stoddard King. Zo EUiott..,
i........Wltmdrk'
^.. ...Al Piantadosi, Joe Goodwin, Ed Rose.......
lUO..Bab'y Shoes. V.
.Shapiro-Bernstein
Bless
J.
God
You
Keirn
Brennah,
Good
Luck,
Good.Bye,
Ernest R, Ball
Witmark
Ireland -Must Be- Heaven, for My Mother
*
..i....i......».Joe McCarthy, Howard Johnson, Fred Fisher
Came from. There, .. .,
Feist
..,.1.... ........ Raymond Hubbejl, John Golden
Poor Butterfly..,.
t B. Harms
Roses of Eicardy....
.................Frederick E. Weatherly, Haydn Wood...
....Chapoell
1817. .DarktoWQ Strutters' Ball....... ....... ....Shelton Brooks...
Feist
Edgar Leslie. E .Ray Goetz, Geo, W, Meyer
For Me. and My Gal
Mills
Indiana
.MacDonald-Hanley
SIianiro-Bemstein
Joan of Arc (They Are CaUing You) ...... Alfred Bryan, Willie Weston, Jack Wells
Mills
J- R- Shannon, Fred K. Logan, John V. Eppell. .Forster
Missouri Waltz............
Ed Rose, Abe Olman...^ ...................
Oh Johnny, Oh Jolinny, Oh
Forster
Geo. M. Cohan
Over There.
Feist
Douglas Furber, Emmott Adams
The Bells of St. Mary's.
.Cliappell
Ballard MacDonald, Mary Earl (Robert King)
1918. .Beautiful Ohio
Shapiro-Bernstein
Hello Central, Give Me No Man's Land.... Sam Lewis, Joe Young, Jean Schwartz...,.
Mills Music
Just a Baby's Prayer at Twilight; .... <> , Sam M. Lewis, Joe Young, M, K. Jerome,
.
Mills Music
I'm Always Chasing Ra nbo.vvs....,..;....... Joe McCarthy, Harry Carroll...
Robbins,-Fre<l Eliaher
,..N. J, Clesi.
I'm Sorry I Made You Cry
.Feist
Geolfrey O'Hara
K-K-K-Katy
..Feist
Williams,
Neil
Moret
Jerry Vogel, Chappell
1"
P^T'^^'
5f^H?y
•.
Oh, How I -rV
Hate to Get '.V
Cp in the Morning.
.Irving Berlin. .,
...................Berlin
..J. Will Callahan, Lee S. Roberts. .,
SOtUes
Remick
.. James Caddigan, James A, Brennan.
The Rose of No Man's land.
.Jel'ry Vogel
Raymond B. Egan, Richard A. Wliiting
Till We Meet Again:
.-.Rero'ick
Felix Bernard, Johnny S, Black; Fred Fisher. .Mills MusicFred Fisher
1919, .Dardanella
....
How Va Gonna Keep 'Em Down on tlio
.Toe Young, Sam M. Lewis, Walter Donaldson.
Farm ........ ;.,»,..,..,.
Mills- Music
Jaan Kenbrovin, John William Kellette
I'm Forever Blowing Bu'oblea
Remick
J. Keirn Brennan, Ernest R. Ball
I«t the Rfest of the World Go By
Witmark
...Wm, Tracey, Maoeo Plnkard.
Mammy O' Mine..........
-Shapiro-Bernstein
Ohi What a Pal' Was Mary..
Edgar Leslie. Bert Kalmar, Pete Wendllng
...MilLs
.Sunny Clapp. ......
... ...
1120.. Girl of My Dreams i.
...Mills
,1'UJPe With You in Apple Blo.'-'jom Time..., Neville fleesoii, Al Von. Tilzer
Broadway
.B,jG,
.ifapanese 'Si|nSman.....w..^...
"J, tie -Syjva, Jistonte Kern
T. B. H&rms

'

.

.

2,225
1,400

<400; $l-$1.50)i ......
at New Yorker,

Show

First general biz bracing since last
4,100.,

.

,

V

,

'

—

-

.

900

Chicago, Feb. 3.
Slurray Arnold (Empire Room, Palmer House; 650; $3.50 min.-$l cover.).
December. Phil. RMan- on top. Staunch

,

,'

-

36,925
9,575
8,000
58,150
35,325
4,250.

2,125
2,150
1,225

Chicaso

•

,

,

CoTeiri

Week On Dat*

.

Eddy Howard*... CommodoiiB

'

Cover*
Past

;

.

.

.-

.

at Hotel B.O/s

Feist

,

.Bobbins
Shapiro-Bernstein
.Ballard MacDonald, Harry Carroll. ............... Shapiro-Bernstein
Trail -of the< -Lonesome Pine,
You Made Me. Love You
Joe McCarthy, Jimmy Monaco
...........Broadway Music
.Ballard MacDonald, Harry Carroll
1914. .By the Beautiful Sea.
.Shapiro-Bernstein
.'
Can't You Hear Me Callin', Caroline...... ..Wm. H. Gardner, Caro Roma.
,,....witmarl«
Chinatown, My Chinatown (C. IBlO) .... .. .Wm,- JeroMe, Jean Schwartz
.Remick
Jack Judge. Harry Williams
It'g; a Long Way to.Tlpperary. .,
....,............ChapneU
W. C, Handy
St Louis Blues
...Handy Music Co.
Oley Speaks, Clmton Scollard.
Sylvia.^G.'Schirmer
When You^re a Long, Long Way from Home. Sam M. Lewis, Geo. W. Meyer.
..Broadway Music
.Tack Mahoney, Percy Wenrich.
-..
When You Wore, a Tulip......
..Feist
Alfred Bryan, Al Plantadosi.ijj,.....,...;.,.....Fefat
ItlS.'iI Didn't Raise My Boy to Be a Soldier
•'
Beg'.o*.

,

Skitch Henderson, (boulevard Room, Stevens; 650; $3.50 min,-$l cover).
Dorothy Shay and Henderson increase to 4,700 with auto dealers convensh
here..
•

,

Bay Morton (Mayfair Room,

Blackstone; 300;

$3.50

min.-$l

cover).

Turning 'em away with Kay Thompson and Williams Bros. Colossal 4,000.
George Olseri (Marine Room, Edgewater. Beach; 700; $1.50-$2.50 min,).
Olsen puiling slick 3,800.
Freddie Slaoli: (College Inn, Sherman, 650; $Z-$3.50 min.), Bonnie Baker
and stack holding up well with convention trade; 4,100.
'

.

,

l,.oft

-

,

;

.

.

. .

.

. . , ,

.

,

.

.

Angeles

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $l,S0-$2). Nice 2,100 covers.
Jan Garber (Biltmore; 900; $i-$1.50). Bounced back to fine 2,200 covers.

•

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

,

•

'

^

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.,

-

•

(Chicago)

•

-x-

.

.

—

i

.

,

.

'

(C<$htinue^d 6>i 9^|ie

W

.

.

.

,

,

.

Marty Gould (Chez Paree;

550;

$3.50 min.).

Martin

&

Lewis

Static

5,500.

Art Kassel (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.). Neat 2,900.
Teddv Phillips (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Harry Cool's 6ne-nighter Tues:•
day (2T) hypoed tabs to 15,900.
Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Billy Vine* staying on.

Much

*

better 3,100.

Lawrence W*lk (Trianon;

:

$1-$1.15 adm.).

Handsome

(Los Angeles')
Tex Beneke (Palladium B., Hollywood, 5th wk),
admishes, down but still okay for windup. Woody
.night (3).

•

15,700 count.

Finaled with 10,000

Perman opened

last

*5

HITTING THE 1,000,000

MGM

RECORD No.

Backed by THE BIG BRASS

BAND FROM

ART MOONEY and
featuring the

and BUDDY BRECS

•

EDDIE COLLINS

RKO BOSTON
EXCLUSIVE

CHICAGO
54

W

his

GALU
*

MARK

70II9

BRAZIL

ORCHESTRA

SISTEHS

KERWIN SOMERVIllE

•

BILLY DEE

week FEB. 5th
MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATIONBEVERLY
IP

P-r-cv'ph

S'

-45 Fi^TH

AVE

JOE GLASER. Pres^den'
NEW YORK 22 N >

v200
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ORCllESTItAS-AIIJSIC
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MCA

Bob

Has a Close Shave

Cocoanut Grove

RETAIL DISK BEST SEUEHS
P^iETY

MCA's

Batinf

Jon. al

VAVGHN
L

J.
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1

0

9

7

3

J.

9

3

1

2

3

o
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1
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1947-48, ballot taking last week. His

xesults sort of tosses the swing vs.
sweet argument that has been going

L

on for years, but which has been
sharpened recently due to the seem-

,

.'.

n

O

''O

Pi

I

S

N
T

»

S

^i

K
V

1

'.IB

PEGGT

A

'

Si-

i

a
A

A

71

1

2

,

ft
o.

.V

2

3

4"''

"

1

50

is a Hub product and (2) the
guy hac had consistently strong rec-

ord hits. * This year, however, Stan
Kenton's driving crew of "progresperformers swept into
sive-Jazz"
second place over Tex Beneke's or»
chestra by a wide margin. Now, in
the old days. New England was a
hotbed of swing, but in the past five

AST MOONEY (M-G-M)
3

3

jro

9

:

..

U

STAFFOED

K

1

7

14

''2

2 ' .A

A

4

(Capitol)

in

5

."•)'..

''...'5.

(Capitol)

.

FEGGY LEE

A

1

7.

GBACIE FIELDS (London)
"Now Is the How"..,:
BING CBOSitT (Decca)

6

.

•

'
.

''''4

'

'

'

••

J.

•

4

8

....

1

»

o«>

9A

18

4

29

"a

9B

4

Bance at four Wedding"

8

GV Y LOMBABDO

guard.

^ANDREWS

BARNET PLANS AXING
BAND to e-MAN COMBO

SIS-D.

,

KAYE

« *

»

BUDDY GBECO
ISB

JACK SMITH

..

^

18C

.4

„

«.*

••

.

.

8

.3

'

ft

7

(Victor)

7

9

6

(Capitol)
a •

4'

a

»6

5

.

KAY'KYSEB

(Columbia)
"Serenade of the Bells"

FIVE TOP

,

.

'.'GOOO

NEWS"
'

Ocig. Catt

ALBUMS

COIUMBIA RECORDS

0UDPV CLARK

MGM

5

••

KING COIE TRIO

"ALIEGRO"

Dorothy Shay

Voluhi* No. 3

Orig. Cost

Colttmbia

Capitol

Victor

N^I'M

On

Who

Rates 50-50. Contract
with a Top Syndicate

I

SANItV-^Y. INC.
iiX% fwoy, Wtw York

ATTENTION PERFORMERS
am

the Music- B{ix here with a local
spinner and was ordered to lay ofE

my

writing, to parodies only.
Pop ami standard tunes.
Ail funny find different eltnatlons. It
lnt»r«sted 'send for IMS IMs of over
tOS parpdteg.,
1

llmUlnff

AFM

by the

branch.

rule applies in Chicago, but
locals seem to exother

Same

MANNY GORDON

AFM

no

819 IV. Nortlt Ave.. Ullwanltee 6, IVis.

TO DO A DAILY COLUMf«(
80 TO 100 WORDS ONLY

the Upbeat

NEW ORIGINAL IDEA GOOD
FOR $80,0CM) ANNUAL GROSS

New Yotk

of Musicians

local < here- apparently • installed a
rule forbidding travelling maestros
frOHi making guest shots with disk

ercise such a ban.

Guy

CELEBRITY

•

'LOMBARDOLANO^
Decca

3.

ASCAP in Spring
Satamy O'Connor, member of the
American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers for the past U years and
jockey's. liocal's attitude was unadministraprojnirient
in
the
known prior to lasj week wben Leo always
tion of its affairs, definitely will cut
Pieper, a native o^ltoioHi Ne!b., was
adrift from the Society as of
scheduled l^o help plug his date at himself
American Federation

FftLLlNG^^

8,737;

WANTED

"MIUER'S
MASTERPIECES"
Victor

O'Connor Says He's

GOT \ FEELING
Omaha, Feb.

ran Monroe,
Beneke, 963;

0

"PARK AVE.
HIUBIUY"

.

I'VE

poll
2,251;

bis 22d annual poll,
and strangely «nough, Monroe and
Kenton also® came out one-two*
James came in third, Beneke, fourth, *
Lombardo fifth, T. Dorsey sixth, followed by Prima, Tony Pastor, Eddy
Howard and Freddy Martin. MaTgaret Whiting and Frank Sinatra
topped the £al and ^uy .vocalists.

8
.

.

•

early in April.

Ap-

week completed
•

«*.

"Yon Do"

,

-

food for

is

Martin Block's Poll
Martin Block, whose transcribed
disk show still occupies his usual
niche on WNEW, New York, last

9

3

'

"Serenade of the Bells"

MABGABET WHITING
18B

• •

•

(Musicraft)
She Fretty"^..

(Capitol)

SAMAIY KAYE
9>

in

5

(Victor)

"Civilization"'..,.':.*..-.

18A

16'

6

last

swingsters.

LombardOi 854; Tommy Dorsey, 519,
Next came Larry Green^ a local fave;
.Spike Jones, Harry James, Louis
Prima, Eddy Howard. Lai^t year itran Monroe, Beneke, James, Lorn'
foardo, Primaj Kenton, Benny Good^
man, Dorsey, Charlie Spivak.

17

8

"Ooli, Lo'oka, Ain't

..

17

9

, o-

.'1

7

'

•

.»

3.

10

•'»"

10

'

•

VAUGHN IHONBOE

for, the

(Decca)

15A

Charlie Barnet -Tnay reduce' his
orchestra to six men as a means of
cutting operating costs to the bone.
Music Corp. of America is one of
the forces working on_ the maestro
to make the cut, but so'far the move
is not definite. In ^e event Barnet cuts to the
smalt coiittbo it's passible he will debut it at the Rag Dollj Chicago

Kenton,

19

* •

(Decca )

.

(Capitol)
Yaiir Wedding"

"CivlHwtion"

12

7

'

.

10

FEOGY LEE
"FN Dance at

19

§

12

.

'

Elliott's

&

'"

6
S

11

-

into

from sixth

parently the latter are not all dead
to livelier music— or grown up into
Sinatra or Como or Crosby followers.

22

,9

(Mercury)

ft

•'

2

• •

• «

.»

FRANKIE LAINE

13

'.

(Col)

ABTHTJB GOBFltEY (Columbia)

•

11

K-*.

.

So much so that Kensecond place this

sticky stuff.
ton's surge

year,

thought

CLABK-NpBLE OBCH.

'Tli

'

'1

CBOSBT. (Decca)

ff^

B.

years it, too, has simmered down to
a level with the rest of the country
in seemingly preferring the so-called

Ul
uu

• «

.

BlljfO

.

the

roe

(Capitol)

LlElE

for

sweet combo, into a position from
which a fr«8h argument for the
swing adherents is avt^ilable.
For ijhe past two years,, for example, "Vaughn Monroe has topped
Elliott's 'poll. That's understandable
in this area for two reasons (1) Mon*

mmKOB (Victor)

:

.,

'

preference

public

ingly
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Artist, Label, 'Title

wk.

wk.

tU

t-i

Eiidiiig

-

•M

past

Hollywood, 'Feb.

m

.1

.

*a

Week

National

some

getting

..

.-at

'I

8

«

1

time sought Guy fcombardo, who has
played there twice.- before, but
couldn't sign him. Some time ago
a deal had been arranged wherein
Martin was to play the Roosevelt
hotej, N. Y., during the summer,
while Lombardo took' over at the
Cocoanut Grove, but it fell through
With GAC threatening with Kaye
and Carle, however, Lombardo came
thi'ough for MCA. and blocked out
of

•^

1

3.

WHDH

disk Jock who
annually on their
preferences for bands, completed his
Elliot,

listeners

polls

O

o:

.

MCA

possibility

England Slant On
Boston, Feb.

Bob

o
.3."

tained from leading stores in

out to play eastern theatres. Idea
was then communicated i-to the Ambassador's managing director.
got wind of the possibility of
but is now
Kaye (who was
with GAC) and Carle, being booked
and immediately set out to. block the

GAG'S

o

disfc

reKfil

11 ci'ties, and showing ecm'
txiratice sales ratino for this
and'ltfsi w6eK.

Sammy Kaye and Frankie Carle's
orchestras playing the spot during
the coming spring, when the perennial Freddy Martin will again move

for

xn

oj

d

&

1

best

based on reports ob-

SuTVev
sellers,

radio division, .sold «ne of the
top men of the Schjbe theatres (who
own the Ambassadw) on the idea of

The Ambassador has

1948

Projects

Swing Vs. Sweet Argument

ists'

deal.

F^gihruary 4,

Elliot Poll

New

in L. A.

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Music Corp. of America came very
near having its years-oM hold on the
booking of ban'ds into Cocoanut
Grove of the Ambassador hotel, Los
Angeles, interrupted last week. It
precluded any possibility of a rival
Agency slipping: one oMts own bands
into the spot only because Jules
Stein, Ghaitman of MGA's board, Induced Guy Lombardo to play the
Grove. He opens there April 13.
It all came about thusly: Eecently,
during a vacation at Boca Baton,
Jack Philbin, head of General Art-

MCA

Wejneaday,

,

director board of the

Buss Facchine reelected head of
Mus-Art agency in last week's
Chicago meeting, with Jack Whittemore, Lyle Thayer and Howard
the

veepee's , . . Norman
Granz will confine his promotion activities to Detroit for the next few
mpnths^
He's using the Masonic
Temple to present Stan Kenton,
the spring board elections. Since
Feb. 20, Sarah Vaughn and Nellie
last fall's annual meeting with Coast
at other dates.
Granz will
members of ASCAP, O'Connor haS Lutcher
hit the road again with his "Jazz at
been stating that this was his final
the Philharmonic" in the spring
years as a member Of the board and
Dave Kapp, Decca Becords, to
last Vveek he filed official notification
Florida on vacation. He drove down
with the Society that he did not wish
Pete Cameron took over Coast
to be considered for another term
of Mutual Music
. .
Vaughn
He states that he must devote all of oflice
Monroe broke his own three-day
his time in the future to making a
record at Paramount theatre, Toliving.
ledo, over past weekend, piling up
ASCAP's director board regula^
(Continued on page 60)
tions make it mandatory that a member whose term is coming to an end,
automatically becomes a candidate
to succeed himself against any op
ponent selected by the nominating
committee^unless the incumbent
signifies
a
desire
to
withdraw
O'Connor last week did just that; he
notified the Society that he didn't
wish to continue and this inforraa
ticn will be passed on to the new

t

.

.

.

.

My

Commission
.'>

Ailc

Christensen

15%

'

your agent to write:

ED. COLLINS
First

Natioaol Banh BIdg.

CHICAGO

3,

ILL.

.

Press Clipping Defectives
"Wo

to catch your name In
Nationwide covora§fe, news-

sduint

print."

.

papers,

tTiaf;as!tnf>£i,

periodicalu.

.

'

MOE

WATCH MS GikOW

STORCH,

A New

Writer-Publisher, Presents:

2.

SEVBN NEW SONGS FOR 1948
"I'M JUST A WAND'RING GYPSY."
"MY SISTER, HER FIDDLE AND HER BEAU."

3.

"I

1.

1948's FIRST

lOVE A MELODY."
(Gee!

4.

It's

Nice to Be)

"SWEETHEARTS IN THE MOONLIGHT."
5.
6.
7.

"PEEK-A-BOO."
"MY jkEAVEN ON EARTH."

"GOT A
TOWN."

BIG DATE WITH

Here are the sengi you've been wafting
IShowinan -and Prdmofii'

a

dl lWi-wl A? and

ja

Wantwl a*

nominating committee to be named
at today's (Wednesday) meeting of

MY UHLE
for.

GIRL IN

Ali

Copict availabla.

Songt Protwtod by

II.

O'Connor became an

'

ASCAP

di-

rector in 1937, taking over the unexpired term of Bobby Crawford.

Fartner ta aipfaii thtsa soags on

wori<l<wld*f seai&

the director board.

$.

Fight Obscene Disks
Los Angeles, Feb.
County Board of Supervisors is
readying an ordinance forbidding
the manufacture or sale bt obsbene
phonograph records.
District Attorney Simpson told the.
-3.

Copyrighify

AD0RESS:

WmUGti
i^
l^l^f^

^

MUSIC COMPANY
Village. L.

I..

N. Y.

supervisors that these disks are not
covered by current: county: lawsl

ABARD PRESS CUPPING SERVICE
•

17

E«t

Wl 2-1127

48th Street

NOVELTY

New

HIT!

manciiici
(IS

By

SOON ENOUGH FOR

PEGGY

LEE and

York 19

ME)

DAVE BARBOUR

BARBOUR-LEE MUSIC CORPORATION

Wcdneaday,' FelHyary 4, 1948
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BBC Making Its Oirn
Checfc on Whether 'Home'
Tunes

Get

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEBS
P^RIETT

Corp. has
British Broadcasting
gotten so. many beefs from English
about the proportion of
radio performance pf home-grown
songs to those of foreign origin that

broadcast schedules.
English writers and' publishers,
percentages, can give the BBG the answer
it is seeking^ but the network wants
to find out for itself. According to
the beefing writers and the pubs who
in the past have made their own
compilations, English-born songs
have been performed 18% of the
time, While the remaining' 82%, has
been taken up by" foreign tunes,
mostly of U. S. origin, of course.

National
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who have made a study of
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"Serenade of the Bells" Morris
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.

"How
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Soon".
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Clover".

Is tl«e Hour'^,

~'Civiliiatiori"

will make a try for
Gar Wood's U« S. speedboat mark
next montlr during a vacation in
Florida, if everything goes right. He
has installed a 1.350-horsepower Allison air-cooled aircraft engine in his
Gold Cup racer, Tempo VI, as against
the 550-h.p. plant that had been
-pushing it and will take the boat to
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Grouya, former Hollywood profesmanager for various top music

sional

In partnership with writers

Allan and Bobby Worth. Firm
will be known as Flamingo Music,
'Which Grouya will run from the
Coast and.
New oufit does not disturb Worth's
own Worth Music, although Grouya
will do the professional, y^ork for
Ellis

both.

,~
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HOOSf

BOOGfp.
Morn, J""'W»l>l.l

of

linquent fed '.taxes he quietly obtained a warrant last week and
placed agents in charge of the ro6m
for one night during which they
grabbed $500 in admish tees. Ne?tt
niKht they returned but the room
was shuttered.

Three owners,

E. H. Rus.s,

Doyle

Markham and Mike DeMarco

Ella Fitzgerald- Jacquet

B.O. Slowed by Weather
Indianapolis, Feb. 3.
Ella Fitzgerald and the lUinoi-'S
Jacquet band failed to warm an
audience of 1,500 that braved zero
weather to hear them play at the
Munrt, Wednesday night (28). Train

14

T3
~i2
10

^bringing the .songstress and a part
of the band from Pittsbui-gh was six

and Ernest Anderson, who
booked the attraction, had to give

liours late

•

10

WARD
NEW AGENCY

many customers

Pubs Tear Hair as Chi

their

money back.

Jacquet and trombonist J. J.
Johnson were the only members of
the ensemble who arrived on time
the concert. Tl^cy took to th«
briefly to give the disappointed
audience a sample pf what it. was

for

Radioites Tear Lyrics

.stage,

missing.
Pitt

Slow

Pittsburgh, Feb.
Illinois

.TacquetrElla

3i

FitzgeraM

jazz concert at Syria Mosque, Monday.. (26) drew around.$4,500 at 3.800.
seat Syria Mosque, playing to $3.29
top ($2.50 base,
(ax). Take rep-

We

resented about two-thirds capacity
and was nowhere excellent grosses
combo has been doing elsewhere: on
concert .tour.
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J.

then

made arrangements for the ijaymcnt
of the taxes. Dough owed consists
of federal amusement, .social .security
and withholding taxes collected by
the owners since 1946 and not turned
over to the government.

29

21

10

—

'

to

co-owners
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Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Chicago, Feb. 3,
Dick Webster, who recently quit
Song censoring, which publishers,
as veepee and Coast band-booking feel is always overworked in radio
clearance
departments, has reached
chief of General Artists, has formed
a partnership with George Ward, the hair-rending stage here, at least
long-time agent for numerous film with one pub-. NBC nixed tune, "I
performers. .Pair will- expand oper- Want to Be a Bad Girl'' because of
Une,
"—son
of the rich.!' Line was
ations i,nto musical field, with each
changed to "man of the rich," which:
owning flat 50% of agency,
Over weekend the ex-GAC passed, but blue-penciller rejected
squiggler trained to New York for the ditty a second time because of
several weeks. It is understood he line, "I want to drink
Publisher has .given up now.
is aiming, to sign talent now in-east.

"THOOGHTIESS"

"M Wei

10

.

SET UP

was unable

three

75

22
9^

DICK WEBSTER,
Ted

Finnegan
the

Tune Town, midtown ballroom that
they must pi^pmptly pay $27,425 de-

35

9

i

Pubfeery With 2 Writers

Internal
J.

72

46

10
Morris
"Papa Won't Dance"
Supreme
"Near You"
^Tm My Own Grandpa" General
"How Lucky You Are". Morris.
"A Fellow Needs Girl". Williamson

Ted Grouya Forms New

6

6

7

6

.

14B

10

1

.

Leeds.
Shapiro-B.

.

14A

New

.

.

Paramount.

.

13

97
94

.Morris

.

2

"Best Things Are Free" Crawford .....
Bobbins.
"Bet Your Pardon"

=

firms.

.

Jefferson.

at Wedding:". Simon. .....

"T oo- Fat Polka"

7B

Wood's Speedboat Mark

"Now

.

.....

"Golden Earrinss".

7A

T

Publisher

Title

wk'.

"Ballerina"

Guy Lombardo

-

P

O

Jan. 31

9

Harrisburg, Feb. 3.
A $10 annual tax on juke boxes
has been levied by City Council, effective April 1.
Levy is expected
to net the city about: $3,000 yearly.
'Owners will be subject to a 10%
penalty for failure to pay by June

T
O
T
A
L

This Last

Try For

Annual Rap on Jukeboxes

James

convince

Week Endiag

Ratine

«MI Dance

Harrisbiirg Levies $10

When

of retail sheet music
based on reports, obtained

/row leading stores in 11 Cities,
and shoioiiig comporotiuc soles
rating for this and last week.

has installed six clerical workevs
to arrive at ,-an accurate survey. It
wants to determine once and for all
whether in the past domestic tunes
or foreign are being favored in

Florida with him next month whep
he goes on vacation for two weeks.
If weather conditions «re correct
•nd the new engine behaves, lombardo intends to mak« a stab at
Wood's miark. He'll probably use the
Indian River for the run.

S.

Feb. 3.
Revenue agent

St. Louis,

Suney
sales,

it

,•15.

Makes Deal With U.

To Pay $27,425 Taxes

3.

songwriter'.';

to

I

Bnishoff

London, Feb.

Lombardo

Tune Town B., St Lonis,

HOME"
"RAMONA"
^BECAUSE"

.
,

.
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RCMictor

Joins

Ah

British

1,000,000 Copy Songs

Rivals in Serving

Its

i
'

Bisk Jockeys on a Platter
RCA-Viotor

joining its rivals
is
the so-called Big Four of the
industry in paying special attention to dislt jockeys. Company has planned a complete revision of its methods of servicing platter-spinners.
Instead of supplying
them with advance shellac disks
through various independent distributors around the country, Victor
will now serve, disk spinners with
oi tortbcoming
virtylite pressings
material direct from its Gamden,
N. J., headquarters.

among

recording

,

,

Trank O'Donnell, who edited Victor's "In the Groove," a sort of house
organ, will head the new department.
He will service some 2,800 disfe
jocks music librarians, and program
directors riding 850 independent stations throughout the country. Sei-v*
iqe will cover all categories, pop,
race; hillbilly, etc>,. excepting Red
Seal.

Year

Continued from paec 44

Pop Men Against BBC
London, Jan. 30

*
.Remick
B. Egan, Richard Whiting
Otto Harbach, Louis A. Hirscli^ .... ...
S?,™**'
Benny Davis, Con Conrad, J. Russell Robmson. Mills
.Forster
P- Levy, Edwin Stanley
and John Sclionberger, Vincent Rose. .Miller
.. Malvin
... ..i,.
WliisDerina
.......
.... .Harms
Louis Silvers, B. G. De Sylva.
1921, Anril Showers.
Joe Young, Walter Donaldson, Sam M. Lewis,.... Berlin
My Mammy,
.Feist
....................... Ed G. Nelson, Harry Pease, Gilbert Dodge. ..
Pecav 0'N(;H
'..Harry B. Smith, Francis Wheeler, Ted Snyder., Mills
Tlie Slieilt ofAraby
TiiclfMe to Sleep in My Old Tucky Home.. Jge Young, Sam M, •LewX.Geo, W. Meyer. T. ... .Berlin
Gus Kahn^ Walter Donaldson...,..,...Kemiclt
,
1922. .Carolina in the Morniiig
Fred Pwher
Fred Fisher
Chicapo
.................... Gus Kahn; Walter Donaldson. ... .i. ........... i.Hemiclc
Mv Buddy
..Felst
Three O'Cloek in the Morning. .... ..i. .... Dorothy Terriss, Julian RObledO.
.'•
Joyce Kilmer, Oscar Rusbach.
. .Schirmer
.i. ....
Trees
Harry
Akst
Benny
Davis,
.Mills
Way........
Long,
Long
1923. A Smile Will Go a
Wendell Hall...........
.....
..Forster
It Ain't Gonha Rain No More...
Al Dubln, Fred Rath,- Joseph J. Garrcn.....
.Mills
Just a Girl That Men Forget.
Lew Brown, Carl Schraubstader.
..Shapiro-Bernstein
Last Night on the Back Porch
Benny Davis. Mark Fi.sher, Joe Burke.
Berlin
Oh, How I Miss You Tonight
......Leon Je.ssel, Ballard MacDonald.
.... vE. B. Marks
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers
Frank Silver, Irving Cohn,....
....Shapiro-Bernstein
YpsI WelXave No Bananas
.Irving Berlin........
:.
.Berlin
1924..A11 Alone:...
Al Jolsbn. B. G, De Sylva, Jo.seph Meyer. ...... .Witmark
California Here I Come
Milton
Ager.
Jack
Yeljen.
Advanced Music
Sally
v.;
o£
What's
Become
I Wonder
... Otto Harbach, Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd, Rudolph
.;.....,...>..
Indian Love Call.
I'riml
..Harms, Inc.
i.Hemlck
It Had to Be YOU. ... ... .. ........... ...... Gus Kahn, Isham Jones. .........
'
Tea for Two (''No No Nanette'') ........... .Irving Gaesan <5tto Harbach, Vincent YoumanSi.T. B. Harms
.. .. .Irving Berlin.
...>../, .....>;>. Berlin
.t
WHat'n I Do.
.De Sylva-Green-Henderson
..... ......... .^.ShaDiro-Bernstein
1925. Alabamy Bound
Irving Berlin,;.................,
........„;. .Berlin ' "
Always
Edwin H. Eemare, Ben Black, Noil Moret.
.Robblns
Moonlight and Roses...;.
.....Irving Berlin.
.Berlin
Remember
Guy Massey..
...
ShapirOT>Bem^teili
The Prisoner's Song (C. 1924)..
...Berlin
Yearning (Just for You). ................. Benny Davis, Joe Burke
Gus Kahn, Walter Donaldson.
.Berlin
Yes Sir! That's My Baby.
Sam M. Lfwis, Joe Young, Mabel Wayne
..Feist
1926. .In a Little Spanish Town.
B.
Q,De
S.vlv.i,
Robert
Katsoher....
....Harms
,When Day Is Done........
Horatio NichoUs, Edgar Leslie
i.'Crawford
1927. iimong My Souvenirs.......
Erno Rapee, Lew Pollack.,...
Charmaine i
Miller Music
>.
Me and My Shadow. ....................... Al .Tolson, Billv Rose. Dave Dreyer....... ........ Berlin
iFelst
My Blue Heaven:. .i, i. ................... Walter Donaldson,' Geo. Whiting. ......
i

.

Light and symphony musicians
have offered to strike in sympathy
with dance bands and theatre musi-

.
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Capitol has so far been the fore*
exponent of keeping- disk
jockeys and other radio personalities
happy with vinylite pressing service

most

and full promotional material. Columbia some time ago took a turn
toward this- sort of exploitation and
decca even' later decided that disk
jocks were worth extra special at,

;

Victor was

j^entiOn.

the' last (if

the

;

.

.

.

in the lull rate

"We

.

.

;

.

.

.

r

making no more demands of the
BBC. 'They know What we want and

-

,

.i.. Feist

i

On

Harvest

Moon

are not interested in less."

1912)

Mabel Wayne, L. Wolfe Gilbert.
Benny Davis. Joe Burke.
Moon.
I Can't Give You Anything But Love ....... Dorothy Fields. Jimmy McHugh.
.Roy Turk, Fred E. Ahlert.....
I'll Get By...;......;...;....:.:.....
•Shine

we

.

.

MEET, 0.0.

<C, 1908)

....

.

.Edwin H. Morris

AFM

............ ;Mllls

.Berlin

'

Local, Milwaukee's

.

WMLO

;

.

Sonny Boy..,.. ,.......:.,....;;^....i...w..Lew Brown, Al Jolson, Bay Henderson, B. G. De

'

New MPPA

........ ...i.. .....
...Crawford
Sylva
Bud Green, Herman Ruby, Sam H. Stept
Shapiro-Bernstein
1929. .J'll Always Be in I-ove With Yi)U.....
.... Mary Hale Woolsey, Milton Taggart, Robt. Sauer. Miller
1930. .When It's Springtime in the Rockies.
1931. .When the Moon Gomes Over the Mountain. Kate Smith. Harry Woods, Howard Johnson
Bobbins
Irving Berlin
Berlin
1932. How Deep Is the Ocean. .....
Hoagy Carmichael, Mitchell Parish.
....Mills
1933.. Star Dust (C. 1929 as Instrumental)
...Shapiro-Bernstein
Billy Hill
1934. .The Old Spinning Wheel. ............ .-j
1940. .*Oh Johnny. Oh Johnny, O (C. 1917)
..... Robert Crawford.
Carl Fischer
1942.. Army Air Force Song (C. 1939) ...
There's a Star Spangled Banner Waving
........Bob Miller, Inc.
.Paul Roberts. Slielby Darnell........
Somewhere
Santly-Joy
..Moe Jafle, Dwight Latham....
1943. .Bell-Bottom Trousers.,
•I'll Get By (C. 1928)
Johnny S. Black..
.E. B. Marks
•Pafier Doll (C. 1942).....,........
Santly-Joy
......... Buddy Ka.ve, Ted Mossman,...
1945. ;Till thejind of Time.........'.,
1946. .»:I'm Always Chasing Rainbows (C. 1918)
Mary's
1917)
•The Bells of St.
<C.
........Al Jolson, Saul Chaplin, J. Ivanovlci.
...Mood Music
1947.. Anniversary Song.............
'

.

.

'

.

,

Wonder Who's

•Peg

My

o"

When You

Kissing

Heart

Her

Now

(C, 1909)

(C. 1913)

Were Sweet Sixteen

(C. 1898)

completed until next

'

Home On

the Range
Merry Widow Waltz

'

Silver Threads Among
(ThiH I'ompUatloil rit|>.vr!glil: bv

at the earliest.
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mSl SMASH
OF 1948

.'

WARY OF DATES
dates bookings for

bands' are in

many

name

cases being de-

enough in some cases, leaders themselves due to current b o. conditions.
Buyers are holding off on committing themselves to agreements for
dates months hence on the theory

WITH k HEY
HI

'March of Dimes' Junket
Tommy

across

(Wed.)' from

Indianapolis,
considerable

•

AND A
HO HO HO!

a move.

Dimes came up and,

•That bandleaders; too, should re-

commit themselves too far in
is not rare, but it's not common either. 'iChey, too, want to see
which way the b.o. wind is going to
blow before they expose themselves
fuse to

advance

BOURNE,

INC.

799 Seventh Ave.
Hs^

Yort

to definite commitments'.

as it wound up.
the trip in time for
with the Indianapolis
group— and it didn't cost him a

the leader
rehearsals

penny.

made

And

all

the

way

need of

ll(48>

Timing on Cross-Country

flight

t

.

,

Dorsey's "March ol Dimes"
country
last
week
Worcester, Mass.. to
from which he drew
newspaper and radio
news mentions, oc6ur'red because he
couldn't charter a plane through
regular channels. He had made a
.that the longer tfiey hold out the two-day date with the Indianapolis.
better they will be able to estimate Symphony, to do a guest shot with it
what the. season wiii hold in store for along- with frere .liinmy and. since
he Was booked to play Worcester
them. The Only trouble witli this cat Tuesday and had arranged the Indiand mouse routine is that it's pos- anapolis deal for the next day and
sible buyers, will hold oil %o long Friday evening, Dorsey had to have
a .plane or cancel the trip.
that they'll find the cupboard bare
When a charter job couldn't be seof names when they decide to mike
cured, the idea for the^, March of

layed by both buyers and, strangely

AND A

VAKIKl'V

.

"

the Gold

T.D/&in Split-Second

TOO FAR ADVANCED
Summer

I

WMLO

NON-COPYRIGHTS
Aloha
Blue Danube
.

.ftiUy

,

.

incidentally,

deal,

.

,

Bury Hatchet

Milwaukee, Feb, 3;
WrMLO and the Milwaukee local
(No. .8) of the American Federation
of Musicians last week composed
their differences and signed a new
contract. As a result of the settlement the station has hired a western
unit, to be billed as "Cream City
Ramblers," for a steady series starting Feb. 16. .
While the tiff was at its height the
local sued the station for failure to
live up to the contract and WMl^O
in turn filed a complaint with the
National Labor Relations Board. In
explaining the new move Jerry Sill,
g.m., said^that the previous
house band had been let out because
the station had no nee(^ of it but
that there was an actual programing

i

*I

demanded.

are meeting to decide wheth-

er to extend the ban.V Hardie Batassistant general secretary of
the union, told Variety, "but whether
the symphony and light music orchesti'as will ..become involved is a
matter for union chiefs. We are

•

;

broadcasts of

cliife,

.

.

1928. .Carolina

SOhgwi'iters Protective Assn. conducted its annual general memberShjj>. meeting at the Astor hotel. New
Ydffc, without much of anything outstiuiding occurring. Main item was
thp- submission to the membership
drafts of the new
ojE; preliminary
contract with the Music Publishers
Protective Assn., the full terms of
which haven't been completed. Me'm->
bers '.tossed, it back at the SPA
.Council with a confidence vote
that :any terms the SPA negotiating
committee feels are proper, under
the circumstances, will be okay with
.them;

HIT.

.

,

'My Melancholy Baby 7Ci
Ramona ..... .......

MPPAfACT DRAFT

won't be

.

—

majors to capitulate.

mm

.

.

all live

BBC compromise offer. It has informed BBC that it is only interested

,

.

.

would stop

'

^

j

are refusing to Continue

dance music, light music, and sympathy concerts and reduce the BBC's
programs to talks, records and news.
Musicians tFnion is calling an
emergency meeting to decide how
far their counter measures should
be extended. Union wants higher
fees for musicians taking part in
remotes and refuses to accept any

;

.

who

cians

broadcasting uriless the BBC rtieets
pay increase demands. If the present
Musicians Union ban on theatre arid
music hall, is extended to all divisions of the British musical world,

i

.

.

month

Back Salary Stand Of
Present Publisher

Raymond

Love Nest
Look tor the Silver' Lining
....,..»..>,......;..;
Maieic
...
That NaiiHlitv' Waltz v.. V.

1948

;

Writers

Title

4,

Symph Tooters

across councon-

try the March of Dimes, got
siderable mention.

Whole idea called for split second
timing, with the plane carrying the
band (supplied by. Eastern Air
Lines),, getting landing and takeoff

New "Vork, Philadelphia,
Va., Cincinnati and
Indianapolis..
In each city a broadcast was arranged (over the station carrying
T.D.'s
transcribed disk
show) in which the various mayors;
took part. "To cover all the cities,

concert for the benefit of the orches-,
tra's pension fund.
An audience' ot
1,800 paid $3 a

AINT

head to gander the

clambake.

MISBEHAVIN'

»

T. D. said they'd all

l^tiirMl In

come back for

a second concert next year

i£

Harris
All

Old Sweathtart with
fh* Ntw Look

MARY LOU
WHEN

YOU'RE SMILING

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
,N«w York 19
•

Hit raodwiv

conducting in turn* Band took the
lead in playing a Dorsey medley,
followed by an arrangement of
''Sleepy Lagoon" as a trombone solo
for T.D. and "Fihger Bustin' '; as sax
and clarinet exercise for- J.D. Both
maestros thten took chairs with -thfe

Everybody Likes Olives

And Everybody likes

orchestra while Sevitzky conducted
"Overture 1812". and "Stars anfl
Stripes Forever," with T.D.'s men
*
fortifying the brass in the finale.
Concert, opened Conventionally as
Sevitzky's symph played a couple of
numbers in regular style. Then the
Dorseys soloed in "Dorsey Concerto*'
and Cesana's "Gather 'Round Children." Brothers also played "Tales
from Vienna Woods'' as trombone
full

WERt MEANT FOR ME"

"VOtf

would compose a symphony for jazz
band and orchestra for the occasion.
Harris okayed the idea.
Stunt was climaxed by appearancti of Dorsey band with the symalternating
phony,
and
playing
together, Sevitzky and the Dorseys
held a relay race on the podium,

and sax duet, with

the' nifiw.gi'oup.''

irS tfiRRIFie LIKE HE SEZl

symphony

THE OLIVE SONG
PATBAULARD
MUSIC CORPORATION
Room

41 «. lilf

fway. N«w Yaik

support.

priorities in

Charleston,

EXCLUSIVE

ON RAINBOW

jockey

FREDDIE SLACK
AND
Currently

Sherman

PANTHER

LEFT

that demanded split-second
timing— so many minutes for the
band to unload, set up in airfield ad-

ROOM

Hotel, Chicago

Copifol R*cords--Just Relcdscd

"TWO

however, Dorsey had a schedule to
follow

His ORCHESTRA

HANDS"

•

,1

ministration buildings, do a broadcast, get back aboard and take oft
for the next stop-.
It came off so
well that T.D. was no more than a
few minutes behind schedule for his
rehearsal for the Symph.

"STROLLIN'"
Dorseys Play to

-1,800 at $3 Fer
Indianapolis, Feb. 3.

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER,
PL,

•

5572

Pros.

Chicago
_

was

Beethoven and
Boogie" at the Murat theatre here
Thursday (29) when Jimmy and
Tommy Dorsey, the latter's band and
Roy Harris, cotnposer, joined Fabien
Sevitzky and the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra in a high-low brow
It

"Bach,

JUNGLE
FANTASY
Feafuring World's Most Unlqu* Ffuflst

ESY MORALES
RAINBOW RECORDS,
156 W*9t 44th

St..

INC.

N. Y. 18. N. Y.

-

"

.

Wcdnestlay, FebrnHry 4, 1948

ORCHESTRAS-MVSIC

Biographical IKctionary

Of

ASCAP

Writers,

I

_ The

top 30 4onss 0/ th« week, based on the copyrighted Audieiic*
Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over Radio
Networkt. Published hy the Offlc* of Research, Inc., Dr, John G.
Peatman, Director.

'

book

stalls last

three years of
the Society's Dan
is

A Few

after

An

Company and

More

Old SoiDbrero

Civilization— *"Angel in the Wings"

will sell for

.

•

proposition,

ASCAP

Hc-.v

any royalties or payment. McNamaifa
does not figure in whatever receipts
will be pyramided. He worked solely
for ASCAP in gathering and correlating the tremendous amounts of
inlo included in the 483-page book.
That the tome took three years to
'
complete was due to the wartime
paper shortage and delays in .gathering the information. Then, a good

.

i

.

publishers should hop aboard an
English hit aimed for consumption
in the U, S. before its overseas ca«
reer has expired,; But there are
several reasons why English pubs
are leaning toward coincidenta'l re.'
British publisher in this country lease there' of U. S. hits. One is «
since before Xmas, arranged with U. S. Army radio station in Munich,
Tommy Valando's Laurel Music for which broadcasts the latest U. S,
the English rights to his new "Tell hit disks with power enough to
Me a Story." Dash's London iirm blanket England, creating a demand
wil go to work on it therp imme- for them in sheet formv plus the
diately, which means he'U, be push- ever-increasing
aihount of XT, S.
ing it almost as soon as: Valando recordings going into England for:
here.
There are other examples, sale.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Near You

,.
..Supreme
Is tlie Hour. ...
..Leeds
Papa You Dance With Me— "High Button Shoes"
Morris
Pass the Peace Pipe— f'Good News" ........ .....
.Crawford

l\ow

.

'

.

Pianissimo ............................... .
.Santly-Joy
Serenade Of the Bells ............
........... Melrose
So :^ar *"Allegro". .... ,-, , . ...
.........
... Williamson
The Stars Will Remember .......
.Harms
Too Fat Polka ..,
.Shapiro-B
....
Treasure Sierra Madre ^-f'Treasure of Sierra Madre" .. Remick
Whiffenpoof Song ....
..... ..Miller
Who, Put That Dream In Your Eyes. ?.
J. Stuart
Johnstone
Why Does It Have to Rain On Sunday.
.

—

had to be gone
over and brought up to date because
Of the delays.
portion of the info

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

;

there

frpm two to six months between the success of a tune on one
side of the water and its introduction on the other. Lately, however,
that interval has been shortened.
For example, recently Irwin Dash,

Supreme

.

.

.

.

.

complete hiS'
tories of 1,870 popular and serious
composers and lyric writers, including a special section pointing out
the origin of them by ipdividual
states. .This angle was included as
a possible- means of inducing newspapers to do feature 'stories about
native sons who have become widely

Book contains

tlie

men

known

in

their,

field.

20 nongs of the week, bosed on the copyriphtcd
Audie?icc Coverage Index Survey of Popular. Music Broadcast Over
Radio Networks. Published by. the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. Johw

All-Dressed

publisher'^.

Up With Broken Heart

Beg Your Pardon .....>....,. ..
It Love
The First Time I Ki.ssed You .. ..

.

Don't Call

.

.

..,>.... ....•.,..; ..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i.

.

.

.

;

.

.

....

......

.

TVmS FOR FEBRUARY

.

.

,

.

v

(On Records)

My,

hunting a new
moniker for his new Progressive
After Variety carried
JUttisic flrnj.
is

Each- Other,.-,

How Tim^

Dreyer

!

.i

....

.

...... ...

,

.

.

Ain't She Pretty
.').........;.. ..

.

.

, .

.

.

.

.

Southern
.Chappell
Leeds

.
.

...

;

ceived a wire here informing him
that a New York pubbery has used'
"Progressive" fitle.. for over six

.BMI

.

•

FOOL THAT

You've Changed

'

,

.

. ,

. . .

,-

.

.

.

.... Miller

.

w

.....

.

....

.... ...

. .

.

.

.

.......

.

-Burke-VH
Melody Lane

LET'S BE

tFilmusicol.

SWEETHEARTS AGAIN

Barren-MGM

Musical.

*Leiafit

(Hiir&Rong*)

Bill

Guy

LOVE

'mm

IS

SO

•

10121

(c«mpi>tii Vor<,i«).

yicW Umbtirdo-Ma;. i3W

Margaret Wbiting-Cap, 15010
Blue

THREE DARING DAUGHTERS'

AM

Shop FieMt-Miiricraft 53$

John$on-i-Vlc. 20..2S9J

,

i

Vic

THE

(Weekending

London, Jan.

Art

tund-MGM

*

.

-

•

Ernie Felice Qu4rte|.«^dp.

OTHER^

(p-t)

v

'

.

48($'s;'«

.';|

i

Xavicr Cugat-Buddy Clark-Col. 37939
Monica tewh-Sig, 15105
• £^fic. iMlRdtjgMrA—Nut. 903B
Dick Forney— Maj. 7373
'*
Deri Arnaz-Vtc, 30-3550
"MAcb!to-:C6ltf. 9003
Rene Cabel-iBec. 5000* • Mario Lind l)iiHlin-Vlc,<70-7'34S -^i
Ethel Smith-Bolb Ebertyf D^. 34372

Jon. 22)
-

Damonc— Mercury 5104

MADE FOR EACH

'

l:)

tM*ilin)

•

101?6
Helen Carroll I Sa<!>fieV(-Vic: 2e-2<^3;

Best British Sheet Sellers

i

.

;

lonibarda.Me'ni«a' i«wi(r4D#«;'A499B

TERRIFFIC

iM Brown-Col. 380M

-

1

J

Freddy Stewart-Cap. 4Z9.

Ertkine

Berlin

.BVC

....

.

.

.

I

I

-.

'

(Reqenti

10073

j

j

Dinah Shore-Col. 37952 • SaiAitty Kitye-Viic. 30-2401
Georgia Gibbf-Moj. 12013 • Billy Ecli>tine-Mj6M 10097
,
Hawkint—Vic. 20-2470 • Brooke Brotberc—Dec. 4B049
Dinah Washington— Merc. 8050
Gladyf Paimer-^Miro^le TQ4<

Fei.st

Two Loves Have 1 ....
What'll I Do
You Do^fMother Wore Tights" .....
You Don't Have T^o Know the- Language

lund-MGM

Art

Chappell
Duchess
Beverly

Thought]es.s

years.

AS SWEET AS YOU

'.

Passing Fancy
..
Shauny 0'Shea---t"Look Ma, I'm Dancing"
....
Teresa
That's All I Want To Know ............!

story of firm's inception, Gastel re-

C-P

.

.

.....................

Oooh Look-a There,

.Berlin

.

.

.

i.. ... i... ...

Goes By

A BROKEN HEART

(Marks)
Peggy Utr.^Cap. 15032 • Buddy ClarWCel. 37995
Bob Houttoh— MGM 10II2 • Alari GcrArd-Ndh 701?
John louranz-tMercury 5093 * Alan Dalc-^Sig. 15174
The Fiv* Bars-^Bull«t. 1009 * Jack OVvciK'^Towar 1263...
The Vanguard<-~Univer«ai 34 * Jerry Ceoper— Diamand 3090
Run Morgan— Dee. 24522 • .BHI Johnjon—Vi«.t.
Eddie Howard.—Moj.**

,

.Famous

.

..

;

Made For

.

.

ALL DRESSED UP WITH

Marksi
.Bobbins

Warren

I'm Comin'-a Courtin' Corabelle
Kate ..
....
Let's Be Sweethearts Again .......

'

Ciastel

HIT

G. Pcotjnan, Director

Book

music.

Carlos

BMI /Sr-^^M-

,Bourne

..

The remaining

music
|
Music biz looks upon the work as
the most complete information ever
turned out concerning the men who
produce and publish the nation's
^Iso- lists 303

Ho Ho Ho

With a Hey and a Hi and a

-

;

30.

.

,

Apple Blossom Wedding
Peg O' My Heart i
Near You ......
Little Old JVliU
I'll Make Up. FOr Everything
Tree In a Meadow
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Coffee Song
.

DICKEY-BIRD

.

SONG

.

. . . . .

Now

Is the

Hour

.

. . .

:

.

. ,

i

.

.... .....

.........

:-fvFNTH Ave

N

Vf

lO^K

N

..

.

.:

. ,

Now
.

.

.

.

Bicordi

How Are
Bow
I'm

CAN'T GIVE

MILLS

Feldman
^

......

Bells

Dizty Gillespie arrived in Sweden
week four hours late for first
date. Tug met band and rushed it

last

•

* - •

....

..

#1 PERFORMANCE SON©

— COAST

•.

F. D.

•..

&

YOn ARE

Mew Ye*

M

RAI^I

ON

.'K:'!

SUNDAY;

(Jehiitteii*)

H.

Hollywoodi Feb. 3.
JjCS Paul, leader of the Les Paul
Trio, is recovering from an automo-

Oklahoma

hospital,

LEEDS TEAMS WITH RAPP
Cincinnati, Feb.

3.

Sammy Leeds re,ioined Barney
Rapp, vet maestro, la.st week as a
partner in Rapp's booking agency. A
former musician with Rapp, Leeds
al.<!n
played in Rudy Vallee, Artie
Shaw and Ted Fio Rito combo.*;.
Lately he has directed the orchestra and was emcee at the Latin Quar^
nearb; Kentucky

MY tfCTfR

nitery.

*

IN THE

Cuy lombardo—Pec*

Adrian RollinI— Bullet*
*Soon To Bo Releaied.

Les Paul Injured

t«r,

GET

(London)
Mary Osborne— 0ec. 24308

crashed while en route to Hollywood.

HOW LUCKY
CO., LTb..'IKO IMg..

YOU'RE

MORNING

,9°""*!,^''.

Oklahoma City.
He sufl'ered broken arm and no.se
when his car .sifidded on ice and

TO COAST

(YOU DON'T KNOW)

HAVE TO

GONNA

Connelly
Vicloria

Yale

,

IT

.

^

•

132.

Freddy Mortin—Vic. 30-3557 • Snooky lamon— M^t*.. 5082
Dennis Day-Vic. ^3377

Kassner
.

DOES

Coming lip
A BED OF ROSES (Johnston*)
I'M LOOKING FOR A SWECiTHEART
LOVE YOU. YES DO (Lois)
I

(ioy-OM)

I

I

WANT TO CRY

i

WOULDN'T BE SURPRISED

(Excelsior)

(R«pi>biic)

MY PROMISE TO YOU IBMII
RHUMBA JUBILEE (Amigo)
ROSALINDA (Cherio)
THE DREAM PEDDLER (P««.r)
THE JUNGLE RHUMBA (Dnchett)
THERE GO (BMI)
WHO'S GOT ALL THE DOUGH iAMnl
I

^

'

EYES(St.on.t

•

-

WHY

-

.....Unit
•

24330 • Kay Kyter-Caf. itOtr
Vic Oamonit-^Mercury 5093'

*

Roy Carter— Rep.
Jack iMcLean-rCoatt: 8019

.. -Dash
....BerUn

,.

.

509?-

.

Happy Right Here.,

Garden in the RSin
Wish I Didn't Love You So
I Never Loved Anyone
Anniversary Song
All Of Me

ilU

Sittere-Dec.

PUT THAT DREAM IN YOUR

Mark Warnow—Coait 8026

...Chappell

.

.

,

IDueheit)

HaymecAndrcwe

Da.sh

...
.i

Things in Glocca Morra. .........

to .shore.

Hm ItAUkiCC

Dick

WHO

bile accident in

tHE

TERESA

.%

l^tqfiir* Trio-UniteJ.'Artiiit

(tMH.

Jack Smith— Cap. 4S4

Happy Go Lucky You

JUfMY McHUaH

Cox

Conpelly

Sorrento

First Love, Last Love
Girl That I Marry

. .

&

Box

And Mimi

iHarWoii.Orii.rioir>

Shop Fiehh-Muiiicraft 533
114

•

Vaughn Monroe-Vif, ia.257it,- •.•-Kt^ botaj^Mcq;
Johnny Johntton-MGM 10137 ,f > *«i^.4«iiill!«p^

.K. Prow.se

.........

.i

PASSING FANCY

Southern

•

. .

•

Jack Smith-Cap. 473
Dick Jurgeni-Col. 3B037

Secdhd 12

.

YOU ANYTHING
BUT LOVE, BABY
Music by
.

MY RANCHO RIO GRANDE

Feldman

.
•

...

,

Y.

ON MAJESTIC
I

'

Dash
Maurice

.

South America

ROSE MURPHY

Connelly
Ascherberg
B. Wood'

.Connelly

Darby and Joan

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

. .

thia

Hourj"

Maurice

1

Wouldn't Be Surprised
.Republic
Dance At Your Wedding. ..... i,.
.. .
..... .Simon
I'm Looking For a Four Leaf Glover ............
Beiiriick
My Own Grandpaw
.General
Em
one Star Moon .. .. ..... ...
......
.
... Advanced
Love Is So Terriffic
^i. .:. ....... .'Mellin
,

in

the

Is

curred a lapse of

I

I'll

.

Paramount

,

How Soon

a commercialwill not receive

is

"Now

of

owned by Leeds while, it is stiU
among the first five sellers in /Xing*
land; the English push by Dash and
the Connelly firm of "Little Old
Mill" and "And Mimi" at the earn*

the

in

almost coincidentally.
time that Shapiro-Bernstein is workusually has oc- ing on those tunes here.
time anywhere
There isn't much reason why U. S.

released

Heretofore,

Robbin.s

..

,

Lucky You Are

ing

Morris

Dickey-Bird Song
Golden Earrings— f'Golden Earrings",.,

$5 a copy. It has not been released
generally as yet, but has been on
sale at Brentano's, New York, for
several days.
^

Though the book

Crawford
,...Burke-VH

,

country

increasingly

tunes on. both
sides of the oci^an, have reached the
point where the new tunes are be-

Jetlerson

Free—f'Qood News"

namely th« mushrooming

music publishers,

new

marketing of

ShapirO-B
,

Best Things Are

S.

close during the past year

Patmar

But Beautiful

Thomas Y.

English and U.

who have been working

JI3-29, 1948.

Kisses

Ballerina

McMamara the book

being published by the

Crowcll

Survey Week of January

more than
preparsition. Edited by

week

Coincidental Release of Hit Tunes

^

of Composers,
the Araericao Society
Authors and -Publishers appeared on

Pubs Adopting Policy Of

British, U. S.

Songs With Largest Radb Audience

Finally Makes Appearance
Th« first Biographical Dictionary
publisher members of
of writer and

49

.

ITednewlay, February 4, J948

so

USbwsSigDsAgamof Hypoing

Carnival, Mpls., Sets
Name Band Policy

NotEvenaFbsli?

Vaude B.O.; Heidt, Godfrey Units Gted
few weeks in- few theatre dates sines, Heidt has
dicate that radio will resume as a broken records, and has become a
boxoflice aid to vaude houses. With valuable vaude property.
Sammy Kaye's value to the boxthe Petrillo ban likely to decrease
Events

in the past

the number of names Eligible tor OflFicc has beetn increased considervauderies, the bookers feel that ably through his radio' shows.
radio airings will in a great measure, Although he has diminished his b.o,
compensate for decrease of new draught in the key cities by too fretalent caused by the platter ban.
quent appearance.?, his radio show
The Gapitol theatre, N. y., for in- has helped maintain his status in
gtance. has found that its Monday towns where he hasn't been seen so
night airings of the "Dr. IQ" radio much.
program has increased business. Also trading upon the fact that
House booker declares that thy've radio is helping create theatre boxbeen getting different types of audi- office, Arthur Godfrey is sending
ences on those nights.
out amateur units, as is Lou GoldHowever, the most striking ex- berg, who produced the old Major
niple of radio buildup is seen in Bowes units.
the case of Horace Heidt, who lias
Sam Grisman, who produced "Tobeen away from theatres for more bacco Road" on Broadway, is formthan three years. He recently re- ing a vaude unit to play in conjuncformed his band and has started on tion with a radio giveaway show
an amateur talent hunt spftnsored on that will tour houses in the south.
NBC by Philip Morris. In more than a The Al & Belle Dow agency is currently signing acts to play with that

Bands, Acts Again

•

up.

Some bookers .say that once video
really gets rolling, more names .will
be created, that is if people care to
leave their sets long enough to take
in a show away from home.

'

Cwr«irtty

Legion Post Named I!or
Tamara, Killed in Crash
First instance of a femme entertainer having an American Legion
post named after her occurred last

week

in

when an

Albany,

all

femme

legion post obtained a charter. Post

HARRY

ROMM

A.

Tamara, who was
Lisbon Clipper crash
in 1943, while on her way to entertain for USO Camp Shows.
Claire F. Carpentier is acting comt

was named

after

killed, in the
.

.

f,7>'

"

r.,..

'

'

.-.

-

mander of the

EDDY

•

M
A

'H«if*tt »f the

thit

WMk

t
S

post.

Youngman

Into N.Y.

Copa

Henny .Youngman, Carl Ravazza

tt

Agcy«. Warn

and Carl Bris-

Lynn & Conway,

flor's orch,

Priscilla

Rockwell, Ronald Rogers and Jack
Flosso.

Policy of th% line, according to
Newport, Ky., Nitery
Lou Lang who's booking the talent,
Closed on Gambling Rap is to use four turns plus a nine-piece
.

band. Lang has another unit headed
Cincinnati, Feb. ^.
Angle Marasco's band aboard the
The Glenn Rendezvous, Newport, by
Argentina which sailed Jan. 15 and
was closed indefinitely, Satur-

U.S. Acts

Ky.,

is lining up another for the comday (31). after local police raided
pany's Brazil which ts scheduled to
the spot and confiscated- all gambling
re-enter service on April 3.
equipment. Raid was made shortly
after midnight.
Gil Lamb set for the Roxv IheAmerican performers signed tq
The Glenn Rendezvous was one of
play variety dates in England are the more important talent buyers in atre, N. Y., starting Feb. 18.
being warned not' to blow their tops
the area, most shows bein^ in the
when arriving there. Agencies are name category. Bookings were made
telling acts now going over to be as
by Miles Ingalls, out of Ne^ York.
modest as possible when talking to
the British press, steer clear of subjects relating to » the plenitude pf
Sinter*, DaHcert, Chorai Lia*»'
food, clothing, etc., in the United
Novelty Aeti. Emeoei
States. Above' alli acts are being
usked not to mention Salaries or
8t«d Photon rablMty to
brag about their abilities as a per- are also reported to have seen the
former.
.system in action. Johnston himself,
Agents declare that London pa- it's believed, can do no- more than
pers are gunning for acts taldng advise the bidividual companies- oni
AwHM'latvil with tho
large" slices of coin out of that dollar- whether they should deal -with MttcRey Iwittow Ikoairtcal AfOMy
impoverished country. It's pointed Donald but his favorable comments
out that Mickey Rooney, upon ai'- can %o a long way towards starting
Loow'i Stale nwatrlMl MMiiif
rival there, told the press that he the ball rolling.
Newark 2, New Jersey
wanted to try his hand at all phases
System, according to MacDonald,
of showbusiness. Rooney said he furnishes a. certain method for tele
felt that 'he could act, direct and audiences to see firstrun films and
produce. Subsetiuently, one paper major Broadway sho'ws. As now set
KRMBSTO
CiO«rN»
headlined "Rooney Can Do Any- up, each viewer subscribing to
thing" and went into a yarn ribbing "phonevision" would have special
the actor. Some reviews of his work wiring attached to his vidfio sgt. Anyat the Palladium, London, indicated time a program was oflfered that he
the press' displc^asure, especially at wanted to see, he would dial his
the idea that he was earning 3,00Q telephone operator and she would
pounds weekly.
throw a switch to make the program
It may have
been the reviews visible on his screen. Without the
that caused business to dip toward switch-throwing, the show would
the end of bis Palladium engage- come in as a blur.
Phone comment. Rooney cut short his stay by- panies, 'too/ according to HacDonald,
several days and returned to the are "intensely interested" in the
e m eiy 0wic> Aeti^*'

To Lay Off Bragging

When

Flaying London

REEDATONCEl

i

PETER MUSTO

°

able to appear.
"Ihiraiite is -recuperating from recent operation at Palm Springs, Cal.

HELQ4£aDd HOWARD

.

By Happy

Beliwa.y
Saranac Lake, N. Y;, Feb. 3.
Ines Groething elated over visit
from Dr. Selman A. Waksman.
Helen O'Reilly, former NVAite
and nitery hostess, floored by pneu-

discharge paper.s soon.
Sig Mealy. Of the old vaude act of
Welch, Mealy & Montrose suffered
a setback that will keep him' bedded

some time.
Danny LaPort.

in

for

weekend

who

ailment.
Lila Lee

wood, Jr., of N. 1. C.
Arthur Slattery handed good clinic
report which jips him for meals and
shows.
Patricia Edwards, nitery songstress

4ft

Wett 4ini StMM. New

Y*rii

MM

Ci!t'r.'%1.0Ci

X

&

lT3r>-K:

H.

J».

<lAUr.

Currently

VANCOUVER
Mnjor

MVS

Nctnroflii,

Th«ntnil nail Cluba,
V, 8.

ana OaiAida

KKO

rcrwnal Dlr«c4kw—HD KIKKIBBX
RHlldiDfc.

Nrw Y«rU

N. Yv

*.
.

• RITZ HOTEL • iARCLAV HOTEL • CLARIOGE'S HOTEL
e
MAYFAIR HOTEL
CAFE DE PARIS
» CHtO o
TROCADERO
rLAYED ALL THESE PUCES FROM 1929 TO 1939
ALSO TREMENDOUS SUCCESS IN 1937 REVUE, PALACE THEATRE
ALSO PLAYED VICTORIA PALACE THEATRE. HOLBORN. EMPIRE. FINSBURY PARK EMPIRE. HIPPODROME,
BRIGHTON BEACH

IS

LONDON'S PALLADIUM
IS

THE REASON FOR THIS AD

CURRENTLY fSeCWATER BEACH H&m., CHICAGO. OKNING FEBRUARY 17TH. STATLER HOTELS CHAIN
rmSONAI. MAX.lUKIl-^'OISOKK'r ANII TIi:i.li!VISIOS

MAURICE

S.

SILVER

Tri:
GI. Vim.

FAVDRITet

INTERmTfONALLY FAMOUS MAGICIAN
WELL KNOWN IN LONDON'S

THIS

.

RCA
VICTOR

1

eROSVENOR HOUSE

FAVORITE OF LONDON'S. TELEVISION
ATTENTIOH!!!
THE ONLY PLACE LEFT TO PLAY IN ENGLAND

tlTS, ••(.

VKKK!

KUINMAN

No. BnuiNon

BOIXVIVIMHI

MLOMAR

All

who beat the rap here, in for annual
checkup.
Mane Gallagher in from Philadelphia to visit her daughter, Dolly
Gallagher, who's doing okay.
Write to those who are III,

COMEDY RARGAINS!
PARODIES, SFECIAL SONGS,
UirgMl mioclion in thov/bii!
*

I

.

(Murphy) visited over
weekend by her sister, Mrs. -Leonard
Tufford. and her son JAmes Kirk-

Dir.:

I

Dick Moore bedded with stomach

fek THE INK SPOTS

AMI

Nw* York
MATTV 4M«eN

/^RalMOr

AMERICA'S TOP HEAM.INE StNGING GROUP

.

skiinfi tournament, visited Authur
Proffitt.
is progressing nicely.

CHD

;

MacDonald also revealed that
Zenith, only major radio manufacturer not yet producing video sets,
would start rolling them out next
fall, They're expected to include the.'
full line of models, from table jobs
to consoles.' If the "phonevision"
idea can be worked out by then,
they'll naturally -be equipped to pick
up the special shows to be 'made
available; as well as all regular
video
transmLssions,
Set-owners
would get the latter without charge.

Saranac Lake

for

X

plan.

.

Coimie Haines has lieen signed for monia and into General hospi&l.
the Harem, N.Y., starting Sunday
Inez Liverpool flashing good clinic
reports and expects all-clear and
(8), succeeding Rose Marie.
Latter was out of the show for
several 4ays due to a throat ailment.

n

,

definite that Jimmy Durante, orig-,
inally set for the date, would be un-

LATIN QUARTER; ftOSTON

tainment supplied by "Miff" O'Con-

'

and the Di Gatanos start at the Copacabana, i^. Y. tomorrow (Thursday). U.S.
Deal was made last week after it was

HAINES YICE ROSE SL&BIE
Babinran.-

to

,
sive attractions, others being Hotel long.
Hiller wired Ruby and wondered
Minnesota Terrace and
Nicollet
Hotel Radisson Flame Room. Ter- whether they couldn't leave at lea.st
race and Flame Room currently are 10% of him in the film.

offering Harmonicats
son, respectively.

Com-

Uruguay sailed from New
last week on a nine-day cruise
Nassau and Havana willi enter-

pany's

York

town three night clubs using expen- ultimately when the

.

Probably one of the stronger examples of radio as an aid to vaudeville is seen in. the appearances of
Ernest Tubbs in vauders. Tubbs ha.s
been hitting hefty takes even in urban centers because of his air build-

mm-

closed since before the war.

inal story line for plenty of footage
but that he had to be eliminated
script ran too

that order.'
Carnival's inaugural will give the

.

layout.

Cnnses Booking

PUtsbuirgh, Feb. 3.
Joe Killer, veteran Pittsburgh
booker and former music publishing
exec, learned last week that he was
almost, but not quite; one of the central figures in a forthcoming movie.
Resumption of South American
Metro's doing the life story of songwriters Harry Ruby and late Bert cruises by Moore-McCormack lines
Kalmar, both of whom used to work is reopening an avenue of employ,
for Hiller in the old days, and RUby ment for moderately
priced acts
wrote Hiller -that he was in the orig-

Minneapolis, Feb, 3.
the Happy Hour reopens
Aprfl 1 as the Carnival, after being
rebuilt following a fire, it will hav^
a name hand policy. Frankie Carle
has been' set for two weeks as the
opening attraction, with Chuck Foster and Frankie Lane next for a
fortnight and Cab Calloway, Sammy
Kaye and Johnny Long to follow in

When

3SOOKING AGKNT

MILES INGALIS, HOTEL ASTOR
sum VoKK

onrir

'

)
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Shelvey, Arthur
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Indicted In

nlSylTd

Met

Ops Through Experimenting;

Nitery

Dave Taps, vet vaude and cafe
agent in New York, will go to the
Coast at the end of the month to
establish a Hollywood office. Taps
pMns to spend most of his time from
Atlanta, Feb. 3.
auditor, and W. H. (Monk) Arnold here on in (Ilalifornia;
testified before the jury. Attorneys
Malt Shelvey, recently, dismissed
Taps is the father of Jonie Taps,
for Shelvey declared that Shelvey
Amerthe
of
head
of music at Columbia Pictures.
administarator
national
will surrender to Georgia authoriican Guild of Variety Artists, and ties shortly. Bail was set at $20,000
Arthur Kaye, former AGVA re- for eacli.
Foreman of the grand jury which
gional director in Miami and Los
indicted the two ex-union oflficials
Angeles, were indicted Friday (3Q)
was Henry W. Chandler, president
to a Fiilton county grand jury on of the
American Federation of Latwo counts of fraudulent conversion
bor regional unitj Atlanta Federatotaling $20,000. Monies were obtion of Trades.
tained from the Henry Grady hoLast week Shelvey instituted in^
tel, Atlanta, as a contribution to the
junction proceedings in New York
William Green, president bf the
guild's welfare fund for the privisupreme court to prevent a "na- American Federation of Labor, has
lege of running matinee shows.
from running thrown the AFL weight behind the
indictment declares that none ot tional committee"
AGVA. Justice Louis A. Valente last Associated Actors and Artistes of
the monies obtained reached the
veek denied a temporary stay. America in th^ 4A's battle to preunion^ and followed an investigation
Hearing on the temporary injunc- vent Matt Shelvey, ousted national
of •Shelvey's AGVA regime by an
AGVA committee. Evidence alleges tion will be heard tomorrow (Thurs- administrator of the American
day).
Guild of Variety Artists, from rethat Kaye in August, 1945, told the
gaining his position in AGVA.
hotel that its holding of matinee
shows in the Grady hotel's Paradise
In a letter to Paul Dullzell, 4A's
room was in violation of union rules,
GIVEN YR. IN JAIL prexy. Green reaffirmed the right of
but a waiver could be obtained if
the 4A's to administer the affairs of
the inn kicked in with a $10,000
the vaude^nitery union, stating that
contribution to its welfare fund.
"the AFL recognizes the 4A's as the
Philadelphia, Feb. 3.
Settlement was made,: allegedly; for
national union"
and the "4A's is
Leonard (Len £.) Ross, nitery the only recognized agency repre$8,000. Affidavits from the hotel declared that Kaye wanted the money comedian, was sentenced to a year senting
variety
performers
and
inclu<ling
entertainers,
in cash but finally accepted a check. in prison Friday (30) on a charge of nightclub
In August, 1946, the duo are said to giving an indecent show.
circus and carnival performers."
have offered the hotel a two-year
Judge Vincent A. Carroll withheld
Green's inclusion of carnival and
deal for a- $12,000 contribution to sentence on a second count and told circus entertainers is being conthe welfare fund. Kaye was again Ross's attorney that he would enter- strued to indicate that the AFL will
paid by check. Hie two cancelled tain an application for parole in due find no place in the performer setup
checks were shown to the grand tinie. .
for Shelvey, as was done in 1940
jury,
Ross was indicted in two true bills when Ralph Whitehead, who was
Fred Collier, Henry Grady hotel returned Dec. 3 for exhibitions of ousted by the 4A's as executive sec"an indecent and immoral nature" retary of the now defunct Amerion Nov. 14 and 15. Testimony on the can Federation of Actors, AGVA.
alleged shows at the Hi-Hat Club predecessor, was given jurisdiction
was given before a jury, which found of the outdoor fields. Whitehead subCircus,
the
Ross guilty Dec' 17. From that time sequently organized
until sentence he was held in Moya- Carnival, Fairs, Rodeo Industrial
Union, which folded shortly aftermensing Prison,
His attorney pleaded for leniency, wards when it pulled, an unsuccesspointing out that Ross bad enter- ful strike against the Ringling circus.
tained servicemen during the war.
The Judge said that reputable night
club owners had told him they would
Ohio Liquor Bd. Revokes
Th* RIsqu* iPrlsky
not engage Ross becaijse of the objectionable nature of his act.

Adanta; $20,000 Fraud Charged

Names Must Have Sure B.O. Draugbt

'

Adams Set

Joey Adams with Tony Canzoneri
and Marli Plant, has been been
signed to play the Latin Quarter,
N. Y., starting April 25. It's Adams'
first N. Y. cafe date is several years,

Wm. Green Bacb
4A's

previous date having been at La
Martinique.
The Latin Quarter has also set
Buddy Lester starting March 28.

AGVA Fight

AFFECT

^ew York

JANE DOUGLASS at the Piano

break in
delivery of
3,500,000 gallons of oil into the city,
and promises of more shipments,
eased the' shortage considerably.
Most bonifaces expect dear sailing
the

1948—It's

Radio's

Newest Singing Discovery

cold

film

and radio names that

use if available, but they'll
be the ones Hiat have previously
made good in night clubs.

didn't

All of these

Lee,'

names enticed a de-

(Continued on page 52

-

from here on

Ft

(2)

spell,

The Exclusiv* and Amuiinq

in.

In fact, several operators thiilk
that announcement of a well-heated
boite will bring in additional business.
number of apartment houses
are conserving fuel and are therefore uncomfortable to many, It^s expected that many will take to theatres and cafes in an effort to maintain their accustomed comfort.
Another factor that may bring in
additional business' is the fact that
many mercantile firms not on the
priority list may have to suspend
part of their operations because of
lack of heat, It's expected that theatres will get some benefit from this

A

3.

LAURETTE smd CLYMAS
•DANCUMORISTS''
JACK DAVia
.

New

'

York

PHIL TYREU
Chttago .

enforced leisure.

The Ohio Liquor Board is going to
crack down on night clubs serving
liquor to minors, announced Simon

In

have proven
worth on the saloon circuits.

they'll

NITERIES

N. Y.

Monday's
and

classification

For Sales to Minors
AkroHi Feb.

their

serve food.
boom takes at the Riviera,
But aside from the advantageous N.
J., last season.

4 Suspends 24 Licenses

star t s

Edward^

tonight
(Wednesday) at the Copley Plaza,
Boston.
Jotua

have usually floun-

they'll stick to acts that

who

.

Week Marmoid Room

cafes

in

dered at the wickets and henceforth

sustain their
coming immediately after dwellings,
draw throughout their entire enhospitals and institutions, public utilgagement at the same spot, Mickey
ities, communications and transport
Rooney also failed to draw sufficientj
tation.
business to cover his salary, on his
Under the Mayor's edict, most
stint at Copacabana, MiamiAnspots can qualify since nearly all
drews Sisters similarly failed to hit

.

WHITE

32iid

They have found that the majority
film names that have come to

work

New York nightclub operators are
The roster of high-priced, talent
breathing easier during the current that haven't
done too well in «}afes
fuel-oil crisis for several reasons, the now
includes Jane Russell, who was
major one being Mayor William a bust
at the Latin Quarter, Miami
O'Dwyer's classification of -night- Beach,
last season at $15,000 weekly;
clubs as restaurants. As such they're
Ed Wynn, who's current at the Cargiven sixth place "in the priorities
nival; George Jessel and Olsen and
system established by the Mayor,
Johnson

FLORENCE

Pork Central Hotel,

of

This doesn't exclude the possibility
of bringing in new names. There are

ON LEWD SHOW RAP

.

Costly experiments by bonifaces
during the past season have con*
vinced the majority of the cafe operators that transplantfng top-talent
from other fields into niteries isn't
paying off at the boxofflce.

many

FUEL SHORTAGE WON'T

COMIC

.

for L.Q., N.Y.

Pretty

L. Leis, member of the board, as
the board ended a three-day session
of hearings here.
Board revoked
four licenses, suspended 24 from 20
to 60 days for a variety of offenses,
and dismissed one case.

Much

In

a Class by

Herself/'

—Variety.

m

VALAIDA

"This board is going to make a
clean sweep of youngsters in night
clubs," Leis declared at the end of
a case in which the Hamilton Beach
Club, west of Akron, lost its license
*
for sales to minors;

"A night club is no place for a
it would be wise if
owners would keep out anyone who
looks younger than 21," Leis obr
youngster and

served.

SNOW
Gue^

starred on the

PAUL WHITEMAN SHOW
Monday, February

•Two girls, 16 and 18, testified they
had been served beer in the spot,
and an 18-year-old youth also declared he had been served a bottle
of ale. The girls were in. custody
for other offenses, which led AssistCharles
General
Attorney
ant
Schnur, prosecutor for the board, to
maintain that the sales aggravated
their delinquency.
The sale of beer to a boy of 16,
who served 18 months in the Army
without his correct age being detected, drew a 45-day suspeijigion lor
Nickie's Tavern in Perry, O,

2ncl

FLORENCE

DESMOND

Durante Set for London;
Ink Spots Repeat Date

And Immedialely fngag^d

to

Reappear

Next Mbfiday Night, February 9th

*

A/so Guesf starring on the

famous Infemational

English vaude houses are continuing to splurge heavily on U. S.
acts. Latest to be pacted, for London arc Jimmy Durante and the
Ink Spots. The Schnoz is slated for
an appearance at the Casino in June
or July, while the Spots go in the
same house in August or Septemthe
a repeat date for
It's
ber.

At CAPITOL, New York . . . Currently
"CUSTOMERS TAKE TO HER WITH A BANG"--Var}«fy
"COMES NEAR TO THE ULTIMATE ... Her hilarietts and
bitingly'aceurat* impressions are tii* mainstays of fiio
Capitol's presentation. . . ."-r-N. Y, Herald Tribune.

latter.

At PALMER HOUSE,*CIiicago . . . Recently
"ONE OF THE MOST ENTERTAINING ENTERTAINERS

The Ink Spots booking caused considerable surprise inasmuch as their

HENRY MORGAN SHOW
Thursday, February 5th
Personal Manaiger:

Direction:

EARL EDWArDS

SOL TEPPER

Impressionist

•

previous
caused a

appearance

in

London

the press. The Negro
quartet rebelled at doubling and
into several houses, and
tripling
failed to show up at one house.
Their contract was subsequently readjusted sans doubling and confined
appearances to the Casino theatre.
stir in

Their current pact stipulates

we've encountered."—Chicago Sub.

"BRINGS

.

Persian Room, Plaza,

num-

»

Daily News.

Coming Engagements
Nicolette, Minn.— El Rancho, Las Vegas

ber of performances they're to do
and consequently, no difficulty is 6x;-'pectedt

DOWN THE ROOF."—<:ikieago

•

New

York

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,
i

INC.

a

—

,
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of tomfoolery: that closes the show
at top speed. It's an over-all lineup
with zip and. $parkl« and plenty of
crafty showmanship.

Night Club Reviews
Copacalmna, Miami

back to spur the
libs, and every act on the agenda
primed for his shenanigans. The
Moroccans are a top tumbling and

ler planted in the

ad

Mimni Beach,

Jan. 30.
Fisher, The

Milton Berle, Stan
Moroccans, Gloria King, Ben Yost
Vikings, Ralph Young, V/ally Wanger Girls (7), I'cddj/. PomeU, Frank
Linale Ore Ji; mi»ii«ittins $5-$6.

balancing; act, with the flip finale involving Berle in a howl maker.

Comes then lush thrush Gloria
King, doubling from Mother Kelly's,
to purvey a sock song, with the
Berle interruption for the second

have hit the
jackpot or close to it with this fourday engagement "of Milton Berle,
filling in between the Geovge Jessel^
Maurice Chevalier regular bookings.
First time the frenetic gag-rememberer has been seen here since
his Royal Palm days before the war,

Copacabana seems

to

Only when Stan Fisher comes on
does the aud perk up to a talent
ready to go on his own, outside of
Berle.
Good loTSking harmonica
virtuoso belts them with "Hora
'

Staccato" and Indulges in a series

the spot was said out for the first
show, with an almost sellout for the
second, opening night, and with
plenty reservations piling up for
the weekend.
liayout is an all Berle jihow; the

of gags with the

comic in which be

more than holds his own. Bit on
"Night and Day" with the inevitable
Berle participation
the

a highlight of

is

stint.

Standard canto with the Ben Yost
Vikings is. again a standout. Group
do okay with their musicomedy and
college songs, but spark is provided
when Berle comes on in fantastic
costuming and makeup to partici^
It's rough, ready and funny,
pate.
and wears neatly lor laughs. It's a
Berle show. Working with unflagging energy, the guy gets into every-

hard working young comedy vet
working in and out of every act on
the bill.
The Wally Wanger line
tees oft, with Ralph Young delivera solid vocal to their trimly
terps, and with Berle on, to
take over, The fast talking laughmaker hit them with everything in
his considerable memory book from
then on in, to rack up a steady series of giggles and ypcks.
Works in with all the familiar
gags, timed to perfection, to add a
fresh tinge, with stooge waiters
wandering about the room, a hecHing

paced

Diana Lure, tall blonde with educated taps, opens with a session of
okay hoofing that sets the stage
nicely for Adams, who takes over
and immediately starts gunning for
laughs.
CoheTij

Village

thing, and, whether the line be
familiar, a yock is forthcoming via
his delivery and know-how,Teddy Powell has been brought in
the
by the comedian to
Frank Linale orch, and turns in a
LarVi
perfect job,

conduet

^
Vanguard, N. Y.

Lo«i,se Hou)a?'d, Josephine Prpmice,
Trio, Don Frye; $2.50

Max Kaminsky

h w show at the Vanguard should
pay off neatly for boniface Max Gor^
don in these days of slumping nitery
grosses.
Talent nut is small, and
the high 'entertainment guality ot
Louise Howard' and Joseplline PremFice should garner plenty word-ofmouth to fiU the small room.
Miss Howard, who made her New
York preem several months ago at
No., 1 Fifth Avenue, impresses as
one of the most promising young
comediennes to come along in some
time. Although she's quite a looker,
she has an' extremely mobile faee
that she manipulates sufficiently to
sock her routines across via unrestrained antics. Material is good and
new but could stand some punching
.

'

up for better results.
She opens with a neat takeoff of

necessary

a soprano trilling "Roses of Picardy"

Little

and then does a top comedy job on
"Mam'selle," in which she gets the
patrons yocking with just a look.
Folk-singer impression and her im-

,

Marlin

Appearing

LIDO CLUB
Son fi^oiidsco

This

Buf it's the entertainment, together with, the activities and pei'of the diminutive singing

and

"Feiiwrad by"

SOL TEPPER,

RKO

Bldlg.,

New

York 20

COMEDY PAHEII
^er Ail traachct

tff

Thtgtricalf

FUN-MASTER
"The Shew Bli Omq. Kle"

N0S. .I to 21 at $1.00 ea.

tines.

Miss Premice, a dusky Haitian
calypso singer, is standout. Her act
nitery at a is evidenUy well-set and she projects
generally is an ingratiating personality neatly on
pretty rough. Iiayout like the cur- both catchy rhythm tunes and the
rent one is bound to keep them com- straight calypso stuff. Accompanied
bv a )}ongo .drummer, she does her
ing.'
It's the first time in -Pittsburgh ioti best work On a very fast "Jack,
the Joey Adams-Tony Canzoneri- Jack, Jack" in which she pulls all
Mark Plant act and they're beamedv stops. Fine sense of pantomime is
demonstrated
in one number with
clientele.
directly to the Carousel
Customers here have been brought Creole lyrics and. she enunciates
up on comedy, and this tarn's that distinctly enough to make all the
all over.
For an hour,, the laughs calypso lyrics fully understandable.
never let up, first Adams, then Voice has plenty of volume,' but is
Adams and Canzoneri, after that moidulated nicely for the mike. »

10 PARODIES for $10.00
~
"How f0 B* on Emeoo"
%3M 1neji^iriK|.2 «ag HIm
Send

oms,

list of mutvrlnV ptttod!«!i,
AAk«< minstrel bits—blnck-

:fl>T

c«mMl,T

slcK8i '«tc,

NO C.O.W»
PAULA SMITH
«W W. Mtli St.. New Xmk

M

that's made this
when the going

Adams and Plant and

finally

all

Max Kaminsky
drums

seems

satisfied

Always A|ii|Marin^ in Person

LOU

with

SEILER
Currently

MUSIC BAR.

-

and

Salvador Dali of Coinodians

JAY

SEILER
Held Over Fourth

CASA

'

^

Felix

Young opened

this'

Week

SEVILLE

LONG ISLAND

(Continued on page 54)

intimate

Comptattd

CaroiMel. Kltibargb, Pa«

Kaminsky on Rudy" a top piece of spoofing thatthree of them, with the gags coming
gets the necessary yocks to make
fast, the bits cascading and the gen- trumpet, backs the show well and
eral mood of -the entire act one of has an extremeljr good dance beat. them a click with the payees.
Vanguard perennial Don Frye is on
Duo show a good flair for working
intimate heckling and cordial fun.
and in the idiom, too, 'when Rosenberg
Heller's taken himself out of the hand as intermission pianist
'"
Sfol.
singing spot in deference to Plant, emcee.
comes on as a pseudo-cantor ready
to auditio,n for a job. in a synagogue.
who wows 'em wiQi: some top-drawer
piping, BO much so the crowd won't
Papiilon, Hollywood The Yiddish stage vet comes into his
let him get away, and for a finish,
own in this feature spot, which in its
Hollyivood, Feb. 3.
he and Adams and. Canzoneri bring
Irnogene Coca, Morion Bruce, Col- broadi.sms and nuances can get
on the boss- (HeUer) for a crack bit vin Jackson, Phil Ohman Orlc (8); laughs even from those who don't
cover, $1.50 weekdays, $2, Sottirdai/s know the language. Previously, he
emcees, spins funny tales in Yiddish;
•
ond Holidays.
piano,

Boston, Moss.

1 4 WceM
Old Remaiilaii, New York
Town Casino, BuffalOi N. Y.

Jvft

This time out, there's enough of
the young and English version of
cafe material to satisfy all comers.
In the Leslie brothers, fresh out of
the borscht belt, Rosenberg bas
found himself a fast working pair
of youngsters who set up a solid
series of impreshes of film, radio and
stage greats, with some funny interlarding of patter. Their special material hits for laughs, with "Ready,

comprising

trio,

week. 'JPhe .Csimpagnons de la Chanson 'Stepped into the breach, doubling
from the Latin Quarter, N. Y.

$2.50.

first

topliner,

stature.

fo.o.

Edith Piaf, back at the Versailles,
N. Y., after a two-day illness, last

Jan. 29.

that sort of biz, though admittedly
realizing a leavening of English in
the lineup of acts might bring in the
curious who would be drawn-' by the
excellent cuisine, if with their supper, they could see a show which
would explain the entertainment involved.

sonality
host,

fieacTt,

"folk spot" of its kind
in the area, has proven one of the
most consistent draws for dinner
shows since opening two months
ago; drawing as it does from the
considerable transient and resident
population that go for the Yiddish
idiom.
Micliel
Rosenberg,
host-emcee

'

time

Afiami

Rosenberflr, Leslie Bros.,
Sisters, Sasclia Leonoff, Peter

Drew Orch; minimum

presh of a lush speakeasy entertainer during the prohibition era are
equally good but she .spoils part of
the hilarity by winding Avith a
Pittsburah, Jan. 27.
Joey Adams, Morlfr Plarrt, Totim straight rendition of "What's the Use
Jackie of Wondering" from "Carousel." As
Lure,
Diona
Conzoneri,
Heller, Herman Middleman Orch she explains it, the number proves
that her voice is "still good" 'but it's
minimums $3-$3.50.
(5)
questionable as to whether it fits in
Little
Jackie Heller'g thriving with the rest of her act. If she's
Golden Triangle spot, now well in going to do a straight song at all,
its second year, has survived mainly it might be better to sandwich it bet we<hi a couple of her comedy rouon a policy of comedy shows;
;

Cttirrciitly

Bomania, Aflaml

iWichel

,

'

I
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..

Remainder of layout has Kay 'They're
now talking of taking
Carole, ventre, and Rosanne, aero
chances with performers who have
dancer, reviewed under New Acts.'
Piute Pete has replaced Pappy had considerable nitery experience.
Below in handling the, audience par-, They <think that a few times around
ticipation stunts;
the major cafes will give them the
Edba,

•

[

Ops

.

'

CaroHsel, Pitt.

PHIL FOSTER

Nitery

Continued irom page

gree of first-time business. There
are

many who would have pUmked
Fleming on guitar, Tony Walberg on down vaude and legit tariffs to .s-ee
piano and accordion and Stubby, them, but at cafe prices, that's
handling trick .instruments and com- another story. With prices what they
edy vocals. His topper currently is are, the regular nitery patron, these
the "'Gum' Slot" song, which ho days, i.sn't prone to take a chance
on
works up for howls and solid returns. talent, unless they've been
setStokes also registers on vocals of ting terriOc word
of mouth accolade
"Irish Lullaby"' and ''Serenade of
Thus Kay Thompson and the Wilthe Bells," with the other lads providing neat backing for a comedy liam Bros., who started a comparatively short time ago in niteries, can
sesh that wins a begoff.
Alternating on stand with Stubby's virtually name their own tickets,
cvew is the Populaires, a neat quar- with all the niteries bidding for their
tet that also add spice to the floor services. They did well
boxofflcewipe
show. Latter comprises Bill Sloano
at the- Copa, Miami Beach, and are
(piano,
accordion), Mike Powers
sot to repeat at that spot, following
(guitar), BiU Walz (bass) and Chuck
Bills (sax, clary and bongo); Stand- the run of Maurice Chevalier, who
out of their session is a hep version opens tomorroiy (Thursday).
of "Met My Baby at .Macy's" and a
The cafe operators, by necessity,
Spanish number^ v
will have to introduce new names.

miTii?Tmm( $3 weekends.

more yocks.

vocal to add

Capt. Stubby and his ButeaneerSi
novelty band playing a repeat date'
.and keeping patrons' plenty amused
during both their floorshow stint or
when on the stand making with cus«
tomer dansapation.
They're solid
both ways.
,
Combo comprises Jerry Richards
on clary, Tiny Stokes on bass. Sunny

(115 capacity) spot way out at the
end' of Sunset Strip several

tag

it caught on immediStarting with an orcliestra
Young progressed to having,
Nan Wynn, and now has
brought in a three-act show.
In keeping with the atmosphere of
the room, entertainment is handled

weeks ago anB

THANKS TO THESE STARS

ately.

only.

singer.

an intimate, casual manner. But
the current layout is far from casual;
it's sure-fire entertainment.
Show runs some 45 minutes and
the surest indicEltion of its effect is
the way table chatter dies down.
The customers know they're getting
a high return an the entertainment
dollar and they relish it.
in

*

Negri's warbling of
dise,"
or her razor-edge

JANE KEAN

EVERETT MARSHALL
* MARIE McDonald

* VIC DAMONE
* BILLY GILBERT

BILL

LENA HORNE

*

ROBINSON

LANNY ROSS

For Their Wonderful Words

Imogene Coca was never better.
Her satires, neatly delivered, rate
high whether it's a. takeoff on
Pola

^

* MILDRED BAILEY
* MAURICE CHEVALIER

it

"Para-

Mode

the Engagement of the

LATIN QUARTER

assault

on commercials and safes techniques
used by fur outfits, Finale, the story
of how "Slush Pump Annie" joined

(Boston) Memoroblo

Many Thanks to: Mickey Redstone. Gene Mariano.
Ronny Weeks ond Steve Allison for Their Cooperation

the "Hour of Charm" is equally
funny. There's a laugh in almost
every line and Miss Coca's subtle
muggmg socks it across effectively.
Marion Bruce, chirper. show.s with
four easily warbled numbers that
she's about perfect for a spot of this
type.
Her intimate delivery arid
soft, smooth voice register well and
bring demands for more.
Calvin Jackson's solid 88ing show
off to good advantage.
He tickles
the ivories to back Miss Bruce and
in a solo stint off and on during the
,

BUDDY LEWIS
"REFRESHINGLY DIFFERENT MIMfCOMEOMN"

evening and his variations on familiar themes rate high.
Backing it all is Phil Ohman,
whose crew dispenses sweet, danceable music.
Kftp.

SULLIVAN
CURREHTLY
LE

RUBAN

BLEU,

RADIO: Sundays.

New

3-3:15 P.M..

lOSKPU UABSOIiAIS.
"S!.P-'!Si'l™»9L
Suite

M6

.

.

.

iiusie

WNEW

'

cow,

SEEKINC

Y.
Will anyone

- .,

or,AMiaitok.

of the

New

York's Greenwich Village,
maintains its traditional lure via its
bucolic surroundings, square dances
and other aud partidipation stunts,
as well as a modestly budgeted show
'ai!id coUpIe 'of mUsic combos fdr con.
tih'ilous dsncihg;
»•
Sparking th» nevfr layout here are
of

l4t.««»Uii.

Ji;eS5S'ilS'''5

IV.

Village Barn, located in the heart

York

PerBonal Manager

Village Barn,

Copt. Stubby & Buccaneers (5),
Carole, Popttlaim (4)
Piute Pete; no minimum, excepting
Saturdays, $2.50.

Rosame, Kay

'

•

who worked

with his granddaughter?
'

with or knew Harry Williams

Acatlemy of Music,

Variety. 154

W.

46th

St.,

Pittsburgh,

Florence

New

communicate

Codmah, Box

York

19;

N. Y.

267,

A

.

'

.
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5S
ager,

New

Acro-Dancing

_

,

Roxy. N. «.
Aside from

_

,

exceptionally

being

this recent
skilled at his specialty,
emifiree from Europe will probably

Impress American audiences with the
novelty of his dummy. It's .a duqk.
•nd not another carbo* cppy of
"charley McCarthy." And a very
imagination
fine dummy, with lots of
and resource in the way it's handled,

Lamouret seemed

to

have some

dif-

nothflculty with his English SttiA. it's
ing that a few weeks of study and
experience* couldn't overcome.
While the wooden carving has

that looks like Walt
Disney's character, it's got a, manner,
method and personality all it? own,
Xamburet, who combines a knack for

much about

it

finely wrought ventriloquism with
a shrewd sense of showmanship, can
that
claini 'ones asset for his
other ventriloquists probably dan't
at
for theirs. Hi.s "Dudule" .seems
times to take on subtle changes in
It may be an
facial expression.
optical illusion, but that's the im-

dummy

MPA

Variety Bills

v.p,,

IRENE HINTON
Ventriloauist
}2 Mills'

and Francis Harmon,

explained to the assembled
execs. One plan was to make a deal
with the Russians, who have a rawstock plant in their zone of Ger-

Acts

TVEEK OF FEBRVARY

many, to provide needed footage in
3 Mlns.
return for some other commodity.
Apollo, N. Y.
Irene Hinton, colored gal, has a Another was to allow the companies
weak acpo turn built around some to use their blocked marks to erect
rotating handstands, a few somer- a rawstock factory in the American
saults and a split.
Major fault is zone, with all possible needed chemher lack of terping. Some fast step- icals purchased within the
country
ping would serve to lengthen the and the rest
paid for in dollars and
act as well as giving it a lift via
shipped in.
a badly needed change of pace.
While President Truman's promise
An earnest performer, Miss Hinton needs more experience and addi- to look into the situation has retional routines before she's ready moved the prospect of immediate
for the more lucrative vaude and withdrawal,- the situation remains
nitery dates.
explosive. Action may still be taken
Giib.
if no positive
government aid is
ROSANNE
^
forthcoming.

NEW VOBK

CITlf
Cikpttol (I^) 4
.Sammy Kftye Ore
The Fontaines

Desniond
Musle ll«n (1) 5
Margaret Sande
Georjre Tator
Ronalde
li*]orence

'

Mai'ouita

Count .Basle Bd
Lewis & White

Ktump & Stumpy
(one

CliEVKI.ANO
I'aluee (K) S
Vau-jrhn Monroe Or

Moonmalds

Pnramonnt (F) 4

(I)

Waltl Ore

comed

-

.

.

,

.

KA^ CAROLS

:i

putedly has a different routine for
theatres, but is using a more or less
ad lib patterii for her nitery date
.
here.
She manipulates a precocious male
expertly and fashions act by
,

'

.

,

dummy

,

the dummy heckle htnand others of the audience,
all in fun and inoffensively- to reap
good returns. Winds with a comedy

having

jparties

dummy fM

•vocal

Gal
cises

quick on the ad

is

good

recep-

solid

lip-control' to

Current routine

is

lib,

exer-

realistic,
fine for intimate

Bdbo.

boites.

Trum^in Studies Aid

M Minn.
Ewbsisy, N. Y.

Ne^

Act files. 'Consereview is for the reccompetent singer with
an all-around know-how*- but regis-

Variety's

quently, this
ord. She's a

ters best in ballads

and slower num-

•bers.

On show

caught, she showed a
preponderance of head-toneii. which
partially explains her difficulties
with the faster numbers. With more
concentration on the slower type
ni;mbets she would heighten her
reception.
is

She makes a nice appearance and
tastefully gowned.
jQ?e.

HERB JEFFRIES
'..'Soni;*;...

12 Milts.

Blue AUeel. N. Y.

Amiu
o«l.v
Kicli

Daacal

II

.Mall

disldngs for Exclusive, has a voice
that should be able to make strong
indents on cafe and vaude audiences.

He has robust pipes, excellent
projection and ability to give a tune
individuality through his interpretations.
Song selections are equally
'good with renditions of "Flamingo,"
"Basin Stre^ Blues" and "When I
Write My Song." Mo.st of his numbers are selected in order to sliow
his .soulful approach. Inclusion of a
lively

rhythm number would

hance the

en-

variety."

Howftver, he relies too much on
mlke-carressing tactics, which has
passed its peak of popularity.
Jose.

:

A

diminutive Negro lass, Dottie
Saiilters has an uninhibited style
and sells her son:g.s with verve and
showmanship. Clad in a pink gosvn,
-she
opens with "Zip-a-Dee-DOoDah,' follow.s with "My Future Just
Pa,s.sed" and finales with "Almost
L'JKe Being in Love."
While these tunes are well suited
to her ability, they have a sameness
that might well have been oH.set by
» number in slower tempo. Nevertheless. Miss Saulters Should prove
««,ay for bookings in theatres -simij®\to_the Apollo as well as niteries
.

•

iWurmg

sepia talent.

Giifa.

Mype & Cote

Elliott
Jurist
Ellis Lal-Jcin 3

Helen Lee

&

Karyl

Co

Del Casino
.lane
(Ireb

Kay

,losi;i>liine

Jadifion
Hall Ore
llorHeNhoe

(Miff

Co

Matji & Hari
Choral octet
a iSandiei- Ore

^is

I'cnny

sr

Decision

No decision was made, pending
John.ston's talk with the President.
understood that the industry 'toppers were prepared, however, to
take drastic action if Mr. Truman
offered no encouragement toward
solving .their problem.
Serious discussion £iven the
thought of pulling away' from the
occupied and orbit 'countries results
from the many problems involved.
Not the least of these is U. S. public
relations. Move, it was feared, would
be interpreted by many American
citizens and Congressmen as indicating that the industry- was more interested in what sounded like a relatively small amoupt of coin than in
the good of the nation.
Since the iron, steel, coal and
other indu.stries are getting dollars
all
for
the products they send
iibroad, filmites feel they're being
patsies in not only being forced into
giving away their pictures, but
spending money to do it. Explaining
this t<) the public, however, in light
of hostile reaction which might reespecially with Hollywood still
sult
the butt of an anti-Red probe it
was figured might be very difficult.
Second and highly-important laspect of pulling out of any country
is that it leaves a vacuum which i.s
filled by pix from other'nations. This
helps to develop competing industries abroad and it may well mean
It's

.

.

-

—

—

permanent
people

loss

may

of

well

market.s,

have

since

forgotten

American pix and gotten used to
other nations' films by the time conditions have righted themselves to
the point where the market is again

A

(1)

Another point is one of straight
government leaders
If
patriotism.
don't see the advantage of keeping
America's
abroad to

whole

celluloid ambassadors
tl)e

nation

extent of having the
help bear the cost,

some execs argued* shouldn't the

in*

dustry go on spending the necessary

money

itself?

Approximately

$960,-

000 would be spent by the companies
in the occupied countries up to Jan.
.31, it was explained. Johnston transmitted thi.s figure to the President.
A number of plans to ease this
burden had been suggested to the
goverrjment without avail, Irving
Maa.s, MPfiA v.p. and general man,

Dollnofffj &. Kays
.Artliuv I^iflcli^

the many excellent American
pictures shown, an erroneo.us im^
pression of America has at times
been given by certain of the commercial films.
.J.
"Two things are hecessary. First,
better quality pictures, depicting the
highest standards of American life,
must be sent abroad. Cooperation
from the Motion Picture Expprt
Assn., so decidedly helpful in the
past, should continue to make imfeasible. The committee
feels that the assistance of the

provement

MPEA

deserves special commehdatiori and
believes that

if

certain of the inde-

pendent companies who have been
laggard will join in the effort, the
can readily be solved.
Second, supply abroad of doeunientary pnd non-commercial feature

problem

6

(1>

& Poke

Halph Cooper Co
Stftte

;

The

Unsatisfied Demand
"In Soviet satellite countries, for-

new

techniques, there

n large unsatisfied demand
which the Soviet Union is incapable
of filling. Therefore, an unusual opportunity is preijented to us to capiSoviet insufficiency by
talize on
is.

now

showing American advances through
medical, dental, scientific and other
specialized documentary films."
While the public thinks of the socalled "Voice of America" program
as largely limited to shortwave radio,
the joint House-Senate committee
found that the other media were also
,

vfry helpful, although it admitted:
"Radio can be made the principal
medium for reaching the masses in
'behind-the-curtain' Countries," and
"a careful study should be made as
to the most efficient and effective
means of making the fullest use of
both the 'Voice of America' and local
in
Europe.
.«tatio'ns
broadea.«ting
Voice of America' programs should
be initiated for every European
country not now covered, and precritical
areas
sent
programs to

expanded,
Emphasis
be
be placed on the greatest
possible extension bj! contract of
local radio time in countries where

&

Botty

The

&

Gate

IWSTON

Leiouona CuU^-n B'yft
V.evneyn

(K)

(O

Tommy
No

(I)

(I-ft

Holly

& Be Be

Grfipne

8anda Girls
Arno Renneit
Burion A- .Tan^'t

Musical

(F)

Tap & Toe

Tip,

Max

GanjT

H

Paltei'fi'n

^'

Ed"'flrd(?

SIb

«>rl«ni»l <T) 5

Buddy

&

.Tft^'k

(one to

m

,

'I^'tw

T^li'iiS

Ore

SaiitlM

Cfl.rl

.TR<'ks'n

X «n1y
Mifflov
Oulnlanit
TTerhilne Mldtfetn
nivo to fill)

raiWtoI

T.*c«ter

Plod Pipers
MInsf

A

(I)

TIlinolH .lacffucl One
fj e 0
ud SO n Ore
,

fill)

W6
'ts^:.

Pgiviclfi «;iH
Kuby KiK-^s

HI|t|>»(lronH')
(8)
t^abes in Woods

Arthur LucaK

Mel Torme

Wiins

Cfouk

Hetty Bruce

Bi-iM'i'ion
fiiibPS

i'he.*!

rnta BakPT
("ampli'll & Tln^'r
V. FlyinPT Ballet

<\IUMFF

P

Beauty

SleppiPg

<S)
I>niU)>1y

Ifiintply

Nit a VYoti
Phil KiHckland

tpon & Kikt

LfHIf Jack

'

Urtbln?!

I)

Trj»,n-iH

BI.H'.v

Viliua \)(^ IJorr.
nnb.H .Cr Utobe fSTf^
Mnlinoral +

.lafnifi*.

Ancnstcr

HfaL^m'H

I,'!

.luves

Kniplre

FTony

(H)
Pfirry

.

HI raiipfe
Sf'a

(3fihy

Savern

Wisdom
.

'

Sfiill

Lion

'

WoodD

!6ftb«M

In

Sandy

tiCliitf

(H)

,

:-.

Ronald
^tinny

Klfitprir (2)

Jordan

I'almer

HAtd

lliiuH*

St««'eiM

Paul Resan

Ore

Hkltclr Ttenderuon
I'ryde & l>ay
BbUIevar-dfiarit

.iVhiift

OlReii

&

.1

O

oy

Fr»)iKAii
JiHikit

Car-

band

feljowing run of Ed Wynn,
Blair is currently nego1.
tiating for the Cab Calloway orch to
policy

March

immediately

after,

and

may

.surround the sepia orch with an ofay

MAN'<IIKSTKH
1liriiht^r«^T'ie
(S)
*J<jod ? -Siioen
.

Ooray
Kl.'une

Phil Resan
Murray Arnold Or
Andrea Adacio Trio
Kudy Cardenas

Kileewater 8«tir,b

start

%

Stnrp on Toe

tlo^'Mle

Shaw Oro

Nicky Blair, operator o£ the
nival, N.Y., may go in for a

Pof

Xc

Xoi-niini

.Vundy

K-

1,1'siip

Olson's

('hit'finp &' (ijiy

O

.Buddy

CallowaytBeing: Angled To
Follow Wynn at N.Y. Cafe

* jiian
.luves
^S> 2

^MaftkelyA

Daly

rii('f>#'a

T^fivton

Caryli

.should

•

l.>iitln
Qiinrtfr
Billy Yine Co

Georee OlKon Ore

rtirrord Sr 'ISfrni"
.lafk MiHdonn 4:

'2

Ifi

'fni'iifi'

12

rithue

Robh Mihon
.Tn*^I*

It

Ore

.Pat Gurran
Pat Varncr

Marypa

Si

(4)

Dnnoro <lt>

llnrdeTi

Sidney Trevelyan

(Miftrli's

.Maurice

Hll.'ii

'

I'HildfK
.ffffci'ies

llfii'uhl

rtoy

12

llelKiiics

T-av'-ndef

l)or*'f (I

triijrb

i>elson

Al' 3lorj,',')n
Bill Clcindler
)>ick (iale

.«lan Litfle,

:

Itsabel Marden
.riU .Uunckloy

Train iltbn

S

Imwff* Wfikt»neh1
fl fruniley- Wright

Forbeis

TJprt Al-urriiy

Heoho

iloHNe

()ii4^ni

.\dorablea

Tracy Si«tcl-B (2)
The PiiuhmBn (2)
Tony Oti)arfTo Oro

LKrrKSTKR

Siylists

III Id

Hay Knglish
Carl Marx

Syilcll

:

& Byl

O'l-^'arrf^n

'

Hotel Sliermaii

liofcl Klmnarli
Plcri'e Cartler

.Froilft

.M-

iJunovan

Vlllaite Vniifcuard

Marty HoBan

y Thompson &
WiUleuiH Bros

SandM

Bi(?oa

Buccaneers Oro

I'Veddie .Slack

If a

2

Marie I.RWtoii
('Ivrifl

OaHslo Broa
P^'tVB'y Bjirhes
J2 Liltlo OTivpttes

Frf-tldl''

l>H,iil

f^CKH'r <'o

ITjjrry

6

Fopulaires

Maxinti Sullivan

.<3one

Ifotel
Ulnek»toiic
rtay ..Morton Ore,

IIAf'KNKY
Kmpirc (Hi

Roye

Panielfi

Yoenian

-

Bam

Village'

Piute Pete

Kay, Carole
Rosanne

D

LewU

tieryj

ZUi AntrclR iUt

.

Paul Villard

Bonnie Bn kcr

Kallen

Kitty
.Vlartin

"iertbn

Ooienn Davios

;

Patl'leia Adair
C & T Valdea
Muriel King:
Bon Vlvants
Vincent -Trnvers O
Ruban Bleu
Connie Sawyer
Day. Dawnc, Dusk
Muriel Oalnes

Mavlan Fedclo

Brown

iN'fiih

ChvoI Lane

tlimrtcr'

fjitlii

Misha Borr Ore

& J Malmney
Cliez f^irM
.Marty f:ron 10 Ore

Mtovenn
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Brwln Kent Ore

Harvey Stone
(JampagnonjB
Oeorgle Tappi
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smith. Si*

«alH Gain
Woody and Bobby
B.unln Puppets
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Brown

Malvam
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r

Victor "Bofge
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'V
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Danny Sullivan
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Old
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Sadie Banks
Joey Dean
Jde LnPorte Ora.
P'Anuila Oro

CHICAGO
K;ty OL-^en
(lloria rrart

pepiu
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Diana
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Ji'inlpy

Lenore Ko{r«i*(i
Botty Gaynello
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Pineapple Ore

Art

(irilHn

Lyda & Vanni
WUlie Danville

•
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Tom Grant Ore.
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Sonny Bunham
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Norman
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Morgan Ore

Ru\fl

Eddie Davis
Art Waner Ore
Sherry Brltton

Panohfto Oro

Hotel Uiltmorff

BRITAIN
BRISTOL

Allen

'

Webster
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Hotel Belm't-PlftKa
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MarsTo Wtide
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Eddie Stone
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Powney
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ff
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.lean Castro*
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Ralph Font Ore
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Wally Blacker

Kipney
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Lee. Noble
Olin Walker
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this is politically feasible."
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VIera

Paul Wa(li«r Ore

8-11
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coVered
commercially, should be increased.

merly dependent upon Germany for

M
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I'MiKa

Bill Dornfleld

-

r.ee

(^ohfeh-

John BUIot

0
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.loiin

^

films, in fields insufficiently

information on

Myron:

Cunpie' Haines.
Chjuidrft"Kaly .Dora

"Hit
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^1)

SelaiuilaR
.TohiiHton

Rosalind Courtrlght
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Hotel T»ft
Vincent Lopez Or*.
Charlie Drew
Hotel Wanvi«H

.
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Joe Allen
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-

(1)
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,
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Itiijdii
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Cole 3
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Noro- MorftlOB Ore

EdwardH
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KtlUie Mniiaon

Artie Datin

Hotel St RcKis
Ted Straeter Ore
Evttiyn Tyner
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An.wn
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Oloo
Rousevell

liotel
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Mary Lou Williams
Hotel »t MorHs
Dal .Sherman
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Helen Humes
Mirko

Hill & (Ijiido
Bei'nie AVcflt
T.'-oii
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(Uonrntou'iO

Evt'f>sH t^airiiaKe
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Hot«l Pluxa
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Joel Uerron Oro
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(I) 'i-8

ft

Chas Reader Or«
Vfl,n Smith Ore

Sia

Jacf^uoinot

Chas Irwin
CUus Blackman Or
Ciao Ore

Dewey S.is
I'.VTKRSON
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Calvary Broa
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Dot Remy

(3raliain

Stanley

JInJeMIe
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Oh.K

R

(I)

Hife,

T.ow,
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Franlcie Carle
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Ed Wynn
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NEW .ARK

.VdliriiH

Hcrble Fields Ore
Robert .\Ida
Freddie Stewart

.

Hotel

Curiilval

.\°lfl.n i'arney
Tlebor's iSciilS

VVatfioit Sis

:

'
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(!>)

(>Iyiui>ln
Trifi

New T«rk»

Romayn*

Terry Brent
Jay Martin

fertriea

-

Patriotism

Sinking

ApoHo, N. Y,*

Herb

Mr.A.Ml
Ttaalfell

CITY

Hotel
Phil
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Erroneous Impression
In the report the committee commented on the subject of pix: "Motion pictures are i remcndously popular in every Country of Europe and
have been until recently almost the
only means of, bringing the American scene to the mass of Europeans.
Without in any way wishing to con-

Si

Larry Clinton O
Marshal Beard

Itoss
Uliie. Ansel

Kaye Ballard

Co

.

profitable.

DOXTIE .SAULTERS
V .Mins.

NEW YOEK
Dorothy

Damone

Vic.

Bildie J.iimhcrt

EVERSandDOLOREZ

ating or to be establsihed and ap- -HlppOKlrpiHe
Kathy Moore
proved in the future."

.

Hinton

8

(I)

Ore

Lord

Sx.

One

.SI

t

was not 'to put in any more money
by providing additional pictures, but
to go on operating as long as the
present supply of prints was usable.

2

IIOI.YOUB;

Bnddy

'

,

Herb Jeffries, Negro singer who
has been making headway via his

Mui'FBy

.

as at .present, regardless of cost; secto pull out altogether; third

.

(S)

Craekpot#
Oowley
•

Gaye Ore

Gloria

&
&
&

Morris

*

'

"Dorothy Blaine has been on the

Empire

Crock

(S) t
Caven, <;)'Connor

t

Mo

.-cafe and vatide circuits, fpr some
iyears, but is still a stranger to

.Mayer
KItsoii
-Arthur BrouKh
<71nKalee
Lonsdale Sis

Harrla

Balasuefs

WOOD GKEGN

Kinpire

GOLDEN

DOROTHY BLAINE
Sduks

Terry .TuvenUes
.SIIKPII-KDS Bl'SlI

3

Alvureis Mora
Juen^er Ballet Line
advances were made at the Army's
l liina Moll
request, Hollywood has not been
Mini; & Ltnr
Wong Sis
able to ,get out its money. In its reI*aurie Lon£
Continued from page 1 as
port the Smith-Mundt committee,
NOW AT
Reti ri ce Fun
Oye
II
which, toured Europe last fallt exCurbollO Ore
in New York. Even the English 75%
GATE
lack Pi'ase Ore
pressed "the hope that any legislaCoiuit'Obaiift
lax situation was given a virtual
FRtSGO
tion providing for European recovHenny Vounijnian
brush by the .execs in favor of ery, which
(.\irl
Ravazsa
includes guarantees with
MKt.! KSblE HMITH AGKlSClL
Bttf^atanos
lengthy debate on the question of
respect to the conversion by AmerN«w York
ISOl lirondwuy
Sondrji Barrett
pulling out of countries which aren't
.T(^ff Clay
ican enterprises in Europe of local
paying their -way. (Further details
Michael Durao Or«
currencies into dollars, provides that
Fernfjndo Alvarez
on MPEA-foreign situation on page
Cllivo
A\ l-*cii?uson
such local currencies can henceforth Pat Rooney Jr
5).
HH(,i*'-:rlon (ihai;i;j^
F Del Mnnte
be- converted by selected American AnHons Sis
rilll.ADKIJ'lllA
Victoria Bnrcclo
Three alternatives were suggested publications and other American Bobbie Martin
Rita & Ro^Jno
I'iiriniin (I> S
Aloss Drake
at the session. One was to go ahead
Los Panoboa
Buddy Lewie
media of information already oper- J6hiiny Hyman

make her ond was

wooden partner the more

King

'jVIuldoon 4

ii-8

Valley

Pvltchar.1

.

around theatres and niteries, having
had a long stand at the Wivel restauHowever, she's not listed
rant', N. Y,
in Variety's New Act flies. Gal re-

&

Lionel

lio.<iamvnd Uelmore
Afier Tofirig a
•Stuart JPearee
.Hraemjir Pipers.
Tiller fiiris

Franlile I.alne

,

.

Taylor

Clyac McCoy Ore
Nellie Lulcher
Jean flarroll-

Helen Forrest
Dick "Wesison

Mack & Desmond
.lerrv

stiite

Iioewi

Davles
•loy ilaydeu •
!<nieddle Bros
.

to All)

Dunhllls
Trelease
FranUie Fontaine

Washington, Feb. 3.
KoJiy (1) 4
Eric Johnston yesterday (2) wel- TjOUis Arnmtrong
the. Smith-Mundt congress- Bai'l ITines
.Inck vTeaf^arden
ional report issued last weekend in Barney BI(rnrd
Sid Oallett
support
of
expanding
the
U,
inS.
dance, equally effective.
Arveil Shaw
Okay foir other spots of this type formation service abroad. The re- Dick Cary ,
pression.
or as production specialty: for larger port called for extensive use of Vclma Middleton
Xiamouret's jousts with the duck
Dudule
Tjamouvel'
boites.
films and radio, congratulated the
Sdha.
Straiul (W) 0
are varied and consistently of a
Motion -Picture Export Assn. and I.iioneV Hampton
laugh-churning turn. The high spot
Cwrley
BILLY WILLIAMS
qlSo recommended some guarantees Bed &BBONX
of the act is when he and the duck Dancing
to help the media get their frozenMriitdsor (1) «-8
go into a duet on '"The Barber of 8 Mins.
Mary ^IcT.analian
coin out of Europe.
Seville," with the duck slapping
Alan Drake
Anollo, N. Y.
eoap-lather into Lamouret's pan. The
"The report of the SmithrMundt Warner & Cole
A fa-st terper of the old school, group,"
payoff is a solid roar.
said Johnston, prez of the *riie X-loyds
Billy William.s is an energetic
Eleonor JBowera
The act should make a refreshing hoofer who sports a straw hat Negro
•Motion Picture Assn. of America, "is
BUOOKT.YJT
and
a
•nd invigorating addition to this fi.xed smile. Opens with brisk step- a recognition by congressional lead- VlntltUKh (I> 6^8
.TiuvH Deleon
country's reservoir of theatre and, ping which Increases in speed.
ers of the importance of motion pic- Atl(is S
Odec.
Mightclub material.
Williams breaks up his dancing tures arid other media in telling Paul Gray
with .some corny gags which don't peoples abroad the story 'bf America Wells Sis & ,Paul
& F.lsa
add much to his turn. They either and its people." 'Our 91m companies Catri QUBKNS
could be improved or eliminated.
.Taninten (II 4-7
Ventre
already advanced $1,000,000 in
f ntsy .Garrett
Won good reception at this Harlem have
16 Mihs.
expenses to. show films in Germany, Monroe
fjrant
vaudery.
GilB.
VJIIaee Barn, N«w York
Japan and Korea as part of the Gov- niilte Dorell
Bontonn
Kay Carole, Ventro, has been
ernment's program.
Although the

Opening number, interspersed with
and clever spins plus terping on hands grabs nice reception.
Followup number is a semi-Egyptian
full flips

Joan

Ore

Ijyni.

j

6

(f)

.Robbie

'.\ndy Ruflaell

Wider Info Abroad

Itegnl

;i

Rockettes
Corpa Ue Ballet
alee Club

Johnston Welcomes

New York
a pert gal, neatly and

is

&

l<ii-nle

Mins.

Rosanne

*! >Uow

.

.

WarW(U

Dance
7

oMnlni day

Letter in uarentlieees Indk-ateB cIreult: (I) Inaflneiident:
(l*) rnriiinaunt; <K) RKO; (8) Stoll; (W)

,

briefly costumed, who works over a
brace of
acro-dances pleasantly.

4

Wllii beIo» litdl««ite
(all «r aplU wceli.

whether

.

Village Bai-n,

with

jN'iunerals In conneeilon

*'

show

'

:

Similar policy t^fls tri^d previous*-.:
ly at tfie Carnival, when operated bjr.
the Itoiiay «i>«H
••(
,
.

.

.

.
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HOUSE IIGVIEWS

.

ApoUo, N. Y.
Loiiis AnnstroMfl OrcHj, with Earl
Bnrnej/
TeooardeTt,
nines.
JacJf
Bififordj Sid Catlett, Awell Shaw,

Dick Gary, Velma JVfiddletoti; Robert
haxnowet and "Diidule," Boy Foy,
Malone,

Rrfj/

,

Roii/cttes, Roxy

Paul As)l, conductor; "Yon
Were Meont for Me" (20th), re^
Vieioed in Variety, Jan. 21, '48.

C]\X)ra\ers,

For the customer who appreciates
a broad variety ol' talents thi^ should
a beguiling assortment of
stage civtertainment, and certainly a

Charlie Venttira Orch
Willie
Stewort,

West Side"

"East Side,
sponse.

(14) with

Boss Wyse, Jr. and Peggy

Buddy

Show,"

SU

Boston, Jan.

Womak

Bryont's fill comedy niche with a strictly
Billy slapstick and tas^teless routine. Gonjic
Irene clowns around to mild response, and
Sautters,
Dottie
Williams,
Hinton; "Fall Gud" tJMono).
then h<; and gal tangle in all sorts
oi gymnasts. Best -part of act is
Layout at this Harlem show^ Miss Womak's aero turn at end.
case stacks up as only fair entertainThe Johnstons raise curtain with
Ventura's
ment this week. Charhe
plenty gusto in a xylophone act.
band and Willie Bryant hold trp their Team have been doing same thing
end well enough but the supporting for a long time and make good
turns hardly measure up to theu" listening. They stick
fast' tempo

"Horlem HosmalHv

WSpdnewloya Febrnayy 4, 1948

BKO, Boston

to good re-

Mildred Boileu, The Ravens
Artii Dann, Woolford's Pets,

House
"Secret Beyond Door" (TO.

Bros.,

.

Larry

Flint

' '' ',

(4)

and varied tune assortment,
which «re her calypsos.
A comparative newcomer

best nf
.

to this

IS
Connie Sawyer, a blonde
Orch; comedienne who bowed sometime
ago at the downtown Village Van,

Lane

Current bill 'accents singing but it
proves to 'be okay all around.
Opens with woolford's Pets, Stx.
dachshunds and a terrier going
through standard dog routines but
good and lively.: Lane Bros, follow
with as neat an aero turn as seenhere in some time. Do plenty ^spec"
tacular jump rope tricks that- win,
kudos,
Mildred Bailey, still large as life,
wows fans with distinctive style and
shows why she's stayed on top so

cafe

•

She's

guard.-

attained

sufUcient

savvy to work -the smarter rooms as
evidenced in her sharp caricatures
She does some biting satire on balladeers and singers in the smart
rooms, as well as a truly funny bit
on statistics citing the dearth of un-

attached males.
She impresses as
to
Biz was slow when caught numbei-s, mostly along pop and
being headed for legit-musicals, but
Friday <30) due partially to the cold patriotic: lin&, except for one slow
cafe-wisb, she's still for intimeries.
snap.
Wally Blacker emcees the show and
reception^
motion
bit.
Get
nice
With three rhythm, four reed (plus
the Normann Paris trio provides
. heme...
specialists in their own fields. What Ventura's sax) and seven brass, oi-ch
competent musical backing. Josev
inaltes this collectioo somewhat, ditr gets the show off to a fast start with
lerent Irom the usual Broadway "Indiana. Irene Hinton, aero dancer
<Myinpi«.
many years. Does "There'll Be Some
film hou.se pi-esentation is its fusion
(New, Acts), follows. Band's vocalWasii.
Changes Made" and "Don't- Worry Bainliotr
Miami, Jan. 30.
of Continental flavor with as. spicy ist, Buddy Stewart, contribs "She's
(HOTEIi; HAMILTON
a specimen of musical Atnericaua as Funny That -Way" and "Please Be
Robert Alda, Hi, Lo Jack & The About Stranger.s" in sock rhythm
style, varying with "Almost Like BeWashington, Jan. 23.
is perhaps available to the American
Kind," A youthful lad, his honeyed DaTjie, The- Colstons, Howard &
ing in Love" in neat ballad manner
Defce KrofSitt li Mis hiUle Ctiboopublic today.
tones oft«n border on the soporific Wonda Bell, Cfeet Clark, Let ItKode
and
Buster
bows
with
aers
u>ith
Loose
off
"Rockin'
Chair."
(0),
and LilTo Louis Armstrong and his troupe side. Ventura and most of his band Orch; "Cynthia" (M'G)
Nicely backed up by Larry Flint's lian Fuller; no miniTOwn, no cover.
are the only whites: playing this
is alloted 25 minutes of the hour and
house orchy
usually all'oolored bill.
it's 25 minutes jampacked with jazz
In and out .show current here, with
Artie Dann, last here in a nitery,
Deke Mofflt's slap-chappy outfit
Ventura returns with a nifty sax
personal showmanship,
virtuosity,
pic weak in draw value, to make for shows he can- click in any surround- chugged into the Rainbow Room,
and even nostalgia. Gathered within solo of 'SYesterdays" which wins him not too healthy biz.
^
ings.
Does terrif singing, gagging combination' cocktail and dance spot,
He also scores
this seven-piece combination are at an okay reception.
Toplincr Robert Alda
a k.e s a and selt-ribbing routine that pays for what is listed as' an indefinite
least five who rate in the blue book via the "Ventura Sextet," a band
pfl.
Fast delivery goes big and wins stay'-^epending on whether the
of American ja2«, namely, "Satchmo" within a band, in a tune strangely handsome appearance and works
a beg-off.
synthetic- hillbillys can draw them
himself, Earl Hines, Jack Teagarden, reminiscent of Dizzy Gillespie's- re-; with easy, assured delivery of voShow
closes with the Ravens, up- in.
Town has been suffering from
nicely
cals
that
jell
with
the
aud.
Barney Bigard and Sid Catlett. Ever bop style.
Show's final S5 minutes is devoted Intro of a comic, however, to wind and-coming colored quartet. They bad weather for niteries,' but in this
since the group was organized it's
plug, their current disfe, clicking case the offering is a little different
been stirring up lots of excitement, to Bryant and his "Harlem Hos- into a sesh of so-called gag dialog
and no: small moolav and at the per- pitality Show," SB,' Mutual Broadcast-- nullifies effect. 'In his song' spots, .with "Summertime," "Fool That I and the price is right since there is
formance, caught Jiere the reception ing airer for the past 16 months. Alda clicks solidly. But that tired Am," etc. Have new and different no minimum or cowr charge.
featuring deep bass voice with
The sextet, dressed in overalls
was not merely the sort handed out Unit boils down to nothing more comedy se.sh gets in the way of what style,
strong rhythm background via nifty with- country bumpkin trimmings,
to favorites; it indicated a solid than an audience participation show could be a straight, effective stint.
•wareness of how the septet has been built around Bryant, a veteran emceeTee off act, Howard and Wanda piano playing. Opener was good but goesi'ln for a zany type performance
which includes such stunts as an ocElie.
and one-time bandleader. Unit may Bell wrap up with th6ir smartly biz isn't too hot.
laring along the way.
casional
single fiJe parade out of the
As though he needs it, Armstrong have more b.o. ^draw out of town contrived, teeterboard icroantics.
Rainbow Boom and into the hotel
Ilippodromn, Baito.
has been fastened for this engage- ..since the progi-am isn't heard in New Well presented and sold for sock relobby; handing the audience instru-.
action.
Bolfi-ntore, Feb. 1.
ment with an "introducer." Occupy- York.
ments to hold; and even applauding
Bryant tees oft with some brief
Franlcic
Loinc
,ioith
Corl.
Fisher,
ing that assignment is Fred Robbins,
Ghet Clark, harmonica play er,
One
the house for nice returns.
•*ho disfc jockeys over WOV, N. Y., repartee jvith Ventura then calls for does okay. Interweaves light, neatly- Dewey Sisters (2), Eddie Schaeffer,
ti:
Cora Bam, Jo Lombordi singing group is introduced as the
and doubles as an;' impressario of a few volunteers from the payees. turned comedy with his mouth organ
"Trench Mouth Trio"- which also
jazz
concerts.
Undoubtedly the Three women and a man respond. work, with v«rrsion of St. Louis. House Orch (12) ; "Wiiisperinfl Citi;" seems to" wow the local lushes. In(EL).
recruiting of this glib young Jellow They're "interviewed" by the emcee Blues" among other trickily worked
"ones;'
struments
some
trick
include
has its publicity indue' and is per- and also: take part in a couple con- out offerings.
Off to warm -reIt's
Frankie Lainc's show this and there is an involved Swiss bell
haps worth the $1,000 Tie's getting tests with winners drawing prizes -of sponse.
week with other acts addinig up in ringing number tied in with "Bells
for the date, but it turns out that Old Gold cigarets, Uncle Walt's sauHi, Lo, Jack and the Dame make
St. Mary!s" number,
Bobbins doesn't confine himself to sage and Pillsbury's Pancake Mix^: for a. -group, that somehow, don't nice support for an entertaining, ofXiillian
Fuller .sings pleasantly but
layout.
Singeil' dominates with inmafeing with words about the things you guessed it, the sponsors.
At his best, in a show of this type, project their harmonies in too sock dividual song style and his record- the standout of <troupe is Buster
that Armstrong and the others repa fashion for theatres. Perhaps it's ing rep is bringing
also plucks 'the
in trade. Spotted Loose, tlie comic who
resent in jazz music, Robbins must Bryant .proves he knows his audigrouping
radio
angles,
with
on
to close he makes a surefire clincher bull fiddle. He does nice Imitations
make with gags, and they're riot ence by rattling bon mots off in reck- the
their
not
enough'
mike
pickup,
or
Mortimer
Snerd doing a song,of
to an otherwise pleasing lineup.
especially funny gags. Anyway, his less, abandon. He's, also; assisted: by
arrangements on the songs essajred.
Dewey Sisters, duo of tumblers, cracks joke's find otherwise works
presence has an unquestionable use- a pair of MBS script .writers who
cflect. isn't too strong
Overall,
the
out.
the
author
program
as'
as
a
gal
open
well
swiftly setting matters for Bil
ful purpose in one respTect; thft two
on .the stubholdcrs.
To describe the Little Caboosprs'
and Cora Baird to follo"w with smart
pianos and the drummer's platform who's described as Old Gold's "terriSecond of the acroaets, the Col- handling of marionets. Work dolls style of playing is somewbat incan be moved out to the apron, with- torial representative." Male "voluntons, add up to hand rousers: Com- surely and to good musical back- volved since it ranges from .sweet,
out creating a complete stagewait. teer" impressed' as a stooge.
'Tennessee style
to
Billy Williams and Dottie- Saulters edy versions of adagio ballroomolo- grpund scoring With a jitterbug and through hot,
While th«ir playing as a unit pro- are
gists, click in encore rousing: proNew Acts.
tap dancing bit. Highlight is a trio corn. The band keet)s going at fairly
Crilb,
vides unique jai^apation, Armstrong
continuous pace,., giving out with
jortion.
Femme member garners mouthing an Andrew Sisters recordand. his gang scintillate more as inlealthy share of giggles with com- ing good for lustly audience reac- stretches of entertainment and then
dividualists.
One after the other
switching
over
,tb the sweet for danStoite-I^kf, €ki
edy posturings.
tion.:
"Satchmo," "Fatha" Hines, TfeagarLotoe.
,
Sddie Schaeffer, who emceies and sapatioH.
Les Rhode and house orch do
Chicago, Jon. 30.
den, Catlett and Bigard tak« over the
holds niche on his' own, is an asMarilyn Maatoell, Roily Rolls, Tip, nicely by the backgroundings.
epotlight for solo .passages of the
Lary.
sured comic with all' right material
kmd that have gained them niches Tap &t Toe, Max & Gang, Lou Breese
Bndiassw^ N. V.
and a result-getting' comedy song.
of their own In the Valhalla of jazz. Orcfa; "Relentless' (Col.)
JVoro Moroles Orch, Edtoards &
Knows his way on this type of stint
There's Armstrong- and his trumpet
Oriental, Ciit
and makes appearance count for. Diane, V Dorotht;. Blaine; minimu'nut
Trim bill .unfolds with no sag; no
Dixielanding with "MuskJat EamChicago, Jan. 29.
maximum. Brings on Laine for sesh
ble,
Bigart's clarinet doing super lag^ Kick-off by Lou Breese house
3 Stooges, Nip Kelson, Gloria Van of songs very strongly supported at
dulcet things by "Tea for Two," orch has sidemen chanting "She'll
It's now axiomatic in New York
Vanguards
Matbis
Dim;
&
(4)
the piano by Carl -Fisher.
Singer
Big Sid beating out a nerve tin- Be Comin' Round the Mountain,
Prince of Thieves" (Col).
gives out with his own type of de- nitery circles that Noro Morales can
gling rhythm on the percussions and Segue into "Too Fat Polka" brings
livery of "By the River St. Marie," play any spot and get the rhumbaclarinetist for
calling it "Mop Mop," Teagarden, up brown-dcrbied
Current layout will need, plenty "Two Loves," "Black and Blue" and ists. There' are many in that set
riding "St. James Infirmary" on his flourishes.
Dog act of Max and His Gang is readjusting to obtain better results. rfor a sure-fire closer, his irecording that follow the Morales crew from
magic-touched sliphorn when not
engaged in grunting out the words salted with hoop twirling, aero bits Only act that runs smoothly is Nip smash, "That's My Desire." Endores club to club to get -the benefit of hia
of .this classic, and Hines shufitling' and a terp turn. Max opens with Nelson, iiftpersonator. Rest of the with "AH of Me" and "Shine" and terrific beat for their liatin maneuvers.
As a result, the Embassy is
leaves them hollering {or more.
an earfest to the theme terping whUe pooches: yip offstage, bill needs tightening.
^^^'..K^y^
getting the benefit of .such trade.
Three Stooges still rely on, the
Joined by quartet of terriers, he puts
Biz okay.
flurm.
of "St. laouis Blues."
The rest of the show is a comAs big and noisy a return all these them over, hurdles and through a finger jabbing and vocal spray
parative briefle with Dorothy Blaine
items bring, none compares with the hoop with lots of cute byplay. In routine that might have been fimny
(New Acts) and- Bdwards and Diana
payoff that follows the Arnistrong- choice item he and two terriers turn 15 years a-go, but nothing new has
providing" pleasant divertissement.
Teagarden duet on ,*101d Rockin' simultanetius back flips.* Closer, in been added since that time,, except to
Nitery
The terp-twain offer a smooth set of
throw in numerous swish bits.
Chair." For sheer person^ty it's a which he somersaults off while
routines which reap nice applause.
Continned from page Si
gem. Also dishing *iit the vocals is dog treadmills around his tor^Oi Parody on "Wait Till the Sun
ISbines"
overdone.
Trio has
The ballrooihers, since their last re*
is
Velma Middleton, a buxom looker, draws good applause.
Tip, Tap and Toe's cleat work has know-how to biiild a sock- act, plus
IJttle
With an upper*registei!.seit of notes
Miandi viewing here, have reroutined their
and style that fit Snugjy mto- the precision -and punch, Trio raps it the comic appearance, but seem to and for an encore^ SOCKS -with bi^ act for better contrast in their numbers."
troupe's idiom. In all a session that out atop an oval stand, hopping on prefer going along with old slapstick "Getel At The Football iGame."
The Jo.se Cortez orch provides
cant help but bemuse the older and off for solos. Jive stuff and Toe's stuff they've been''doing for years,
Marlin sisters are a nice looking
both in vauders and films.
Jo.sc.
generation of -jazz addict and make specialty win ready salvos.
pair of thrushes, who, though stick- competent show backing.
Mathis Duo, European imports, do ing strictly
*Marilyn Maxwell,, onetime chirp
Armstrong fans of the lately-come
to the Yiddish (with ocwith Ted Weems' orch, gives lyrics difficult feats atop 12-foot unicycle,
neophites.
casional English lyrics) hit with
Continental flavor of the bill de- extra drive with well-coordinated including some neat whirling of their swing versions of, folk' songs.
rives from a newcomer to this side, gestures. Blonde looker, gowned' in hoops and juggling of rubber'balls.
Impress as capable of doing as well
•Tliis-ls-lt'
Gloria Van and male -trio, the Van.
Robert laourct, a ventriloquist, whose sheer black chiffon, bypasses the
in straight cafe pop" versions.
sidekick Is a "Donald Duck" char- torch and schmaltz for livelier- gaited guards, do -bouncy job on "I May be
Continued from page' i
Sascaha Leonoff holds over with
Her "Stanley Steamer" hits Wrong." Follow with "Blues of the his accordian
acter (New Acts), and Boy Fby, who tunes.
playing and broken
Record Man," pointed up with take
dustry
association
lost out in the FM
retains all the referred-to flavor on all cylinders, followed by first'
"Henglish" lines, to tee off proceedClose
despite his long career as a standard rate treatment of "A Good Man Is offs on .disk personalities.
picture, and are we to sit back now
Hard to Find." Songstress oils to strong with hep version of "Too Fat ings at a fast pace. Peter Drew's and watch the Television Broadcastf act in American vauderville. Both
orch play the backgi-ounds in apt
prime applauBie after "Civilization,' Polka" fox nice returns!
tui-ns come through with fine
manner, with credit to Irving Laib- ers' Assn. take over for video?"
skill then,
Nelson,' while using the same crop
returns for a hip-swaying go at
and snowpian.sbip.
son at the 88'er on the solo accomps.
Feeling ejcpressed was that the
For Lamouret, a Frenchman, it's "He Like'It." in which she -iiiafces the of personalities as other impression-r The cuisine is in
keeping with, the NAB should move, and move fast,
ists, groups them into running skit
Jus first American appearance. The most of smoky lyrics.
atmosphere.
Probably the best in taking pvex the official role for
Roily Rolls clowns a classic in his for good results.
Also does some among
turn has a <iuality and novelty
niterics in the area, and a
all
88 opener, then switches to a straight musical takeoffs of Spike Jones,
television.
Some of the Program
Its own. K gives every
draw in itself for the type who come
promise of
Committee members who have video
becoming quite a hit among theatre .iob on the longhair for an equallV Clyde McCoy, and Sinatra singing, here.
Lary.
Winds With
and nightclub habitues. At the per- good response. Pianist gets quick re- "Night and Day."
stations on the neajr horizon were
formance cayght the zany antics of sponse with impressions of blase, spoofing of radio terror serials lor
frank in their admission that there
Zabei
Bleu,
Y.
Lamouret and hLs dummy duck, gay, nearsighted and jitbug key boff hand.
are a lot of things about tele they
boarders.
Although his technique's
Paul VillarA, Muriel Gaines, Con~
billed as"D,udule," built up from
a somewhat refined for
nxe Sawyer Day, Dawn It Dusfe, don't understand, and "we have
boogie-woogie,
Orpfienm,
a sock
f/,fr-?il.
Wolly Blacker, Jfformttnn Poris 3: every right to expect the NAB to
uproar "Pis
at the finish. The sendotf he pulls it off neatly in a walking
Omaha, Jan. 31.
answer our questions:"
bass jofb on "Lady Be Good." Baxt
mwi-muwi, $3> $4.
was all that the act merited.
Gil Lamb, A. Duval & (Jo,, Qaynor
4. WABD (Du Mont in N. Y.) is
Foy, who in latter years has moved
St Ross, Harry Cool Orch;' "Big tTown
The Ruban Bleu's divertissement even more optimistic than NBC
hjs routine up onto a unicycle, was
tapllwl.
After Dark" (Par).
for the current stanza is somewhat about
nis usual speedy and applause-colthe commercial returns in
more bawdy than the chic clientele 1948, even at
lecting self as he reeled ofl"
Washington, Jan. 30,
this stage of- the game
those
Only three acts with the Harry of Theodore Mele's boite usually
The Johinstons (2), Ross Wyse, Jr.
Jugglmff bits with devil sticks, rubber
expecting to break even if not show
Cool band but show stacks up as gets.
There's
heavy accent on
balls, Indian clubs, tin jians
and & Peggy Womak, Hal Ut Row "Cass solid fare. Gil Lamb's fast gags comedy with allaacts
a gain for the year's operation.
what not. They perhaps don't come Timberlane" (M-G),
contributing in
accompanying
with,
clowning
go
that
vein,
which
makes
any more adroit or with more class
the layout
over for hefty response. A. Duval's good boxoflice and provides
Coast Awaits 'Bis Push'
UT his line.
a high
/
With a sure-fire hit on the screen
As customary the show has its Capitol has whittled its stage lay routine is pointed up by brisk line degree of entertainment.
Holly\^ood, Feb. 3.
The big item is the return
opening and closing production num- out to three run-of-the-mill acts this of comedy. He's a clever magician
Paul
Arrival next week of Frank Mulwho knows how to sell the eye- Villard after a Hollywood of
bers. The first offers the boy and session. Novelty ha.s been added by
sojum. len, NBC's exec vecpee in charge of
foolers for top returns.
This singer of salty sea chanties,
eirl lines and the choral ensemble pulling the stage out over the pit
video, and O. B. Hanson, chief enGaynor
and
Ro.ss go over nicely provides a potent brand
in tastefully contrived piece on
of comed;r
the and placing hoase orch and show on in their slick roller skating routine with his recitative
net's
arias of nautical gineer, is expected to get the
theme of "I'll Dance At Your Wed- it. (Stherwise, bill is pleasant with atop
small platform.
Incorporate lore. He's equally potent in straight "big push" into television operations
^}^'^
Malone taking the customers at show caught showing some thrillers with the fancy Stuff renditions
as evidenced by his inter- underway. Both will survey situa^otJight for several passages of unexpected enthusiasm.
to win nice reception.
pretation
give
of
"September
tion
will
Song."
and
before
departing
clever tap dancing. Malone* still a
Hal Le Roy and his comic-terp
Harry Cool band comprises 11 men Desite his Hollywood hegira, he
the green light to Sidney Strotz and
youngster, has all the makings of an routine headlines bill. Dancer works and maestro. Latter fronts
and gives hasn't abandoned the rough sailor
upper bracket hoofer; Fadeout num- hard and gets results, adding color out on vocals. Doris Donovan,
Hal Bock, Coast tele head, for full
band garb. He's good for encores here.
in-*
centered around the spiritual, and interest with a pleasant, mildly vocalist, does okay on torchers
and
speed
ahead
construction
on
?£J
'f
and
Pay, Dawn and Dusk, sepia trio,
anadrack," with Aimstrong as the funny line of natter.- Taps his wa.v comedy numbers.
Who have been making the rounds of stallation of facilities at Radio Cityi
leadpfl vocalist. Thi» number could around gracefully and with ease,
Mullen is due next Monday (9),
This is Coors,fir.st local appearance intime rooms,
Irnve ha|ij)ily
done without the varying pattern with a sit-down terp but band made friends right away, their operatic similarly register with but will spend a week at Palm
and
spiritual takeoffs,
whirling dervish antics of the number -for good effect. Does' some with noticeable
pickup in business while Muriel Gaines, the Negco Springs before fully scanning the
dance enseniblei
Odec. j f nifty soft-shoe hoofing to tune ^cf. after the opening.
Racht
singer, does excelleiitly with ifttCh<>ioe>- project Jtvitb.IIaasttii,-

bo quile

calibre.

,

pleasure to sit through. Thetil^ill is
loaded with performers who are ace
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STRAWHAT DUSTING

EQUITY'S
Defend Art

Dissentii^ Critics

To

STODIES JOINING

Mgrs., Stagehanik Dicker in Friendly

Explain Praise for Flops

OF

"The Last Dance," which closedt
Saturday (31) at the Belasco -^fter

NEW

Mood, With 'Or

Else' Idea

TIILENT

performances, and "The Surwhich expired at the Playprevious weekend after
more performaace, steamed

Equity is virtually sure to overhaul summer stock regulations to a
greater extent than originally indicated, changes being designed to
correct abuses during last year's
strawhat season. Committee that
considered the situation has already
made its report and suggestions.
it's believed that a way has been
found to. curtail the number of teen?
age thespians from becoming- Equityites, and while it will reduce the
association's
revenue because of
fewer initiation fees, at $100 per
embryo, the general effect is expected to be beneficial.
General plan is to change the formulae used for many years. Instead
of having six resident members,
each strawhat will be required to
engage three Equity members out .of
every four so that the total' complement of each stock would be 75%
Equity at all times. Strawhat operators all complied with the six-member rule but there were as many as
15 in the company, mostly apprentices. Another, new rule will require
a summer drama school graduate to

Lionel Slander Reviying

vivorsr

house the
only one

up two

Broadway

on a

out

critics

who went

favoring the
double tak^,.

lirob

third did' a

flops.

A

John Chapman, of the News, gave
lonfe vote among the" nine flrstr
stringers to "Dance," while brooks
Atkinson (Times) did likewise in the
matter of "Survivors." Both devoted
Sunday foUoWUps to back up their

'B'klyn,

USA' on Coast

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Lionel Stander is rev i v i n g
"Brooklyn, USA" opening here Feb.
with road tour to follow. He's
directing but not acting in it.
Play by John Bright and Asa
Bordages had short run on Broadway several seasons ago.

24,

,

opinions.

Early editions of last Thursday's

'Skipper Looks

reprinted Chapman's
Wednesday review as usual hut appended, in boldface type^ what, the
(29)

News

critic

said: "It

was announced

that

Run

Set for

The Last' Dance' wotild end its' run
JBaiurday night. <No. newspaper notice
other than this one, "apparently, was

"Skipper

Next

to

God,"

which

encouraging to warrant
keeping the play running. This is
profoundly discouraging to ^ome
{ood actors, an ambitious pair of
new playwrights, several producers
and tavestorS'^nd, of course, this

originated with the Experimental
theatre and then went on a com-

But that's show business,
the saying goes. We who had &ith
th£ play will just have to lick out
wounds and not try to damn show
business as a financial and real estate
operation which will have no truck
with anything but the obvious and

appears set for a possible run after
moving from the Elliott to.,the Playhouse last Friday (30). (Committee
acting for the uAions again changed tofore.
the conditions asked
when the
Some barnyard showmen have
drama switched' to regular presen- been charged with op6nly guarantation, and the matter of actor sala- teeing Equity membership to apries was also made more practical.*.
prentices who graduate from their
''Skipper"
When
wasv taken over schools,, by giving them a regulation
by Blevins Davis arrangement with stock contract fpr a "professional"
the cast was that each player reappearance in «ne of the hideaway
ceive $80, plus a percentage of the
plays, then -dismissing the newgross aboVe $10,000. Starting last
comer pronto. Pay for the one-week

lufliciently

playgoer.
IS
in

.

.

the certain."

.

Kmtiall Bank-roller
<*Dance," an adaptation of a Strindbeig draina by Peter Goldb^um and
Robin Short, was presented by Theatre Associates, said to be principally
bankrolled by William H. Katzell,
Lee Sabinson's partner in "Finian's
.

possible,

week the

cast

its

30 backers.

T.C.UPHAM TO OPERATE
4 JERSEY STRAWHATS
Cape May, N. J., Feb. 3.
aummer theatres will be operated
n four Jersey seashore
resorts this
year by T. C.
Upham, who has been
«irector at

Cape May for

10 years.

m. addition to the Cape theatre at
^ape May, which is to
start its 24th
summer, Upham will manage the
I

r

7^<=" theatre at Ocean City for the
second year and
will inaugurate a
season of
Broadway plays in AtHotel Chelsea. Still
in *u
^^^'^'^^
planned for Wild-

Wood
George Hoxie has been engaged as
managing director
at Ocean City
and Bertha M.
Upham at Cape -May-

My

in

,

Heart,"

have layed off' one week,; and relighted
Boston this we'el^ but it
physically impossible to
follow that schedule because of the

number

vii principals and chorus'
declined to tour.

from $40 several seasons ago,- the Ticket
increase legally conformed to the
"little steel" formula, then 15% but

out that the increase in the member-

from summer stocks,
had' made the problem harder to
handle. As many as 100 applications
weekly from the strawhats were
made and so far as is known all
were automatically elected. For
shipi especially

that reason the. committee was asked
devise changes in the rules

to

whereby

membership

eligibility

through summer stock be made less
elastic. Equity leaders stress, however, they do not desire to hamper
the development of new talent.

to Repeat
Role in German 'Faust'

Uta Hagen

as

Kandel Stages Own
Play iit Coast

role in 'German.

will

the red for ap-

direct

his

Code Enforcers

.

THEATEE

To 75c for Balconies
ers that -the

premium on mezzanine

tickets be raised from
50 to 75c in the agencies. Another

and balcony

own

Dallas, Feb.

comedy, "You Twinkle Only Once,"
next presentation of. the Theatre 'O
Five, new stage group functioning at

role.
.

t

Man.'.'..,

.

:

•

<
'

.

-

during afternoon calls, a practice
not .favored by Walsh either, andother showmen >ref used to pay. In^
dications are thiat a joint committee
of managers and stagehands will be
formed to handle disputes over the
interpretation of the union's rules,
matters of that sort constantly arSiing.
Idea of a welfare fund to be
raised by managers paying a percentage of each payroll, which was
proposed by the union, is said to
have been dropped.
Many of the arguments which
irked showmen seasonally may be
avoided hereafter if the factions
agree finally as they did during the
pair of three-hour sessions.
Procedure was different than usual, one
committee and then the other withdrawing at times to caucus, then

'*

-

.

.

'

-

A

-

VERSION OF

TORGY-BESS' FOR GUILD

brokers.

The

'Sweethearts' to L.A.

As

Part of Civic Opera Season
3.

(Seen booked to open here .Tune 21
at the Philharmonic as part of the

,

El Patio theatre here.
Nancy Kelly is slated to star and

Jane Darwcll draws a featured
/,.->.)
Op,<tfis ;n,thwe yyeeks.

3.

would mean more pay backstage,,
have been dropped. Included was
the demand that eight hours' pay
be- the rule when deckhands are
called to theatres between 1 and 8
p.m;
on oS-matinee afternoon^
union asking' for exfara pay at .more
than $4 per hour. Also for taking
in and out of, productions.
Some managements have paid
crews on demand of the union's
business agents, although only one
or two men had any work to do

:

Theatre '48 repertory season will Los Angeles Civic Light Opera seaopen Feb. 23 with a week's run of son, with Bobby Clark starring and
Shakespeare's "The Taming of the Marjorie Gateson and June Knight
Three other productions in prominent roles.
Shrew."
Produced by Michael Sloane and
will follow: Oscar Wilde's "The Importance of Being Earnest"; 'Vivian Paula Stone, this gives Civic two
Connell's "throng O'Scarlet," and show-s for its 1948 lineup. The other
Manning Gnifian's "Lemple's Old is "Annie Get Your Gun," opening

legit

v
'

proposal also, based on increased
operating expenses, was to raise the
"
lower-floor premium from 75 to 83c,
but that was dropped after it was discussing points at issue together,
realized that only by* legislation in There were some heated interludeSi;
Albany could that tilt be, legalized. but the factions were on friendly
N. Y. state law fixed the lower terms when each meeting adjourned.
Prior to the expiration of the configure as a maximum some years ago.
A bill permitting the increase may tract, each theatre gave formal nobe introduced in the Assembly if tice of dismissal to the crews, but
and when brokers agree on furnish- many department heads were ining the Inquired financing.
formed they would be retained.
Leblang's agency has opened a However, there are 27 deckhands not
branch office in a Jamaica, X,. I., de- so assured and the union will atpartment store and if the spot can tempt to keep them in their jobs.
operate profitably, other neighborhood branches will be tried. There
are a number of ticket agencies in
'ORIGINAL'
Jersey, mostly in the- Newark area,
which are not operated by Broadway

Los Angeles, Feb.

REP SET

Off-Matinee Day Problem
It is ' likely that the union will b*
given a slight increase, but assumption is that the iiS% tilt sought waa
more than was expected. It's undeiNstood that most of the conditions
submitted by N'O; 1, which in effect

.

Legit ticket code 'board has made
no ruling on the request from brok-

"

'48

•

.

Stage musical, "Sweethearts," has

Bow

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Abort Kandel, novelist and screen
writer,

into,

Delay Ruling on Hike

'

out.

During the fall Equity's officers
and council were perturbed over
unemployment, and it was pointed

an associate of T. Edward
Goethe's "Faust," in German, will
Hambleton,' scion of a late Baltimore be presented for its third return
millionaire, in presenting the play engagement at the Barbizon-PIaza,
for ET.
N. Y., Feb. 19-22, with Ut? Hagen
Author is Halsted Welles. Several as Marguerite; Albert Basserman as
managers had "Island'' under option Mephisto; Else Basserman as Marthe,
at different times. "Home," which and Leon Askin as Faust. Players
has an all-Negro cast, is an adapta- From Abroad is prodjjcing..
tion of Gorki's "Lower Depths" by
Miss Hagen juist ftriished an enRandolph Goodman and Walter Car- gagement in "Angel Street" at the
roll..'.
City Center, N. Y. She played in
"Fausf'^last November, for her first

named

who

•

"Music" went

.

now

titude.

m

was deemed

proximately $220,000, which is stated
to be a conservative figure. When it
is $46, the minimum, but it's suspended for a week recently the
claimed that the embryo has had to total on the wrong side of the ledger
kick it back, while the cost of the was $197,000, additional capital being
used up during a two-week extendrama course ranges up to $300.
sion. Half the cast refused to go to
Chiseling
The chiseling methods among the road and around 40 out of 48
in the ballet and chorus also desozr^lp ' strawhatters is understood to
net enough to tfaeff operators to: clared themselves out. "Music" waskeep them going- between summer almost entirely financed by outside
stock seasons. They have asked backers who now t>ropose to send
Equity to raise the amount deduct- the operetta out of town next season.
able for subsistence from $21 to $25, Show which had a score based on
claiming they cannot feed students Tchaikovsky compositions and which
at the smaller amount. That conces- was known originally as "Song Withw
sion may be granted but Equity pro- out .Words"' when- presented on the
poses to raise the minimum stock Coast, played' 16: weeks in all on
pay from $46 to $50, so it would be Broadway.
an even exchange.
When the strawhat pay was raised

'

hand for refunds to

Red on B'way

"Music

went on salary com- date

.

It

Produce

'Music' 220G

;

"

and despite tryont losses,
was said that around $4,000 was on

International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees, huddled last Friday and again Monday (2), negotiating for a revised basic contract.
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
But although both sessions were exMax Gordon will produce the new tended there was no mention of th«
play George S. Kaufman and Edna deckhands' demand for a wage inFerber are starting. Broadway legit crease on either afternoon. First
producer is currently here, house- meeting was concerned almost enguesting with Bobby North, ex^ tirely with a list of more tfcan a
Broadwayite.
score of what the showmen regard
After that Gordon will do a drama- as "abuses" by the union, and the
tized version of "1 own House," the latter had about the same 'number
New Yorker series of sketches by of items for discussioh.
John Cheever, adapted by Gertrude
The mood of the union committee
Tokonogy, author of "Three-Cor- was that of amicable adjustment,
which was matched by the managers
nered Moon."
and when agreement is reached,
probably at the end of the week,
any changes as to pay or conditions
will be retroactive to Feb. 1, when
the pact expired. League of New
York Theatres committee, and that
acting for the union, will meet again

to

Kaufman-Ferber Play

"

parable to their regular pay, with
the exception of John Garfield, the
Rainbow." James Russo and Michael
star. And the percentage- plan was
Ellis, credited with the production,
dropped. Star, who was getting the
were stage managers for :th« musical
same as the other players, stipuand resumed with "Finlan" after the
lated, however, that he paid no
drama's fast flop.' Goldbaum offered
more than any other actor in the
to finance "Dance" if the show concast, top
figure being reportedly
tinued, which led to a report that the
$250. He promises -to stick to the
play would not close, but when he
play as long as it does capacity bii:.
went to Chapman with the idea, the
Differences over use of the setting
reviewer advised him to save his designed
by Boris Aronson appear
money. Goldbaum is a Coast writer. to
l^ave been finally adjusted. If it
In his Sunday (25) Times column is indicated this Week
that "SkipAtkinson said that while the public per's" date will be indefinite,
a new
"is joyously embracing the adolesceftt
setting is t(r be built or at least
bawdry
Bedfellows' started within seven days. It's pos''Strange
of
(which opened the previous week) sible that the designer will accept
.
^ it had no interest in an original
his regular fee Instead but if the
drama ('Survivors') written by two committee nixes that idea the urig?nen of talent- (Irwin Shaw and Peter inal set is supposed to be destroyed:
Viertel) and acted by one of the It cost $2,800 and yi^as built in a
finest casts of the season.
Today's shop under regular^ ^nion conditions.
article,- which
was originally inJan de Hartog) Who authored
tended as 8 note of appre<yation, has "Skipper," is getting royalties but
Unhappily turned into a mournful Davis is said to' be turning over
euloK' from a stricken admirer." operating profits to the American
That brought letters criticizing the National
Theatre and Academy,
critic and printed by the Times last
which sponsors ET.
Net from
Sunday (1).
"Skipper" is .said to have more than
_Louis Kronenberger, of PM, re- made up the red of ET's first two
Vievired
"Dance" on the opening shows, "Galileo" and "Skipper."
night, his liotice mentioning that he
ET's third attraction, "A Long
had a bilious attack on the way to Way .Home," opens at the Elliott
the theatre. Peeling better the next Sunday (8) and will be followed by
"Temporary Island," which will h'ave
h'8ht, he went again and wrote a
secpnd review in which he said he a cast inclusive of familiar nam'es, as
thought it better than the night be- did ET's first two attractions, "Galore but still thumbed It down. As lileo"
(Charles Laughton starred)
for the leading characters (played and; ''Skipper Next to God." Inby Oscar Homolka and Jessie Royce cluded in the slated '"Island" player
Landis), he said: "Two good char- lineup are Zorina, John Alexander,
Russell Collins- and, probably, Haracters in search of a play."
'Dance" was a two-setter, budgeted vey Stephens. Cheryl Crawford is
at 160,000,

Max Gordon

Friday (6) at which time it is hoped
that negotiations will be completed.
'There was no indication of radical
which
action by theideckhands, as had been
finally closed at the- Adelphi last intimated.
In fact, it's understood
make two professional appearances week (25), goes into the records as that lA head Richard Walsh frowned
before becoming eligible for Equity
on reports that the rank and fliers in
membership, instead of one a/s here- Broadway's moist costly musical flop No.
1 had taken an "or else" atthis season. Show was supposed to

mercial Broadway basis, accompanied by managerial headaches and
objections- posed by stage unions

whose concessions made ET

Scouted

Broadway managers and the stagehands union local. No. 1, of the
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Theatre

Guild plans an
"authentic" re-production, of George
Gershwin's"Porgy and Bess" for the
1948-49 season.
t.

5

Lawrence Langner has

just

con-

sulted with Ira Gershwin if any sugr
geslions were in order, but the intent is to do the production originally done by the Guild in 1935-36.

The John Wildberg-Cheryl Crawford
revival in 1941-42 was a curtailed
edition. ^

Westport (Conn.) Players' second
production of the season will be
One of the Family,-" skedded for
Feb. 6-7. Bryson Randolph is staging.,
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Noel Coward 'revival

doing; steady 10,600, capacity.

Boommg; Future

StiB

"Private Entftr»rIse,'^ St. James's
(9th week). Did as high as $0,400,
but dwindled to $4,500, and closing.
New Stages, new legit .group in New York, has a problem in billina i+i
IJeing replaced "by Jack Alldridge's presentations- due Feb. 0^.. Double-bill will offer
Lennox RobliunnSi
"AU This Is Ended,'.' Feb. «.
"Church Street" and' Jean Paul Sartre's "The Respectful Prostitute." De.
"Stars An' lee," StoUs (14th week). spite the obvious marquee puO of the latter title, -the
group has been
Has done consistent biz since open- hesitant to emphasize it, fearing church interference.
It was decided
ing, averaging $2,000 per show, and
to
By HABKX BEGENSBESG
the productions as "An Evening of Two Plays," with the titles subdoin.i; 12 performances weekly, but bill
Xiondon, Feb. 3.
take a hand in West End legit pro- Tom Arnold has now changed policy ordinated in smaller type. ,':N. Y. Times ad department, after a
couple
venture
is to be
His
first
ducing.
to 10 shows per week, due to cast days' consideration, okayed the ads on this basis.
London's West End, unlike its
Who
Woman
"The
Harvey's
Frank
enstill
is
grosses
finding it too strenuous, and
counterpart, Broadway,
'Wli^n the Sartre play opened last fall in Paris, the- poster company
Waits," starring Anna Neagle, with likely, this first week of new policy,
joying a legit taooni. Producers such
refused to bill it under its title and author refused to change.it. Billincno date or theatre set.
to be $20^000 for the week.
as Prince and Emile Uttler, H. M.
,
was compromised, with dashes, to read "La
Respectueuse'
History is being made in West
Tennent, Jack Hylton, Linnit &
Hippodi'ome
Boat,"
"Starlight
fact that for
New Stages tried substitute titles Of "hussy" and "wench" and finally
Dunfee.. Tom Arnold, V?il Parnell, End show biz by the
(14th week).
'Val -Parnell has andecade a pantoTJrth Shepherd and Heniy Sherek the first time in a
other winner here. Doing steady 12 decided to stick to Sartre's -original. Prostitute anjgle is incidental to the
This is Emile
are not only happy about the present mime tops the grosses.
capacity shows, garnering around play, which is a political and racial discrimination study,
London
the
situation, but iull of optimism for Littlei's "Cinderella," at
$25,000 per week.
^
Casino, which is. doing a steady
the future.
"Sweetest and Lowest,'' AmbassaMax J. Jelin, the erratic lessee of the Belasco, N.Y., who suicided reper week of 12 shows. Next
Foundation for tiiis optimism is $36,000 gross-grabbing marathon are' dors (2d year). This is last of series, cently, was delinquent in admissions -taxes totaling nearly $105,000, not
inheavy advance in London hotel and in the
Littler's which has had wonderful five year.s clusive of Withholding monies and income tax. He took ticket tax money
Prince
hits—
American
two
mostly
apartment houses bookings,
Gun," at the Lon- run here, starting with "Sweet and from the boxof flee and deposited it in a special account as required but
Yom
Get
Annie
and
spring
late
for
Ainerica,
from
Low," with star Hermione Gingold
Coliseum, and "Oklahoma!',
checked
it Out personally. When quizzed by the collector's office he "ekentire summer, with some of the don
series.
appeared
in
entire
having
Guild hit at the Druiy Lane,
better class spots «lready turning Theatre
still
doing capacitor, at plained" the funds were used for "experiseS." Jelin remitted a check lor
in association Despite
down customers. Trouble is not lacli WhichH. isM. presented
around $6,400, show is skedded to around $12,000 as payment in part but it bounced, as did a second check,
Tennent
fold, with house having been leased tie then beitig summoned to the federal; attorney's office. At the time ot
of shows, of which there are plenty v/ith
Estimates for Last Weeli
to Linnit
Dunfee, whose first pro- his d«!ath he faced criminal charges for fraud. Had he claimed the money
to take the place of any that may
drop out. Trouble is the .persistent
i^Ali Over the Town," PlayhouSe duction there will be Noel Langlejr's was used fcjr wages, fraud proceedings may not have -been started.
Jeliu
support given to the shows playing, (14th week). Average intake of $5,- "CabBage Patch," some time' in was involved with similar manipulations during the brief weeks
he had
with flock of new ones lined up by 000 dropped to $4,000 this week, and March.
the International at Columbus Circle. Federa}. authorities are also checkthe various managements, with no show folding.
"The Blind Goddess." Apollo (7th ing on nightclub operators in'>New York, it being said that six out of
every
theatres to put them in.
Lucasta," His Majesty's week). Regular healthy intake at
"Afflna
Doing capacity at around $9,600; good for many 10 are delinquent in cabaret taxes.
Jack- Hyltqn wants a house for a (12th week).
musical version of "Burlesque,'' now every show with exception ol months.
tourihg provinces 'to hig coin, and Wednesday matinee, with grosses
Last week must have been a pretty frustrating one for Alfred Golden,
"The 'chiltem Hundreds," VaudeClifford Odets' "Rocket to the Moon;" steady $12,000, and easily good for ville t23d week). Another Linnet & who co-authored "A Young Man's Rmoy" with. Harry Thurschwell, ^nd
In case of former, Hylton is quietly whole year.
Dunfee' winney, with average intake has just turned out^ in collaboratioit with Lillian iDay, "Collector's Item,"
dickering with Bert Montague, now
practically which Jean Fowler is going to produce.
below
"Annie Get Toui> Gun," Coliseum never
$7,600,.
A native of Pittsburgh, now
packing 'em in with the .pantomime (32d week). Standees at every per- capacity.
living in New York, Golden came back to his home town to address n
-%abes in the Wood," at the Princes, formance, barely varying its weekly
"The Linden 'Tree,'' Duchess (25th Drama League gathering and was interviewed by Florence Fisher Pattys'
to come in early March.
intake of $29,500,
week), al. B. Priestley epic has been colunmist on the Pittsburgh Press. She referred to him at least eight
timetr
Emile Littler seeks a theatre for
"Babes in the 'Hrood," Princes (5th one Of the biggest cUcks in the West
"High Button Shoes" and '*The Me week). Absolute capacity at $25,- End, already having made clear in the piece, each time as Al Goodman.
^
diuffi" and 'The Telephone," Ameri
The very next day Walter Winchell mentioned "Collector's Item" and
000, with presenter Bert Montague profit Of $60,000 for the London
sponsors.
Doing called him A; Gordon. Ditto Ii-ving Hofifman 24 hours later, and this time
can shows, latter double-bill to be extending run to end of February, Mask
Theatre,
presented with an all-American cast, and maybe longer.
steady capacity of $8,300.
the play wriglit was tagged Al Golding. Now the author probably wonders
"Together -&i».in," Victoria Palace what in the
and "The Barretts- of Wimpple
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (38th
world was the use of shortening his original tag, Goldenberg,
Sttefeti" which he is reviving in week).
Still capacity, with steady <3Bth week). Doing- 12 shows per
to Golden in the first place.
April with an all-star cast, headed $17,000.
Charles B. Cochran in week, at steady $22,000. Good for
by Michael Redgrave and Margaret readiness with new musical by A. entire 1948.
Before Erin O'Brien-Moore planed to Columbus, O., to replace Kay
Johnston. Prince Littler has "Briga- P. Herbert and Vivian Ellis, but not
"Xuppence Coloured," Globe (15th
Apri^May,
Transferred from Lyric. Francis in "State of the Union.t when the farmer film star was hospitaldoon" due some time in
expected to do it for many months. week).
Hammersmith. Wvhere tried out, and ized there. Miss Moore stipulated that she he paid only minimum salary
with casting by Lou Wilson, his aide
^•Canaries Sometimes Sing," Garfor all "foreign productions, already rick (10th week). Has done better capacity at all shows, having broken of $60 weekly' and, expenses. Miss Moore told Lindsay and Crouse, who
house record many times at around wrote and produced "State," she was glad to appear in the emergency.
In progress.
than $8,000 for several weeks, mainH. M. Tennent has "The Relapse,' ly due to stars Jack Buchanan and $10 400.
"Wiiard of Oi," Strand (5th The modest remuneration request was a reaction to their courtesy and
Besoration comedy, which trans- Coral Brown*.
week). Has topped $11,000 {or som<' liberality when she was on tour in the play last season. The author-mauf
ferred from the Hammersmith to -the
(5th
"Charley's' Annt,^ Palace
agers will insist,- however, upon Miss 'Moore getting the same salary she
Phoenix Jan. 28; "The Happiest Ddys week). This Christmas hardy anT weeksv but, with'k'ds back to school
now nearer $7,600. and still very formerly received; Miss Franc.is is reported to have recuperated after
of Your Life," by John Dighton, due nual has proved surprise of West
Vacptin^ Feb. 7. to he re- accidentally taking an overdose of sleeping pills. "State" winds up its
some time in February, with no the' End. Dropped last two weeks from healthy,
Dlaced by William Joyce Cowan an<\ tour in Pittsburgh Satur<iay (7).
_
atre set yet', and "I Remember Ma- $17,500 to $16,000, and plenty profitaPortrait,'',
"Family
Leonore
Coffee's
LitEmile
ma,'- in conjunction with
ble at that figure, as cast comprises Feb. 17.
i .
tler, with Mady Christians in her all unknowns. Must fold, some time
A smoking alleyway has been decorated and is ready for use at the
"lou Never Can Tell," Wyhdham'.s
original role, due end of February,
in February to make room for Lee (17th week). Doing steady S6,400, 46th Street theatre, where "Finian's Rainbow" is in the second year, it
Ephraim's musical "Carissima."
iiinnit & Vnnfce Setup
kind
the
convenience
of
its
on Broadway* Last week's zero
being
first
near capacity.
'OiBaerella," Casino (6th week). ."Worm's Eve View," Whitehall weather, however, precluded its use. It was the idea of Ernest McCauley,
'Linnit & Duntee has an extensive
pregr«m in "Bark Eyes,'- with all- Topper of all West End shows, and (Sd year). Daddv of all Wes* End house manager, who also supervised redecorating the commodious in»
American cast, due for English bow already sold out for run, which ends shows, and despite longevity, of run, side lobby, which now has an entirely new lighting systeuA. Inner lobby
at Southsea Feb. 23, with West End mid-February, as house reverts to slUl doing capacity biz, with plenty is now visible from the street through two .sets of plateglass doors which
debut some time in March; "Ambas- vaudeville policy under Bernard of standees.
carry the letters CPL The initials represent the City Playhouse, Inc.,
sador Extraordinary," by William Delfont management. But at steady
ol which Louis Lotito is president, the company being owned by the City
Pouglas Home, due to start rehears- $36,000 per, should yield Emile
4 Investing Co., whose' head, Robert E. -S)owltli^, okayed the expenditures
als end of February; Noel Langley's Littler heaucoup jirofit.
Road
Shows
Curreflt
to d<ril up the theatre.
<'Barlc Snnuner/' St. Martin's (6th
"Cage Me a Peacock," hased on aufirst
and
"Cabwith
name,
.tyeU,
week). Started off
thor's book- of same
(Period couerinfl Feb. 2-14)
Bill Don, whose press agenting items include "The Heiress" (Biltmore)
bage Patch," also from authoTc's hftok few weeks averaging atound $!^,000;
"An IBspeetor CaSls" Hartman,
of sanie title. ^Latter is skedded ior But illness of star, Joan Miller, Col. (2-4); English, Indpls, (.^7); and "Skipper Next to God!' » (Playhouse), is trailer-conscious. At the
the Ambassadors some time in dropped intake to nearer $3,500. Davidson, Mil. (9-14).
Sutton, on the upper eastside; where the fUm, "I Know Where I'm Gtoing,''
which is barely an even break.
March.
"Anna. Xdicasta" English, Indpls. is playing, a trailer is shown on "Hpiress," whose star Wendy Hiller, is
February to (2-4); Hartman, Col. (5-7).
More fortunate, as far as West 'End Skedded to fold early play.
in the film and corstars with Basil Rathbone in the stage play. At Brandts'
"Moon
ma'ke room for new
"Annie Get YoUr Gun"—Shubert Glo"be, where the "Body ana Soul" picture is showing, with John Garfield
theatres are concerned, are Tom
Feb.' 17 or 18,
Chi. C2-14)..
Arnold and: Val Parnell, whose Over the Downs," Goldwyn, Jr.
in which
"Diamond Lil," starring Mao West, sponsored by .Sam
Banet.11ic«tre—<:urran, Frisco (9- starred,, a trailer announce* "Skipper," Broadway stage drama
he's also starring. Doll's latest gag is a credit in the program for "Angel
Phoenix
"Dr.
Anj^elus,"
(24th 14).
opened at the Prince of Wales Jan.
"BlMkout& ot
Capitan, in the Wings" (Coronet) wiiich reads: "Hank Ladd's clothes by Alfred
24 after several weeks "tryout in week). Has done consistently well,
Also with average intake around $8,000 Hollywood (2-14).
Norton. Ml-. (Paul) Hartman's clothes by Mrs. (Grace) Hartman."
the provinces to good biz.
"Blossom Tlme"-^Aud., Hartford
Jack *De Leon-Daniel Mayer Co.'s for many months, but hit $6,000 and
"Mountain Air,'" by Ronald Wilkins, finished last week.
(2-4); Lyric. Bdgeport
(5); PlayChorus Equity, 'which has its- own union charter but is closely affiliated
which bowed in at the Comedy
"Edward,. My Son," Lyric (36th house, WU. (6-7); Nat'l, Wash., (9-14). with Equity, held its second see.'ional quarterly meeting last Friday (30)
"Burlesque"
Jan. 23.
weelc). Op'eaed slowly, at His MaNat'l, Wash. (2-7);
when a minor amendment to the constitution was adopted. It provides
Henry Sherek's "The Indifferent jesty's theatrej where it averaged Nixon, Pitt. (9-14).
for
a replaccmerfl when or if any of the five on the council drops out.
"C»rous(d"-«hub,ert,Ph}lly (2-14).
Shepherd" will mark the return of around $8,000 per week, which jusX
Maurice Chtr^eis-Forrest, Phil- Chorus has an executive committee- of 23 and it's proposed to enlarge the
Gladys Cooper to London, at the about broke even for producer
Was then trans- ly (2-7).
council. Executive secretary "Ruth Richmond stated that 100 more memCriterion Feb. 5, after 10 years. She Henry Sherek.
to
capacity
ferred
to
Lyric,
playing
"Chocolate
Soldier"
Shubert,
bers
of -the chorus union 'are currently ib stage jobs than last season at
on
"Frenzy,"
based
also
has
rek
Bost. (2-7); Forrest, Philly ffl-W).
«•
this time.
Swedish film known in America as since, around $9,000.
"Doctor Sociar'-^Plymouth. Bost.
"Happy as Larry," Criterion (!5th
"Torment." Both plays are authored
by Peter Ustinov, who will also ap- week). Despite rave notices, Irish (2-7).
Players who appeared in "The Survivors." which stopped at the PlayDonald Wolfit Co.
Playhouse.
pear in latter when it starts a pro- play failed to hold up after good
house,
after
week,
N.Y.,
one
have filed claims with Equity for additional
Did as high as $4,.500, then North Bay (2); Playhouse, Winnipeg
vincial tour March 1 for five weeks. start.
salary on the ground that the rules call for at least two weeks' pay start(4-7).
Bernard Delfont's "Four Hours to dropped to $3,000, and folded, to
"Kedda Gabler"—Hanna, »Cleve. ing from the first day of public performances. Management contends that
make room for Henry Sherek's proKill," former American hit starring
the cast received that equiv^ent; as there was a series -of paid previews
duction of Peter Ustinov's "The In- (2-7).
Jack La Rue, arrived at the Sav!ille different Shepherd,'' due Feb.
Gate Theatre— Royal Alex., To- prior to the premiere.
5.
Jan. ?9, after .several weeks in -the
With Father,'' Savoy (i2d ronto (2-7).
Provineas. Also debuting in the Wefst
^'Harv«y"-^Town HalU Toledo (2Has done extremely we 1
End, atMhe Fortune theatre, was' week).
Shephard. willi 4); Shea's, Erie (5-7); Colonial, Paramount, Toledo (9-11); English,
Hidden M<»" producer Firth
Travers
Otway's- »'The
'""»~
for H'wood
'
average gross $9,000, and broke Akron (9-11); Park, Youngstown (12- Indpls. (12-14).
Years," Jan. 23," after tryout at the-laverage
"Sleep It Off"—Aud., Oakland (l.'i).
record six times since Christ- 14).
Hollywood, Feb., 3.
Bolton
"I
Remember Mama" Shubert"Song of Norway" Davidson, Mil.-.
„
. ,
i
„j pio- mas. Good for many more months.
Stephen Longstreet and Catherine
Theatre Group, newly-formed
i ,/ „
,
Lafayette, Det. (2-14).
,,,,
(2-7); Lyric, Minneapolis (9-14).
, , ,
ducing company headed by Basil !„ .Maebeth,'' Aldwych (5th week).
"John Loves Mary"—Harris, Ciii.
"State of the Union"- Nixon, Pitt. Turney, co-authors of "The Red PaDean, with backing understood •toi^''»"g ^^F >%„Tnn*' Michael Red- (9-14).
(2-7).
villion," will introduce their legit
ccme from Sir Alexander Korda, fj^ve. Steady $9,400 per week, With
"Lady Windermere's Fan"
"Stndent Prince"
ErFord's. Balto. brainchild at the Hoi'seshoe theatre,
10-week season assured.
f2-7); Rajah, Reading (9); Karlton,
lanper, Chi, (2-14).
has "AU This Is Ended," play by
North Hollywood, Feb. 18.the
Piccadilly
"Off
Record,"
(32d
"Mary Had a LUUc"
Jack AUdridge, which has already
Curran, Wilmspott (10); Strand, Elrnita (11);
Longstreet is author of "High But^en. tried out in the suburbs, in week). Has been doing -consistent Frisco (2-7); Mayfair, Portland (9- Aud., Roch. (13-14).
"Sweethearts"
American,
1946, and on the air, ready for open- biz since it opened at Apollo, June 11); Orpheum, Spokane (12 j; Wilma,
St. ton Shoes," and Miss Turney wrote
Never below $8,000, and looks Missoula (13); Fox. Butte (14).
Louis (2-7).
ing at the St, James's. This- replaces 3.
John Barrymore's last stage starrer,
"The Glass Menagerie"
"IMaster's Chair''
Aud., "My Dear Children."
same firm's "Private Enterprise," good for many months.
Geary, Frisco
"0lclah»3aa!" Drury Lane <39th (2-7).
HarUord (11-12); Aud., Worcester
which ran sine weelis to moderate
week).
Doing regular intake of
"Me and Molly"
Locust, Philly (13); Acad. Music, Northampton (14).
intake, ^
"The Aallams"
barsly varying its fir;iu-c by (9-14).
Erlanger, Buff.
Sam Goldwyn, Jr., who came here $29,500.
Clare's Catholic U. Gift
per week. Good for whole yoai'.
"Mr. Roberts"
Walnut, Philly (5-7); Hanna, Cleve. (9-14).
a L-iUple of years ago to study Eiig- $40
"Old
Vic
Co."
New
(16th
"The Linden Tree"— Shubert, N.
wcdt).
(2-7);
Ford's,
Balto.
(9-14).
Washington, Feb. 3.
litn film production under Sydney
"O Mistress Mine"—Selwyn, Chi, Haven (4-7).
Box, has turned his attention to Eng- Witli regular following, always does
Clare Booth Luce has given her
"The
steady
biz, around $11,200, close to
Mill"—
(2-14).
Red
Blackstone,
Chi.
lish legit biz, with his first venture,
personal collection of boolts on
"Oklahomar'— Emery, Cincy (2-7) (2-14).
"Moon Over the Downs," new play capacity.
Catholic
"Tenijrht At 8:80"- Biltmore, L. A. drama and the theatre to
"Oiiiritjecous
Fortune,"
Wintci- Aud., Little Rock (9-14).
by Gordan Glenndn and Rayner Garden (llth week). Old combo of
U's School of Speech and Dramii'
"Pick Up Girl"— Lyric, Bridgeport (2-14).
Barton, due at the St. Martin's the"You Never Can TelV'-^Playhouse,
actors Ralph Lynn and Robtci-son (14).
Collection, which consists of over
atre Feb, 17 or 18, after preliminary
Hare, with Ben Travers as their
""Pr (rate Lives"
Lyceum, Mpls. Wil. (12-14).
5,000 volumes of rare and treasurecl
canter at the Theatre Royal, Brishregular writer for years, is still oay- (2-5): Aud., St. Paul (6-7); Aud., La
toii.
Other prospects are Lee ing handsome dividend.s. Managinsr Crosse
items of theatrical lore from U.bBes MoincB Booking
(8); Orpheum, Davenport (9 1;
Ephraim's musical, "Carissima," by to' garner around
and foreign coimtrics, includes some
$12,000, and looks Mosque, Peoria (11); Palace, RockDes Moines, Feb. 3.
Eric Maschwitz and Hans May, with good for lengthy run.
of Mrs. Luce's own unpublished
ford (12); Parkway, Madison (13-14).
Bookings
for
February
the
for
decor by Prof. Ern.st Stern, and
"Romance"
"One, Two, Three," Duke of
Shubert,
,
Haven 4,200-seat KRNT Radio Theatre here, works,
Stephen Mitchell's comedy, "Royal York's (20th week). Family affair, (12-14).
include "Mary Had a Little," featurCitclei'' starring Ralph Richardson,
with cast headed by sister and
San Carlo Opera Co, Pinncy.
«nd skedded late February or early brother Binnie and Sonny Hsle. Boise (9); Aud., Pendleton (10); ing Edmund Lowe (16); Veloz and
Theatre-party organization labeled
been
Iilarch, with no theatre yet available, Reached $8,000- in its prime, but now Temple, Tacoma (11)-; Moore, Seattle Yolanda (17); Carmen Cavallaro and "Show
of the Month" has
orchestra (221, and Billy House In formed in New York, with SyW»
ilt'S' also persistently rumored that
nearer $6,000- and still- iirofitablc.
(12-14),
"Show Boat"
Herbert Wilcox, film mojul, is to
"Present lanshter,"- Haymarket
Cass, Det. (2-7); "Show Boat" (23-24-25).
Siegler as director.
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TaBo Out

UEGITIMATE
'Mama' Big $23,200,

Chicago, Feb.

Show

(^cveland, Feb.

3.

the last six months.
gross was that oi

closed
TThe Telephone/* which
Saturday (31) at the Studebaker.
"Annie" is stated tp be sold oat •
»
Toronto, Feb. 3.
dosing date of its Chi
Dublin Gate Theatre company, on
run, and "O Mistress Mine" keeps its first North American visit, renear capacity. "Red Mill," which ceived rave notices for the three
opened last week at the Blackstonc, plays in last week's repertory at the
gathered a goodly gross that disre- Koyal Alexandra here, with^Bernard
garded the bitter cold. "Private Shaw's "John Bull's Other Island"
Eives," which closed Saturday at the enjoying
near sell-outs for its four
Harris was solid the final week. Reperformances. As an unknown play,
vival took out almost $500,000 dur"Portrait of Miriam," by MacLiaming its 25-week run here, largely moir,
was the weak sister, taut should
on the pull of Tallulah Bankhead's pick up
in second stanza on word-of"I>ady Windermere's
Ityrotechnics.
mouth after its two performances
Fan'' in third Theatre Guild week
last week.
"The Old Lady Says
at the Erlang^r,. had strong play.
Katherine Dunham's "Tropical Re- 'No!' " by Denis Johnston, was in for
vue" opens Thursday (5) at the two performances and drew well on
Studebaken "John Loves Mary," the intriguing title.
Irish troupe repeats the three this
with Jan Sterling replacing Nina
Focb in the ingenue role, relights week, plus "Where Stars Walk,'' by
the Harris next Mohday (9>. On the Michael: MacLiammoir. It then goes
forthcoming slate are "^Sweethearts" into the Mansfield, N. Y., opening
(9).'
Monday
Feb.
"Show22, and
at the Erlanger,
until Feb. 28i

Estimate for Last Week
Dnlilin Gate Theatre, Royal Alexandra (1st week) (1,525; $2.50).
"Annie Get Your Qtm," Shubert Uneven^ but satisfactory business at

week)

(13th

(2,100; $6.18).

.

StiU the

sellout $51,000.

tcips;

"XAdy Windermere's Fan.'* Erlanger (3d week) (1.3331 $3.71). Held
to a crisp $19,000.
"Me4inm" and "The Telephone,"
Studebaker (4th week) (1,246; $4.33).
Closed Saturday with some improvement; $15,000.
••O Mtttress Mine," Selwyn (12th
week) (1,000; 4.33). Lunts enter into
fourth month with rousing $22,000.
{25th
Harris
Lives,"
"Privkte

week) (1,000; $3.71). Miss Bankhead
rounded out her stay Saturday with
terrif $19,500.

Bed MiH," Blackstone (1st week)
zero
Overcame
$4.40).

(t,358;

weather opening /day

to

bring

in

$18,500.

'NORWAr|2»,S0a,PnT;
SCALE REPEAT

mm

$15,200

week

current

gross;

finale.

is

the

;

Dr.Sodid'$4j

still

"I

making an unusual situation whereby all legit houses will be dark in
the Hub the next week. However,
"The Hallams" at the Wilbur, "My
Romance" at the Shubert and "Vou
Never Can Tell'' at the Colonial all
open Feb. 16 and "Shylock and

'

'

"Pick-tTp Girl,"
Ann Garner, follows for
starting Feb; 16.
Estimate lor Fast Week

gle stanza.

"Sfndent
>

Prince,"

a

National
(8
This Shubert

days) (1,680; $3.00).
standby, a perennial favorite here,
chalked up a smash $26,500.

'Menagerie' Fair $6,500
In 4 Times, New Haven
New Haven, Feb. 3,

$29,500 in 6 Showings,

Remember Mama," Hanna

(sin-

gle week; (1,436; $3), John Van Druten comedy-drama rang up a potent
$23,200 for seven performances. Eva
LeGallienne is current in "Hedda
Gabler," and .next week Uie house
gets a tryout of the Rose Franken
play, "The Hallams."
.

'Roberts'

$41^

'Carousel'

'Dance Fast Flop, ledea' Dark
Business along Broadway held up
well last week despite continued
near-zero weather. Earmuff temperatures prevailed; especially during the last half, yet an exceptionally strong Thursday-Friday (29-30)
were' registered, while Saturday
(31) took care of itself as usunl
More .snow earlier in the week was
not heavy enough to obstruct tralfic, as following the blizzard the day
after Christmas. Boxofficcs are still
making exchanges on tickets for patrons who could not reach Broadway at that time.
"Look Ma, I'm Dancin'," last week'.s
musical entrant, should ring the bell
despite, divided notices. '"The Last
Dance" got a lone strong rating and
was "taken off Saturday (31). Thi.s
is the last week for, "John Loves
Mary." which goes ~ on tour and

"Power Without Glory" may

'Kath' 7G, PinOy

exit

too.

since open-

drama

commands

great

grosses;

up last week over $21,500.
'The
Last
Dance,"

Belasco.

Panned, with the exception of one
notice; closed Saturday (31); seven
pertormances.
"The Winslow Boy," Empire (14th

week)

(D-l.lOl; $4.80).

Upper

level

not so well patronized, but lower
door is flourishing; takings approxi-

mate

$17,000.

"Young Man^s Fancy," Cort (40th
week) (C-1,064; $3.60).
Eva Le
"Hedda

Gallienne

is

booked here in

Gabbler" and "Ghosts," with current
comedy due to move; went up last
week to $8,500;

"A

REVIVALS
Tragedisin in Spite of Himself"

and other Chekhov playlets. City
Center (1st week) (CD-2,692; $2.40).
(Drama),
and finale stock bill dated to
Philadelphia^ Feb. 3.
CD (Co7)iedi/-Drama), fi (Rcyuc), Third
open Thursday (5).
"Mi-ster Roberts" bounced up into
(Musical), O (Operetto).
"Antony and Cleopatra," Beck
absolute capacity from the start at
"Allegro," Majestic (16th week) (ipth week) (D-1,214;
$4.80). Gomthe Walnut last week. Speculators lM-1.69a;
$6). Tremendous demand pletm,^ third month and still comare reported asking fancy, football- for tickets should keep this unusual
manding, real business for Shakeish prices ($25 for two) when and musical selling
out until
warm spearean tragedy; $22,000.
if they have tickets. Terrific demand
weather; over $47,500.
"Cradle Will Rock," Broadway (1st
for "Roberts" didn't hurt "C^arousel"
"Angel in the Wings," Coronet (8th week) a,900; $4.80). Opened in big
which, with a $5.20 top (first time
Holding to house last Thursday (29), with fair
that has been used here irt some week) (R-998; $4.80).
ousmess reported,
time for first four evenings of the great business with the gross over
"Crime and FanishmenI," National
weelO at the Shubert. There were .$27,060, which means standees.
"Annie G«t Tour Gun,'' Imperial (6th week) (D-1,164; $5.40). In the
some orchestra vacancies Monday
tmal two
heavy Russian
and Tuesday but end of week was (90th wcelc) (M-1,472; $6.60).- Indi- drama^ dived,weeks;
under $10,000.
cations are that; this still-sock musicapacity.
"Man and Soperman," Alvin (17th
"Kathleen," comedy tryout, booked cal will coast past the two-year week)
(CD-1,331; $4.80).
Season's
in at the last minute, got pallid re- mark; eased off; shaded $42,000.
bhavian success continues to stack
views from the second-string critics.
"Bo n Testerdayj" Lyceum (105th up hefty
The. first-stringers, contrary to usual week) (C-993; $4.80) . Another stayer P'aysin grosses and tops straight
ihat respect; approximately
Philly custom, covered "Carousel*" that is continuoifsly profitable with
a musical. Maurice Chevalier pulled the end of rua not in sight; $17,500,
Royaie (15th week) (D.
a steady but not too big attendance
"Brigadvon," Ziegfcld (47th week) 1,025; $4.80). Gave only two perat the Forrest.
(M$4.80). Few shows with formances last week; balance canMaurice Schwartz and his Yiddish long1,628;
engagements have capacity at celled through illness of star, Judith
Art Theatre is at the Forrest this all times, but business is plenty big
™>°«feo; previous week's gross was
week in "Shylock and His Daughr for this musical;
$3d,000.
ter." Next Monday (9) "The Linden
"Veoman of the Guard,."- Century
"Cammsnd DcciSian," Fulton (18th
Tree" starts a two-week tryout at
Attendance (0-1,670; $4.80). Critics do nip-ups
the Walnut, and Tuesday (10) "Me week) (D-968; $4.80>.
for Gilbert and Sullivan revivals
and Molly," a comedy preemy is list- varies now and then, but tbe week- irom England; last week's
"The Gonprofitable
ed at the' Locust. "The Chocolate ly score proves strong;
*
matinee weakness;
takings;
$19,000.
$38000''
Soldier" opens Monday at the Forxpinliin's Bainhow,"
rest; for a return date, "Joy to the
46th Street
World," another tryout, opens Feb. (5flth week) {M-1,319; $6). Run mu23 at the Forrest, and "Pick Up sical still approximates capacity; last
Girl" the same night at the Locust. week's $41,000 piled up more profits.
GISAn25,0fi0,
Theatre Guild revival of Shaw's
"For Love or Money," Miller (13th
•'You- Never Can TellV opens at the week)
(C-940; $4.20). Making an ex115,000,
Walnut and "Blossom Time" arrives cellent showiijg for comedy of its
at the Shubert, both March 1, and type; slightly better last weeli; quotLos Angeles, Feb. 3.
Gertrude Xjawrence breezed into
"My Romance," new musical, lights ed around $15,500.
last week with "Tonight at
March 8 at the Forrest.
"Happy Birthday," Plymouth (66tb town
8:30 and racked up -the top gross of
E.stimates for Last Week
week) (C-1,063; .$4.80). Further bet"Mister Roberts," Wahiut
(1st terment last Week, when the count the legit season to date. The onlj'
week) (1,340; $3.90). Opened Tues- approximated $18,000; closing date other opener was "Of Mice and Men,"
the
Theatre o'Five prcsentntion
day, (27) and was a sellout from for the stayer is indcfinitek
which relighted thn El Patio Tuesstart; $21,000 for seven performances.
"Kwrvey," 48th St. (171st week)
"Kathleen," Locust (single week) (C-902; $4.20). Of the current shows, day (27) after a long period of dark,
(1,580; $3.25). Comedy tryout, n.s.g.; only "Oklahoma!" has played longer ness. It didn't do too well.
This
week's sole contender is "Dip$<,00a reported; bouse is dark this than
this comedy;
still
making per Over
Gimbel's," which world
week.
money; $14,500 indicated.
preems at the Coronet tomorrow
"Carousel," Shubert (1st week)
"High Button Shoes," Shubert night (Wed.).
(1,877; $5.20). First time a show has
Primed
(18th week) (M-1,3S7; $6).
Esiimates tor Last Week
used this scale for first part of week, for a cleanup; any variance in gross,
"BUckonfo of tarn." El Capitan
and results can't be gauged until just a matter of number of standees;
(293d week) (1,142; $2.40).
(Comedy),

D

M

Sweethearts' $22,000,
Ind'p'Is.

Has Busy Feb

Indianapolis, Feb. 3.
"Sweethearts" opened slowly at the

,

.

GEim

'ReSK'BK

after first two weeks of ATS subscription; got a couple of critical

raps on performance, but racked up

$38,000.
"leetimie

S&mt; re-

.

af 1948,"

Center

(36th

Dunham

.

<-

mia'

"

Estimate tor Last

um

Week

(3d week)

(H-1,160; $6). Always a line at the boxofflce, and
agencies are doing lively business
for click musical; nearly $36,500.
"Oklahoma!," St. James (260th
Aimed
week)
(M-1,509;
$4,80).
through March and may stay longer;

hur.st

•

a

m

frain; capacity $17,000.
'^Ueep Are the lEoots," Belasco

'

•

show opened.
including two paid previews acIt was tbe biggest road produccounted for gross of $29,500; around
E.igli.s-h here last week, but built to
tion to hit this town since the Aude $10,000 on Sat. (31) alone.
a fairly good gross for the stanza.
playing traveling shows.
"Make Mine Manliattan," BroadThe house now has a string of con^ has been
secative bookings, with only three
blank days in February. List includes return this Monday-Wednesday (2-4) of "Anna Lucasta"; with
"An Inspector Calls" playing Thurs-

LA

(2d
week) (R-2,994: $2.40).
Slated to week) (1,061;
$3). Buildin.g all the
play into April; skating revue is
Manrice Chevalier, Forrest (single okay, although Sonja Henie's own time; swell $15,000 last week vid an
week) (1,785; $3:90). Substantial but ice show is in town (Madison Square extended run in view,
"Of Mice and Men," El Patio (1st
by no means sensational $9,500; Mau- Garden); $29,500.
week) (796; ».40). Initial offering of
rice Schwartz here this Week.
"John Loves Mary," Music Box the Theatre o'Five drew mixed
(C-979; $4.80). Final and i}3d week; notices giuLineagre response de.^pite
over $11,000; go^ to Chicago; next presence in cast of Wallace Ford and
booking here is "The linden Tree." other localites; dour $2,500.
$48,000, L'viUe;
"Kathleen."
Mansfield
(C - 997;
"Xonlght at 8:3»." Biltmore (1st
$4.20). Presented by Beatrice Law- week) (1,636; $3.60). "What the iloctor
Local Hense Record rence; written by Michael Sayers; ordered;
first stanza registered seaopened last night CEues.) and listed son-topping $25,000 and the three
Louisville, Feb. 3.
here until Saturday (7); bouse gets frames look equally good;
Theatre Guild's national company Dublin Gate players next week.
of "Oklahoma," in eight perform"Look Ma, I'm Oancin'," Adelphi
ances at the Memorial Auditorium (1st week) (M^1434; $4.r0). Drew
last week, set a house records En- mixed notices, but Nancy Walker is Joe Brown Hot $22,000,
tire week was a sellout before the highly rated; first six performances
$41,500.

.

.

week

,

"The Heiress," Biltmore
(18thi
week) (M-],505; $4.80). Couple Of
performances didn't go clean, but

Week

Estimates tor Last

Keys: C

"Oklahoma," Memorial Auditori(single week) (2,400; $4.40). First
showing here for a full-week stand,
with no performance Tuesday (27)
(,'5-7);
"Showboat,"
day-Saturday
the house's previous comWednesday, (26-28) to fair bu.siness. Feb. 12-14; "Harvey" playing a re- due to
for the Cincinnati SymPlay was well received critically turn week starting Feb, 16, and "I mitment t6ok
an estimated record run leader improved last week to
and could probably have done con- Remember Mama" the week of phony:
$21,000. and that's profitable,
$48,000 for eight performances (with
siderably better on a Weekend book"Power Without Glory," Booth (Scl
Feb. 23.
matinee).
an
extra
ing.
week) iD-712; $4.80). Improved to
Estimate for Last Week
$8,500. but English meller is under
This week has the precm of "The
(single
English
"Sweethearts,"
expectations; "Dr. Social" a possiLinden Tree" for Wednesday-Satur- week) ($4.80). Victor Herbert operday (4-7). It's the Boiis Karloil- etta quickly c!iml»ed on the strength 'Burlesque' Boff $24,800
bility here or the Music Box.
Next t« God," Playhouse
staixer, having ita American breakWith Extra Show, Balto (3d"Skipper
of Bobby Clark's comedy, with a
wcpk) (D-865; $4.20). Moved
under aegis of Maurice Evans. $22,000 total estimated.
Baltimore, Feb. 3,
here Friday (30); annoimcement of
Also current is the 11-jlay stand of
"Burle-squc" mopped up at Ford's moving; switched advance sale inter•'Ice Capades," at the Arena.
Seattle
21
here last week, building enough to o.'^t to new spot; with first three days
Two more tryouts will hit town
warrant an extra performance Sun- at Elliott, estimated takings dipped
over the next fortnight The ShuSeattlei ii-.j
bert musfCal, "My Romance," gets its
Katherine Dunham and her com- day night (1). The house reports a somewhat, but profitable $13,000.
"Strange Bedfellows," Morosco (3d
baptism next week Thursday-Satur- pany, in a nine-day engagement last good advance sale for "Student
day a2-14), 'and the following week in "Bal Negre" at the Metro- Prince," currently playing a return week) (C-935; $4.80). Faring well
weekend preems "Joy to the World' politan, pulled click business, as she date, and mail orders are flooding in and indications are that tbe new
comedy will extend well into spring;
(19^21),
new comedy headed by usually does here. House is now for next week's "Mr. Roberts."
Estimate for Last Week
over $16,000.
Marsha Hunt and Alfred Drake.
dark.
"Streetcar finmei. tteaire^" Barry"Bnrlewiue," Ford's (single week)
Estimate for Last Week
Estimate for -Lest Week
Plenty of interest more (9tH week) (D-1,064; $4.80).
"Glass Menagerie," Shubert (4
"Bai Nepre," Metropolitan mine (1,500; $3:62).
performtmce'sj; (1,700; $3.60). Gar
days) (1,439; $3.75). Colored dance from tbe tee-off; strong $24^00 total Top standout straight play this sea-,
for
nine
pertotmances.
estimated
son to data dra'ws. standees- all tiuiesi
nered clostf to $6,500; fair.
big
$21,000.
revue garnered a
"Glass Menagerie" plaved a first
half at the Shubert las't Monday-

over $27,500 every
ing.

•<

.

week

Ma

'Look,

roll«^ in for a

big week's total. Only $300 had to
be refunded, with rest of disappointed ticket-buyers taking ducats for
other night.s.
Hefty advance salp
also offset the lost performance.
Estimate for Last Week

,

Boston, Feb. 3.
"Dr. Social," the only entry last
week, got helpful but not exactly
enthusiastie notices,. Play was the
last opener hereabouts %tttil Feb 16,

His Daughter," in Yiddish, lights at
the Plymouth the following night
Estimates f*r Last Week
Pittsburgh, Feb. 3.
"Btossom, Time," Opera House
JPlayJng a quick repeat at Nixon
last week, "Song of Norway" rolled (3d week) (3,008; $3.00). Final week
got a better weather break and
considup -another heavy gross, but
erably under what it did here only stayed near previous week's estitwo months ago. The difference was mate of $11,000; okay; house is now
in the lower scale. Originally priced dark.
"Chocolate Soldier*" Shubert (2d
«t $420 ($3.50 base and 20% tax),
operetta • came back ,at $9f which week) (1,700; $4.20). Helped by immade orch seats $3.90 inasmuch as proved conditions, the show mainr
added 10% city levy hiad been tacked tained nice -lead over last;* and went
up
to $22,500.
on in the Interim.
"Doctor Social," Plymouth (1st
Repeats continue this week with
"State of Union," and resume the week) (1,200; $3.60). Play was apweeks ol Feb. 16-23, with "Blcssom plauded as an earnest etTort nicely
Time" and "Student Prince," follow- done, but not found likeable and
ing a break Feb. 9 by Bert Lahr's got little business; around $4,000.
"Burlesque," coming in as the second subscription play of Hieatre
^Mary' Has Eonf, $14,000,
Guild afid ATS.
EstiBUte fat Last Week
"Sonj of Norway," Nixon (single
Despite Frisco Critics
week) (2,100; $3.90). Big $29,500 on
San Francisco, Feb. 3.
return engagement; did $35,000 on
Despite a spanking by the critics,
the first visit
"Mary Had a Little" had enough of
what it takes for popular support
last week at the Curran, and stays
'Stnleiii' Nifty $26,500,
this week.
"The Master's Chair," with Ona
After Slow Start, D. C. Munson, Richard Ney and Jorja
Curtright, also got rapped by the
3.
Feb.
Washington,
Jan. 24,
"Student Prince" rang the bell at reviewers, and was yanked
of a scheduled
the Nlational in its eight-day run after a single week
three-week stand at the Geary^ Balclosed Sunday night 11). It started
Ijegins a run Sunday (8)
somewhat slow, due to snow, but let Theatre
the Curran.
built and'' wound up. with a com- at
Estimate for Last Week
plete sellout over tbe final weekend.
"Maty Had a Little," C^irran (l.st
Bert Lahr in a revival of "BurThe public ignored
(1,776).
lesque" bowed in last "night (Mon.) week)'
this slight comand looks solid. "Blossom Time" fol- the critics and gave week; eurrent
edy a $-14,000 initial
lows, opening Sunday (8) for a sinthe finale.
with semester is

Peggy

Biz Defies Near-Zero Cold;

3.

Delayed baggagecar-load of setsnowbound at Albany, forced
Greenwood's troupe to
first oerformance at the
Hanna last Monday (2G1, but "I ReCharlotte
cancel its

'

boat" at the Sbubert, March 1.
Estimates for Last Week

B way

lings,

member Mama"

DUBLIN GATE $1530;
CRIX RAVE/TORONTO
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Cleve.,

Despite Missed

at $ia5i, Limts 22G

week was one ol the best in
The only putly
"Medium" and

I.ast

W

3dWeekiBCiiillSt.L
St. Louis, Feb. 3.
Snow, high winds and zero temperature could not cool the fervor of
natives for Mary Chase's comedy,
"Harvey," winding up a three-week
stand at tlie American theatre Saturday (31). Biz picked up rapidly and
the gross for the final stanza was
higlUy satisfactory,
Estimate for Last Week
"Harvey," American (3d week)
(1,700: S3.81). Final session grossed
approjfimately $22,000; bringing the

three-week total to $61,500. A twoweek engagement of 'Victor Herbert's
"Sweethearts" opened Sunday (1),
with Bobby Clark, Marjorie Gateson
and June Knight as leads.

Iturbi

Record ISVzG
Minneapolis,- Feb.

3.

Greater Minneapolis Attractions
racked up a local concert engagement record when Jose Itui'bi drew
a capacity attendance -of 6,000 and
gross of $13,500 on Sunday night (1),

below zero temperature, ia
the Auditorium concert hall. Hunidreds were turned away.
It was Iturbi's third annual appearance beie.

de.'spite

—
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Plays on Broadway
Ma, I'm Dancin*

liOOfe,
Hugh

Martin, book by Jerome I^awrence
and Robert E. Lee. -Stars Nancy Wallter.
Staged by Abbott and Jerome Robbins, who
Cohcelvc-d the play's idea and directed the
dances, with some ballet nrranerements by
Trude Rittmnn settings, Oliver Smith; cosOpened at Adelpht,
tumes, John Pratt.
SAvT., Jan, SO, '48; $4.80 top.
.Don Liberto
"Wotan. . .'^ . *-, ^ » V.
.Loren Welch
t^*,
Larry.
Alice Pcarce
.....
Busty Lee
.Janet Reed
Ann Bruce.
Virginia Gorskl
Snow White
;

.

. ,

•

. .

and

"Little

Boy

Blues."

Stage of the Philliarmonic Aud,
Los Angeles, is the first-act finale
scene, where "Mademoiselle Marie"
is a major ballet. Second-part start
is a railroad platform at Glendale,
Cal., where the troupe is waiting for
an early train and "Jazz" comes
forth, principally from Miss Walker
and Liberto. Then the ensemble does

.

.

'

:

The Last Dance

Theatre Associates.. Inc;, present the
"Look, Ma^ I'm Dancin" " starts off
and Michael Ellis production
so strongly- that maintaining the Jan»s RUSBO
Ot drama in three acts (two settlnsrs) adapted
Opening pace is a problem, However, from
August Slrlndberg's "Dodsdancen,"
the newest musical has a Itilrly good by Peter GolObaUm and Robin Short. Stars
Oscar Homolka and Jessie Royce Landis:
chance of clicking.
.

Nancy

Walker

starred,

is

and bankrolls a touring

-

-

Primarily staged as a workout for
a sizable group of thesping and production tyros, this latest major assignment of the Yale Drama Dept.
rates more than laboratory attention.
Theme is pretty somber, at times
stark, but' its topical interest has a
tendency to offset any gloom that
might accumulate due to its weighty
premise. There's tense film material
inherent in tWs script.
It's a tale of possible happenings
in German!^ 'after 'V-E Day and it
poses a current problem over there.

m

;

. .

A

A

•

—

'

ballet troupe

'

.

"Gotta Dance" provides the show's
start, followed by "I'm the First
with which Miss Walker

Girl,"

quickly woos good humor out fronti
Lang leading the "Dance" number.
Lang is agam soon in action with
lanet Reed, "Look's" classy toe artist,
also score late in the show with
/ an adaptatioa of "Swan Lake," which
-sees Miss R^ed ia her best contribu-

^ey
tion.

.

14.

..

. i

•ock
-

Haven. Jan.

•

^

oh, a coast-to-coast tour.
Idea for the book came from
Jerome Robbins, who cgnceived the
'ballets- in "Look," top cnoreographer
in those numbers being Harold Lang,
a hoofer who can act. Xiang is the
runner-up to Miss Walker for the
show's honors. Last year he showed
some of his stuff in "Three to Make
Ready," when it was indicated
strongly that he was a comefj before
which he was' with' the Ballet Russe
de Monte Carlo and the Ballet The-

.

New

. . •

.

wealthy damsel who appears with

:

(YALE UNIVERSITY)
Tale. 1>rama Dept. 'production of drama
10 three ttcta (six scenes) by Alvin Keller.
Settings,
Directed by. Edward Reveaux.
Henry May; costumes^ -Wajrren .Harlan;
llEhtIng, John Beaumont.' ^Presented at Yale
Ujilv. Theatre, Jan. 'M, '48.

; . .

unexpected
visitors-demobbed from the RAF and
Central character is a Hollander who all the English i^ hears is a col'48; i|;4.80.top.
had
served
with
American
forces lection of slang expressions unin.Oscar Homolka
Bdgar. .........
telligible to the uninitiated. A Scots.Jessie Royce Landis after escaping from Germans who
Alice.
man, anxious to clinch a business
.Philip Bourneuf had devastated his home city, AmsCurti.'i.,. ....
..Anne Jackson terdam., His hatred' of all Germans deal, turns out to be his wife's forJudith.
.v.;...^.....
Other complications
Alan. ..,.....<. ...... .. I.Richard Hylton has become so intense that, even mer husband.
after the 'war's end,, he continues to ensue...
AuHrian actor Martin Miller gets
civilians.
New managerial outfit adds the kill the: defeated.
every
ounce
out
of the Swiss scienmurdering
a
young
fraulein,
After
latest dour drama to the rather ex-,
tist role, and most of the humor detensive list of laughless plays on the he returns to Amsterdam but finds
pends on his juggling with the EngBroadway boards this season. "The things so changed in his native city lish tongue.
Avice Landone is graLast Dance" is given a fine produc- that the -plaoe aflotds him: only added
cious as his wife, and Mary Iiifortlcw
tion tout it's doubtful of- attracting, bitterness; He beats 'a young in*'
exudes charm as the career woman
enough patronage for a successful former to death, then .returns to s<j.ftened
by Cupid. Geoffrey Sumner
Germany in search of a 'Dutch girl
engagement,
who had been his boyhiSod sweet- and Michael Evans are nicely conThere is a cast of only five to heart.
The
girl, realizing that she trasted RAF types vying with each
interpret a version of- the Strindcan't stem his obsession to kill Ger- other for the favor, of the seductive
berg work that .dates back half a mans, turns him in to military au- youngster engagingly played by
century and, like other of the Scanthorities who declare him insane. Margaret Goodman; while Stephen
dinavian's writings, is better known
Before departing for an institution, Jack turns in a sterling delineation
in libraries and colleges than on the
•
Clem.
to aubuddly a rin^ as a of the §cot.
pro stage. In another form it was he turns over
done here y^ars ago, but not at-- symbol to carry on his campaign of
Tiie
tempted commercially. Currently the revenge;
Play
is staged interestingly from a
adapters hav< made it into a drama
London, Jan.. 24.
dialog
well
writtien
script.
Good
that starts fairly well, then, shades
London Mask Theatre vresentation ot
punctuates the opus, several long
off progressively.
speeches riveting audience attention drama In three acts by Travers Otway. DiWhile the adapters have turned out despite their length. Frank word- rected by John Wyse. At Fortune, London,
Jan. 23, '48.
a script more- stageworthy than the age,; Epical of rough background, DIgby.
...,.;...,....
,
Anthftoy Oliver
original "Dodsdancen," with parts finds plenty of expression.
Courtenay
.;...;...... Dala Rogers
of <other dr^jnas from, the solemn
Arnold English
Sets and costumes support post Mr. Harrison.,...
Douglas Scale
Swede's portfolio, it seems they have V-E Day atmosphere. Noteworthy Mr. Ireland
Mr. Thorpe
Anthony Marlowe
made the "Last Dance'' more a study from the lighting angle 'is use of Rev.
Charles DowBon. ,:
James Hayter
of its central character than they Yale-developed electronic switch- Mr. Broadbent
Robert Webber
probably planned. Edgar, a colonel board which picks" up numerous Mr. Johnstone..;...;..,,...;. .Nigel Clarke
in an army on a tropical island lighting cues by pre-set automatic Martineau.
.Ray Jackson
Grange
Anthony Tancreil
PQSsessioHj is the cunning, repulsive, control.
.Bone.
Duval
Brian Peck
rotund. double-croSser that $trind<<
Larkin
Raymond Cooney
berg doubtless conceived.
Matron
)
.....Freda Devon
features FWIip Bourncul. Staged by John
Designed by Ralph AlsO'Shaughnegsy.
#ang. Opened at Belasco, N. Y., Jan. 27,

and

rightfully so. No glamour girl she,
but a crack comedienne who has
6een developing seasonally. Her caperis are really amusing. Miss Walker
Is supposed to be a ballet-mad(

24,
Jaclc de' Loon and Daniel Mayer Co. pre-,
sentation ot comedy in three acts by Ronald
Wlllcinson. Directed by Hedley Briggs. At
Comedy, London, Jan. 22, '48.
Pr. Johann Hubermann, ... .Martin Miller
Anna Hubermann. ......... .Avlce Landone
Nicolette.
.
...... Margaret Goodman
Harry glmpklnson. ,...;..;.. Michael Evans
George Beesdale....^;.,, ..Geonrey Sumner
.

-

.

.

schools and what is termed "forblrt.
den friendship," is in a way a main
version of '*Maedchcn in Uniform •»
with the attachment in this case be
tween two of the pupils. On it«
merits as a serious play it should
appeal to u s
r*?^®
*"l'
little theatre
audiences.
Written with delicacy and cour,
Hamish Laurie,. :•....;.;.;.. Stephen Jafclt age by an anonymous schoolmaster
.'Mary Martlew it shows the pitfalls consequent
(Noel.
on
.>, .v.. Desmond Canington the
Mark Taylor.
segregation of hundreds of
adolescents and how, for the good'
This is a featherweight comedy of of the many, harsh
regulations have
light entertainment standard: It's 'too to
be enforced and punishment
reminiscent of "French Withdut meted out to the few.
Tears," and not strong, enough to
house captain attracted by the
stand up to the comparison. Chances
diving prowess of a boy in a lower
of lengthy run ,are slim;
grade becomes his friend and thev
Swiss manufacturing chemist
meet secretly out of bounds, because
has invited a couple of Britishers to
be house guests to improve his Eng- authority forbids association between different age groups as a
lish, as he has invented a mock alpoint of discipline. This comradecoholic drink he wishes to place on
ship is quite innocent, but rules are
the market in the British Isles. One
broken and a housemaster, anerv
of them, a doctor, turns out to be
with
a woman, who changes overnight cause, the elder boy for another
spitefully puts the worst infrom a bespectacled highbrow to a terpretation
on the association and
glamorous bathing belle. Mine host
demands expulsion.
acquires
additional

London, Jan,

.

its stuff.

"Look" travesties ballet and Abbott has seen to it that there's plenty
.................... Tommy Kail of action. Score is pleasant, there is
Tommy
Robert Harris novelty in the lyrics and if the finale
F. Plancek..
SerBava
.lAtharine
Tanya Drinskaya
were only as striking as the opening,
.Alexander Match.
Vladimir Luboft....
this show. As
Nancy Walker there'd be no Stopping
Lily Malloy
tuners, the cast is
Mf. Gleeb. ......... .. ....... ..TamfS: Lane usual with Abbott
Kddle HodBe mostly youthful, which is a forte in
ilr. Fcrbish
Tanya's Partner. ........... .Raul Celada the manager's production formula.
Bell 6oy.....,.i.... ...... .Dean Campbell
ibee.
..Dan Sattler
itaee 3itanaeer.,..,(..
.Sandra Deel
$uzy. ...... ..

Plays Abroad
Bfountain Air

. .

Roots in the Wasteland

Harold Lane

Eddie Winkler

I

kicked around.
(Closed Saturdo-]/ (31) o/tcr seven
ib«e.
per/ormonces.)

just

well together with "Shauny O'Shay"

tieorge Abbott production o£ musical corntwo acts (10 scenes) with score by

ed}' In

Vedncsday,, jFebramy 4,

Philip Bourneuf underplays his role
of lover. Anne Jackson has a thirdact chance and does very well as
the daughter. Kichard Hylton is

'

about Texas being tjie "r.ear end ot
the U.S,A." Perhaps the most animated balletis '.l^amA D^nce," with
-the star and mbsb all the others ca'perinK in aisle and compartments of
a Pullman.
Alice Pearce and Loren< Welch
have most of the warbling assignments, the former soloing with "The
New Look." a comedy number, dolling herself up with castaway raiment from a refuse can. Welch backgrounds a specialty ballet duo by
Singing "I'm Not So Bright." Vir»
::glnia Gorski and Don' Loberto team

Office Space

HOTEL ALGONQUIN
55 W. 44th

Street

Comprising 447 Square Foot
-.oad''

Two Rooms,
Comprising 386 Square Foot
Second Floor
Available immediately

.

.

-
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Bride

Darkness

of
detested by Alice, his wife,
(CATHOLIC BNIVEESITY)
wed for 20 years,
Washington, Jan. 20.
Edgar is a hard-drinking
Catholic tjnlv. School of Speech and
conniver their life together is a Drama
presentation .oC melodrama in two
succession of bickerings. The fellow, acts by Fat Treadwell. Directed by Father
forces out Curtis,' his best friend, G. Y. Rartke. At CathOUo- Univ. Theatre,
as. civilian health officer, than takes Jan. 19, '48.
over and -moves into the ousted one's
Billed as a "psychological meloattractive villa. He then tries\ to
bre'ak up a romance between his drama concerned in part with the
daughter Judith and Curtis's son supernatural,'' play is the fifth in
current play writing
festival
Alan, aiming to have the girl wed the
here,
and marks the unofficial debut
an unseen military leader.
The agitation of the girl in pro- of the school's new theatre. Latter,
test sends her father into a tantrum, seating 560, almost twice the size of
the last one, for the domineering the old one, with many technical
fellow expires during a heart at- improvements, will enable this fine
tacks Just before, Edgar had given proving ground for Broadway and
his wife a igold hearty the gift to sig- Hollywood? to spread its wings, still
nify the celebration of their wedding further.
V Current play, rewrite of one writanniversary. "Strange Anniversary,"
incidentally; was the play's first title. ten five years ago by Pat Tread-Character ,of "Judith, who is some- well in Walter Kerr's play writing
thing ot a schemer along the same class, is the story of an inhibited
lines as her mate, is not eio much unhappy "poor, rich" girl who flees
emphasized.
in terror from the realities of life
Oscar Homolka and Jessie Royce because she finds love and kindness
Landis play Edgar and Alice; He nowhere. In seeking refuge from the
isn't very soldier-like, his rotund world, sbe gives her soul to the
figure looking odd in a none-too-neat devil, but is saved in the end by
uniform, yet Homolka gives an un- the forces of good.
usual,
expert performance.
Plot, though highly dramatic, with
Miss
Landis is properly subdued in her well-sustained suspense, is often mrole opposite her crafty consort. volvedv
and frequently obscure.
There are indications of an tmhappy
childhood, though this is never quite
explained; Action takes place at the
Arizona ranch of Lisa'^ aunt and
uncle, the former a conniving, am-^
bitious mother, who
deliberatefy
tries to drive her niece insane- in
order to further her own son's career. Locale gives Don Gilmanj exBroadway, now in charge of school's
the opening
stage designing course, opportunity
He

is

they having been

and

as

onnounce
its

Thoughtful, interesting play dealing with problems of boys' boarding

Play Out of

audie;ice.

ciem.

.

Hollywood

Inc.

for three strikingly effective sets.
Plot and script indicate real fiair
for theatre on part of author Treadwell, ex-WAC lieutenant colonel. In

office

under the supervision of

present state, however, it would be
too abstract and ideological for
Broadway production, though Hollywood might go for the psychological-

FRED KATZ*

allegorical motif.

ot

Lowe.

'Show Boat' for Toledo Par

8582 Sunset Boulevard

Toledo, Feb.
.

Hollywood 46r California
CRestview 1-2161

The

3,400-seat

Paramount

ledo will split the

545

fifth

Avenue

Yorlcl7, N. Y.

MUrray

Hill

Vlie Stone

7-4256

week with

In-

dianapolis;

Over Town

.

London, Jan.

„

15,

Concanen Stage Plays, Ltd. production (in
jiSBOclatlon with Claude Soman) ot new
comedy In three acts by R. F. Delderfield.
.

Associate produce]-, Derrick
rectory Terence" de Maruey.

London.
Joan Thorpe
Oerald Vane...

Nat Heurn
Bumble.

de Marney:

Al

di-

riayhouae.

Roaalyn Boulter
Richard Oarr
Sidney Monrttlon

•••

S"!!"}?*

peter Neil

J,
Peter Scott
Mrs. Vane... ............. .Harriet Petworth
IV"'lf"«>"t--Bert Wadham

Ma Isle Barnaby

Bay %h)te

Mr. Skinner.
Mr. Lugger

Gordon PhilPott
.Alec Winter

g"Ws

:tlemtd Lawson
Burton, ...-..;..,..;.,...... ..Howard Lamb

An

entertaining newspaper comedy that deals with present-day
problems, in plausible fashion. This
IS well-iproduced and diifected,
but
not particularly original considering

Jnn^e

Hollywood^ Jan.

AmNTION!-

23.

PRODUCING AND

Pelican Productions presentation of drama
in two acts by Pattl Peters. Directed
by
Lloyd Bridges. Setting by Peter Klain.
Opened at Coronet, Hollywood, Jan. 28, '48.
J'™'-.^
....Lloyd Bridges
Maggie
,
-Mary Davenport
gather
..Ivan MacDoaald
•

BOOKirsfG OFFICES I

RICHMOND, VA.

Tamblyn
Ralph Hodges

-RyiSW

;

Kip Van •A.-J
Thaden...

Is

Marvin Davis
John Bonnes

•

Fricassee.
.

. .

TQO Miles

.

The Mouse
Hoxie
Mr. Wylle

;

'.

.... Jimmy

Ogg

,

With a Theatra-Going

;

'

•

a
in

Something like eavesdropping

Public of 400,000!

in

psychoanalyst's office is offered
"The Stone Jungle," which probes

deeply into a playwright's subconscious to create an omni-present
flashback. Generally compelling, it
suffers slightly from a case, of arrested development.
Story ,is that of Jim.'suffering from
a nervous breakdown, unable either
to sleep or to wprk. Gradually, his
subconscious takes command of the
stage in the person of the gang with
whicp he played as a kid^ recreating
a long forgotten incident in his
childhood.
The lasting .impression created by
a childhood tragedy has caused his
present condition and he struggles
through his nightmare desperately
trying to find himself. Punch in the
plot hinges around his inability to
-recall, until the play ends, which of
the kids he was. Curtaiil brings the
answer-«-and the promise that he
has. found himself, not only as a
child, but as an adult and a playwright.
Expertly staged, "Jungle"' could be
taut, vital theatre. It has an undeniable impact, even in its present
stage. There is material here for a
powerful, honest -film and for a successful Broadway vehiele. Current

A LEGIT THEATRE IS
AVAILABLE ON RENTAL,
STANDARD SHARING,
eCRCENTAGE OR FLAT
'
RATE

'

takes the author's role.
Kid ca&X pretty generally overacts
with former kid film star Dickie
Moore especially spoiling what could
have been a sharp characterization
by an annoying tendency to imitate
Humphrey Bogart. Two best jobs
are done with small parts. David
Clarke is solidly effective as a school
teacher and: Ivan MacDonald gives
a pathetically tendter reading to his
lin^ as the besottecl tatiier. iCapd-

Soutli of

Wasliington!

Noel Reyburn
David Clarke

.

Six Hourt From

Broadway

Jigger O'Neill...... Richard (Dickie) Moore
S*,'*''

house has been rented by James
Nederlander, manager of the Town production however obscures the
Hall Theatre, for a three-day book- lines, mostly because of weak direcing of "Show Boat," Feb. 9-11. To- tion by Lloyd Bridges, who also

New' York

New

3.

flhn-

Town

All

(Continued on page 60)

<

JULES ZIECllER,
of

monastic existence.
Two chief characters are splendidly depicted by Anthony Oliver as
the house captain and Ray Jackson
as the sensitive, admiring youngster.
Show transferred from the little
Bolton's theatre and opened smoothly and effectively to an appreciative
this

Hidden Years

-

Two Rooms,

headmaster uses his discretion and
takes no further actioUi as the senior
culprit is leaving at the end of the
term to enter a military academy.
Cast is exceptionally good, and the
various
masters
disclosing
their
hopes, fears and disappointments, all
contribute to an absorbing study of

.

.

"I'm Tired of Texas" is a first-act
<!om'edy standout, with Miss Wallcer's
•clowning: and her interpretation of
She
the lyric counting heavily.
might as well not try it down in the
Lone Star state; for there's a line

rThe younger boy, sickened on
hearing the evil construction attributed to the affair, runs away and
is brought back in a nervous,
distraught condition by the padre. Convinced of the boys' innocence, the

Contact Jack Stone, Mgr.

WRVA

THEATRE
and Broad Street

9th

HOTEL
ROOMS"
THE HKAKT
IN

Boom,

OIv..IIl»Eg SQ.

batli

anil

ihomr.

rrom ti

Teloplionc.

,jh;jlejui(M3Jiri1ouble.
RosolT'l

HOTEL ROSOFF
147

W.

43ril

Raitaurant
on the

St.

PremlHi

B'w>y), 8R. 3-9400

(•1

Story Editor

•

Production Aide

M»Jor Hollywooa and Broadway

Vtonn

Kxperlence.
Ability,

Script,

Titlent,

Prodnotlon.
ImBKlnative, Stimulating,
Attractive Personality.

Box SOS

Variety,

1114

Neu- York

Went

46tli St.,

IB.

.

Paramount was
'

Town

also

booked

bjF

Hall for "Carousel" Dec. 16-17,

Both musical; were too big fot the

Town Hall jjtage.
Joe

E.

-Brown

ment Of "Harvey,"

HaHmaoi

return
.Feb.

CAlutubus, o.

engage23-85,

at

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE ISSO
Play, Brokers and

Authors' Representatives

M vr«it 4StIi
ItteS

street.

X«W York

SuBMt mVA. HalljrWMMl

46, Cat.

-

,
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LEGITIMATE—CONCERT

Legk Flourish

Concert,

in

Faim

Minnesota

Turnaways

the Rule

Minneapolis, Feb. 3 -f
Concert business may be oB elsewhere throughout most of the coun- Passport Trouble Nixes
prosperous iarm belt
this
ti'y, but in
a swift upward spurt
It has taken
Czech
in Canada
The
agaitt after a brief relapse.
in Minneapolis'
theatre
legitimate
Toronto, Feb. 3.
Pa,ssport trouble at the Canadian
"and films also continue to flourish,
cold
has
temporextreme
border prevented Eva Llkova, Czech
although
coloratura, from fulfilling a Maple
iuiily slowed up the latter.
Xast two concert attractions here, Leaf Gardens
engagement here
$pike Joiies and Jose. Iturbi, former where she was to appear- with the
aegis
-and
latter
proown
his
under
Detroit Symphony. Biruta Hamoska,
several
pne
of'
MiiUtes,
C.
soprano, was substituted and crossed
moted by C.
drew
comboth
impresarios,
into Canada without trouble.
Jocal
plete capacity with inany turned
According to Karl Kruegcr, conductor of the Detroit Sym^ony,
away.
DulUth is another example of the Miss Likova had entered the U. S.
territory's entertainment wellbeing. on a six months permit and when
"Winter theatre there, brainchild of this expired had not sought an exJay Lurye, }ocal iihprc^irio, has been tension. Canadian immigration 0Si<
Under its cials at the border discovered the
doing record business.
promotion, Thomas h. Thomas Jan. discrepancy and were willing to al28 drew a packed house of 3,100 at low the singer, inte Canada but
at- pointed out that the U. S; officials
Marian
Anderson
Armory.
the
tracted 3,400-, including 400 standees. would not permit her reentry into
Ballet Theatre drew 1,800 to the the States'.
When she learned this,
Denfteld High School Auditorium.' she decided not to cross into Canada.
Lauritz Melchior is inked for March Immigration men here said Miss
17. Liiryc is trying -to line up legiti- Likova's six montlis American passmate attra<;tions and claims to have port wa$;.dated Jati, 10, '47.
a large subscription, list.
Iiyeewn's BIkcest 'X'ear

Sii^r

.

The Lyceum,

legitimate

theatre

FordbmWi

here, has enjoyed the biggest business in its history with the com-

Laughed," which, -has never been done professionally, will be staged by FordO'Neill's ''Lazarus

ham University Theatre, New York,
in April, by special permission of
the playwright. Play written in 1926,
subscrip- calls for cast of 249 and eight gigantion .^ea.son attraction, delivered in tic sets. Its only other production
the 'Twin Cities so far is Ina, Claire was in 1926. at the Pasadena, Cal.,
in "The Fatal Weakness," which did Playhouse. Current production has
$8,000 in five performances here. The already excited outside interest, for
lone definite underlines are "Mary the unusual angles involved.
Albert McClee-ry, head of tlie uni.Had a Little", and the new Jackie
Cooper, Ann Cjwio starring yeKicle, versity's theatre project, has Ijeen
"Sleep It Oflf," both set for this in consultation with O'Neill since
October, and latter okayed some
month.
Minneapolis Civic Theatre also is changes in the script. Play discusles
fcaving a big season. With Sidney what happened to Lazarus after he
Blaclcmer and Blanche Yurka as rose from tlie dead. Fordham is
guest stars, "All My Sons" is cur- putting t>n the play with a student
rently playing to capacity at $2.40 cast and professional direction, with
top. It's bringing in Maria Ouspens- a budget of $5,000.
Ambitious project can be handled
itaya in "Right Yau Are" Feb. 18.
at Fordham, which has a stage 64
feet wide, 32 feet high and 40 feet"
deep.
McCleery, who during the
)I.C.
war headed the GI drama school at
The only Theatre Guild

iXm SPREADING

Biarritz, will direct. Edgar Kloten
is
dii-ecting ..tlie chorus.
William

WITH NBC BXAST SET

Riva designed the unit set,: and Floi''
Raleigh, Feb. 3.
The North Carolina Symphony Or- ence LamOnt is supervising costumes
'ohestra will be heard in a nation- and maslcs being made by the stuwide broadeast over NBC May 8, dents. Chris Kieran is handling the
from 3 to 4 p.m.. New York time. The inusical score. Play will be given
Itroadcast will originate in the studio April 8 through 11, and April 15
;'

'

W station
The

'

Its

WSJS

in

Winston-Salem.

through

9,

will appear in eight

in which it has not
Williamston,
Beaufort, Southport, Tarboro, Shal-

communities

Rose

jgiveB-concerts- before:
lotte,

Melvilie Left

Estate to Hhiisfaand

Glens Falls, N. Y., Feb. 3.
Rose -M. Minzey of Lake
give concerts in
George, kriown as Rose Melville
Elon, Morgariton, A. and T. College,
her
career as a' legit actress,
during
.-Greensboro, Ncwton-Conover, and
left an estate worth $49,254.75 net,
the NBC program.
according to a transfer tax appraisal
Last seasem the orch gave U5 confiled in Warren County Surreport
certs iii 59 North Carolina towns and
was heard by audiences totaling rogate's Court here. The gross estate

symphony will
five new places:

The

full

Mr,i;;

'

'

.150,000,

consisted of $50,122.50

as compared to 100,000 the

owned

.year, before;

jointly

with

in

her

property
husband,

Frank Minzey, who was- her leading

man for years, plus $1,200 miscellaneous. The entire net estate goes
to Minzey, according to the papers.
.

Fights Cbi

Albert E. Beswick, of Glens Falls,
is attorney for the estate, Mrs. Minzey died at Lake George, Oct 8,

Orch Ouster

Chicago, Feb.

3.

•

among rank and file conover the recent heave-ho
Artur Rpdzinski as conductor of
;the -Chi Symphony Orch continued
.to mount here last week. So far the
"Select 60" who coniprise the Orchestral Assn. have ignored all proRevolt

Kaizynski Cuts Classes
Dallas, Feb.

Munch)

•

Eugene

Gcgr^et SzelU

.

Olrmandy

3.

Hubert Kaszqn.ski, Dallas pianist
and member of faculty at Texas

tests.

,

NX BiH To

Require Court Test

For

'Ifldeceut'

Shows

Albany, Feb.

3.

Sen. Fred Morritt, Brooldyn Demhas iov the third time introduced a bill in the N. Y. State
Legislature to amend the Civil Practices Act to require court trial of
ocrat,

•

cases of alleged indecent plays or
performances. The mea.sure calls for
by a; supreme court judge and
jury where a licensing commissioner
gives notice that theatrical of stage
production must be closed fdr alleged Indecency, immorality, or Obtrial

of Legit in

LA.

Los Angeles, Feb.
Drive to

3.

make Los Angeles a

fac-

tor in legit production gets added
impetus tomorrow
(4):
with tlje
opening of "Dipper Over Oimbcl's"
Books 'Joan' in
at the Coronet as tlie first- presentaOmaha, Feb. 3.
tion under a new system unifying
Tristates Theatres Corp., whiuli three local houses.
Marie Louise
owns most of the downtown houses Elkins production, authored by
and a lot of other spots outstate, Helen Sloan Stetson, is being
discovered suddenly last weekend groomed for the road prior to Broadthat it had serious opposition in the way,
legitimate field. The firm has been
"Dipper" is- the first attraction .it
handling stage pi'oductions, but the the Coronet si:ice Pelican Producshows haven't been coming in fre- tions disa.ssociated itself from the
quently enough to suit the town. house and the Coronet was welded
Came Max Clayton, sports pro- into the chain handled by Paul
motor, and announced the booking Soheibman, Harry Zevin and Jack
of bringing
Diana Barrymore to Present. Other outlets are the Las
Central highschool auditorium March Palmas and the Belasco, latter a
19-20 in "Joan of Lorraine." With 1,061-seat downtown' house.
Management is creating a permaDes Moines, Kansas City, Minneaponent
lis, Denver and such cities getting
production
organization
to
a nice line of road shows, dissatisi make showcase theatre more feasible
faction has been generally expressed here and lay the. groundwork for
here at the limited number of legit possible road tours of vehicles which
Under the plan,
bookings. So Max Clayton is step- show promise.
ping from right-crosses and half- producers who book their plays into
nelsons to Maxwell Anderson and any of the three houses will be able
to draw from the production talent
the Maid of Orleans.
pool as part of the package deal for
the booking, thus keeping initial
payroll expenses down.
Theatre
management intends to maintain a

Omak

Dell

Pliila.

Orch

permanent

.

,

of set designers,
costumers, lighting experts, etc., who
will work on all plays booked into
staff

The proposal is an outsrowth of
the shuttering of "Trio" in New York
the houses.
four year ago. In actions involving
General scheme is to give a prosuspension or revocation of a license
fessional finish to showcase attracto operate a place of public, enter-'
Philadelphia, Feb. 3.
tions. As part of the deal, the mantainment for a stage production, it
agement
may; under certain condicontract
calling
A
for
a
weeldy
$90
would require the court to grant an
tions, set
piece of the sul)sequent
application for injunction until final minimum was signed by Robin Hood
take of any play which originates
decision' of the alleged violation. The Dell Concertswith Local 77, Amerihere.
can
Federation
of
Musicians
last
meanshow could continue in *hs
Six. Plays Beady ing
week.
The
identical
scale
is
with
time.
Already set to npen at 'Las
Sen. Moritt stresses that the trial that signed in 1947.
The pact covers a seven-week Palmas and Coronet are BilL Eythe's
would have fo be held "promptly."
His bill would not prevent the dis- .leries including 28 concerts for the production of "The Glass Menagerie"
and
a premiere presentation of "The
seas6n,the
19th
since
tiie
Dell's
inmoving
against
attorney
trict
from
talking stage are
a show under tixe penal law or build- ception. Frank Liuzzi, prexy of Lo- Vigil." Still in the
ing department officials from taking cal 77, signed for the imion. Repre- a trio of new plays, "All My Friends"
action in cases where a theatre is senting the Doll in the negotiationn by Bene Russell; "Wolf, Are" You
were David. Hocker, general mana- Ready?" by Elliot. Arluck and Gotdeclared structurally unsafe,
"I hold no brief for indecent or ger, and .John W. MoUoy, personnel don Gray, and "Lucy," by Steve
Portney. Latter marks the bow fif a
immoral shows," Sen. l\b>ritt told manager of the Dell Orchestra.
Dimitri SAitropoulos, who has been new local production ofiroupj Plau*
VAWBTir. "However, I think the present situation in New York Ci'ty, signed for his fourth season, -will tus Productions.
Additionally, Pelican Production*
where the commissioner of license conduct most of the concerts.
is expected to come up witiv another
can close a show without notice, on
new play, and Zevin and Present are.
his own decision, is a contradiction
planning production On tlioir own
of tlie American principles of justice
BIZ
hook.
They recently .presented
and fair play. It is undemocratic and
"Mary Had a Little" St the Belasco
authoritarian.
and sent if on tile road with Edmimd
"I believe that such a condition
Lowe in the starnng role. Their
may make for 'thought control,"
Salt Lake City, Feb. 3.
next will be a new play, "Tlie Glitwhich threatens the inalienable
After a couple of csarly season
tering Tide."
rights of free-i5brn Americans. We heavy turnouts, the
local -concert
Presaging a heavy season for local
should resist every effort to main- season has- settled back into moderate
legit, most of '.these attractions are
tain or expand such control here."
doldrums. The Utah Symphony has
aimed -at ultimate Broadway *bows.
been doing fairly well in its regular
In addition, the Paula Stone-Michael
Tabernacle concerts, but not coming
Sloane combine is expected to try
close to capacity. The new series of
out at least one play here before
special one-hour concerts, sponsored
heading east, and Edward Gross i*
by ZCMI department store, and aired
readying a presentation, of Irving
over KSL,- has been plugging for
There are current reports that the
Another
Wallace's "Masterpiece."
audiences at $1.20 for adults, and 50c
Theatre Guild proposes to again tour
new legiter which will bow here is
for students, but so far hasn't been
Eugene O'Neill's "The Iceman Com"Declaration," wliich the
Actors'
particularly successful.
One
coneth," last season's most discussed
Lab is now readying. Lab also is
cert played to about 700, and the
drama, but the plan may depend,
mulUng plans to' take advantage of
other two haven't topped 300.
upon O'Neill .consenting to shorten
theatre-production setup
Mischa Elman and Miklos Gafni, the new
the play. Author, who originally reshowcasing, of certain pr4)pereach of whom was here for a singre for the
fused to cut the script in any degree,
its Laurel Avenue
appearance last week, did all right, ties 'away from
is said to have realized that because
but neither came close to selling out. headquarters.
of 'Iceman'-s" exceptional length its
Eye Flo Tryouts
Patrice Munsel, appearing with the
chances were impaired. The New
Schreibman - Zavin-Present comTabernacle choir on Thur.'iday (29)
York engagement at the Beck was
iiieep trio oif
bine also -expects to
in a March, of Dimes benefit, did
considerably shol'ter than expected;
houses akindle as a result of a growlittle more than fair.
only six performances weekly were
ing interest in film circles in legit
given. When the play went to the
tryouts for potential pictures. Idea'
road matinees were added but extra
seems to lie that showcasing of a'
compensation was paid the actors
pic .property in legit form is an inand crew with the result that after
expensive metnod of gauging pubthe limited tour ended, "Iceman"
lic and local professional reaction.
was reportedly in the red for around
Brtino Walter is celebrating hi.s In addition, any legit vehicle that$60,000.
25th anniversary as a conductor in .shows promise by itself could be
Guild is, again also considering
the U. S. with the N. Y. Philhar- sent out to help create a pre-soldi
putting on O'Neill's "A Moon for
monic-Symphony broadcast, of Feb; audience for the film and contribute
the Misbegotten" again, that drama
Leonard Bciiniiteiii, Aaron added revenue. Basic idea; however,
15
having been tried out but not ofDavid
Copland,
Plamond,
Roy is to test reaction and enable the
fered on Broadway. Theresa JHelHarris, Walter riston, Roger Sessions cast to rehearse roles before actualbum of the Guild is slated to go and Bandaill Thompson will .sponsor lensing gets under way.
overseas soon, one. objective being
all-IIanus Eisler concert Feb. 28
an
to contract several Irish players
at Town Hall, N. Y.
The -film,
for "Moon.'T a search for the types
s
"Fourteen Ways To De.scrLbe Rain,"
Over here not having been successwith Eisler's score, will be shown,
Arthur Miller is still workinj{ onful.
in addition to the ccEspo.sitions pre- his new play, "Plenty Good Times,"|
.sented
.
Walter Hendl conducted but won't have it ready for produo'
;

;

-

;

•

,,

UTAH CONCERT
BAHUN^ DOLDRUMS

'

ICEMAN' AGAIN TALKED

OF

m

ROAD TOUR

.

1946.

cert goers

,'of

A committee led by Walter Wolf,
an attorney, has indicated readiness
to make iip the budget deficit of
$30,000 that supposedly caused Rodzinslti's
dismissal.
Several Poliih
organizations are mulling moves to
block the ouster. Samuel Laderman,
manager of the International Chemical Workers Union, which holds a
block of 50 seats per concert, asked
Mayor Kennelly to intervene for
Hodzinski,
Trustees pacted siic guest conduc^
tors for next year, in Bruno Walter,
* ritz Busch, Pieure-Monteux, Charles

Revive

Spning Growth

-

5dG

Oxford Orphanage, Demarcsl,
youth conference at Ruth-

Ga., and a
"erfordton.

18.

Symphony, which opens

Little

season Feb.

youngsters for the children's concert
that day, and the hall seats little
more than 3,000. As a result, the
Philharmonic, committee arranged
for two performances; one at 2 p.m.
and the other at 3:15 p.m.
Kids living west or High street
were asked to attend the 2 p.m. concert, and those living east of High
street to come at 3:15 p.m.

Seen

Uinfied Production Setup

ToFay$iffin.

Eugene

$16,000.

:

Columbus, O., Feb. 8.
Doubleheader symphony concert
was given by the Columbus Philharmonic Orchestra last Friday (30),
at Memorial Hall, under direction of
Izler Solomon.
Some 9,000 free
tickets
had been requested by:

scenity.

paratively few attractions thatit has
had. For example, "Harvey" zoomed to $34,000 for 'the week with

every performance' complete capac"The
ity and many turned away.
Bed Milr> copped $25,000 the week
before Christmas. For the last three
of its five performances, fom- nights
and a matinee, "The Chocolate
Soldier" did capacity and finished to

59

Cohnnbns Symph Skeds
Doubleheader for Kids

Belt Wfth

:

1

State College for Women, will take a
leave of absence to make a concert
tour, which will include appearances
in Chicago and at New York's Town
Hall.

Tour

is

under auspices of Colum-

bia Artists, Inc.
.Time Ifinton's Takeover
Jane Hinton, playwright and
joined
has
scripter,
Hollywood

.

.

,•

.

^ws in Rdiearsd
"Yoii Never Can Tell" f revival )—
Theatre Guild.
"Joy to the Worid"— John Houseman and William R. Katzell.
"My Bomance"— Shuberts.
Prostitute"
and
"Bespectable

"Church Street"—New Stages.
"Me and Molly "^Fei gay. Smith,
Konwith and Cummings.
"A loni Way IIome"-^ExperiTheatre.
menta
comEurope,
and
S.
ducers in the U.
"Pick-Up Girl" CroadlT-J., 'J, .ti^^and pany is American rep of Ci-Mu-Ra,
enthal.
French dramatic rights agency.
Publications, Inc., to take
charge of the firm's newly formed
dramatic rights dept.
Working with authors and pro-

Aubry

I.

.

-

.

the

.

Hoaston

Monday

(2)

director of

doon,"

is

.

.

(Tex.)
.

Symphony,

Franz Alleys, musical

Broadway
on a

legiter, ''Briga-

leave

weelc's

of

abisencc, to conduct four performances of San Franci.sco Symphony

tion this .season.

Author of

last seft-

N. Y; Critics' Circle prize;.'
winner, "All My Sons," had the tiew'
script nearly finished, but is now
doing a complete rewrite.
If Elia Kazan, who staged "Sons,"'likes it, they'll decide together on
production setup.
.ijon's

*

5-8. San Francisco Ballet Co.
is appearing with the orch.
TasttMra
ToHmanoTa' is guesting
with the San Francisco Ballet Co.
Paul Green, author of "l^e Lost
at the current Opera House, Frisco Colony" and "The Common Glory,",,
engagement. Her hu.sband, pix writ- will be the speaker at the 255th;:
jer-producer Casey Robinson^ will Charter Day Convocation of the Colri
^ttend preem performance tomorrow lege of William and Mary at Wil-i

Feb.

'

HalH«bf#K •?«>.'

B.' *

*

'

.

:

,

Wednesday^ Febraary

JEGimilA'VB

60

indi*

it

Plays Abroad

offered to pay Disney whatever
pictures earned abroad, rather
than compensate him on the allocation basis the Export Assn. ordi-

It

Asch's

WMt!

his

Open

Itice s 'Scene'

1948

4,

broke an

inflexible rule in an effort to bring
the" Disney product utider its wing.

Getting Perl^;

Tel Aviv

operations that

,

.

Continued from page 58

;

Over Town

alistic description of Russian society
members, re- the glut of U. S. films with similar at the turn of the century in all its
narily useSi
decay. However, Gorki doesn't offer
gardless of how many of theiir pix background,
Tel Aviv, Jan. 27. ^
any solution
any bright prospects
young airman returns to his for the futureorexcept
or
how
well
distributed
abroad
are
for a few lines
There's been considerable legit
they do there, are paid off in ration civilian job as reporter on a. weekly read by Rachel.
•ctlvity here lately. Habimah's latest
His boss sticks to the old
paper,
The Schauspielhaus performers
to their U. S. grosses the previous
•production, at the Habimah theatre,
continued from, page 4( sssliisss year.: Disney turned down the routine and the youth is on the verge, do an excellent job. Therese Giehse
of pulling out, marrying the- girl who
is Sholem Asch's "fCiddish Hashem."
in the title role, is at her very
offer.
MPEA's
has subbed 'for him during' the war best.
The Worlters' Theatre staged Elmer $18,360 gross, then added the four^
Others who stand out are
Indies maintain that- the allocation years, and trying his luck in Fleet Leonard Steckel, as her
Rice's "Street Scene" at the Ohel. day mark to His string with $21,962
scoundrel
The old man dies suddenly, brother, and Marie Becker,
Stanley Greaves, formerly with system is unfair, since their top-, Street.
The dramatization of the Asch novel
as the
the son offers him a partnership and revolutionary Rachel.
Piece was
by Anatol Stern is episodic and Majestifc Records, started his own grade- pictures are used by the control of the paper.
by young Claude Maritz, who
to peddle its lesser product.
jerlcy, with a certain mechanical and pressing plant at Union, N, J., unThen the fun begins, with the ex- staged
jreviously
bad directed Jean Cocstilted quality to the performance. der Bon Gray Manufacturing Corp. In addition, in the case of Disney, aviator -pursuing his own, policies, to
teau's
"The
Eagle
Has
Two
Heads."
it's said the overseas value of the
Bertonoff, as the ubiquitous tailor, title.
strange results.
.Mezo.
films is greater in proportion than
Good cast 'of character actors,
gives the most convincing performtheir domestic value. They also have headed; by a young newcomer, Peter
ance. Gnessin, as an pld rabbi, and
I*e .Proees
a flock of other arguments, such as Neili as the stormy petrel; Rosalyn
H. Randier, as the Polish nurse, are
charming
the
Boulter,
as
sweetheart,
(«,TIie Lawsuit*')
notable^
Stan Kenton orchestra playing arbitrary booking' practices by the and Peter Scott, fresh as a cub reParis, Jan. I.
«
The Ohel's presentation is marred concerts at Lancaster, Pa., March ll; MPEA.
porter.
Other roles; are all well
Simonne 'Volterra, Jcun Iiouta Barrault
Mulvey' has pointed out, for in- handled;
by distortions in setting and cos- Harrisburg, 12; Detroit, 20; Lansing,
Glem.
and Madeleine Renaud production ot play
Louis Jorr stance, that in Holland, where
Akron, Ohio, 24
.
tuming. But the play manages to
in two acts by Andre Oide and Jean Loula
Barrault; From Kntlca'a novel, translatedretain its tenseness and its humanity dan combo will start fortnight stand there's
a 25- week allocation to L'litvltatlon
Sets and coatumes by
by A. Vlalatte.
H. Sanlsovsky, as at San Francisco's Golden Gate the- American pix, ''Best Years of Our
as melodrama.
Felix Lablaae.- Baclcground mualc by J.
('Invitation to the Castle')
Rose; Leah Deganit, as Ann Maur- atre Feb. 18 at flat $5,000 Weekly. Lives" may play five weeks. If it
Kosma and B. Boulez. At Theatre Marigny,
Paris, Jan, 1,
Paris.'
rant, and S- Zephoval, as the hus- Jordan will relight stage of Million were in the hands of the
it
Andre Bnrancq and Cumptiny doa Quutr« Joaevh K.. ....
.... Jpan-Louia Barrault
bandi give competent, sympathetic Dollar, here, March 27 week on 50-50 would probably run only two weeks, Saisons producUon of five-act comedy
by Inspecteur Franz,.,.
...Albert Medina
. Hal Derwin
portrayals.
split of gross deal .
.bene Arrleu
he said, because of the necessity of Jean Anouilh, Directed by Jean Barsacq. Inapecteur Wllhem.......',
Trianon ballroom playing off other companies' pit>duct. Background muafc by Francljsr PouIenc. At- Madame Qrubach.i.... Catherine Fofitoney
Pftlestine will get qpera again orchestra played
AteUer, Paris.
Le Brigadier. . .
........
.Beauchamp
after 'a year's layoff. Rehearsals of last Saturday (31) and Casino Gar.... .Michel Bouquet Lfi Directeur-Adjolnt. ,
.Oabrlel Cattand
members
are faced with, Horace.
Josue, Maltre d'HoteI.,...;.H«nry-GauItler MaderaolseUe Burstncr. ..... .Bleonore Hirt
Auber's "Fra Diavolo" Tiave started dens Ballroom this Saturday (7).
another headache in August^ when Frederic.
iMIohel Bouquet La Bourretlu.. ...v. ... .. .... Jean Julllard
here, with an opening due next
.Marle^Helene DaBte
the contracts of a nnmber of United 3^iana Hesser^climann ..*..,. Kdlth "ViBnaud La Laveuse.
••
;]>taurice= Merio L'Btudtant,...,
..Jean-Pierre Oranvat
Patrice Bombellesmonth, .Next opera will be d'AlArtists' Indies expire: /Most of them, Lady Dorotliee India, ......Katherlne.Kath L^Hulsaier. .,
Regis Outin
Pittsburgh
bert'* "Tiefland," with Rose' Pauly,
Simone Valel*
h^ ve no intention of continuing with Madame Desmermotea.-... Betty Daussmond La Jeunfe F1I16.
former Met singer now. living in
Whitey Scarbo, ex-Mark Lane the
Capulat..;.'.'.Marcelle Arnold Le Prepose aux Benjelgnements.
on pix which the outfit Mademoieeile
Bernard .Sheran
Romainvlile. ..i. ...v
.Marcel Feres
Jerusalem,
as
Oscar trumpet, now has his own four-piece
producer.
started
into
distribution
hasn't
by MesacrsclimanQ','. ,
.
.Itobert -Vattler
Straus' "Waltz Dream" is also due outfit at Delmar Canoe Clubi a charGeoKruy
La
Mere.
...
...
..Madeleine
that time.' They intend to .go but
The play is not the thing here beIsabclle.
^. ... j.. ..
.l>any Bobin
for presentation. .Qeorg^ Singer and tered spot, in East Liberty . . .
and sell on their own. This' could
cause there is practically no story.'
OtfoXustig are tlte conductorSi
Piccolo Pete's band has switched to
so dilute the quantity of dollars
Escapist story ''of 1900 era, and It's merely a rendition of the de'Blue Ridge 'Inn, succeeding Nelson available and flood markets with so
verging on farce at times, looks an pressing atmosphere of the novel
Armstrong orch, after more than a many U. S. films
which
shows the farc<e of justice and
that drastic steps unquestionable hit.
Jean Anouilh
year at Johnny Brown's Club
by the
may-: be necessary
has forsaken all seriousness in his how the judiciary can crush an inThree Blue Dots and singer Richard
Government could be called upon theme this .time. Possibly only one nocent man and drive him crazy.
Cs^nnon into Mercur's Music Bar
But
the inspiring acting of Jean
with
implies
any
philosophical
scene
Continued from page^ 5
to strengthen its system 'of export
with pianist Roy Branker holding
meaning, that when the millionaire Louis Barrault, supported by b JBne
orch controls on the basis that the dump
Moskowitz added, however, that the over ... Baron Elliott's
and the girl join in tearing up sheafs cast, the peculiar way. it* is staged
ing is inimical -to^best political in(remindful of the late Pitoeff for the
of banknotes.
mvings may be "much more" than into Colonial for two week-ends, terests of the country.
The story revolves about the like- settings), and the unerring direcwith Brad Hunt following him.
tiie $6,000,000 reported.
ness of twins, though they are of tion by Barrault, it becomes topRubihy emphasizing; that the priwidely different dispositions. One is drawer theatre. As sudh it is adaptmary problem at present is not
shy while his brother is daring. able for the foreign stage, but is a
Plot concerns the strong brother doubtful screen bet.
dy^indliiig receipts but upped prO'
Chicago, Feb. 3.
Writer Andre Gide, who just remanaging to have the shy one break
duction costs, declared'* Metro has
Continued from page 5
his unfortunate engagement to the ceived the Nobel Prize, wrote the
already gone a long way towards
As an introduction to their new
financier by making lines at the request of Barrault.
trimming costs through the various tune^ "Twelve O'clock Flight,'' Eddie dropped its staff of special ^les- reps daughter of a another girl.
Barrault's part in the writing conher jealOus of
econonlies. Some of the benefits will I^bbard, disk jockey, and mestro for the British product.
The play is written so it frequently sisted mostly of cutting the novel
be felt this year, he said, but their Jose Melis will fly over Chicago at
Heineman's switch has the ap- turns into a series of comedy into scenes, which his considerable
"full effect" will not be evidenced midnight next week and drop card
such as the • extremely stage experience permitted him to
approval both of
and Rank. -He sketches,
funny one between the aunt, done by do to best advantage.
until 1949. He-went on to outline the board platters of the song ; i . Ted
remains as a member of the board of Befty Daussmond, 'and her lady's
problems- involved in- production, Travers joined Duchess MUsic- and
Barrault is first introduced as a
directors of the Rank organization companion, Marcelle Arnold. Also
Bill
Powdefly
is
back
with
Southbank manager who is dressing to go
particular
stress
on
the
Silacing
U. S. His contract with
the one between Arnold and an old to work when he is interrupted by
WJJD began -a series of hot in the
bighly-eompetitiye. market for good ern
had another three years to run. It's friend of hers, Madeleine Geoffrey, two detectives who tell him he is
story properties^ which lta$ boosted jazz concert broadcasts Sunday (1)
mother of the yoimg ballet dancer
from the Bee Hive, featuring Doc likely he's gotten better terms from hired for the evening. Still another under arrest for some crime which
ihie price to ft new high:EL in a new longterm employment
they calmly explain they know nothshows Katherine Kath, the financier's ing about; lEnsuing scenes revolve
Rubin expressed hope for' an early Evan's Dixieland group . . After a pact.
year at Melody Mill Ballroom, here,
mistress, in word battle with his about courts and lawyers, to point
modification of the British. 75% tax,
Assmnption of the post by Heine- secretary, Maurice Meric.
George Winslow band yfill shift to
Dany up fallacies in judicial proceedings,
basing his optimism 'on reports that
the Prom Ballroom, St. Paul,' Feb. man is the windup of a long shop- Robin is the girl who's hired for the
Barrault's
performance is top<^
British
exhibitors
have
already
22
Associated Booking has sighed ping prowl by EL for a top industry evening who -goes on to win the shy notch. He is on stage from beginvoiced complaints to their governMyra Taylor, Mercury disk artist, tO man to take over direction of sales. boy. She is extremely sweet. Edith ning to end and leads the whole
ment, He didn't mention how much
an exclusive contract
King Cole At one time a deal was almost closed 'Vignaud, as the financier's daughter, show much as a musical conductor
of a backlog of new pictures Metro
Trio set for two weeks at the with Tom Connors, former distribu- has a role where her pulchritude is leads an opera, Special honors also
a big asset. Robert vattier is the
still has; in England but declared the
Oriental theatre, Feb. 26
Murray tion chief of 20th-Fox, but it fell financier who believes everything go to Marie-Helene Daste, as the
company >:i£i still dei^iving income Arnold band into Schroeder hotel, through on the question
lewd woman; Madeleine Renaud, as
of com- can be bought.
the lawyer's servant; Albert Medina,
from its reissues. Detailing the anti- Milwaukee,' March 30
Clyde Mc- pensation.
Michel Bouquet, who does both who does a detective in one act and
trust suit how peiiding before the Coy into
Orpheum theatre, Omaha,
twins, handles the dual role ex- the lawyer's client in the other; and
Since
Heineman
is
an
old
hand
Supreme Court, Rubin declared March 5, and four-weeks at Muehle
tremely well, showing contrast in Rene Arrieu, as the other callous
with
Rank's
product,
it's
expected
Metro would be able to operate bach hotel, Kansas City, March 31
easy fashion.
detective.
Georges LeRoy, as the
that his appointment wiU spell an
"successfully under the decree as it ... Jimmy
Costumes,are nice. Francis Poulenc uncle,, is excellent, and Beauchamp
Palmer closes the La- even closer tieup. of El^ to Hie Britnow stands."
has written an effective score that is okay as the laywer. Regis Outin
Martinique and' bows at Claridge
many scenes.
He reported that M-G-M Records, hotel, Memphis, -Feb. 20 . . Chuck ish film-maker. EL now has an backgrounds
is effective as the preaching chapdistinguishes the play is the lain.
agreement with Rank under which it
What
•
«
Mmei.
which had been operating in the Cavallo orchestra now at the Ladistributes six-to-eight British pix treatment which is entirely different
red during its formative months last Salle hotel . . . Freddie Nagel in
from the usual French light comedy,
yearly.
year, had now "crossed the line and town 'for series of p.a.'s at record
This makes it worth considering for
is operating profitably." Metro, he shops
Johnnie Bothwell, cura screen oddity and for stage adapta('Emperor of China')
tions abroad, provided they" refiect'
said, does not yet feel the time is re/itly at the Blue Note with small
Paris, Jan. 1.
the original's easy unfolding. It will
Marcel Herrand and Jean Marchat procombination, has left GAC in favor
ripe for the company to enter tele
pack them in a long time at the duction of comedy In two act.s, four scenes,
vision but a well-informed commit- of Associated Booking. Meanwhile,
by Jean Pierre Aumont. Stars Aumont.
Maxi.
Atelier.
tee; of top execs is keeping P fully he's building up his orchestra and
Directed by Marcel Herrand. Set by MadeContinued f lOw page 5
leine Caatalng. At Mathurlns, Paris.
^«,ware
developments in the me- will take a large band on the road
.Tean Benaudj... >,,.... J«an Pi«i're Aumont
within a month .
John Kirby fol- motion picture industry to heel,' ta
'dium.
Christiane,......,.,.,....^....,Nadiii» Alari
Ztirich, Jan. 1.
Madeleine Benott Benoit,...ToIftnde Laffon
Rubin agreed to submit to the lows Freddie Slack into the Sher- 'slant future pictures' and a dozen
Schauspielhaus production of drama In Victor
Araoux
board the request of a stockholder man hotel show, Feb, 13, for four other .things. As a member of the Ihree acta by Maxim Oorlci. German PauletteBenolt Benolt........Roh«l-t
...CatheNne. Sensui^
After a year's absence Committee
Iranulatlon by Use Bohrend.
Stri-Ked
by Toto Lcacure ............... .{Michel Auolair
fhAt the company: use its large sur- weeks
this silly talk makes me I'laudo Maritz.
Scenery, Teo Otto,
At
plus to buy company stdck on .the from recording. Rose Marie's first
Bchauspielhaua, Zurich.
chuckle.
Exemplary acting by the whole
open market, to boost its current platter, "Chidabee" for Mercury,
Wassa Schelesnowa.
Therese Qiehac
Herman Wlach cast and many funny lines which
Johnny
"A tiny handful of gloomy-minded tier Husband,..,......
market rate of 17% up to the book will be released Feb. 15
Prochor
.Leonard Stetliel don't preclude a little sentiment in
value of $28. Moskowitz pointed out, "Scat" Davis opens Feb. 13 at the Commies and a larger bucket-full of t^atalja.
....Axnea Finic the last scene are the assets which
foggy-minded, self-proclaimed 'lib- LudmiUa.
.Margaret Lend!
however, that most of this money Club Holiday,, Springfield, Illinois.
.Maria Becker may give this initial play by Jean
.
erals' are taking, the entire amuse- tlachel. ......at.......
would be needed to buy out theatre
Secretary, .
Plot is
.........
.Irene Na«{ Pierre Aumont a chance.
ment industry for an intellectual Melniltow.
Schwelzer highly implausible but the laughs
. . Arttiin
holdings in case the Court insisted
,....>
.Fred Tanner are real.
ride. The C o ra
i 1 1 e e has not the Eugene
on divorcement in the decree. Metro
flurli
Sapfter.
.Elrwin Parlcer
faintest interest in what pictures are Lisa.
Writer Aumont has done a play
Klisabeth Mueller
options
took
on an additional
Regine Lutz about the disintegration due to war
produced or who produces them, Polja. ..
$15,000,000 in bankloahs last year,
Continued from page 5 si
i .auatav
Knuth years, showing a young man attemptThe committee has no concern at all Pitjotkin.
despite the fact the money was not
ing to live his own life as he yearns
needed immediately, as a stopgap sion head, reportedly squawked at a about who acts, writes, directs,
Play by Maxim Gorki, wr,itten in to have.it. In each sketah he plays a
fund for buying theatres, Moskowitz recent Export meeting in consider- builds, works, owns or profits from 1910 and rewritten by the author different character. This inakes him
able pique, following his return from' pictures so long as they are not some 25 years later, "Wassa Schelesa constitutional liar and a rather
said.
enemies of the U. S.
nowa" has just received. its first per shady customer.
Under the decree as it now stands Scfindinavia: "How can I make deals
"The committee, it must be em- formance in German at the Scha-aActor-writer Aumont plays the
the majors will be forced to give up wten the independents are continuphasized, has no interest in the so- spielhaus, Zurich. Translation of Use distinguished young crook with a
all theatres in which they own less ally underselling us?"
Behrend is skilfully done, ably cap tinguished young crook with a
cial aspect of the screen or .the
than 95% and more than 51%. It's
turing the flavor of the original.
Mulvey's Admission
smoothness which is exemplary. He
publishing industry, so long as those
to- buy out those minority interests
Play
is the story of a woman in
makes
him nearly plausible. The
James A. Mulvey, Goldwyn prexy, aspects are not treasonable nor Sedi- pre-revolution
that Loew's is stacking' up its reRussia obsessed with
the
on whom quite a bit of the wrath tious. The Committee presumes that, money and power. Wassa doesn't boss, done by Robert ArnouX, is his
serve fund.
sly
crook who is proud of
focussed at last week's meeting, ad- like all other Americans, the vast hesitate to drive her husband to •bhievementS.
Nadine Alari does his
mitted that the indies had sold in majority of figures in the amuse- suicide to prevent him from causing romantic daughter who falls for the
Mabley's Pair
She keeps her little first young crook she meets. Her
jsome countries at flat fees below ment world are average, patriotic a scandal.
Edward Mabley, co-author with what they might have expected if citizens, and it is my belief that the grandchild away from his parents to mother is played amusingly by
'Volande Laffon. Catherine Seneur is
Leonard Mins of last season's "Tem- they played percentage. His attitude amusement world made as magnifi- tutor him as her successor.
Wassa's brother, Prochor, is the very good as the mistress. Michel
per the Wind," has virtually com- is, however, that with the uncertain cent a contribution to the nation's brute type.
He's a constant drinker Auclair has the minor role of
pleted a new play, "All About Love," state of the world and foreign ex- victory in the war as did any other and a man devoid of scruples. Third
Aumont's friend.
,
a comedy. He also has another new change, it is clearly more profitable phase of American life."
important role is that of Rachel
As a writer, Aumont has injected
play, '-Black Sheep," but will re- for indies to take less coin but have
Referring to the hearings last fall, Wassa's daughter-in-law. The sole plenty of amusing lines into the curwrite it before letting anyone see i,t. it in a U. S. bank—than wait for he declared that the "unfriendly person who stands above all this rent lack of honesty in business and
Marcel
Brandt
Brandt, which agented more money in an indeterminate fu- witnesses" has made attempts to selfishness, she represents the "new looseness in private life.
idea.s" of a social world.
Herrand, has directed capably es"Temper the Wind," will handle the! ture
confu.se the issue with racial and
There Isn't much "story" or action pecially the more humorous episodes.
new scripts.
was so disturbed about the religious statements.
I
in this play, but it is a correct, remam,
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week

banning another 11 novels.
These are "The Fountainhead" (Ayn
Rand), "Shreds of Circumstance"
(Madge Macbeth)
"Escape from I
Julia" (Chris Massie), "The Story
Frank Scully
of Adam Verity" CShaw Desmond),
"Return to Night" (Mary Renault),
Never, Mi.ss., Feb. 1.
"Jerramy
Green - Eyes"
(H.M.E.
One of the dullest things to try to .sell in pictures is a documentary.
Clamp) "An English Summer" (Alec
Brown), "Of Love and Hunger" (J, At leaiit it was until top screen writers .who found tliomselves in the army
also found themselves making visual education films for the drilling of
Maclaren-Ross)
"Winter Harvest"
(Sonia Deane), "Four Cautionary other GIs.
Since then they've got so much better that today you can .sit through as
Tales'^ and "Passengers of Destiny"
many as three a week, and even when they run as long as 130 minutes you
(Louis Aragon).
can still stay awake. Proving there was nothing' wrong with documenAuthors and publishers have the
taries that good writing couldn't cure.
right of appeal within a year of the
I recently found myself regaling with details of plot a table of 20, at
banning.
So far, under recent
which there were sitting a U. S. district attorney and two federal judges,
legislation, about 50 appeals have
in the hope of convincing them that we now have pictures from which
been heard, resulting in the ban be
they could derive entertainment as well
enlightenment.
ing lifted on 38 books.
As I rolled on, I could scarcely believe my own ears, t began to look
for a suitable place to stopi as there is nothing so cruel on people at a
Perrin's Syracuse Post
dinner table as the recounting of plots. If done well, obviously the hearers
Dwight Perrin, former editor of need never see the piotuire. If done ill, the hearers obviously wouldn't
the Philadelphia Bulletin, has suc- be seen dead at such a screening. In either case it
seems a sure way to
ceeded William P. Rosemond as ex- bilk an exhibitor out of a payin.? oitstoiner.
ecutive editor of the Syracuse HerSynopsis Scully Speaks
ald-Journal and Herald-Amerioan.
Ju.st how far the documentary trend will go nobody knows, but 1 for one
Rosemond has been shifted to S.
hope it moves as fast as the late Lieut. Gen. George Patton's third army.
I, Newhouse's Newark Star-Ledger.
Indeed. I would even like to see it include the Third army, for here is a
script practically ready-made for picturci. It .moves. It moves from here
Goidwyn Biog In Duplicate
to there.
It moves fast.
It has a beginning, a middle and an end.
Its
Cover story of Samuel Goldwyn is main, character also has a beginning, a middle
and an end.
currently being prepped by Forbes
Pot dramatic purposes he had: a better finish than either Lincoln op
magazine and will appear both in Phidippides. He wasn't even around' tor
a curtain call. Yet the war he
the mag and in book form. Goldwyn
fought and the enemy he conquerod played no part in his death. He died
was the rep of the film jndu.stry racing along an alien highway on his way to some postwar fun.
chosen in a poU conducted by Forbes
He was bred for glory. He glorified in his breeding. He was as happy
in which the public named the 50
in the pursuit of war as any artist is in the puriiuit of his art.. To him war
leaders of American business.
made sense, and certainly in war tinie, as in a world gone crazyl the insane
Book will be published including might reasonably be considered having the most
sense;
To him everybiogs of the chosen 50. Larry Ste.sbody was a s.o.b. Himself included.
(23)

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
»»«

,

by Andor Foldes, Feb. 23, and ".Your
10 Out as Sun Goc« Hown
Marshall Field's Chicago Sun went Career in Show Business," by Paul
down Monday (2) wh«n the merged Denis,' With an introduction by Abel
publishing as Green, April 5.
began
Times
and
Sun
Fairchild:
"Television
Encycloa single round-the-clock paper. New
pedia," edited by Stanley Kempner,
sheet, staffed mainly by Timesmen,
marks the end of the paper launched February.
Harcourt,
Brace:
"Shakespeare:
Dec. 4i 1941. to combat the Chicago
The M^jor Flays and Sonnets,"
Tribune's grip on the a.m. field.
Immediate staff reductions totaled edited and annotated by G. B. Harrison,, May, and a new edition of
pO, With rumors of more to come.
James Mulroy, Sun managing ed, re- "The Development of the Theatre,"

Among Sun

sighed.

staffers

handed by AUardyce Nicoll, May,
Holt: "Crime and Punishment,"

Severance pay were Dale Harri.son,
coliunnist;

Henry

Murdock, drama Rodney

T.

dramatization
Ackland's
(current at the National, N.Y.) of
the Dostoievsky novel, February.
Knopf: "Allegro," the text by Osr
ear Hammerstein, .2d, of his and
Richard Rodgers' musical (current
at the MajestiCj N. Y;),' April, and

XJlmer Turner, radio ed, and
John Pickering, political writer.
Late last summer Field bought
controlling interest-in the Times and
moved the Sun from leased space in
the Daily News building. The Sun
-switched to tabloid format on Sept,
29 and was mferged with the Times
for Sunday editions. As dailies, both
retained separate staffs. Duplication
resulted in steady losses, aggravated
since NovembeF by the printers'
critic;

,

,

|

,

"The Art of Judging Music " by
Thomson, February.
Longmans, Green: "The Damon
Runyori Story," by Ed Weiner, April.
Macmillan: "I Thee Wed," a historical novel by scenarist and excritic Gilbert W. Gabriel, May, and
«trike.
Sun circulation iit last count was "On Becomihg a Writer," by Vera
340,4«S, topped by the Times' 471,135. Brittain, May.
Mc(jraw-Hill: ''Radio Newswriting," by WiUiam F. Brooks, Febru'
New New Liberty
"
New Liberty magazine, all-Cana- ary.
Prentice-Hall: "Our Musical Heridian weekly publication since break
with Liberty mag of U.S. less than a tage: A' Short History of Music," by
year ago, becomes a monthly with Ciirt SachSr April 26.
Random House: "The World's
the March issue.- Managing editor
sin is scripting the Goldwyn article.
Wallace Heyiburn says that despite Great Operas in Story Form," by
the mag's 190,000' drculat ion (mostly John Tasker Howard, March.
Coffin's 50G Award
Simon 8c Schuster: "The- Shoenewsstand), it's been a loser since
mag has been ordered to
New mag will have 80 string Symphony," a story of an im- payEsquire
it began.
$50,000 to Robert Coffin, who aopages, with more fiction, and sports. poverished Hollywood musician, by
Reyburn blames lack of national ad- radio orchestra conductor David cuse<l the publication of appropri^
Broekman, March, and "The Victor' ating without payment ideas he sub-;
f„ vertising for not keeping weekly goBook of Concertos," by Abraham mitted for coverage of pop music.
?;?Jng in Canada.
The award was made last week by
New Liberty is currently in a legal Veinus, April.
Virgil

'

'

.

'

'

'

'

.

fanigle with Alberta child welfare
aythorities over the publication of a
story, "Babies for Export." Written

by Harold Dingman, mag's Ottawa

'

correspondent, the story resulted in
changes against Dingman; Jack Kent
Cepke, publisher, and Dr. Charlotte
Whitton, child .welfare: o&cial who
wrote iiie report, on which Dingnum's story was based, by the Imperial

Order of Sautters of the
'

Empire,
Sperti Iiowdawn
For "Say It Ain't So, Joe" (Bone &
Gaer, $3) Thomas L. Stix deserves a
Jot of credit for his courage to gather
these stories against sports and putting them in book form. Stories that
were" written by some of our fore-:
Hiest sports writers that give you a
chance to loolc on the other side of
the iron curtain and see the shenanigans that have been going on; Stories
fey Paul Gallico, Milton Gross, Ring
and John Lardner, Ernest Heming^^ayi Joel Say re, Mark Twain, P: G.
Wodehouse, Joe Weelcs, Red Smith,

S&mbn Hunyon,
Edward

John P.
Arthur

Vogeler,

Tunis,
Daley,

Frarjk Stanley, Gerald Kersh,

John

Scarne and Clayton Rawson. Everyone a gem. They rip the halo.s off
your favorite sport, and you like it.
Baseball, football, basketball, fighters, racing, golf, wrestling, buUfighLs,
tennis, gamecocks, bullfrogs, gamblers, hustlers and cheats. They cover

them aUL

It is good for a fan to read
kind oi a book once in awhile
imd realize that we haven't got all
Frank Menriwells In the sports world.

'

this

Joe Laurie,

Show Biz

Among

in

Sprhiir

Jr.

Boeks

the spring books related to

show business will be the foUowL

in«:.

Allen,

V-

Towne

&

Heath: Romain

Holland's "Essays on Music," Feb.
25; "Pathetic Symphony, a Novei
>

About

Klaus
by
Mann, March 25; "A Thing or Two
About Music," by Nicola.s Slooimsky. May 5, and "The Mighty Five:
The Cradle of Russian National Music," by Victor 1. Seroff, April 5,
A. S. Barnes: "Spanish Dancing,"
by La Meri, February.
Bonniers: Six new titles in its
"Symphonia Books" series, including
"Igor Stravinsky," "Frederic Chopin,", "Modern British Composers."
"The Italian Opera," "Dvorak and
Smetana" and "P. Tschaikowsky."
Tchaikovsky,"

April.

Social Sciences Publishers: "Muand Reason," by Charles T.'
Smith, Feb. .28.
Van Nostrand: Second edition of
Television Simplified," by Milton S.
'
Kivesi Feb. 20.
Ziff-Davis: "Star Spangled Radio,"
the story of U. S. broadcasting's
part' in the war, by Edward M.

N. Y. state supreme court.

The

sic
i

claim,

Or

,

.

and

Jack

W.

i

Harris,

:

film.

In the Palatinate campaign he concluded a planning conference with a
crack, "Despite ,my well known capacity for throwing the bull, I have
*
complete cdnfldence in the success of this operation."

for

•

&

.

•

,

—
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Lear: "The fersoftal Papers of
Anton Chekhov," April, and "MasMusic," February.
Crown: "A Dictionary of Musical
Themes," by Harold Barlow and
Sam Morganstern, March, and "The
Gramophone Shop Encyclopedia of
Recorded Music/' April.
Dodd, Mead: "Best One-Act Plays, George Bernard Shaw's "Adventures Brown will publish.
Nan Tucker, Washington Post
1847-48," edited by Margaret May- of a Black Girl in Search for God,"
the San FranOTg&, spring.
banned 15 years ago; Arthur Koesl- stafl'er formerly with
Chronicle and the N. Y. Herald
.Doubleday: "Free Admission." a ler's "Arrival and Departure," Rex cisco
new book of reminiscences by Ilka Warner's "The Aerodrome" and "The Tribune, is engaged to marry Den.nis McEvoy, son of J. P. Mc^Bvoy and
Vhase, March 25.
Tailor and Ansty" by Eric Cro.ss. .
Asiatic rep of Reader'^ Digest,
Button: "Keys to* the Keyboard,"
Censor Board, however, conlmues
ters of

—

mentary

Fast Settles on 'Eagle'
Howard Fast has agreed to pay an
That's 1,500 Vears Of Bull-Throwinr
undisclosed amount (understood to
He not only threw the bull, he threw the krauts, and. for a finish he
be about $7..'j00) in settlement of a
claim by Harry Barnard, that Fast's gave us one of the greatest chases in histoiy, including even the capture
Metz,
ring
of
a
of
35 forts which had withstood cver.y assault since the
May 10.
"Tlie American" was an infringement,
Whittle.sey House: "It Took Nine of Barnard's "Eagle Forgotten." Both year 451. Patton's Third Army gathered the 35 forts up like daisies in 14
days.
Tailors," by Adolphe Menjou and books deal with
the life of John
His death strikes a note of irony vsrith- a greater -force than, any which
M. M; Musselman, Feb. 19; "How to Peter Altgeld,
,
Be a Successful Advertising WomUnder the settlement. Fast is per- hia lucky Third Army ever unloosed in warfare. He'd make a great
picture. He didn't believe in battle fatigue, shellshock or psychoneurosis,
an," edited by Mary Margaret Mc- mitted to issue
a deni&l of plagiarism.
but he believed that Patton chasing the enemy was one terrific and terriBride, March 16 and "The Incredible Also,
.Fast's publisher, Duell, Sloan &
fying s.o.b., and if American pictures ever grow up, or down, to his stature
Crosby," by Barry Ulanov, April 28. Pearcc, agreed
to print a minimum of
and Col. Robert S. Allen's conception of him, they will be going forward
Appleton - Century - Crofts: "Play
2,000 copies. of "Eagle Forgotten."
from 'Thrf;Ramparts We Watch," "The House on 92nd Street," "Boaimeraiigv"
Productionj"
by Milton 'Smith,
"13 Rue Madeleine," "The Naked City" and "The End of the Earth" to
March 12.
CHATTER
pictures which will niake "The Big Parade"^ and "The Cockeyed World"
Duell, Sloan
Pearee: "Brandy
Bob White profiled Xavicr Cugat seem as naive as a Tom Show.
for a Hero," novel by actor-s^narist
for Redbook.
But' let them stick to history and stay the hand- of any astor hell bent
William O'Farrell, February.
Charles Rhodes, of Fawcett Pub- on lou.sing up the story's documentary character. Otherwise, you will come
Lippincott: "I Want to Go Home,"
whodunit, by ex-c.ritic arid play- lications, elected prexy of the So- out with more frijoles like "The Fugitive,", a magnificent chase of the
wright Richard and Frances Lock- ciety of Hol^wood Press Photog- Holy Grail over fleabitten areas .south of the border, that fails because it
raphers.
ridge, May.
pulls punches and tries to make a St. Francis of Asissi out'of a cleric who
Milton M, Raison and William S. basically
Vanguard: "Chaplin: Last of the
is as far removed from such a character as Patton is from
Clowns," by Parker Tyler, April 12. Dutton, screenwriters, sold "Hard Galahad.
Rock Nettie Queen of the Powder
Art Is Mns
Kings," to Satevepost.
C»Us Ashton
Ten
years
ago Jack Ford came to Bedside Manor and gave me a copy of
"Babe Ruth," first book by Martin
Chai-les MacArthur, new editor of
Weldon, reporter for WCBS' "This Graham Greene's "The Labyrinthine Ways" to read. I cite this to console
those who don't get their novels, plays or originals into production over
Theatre Arts Monthly, wants Ash- Is New York" program,
will be pubton Stevens as drama critic when lished
March 1 by Thomas Y. Cro- night. If it took a director of Ford's stature 10 years to overcome all the
hobbling compromises of production, others with less prestige shouldn't
the refurbished mag hits the stands well.
in April.
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.,
now grow discouraged in anything less than a lifetime.
Greene's story was one that had been made 11 times in other settings
Stevens, drama critic of the Chiwith Allied Newspaper Syndicate,
cago Herald-American, got the bid going uiider National Lecture Bureau and had never failed either in pictures or legit. But the theme had never
in a letter last week.
No answer tour; agency headed by. Ford Hicks been dragged so lew or risen so high as in "The Labyrinthine Ways."
The
documentary fact is that it happened in Mejclco. Specifically in
yet.
of Chi.
Tabasco. You'd never know this from "The Fugitive," but you would
Rosamond Gilder, editor and draRobert St, John, ex-broadcaster
Creel's "Rebel at Large" you'll get
matic critic for Theatre Arts Monthwhose '"The Silent People Speak" from Greene's novel, and from George
the documentary proof of this all-out man-hunt against men of God.
ly for the past 10 "years, resigning.
was published last week by DoubleHuerta, Carranza, Obregon, Calles and Cardena-s who became presiPlans to fill a couple of book conday, is on a speaking tour to extend
i
dents of Mexico, were topped in anti-religious ferocity by Don- Thomas
tracts,
through Feb. 23.
Canibal, dictator of the state of Tabasco. In 10 years he had rid his state
President
Romulo Gallegos of
of every priest and church. His favorite sport was burning altars.
Masons' Heme Life?
Venezuela has a literary agency,
George Creel asked Canibal if he killed priests outright. "No senor,''
The chief interest in Pamela Bergh
Winner, to handle his work.
he said, "I'm a sportsman. 1 always give them 100 yarids. If they have
(Dut"Del
Palma"
Kellino's novel,
Before election Gallegos was a well
Those
led godly temperate lives they usually beat me to the frontier.
life
the
home
its
picture
ton), is
of
known South American novelist.
w*o
led gluttonous, loose lives were caught easily."
idyUic
his
singer,
and
of a star pop
William
Manners,
author
of
Absinthe Makes the.Heart Grow Fonda
relations with his wife. There is no "Father and the Angels" (Dutton),
Well, it follows that the last priest would be about, as fat as a fox and
definite indication how much this will be in Atlanta Feb. 16 .under
phase of the book is factual, but pre- au.spices of National Conference of as alert. He certainly would be no staiiry-cyed chump such as Henry
sumably it is based to some extent, Christians and Jews for a number of Fonda portrays. He was reduced to rum-soaked custodian of the Holy
Grail and he was harder to trap and destroy than atomic energy.
at least, on the personal observation lectures.
What the picture never showed^ and what if it adhered to the current
of the authoress, who in private life
Revue des Deux Mondes, wellIn general, known French mag, which had been documentary trend it would have in.sLsted on showing, is that while reis Mrs. James' Mason.
"Del Palma" is a story of feminine discontinued because it published ligious faith is inde-structible in people, end revolutionary governments
The under German occupation, resuming may do ruthless things to root it out, time liquidates the dictators, heals
emotional-mental breakdown.
story is thin, but the writing is under the new abbreviated title of man.v of the wounds and is- a greater restorer of religious liberty than
po.sitive political action.
For today, in Mexico, churches, divorced from
clever, if not particularly profound.
La Rovue.
are small proofs here and there that
The authoress' actor-husband
H. S, Kraft, who just finished tlie state, are functioning, and there
drew the jacket Illustration.
Lcwi.s' the same is true in Russsia.
Sinclair
of
dramatization
Kobe.
What
such
documentary
picture should show is that wherever the
a
"King.sblootl Royal," has authored a
the
lower orders were starved and bled
church
were
wedded
and
and
State
Hollywood novel, "N. Y. to L. A.,"
hit the church as well.
Eire Grccnlight On 'Bell'
with collaboration of actor-author white, revolt against the oppreissors' invariably
Less Bells, iMorc itf iraeles.
Ernest Hemingway's "For Whom Paul Stewart.
rebel
leaders thought it meant, that
what
the
But that did not mean
George Bean, former .stock comthe Bell Tolls," banned by the Eire
and
well
rid of it. It had its lesson
the
people
religion was thhe opiate of
Censorship Board seven years ago, pany actor at Northampton, Mass.,
there, has and that was that religion never suffers as long as it stays with the poor.
has just been taken off the banned and now an auctioneer
Given written his first book, a story of a To drive moneychangers from temples is fine. The next thing is to carry
list by the Appeals Board.
the
next
into the marketplace. If
your
moral
concept
of
this
world
and
auctioneer.
Little,
the greenlight at the same time were New England

Kirby

:

Sleep SIrk Soldiers

Patt^on the general should be the bravestiman in the army. He should
ride in an open vehicle toward the front every day. He should return to
hdqtrs. at night, flying back if possible so troops won't see him going
toward the rear. He-,should never exhibit fear and, least of alii fatigue.
He should swear like a trooper, but for reason of security his cussing
should be strictly off the record.
His jumps-offs were so fa.st that the topside brass half hoped he would
come to some humiliating trap and have to crawl back out of it boiling
mad, with his medals lost and his cockiness trailing in the mire.
But it never happened, andi that's what would make it a believable docu-

To

'

magazine denied
Coffin's
on which he sought $210,000

damages.

.

.

.

:

.

;
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will listen to you in his marketplace he will never have
communi.st on a -soapbox on the corner. But if he persists id
trying to beat a godless communism with a godless capitalism, both aXA
;
doomed to kill each other off.
Such a lon^-ranfge fact is ati'important,,-faet; ^dr'Peopte to know today,
and my hope is that documentaries of the-4Euture'WiU play the chvirch bells,
more.
less and the faith th^t can niove mountains

the

moneychanger

to fear the

^
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Wednetd»y» Febmaiy
theatre, Feb. 11, with
in town participating.

Ned Schuyler

B. White, vet vauder, under-

week.

Palm Beach

(Dinty) Moore

at his winter

installs

Rita

the

m

'

Restaurateur Jim

every top act

brothers and Harry Richman along
his
with holdover Sophie Tucker
Beachcomber Friday (6).
Gloria King, back at Mother
Kelly's, doubled for the Milton Berle
Baylos,
Gene
show last weekend.
Julie Wilson, Chris Kerrigan and

wei^t appendectomy.
Freddie Zweifej, retired legit manKger, celebrated 82d birthday last

in

.

chatteh

62

Al

'

home

Frank Sorell's trio hold over.
Harry Foster, Bill Stern Sports
Brock Pembertoo to Korida.with
in town to shoot the geewife Margaret, who's recuperating producer,
gees and fishing scenes, with Jack
from' brolten leg.
with family.

Envoy Productions staged a re"As You Desire

Me" at the Embassy, Jan. 21, with
Mary Morris.
„ i,
.
Gladys Cooper's daughter, Sally,
playing her first role in EnglMd,
Etra at the camera. Headquartering
a revival of "Deep Are the Roots
Paramount's
Balaban,
Barney
at the Blacfcstone hotel.
the, "Q'; theatre.
at
Mary
prexy, oft on Florida vacation for
frau,
^
and
Hayes
Peter Lind
Vivian Van Damm's Windmill
couple of weeks;
Healy, head for New Orleans (her
the house that bills itself:
Young daughter of Eddie McCaf- home town) and a Beverly Country theatre—
never closed"-^celebrates its
frey (Varietv) in hospital after be- Club engagement Friday^ (6) ac- "We
16th anniversary Feb. 4.
ing hit by truck.
comped by John Carroll.
Paula Green, former ITMA smger,
John Battles of the "AUegro" cast
married to.Tommy Dawe, son of Ella
to wed Jane Andersoilr short story
Retford and the late T. E. Dawe,
writer, next week.
Buenos Aires
onetime prominent West End manLong-hidden secret is finally out
Cinemactress Nelida Bilbao back ager.
on what Jock Lawrence's first name
Jack Marks, for 17 years with
from Hollywood and Mexican trip..
actually is. It's Justus.
Paramount as newsreel and shorts
Actor Jacob Ben-Ami in BA. again
AUie Rheinstrom, of the United and readying picture for Sur Stu- head, is now general sales manager
f Or Maurice J. Wilson's Grand NaBooking Oflfice, under observation at dios.
.
.Films.
nursing
home.
tional
the Sanger
Nini Marshall packing for journey
Negotiations now being completed
United Artists prexy Grad Sears to Cuba in March for opening of
for the London opening of ,the Jessie
was tossed a luncheon party for his CMQ radio web;
comeback show, "Maid to
Matthews'
after
birthday last Friday (30) by Toots
into
B.A.
Ivan Casado back
Measure." Show is doing well on its
Shor.
visiting U,S, and Cuba and at^work
provincial tryouti
The Russel Grouses (Anna Ers- as Kolynos quizmaster on Radio El
Ralph Smart, associate producer
kine) expecting another child in Mundo.
. «
with Harry Watt of "The OverDr. Manlio Marino, of Lux-Mar
May. Their arst, Timothy, is 13
landers" and sole producer of "Bush
Films, Italian pix distributors,* tourmonths old.
in from Australia,
countries on Christmas," flew
First annual dance -of the Motion ing South American
for series of conferences with Sydney
Picture Theatre Operating Managers visit of inspection.
Box.
Mapy Cortes, Porto Rican musical
Guild will be held Friday (6) at
Milton Rosmer replacing Francis
work
for
-film
arrived
comedy star,
Hotel Astor.
Lister in "You Never Can Tell," latwith San Miguel studios and for
"
Paul Perezi Eagle Lion publicity musical revues and radio broadcasts. ter released to costar with Gladys
Cooper in Henry Sherek's producwriter, 'Stagihg a. one-man pnotogClemente Lococo, owner of biggest
xaphy .show starting today (Wed.) at Argentine film circuit, including tion of "The Indifferent Shepherd,"
new Peter Ustinov play at the CriCowling's, Inc.
Gran Opera and Premierr returned
Feb. 5.
Ned Alvord agetiting Detroit Civic to B.A. by plane from a European terion,
Billy Reid, composer of "The
Light Opera season, at Masonic junket.
Gypsy," "Coming Home" and "Tree
Temple, Barrie CPaneils again manO. Langlois, Jr., of Lang-Worth in the Meadow," has signed for an
aging director.
Feature Programs, Inc., in B.A, on Australian vaude tour with his
H. L. Danson, publicity manager last leg of Latin-American' survey, singer wife, Dorothy Squires. They
for Eagle Liont lectured on flln),s for planniiig transcribing Latin rhythms
leave in April for a lO-wfeek tour at
Childiren Saturday (31) before the for U.S. radio outlets.
a reported $5,000 weekly salary.
United.'Parents' Assn.
Inter-Americana studios expecting
"Gathering Storm," psychological
Bill Norton, back with "Happy return from Mexico of Arturo de
drama by Gordon Glennon and ReyBirthday," hosting Chi contingent Cordova, who is to make "Passport
set to replace "Dark
here to celebrate his wife's birthday to Bio,'' with Mirtha Legrand, di- nor Barton, is St.
Martin's theatre
Summer" at
—her 40th,- she vows.' ~
rected by the star's husband, Daniel Feb. 18, following tryout at Brighton.
Hot Air Club's midwinter gather- Tinayre.
Cast is headed by Nancy Price, Ruth
ing held at the Lambs Saturday (31 ),
William D. Sullivan, 20th-Fox Dunging, Emrys Jones and Ian Flemwith Louis Lotito, youngest presi- South American prexy, returned
Miles Malleson,
directed
by
ing,
and
dent of the a;k.'s eutftt, as m.c.
from a Latin-American inspection
Bill Owen, who gets starring part
Glare Booth Luce has given her trip and readying company's annual
with Patricia Roc and Rosamund
collection of books on the theatre convention,
to b6 held in B.A. shortly, John in Betty Box's second film;
to Catholic University's Speech and with
Edwaixi D. Cohen, Latin- "When the Bough Breaks," is name
Drama Department in Washington. American
supervisor, presiding.
given by J. Arthur Rank to actor
Buddy KusCell named manager of
William Rowbotham, who was once
"Skipper Next to God" (Playhouse),
entertainment manager in one of
Theron Bamberger now gen. mgr.
Butlin's holiday camps and now has
Dublin
but
remains with Experimental
longterm contract with Rank.
Theatre (Elliott).
By Maxwell Sweeney
Levy's Sound Studios, only disk
Attorney Fanny Ho]lts;mana to the
Der Breen named new producer company here independent of the
Coast, to confer 'with Noel Coward for Cork Little Theatre.
E.M.I, and Decca group, has scooped
and Gertrude Lawrence, who's
Martin Sheridan named editor of the cultural field by grabbing exclustarred there in "Tonight at 8:30." Screen,
leading Irish fan mag<
sive recording rights for all Shakeauthored by Coward.
Tenor Martin Crosbie to join new
Arthur J. Levy agenting Leonard Jack Gillam 'Show on tour in Eng- spearean plays at Stratford-on-Avon.
Has already disked "Merry Wives of
Field, a backer of a -number of land.'.'.
Windsor," "The Tempest" and "Rich^
shows, who plans producing on his
Egan Film Services inked to dis- ard II," with stars including Claire
own. "Other Women's Children" to tribute
Dublin Film Productions* Luce, Robert' Atkins' and Robert
be the probable starter.
first output in Ireland.
>
Harris.
Lesser
.
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Chicago
'"^"''^

Sr"tcSa

Opera

William Elliott east on a three.^
Jerry Freshman, formerly with the
Ambassador East, has joined, the Wil- month rodeo tour.
'
liam Harshe public relations ^rm.
Ruth Hussey up and around after*
"An Inspector Calls," featuring wrestling with flu.
Bud Abbott broke three ribs in
Thomas Mitchell, ha$ announced
April 26 as Chi opening date, The- a 'fall from a horse.
Bandleader Larry Allen divoriied
atre has not been chosen.
Buster West, the comedian, back in by Barbara Bordeaux.
Edward Shattuck, former vaude.•'Red Mill" after recovering from leg
injury. During his convalescence he ville actor, seriously ill.
Errol Flynn suffered a relapse and
was replaced by Eddie Foy^ Jr., who
is bedded again with flu,
originated the part.
Ann Miller's divorce from John
Will Harris. Oriental theatre producer, who suffered a skull fracture Reese Milner became finalj
Marguerite Chapman off to Honoin a recent accident, allowed to leave
the hospital but scheduled for a long lulu for a month's vacation.
.

.

.

.

Pev Marley hospitalized with
Lena Home and her musical di- recurrence of an old foot injury.
Lennie Hay ton, spent the
Charles Starrett leaves next week
weekend in Chicago visiting Chick on a 10-week tour of southern states.
of
Burke- Van
Donald Bridges is new business
Kardale,
head
manager of the Paramount fiackery.
Heusen's local ofl!ic6«>
rest.

.

Bela Lugosi leaves April 15 for
London to open a revival of "Dracula."' •.•..',
Phil Rapp, screen writer, filed in<
corporation papers for; hiS' racing'

By Eric Gorrick
Showman planning to

approach
government for permission to up adBuster Keaton' heading for Buenos
mission rates.
next month for six weeks on
Bob Barre's "Birds of a Feather" Aires
the stage.
troupe currently playing Tivoli loop
Charles Boyer home from the
for Dave Martin.
hospital
after
a .struggle
with
High rates for st&ge crew's in New "virus X."^
Zealand may see the nix of Aussie
Realtor Henry Herzog bought G. A.
legit shows there.
Halperin's interest in Leonid Kinskey
Tivoli,
George Formby, playing
Productions.
Melbourne, is set for a series of air
Herbert Stothart returned to his
shows for Shell Oil.
musical chores at Metro after a
Jane Barrett, British pic star, flies heart attack.
in soon to take the. f emme lead in
Lillian Roth 'and Bert McGuire in
"Eureka Stockade" for Ealing.

C

:

i

Cinesound newsreel, produced under the direction -of Ken G. Hall, will
go in for homemade color as' part or
a regular service to exhibs.
Cicely Courtneidge, currently
p 1 ay i n g Sydney in "Under the
lUounter" for J. C. Williamson Co., is
also doing a weekly radio chore for
the Australian Broadcasting Com-

.
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:

.

stable.

.

.

:

'

mission.

Kiwis, a troupe of New Zealand
servicemen playing the Comedy, Melbourne, for over one year solid under Williamson management, will
p'robably do Sydney season at Empire, a house jointly run for pix under GUT-Hoyts banner^
'

moving

-and

Seymour Poe

their Producers Representa-

Comedian Jimmy

O^ea

will

By

Bob

on

-

Queen Mary tomorrow

(Thurs.) for

a

three-month vacation through
Switzerland, France and England.
Lillian Hellman about to' start
work on a new play of undisclosed
theme. She'll give first chance at it
to Kermit Bloomgarden, who produced her last, "Flowers of the
Forest."
Irving La^ar, Coast agent, teturned
to Hollywood over the weekend after
10 days of huddling with eastern
clients. Added John Gielgud to his
Stable and will attempt to set up act.
ing-directing deal.
Al Margolies', pub-ad chief for
"Transatlantic Pictures, planes to the
Coast again tomorrow (l^iursday)
for a week's confabs on "Hope,"'

-which Alfred Hitchcock currently

'is

producing for Warner Bros.

Miami Beach
By
to

Nassau vacash.

Jack Eigen, N. Y. disk jockey, back
to New York after spending vacash
here.
\^
Del Casino, Jerri Blanchard and
Steve Murray held over at Famous
Door.
Harry Carroll and Polly Baker
heading new Show at the Blackamoor

Room.
Late show nitery biz off and
worrying the heavy salary layout
rooms.
The Mervyn LeRoys at Boca
ttaton Club for a vacash, making the
rounds.

Gaelic

.

.

Florence S.

Lowe

.

,

lengthy rehearsals and AGVA adjusted matters with Bea Vesters and
Charlie Dubin, operators:'
Mexico City
Jimmy Kennedy, the emeee,
By Douglas L. Grahame
headed for Los Angeles, where his
Jacgues
Peals,
French singer
mother is ill. His biz manager,
headlining
at tiie Folies Bergere.'
Johnny Harris, accompanied him.
C. Peralta inkcci Serge Gohvartz's
Kurt Qranto, 50, artd liis wife,
Hilda, 34, are hospitalized after a orch for his nitery in the Hotel
Regis.
fall off a 25-foot balancing pole at
Mario Gil, Mexican crooner, back
the State Fair Coliseum Shrine
from a stage tour of Spain, France
Circus.
.

and

tator, in tlie area for lecture at the

Hollywood Beach hotel gets some
»un..:

Dade county nixed on gambling
an election year; Broward to the

It's,

all

the

irariety Tent No. S8 staging first
Heart Fund show of year at Beach

Italy.

.

Francia Pilms„de Mexico organ-

Rome
By Raul Quattrocchi
Tenor Muzig Giovagnoli died Jan.

Milton Borlo announcing he'll be 23.
back for another four-day engage
Paulette CJoddard in for a charitv
ment at the Copacabana.
tour.
Cappella and Patricia here for rest
Stephen Bekassy injured during a
and participating Ih March of Dime
duelling scene with Orson Welles at
and Variety Tent benefits.
Gene Baylos ticketed for film Scalera Studios.
French star Marline Carol in for
version of "Burlesque'^ by George
Jessel, before he left for the Coast, a role in Lux's "Riso Amaro" ("BitCecil Brown, the radio commen- ter Rice"), directed by Giuseppe De

north (Colonial Inn) getUng

By

language

have been dubbed

protested

liarry Solloway

Tony Martin passed through here
on way

.

Jeanette MacDonald skedded for a
commentaries concert Feb. 16 at Constitution Hall.
Fred S. Kogod, local exhibitor, reon six Metro
shorts for use in Eire schools. Pix elected president of D. C. Jewish
are "The Great Heart," "Dr. Jenner," Community Center.
Author Louis Bromfleld trekked
"The Story of Alfred Nobel." "Servant of Mankind/' "The Old South'! in to address the Business and Pro
fpssional Women's Club.
and "Heroes at Leisttfe;'*
Maurice Schwartz and Yiddish Art
Tiieatre group will give two performances Feb. 22 of "Shy lock and
His Daughter" at the National.
Burl Ives, who was a researcher
By Stan Worris
Arthur Lee Simkins is headlining for the Library of Congress before
he became a pro singer, will concert
at Frank Barbar's Bowery.
Andy Wilson, Detroit Times film Tuesday (10) at Constitution Hall.
Todd Duncan in for an all-Gersh
cntio, became a father last week for
win concert tonight (Wed.) under
the second time.
Frank Crowe, Empress manager, the aegis of the National Assn. for
and his wife, Frenchy, Avenue line the. Advancement of Colored People.
Jerry .Ross, Broadway musical
girl, have cancelled divorce plans.
The Alexis Trio, with Zena and comedy dancer, ''returns to his alma
DuVail,: after closing at the'BoWery, mater when he dances at George
headed for Canada before their date Washington Univ. with ex-teacher
and
partner Evelyn Davis and her
at Palm Springs.
Dance, Playhouse troupe.
Dubinettes (Bowery line)

rejected.

ized here by Mamiel Trillo to dis.
tribute French pix.
Angel i^olii, dean of Mexican
journalists, died (23) at his home
•

in

Mexico

age 87,
Ernesto Enriquez, longtime assistant Werners manager, now With
Cll;.v,

Peliculas Nacionales, distribs.
Theodore Gildred- is completing a
cinema here, to be the twin of his
recently opened Mexico.
It
will
seat 3,750.

XEX

In

.

.Les Bees
Eberly into Curly's niterie.

.

"Harmonicats" at Hotel Nicollet
Minnesota^ Terrace for a fortnight.
City's annual Aquatennial summer
mardi-gras set for July. 23- Aug. 1.
Reel Fellows club of film salesmen
to hold show and dance May 1 at
Hotel Nicollet.
Patricia Noldeft resigned from the

Paramount

office staff to

marry and

move to the Coast.
Fay Dressell, branch manager, and

RKO

salesmen Wendell Bjorckman
and Milt Lipsner
the sick list.
Arthur Lake in from Hollywoodand will visit northern Minnesota
for winter scenery for his next pic-

'

,

Henie about her next

picture.

NTG (Nils T Granlund), back at
Florentine Gardens, doing his autoan eye to a pic sale.
Arthur Houghton resigned! from
the Joseph Breen office after 14
years, to join Joseph P. Kenneidy;
Richard .Walsh to Miami, for the
biog, with

M£.deleine Carroll granted an exemption of $17,000 on her income tax
for harboring 52 French war or-

phans.
Joel McCrea and Frances Dee going on a personal appearance tour
with Harry Sherman's "They Passed
This Way."
Steve (WB) Trilling's mother in
for the winter; ditto Mrs. Rose
Gerishwin; guesting with Sbn Ira;
and Mrs. Arthur Kober's mother to
be' with the fluthor's ill wife.
Jimmy Durante will be feted Feb.
25 by Men's Club of Mt. •Sinai-Duarte medical, center for his long
service to charity and welfare projects.
He'll be presented with a
heart of gold.
.

ture.

Current St. Paul Winter Carnival
attractions include personal appearances of Madeleine Carroll, Lanny
and Don McNeill's radio
Ross
"Breakfast Club" show.
Minneapolis Civic Theatre inked
Madame Maria Ouspenskaya as

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen
The Sid Dicklers expect a second
child this spring.

Ted Blake into Helsing's Vodvil
guest star Feb. 18-28, in Pirandel"Right You Are," with the scale "Lounge in Chicago for a run.
again boosted to $2.40 top.
Singer Bob St. Clair had some
Minneapolis Civic Theatre pres- surgery done and is on the shelf.
entation of "JiM My Sons," with SidHarry Brown's "A Sound-of Huntney Blackmer and Blanche Yurka ing" opens Feb. 13 at the Playhouse.
as guest stars, drew capacity at all
Billy (Zoot) Reed had to cancel
10 performances after opening night. out of the Casino on account of ill-

lo's

•

ness.

.

Phyllis
New York
Thalborn,
model, and Jackie Heller will be
married here Sunday (8).
Contemporary Dance Assn. bringBy Maxinte de Beix
ing Jose Limon and his company
Peters Sisters now playing the here for a recital Friday (6).
_
ABC.
John Anderson, ex-Playhouse statt,
Dave Lewis back to Metro desk has landed a Coast job stage-managfrom N. Y. via Rome,
ing the tryout, "Dipper Over GiraCritic Herve Lauwick prepping a bels."
play, "Irene Smells of Jasmin."
Beckley Smith, Jr., is now a reguPat PuUan, of Newsweek, due to lar sub for his father on local newshave her first novel published soon. casts.
Jean Desbi'osses to' London for
Allan Shine, trumpet player, has
Korda huddles on French currency. announced his engagement to Hpslyn
Critic Marc Beigbeider has a book Simon.
.
published by Bordas on existentialGene Urban, head of Local ,60,
ism titled, "The Man Sartre."
getting around on crutches with his
Maxim's restaurant closed for l5 broken ankle.
m i»
days by the Economic Police for
Jere McMahon, who went to Tecnr
serving bread (rationed) without re- drama school and turned to dancing,
questing coupons from patrons.
is featured in current London nu.
Gaston Boyer, editor of prewar "Starlight Roof,"
evening daily, "Paris Soir," folmd
Jackie Heller and Mark Plant are
guilty of misappropriating $30,000 having
a reunion at the Carousel,
(U. S.) of suspended paper's funds.
they were last together in "Yokel
Roland Toutain, while filming a Boy" on Broadway.
scene jumping from a running autoBilly Gibbs. until recently withmobile in Bois de Vincennes, fell, "Ice-Capades," has taken over stageand is hospitalized with a bruised manajgership.of "Song of Norway

Miguel A. Tinoco, local advertising
man, is general manager of the
newest radio station hei'e,
co-partnership with- Aeterna (250,000 watts).
Film, Universalia will produce EdAmadeo Bellon, Italian tenor,
ward Bulwer^Lytton's "The Last inked by Amarico Mancini, local imDays of Pompeii." Picture will start presario, for tlie grand opera season
in March under Carlo Ludovico in February at the Palace of Fine
Bragaglia's direction, to use settings Arts (National 'Xheatre).
and costumes of "Fabi<ila" now in
Franchises for commercial radio
work.
stations 3CEP0. San Luis Potosi City, 'back.
SantiiS.

after 12 weeks on Tivoli cirAustralia.
Fidler iMt a child custody
against his former wife, MrS,
Roberta Sutton.
'
Louis Sobo'l here, to _ get away
from New York following the death
of his -wile, Lee.
Andrew Stone returned from the
east, where he huddled with Sonja

Jimmy

suit

cil.

do

another English ^vai^de tour when
tives in,to former -HKO building
pantomime season ends here.
offices of Goldwyn story department,
-Of 1,561 films shown Eire Film
i
which has been disbanded.
in 1947, 1,310 were passed
Merle Oberon and husband, cam- Censor
eraman Lucien Ballard, off on the as presented, 226 were cut and 25

town

cuit,

quarterly meeting of the American'
Federation, of Labor executive coun-.

'

Irving

:

rector,

I

...

'

.

.

.

:

"'ivea

-

,

.

.

Frank Nardi, Republic sales chief, fro^m^'MiiT
Oscar Oldknow recovering from
beddedr with flu.
Max Hoffman, local nitery owner, major surgery.
in Augustana hospital after a heart
-^^.^
attack.
a
Veloz and Yolanda present their
Mischa Auer in circulation alter
yearly dance concert Feb. IS. at the
a bout with flu.
Civic
Hous^.

:

•

'

Publicist Eddie Martin hospitallj^il
™*
for checkup.

.

m

.

"

neuritis.

hearts").

vival of Pirandello's

-

.

4, 1948

and KEKF, Iguala, Guerrero state,
have been granted by the Ministry
Hollywood
of
CommunicatiDns and Public
Alice White ill with flu.
Balletina Nina Tarakanova \ved Works.
execuan
director
recently to Neil Maclaren,
Actress
Maria Felix,
J, Donald Wilsons divorcing.
Gallery.
National
Emilio Fernandez and cameraman
tive of the
Agent Marty Martyn sued for dl.
Anne Ziegler and Webster Booth, Gabriel Figueroa in Michoacan state vorce.
stage and radio singers, leaving early seeking locations for Miss Felix's
Jean Bosquet hospitalized with
spring for extended tour of Australia. next, fiios Nevios" ("The Sweet-

,

:

,

from Danny Brennan;

9$
land musical circles for many years,
retiring 12 years ago.
He was a
member of Louis Rich's orchestra at
the Hanna theatre and played with
the Spitalny Bros, at the Staler hor
tel.

film theafre, the Grand,
COLIN Cill^EMENXS
in 1907, and later operated three
Colin Clements, B3, playwfight a;nd nickel
emporiums in the same block.
in the Jewish
author, died Jan. 29
Fairgraves
retired
from active exHe had sufhospital, Philadelphia.
Dec. 26, prioc hibition about IS years- ago. Before
fered a heart attack
Philly preera of "Strange that, he had started a liumber of
to the
theatres
in
downtown
Erie, includBedfellows," which he -h^d co-auing the Grand, Princess, Kixon, Re"
thored with'his wife, Florence Ryet"Pedfello'ws" is currently at the gent, State, the old State arid the

town's

Kbn.
iSpvoteOi N.

y.

joined Stuart Walker's
Cincinnati stock company for an apBooth Tarkington's
in
pearance
"Seventeen" to gain eptperience as an
actor before adopting plnywrighting
as a career. He continued with liie
company as pliayreader and director
later

and

World War

until

in

I,

Wife, daughter and son survive.

VEBNA CHALIF

M

,

.projectionist,

A

.

DOtLT BUCK

which he

served-

Mrs, Doletta' Buck, 66, midget
After the Armistice he went to known professionally as "Dolly,"
and wrote a book' of one^act died Jan. 14 in a nursing horned
plays. On his return to America he in
Joplin,
Mo., where she had
becam; director of the Lobero the* lived for thp last seven years. She
atre, Santa Barbara, .where he met had been blind-about 10 years.
and married Miss Ryerson in 1927.
Mrs. Buck wa^^a native of Quincy,
As :t> writing team they turned out 111., and, taught school for two years
numerous plays, short stories and before entering vaudeville. From
film scripts.
that time until her retirement she
Probably the most successful of continued in show business.: Subsethese various works was "Harriet," quently, she devoted herself to writbased upon life of the author of ing Qpetry and activities with the
''Uncle Tom's Cabin" arid starring BJind Service Club in JopUn.
Helen Hayes in a long Broadway
Sh^' is ^survived by three children,
and road run several seasons ago.
all of normal size, all 'in show buslOthers were "June Mad,'' "Through

,-

J.

Arthur Leedham,

"Glamour Preferred,"
"Spring Green" and "Ever Since
Night,".

MAVBICE JtATMbND
comjpleted another, "Divitie Flora," making their
Maurice F. Raymond, 70, magician
Slsi full-length play. Through their known professionally as The Great
20 years' collaboration they authored Raymond; died Jan. 27 in New York.
many playlets, from which they de^
contemporary of Hermann the
rived considerable revenue from Great and Howard 'Xhurston, he was
little theatres.
a featured vaudeville act here and
He was
abroad for many y^ars.
also an explorer and lectureri and
HUBEHT ENDBES
seven' world tours:
Hubert Endres, 53-, Detroit Sym- bad- mtide
'Born In Akr-on, Raymond spent
phony. vio}lni^t for the last 30 years,
fell dead
of heart attack Feb. 1 most Ot his life as a magician and
His wife, the former
While playing an
network con- illusionist.
cert with the orchestra from Music Lipzka Consbr, who before her marHall, Detroit.
There was no audi riage was a harpiist with th» Boston
Symphony, assisted him. She sur^ey, recently

"Eve."

.

A

ABC

'

vives.

Caldwell H. Brown, Jr.

legit

75, former
producer and stage

.

^

.

and the

for

76,

30

They arc fan.s, mostly men of
wealth, in^other field.s, who not
only inslsf on playing with him
but betting him as high as 100 a
hole. Crosby's show biz cronies
have often wondered how many
of these "pigeons" he keeps hidden around the golf course. They
needle him for keeping them all
to himself and not passing them
around.

r

at local the-

•

JOHN XAtES
John Yates, 72, who opened the
nickelodeon at Shinnston, W. Va.,
died Jan. 25 at Shamokin-, Fa., of a
heart attack. Yates' original theatre had merely a: »dirt floor, long
timbers for seats, and the front was
covered with canvas.
Three daughters survive.

first

ARTHUR GBEGOR
Arthur Gregor, 57, production
veepee of United International, 16m
outfit,: died in Hollywood Feb. -2. He
had been connected with the Sl%a
.

industry for 25 years- and had previously been with Metro -and Universal Pictures.
-

WILLIAM

F.

SEXTON

William F. Sexton, 38, office man
ager for Burke
Van Heusen music,
was killed Jan. 30 in. Hollywood
when his car hit a parked truck.

&

"

(Details

on -page

ROY

D.

'44.)

'

.

MORROW

Roy D. Morrow, S3, manager of the
Morrow Entertainment Service, Des
Moines, died there of a heart attack
Jan. 24.
Wife, who was associated with
in the booking agency, survives.

FRANK

H.

him

OBERNIEB

Frank H. Obernier, 47, former
drummer with Gene Rodemich's and
GuB Haenschen's .bands in St. Louis,
died Dec. 28 ait Ft, Wayne,
Wife, daughter 'and two brothers

the floor.
Endres had reached for
medicine at his .iside ior use in such
an emergency, but he had waited too

Gordon Olson, 30, nitery pianist,
died Jan. 24 in Chicago as result of

long,

and he slumped

pro-

in chair.

BERNARD GLICK

Bernard Glick, the
the late

first

husband of

Alma

cert star,

Gluck, opera and condied Jan. 29 in New York.

At the conclusion of movement,
two musicians carried Endres off-

Novelist Marcia Davenport
daughter.

He was pronounced dead at
the hospital. He lived at the Madi
son Lenox hotel nearby, where his

Glick and the singer, who were
married before her professional sucShe subcess, were later divorced.
sequently married Efrem Zimbalist.
She retired in 1925 and died in 1938.

stage.

wife, Virginia,

was

listening to the

program.

Endres had heart trouble for many
years and had been wwned of ovftr
strain.

Ill last

month

year,

he

took-

a two

leave.

ENisniiJE

BE BOSAS

near Buenos Aires., He
was also known in' Spain, France,
my, Portugal and the U. S. He
•nade his first tour in Spain in 1922
no he had also worked in Hollywood and in New York, where he
™aae shortwave broadcasts in the
^TOn-American division of NBC.
start in the en-

'sitaiiunent field as
i<ater
j."

a circus clown
he began his apprenticeshi£
with Florencio Parravicini

'egjt

«>ia Membrives and AlejaTidro Cas

a»X.
His- greatest
success
was
acineve* in 1948
in "The Merchant
Venice," at the National Comedy

.01

ineatre, Buenos
Aires. His last local
appearance was at the Odeoh theain 1946
"Los Intereses Crc
saos,
by Jacinto Bcnavente.

we

AvlTi**'

several

ebildren survive.

sons

and

grand

WILLIAM FAlkGttAVES
-.F,'"iam

(Whitey) Fairgraves, 80,
nickelodeon operator in
^^'^
tWat city, Jan, 12,
wter a long iHness.
He opened' the

Wiftinal

their

$618,000.

Crosby's enterprises in which his
personal services don't figure are
more varied and extended than
ever.
Besides his own film pro
duction company, whose last opus
was "Abie's Irish Hose," he's in-volved in real estate developments,
a Coast soft drink; a sports layout
in Vancouver, horse breeding and
the Pittsburgh Pirates baseball team.
Contrary, to an impression common
in the trade Crosby does not personally benefit from the partnership in the E. H. (Buddy) Morrismusic publishing group. The income

ROSENTHAL

Ralph J. Rosenthal, 96, account executive with Rttthrauff jfc Ryan, died
Jan. 26 in Chicago. He had been associated with many radio prograrhs.
Wife, and daughter surviyie.
-

GORDON OLSON
an accident.

He was
act in

blind,

and was a familiar

Gold Coast

niteries.

ELAINE BARRY
Elaine Barry, of the dance team
was
of Fred and Elaine Barry,
killed Jan. 30 in an automobile crash
near Etowah, Tenn. Details on page 2.

He's

New

Miguel
Bride

to

York, Feb.

1.

CBS;

assistant casting director at

with

to be
tional division.

CBS

interna-

Leslie Long to Emile De Leo,
Yoi'k, Jan. 22^ Bx-ide, was vowith Carmen Cavallaro and
Eddie Stone bands.

New

calist

Lois Feiling to
Pittsburgh, Jan. 15.

George

Wells,

He's a band-

leader.

Isabelle Dally to George Tarnero,.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 24.. ^-Hels a vband
guitarist.

Googie Withers to John McCal24. Both are Britand legit actors.
Marian Jane Harkness to Michael
George Sendzimir, Lake Placidi N.
Y., Jan. 28. Bride, a singer, has per-'
formed on NBC .television shows*

lum, London, Jan,
ish film

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Da;aa Andrews,
daughter, Burbank, Cat,, Jan^ 29.
Father is a film star.
Mr. and Mrs. John Agar, daughMother
ter, Santa Monica, Jan. 30.
is
Shirley Temple; father is- also
a thesp.
Mr. and Mrs. Moss Htort, son, New
York, Jan. 14. Father is the play'

wright;

she's

Kitty

sing«r-act{ess

Carlisle.

Mr. and Mrs. Don De Fore, 4jtUghHollynrood, Jan. 30. FatbC» is
an actor.
Mr. and Mra, William Schcibe, son,
from that end is split up between Hollywood, Jan. 23. Mother is tii«
his brother Larry and a trust fund former Donna Carberry, film pubwhich the Bing years ago set up for licist.
his four boys.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bertero, daughter, Los Angeles, Jan. 26. Father is a
National Theatres executive.
Mr. and Mrs." C. E; Troutman,
Saiidek
twins, Pittsburgh, Jan. 20. Mother's
Continued from wage 26
the former Gloria LaMarr, nitery
ter,

,

.

dancer.

Idea is to do this show late in the
Stillwagon,
Mr. and Mrs.
in collaboration with ABC's
special events division, to. daughter, Ne-w Castle, Pa., Jan. 24,
detail "the Marshall Plan at Work." Father's an announcer at

Tommy

year,

news and
7.

J.

Shanahan

Florence
is

over of 10,000,000 records. Crosby's
haul from the iiame source the pre-^
vious year had been around

«

RALPH

others refer to
as
"Crosby's

.

Den-

Democracy

WMCKi

McKeesport, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Con Massle, son, Los
yet to be
Angeles, Jan. 27. Father is « radio

Exact

Today,

format of this report

is

set.

No dates have been set for any musician.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Monroe, son.
of the shows.
Saudek says^: however, that most of them probably New York, Feb. 2. Father is in NBC
will be half-hour broadcasts. He be- soimd effect dept.
*
lieves the hour-long format too long
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Shoemaker,
to hold interest effectively. He may, son, San Antonio recently.
Father
however, try two 30rminute se- is news commentator of station
quences back-to-back, with .a defithere.'
nite difference of pace or format beMr. and Mrs. Val Adams, daughtween them, while still dealing with ter, San Antonio, Jan. 22. Father
the same gmeral subject.
is member of the engineeFihg staff

KONO

,

Last year, in addition to "Slums" of KTSA there; mother is the
and "Cricket," Saudek produced a former Mary Jane George, musie
series of three shows on "The librarian for the station.
School Teacher, 1947."
Mr. and Mrs. S. S., Spencer, daughter,

Hollywood, Jan;

assistant

'AnetherMusicHair

29.

Father Is

manager of the Foote, Cone

& Belding

office there.

Mr. and Mrs. Hank Lazar, son.
New York, Jan. 24. Father is road
gSS Continued from page 1 sbS
manager for Erskine Hawkins orch.
COSMO KYRLE BELLEW
Mother, 63, of Steve.Broidy, presiof - an impresario who might be inMr. and Mrs. John Gact, son, New
Cosmo Kyrle Bellew, 62; stage and dent of Monogram and Allied Artterested in such an enterprise.
York, Jan. 30. Father is radio orscreen actor, died Jan. 25 in Holly- ists, died Feb. 2 in Hollywood folhemorrhage
cerebral
a
The setup which Thompson has in ganist, composer-arranger.
wood. After a long career in legit lowing
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schnee,
he played character roles on the suffered Friday night (30) while mind would closely pattern the Muscreen, appearing in such pictures as viewing a film in a- Monogram sic Hall in entertainment and opera- daughter, Hollyv{ood, Feb, 1; Father
is an RKO wrriter»
i'Strange Cargo," "Lummox" and projection room.
Thompson indicated
Husband and another son, William tion policy.
"Beloved."
He was the son of Kyrle Bellew, F. Broidy, assistant studio manager that financing of the project was asr
at Monogram, also survive.
sured from Chicago sources and
stage star of a former generation.
Stalks
that all the idea needed was a show»
Mother, 67, of Bart McHiigh, vee- man who could carry through.
Continued from page 1
HERBERT S. BURNS
pee of Music Corp. of America, died
The Civic Opera House was built Howard of the Scripps-Howard
Herbert S. Burns, who for a num- in Glenmore, Pa., Feb. 2, She was
by the late Samuel Insull, midwest chain.
ber of years had been stage manager the widow Of H. Bart McHugh, agent
utility magnate, and was his ace
Reaction of network and film exfe>r Florenz Ziegfeld and Charles B.
and theatre operator, who died in pride up until the collapse of his
ecutives, for the most part, is that
Dillingham productions, died Jan. 8 1935.
empire.
Atop the opera house's they're willing to hear what's to be
in Brookline. Ma&s. He had retired
auditorium was InsuU's living quar- said,"for nobody wants to jeopardize
from show business some years ago.
theatre
Kane,
Henry "Honey"
ters, which were so laid out as to national security," However, there's
His wife, the former Blanche Mor- manager, died of a heart attack Jan.
make the top part of the auditorium unrest and anxiety in some ciuarters
rison, musicomedy actress, survives
He was a.ssociated accessible to Insull by a private that the suggestion for a peacetime
14 in Honolulu.
him.
with the Consolidated Amus. Co., staircase.
In ,a little nook of his voluntary censorship might just be
Hawaiian theatre circuit, for more own up there Insull lounged and a front for a deeper motive.
MICIIAEIi MABTTENE
than 25 years.
basked in the operatic performances
It's feared that any such acquiesof his stars.
Michael Martlene, 80, former light
cence toward a voluntary censorship
opera baritone, died Jan. 29 in Fort
Father, '77, of Jack Knell, news
Some of the persons Thompson would be merely the prelude tp
Wayne. He sang with several com- editor and director of special events talked to in New York expressed "involuntary cenisorship" with its
panies in the 80s, later entering the of station WBTS, Charlotte, N. C, doubt on film product availability attendant propagandizing and conpiano business.
died Jan. 28 at his home in Win- now that firstrun houses in Chicago trol.
He was a former president of the throp. Mass. Wife and three grand- ate confined to two-week playing
"We don't want any part of It. for
Indiana Piano Merchants Assn.
sons also survive.
dates. As it is, the limitation, imthat's the surest way to plant fear,*^
posed by the '.Jackson Park theatre was the way one top. radio offifcial
Mother of Joey Nash, 'radio and, couVt decisi6n';' m,akes It tough.'. fop ;put it. And' he's' known to echo.,ttie,.
FRANK MASINO
.

:

Enrique de Rosas, noted Argei^tine
died Jan. 20 at his estate

legit actor,

«t ItuzaingOi

De Rosas made his

is

golf.

and was a stagehand

source

pigeons."

there,

Betty Fine to Sam Kirbens, Sacramento, Feb. 1. She's an actress.

groom used

intimates of Bing Crosby
have actually long envied one
phase of his personal income,

this

survive.

«t the broadcast

N. Y.

KMPC

station

but

Bob Hope and

atres.

at

Girao, Jr.,

namely, his winnings from

For. many years he was stage digram continued without interrup
rector for the Shakespearean protion,
ductionsisiof Robert B. Mantell, and
Fellow musicians did not know he also staged slu6h productions as "Joan
was dead until the close of tt^e of Arc," in which Maude Adatos
concert, 49 rninut^s later.
As En- starred; "Rip Van Winkle," "1776"
iirea' violiili clattered to
the floor, and -"The Awakeningi"
Cendvctor Karl Kreuger continued
Two sisters and' a brother-in-law
Tschaikowsky's Fifth Symphony, but
4ome radio listenens reported bear- survive.
ing the sound of the fiddle striUhg

tntie

WHN,

Margaret Ellen Almquist to
nis Day, Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
the singer.
.

that city.

HENRY HUBBARD KEEPER
director, died Jan. 29 in Baltimore.
He was a native of that city and
after retirement in 1933 made his
home there.

at-

Bing's Bunker Busts
This may
appear
facetious,

He had once been advance man
for a stock company and road shows,

Henry Hubbard Keefer,

New York

1911-1936

work

This phopo kitty represents a turn-

property man at the old
Grand, Canton, O., died .Tan. 25 in

years

Paris

the

.

•

ARTHUR LEEDHAM

J.

manager and

occasionally, ticketitaker.
son,
Frank A. Fairgraves, who owns and
operates- the' Regent theatre in Erie,
also survives.

Uon man

earnings, his standing at the boxoffice makes it easy to pre^suppose a
level' pitched over the disk tally.

j-

Besides her husband, a. son survives..

graves, who survives, was cashier at
the original Grand and her husband

served as

j|

; AUene
Gates to Johnny Weissunder an arrangement muUer,
He's th»
Reno, Jan. 29.
which gives him a third interest.
screen actor; she's a pro golfer.
While his various organizational
Betty Ann Hopkins to Melvin W.
and bookkeeping setups obviate an
Cody, Las Vegas, Jani 31.
Both
approximation
of
Crosby's
film
'

V^rna Chalif, wife of Selmer
(Sonny) Ghalif, yice-president of
Lester Productions, died Jan.
in
Hollywood. She wag a'-' cousin of
Mary Pickford. She and her, husband "were once a dance team;

-

-

His wife, Mrs. Anna Smiley Pair-

Bing Crosby
Sfs Continued from page 1 ^SSSSr
released,

first

Herald.

•

Clements, a native. of Omaha, attended the Ail Workshop at Harvard

MARRIAGES
Jeanne Olson to Alfred Tennyson,
New York, Jan. 25. He's a prodiic-

Censorship

;

Frank Masinoj.70, flutist, died Feb. vaude singer, died Jan. 20 in ,Ne)V
V,.
He was active in Clevfi- Yorli:. '_

1 in Akron.

.

...

establiiihe4: ftrstryn spots' to
their ovttn r^ttttirements.
ilKfe

:

'^11

sentimet;itg,ojf

ip^y lin

pijE(>radj.o, a'f>d"

64

Publicity

JIM ^McCarthy

—

RADIO

MUSIC

11

at 1S4 West 46th Street, Now York 19, N. T., by Variety, Inc.
Annual aubiscriptlon,
Blngl* oopIor, ts cenla.
aecond olsw matter December 22, 1905, at t)>9 ^ost ODEtce: at. New York. N> f.v.uttdec th* Act ot Uarcb S, 1.879.
COFYBIGHT, 1918, BY VAmKXIT, tNC, MX, KIOHTS tiBSBttTBiDi
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Eric Johnston

hdam

r

Marshau Plan

OF TOP PiOGllAMS
By GEORGE ROSEN

•'

tliey're allotted.

Son

to

Make Film On

"

;

.

Hollywood, Feb.

10.

Fred Brjsson will film-biograph
the story of his father, Carl Brisson,
in Copenhagen next year with Brisson senior starred. Picture would
cover the singer-actor's career, including his activities lor the Itanish
underground.

.

New

York recently that
execs' 'in
'$200,000,000 for pictures was included
in the $6,000,000,000 which is being
sought to finance the EBP for the
first 15 months.
l^'vbacco, however, Is a somewhat
.diHerent problem from films, inas-

'

•

-tinSch as thfe
•

'

.

:

Danish.

i^easur^.

-

m

$34,000,000 Dip,

to

Frisco

Met
Opera

being observed
going on between Kirsten Flagstad and the National Concert & Artists Corp.s-for
her services. Norwegian diva, who
has been managed by George C.
Engles, has flopped financially and
...Unusual secrecy
Ip the negotiations

'isellout

sparse

:

,

.

neW

NewPostwarLow
Amusement stocks continued their
downward spiral during January.
They were

crowds

attendance

a total of $257,716,843 from
an all-time high of $926,813,983.
Included on .-tire board are the
.prices op' the major film companies,
the big radio nets, disk outfits and
music publishhig concerns.

in

but

cities,

pre-

others,

Winably due to protests at her
SP&earance in the U. S. over
, J;
(Continued on page 54)

.

reher.

Zivic,

Ex-Champ, Back

film

industry

r

Boston, Feb.

so only because they

now are doing

Zivic tried vaude and niteries once
before, prior to gonig into Army, but
didn't do so well. In the new setup
with Bishop, he'll be the fall guy.

have little else to oHer. Tele, they
believe, will follow the radio pattern as far as time segments are
concerned, so that the average fea^Continued on page 7)

Glamourizing Finance

10.

Hollywood, Feb.

10.

to enliven normally stuffy
pressing outfit. Sachs, veteran animation
in a quarter^hour reel.
of the circuit, went blind several subject
Star will be the company- prexy,
y^Ws ago, but has continued as one Bee.se Taylor, and supporting cast
9' the Old Howard's top comics ever will be made up of board of direcGraphic onsince, easily making his
way around tors and other execs.
the-seene shots of company functions

Hub

the stage.

...

in

all

bralicheis, etc., will

He does his telephone skit plus Wilding Pictures
others in an album selling for $3.10. will produce,

highlight.

K?oductions,

Inc.,

Top* of the Tops
Retail Disk
'

Seller

^

"Four Leaf Clover"

Retail Sheet Music Seller

"Golden Earrings"
"Most Requested" Disk
"Ballerina"
Seller

on Coin Machines

"Now

Is

the

Hour"

British Sheet Seller

"Tree

.in

a

Meadow"

'Theatre reprises

Story'*''

CBS

next

Monday

with Al
will be
something in- the nature of a climax
to -the Jolson comeback.'
J. Walter Thompson,' agency on the
its

afrer,
it

money

were Ttivivals. '
As for the number of productions,

Day,

but the flop percentage .was
Total number of premieres
season up to last week totaled
not counting the seven Gilbert
and Sullivan revivals, all by the
D'Oyly Carte, which are gro^ped as
one, and all being in the pioney.
Last
sea.son in the'same period the
total
of incomers was 53,- of which 13
were
revival?, and this season so far
there
have been fewer in the latter category.
Not considered in the current scoring is the Ejiperimental
Theatre play, "Skipper Next tQ
God, which is now being regularly-

higher.
this
43,

presented.
';
"The Heiress," which' arrived late
in. September, was the first 1947-48
,

.

play, hit, followed

Decision,"
"Allegro,"

by "Command
Button Shoes,"

"High

"An

Inspector

Calls"'

(moder-ate),^ ..'.TJie Winslovv Boy,"
"For Love rfRjtohey,". "A Streetcar
'

Named

"Angel in thet
Wings," "Strange BedfsMows" (moderate), "Make Mine Jlanhattan" and
"Look Ma; I'm Dancing." Also the
Lux show production, did some fast revivals "Man and Superman,"
(Continued on page 54)
huddling and pacted the program as
it was tipped oif that "Jolson
came out on top in the Gallup

pix poll.

showing

Clowning

Mike Sachs, blind hurley comic,
Union Oil Go. Will film its annual
•s out this
week with an album of report to employes, shareholders and
his hurley skits by Crystal'tone, others, using both live-action and

"Jolson

night (16) on

Jolson playing the lead,

Story."

steadily increasing f igns of cooperatelevision ,broadcasters
tion with
there's still little likelihood that the
majors will ever throw open their
backlog oj old features for rental to

of

'

soon, as

FOR TELE

-productive

last season, at approxi-.

last season saw more attractions on
and off the boards during the first
five rnonths, starting around Labor

.

When Lux Badio

IMPRACTICAL'

more

raately the same date, the score be«
ing 16 to 13. But In the matter ot
new shows getting across, the current list is even more successful;
In this season's click crop there tira
four revivals, whereas last year
nearly 50% of the better grossers

.

Pix, Radio, Disks
the

FEATURE FILMS

With the

legit season of 1947-48
to the first week of February has

been

shows than

new

(Continued on page 55)

ever since the war.

iROUTINES ON RECORDS

Jolson Story In

just as silent films
for talkers, so will the reverse apply to radio, with sound
broadcasting being integrated into

,

UDBURLH COMIC

PoD Caps

be one; that

tele broadcasters. Beason, according
to some film spokesmen, is two-fold:
Nitery
no station can afford rentals for such
Pittsburgh, Feb. 10.
films and, more important, featureFritzie Zivic, former welterweight length pifctures will eventually be
champion, is going back into grease- ruled out of video programming.
paint gulch again, this tinUe as a
Picture executives, after studying
partner of Joey Bishop, comedian the place of feature films on tele,
who has been doing a cafe single believe those stations using them

To

Gallup

made way

.

now

She had

J

off a total of $34,002,716

is

handlers.
in some

anticipated
it's
television,- though
there Will still be some restrictions.
Nevertheless, the networks are convinced that they're- well on the way
to breaking the log jam.
Once it's broken, NBC will start
plugging its "system of interchangeability" based on the web's concept
that eventually radio and television
will

fell- off

f%ire Return

.ii seeking

—

In

from their level at the end of DeShould films get on the "incentive" cember and reached a new postwar
lift
Hst','it would mean a tremendous
low of $634,094,424 ift value. The
industry overseas, since average
for' the
per-^hare price of all
there
niuch currency now frozen
amusement stocks on the N. Y. Stock
could undoubtedly thus be thawed. Exchange's big board came to $15.47
as against $16.27 at the close of 1947.
During '47, entertainment shares

,-

Broadway

SongrRoyalfy Snags
Cancer Tucker Biog

-.

Amus. Stocks

'

'

'-

^^ ^y^ Less Revirak, Fewer Flops

^'
Hbirywood, Feb. 10.
sight-and-sound broadcasting pavComplications involving song roying the way for the ultimate integration of -the two media-^is already alties caused Metro to pass up the
on the NBC agenda. If the network proposed filmusical based ojn the life
has its way about- it, the televising of Sophie Tucker. First hurdle was
of top- NBC shows is only a matter "Some of These Days," for which the
of H few months oft, waiting only Jerry Vpgel Music Co! asked $S0,Q00.
for the" breaking of the James. C. Next was -"My Yiddisher Momma,"
with Milton Ager and Jack Yellen
Petrillo programming bottleneck.
As matters now stand between the holding off on a price until the Vogel
networks and the American Federa- deal had been settled.
.With these two essential numbers
tion^ of Musicians' prez, they are
The way and a number of other financial
agreed in principle.
when negotia- problems to be solved, Metro debe paved,
will
resumed next month, cided that this was not a propitious
tions are
for live mti^icians to go to work on time to aim La Belle Tucker's chreer.

Government guarantees

support price for it and would have
to pass out money to farmers, anyabove
WftJ' if the price didn't remain
the prescribed- floor. The recent interim aid bill for France, Italy and
$26,000,a
had
incidentally,
Austria,
allocation lor tobacco, but com
Waa-so much needed for «ther items,
tit%e'iijras actusiUy .spepit for smokers'

'

CENTS

25

'SISM ACT
up

Duplication, of radio programming
simultaneous
with
on television

Carl Brisson Career

ln the "incentive goods" classjflcation are- such items as tobacco,
Danish film interests were making
Which ate- not necessities vital to a pitch for the fiUnization but Brisjunior decided to make it
life, but which can be doled out to son
wofkers as encouraigement for extra under the tag of Independent Artists,
effort ,in ^.achieving top production. Fred Brisson^Bosalind Bussell indeJohnston said at a meeting ef film pendent company in English and
.*

PRICE

1948

More M(«ey Shows This Yr. Than Last

to Include

in the

Washington, Feb. 10.
Eric Johnston, prexy of the Mor''tion Picture Assn. of America, is
•taging a behind-the-scenes campaign
"'U Iwve the ftlm industry included in
the "incentive goods" classification of
the Marshall Plan. Success would
iriean that. the 16 countries which
Will benefit by the European- Recovery Program could expend for
films a portion of the coin
'V:

IN

11,

All of which gives Jolson a" threein "firsts." In addition
to galloping in with Gallup, Hooper
rates him as the top singer in radio
(he's the only singer in the Top. 15),

way spread

Desffe,^'

Tele's Double Vision,

OrWhyRoozeBoysSay
Video Is Jus' Wunneriful

Television receiver owners with a
still -pointing' tb the "first turn
for entertaining friends
or
time" Jolson distinction on 1,000,000 neighbors have come up with
a
album sales.
paraphrase of their own for the old
wheeze about auto ownership: It's
not the cost but the upkeep.
Because of the toll it's beginning te
have on their pocketb'ooks, the operhouse bunch among set-owners is
cracking: it's not the cost but the
barkeep.
It was bound to happen. A broadThis sort of hosting, it's been discast is upcoming; on the subject of
covered, can snowball into quite a
the Kinsey Beport. WMCA, N.Y., weekly liquor
bill.
It wouldn't be
has it booked in. for Friday, Feb. 27, so bad,
such set-owners complain, if
9:.30-10 p.m.
roundtable the gang that showed
It'll be a
up were actudiscussion moderated by attorney ally the .friends
who had been inMorris L. Ernst, those participating vited. But as a rule friends
bring
including Dr. Abraham Stone, mar- friends who would
like to get a
riage consultant; br. Euth Benedict, look
at the new medium, and a host
anthropologist,
and Dr. Bernard when passing out drinks
has to
Title of the sprinkle
Wortis, psychiatrist,
the entire gang or else.
airer will be "The KiQsey Beport
One Westchesterite with a spacious
Sexual Behavior of the Human living room, who is in the
advertisMale."
ing business, tells of inviting Some
may be the first, to do a friends to witness the telecasting of
show on. the report; but wasn't the a prize fight. When his livingroom
first
to
get the idea.
NBC ap- lights went off there were eight
proached the author of the report people in the room. When the Ifeht
about doing a .showj but he re- went on again the count was 24
portedly declined to participate in guests, to whomj he later learned*
a broadcast on the grounds he didn't his houseman had heeh ladUng eufwant to sensationalize the report.
drinVs ripht alona

and Decca's

WMCA TO 00 SHOW

ON KINSEY REPORT

WMCA

'

.

.

Wittlweadby, Fehfruiiipy 11,

RCA s Tax

Del Qakii Ui^es ^SpedaHzed' Dates

Show Biz

If British Pictures Are to Click in U.S.

SOOGto

Jolie f(ir Sequel

Palm Springs, Cal., jeb. lO.
Johnny Hyde of the 'William MorBritish producer Filippo ris agency .and Al Jolson; ,Jiave
del Giudice believes there's still an okayed here the final details on
Metro's sequel to Columbia's' "Jdlson
excellent future for British pictures
Story."
in this country^but only if they're
It's to be a $.500,000 ,flat deal.
'

Offers

director of J. Arthur Hanlc's
Two Cities Films and exec producer,
on the highly'Successful "Henry V,'
contiributed his views on the U. S.
Mid British piC industries, Stressing
his conception of films as an art
form, he decried the current British
practice of "pres^ng for general re-

mer

,

.

,

S^tioD

"BLACKOUTS OF
El

•Strous,'!

Speaking Only foV Himself

'

.

Hank

organization last year. He emphasized that his parting with Rank
was amicable, but indicated the two
cpuldn't see eye-to-eye on who
should control production.
-

British 75% tax may^lastior years
a result of the ^ire financial circumstances now confronting. England, according to the producer. At
the same time he labeled rumors
about, the forthcoming nationalization of the British film industry as
"sheer nonsense,"
'

iis

"Everybody in the U. S. seems to
have been misled about the tax, beit's the result of anti-HoUywood feelings," del Giudice said.
"Such is not the case at'all. Nobody
in Hollywood realizes the seriousness of the British situation and the
straight fact that she must. us6 her
dollars to buy food and not fllms^"

lieving

for the British industry benationalized, del Giudice declared that Sir Stafford Cripps,
Chancellor of the Exchequer, had
denied those reports last month in a
As,

coming

speech before Parliament.

Cripps
Stated at the time, according to del
Giudice, that films constitute an art
that art will not be an
object of nationalization.

iorm and

20th-rox
prexy
Spyros
Both
Skouras and 20th producer Joseph
Mankiewicz bad brought back feports from England that nationalization

loomed

neai:^

famous

most

Boyer,

worked

He

'

out.'*

•

declined to divulge the

names

whom

ol the U. S. fllmites with

he

had talked while on the Coast, 'but
felt certain they would cooperate
with, the plan. As he put It, a star
producing his own picture is cut-off
from any source of British revenue
because the distributing companies

which release

MICBIGAN
Butt,rfi,W^^^JlX.0a3,
Crescent Amus. Co„ $13,984.

Pressman

S9-,a62.

reported due here
soon.
He is in Luestringen near
Osnabrucck, Germany; awaiting in
a refugee camp his permit to cross
the frontier .into Austria.
Gruber
was .i& the "tr. S. when the .second
world war broke out and then went
to Australia^ where- hb was interned.

!•,

RaMon

Ruggies, $2,254;

Jan

Navarra.

Artie Shaw,

$3,651;

2,000,000 VIEWERS

$4:924;

Mayer

Savltt, $2,675; Irene

ntck.

Selz$2,246r

TELE IN N

Douglas 6. Shearer, $2,7S9; Ray D. and
Prima. Sinatra, $2,113; Jean, Warner
Sprajeu<;,, $12,628;

Y.

OF

BY

OCT.

Norman Ta-urog,

Television set manufacturers here
John Scott revised the sales estimates for the
Ruth Warrick, New York metropolitan area and

Joan. Crawford, $18,246;
-

Jr„

Trotter,
$3,194;
$3,980;
$2,255.

$5,105;

.

Johnny Weissmuller.
'theatrical

sociated<

£, H,

•

Cagney

$4,683;

As- they're

Enterprises, Inc.,<
Francisco).

Emmick (Son
'.'

^oductions.

Inc..

now

figuring that there will

be

250,000 home -installations, and
8,000 more in bars, by this October.

On the basis of 'six viewers per
home set and 50 for a tavern screen,
according, to the manufacturer's new

$32,972;

Charles Chaplin, $13,402; Jerry Colonna,
$2,348; Florcnce Colonna, $2,243; Melvyn
Douglas. $2,008;- Helen Gahagan Doug-

$1,924; Leon Errol, $2,955; Ann estimates, this will add up to an au$10,884; rettJc Ferry, $3,624; dience
ot close to 2,000,000 persons.
Estes Tlieatie Corp.- (National
Theatres Am^, Co., $2,563; Nils T.
These, manufacturers have emGranlund, $2,753; Bomta Granville.. barked, it is further' disclosed, on a
Sidney Grauman, $5,581; Max
Haberman, $3,785; Hawaii Theatres, concerted policy to concentrate their
Inc.; $3,615: Howard Hawks, $6,S42; sales in the New York area 'with a
Nancy Hawks, $6,542.
^view to making it the medium's test
Louis Hayward, $9,561; Frank Gapra,
that end, according to
Bruce market
$3,238; Lucille Capra^ $3,240;
Humberstone, $6,152; Marsha Hunt, infocniation tiirculating. in ad agency
las,

•

Dvorak.

Fox

Tele Augments

Filiiis

$9,017;

^

At Coast Theatre

Long Beach, Cal., Feb, 10.
The Lakewood theatre here^ sans
Hunte Theatres^, $4,641; Ann
its
own television station, has $3,219;
Hardmg. $6,723; Wemerlannsen, $4,593;
launched itself as the first known Bud Abbott, $16,333: Central. Casting,
regularly
incorporate
theatre
to
large-screen, projected video as part
of its doily program tO: augment film
fare.
Without upping admissions,
it'll haul in the best of what's avaiU
able, be it matinee or evening, with
the stress laid on -public and special
events.- House is- also first nonmetropolitan, stand to go for tele.'
Jack Richards,. local.' Colonial
dealer, installed the 8x10 screen, using front (new here) projection system, for A sneak preem late one
night last week. The audience reaction was such that owner, S. Charles
Lee, also a theatre architect, and
manager Robert MaUon decided on
the spot to continue regularly.
'

$5,675;
$5,556.

market.

circles, each' manufacturer is
fensibly committed to allocate
Corp. (L. A.) ,. of the' current year's output

marketing

around

New

os.

60%
for

York 'and

<

-

,

'

•

'

ford Odets, $8,373; Berge WcismuUer,
Marie Wilson, $2,469; Alma
$1,497;
Matia Werfel (estate of Franz Wcrfel),

Grant

$10 941;

Withers, $1,223;

'Withers,

Jane

$2,162;

Monty Banks,

$4,424;

Ralph

Bellamy, $1,512; Eric Blore,
Ann Blyth, $1,968; John «t
Marcelita- Boles, $1,807; Janet Gaynor.

.

WTTG; ABC-WMALr-TV and NBC•WNBW) announced ,last Week, Their

tally of sets in Wttshington homes as
of Feb. 1 is 7;300, in contrast to
6,600 on Jan. 1.

$2,100;

Brian Aheme,
Aherne, $4,174,
$511;

$2,857;

,

Eleanor estimates by

'

Hope

Show

Feb, 19 as the date of its first meeting, at the Wings Club, Biltraore
hotel, N. Y. Numijer.of w.k. show"biz personalities are active in forming the group including Tex M'cCrary plus actors Ezra Stone and
Mark O'Daniel.
Formal presentation of the charier
will be made at the meet by Jinx
Falkenburg <Mrs. McCrary),

.

'in line

day) aboard, the Queen Elizabeth,
returning to this country in about
six weeks for further huddles on
this proposed reciprocal plan. He
revealed that his Pilgrim Pictures'
firm now has one picture, "Guinea
Pig,'-* on the floor in Britain, which
is "being produced by John Boulting Owners A-ssn., on whose television
committee he is a member.
find directed by Roy Boulting, Another film: will' be produced by Peter
Ustinov from a book by Eric Linklater, with a third slated to come
Bnttonholes Prez
from Noel Coward. This will be
Washington, Feb. 10.
Coward's "Peace in Our Time,
Bob Hope was recieived by Presiwhich the- playwright will al.so pro
dent Truman at the White House
duce and direct.
yesterday (9) as the star buttonholed
the chief executive for the first conBiz Unit trib-.;tion to this year's Bed Cross
Doolittle's
A showbiz SQ[uadron of Gen. Jame,s drive, in advance of the official
opening.
Present also were memDo'olittle's Air Force Assn, is now
being formed.
New org has set bei's of Hope's party and former
-

l^lieatres

Committee bases- Its figures on
the Electric Institute
Washington and other sources.
-Louise Albritton, $2,303; Don the of
with that, Lee is
Service
was inaugurated last month,
Beachcomber
(Fred
Hoar),
$3,751;
also working on sirailai^ plans for
Herbert J. & Gale Sondergaard Bibcr- and the stations will relefise monthsome 20 indie exhibs who carbon fais< tnan. $1,709; Michael Blankfort, $1,434; ly totals on set distribution from
efl^orts, and installations for which Laurie Blankfort, $1,434; Eddie Albert,
$9,378; Margo Boland Albert, $11,109; imw on.
he'll supervise. He's keeping a comSara Allgood, $3,405; Werner Anderson,
plete photographic record of his oWn $1,098;
Lucille
Ball
Ariiaz.
$2,244;
layout for master patterning and will Arnold Productions, $6,172, Mihail &
'ifvoone Bakaleinikoff. $1,976: Kenny
furnish all with a complete rundown Baker,
3-Way. FinandDg For
'
$8,735; Gracie Fields, $10,190.
on operation, A full report goes to
NEW YORK
the Southern- California Theatres
Loew's, Inc., $11,668: Adolph Abeles,
Geo. Sands
sible,

Del Giiidi^e, meanwhile,' is slated
to return to England today (Wednes-

Cobart

-

Boris Karloff, $2,090; Evelyn Karloft,
Emmet Lavery, $2,395; Gen- maintain a proi>ortionate advertis-^
$1,194;
evieve Lavery $2,394; Francis & Mar- ing and promotion campaign.
ilyn IL^derer, $5,533; Paul Lukas, $6,132;
Kenneth McKenna, $2,718; Irene Manning, IK!,1 18; Aubrey Mather, $2,195;
'
RcMldy McOowall, $3,226; Femand GraD. C. Selling '?e» -« Month
vet, $10,032: Mrs. Femard Gravet, $10,WashiAgtoh, Feb. 10.
'032;- Metropolitan Theatres Corp., $25,'757;. Thomas Mitchell, $13,572; Monarch
D, C; tel«! dealers are selling
Phot6 Co. (L. A.), $2,169.
«i
video x-eceivers here at the rate of^
Morgan,
Russ
$5,996; Conrad Nagel,
committee
$2,356; iNational Pictures Corp of Cal,, 700 a month these days, a
$2,864; Virginia Van Upp Nelson, $9,975; made -up of reps of the three operatJohn B. Ncsbitt, $3,775; Elliott Nugent, ing television 'stations (Dumont's
$9.040;- Mr.<j. Elliott Nugent, $9,040; Clif-

his films refuse to export the" films to England. Therefore,
he said, it's almost certain they
Though installationr is permanent,
would go for. any plan that would
30-day test will be made now to
give 'them.* chance at the British insure having the. best system pos-

'

$1,643; Sol Abeles. $1,200; Milton &
Beatrice Ahrens, $4,02,5; Licia Albanesc.
^,105; Laura F, Albee, $6,266; Maxwell
-Anderson, $4,019; Associated Filmaker.s,
Inc., $3,292; Phil Baker, $2,602; Tallulah
Bankhead, $1,619; Martin F, Beck,
$1,271;
Joseph T, Berliuger, $2„'i92;
Bill's Gay Nineties. $4,968; Blue Network Co,. $8,385; Mary BOland, $721;

Garbo as

A three-way- financing deal for
the production of Greta Garbo's film
biog of the French authoress, Goorge
Sands, has been tentatively set between Sir Alexander Korda, French
Pathe and Peter Cusick, film's proBook-of-the-Month $13,142.
ducer. George Cukor will direct the
Nat Brusiloil, $1,823; Cafe Society, film, which will be-lehsed in France
Inc.,
Mady
lier,

John Carradine, $2,278;
Christians, $4,506; Constance Col$1,511;
Irving Collins
(station
$1,025;
Columbia Films of

$3,218;,

WHOM),

India, Ltd., $1,357: Columbia Pictures
nf Louisiana, $3,397; Kitty Carlisle,

R e co r d
(Bridgeport), M2,136.

$3,962;

Columbia

i

n8

Corn.

and Bngland.
Arriving in the U. S. Saturday

f7),

Korda will leave for Hollywood in
a few days to set up studio space
for "King's General," a James Mason
starrer to be directed by his brother

CommericJl Radio Sound Corp., $17,to Japan Joseph Grew.
187:
Noel Coward, $2,725: Hume
roll next fall'
Hope, who did hi.'s radio show out Cronyn, $2,096; Dorothy Bliss Gro.ss, Zoltan. Pie is likely to
to hanWashington tonight (10), goes $3,260; Bryan Davis Publi,shing Co.. at 20th-Fox, which is slated
Debs Memorial Radio Fund, dle its U, S, distribution.,
New York Friday (13) to help $17,711;
$6 221; Decca Records, $2,562; Dell Pubformally kick oft' the drive.
S°v 15.030; Sally DeMarco,

Ambassador
of
to

Ned Deptaet, $1,443; Jessica
Dragonctte, $3,592; Olin Downes, $1,161;

$1,3«8;».

Takes Over Del Mar

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
New publicity arrangement is the
chief operational change as Arnold
Grant, chairman of the board of diO'KEEFE
LUJACK rectors, takes full control of the Del
Johnny Lujack, Notre Dame's AU- Mar racetrack. Clark Ramsay AsAmerican quarterback, has retained sociates will handle publicity, with
F. C. (Corky) O'Keefe as his per-» budget for that purpose upped to
.sonal manager in 'connection with $89,000. Ramsay continues as veepee.
West Coast rep of Monroe Green"films, radio, etc.
Lujack, who has just signed with thai Co., Inc., is handling advertisthe Chicago Bears pro team, has a ing. Group headed by Grant bought
Bing
Crosby and Pat O'Brictr inEnterprise
Brodeal cookios with

HMDLES

_

ductiond.

Publix
Florida

GEORGIA

JOel

Mrs.

$6,^7:

Irene

is

.

cm

$19,801;
$4,929,

Martin Davis Theatres of
(Marianna Theatre). $1,045.

Rich, $3,984; Robert Riskin,
^3,579; l,ela E, Rogers. $1,848; Wesley
Ruggles, $2,171; Marcelle (Mrs. Wesley)

-

,

ILLINOIS

Balaban .-'& Katz,
Great gtate. Theatres.

Brown Ser

(filaudette Colbert). $2,515: Carl Brisson, $2,329; 'Ella Raines, $1,273; -Anne

Bo^

Georg Gruber.

•

'

Revere- (Rosen),

.

.

'

wOi

organi'zatioAB,

celebrate the '450th year of its exEmperor Maxi-"
istence this year.
milian I (1493-1519), -was the original sponsor.
Prof, Josef Krips present director,
will arrange special concerts in May.
will be f|.r^t to. sing in
Choir
the- partly repaired St. j^tephen^^
Cathedral.
Fonner director Dr.'

writers who have reciently organized
their own production -units to take
.advantage of th'cS Z5% capital gains
tax. He would use the talent to produce films for him either in England
or the U, S.
With theso films practically assured of boxoSice value in this
country because of the. American
name talent involveid, del Giudice
says' he could' t>romise- the British
government new sources. of direlyneeded dollar exchange by playing
the British-made >pix Jn th6 U. S.
In return for that, he believes he
get the British to rescind the 75%
tax on an equal number' of U. S.produced films playing in -England.
He expressed conviction that, while
the. tax is -considered an- extreme
necessity by the Bialish government,
the government would "go for -any
decent arrangement- that could be

iBeiterating that he was speaking
«nly for himself, del Giudice averred
that the huge film companies that
exist in both the U. S. and England
«re xio longer-able to produce films
'W'ith the proper attention to art.
•T?he best way to finance films," he
said, "is to back the creators and
( leave them completely free. It's no
gbbd to look over the shoulders 6s a
painter while he works.
Ideal
/
financing can only be done by small
£roups. Wb^ organizations expand
t|le power, of. the salesmen increases
twSi, lAuch as I admire any good
salesman, bis' becoming :the real boss
lit fatal tof any expression of art."
Prodiicer declared that it was for
tliat'reason tliat lie left the J. Arthur

$4,014.-'

CALIFORNIA

•

•

'

of Cal.,

list:

•

>

'

Co,, $63,928;

rFrank. Borzage, $20.7:37:

Vienna, Feb. 3.
Vienna Boys Choir, one gj Vienna's

.

As for the American industry, del
Giudice believes it's being seribusly
JiUured by continiiedf stress on the
t'ir sy^tetft and the niass production:
technique^ resulting from the largeBcale producing arid distributing ovr
Expressing doubt that
ganizations.
the star system, still holds value, he
declared that a steadily-incrfeasing
number of people are becoming discontented with "their film lare. TShesp
people, hei said, have started 'to re«li2e ihAt ideas expressed in films
are more important than the people
Appearing in them. * He cited the
decrease In autograph -hunt e r s
noted since his' last U. S. visit in
1946, adding that "such symptoms
must be watched carefully, else large
publicity investments based on the
star system may one day prove dis-

Bear Film

O

America, '.$2,186; Jane Pickens, $1,4G9Producing Co., $2.-),767'
'Louis Prima, $2,005; Presto Hecordinii
^1*> Sayou, $2(>:j3;
S°£i?''
Radio Television .. Institute, $27,988'
John Raitf, $2,173; Raven Screen Coip'.
$2,405; Herman Shumlin, $10,188; He-gent-State Corp, (Warner Bros.), sii
Da2;,Bingling Bros,, Barnum & Baile-v.
June and William Robson
§5,286;
$2,845; Select Theatre Corp,, $4,236*
VTtaphone Corp,, $3,221; Kurt WeiU.

$150,135.'

Die' complete

)•

Corp;'.

were the Playwrights

Sound Equipment Corp:

(Arthur Murray, Inc

ffi4,839

$8,644;
Muzak Ti-.-iii:
Ivan-,
bo1cnsuv
Obolensky);
$2,172;
Mont'4
$5,000;
Paramount Film« o£
Ibidia, $691; Paramount Films of South

Times, $209,435;-' Beeves
Laboratories
and , Beeves

cuit, $75,375;

and-

Vm

<

Muzak

scriptlops, -45.359;

(Serge
Proser

Studios, $633,316; King I*eature's, $88,063; Texas-Interstjite Cir-

CHOIR BOYS TO
FETE ITS 450TH ANItt

'Simultaneous breakti>rough of the
British 75%, tax stalemate and the
American film companies' embargo
on sending their product to England
is the effect hoped for through negotiations conducted on the Coast during the last two weeks by British
producer- Filippd- del Giudice.
whi'ch they should never send over
Emphasizing that his- _plan would
here. With the American public con- require .permission of the British
ditioned to good British films, when gpvernment,
del Giudice. would
they're lured into seeing a 'bad one work' out a teciprocal trade agreethey, must get the same impression menjt -with certain U. S. stars who
as they would if they went to Radio have percentage deals on each of
GitjE Music Hall expecting to see'tjhe their films or indie production- outEockettes, only to have the curtain fits in Hollywood. Latter are com'
rise on a Shakespearean tragedy."
posed mainly of stars, directors and
-

Heading

Released through Republic Pteturea

Fib Tangle

Murray,

.

New York

new Sound

T'

Wendy- Barrle -Meyer, $1,764; Muni
Morrow. $2,141; Movie Songs, Ini
$3,943; ,tBne Murray, $24,549 and Phvllis

'

1948"

KEN MURRAY'S
"BILL AND COO"
for

Robcit
-

?tetr*polis Theatre Co., $3,734.

1946

the corporations?

$6,400;

Johnny. Long, $4,426; .Ev^ly'ri Mbc;
Gregor *2,26|; Madison Square dat
den, $28,333; Jinx Falkenberg McCr.uv
tt,242; John R. (Tex) McCrary, 8741;

$190,049,

Capitan Theatrei Hollywood, Cal. Sound

Watch

feature lenKth film production,

,

"Each of our nations has its own
culture," he said, "and each form
of art must be treated in a specialized way. Realism achieved by the
British in^tbeir pictures has earned
their success in America.- But the
British also tnake bad pictures,

WE£K!

Lait,
$1,763:

Lee,
$1
cessorstorMayli

Lillian (Mrsv)
tor, 1$107 ,435;
MacMurray, $86,686; Mitchell Leisen,
$27,646; and ItyiHg and Sydell Geist,

KEN MURRAY'S

ToBritish-U^.

lease of all their aims in this coun-

Landry,

$107,435

—

Jack

$1,9S4;

rebate recipients
named Sunday (8) ihcluded Max
Faetor, $125,463;. Eddie and Ida Can-

295th

194%

H0,438 fo|Ms

l^Canbr'sl

just re»

figures
"'-.,'•',

Leading

Fred and

given ''speelalized booicing?'
Prior to his return to England today (Wednesday), del Giudice, for-

)

Government

ing to
leased.

ol yeai-s,

try.

for

Washington, Feb. 10.
Radio Corp. of America got back
a fat $4,675,438 in overpayment of
1946 F.ederal taxes, to top a Jong list
of show bi2 and related corporations
and individuals' kickbacks, accord-

By BOB STAHL
Despite the.failure of most British
films to achieve any hefty earpings
in the U. S. during the last couple

Rebate of

terests in the' trade three years ago.

June Duprez,

$1,530;

Sonny Dunham

Settle Hellinger Estate;

Editor & Publisher, $3,661; El
Film Properties Sold
Morocco, $6,614! Clifton Fadiman,
$1,182; Feature PubUoations, $1,182.
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
^^^^P.
Ella
Logan
The William Morris agency is
Fmklehoff, $1,231; Jane Pi-oman, $3,liS7;
Vladimir Golschmann, $2,194; Morton liquidating
Mark HeUmfier
the
Gould, $8,027; Edmund C, Grainger
estate, thus facilitaUng Gladys Glad
(Jamestown Amus, Co)
$3,313; Gutthe producer's widow,
lohn, Inc, (how Tele-Film), $36204, Hellinger,
Samuel Hammerschlag, $1,058; Sir Ced- getting out of the picture-busincs-'irie Hardwieke, $1,171; Srnfest O.
Humpln'cy
Story intended for
Hauser, $1,367; Hearst Metrotone News,
$16,199.
Bogart has already been sold to
Hillman Periodical, $8,120; Judy Hoi- Metro; other Hemingway stones
liday. $2,920; Hurok Attractions, $18,Burt
including
big •package
941; Intra-Stale^-Theatre Corp., $2,413; ditto.
George Jessel, $2,083; Oscar lcarlwei.4, Lancaster, Howard Duft, director
Kiepura, $7,155; Dennis
$1,466;. Jan
wiU probKing, $1,060; Dorothy Kirsten. $1,323; Jules Das$jn and others
Gene Krupa, $1,591; Efrem Kurtz; '^bly go to Universal.

$1,495;

A

)

.

,

:

McnmES

"Wednesday* Febnuiry 11, 194S

PK AD OmS?

GOVT. COIN FOR
SM

Yaidis Would Have to Accept Principle

Of Tax as Basis
feitbh

tel;
in

difference

JunclaHiental

for Negotiations

On
Washington, Feb.

Cripps ITixes Freeze

State Department has

Gripps' GuarantejB

British

ment

chequer,

.

if

it

on

he would not.
allow Britain to amass a huge future
debt by piling up frozen currency.
AU sign's were starting to point,

just, as insistent
.

that,

however, to the fact that a settle(Continued on page 55)
'

'

suggested

to

that he make written
directly with ,Cripp.s.

,

Johnston
contact

'Reciprocar

In

Deal,
J.

Rank

Du^ for Threshing

Arthur Rank's reciprocal disSeal with Universal will

tribution
.

10.

film industry execs have
strong protest to the
of Ti*ade regarding what they

a

When the Rarik-Unlversal

Of

course,
tieup was

(Continued on page 18

REPORT SALE OF ODLUM

RKO STOCK TO HUGHES
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Deal in which Howard Hughes has
been negotiating to buy out Floyd
Odium's Atlas Corp. stock in RKO
has been reportedly consummated
except for the actual signing. Both
Hughes and Odium have been in
California for some weeks dickering
On terms of the transfer.
Vnder the agreemert, it's understood, there'll be no chanf e in RKO's
management, with N. Peter Rathvon to continue as prexy and Dore
Schary as production chief. Stock
amounts to 932,000 shares, giving
Hughes control of the company.
Stock closed at $7.87y2 per share
on the N. Y. exchange toilay (Tues'

'

day).

resulted in reports of many syndicates being formed in high
.tp .take oyei; .houses that
the majors would have to un-

.Blac.es

load.

Tonic for

MPAA

Flacks

_Eric Johnston, prexy of the Motion Picture Assn. of America, arrived in New York yesterday (Tuesday) from Washington and remains
today (Wednesday). In addition to
confabs on various matters in the
international field, he is being used
oy the MPAA flacks in their current
nypoed public relations campaign.
, Johnston was interviewed yesterday by Newsweek for
a feature on
the MPAA and today
appears on the
Martha Deane radio sOiow, femme
program on WOR,
.

WX

two days' arguments, on appeal
S.

Supreme Court.

There was considerable diversity

among celluloid legalites,
was generally felt that these
amendments would be made as a
result of the industry's momentDUS

of opinion

but

it

.

court battle;
1. The
highly'ControverSial competitive-bidding' feature was flguSredt

-

'

bidding.

.

A

'

much argument in its
favor having come in the last two
days. Many indie exhibs also want
possibility,

He

Vatican

this in the: decree.
3.

has no tor, who has just returned from
sums now frozen Rome. Unger said that the Catholic
Church is providing coin for a series
Macy has been assigned by the of 12 features and a flock of shorts
State Department to work with reps which are being made for general
of the film, radio and publishing m- distribution. Idea is to demonstrate
dustries in drawing up an appropria- that completely moral pictures can
$40,000,000

be entertaining.
Initialer, which Unger

also

tion bill to cover the costs of a forr

eign information program. Congress
has been much more inclined to support such a measure since the jun-"
kets overseas hy many of its members during the past summer.

is

trying to
"Fabri-

is

ola," starring. Michele Morgan. It's
in French; although being made in

Rome.

It

000,000

lire

reported costing 270,(about $700,000), which
U.nger said is equivalent to making
a $5,0004000 picture in Hollywood.
It's a story of Catholic martjrrs in

Roman

1}egree of divestiture which tfa«

(Continued from page 6)

SCHWALBERG SET AS
PAR SALES EXECUTIVE
Alfred W. Schv(ralberg, who leave*
Eagle Lion at the end of this <week,
Paramount exec staff next
(16). He reportedly will be

joins the

Monday

distribution

a special assistant to
chief Charles Reagan.

Among

hist

duties, it is anticipated, he will pay
special attention to exchange operations. Par has no such post at present, the task of supervising branches
being divided among other execs.
.

snare .for U. S. distribution,

LORBER NAMED AIDE
TO SCHAEFER AT ENT

is

times.

Indie producers can get backing

Sbhwalberg was boss of exchange
operations for Warne'r Bros, for
many years before leaving to join
International Pictures in 1944. K9
went to £L a little more than a 'year
ago as general salesmanager. He Is
being succeeded there by William
Heinemah, who becomes v.p. in
'

.

charge of distribution,
chanrge of distribution.

(Further

Herman Larber, who resigned from the 'Vatican by showing accept- details -on Heineman's takeover on
from Paramount three weeks ago, able story and production setup, Un- page 5)..
will become assistant to George J. ger stated. Worldwide distribution
Schaefer, v.p. in charge of distribu- of the films, outside of Italy, is to be
By Picture Firms In
tion for Enterprise', Schaefer an- by Franco-London Films, Paris outr
nounced yesterday (Tuesday).
fit,
he added. Unger is partnered
Top-Priced Stories?
Lorber takes over in a few days. with Harry Brandt and Martin LeHollywood, Bfeb, 10.
He was with Par 31 years," serving vine in Tola Productions, makers of
Trade Mark Regletorod
Purchase by' Paramount last week when he left as h.o. liaison with "The Roosevelt Story" (UA). -Latter
POUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN
of "The Heiress," Broadway, draPar's mideastern division h.q. in is to be preemed in London shortly
PuliUshea Wcdttr hr TABIBXT, Inc.
matic hit, and by 20th-Fox of Philly and h^dling circuit sales in with 'MI'S. Eleanor Roosevelt and
Sid Silverman, ^itealdent
"Prince of Foxes," best-selling nov- the New YorS: territory.
Winston Churchill in attendance.
1E4 West «etll St., New York 1», S. T.
el, marks a revival of interest by the
SUBSCRIPTION
major studios in top-priced story
Foreign.. ... ,U1
Annual.
110
Single Copies. . .,..,.....>... 25 Cents'
properties.
Economy wave which

National Boxoffice Survey

struck last fall as a result of diminished domestic and foreign income
has had virtually all studios sliying
away from high-cost materiaf.

Cold WeatK^r Return Hits Biz

— 'Meant

For

'Walk,' 'Sierra,' 'Timberlane,' 'Relentless^

Time has come, however, when

Me/

Continued

snow

in

this

extreme

many

spots,

cold,
is

wide, in order of strength and showing in individual playdates, are

plus
cutting

"Captain Castile" (20th), "T-Men"
(EL) and "Bishop's Wife" XRKO).
the Runners-up are headed by "Fugi-

into the national boxoffice
Even in key cities
stanza.

deeply

covered by Variety where
"Killer
McCoy"
(RKO),
weather moderated over the last Itive"
weekend, a new cold wave starting (M-G) and "Voice of Turtle" (WB).
early Monday hurt seriously. Holi- Last-named is doing a lot better
day crowds on Feb. 12 (Lincoln's outside of N. Y., being neat to
are expected to bring -smash in some four keys this week.
birthday)
I

however, to keep them
going, especially with more production planned for 1948 {han during
the final war and recent postwar
enough,

I

!

I

years.

Of the now pictures, "I Knew
Companies have been particularly better business in many localities.
at avoiding costume pictures
"Meant For Me" (20th) is measur- Susie" (RKO), "Double Life" tU)
as being too costi.v to make, pre- ing up to its promise of last week and "To Ends of Earth" (Col) loom
"Life," which
ferring, instead, modern-day yarns with thin to solid takings, but ob- as best currently,
which by their veiy concept can be taining enough playdates to finish opens at N. Y. Music Hall soon, is
produced, more cheau^. That made first in the b. o. derby. Close be- pacing L. A. with solid $44,500.
Samuel hind is "Walk Alone" (Par), which "Susie" is strong both in Boston and
20th's purchase of the

doing big trade in a majority of Cleveland. '"Saigon" (Par), another
spots, even though oh holdover and new entry, looks nice in Detroit.
extended-run in many. Third posi"My Girl Tisa" (WB). also new,
tion goes to "Sierra Madre" (WB), is thin in Chicago, very mild in BufKernerLeaveaGoldwyn
which has tended to taper in hold- falo and fair in L. .A.
"Fabulous
Jlollywood, Feb. 10.
over locations currently.
Texan"
(Rep) shapes solid in Det.
Lou Kerner, casting director far
Fourth from top is "Cass Timber- "Miracle Can Happen" (UA) teed
Samuel Goldwyn, is leaving tlie
.strong
off
as
great
disappointment
in
onmost
still
a
iQiio"
(M-G)
but
lot after contract expii-ed. In line
"Smugglers" (EL) is hitting
Fifth best is the N. Y.
with Goldwyn's economy program, opening weeks.
there has been too little work to' newcomer, "Relentless" (Col), which a fine figure in L. A. on one of first
dates.
in
six
trim
some
solid
to
shapes
as
keep Kerner busy.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports
His duties Will be added to those of key spots.
ton Pages 9«U)
Others in the top eight naUoaproduction chief Leon Fromkess.
(Continued on page 54)

is

'

'

j

'

'
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INDEX

Tops

producers have started

to run out of
properties suitable for top-budget
productions.
They have fine-toothcombed their shelves and, as a matter of fact, found considerable story
material there. It's been far from

:

be knocked out. This was cona boon to some indie exhibitors generally, but it would be a
defeat for four of the Big: 5. de*
fendant companies, which favored:,
sidered

compulsory arbitration sys*
2.
tern similar to the one in the 194(i
consent decree loomed as a good

aiming

Johnston's Trip to N. Y.

first

before the U.

to

with

connection
abroad.

Nate Blumberg, U's a new clause to the Local GovernCheever Cowdin,- chair^ ment Bill empowering city and
town
the board; Joseph Seidel- councils to subsidize cultural
enterinan, veepee heading the' foreign tainments.
Bevans said that he was
dept.; and Robert Benjamin, prexy sure
drama would eventually die in
of Rank's U.S. organization. Ben-*
Britain unless city authorities moved
jamin'will .speak at the huddles for to assist it through financial
backRobert R. Young, controlling stock- ing. He also
included ballet, films
holder of Pathe Industries, which in and
concerts.
turn owns !E!agle Iiion. EL also has
• reciprocal distrib tieup with Rank.
XJ is now scraping, the barrel on Revival
of Interest
distributed iii
ing the prohibitive tax.

'

Possibility of divorcement has

"Bhe

WIT

and IBA

Washington, Feb. 10.
Sharp changes in major features
New York anti-trust decree,
including the possible elimination of
competitive bidding and a modified
form, of theatre divorcement, wers;^
predicted tonight (Tuesday) by film
lawyers following a windup of the

of the

.

"

J.;

hands which can be;
England without pay-

.

theatres operate more efficiently
and profitably than,_ the production end.

Angels Fihns

countries.

man ;'0t

films in Ranlc's

,

Balaban and 20th-Fox prexy
Spyros Skouras, who came up
through the exhibitor route,
naturally have a feeling that

In toting up its $40,000,000 expense
sheet, industry figured in the cost
Italian indie producers have a new
of prints and( overhead on the dis- financial
angel—the .Vatican, it was
tribution operation, plus a proporreported in New York this week by
tion of negative cost which might be
fairly allocated to this group of Oliver Unger, foreign pic distribu-

are

(Wed.)

liste'd

ganda.

Board
term an "unwarranted and unfair
attack on the industry in an irresponsible statement by a Minister
of the Grown." Move stemmed from
a recent remark in Parliament by
Aneurin Bevan, Minister of Health,
thaf he hoped to see cinema theatre s municipally sponsored. Bevan
also pointed some barbs at Holly-,
woodi remarking that "we are

is

;

in

Since the appropriation which the
Sfate Department will request must
also include funds -for- books, radio
and other mass media, it is anticipated in informed quarters that the
maximum the film industry, has any
chance of getting is about $5,000,000.
Aim of the coin, of course, would be
to keep rolling those media which
most effectively present the message
of democracy in nations now being
overwhelmed with Soviet propa-

come up for review and possible
revision in importaiit Londbn huddles slated for next week among
The
toppers of both companies.
British
long-protracted
75% ad treated with all kinds of treacly
valorem tax is calling the tune. It's stuff from the U. S. Thank
goodbeen playing havoc with the mutual ness we shall not get any more of
cross-distributing deal of U and that for some time."
Rank.
Bevans' attack was part of an
Shoving off tor England today announcement that he was drafting
prevy;,

operation

$10,000,000.

Brings Protests
London, Feb.

of

divorcement

their theatres and divest themselves of their production and
distribution affiliates.
This is
held particularly true since men
like Paramount prexy Barney

would be about
$40,000,000, McCarthy demonstrated
to Macy. Inasmuch as that figure is
patently beyond any expectation- in
&n appropriation by Congress, it was
agreed by the industry to scale down
the amount to the more realistic

Bevan Pix Attack

entered

by John McCarthy, assistant

the countries

British

75% Tax Crimp on

costs

..Actual ^expenses

'

have

decreed by
the Supreme Court, it is opined
in the industry that a number of
companies will elect to keep
If

ment.

Guarantee was said to have
,

approximately 30

chief of the international division of
the Motion Picture Alisn. of America^
to J. Noel Macy, of the State Depart-

agrees to accept the

bP.e,n.. cprivexed. ...to^.thQ.. lyiotion
Picture Assn. of American prexy
by Tom O'Brien, head of the
National Assn. of Theatrical and
Kiflematograph' * Ehiployts,"' by
phone. O'Brien is understood to

in

Keep Theatres?

countries throughout the world. That
was learned here last week following presentation of a mass of data

principle of a tax.

,

operating

of

London, Feb. 10.
Cripps has reportedly guaranteed Eric Johnf
ston that he personally wiU conduct the negotiations with the
American' industry on a settleStafford

HERMAN LOWE

-*By

help the film industry meet the cost

-

chancellor of the exit is said, allowed the word
to be passed to Johnston that he
resumption of newelcome
would
gotiations providing the Americans
niake no advance conditions and' acprinciple
of a tax, although
the
cept
not necessarily the present 75%
levy." American industry has constand that it will
taken
the
sistently
not go for a tax."
U. S. execs are fearful that a tax
would practically ruin them, since
every other country would ^)robaWy
follow the British example. On the
other hand, Sir Stafford has been

By Major Firms Before High Court

10.

agreed to

request from Congress $10,000,000 to

Sir

|

Modified Divorcement After Appeal

prin-

Britain
eiple between the U. S, and
on settlement of the 75% tax impasse was pointed by terms of the
Eric
to
representation
unofficial
Johnston that Sir Stafford Cripps reportedly authorized over the week-end.,
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N. Y. Theatres Ride Ont Cold
\fidi Less

this

Wave

Heat Bat No Shutdowns

Fuel oil shortage throughout the4'
iero-stricken east has not yet forced
any circuit houses in the New. York
metropolitan are» to cloiw dovm, a
check of major and Indie -chains

showed

Asks Legit, Fix MgrsJ«rse

week.

Leading the oil-saying steps by
nearly all theatres is the practice of
reducing temperatures. Some chains
eased their difficulties by converting
to coal. While in New York City the
police and health depts. were giving
absolute priorities to homes and
dwellings, a substantial number of
theatres had received , emergency
iuei' oil. grants in order to maintain
temperatures high enough to pre-

June Lockhart In
Bromiield Yarn for EL
June Lockhart's

starring role
for Eagle Lion, following her culling
pf top plaudits for her part in the
Broadway legiter, "For Love or
Money," will be in "Jenny,"' flUnizar,;
tion of the Louis Bromfield novel.
She leaves the play May 30 to head

coastward.

first

.

likely that part of the action
of "Jenny" will be lensed on BromIt's

fire

points out it had. converted about a
dozen of its theatres to coal over the
past few weeks for the "duration of
Operating on a
the emergency."
"day-tOTday" basis, according to its
treasurer, Emanuel Frisch, is the
Handforce Amus. Corp. with. 42
'
Brooklyn houses. "We've, cut the
temperature to 65 in all of our Iheatres with no complaints fronv the

IndBeSodetyDoe

To Settk in N.Y.

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
i
Mainspring of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers
And, in addition, six houses will soon center
in the east, elimihave been converted to coal in the nating virtually all the personnel
past«tvvo w.eeks,- putting half the cirhere.
Practical force will be incuit on that fuel now "
stalled in New York, familiar with:
Sol Strausberg, prexy of the Inter- all
phases of film sales- and distribuboro circuit, another L. I. chain, de- tion.
public.

'

clared that since a majority of his
houses burn oil, the company was
keeping the theatres "pretty cool"
With the public's cooperation. Average temperature during the cold
wave, he said, was about 60, Strausberg was skeptical of the value of
coal conversion,

,

8430

100 Weeks

Nabes,W
ins in First

was

Action

SIMPP meeting

on at an
which Guenther
SIMPP's

decided
at

Lessing, acting chairman of

exec committee and veepee of Disney Productions, presided. He announced a distribution committee to
head the realigned office, comprising
James
Mulvey (Goldwyn), Grad
Walter Reade circuit, with 40 theSears
(United Artists), William B.
and
upstate
atres in JSfew Jersey
Levy
(Disney), Budd Rogers (group
diffir
New Yorkj is experiencing no
of
indie
of
its
producers) and" Milton
culty with the exception
Broadway and Kingston in Kingston, Kramer (Selzhick). Committee also
N. y. Houses have a lO-day fuel Sup- will choose a successor to former
SIMPt*
prexy
according
to
Donald M, Nelson,
ply, but the entire town,
a- Beade exec aide, is facing an oil
Committee was directed .to work
famine due .to,the.free?e-up of the with Robert J. Rubin, anti-trust
Hudson river, bjr" ^nbicb the Oil is counsel, to determine what action
transported^
should be taken to protect members
Other chains' faring better than' as a- result of the Jackson Park case,
most circuits are Loew's, which de- Chicago,, which is expected to create
«lared Monday (9) that "at this time a distribution pattern affecting other
all."
Skouras
trouble
at
no
we: have
cities.
Feelins that the real dischain is also, in comparatively good tribution activity centers in the east
shape since only four of its houses caused a decision to establish N. Y,
in" the metropolitan area burn oil. headquarters,
,
Fabian loop converted one house to
In discussing
coM last week, and otherwise con- tion. Sears told the Chicago situai^
members that such
iridered it was "fairly lucky" due to
a decision is wrong geographically
an ample fuel supply.
for cities like Chi and N. Y., where
first runs are segregated,
whereas
Warn PhlUyi Amus, Spots
geographically a city like Los AnPhiladelphia, Feb. 10.
geles is laid out so that first runs
Operators of filmers, niteries and
£an be disposed of adequately in
other places of amusement were' the
multiple-run method.
warned yesterday to out down, on
New committee also will concern
the use of fuel oil or lace a Govern- itself
with foreign bans. Consider,*
crackdown.
'

circuit.

xne'nt

,

,

'

able discussion on the Biritish
tax
The warning came from Brig. Gen.
was held, following Sears* report On
Brenton G. Wallace, State fuel co- the
progress of negotiations.
Sev©rdinator, who pointed out that it
eral producers expressed
concern
might be necessary for Government

.action in- order to' conserve oil to
heat homes,, hospitals and industrial
cjatablishment$ and offices,.

BARNEY BALABAN HOLDS
1,400 COMMON M PAR

over some of the reciprocal
deals being reported, claiming
such deals
will play havoc -with
playing time
for mdies.
Sears made a strong

pitch of unity of the
indies, claimmg that now, if ever, is the Ume
for
cooperative protection.

He reported the foreign business
overall for the Industry
is now off
Washington, Feb, 10.
something is pulled
Inr„T*{."^\'^
Barney Balaban.,' .Paramount's out of the hat to offset the British
i>Fexy> now holds Only 1,400 shares situation, the drop will be 90 before
reported losses to the
oi his contpany's common stock as
occupied Countries such
an Individual, according to a report industry
•f the Securities Exchange Commis- as Germany and Japan,

m

There's no telling from the report how many shares, if any, are
Msted in holding companies con-

sion,

.

by Par's chief.
The low figure for Balaban was
^faohed in January after he gave

U

IS fact that the
Burstyn-distributed film,
preenis at the Gotham today,

1,200 shares to the

Balaban

stiir

B &T

Assn., Inc.

holds a $2,000,000 con-

vertible'note from Paramount which
Under certain conditTbns can be converted at the' rate of one share of
common for each $12.50 principal
amount of the converted note.

Meet for New York
.Universal has called a four-day
regional sales meeting in
New York
S"?"^ay, MoYiday, Tuesday
and
w^'i
Wednesday.
(15-16-17-18). Distribution chief William
ScuUy will preside over the confab
of 40 eastern
salesmen, branch and
district

Jack and Major Albert Warner agers.
John

'

sliced their holdings in Warner Bros,
slightly during January.
Former
now holds 423,000 shares of common
plus a 21;500 share trust fund after
gifting 2,000- shares.
Letter's holdings total 428,400 shares and a 21,000
share trust fund following gifts
totalling 2,000 shares.

man-

.

4er his employment pact. He now
holds 6400 shares of common and
warrants entitling him to purchase
I8i290 shares.

Hollywood, Feb.

'

tulning a $250,000 film rental in to
M&B. Total rentals to date, from
circuit and indie deals throughout
the country, amount to approximately $1,150,000. Previous higfi for a
foreign-language film is believed to
be $250,000 snared by Lopert's
"Mayerling" and $160,000 garnered
by "Baker's Wife," which was dis-

by an indie syndicate.
was produced and directed
by Roberto Rossellini, His second
tributed
"City"

go into

New

understood planning to tfo
press agency business in
^ork.
is

try.

TOA toppers are elated over the
deal which holds ASCAP's gains for
the next 10. years to something under 20% of the ^current scale after
ASCAP' had demanded hoists of
300-% and more. The new rate, it'-s

UA

computed, will hand

ASCAP

'

some

$1,800,000 yearly from theatres as
management and to undergo an against $1,500,000 heretofore.
Ten-year length of pact is optional
appendectomy,
Coplan
disclosed
with Alf with each exhibitor. He can malte
that he had partnered
Shipman of Alliance as an indie pro- a deal for any period of time he
choose
up to the full term.
ducer on "Just William's Luck" and
TOA claims to have represented
"Brass Monkey," in neither of which
has any production money. 11,000 theatres in the five-month
negotiations.
It's doubtful that the
Company has option' rights for
worldwide release of both pictures, deal will lead to peace between

UA

UA

Myers Questions

Of

ASCAP

'Right*

to Collect

Washington, Feb.

Commenting on TOA-ASCAP

lOi

,

set-

tlement of the theatre seat^tax situAbram" Myers, National Allied's board chairman, and general
counsel, declared yesterday. (9) that

ation,

UA

the stipulation that
would get
first crack at its distribution.

UA

has made no further plans to
release films produced by British indies, despite its need of product, bethe
"real
question
is
whether
it expects to tee off its own
ASCAP is legally entitled to coUect cause
production in England soon, UA
anything at all."
exec veepee Afthur Kelly disclosed
While in refusing to say whether upon his return from England
reAllied would go along with TOA cently
that the company hoped to
in recommending 'an acceptance of
turn out five films a year in Eug^
the new rates to members, Myers land for the next seven
years. Kelly
disclosed that a settlement would be is now on the Coast,
arranging for
considered next week by the Allied financing of the films with Mary
board at a three-day meet slated fOr Pickford.and Charles Chaplin, UA's
Washington.
owners,
^
Hot pressure on all sides, and
Although he declined to estimate
unanimous revolt by the nation's ex- the
backlog of unreleased films held
hibitors forced ASCAP to accept
by other American companies in
t\i2 25% or so boost instead of
the England
(20th-Fox is Completely
300% originally demanded by it, out of product),
Myers declared, ASCAP move was pinch is already Coplan said the
serious, with one
made to take heat off it, Which was or two British
theatr$5 foiled to
becoming more than the Society shutter
because of a product short:

could take, the Allied official said,
"What we're trying to determine
all along is whether ASCAP has the
.right to collect anything," he added.
"So far, ASCAP has avoided any
final court determination of that

age.

Pinch will be

by the
West End firstrun houses, he said,
with the subsequent^ «xpected to be
hit some time latec

question."

the
col-

lection fees at the source mandatory,
would still be pressed, but he inferred that also would be gabbed

next week's meet.

at

Theatre Tele
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Warners is secretly experimenting
big-screen television, already successfully tested during the last Hose
Bowly, for early theatre usage.

N. Y. to L. A.

L. A. to N. Y.
Annabella
Robert Basslcr

'

Irving Berlin

Dane Clark
George Cukor
De Rochemont
Arnold Grant
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Dorothy Hart
John Joseph
Edwin. Knopf
.

Kramer
Arthur Krim

Stanley

Europe to N. Y.
'

David Coplan

Murray

Silverstone

,

William Schneider
David O. Selznick
Ezra E. Stern
Barnard Straus
Voldemar Veiluguin
Johnny Weissmuller
Cornel Wilde
Charlotte Wynten
Robert R. YounK

dies.''

D. of

JF.

Okays Settlement

It's understood that the Dept. of:
Justice looks favorably on the. settlement. It was quizzed on its attitude .towards a settlement which
some theatres would accept and
others refuse (ASCAP's anti-trust
consent decree prohibits discriminatory rates),, and saw no violation of
the decree. Moreover, the Government will not consider TOA's negotiations for; theatre groups a viola^*
tion of monopoly laws though technically the foanding^gether might
so be treated.
prexy who parTed Gamble,
ticipated in negotiations, bailed the
new rates as "realistic an<l fair in
the light of decreasing theatre box-

TOA

Theatremea represented by
TOA recognized ASCAP as a necessary service, he said, and were willing to recognize that an increase in
the cost of all commodities ju-stificd
some revision in rates.
Fact that new scale "-provides no
boost for theatres Up to 500 seats
"should silence any who miglit leel
oft'ice."

that

TOA represents

terests,' "

Gamble

'big-

declared.

in-

TOA

does not bind any of its members to
acceptance ot the settlement^ Gamble
explained, but merely recommends
their favorable consideration ol it.
Herman Greenberg, ASCAP's asjsistant general manager, headed the
ASCAP negotiating group. TOA's

committee consisted of Elmer C,
Rhoden, Ray Cooper, Si Fabian, Dan
Michalove, Fred Webrewberg, C. E.

Ni.
Sir

El-nest L. Scartlon

Louis Joffe
Pat Weaver

-

'

Cook, Sol Hyman, Maury Miller,
Paul Williams, R. R. Llving.ston, Myron Blank, A. Julian iBrylaw.ski,
Leonard Goldenson, Robert Coyne
and Gamble,

Rawson
Gene Raymond
Eugene B. Rodney
Harry Romm

Leonard Brickson
Sylvia Fine
Sy Fischer
Nina Foch
MarceUo Girosi

-Milton Blackstone
Virginia Bruce

felt first

Louis

IVB'^s

ASCAP and all exhib elements .since
National Allied has already indicated
that it won't go along. Jack Kii-seh,
Allied prexyj declined an invitation
by TOA to participate in the hud*

as well as for another film in the
"William" series, to which Coplan
sold out his rights to Shipman on

Mitchell

the

etc.
It's their idea that the
success with ASCAP will sell roundtable peacemaking (as against litigation and legislation), with the va.st
number of exhibs through the coun-

vision,

i

three British-made Alliance productions scheduled for release during
the next six months, and with several other films already released but
yet to play off completely,
should be set at least fOr the remainder of this year, Coplan said.
In New York for huddles with the

Hume Cronyn

He

After ASCAP Deal
Settlement of the hot ASCAP—
exhib battle- over proposed taoost.s in
seat taxes via across-the-table gnbbing between.;officials of ASCAP and
the Theatre Owners of America is
seen as giving terrific impetus to adjustnients of other trade snarls in a
similar manfier. TOA toppers intend pushing, that technique by
huddling with major distribs on
such thorny posers, as advancedadmission pix, 16m distribution, tele-

Prod

BriL

Nigel Balehin'
Earl Blackwell

into

Held hdnstry Cue

Selznicic Releasing Organization.
Film awaits parents' recovery after
recent birth of their baby,

m

of this weelt.

PeacetsMe Talks

10.

"What Every Young Bride Should
Know," co-starring Shirley Temple
and her husband. Jack Agar, will be
produced by Robert Golden, for the

series of advertising,
publicity

Charles D. Prutzman, Universal's gional conferences Monday.
veepee and general counsel, received
Irv ScUttrfai Lmvint BKo
9,'000 warrants last month which eni
title him to pureiiase 3,000 shares of
TJ's common.
The warrants were York pubUcity department for more
resigning the end
turned over to Prutzman gratis un.11-°

25c.

.

Robert Lantz
Barton MacLane
Tony Martin
George Murphy
Milton Pickman

and
promotion huddles, wUl
participate
the meetmg, as wiU
eastern pubad chief Maurice Bergman,
who returned to New York from
other re-

<

$150,000
$80,000

Mate

to Co-Star
In Selznick's 'Bride'

Shiriey,

'

.Joseph,

pub-ad chief, who
5few Yqrk from the Coast
f^!^T^^
today
(Wednesday) for a two-week

zero
.$V5,0OQ

l9c.
'

teserves right to set special rate toi theatres with continuous
Where a theatre operates three days weekly or less, the
be 50% of the rate,

live talent.
charge will

On

film, "Paisan," is about .to
release in the U. S.

Revenue

10c.

12140,

'.

20c.

,

Myers wouldn't say whether
bill, which would make

4-Bay Sales

over

UA Unconcerned

'

Lewis

Calls

trolled

15c.

be playing simultaneously in
two Times Square bouses. It is continuing the run it started two weeks
ago at the Apollo on 42d street.
Both the Gotham and Apollo are
Brandt houses. Apollo plays Unguals
'48
and subsequent runs, "Open City"
jumped- its first-week gross to an
United Artists Has only one Amer?
estimated $17,300, with the second
week faljiing oft only about $2,500. ican-made 'film left 'for release in
Brandts were so surprised at this Bngland that would be free of the
phenomenon they decided on the British 75% ad valorem -tax, David
Gotham booking and gave the film
a simultaneous third week at the Coplan, TTA's managing director in
Great Britain, revealed yesterday
Apollo.
Picture
is
Howard'
'Open City" had previously pJiayed (Tuesday).
weeks at the sureseater 'World, Hughes* ''Mad Wednesday." With
will

.

,

800-1,600
1,600 and

&

Mayer
when it

,

,

106»
lOc.

Run

"Open City," the Italian film which
has already cracked every possible
gross record for a foreign-language
film in the U. S.,' hangs up still another unusual mark' today (Wednesr
day). It reopens in a Broadway
firstrun house despite the fact it has
already played 100 weeks in the
Times Square sector and has been
through the New York nabcs on the
Skouras

ASCAP

•

409 seats or under
500-799 se?ts

Est. aailed

New Bate

Ccr seat

Bracket

.

785

B^way, in

Rates

Former Bate

No. of
Theatres
5,400,
3,200

Even more unusual

'

ASCAFs New

ASCAP's new rates, effective March 15, e^rcept for contracts running
past that date, is figured to bring ASCAP approximately $300,000 more
than the piresent $1,500,000 or thereabouts, from theatres. New scale
holds for 10 years. Breakdown of scale, number of theatres in each
group, estimated old and added income is, as follows:

ATAM

'

EL execs are
fleld's farm in Ohio.
trying to induce Bromfield to play a
part in the pic.
mains from freezing.
Century circuit, with some 37
houses in Brooklyn and Long Island,

vent

Joint organization pf the Motion
Picture Theatre Operatini! Managers
and Assistant -Managers Guild with
the Assn. of Theatrical Managers and
Agents in the legit field was sugprez,
gested by Ben Boyar,
speaking at the Guild's first annual
dance at the Hotel Astor, N. Y., last
Friday night (8).

Y. to Europe

Thomas Beecham

Robert Benjamin
Nate Blum)}erg
J. Cheever Cowdin
Pilippo del Giudice
Alan Jarvis
Chic Johnson
Alfred N^htingale
'
Ole Olsen
.

»

-

Charles Prutzman

Joseph Seidelman
Maurice Winnick

.

'

Wcdneaday,

11,

Fcliiniurjr
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RE-PLAY BAD-WEATHER PIC SKIDS
TOA

Sets

Up

L^ial Advisory Body

Par Reported Following

TOP POTENTIIIL

To Untie Trade Snarls, Create Forum
Washington, Feb. 10. -f
ThBBtra Owners of America yesterday (Tuesday) formed a legal ad-

New

TOA

•

be to bring local problems
to the national level and to break
down national problems to local
unit will aso act as a
level.
clearing bureau for information for
attorneys, to assist them in local and
said, will

New

•

national problems.

The new group voted

to include
in its laembership industry, legislertive agents and lobbyists. The purpose 'of this is to make it an arm of
TOA; which would be in a position

'

to bring pressure on taxes and other
legislative questions affecting theatre operations.
Next meeting of

the group will be held early in

May

New

York.
'Attending the

in
•

.

first meeting of the
new group were Tom Friday of the
•jComerford Theatres; Maury Miller,
TOA, New Jersey; Lawrence T. Gord6n and Byron Pollard, Butterfield
Circuit; iieonard Rosenthal, TOA,
Albany; Albert Bernstein, Wofnetco
Theatres; Col. Robert Barton, Virfinia Theatre, Owners Association;
ydney Grossman, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners Of New York; Herman M. Levy, general counsel of

TOA; Henry

J.

Stites,

Owners Association, and
Philip Harling, Fabian Theatres.

Kightiist' Actors Purge
In

Hungary Brings Ban

To 11 American Films

:

Free Hand

Opens Hollywood Office
Hollywood, Feb.

10.

Rome A. Belts, president of the
Protectant Film Commission, is establishing offices in Hollywood to
work in closer cooperation with the
film industry in the correct interpretation of Protestantism on the
screen.
PFC was organi?;ed two
years ago by 22 Protestant church
denominations.

Asks

For

advantage of what they consider is
unexhausted b.o. potential.
Exhibs in particularly stricken
areas,
checking over daily tally

On

sheets, are of the opinion that there's
lots of business yet to be squeezed
out of the stronger films which they

have been playing during the bad
weather. Even by extended runs,
William J. Heineman, Bag- le they feel, all patrons who might
Lion's new worldwide distribution want to see a film can't get to the
chieftain, "will have a free hand in
theatre.
setting EL's new safes policy;" Ar-Another unusual aspect of the conthur Krim, company prexy, said tinued toad weather is the way busithis week. Individual selling of pix
ness bounces back whenever the sun
will continue, according to:* Krim,
comes out and the thermometer goes
but any other, changes in distribu(Continued on page 48)
tion setup and program are* up to
Heineman. "
:

,

,

Hotel,

N.

Y.,

starting

Sat.

'ARCH; 'MIRACLE' VIE

sales policy on its current
and forthcoming major product will
be discussed at the conclave. Agenda
also calls' for powwows on proposed
budget hikes for sales promotion.
Krim is in New York for a week
of huddles with Heineman and Max
Youngstein, company ad-pub chief.

With "BLshop's Wile," current tenant ot the Astor, N. Y., probably
completing a 16-week run in time
for a new occupant to come in at
Easter, two pix are now battling it
out for the valuable ^roadway showcase.
They are 'United Artists'
"Arch of Triumph" and RKO's "Miracle of the Bells" Flock of other films
vying for the house have been eliminated via a series of screenings, by
operator Maurice Maurer and execs
of City Investing Co., which owns
the house.
"The Search," multilingual film
made with Metro personnel and coin
by Lazar Wechsler in Switzerland,
has been booked into CI's 'Victoria

said,

because

"I

in

Up

a layoff, unlike a discharge, should
not be arbitrated. Judge Greenberg
called .the words "inteirchangeable"
and stated that the arbitration clause
of SPG's contract with 40th Is applicable.

over

the

issue

of

theatre

license

For National Theatres
An

entertainment. A special committee within the circuit will probably be set up to pass on all sales
messages that advertisers want to
put over. Circuit will, charge fee of
$10 per 1,000 admissions for pix displayed nationally, $12 per 1,000 when
screened only in certain divisions
and $14 per 1,000 when the advertiser chooses select houses.

Some Press Agents

film',

weeks out 'of
Although no request liasto seven

i^iour

every 13.
been forthcoming yet,

one

ex*

Is

,

beckoning

Baclftc

Is

volunteers for
Julien Duvivier's production of the
"Marriage of Loti," which will be
lots

beat this rap; They point out th*
Blum-Byrnes' agreement, inked lit
July, 1946, has several years more
to run before expiration, plus the
fact that the accord was written Intrt
the international trade conference
tariff pact only a few months ago.
Another issue currently hanging
In mid-air' is the terms on which
American film producers will be
paid off for their frozen coin in
France in view of the latest devaluation of the franc. France still owes
$8,500,000 on her last year'& pledge
,

.

to partially liquidate American'earnings since 1939.
According to U.iSi.
film interests, it is clearly speciileii
that France will pay off, at the old
rate of one dollar for every 119
Instead
of
the. new official
francs
rate ot214 francs to the dollar.
'

2-Fly Buffeting
Paris, Feb. 10.
American films are currently being buffeted from two directions ta
France.
Econon^loally, local 'ptih*
ducers are in an uproar over alleged'

(Continued on page 13)

lA Board

in Pittsburgh

Semi-Annual Meet
Semi-annual meeting of the gent
eral exec board of the International

Just

Love 4-Masted Frigates
The lure of the South

fees.

from

tional joltsi are confident .that theylU

°

Chesterfield Short Set

up

10.

Blum-Byrnes

which would, boost French
playing time on the French screen

pact,

.

of

Allied's Conclave

negotiation of the

Company attorneys argued that pected shortly.
U.S.
film
producers,
already
under the union contract 20th has
bruised by a series of other interna(Continued on page 47)

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
order for SO Cinecolor prints
of "Tobacco Land," eight-minute
plugging Chesterfield cig& subject
arets and other Liggett & Myers
Burstyn,
following
"Beauty and products, has been made by Nathe Beast." Latter, French pic, is in tional Theatres chain as it revealed
its ninth week and expected to go
that it's opening all of its 600 houses
about 20 weeks.
to screen advertising, "pand," taken
Deal for David O. Selznick to con- from a 30-minute
16m film by Louis
trol booking
of the Victoria, as
de Rochemont, is being blown up
Samuel Goldwyn now does the As- to 35m In color.
tor, is virtually set. Selznick will
Prints are expected in mid-March
take over in the fall, following re- and it's presumed the circuit will
modeling of the house, which will launch nationwide screenings beinclude expansion to 1,100 seats from
fore Easter. Deal is being handled
the present 700. Goldwyn's next pix for the tobacco company by its ad
in the Astor, incidentally, will be
agency, Newell Emmett.
"A Song Is Born," Danny Kaye starSubjects that are booked will have
rer, in the fall.
to measure
to certain standards

Other topics to be discussed will
'Northside' Victim In News
be Allied's attitude on joining the
Motion Picture Foundation, a surChicago, Feb. 10.
Windfall in the way of advance vey of federal and state admission
flaekery is shaping up for the 20th- taxes, the threat of 16m competition,
Fox documentary, "dall Northside film prices and trade practices. The
777," w,hich opens here at the Chi- board will, also select a city for

cago Feb. 19. Pie tells how a ChiMeanwhile, two religious pictures, cago Times reporter obtained the rebudgeted at $100,000 each, have been lease of Joe .Majeczek, who was senIwed up for filming this year by Ro- tenced to the state pen for a crime
land Reed Productions for the Evan- he didn't commit.
gelical Lutheran Synod. To date the
Last week Majeczek charged that
group has made "Reaching for God," Illinois state representative Bagner
Messengers of Peace," "Power Of G. Nelson had put the bite on him
God" and "Youth for the Kingdom," for $5,000 of the $24,000 he received
wr release in churches.
for false imprisonment.

'

Bijou, sureseater operated by CI,
is expected to house "Palsan," Italian-made distributed by Mayer

have Authors, Composers and Publishers

gossip

understood that the Mex syndicate is not interested in acquiring
any, further companies beyond tlA
and Par, It's said that with those
it will not need to control other alien
pic distribs to have a firm hold on
the situation. There are a total ot
is

Climaxing a month-long legal batwhite-collar unions in the major nine U. S. and five other foreign
companies home offices have won distribs in Mexico.
Credito, which now controls about
the right to arbitrate the .cases of
employees laid off in the l&st sum^ 200 important houses, is embarked,
mer's economy wave. Development incidentally, on a large-scale theIt
hai
stemmed from a, "Qlariflcation" by atre-expansion program.
(Continued on page isy
N. y. supreme court Justice Henry
Clay Greenberg last Thursday (8)
which, in effect, denied 20th-Fox's
application for an injunction barring French Seek to
the Screen Publicists Guild from arbitrating the case of nine publicity
Playing Time
people fired last August.
Justice Greenberg's latest ruling
Via Blum-Byrnes Ease
was what he termed: £i "clarification,"
Washington, Feb. 10,
but actually it's a reversal :of his
Responding to heavy pressure
original decision last month, which
granted the company's petition for from home, French officials in the
an injunction. In the ruling, the capital are preparing to ask the U.S.
court rejected 20th's contention that State Department for a drastic re-

querque."

Washington, Feb.

Mexican picture men and capitali.sts,
and Theodore Gildred, U.S.
exhib and Mex studio operator.
While Credito and Par are remaining mum on their dealings here, it

tle,

on Broadway. It will be preceded
by Screen Guild's "Burning Cross"
about Feb. 19 and IJar's "Albu-

Exec -board of Allied States Exhibitors will iheet in Washington
for a three-day conclave beginning
woman, the same day in which the Feb. 16. Top agenda points will in^
photo appeared and quoted her as elude Allied's position on the cursaying' that Joe* is still around and rent anti-trust litigation before the
"repays me 100 times every day with Supreme Court and the exhib's diskindness and love." She still scrubs pute with the American Society of

work and we

Right in N.Y.

matografico de Mexico, S.A.
It's a
(Mex.; $7,500,000 U.S.)
film-trade financing society organized here last summer by biggi*

$30,000,000

Own

FOR B'WAY ASTOR

(14).

Company

floors, she
friends at
Polish."

Win Arbitration

,

E-L Sales Policy

City, Feb, 10.

is reported, following
Writer
$25,000
the lead of United Artists in selling
grosses some 20% since Dec. 15 in a
'Carnegie* Material its Mexican distribution company to
large portion of the country east of
a local syndicate here. With operaLos' Angeles, Feb. 10.
the Rockies. New York and Boston
tions made generally unprofitable in
Fred Schiller, writer, filed suit for Mexico because
areas, which count for a hefty chunk
of labor and govern$25,000 in L. A. superior court mental
of any picture's overall income, have
restrictions, it's understood
been particularly hit by icei snow against Boris Morros, William Le- Par is dickering with the group to
and frigid winds that have had an Baron and Federal Films as com- get out from under, similarly to UA.
unpleasant habit of striking on pensation for material submitted for
The domesitic group to which UA's
the. filming of "Carnegie Hall."
weekends.
company, Artistas Unidos de Mp xico,
Plaintiff declares
the producers S.A., is being sold is Credito CineWith a dearth of strong product

films of this winter in order to take

He's being joined by Bryan Foy,
veepee in charge of production who
Budapest, Feb. 3.
Number of Clark Gable, Barbara planes in this week from the Coast.
Company "has no feeling of panic"
Ginger
Sianwy^ck and;
Rogers pix
which were forbidden last week to but now regards Itself as entering
be shown on Hungarian screens to- its most promising period, Krim
.^als only 11. ^Minister of Interior stressed. EL has been able to cut its
liaszio Rajk set up a deadline of costs because, unlike many other
it's
not "saddled by
.Feb. 12, ordering all police authori- companies,
commitments." Shooting
ties to watch closely that the in- longterm
criminated
pix
should
not
be time has been whittled and talent
costs
have
dipped
considerably over
screened after that deadline.
Only one of the affected pictures is the year.
"In the case of featured players,"
running in Budapest's theatres. This
(Continued
on
page 13)
is
"Kitty Foyle" (EKO), starring
Miss Rogers, at second-run Belvarosi. Pix affected by the new regu'Northside'
Character
lations are all in the Motion Picture
Export Assn. wing. MPEA prepped
Allays 20th's Shock
to release in this season "You Belong to Me" (Col), starring Miss
Twentieth-Fox homeofflce execs
Stanwyck and "Adventure" (M-G) received a severe shock last week
and "Somewhere I'll Find You" when the N. Y. Daily Mirror printed
iM-G), both starring Gable.
a photo showing Tillie Majeczek,
However, "You Belong to Me" has Chicago scrubwoman around whom
not even arrived; In Hungary, so 20th's forthcommg "Call Northside
only the latter two M-G pix are af- 777" revolves, still scrubbing floors.
fected, of the new ones. "Somewhere Caption said her son, Joe, whom
I'll Find You" was scheduled to be
"Northside" depicts as a goodhearted
preemed last October, but a protest guy, left her after her years of toilof Film Trade Union workers refus- ing to free him from an unjust muring to screen it and various press der charge.
attacks then made its showing imIf the story was true, it might
Possible. Some three weeks ago a have severely hurt the* boxofflce
similar order nixed pictures of other chances of "Northside." It was later
six "rightist" American actors and revealed; however, that the story
then it was anticipated that Gable was apparently In error. Chi Siln
and Times interviewed the scrub(Continued on page 48)

Protestant Film Group

Distrib Setup

Paramount

White-CoDarites

Heineman Gets

.

,

Weather, playing the heavy consistently this winter, has
nicked

Jack 0'Mahon?y supporting Gibson.
us^d some of- his: material but negBreezy Bason will likely direct. already bothering exhibs, the con- lected to pay him.
Miss Sinclair scripted. Releasing tinued bail weather has created a
new phenomenon in the industry.
deal is being negotiated.
Since only a very few pictures are
doing really strong biz, some theatremen are planning to re-play during
the spring and summer the better

Two-day EL sales meet, at which
Heineman will make his bow, is
Kentucky scheduled to be held at the Warwick

Theatre

Mex

Lead

Mexico

Hoot Gibson Stars

consisting
of atcoVincil
visory
In
Oater Series
torneys and legislative agents within
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
the exhibs' organization. The new
A series .of six oaters built around
^ouiiCU is already making immediate
the character, "Deacon," played by
plans, it said, for the formation of
Hoot Gibson and manned by Betty
an industry forum. The forum idea
agenda Sinclair. In indie production after
has been high on the
eight years as production assistant
as a means of unsnarling tradeKatzman at Metro, she
to Sam
practice' hurdles.
Other objectives of the council, it shoots next month on her first, with

"

bi Selling Its

UA

of

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em*
ployees has been set for the WUlian^
hotel, Pittsburgh, beginning
1 and continuing for a week.
Chief agenda points slated for dis*
cussion Include lA's upcoming na»
tional convention, wage hike negoy
tiations involving projectionists and
studio workers, and the union's attitude tdwards the 194a political

Penn
March

N. Y. State Civil Service Commission will hold a written or oral test,
probably in April or May, for the
12 persons who have filed applications for the position of director,
motion picture division, State Edu-

location in Tahiti. Company
of players and technicians will take
off for the Society Islands in about
three months from HoUyvvood on a
four-masted frigate just purchased
for the project.
Duvivler will leave by plane for
Tahiti In a couple of weeks to survey the island for shooting locations
and to line up some native girls to
appear in the film. Production,
which is expected to take about 18
months, will be distributed by Sir

will
preside over
the conclave,
will include the Alliance'g
nine viceprexies, covering each area
in U. S^ and Canada, and general
secretary-treasurer William P. Raoul.
Viceprexy William C. Barrett wiU
report on the studio union jurist,

cation Department.

Alexander Korda.

dictional flghti

Allied's

national

.

convention

this

summer.

made on

carnpaign.

Richard

F.

Walsh,

which

•

lATSE

preai.

^

'VicdiMSwtoy^ gfeBniar]!! 11,

almkmiimiAtim

Info So Far Have Gotten 414 Dates
On

Bids Vs. 293 for Metro Affiliates

Indie exhibs are^heaa of the game
far on competitive selling by
Metro, according to the first breakdown bt the new decree^ictated
lales method to come to Ught. In a
specially compiled table submitted
to the U, S. Supreme Couri^ Metro
shows that Indies successfully bid
for 414 booMngs against 298 obtained by affiliates.
During a year's testing of the competitive bids, M-G used the system
In 98 situations involving 281 theIn 40 of these situations,
attes.
Metro, said, affiliate theatres were
located. It yras in, these 40 spots that
"the indies grabbed off the lion's cut
of product.
In 24 other situations, large indie
circuits obtained 129 bookings of various films against 212 by small-fry
theatre operators. So far as the reinaining 32 situations are concerned,
bidding .occurred between two small
23 locales and between two
Indies
*i&die c^cuits in nine situations,
so

Premature
Washington, Feb.

So much

'

sessio.n..

Bealthy SUce
Metro submitted its .data in the
course of justifying competitive bidding. Itleft It to the; high court to
reach the conclusion that the new
system is giving indies a healthy slice
of choice bookings. On the subject
generally,' brief declared: "While the
defendant Loew's did not seek nor
Initiate the' competitive bidding outlined in the decree of the court 4)elow, it contends that it will assure
coiupetitive licensing of pictures,, and
accordingly it, is willing to tty it."
Beferring to its statistical break-:
down, Metro said It was prepared, to
proQf at isncb time
, offer ."this sort of
Iw va^S be appropriate for the -iUstrict
court to. amend or modify the decree
or consider its eflectivenesB« . .This
type of evidence, when oiifered, will
be far more useful to a court in
evaluating the adequacy of this relief .(competitive bidding), than the
untried theories now expounded in
M-G de,tbft Goviemment brieft"
.

.

'

'

,

'

tiared.
"It is to be expected that «fter ex.perience, the mechanics can be alteredi if necessary, to accomplish the

fundamental purpose which' tiie court
'had in -mind, which is to open the
.field of run to competitive .condi:

fo-;

.

..

-

.

argument,

Byrnes'

Majors' High Court A|i|ieal^

10.

.

.

Stirs

:j

Capital Derby,

anticipating

his stint

by a mere two days,

since he
the case

is

scheduled to close
the defendants

for

tomorrow

sometime

Lashes Bidding

(Wednes-

day).

Washington, Feb. 10.
Hobert ,T., Barton, film unknown
and dark' horse among high-priced
the anti-trust
Icgalite
entries' in
derby, 'causedT something of a stir
among lawyers and spectators yesterday (9) when he crashed through
with the strongest argument again.st
competitive bidding. Barton, representing the Confederacy of Southern
'Washington, Feb. 10.
Associations, along with John G.
James F: Byrnesi attorney for 20th- Jackson, had the nine judges listenFox and .a "fonner member of the ing closely as he socked away at the
Supreme Court, before^ wjiich the new method.
current appeal it being argued, is
"We 16,000 exhibitors," Barton dedirecting the strategy of argument clared, know' our business and know
on the part of the defendants, it has what we want. 'We should .be in this
been- learned. Byrnes has set the case so we. could be pitching lor the
order of argument of the defendants things which we need." Taking a
and has partitioned out to each of crack at the Government and disthem the subject matter to be tribs. Barton as.serted "there's none
covere^.
besides us who have anything near

Byrnes' Strategy

Paces Defendants

,

.

.

•

Plan of attack by the majors is our knowledge- of what's best for
quite apparent. Each, of the' attor- us."
neys, whUe putting a pitch in for: his
Justice Felix Frankfurter shot a
own particidar^ellent company, has, number of -questions at Barton,
also covered a portion of the overr :which indicated the judge thought
all question. John W. Davis, attor- the exhibs might be better off by
ney for Metro, for instance, aimed .staying out' of the case and fighting
his sights at divorcement, and also any -(evils, by their own anti-trust,
pecked away at. the Government's actions. But Barton didn't think so.
claim that 'the defendants .we're actHe declared the exhibs would be
ing in unison. Gen, William Dono- damaged anyhow since. distribs could
van, attorney for RKO, bandied the excuse future conduct by blaming it
ques.ti($n of the freeze on theatre ex- on the decree. Frankfurter wanted
pansion in. addition to his defense of to know if industry ever tried selfBKO. Donovan, as a matter of fact; regulation. Barton- said no.
devoted half his entire taIk.-to the
Arnold Switches From Old Pitch
expansion question.
Thurman Arnold^ speaking for
Byrnes, anchor-man for the de- American Theatres Association on
fendants, is expected today (Wed- parallel intervention move, admitted
(Continued on page 13)
Continued on page 48)
,

.

>

.

'

-

'

,tions,'.'

'brief said.'

.

KEOUGH POTSHOTS
AT AUCTION BIDDING

(

A

'i'Washington, Feb. 10.

Paramount doesn't see eye-to-eye

day

counsel;

revealed

courts to

'

I

I

1

\

'

I

,

{

.

Cudgels for

,

'

'

Of

'

'

it

is

who

Donovan pounded away at the
same argument -which Davis had

perfectly clear in the record
was that sowed the seed."
'

it

treated before, to wit, that despite

Davis referred to the Government

a substantial increase since 1935 in
the nuutfaer of theatres from the

and to' argument made by
Robert Wright, motion picture specialist for the anti-trust division,
who 'had hinted that competitive
bidding might be a solution.: 'Wright
is
currently opposing competitive
bidding as unfair and .harmful to
independent exhibitors.
brief

total of 13,000 to the' current 18,000,

the majors had not grown at the
same pace; , RKO, for instance, had

-

dropped to lalmost half

-

affiliates

words

'

RKO

the Theatre Owners of America. A
Government observer was Nathan
Golden, whose film division of the
Dcartment of Commerce iS vitally

being ducked completely although it
was the cause of walkout of projectionists in a number of Fox West
Coast theatres last fall.
Retroactive pay checks are expected to run about $300 for each
projectionist, although some will
probably hit between $600 and $700
due to acciunulated overtime at
the. rate of two hours a day.
New pact provides scale of $2.55
an hour in first runs, as against old

The court lined up in its usual
order, except for justice Robert
Jackson, who was missing. He's disqualified because of his former
status as Attorney General when the
case was first initiated. Justice
Frankfurter lived up to his norm
by b^ing the most persistent ques-

scale of $2:J3^.\ ...

tioner of the bench-sitters,

.

between

Justice

Felix

Stressing the issue of intervention, Frankfurter brought Up the
point of whether schooLchildren,
who habitually went to filmeries
twice a week might not consider
themselves bound by the decree
as a result of the alleged increase
in costs, which the indies predict will resul, from competitive
bidding.

'

Arnold hedged the question,

affected.

He posed

iii.sisting

that the "incidental ef-

the decree do not call
intervention" and further
pointed out that children do not
fects of

for

have to go to films.
"Yes, of course they could stay
snapped
Frankfurter,
'

home,"

>

"but' then,

so

could you stay

Schine anti-trust suits, stating that
despite a court holding that these,
circuits had a nionopoly clamped
their areas, the decrees in their
instances permitted theatre expansion with court approval.
He then

on

Down

Next 4b the lineup was Whitney
North Seymour, general counsel for pitched for the same sort of proPi.ramount. Seymour knuckled down -vision in the pivotal decree.
The freeze, he declared, was
during almost his entire period On
RKO,
the issue of convincing the court "divorcement by attrition.^'
that the so-called 95% and 5% pro- if the decree holds up in its pve.sent
vision of the trial court system was state, would be reduced to 80-85
theatres in all, only 32 of which it
illegal and should, be thrown out.
Paramount is interested in approxi- would own outright. "RKO would
mately 1,000 theatres in this cate- then be permanently frozen into an
he
Flexibility,
gory, which it would be required to inferior position."
said, was required in the business
buy or sell in this provision.
Seymour, speaking for the largest of operating theatres and this had
been taken away. RKO, for instance.
theatre-owning major, declared that
the practices complained of in the
case did not stem from theatre own.
go into that l>usiness, if circuraership. He said he had nO quarrel
stances required it.
with the court's findings on the subHe was interrupted by Justice
ject of dissolving pools, but that he
Black, who wanted to know whether
was attacking the breaking up of
the freeze wouldn't be justified if
joint interests in theatres with ina finding of monopoly had been
dependents.
incorporated into the decree. FrankThen Seymour slung his big guns furter shot
the question to Donovan
directly upon the 95% and 5% issue.
of whether the latter believed the
"The court said," he explained, "if decree
foreclosed him from going
we own theatres 100%, that is law- into court on a specific acquisition,
ful.
Sut if in a reorganization We and Donovan answered he thought
had to part with 50% of a theatre, it did.
then it's no longer lawful. There's
Two targets were set up by Louis
no logic In this. This situation af(Continued from laage iS)
I

TC'Ss^^

.

home, Mr. Arnold."

;

Obvi-

RKO

•

Frankfurter and
ex-Assistant
Attorney General Thurman Arnold, who appeared as counsel
for the American Theatres Assn.

time.

up the <Hintention that indie exhibition is highly profitable and rapidly growing
Rreaking down the theatre-holding
interest of the Big 5, Donovan said
that Paramount, the top theatreowning company, held only 0% of
total theatres, in the U. S., 20th-Fox
came next with 3.5%, Warners with
2.77%, Metro with .74%, and RKO
the least with ,6%.
Pomvanti. StatisUcal Onslanght
Carrying further his statistical
onslaught, Donovan said that of the
total U. S. estimated attendance,
had only 1.4%, and of gross
admissions a mere 2.6.
He next
swung into an attack of the lower
court's freeze on theatre expansion
by the quintet. At this point, Donovan cited both the Crescent and

'

-

were marking

ously, this is to point

the parties."
"It did not spring 'full-blown like
Minerva from Jove's brow," Davis
agreed.
The attorney went on to disparage
the position taken by Thurman
Arnold in argument yesterday.
frame of. mind in this case. Court, Arnold had contended that a limited
however, showed plenty of interest consent decree, which Arnold had
in the issues, and trade terms were obtained when he Was Assistant Atbandied about with greatest of ease. torney General! was no longer a
The justices showed the greatest satisfactory solution. Davis added
respect for John W. Davis, Metro that "Loew's is not a protagonist of
lawyer, -who's done this routine competitive bidding. But it is willmore times than not, and Attorney ing to make an honest trial of it."
General Clark. At that, none of
Justice WUey Rutlcdge inquired,
legalites took any real needling with '"S any decree is to be sustained
possible
exception
of
ThuTman you would support that feature afArnold, at whom Frankfurter tired firmatively?"
a .fusillade of questions.
"I would support further experimentation," retorted Davis.

Boodunen

previous

attorneys has been to stress the fact
that there has been a vast increase
in the number of indie exhibs while

'

Far Counsel Knuckles

its

total during, that period and, at the
time of trial in 1946, -had only 109
theatres. The strategy of the Big 5

approximately three questions' for
every one put by any other justice.
Generally, when fhere's plenty of
questioning,' lawyers and spectators
get some idea of what the court is
thinking but it would take more,
than guesses to size up th% court's

Washington, Feb. 10.
Big laugh of the anti.4rust
hearings came in a byplay of

RKO

General WiUiatn Donovan, attorney for RKO, next took up the
cudgels. Donovan, on the subject of
United Artists and Columbia
contended .they had been caught in competitive bidding, declared that,
"In the absence of a substantial pea buzzsaw and did not belong with
riod' of actual trial, RKO is not prethe theatre-owning defendants.
pared to say that the new method
will not worfc ,The company has
Davis in Strong ^efenjse
tried the bid system in some 200
Compietitive Bidding instances and has felt it encouraging.
It has not been sufficient, howJohn W. Davis teed off the second:,
ever,
to draw an inference on how
morning with a strong ;defense of
competitive bidding. Ke pointed out it' would work nationally." He felt
that
.any changes in the system
•that its object was to "pry 'open the
would
be properly htmdled by the
competitive
area."
He added:
"Neither the- Government nor the District Court rather than the Sudefense invoked that remedy. But preme Court.

"The court said competitive bid-i
was purely optional," said
"It was only to be used- in
areas and where de-^
sired by exhibitors."
Here Justice Felix Frankfurter interjected, "So it can't be said, .to use
a vulgarism, that It was sprung on

Word Byplay

extent."

vel-sal.

<

•

yester-

some

Dondvan Takes Up

merits of competitive bidding.
Little 3> who put up' their case today, separated themselves as widely as possible from the Big 5. ITni^

Davis.

Ct. Sureseatier

(9)'.

Paramount employed competitive
'bidding for a Short period between
signing of the- decree and granting
of stay in new selling by the Supreme Court. It was enough, Keough

.

mended

'

.

Washington, Feb; 10.
Film row^ descending on Washington in droves, mixed with off-thereservation rubbernecks for an SRO'
turnout at the first round of allimportant Supreme Court hearing
ion- the film industry's anti-trust
poser. What made the crush worse
the capaciigr of: the house>
said, to confirm previous impression was
Courtrooni holds aomething under
of method's' unworkabUit^.
''
Split of Paramount and the other 200 seats.
'four was dLsclosed recently when
While publicized appearances of
Par's brief attacked the method Attorney General Clark and ex-Sccwhile quartet's memoranda put in a retary of State James' F. Byrnes
pitch for it, with Metro citing statls- brought- on some .of non-industry
tios to "prove" it gives indies a spectators, others queued up on expectation that some of Hollywood's
break:
Feeling <among some trade circles glamor boys and girls would be
the four coinopanies ^re there, to throw their moral weight
is that
counting on competitive bidding to for their companies. They were in
save their theatres on grounds the for disappointment, of course, but
method opens the film market, mak- they, had no Idea of knowing.
Local papers billed the hearing
ing more drastic steps unnecessary.
as a movie-agalnst-govcrnment joust,
and the hint of a reprise on unAmerican committee hearings had
Coast
Hiked
celebrity hunters flocking.
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
What everyone heard were highly
New projectionists' contract pro- legalistic arguments on devious
viding for a 20c.-an-hour increase points in Sherman anti-trust laws—
and arbitration of all disputes has but no fireworks. Every lawyer who
been approved by members of. Mov- ever participated in the case was
ing Picture Operators, Local 150, present, Among filmites attending
lATSE. New pact, covering thea- were N. Peter Rathvon, RKO prexy;
sales mantres operatied foy major Los Angeles Robert Mochrie,
ager: Harry Kalmine, Warners' theaeircuite, is retroactive to July 1,
tre head; Leonard Ctoldenson. ditto
1947.
Controversial roadshow pay clause for Paramount; J. Robert Rubin,
Metro veepee; Ted Gamble, prexy of
is not contained in contract, subject
general

ment.

shackle the industry with one method of selling pictures." He recomthat this be knocked out and
that arbitration be put in^ the
decree "so as to get us qjit Of the

supported about 75% of the Government's case, It was felt.
Today beard strong arguments
against divbrcemeni, particularly on
the grounds that 'evils spotlighted by
the lower court were not necessarily
connected with theatre ownership.
Defendants were wide apa rt on the

ding

Short Wait for Seats

At High

He

be- approved,
Justice Beed then asked Sey.
These opinions were based on the mour if joint ownership were not
in
attitude of various Supreme Court restraint of trade in that
the comjustices as expressed in questioning pany would
be giving preference to
of attorneys during the last two theatres in which
it had a partial
days. It was pointed, out, however, interest. Seymour
replied that there
that the Government stiU has, two had been no
complaipts by the Govlawyers waiting to complete its side ernment
"that such ownership conof the story.
stituted restraint."
thing
fairly
certain—
One
seemed
"There was no special point made
that the Supreme Court would sup:
of partial ownership in the tiial,"
port most of the findings and reme'
said Seymour, "There was no evidies of the trial court. This was
dence of the circumstances of ac.
based on the fact that each of the
quisition,"
defendants, admitted. In argument,
Seymour devoted approximately
to' some of the practices alleged by
the Government and agreed they the last two minutes of his argushould be corrected. When admis- ment to an attack on competitive
which he described as
sions of the various defense attor- bidding,
neys were added up, they effectively "abuse of discretion by the court to

competitive

with four other theatre - owning
majors on competitive bidding because its tests of the systetn has convinced the company's toppers that
the method: is "absolutely- unwork-.
able," Austin Keough, Paramount's

about 300 of our theatres."
continued that Paramount should
have been allowed to have this situfects

ation specificaUy examined, but that
the court had refused this. Justices
Frankfurter, and Dpuglas indicated
by their questions that they were
iinpressed at this point in his argu,

Darllwse

Morning wire stories yesterday
(Monday) carried an account of

'

bidles'

10.

attention 'was

..

Holly^vood, Feb.

New India .production unit, Major
Pictures, Xnc, ivas f(^rmed here by
John S. iruhasj!, iwriter; J. L. Nickerbusiness executive, and Ira Supreme Court would approvO was
son,
Nickerson, Jr., with a program of the greatest point of difference
three pictures for 1948, backed by among the majors' attorneys. Some
felt the Court might provide for
•
eastern, capital.
First production, budgeted at $500,- complete divorcement, while others
certain that a modified
QOO, .will be -Mr, Fate," based on a were quite
Colliers maQI-^rtory by 'X'uhasz, who divestiture, much less drastic than
the 95%-5% formula provided for
will collaborate on the screenplay.
by the N. Y. statutory court, would
,

cussed on the appearance of ex-'
'Suprente Court Justice 'James:
F. Byrnes in the anti-trust hearings that the United Press pulled
the boner of the opening day in
its
early story on the teeoff

1948

New In£e Skeds 3

^X^^^^^^Jt

;

ricniRBS

FOLLOW THE TELE LEADER

FIX

Them Hiar

Gold in

Reissues Doesn't

SEE

m, I

m

TOA Probing Group Urges Exhibitors

Pan Out; OnTy Warners Sticks to Tm

the major distribs,

High Price
ists'

lucrative returns on r^ssues last spxing, to conr
tinu(^ releasing them according to
schedule, and even it has cut down
Metro is still
on their number.
operating its reprint division but is
finding considerable boxofHce. opposition to many of its most-promising oldies, and 20th-Fox has eliminated its reissue program entirely.
Paramount and RKO, other two
major outiits, hasn't entered the reIssue field with jBS much impact as
the others.
-Twentieth has cancelled its program' of re-releasing oldies on the'
assumption that it can make more
money by replacing them on the release schedule with indie productions. Thus, of 20th's program of 48
films for 1948,< only 23 are to be
studio productions, with the remaining 2S being turned out by indies.
Since a reissue involves only new
prints and accessories, there's n6
question about it'^ being all gravy.
There's also no big production overhead for 20th to worry about with
indie films, according to a 20th exec,
BO those two factors cancel each

New

almcst always
has more drawing power than a reother out.

'film

issue, he stressed, so it's to 20th's
advantage to replace: the oldies with
new, independently-produced pix.

Metro is continuing its policy of
its reissues, in certain test
engagements before putting them
Into general release-^and has been
able to come up with no set formula

spotting

,on^

which, to

base

its

selections.

"Itage in Heaven," with $1,250,000
distrib earnings, and "Gone with the

Wind," with $8,000,000 expected
(from reissues only), are the only
two so fan to make the grade. Others
have been found profitable in certain
situations but have -flopped
(Continued on page 13)

Twin City Indies

for Tele

Following the recent non-theUnited Art"Monsieur Verdoux" for the
N. Y. amusement, chapter of the
American Veterans Committee,
trainsborough Associates, indie
N. Y. distribs, decided to try to
atrical screening of

which created so

Split

book the film for tele. Firm got
an offer from WATV, upcoming
station, in Newark, N. J., for
$500 for a one-shot transmission.
Gainsborough- then phoned
exec veepee Arthur Kelly on the
Coast to talk terms, pointing out
to him that the film hadn't yet
playe^ the N, Y. nabe houses
and that the tele showing would
help promote it. Kelly replied
he'd be glad, to lease them the
film for a one-shot tele screening—at $750,000. That, according
hopes
to Keily, is what
"Verdoux'* will earn in N. Y.
and, unless the vidpo interests

UA

UA

can pay

that,

amount,

it's

no

go;

Ms Tek Reel
Forced to Use

of Fox Movietone News
into television has set up a chain
reaction throughout the film indus-

Entry

try,

with Warner-Pathe News, Uni-

versal and Paramount all reported
on the verge of signing similar contracts to the one inked two weeks

ago by Fox with Camel cigarets and
NBC. Metro News of the Day, in
Ifhe With the standard conservative
policy of the parent Loew's organization, is the only one cohtinuing
on the old path of watchful wait,

To Upset Clearance
Minneapolis, Feb.

10.

Efforts of several of the bigger
circuit operators here to upset the
local clearance applecart is creating

dissension in the ranks of 'Twin City
independent exhibitors. The great
mass of the theatreowners who want
the clearance to stay put and oppose
bidding for pictures arfe venting
their displeasure, claiming that the
present move will raise film costs,
Up to this time. North Central
Allied has succeeded in keeping the
Twin City independent exhibitors in
line with an unwritten agreement
not: to bid competitively for pictures.
But now the W. R. B^ank circuit, in
a letter to all exchanges, is demanding the right to bid competitively
for pictures for its ace Minneapolis
and St. Paul neighborhood houses,
the Boulevard and West Twins, 21
days after the films' downtown firsttuns. The present availability is 56
days.
Previously, Ben Friedman,
also a circuit

owner, had announced
he'd seek an earlier run for his de
luxe local suburban house, the
Edina, Several other de luxe suburban and Minneapolis neighborhood
(Continued on page 13)

Set Aside Telefilm

Verdict Over Quartet
Los Angeles, Feb. 10.
Harry M. Warner, Nathan Levinson, Jack McKenzie and Thoroughbreds, Inc., obtained a reversal of the

judgment rendered against them

in

favor of Telefilm, Inc.; last December,
Judge Charles S. Burnell, in
L. ,A. superior court, set the verdict
aside on the grounds of insufficient
evidence and errors- in law committed during the December trial.
Telefilm had charged the defendents with pirating its process for
shooting photo finishes at racetracks.

Complete information con-

cerning

this

new phenomenon

trade.

in

execs, following disclosure of
the Fox deal, is that television's
growth is now a certainty, to say
the least.. Even though the sale of

2.

,

«

Theatremen, recognizing tel-

evision's 'close kinship to the
theatre, should join and, ideally*
lead in the development of television facilities throughout the

newsreel facilities to the new medium might, harmfully affect the
value of reels to theatres, it's better for the majors to take over the
business than to let it faU into the
hands of outsiders, the film men
now feel. Besides furnishing: an
added and highly lucrative source
of income, it's felt, the majors can
better safeguard their own interests

nation.
lounges should
3. Television
be established in theatres in con.cert with the expansion of television channels.
4. The theatre Industry should
encourage and finance^ if necessary,; accelerated' research-in the
field of. theatre screen television
to narrow the gap now evidentbet ween theatre and home tele-

(Same
by entering the busine-ss.
reaction was voiced this week by
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana. Se? accompanying story).
,

vision.

.

Independent study by

5.

Another fastor hastening rtie entry of other reels' into tele is the
highly - attractive offerings being

must

test

TOA

the possibility of thea-

on sporting events
and other happenings of great
tre exclusives

'

public interest.

Sound

TREAHENffSlA-IBEW
WAR AFTER 1§ YEARS

;

Circuit Attempts

com-

•

1.

General feeling among the news-

,

On

conclusions

television holds in store for the exhibitor:
The sharpness of the challenge offers no alternative other
than it be met head on:

reel

made them by top-spending national
advertisers,
who envision
sponsorship of a profassional newsreel as their best bet for hitting
tele with a paying ad message. Old
newsFox Movietone's television
Gold, cigarets. Chesterfields and
reel, which teeS' off next Monday General Motors all have made over(16) night on the NBC network un- tures,, recently' to the various newsder sponsorship ol Camel cigarets, reel outfits, with their offers remay open up several new avenues of portedly equal to the laoney being
theatre newsreel presentation. Ex' paid by Camels for rights to the
ecs of 20th-Fox deny they're looking Fox reel. This has been reported at
for the tele reel to show them how anywhere from $300,000-$600,000 for
to improve their theatrical output,
(Continued on page 13)
but' it's obvious that if the tele version proves 'better,. many of. the.inrnovations will be incorporated In the
theatre reel.
Chief Aspect distinguishing the tele
product from that turned out for
theatres, other than the fact that itil
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
be a five-day-a-week operation, is
Jurisdictional peace was declared
the total lack of any musical back- between the International Alliance
ground. tinder an agreement .with of Theatrical Stage Employees and
the American Federation of Musi- the International Brotherhood of
cians prohibiting the use of any mu- Electrical Workers after 19 years of
sical sound track for tele purposes, wrangling over sound chores on the
20th will be forced to use only picture lots.
natural sound and narration. Thus,
New treaty gives lAISE the hanas one 20th exec pointed out, if a dling and maintenance of sound
Florida, beach scene is used, it won't equipment while IBEW will have
have the usual fluffy background .jurisdiction over manufacturing, inmusic on video but the natural sound stallation and electrical supply.

'Natqral'

the

are

special television

of the Theatre Owners of
America, after long study of what

mittee

must be every theatreman's stock

•

ing.

TOA's Tele Findings
Following

drawn by the

/
of water splashing, etc.
Tele reel, consequently, will function as a "literal window" on scenes
as they actually are and, according
to the 20th spolcesman, it may develop that the reel will have more

(Continued on page 13)

ON CINECOLOR BOARD

,

.'

,

news from one source or another
will be televised, the bulletin declared, perhaps tile entrance of the
newsreel companies into the picture
is

the best s^eguard of the exhibtheir indie

customers would take exactly this
tack but were frankly worried that
exhibs would follow their usual
course of raising a loud and vocifersponture will be much too long. If
ous complaint. In first announcing
sors are to pay for the airing of ahy'
(Continued on page 20)
be
films on tele, they'll expect to
able to bridge a show with an intervening commercial. American aupointed out, would
diences,
it's
hardly go for the idea of having a
film cut at the halfway point for a
i

MUCHNIC DENIES FOLD
OF M-G

REE

action

ing purposes.
Industry observers also, doubt that
the total backlog of all the companies together would satisfy the tre-

:

'

Tele Films

witii. the,

;

"

Reaction to Tele

Fox execs had hoped

of the majors would admit they're
planning to produce such films especially for video, but all those queried
stressed that only films such as those
would be suitable for tele broadcast-

mem-

whether the introduction of telew
vision will Increase attendance sufficiently to justify the capital expenditure involved, -and what typa
of equipment is best suited for
theatre showing," the bulletin goeB
on tQ state:
First reaction from indie exhibTo demonstrate, the rapid growth
itors to news that 20th-Fox had of television during the
last year„
signed to sell Movietone News to th^ bulletin quotes, various facts and
television appeared this week— and, estimates on the number of sets
ill.
contrary to expectations, it was
(Continued on page 13)
favorable.
Referring to the news in its weekly bulletin to member exhibs. Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana
noted that the tele reel "must inevitably lessen the value of newsreels-in
For Eagle Lion Aides
theatres."
Since' the igrowth Ot
video, however, is inevitable and

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
O'SEAS
Joseph Bernhard and Karl Herzog sponsor's plug.
Denying reports that Metro's EuroAnswer to the problem of films
pean newsreel was folding, George
for video lies, according to industryMuchnic,
Loew's
International veeites, in capsule-type 'stuff, such as
pee? declared yesterday (Tues.) that
that now being turned out by Jerry
there was no change in the status
Fairbanks under his recently-negoof
the
reel. Muchnic's duties include
tiated contract with NBC. Series of
supervision:- of the, foreign news
mystery films produced by Fairbanks
operation.
run an average 20 minutes and leave
"The only change," he said, "is
room for a halfway break for the
that headquarters for the newsreel
commercial, which doesn't interfere
has
been moved from London to
in the;story. None

were named to Cinecolor Board of
Directors at annual meeting of
stockholders, acting on recent decision to increase board from seven to
nine members. Bernhard is prexy
of Film Classics^ recently acquired
by Cinecolor. Herzog is treasurer
of both firms.
Board members reelected were A.
Pam Blumenthal, chairman, who
presided; William Crespinel, Alan M.
Gundelfinger, Graham L. Sterling,
Jr., C. Kenneth Baxter, Joseph J.
Rathert and John D. Kerr.
Stockholders also voted approval
for sale and issue of an aggregate
40,000 shares of authorized but unissued common stock to four principal
execs as well as approval of option
for Bernard Kranze, FC sales manager, to buy 10,000 shares of authorized but unissued Cinecolor stock.
Okayed for issuance were 15,000
.shares to Blumenthal, 10,000 to Crespinel, 10,000 to Gundelfinger and
5,000 to Herzog. Vote of confidence
was likewise voiced for operations
of the past year, which has seen a
substantial inerca.'ie in business and
enlargement of the Cinecolor plant.

exhib

Committee, chairmanned by E. V.
Richards, notes that tele is perhaps the film exhib's No, 1 problem.
That the committee •recognizes the
importance of- television to film ex*
hibs everywhere is evident in its
statement that tele "will herald
new and enriched exhibition industry, or it may presage the extinction of exhibition as it exists today."
Film industry leaders, the committee believes, "may be potent deter»»
minants in the setting of the course
ahead."
Noting that the pattern of vide(>
following that established by
is
radio, in that programs are brought
into the public's homes free ol
charge, the bulletin declares that
presentation of tele programs in
theatres, "either through a pickup
of standard broadcasts, or via distinct radio or wire chsinnels not
available for home reception, is a
possibility." Committee warned that
the radio frequency channels reserved for theatre tele by the So*
ciety of Motion Picture Engineers
"have been chaU(^nged and probably
cannot be retained indefinitely witbQ'ut some expression of interest an4
action on the part of the motion
picture industry."

Show Favorable

.

BERNHARD, HERZOG

TOA

special bulletin to
bers.

Experience t|ie Determinant
Experience alone will determine

itors', interests."

1

Motion picture theatre owners,
recognizing television's close, kinship to the theatre, should "join and
lead in the development of television facilities throughout the nation."
That's the conclusion drawn
by the special television committee
of the Theatre Owners of America^
as revealed today (Wednesday) in *

,

Indiana Ediibs

-

Continued from pace

Development

in Television
-f

much excitement with

'

To Aid

amount ol gold an->:

Treineiidous

ticlpated by the major film com-"
panics for their reissues seems to
have petered out.
Warner Bros, is the only one of

Lion has adopted a new

Eagle

cash bonus" incentive plan to hypo
suggestions from employees' which
would have the company coin in
its operations.
New scheme is an
adaptation of a similar system inaugurated by Robert R. Young for
•

his

&

Chesapeake

Young

is

Ohio railroad.
controlling stockholder' of

Pathe Industries, which owns EL.

For

and suggestions ot
employees, EL will pay an award,
varying in amount according to the
value and importance, of the idea.
all

ideas

its

It's claimed to be the first of its
kind among film companies,
Committee passing on suggestions
will be .chairmanned by -Arthur
Krim, prexy of EL. William J.

Heineman, -sales topper, will be
chairman in Krim's absence. Other

members

Max

include

Youngstein,

ad-pub

chief; J. J. Skelly, personnel
director; C. Warren Sharpe, treasurer; Harold S. Dunn, 'assistant sales,
chief;

and Frank Soule, in charge Of

branch operations.

Jack Goldberg Forms

Par?<!."

W. P. Montague, who organized
the newsreel and headed it until recently, arrived in N.Y. from Paris
over the weekend for confabs with
Muchnic.

Hummel

Indie for

Low-Budgeters

Formation of East-West Pictures,

make

six small-budgeters for
Screen Guild release, was revealed
last week by Jack Goldberg, prexy
of Herald. Pictures. Associated with
him in organizing the company is
to

Visiting
#
publisher Irving Goldstein.
New
Joseph Hummel, Warner's Euro- firm's initial film is scheduled to
mendous programming needs of tele
broadcasters for more than a few pean-.African chief, arrived in New roll in April with four pictures to
months. Each of the 18 video sta- York Saturday (7) on a periodic U.S. be delivered the first year.
visit to participate in homeoflice
Goldberg also disclosed he's negotions now on the air could run a
each night of the huddles.
to meet
Last here in October, Htmimel exThus, pects to remain in New York about
whatever flms the majors might five weeks. He's undecided whether
have for tele stations would soon to go to the Coast. He'* accompanied
by his wU^.
be exhausted,
.separate feature

week and still need more
program schedules.

their

-i

.

tiating for piurchase of the Filmeraft
Studios in the Bronx, owned by the
Soundies Distributing Co., a subsidiary of the Mills Novelty Co. ot
Chicago. According to present plans
>:
(Continued on page 13)
,
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ARTHUR J. KING
Pfotestant

R. SORINSEN
Catholic

KOMSilit. 14,

They fought

Jew

1944i»Fram

together for a better world

can

by giving what you can to American
Brotherhood Week. Your money will
help the work of spreading friendship

and tolerance throughout the nation!
Contributiont

be made

moy

directly

through your office

or by moil to

David Weinstock, Nat'i
I

Campaign Chaiimaiv
1501 Broadwa)r,

NewYork18,N.Y.
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(i Sti

'Pirates' 1(11,000, Omahci
Omaha, Feb. 10.

Slipping; 1)Qlpiiin' $55,000,

Lent's

Openings were generally slow but
picked up subsequently, "Pirates of

Opemng, More Cold Scare

:

Line SodEntry, 'Panic' Fancy 18G

Monterey" at Orpheum and
Alone" at Paramount look
Estimates for This

Chicago, Feb. 10. <f
With several notable exceptions,
continues to sag
biz of l<o<>p houses
this

despite five

week

new

re-entered tl)e

Chi market after a

hiatus of three months, Playing the
Chicago, it looks set f^t « »ock
$g5,p00 first "week.
Love," with the Pied
"Sleep,
Pipei'S on Stage at Oriental, promises

My

a Strong $55,000. "Panic," first foreign pic to play the Grand, is getting
heavy bally and should hit fancy

"Shoe-Shine," baclced by
rave reviews, may break the lecord
$18,000.

$10,500.

98)—

(1,073:

meant for Me'-Satchmo

In-

16-65)—

OnlymOOOXC

Esquire (Pox Midwest)
65)

— "Coney

Island"

Springtime Rockies"

gade Girl" (Indie) (2d wk). Strong
$5,000. First week, smash $7,000.

Turtle' Trim 21G,

(820; 45-'

T-Men

(20th) and
(20th) (reis-

Average $4,500. Last week,
"Gay Rancero" (Rep) and "Back in
sues).

Saddle" (Rep) (reissue), flne $5,000).
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
Relentless" (Col) and "Woman from
Tangiers" (Col). Nice $14,000. Last
week, "If Winter Comes" (M-G) and
"Murder in Reverse" (Indie) strong
$16,500.

$14,000.

(Essaness)

"Senator
(1,500;

Head for Me

.

Woods

(RKO)

Severe cold, coupled with sporadic
breaks in the cold front, are contin$613,0*0
week, "The Fugitive" (RKO) and uing to dominate Broadway flirstruns
(iBased on 22 theatres)
"Crime Doctor's Gamble" (Col), big
this session.
Return of near-zero
Last Tear
$683,5«0
$8,000,
(Based on 18 theotreO
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65) temperatures and more snow, after
-"Pirates of Monterey" (U> and a brief respite over the weekend, is
Invisible Wall" (20th). Oke $11,000. hurting the overall total at the big
La-st week, "Big Town After Dark"
deluxers.
(Par) plus Harry Cool orch, Gil
One favorable factor is the exLamb, others, on stage, very light pected upbeat tomorrow (Thurs.),
$15,000 at 20-85C. scale.
with Lincoln birthday holiday
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)— crowd.s
looked on to improve grosses
"Carnegie Hall" (UA) and "Heartat theatres ending their weeks
aches"
(EL). Depressing opening
but may reach lair $B,000. La.st week, Thursday or Friday. Start of Lent
"Texas" (Col) and "Arizona" (Col) today (Wed.) is not exactly welcomed by N. Y. exhibitors, but in
(reissues), stout $10,500.
Kansas City. Feb. 10.
SUte (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)— recent years the Lent season has not
Biz of Week is going to TowerITptown-Fairway with "You Were "Killer McCoy" (M-G) and "Rene- cut into business as deeply as in the

Orplieum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
Night Song" (RKO). Timely exOriental (Essaness) (3,400; 98)— ploitation helping but $11,000 looks
"Sleep, My Love" (UA) With Pied about all. Last week, "The Fugitive"
Pipers heading stage show. Strong (RKO), passable $9,000.
week, "Prince of
La-st
$55,000.
Faramvnni (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—
Thieves" (U) plus Three Stooges in 'Escape Me Never" (WB). Fine
person, $51,000.
$14,0()0 or near. Last week, "Irish
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 98)—"Night Rose" (WB) (3d wk), big $10,000.
Song" (RKO) (2d *k). Neat $14,500.
Boxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)—
Last week. $17,000.
Wildfire" (SG) and "Buffalo BUI
Kialto (Indie) (1,700; 98)-^"C!ao- Rides Again" (SG) (reissue). So-so
tain Castile" (20th) (m.o.). Light $4,000.
Last week, "Golden Boy"
Last week, "Slight Case (Col) and "Good Girls Go To Paris"
$10,000.
Murder" (WB) and "Am a Fugitive" (Col) (reissues), same.
(WB) (reissues) (2d wk). $14,400.
Tower-Uptown^Fairway (Fox MidRoosevelt (B&K) (1,500: 98)—"My
west) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)—
Last
Thin
$7,500.
Girl Tisa" (WB).
"Meant for Me" (20th). Fairly good
week, "The Flame" (Rep) (2d wk)i
$18,000, Last week, "Heaven Only
trim $7,000.
(UA), playing here as
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 98)— Knows"
Kid," average $13,000,
p;a.
of "Kansas City
(Col) with
"Relentles.'!"
Marilyn Maxwell (2d wk). Neat
$33,000. Last week. $38i)00.
Uhlied Artists (B&K) (1,700: 98)
Swift f 19,000°
—"Frieda" (U) (2d wk). Liean $8,000. Turtle'
Last week. $11,000.
,

(RKO),

"Hiii-RaflE"

week,

Last

discreet" (U), $11,000.

Brandeis

Baltic

mn'-YaudelTG

14€, Cincy
Cincinnati, Feb. 10.

Two new

bills,

-

Week

Albee

^

(RKO) (3,100; 50-75)
"Voice of Turtle" (WB).
Reaping fruit of
$21,000 or close.
exploitation linking "married blind
date" essay contest. Last week, "I
Walk Alone" (Par), lively $15,000.
Capitol

Smash

(RKO)

(2,000;

follows on the crippling blows delivered by successive cold waves and
blizzards is not making exhibitors

Louisville, Feb.
oil to a

Current week got

10.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
20-70)—"T-Men'' (E-L) plus vaude.
Big $17,000. Last week, "Whispering
City" (EL) plus Frankie Laine and

50-75)

"Cass Timberlane" (M-G) (4th wk).
$7,000 trailing sturdy $10,000

Good

third stanza.

(RKO) (1,400; 50-75) —
"Fugitive" (RKO) (2d wk).
Fair
$6,000 ii{ wake of solid $12,500 kick•-

Grand

launches the regular firstrun policy
at the State today (Wed.), coming in
as a single feature with shorts to
back it up. Previously the house
had been dualing second-runs, or
used a big second-runner plus a

off.

flecting in part tie Up with Cincy
newspaper Oh man-hunt in downtown section. Last week, "Love

From Stranger" (EL), slow $4,500.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400- 50-75)—"Sierra Madre" (WB)." Second moveover lor third round on 'downtown.
Okay $5,000. Last week, "Gorsican
Brothers" (Indie) and "South Pago
Pago" (Indie) (reissues), mild $4,-

>

bad vaude on

THAWS

$115,000

in

its

current

week at the Music Hal,l remains a sixth round, with "Double
Life" opening Feb. 19.

fifth

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)—
"Night Song" (RKO) (3d wk). Second session ended last (Tues.) night
was. only $20,000, but stays on at least
a third week; first was mildish $26,r>
000.
"If You Knew Susie" (RKO)
opens next here.
Paramonnt (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
"Walk Alone" (Par) plus Andy Russell, Jerry
Wald orch. others, on
stage (4th-final wk).
Third week
ended last (Tues.) night was down
to $66,000, good, after sturdy $76,000
for second frame.
"Road to Rio"
(Par) with Louis Prima orch head-ing stagebill opens Feb. 18.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$1.50)
—"Holiday Camp" (U) (3d wk).
Third
round
ending
tomorrow
(Thurs.) is Holding well at $7i500
alter $8,000 for second.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)—"Paradine
Case" (SRO) with stageshow (5th
wk). Session ending today (Wed.)

.

State
"Killer

(Loew's)

(3,450;

.

^

43-$1.10)-^

McCoy" (M-G) (1st run).
Opens today (Wed.) as solo feature,

Estimates for This

Week

Ambassador (Siritzky)

(1,200; 70-

Feb.

17.

Victoria (City Inv.) (720; 70-$1.20)
—"Fugutive"
(RKO) (7th wk).

Seventh session ending today (Wed.)
will be good $10,500; sixth was $9,500.
"Burning Cross" (SG) Opens Feb.

$1.50)—"Volpone" (Indie) (7th wk). 19.
Warner (WB) (1,499; 90-$1.50)—
Standing up well in face of snow
and cold, with $12,000 likely; last "Miracle Can Happen" (UA). No
week, hurt by snow, pulled in miracles- happening here, with very

OUT;

.

'CASTILE' BIG f 18,000

stage, nice $15,300.

Wk.

(9) night slipped a bit
week was $34,400.

with only shorts backing it up. Last
week, "High Wall" (M-G) and "Lova
Stranger" (EL) (2d runs), big $21,*
000, over hopes.
lesser firstrun,
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—
Roxy is holding "Meant For Me"
with Louis Armstrong heading the "Sierra Madre" (WB) with Lionel
stageshow although down to strong Hampton orch. Red & Curly topping
$83,000 for this (2d) stanza after stagebill (3d wk). Third session end$117,000 opening week. House brings ing tomorrow (Thurs.) likely to stay
in "Northside 777'? on Feb. 18. Para- iip to fine $62,000, being helped by
mount is keeping "Walk Alone," Lincoln's birthday holiday; second
plus Jerry Wald band and Andy was big $65,000. Continues.
Sutton (Rugoff -Becker) (561; 70Russell,; a fourth session after good
$66,000 for third
week. Theatre $1.25)—."Know Where I'm Going"
brings in "Road to Rio" with Louis (U) (26th-final wk). Still okay at
Primaf heading stageshow on Feb. 18, $4,800 in 25th round ended last Mon-^
"Paradine Case," which is off day (9) night, after $4,700 for 24th
week. "The Pearl" (RKO) opens
sharply to

Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 50-75)—
"T-Men" (EL). Sock $14;000, re-

INDPLS.

83G, 2d

Monday

to $32,500; 12th
stays on indef.

very cheerful.
Only two important pictures teed
off during the past week.
While
chief attention focussed on "Miracle will be down to $115,000 after Una
Can Happen" at the Warner, it $127,000 for fourth. Stays a sixth
failed to live up to even mildest ex- session.
"Doxible Life" (U) opens
pectancy.
"Miracle" wovuid up its Feb. 19.
first week with a very thin $19,000,
Bialto (Mayer) (594
50-$1.20)—
worst done at this house in years. "Furla" (FC)
(4th
wk).
Ti»td
Storm last Wednesday (4) slashed stanza ended last Monday (9). night
the modest figure obtained opening was fancy $14,500, after $16,000 for
day nearly in half. "The Idiot," the second. Holds indefinitely.
-other newcomer, likely will reach a
Rivoll (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25X
nice $8,000, with $1.50 top, at the —"Captain CasUle" (20th) (7th-final
Golden in the first week ende4 las* wk). Down to around $20,000 on
(Tues.) night. Film was badly han- blowoff, after $22,000 for sixth frame.
dicapped by preemlng on Wednes- "To Ends of Earth" (Col) opens
day, day of latest big snowstorm, but tomorrow (Thurs.),
picked up strongly over the weekBoxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)—
end.
"Meant for Me" (20th) with Louis
Several new pictures are being Armstrong orch and Robert Lamou*
brought in this stanza to take ad- ret topping stagebill (3d wk). Secvantage of the holiday tomorrow. ond week ended last (Tues.) night
Capifol opens Thursday (12) with fell off sharply but still nice takings
"Three Daring Daughters" and at around $83,000; first was $117,000,
Horace Heidt's band. "To Ends of below hopes. Stays a third with
Earth'' is set to open the same day "Northside 777" (20th) and stageat the Rivoli where "Captain From show headed by Hazel Scott, Raye
Castile" is winding up seven highly & Naldi, -Gil Lamb, Henry TWO,
profitable weeks. "Killer McCoy" opening Feb. 18.

—

17G, Sharp

last

at IDG;

;

both bullish, and

spotty returns on holdovers add up
to a moderate session currently for
fii-st-runs as bad weather carries
Newcomers are
into third .week.
"Voice of Turtle," lofty, and "TMen," solid. Of holdovers, "Cass
Timberlane" is still strong in fourth

round.
Estimates for This

past.
However, the fact that I^ent
starts so early this year and. that it

"BislioD's Wife" (RKO) (5th wk).
Baltimore, Feb. 10.
Tenif $26,000. Last week. $27,000.
Trade is holding at most down- 500.
^
World (Indie) (587: 77)—"ShoeP« Is ee (RKO) (2.600; 50-75)
Shine" (Indie). Smash $7,000 or near. town spots here with best showing
Last week, "Barber SevUle" (Indie) being made by "Voice of Turtle" at "Captain Castile" (20th) (2d wk).
Stanley and "T-Men" tied to vaude So-so $10,000 -ioUowing great $20,(6th wk). $4,800.
000 preem.
at combo Hippodrome. ,
Shnbert (BEO> (2,100; 50-75)—"I
EsUnutCfl for This Week
Walk Alone" (Par) (m.o.). All right
.Centnry (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20Snowstorm Hits L^viDe
Last week, "Sierra Madre"
60)—"Cass Thnberlane" (M-G (2d $5,000,
(WB) (raiO.), pleasing $5,500.
wk). Holding mightily at $16,000
Aiyt'CastHe' $18,000, after smash starter at. $22,200.

'Relentless'

No Irade

"I Love Trouble" (Col) and "Prince
of Thieves" (Col). Neat $6,500. Last

estimated Tot«I Grosi
This Week

at the World with tremendous ^7,000
or near.
,
Weak sist^ of the new films, surprisingly so since ads are built
around Sam Wanamaker, local lad, Meant for Me" but it's only passably
Other fronts aU doing well
•is "My Girl, Tisa" at Roosevelt with good.
light $7,500. "Bishop's Wife," now enough, though nothing very big at
house.
"Night Song" looks
In fifth week at Woods may hit any
giant $26,000. "Gentleman's Agree- slightly over average at Orpheum.
ment" in 13th week at Apollo is still Paramount's "Escape Me Never" is
doing better as is "Relentless" at
okay with $11,000.
Midland.
Estimates for Tbb Week
Estimates for This Week
(B&K) (1,400; $1.28)—
Apollo

(20th)
"Gentleman's Agreement"
(13th wk). Moderate $11,000. Last
>
week, $13,000.
Chicago
(B&K) (3,900; 98)—
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G). Boif
Last week, "Irish Rose"
-$515,000.
(WB) (2d wk), big $35,000.
Garrick (B&K) (900i98)-."RoOSeStory"
(UA). Weak $7,500.
volt
House- goes to third-run, doublefeature policy next week.
Grand (RICO) (1,500; 95)—"Panic"
week,
(Iiidie), Fine $18,000. Last

B'way; 'Irack'

Week

(Tristates) (2,800; 16(Par). Good

65)— "I Walk Alone"

pictures.

Heading the new entries is "Green
Dolphin Slr*et," with which Iiletro
.

Paramount

"1 Walk
best.

i-

thm $19,000 for first week ended Ian
Thursday (5), when a
Keith's (Schangerger) (2,460; 20-'
$14,000.
Indianapolis, Feb. 10.
severe snowstorm hit town, tying 60)— "Secret Beyond Door"
(U).
Aslor (City Inv.) (1,300; 8O-$1.80) Monday (9) night. Crix did not go
Film biz is being slowed this week
Wednesup traffic, and practically blanking Opening today (Tues.) after "Womby a round of snow, thaw -and freeze —"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) (10th wk). for this, and storm coming
out the firstruns. Situation cleared an's Vengeance". (U)
barely hit that kept streets and highways Ninth frame ended last (Tues.) night day kicked biz down nearly 50%
Stays. In
next day, with biz now perking. $5,000 last week. In ahead, "Black hazardous.
Only "Captain From was stout $31,000 after $32,000 for after lukewarm opening.
Turtle" (WB) (6th
"Captain From Castile" at the Rialto Narcissus" (U), nice $11,000.
Castile" is beating this handicap in eighth week.
Continues probably ahead, "Voice of
looks best with solid takings. "Rewas
only
$8,000.
days),
wk-5
20^60)—
New (Mechanic) (1,800;
a big week at the Indiana. "Intrigue" until end of March.
lentless" at Loew'.s State likewise "Meant for Me" (20th) (2d wk).
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60Bijou (City Ihv.) (650; 85-$1.50)—
looks average at Xioew's, "Pirates of
shapes husky. "Road to Big House" Holding well at $12,000 after fine Monterey"
(U)
is
below par at the "Beauty and Beast" (Indie) (8th wk), $1.20)—"Woman's Vengeance"
at the National is being boosted by
Initial holdover .stanza
(2d wk).
$14,800 last week.
Circle.
Still making money at $6,300 for
Duke Ellington's band.
Stanley
(WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
seventh week ended last Monday ending today (Wed.) is down to thin
Estimates for This Week
only $21,000.
Estimates for This Week
"Voice of Turtle" (WB). Looks to
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44- (9) night after $6,200 for .^ixth. DUe $18,000 or less; first was
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; hit fine $19,000, and holds. Last 65)—"Pirates Monterey" (U) and to stay four or five
"Jassy" (U) comweeks longer. Stays a third, with
40.60)— "Senator
Indiscreef"
Capitol (Loew's) .(4,820; 70-$1.50) ing in next.
^Vi*.^week, second of "Sierra Madre" '^Dangerous Years" (20th). Sluggish
and "High Conquest" (Mono) (m.o.j. nvR) fan(3r
fnniw $13,600.
*i!ifinn
$9,000. Last week, "Out of Past" —"If Winter Comes" (M-G) with
Fair $3,500. Last week, "Man in Iron (WB),
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 3MS)— (RKO) and "Linda Be Good" (EL), Sammy Kaye orch (3d-final wk).
Mask" (EL) and "Gentleman After
average $10,000.
AU
Likely to go near $49,000 on blowoff, Bitter Cold Continues
Song"
(RKO)
"N>ght
(2d
wk).
Dark" (EL) (reissues), $4,000.
Indiana (Gamble-Dolle) (3,300; 44- being
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; .30-40) right at $10,000 after good $13,200 for 65)—"Captain Castile" (20th). Strong I.Q. onhelped Monday nights by Dr.
frame.
stage; second week was $46,—"Cynthia"
(M-G) and "Buck opening
To Slow Mpls. Albeit
$18,000. Last week, "Tycoon" (RKO), 500, both a bit disappointing. "Three
Privates Home" (U). F.iir $3,000.
$14,000.
Daring Daughters" (M-G) with HorLast week, "Each Dawn I Die" (WB)
Keith's (Gamble-Dolle) (1,300; 44- ace Heidt orch heading stageshow
and "Song of Scheherazade" (U) (re'Senator' Hefty $16,000
65)—
"Tycoon (RKO) (m.o.). Slow opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
Mont'l
'Body' Solid
issues), ."82,900.
"J^ebel"
start

last

-

.

,

.

Mary An^lerson

m,

(Peoplo'.s)

WB).

$6,000.

National CStaiiaard) (2,400; 50-66)

—"Road to Big House" (SG) and
JJuke Ellington oroh, others, on
stage. Got slow start on
.stormy
Thursday (5). but looks nice $16,000.
hasi week. "Burning Cros.s" (SG)
and "KiUor DiU" (SG) dull $4,000.
Rialto
40-60)—
(FA) (3.400;
"Cap^
tain Castile" (20th). Sharp $18,000
or near. Last week, "Senator Indiscreet"
(U) and "High Conquest"
.

(Mono), $13,000.
Staie

fI,oew's)

(3i000;

40-60)—

Relentl.cs,i"
(Col) and "Web of
Dmmoi" (Bed). Husky $17,000. Last
wok. "It Winter Comes" (M-G) and

Wreck

of Hesperus" (Col),

Montreal, Feb.

(1.100;

40-60)— "Sierra Madre" (WB). Nice
«8,000. Last week, "1 Love Trouble"

.'l!l5,000.

Strand
40-60)—
(FA)
(l.OOOr
Fugitive" (RKO). Catchinsj some
class trade, but cold weather and
oaa trafTit; r^r-nditions are h-i'idirao.
Olcay
SSSOn.
Last
weak
"Gay

Kanchero" (.Peo) and "Twiii-'V't on
Rio Grande" (Rep), lively $6,000.

$4,500.

10.

"Body and Soul" at the Capitol
and "Where There's Life" at Palace,

and

Last week,

"Slight

Case

Murder"

(reissues), $4,000.

(WB)
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700;
(WB) —"T-Men" (EL) (3d wk).60-$li25)
Third

Minneapolis, Feb. 10.
Prolonged cold wave still is holdround ending today (Wed.l will be ing back biz hei-e. Fact that new
down to $18,.^00 or near; second was fare is at a minimum currently
Sole, imdoesn't help any either.
$20,500.
Holds a fourth.
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 70-$1.20)— portant entries are "Senator Was In'Body and Soul" (UA) (14th wk). discreet," hefty at. Orpheum, and

toew's- (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)—
"Intrigue" (UA). So-so $11,000. Last

look standout this week.
Estimates for This Week
week, "Sleep. My Love" (UA) and
3.5-67)— "Mary Lou" (Col), nice $12,000.
(3,115;
Loew'S
(C.T.)
"Dolphin Street" (M-Q) ,(2d wk).
Lvrio (Gamble-Dolle) (1,600; 44Fair S15.000. La.st week, sock $22,500. 65)— "This Haopv Breed" (U) and
30-62)— "Smart
Thin
Capitol
(C.T.)
(2,610;
Politics"
(Mono).
"Body and Soul" (UA), Solid $16,500. $4,000. Last week, "Always Together"
(WB) and "Big Town Dark" (Par),
La.st week, "Kiss of Death" (20th)
about same.
(2d wk), oke $8,000.
80-62)—
(C.T.)
(2,578;
Palace
"Wliero There's Life" (Par). Okay
Last wiaek, "Desire Me"
Estimates
$15,000.

with help of Lincoln's birthday, biz
looks to hit solid $20,000 after droppmg down to $17,500 in 13th week.
Continues, with nd picture set yet
to replace.

Golden (RKO)' (769; 85-$1.50)—
"The Idiot" (Indie) (2d wk). Starts
'

second stanza today

(Wed.).
First
round was -nice $8,000, despite opening on day of snowstorm. Last week,
final
11
days of 10th week for
"Mourning Becomes Electra" (RKO)
was sturdy $12,000.
(460; 95^ Little Carnegie. (Indie)

Are Net

(M-G),

$11,000.
(C.T.)
Friiicess

30-53)—
(WB) and "Crime
"Haneti Girl"
Doctor's Gamble" (Col). Very mild
Last week. "Thunder in ValS7,.=)00.
lov" (20lh) and "Roses Are Red"
(2.270;

(20tli), $5,500.

„
Imperial (C.T.) (1,916; 30-50)—
"Visilantes Return" (U) and "Lone
Wolf London" (Col). Routme $4,000.
Last week, "Wings of Morning" (EL)

I2d wk.), $4,300,

'(

Film

as reported herewith 'from the various key cities, are net, i.e., withDistributors
out the 20";. tax.
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
parenthetic
admission
Tile
however, as indicated,
price.=!,
include the U. SI amusement tax.
groiis

estimates,

$1.20)
issue)

"Ninotchka" (M-G) (re(4th wk). Off to $5,000 after

$6,5000 for third.

'

Stays on.

Mayfalr (Brandt) (1,736: 70-$1.50)
—•'Gentleman's Agreement" (20th)
U4th wk). Thirteenth round ended

"Frieda,"

solid

at

.

sure-seater

Mild week looms for "InHoldovers are
trigue" at State.
topped by "Captain from CastHe"
ati Radio City and "Treasure of SiWorld.

erra

Madre"

at

•

RKO-Pan.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)— "InFair
termezzo" (SRO) (reissue).
$6,000.
Last week, "Ninitchka"

(M-G)

(reissue), light $5,000.

Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)-^"Dangerous Years" (20th). Mild $3,500.
Last week, "Fabulous Texan" (Rep),
$3,000.

Lyceum

(Schreiber) (1,900; 50-70)

—"Road to Hollywood" (Indie) and
"Second Chorus" (Indie)- (reissues).
In' for only three: days prior ttt(Continued on page 20)

f^A^tSft

la

:

•

t

One

of

y,

a big show
for everybody.

Tremendous power
and suspense!
Should make a lot

11

of moneyl
Hollywood keporfer

I

^^^^
taH^

By

HI'*'

than
^House on 92nd
Street/ Superb entertain
nient to enthrall
all

audiences*

Top boxofficer

— Showmen's

Trade Review

and Betty Garde

•

Kasia Orzazewski

•

Joanne de Bergh

Howard Smitli 'Moroni Olsen*John Mclntire*Paul Harvey
Directed

by

Produced by

HENRY HATHAWAY
icmnphy by Jerome Cidy and Jay

nd Quentin fieynoldt

•

OTTO LANG

Dratler • Adaptation

by Leonard Hotrman

• Based on Articles by James P. McGu!r*

SOON TO MATCH

THE BOX-OFFICE HISTORY OF "THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET"
in NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SEATTLE
ond PORTLANDI

ana "BOOMERANG!"

Wcdncaday, February 11, 19411
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PICTURE GROSSES

11, 19411

'Susie'-Mooney Sweet

'Fugitive'

$34M Hub;

Prov.;

Uleant Me 24G, 'Swordsman' 38G in 2

W

Hefty $18,000,

24G

Tall

Providence, Feb.

10.

First real break in weather and
sustained dear skisg will boost
grosses generally this stanza.
No
'

^ '

,

Boston, Feb.

«ew

10.

here this
week but a. favorable break in the
weather is hypoing biz in most

Only threo

bills

Key

downtown spots, "You Were Meant
for Me" looks fairly good at Met.

''Swordsman" shapes as fine at State,
and Orpheum. But "If You Knew
Susie," with Art Mooney band; at
BKO Boston, is the real standout
With a big session.
^
Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycocks) (1,400; 40-80)

(Ba.<;ed

Wn

24

$3,020,000

231 thea-

cities,

—

(RKO)

"Bishop's •Wife"?

(7th

wk).

rum, inctudino

N. y.)
Total Gross Same Weei'
JLast

Vear

(Btued on 21

. .

.....

cities,

.

,

.

$3,lS0,O00

206 theotres).

Still nice at $15,000 after $17,000, last

week.

-.

Bostoji
"If

(RKO)

You Knew

(3,200;

Susie"

H.O;sDiinPliilIy;

Last Week, "Secret Beyond Door"
(U) plus Mildred Bailey, Artie Dann,

on

'Relentless'

(Indie) (1,000; 55-74)—
"Black Narcissus'' (U) and "Action
«lander" (U) (3d wk). Fine $4,000
after $6,000 for second.

20G

Philadelphia, Feb.

10.

Philly's Filmrow looks mainly in
(M-P) (1,.373; 40-80)—
Madre" (WB) and "Campus the holdover groove this week and
Honeymoon" (Hep) (m.o.). Lively grosses reflect it. Only a couple of
Alone"
week,
"I
Walk
Last
$7,000.
new films on the lineup, ''Relentless"
(Par) and "Heading for Heaven"
and "Prince of Thieves" and neither
•(EL), $6,500.
Kenmore (Indie) (900; 55-74)— is causing any excitement, "Cass

Fenway

"Sierra

(Indie)
wk).
"Shoe-Shine"
(6th
Staying c 1 o s e to $2,000, excellent;
'
About same last Week.

Timberlane" looks best of the h.o.'s.
Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-$1.25)—
"Unconquered"
(Par)
(7 th
wk).
Holding up -well at $15,000.
Last
week, big $17,^)00.
considering length of stay here. Last
Arcadia (S&S) (700; 50-94)— "Tweek, big. $18,000.
Looks fair
Metropolitan (M-P> (4,367; 40-80) Men" (EL) (2d run).
—"Meant for Me" (20th) and "Dan- $5,000. Last week, "Killer McCoy"
gerous Years" (20th). Okay $24,000. (M-G), mild $4,800 second run.
Last week, "Sierra Madre" (WB))
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94 )—"3Vomr
and "Campus Honeymoon" (Rep), an's Vengeance" (U) (2d wk). Thin
$26,000.
Last week, nice $20,000.
$16,000.
Old south (Siritsky) (700; 40-80)
Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-94)— "I,Walk
—"Father's House" (Indie) (3d wk). Alone" (Par) (4th wk). Looks sturdy
Holding close to $2,000 after fine $17,000. Last week, $19,500.
$S,000 in iast week.
Erlanger (Goldman) (1,800; 50-94)
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-80)
—'.'Cass Timberlane" (M-G) (2d wk).
"Swordsman" (Col) and "Mary Ltfu" Hefty $27,0()0. House reopened last
(Col). Staunch. $25,000. Last week, week with this, and landed ^ock
"Cass Timberlane" (M^G) (2d wk), $32,000.
$20,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; SO-94)— "Meant
Paramount (M.P) (1,700; 40-80) for Me'" (20th) (2d wk). Slipping
—"Sierra Madre" (WB) and "Cam- to $19,000 following fine $30,000
tus Hdneymoon" (Rep) (m.o.). Big opener.
17,000. Last week, *'I Walk Alone"
Goldman (Goldman) (1,800; 50-94)
(Par) and "Heading Heaven" (EL)
—"Tycoon" (RKO) (3d wk). • Okay
$15,000.
$13,000. Last week, husky $'20,000,
'
Statje (Loew) {3;500; 40^80)
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)-^
"Swordsjnan" « (Col), and "Mary "Prince of Thieves" (Col).
Thin
Lou" (Col). Better tiian usual with $6,060. Last week, "Secret Beyond
$13,000.
Last week, "Cass Timber- Door" (U), $7,000.
lane" (M-G) (2d wk), $8,000.
Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
Tran^Iux (Translux) (900; sO-74)— "Always Together'' "(WB) (2d run).
"Congorllla" (Indie) and "Borneo" Heading for very mild $3,500. Last
(Indie) (reissues). Nice $5,800. Last weelc, "Good News" (M-G), $4,800
week, "Sundown" and "Kansan" .second run.
(reissues), $4,000.
Masfbaum (WB) (4,760; 50-94)—
"Sierra Madre" (WB) (3d wk). Mild
$17,000. Last week, fine $23,500.
' Fix (Cummins)
(500; 50-94 )—" OutNice $10,000 or fiear,
law"" (UA).
Opening week, huge $12,000.
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)— "Relentless" (Col). Modest $20,000. Last
w^eek, "Road to Rio" (Par), sturdy
$16,000 for fifth week.
Pitt;
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 60-94)— "Out
of Past" (RKO) (2d wk). *Okay'
Pittsburgh, Feb. lOi
$12,500. Last week," great $18,000.
Break in the weather giving toi^ a
break, top. Healthy weekends everywhere means enough to Insure some Better Weather Tilts
substantial
black figures for
a

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-80)—
Agreement"
(20th)
"Gentlemen's
(4th wk).
Down to $16,000. great

.

—

"

'

$im

Inrde' 19G

•

,

Tisa Fair 40G, 'Smugglers Fat 32G

town

looks

$44m 6 Spots;

Los Angeles, Feb, 10.
Savage" (EL) (2d wk). Nice $20,000.
Preponderance of extended-runs is Last week, hefty $28,700.
Albee
(RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
)
Paramount Hollywood ( F &
"Night Song" (RKO), Starts tomor- keeping the overall gross outlook (1,451; 60-$l)— "Walk Alone" (Par)
row (Wed.). Last week, "The Fugi- down In the current session,' with (2d wk) and "Blonde Savage" (EL).
bills. Best of these
tive" (RKO) and "Main Street Kid" only .three new
Solid $10,000 or over.
Last weelc,
(RKO), healthy $18,000. In ahead, is "Double Life," now getting regu- fine 814,200.
"Pirates Monterey" (U) and "Frieda" lar-price run after special tworweek
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890i
advance admission showing over the
(U), fair $12,000.
60-80)— "Ends of Earth" (Col) and
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65) Christmas holidays to qualify for
"Blondie Dough" (Col) (2d wk).
-—"Sundown" and ''The Kansan" (re- Academy nomination. First week Near
theatres,
$17,000.
Last week, solid
issues).
Nice $6,000.
Last week, looks solid $44,500 in six
$25,300.
"Man Iron Mask" (EL) and "Gentle- mostly, smallrseaters.
Bit! (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)
"My Girl Tisa" looks only fair
man After Dark" (EL) (reissues),
Stout $11,000.
$40,000 in 'three houses. Combo of "Double Life" (U).
$6,000.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)--"Last "Smugglers" and "Untamed Fury," Last week, "Secret Door" (U) and
Roundup" (Rep) and vaude on stage. playing four spots, is surprising with "Stork Bites" (UA) (2d wk), $3,800.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)-»
Fairly healthy $7,500.. Last week, $32;000 or near.
"Double
Life"
(U).
Smart $6,000.
"Two Sisters Boston" (M-G) (re"Cass Timberlane" is doing neat Last week,
"Secret Door": (U) and
issue) and vaude, $6,000.
$37,000 in third stanza, three sites,
Majestic
(Fay)
44-65)— and holds for fourth. "To Ends of "Stork Bites" (UA) (2d wk), thin
(2,200;
"Meant for Me" (20th) and "Big Fix" Earth" shapes okay $33,000 for sec- $2,700.
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60-$l)
(20th).
Hep $17,000. Last week, ond round, two spots. "Walk Alone,"
"Sierra Madre'' (WB) and "Linda Be also second session in two houses, is —"Double Life" (U) and "Fighting
Mad" (Mono). Okay $11,500. Last
Good" (WB) (2a wk), big $12,000.
fine $30,000 or over. "Gentleman's
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44- Agreement'" closes its seven-week week, "Secret Door" (U) and "Storfe
Bites"
(UA) (2d wk). dull $4,500.
65)
"House Across Bay" (Mono) hiked-scale run tonight
(Tues.)
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)—
and "Stand In" (WB). So-so $7,000 with near $13,500 in two theatres.
"Relentless" (Col) and "Smart Polin 5 days.
Last week, ''Black Gold"
Estimates; for This Week
itics" (Mono) (2d wk). Slow $5,000.
(Mono) and "Bachelor's Daughter"
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 60-$l)— Last week, okay $8,800:
(UA), $8,500.
Vogue (FWC) (885: 60-85)
(EL) and "Untamed
State (Loew) (3,200: 44-65)— "High "Smugglers"
Wall" (M-G) and "Woman From Fury" (EL). Good $,5,000. Last week, "Smugglers" (EL) and "Untamed
Good $5,500. Last
Tangier" (Col). Steady $24,000. Last "Tender Years" (20th) and "Perilous Fury" (EL).
week, "Tender Years" (20th) and
week, "Carnegie Hall" (UA) and Waters" (Mono), skinny $2,700.
"Perilous
Waters" (Mono), faint
"Personal Column" (UA), thin $19,Beverly (FWC) (1,3152; 80-$1.50)
$2 900
000.
"Gentleman's . Agreement"
(20th)
Wilshire (FWC)
(2,296;
60-$l—
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-66) (7tb wk). .Okay $4,500 ia. 6 days. Last
"Cass Timberlane" (M-G) (3d wk).
"Walk Alone" (Par).
Opened week,, nice $6,300.
Neat $10,000.
Last week, nifty
Monday. Last week, "Road to Bio"
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S- $13,800.
(Par) (4th. wk), sock $12,500 after
Blumenfeld) (826; 65-$l)
"Sleep,
WJItern (WB) (2,300; 80-$l)
$13,000 last week.
My Love" (UA^ (2d wk). Nice "Tisa"
(WB). Fair $11,000. Last
$4,500. Last week, good $6,600.
week, "Sierra -Madre" (WB) (84
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1.518; SO^ wk-9 days), good $11,100.
$1.50)—"Bishop's Wife" (KKO) (7th
Layoff of Det. Workers
wk). Neat $8,000. Last Wfeek, $9,400.
Chinese
(Grauman-WC) (2,048;
No Big Blight on Biz; 60-$l)—
"Relentless" (Col) (2d wk).
Slow $6,500. Last week, $10,100.
'Suigon'25G, Texan' 14G
Culver (FWC) (1,146; 60-$l)—
"Double Life" (U) and i'Fighting
Detroit, Feb. 10.
Mad" (Mono). Trim $5,500. Last
With about 200,000 auto ^vorkers, week, "Tender Years" (20th) and
idle because of shortage of gas for
"Perilous Waters" (Mono) (5 days),

M

/

,

stage, $23,000.

Exeter

'Furtive

Wall"

RKO

Life Solid

—

plus

Art Mooney orch, Gene Sheldon,
(ithers, on stage. Big $34,000 or near.
others,

"High

MIe

,

50-$1.10)—

(RKO)

hurts.

also

streets,

LA Slowed Up by Long-run Films;

topper^
Albee'a ''The Fugitive" looks nearly as strong.
Estimates tor Thi» Week

Gross

;

tres, chic/lK ^rst

many

downtown
Loew's

City Grosses

Estimated Total
This Week

parking ban being pressed on

11

change. Helping, too,

is the fact tliat
its best prodin' some tinie, "Voice of the
Turtle" is leading pack at Stanley,
,with "Fugitive" banging out a sock
session at Warner. "Bishop's Wife"
likewise at Fulton is big. "You Were
Meant For Me" shapes as trim at
^

Golden Trlarigle has

St.

Loo; 'Body' $20,000,

uct

leant Me'

Sofid

St. Louis,

Feb.

19G
10.

Clearing skies after snow and low
temperatures almost every day for,
is stimulating biz all over town.
"Treasure of Sierra Madlre" is
Estimates for This Week
slightly out in front at the big Fox
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 44-76)— but "Body and Soul" looks standout
Bishop's Wife'" (RKO). Off to sock at Loew'.s.
Estimates for This Week
start with close, to $15,000 in sight,
Ambassador (P&M) (3,000: 50-75)
fast ^week, "Secret Beyond Door"
—"Meant for Me" (20th) and "Dan(U), $6,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 44-76)— gerous Years" (20th). Nice $19,000.
Meant For Me" (20th). Got light- Last week, "Woman's Vengeance"
weight rating from crix but going to (U) and "Upturned Glass"
(U),
tnm $14,000. Last week, "Senator $15,000.
60-75)—
Fox
(P&M)
(6,000;
™i?oreet" (U) .m 8 days was nice

Hams.

week

..

^

—

—

—

•

•

—

Trooble'-Vai^

Temf52G,Qeve.

industrial

use,

biz

at

film theatres

has not been aflfected much. "Saigon"
at the Michigan appears the hesi
draw currently, with lour holdovers
cutting Into city's overall total. "Fab-

$7,500 last week.

Cleveland, Feb.

10.

geance" (U), tidy $11,000.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)^
El Bey (FWC) .(861; 60-$l)—
"Smugglers" (EL) and "Untamed "Sierra Madre" (WB) (2d wk).
(EL). Pleasing $5,000. Last Satisfying $14,000 following very
Stranger" (EL). Nice $14,000. Last week, "Tender Years" (20th) and solid $24,000 last round.
%
week, "Intrigue" (UA) and "Blonde "Perilous Waters" (Mono), slight
Lake (Warner)
55-70)-;.
(800:
Savage" (EL), $15,000.
"Swordsman": (Col)" (m.o.).
$2,800.
Ok*
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70Esquire (Rosener) (685; $1.20)^ $3,000 or over, after extra good $3,900
05)—"Killer McCoy" (M-G) and "Beauty and Beast" (Indie) (4th last week.
Lower Mall (Community) (570; 55'•Bowery Buckaroos" (Mono) (4th wk). Over' $2,500. Last week, nice
70)—"Torment" (Indie). Import gowk). Skidding to $6,000 after a neat $3,000.
$7,000 last weeki
v
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; $1.20- ing snappily at $5,500. Last week,
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95) $1.80) "Morning Becomes Electra" "Roosevelt Story" (UA), averagl
—"Meant For Me" (20th) and (RKO) (7th wk). Steady $4,500. Last $3 000
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 55-70)-!
"Woman From Tangier" (Col). Mild week, $4,800.
Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$l)— "Dou- "Kansan" (FC) and "Sundown" (FX?)
$22,000, Last weeki ''Secret Beyond
Door" (U) and "Love Trouble" ble Life" (U) and "Fighting Mad" (reissues).
Modest $7,500.
Last
(Mono).' Near $5,000, Last week, week, "Borneo" XIndie) and "Con(Col), $15,000.
Michigan (UD) (4,039; 70-95)— "Secret Beyond DDor" tU) and gorilla" (Indie) (reissues), bright
"Saigon" (Par) and "Mary Lou" "Stork Bites Man" (UA) (2d wk), $7,500.
65-90)— "I Lov%
Nice $25,000.
Last week, sparse $1,600.
Palace
(Col).
(3,300;
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (1,106; Trouble" (Col) plus Vaughn Monroe
"Sierra Madre" (WB) and "Glamour
60-$l)— "Sleep, My Love" (UA) (2d orch on stage. Shooting for smasii
Girl" (Col) (2d wk), big $19,060.
"To Wk). About $4,000. Last week, fair $52,000, top band gross of year. Last
Palms (UD) (2,976; 70-95)
week, "Prince of Thieves" (Col) with
Ends of Earth" (Col) and "Sweet $6,100.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 60-$l)— Horace Heidt orch on stage, sockO'
Genevieve" (Col). Very sturdy $16^"Tisa" (WB). Slow $11,000. Last $39,000.
000 after smash $27,000 last week.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)—"If
united Artists (UD) (2,976; 70-95) week, "Sierra Madre" (WB) (3d Wkand 9 days), neat $11,500.
(Col)
Swordsman"
Winter Comes" (M-G>. .Steady $14,"The
Hollywaod Music Hall (Blumen- 500. Last week, "Cass Timberlane''
"Perilous Waters" (Col) (2d Wk).
Okay $15,000 against socko $24i000, feld) (475; 60-85)— "Sleep, My Love" (M-G), nifty $19,50(?,
Last
Average
$4,000.
wk).
(2d
(UA)
StillmAH
55-70)— "Cass
last week.
(2,700;
week, fair $5,400.
Timberlane" (M-G) (m.oJ< ExcelIris (FWC) (828: 60-85)— "Double lent $12,500. Lpst week, "Secret BeLife" (U). Good $5,500. Last week, yond Door". (U), $6,200.
(U) and
"Secret Beyond Door"
Seattle Very Spotty,
"Stork Bites" (UA) (2d wk), bare
•

600.

Broadway-Capitol

troit)

(3,309;

Texan"

.

(Rep)

.70-95)

(United
De"Fabulous

From Fury"

"Love

and

.

•

.

.

—

•

—

—

'Prince Robust
Seattle,

$9,000
Feb.

10.

"Sierra Madre" (WB) and "Smart
Biz is way off here this- week at
Good $22,000.
44-76)— Politics" (Mono).
Cass Timberlane" (M-G) (2d wk). Last week, "I Walk Alone" (Par) most spots. Best newcomers are "I
pest breadwinner this house has had and "Blonde Savage" (EL), $23,000. Walk Alone" at Paramount and
in long time.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)— "Prince of Thieves" at Liberty.
Shooting for $17,500 on
top of sock $27,000 last week,
"Body and Soul" (UA) and "Curley" "Cass Timberlane" is big on its sec(UA). Fine $20,000. Last Week, "If ond Music Hall week.
(Loew's) (800; 44-70)
"I
wr'',",'''
Estimates for This Week
Wallt Alone" (Par)
(m.o.).
Held Winter Comes" (M-G) and "Killer
BlUe Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
over here for second stanza after Dill" (SG), $17,000.
week at Penh, fine $2,500.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)— (800; 45-80)—"Heaven Only Knows"
Last
(UA) and "Heartaches" (EL). Very
week, great $4,000.
(20th)
(m.o,).
Castile"
"Captain
to
Last week, "Night thin $3,000. Last week, "Road
(Harris) (1,750; 44-76)— Good $12,000.
..T^*I"*1"*'
Last Round-Up" (Col) and "Dan- Song"
(RKO) and "The Flame" Rio" (Par) (i5th wk), good $3,400.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
Serous Yeai-s" (20th). Very thin $2,- (Rep), $10,000.
and
„Last week, "Stand-in" (Indie)
Orpheum (Lqew) (2,000; 50-75 )-t —"Woman's Vengeance" (U)
ana House Acroiss Bay"
(M-G) and "Road Big House" (Indie). All-time
Winter Comes"
(Indie) (re- "If
issues), solid $4,500.'
Okay low, $3,500 and pulled in 5 days.
"Killer Dill" (SG) (m.o.).
week, "Meant for Me" (20th)
»*»»'ey
(WB)
44-76)— $7,500. Lafit week, "Sleep, My Love" Last
(3,800;
Voice of Turtle". (WB). Cashing in (UA) and "Flight to Nowhere" and "Roses Are Red" (20th), fair
$7,800.
on good reviews and rep of play, (SG) (m.o.), $7,000.
Liberty (J & VH) (1,650: 45-80)—
strong $19,000, more than enough to
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 60-75)—
of Thieves" (Col). Big $9,000.
"Prince
(20th) and "Gay
'L? holdover. Last week, second "Tender Years"
(Col) and
°* Sierra Madre" (WB), $13,000.
Ranchero" (Rep), Mild $8,500. Last Last week, "Relentless"
Warner (WB) (2,000; 44-76)— "The week, "The Exile" (U) and "Tifne of "Crime Doctor's Gamble" (Col).
Good $9,300 in 10 days.
Fugitive" (RKO). This one's catch- Mind" (Col) (2d Wk;, $8,000.
Music BOX (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
ing on. Got a
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 40-60)— "I
strong press and look-s
10 reach rousing $14,500 or better. Walk Alone"
(Par) and "Blonde "Meant for Me" (20th) and "Roses
Good $4,000. Last
Last week, "Christmas Eve" (UA) Savage" (EL) fm.o.).
Neat $6,000. Red" (20th).
week, "Sleep. My Love" (UA) and
<UA), weak $7,- Last week, "Slave Girl" (U) and
(Continued on page 20)
000
(U), $8,000.
.

'

.

•

"Ivy"

$2,800.

Downtown (WB) (1.800; 60-$l)—
Weather is beginning to warm up
"My Girl Tisa" (WB). Fair $18,000. and so are grosses. Springing away
Last week, "Sierra Madre" (WB) ahead are Vaughn Monroe's ban*
and "I Love Trouble," spelling a
ulous Texan" is nice at Broadway- (3d wk-9 days), good $14,500.
Downtown Music Hall' (Blumen- smash stanza for Palace. "If Winter
Capitol.
"To Ends' of Earth" looks sturdy feld) (872; 60-$l)— "Sleep, My Love" Coihes" at State and Allen's "If You
in second stanza at Palms.
(UA) (2d wk). Oke $10,000. Last Knew Susie" are also fancy.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
week, dull $12,500.
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)—"If
.Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)—
''Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (Bth "Cass Timberlane" (M-G) (3d wk). You Knew Susie" (RKO).
Bright
$6,000
fine
wk). Sliding to
against
Good $10,000. .Last week, nifty $13,- $16i500. Last week, "Woman's Veni

..^Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300;

—

—

:

$1,900.

Laurel (Rosener) (890; $1.20)-^
"Barber Seville" (Indie) (5tb wk).
Nice $2,000. Last week, $2,600,
Loew's State (Loew's-WC) (2,404;

—

and

"Relentless!"
(Col)
Politics" (Mono) (2d wk).
Dull $11,000. Last week, fair $19,200.

60-$l)

"Smart

Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
60-$l)— "Cass Timberlane" (M-G)
(3d" wk). Brisk $17,000.
Last Week,
smart $22,500.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)—
"Relentless" (Col)
(2d wk). Fair
$5,500. Last week, okay $8,400.

Orpheum
(D'town-WC)
(2,210;
60-$!)— "Smugglers" (EL) and "Untamed Fury" (EL). Steady $16,500.
Last week, "Tender Years" (20th)
and "Perilous Waters" (Mono), faint
$7,400.

(D'town) (1,226; 80-$1.20)
—Palace
"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th)

'McCoy' Strong $21,500,
Frisco;

TMen' Wow 206

San Francisco, Feb, 10,
Season's first rainy weather it
helping business here. Fact that it
is market week with plenty of visitors in town also is helping. "Killer
McCoy," at Warfield, and "T-Men,"
at St. Francis, both shape fine among
new pictures. "Relentless" shapes aS
good in two spots.
Estimates for This^ Week
Golden Gale (RKO) (2,844; 65$1.00)—"Bambi"
(RKOJ (reissue)
pjus vaude headed by Francis Craig
and Andrini Bros. Big $27,000. La.st
week,. "Night Song" (RKO) plus
vaude headed by Barry Wood and
Wilbur Hall (2d wk), nice $19,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)— "Cass
Timberlane" (M-G) (3d wk). Nice
$11,500 in S days. Last week, strong

fairly

,

(7th wk). Oke $9,000 in 6 days. LB.st
week, nice $11,500.
$19,000.
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
Pantages. (Pan) (2,812: 60-$l)—
"To Ends of Earth" (Col) and "Killer McCoy" (M-G). Strong $21,Last week, "Walter Mitty*
"Blondie in Dough" (Col) (2d wk). 500.
Average $16,000. Last week, sturdy (RKO) (3d Wk), fine $15,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)^
$23,000.
Paramount (P&M) (3,398; 60-$l)— "Sierra Madre" (WB^ (2d wk). Okay
(Continued on page 20)
"Walk Alone" (Par) and "Blonde
:

-

Last

"HOMECOMING"

week seven wonderful motion

picture entertainments

viewed

M-G-M

at the

They give

GREAT IN

hew

M-G-M presents CLARK GABLE • LANA TURNER • ANNE

BAXTER

Studios.

meaning

thrilling

the industry's

were preto

in

"HOMECOMING" Ray
Mitchell • A MERVYN
•

•

Cameron

LeROY PRODUCTION

•

Original Story by Sidney Kingsley

•

Adaptation by Jan Lustig

"M-G-M

slogan

JOHN HODIAK

.

Gladys Cooper

Collins

•

Screen Play by Paul Osborn

MERVYN LeROY Produced by SIDNEY
FRANKLIN A METRO-GOLDVJJYN-MAYER PICTURE

Directed by

'481"

•

.

"THE PIRATE"

STATE OF THE UNION"

{Technicolor)

LIBERTYFILMS presents SPENCER TRACY KATHARINE
•

HEPBURN VAN JOHNSON ANGELA LANSBURY
ADOLPHE MENJOU LEWIS STONE in FRANK CAPRA'S
"STATE OF THE UNION" Based on the Play by Howard
•

.

by

•

Lindsay and Russel (jlrouse

and Myles Connolly

•

•

«

v

M-G-M presents JUDY GARLAND • GENE KELLY in
"THE PIRATE" • WALTER SLEZAK • GLADYS COOPER
REGINALD OWEN . Songs by COLE PORTER . Color

TECHNICOLOR

•

Screen Play by Albert Hackett and

Based on the Play 1^

N. Behrman

•

Frances Goodrich

Screen Play by Anthony Veiller

Dance Direction by Robert Alton and Gene Kelly
by VINCENTE MINNELLI

Associate Producer Anthony Veiller

FRANK CAPRA A METROGOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
I^roduced and Directed by

•

.

S.

*

Directed

Produced by ARTHUR FREED

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER HCTURE

•

"EASTER PARADE"
-

"B. F.'$

DAUGHTER

M-G-M

M-G-M presents "B. F.'s DAUGHTER" starring BARBARA
STANWYCK
VAN HEFLIN
CHARLES COBURN
RICHARD HART • KEENAN WYNN A ROBERT Z.
LEONARD PRODUCTION Screen Play by Luther Davis
•

•

•

•

Based on the Novel by John P. Marquand

•

{Technicolor)

IRVING BERLIN'S "EASTER PARADE"
starring JUDT GARLAND . FRED ASTAIRE . PETER
LAWFORD with ANN* MILLER . Color by TECHNICOLOR
Music and Lyrics by ^IRVING BERLIN • Director of Musical
Numbers ROBERT ALTON • Directed by CHARLES
WALTERS . Produced by ARTHUR FREED • A METROGOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

Directed by

presents

.

ROBERT Z. LEONARD • Produced by EDWIN H. KNOPF
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

"THE BIG CITY" ^^sr
M-G-M

THE BRIDE GOES WILD

If

OmiEN

Albert Beich

by

UNA MERKEL

.
•

WILLIAM

.

NORMAN TAUROG Produced
WRIGHT A METRO-GOLDWYN-

Directed by

H.

MAYER PICTURE

Original Screen JPlay by

"THE BIG CITY"

starritig

MARGARET

ROBERT PRESTON DANNY THOMAS
GEORGE MURPHY
KARIN BOOTH . EDWARD
ARNOLD BUTCH JENKINS and introducing to the screen
BETTY GARRETT and LOTTE LEHMANN • Screen Play
.

.

.

M^G^M presents VAN JOHNSON • JUNE ALLYSON in
*'THE BRIDE GOES WILD" . BUTCH JENKINS • HUME

CRONYN

presents

.

.

i

by Whitfield

Cook and Anne Morrison Chapin

-

Additional

•

Dialogue by Aben Kandel

.

•

Based on a Story by Miklos Laszlo

As Adapted by Nanette Kutner

•

Directed by

NORMAN

TAUROG Produced by JOE PASTERNAK A METROGOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
.

*

Give Generously For American Brotherhood Week \

.

WiNihiciBdar,

.
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biside Stuff-Pictures

TOA

Par s %-Clii$eDmg

Tele

Continued from page 1
Since a Pittsburgh columnist pointed it out last week; there's ,been a
ol amazement expressed, here and elsewhere, about the striking simiuse and stations in operation, prolarity between the jcofntinuity o( the Andy Gump cattoon strip lately and
jecting these facts into the future.
the plot of the recent James Stewart picture, "Magic Towfa." Pitt itemThousands
watching the last World
gathered vfeAtured th6 opinion that the parallel's too close to be just a
Series and the Louis-Walcott heavycoincidence; 'V
title fight on these sets made
Gump strip "for last few weeks has had "Andy as "Mr. Average Man," aweight
serious
dent
in theatre boxoffice
an unwitting 'dupe for an advertising agency setup that has picked him as
grosses, the bulletin adds.
Mr. Average arid.usesi the chinless gUy as a test-sampler for every kind
As to the actual threat tele holds
ol product. Of., course, 'Gump doesn't know that he's the average one,
in -store for theatres, the TOA oomt
theory being that as soon as he finds out his eftectiveness will end.
That was precisely the situation in "Magic Town," but in that a town mittee remains on the fence, pre:instead of a person was the test sampler, In the pic the idea was also that fcrring instead to quote varying
opinions of tele officials. Disregardas- soon as the community learned it was the -filing guide for the nation,
ing its previous statement that theaits effectiveness wa% likewise lost.

Brandt

Suit Vs.

'

lot

May

'

S5

,

.

Buletih

Tele Leader
s=

a 52-week contract on NBC'S present four-station network, with an
additional .$1,000 weekly to be paid
for any other station getting the
,reel:,

"
.

:

,

.

Although rumors have recurred
consistently that Universal has already closed a deal with a sponsor,
execs have flatly denied this. It
now appears likely that WarnerPathe may be the next major reel
shorts
into the video picture.

U

WB

sales

.manager Norman- Moray

re-

turned last week from a lengthy
trip around the country, ostensibly
to sew up a .video contract, ^but has
been stymied so far by opposition
from some of the. Warner biggies,
who are still not convinced that tele
is their meat. Other company executives, however, look favorably on
tele, indicating the stalemate may
,
soon be resolycd.
\(rarners is reportedly Still uncer;:

tain whether it would be best to
sign on with a national advertiser,
as Fox did. Company execs are also
entertaining ideas of working out a
cooperative venture with one of the

defines the two current
methods of theatre tele either diChi Rerelects Atkinson
rect^cathode ray tube projection or
Chicago, Feb. 10.
the intermediate film method (as
Gene, Atkinson was re-elected already developed to a point of
business agent of the Chicago mo- near-perfection by Pai-amount enInstantaneous projection,
tion picture operators union, local gineers.)
110, lATSE, last week for the fifth it says, has the psychological adconsecutive year,
Atkinson was vantage of allowing the viewer to
elected unanimously with others on, [see the action as it takes place. It
also has certain mechanical limitaan unopposed slate
Tom Gorman retained his position tions, however, "in that the projecas pxexy along with Frank Gallozzi, tion equipment being designed for
V. p.; Clarence Jallas, secretary, and :a specific throw may Have to be
Jules Dickstein, sgt.-at-arms. Elected installed in an inconvenient location
to the executive board were George in the theatre or, if installed in the
Carg, Claude Holmes and Eddie projection room, will require addiSchultz.. New board of trustees con- tional space and- may necessitate
'sists of Sam Klugman, Arthur Tuck- structural changes or building reman, George B. McNeil- and Charles inforcements."
'.Funk.
Intermediate film method advantages lie in its making possible the.
use of the- regular motion picture
projector and editing of the film,
if necessary.
It also makes possible,
according tp the bulletin, a delay
Gontinned from page 7
in presentation to a convenient time
impact and be generally better than and as many repeat performances as
.Committee declared that
Narration, ts>o, desired.
if it included music.
will be more intimate, in keeping "both systems are perfectly feasible
with tele's usual establishment of and will find their respective place
What method is
rapport between the announcer and in the future."
I

I

.

I

.

:

I

20tli's Reel

living-room audience. Such differences in technique between the
tele and theatrical versions of the
reel are actual and not just Tationalizations, accordmg to the 20th-Fox
man. If- it's found the reel emerges
better than the current theatrical
product, it's believed such changes
may be incorporated in the latter.
a

,

.

Most

stations.

likely

Reel

wire-service tiein would be with
Associated Press, which has shelved
its own video newsreftl for the time

is to

be turned

on 35m

-out-

Fox Movietone
supervising
Reek

with

chief
Edmund
the
operation. Most of the narration for
the time being will be handled by
stock,

being.
•

j

"

video networks or newspaper <vire
services. In. tiiat way; the network
would Tnake the sale to a sponsor.
With NBC out of the Way. ^the nets
involved may be DuMont. CBS,
ABC or the projected web of news-

paper-owned

Par and U, ihean\vhile, stba restill open to the right offer
a network or advertiser. Metfeeling on the subject was
pointed up at the Loew's stockholders meet Jan. 30. .when veepee-gencral counsel J. Robert Rubin de-

Ed Thorgersen, Movietone staffer.
The company will have no part in

portedly

from

producing the commercial plugs.
These will be turned out by the
William Esty ad agency for Camels

ro's

and spliced' into the reel at the NBC
studios. Execs of the film company
uoi yet
recognize the tremendous job facing,
for entering
them in turnin,? out a different reel
of top
company execs is carefully studying five times a week but hope to profit
rom experience as they go along.
the medium.
Under its contract with NBC and
Camels, .20th reserves the right- to
sell the film, to other stations in the
country as they open up. Reel, conseouently, v/ill be distributed eventContinued from page 6
ually much the same as 20th's reguhe was wrong in early days of litiga- lar theatrical films.
tion when he as head of the antitrust division favored consent declared

the

feel the
tele \)ut

company .does

t|me

is

that a

ripe

.

committee
.

.

.

Dark Horns

cree.

Thai decree was a "complefe

Heineman

Arnold said, "I have siqce
learned." he continued, "that the
elaborate admini.strative plnix-; pre-,
sented by the Government for business IS not an appropriate measure.
failure."

Competitive .selling
fair practices code

another
which binds a,ll
is

from

psige 5

.

'

operation from labor and other talbusiness
Ariiofd
dealin,iis,"
As such, he hold, exhibs ent has keyed a slicing of costs without dilutmg quality."
afTectcd should have their
EL has a number of deals with
outside producers percolating and
Arnold's four objections to new
the company expects at least several
sales technique were:
more pix from indie.i during 1948,
1- It
permits affil atos to outbid Kririi said. In all deals EL will inindie.s, which their financial power
sist on partial bankrolling to share
makes probable.
in the prolits of the films. Additional
2. It gives affiliates an advantage
proviso is that the producer make
because they always have the assur- his film on the ccjmpany lot.
ance of a partial supply product
Latest pact is with Edward Small
'
from own company.
with
shooting
another film
for
S. The
whole effect would be to slated for April. Pic is "Twelve
rake rentals;
{Against the Underworld," which
Ii pacldle.s indies with complete
Atrbi'ey Schenck will produce. Small
uncertainty of product.
has already made two films for the
"The as.surance of continued sup- company.
Ply by ordinary competitive methods
Additionally, there are four which
i'> cut
off forever from indies," Arn- Walter Wnnger will shoot this year
old arfiued,
are "The Bastille."
tor EL. They
Continuing, he said, "tlic effect is 'which rolls April 15: "Tul.sa." starto delegate to
this group of defend- ring Susan Hayward, first week in
•»>its the
administration of a plan the May: "Quefin of the Pirates." anciefendants. themselves, put in by other Hayward vehicle, in October;
'

added.

,

,

1

I

;

i

;

'

concerted action.
plan which would
have been
oi'lorc

t'ii-4

is

and "The Blank Wall" starring

a

illegal

court order. Now. under
the plan becomes com*

this cc-',sioa

puisory;

It

to the

illustrated

by Sears' remark

.stage.

to-terms. which would keep hard
feelings to a minimum. Fox, for instance, not long after its charges
that Brandt was chiseling, made a

Mexican syndicate.

It was explained by Sears that the
holdings are being dropped becausse
the firm has be^n losing considerAmerican
able money in South
countries, as much as $250,000 yearly, with most of the loss attributed
to the labor situation below the border.
Impossibility of ,the situation

was

courtroom

It is generally thought that rather
than drag the allegations through
the courts, both sides eventually
would rather see a private coming-

deal with
theatre on
product.

him to keep his Mayfair
Broadway supplied with

There was no sign of any effort to
alleviate hard feelings, however, in
th'is week's episode in the Par .suit.

Company

tbat<

with the

continued
filing

of

New York supreme

"things are narrowing down more
every day." Kelly expects to return
to N.Y. this weekend, with Sears

Vast

following next Tuesday (17 J.

monopolistic

tion against Harry, Louis. Bernard
B. and William Brandt and a large
number of individuals and theatres

with which they are associated

Answering Brandt's afTidavit of
week charging the suit was
brought because Harry is a leader

"in

in

the fight
a

against the plaintiff's
practices," Par stated

coticlusion'

that

the

Brandt's

"have blamed their position upon
everything but the Versailles

Prachett Huddling

Mexico

its
slugging
afl'idavits in
court in the ac-

two

severance pay often runs as high as
two or three years' wages.
UA exec veepee Arthur Kelly reported to the producers on the foreign situation, advising them to be
careful
of
expenditures
because

City, Feb. 10.

trG.aty."

There's every sign that Paramounl's running battle with the big
circuit operators here is heading lor
the curtains. A. L. Pratchett, Latin-

Decision was reserved by Judge
Samuel Null Monday on Brandt's

motion

to have portions of the complaint stricken out. Milton C. Weismansi Brandt's attorney, contended

American supervisor for Paramount,
has arrived here and is currently in the complaint was loaned with irrelhuddles with a number of the large evant allegations that "destroyed"
circuit toppers.
He's aiming to end Brandt's reputation "in advance of
finally selected, it said, "wai de- the drought by closing long-term trial."
pend upon which system can best booking deals with them.
Nizer Sustained
meet showmanship and commercial
Par Attorney Louis Nizer was susThe fight .started about a year ago
requirements."
and since then Paramount product tained by Null when he asked that
lias not been released in Mexico ex- Harry Brandt's affidavit bo disallowcept for a few scattered spots. While ed and stricken out as "self-.ijloriflcaneither side has done much gabbing tion" and because it had nothing to
for publication, it's understood that do with the motion.
Indies.
First
of
Par's
new affidavits,
Par was displeased with playdatos
Continued from page t
which its plx were receiving and sworn toby attorney Hyman Prank,
houses, near the Edina. now have that the company, thereupon, pulled made the following points:
1.
Even on calculations made by
out.'
clearance over the latter.
were Harry B'-andt and his bookkeeper,
Long-distance
dickerings
Branch managers here are reJoseph Ingber, from theii- own
ferring the Frank demand to their quietly initiated before Pratchett
:>ool:s,
the Brandts owe Par ^74,homeofficcs. The Frank letter in- reached here, and it's reported that
!y)7.88.
Summary to this' effect, pretimates that a refusal of the demand he'll be able to put through a better
pared by Brandt at Par's invitation,
will result in legal action. It claims deal than the company had -before.
is in the hands .of Par's attorneys.
pre-sent clearance has proved inFrank has seen confessions
2.
jurious to its theatres' business. In
.vcidc in
writing by checkers that
comparison to the 56-day clearance
hey were bribed by rciJS of Brandt
of the Boulevard here, the Uptown,
to turn in false returns.
a Minnesota Ainus. Co. (Paramount
3.
Brandt in some in.stances kept
Continued .from pase 5
circuit) competing neighborhood thetwo daily boxoffice records, one for
atre, has 28 da.ys and the St. Louis "dumping" of American product in
his own use and one to be supplied
Park, an independent house, 42 days. the French market out of the U. S.
to the distrib.
Local independent exhibitor lead- wartime backlog of some 2,000 films.
There is evidence of .sales of
4.
ers says the reason for the Twin Politically, the powerful Communist tickets
entirely
of
difTerent
seCity independent exhibitors' failure party is stepping up its campaign quences of serial numbers than were
up to this time to take advantage against American films as the ve- currently being used.
of "competitive bidding" is that they hicle for the afiear of U. S. "im5. There were erasures and rcwrit':don't like it" They'll al.so confide, perialist propaganda."
ings on Brandt's own records, show*
however, that the main reason for
Both tendencies have merged into ing deflation of ticket Sales and renot liking if is the tear it would a solid opposition which has borne ceipts on dates percentages pix were
boost their film costs and the wise fruit in a series of, proposals recent- exhibited.
.procedure is "to let well enough ly placed before the National Asalone,"
sembly.
Adopted unanimously by
Outside of the Twin Cities, in the assembly's commission on the
competitive
situations,
tlicrc
has press and cinema, which is under
been bidding for pictures, and the th(5 chairmanship of Gerard Jouve,
Continued from pace 1
plan is reported here as "popular." a Socialist, the proposals call for
As a result of it, an independent in revision of film policies along the miserably in otliurs. M-G, conseone situation where he's opposition following lines:
quently, is making thche available tai
to a big affiliated circuit is getting
any exhib that wants them but has
1. Revisioiiof the Blum-Byrnes pact
occasional first-runs, whereas be- to guarantee greater playing time withdrawn them from general refore he had to be content with to French' product,
lease.
seconds.
"Ninotchka." for instance, is now
2. Restrict the showing o£ foreign
week at the
films with dubbed French-spefiing in its third profitable
Little Carnegie, N. Y. art house,
soundtrack.*.
Srmc film iJuUod a-croppor in Oth^tr
3. Tighten control over the profits
exchange areas, such as in Pitts^
of theatre owners.
i'Women,"'
burgh and Cleveland.
,.
,.
.
,
„ ,.,
Continued from page 7
4. iorbid creation of any new dis^..^^j^h Metro expected tn be a hefly
tributing companies.
cavner. proved profitable in some
East-West sextet of films would be
Increase
available
to
credits
5.
i.spots and a loser in another.
"Plvil'amade at tlie Bronx plant, which has
French
producers
from
500.000,000
deiohia Story" paradoxically flopped,
Filmcraft was
two .sound stages.
known as the Edison! francs to a 1.000,000,000 francs, and i„ "Philadelphia but ha.s been .going
rormerly
increase the credits to French film o,.(,.,t i„ other situations.
Studios.
exporters from 50,000,000 to ISO.Wiirners released three reissues in
Also on Goldberg's agenda are
000.000 francs.
December alone but its first one for
three, pix to. be made for United
6. Draw up a law that would cre1948 will be "Adventures Of Robin
Artists release. Partnered with him
on the UA deal is Albert J. Cohen, ate one or several French distrib- Hood." scheduled tor general distribution March 13.
Three Decern-^
former Republic producer, who owns uting companies.
Resolution also calls for state*, aid her oldies also had varying boxoffice
story properties on "Gallows Hill."
"Anthony Adver.se" and
"Melody Man" and "Blue Flame." toward moderniziiig the Freiich film rcsulfs.
failed to make the grade
indu.stry in its processing labora- "Jezebel
Fir.st film is due to get underway in
April. Another Goldberg venture, a tories, studios and other branches in a dual booking at the N. y. Strand,
Some critics of the so WI3 pulled "Adverse" and re*
.Tackle Robinson starrer for Eagle ot the industry.
Lion release, has been postponed un- plan have pointed out that the cur- placed it with "A Slight Case of
tailment of American films would Murder."
That proved a winning
til next season due to the Brooklyn
exhibs
practically combination, so the compan.v has folNegro first baseman's inability to leave French
gain sufficient time off from his ball witliout pr' j net,, since domestic pro- lowed that pattern in subsequeirt
chores to make the picture.
duction is at a virtual Standstill.
I bookings
throughout the country.
'

2-City

French Time

;

,

'

Bennett, United

California

.loan

Produc-

tions (Eugene Frenke and Robert
Cumniiiig.s) will tnake one pie star-

ring

Reissue Gold

,

"prices have dived " as
as 200 and 300'/ over the past
year. It's al.so, true of stars but to a
lesser degree. That along with cosaid,

vitally
say.

then- owii

ties to a

Trade opinion is that when th«
current flurry. of charges and counter-charges is exhausted. Paramount
and Harry Brandt will reach an outo(-coutt settlement of the distrib's
$5()3,2()5
percentage-chiseling suit
a.gainat the circuit operator.
Claim
last year against Brandt by ^OthFox for $287,000 was settled by arbitration—with 20th prexy Spyros
Slvouras as the arbitrator—for $237,OOn. although that never actually g^it

^

v"nntiiM)cd

Krim
much

just

our

—

1

I

It

-

UA

'

Continued from pace t

Continued; from -page

bought from the U<S, War Assets
Administration a number of aircraft
hangars which it is erecting here
and adapting into 3,000-seat theatres. Six such houses are now imder construction.

tre tele is actually, here, the bulletin
avers th'it "with theatrps apparently
waiting for perfected equipment,
Sears Announcet Sale
and the large manufacturers— RCA
Hollywood, Feb. JO.
and the Bell System —^ waiting for
theatres to decide whether they are
United Artists prexy Grad Sears
interested and, if so, what they yesterday (Monda.v) informed the
want, a stalemate seems to have company's producers that
is sell-^
developed."
ing its Mexican distribution facili-

Film producers are wondering about the office recently set up in Hollywood, ostensibly tf) Serve as a liaison between the film industry and a
western state to expedite location shooting. One studio asked the representative about a gala preem for a picture recently shot in that state but
Instead the rep offered to "fix the studio up" with
got no satisfaction.
good bookings if the film were offered at a flat rate Instead of a percentage
'

Par-Mexico

-

•

:basis.'

Get Out-of-Court Settlement

Cummings and HedyLamarr.

j

-

>

Jack Goldberg

I

]

,

^

|

i

.

I
'

j

|

j

i

i

,

j

j
'

'

|

:

'

j

.

:

)

-

,

Joe

of

<

Jane

featurt*s

To^lti,

other selected situations,

WINS.
Jouneite jMafOA>nal<i

JuHe

Itiirbl

Tt'nR

MovKun.

.EUwwrd

NPison
Dr. Cannon
RobPi't

Itiin-y

.

Hmnh:

.

.

;

.

.

Alix MoiKan. ...... .Alary

.

Ann

.

.

.AV«ijltl

D'tvenixirt
Aftu'iaDl

"Paisan"

Uunahue
15,

.Toni JUlnv).-,Kiuhi'yii

Jlone<py

(Mayer-.Burstyn).

which Eagle

Life,"

-II. S.
Y. last
in 'Variety,

-N,

1947.
Scotland Yard
14,
murder mystery ha$, Hugh 'Wiland Oreta Gynt toppint;

liams

Cnnl

"Three Daring Daughters," which

"As a digression from making
prestige pictures," Variety 're-

Herb.
\

view said

in part, "Gineguide . .
attempts- to create an arty at-

mosphere mere]^ result in mak?
ing it ticesomei Film will do .no
more than fair here ... an aver-

Tilis

marks Jeanette MacDonaWs return

,

to the screen, is a typical Metro-Joe
Pasterntsk songfest. That mean.s it
probably won't be appreciated by the
EOrcalled sophisticates but wjU do
well at the box-^ffice. Film i$ subject}
to many of the plot failings of such
product but it has plenty o. songs
and it's in Technicolor. That should
be enough to insure it okay grosses
in all situations;
.

"
London,
20th-F<)x release of Excelsior

.'

accepted sense, yet film has the dramatic' elements that make for good
theatre. It is" intensely moving and

j

bfteft

excitiiiglir;

.Tlggs.

.

distribution.

:

;

-

.Kenie Uiano

Dale Oarneslc.
Arthur Mnri'ay.

.'IJalo Cilrnpgie
.... ,
...... A.vtliur Murray
.

..

...

.

.

.

Jan. 28.
Pllm-War-

Starn Sonia DreeDii-octed

by

Tim

Wlielan.
.Screenplay by Val Valentine,
from iday by ,roan MorKan; -editor, J, B.
JarviB; mu.slc, Miacha SpoUanaky; camera,
Gunthev Krampf. previewed Iti Londotl.
Jan. 2T, '48. llunninK time, 104 MINN.
Sylvia RusacU
Konia Di-esdel
Arthur Russell. .
.... . .Walter Pilzgei-aid
Terry Russell
.ISmrys .lones
Penella Run.seil
Barbara While
,
Valen.tlne Christie
fullan l)aila«
.

makes for greatness in the
art of .picture making; Part of it
is in the eminent simplicity of the
episodes th'emselves. 'They are like
a w'elhdone short story, which in. a
minimum of time and . wotdage
catches the full breadth of the
characters as it Jimns a relatively
insigniflcant, but 'telling, incident;
ity that

Yule

....... ........ .,1ae

i

,:

.Maj^gie

done

suspeiiseful,

cel Hellman producttun:
del,
Barbara White.

W* excitement and the sense of human-

;

.

American

O'ConiieU: editor, Aee Herman. I?reviewed
tn. Hollywood, Feb. 3,
'-IS,
KunnlnK tlinej
e» MiNs;

'

.

6.

Monog't*nm .i-elpjise oC B;>vney .Oerartl pro-.
iTin'tion.
i^tHVK Joe .Yule, Jleiilfl Rinno; fea*
t.ureM I>ale C^at-negJe.. Arthur Murray, Shtilla
Gt'iiliani.
Directed by Kildie f'line.. Screen-.
iVlay,
Oline and Qerartl; camera.

Was a Woman

(BBITII^H-MADE)

ager dualer in the U.S.'"
Original running time of 79
minutes remains the same for

in Society
Hollywood, Feb.

and moving human document.

fine

cast',-

.

1948

II,

sion for distribs Mayer & Burstyn.
The bridges which they have provided to link the episodes are the
weakest part of the picture, being
too prominent and thereby proving
a distraction that breaks the mood
But that's small criticism of a film
that is in most other respects a

is distributini! in^the

May

and Afaggie

«ligg«)

made, excellent for art
houses and selected situations.
"This Was a Woman" (20th
powerStory
of
(British).
crazed jCemme limited to arthou.se> draw.
Italian

T«<iU

Febmqyy

Film Board, and Raymond Spottiswoode prepared the American ver-

'

.Moynu

lilluitnor

Jlkn Mol'Kim.
Mu-hiiPl Ptfmberlon. ...

;

Life

and tradeshown in
week, was reviewed

.

and Maggie in Society"
(MonoK Broadly gagged comedy tot secondaries.

,Jnne Powell

.

Lion

unexplainable

Taylor and Miss Knudsen perform
competently in the lead roles, with
some good support from Joe Sawyer
and Walter Sande as the rival detectives. Mabel Paige, in a brief role
as a broken-down ex-chorine, turns
in a firstrate comedy performance
that -steals all honors. Rest of the
cast do okay in stock parts. Herm.

.

My

"Take

cops' pursuit of

through

My

Take

tangle of complications. Tipping its
mitt long in advance on the culprit's
identity, the film winds up on a limp
climax as the girl is Qleared.

"J iggs

HiiiiKi-lf
.

them

"Half Past Midnight" (20tb).
Routine whodunit for dualevs.

Raytou Morgwii

LotiiKe

and the

of the killer

Daughters"
Daring
"Three
(Songs-Cojor) (M-G).
Jeanette
MacDonald, Jose Iturbi in okay
Joe Pasternak musical.
"The Pearl" (RKO). Mexicanmade film of high artistry. Very
exploitable for art houses and

produc-

X^uHti^rnnk

Ahii'DonuIO.
Jose
Powell,
EtbviUHl
Jrary .l'-It>:inof Donuhue. Dlrt('t«,:l by Kred M. Wilcox. .ScreenManiihttimer,
FreOeiick
Albei-t
pliiVt
Soiiyii
Koliner,
J*evien,
John Mei'lian;
ctrni^a (Tt'i'riTucoIor), J?ay June: etiitor.
Artvieiintt
KiiKiiii;
"Dieksy Mini t^oriK/'
Howai-rt Dieu. iiiid Sammy FalJi. -ri'fivu'weU
MS. JElunning time. US
Y., Jiin.
im
JtitinctiB

Stai'fj

ArnoUU Ann K.

—

VcdncflJay,
on the lam, and the rest of the
yarn revolves around their pursuit

It

Reviews

Miniatiire

(SONGS; COLOR)
Metro leleuHo
Itui'l)i;

Mrs.-

.
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ThMfe^Daring Daughters
tion.

)

.

.

.

.

.

Austin Penrose.,.

-. .

.Mrs. HoImeB.
Bffle..."

.Cyril

Raymond

Marjorle Rhodes

.....Cella I.ljiioi,
Sally. ..... ....>,.. ..>....l,,esley Osmoml
Dr. Morrison.
...KVnastoh neevea

Chief

Surecon.......
.....Noel ;Uowlett
.shciliih Gruham
.sheilah Graham
with superb iartistry.
Miss Johneon.
v.-.J«nn HldiRnh
DliUy
Tttn Ryan
Picture calls f OK unusual exploita- MUIicent
Wanda McKay
tion selling— and lends itself to it- Van D* Graft
Lee BoYinOll
It was in the play, "This Was a
:eait Goldin
er play dates other than in the art Dugan
Most
the
of
film's quality must be Woman,"
that
comparatively-unhouses. Audiences enticed to see this .lenlcins ......... ......... ....Hocbert lilvans
.Vora
,;Tun8 llarriHon credited,
howevir,
Ro.sseIlini's
to
known
Sonia
Dresdel
rose to -stage
one will find theijiselves engrossed Tommy . . .
.Scott Tiiylor
with the simplicity of the story tell- Mcnurk ..... ....... ,..,>.. .Jimmy Aubrey feeling for people and his ability to stardom. Her part was a toui-deThayer Roberta put them in an atmosphere of real- force. and this applies to the present
ing, the line jphotdgraphyi the cotn- Pete .......
Al ........ ........... ..ii. .Richard IrvWK ity. Aside from a director's sensi- screen version. Actress dominates
peliliiig jolisic and ifttelligeht per.Wlllinm Otthaime tivity to his characters^ Rossellini the film,as"she did the play. She has
OeoiTjie \'.\<i
forrnattcefe
Di<lc Ry-'n
(SroSan t,;..
knows the technical tricks of getting tremendous personality and great
,
,
^u/ .Oon.stunce Purdy
this
Mcxicaii- .MtK. Bla*liWell ......
^KO^is reteasmg
desired effects -with' the -camera, talent, but unfortunately she has
.ICdlth Leslie
.v.
madfe picture, Its locale is the west .Mary ...
been allowed to carry over to the
.llelona Dare, lightingi mood and location. ^
a WEB'e
Stery ,is laid
~ wast- of Mexico.I.n.^lcy Farley
Sllami
Forced .by the sparsify-" of studio screen certain annoying stage manBetty Blytho
Iturbi. who visually as assigned a s>™Ple village where the natives Ifrs. Vacuum ...
nerisms. Pic's appeal is limited, but
.'space' and -'equipment, when he made
.Mareelle Imhof
mindt character rplriaJhese LBptro scr^^tch- oilt a bare existence by diy- Mrs. l-le»vydoe.
"Open City" and "Paisan" in the can do for. U.. §. art houses.
the -Gulf pf Calimusicals, has his mostatriportfint part;1 J.ng-.for shells
early postwar period, to depend
Miss Dtesdel plays a woman who'
will
find
that
slapstick
-Boisterous
Steinbeck's gift for accu- i
to date in "Daughters,"- 'and he doe* fornia.
largely on location shooting, he u.ses lusts foF power. Regarding her husSecond,
its
txiarket.
in
ready'payo^E
in
little
people
mirroring,
%
well enough with it. Ke M/on't get^aij rately
Getord's film series based it to give rugged honesty and realism band as a Mediocrity, she humiliatesAcademy award for' his thesping pro'sfe has been graphically brought 'm Barney
Rossellini':; cold him on eVery possible occasion. She
cartoon char- to hi$! piictures.
George
McManus'
Dancinger's
on
screen
Oscar
the
by
to'
ability but he nonetheless 'sufficiently,
gray photography }bost «f. all catches resents the marriage of *'er daughter
direction -by acters, "Jiggs and Maggie in Society' what
skims the surface of^;-the, variou^fi production artd the
ex-GI's whd'vc seen Italy or to a doctor and .sets about destroying
'
r
tickles the risibilities- with broad
moods he's called on to/foftraytti Bitulio Fernanijlez.
France -or- China -'or Korea, after the their happiness. Only to her son.
will amuse the family
Sudden- wealth comes to one of the antics that
let the audience know what he's tryenemy occupation, will particularly does she give her complete love,
trade.
ing to put across. Piano^Jayins;., in native families when a large, flawless
appreciate— a sense among the peo- taking an inordinate pride in his
is
added
value
exploitation
Some
which his noted sister, Ampaio, joins pearl of -'abulous value is discovered.
ple
urgency' for living, a coit- medical work.
by inclusion -of such familiar names stantof an
sub-surface
excitement,
him in a couple of numbers, is The discovery awakens the greed in as
a
Dale Carnegie and Arthur Murray, whole speedup of e^cistence as they
Supporting Miss Dresdel is a good
gi-ooved niitily for pop audiences, r.o evil: men and.: brings*, danger and
otherwise Gerard's production
feverishly ' try. to get themselves all-round cast. Walter Fitzgerald
matter
whether it's de' Faiila's death to the Ifamily before the pearl and
ai. I r.es sympathy as the henpecked
gives the picture good gloss. Eddie
back
to a norm that the destruction
"Ritual Fire Dance!' or some hep is cast "back intq the sea from >vhich
Cline's direction isn't up to his best of war
decreed can ngver be. .husband and Cyril Raymond is credhas
i -it came.
Tal?' is altesorlcal, displaybcogie.
ibl,y forthright as a friend. Barbara
fast pace throughout, .bjit When he
Highlight of the film is the emerg- ing the inability of the poor to cope
.lio.ssellini
achieve.? part^ of his White shaoes up as
does hit his stride; the i-esults' are
a promising
ence of a promif in? new mop'o'ct i tc-.r with sudden wealth, the covetousness
hilarious; Gerard and Gline did the effect by the mingling' of professiorial young- actress,
and Celia Lipton
in the person of Anp E; Todd. ,'(-T!ie of man and the happiness to be foiuid
original script, and McManus' char- and non-professional actors in his shows talent. Emrys Jones registers
is not an affectation but -used
*'e'*
in a ^simple life. Steinbeck, Fernancome
to
life with expert cast in such a way that it's often
acters
sufficiently in his big .scene, -and
obviously to distinguish her from -the dez and Jack Wagner wrote the
fidelity in the hands of Joe Yule and impossible, to tell which is which. Marjorie Rhodes is good in too few
na';n".
British actress o the same
script.
Italians
speak flashes. Marcel HcUman's
Renie Riano: 'as Jiggs and Maggie, In addition, the
product;on
Youngster resembles Jud.y Garland
Beautiful performance by Pedro
Italian, the British speak English
respectively.
is okay, afid Tim Whelan, after an
as a kid and has Miss Garland's SEme Armendariz sfed Maria Elena MarAs title indicates. Maggie is trying and. the Yanksv^well, they speak absence of many years, has returned
appeal and infectious quality in.- her o(ues, as the -suddenly rich lamily,
crash .society with Jig.gs SufEerin.g like" Yanks. Subtitles- on the Amer- to direct.
Cone.
acting. Miss Todd isn't the singer compel high interest. The other per- to
taught ican version are used, of course,
idea.
He's
along
With
the
Miss Garland is (or was), hut holds formances are oi. equally hiah order
manners by Carnegie while Maggie only for the Italian dialog,
her own. ii- amst the. competition cf under Fernandez' unerriilg direction.
Tlie Laily Is Fieltle
Initial episode, in Sicily, is the
learns proper terping from Murray.
Jane PowclJ, no slouch herself w'lcn 'He has caught the mood of the Stein- Thrown in is an air interview with night of the landing there, with an
(Songs)
dulcet
balancing
to
giving
out
with
the
perfectly,
beck original
it comes
Sheilah
Graham that American-r-Joe from Jersey (Robert
coliimnist
(Italian-Made)
."tones^
suspense antl movement again,st the
comes off well. Plot->also .includes Von Loon) left by his squad leader
Rupfrflim DistrnJutlDK release ot Minen-»
Story o£ "Daughters" would seem background of inevitable tragedy.
roundup'of a gang of jewel thieves, to guard ah Italian girl in a deserted Plims proilm-lloh.' .Stars Pcvruci-Io TaftHa.
to prove the old saw about too many
Gabriel Figueroa, who has atJigss' apparent chasing rof Wand^ •castle. The ..short-lived relationship vinl. Directed by Mario Miittoii. Cumfrn.
cooks, et". Four scripters are credited tracted Hollywood attention, for past
titles,
Arninnilo
McKay,
and
finale has evesyone •between tijeni -Is!' iharked by nothing AlvcrtO Pusi; filngliah
with the original. sci;eqnplay, and
lensing job?, has done standout
Al Cinema Venli. N. Y., Pel),
happy over alplate, of corhed- beef W6re than Joe's'- effort to get over, Jfac-aiUKo.
.Runninfr- tim*;- -83 MINH.
won't reflect Credit oij,ani' of them^ photograpbiie work on "The Pearl."
the:~barrier of /language to w'n''
cabbage. :..
Ferruccio r.andl»J*s.''i .Perrix-i-io TaBliavinI
The Misses Powell, Todd and Mary He treats 'the we *ith vast vistas„ and
In addition to cast mentioned, little word ..or smile of friendship from, Ro.vetii]
Fiovpttii Dcilfi
iii,:..Eleanor .Dotiahiie,- as- the throe intris'uing use Of -light and shado-W;
'
Christopher;;. ..'..,iVv.
.Carlo ("amiianlnl
over as poker, the distraught and reticent. native.
daughters, are pictured trying to and fluid scenes. Antonio Diaz 'Conde Scott TavJor gets
Carlo Micheluzai
In Nanles, a 'Wegro M,P. hr^s: his Mr. JBa(i»i.......;ij.
youngster. Helena Drake, ;ag
effect a reconciliation betweert Miss embroidered his score with colorful fafied
shady shoes .stolen while he sleeps by an
MacDonald, as their mother, and the. native,Mexican music, making it tie Maggie's"'siste'r; tee Bonnell,
(In Italian; E-ns!i.sfi Titles)
character; Tim Ryan as Dinty; Con- Italian urchin. -When- he' finds" the
latherri whom the kids don't evtn .re- story 'mood togethejr carefully. Othetp.rofei:sional
party-, boy later and is' led: to his home--stance
I'urdy,
member. Miss MacD^nald, una'wa-'e credits are commendable..
Brog^
a mass of humans living in a cove
Maxwell,
images
arranger
EJsa
who
.-"The
Stickle"
LadyISis a musical
of tHeir plot, meets Iturbi on a vacahe is overwhelmed by- the poverty
and others measure up.
potboiler with an appeal strictly
tion in Cuba and marries him before
Half Pa«t idniglitLensing and. other technical func- and rushes oflt 'vlrithbut 'the stolen limited "to Italjan-language situareturning liome. Whert the kids learn

Miss MacDonald's soprano coire;;
over as bell-like and clear-toned es
ever, and she's lost none of her apPasternak wis-ly
pealing beauty.
cast her in a role suitable to her
maturity, as the divorced mother of
three precocious kids. Although she
has the romantic lead, her vis-a-vis
is the middle-aged Jose Iturbi and
not sortie bright-eyed juvenile. In
«U, she turns in a neat job.
-
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20th -POX release ot Sol M. Wurtzel vroof this, they're bi-okenheartcd, fig- duction.
l'(-j;wv
Jt^eaturpfl
.Kent Ta.vlor,
uring their own father got a raw Kntidsen. Directed >)y William P. CliLKtoii.
deal, and so they refuse to accent Screeivplay, Arnold B^lRard; .camera. BcnIturbi into the family. They're finally .jamin Kline: editor, Pt-nnle B.-ildriilpe.
Tradrahown
in X, Y., Feb. 0, 'JS. Running
made°to realize the error o' their time, 69 MITSS.
fhe
ways. Intertwined Ihrouijhout
Kent '(.'aylol„,,mi)\on...
innocuous story are some ovei-ly- sally "Parlier.
Vi'Sgy KTOJdaen.
.joe Sawyer
saccharine
between' the 1. Toe Nash
confabs
fSande
.. ..rWaltei?
mother and daughters, which ai^- ^^\\|•\^ PfLtri(\k..
,.dtt Stt-atton. jr.
iJim-h' too repetitive;
,
Stn'rtSni K0si*k'
Cortez
Cast, under the slow -paced direct Mcpicv Thorn^vaH..
....;;Mal>f!l Paige
..Teari. -Wqni;
..
tion of Fred M, Wilcox, does olsa'y. Itlot'-Hom. ....
I'ivcrclt
..Jane
....
.(-!«rh)(tn
Miss Powell and Mi.ss Donahue are
.Damlen O'Plynn
5Uirr:!.Y Kvane..
fairly cute as the other two daugh- liCe Gow..
..Uichard Lee
ters, with Miss Powell demonstrating Bai-ker
Tom Dugan
an amazing soprano. Edward Arnoldis brought in for some hefty laughs
"Half Past Midnight" is a routine
as the boss -of the divorce-d father, item turned out on the B corner of
and Harry Davenport plays hi.s usual the 20th lot. It'll serve in dualer
kindly family adviser. Moyna Mac- situations. Pic has lots of action but
GUI is okay as a flighty old gal who little rbyme or reason in racing
pitches for Iturbi herself.
through its whodunit plot. ScriptFilm has the usual lush Pasternak ing psfsSes minimum low-budget
production mountings.
Scoi-e
has standard -In furnishing a few corpses,
only one origlniil, the "Dickev Bird a speck of romance and some simSong" by Howard Dietz and Sammy ple-minded comedy touches. Other
Fain,: which is already on the best- production accoutrements., including
seller lists. Other songs are standards cast, direction and camera work,
or classics. Larry Adler is sootted in par the .screenplay's level.
one short sequence harmonicizing
Kent Taylor, playing a debonair
"Roumanian Rhapsody." Sets, painted young man about town with a nose
in glaring Technicolor, appear ccstly for trouble, picks up Pegey Knudsen
under Ray June's color cameras.
at a nieihtclub where an adagio team
sm.
Just as Taylor
is blackmailing her.
turns his back, a muj-der is com"mitted and Miss Knudsen finds herself in a highly compromising posiHollywood, Feb. 10.
RKO i-eleaae of OacJU- DjiiictnfiCrs tion with the Cops. The couple take
'

tions are good.
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RenKo
J>.v.

R().'«HPllini.;>Amei^tcan
Lepg a.nd lp:ny-

-.^tujirt

Maria

AlichI

C> a r

]Moore

.....Harriet White
Kemso. ......... ............. .Renitn Avan^io
Oathollo Chairiiiln.
... . ....... .Bill Tobbs
0,f?.S. Win..
............. .Date Kdraonda,

a Nurce.

.

.

American and British

soldier.^

and

rtaiiftn

Parti-sana

iEngllsh Titles)

,

Rossellini
has
again
Roberto
turned nut a film that must rank

A.

J(.

A.-Aku11h)

Ai-nuMldai'lK,

pnrtliictlon.

.Mfirift

l'3i(n.i

Dii-Cclcd liy MinMio l'>i-n!iiMl( z
l-'cil-;milii>
jolin Stcinlici-k.

WaKnei-;

L(j,s

(..'liii-n

AnKCIes,

;

of

...... I'odro ArnK-nd^iriz
. .Alaria .J3lcna Mai-ijucs

I'carlH.
.

.

.

.fei-tianilo WaKiicj'
Rottner
. ... . .t^bai'les
Juana'K Ifaliy
.MpMtflo Bcdn,va,
..lii.'i n
(3a I'cia

. . . .

.

. t
Villas* Moctur.
Codtathex' of Kinu and

JSapo
W-edicine A\'on]an.

IfuiininK tlrai,

K),

Kino >......,....
........
Juaaa
bii.vei".

rc«i|)l,i

music, Anionii
.Sclio'

Feb.

.

.Kncdina Utaz

t>e ].t'in

The tragedy

of wealth visited on
the poor^ as explored in John SteinbecK's""The Pearl," has been given a
moving, poetic treatment in the

hands of Mexican film aiti.sts. It's
not commercial entertainment in the

Jassy

tres.

"Jassy." General Film Di.stributors release (in England), which
is being released in the U.S. by
was reviewed by
Universal,

Variety 'on

Aug,

20,-

1S47.

in

was
Picture, which
tradeshown in N. Y. this week,
now'runs 9(3 minutes as against
the. 102 it ran when originally
London.-^

shown in London.
"Colorful and dramatic story,
smoothly and skillfully adapted
from the bestseller should have
a chance in the U.JS.", the review
said in part. ". . no doubt this
is another winner for Gainsbor'.

ough."

all

elements which gave its
such phenomenal b.o. strength, but
certainly can be counted on for
boff returns in important art houses
and selected general-audience thea-

l-'caliir
.MiH-.lni

Hlcinlirrlc:

nriKinitl,

brif'l Jh.'J>^ncr<ia

edilor.

and

self

months

,

earlieifi. -^^The girl

fhe destription .of

tries to gel the

her-

Gt

to rehe .orieinaUv found
doesn't work out.
In Florence there's a chase by an
Amerifan nurse and a partisan

but

through

her-' -as
it

German

lines.

It's

more

tense and breathtaking than anv
staged by maestro Alfred Hitchcock
himself. At the Gothic line, three
chaplains— a
Catholic,
Protestant
And {If
are overnight guests in a
Francisc-m monastery. There's much
humor and poianancy in the attitude
of the monks, shut off from the
world, to the Protestant and Jew
in their monastery, but all are
united 'by a common godliness:
Final sequence' in the Po Valley,
has a group of OSS and British
Tntellipen'>e men working with Par-

w—

tisans behind German lines. Caught
in a desnerate situation, they put
up a hotjeless flghtt only to-be merci-

j

!

I

I

"Paisan'' (meaning "fellow-countryman") comprises six episodes as
Yank and British troops battled
their way northwiud to push the
Nazis ont of Sicily and Italy. They
are tied
together in semi-documontary fashion by an ofl-screen
nurrator pointing out on an onscreen mop the successive waves
that took the Allies frbm Sicily to
the valley of the Po- Sequences are

otherwise unconnected.
Thev are unconnected, that Is.
except for having in common that
indescribable .something that Hollywood calls "heart" that whatever
it is that gives a film feeling, deep-

—

ti0"ns.

.-

.,

y.:

—

Sole excuse for this film is the
presence of Ferruccio Tagliavini,
Metropolitan Opera star, who lends
his great singing voice and fair thespmg talent. Beyond. this, film is an
entirely tasteless mixture of an absurd story and some ancient comedy
that even a Keystone Kop would
have found' too slapsticky. Production dress is mediocre although a
firstrate
soundtrack captures the
grandeur of Tagliavini's voice in
several operatic and folk numbers,
Yarn revolves around the efforts
of a provincial school teacher to

break

into

friendship

grand opera 'via his
impresario's
with the

chaflteur. At the same time, Tagliavini runs into complications with his
girlfriend. ,\vhom he accidently loses

Obvious windup
brings the lovers together while getthe singer his big chance to
prove his voice. Besides Tagliavini,
there is no one else in the cast to
in a theatre lobby.

ting

recommend.

^

Hefm.

^

Foreign Film Review
(Xlnlikely for

Anglo^V.

S,

Market)

les.siv- slain.

Slyrt Legg. who has been
.spons'bie for

mpny

re-

of the ffne doc-

umentary shorts of the Canadian
predecessor

'

<*".

-JPfitlro.

the great foreign pictures of
time, 'fhe young Italian writerdirector-produccr has, in '"Paisan,"
even topped in some respects his
own "Open City," which has excee(3ed in gross several times ove/any other foreign-language, film
shown' in the U.S. "Paisan" lacks
neiar

1

Wm

recognizes

turn to

llai-Wet,

is the best of the
prostitute
(Maria Michi)
a GI (Gar Moore) and

the- eitv six

her,

Ki-ahccsi-a

.

up

G'.

]i-red

sequence

him to her room. He lies on
Her bed too drunH to do anything
but -babble of the fre.sh. sweet eirl
who bpfriended
with a drink
df water when- his tank bbrst into

mond
'

.

A

•'takes

Rftherin RoflaelOrKanissatioiis

for

S'lfuttlwwooilc; "l'3?igllsh .liilPS, ITcrnlan
Wejnl)erg. I'i-evif^'Cd in
Y. Feb. 4,
Runnli'g time, lao MINS.
IS.
t'arnielii
Saalo
('armela
.Robert Von T.oon
-Ine front .lel-sey.
P..;.....
..D.ot«' M.
.lohnnon
Xc^ci-n M.
A Ifphaino
Boy in .Naples

.

:

/tf

-

MarteUI;

Vd'Sfon in'coal-cd

.

.

Onade

-

Rome
picks

(ITAtlAN-MADE)

>

Intei-nationaf (n .c'tdiaborrftion >vitb
Dir*H-ted -by
Poi^eisn Pifm '.Productions).
.Mfrcd- H.-iyes,
Ro-ssfillinr.
ScreeitVlayv.
l-rrederic^t KeHmJ/ Sergio Ainidei, .jVtarcelloa
Orello
Pogllcro -and. -ttofirfclllni: oaniera,

.

. • 1

-

in-odiictjon

shoes.
lot.

D'iliTiR

. .

.

Brog.

"

Paisan
-

Hni

-

.

'

^

'•

Siayer-BiirKt.vn releuae

.

:

,

"t*reln«1in l>'.'\i»(>i-e"

(-ITill.lAX-lklAnK).

AMiatroH

('^T.ovc

CISIAD

Prelude"!
release

of

)>i-o(1uetlon. Rlara Viltcrio tiar-s-.
IleHi, Maria MIchi, .Massimo
cinudiu (3ora; features Vira Sl-

man, Marina
Clrottl.

I
"I

Became a Criminal
Became

a Ciiminal," trade-

N. Y. last week by
\f\
-was
reviewed
by
Variety on July 2. 1947, in London as "They Made Me a Fugi-

show:i

Wai ncis!

-

tive."

Variety said: " 'Fugitive' is
tough and timely with its own
Briti.sh flavor ... greatest handicap in U. S. market is cockney
dialect of most of the players.
Except for this, it should be a
good bet in dual situations."
Original running time of 101
minutes
has been
cut
to 78

minutes.

'

Direc.lcd liy 'Giotlazzolovanni *Ma.olucci. orrK'tnar alory by J.eoscreenplay. Trlesie and.
IMildo Triesie;
Paolucci; camera, Plern I'orlalutd: nmsjc,,
Valeiiiino Huci-iii.
Al HarljcrinI, Koroe.
ItunniliK Unl'e, 85 MIN.S.

lenti.

I.auro

This pic, dealing with juve delinquency and romance, is too simply
and childishly tre'ated. Set in Genoa,
picture has many outdoor scenes
neatly photographed by Plero Fortalupi.

Good performances

b,y

Mana

Miehi, seen in "Op-en"'T5rty^' -«nd
Marina Berti, recently
"Paisan;"
signed by Hal. B. Wallis; her husband, Claudio Gofa! Ma.ssimo Girolti, and especially Vittorio Gassman,
young Italian stage and screen actor, who looks like a good U. S. bet.
Film has no export value.

QmU
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AUSSIE COURT OKAYS

Canada May Put Temporary Freeze

On U.S. Pix Coin; Problems Qsewhere
Washington,

JO,

U'GOPentallrks

:

Rome, Feb.

•

.

-

'

'

,

Ucal

Ari
.

.

Films valued at $2,391,000 were im-

the J. Arthur Rank interests have
scheduled construction of " 64 the*
•tres, to cost $6,000,000, for Canada

Other countries:

the

'will go, to $32.

Increases

Mexican qctor, who has been
brought down by Antonio Momplet
make "The Other Comedy,"
to
teamed with Amelia Bence.
Although thii; trend is towards the
increasing -employment of foreign
pix talent, s,uch. as Dolores del Rio,
Mapy Cortes,* Maria Felix and Arturo de Cordova> .local producers,
probably 'influenced by th'e Entertainment Board's directives, are
mapping a series of pix for, 1948
based on stories by Ideal authors,
with national themes.
San Miguel announced a picture
based on the life of Hipolito Irigoyen, a former president and Radical
party leader. The story, titled "The
Man," will be scripted by Homero

Domination' Majestic, Brooklyn. Other New York
houses playing French .films are ,the
Melbourne, Feb. 4.
Art, Avenue, Rialto, 55th St., Stancomic ley
British
and Fifth' Avenue Playhouse.
who plaiyed here for the Tivoli loop,
told newspapermeri before planing
to London pn completion of contract that the Aussie theatr? had Swiss Readying Film
"gone stale." Formby has been here

Too Much
Formby,

George

'

four months',
weekly.

at

(U.

$3,500

On Red Cross' Dunant

S.)
•

"

,

Britisher also complained that on
Barrault
a;;ri'val
here Actors Equity
his
Zurich, Feb. 3.
"stood >over him" and told him that
Swiss, firm headed by Paul de
he must join the Aussie setup.
Formby said he threatened to re- Perregaux, president of the Swiss
turn to London immediately if com- Chamber. pf Commerce in France* is
pelled to join.; He heard nothing readying a film on the -"Life lof.
more after thait. "There seems to' Henri Dunant," .founder of the Red
be too much domination by unions Gross, with French actor Jean-Louis
in Australia," comic- added. He also Barrjjult penciled in for the tit^e
pointed out that there were only role. Picture will be directed by
about 30 standard acts in Australia. Charles Spaak, brother of the BelNew blood was badly needed; on the/ gian president Henri Spaak. '
stage,
he thought, especially in
Film will have a strong pacifist
vaude,
tendency; stressing that peace and
Hal Lashwood, radio actor at- unity must stand above all religions,
tached to the 'Colgate-Palmolive races and parties. Outdoor shooting
unit, also. V. p. of Equity, said, after will be done this March with a world
learning of Formby^s attack, that he preem scheduled for August, 1948,
would contact British trade unions at the International Red Cross Con>and inform them of the statements gress in Stockholm.
noted Swiss
made here by the British comic. philanthropist,, Dunant won the
Lashwood poin|ted out that Forrhby Nobel Peace Prize, in 1901.
wasvnot too proud to accept a big
salary and appear before audiences
composed to a great extent of
trade unionists.
Replying to Lashi«»ood*a attack,
Formby said the outburst .was made
because he had declined to join
Italian' newsreel produced by
Equity.
"As a matter of fact," Inconi, Inc. has invaded the Ameri»
Formby added, *there is far itoo can market in a U. S. distributional
much domination of the stage by deal recently worked out by Best

With

.

.

'

mPHERD' LOOKS (K)OD,

«ED' FAIR, IN LONDON
London, Feb.

10.

"The Indifferent Shepherd," clerical morality play by Peter Ustinov,

is-

to

Louis

Jeu,

for

printing closely-

Gambling receipts of the Enghein
Casino; near Paris, where roulette
now been suppressed, were

000,000.

The green baize operators claim
that Taupin

is hurting their business
his force into assistant
tax-collectors by spying on who
makes a killing or loses heavily. Also
that he deters some of the patronage,
specially by, making it unpleasant
for habitual- women gamblers, compelling them to call at his office for
card, which amounts to
a. special
being officially registered as one of

by turning

the gambling sorority. Another thing
the casUios complain about is the
'iblack list" kept by the police department, which prohibits certain
people from entering a, gambling
place at any time, for life.
As to Monte Carlo, which is supposedly independent, there are rumors that it's to be taken over by an
American syndicate, and that the
two controlling groups, Faucigny
Lucinge and Edmond Blanc, have
sold their holdings to American interests. Another story is that American interests are planning another
casino in Trieste, as large scale op-

.

ITALIAN NEWSREEL IN
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AMERICAN MARKET
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MEX

looldng

Le Grand

ofilicial statistics

lias

.

<

are
of

tending to
prove that by hurting the casino
business the state is losing heavily
on revenue, ...

A

,

editor

guarded,
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authority to "develop and promote a
higher quality of cultured theatrical
entertainment." His authority covers drama, opera, motion pictures,
vocal and instrumental music, etc.
He can' cancel, postpone or prohibit
.any performance he considers inimical to moral good or even of low
artistic level. He will also control
the import and export of films, and
may order the production of "certain scenarios" which he regards as
necessary..
PERU: Two decrees of the IMinistry of Finance Commerce affect film
earnings.
One provides that the
share of the gross income of distributors affiliated with, or branches of,
foreign studios, subject to income
tax shall, be increased to 15% of the
gross. The other provides that 15%
of the gross revenue received from
contracted rentals of motion pictures
In Peru by foreign film producers

Lead

-'

New: SyriaA Censbrshiii
SYRIA: Government is preparing
« new film censorship law. It is exr
pected to be similar to the one recently approved in Lebanon. Director of the Syrian Press and Broad,
casting Office complains that AmeriActors Equity."
can film distributors fail to maintain
offices
in
Damascus and wants
branches opeuLd there. The country
Manzi. Kmelco is planning "The
UNIONS WILL
is now serviced by' a branch in I^eb.
anon. The director is. the chief cen. Drummer of ^cuari,"- directed .by
Carlos Horcosque, oh a hi^orical
sorship officer.
REVIVE LEGIT
IDEAL
theme, and a camera crew directed
SOUTH KOREA: A virtual dicta- by Mario Soffiici is 'shortly leaving
Mexico City, Feb^ 10.
torship Over the regulation of such
for Tierra del Fuego to start work.
Mexican actors and dramatists
things as theatres and the manufac*
unions, will try reviving the moriture of records has been set up un*
bund Mexican theaiie by opening
der the new law creating a Director
a season, skedded for March 21, at
of the Dept. of Education with
'

Pax,

protection. Latter

'

With Aussie Equity;

It

who

casinos

nearly 400,000,000 francs in 1946, of
York was confined to three houses, which 60% came from baccarat
Currently alone. Aix took in 110,000,000 francs,
all off the beaten track.
of which 60% came from roulette.
the Siritzky chain alone operates,
Charbonnieres took in 210,000,000
besides the Elysee, the Ambassador
and Golden in Gotham, plus the francs; Deauville just under 200,-

Mixes

Britisher Foiinby

3,

edicts

.

Md

ported during 1946 and proportionately a greater amount, $644,000» during the first quarter of 1947."
The survey comments briefly that

Paris, Feb.

Strict enforcement of gambling
by M, Taupin, head of the
gambling andvhorseracing squad, is
causing conslderab]le concern to the

French Fibn Firstruns

With the openinfe today (Wed.);
and improv'ed conof the. Elysee, mJdtOWn New 'Vork
agreed upon, by. theatre
small-seater by Sirltzky Internationmanagelnents and Actors Equity
prexy Leon Siritzky
have been, okayed by Arbitra- al Pictures', firm
declared that French films are now
tion Conciliiation Commissioner Al
flrstruns'in 10 Gotham houses whose
BlaHely..
.
r" MinitiiUin rate is $52 weekly for-, seating capacity exceeds 7,000. Figmale actors over 18' and $30 for uring on five shows daily, these thefemmes over 18. Ne'w rate applies atres 'have a claimed weekly turn'over of some 245,000 patrons.
',
from Feb. '9;
As recently as two years ago exhibition of French product in New

Pay

:

•

On

$26 weekly over 18.

Police Scrutiny for Taxes

ditions

>

•

To Close

Chorus, ballet

,

ro^d this

3.

Sydney, Feb, 4,
Court has granted

rises tq talent.

Boycott Blows lip down

Italy;

.

wage

Dept. does not, however, cc'nsidei'
Decision of a few flrstriin ej(hibs
that the Canadians will impose high
Paramount's ''For Whom, the'
taxes comparable to the 75% British to plsy
causing'
Bell Tolls"' at 60% rental
bite, or even increase their -impoift
unfavorable comment in the trade.
duty on our pix,
Houses are Fontana dL Trevi in
Study, one of a new batch of re- Rome, Supercinema in' Florenee, and
ports on the international motion Eliseo in Bologna. Rental over 50%,
picture situation, wag niade public
as required by Par's Italian headby Nathai) D. Golden, Commerce pix quarters; is Considered exorbitant
consultant.
says th^t Canada,
It
and Italian exhibs had resolved, by
which has shied ayray ,from produc- mutual consent, to boycott the film.
ing featAfes, reportedly has six
Sharp reactions are following the
scheduled for shooting, an indication Unexpected defections now. Tradethat the bominion may get' started papers claim the few exhibs are
,
in this field.
only hurting themselves. And ,a
"Canadian film distributors and grudge against Am'Brican companies
exhibitors feel there is extremely is daily growing .stronger .« among
little likelihood," says, the survey^ Italian film circles. Meanwhile,' how"that Canada will copy GreattBritain ever, ''Bells'*' opened in Florence, to
by imposing high.jtapces on U. S. a terrific gross," and is., a smash' hit.
films,,, or that Canada will greatly
increase customs duties?, on -U,- S.
films to help tho Canadian.' (and perr
of Foreign Talent
haps British) foreign exchartge' positions. They consider that U. S.ISlnis
Exodus,
are an essential Canadian import,"
fanport,
the curtailment of which would result in dislocation and widespread
Pii;
Continues in
dissatisfaction because British and
Aires, Jan, 27.
Buenos
other producers could not xaeet the
Exodus of Argentine film lumidemand either in quality or in quannaries is growing more marked with
tity.
announcement that Hugo del Carril
"It is acknowletlged, however, that
is to make pix in Spain during 1948,
Canada may possibly feel forced to starting iwith
Quintrala," on the
withhold temporarily all or a part of theme of Spain's colonial conquest
the monies payable to companies in of Chile.
Ana Maria Lynch, J)el
the U. S. ^or the use of their films. Carril's wife, is currently in Spain
"In 194fl, there were 7^9 feature working Out details with the Spanfilms, 327 cartoons, 390 new^reels and ish .studios.
1,269 short, subjects released fot'efxMeanwhile, San Miguel Studios
hibition in Canada. Of the'799 les'r have added another, import 'to the
ture films released, 638 weref Ui S. already lohg list erf Mexican or other
productions, 24 were British pictures, foreign artists under contract to loand 137 were from other countries. cal producers. This is Julian Solerj
'

_

"and show, girls undef 14 will get $10
weekly, increasing ^to- $23 up to 18
On the road .^^l. ages will
years.
draw from $24 to $28 woetely. Male
chorus and ballet members will puU

it

of a temp<)):tiry freeze
ef American film coin in Canada is
seen by the U. S. Dept. of Commerce
In a survey of the Canadian .film industry issued today (10>V Commerce
Po.ssibility

French Casinos Beef at Biz Dip Due

TALENT PAY RAISES
.

'.Arbitration

One-reel prints, accompanied by an English commentary,
currently are being screened 'at the
Cinemas Dante and Verdi, N. Y.
Plans call for delivei^' pf prints
Films, Inc.

New York

tortnightljr by air with'
release being primed for
lilm houses.
Initial
clip contains pictures of the Pope,
feminine fashions, etc. Italian reel
had not been distributed in the U, S.
since 1940.
in

ultimate

most

foreifin

the Teatro Ideal, local legit house.

Unions will try>policy of a different company for each production at
the Ideal. They figure that the public, though it wearied of one stock

Aussie Radio

Show

company there, might go fc- new
Sydney, Feb. 4.
which opened at the Criterion Feb. fac^ and new presentations. Ideal
Cicely Courtneidge, British comic
is a patchy vehicle.
;5j
But with is one of the four, (out of the seven
here for J. C. Williamson Theatres
Gladys Cooper and Francis Lister le^it theatres here) that are dark.
in the musical "Under the Counter,"
starred, and giving splendid per
has bowed off the Australian Broadformances, the show has an even
casting Commission after two shows.
chance.
Miss Cooper received an
Charles Moses, ABC head, said arovation opening night after 10 years'
Current London Shows
rangements had -been made for 10
absence,
London, Feb. 10.
weekly half-hour broadcasts.
Ar"AU This I* Ended," which opened
tists
in the air routine included
(Figure shows weeks of run)
at the St. James Feb. 6, is an all
Thorley Walters, Robert Probst,
"All This Ended," St. Jas. (1).
male military "Outward Bound" sort
Wilf Thomas and Jim Gussey's
J'Anna Lucasta," Majesty's (15).
Qf drama, which was first produced
band.
"Annie Get, Gun," Cbl's'm (36).
at the Granville theatre in 1946.
Moses thought the withdrawal
"BRsss the Bride," Adelphl (42).
Play, excellently acted, was well rereason had to do with a special
"Blind Goddess," Apollo (10)°.
ceived, but is likely to attract only
agreement actress had with William"Canaries Sing," Garrick (12).
limited audiences.
son.
Miss Courtneidge refused to
"Chiltcrn Hundreds," 'Vaude (24).
comment on the cancellation beyond
"Dark Summer," St. Mart (9).
indicating that an agreement made
"diamond Lii," Wales (3).
who have no branch or agency in
in
London' called tor only two
"Edward My Son," Lyric (37).
Peru will be considered as taxable French Radio to Air
broadcasts.
Williamson
declined
"Four Horn's Kill," Sav. (2).
net income.
comment. "Under the Counter" is
Nixed 'Joan' Pic Script "Hidden Years," Fortune (3).
POLAND: A Film Council has
a top here.
"Indiff. Shepherd," Crit, (1).
been created to supervise choice of
Paris, Feb, 3.
"Life With Father," Savoy (36),
foreign pix, issue opinions on topics
Lack of bankrolling, and unavailr
"Linden Tree," Duchess (26).
of domestic films, and supervise the ability of Midhele Morgan for the
Bartholomew to
"Macbeth," Aldwych (9).
artistic level of domestic produc- title role, having prevented the P.
'Borstal! for Brit. Nat'l
"Mountain Air," Comedy (2).
tions. Members of the Council will Bost and J. Aurenche script of "Joan
"Never Can Tell," Wyn. (19).
London, Feb. 6.
serve three-year terriis,
of Arc" from being used for the
"Off Record," Piccadilly (37).
Lou Jackson, head of British 'NaCUBA: Business feU off in Hav- screen, it's been picked up by Per"Oklahoma," Drury Lane (41).
tional
ana's first-run houses during Novem- nand Pouey, head of literary broadPictures,
who owns film
"One, Two, Three," Yorks (22).
rights of "Borstal Boy," the Regiber. During the month 27 first run casts.
"Outraseous," W. Garden (13).
nald Beckwith play, will have to
releases were exhibited as contrasted
Albert Riera, in charge of record"Present Laughter," H'ymkt (43). make' plenty of alterations to comto 21 in October. The gross Novem. ing, has assigned the title role to
"Belapse," Phoenix (2),
ply with the Home Office requireber boxoffice was $141,053, -while re- Jeanne Moreau, young Comedie
"Starlight Boof," Hipp; (14).
ments, As soon as it's passed, Fredceipts were $162,(K:1 in October. Francaise actress.
Other talent on
"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (93). die Bartholomew will come over
Seventeen of the November first the broadcast will include Pierre
"Together
Again."
Vic
Pal.
from Hollywood to play the lead.
(43).
runs were from Hollywood, four Renoir, Marcel Herrand, Paul Bet"Tuppence,"
Globe
(l»).
Bartholomew had many offers to
were Mexican^ threat British, and nard, DaliOi Roger Pigault, Daniel
"Wonn's view," Whitehall (41). play vaude here, but nixed them all.
tiiree were from Spain.
Lecpurtois and Paul Emile Deber.

position to

Monte

Carlo.

Cafes, Bistros Fading

Paris cafes and bistros are fast
disappearing due to bad biz, even
those that were old landmarks.
Many well-established cafes, dating
back one' or two generations, are
being sold out to be turned into dry

goods stores.

One

is-

the Collsee, another

the

is

Priomphe on the Champs Elysees,
while the Marignan is soon to follow with Fouquet's reportedly also

On the
going out of business.
Boulevards the Cafe des Princes,
long famous,' has vanished, as well
as the old Paillard, across the street
from the Paramount theatre. Hardly
50 big cafes are expected to weather
^be'fetprm.

•

•
•
,

Meanwhile, a Ipt pf personnel are
thrown out of employment. Between the Colisee and the Triomphe,
about 400 were laid off. About 70%
of barmen are out of work in Paris.
Before the war, there were hardly
any bars in Paris well below 50.
In 1945 they had .mushroomed to
2,000. Today, there are not 300 left,
and half of those are about dying.
Grosses are terrible whether at. the
swanky RitJ; liar or a pop place like
Tout Va Bien.

—

:

.

Make

PARIS HRSTRUNS BOOK
REISSUES IN PIX LACK
iS
.

Paris,

Lack of new French

Feb.

8.

A

product to
the quota Pf the better theatres
compelling them to play either re-

All
is

vivals of oldies or. pictures usually
not considered for flrstrui houses.
is skedding "Perles de
Couronne," reissue of an old Gui-

Triomphe
la

try

picture,

Colisee,

after

playing

"Beau Voyage," has "Mademoiselle
S'amuse." Paris has "Route Sails
Issue"
and Paramount also has
"Mademoiselle S'amuse."
"Perles de la Couronne" had been
bought for U,S, by Tri-National
films before the war. The others are
unlikely to hit American screens,
even in sureseaters devoted

French

pix.

Eire's Rental

Payments

i

.

;

Show Steady Upbeat
Dublin, Feb.

Payments exported from Eire

8.
fo''

film rentals are showing a year-byycar increase, rising from $948,000 in
1942 to $1,692,000 in 1946, the la.st
year for which completed flgurcs
are available.
In 1943 payments
were $1,320,000; 1944, $1,496,000; 1948,
$1,504,000°.

.

.

The votes are all counted—arid all the votes that count
shout Parampunt's leadership in cash-on-the-line delivery! In all 4 of the official annual trade paper polls
for 1947, men in flie-know—the nation's exhihitors— have
elected Paramount the Number 1 Producer of doUarsand-cents, profit-making pictures. Here's the record:

Paramount had more top money-making pictures than any other company
8 out of 29
...

In

in

mim PICTURE HERALD'S 'mr

of the

9

.

.

.

in

Paramount's six pictures
all

mOff/Cf

in

.

poll.

Paramount had more top '46- '47 grossers than any other comijany
'

.

the classification of top boxoffice grossers of 1947

VARIETY'S

other companies'

in

.

3 out

fi/lffOAff rfff'^ poll.

list

of the*year's twenty leading hits topped

combined gross (as estimated by Variety) and

equalled any other company's in number.

Paramount was tied
REVIEW'S

for leadership in

poll

number of pictures

of the year's 10 top boxoffice

And Here Are Some

of the Hits

in

SHOWMEN'S TRADE

hits.

That Will Make Paramount Even

"THE EMPEROR WALTZ" **ROAD TO RIO"
"DftEAM GIRL" "THE BIG CLOCK" Hal Wallis' "I WALK
ALONE" "WHISPERING SMITH"-"THE PALEFACE" -"NIGHT
HAS A THOUSAND EYES" "SAIGON" "THE SAINTED,
SISTERS" **THE LONG GREY LINE" "SEALED VERDICT"

Greater in

•

'48:

•

•

•

•

•

•
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provisions, which limit the
(time lag to a period which an exIhlbitor "reasonably needs." "We say
that elearancfe should be sufficient
to protect our revenues sines it is
Continued from page 6
our copyright." Towards the close
Justice
argument.
Haftery's
D. Frohllch, attorney for Columbia, that he was telling the court it of
do
what
it has' been
Columbia
could
not
Donovan.
followed
c h ipp'ed in with the
Frankfurter
who
Rutledge
again
cut
doing;
because
eliminating
with
concerned
only
was
c iiment, "It seems to me you want
under
prior
ruling
declare
that
in
to
ban
a#d
comentirely.",
the
blockbooking
decree
of
this
tlie
to get out
petitive-bidding system b^ose *'Co- the court has found that "Yovn can't Raftery's response was, "Absolutely.
lumbia cannot exist with these two do some things after- a violation of We want to go home free."
provisions in the decree, 'We don't the Sherman Act is over that you
Wittdi'iig BPr Katteiy said that the
provisions,"
"'before."
could
do
other
the
from
appeal
esiubjtQj? "Witl» the:. one theatre in
be added, "because good or bad we
a small town is th«!vbl|ug[est n.onopoTielfe
Coolce
Universal's
blockboolc"If
them."
with
live
can
He can pick
list in this business
ing is out," Frohlich said, "theatres
His Firm's *DiffeW!p^e' and choose' whatever -he wants and
can acquire dor' best pictures and
he doesttV'
Frohlich was foUowedA^ t^wi^afca tpsS-'oiit. What
leave us stuck with ojir worst prod'
Turner Coolce, general
Frohlich went at the. block- by Thomas
uct."
Steps
for Universal. ,Gooke set
booking ban' hammer and tongs, as- counsel
immediately to rtiaSm- clear that
Plate for
serting that -"there wasn't a scintilla out
company was different feom the
Joseph M. Proskauer, aftoiliey for
of evidence in this case iand not a. his
only in that it didn't own Warner Bros., came' to bat next.
single witness called by the Govern- Big 5 not
ment frojati the 18,000 exhibitors who theatres, but also in the type -Of Warner' Bros., h^ saiA, owns 3% of
could say that he was hurt by block- pictures it produces.
the theatres, tooK in 8% of the naFrohlich declared that
booking."
"Universal," be said, "has' not tional boxoffice grosses, and pays
Columbia had a right to condition specialized in first-class pictures. On out 6% of the total revenue. The
otie picture on another.
the contrary, it has specialized in Ucompany, which has been branded

lance

Majors' High Court Appeal

Of

To

Prosteer

,

Warners

,

-

Bows

to

WB

Washington, Feb.

Warner

Bros,

came

in

Of the sale and distribution of pic,
tures." Pointing out that it would be

10.

impossible to- produce enough pfc^
tures to run all at once, and th&t
everybody naturally strives to get
something new, he insisted this was
the only system by which the dis-

for a

peculiar compliment from a competing company in court yesterday. Edward C. Raftefy, attorney for UA, speaking on James
Cagney's picture "Johnny Come
Lately," said: "It wasn't a great
picture, like those Mr. Cagney

I

-

'

Raftery

tributors could operate. Clearunces
he called equally indispensable, He

branded

used to make for Warners, but it
was a good picture all the same."
The Comment drew a yock

from both the court and

.stand

on

valid,

spectsi-

In between arguments of the At-

tors.

torney General and Davis, three
lawyers argued for intervention.
There will be a complete Thurman Arnold, representing the
American Theatres Assn., and .lolin
Proskauer described the Govern^ G.' Jack.son and Robert Barton, icpment divorcement .dc!ma.nd as "a resenting the Confederacy of Southcouncil of desperation."
ern Exhibitors, spoke' for a comThis concluded argument for today bined hour' and a half against
dustry?

collapse."

The

first attorney to take the stand
will be former Supreme
Court Jastice James F. Byrnes, of
20th-Fox, who is expected to go into
the .importance of the film industry
in the foreign market. He'll be followed by the government's t'wo final
la'wyers, Bobert Wright, motion picture specialist ot the Ju^^Uce Depart?
ment, and .John F. Sonnett^ A.<isistant
Attorney General- in charge of the

tomorrow

competitive bidding. (Further details

on page

6).

The Attorney General, in an impressively forceful hour's exposition
of the Government's case, which was
interrupted only by a few brief
questions from the com-t, made the
following points:
1. "The appeals of six of the eiijht
defendants assume that they were
properly found guilty of some form
of violation of the Sherman Act,"
2. "Fhis is the sixth case involving
the eight defendants to reach tlvis
court since 1938. Others are Schine

.

Found

^

and

Griffith cases, argued last December; Interstate circuit, in 1939;
Crescent case in 1944; and Bigclow

-

vs.

.

'

'

RKO,

1946.

'

3. Of the Interstate case, he said,
"This case has special significance
here becauise it rejected the claim,
again made here, that discriminatory

copyright license restrictions are not
a proper basis for finding a conspiracy under the Sherman Act, Also
In that case, the Court found Interstate's control in Texas a monopoly."

^

.

.

4. "Walled
towns" for firstrun
exhibition indicates a pattern shown
in dramatic form by the fact that in
11 of the 48 states Paramount alone;
has theatre affiliations, the concentration of the defendailts' theatres
in vital areas.

,

,

'

Raf

t^ Steps Up

"It didn't spring full-Qedge'd from
the lips of the Joves who constituted
the Statutory Court," said Proskauer,
•It sprang from the' lips of Mi'.
next took up the cudgels and began to block out his case by describ- Wright." He added that Warner
ing ,UA as a "haven for any iifde- Bros, was taking competitive bidding
pendent producer." The company because" "the court prescribed the
was "quantitatively not kind to ex- do.se. We think it could be made
We think it ought to be
hibitors." He went on to explain that workable.
he meant that UA handled relatively tried
Now he went on to say that, aK
few pictures in a year and that
these are all selected quality films. ^hough the government was arguingHe told the Court that motion for total divestiture, the Statutory
pictures must be regarded as a part Court had found that this would be
"It would
of show business and that many of injurious to the public.
the practices followed by motiorT result in reducing the quality of the
pictures were practices taken over pictures,'' said Proskauer. "Without
from show business.
Explaining a backlog of showcase theatres, no
clearances, he said that they were company could afford to risk the
much more restrictive in the old several million dollars to make a
days of more live entertainment in picture that gives the American
that only one theatre at a time could motion picture fiidustry'the markets
play a show. He gave the example of the world. Sub.sequent runs would
of {he "Ziegfeld Follies" playing the suffer terribly ivithout the contmusame one theatre in New York and ous flow of, pictures made possible
other cities on the road with no by flrst-run showcases.
Terrible
other .theatres being. .given an op- consequences would result
from
portunity. He pointed out also that divestiture. It will reduce the .qualaround the country Keith vaudeville ity of pictures and change the natui;e
played only in one theatre in most of them; well lose the market abroad
cities.
and then what happens to this inv
RafteJ-y Uses Gagncy Pact
Raftery pulled out
the ma.ster
contract on James Cagney's "Johnta the Rescue
ny Come Lately," which he used to
Washington. Feb, 10.
illustrate his contention that
Galaxy of lawyers and film
couldn't operate under competitive
execs
were
almost stymied yesbidding. He noted that the producer
terday (Monday) by the Governof each picture had the right to ."start
ment cafeteria strike, which cut
sales policy, and he showed how the
off
the
Supreme
Court cafeCagney contract provided for that
teria, only source ot lunch for
specifically. Cagney, he said, had a
the brief half-hour recess in
sales representative who had
the
the four-and-a-half-hour-long
right to approve all deals which the

Edward

For United Artists
C. Raftery, UA counsel,

.
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made, and on ma.iar
questions Cagney's rep would channel the sales deals to Cagney himsales force

UA

.self lor his OK. "That's the way
has sold its pictures. That's the w.ny
they're selling them now, and that's
the way they must be sold. Naturally, competitive bidding made that
impossible."
fite also potshot the decree' i clear-

ses,«on.

However, the local office o£
Motion Picture Assn. of
America came to the rescue by
the

arranging a buffet lunch itt a
room of the courthouse, -where
about 100 assorted participants
and spectators were quickly fed.
Just one precedent-breaking feature of the ^ay.

^

•

Ynat Cellusifre Biadinf
what the Government tetifts '.'in- as a giant monopoly^ he said, made
Taking up competitive bidding, ferior pictm-es.' And the Governliet pro&t of som«U>iit8« little oyer
Columbia's lawyer warned the court ment admits there is ,no shortage of 2% ot its itivested'capltal.
However, the
'inferior pictures.'
Judge I'roskau'er is ^Isiming that
to
.Universalforced
has
decree
Warner Bros, .reached its. theatre
change its policy regarding first- peak in 1931, with 540 theatres; that Anti-T!rust Divisioiv.
,to
uneconomic
class pictures. It is
it now has about 40 less, although
'Clark Emphasizes
sell inferior pictures one by one, the number of'theatras nationally
83 required by the decree." He went has increased by 40%. This, he said,
Violations
oneon to say ^further that only,
would prove th«t. VTamer Bros,
Demanding complete divorcement,
fourth of Universal'^ product vi solti.' wasii't «. spreading MMtopoly in ex- Clark teed off for the Government
"Moreover," he added, "the bid on a percentage biasis and that '-'the' hibition.
yesterday (9), starting the ballo rollmethod would permit the big affili- percentage picture means the firstProskauer told the court that 30% ing: in the 9y2 hours of scheduled arates and the big jndies to syphon off class picture.
He argued that the of the Warner income is earned in gument. Pointing up the importance
the best pictures from Columbia, UA distribution orders of the decree
the foreign market and thaf'the
and Universal and' leave us with the couldn't apply to Universal since it company only breaks even, on its of the case by his very appearance,
the big boss of the justice dept em..
need for ^ding customers, for our was in a different category.'
domestic net. Of the domestic earn- phasized"the fact that tbe expediting
average product." :
.-Frist-Runs Essential
ing^, he said, 14% came from War- court had already found, with the
Following the lunch recess, FrohAt another point Cooke explained ner theatires, .25% from the theatres Government, the existence of viola-^
lich continued his argument with
that "flrst-run theatre showings are of the other defendant companies, tions of the Sherman Act, but failed
the contention that competitive bidessential to establish the prestige and 60% came ifrom "these inde^ to give the relief "that the Govern-ding would wipe. out the im|)ortant
of a picture. The Goverhment did pendents we're charged' with oru.sh- ment believes is necessary to dissi^
element of good will which exists
.',• ;,.'•
not -attempt to show that we didn't ing.'^'
pate these violations and to effecin motion picture selling today.
license in every case to theatres
Proskauer laid down the point that tively pry open to competition the
Discrimination Squawk
.granting
the most revenue." the evils or alleg^ evils found by channels of trade in the industry."
"Why Should ~thi& industry, of all Cooke saidusthat in an anti-trust ac- the
trial court did not stem from
Going still further, the Attorney
industries in the U. S.," he said, "be
tion in St. Louis 10 years ago the theatre ownership. The lower court, General went out on the limb in desingled out to .^ell on the a,uction
anti-trust division insisted that the he asserted, had ruled thi^ and had claring that "the Government's enr
block?" He went on to add that 70%
distributor grant 10-ycar franchises found that the trouble was in trade tire anti-trust prdgram will be viof Columbia's income comes* from
to an independent exhibitor there practices. Point by point he took up tally affected by this court's answer
"the little fellow at the crossroads."
He. also insisted that the court had as a condition o£ dropping the suit the various practices complained ol to this question."
no right to dictate the selling "They didn't object to franchises and showed the court had provided
Along with complete divestiture,
methods his company should follow. then," commented the attorney. He remedies for each, and pointed out Clark also stressed the importance of
Here Justice Wiley B. Rutledge, Jr., also declared that the copyright that "these practices had no relation the ban on cross-licensing as "the
He named only available means by which hainterrupted to ask, "Suppose there rights- of his company were being to theatre ownership."
trial court's order such thin^. as pools, block booking,
is proof' of the violatioii ot the violated by the
bitual violations of the Sherman Act
Sherman.: Act imd 'we sustain' a pro- requiring single picture sale. "It's formula deals, masiter deals, fran^ by the ma|0F' defoidants may b«
vision to restrain licensing excess?" utterly impossible," he said, "to li- chises and price-fixing.
brought to an end."
9S%-!>% EtaA of Majors
"No court," 4eclared Frohlich cense picture by picture and theatre
Calling competitive bidding' "but
He predicted that if the 95% -5% one more unhappy experiment,'' be
forcibly^ "can take away my right by theatre. There's no evidence
to sell all my copyrights in bulk. whatsover of conditioning in our divestitures ruling of the trial courts pointed out -(hat this "adoption of
were upheld, virtually all of these an entirely new standard of conduct
Tthe provision in the decree is so blockbooking
As he drew near the end of his theatres would be sold by the majors
sti'ingent that even if we are no
for the industry'' was a recognition
longer conspirators I ,w-ould have no time before the court, Cooke looked and come into independent owner- by the lower court that "mere inRegarding competitive bid- junctions against violations similar
light to sell my copyrights In bulk. up at the court's clock suddenly ship.
Kg court has the right to .stop that." and commented^ "I've got to rush," ding, like John Davis earlier in the to those that had occurred in the
Here Frohlich apparently discovered Here Chief Justice Vinson leaned day, he pointed to the fact that past could not end them." "Thus
over and said, "I think you're right," Special Deputy Attorney Gen. 'Robdifference between the trial Court
.sending a chuckle through the room. ert Wright had expre.ssed support of the
and the Government," he insisted,
this plan before the trial court.
"comes down largely to one of a{^r

-that there, was a possibility of ex'hibitors bidding coUusively to knock
down the price of pictures.
"This decree iuvlles this sort ot
bidding," he said, ''and we don't see
why we should be placed in a position in which collusive buying Ot
pictures would be encouraged.

Government's

tlie

"ambiguous," saying that
Ihoy had found the practice fir.st inper se, and then' invalid only
"when unrepsonable."

this issue as

propria te means
the same end."

Of

other. As it now stands. Rank can
continue to send a full supply of
Briti.sh pix to
for U.S. distribution without Universal being able to
reciprocate.
Lopsided ratio may dictate pro
temp changes in the distrib agree-

U

ment.

Financing,

Restraint

They may retufn with Rank, who's
set to embark for the U.S. on a
visit March 5.

Addue^d

John W. Davis, first lawyer to take
up the cudgel for the defendants,
based his argument on the fact that
the court below had found no

LATIN AMERICA
Producer,

tion picture

counsel for liOew's, that they had
found naeyidenceof practices in
restraint of trade. • As rep of the
outfit which has the smallest number
of theatres among the majors, Davis
dramatically pointed out that "this
rampant monopolist," Loew's, had, in
the period from 1932 to 1945 acquired only nine theatres, while in the
same period, the country's theatres
had increased' by 5.471. He attacked
the Justice Dept.'s charge of a "nationwide monopoly of exhibition" as
a "misstatement implying that the
3.137 theatres owned by the five defendants were owned in comnjon."
He described the operations of his
clients in detail to prove bis contention that "the defendants operate
independently,
corporativcly
and

and UJJt.

also,

contractually.
"They are as autonomou.s as any
business in the U. S„" he asserted.
"If there was collective conspiracy,
there would have been some pattern
of interchange of favors."

Hits Cross-Licensing

Ban

The Government's plea for ban of
cross-licensing came in for forceful
lambasting from the silver^haijied,
onetime candidate for the nation's
presidency. Calling this"a deliberate
attempt to starvfe the defendants
out,'' he said, "You would thus render the theatres so unprofitable that
the owners would be glad to get rid
of them, since no other way could
be found of shutting them. If yow
can't cut their necks off," he colorfully stated, "you starve them out."
Davis also defended the system of
firstrun as "an indispensable part

edge

American,

native-born

conitention, as

monopoly, and on his

theatre-acqui.<!i-

tion outlook and other problems *rt
also up for discussion.
Benjamin will remain abroad for
some 10 days. Whether U'.s toppers
accomptishing will remain longer is not known.

Davis Says No Evidence

Of

V-Rank
Continued from page 3

knotted in 1945 there was no
thought of a sudden stoppage of
product from one company to the
first

producing credits
'

EltceHonll

Spanlth

in

mo*

Mexico

working knowlAmerican

and South

cuitomt seek* opportunity at txeculiv*
film
in

company needing

South America.
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St,.

representation

Box 823,

New

York

Variety,
19,

PRODUCER •
Feature motion picture and
Broadway producing credits,
Excellent background in
and all phases pro-

38k

scripts,

duction.
Highest refaroneei ; Seeks position telehead of script department, etc.
Now employed, Box 947, Variety, 1S4

vision,

West 46th

St.,

New

York

YOUN$3
21,, single,

tion

19.

MAN

wonts sales future or

leading

to

sales

posi-

preferable.

neat appearance, nice
travel,
can
ambitious,
license, salary secondary.
Box 920, VARIETY
46th St., New York 19, N, Y.

Experienced,
personality,
drivers
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FOR RENT
Hollywood apartntent, near Hollywood
Bowl.

Duplex, completely^ furnished,
living room,
:

two bedrooms, bathrooms,

dining room, kitchen patio, badminton
court.
laSallc sedan alto for rent.
Call

Conti-ATwaler 9-8009

;

Vednesday^ February 11, 1948

USriety
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"
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paeeatWe»bal
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mx

jmiiit

DENNIS O'KEEFE

with

MARY MEADE ^ALFRED RYDER -WALLY FORD

JUNE LOQKHART* CHARLES McGRAW^ProduMdbyAUBREV
WritUA by John C.Hi«Blns<Suuested by* story tyVirclnfaKtHogli*

SCHENCK*OirKt«d byANTHONV mknn
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Law

More

for Paiting l^ace

Theatre survey o^ the Memphis

by the Motion Picture Assn.

of
America; sliows a total of 570
theatres in operation, with an
aggregate seating capacity ot
268,501, in addition to 18 shuttered nouses with 5,655 seats.
There are also five drive-ins
with 2,050-car total capacity. Ot
the total number of theatres, 229
are circuit-operated and 357 are
owned by indies having less than
four houses' apiece,
Albany theatre directory, 26th
in the series, reveals a total of
232 theatres, with 152,506 seats,
in addition to 10 closed theatres
with 4,116 seats. There are also
total ear
thtee drive-ins with
capacity of 1,580. Of the total
number of houses, 116 are circuit-opera ted 'and the remaining'
126 are owned by indies.
As part of its survey of over\
dlseas theatre operations,
rectory on Cuba reveals 484 theatres in operation, with a seating
capacity of 308,412. Report also
includes information on each
theatre on the.sources of product', version pt U. S. product
shown, quality of $ound equipment, number of days open

Albany.
parking (or theatrea and places of
bill, recently Intro- ?iublio tsiembly. In cities and counties
hroughout the country now having,
the Legislature of New
such laws, ranged from one space
'Torlt, would require that all theatres,
per four seats to one space per 10
light clubs and other places ol pub- seats. They characterized the latter
"hereaiter
erectedf"
figure
lic
assembly
as "practical and teasomible."

The Desmond
in

should provide ofiC-street parking on
jrohn HOaUlMUi to Cleve tor Bep.
tht basis of 200 square feet lor each
St. Louis.
".0 persons of the total seating caJohn Houlihan, St. Louis manager
s-vacity.' Orrin Judd, representing the
for Republic Pictures,' iJas been
iletropolitan Theatre Owners Assn.; made manager of the' Cleveland
sick
was at the Capitol last week to check branch after fllling in for a
exec.
the measure. He conferred on the
Burglars copped $198 in cash and
subject with Sen. Tliomas C. Des- silverware valued at $200 from an
mond and obtained copies of other unlocked safe in the Pauline, a
]}roposed laws affecting the film in- North St. Louis indie nabe,

.

1

;

i

.

,

.

m

>

,

J

,

MPA
Harry Fryer, manager of the
Kerasotes Circuit's Modei Charga,
III, has succeeded Howard Young as
:.ind might suggest an amendment.
manager of. the Home, Rantoul, 111.
Before going_to' the Capitol, Judd Young has moved to Havana,' HI.,
Ifelked with Charles A. Smakwitz, Where he is head. man of the Kayo
ssistant zone manager for Warner and Lawford, units of the circuit.
'?hfeatres and a veteran in Albany;
Fred Johfinningsmeyer, assistant
r>makwitz claims the proposed parh^ manager .of Loiaw's Orpheum, St.
weekly, and tHK^ti^ per week.
;ng requirement would make the Louis, has been upped to assistant
-luilding of new theatres in down- .manager of the company's State, at
sown areas "prohibitive in cost" and Dayton. His successor at the Or- James Jordan, Maurice Bergman
"discriminatory" against exhibitors pheum is Robert Morris, former and Al Horwitz here for the opening
now without, downtown houses.
Chief <tf^ Staff at Loew's State; St, of new: Universal exchange.
Smakwitz said -that .it would be Louis.
Henry Lustgarten^ appointed head
financially Impossible to erect a the»:
of the sideshow committee at Vautre in the business section of Alriety club.
.Jack Klrseb Hcftda Chi Drive
bany, a city of 125,000; if parkiiig
Chicago.
Nita theatrot north side nabe, joins
.space at the ratio prescribed by the
Jack Kirsch, president of - Allied the Van Nonikas circuit. House was
!>iU were mandatory. He also pointed Theatres
Illinois,
heads the sold last week by Irving Davis.
of
out that the measure would work Amusement & Recreation division of
Gradwell Sears, United Artists'
~
against new builders anid In favor of the Red Cross drive in Clu.
prexy, headed two-day sales meeting
present owners, *fhii8 making it disacquired
world with Nate Nathahson, Chicago disHenri BIman
criminatory."
rights to "ROdeo IJhythm."
trict taianager; Sid Rose, Chi b.m.;
Bill ScuUy, £dward GumersaU, Ralph 'Crambletj' Midwestern sales
Members of Senator Desmond's re.'seaich atafl stated that off-street Chas. Feldman, jCVank T. Murray, division manager,, and Maury Orr,
western sales manager; present.
E^anston, north side' suburb, has
.

He said he would file a
memorandum on tiie Desmond bill
dustry.

1,

.

..

'

•

.
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Picture Grosses

exchange territory, 26th in the
series of directories being issued

Willi New Theatres; Exdiai^e News
(luced

MPAA Surveys
MINNEAPOLIS

Port Nabes Fare Okay,

(Continued from page 9)
"Song of Norway" stage show,, satisfactory $2;000. Last week, "Happy

Ist-Runs Off; 'McCoy' Hot

Tailor"
(Swedish), big $4,000 in
three days.
Lyric (Par) (1;000; 50-70)
"I
Walk Alone" (Par) tm.o.). Hitting
fair $5,000.
Last week, "Road to
Rio" (Par) (5th Wk), big $6,300.
Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)—
"Captain Castile" (20th) (2d wk).
Healthy $12,000 on top of big $20,000 initial stanza.
KKO-Orpheum ^RKO) (2,800; 5070)—"Senator Indiscreet" (U). Given
strong bally; and well-liked in the
bargain. Hefty $16,000 or near looms.

13G, 'Henry

^

Last week, ''Sierra Madre"
big $14,000.

is

Street

50-85)

.

$13,000.

65-$!. 20)—

Big

Last week, sock $7,800.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)—
(U) and "Upturned Glass"
Okay $5,000.
Last week,
"Black Narcissus" (U) and "Heart,
"Exile"
(U).

aches" (EL), $5,300.
Oriental (H-E) (2,000;

—

50-85)
"Rail-

"Meant for Me" (20th) and

,

roaded" (EL). Day-date With Paramount. Oke i$4,500 or less. Last
week, "Captata CasUle" (20th) (3d
wk), solid $4,000.
Orpheum (H-E) (1,780; 50-85)—
"Mark of Zorro" (20th> and "Drums

Mohawk"

IN DQiVER, $16,000
Denver, Feb.

Hot

(427;

"Henry Fifth" (UA) (2d wk).

—

'WALK' ALONE BIG

(Rep).

(Parker)

$5,000.

'

'

Kid"

Guild

"Frieda" (U).
Fast $3,500.
Last
week, "Swordsman" (Col) (2d wk),

'

at higher

fine $9,000.

(Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"InGood $10,000 looks
about all.
Last week, "I Walk
Alone" (Par) (2d wk), solid $9,000.
Uptown (Pat) (1,000; 50-55)—'^1^eoon" (RKO),
First nabe run.
Light $3,000.
Last week, "Irish
Rose" CWB), fine $5,000.

>

.

bills

is

Last week, "Cass Timberlane" (M-G)
"Old Spanish Trail" (Hep) (4th wk),

Last week, "Panic"

-State

>

.

double

"Killer McCoy" at Broadstandout, with "Henry Fifth"
second guild week.
Estimates for Vhis Week
(WB),
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)
^"Killer McCoy" (M-G) and "Main

way

big- in

trigue" (UA).

(350;

for patrons currently to patronize
50ci per instead of fair

downtown

.

(Mann)

11,

nabes at

(Indie). $7,000.

World

5G, 2d

scale.

RKO-P»n (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
(WB) (m.o.). StUl

"Sierra Madre"
strong at $8,000.

Y

Portland, Ore. Feb.

BoxofCice biz has leveled off to
lower levels this session. Tendency

$0,000.
tile"

10.

(2Qth)

(reissues).

Solid

Last week, "Captain Gas(3d wk), fine $6,000.

(20th)

Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 50-85)—
"You Were Meant for Mo" with "Meant
for Me" (20th) and "Rail"Slippy McGee" is in for «ood ses- roade<^" (EL), also Oriental. Modsions at two houses this week. Out- erate $9,500.
Last week, "Magic
(RKO) and "Riff-Raffl"
standing; however; is "I Walked Town"
(RKO) (2d wk), nice $9,200.
curfew on kid's Alone" at the DeriUam; which iB big.
clamped 10:00
United Artists (Parker) (895; 50under 16, similar to the Chicago It holds over.
85)-i"Secret Beyond Door" (U) (6
ordinance.
days).
Thin $4,000 or less. Last
EstlmatCB f«r Ibis Week
Over 15 new film coimcil chapters
week, "Always Together" (WB) and
have joined Film Coimcil of^Ainer- „ Aladdin (Fox) (1.400; 35-74)— "Driftwo od" (Rep),
$4,200.
"Sleep, Wy Love" (UA) and "Stork
ica,' for a total of 61 in 28 states.
Bites Man" (UA); after week at Denver, -Esduire.
Good $3,500. Last
Earle Lion Hires
John G. Walsh hired by, Eagle weel^ ISierra Madre" (WB) and
.tak<£sItpiiClun
Lion as .salesman in Cleveland. Jo- "Linda.He Good" (EL) (m.o.), same,
Denluim (CockriU) (1,750; 35-74)
seph' Rosenberg has joined Los AnRnt Tngftiye' Fat 17G
geles branch a{5 salesman.
—"I Walk AlonB" (Par). Big $16,000
.

New

York Theatres
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VKALT DISNETS

[

throughout the country.
Herman Ripps, assistant to eastern
division manager John P. Byrne, has
returned to his Albany headquarters
after spending his stint at the homei^
•

coiOK «r ncHNicoioii

REPUBLIC

BRANOn

or over. Holds. Last week, "GOlden
Buffalo, Feb. 10.
Earrings" (Par) (2d wk), $13,000.
^Most new films are taking it On the
Denver (Fox) (2,525;. 35-74)— chin here this week; big disappoint^
''Meant for Me" (20th) and "Slippy er being "My Girl Tisa."
"The
McGee" (Rep), day-datfe with Es- Fugitive" easily is standout, with
quire. Fairly good at $16,000. Last strong session at the Century,
w^'^! '^leep,' My Love" (UA) and
Estimates (or This Week
"Stork Bites Man" (UA ), $17,000.
Bulfalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—"InEsquire (Fox) (74l!; 38-74)—"Meant trigue'' (UA). Modest
$13,500. Last
for Me" (20th) and- "SUppy McGee" week,
"I Walk Alone" (Par) and
(Rep), also. Denver. Good $3/)00 or "Fabulous Joe" (Par),
solid 19,500.
bit over. Last week, !'Sleep,
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)
«">^ "Stork Bites Man," —"'My Girl Tisa" (WB) arid "Always
^XK'
iP^^
(UA), $3,500.
Together" (WB). Very mild $11,000.
Orpltenni (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— Last week, "Sierra Madre" (WB),
"Walter Mitty" (RKO). and "Green $14,000.
for Danger" (EL) (2d wk). Faii? $12,.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—"I
500. Last week, smash ^2,500.
Walk Alone". (Par) and "Fabulous
Paramoiint (Fox) (2,200; 35^74)— Joe" (Par) (m.o.). Good $8,500. Last
(70(Par)
"Relentless"
(Col) and ^Campus week, "Unconquered"
Honeymoon" (B^), day-date with $1.20), $14,000.
Teck (Shea) (1,400;.40-70)— "Sierra
Webber. Good $13^000; Last week,
"Out of Blue" (EL) and "Love f rOm Madre" (WB) (m.o.). Neat $5,000 or
near. Last week, "Captain Castile"
Stranger" (EL), $12,000.
Blalto (Fox) (878; 35-r4)— "Sierra (20th) (m.o.), $4,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)--Madre" (WB) and "Linda Be Good"
(EL), after week at Denver, Webber, "To Ends of Earth" (Col) and "Glamour Qirl" (Col) (2d wk). Trim
Aladflin.
Mild $3,700. Last week,
"Badlands Dakota" (FG) and "Trail $12,000 after- big $19,500 last week.
20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000;
of Vigilantes" (FC), $4,200.
40-70)— "The Fugitive" (RKO). Pine
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)—"City $17,000 or near in 8 days. .Last week,
Missing Girls"' (Indie) and "Sell My "T-Men" (EL) and "Heading for
Life" (Indie). Trim $11,000. Last Heaven"
(EL) (2d wk), oke $5,000 in
week, "Repeat Performance" (EL) 6 days.
and "Blonde Savage" (EL), thin
'

M-Q's Hensler in for N. 'F. Talks
Frank C. Hensler, field assistant to
Metro central division sales manager
John J. Maloneyj arrived at the
homeoffice over the Weekend from
Detroit to spend a month sitting in
on sales cabinet meetings. He's the
latest field exec to take his turn at
the homeoSice under the plan instituted by sales v«epee William P.
Rodgers: to jgive the field staff a wider
acquaintance with sales problems

•»»^

office.

.

.

,

.

,

my

,

.

Indiana Exhibs
s

b

Contbiueft tiota v&kc 1

the video verbeing issued five times
weekly, would also be Icnsed specifically for the average small-sized
tele iscreen, thereby making it uninking of the pact with NBC and
tlieatrical reel, since

sion, besides

^HMttt M«cDONALfil

I

le»

lant

riTURBI POWELL^
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In
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thru

ARTISTS

IN msoM
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t

/

r«wy Slit • Opens 10:30 AM • Ult Mk5ni|ht Film

CuPTnin

Ciisiiie

Camel .cigarets, 20th spokesmen had
pointed out that the tele reel would
in no way be competitive wiUi the
suitable for theatres. Favorable exhib reaction is expected to hasten
the entry of other major reels into
television.

Associated of Indiana noted that
it still remains to be seen how similar .the composition of the video
reels will be "to the footage that is
later exhibited in theatres;" Statement added, though, that "there is
no reason to criticize Fox for this
mo^e because, whether it .be a threat
or not to the theatres, the growth in
'
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.nHE PARAOINE CASE"

Spectacalav gtase Freiientation

Ws Trome'

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Bette Davis' next starrer, "Ethan
Frome," goes into work March 1 at
Warners with Henry Hlanke producing tmd Bretaigne Windust directing.
Same trio Is curmitly winding up
Winter Meeting" on the fiurbank
lot

importance of television is .sure."
Important thing about the Fox contract; it said, "is to take note of the
it is another step in the

fact that

growing alliance between the
and television industries, and it

film
sig-

nals further things to come."
Statement followed its notes on the
20th deal with a request to members
to .send in their views on video's effect on film theatres. In line with
tliis, it's noted that other indie exhibs, fully cognizant of tele's eventual threat, have decided to wait for
the major afliliated circuits to set the
course of action.
They base their
belief on the lact that the majors
have far more money tied up in theatres than they have, which the
majors will be certain to protect
against all threats of any kind.
Hence, they feel they'll be safe in
letting the major circuits establish
the pattern to be followed, of either
cooperation with the tele industry or
a light to tht^ finish against it.

;

$5,000.

Webber (Fox)

(750;

SEATTLE

35-74)—"Re-

lentless" (Col) and "Campus Honeymoon" (Rep), also Paramount. (Jood

(Continued from page 11)
Last week, "Out of Blue" "Town in Dark" (Par), okay $3,600
(EL) and "Love from Stranger" for second week.
(EL), good $3,000.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"Timberlane" (M-G) (2d wk). Biig
$11,500. Last week, great $15,600.
Orplieum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
"Sierra Madre"
(WB) (2d wk).
(Continued from page 11)
Robust $9,000. Last week, strong
$lfr,S(K) after big $28,500 last week.
$12,700.
St. Franeia (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-60)
"T-Men" (EL). Sock $20,000. Last
week, "Road to Rio" (Par) (6th wk), -"Killer McCoy" (M-G) and ''Smart
•
Politics" (Mono)
Okay
(2d wk).
husky $9,000.
Orplieum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55- $6,000. Last week, great $11,300.
85)—"Relentless" (Col). Fair $15,000.
Paramount (H-E) (3,049; 45-80)—
Last weeiE, "Woman's Vengeance" "I Walk Alone" (Par) and "Linda
$3,200,

SAN FRANCISCO

(U), $13,000.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1.207:

My

Love" (UA) (2d
^^.S^^:;;"Sl^«P'
wkl. Oke $11,000. Last week, $15,000.
Stsffedoor (Ackerman) (350; 60-85)
—"Holiday Camp" (U). Husky $3,500.

Be Good"

(EL). Fairly nice at $9,506
or over. LaSt Week, "Senator Indiscreet" (U) and "Too Many Winners" (EL),

weak

$6,700.

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
"Had to Be You" (Col) (6th Wk).
week, "Dark Journey" (SG) and Good $3,500 after hice $4,300 last
j^Peg^of Old Drury" (FC) (reissue), week,
f

La.st

Clay
(Roesner)
(400;
65-85)—
"Barber Seville" (Indio) (2d wk)
Nice $3,000. Last week, good $3,800.
Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—
"Midnight in Paris" (Indie). Pleasing $3,000 or near. La.st week, "Boccaoio" (Indie) and "Merry Wives
Vienna" (Indie) (2d wk), thin $1,900.

"Jungle Slave Girls" (FC) (reissues),
a weak $7,500.
Center (Roesner) (300; 35-85)—
"Panic" (Indie), (m.o.). Good $3,500
for 7th week downtown. Last week,
"Son of Sheik" (Indie) and "Love
United Nations
(FWG) (1,149; Letters" (Par) (reissues), sad $3,100.
60-83)
"Gentleman's Agreement"
State! (Par)
(2,133; 60-85)— "Man
(20th) (3d wk).
Healthy $11,500. With Nine Lives" (Indie) and "Man
Last week;, fat $14,500.
They Could Not Hang" (Indie) (reEsqnire (Blumenfeld) (952; 55-85) issues). Nice $6,500. Last week. "I
—"Relentless" (Col). Robust $9,000. Walk Alone" (Par) (3d wk), okay
Last weekj "Elephant Boy" (FC) and $8,500.

—
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CBS FORMS
'Nurse 'Em, Rehearse

t&reumniassn;

Tm'-CBS

CBS

GBS' top program echelon hai evolved out of the network's experiences of the past year or two the concept that flops can be pretty well
avoided if ample time is spent In preparation of the show. View ad'^
vanced in. that quarter Is that if the writing, and producing crews con-*
nected witha new show woric and rework over it until the' pattern is
crystallized: and everybody is fully aware of the relation between the
program's, characters thero shouldn't be any problems once the show

.

'"

goes on the

air.

ing ground, for what the' trade is
now calling the Yoimg
Rubicam

&

Alumni Assn.
Just as, three years ago, there was
a wholesale exodus of radio executives from Y & R agency to the
ABC (then the Blue) network, today the swing is from Y & R to CBS.

thing with' an odd-on chance.
Cited. as.a case history bearing out this approach to programming is
the network's "My Friend, Irma,'^ currently sponsored by Lever Bros.
Cy Howard, worked for weeks on getting the general pattern and character relationsh^' right before even putting it to paper. It is also recalled that "Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts" show was in preparation
for over three months before it went on the air.
.

inevitable that the trade, recalling all too vividly the saga of
Chet LaRoche
Co. of a few years'
back, should speculate on the course
of the new entourage.
It's

'

:

.

Price of

work and

stockholder-key N.Y.
the tune of groans

it(

WOR. To

outlet,

and growls from the web's program
and sales boys, the Bamberger
Broadcasting Service's station, which
"

claims to blanket a greater potential
audience than any station in the
country, blithely programs its time
as

it

pleases.

A

look at the current day-to-day
schedules of the network and
reveals that Mutual isn't faring any
better than in the past in the matter. of getting Bamberger time for its
airers^
Fully three dozen of the
web's stanzas, including most of Its
daytime oflCerings, are getting the
brushoff. An. additional handful of MBS programs geti the delayed-broadcast treatment
During the- past week, on the other
came up with a doublehand,
:

WOR

WOR

j

'

WOR

'

tdged answer to Mutual gripes. The
station pointed to recent Pulse and
Hooper Gity reports as a proof-inthe. pudding for its programming
Let other flagships be netpolicy.
implied—look at
work spitgots,

WOR

.

HubbeU Robinson, Jr. (now
masterminding the new CBS pro-

hypo.

:

and the latter, in
Adrian Samish.
Stan Joseloff and Carol Irwin were
also brought over. Ed Noble, ABC's
turn,

deal),

brought

in

for
1

Shortly before show went on
the air, teacher was chatting
with Valli, the Italian film actress, who also guested on "People." Valli said she was heading
for the Coast and Gottlieb went
into the tailspin when he heard
the teacher reply: "When you
get back, give Burt Lancaster
my regards. He's one of my ex-

pupils."

CBS Face Is Red

&

Co.
push aside
incumbencies was expected, as witness
the exiting of Larry Puck. Goodman Ace (as supervisor of comedy
writing) bowed out a few weeks
William Spier also exited.
back.
Others are on tap.

AsBruslied-Olf
Strip Hits 13.7
A lot of the boys around CBS
would rather not'talk out loud about

WCAU

(Also FM-TV)

Sales

Rep

Appointment of Radio
subsid,

as

national

in Offing
Sales,

sales

rep

CBS
for

WCAU-TV

is expected to be followed soon with a similar designa-

covering the Philly Bulletin's
other broadcasting Interests,

tion

WCAU

and

WCAU-FM.

WCAU

but nonetheless there's a lot of
fingerpointing these days at those
13.7 cross-the-board Hooperatings for
the five-minute Johns-Manville news
strip in the 8:55-9:00 p.m. segment.
In a bid to strengthen the web's
Monday - through - Friday
8:30-9:30
shows, CBS cancelled out J-M's capsule news show, which represents a
$2;000,000 billings bonanza. And on
the basis of current ratings, the fiveminute Bill Henry gab session due
to go off in June has developed into
one of the choice network packages.

With the exception of Monday,
its own sales offices in New York when It'vS surrounded by the toprated
and Chicago, with Pacific Coast sales "Lux Radio Theatre" and "Godfrey's
coverage handled by the Paul H. Talent Scouts," the news strip out'Haymer Co. and the Boston area by strips all front-and-back ratings. For
example, the 13.7 compares with "We
Bertha Banner.
Ben Larson, v.p. in charge of the People's" 10.5 and "Mr. and Mrs.
WCAU-TV has been in New York North's" 11.2 on Tuesdays: Borden's
•the past week indoctrinating RS' 5.2 and "Dr. Christian's" 12.5 on
staff on the Station's programing Wednesday; Dick Haymes' 8.8 and
"Mr. Keen's" 13.7 on Thursdays, and
plans, sales policy, etc.
Old Gold's 8.9 and Danny Thomas'
7.3 On Fridays.
Mutual wouldn't mind grabbing off
Rod Erickson Gets Nod
has for years maintained

-

As Teople' Producer
Rod

Erickson, who checked out of
N. Y., as program director a
couple of months ago to go with
Foote, Cone .& Belding, has gotten
the nod as producer of the Gulfsponsored "We the People." Latter
Is a Young & Rubicam program,

WOR,

which would mean Erickson vamping F-C-B to take on the new as-

.

the lucrative Johns-Manville billings,
but 8:55-9:00 is out of the question,
There's a little matter of sequencing
to be recltoned with, since Gabriel
Heatter is on at 9, and Mutual's taking no chances at this stage of the
game in disturbing the long-established Heatter routine.

len Erickson

to Coast

Leonard Erickson, new v. p. in
charge of radio at Kenyon & EckHolly.vvood this
currently .produced hardt, heads... for.
by Lester Gottlieb, who is resigning Sunday (15) in connection with the
V & R to i^in CBS.
Ford Motors aocoimts.
.
slgnment.

"People",

"T or C" broadcast will origi-'
nate from Davenport station this
Saturday

(14).

-

is

.

a reprieve

Giver

when

but this time
,

Understood

Join
Casualty

last

CBS
week

headquarters
affected

Connolly,

director

of

pro-

gram promotion, who joined the network about 10 years ago, is exiting.
Also leaving in the changing pattern
the programming operation is
Larry Puck, who had been with the
web, on and off, for approximately
11 years. His > supervision of jaop-.
music programs will be integrated
into the functions assigned :to Lester
Gottlieb, who joins the network in
three weeks.
During his CBS regime Puck was
instrumental in helping bring some
of the current crop of top vocalists

of

to the fore, among them Frank Sinatra and Perry Como. Arthur Godfrey's initial emergence as a coastto-ooast personality via his morn-

ing network show,

by

now

Chesterfield, also
suggestions.

the rating shot up,
says the Dinah

CBS

the

Biow

had

planned

combo

Shore- James

NBC

two Philip Morris

Berle-Philip Morris show is concerned, NBQi's very happy with its
progress and it's considered; a cer-

(Continued on page

30}'

two

veterans who had been with the network for a decade or more.
Torti

Want'

as replacement for one
airers on
that network. As-far as the-Milton.

over to

CBS Exodus

list at

New York

sponsored
stems from

Puck

IT'S SPIER'S

XLOCK'

VS.

EX-SPIER'S 'SUSPENSE'
William Spier, who has checked
out of his "Suspense" producer
berth in a parting of the ways with
CBS, wilt take over the production
.sJlPEft.Pii,.A,Bi2:5.."-Th.e. Clo,ck.:'.,.Wbat,

promises, however, to

make

the

new

assignment doubly -Interesting is the
possibility, being mulled by ABC
program veepee "Bud" Barry, of
pitting "The Clock" against "Suspense" in a direct bid to outrate the
long-established CBS whodunit.

The move would mean

.shifting

Peptic,

Yet

Hope's definition of a
Hooperating:
An ulcer witli a clocimal point.
.

,

state-

CBS

says

that's the best yet and that it's the
clincher to the web's longtime argu"it isn't the gross but the
net that counts."

ment that

Financial statement

is

significant

team several angles, particularly
from the standpoint that it points up
anew the importance of networks^:
subsidiary operations and the coin
channeled into web coffers fronk
other than strictly broadcasting, op^
erations.

That CBS wound up with its best
year yet is doubly significant in view
of the .fact that 1947 saw a number
of half-hour time segments opening
up on the network as some shows
switched to
and others cancelled out.
"The ominous talk that
prevailed in some quarters of the
trade didn't reckon, for example,
on a little CBS item called Radio
Sales, or the lucrative owned-and>
operated station operations and other

subsid activities Which were the im.>
portant factors' in spiraling Colutti*

;

bia's -net take.

Oddly enough, the record $5,920,»
000 net, which compares with the
previous year's $5,795,000

web was

practically sold

when

'the

out,

was

achieved in the face of a decline in

Columbia Records' figures. In 1947
the record manufacturing pperationa
accounted ior $1,41&,800, or 8{>c per
share, whereas in 194K tlie figure was
Radio,
$1,880,200, or $1.09 a share.
on the other hand,' was up 34c a
share,: the

$2.62

per share in 1S47

contrasting with the $2.28 to

'46.

Auto-Lite Eyes 'Suspense'
In Original

fHour Format

les

a

sored series. CBS has optionjsd the
thriller to Auto-Lite, with the unit will be cut to tha
former time. The deal would also
call for Montgomery's fee 'to be
sliced. If Auto-lite buys it, if would
drop the Dick Haymes Thjiirsday
CBS show, with likelihood' Of ' the
switchover in June.

derstanding

.

"Suspense," which has had a
$15,000 price tag as a full-hour (plus
the higlier time costs), is^uhderstood
to be tabl^ed at $10,000 as. It halfMontgomery, whose Ifee is
'hoUr.
$1,500 when the series is sustaining,
would go to $5,500 under a commercial deal (reportedly, he gets the full
amount when he's m.c. and star, but
only half when he's Just the m.c^).

However,

it's

expected the nfitwork

will renegotiate the contract for a'
half -hour sponsorship proposition.

Ironically, William
Spier,
who
originally produced the series and
has ..continued on it .without inter>
ruption during its five-year history;
recently quit because of dissatisfaction with it as a full-hour show.. He
also objected to the star setup.
Spier first did the stanza in
York and later took. it to be the
Coast. For the last several years,
until it went off several months ago,

New

"The Clock" out of ABC's* Thurs- "Suspense" was sponsored by Roma
day night sequence and slotting it wine, at a reported cost of $4,500,
in the 8-8:30 Saturday now occupied
Anton Leader was signed last
by "Russ Dolan, Detective." Latter, week by GBS to succeed Spier as
a sustainer, presumably would be producer of the series.
switched into "Clock's" Thursday

Puck's major production finale spot.
Current Hoopers indicate such a
brought Presidential kudoes Satur"Glock"-"Snspense" race would get
day night (10) in Washington when
he produced the Press Correspon- off to a comparatively even start.
dent's Assn. show emceed by Bob "Clock," with a current 6.E, and 6.0,
would be bracketed with "Famous
Hope.
Jury Trials," with a 7.2, against the
hour-long "Suspense," with quarterhour period ratings now ranging

..Bob

financial

NBC

Shore musical must preem, as scheduled, in the Friday 10-10:30 p.m. slot,
starting this week (13).

of its

in

'47

a

ment, just released, which shows a
net profit of $5,920,000^

expanded
"Suspense,"
recently
starting Feb. 28.
^
into a full-hour show with Robert
It happened twice before, with Biow
Montgomery as star, may b^ cut to
and Philip Morris giving "Ignorant" its old 30-minute. length as
spon-

moving

ConnoOy, Puck

it,

CBS' Radio Sales As

sippi

On

'

December, WOR
and 2, as well as

(Continued on page 30)

fills

Biow Nixed

^

sistant district attorney.

In Pulse ratings of N.Y. local

"2.

gramming

.

originations

stockholders

'

report.

shows ware No.

-f CBS, under the 1047 Frank Stanton management, has delivered to its

10.

affiliate

board chairman, played along to the
tune of nearly $1^000,000 (for a still
up-and-coming network that was a
lot of dough) and then called it' quits.
LaRoche bowed out, then Robinson,
Joseloff and Miss Irwin, and within the past year Samish left.
On Broader Canvas
With Harry Aclcerman and now
Lester Crottlieb moving over from
Y & R to take over key program
roles, Robinson, as was expected, is
Now that "It Pays to Be Ignorant'^
consolidating his GBS operation into has climbed to a 12.3 Hqoperating—
a tightly-knit team of agency brain- making it one of the choicest packtrusters. But unlike the LaRoche- ages in the Biow sta'bl&^the agigncy.
Robinson operation at ABC, this one and Philip Morris have tried to regain control of the program'.
is operating on a much broader canvas,' with considerably more coin at
But CBS, which bought "Ignorant"
its command, and with a Bill Paley- for Saturday night 10:30 co-op showinspired
concept of programming casing after Philip Morris gave it
that's already been paying off.
the heave in favor of the new
Dinah Shore-Harry James program,
(It's estimated in some quarters
that CBS, with its present star-con- nixed the proposal that it stay put
scious modus operandi and high- in its Friday time for the ciggie
budgeted sustainers, is sinlung as company;
CBS pointed out that all its commuch as $6,000,000 a year into its
mitments' had been made; with proprogramming).
motion already set up, etc, and "IgThat the ascendancy of Robinson
norant" rides as a CBS co-op show
would;
existing

"We, the People" last week
put on a Harlem, N. Y., schoolteacher who had been pedagoging for 50 years. Hoping she'd
come up with a big name 'that
could be pulled int<i> the show
as its surprise element, producer
Lester Gottlieb asked her far in
advance if any of her students
over the past half -century had
hit the bigtime. Best thing she
could come up with was an as-

these hard-rating facts.
1.
"Twelve of the 16 most popular
local N.Y. shows (other than news
or commentators) are on WOR, according to Hooper's Nov.-Dec. '47

Feb.

herei with one of the year's top
stunts. Station has arranged for
Ralph Edwards to take over
operation of the station during
the Feb. 13*19 period When the

Uan

Fame

la..

WOC, NBC

will set up a special microphone
in the manager^s office' and cut
in on any of the local programs
when he feels he can inject a

&

'

Davenport,
Credit

tern ABC network
programming
operation in terms of agency thinkingi wound 'up as a fiasco. LaRoche
his
ex-Y
R comhad brought in
'

WOR-Mutnal Program Ti$-o'rWar
The axiom that there are two sides -f
to every story is perhaps nowhere
than in the perennial tug-o'-war between Mutual net-

Sub»ds and Pass die Dividenk'
Lotsa Consequences

Within the course of a year, it's
recalled, LaRoche's attempt to pat-

patriot,

better, illustrated

to Tmie of Traise die

"Truth or Consequences" emcee
an engagement at tb^ Missis-:
Valley Home, and Food
Show.
In assuming charge of station
activities for the week, Edwards

&

h

Everybody's Got an Answer

'47

department has become the stamp-

Such extensive preparation not only makes the writing job 50%
but avoids the necessity of doing the tinkering under heavy pressure. It also sidesteps the predicament of having to resell a public
that has sampled a new show and found it not to its liking.
The CBS: philosophy seems to be that if an investment of $5,000 a
week for 26 weeks is to be made it is better to spread $5,000 in preparational writing^than to speculate with a cheap, hurry-up job. Under
those circumstances it can learn approximately enough it it's got some-

'

For

TO

Com

Jingles Record-Profit

In a succession of moves that were
not unexpected^ CBS programming

{tasier

'

81

Bergen's N.Y. Homestretdi
On

the

basis

of

present

plana,::

Edgar Bergen will wind up tUs ait
season doing his final month's broadcasts from New York.
Bergen will t'nen sail for Sweden,
where he'll spend the sujnmer mak<
from 4.9 to 8.4.
personal
ing
appearances
with
Spier is slated to take over- "Clock" Charlie McCarthy and "Mortimer
production when the show moves to Snerd. He's also committed fot some
the Coast about March 1.
film work while abroad
,

—

Year s 'Neatest Trick' Looms as Taber»

Do Usual Anti-FCG Act

Wigglesworth

Washington, Feb.

10.

*

head

the

of

Toffl-Tom

Own Hair-Pos

—

rence; Fly, Baul Porter and Charles
B. Denny, Jr.—^ach of whom has
retired from the Commission to
enter the practice of law "appearing
largely before this Commission with
which they are supposed to have
Creat influence."
Taber,
commenting on Coy's
former activities with the Demo
Far^ in Indiana' and as head Of the
and other New Desd agencies,,
declared the incumbent chairman
"has a record which would make one
expect him to follow the lead of
those three chairmen and retire
after a little to set up a luci^tive
jpractice before the FCC. .
-

WPA

(Joke is that if Coy did this it
woiiIA qualify as neatest trick of the
jrear, inasmuch as. fae holds neither »
law-^'diploma nor engtHecttog degree
and Inresumably could "practice befoxm the radio agency only ia
these capacities; The FCC chairman

promptly wrote Taber to this effect,
congratulating him on bis past reputation for accuracy hi reporting the
facts).

PeUtieal FaittsaMMpT

Wigglesworth,

before,

ehairm»i of the Appropriations subcommittee handling FCC funds, re^

Two Mex Govt

Axe N.Y.-D.(1 ks&
In a

move to strengthen forum
on the CBS pet, director

proei:ams

Robert Hudsmi will
take to the hinterlands Feb. 25 on a
education

cross-country talent search for "idea

men" and "opinion makers." Aim of
the trip win be to break the New
York-Washington axis> which curTop
m rently dominates practically aQ mathe^ suddeu and unannounced sus- jor forum pro-ams on the ahr, and
penskm of the federal government's to bring more' proportional repreonly tyro radio stations, XEDP and sentation to regional viewpoints on
XEXA. (Radio Gobernacion), both national and world alTairs.
here, which suddenly went off the
to

U

AFRA

Oecbwn

OB Gronds

Cmcy

Breadi

0(

his return, Hudson hcqoes
have a reservoir of speakers from
various areas which can be drawn
upon for future CBS opinion proswing
grams.
His
three-week
around the country •will start off in
St. Louis and take him to ddahoma
City, Los. Angeles, San Ftaneisco,
Seattle, Portland, Dormer, Chkagio
and Toronto. Hell canvass local
educational and political groups and
keep an eye peeled for local newspapermen qualified to participate on
forums,
his casting experience,
Hudson has found that journalists
show best on opinion program;^ being usually better informed and less:
hampered by organizational commitT
ments than other iHcriessionSk
A.t

.

Kentucky."

a. Commissioner Clifford J. Duir's
testimony
before
Appropriations
committee "ia which he indicates be
does not know that Communists advance the overthrow of this govern-went.. .and in which he apparently
regards Communist ap^icants ia
suich the same light as Catholic,
Antesfant or Jewish applicaots"

force the station, operated by L; B.
Wilson^ Inc., to comply with an
agreement entered into June 13, '46,

covering

employmmt

of

artists.

Court held that the agreement
violated provisions et the law by.
reipiiring

WCKT

to discriminate hi

regard to hirmg and tiring, and
terms and conditions of employment.
the contract would have required secondary boycotts by the
station which are -forbidden by the
law. Judge Druffel held.
In conclusion the court: ruled that
IS
section^ of the agreement requiring
both puties to sufaodt^siestions to
arbitration are not enforceable \in-With laternatioiukl Harvester movr der the federal arbitration act, since
big its 'Harvest of Stars" over to the station cannot be forced under
Wednesday night on CBS, in March, the act to submit to dec£s£idi by »
there have been etuite a few bids private tribunal.:
Union's suit charged that WCKT
f<w the Sunday at Z NBC slot
KftirvesteE
is
vacating.
However, violated the contract by employing
what's holding up a definite deal is persons not members of the union;
the fact that Harvester has as yet and who did not become members,
turned in no formal notice of time and that the station refused to discharge two former AFRA members
cancellation to NBC.
Negotiations have narrowed down who had beea expelled by the imion,
to two choices, with likelihood that and refused to re-ernploy persons
the time will go either to Rutbrauff who respected the AFRA .picket
ai> Byan oa behalf of
one of its lines during a strike.

mmG

'Alsoi

BRM FOR

EX-HARYESHER SLOT

Clients

«r to

Chevrolet,

which wants

to put B lialf-hotir mu^cal into the
segment.

Phdp&-Do^e

Options

'

m

'

'Science in Action'

Common

tivities

all

complaint,

amonc

network execa is thai oflBliates
be fed. but raic^ come tm

like to

suggestimut or eonsthictive
ciiticlsmt on putelk af&irs progratM;
Htidsoa pointed Out that most net-

with

work forum programs alifea^ have
a consistently high acceptance
among the at&liates, cimsidering
their non-commercial character. Of
the net's 174 stations, "Open Hearing"

carried by 12S; "Country
jQurnal" and "Cross-section" by ,ia<^
"Opinion, FUease" ("Sbhool of the
Air" program) by 90; "People's
is

75, and "In My Opinby 43. Low acceptance of the
latter program is due to its being
slotted in a cream conunereiai eve-

Platform" by
ion"

ning time.

.

weele Both filed riders to the efl'cct
neither ia paid, directly or indirectly, for activities "directly or indirectly influencing the passage or defeat ot any legislation." They added
tltat no part of their salaiy
paid

ABC's Washington vice-president Robert H. Hinckley is expected

iiled.

to rei^kter shortly, while Mutual—
since the departure of Charter Heslep to become executive director of
the Congressional Quarterly here
has no Washington rep at ^the present time>
.

.

CBS

veepee Ganunons' statement

eoiitaitted

by the

• tidef similar

to that filed

KAH «0icials dbtSaimmg ap-

plicability oC the Xobfaying
duties for Colombia.
his

Russell signed

SafeLeaTesWOV

Act

to

NBC'S

np without the

dis-

claimer.
Itaeir Qaeatfon of

'Format' liDoDbt

Coin

Both webmcn ducked the qucstioh on the amount of coin spent
by 'their organizations in lobbying

activities.
Both.' retorted
merely
Sale of N. Y. bt-Ungual indie WOV,
that they have apcnse accounts to
pBcted Monday (ft), subject to FCC
cover incidental travel and enterapproval, has cued speculation as
taimnent.

to whether
,

Ralph Weil will

stay

on

Lobbying Act is due for interpreas general manager and whether the,
station will continue its policy of tation in the courts as result of an
devoting approximately half of its action brought recently by tlie Naair time to Italian language hroad- tional Asm. (tfManufitcturers. Although over 1,000 persons have
'casts:
gone on record as lobbyists, some
Herman Bess,' one-third owner if Justice
Dept. lawyers' take the view
the deal is okayed, win- exit his
that many hundreds more should
sales dhreetcHT job at rival Indie
have. Big dispute is over interpreto take, over "active opentation of the word "principal" in
titm" of WOV. Richaid ODea, now
the Act. Statute applies to anyone
a mmority atockhtrfder who'd be- "who solicits... collects or receives
come another one-third owner under
money or -any other thing of value
the new setup, also would be reto be: used, principally to aid, or the
tained by
In an executive caprhicipal, pnrpose. nf which is to aid
pacity at a salary of about $15,000 a
the coutae vl legislation."
year. Third partner on the buying
Some government legalists say in
end is Harry S. Reicbenstein, Newother decisions courts have interaik industrialist;
negotiations woe cmnpleted Mon- preted this language merely to mean
day with signing of the contract by not incidental" legislative activiArde Bidovs, ctmtrolling stock- ties. This interpretation would reholder ot WMEW, N. Y., as well as quire signatures of plenty of radio
WOV, and his brother-in-law, Harry men, most of whom point to stateD. Henshel. Deal is repotted to in- ment of Rep. Etrereti Dirkscn (R.,
volve a cash layout of less than 111.) during the Hodse debates on
the LohlgrlnK hOl. Dirksen said he
$300,000', plus ODea's 10% interest
understood the word "principal" to
WNEW. Id addition to his
stock, O'Dea would relinquish 20% mean 'Just that and not "incidental"
•

'

WMCA

WOV

.

m

WNEW

activities in the tegbdative field.
of Class
stock and 50% of Class
stock in WOV, fax rctnm for onefew ot the a<to& on Capitol
third of the common stock and an HiU are urging strtngthening of the
claim that
ot the preftered stock in General law in any event
Broadcasting Co., the. name tmder info cm pressure groups is not made
available to them when only .salaries
which the buyers would (qicratc.
Sale, which is expected to get an and expenses paid to individuals are
FCC nod,' would erase radio's last listed. This argument calls for comdual-ownership case; which has plete unveiling of all network and
dragged on for years, and presum- other company budgets spent on legably would signal a go-ahead to islative activities, including network
on plans to seek
and expendittires on entertainment for
television outlets: (Bess was sales Congress.
veepee of
for 13 years before .going to WMCA.)
WOV, despite its second-lSddle role
under Bulova, chalked up many an
industry citation, largely to the
credit of the indie's enterprising
program chief, Arnold Hartley, with
Hollywood, Feb, 10.
Weil's business operation also hypoMutual and Zenith may become
ing the coin intake. Question mark embroUied
'with the Thadurcys over
as to future identification, with the the use of the "Radio Newsreel" title,
opeiatiott hangs over Hartley long the property of KLAC here.
as weU as WeiL
Station execs here, state attorneys
are looking: into the .matter following

B

A

A

Th^

WNEW

FM

WNEW

FMMER FLJUl, TOO
Omaha, Feb.

WOW

10.

rapidly widening its farm
Latest is to give
the midwest farmer a chance to be
informed as to the part they play
in the Marshall Flan. To do this,
the station is having. Secretary
George Mar.shaU himself teU it over
Feb. 13 in a 10:30 p.m. prois

interest activities.

Phelps-Dodge Corp. has taken a
short-term option on a new SherHollywood. Feb. 10.
man Dryer productibu, "Science in gram.
poll has proved to
that
Sam Roland, former disk editor of AcUon."
took niagazine and with station Dryer, who also produces "Ex- less than half the American farmers
since last summer as disk ploring the Unknown," expects to understand the Marshall Flan clearly.
Jockey^ 'has joihei} C. P. MacGregor lineup three Hol^rwood guestars General Marshall will clarify the
transcription
company as script weekly for the new show^ each 30- situation as feature speaker of the
supervisor and programming aide.
minute stanza of which would be National Farm Institute held In Des
Andy< M^nsfleld; staff announcer, broken info three dramatic se" Moines.'
will fake over Roland's air time quences saluting different scientific
will carry the Secretary's
with a straight recorded musical achievements. Item also has an address in the public interest The
award feature
dMW sans jockey palaver.
station's Mai Hanson Is in charge.

BOLANB WITR ICac&REGOB

A. D. "Jess" WiUard, $25,000-a.
year vice-prei of the Nattona' Assn.
of Broadcasters, and Don Petty,
general counsel, who gave his
salary as $15,000, both signed up last

NAB

On his side, Roberts reported he
objected to "editorial interference"'
for their legislative activities!
it increasingly difficult to
Amnng the Aetworka, both NBC and
CBS veepees bere—Frank IV. "Scoop"
Russell and Earl Gammons—have

present news iinbiascdly, on merits
alone. Actual hlowoff was precipitated over an incident, involving a
General Mac Arthur salute program^
a portiMi, of jKhicb Robcrtft aired
though ha violently objected.
Roberts' newscajst Friday was under watchdog conditions, with the
engineer keyed to cut ii oR if necessary. Entire broadcast was recorded.
Roberts left the station previously
six years aga He had been back this
time 13 BMMtths:

'

IXb support his "condemnation" of
Riding thai six secticBis of an
H&dson also wiB eonfier with variIte radio agen^, he pointed to:
agreement between WCKT and the ces affiliate stations on the possi1, "Fear of the Commission by Cincy local of American Federaticm bility of originating more forums
of Radio Artists violated the Taft- from points other than New York
tadio licensees.'*
Hartl^
XJ.
district
court
Act,
S.
and Washington. Plan will have the
mishandling of the li2. FCC
censes of the Arde Bulova stations;, judge John H. Druffel dismissed the double obiective of hypoing regional,
the 'N.Y. Daily News EM applica- union's suit against the statiiHi in a listenership and increasing the stadecision handed down Thursday (5),
tion; a three-way contest for a stations' sense of participating in the
AFRA
local
had
asked
the
eotirt to
tion in Brockton, Mass.; and "cernetwork's forum programming actain, stations in

Hill.

U

City, Feb. 10;
topie of co'nversatioit here

.

'

Three of the four radio men, howCongress, declaring the law was
not applicable to thentJImt that their
names were 'being sent up so there
would be no question of "the propriety" of their activities on Capitol

and found

Mexico

House "little indication of fundamental ^improvement"
air after. 20 years .operating.
The
fat the operation of FCC which, he
claimed still hands out licenses on 25 help were verbally told that the
the. ItosiS' of political partisanship."- stations were suspending.
UniiMis are pressing claims for
Massachusetts
solon
The
was a
for dismissal, lor
member «C the 'old Cox and Lea indenuufieatibn
three iMmtbs'. pay, plus 20 dajn wage
Sieleet Committees investigating the
for each year of service. Some of
Ccnnmfssfon in 1943-^, and in every
the stations' help claim to have
session of Congress since has .Aityears.
maiided a new probe. Hir recom- worked for
mendation in the last Congress died
in the Interstate Commerce Committee,
Wigglesworth, apparently
fa
Loses
losing hope of any action from this
Cononittee, last week demanded an
investigation, if not by the Cimi'
metce gEoup, by an especially named
TaftHartlef
"select committee," which he would
presumably head.
CSnchmatik Feb; 10.

.ported to the

of 194«.

'

tiwi.'"

of

StatioDsFoU

to^

reglstratforis .undtr the FedRcgistratioa of Lobbying Act

ever, filed strong disclaimers with

NEWS

(BSiiSesHdilM

spending $6,000,000 a year in radio
to plug the home set as one of the
reasons that made it imperative for
the parlors to get busy right away
with their own hair-do fomtoming^

of

activity at the .Dept.- of Justice

eral

after

OARKE THORNTON

lO;

Capitol

check

Axe FaUs on Odiers

Hollywood, Feb, 10.
Clete Roberts, KMFC news head,
snided the station. over the weekend
a policy rift with management,
which immediately took advantage
SPIELEA
.Kl-Z
of the situation to further previously
planned economies in news and
metoll%i$ta^ Assn.. is arranging for
special events, releasing, rewrite men
Does onrthC'Spot news with wiro George Lewin, formerly Roberts' asits beauty parlor members to get
recorder for later incorporation in
'into local broadcasting: with counter
live
newscasts.
Also annuunces sistant, and Maury Starcells.
campaigns.
and emcees «evecal KIiaS ,showiiL
Ed Lyon was named news superThrough its agency, the B. T.
visor. No other changes are planned
KLZ; DENVER.
O'Connell Co., the NHCA is offering
at present.
the beauty parlor owners recorded
Both sides are unwilling to place
minute.annouacements free and sugblame for the rift, although it's ungesting stations where ;.the owners
derstood the station regards Roberts:
might buy time for the e.t's. In a
as having "openly defied managerecent letter to the hairdressers the
ment and acted eonfrary to instmc^
agency cited the fact that Toni is

on

m recent upsurge

following

Hill,

Radio will probably soon be playpowerful ing both sides of the street in con-

House Appropriations Committee nection with the market on perand longtime foe of government manent hairwave fixits. Worried by
spending, reminded Congress that the inroads made by the Toni Co.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy succeeds and other makers of home hair sets,
three earlier chairmen James Law- the National Hairdressers and Cos-

The day

registered as lobbyists

CnesGete Roberts Exit;

Toni Inroads, Plan To

Washington, Feb.

Four broadcasting execs are now

KNPC News Polky Rift

Beanty Parlors Combat

ent leadership of the FCC. Wigglesworth renewed earlier demands for
an immediate investigation of the

Taber,

Under Lobbyist Act-Under Protest

4

Reps. John Taber (R., N.Y.) and
Richard Wigglesworth (R., Mass.)
took occasion on the House,, flooi last
week to lambast the past and pres-

FCC.

Four Broadcasting Execs Rioter

WOW
A

KWKW

Wow

WOW

KLAC PREPS nCHT OVER

lUDIONEWSREL'TAG

WOV

Ici Atla%

Jr.,

to

WINB

Chicago, Feb, 10.
Leslie Atlas, Jr., son of H. Leslie

the Zenith-Mufual announcement of
the "Reel" net airshow.

KLAC

originated

idea

and

title

when it was known as KMTR, and
CBS veepee and general man- the property was acciuiied with the
ager of the western division, has Thackrey purcha* of KMTH. It has
been, named prograuit manager of been in Intennittent use for over 10
WlWp, Chi indie.
years, never completely going into
Young Atlas replaces Howard Mil- disuse, and at one time the British
ler, who will leave for other nm- Broadcasting Corp. was restrained
ployment t!i« end of thi* tnonth.
from using it
Atlas,

'

:

:

FRESH AIR FILLS RADIO LISTS
KOMO Takes Writers

'

!

Out of Coma

the. nation's

tors-critics for the
6,

pation

FM Asai Makes Appeal J^snn to FCC

No.

is

In contrast to the "week-in-weekout Hooper and Nielsen reprise of

the time-worn favorites based on
polling,
the newest
quantitative
Quality Rating list has projected

Top

into

'%-High' Rates
CBS Show

by giving regular air berth.
Under the title, "'Where the Peocoaxial

its

FMA

Washington, Feb.

NAB VS. PetriUo:

Udd That Uik'
Washington, Feb.

(Continued on page Si)

passed a strongly worded resolution
praising the work of the All Industry Committee, but
declaring
many labor-music problems are yet
tO: be solved.
The resolution coneluded that it was "more important
than ever'" for the industry group
to continue its work.

Cues For

Senate Interstate.

Commerce Com*

mittee spokesmen say the idea hai
definitely not been
some form of bill

abandoned and

may be pushed

with or without active participation
of author White,
Other observers point out that

some changes would have
made in the pre-sertt draft if

to

be

it is

to

win blessing of acting Commerce
committee chairman Charles Tobey
(B., N. H.). Tobey, strong foe cf anything that looks like monopoly, is
not likely to go for any dilution of
the anti-trust laws as they apply
to broadcasters

*Opie,'

— a provision

now

in the revised White
'Zane Grey corporated
—
sources olaim.

inbill

tliese

;

.

CBS

sustainer, in

uti-

and

tainers. for the

"Sunday Evening Hour" in order to
open up the latter's current 8-9 Sunday time for the new Harry Salter
show, "Stop the Music," which the
web wants, to preem in March. A
f ull>-scale sales pitch, a la the one
four
successfully
snared
which
Paul
quarter-hour
sponsors -for
Whiteman's platter' show, has been
(Continued on page 34)
;

,

WGAR

Fort Wayne, Feb. 10.
Negotiations between the American Federation of Radio Artists,

specific protection

FCC

on libel
Sends Memo

suits.

Meanwhile, an FCC memorandum
on tlie proposed White Radio bill,
generally agreeing with the legislation but vigorously oppo.sing 'any
division of the Commission bench or
restrictions on the post-government
activities of FCC employees, waa
forwarded to the Senate Interstate

Commerce Committee by Commission Chairman Wayne Coy last Fri-

painless

Ups Carl Geoi^e

Cleveland. Feb. 10.
Carl E. George has been- named &
and at the same
veepee of
time maintains his npsition as assistant station general manager.

WGAR

The national board

WOWO

of

AFRA

re-

quested that
allow the issue to be submitted to arbitration,
but J. B.' Conley, head of Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc., announced that
would refuse

day

(6).

FCC brief is still under wraps
since neither Senator White nor Tobey are around to authorize its reIt was understood the Commission goes along with White's rec-

lease.

WQWQ

to arbitrate.

teeth, regardless of the fate Of thte
time, Paitt discliised
White - bill, and ruled that Congress
spent the largalways intended licensees shcnld be
est monies in its history during 1947;
so exempt.
that the current year will see largest
Commission's biggest quarrel with
appropriation for pul]}ic service programming, and that new rates go the bill hits at its provisions on
hearings,
appeals and intra-FCC
into effect July 1.

At the same

made

the; station

wd

Implication seen in the reSWMtiOn
that the bi-oadcasters are extremely anxious to see the industry
James C. PetriUo held
intact, with
no element breaking
•Off to .go its own way in the fight,

RADIO EDITORS QUALITY RATING
WEEK OF

front versus

had

a

meeting scheduled at the Waldorf
in New York thi^ afternoon (Tues.)

handling of •r&dio cases, FCC men
claim some of these provisions would
endlessly prolong contested cases,
cause complete reorganization at
present agency procedures.

.

6)

CBS Reyamps
As Qonipiled

'

Exclusively for Variety

by Dick

Mansfield.

Freelance Resecacher

'

EduclDhrisHNi

(A composite evaluation of programs by the nation's leading radio editorSi rated upon the jollowing points: Script, Performance, Production, Advertising^ Music, Originality. Rating system allows for
plus or 25—Exceltenty A or 22; B plus
a possible high of 30 points, as follows: Oiitsmnding, AA or 30;
or 19— Good, B or 16; Foir, C or 13; Poor, D tfr 10.)

A

;

|
•

'

I.

j

Amos

'n

Andy

Fibber and Molly
Bing Crosby
4. Fred Allen
5. Ozzie and Harrief
2.

3.

Sweeney Quits as Wiley
Aide in Beef With Drake
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Wiley's assistant g.m.
Kevin Sweeney, resigned last week
When Wiley failed to back him in a
heef with Galen Drake, Wiley's eastern operative in the recently pur^
chased CBS subsidiary.
His exit
from the $15,000 annual position was
said to be anything but smooth,
though neither side will di.scuss it at
length while a settlement jjends.
Bad blood is stated to have existed
.
between Drake and Sweeney for
some tinlfe. according to insiders.
And Wiley declares that Sweeney
was engaged in outside activities
that conflicted with the Wiley opera-

JAN. 31-FEB.

i

is

Fletcher

it

10.

employer-employee commitsession here yesterday (9),

committee

Fifteen minutes later, while
driving home, he was nabbed by
a cop at the south end of the
Liberty Tubes because his car
was without a new Pennsylvania
state inspection sticker.

.

Segal, Smith & Hennessey, counsel for Beacon, went to
court to protest FCC's denial of its
bid for a local-watter in Brockton.
One of the reasons given by the

Firm of

industj-y

traffic rules.

of getting new
radio legislation through the Con*
gress: before the recess.- However,

ommendations governing political
Appointment was. announced by broadcasts, including specific legislabefore the XT. S. Court of Appeals
John Patt, veepee and general manfor the District of Columbia, as the AFL,
and WOWO, Fort Wayne, ager, following a meeting of all G. tion exempting liability o% licensees
for libelous statements.
result pf a suit filed here last week still are stalled on the shop clause
CommisA. Richards station execs on the sion has already taken
the bit in it»
by attorneys for the Bay State Bea- of their .contract.
Coast.
con Co. of Brockton, Mass.

The

KDKA

On

programs, Ed Schaughencyi veteran staflier, read a poem about
safe driving, and obeying the

Washington, Feb. 10.
Prolonged illness o£ Sen. Wallace
White is generally regarded here as

dimming the chances

and performance

AFRA-WOWOSlalemate

10.

FGC's controversial Blue Book
wBl be hauled on the mat again

10.

its

FuBeacoaCase

(Continued on page 34)

in

retains

Coca-Cola's
treatment of commercials.

—

Pittsburgh, Feb.
one of his many

Minor flurry of mid-season proSen. White is improving rapidly
iru projecting a warmth into the gram axings developed this week, and may be able to leave Bethesda
A&A show.
with ABC's "Opie Gates Show" and hospital soon. However, his office
Grey
Show''
getting
''Zane
Mutual's
said
it was unlikely he would be
into
Ozzie & Harriet has moved
the No. 5 spot—ragain recognition, exit cues. Additionally, possibilities back on the Hill for some time yet.
Some industry men are reportedly
based on the critics' evaluation arose that ABC would yank "Explor''Child's
Unknown"
and
ing
the
breakdown, of script and performpushing a new short-form amend*
World." although webbers said both ment of the present
ance.
radio statute on
shows would be retained if new time the House side.
This would tie
'CBS' Is Up There
slots could be opened up for them in FCC's
hands on programming matNewest entrant in the Big League the next month.
ters and. incidentally, make upcomThe net wants the 7-8 Sunday seg- ing political contests more
sweepstakes, in No. 15 position, is
palatable
the "CBS Is There" Sunday after- ment, now occupied by the two sus- to broadcasters by giving
theta
Detroit Symphony's
which
noon
of the script

ment

AM

tee,

Andy

Big factor in Henry Morgan settling in the' No. 8 position was the
editors' cognizance of commercials
and originality, while Percy Faith's
emergence in the Top 15 is based
both on qualitative musical treat-

Blue Bo(^ on Mat

FMA

NAB

'n'

hold will probably not come
as a surprise to the trade in view,
of the recognized overall eftective-

lizes the on-the-spot coverage techple Stand," the opinion pulse^^taker nique
to
recount top historical
will report each week on a particu- events. Originality and script were
lar poll he has taken, giving an an- the two prime factors in the editors'
alysis of it and background facts on spotlighting of the show.
the subject Initialer will be on aid

to Europe.

Always Happens!

1

nes.s

Washington, Feb. 10. f
The I'M Assn. made a second ap^
peal to the FCC here yesterday (9)
Elmo Roper's
In protest to the '"sky-high" rates
CBS has pacted public opinion
proposed by the American Telephone & Telegraph Go. for 15,000 pollster Elmo fioper to do a 15-minutp
commentary on the web Sun"cycle lines for FM networks.
The FM'ers, who have already days at 2;4S pan. starting .next
weekend (15). Stanza is Roper's first
claimed the phone company is dis-

It

prominence programs

15

that have been gaining increasing
coast-to-coast stature for their originality, scripting, handling of commercials and musical treatment.

That Amos

cable and denying them the same
privilege, declared yesterday that
duplexing of facsimile broadcasts by
IFM stations will be virtually impos-'
siblc under the phone company's
charges for 15,000 cycle lines. FCC
has called a heaicing March 15 looking toward adoption of standards for
commercial fax transmissions.
A T & T has proposed a rate of
28c per airline mile for occasional
use of its 15,000 cycle lines between
New York and Washington a, rate
director Bill
described by
Bailey as approximately double that
broadcasters for ordicharged
nary 5,000 cycle network lines.
letter to FCC declared;
The
^'The proposed (A T & T) tariff
would prohibit the simultaneous

Rating partici-

(see boxscore on this page)

the most revealing and significant

todaie.

A

criminating against them
television a free ride on

radio edi-

week ending Feb.

their Quality

in

any desirable tint, xnood music and films, both kodochrome
slides^and gallopers, fresh cut flowers and the. aroma of sweet scents.
Any of these can be turned on or ofE at the thinker's discretion. If a
writer is'working on a South Sea story he can be engulfed in waves
or rest peacefully under a cocoanut palm.. Whatever his mood there
VUl be synthetic reporductions at his beck and call.
Fisher, who also owns the Fisher Milling Go'., is hopeful that
KOMO's "thinking room" will be a haven of call by writers all over
.the country* Hollywood's radio and film writers will be given the
treatment and naifie -authors get the works. For the literati
Grade
who want to get away from it all and do some deep thinking for the
great Americaa' novel to snake out of their typewriters, KOMO's
:"thinking room" should be their port of eall.
Get in' your reservations early, plea.se.
lighting of

Regard AT&fs

IHness Dimnung

Chances of New Radio Legislation
Choice of

'

'

WUte s

Senator

Seattle, Feb. 10.
W^iteiis with a plea on their lips for "room to think" have been
answered literally by Wally Fisher, owner of KOMO, NBC's affiliate
Not only will they have privacy but quarters to be known
Iti' Seattleas "the thinklni! room," designed and executed by psychology pro.fcsSor* at University of Washington^ Formal opening is set for Jan. 22
and writers along the Coast, in radio and' other pursuits, have been
bid to inspect the haven' of thinkers.
Among the devices to stimulate thinking in solitude are soft shaded

6.
1

,

22.0

9.

21.4
21.0
... 20.3
20.0

10.

12.

13.

Jack Benny

19.5

14.

Radio Theatre
Henry Morgan

19.3

15.

7: Lux
8.

11.

.

.

.

1

18.5
Edgar Bergen
18.3
Percy Faifh-Coca-Colo
Jimmie Durante
18.1
.
18.0
Daffy's Tavern
17.5
Walter Winchell
Godfrey's Talent Scouts. .... 17.2
I7;0
CBS Is There
.

.

.

.

.

A

major reshuffle in CBS's educadepartment has quietly taken
place in the appointment of Werner
Michel to the new post of director of
opinion and educational broadcasts,
Working under CBS director of education Bob Hudson, Michel will replace Leon Levine as producer of
four of the five "School of the Air"
programs including "Liberty Eoad,"
"Gateways of Music," "Tales of Adtional

venture" aiid "March of Science," in
addition to handling production on
practically
all
other educational

Levine has also been appointed to

9.0

newly created post
cussion programs.
he'll take

i

EDITORS'
Studio

One

Candid Microphone
Fred Waring
Suspense

:

shows.

RECOMMENDED LISTENING
CBS
.'•.ABC

NBC
CBS

o£ director of dis-

In

charge of

new
all

capacity,

forum and

opinion programs and retain producership of the "Opinion, Please^
series on the Columbia School. According to Davidson Taylor, CBS
Michel's
appointment
vice-prexy.
signalized intention of CBS to give
a new treatment to educational
shows where dramatic, musical or
variety techniques were demanded.
Michel, after joining CBS in 194B.
worked as director on several
"School of the Air" shows.

:
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Talent

Wednesday, Febinary 11, 1948

Proposed Televiaon Fees and Terms

Umons Comidete Proposed

(Applies, to oil Ifve talent, ^«^ept musicians)

Tde Scales for Approval by Nets;

90 mins.

Seek Year's Trial on N.Y. Outlets

$60

1%

45: tnins.

$55

iy4 hours

3Q mins.

$50

15 mins.

$40

%
%

Less than 15 .mins.

$35

Vi,

60 mins.

TELE PIX FOR THEATRES
Hollywood, Feb.

starting confabs with the video men
in about a month or so. However,
with the tele operators already tied

in negotiations with the American Federation of .Musicians, the
talks with performers may have to
T'',.
wait."
The unions represented on the
Four A's television committee include Actors Equity Assn., American Federation of Radio Artists,.
American
Guild,
Screen Actors
Guild of Variety Artists,, American
Guild of Musical Artists and Chorus
Equity. Chairman of the Four A's
committee is George Heller^ executive-secretary of AFRA. Chairman
of the subcommittee which drew up
the proposed schedule of fees and
conditions is Vinton Hay worth, a
and Equity.
member of
to seek a
The Four A's plan
short-term code (probably one- year)

up

.

AFRA

video. Nicholson's initial Coast theatre to try ofl-the-tube filming for

large screen showing in liis
Picfair theatre will shortly start to
regularly repeat his stunt for his
own and the other three Mouses of
the groupi adding outside others as
later,

(and Company of 30)
WOR-Mutual, Sat. Nigjits, 8:30
t:ST, Guild Theatre, N. T. 2. Members of audience help write songs
on above machine,.., hear them 12

•

.

minutes

N.Y. Tele-Cfty

devised.

Weather Retards

tmions would be eligible to work
In television.' But, presumably to
comply with the anti-union-shop
provisions ctt the Taft-Hartley act,

Pla^ Speeded
Plans for an all-embracing "television, city," to be shared on a cooperative basis by most of New
York's video stations, neared com-:
pletion this week following « series
Of huddles among N. Y. broadcasters and Mayor William O'Dwyer. At
the same time, it was reported that
WCBS-TV, CBS video outlet in N. Y.,
probably will wait for the telccity to
be completed instead of sinking a
lot of money into refurbishing its
now-closed studios in Grrand Central
Terminal.
Heading the broadcasters' delegation in confabs with the mayor were'

NBC

exec veepee Frank E. Mullen
and engineering veepee O. B. Hanson. Reps of other stations either
now on the air or soon to be ready
for operation also were piresent, including CBS exec tele veepee Adrian

first

engagement and 10% for each subsequent engagement. However, such
a non-member would have the privilege of applying any such payments
toward his initiation fee and dues in
case he later decided to join one
participating unions.
The proposed scale of fees (see adjoining table) is generally similar to
ttiose originally drawn up by the
committee and reported by Varieitc
lart August.
It more or less parallels the fees currently paid minor
performers on video, but is generally
much lower than those paid to
tile

-

»
.

'V

.

names or

leads.

stipulates

that

required

l

'

'

1 hour

':'
'

anCC).-

'

"Note: Comih'erCial Inserts used as complete units- and unrelated to the
contiguous parts of the show, shall be. considered Live Telecasts and' be
paid fojvat applicable fees. Also, any performer participating in a Telecast and also in Commercial Insert shall be paid applicable fees for both.

'

FILMED INSERTS
•(portions of

Jl.ive

'

'
>

Telecast speciailK /ilmed for insettion into and os
itttesiral port of Telecast)

To be paid for at the stipulated Pre-Camera Rehearsal rate (see below).
Each additional use of such Filmed Insert in a Telecast, other than the one
for which it was originally filmed, to require an additional payment of
.

the applicable

minimum

Pre-Camera Rehearsal

fee for the Telecast in which it is .used, plus the
fee for the time required to make Filmed Insert

originally.

THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES
Legit plays or musicals, when televised or filmed for telecast at a later
time, to require payment of applicable minimum- fee (according to 'Live
Telecast rates), or the fee stipulated in the Actors Equity-League of N. Yi
Theatres agreement,' whichever is higher.
-

FILMED TELECASTS

•

::

Films made especially for television require payment according to the
terms of the Screen Actors Guild minimum basic agreement.

REHEARSALS
>

t,

'

-.

;

-

at a
total cost
som"fe $40,000,000.
Plans call for broadcasters making
use of the tele-city- to establish their
com{)lete studio facilities there. Each

W

via-

coaxial

cable

mioro*wave

or

relay.
10.

Applications have been submitted
to the FCG by the Houston Post Co.,
and Boy Hofheinz doing biz as the
Texas Television: Co, for -two commercial television outlets here.
Houston Post, operators of KPRC
and PRC-FM, proposes to spend
$249,135 for its video facilities. Hofheinz plans to invest $217,400 in his
video plant with monthly operating
nuts set at $10,000;

,.

.,

,

Queens and will be "constructed

station would, however, maintain its
own transmitter. Shows would thus
be sent to the va;rious transmitter^

File for 'Tele Outlets
Houston, Feb.

-

•

liour

(Total time of insert "not to exceed 5 minutes; rehearsals not to
extend more than 2 consecutive
days, including day of perform-

WOR

Evidence that

CBS

is

priming an

all-out plunge into tele was further
illustrated this week by appointment
of Richard J. Redmond, one-time
member of the web's promotion department, as assistant to tele veepee

OVERTIME REHEARSAL
For days in excess of those stipulated, up to and including termination
day, shall be paid at 1% times the regular rate.
For days beyond the termination day,
rate.

,-".-.-

of

Redmond

to

video

the

staff,

with the recent appointment of Jerry Danzig as exec tele
producer, is believed to presage a
widespread expansion.
coupled

.

shall

be paid

at twice the regular

Rest periods shall be as follows: 5 minutes for each 60 minutes' rehearsal.
Prc-Gamera, 10 minutes for every 60 minutes under Camera or Lights,
-There must be at least a 12-hour period between daily calls. Performers must be paid travel expenses and $10 per day expenses lor out-of;

town

calls.

Demonstrations, Auditions and Previews of Performances: At one-half the
minimum ilees applicable for the type performance. Such payments to
be in additipn to the regular fees in case any such show is subsequently
telecast.'.

*.

REPEAT TELECASTS

Lawrence W. Lowman,. Assignment Live repeats

at regular fees applicable for original telecasts, and rehearsal
rates also at same rates. In the case of Commercial Insert^; no PreCamera rehearsal is included.

Filmed Live-Repeat

(that is, retransmission of a film of the original Live
Telecast) require payment of one-half the original fee for such repeat
in the same city, or an additional full fee for each repeat in any other

..city.

Group performers,

Old Gold s 135G Nod Completes Tele

However, the code
the

:

In addition to the Included Rehearsal covered by the regular Telecast or
veepee J. R.
Poppele. Although "all parties con- Commercial Insert fees. All rehearsal calls of any kind shall be for acerned declined to discuss the ven- period of at least one hour.)
»
ture, it's believed the "city" will be
Pre-Camera
$4 per hour
located' in the Flushing-, area- of
^ '^-TJnder-Gan}era'-or--I>ights-wrTT
$6 per hour

Murphy and

Houston Post, Hofheinz

non'-member professionals would be
entitled to work>permits upon pay"

of

:ance).

>

•

-

Tele Construction

ot'the fee for the

;

$35

:

Television Attttaority

20%

:

extend- more than 2 consecutivedays, including day- of perform..

39 mins. or less

tion even affecting the installation
vision 'Authority would be subject
antennas for television sets on
to approval of the Four A's tele^ of
the roofs of- apartment houses.
vision committee.
Any member of the participating

of

$35

later.

JOHN O'CONNOR
BROADWAY, NEW YORK
'

,

2 days, including day
of performance

. 'Fee-Camera
Dress Rehearsal
Rehearsal
Included
Included
2% hours
? hours
(Total time of insert not to exceed 10 minutesr rehearsals not to

Minimum Fee

:•:-.>

plans to go into operation as
soon, as the legal ramifications of
taking such shows off the aip has
been cleared uj). Majority here feel
safe so long as admissions are. not
hiked and video remains a free added lure^ Also, he wants to insure
having a perfect mectianical setup,:;
having been a little dissatisfied with
the original splash !New Year's Day.
special camera with synchronous motor to compensate for the
differential in frames per second between motion pix and video is being

hour

reheorsal with rc'gulor telecast)

requirinfif integrated

Show

of'

In Which Used
45 mins, or more

Mgt.:

1697

tfnder the program pr6pcsed by
The recurrent oid waves and
the Four A's committee, a Television
Authority would be set -up'4o-* ad- -snow- .storms >havei..,i.=:;dLse>.^i 4«lay in
minister the code for the various big way of television station conperformer unions represented. This struction across the country and will
Television Authority woUld be head' be responsible for the postponement
ed by an executive administrator of the opening of such operations
and supervised by an- a:dVi)5Cry board from two to three months.
Zero weather plus snow and ice
composed of a representative from
eachiparticipating union. ^Howe.vpr; has made it impossible for men to
work on Steel towers, with the" situaall actions and policies of the Tele-

ment

(Wot

Length

He

A

•

period'.

•

•

hour

COMMERCIAL INSERTS

PAT BALLARD

requested.

covering only New York, where television production is mostly centered at present. The intention is
to use the J^ew York code as more'
o" less a test, and to seek codes
in other video origination points as
production Increases there.

Up

hour

12 days, within 16*
day period;
10 days, within 14*
day period.
8 days, within 12-day
period.
8 days', within 10-day
period.
4 days, within 6-day

10.

television.
Tbey have worked out
When an indie exhibitor turns disa proposed scale of fees and work- tributor— and producer— that's news.
ing conditioBs, subject to modilicar.
And that's just what J. H. Nicholson,
tion by the governing bodies of 'the partner in the Academy Theatres
unions involved, and are figuring on (nabe) chain plans— only it's all foT,

Set

hours

'

EXHIB PLANS LENSING

Artistes ot America, are about ready
to start negotiations for a code for

;

Rehearsals at
Regular Rates

Included in Fee
7,yt hours

$75

By HOBE MOHBISON
The various; performer unions,
members of the Associated Actors &

',

LIVE TELECAST
Minimum iPee Dress Rehearsal

Length of Show

fees

N.Y. Baseball Bankrolling

would be merely minimum,' and that
Circuit for
any performer would be entitled to
whatever money he could command.
Old Gold (Lorillard) has hopped N.' Y., will run in the neighborhood
The most striking provisions in the on the tele bandwagon in the New of $400,000.
Old Gold's nod completes the tele
proposed code are its rules and fees
York area along wTth Chesterfield circuit for sponsorship
of Greater
lor rehearsals, and the proposed
After hesitating on the New York's big league teams. Balregulations for the various types of and Camel,
.

ballet groups, choral groups, etc., shall get three-fourths
of the regular performance fees, plus full rehearsal feesr must have
five minutes' rest for each 15 minutes pre-caflierii rehearsal and 10
minutes' rest for each 20 minutes Under Camera or Under Lights
rehearsal.
Walk^Ons, Extras, Supernumeraries, etc., are to be paid $15 (Dress Rehearsal included) per Telecast, plus full rehearsal fees.
Stage Managers (required on all Live Telecasts), to be paid at regular
Telecast and Rehearsal rates; or at $100 per 40-hour week, with timeand-a-half for overtime; or $4,200 per year, with 5-day week, 8-hour
day, time-and-half for overtime.

.„

telecasts.

However,

it 1$ difficult to

thing -for several weeks. Old. Gold

estimate the increases involved in last Friday <6) -picked up the .tab
the proposed terms, because existing for the telecasting of the Brooklyn
conditions
the lield vary considDodgers ba.seball games this season,
erably. 'Also, video producers are
reluctant to reveal exactly what as co-sharer with Ford Motors over
scales they have for performance WCBS-TV, N. Y, Old Gold, which
and rehearsal, payments.
will continue to finance the radio
version of the. same events over
WHN, New York, is committed telewise for two-thirds of the 77 scheduled local games and Ford, the bal-

lantine wilj sign the checks for the
video relay of the Yankee play-byplays over WABD, N. Y., as well as
co-sharing the responsibility for the
radio
versions with White Owl
cigar over WINS, N. Y.

m

.

1

1948 reason but waived

l.f "^.^i'n

it

several

'

bmm

WNBT

Cea Gillette Talk
Telenet Track Deal
CBS

is

talking to Gillette fiazor

transmitting
the Derby,
Preakness and Belmont races this
year over whatever tele network
possible.
CBS
has available at that time. The
In that particular field Ford relatter two events could be piclied
mains the top Spender, with Praserup coaxial cable for relay along the
JSaiser, Chevrolet and Oldsmobile
Atlantic seaboard, taking in New
each also represented in some fashYork, Philadelphia and Baltimore,
ion.
while the Derby itself could be
filmed and flown to New York for
release over the same hookup the
sales executives

have found,

is

give

about

the ne^y medium a try in "the near
future but with as small a cost as

ance.
last week when the pressure from
The Old Gold deal on television, other desiring., advertisers made it
which was" handled by the Lennen & mandatory for the cig account to
Mitchell agency, involves a net cost make a clear cut decision.
Of tl35i000 for rights and facilities.
The Dodgers' play-by-play acfrom counts will be the only pickups that
Additional tabs will come
filmed commercials, mike personnel will make use of a different anand the overall agency 15% com- nouncing staff for tele and radio.
mission.
Herbuveaux's Tele Post
Bob Edge, who did the video verChesterfield is set to carry both sion last season on a sustaining basis
Chicago, Feb. 10.
^the radio and the tele versions of over WCfiS-TV, will repeat this
Jules Herbuveaux, program mahthe N. Y. Giants games, while Camel year, while Bed Barber arid Connie ager of NBC's central division since
debutii its sponsorship of a daiUf Desmond will handle the radiocasts. 1039, 'lias been named' director of
over WJ^TBT^ Mel Allen and Russ Hodges will television for the division.
20th-Fox hewsreel
He will continue temt)orarity in
N. Yi as *ell as. the rest of the NBC double over the two media on the
Video network this Monday (16). yanlcee broadcasts and the same ar- both capacities. WNBY, the net's
jievei; knows which camera fhe: Chesterfield twin package, tele rangement will apply for Franlcie Chi video outlet, is set for a teeofE
Frisch
in
the
case
of
the
Giaiils.
radio
over
and
WSiCAy
by
September.
momeht.
over
piclh^g him UP at the

Some radio comics figure that
broadcasting over television will be
a cinch compared to their own media- if only for the fact, as they put
it, that the mechanics of video in
the studio allows for less self-eon-sciousness and greater relaxation.
One of the things that accounts
ior nervousness in radio, say these
comics, is the position of the mike*
.but six inches frbni their pan$ and
standing between themJ«lves and
the audience, while in video th^
mike haijgs overhead and the peri
jB'

Mull Tele Sponsorship

Studebaker and Pontalc may soon
be taking a dip into television. Both
have evinced interest ..in doing it by
way of a news program. Indication
seasons. General Foods had a rubber
on the tele Dodger rights for the all along the automotive line, tele

Dodgers' proposition with Old Gold
does not entail any option on future

.

MAYBE ITU MAKE
THEM FUNNIER, TOO

Studebaker^ Pontiac

same

night.

Deal so far between CBS and Gilonly of
the three races and their
transcontinental clearance^ Discussion of
the video rights costs with the^rack
authorities by CBS will take place
lette covers the radio rights

AM

after

Gillette makes its decision.
rights to the three events

The radio

runs to around $75,000.

Vcdtteadiiy,
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Reason No.

SIX
The Clock
strange tales of suspense! It's a half
hour of spine-tingling draiaa—'brilliantly acted— that holds the audience
spellbour.d till the very last second.
Eear it, you'U love it! Extra added:
Bill Spier, top radio producer, master
of suspense and intrigue!

Reason No.

Candid Microphone
buy for
reasons:
1) Because it'snew original and (says
P3f) "it's the sockeroo of the season!"
2) The price is only $3,000 a week,
including an 11-piece orchestra. 3) Oh,
what gorgeous built-in, candid comirerdals you can have! And 4) Radio
editors from coast to coast picked it
number one on their list of programs
It's a sensational

4..

,

for

"Recommended

Reason No.

SEVEN

Listening"!

Ross Dolan, Detective
Reason No.

A sure-fire winner.

TWO

Ross Dolan

Gatgan'playa
for the

Bill

like he's

made

part; he's great! It's fast, thrilling,

Exploring the Unknown

—

two-fisted entertainment
and it
leads off ABC's bang-up Saturday

night of mysteries!

A

prize-winner! Authenticj*iascinating dramas of the marvels of modern

Comes complete with imporgu^t stars and a large, loyal,

science.

tant

Reason No.

ready>-miade audience!

Stop

Reason No.

the

Music
But wait— what are we

saying! This

very hush, hush. But -you
Bud 'Barry fora few Mnts!
(Circle 7-5700; Bud'sextensi6nis504.)
is

still

could

ELLERY

TEN ^ood reasons why

Reason No.

For 6 years

you should

call

has

this top-notch

AVERAGED

there a better

mystery

again

is

Treasury Agent

a "10.1 Hooper! Is

buy tpday on

an^/ net-

work—for only $4,000? (That number
CI 7-5700!)

Phil

A W%,Me People,

Lord (Mr. D.

.,

you

Counterspy'^aLS if
is

Circle 7-5700 today!

call

didn't know!)

responsible for tins one.

What more

T-men

(wfat> encounter
need be said!
even more thrills per half hour than
G-men!)— adventure— thrills for the
then reach
whole family Tune in
for the nearest phone!

Reason No^

FOUR
So You

.

Want
a

to

'

—

Lead

Band

Kere's a big-time variety show featuring Sammy Kaye and his famous

band— plus. hilarious fun and plenty
of prizes. Find out the details of the
unique localisdUng angle It's a honey!
.

Reason No.

FIVE
Challenge of the

ABC

PROGRAM DEPT.
30 Rockefeller Plaza

Sammy

Yukon

(ilet the whole family sitting on the
edge of their chairs^ and you've got
'em in the palm of your hand! This
is the show that'll do it! It's typical
of the entertaining and economical
shows developed by ABC Program
Dept.-MWe Piper, The Fat Man,
Here's Morgan, for example!

Kaye's

Sunday Serenade
Sammy dreamed
—to

this

one up himself

give his millions of fans exactly

dream-music they
love. Delightful program, delighted
audience! And a 5-or-better Hooper
on Sunday afternoons for the past
fovir years! (The number isCI 7-5700.)

the sort of

lilting

-

.

V«^eeday, Febrnmiy
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Fortune in Video
Just how far Fortune mag in-^
tends going in reversing itself

W!S% Theatre Tele Demonstration

on television is something that
currently has the tradft guessing.

In N.Y. Called Off as

NBC Squawks

Some time back, in th« days
when CBS was still pitching for
the buck-a-throw mag
surveyed the whole video picIt was strictly downbeat.
ture.
Apparently the editorial board
is about to jump on the tele
bandwagon, in view of the past
color,

First scheduled demonstration of^
theatre television for Greater New
Yorli was forcibly callisd oft Mon.

day

(9)

tres

had

RKO

Theanight because
failed to get advance per-

mission to use an NBC program for
the showings
Demonstration had been scheduled for the RKO 158th Street theatre, with RKO planning to pick up
the fights from St. Nicholas Arena,
as aired by NBC under Gillette
Safety Razor sponsorship.
apparently went ahead with its plans
Without first consulting NBC. Immediately upon learning of the demonstration, NBC-prexy Niles Trammell threatened to slap an injunc?
tion against the theatre circuit for
alleged cbpyrigM violation. RKO,
consequently, caned off the shewing
"for reasons beyond our control."
NBC's action is expected to set a
precedent for theatre television in

RKO

the

which can only be
future,
out, according to video ofthrough amicaljle arrange,
parties.
LOS
,

Star Gives Kansas City
First Video Setup
Kansas

City,-

Feb.

First television station for

10.

Kansas

City was approved by the FCC
Week when it granted application of
the Kansas City Star. Star had filed
for the station Dec. 12.
Details of operation will be announced later by the newspaper.
Plans thus iar proposed include a
tower 710 feet above ground level.
New station will be WDAF-TV. The
last

AM

Star's

station

WDAF

is

WDAF, NBC

application was one of
Applications

were

filed last

;

week by

the

New England

and

KCMO

had

KMpC

Television

filed

opposing counsel and the presiding
of the judge (Frank E. Karelsen, Jr J
created an atmosphere that was not
only faithfully judicial but one that
tainment for worthwhile program- generated some solid moments of exciteinent,
particularly during the
ming.
N. Y. television audiences were cross examination inte^udes.
year's giant strides, Mag staffers
Opening question was: "Is Univerpermitted to se6 two legiters Sunare currently engaged in an exday (8) night, both staged in theatres sal Military Training Necessary ?"
haustive restudy, and the. word
aired via video remote pickup Maj, Gen. Lewis B. Hershey headed
and
that Fortune is convinced
is
Both, of them demonstrated the affirmative and Dr, Alonzo F.
units.
video's here to stay*
clearly that, no matter how good a Myers, chairman of the, department
legiter may appear on a stage, direct of higher education, New York Unipickups from a theatre don't make versity, was; the general's No. 1 opponent. Each made an impressive
for good television.
Two shows were Shakespeare's advocate and proved trigger-quick
"Comedy of Errors," enacted by the on cross examination, while their
Theatre Unlimited group and aired' respective counsel, Ray Murphy, a
by CBS from the Madison Sq. Boys' past commander of the American
Club, N. Y., and Oliver Goldsmith's .Legion, and Roger Baldwin, director
"She Stoops to' Conquer," as per- of the American Civil Liberties
formed by Philadelphia's Hedgerow Union, carried off their assignments
theatre and aired by NBC on a cable with courtroom ease and vitality.
pickup from Philly's WPT2. Both
As the series goes on, the station
companies are non^^Equity, which will undoubtedly get rid of the promade it possible for the tele broad- cedural bugs and find a handy device
casters to bypass Equity's ruling of for introducing the post-vfirdiet pollweek's
every
cast
full
pay
to
mema
Feb,
ing
Washington,
10.
of the jurors (such as perliaps
ber for each such performance tele? the intrusion of a sideline newspaper
Television continues to make big
.

,

13 New Tele Bids

'

As Frandiises To

affiliate.

The

Picki^ Not for Tele; Other Reviews
Even experienced television broadcasters apparently have still to learn
that theirs is a unique medium which
cannot rely on allied forms of enter-

;

.

four before the FCC.

I Legiters Prove Direct Tkatre

]

.

and
Co.,

a few days

earlier.

BniUNow Total 80

vised.
reporter )> but there's one conceit
news at the FCC .with 13 more
Chief failing of both shows lay In that will probably turn out a stum"eager beavers" bidding for new the tele cameras' inability to catch bling block. And that's the intervideo stations »within the past weeki the theatre atmosphere.
Only an polating of documentary films as part
In the same period, the Commission extreme longshot could bring in the of the witnesses' presentation of
handed out two more tele fran-^ full stage layout and such shots are argument. The reels used on the inichises, boosting to 80 the total num- practically worthless on the average tial, program not only proved badly
Paramount's KTLA, Par reportedly
ber of stations authorized to build. small-screen video receiveri Close- composed but they seemed to put a
ups were good and used^requently, paU on the proceedings. It is also
fhreatei.ed to put a stop to the PanNew permittees were Stromberg- but when two characters occupied quite possible the quality of films
tages showings on the assumption
Carlson (WHAM) for ch. 6, Roches- opposite ends of the stage,, .viewers themselves was mainly productive of
that it was laying out all the money
First attempt to establish audience
ter
and Clark Associates, Inc. were drivien dizzy, with constant cut- this impression and that further exfor the tele pickups, with the theatre reports on television shows was teed
(WNBF) for the No. 12 slot at Bing- ting from, one camera to another perimenting may render them as efreaping all the profits. Par- veepee off by C. E, Hooper, Inc., Sunday hamton, N; Y.
Because tele is still a two-dimen- fective contribution to the program.
Paul Raibonrn later denied these re- (8) nightj with the usual Hooper,
sional affair, the cameras also failed
In any event,
has hit upon
Reflecting revived interest of the to show depth
of the stage.
Such
ports, declaf ing that such coopera- telephone calls to be made to set
with and bepix companies in television was 20th- depth is an inherent factor of good a format that -fits in
tion tor the time being would work owners during five-and-a-half hours
Odec.
longs to video.
Century-Fox's new bid for ch. 13 legit. Stage lighting, too^. won't go
fov the betterment of both, indus- of video programming time during
in Boston in competition with six on video,
tries.
It's believed, however, that the current week. Coincidental calls
Xine-Drawiitgs Experlttiettt
other companies for ttie Hub City's
Par's own theatre television system, are being made to viewers in the
CBS director Ralph Levy attwo remaining assignments. Pix
well, as the fact it owns a large Greater N. Y; area- selected at ranTele
company pulled out a; bid for Bos- tempted a novel experiment of using
number of theatres which may some dom from a list of 10,000 set owners ton in 1946 when the CBS color line-drawings to set the scene,
day want theatre video, may have furnished Hooper by various tele fight was raging, RKO and..JVamers superimposing them over the set and
Pierotti
then fading them out when the accartoonist Johnny
had somethitig to do with Raibourn's organizations.
are still out of the tele picture tion started.
System
at
was
good
on the Tex and Jinx "Swift
guested
decision;
Use of the same coincidental mtith- though both are reported exploring the beginning, as a graphic portrayal Home Service Club" over WNBT
RKO had planned to lisfr the Colo- od used for radio Hooperatings will^ possibilities of entering bids.
of the disaster story recounted by Friday (6). Unlike previous cartoon
nial large-screen projection model, it's believed, make the' tele reports
Other new applicants included: the merchant from Syracuse^ but fell video formats, Pierotti attempted to
same as that used by the Pantages heir to the same drawbacks Inherent
after that. Too many times the demonstrate how easy it is to teach
WSTV, a John Laux station, for ch. flat
and for which the Fox-West Coast in Hooper's radio listings. Ratings
drawings
Idea is a good one
like idle doodlings^ a kid to draw.
(Laux is al- which hadlooked
12, Steubenville, O.
no apparent connection and should make for an interesting
circuit has recently ordered sets ^f or will be figured strictly on a quantiready bidding under monicker of with the business at hand. Levy's series. Pierotti was perfectly at ease
20 of its houses. 'Instead of using tative rather than qualitative basis.
Neptune Broadcasting Co, for At- use of the Zoomar lens to dolly into before the canieras, using his seventhe/ regular theatre screen at the Ad agencies and their clients, as
lantic City and through WPIT, Inc, a doseup from an opening longshot year-old daughter Melba, as his
»
58th Street house, RKO had built an well as broadcasters themselves, are
for Pittsburgh); Fall River Herald was excellent for setting the show.
pupil.
8xl0-fopt screen: at the front of .the in such crying need for a»y type
While Levy was able to stage his
"Club" continues to be one of the
News (WSAR), for ch. 8. Fall River,
theatre. System had reportedly been of video audience statistics, however, Mass.;
WSOC, ch, 9 in Charlotte, Shakespeare specifically for the better housewife shows on tele,
fully tested 'and proved successful that it's believed they'll welcome N, C, to compete with WBT-CBS video cameras, WPTZ staffers were under the able direction of McCannforced
merely to cart their canieras Erickson tele chief Lee Cooley. Proin experimental ttyouts. RKO the- Hooper into the tele fold with open there; Maumee Valley Broadcasting
into the theatre and air the show duction mountings are as good as
atre execs, meanwhile, declared they arms.
Co., owned by department store,
as it would have been
under any video program now airing and
had no immediate plans for putting
Show selected for the first week's exec Bernard R, Baker, for the No. ordinary circumstances.staged
Show lost the M<!Crarys come up with suffitheatre tele into immediate use. test was arbitrarily drawn from a
spot in Toledo, (the fourth bid considerably, consequently, through ciently interesting guests each week
terming the S8th Street demonstra' list of those of most interest to the there); and" WMIN and the Minne- its non-tele atmosphere,'
despite the to take the onus of monotony off
tion only «n experiment.
three N. Y. stations, according to apolis Tribune and Star-Journal for precise camera cueing of the WPTZ the show's weekly departmentalized
'
«
format.
EriC' Sundquist, who's heading up channels 2 and 9 respectively in director.
Casts of both productions' lent
Pierotti, incidentally, got himself
the tele operation for the Hoogpr ]Minneapolis, Bid$ were filed today
little to the shows, indicating that half -a-page spread in
last Sunorg.
Calls are to be made during (10) by Houston ChronicJo (K,TBH)
Poppele Sketches Tele
amateur theatrics, no matter how day (8), with five photos showing
of both sustaining and and' Fred 'Webeii as Associates, both good they are,
tfi'e airing
cannot stand up to him and his daughter at work before
commercial time. Final report will for ch. 5, Houston; Mike Benton, for the professional acting which the the video camera^i
Future as Yankee Net
resemble' Hooper's bi-monthly city ch. 13, Atlantav and Mississippi 'Val- Theatre Guild, Kraft Theatre and
report for radio, with result^ expect- ley Broadcasting Ck)., for ch, 1(>, the American National -Theatre and
New- Jersey's former governor,
Holds First 'Clinic' ed to be ready early next week; New Orleans.
Academy have led- televiewers to Harold G. Hoffman, known in showr
expect.
business circles as an accomplished
SUI.
Boston, Feb. 10.
toastmaster and after-dinner speakYankee net threw its first "video
er, has' added playwriting to his acCOURT OF PUBLIC OPINION
clinic" here this week and got out a
Long
With -nfaj.-Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, complishments with "Norincident
crowd of 300 agency men to .hear
Remember." Opus is an
Roger Baldwin, Bay Miirphy, Dr. designed
John R. Poppele, prexy of Television
to show the hostility acAlonio F. Myers
,
Broadcasters A'ssn., first of four
corded Abrdham Lincoln during his
OProdncer: James Caddigan
lifetime, from which can be drawn
clinicians skedded.
Writer: Irvih Pitui Sulds
every great chief
Talk was de-vWted largely to
Technical director: Frank Bunetta the. moral that
executive makes a healthy quota of
'«
sketching out the future of video as
45 Mins.; Men., 7:45 p.m.
enemies during his tenure in office.
he sees it and explaining to the
Sustaining
Frederic
W.
Ziv
transcription pix, same as with the company's WAB»,
Telecast
was
part
of NBC's Sunlocal timebuyers how it^^ working
New York
agency took its long-awaited plunge radio transcriptions. DuMont has sometbing here that day night series by the American
out in N. Y. Nothing was particuTheatre and Academy,
into television this week by unveilLibrary, which has been 'collected could develop quite a' pointing-of- National
larly new, except that Poppele figguaring a complete film service for tele- during the last 30 years, was pur- the-way for discussion programs in which carries with it a virtual
ured each video set in the country
antee of high calibre production and
broadcasters and ad agencies, com- chased from a group of owners television. What the station debuted
performance. But unfortunately, the
averaged six "lookers." Estimated
prising everything from stock shots headed- up by Harry Kapit, prez. of Monday (9) was pretty much in the static nature of the script wasnt
there'll be 1,000,000 sets in use by
to
custom-built commercials and General Film Productions, N. Y. raw as far as pacing, procedure and conducive to a sustained dramatic
end of 1948 with 50 video stations
dramatic effectiveness were confeature-length films.
line.
indie firm. It comprises about 10,cerned, but it contained enough
cn the air.
Ziv tele work is to be handled by 000,000 feet of stock shots, available promising
major,
"Remember" has
two
facets and pointers to
Poppele was followed' by Jose DIa recently-incorporated and wholly- in either 35m or 16m, and incorpo- make it an item worth watching. settings, one of which depicts the
Donato, of Edward Petry Co.,, who
owned subsidiary named Television rating practically every subject that Basically, it's good public service cracker-barrel atmosphere of the
pointed out that there was only one Programs,
a
Inc., with John L. Sinn, might be needed for any type show.
programmins in that it presents an fcountry store, during which time
way to learn video add that was to exec veepee of the parent company, N. Y. broadcasters have already important issue of the day with clar- gfoup discusses Lincoln's White
House tenure, with the majority of
do it. Sessions, held in Somerset as prez. Outfit has purchased the used many clips from
the library as ity of presentation, authoritative talk hostile to Lincoln. Hoilman
hotel,
were promoted by Linus General Film Library, believed to background shots or bridges for
partisanship and dignity of comportthe
draby
backs
contention
up
his
basic
ment, plus the element of exciteTravers, executive v.p. and general be the largest in the world, as the matic shows.
reading of newspaper clips telling
ment.
manager -of
and the Yankee basis for its video offerings. Sinn
Majority
Library has been catalogued for
"Court of Public Opinion" is pat- of the Gettysburg address.
network. Purpose as to brief admen declined to furnish the purchase video's special requirements
and terned along the lines of a court of of papers were hostile, but surprisTribune
in the new field of video and discuss price but said it was "in the neigh- will be offered
to stations and spon- law. There's a presiding judge, who ingly enough, the Chicago
of that day went all out for Lincoln,
ways of selling clients. Next one borhood of $240,000." Robert Jacques, sors on a lease basis at so much per has the added chore of
foUowinK a Segue into the speakers' platform at
offers Russ Winnie of WTMJ, Mil- formerly with NBC television, be- foot. Sinn returned to N.
Y. last cuesheet closing so that the program
Couitleigh
waukee, and Leonard Hole, associate comes Ziv tele editor and produc- week from the Coast, where he set doesn't over-run its scheduled time. Gettysburg had Stephen
of that
reading
giving
a
masterful
end opponents of the isdirector of video for CBS.
tion supervisor of the library.
an exup talent, technical and production Proponents
sue take the stand and under the famous oration, Courtleigh,
No: definite statement has be6n
Sinn disclosed that Ziv has also machinery to be linked with the piloting
perienced hand at Lincolnian porof counsel state their argumade meantime when
(T'V) purchased tele rights to 76 features, N. Y. Work. Thus, Ziv will be able
restrained and sincere,
ments, and later are each subject to trayals, was
'Vaughn Taylor, Percy Helton and
hits the airj but Travers announced but declared he isn't prepared yet to produce open-end shorts and rross
examination. A jury of 12 then Fred
Stewart gave expert accounts
the net's transmitter is designed to to announce from whom the films commercials on assignments from votes on the verdict, and after
barrel
the
throw its signal a radius of about were purchased or at what price. It's the ad agencies, as well as original judge has repaired from the court- 0^ themselves as the cracker
debaters.
46 miles out of the Hub. This ex- believed that they comprise mostly feature productions if the need for room eacli n-jember of tlie jury rises,
Period was rounded out by a reciceeds the Metropolitan area con- oldies, which have already played them ever arises. Large plant has gives his or her name and occupation tation of Vachel Lindsay's "Lincoln
taining more than 2,000,000 people. out their regular theatrical runs been setup in N. Y.'s Harlem sector and reveals the nature of the per- Walks at Midnight" while camera
sonal vote.
MemoPlenty of hills around, however, are and a.re thus similar to the standard for cutting and editing purposes and,.
From the production angle the dwelt on shots of the Lincoln
rial in Washington, and other scenes
casting up possibility of dead spots features now offered by video sta- to build special shorts from the li- opening .show seemed
to run along
here and there, unless relays are tionSk He said the features star such brary;* shots. "Tip-sheet" for pro- fairly smoothly up until the moment connected with the Emancipator.
added,
names as Alan La(}d^ Bela Lugosi, gramming has been prepared and the judge completed his part in the
The.35d-foot high transmitter will Buster Crabbe, etc. Ziv will sell will be' offered broadcasters and proceedings. Not only was the hanHartford—Paul Moresicy, veepee
dling of the verdict awkward but
be located on h[igh ground on the them on a lease basis to broadcast- agencies.
of Travelers Broadcasting Co. arid
Sales and service are to be han- there was semblance of segue into general maqager of WTIC, has been
Medford-Malden line with 5,000 watt ers, with rates to be pro-rated acthe individual-vote disclosing se
output for video, 2% for aural. Net cording to the number of sets in dled out of the Ziv company's home- quence. w„
named
a director of the corporation,
On the
u.c uw.t-i
other hand
,.a.ui the
i,ie conqon
has FCC permit for channel in 174 circulation in each market area. Ziv office, as well as branch offices in duct of the issue's spokesmen and He continues as gnl, mgr. of the &»'
Will handle sales and service on the Cincinnati and other cities.
men on the stand, the behavior of tion.'
to 180 megacycles.

worked
ficials,

ments between both

Ar.geles Pantages theatre has been
picking jp Hialeah races each. Saturday afternoon as televised by
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Those

•

aren't our

words

. . .

they're Variety's.

We're proud of such praise from "the bible
of

show

business;"

But

this is just

our

first

entry in the television newsreel field-and

here

t^mdnom me

is

how it shapes up:

m DAILY miMi:

Only the combined facilities of a newsreel organization (Telenews), a leading press
service (INS), and a world-wide photo service (INP), can produce up-to-the-minute
news on a daily schedule.
For details and sponsorship terms on the most dramatic ne^s and newsreel packages available for television, we invite your prompt inquiryt
'

•

DAILY unci WEEKLY NEWSREELS
SPOT NEWS PHOTOS • THE PAGE PRINTER
THE NEWS TAPE

Wednesday^ Februnry 11,

WNYCs GalAerJjrto

Plicy im Transferring of Licenses

First opportunity \n lO^years for

From

announcer aspirants to •qualify for
jobs at WNXC, N. Y, city^
owned station, is being offered by
the municipal civil service commission, 299 Broadway, N. Y. Applica-

die

frodndiMi Cmtrei

staff

Tying Buyers' Hands Gets FCC 0.0.
Washington, Feb. 10.
A new FCC policy to forbid transfer of radio licenses which tie the
hands of s' buyer iU: programming or
reselling the station as he sees fit',
was anilpuncea her? last Friday (6).

tions

Society's

set by Dave Moorei public
service staffer of WBBM, Chi
outlet of CBS. To get the real
lowdown for a forthcoming "Re-

invited the industry to file
briefs pro or con- the "regulations by
March 8, specifying whethier or not
oral argument is desired.

and

FCC

proposed, io

outlaw reservation "'oi ^

seller's right

Specifically, the

Hequirements
$3,000 tq
are high school graduation plus two
years' radio txperjenoe,' or college
graduation plus six monthly' experience, or a satisfactory equivalent.

tJ.

Children

W

New
Fe^ve Week
'

•

SenM

•

WHFM

WHAM

'

^

Vital

Minneapolis, Feb. 10.
of Univ. of

programs

M.i«nesota ra.diO 'stat,io,?i, KUOM,
in suhiriier ;qf Ip46 during
-polio epidemic when matfy kids were
kept indoors away from theatres and
Othefc public places,- have been- so
successful that they've now been expanded to five, with" one of them
o?S-tbe air fOr a half-hour daily, believed to be the .most elaborate
smallfry layouts anywher*. .
started

Programs', under Betty Girling's
dir^ctio^,, stress three principal in-^
gredients—hwnftor, democracy and
family Unitjf. Miss Gh'Ung works on.
.

A

WilH^

Siorris

agency

—

NBC

UN

service in airing

features during thcpast year.

Lanny and Ginger" Grey, w.k. 'jlngle.chirpers, guests of honor at a fireman's ball in Buffalo this week. >.• .^h^ Modernalres making a Universal
musical briefie with Woody Herman. ... .Frank K. Danzig Is throwing the
cues on "The XfOne Wolf," which teed off cdast-to-coast on Mutual Saturday (7), bringing about a switcheroo for Frank and brother Jerry. Latter,
once with W03R-Mutual. while Vrktik was formerly "with CBS. Now ;t's
Louis
Gile'en Princtf into "Katie'ji Daughter" cast.
just the opposite
Sorin and Jane Robbin added to "Lora Lawton" players. Martin Blaine,
Elaine Kent and' Klock Ryder new to "Rose of My Dreams." Al 'Hodge
and Marion Allen into "Young Widder Browa" roster. Cecil Boy and
Kenneth Lynch with "Front Page Farrell".-. .Robert Young in from Coast
to guest on NBC's "Cavalcade of America," CfiS'*"Al3nstronfrThfeatre" and
same net's "Reader's Digest" show.- fii» pji.*s, sche^aled for next- 10 days,
part- of nation-wide baJUy- .campaign .5>n btehalf of actor's recently completed CoUimbiff film, "Hel^entless."
Adelaide Klfein having a benefit supper at' A'^r htfl|i«-''Sai)iday night (15)
.'ScriptresS TerflSa -fievWs vacationing
fot" Cjvil Liberties' Defense Fund.
In M[ew Mexico
Don Agar heaved a' party l^^t -Week to -celebrate the

•

:

"

,

-

;

.-.

''

-

.

.

WOPS^TV

.

.

!

cation, awarded National Conference of Christians an'd' Jevvs'- annual citaAmerican
tions for airers "contributing to bdfttel- human relations"
at a lunc!ieon1Th\irsday-, Feb.
Assn. for the Vnited Nations will fete
19, with web p)(;exy Niles- Trammel! accepting a scroll ttft tKe net's public

.

V

-

.U. S.

Max' vWylie andOave Driscoll,'..new -collaboratioh t^am, have replaced
the "Road to Life" scriptipg- chore
Georgette
Kloehler. switching from Compton a^^n$y publicity to Dancer-FitzgeraldSample ditto. ...Tom Mahoney, assistaht trade i>resi aiacfc at'CBS, shifted
for productio,n chores on ."Miss.us (Joes A-Shopto the *eb's
piljg". .-. ."The American Dream," Uth jlw the series' of "t«est >W« Forget"
programs produced and distributed b:f the -Tns4itAt6 for Democratic Edu-

••

:

.

Howard Telchman on

the theory'thal' children particularly
therapy,"' because
peed "humor
eoldJ' C9wmi^Sioii,*i?eius"ea*to renew ijrank Iiutber ,And 'singer -JBlaine
','there's alto^fether toq little humor
all tl^r6e, stations* licenses until, the! ^Ibin will' cotA«-i& for airings,'
in "the life '.of children nowadays."
contracts were abrogated.
'corps of' ib~ girls ^ has befen '• <;ai»ldren are invited to. practice'
Churches, it was^ujinted out,-h4iife
conduct
tours
of
.'•the:
to
triiRned.'
d«nocra<iy. by , being perjnitted, to
been most frequent. Ofltend6,t'S in ttfis
which,- is located in. the suggest*. What .they wprit,to' hpar.
1>!]iiJlding,
respect, althoii^li several other' sta
otiiskirts of th^ city jiear the Strom- Democracy is taugh| "subtjjf. In an
lions have -be^n„isold/in pa.<!t years
berg CarUqn' .manufacturing plant, effort, to combat .divptc^ ;P**>gramS;
under" binding- contracts which^re
~ tifck;etJ{
handles
.office
downtowri
offer an afffrmatjve apprdach to
strict. tfife" licfen^ees' ability' *t6 coni
for radio 'Shpws- open to the public. family life'totf ^tj^M^'Pa'^'^' Pa«'ts;
pletely control his «wn program
The nSw building has many modOne program deals with 'current
miiig. -.Sale pf WJOL, Joliet,-^H.,
including facilities family problems and children are
still in Hearing before FCC, is a case el^ innbvatiprus,
in point: At the present- time, FCC |or 'television, wliidi the-, company given tipSi- on how to live with
reports only, two stations are on exp'ecjs to" •limnth\'«spsoqn as its Grandma during the housing shorttemporary licenses by virtue of .such lower is erected: '.^This has been de- age and how to. Keep motiver cheerlayed by heighboring'^opposition to ful. .ThSre are also, tips to youngii
contracts.
thersite chpsen.
.s
sters on how, to earn, money. There's
Frotection On 'Goad Faith'
William Fay^N S
C yeepee in lio "playing dOwn'V tti the children.
The .Commission, however', pro charge ^o^ broadcasting and general Several programs are-devoted to the
measure
ot
pror
poSed to give some
manager of the- station, was oiie:. of type of music chlldi^ prefer and
this
tectipn to-'past arrangements of"
the first to move from the Sheraton others to" improving 'their musical
natui-e made "in good faith at
Hotel studios, '.which 'WUl b^' take£i' i^astes. ^e-veral ot the programs are
time When Commission policy With over by- Wi^C.
survivors oJ^ the polio epidemic^
respect io sucli matters was not
approved
clear" 'SuqK previously
tran.sfers must bp^'modifted within
^^^^^^^^^
six months altejr' final adogllion of
the new'rulfe as follows;-

.

..

Program Series on KUOM

.

WGR

.

Army Band comes up from

^- C, tomprrow (12) to open WNYCs
Ninth Annual American Music Festival at Carnegie Hall ... .Ed Herlihy,
emceq of NB9's "Honeymoon in N.' Y.," papa of a new boy, the Herlihys'
third cJjiW.. » ,'Sportscaster Ba^ry WiSiner to play himself jn Allied Artists
film bipg ot Babe KUth, in which William Bendix'^yill hcthe-Bambino
Sammy Kaye' looking for' a new tenor vocalist -for his.two AbC airers.
Line forms at Kfiye's off ice, 607 5th ave., ,: ..JBob':Hope ^nc^-Perry' Gomo-on
a iiew .national committee which will try to raisQ/a ^ldQ,00Q fund to figb^
ju-vehife delinquency via college scholarships Jttid. cash.' awards."

of Minii/s Stopgap Kid

Airers Turn Into

New r^le grows Out of sevferal in- Roclijester to Gixe^lts
dividual station -contracts such as
the one held 'earlier by sfatioris
Setup
'Radio
and W.KBW. Buffalo, 'N. Y:
withi th^ Phurpbill Tabernacle of
Buffalo .and commitments siinilar to
Rochester, ^J. Y., Feb. 10.
those WAIT, Chicago -formerly had
will open
and
"with the Christian Chutch <if Zion."
In both cases, }he churches sold the their ,new million-dollar "Radio
stations yjEars; ago but reserved 'to City" Saturday (^14), starting a week
themselves. Tight lo large blocs- ot oiE: festivities.' on the air and playing
radio titne over long periods. Thfc Ihost to visitors, *
ChurqhiU' Tabernacle .contract,
JShtt, "Al'drich Family" will emotfe
additiftO,* provided, for ^Seyertipig »f
-in the 400-seat auditorium
liden^ to 'the .Church in tHe .evettt and ;Jackie' Kelk -«^ll- b6 in a 4.ay
either WGjt or WK)9W*were to, be ^arly to jdih -in- local prograins.
•

CITY

Jack Haley has assigned radio bookings to the
.

'..

sumed the ideritity- of "George
Fletcher," ' flcjiltloas -jailbird, and
went jobburiting; Result} 12 ap^.
plicatipps and 12 nix'es. '
Broadcast will have Moore as
narrator and "George Fletcher,"
brush.^
the
describing how'h^i.'got

'

plicit .protection.

and

to, $3,000

WRK

NEW

lis

from

port Uncensored" show on problems faced by ex-convicts who
want to go straight, Moore as-

"to the use of Jradip time on the
ctati6n feeing sold*'^ and' options to
recover the license at a latef date.
Other '"pubiic interest" features of
s licensee's right t<> wntrol I^is program format would be given ex-

*

paying from $2,400

been

The ComYnSssioh proposed adoption
ef sweeping new ryles to thi$ effeot

be accepted until next
(IS). Examinations prob-

ably will be held within a month.
Twelve vacancies eyist, the jobs

Chicago, Fob. 10.
high in radio realism has

New

will

Wednesday

Debt

&

.

.

. ,

prit- wedding anniversary of
Spriptfer Alan Sloane, recently

the Franlr T*lforas (Glorila Stenyi)..;.
back <ftpm B European trip for the Army,
Aaron Stein, whowearing a Czechoslovakian. snow, cap 'around' town
dunit novelist and former N, Y, Pqst" radio editor, currently touristing
Mexico
."Romance,"' which was revived last week by* CBS, will be disreplaced
in the Wednesbeing
a|ga|it),
or
five
vicetiks,It's
continued.in' tow
day nlglit spot by- tl}!^ '{Rtqrnai^on^ Harvester- series', "Harvest' of Stars,"
which m"o^^^*o^er <rcfm NBC.
l
Oompton,j.«jge&Cy**'''radi0-infftrmatiott'j;'b,urteau" is sending .schdols and.
libraries throiighout' th6 country' a "StudyiGuid* on Radio Newscasting'* in
which there are. only two mdn^bns oftLg&acjf's Client, -I>>weU Thomas...,
Dave Frederick, ex-CBS sales prqmqtioii and advertising director, has
turned up at Crossley, Inc., as ve^epqe in charge of -sales ahd- promotion.
.

.

'

-

.

.

.

-

'

1^^^^

.

1. SplJer may- reserve no, more
than 12 hours a -week, and no more
than four hout^ ,in' any one 'day; on
any station belog ;S'olS,^

Sucbr cdiittacls.'lnust^ contain a
clause giving Ifh'e new licensee tbe
right to 'reject or refuse .programs
which he reasonably believfes to be
"unsatisfactory or. unsuitable.'' licensee shall also have the right to
substitute "a •jjrogram sof outstapd-*
local or tt^tiqttal importance"
during the reserved -hours providing
he iqnakes other titiie available or
pays^l|ie station- card rate for the
"
2,

.

I
'

.

'»

periods?inot

None

ijised.

'

>

Choice, of the man to handle the chatter on CBS' "Oi.Men and Books"program Js..stiU.. up in tha^ air in «a wide open three? way competition between Russell lilaloney. New Yorker critic; Sterling .North,' N, Y. Post
syndicate reviewer, and A. C: Spectorsky, CJhicago Sun; reviewer. Meanwhile, the net ii going ahead wifh its plan to sell the^hqw on a coopera-

.

.

the reserved 'time mliy
tive basis, with 'a'speCial pitch being m'ade.to, large booR-:'retailer.s.
to third
'
'. Maloney looked like the best bet after his •^ryou): severai i^eeks ago but'
parties.
negotiations on terms .were broken off andf th^n resumecf. -Program execs
4. Contracts must contain an:^ ex
are mulling the results ot the North and Spectorsky trial runs before makpress provision that seller has no ing their decision. Since John Mason Brown left
the show last year it has
r^ts on reversion, or. reassignment been handled by: CBS staff members on a rotating system.
3.

be

of.

,

.xesoljd'

0C''.ireassigned

^

'

'

ef the station's license. V

5. The new licensee shall also have
s specific contractual guarantee that
he- may terminate his arrangement
with the seller "at his discretion.
He can do this upon payment of a
.

lump sum or periodic payments pro
the
are not so
stratospheric as to "constitute an
effective deterrent to the licensee's
exercising this right." In deciding
whether the payments are too large,
FCC will consider how much the
purchase, price was decreased "by
reason of the reservation of time or
the pre.sent value of the radio time
still reserved and unused" as of the
date the option is exercised.
.v'

sums

viding

WGAR's
WGAH's
city a new

Talent Buildup

•Cleveland, Feb, 10.
Sid Andorn has given the
audition program, "Audi-

tion Ambitioft."

•
.

The program is open to all aspirants, and a jury of top-notchers
listen behind screens to select best
in their particular field. Applicants

Stferwin-Williams paint outfit is interested as a .prospective sponsor in
the Sherman Dryer show, "Exploring the Unknown." The interest sprang
this -rtray: show, on ABC, recently did a .sequence about a new weed
exterminator called 2-:4-D, and invited S-W. prexy Arthur W. Steudel to do
a brief air stint telling about the stuff. Listeners were told they could get
a free folder about the weed killer by writing inland 12,000 promptly
did!
ABC had marked "Exploring" for a fadeout Feb. 1, but decided' to
keep it on :« while longer to give Sherwin-Williams, which was surprised
at the folder requests, a chance to think it over. (P.S. Since then a couple
of oil companii%s hav6 nibbled; too.)
'

Up

—

Ernest Walker, comedy program researcher, has been signed to a lecture
tour for the season of '48-'49 by Colston Xieigh,. top bureau in the gab field.
Walker will talk on "How To Make Millions Laugh," based on the electronic charts of ctomedy shows .he's been taking off the air tt\e "past 18
-'
.months.
-r
}
Lecture engagements will be for a week at a stretch, so's not to interfere
with his regular research work. His assistants will record the- shows in
his lab, as usual, while he's away. Walker checking them b'y phone to study
the.results. Booking's are likely to start in 30' days in the midwest. Meantime a radio agency is dickering to buy his new comedy show blueprintt
with a film company also interested in its screen possibilities,

..

'

Broadcast Measurement Bureau's technical committee, not one to pass up
anything, had a look yesterday (Tues.) at an audimeter—but not A. C.
Nielsen's. This one, simpler to install than those on which Nielsen bases
his ratings,

was brought around by John

instruments firm in Flushing, N. Y.

It

,

:

.

.

Chet Lauck just couldn't stand it any longer so he hopped off for Lexingwhere his partner, Norris Gfifl, is recpvering from major surgery.
ham and' Abner" will cotna^ from -flie -southern city' until "Tuffy" is
strong enough to trav61. TtiSly the Damon & Pythiaff of the Jradib craft
.Art Linldetter is s'till tryiiig^to figure, out why he was selected as honor
.
guest at annu-al ball Of Spiiisters in San Francisco, the .snooty unweds.
He's both happily marxied and thr.father of three. <He must have- mused,
"yep, people are funny". .. .Gil'Ralsloh .back from. Cincinnati to check up
Gamble's nighttiin^ i^ows-over which he rides heid
on Procter
Jack Benny gets a spread in a <oj;rtrcoming issue of Life,- which, has dispatched Cleveland Amory;t(»" tBtJ&ijst to pajs a month with 'Jack and
his air crew. .. iNew twist on ^;X^e It Or Leave It"- had a hbsjiitalized
vrar vet take -up- questions from wibere they stumped the participants and
made it possible for .him- to bag loot up to $1,200. It may become a fixture
on the show. ...pran Chamberlain, writer-director of ABC's "Don't You
Believe ItjV. became a papa last week' and soon comes into a vast inheritance
Jim McFadden arou^id for gab session with' Bob Redd' on the Jack
Carson show, .Betty Bqyle of the Lum and Abner scripting staff took a
header in her, home and now has her arm in a- splint
Barbara Eilcr
added as A Regular, to the Danny Thomas show to augment her weekly
"
chores with Dennis' Day and "Life ot-RiJey."
Bill Harvey hfeadiqg up the Hollywood office for Lamber
Feasley, ,.
Donald W. 1iiorpb,urgh chairman^ Radio Day at the San Francisco Ad Club
Feb. 11.'..', J, Jlugh' Davis hU8aea>."back to Chicago with.-ifi bt%01case bulging with sqmmer 'shows for F^ote, Cone & Belding accounts. After pafising
two -weeks hearing records and sales pitches he settled on 25 packages for
inspection by Frigidaire and Pepsodent.
.Walter Lurie around for couple
of months to look over some new shows for Mutual and polish up the old
ones.
.Dr. George Gallup deferred his guest shot with Eddie Cantor when
illness in his fahciily summoned him east.
.Garry Moore hits the road with
"Take It Or Leave It" through April and May
Billy Wilgus now heading up the J. Walter Thompson television operation- in Hollywood on a
move from the production staff. Leon Benson continues as video director
of the downtown office
If Joe Sfauffer closes a deal for "The Towns-.
people," it will mark the first program sale made to him by Lesfer Linsk,
agent, in their 15 years of close friendship
Norman Ostby, top aide to
Don Searle at ABC, hospitalized for a snipping
.Pat Weaver came to
tqwn to see what can be done about the Danny Thomas .show, which is
still struggling for a winning format
Norman Blackburn back from
New York and weighing several television offers. Ten years in pictures
and as many in radio gives him a ^lid background foi^sthe new art form.

ton, Ky.,

So

,

who owns an electronics
pretty much like Nielsen's,

Potter,

operates

-

. .

&

.

;

'

.

&
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CHICAGO ...

Ed Stockmar upped from NBC's midwest

chief of Sales service to ac-

count exec berth recently vacated' by John McCormick, who left to manage the net's WTAM... Shift of Bob Hibbard, Marilyn Lassen and Esther
Bronson from
public relations to station's TV staff has brought in
Edythe Pearsall, Winston Jolly and GlM-ia Workmaster as replacements
Hal Miller,
producer, underwent minor surgery Monday i9).
Fred Sample, former trade'paper ed, will riep Ford Bond Radio Productions
in Illinois and Michigan ten-itories
Mary Hartline, batoneer on "Junior
Junction," set for naming as Chi's top Cover, and Career Girl when Harry
Conover gue-sts the show Feb. 12
Bob Bassindale has joined as senpter
and Hugh ,lone.s as new.s ed of WNMP, new AM'er in Evanston.-Ill
Ronnie Sanders of Chi, Kay Kyser's first guest when "KoUege of Mn.sical
Knowledge" teed off in 1838, trained to Hollywood last week to appewr on
10th anni show (7).
.Singer Bob Atcher into hospital for medication.

WON
WBBM

—

.

News commentator

.

Clifton Utley bows on an NBC weekly series as a po7. ...Ex-Quiz Kid Peter Reich has won an appointJink
in competitive exams with 230 applicants
producer, will m.c. Saturday "Party Time" series, which
bows Feb. 14
.Bill Ray, NBC's midwest news chief, recovering from a
major operation
Wilma Gwilliam, recently wed to Russell Park, a,s.sl.
farm program director of WLS, has resigned as WLS director of publicity
....Burl Ives guests on "Breakfast Club" Feb. 20.
litical

ment

,

,

.

IN

.

.

.

turning out a tape showing dial settings, but doe-sn't need' /to be hooked
are picked from letters. Following, into the set it is mpnitoring. Simply placed alongside, the meter picks up
auditionsj a contestant who is se- a set's dialings via electronic impulses.
lected b/ the judges" as "ready for
Reason for'havmg a. look at the Potter meter, said, the BMB group,- is
r^dio" is given a week's trial period that the bureau believes in exploring all possible methods of listening
tvith the station.
measurement. Has the committee had looks at CBS radar system, or the
,
Program is heard Wednesday similar radar technique developed by At- Sindlinger in Philadeliyhia? No,
BM!B. confessed.ight between 0:30 and 10 p.m.
.

HOLLYWOOD

,

.

Iing
k

There won't be any inore charging of admission tp~ "Queen for a pay."
broadcaMs when the Mutual giveaway stanza is. on four. The near-riot
staged' by more, than 7,000' women, (who- paid $1.95 each to get in) when
the showlplayM Pittsburgh JWi. 27 caused such reverberations that Raymond- Morgan,' prodvicer of 'jQuean,", has placed large^space ads with all
of Pittsburgh's dailies, to 'fun' today (Wed,) -and tojilorrow (Thurs.), abjectly apologiziqg and expressing embarrassnfient. in behalf of Mutual ancl
the- shD'^'s spqns.ors. Miles Lbbs and Philip Morris. Wqi;;ien who attended
the broadcast' and didn't get their' money's worth were itfformed that the^
Could get a fuU refund by appljring at 'a certain^ Pittsburgh bank.

lis

March
West Point

analyst

to
SesttOn,

WBBM

.

—

'

wants
the

results in the Philadelphia area should use

owls

eyes —into more radio homes

WCAU^the

station that penetrates

— your customers— tSian any

— lihe

other Philadelphia station
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Momtonng Ae

vient.)

The

thfr following:

Indus-

try would change from the authorization system to the license system.
Private civilian organizations Could
engage in broadcasting. The Presi-

Foreign Countries

Washington, Feb. 10,
(Following developments in radio
around the world have been broad'
cast by the various countries <i«d
monitored by the V. S. Goven\'

Fejbmary

W(!flnee4lay,

ommend

dent broadcasting corporation would
be reorganized into a special corThere will also be some poration,
area.
seven - man commtssipn
broadcast program time changes.
would be set up to handle industry.
Yugoslavia: Radio Belgrade says Monopolistic guarantees would be
14 considered
country
operates
the
f 0r
the
reorganized
mediumwave and two shortwave broadcasting corporation for meThere are now 222,000 dium wave broadcasting.
stations.
licensed holders of radio receivers,
Austria:
Representatives of all
compared with 155,000 in 1939. Un- Austrian networks .met recently in
tier the Yugoslav "Five-Year Plan
Dornbirn to consider unification of

A

Tom Everitt's ABC Exit
Tom
went to

Pinland; Fifty members .ol Parliament, belonging to aH but the
Comrtunist Party, have petitioned
the government that the Fiiinish
radio cease to adhere to "the present one-sided political course," and
pursue a line more desired by thii
majority of the Finnish people. The
director of the State radio is a member of the Communist Party.

'

Young &
who

forme*

several months ago as

WOR-Motuat
SB

Continued from page

occupying six other

~

2i

slots in

the Ton
program manager, checks 20; WOR held, the No, 1
slot as well
out the end of this, week. Program as three others among the Top lo ig.

now

,

ABC

eastern

'

-v

Everitt,

Rubicfim production executive

l*e power

of the radio transmitters the various Austrian stations and
will be boosted to 850 kilowatts. By
webs in order to give the country
1951 it is hoped to have a produc- the best possible coverage,
The
tion of 150,000 receiving sets yearly. political situation, pre/cnts any final

veepee Charles "Bud". Barry, who
brought Everltt in as his chief
assistant, said no sucdestor has been
decided upon.
.\
Everitt will dev«te hjs full time
to development of a couple of shows
which Barry will look at as possible
summer replacements. One, called
"City Editor," will be a fictionalized
half-hour dramatization of human
interest stories. (Everitt was an edi-

news shows;

cal

WOR

had

three

shows in ^the Top 10 Saturday and
Sunday 4ayttnie shows,.

The othet

'

is

of WOR's answer
TJie station rounded

gid'e

doUarwise.

out

its fiscal

year on Feb.

Was the biggest

in

'

and

1,

WOR's

it

history

(While the station does not announce
its* total

billings oflficially, it's understood the figure tor the ftseal ysar
just ended is approximately $4,S00 qoo.

tor' of "March of Time" for four
Japan: The Communications Min- action.
The D»ytime Story
years). Other stanza is a Leonard
istry has completed drafting a tenOn the daytime side of the pictative broadcast industry bill, makSalt Lake City—Bill Post, member Holton situation comedy called "Oh,
ture, W»R can point, of cour.se, to
A'lnotmcement has come ing it sepasate 'legislation from the of the KALL music department, has Brother,"
obvious
wealcne|ses
in the web's proover the Sharq al-Adna radio that current Radio and Telegraph law.
ABC will cut audition dis^s on
the station will shortly be trans- Bill, scheduled to be submitted to been given a regular spot on the both shows within the next two gram lineup, both from the stand'
point of sponsors and show quality.
ferred out of Palestitte to some Arab the Kational Diet soon, would rec- station'^s announcing staff.
weeks.
'

"aic-t'v*;

.

'

:

,

;

;

Ten quarter-hours of the web's
weekday time currently are sponsored, and six are co-op, as against
'

21 sustaining.

These facts, logical as they are in
support of WOR's we'll piclc-'em-aswe-please- policy, of course still
leave Mutual stuck with its problem
of N.Y. clearance for th* web's
shows. It's tough, for one thing, iJot
to .be able to assure a prospective
bdnkroUer of a N.Y. outlet, as in the
case of %tartin Block's show, which
only latjsly got a quarter-hour of
time. It's rough, too, on ratings,
when
can deliver so many
'

"

WOR

WOR

added listeners.
Problem was- pointed up most recently by the cases of "Harlem Hospitality Clufe," "Racket Smashers"
,and MBS' new "Radto Newsreel."

We

"Jlospitality- Club,"' although it has
large ready-m^de. audience ni
a
N.y.'s large Negro populace, can't
get
time and an effort is being
ma^e to "farm out'^ the show locally
to WINS. ,
"Smashers" is being,
piped over to
tci get it N.Y,

WOR

ste
into
Television

WHN

airing.
"Newareel," which Mutual
teed off the &xsX of last week (2) to
biiild it up for Zenith Radio sponsorship starting March 1, won't get a
place on WOR's agenda until nc^t

Monday
It

was well that \vp were fore-handed.,In one

short year television has

bounds.

The number, of

Npw York

grown by leaps and
television sets in the

area has multiplied by eight— from

15,000 to about-120,000,

WCBS-TV has

sid*-

'

(16).

Some of the many MBS ofTerings
which tire virtually..unknown to N.Y.
area listeners„due to the web's unhappy predicament j^re:
"Keeping Up With the Kids,"
Arthur Gaeih's UEW news show,
"What's the Name of That Song?",
"Fishing and Hunting Club," "Tell
Your
Neighbor," «' "Checkerboard
Jamboree," 'The Johnson Family,"
Erskine Johnson in Hollywood; "Editor's Diary,?' "Red Book 31," "Hiah
Adventure,"
"Alan
Dale
Cltib,"
"Family Theatre," Alan Lomax. Ballad'eer,
"The Veteran' Wants to
Know," "Two-Ton Baker," "This
.

stantially increased
tisers' interest

air hours.

its

And

adver-

has heighteneid sharply.

Today's greater and ever-growing

interest,

on the part of advertisers points a clear course

lucky for us,.,

for H^dio Sales.

useful for you!

a year ago. Here

The

it is,

advertisers

we

the course

It's

anticipated

briefly:

who

tuni to us for help in

solving thieir spot radio problems will logically

expect the

We

A

year ago television wass pretty small pota-

toes. Througlfoiit greater

15,000 television

sets

New York,

same calibre of service

television the

fe wer tliim

same principles we use with radio
knowledge of

stations: full

were in operation. The

stations,

and programs; careful study of

hours each week when teleyision was on the air

in television.

can give that service only by applying, to

research.

markets

Week in Washington," "Songs by
Morton. Downey," "Quaker City SerFolks,"
enade,''
"Ozark
Valley
"Young People's Church

of the Air,'"

"Radio Bible Class," "Voice of
Prophecy," "Back to God," "Pilgrim
Hour.", "Lutheran Hour." and the
news shows of Bill Cunningham,
Cecil Bi-own and Alvin Helfcr.
Mutual stanzas carried by WOR,
but at different hours from their
network time, include' John Nesbitfs
"Passing Parade," Victor H, Lindlahr, Gabriel Heatter's "Behind the
Front Page," Danton Walker & ily
Gardner, "Scarlet Queen" and Tex
Bencke's Air Force Show..

all available

'Ignorant'

'

,

Contimied from page

were few. And only a handful of advertisers

showed an active

interest in the

Radio Sales has worked dosely wiUi

new medium.

vision during

.One year ago— on February 11, 1947 —

Radio Sales looked beyond the present
television,

new

saw

facet to

its

its

inevitable growth,

services.

We wore

most spectlicular year of

its

Our men have studied— and

ing—its special techniques,

added a

audiences and

its

its

are study-

programs,

its

problems. Out of that study

(and with our early

odictally ap-

start as

background) comes

WCBS-TV,

the

"know-how"

to

give television advertisers

New York. Ou r

the

same complete

service that our spot radio

pointed national representative for

Columbia's television station in

growth.

size of

tele-

men set to work with television just as lliey work

clients

21

tainty that with Option time due, he's
sot for another whirl.

Canada Dry Ukcs 'IgnoraiU'
Canada Dry "is tryin'-i to bring

program and time costs. Several ni
its bottlers In Georgia and Florida
have already okayed the proposi,

tion.

have learned

to

expect from us.

with spot radio.

J. M, Mathes, CD agency, is doing
the coordinating ol the idea, witli lis
cbtiimissioh confined to the portion
cotitributed by the parent compi'iiy-

Des Moines— WHO-FM went on
resiilyr

Radio Sales
Radio Stations lirprfsmtalive... CBS

was

KNX

KMOX

50,000 wottt
York City

30,000 wo<t<

50.000

Los Angel«s

St.

New

WBBM
W,000 wottt
Chicago

'

WIT
waHi

louis

waits
Chorlbttt

WRVA

WCCO

Columbia

50,000 wotts

50,000 watts

California

Richmond

Minncapolij'St.Pau!

Notwo^k

WEEI

WTOP

3,000 watt*
Boston

30,000 waltsv

WAI>I
5,000 Wolfs

SOMOwblti

Washington

Birmingham

Salt Lak* City

KSl

in

as many of its franchise holdora
popsible as underwriter..^ locilly of
whiclj
"It Pays to Be Ignorant."
ROCS co-op on CBS Feb.28. The bcyerago outflt is oltcrinK to si>Iit the

'

-

WCBS TV

Columbia

CtST*l«*i>ieit
Now York*

AscHle

Notwetk

daily

schedule

table

building,

.

on

a

}

in the Equibuildin:;

from tvansmittar toWer

m

tallest

Iowa. Crtrroi Till and Goidon i'iH''^-''
are at the transmitter. Pell Burdu'l!

and Ralph Scluiossler in the conirol
room and insnle Sanders is- pi-ocKim
director, with Harry Mantel on ''""t'nuity and production. Based on (indealers within

ures supplied by
miles of Des Moines, it
there are Hea#ly 3,000

is a'-liniaR-rt

FM

in that area.

W

receivers

.

Wcdngfittoy, Fcbrwiry 11,

SI

1948

4 mighty -transcribed $how$

(

TOP AUDIENCE
PULLERI

Ikiull'biir

iommy

TOP STARS!

DORSCV

PISC JOCKEY

Arthur Treacher

SNOW

Brendci Marshall

gets the lion's share of listeners

Charleston, Philadelphia,

in

Jan Ford

Boston^ Cincinnati/

Harry Von Zell

New York, Chicago. Whero
'

else?Younanieitl

GKATEST GUEST STAR UST

EVER!

Iki
ran up

SMITHS

o Hooper

of

Hollimnl

of 15.2 on Cincinnati's

WLW

program pulls 7.3). Outdraws Crosby
(13.5) Fanny Brice (12.5) Jimmy Duronte (14.4K
'
SPARKIINO ALL-STAR COMEDY HAIMIOURSI

(nearest

TOP WESTERN
FAVORITE!

rounds up more listeners per station than any other
Western! Hooper says sol

MOST PROMOTABLE HAlF-HOUR

TOP CHILLER!

SERIES EVER!

MURDER
is

Los Angeles,

NOW AND FROM NOW ON

LOUIS

G.

THE BEST

IN

TRANSCRIBED SHOWS

3 So,

Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Y.

3, III/-

PLaza 9-3700

•

Rondolph 2022

HOLLYWOOD
63

31

Hollywood

dead—top in

COWAN, me.

NEW YORK
485 Madison Avenue, New York 22. N,
CHICAGO

Blvd,,

Hollywood 28. Col.

•

Hillside,

533?

DAVID STREET SONG SHOP
•THEATRE OP FAMOUS RADIO PLAYERS
•

•

BARBER SHOP HARMONIES

•

JOE McCarthy speaks

at

MIPNKfHT

time slot San Diego/
and New York, to name a fewl
52 TERRIFIC HALF^HOURS

knocking 'em

Its

Wednesdiy, Febraai^ 11, 1948

RADIO RKVIBWS
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BROTHERHOOD IS PRACTICAL
BGFOICT IINCENSORED
Bernard Grant, Jane Harven
With Alma IMatz, Sunda Love, Russ With
Shiamm; Fahey 'Merrill C. Joels, Jack Farren, Cy
Stuart
Reed,
Fried; Herb -Ross, announcer
Fiynti, narrator; staff orch dUreeted

TWELVE PLAYEIIS

KADIO NEWSBEGli

With recorded on-fhe-spot piekups; WiUi liurene Tuttle, Jack Moyles,
Jay Novello, Bee Benadaret, EdPhil Tonken, namtor; Merton

mund MacDonald, Cathy

Koplin, music
Writer; Jack Fern

^Follow-up

Lewis;

Comment

-

Gren, John Ii»ke, Johii
Brown, Howard McNear, Uerbettt
Itnwiinson, "Buzs" Adlam orch;
Bine Crosby gave a showman's
epitaph to -Mark Bellinger on his
Lou Cook, announcer
Writers: Warren Spectpr, David Elite Philco program last Wednesday (4).
Several weeks before the columnist's
Director: Bay Buflum
he appeareij as one of
death,
30 Mlns:; Mon., 8:30 p.m. (EST)
Crosby's guest stars and the platSustaining
tered show was aired without any
ABC, from Hollywood
ABC has latched on to a unique revisions except for one mention by
radio stock company idea, A group Crosby that "just as his friends
of Hollywood's most sought-after would -like it, he's here with us tosecondary leads and supporting play- night." And because this was one of
ers in radiq have banded together Crosby's crackerjack sessions, Belwith their' own package in which linger's memory had a bit o£ lustre
added to it. Hellinge^ gave a short
all or a few of the talents will be
plug to his film, "The Naked City,"
utilized from week to -week,
ABC has put it in the. Monday exchanged a few gags with Crosby
night segment previously occupied about the "good old days," and set
For the initial the stage for Dick Haymes and Jim^by "Opie Cates."
broadcast, a drama titled "Dino Is my Durante in outlining a mythical
Dead" was presented. As a curtain- Broadway legit show. For the rest
VirBlnta

l>roduc«r: Artbur Feldman
Supervisor: Al»e Schechter
IS Mins.; Mon.>tlirtt-Fri., 9:16

p.ni.

(tST)
Sustaining
Mutual, from I9ew York
sbout time one of the netIt's

works got around to a show lilce this,
since it's the most logical format
imaginable for the medium. Obviously, it's far more expensive and
complex than standing a newscaster
in front of a mike with prepared
It involves elaborate
far-flung cooperation,

ticlcer copy.
preparation,
and much care and news-sense in
the as-ssmbling. But Mutual, which
hasn't tlie trembling fear of the re-

cortied word which some of its competitors narbor, has brought the idea
to life in an eKceedingly creditable
(Not only th^t* tlie web
manner.
.

.

.

,

lifter, it left something to be desired.
In line with the tendency of late
inlced a bankroHer before the show
had gone beyond the audition stage. to portray the common peoples of
Zenith Radio will pick up the tab a land as endowed with a pure wis«
dom that is above human weakness,
starting March I,)
Listening to "Newsreel" constitutes "DinO" was a tale of punishment
collaborator
a sunplement to spot newscasts, like meted out to an Italian
Had it: been
looking at Life, mag or seeing a by his townspeople.
newsreel after reading the daily told as an allegory or' Si fantasyi the
paper. It constitutes sort of a daily characterizations might have held UP.
as
stark realintended
this
was
But
to
sharply
btmging
documentary,
ism, and as such the mother and the
life people and places in the news,
people in the
•plus a look-in on a famous or inter- wife and all the oHiiee

'

,
WNYC, N. Y.
Almost a, decade after the New
During a 13-week run last summer
"Report Uncensored" rolled up its York dailies first went to town on
sleeves and explored root causes, of the so-called legal operators and
gorilla
racketeers in the money-lendjuve delinquency in Chi, and Cook
ing
business, the municipal station
County. The problem had received
months of the standardt innocuous, is putting on a series of five dramatic
W6'view-with-alarm treatment by programs expo.sing the evil of loanthe dailies and civic groups. It re- sharks, J^vcn though the ideas sound
mained for the tape recorder and very old, they undoubtedly boar
"Report Uncensored" to dredge up repetition at regular intervals. Prethe ugly facts facts that spurred sented under the auspices of the
action from the slums, reformator- National Credit Union Assn., an emcooperative bank offering
ies and so-called parental schools. plpyee
Resultant pious protests of stuffed loans at minimum rates, these shows
are encasing their message of pracshirts were proof the series hit tartical brotherhood in a typical crimeget dead center.

—

—

When

;

-

in mid-January radio-calloused cynics predicted its facts would be wa-

tered, its punch softened. So far this
hasn't been borne out. The foUowup
SQries, dealing with the bitter brew
of ex-convicts, has all the guts and
muscles of its predecessors. If continued from season to season, the

There"

Is

maintained

program

busting format.
In the stanza

the documentary returned

of
the
straight

^CBS

.

30 Mlns.; Sunday, 4:30 p.nk.
Sustaining

Haymes

Hell-inger
show,
played
as Crosby, Durante and'
cut
some incomparable
vocal capers in a comedy tune about
the passing of vaudeville. Everything and everybody clicked with
perfect precision. It was a fitting
farewell to H^llinger that M. should
have appeared on this great show.

.

Writer: Ira Marion
Producer-Dlreetor: Phil Sterliiig

by Frank Smith
Writer-Producer: Ben -Parlc
30 Mins.; Wed., 8;S0 p,int.
Sustaining
WBBM, Chicago

aired last Sunday
(8), yarn concerned a young* family
caught in the toils
of a usurer
because his salary
couldn't make both ends meet. Story

man who became

wended its way along a conventional
path with the situation going from
bad to worse until a city investigator
intervened to rout the forces of evil,
A competent cast played it credibly.
;

might

well be isubtitled
"Ghi's Civic Conscience." As public
service; it surpasses anything previously done in these parts.
Show caught (4) analyzed belowthe-belt blows suffered by the fam-

its

usual upper level, of quality,, taste
and imagination in recr^ating^ last
On the teeofl shaaU toiwn vrhere DinO lived were Sunday (8) ft chapter from the Dreyesting personality.
The simple fus case. Ranking as it does as, one^ ilies of men in prison. First IS minedition. the first of last week (2),, unreal and too pure.
of modern history's most turbulent utes was drama in which six doncise
for instance, "Newsreel" brought in: plan of ridding themselves of fascists episodes dealing
with individual in- scenes brought out the^socio-economThe House> roll-call on the Knut worked perfectly in the script, but justice, it was not an easy topic to ic and psychological
beating absorbed
it's hard
son tax bill, with the author speak- even in the smallest village
conjure with without seeming to by the wile, of a con. In addition to
ing briefly in explanation of the to believe that all. people are good, thread the thin line between storma starvation income for herself and
strong
and
pure,
brave.
Harry
Sir
measure (via WOL);
It
Was all. rather -melodramatic, filled dram^ and tabloid melodra- two kids, f rau's attempts to keep the
Lander from Glasgow,- singing and
matics. .To the joint credit of pro- family intact were undermined by
addressing a crowd at the docking yet both the- direction and perform- ducer Robert X Lewis Sdayon and
her mother who advised divorce and
Rose.
of a food ship from the XJ. S. (via ances were adequate.
scripter Joseph Liss the recital was aggravated by the 'stir-sappy husBBC): Robert Stimson reporting
kept emotionally well balanced. The band's insinuations of infidelity.
from India on Gandhi's funeral (via MUSICAL MILlKWAOON
only tinte that the program seemed; Fadeout implied her pathetic eflons
shortwave pickup); Les Horodsky, With Tommy. Port, Dinniiiir SIMers;- to slip oil keel in the matter of the
led nowhere
that her husband,
unemployed auto worker, describing
Ed Prentiss, annonncer; BowoMn series' presumed aim of objective laced with social ostracism and lowconditions in-. Detroit (-via CKX.W);
reporting was in a courtroom inter- wage Jobs upon release, would drift
Band
Joe Varssa, California farmer, telling Writer: Norman Betehin
view when John Daly as a CBS back into crimes with repetition of
about the drought out there (via Director: Pet« CavsUo
newsman, turned his questioning of
cycle.
KHJ); Emily Post in New York, ap- 30 Mlns.; Mon.^tbruvVrl., 113:15 p:in. the chief villain in the Drejrfus plot theSecond
half of show was a tapC'
proving of dunking, on the proper
MILK CO.
into an angry and bitter cross-ex- recorded interview with the mother
occastens: Gen, Le^ie- Groves in
amination.
Otherwise the mike of five kids whose husband, a second
Chicaro
Washington, announcing his resigna"iJeporters" left the display of oar- offender,
(J. WoKer Thompson)
is in the pokey until Jantion from the atom project; and two
As light luncheon fare, this five- tisanship crossfire to the "acting" uary, 1949. In a tiredi; emotionless
zookeepers in Philadelphia trying to a-week musical does the job very members of the cast. Skillfully televoice, she buttressed all, the brutal
count a herd of squeaking, squirmy well, it's the kind you can take with scoped within the half hour were
facts set forth in the drama. Basic
monkeys (via WIP7.
the chef's special and cross-table the events attending and following income, she said, was $67 supplied
Capt. Alfred Dreyfus' second trial
Initialer
had some production talk, and no harm done to either.
every three weeks by Aid to Der
before
French
a
military
court,
after
1947-,
but
editions
sampling
two
Show
bowed
in
January,
but
of
flaws,
a
pendent- Children. After payment, of
following it showed these mostly was reformatted a montli ago when he liad already served iive years on rent and other bills, she had less
ironed out and. the show hitting its it moved from forenoon to its.pres-^ Devil's Island. Higblighted with a thah $4 a week for food.
Overall effect is ent time. In addition to organ, a sharp regard for tenseness and econintended stride.
Why didn't she whrk part-time?
•punchy, dramatic and authentic, a piano, bass, guitar, and marimba omy of scene, structure were the She had "tried that, but. had to .guit
attempted assiassination of Dreyfus'
series of reaWife vignettes conveying have been added. Also installed was
chief counsel during ,the. trial, the because of incipient. t,b. Her kids?
the color and mood of each occasion, a ^'Laiigh Dividend"- device in which
The oldest boy, 14; already was. a
refusal
of
the
court
to
admit
the
The 'quality of the recordings is, in- jokes mailed in by listeners for pen- testimony of a German intelligence juve delinquent. As a laundry chore,
evitably, somewhat varied, but much and'pencil'. nrizes are enacted, with
officer, world reaction to the second boy in parental school, he'd been
worse is heard on many network the help of femmes from studio aud. verdict 'Of guUty,
the sudden thrown in with young thieves, perShow caught (3) romped along in pardoning of the and
overseas live pickups. Merton Kopaccused by the verts. The future? She lived from
lin's music bridges are apt and well easy style, with the Dinning Sisters
president of-r France. On the sheer day to day. As in the drama, the
Jack Fern's scripting is and Tommy Port .putting, a lilf on iiuman interest side-perhaps the most final impression was that here, too,
executed.
skilled and concise, ser^nng as briefly standards and pops. Port 'was okay sensitive piece
of writing and acting unless the husband had a good job
S5 possible to intro each succeeding in his brace of solos and the sistei; was the interview of Mme. Dreyfus awaiting him on release, the pattern
pickup. PhiV Tonken does a compe- trio did- right by Jack Fascinato's at her home after the second verdict. would })e" repeated through thft son,
tent reading, Arthur Feldman rates prime arrangements. As .a 'quartet,
Fahey Flynn, who pointed up the
they turned in top treatment of "T06
a nod on the production chore.
Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet" drama with entre-scene comment
veepee Fat Polka." Ed Prentiss impressed was handled with due respect by the and also handed the tape interview,
Major laurel goes to
Abe Schechter, whose baby, this show as a deft rn.c.
cited the thousands, of ex-con famiQuintet, cued by Fascinato's key- Theatre- Guild of the Air Sunday (8) lies
Is and who has brought forth a longin Chi and put this question:
as Dorothy McGuire and Maurice
overdue news format that's a real boarding, was pert and nimblOj both Bvans sighed and heaved and died in "Maybe we should write a new law
in accompaniment and on its own.
Doan.
credit to Mutual.
—a law
would put' a man's famsomewhat ambitious attack on the the one-hour adaptation. Unfortu- ily into that
prison with him?" Throughnately,
the
Bard
didn't
master
the
'William Tell Overture" had Jose
technique of radio scripting. His out, he projected the. sincerity and
Syracuse
E. R. Vadeboncoeur, Bethancourt's marimba in front for
iambic pentameter packs too many controlled indignation that such
hammering.
a
excellent
Group
bears
of
veepee and general
material demands. Role of wife in
"misnomer
"Bowman difficult metaphors and too much drama
WSYR. has been named chairman of Band" is slightly
was well conceived by Sunda
ridic for a rhythm concentration of meaning for easy
the Radio Participation and Work- fiver,
comprehension. However, Evans and LoVe, while the supporting cast held
Up on all counts.
ing Committee in Syracuse's forthCommercials, handled by Pren- Miss McGuire made it as simple as
possible
for
the
average
dialer
by
Scripting was tough-minded and
coming centennial obseirvance.
Baxt.
tiss,
were firstrate.
placing -careful emphasis on the sense' realistic, with no cheap tear-ducting
of the p'oetiy and not on elocution. or phony erhotionals. Validity of
-Evans spoke or rather sang, his lines motive was shown by the lead-out
in
a vigorous interpretation of in which Flynn urged consideration

Herm,

MAINE ON PARADE
Witli Russell Dorr, Narrator

Writer: Naney Hallet
IS Mins.; Suttv l%:iS p.m.

LAMET-WELLEHAN SHOE
STORES

:4V&AN, Portland, Me.
Here's a bargain basement regional

march

.

of timer sans everything
spelling
production values that's
been clicking nicely for 19 months,
with the local Hoopcr running 10.6 or
better at Sunday dinnertimes. It's
just a staff announcer reading a

.:

.

'

'

—

.

:

BOWMAN

,

WMAd,

.

-

.

punchy

rewrite on the previous
week's local news, with accent on
background stuff that the newscast
listener rarely otherwise catches.
Fuel oil shortage in- area backgrounded in this and previous week's
session,^ Previous week had item relating how 'local crisis was exacerbated by big fuel supplier's accidentally losing vital piece of plant equip.ment off truck. Irreplaceable gadget's loss was holding ftp deliveries,
so supplier "began buying space on
front pages of local tiailies advertising reward for its return. This
week's session had modest Item relating how last week's signofl was
followed by phone caQ- from listener
who stated that he had picked up the
gizmo and had been wondering what
it
was and where to return it.
(Modesty might be explained' by fact

I

,

.

that all local

are

-station

newspapers and this
ownership

in

same

family.

-

.

MBS

•

A

.

—

mawager

—

pompous

-

-

.

"

-

Romeo while

tvne-in tips
ISY TED HUSINO I

Mis.'?

conventionally

A

capturing some of the

and

power

simple
of the

tragic romance.

-

And

listen will tell

Many Times". Club 15 on WCBS
<880}Bt7:30.

How do you like your
news

...

.hot or cold?

Personally, I'll take the
friendly, rather intimate

reports

of--

one of radio's' outstanding achievements in" consistently hitting from

,;be

week
above

to

week

all,

Sunday

a serious, adult and.
a listenable quality. Last
in commemoration of

THE LONE WOLF
With

(8),

birth and Nfegro History
aired the story of Harriet
Tubman, a plantation slave who
emerged as a leader of the abolitionist movement.
Arnold. Perl's script
was a right mixture of heroic legend
and history that didn't bury profound feeling in mere professional

Week,

it

Ed Murrow.

radio

controlled

pro-

gram publicity week
. lists
in, week out
.cal times and stations
.

'.

.

.

.

costs sysc

circulation

«

,

per l,o6o

52
major

in

.

newspapers,

million circuio^-

He makes

cities, 1

1

tion.

Exclusive

'

tl

me

121

Fiftfi
,

Avshut,

Nsw

'MOryayHlB

York 17, N.Y.
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Mutual's "True or False," settled
now with Eddie Dunn
permanent emcee, took
on Shotwell Candy bankrolling last
Saturday (7) with a session Which
strived hard to please.
Despite a
biked-up jackpot ($500) and Dunn's
quip-a-minute quizzing, the recently
revived stanza remained a formless,
next-one-up run-through, With questions ranging from the kind anybody
could answer to the kind nobody
could answer. Thanks to the 50-50
chance of the format, some of the
quizees could walk off with $25 by
in a groove
selected as

Sustaining

MBS, from Hollywood

adult audiences.
The retired
jewel-thief is equipped with a brittle
set of wise-^cracfcs, an equally urbane
valet, and the usual type of whodunit plot to give this airer par for
the course.
-

-

,

With more action written into the
"The Lone Wolf" could be

dialog.

a standout for this type show, As it
is, the air of sophistication is responsible
for
too
many static
stretches of gab.
sapient mixture
of both is needed to give this show

A

optimum effectiveness.
Preem stanza's plot had

its

three
parties suspect as being picked for
One femme who extinction. When the murder finally
to miss, but never occurs, the Lone Wolf picks the corthe thing was true or rect culprit.

just
guessing.
tSouldn't seera

knew why

prompted Dunn to crack, "You
can give the right answers and the
wrong reasons every time!" It's
great stuff for featherweights.
Shotwell's commercials were good
gooey.
;.

•

r*-

Novello,

Director:, Larry Hays
Writer: Louts Vittes'
30 Mlns.; Sat., 5 p.m.

The radio translation of Louis
competence. The cast wrapped up Joseph Vance's fiction character,
the show with sincere and restrained "The Lone Wolf," is a highly sophisticated affair with an appeal aimed
performances.

false,

franchises.

TUNE-IN TIPS CO.

Jay

Producer: Frank K. Danklg

at

This column gives you

like

it sound moro
a coox^rMti

Gerald Mohr;
Dick Auranot

Lincoln's

eliek-

you why,

catory program by Kansas leaders
here Jan. 31. Speakers included Gov,
Frank Carlson, Milton Eisenhower,
president of the college, and Usle

•

WNBC

Aqnick

Dorm.

—

Manhattan, Kan.
Kansas State
College observed boost in power for
its radio station, KSAC, with a dedi-

the series.
This is mature, adult radio.
Ba«t,

'rihe Eternal; Light" continues to

.

jngi

-

to specialists.

'

Sponsored Breview of Today's Top Radio Programs

studded Club 15' show.

coinage and flosMaterial smacks of plenty of
Mystery, however, is wliy
narrator Russ Dorr isn't personalized
throughout script.
This
former
Atwater^Kent national prizewinning
baritone doesn't just read anything
in his announcer chores, but here. he
sounds up there with, some net
oracles who also leave the writing
research.

of inadequate ADC allotments and Long.sdorf, program director.
asked listeners to help ex-cons land
jobs through the John Howard Association. Last7 an organization that
rehabili'tates men with criminal records, is cooperating in production of

McGuire played a

sweet

Juliet.
superb supporting cast and
a firstrate cutting job helped in

Several years before .the war I Gracie and Gary do a revise on
happened to be in* the Blackhawk "The Bachelor and the BobbyCafe in Chicago. The band, lend soxer", but any resemblance is
and swingy, was led by a round- purely.
(660 kc) at 8:30,
faced young gent witb m bow-lie. He
Did you see that article in last
sang in a pleasant baritone^ withthe s'/foon effects, and took a issue of the American magazine
tuniatMC-ing."That'*BobCro8by", about fan clubSi particularly the
they told ine, "Binges little broth- Dick Haymea clubs? Jt will revise
er". In spite of that fearsome han- your opinion of fan clubs, and give
dicap,' Bob makes the grade under you a good insight as to what makes
his own power. It took n lot of one- a singer popular with the young set.
night stands with the Bobeats,' but: Dick Haymes has been a top favor
here he is, on top, with a- star*'

Margaret- Whiting sings "Close to
Me*', the Modernaires come up with
a Crosby arrangement of the
*'Whiffenpoof Song". Bob tosses
«ff *'LoveIy, Lovely" and "How

eschewing word

siness.

.

i

I

Writer Nancy Hallett employs restraint in limiting borrowing from
lucestyle to its dramatic qualities,,

'

Gerald Mohr, who has played that
role on the screen, does a competent
job as the central figure. The others
give good account") of themselves
within the JJipits of thf script.

DNITJED aXXALL OBDO COi „
WediMMAir, NBO, IO:SO IVK. B.S.T.
M-G-M—'-Oa the blaiMl With Vea"
"THIS Tine FOR KEEPS"
. « ,
Miti LIU' eiAXxmi.
.

.

Wediiwday, Fcbruwy II, l94A

Yes, they're making a hit •

« .

these seven prominent independent stations.

and demonstrating the impact of radio performances in making song
Working as a team, these seven broadcasters
to any great extent for more than seven years.

for

RCA Victor

hy

tveekSf

stations'

And thf^e diotng

selected a song popular in

tt

with. a record!

1940 *- a aoiig that hadn't been performed

The songt **THERE 1 60"-^by Hy Zab^t and Irvknc Weiser —Aecoriied

VAUGHN MONROE.

WNEW, New York conceived
pendent

r own private campaign

Th^'re cw

hits.

this idea

of proving radio's effectiveness in making popular song hits thru inde*

programs. Five to ten performances of this Vaughn Monroe record each day, for a period of several

by each of these seven

indies^

brought about these

RESULTS

o
e
e

Dealer demands for the record convinced

RCA

Victor that

*THERE I GO"

should be

re-pressed and re^issued.

WUhin three weeks more than 100,000 records were sold in the market
<^

«reas of these seven stations.

Growing public demand is evidenced by more and more performances
in juke boxes.

Name artists are filling numerous requests with performances of the
song on their network shows.

BMI, original publishers of "THERE

WPtN, WJJD* WSCR,

I

GO," extends

WWSW, WHDH, WWDC and

to

to

WNEW

hs appreciation and thanks for demonstrating

WAT

RADIO CAN

WORK

FOR RADIO

Broadcast Music,
NEW YORK

•

Inc.

CHICAGO

•

580 FIFTH AVENUE,

HOLLYWOOD

NEW YORK

19

RAMO

84

Wednesday,, Febra»ry 11, 194g

AHFsM-OutPlea

WEAM,13thD.C.

Pulse Rates N.Y.S Top 20 Local Daytime Shows

Outlet Decides To

The /ollotoing vatxtiga are derived from the January Hew York Pulse, They are averages of
Quortcr-howr Monday-through'Ftidav ratings ocWejjed bu the programs during the entire Ifroiadcasting
Pulse U the rating outfit, spetMlizing in
All proflroms listed ore local <i.e., non-net ieprfc>,
local, audiences.
all

the

To

U. S. Stations:

period.

measuring

Throw in l^nge
Washington, Feb. 10.
Washington's bumpei crop of 13

AM

radio stations proved too

much

competition for daytimer WEAM,
Arlington, Va., whicb last week be'
came the first post-war outlet to
sellout and quit the business/ Present
owners applied to PCC for approval
to sell
to North Carolina
broadcasters Harold and Meredith
for a

Keal estate

meager

$67,500.

man

Maynard Ma>
Sam Both and

J.

WKAM

ft

This

Phil

•—again an .unlucky

during

number

9:15-10
1-1:30 ....

7:45

WCBS

Hepry Gladstone

PC

^Make Believe Ballroom
*

Program continued
.

Exit

^

owned-and-

6

He was handed responsibility
for the latter last August.

When announcement

of

Gaines'

appointment was made last week, he
•was in Cleveland getting John McCormick set up as new manager of
WXAM. Gaines is due back in N. V.
today (Wed.).

DAXXnVIE

.

.

,

.

. *

^

4.S

ss

5^
4.7.

ming

ideas.

Fact sheets, to be sent each station
monM>ly> ^re being prepared by the
Advertising Council. Top commer>
cial writers are helpii;ig prepare spot

4-.3

4.2

announcements and feature material
on a voluntary basis. Jack Mullen,

average quoted

FM

.

riopth of February.
Stations are
being urged, however, to develop
their own material and program-

4.7
4.7
4.7
4.3

:

SAUTERTOBEDEMOS
SHOW BIZ LIAISON

and the Family,"
With Representation,"

,

p.m.» but these ratin gs are not included in the .program

Cues

-

-

6.5

6.0

&

of the DoHerty, Clifford
Shenfield
agency, is chairman of the .station

"

Continued, from page 23

Home

"The

'Taxation

Tolerance," "The Duty to Bear
Arms," "Respect for the Law,"
"Community- Responsibility," "Public
Education," "Our Courts and Jury
Duty," and "The Right and Duty
to Vote." Topics are suggested as
monthly themes, in that order, with
the first assigned for, "the current

-4.3

WNEW
WNKW
WOR
WOR
WOR
WOR
WOR
WNEW

.

points:

SHOWS

WNBC
WNBC

.

...

AHF's radio committee, through
N. Y. section, headed by Philip

its

H« Gohen, and with Barry Mahool
as eastern radio director, during the
coming ^nonths, will supply stations
with, broadcast material and proa
graittming suggestions on nine basic

,

operated stations, he will eventually
prepped by ABG and began the
be relieved of his active manager- rounds of the agencies Monday (9).
Ship of WNee, N. Y., in order to
Meantime, "Exploring," on which
free him for higher-level responthe web hasn't given up hope of insibilities.
teresting a bankroller,.is keeping its
Gaines' new berth was described air berth on virtually a week-toby an NBC spokesman as a "transi- week basis, with the present comtional" one in^iWhich he will serve as mitment
sunning out Feb.
29.
Kopfs "right arm" in overseeing "Child's World," despite the critical
sales, station relations and national excitement' it's
caused, has had
spot sales as well as 0.-&-0; opera- tough sledding ratingwise in its slot
tions.

10

Sat., 5:30-6

after

above..''

:

.

.

casters.

5.6
4.7
4.6
4.S
4.5
4.3

WOR
WCBS
WOR
WOR

,

Gladstone,- News Sat;, 10
Lyle Van, News Sun., 11
Tello-Test Sat., 11:15
Five Mysteries Sun., 2-2:30

—

net's

-

12:30 p.ui

Henry

Broadcasters prexy, citing importance of education in American
principles at the community level
under leadership of local broadr
of

S.fl

WNBC
WNBC

Bing Crosby Records Sat., 11:30-12
Make Believe Ballroom Sat, 10-11:30
Better Half Sun., 3-3:30
.

BEn£R THINGS

the

WOR
WOR
WOB

...

.

CaU was accompanied by a letter
from Justin Miller, National Assil

LOCAL NEWS SHOWS
WCBS

i

Children's Hour Sun,, 11-11:30
C. McCarthy, News Sun., 11:30

James M. Gaines' ascendency bi
the NBC administrative setup was
accented last week by his promotion—the second in six months to
B new post as assistant to Harry C.
administrative
Kopf,
the
web's
veepee in charge of sales and station
While it was officially an. relations.
nounced that he will continue as
of

It

SATjDKDAT AND SDNBAY XOP

station.

director

TOP

ajn

.

4.7
4.5
4.4
4.4
3.9
3.8
3.6
3.5
3.2
3.2
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.9
2:8
1.8

.

PlugReMcatioD
American Heritage Foundation's
national radio committee, headed by
William B. Lewis, Kenyon & Eckhardt ad agency exec, got its "Year
of R«dedicafion" steamroller into
motion thi^ past week with a call to
radio stations throughout the country to whip up "Good Citizenship"
campaigns locally as their contribu*
tion to the cause.

5.8
4.8

WCBS,
WNEW"

6:1$

.

licensee of WHHT, Durham, all in
orth Carolina. He holds, other interests in Columbia and Greensboro,
S. C, stations. His wife is an assistant manager of the Asheville

FOR GMNES AT

Cook Show

Harry Clark

Buyer Harold Thomas is majority
.owner of WISE, Asheville; partholder of WAYS, Charlotte, and

BIGGER,

New York

Prescott Robinson 8 ajn.
Vandeventer 6:30 pjnt .
Lyle Van 6 p.Ta.
C. F. McCarthy 7:30 a.m. .
Kenneth Banghart 11 p.m.
Prescott Robinson' 11. a jn. .
Joe-'King 9 a.m. . i . . . . . * .....
Henry Gladstone 10 ajn.

its 13

for the
station months oii the air were, reported to the rCG as $63,000.

—

Is

PtILSE'S

povt^ec, and has a repower hikp to 5 kw

total losses

.

Barbara Welles 3-3:30
Margaret Arlen 8:30-9
Take It Easy 12-12:30

pending at -FCC.

WEAM's

,

Luncheon at Sardl's

kw

1

quest for

. .

.

gruder, Warner Bro5.,
other ptesent owners of
bit'
the headlines when the station first
-toplTlo the air by hiring high-priced
talent like 'IJittte Jack Little" and
luring moming-man Jerry Strong
away from Washington Post station
WINX, Washington. Both left the
Arlington outlet within six months,
however. Station operates on 1360

kc with

...

Arthur Godfrey 6-7:45
Bing Crosby Becords 11:30-12
Martha Deane 10:15-11
Galen Drake 4:30-5
The listener Reports 1:30
Answer Man 12:45 ......... ...

WEAM

Thomas

WOK
WOR
WOR
WNEW
WNEW
WOR
WCBS
WNEW
WOR
WCBS
WOR
WOR
WCBS
WOR
WOB

.

Tello-Teiit 11:15

'

Prognim Avenitea af all
Quarter Haar Batines

Stattens

Programs
Rambling With Gambling 7:15^8
Kate Smith Sings 12:15 .........
Daily Dilemmas 2:30-3
*Make Believe Ballroom 5:30-6.
Make Believe Ballroom 10:11:30

announcement committee, and Reggie Morgan, Ruthrauffi & Ryan veepee, Is 'heading up a feature mate-

Ass'n

rials group.

ContUmed from page tS
Washington, Feb. 10.
transmission .of programs and facGroves lab's Station
Democratic National Committee
simile and is accordingly ohjected to
here will shortly announce appoint- by the FM Assn. sittc.e it is anticiSt. Louis, Feb. 10.
FCC has granted a license to tha
ment of veterad showman James pated that facsimOe service will be
Groves
Laboratories, Inc., medicine
Saut'er to serve as liaison with the an important adjunct to FM broadmanufacturer,
to
operate a new l,D0O
Demos in lining up'IloUy^ood and casting- in both local and network watt daytime' station under the call
operations in the future,"^
;

New York talent to wave the donkey
Use of the phone company highbanner in the upcoming Presidential fidelity circuits for duplexing fax,
campaign.
it was argued, is technically but not
Sauter, a chairman of the Ameri- economically feasible so long as the
opposite Jack Benny and may be can Theatre Wing and former di- rates remain at their present level.
pared to a 15-minute format to rector of TJSO-Camp Shows, has Protest added that FM A doesn't
squeeze it into a new time period.
been performing a similar chore for want the phone company tariffs susProgram veepee "Bud" Barry said the Demos in every campaign since pended (they are due to become
he regretted having to pull "Opie 1935.
effective Feb. 19, FCC willing) since
Gates" but it was a case of having to
Committee, meanwhile, is still it is "vital that 15,000 cycle service
draw in the piurse strings in view of
looking frantically for a No. 1 radio be made available immediately to
the show'^ failure to snare a spondirector to spark campaign activi- determine whether or not such cirsor. Its 8:30 Monday spot was turned
ties.
So far they are way behind cuits are practical and not in the
over this week (9) to a new Coast
the GOP planners who have a two,, experimental stage at this time."
origin^ition "Twelve Players," script-man radio setup, headed by exDoor Open For Protest
ed by Warren Spector and David
NBC'er Ed Ingle, already hard at
Ellis, and directed by Ray Buftum,
The FM'ers left the door open,
work on '48 strategy.
however, for a formal protest later
"The Zane Grey Show," which
fades from Mutual's air next Tuesafter the phone company fixes rates
day (17), just never came up to web
for
tele
network transmissions.
expectations and encountered dishas kept mum on this score
putes over control and the question
but reports are current that video
of where the show should originate.
Contlniied from page 33
tariffs for the coaxial cable will be
MBS programmers say they've got
filed around April 1. At an informal
several adventure-type shows on the Commission for rejecting the Beacon hearing at FCC last month, the
line as replacement, but haven't in favor of the competing Cur-Nan phone company argued that
tele netmade a choice yet.
Co. was the newspaper'.^ proposal working is still experimental, while
to sell up to 95% of its tini)>, leav- FM is no,t but refused to commit
itself
how
on
soon
tele
hookups:
St. Ijouis^A public service award ing the remainder for Unsponsored
An approximate would graduate to the commercial
in the form of a plaque was copped religious shows.
stage.
by KMOX from the Greater St. 15% of the 95% were to be public
A T & T'& methods of determining
Louis Salvation Army as a token of service broadcasts subject to sponnetwork
rates
also
were
questioned
appreciation for the station's co^op sorship on approval of the partici'

KBGS

letters
and under the opera-'
tion of the recently organized Radio
The site has yet to

St. Louis, Tbac.

be chosen for the new station and
transmitter.
Frank E. PeUegrin,

who

resigned last week as director
of the broadcast advertising department of the NAB, is president and
general manager of the new station.

/?/^D/0'S

THRILLING

HALf'HOUR TRAHSCRIBEd
DETECTiyE

SHOW

'

AT&T

Bhie Book

'BOSTON

;

,

mAdOE"
Rodid's greatest polnt-per-dollor buy!

,

in the FMA letter. In setting up
pants.
"fair and reasonable" rates, it was
The Beacon challenges the FC6's argued,
"reference should be' made
campaign. A "Tree of Lights'? lo- right to make judgments on "public
to the charge for the service emcated on one ot the busiest down* interest" operation on the basis Of
ploying maximum band width which,
town, intersections was used as the bare percentage ratios between comunder present circumstances, will be
medium of collecting funds.
mercial versus sustaining time and for
television
broadcasting."
In
claims the agency has undertaken
other words, the rate for 15,000
to cen.sor programs in violation of
cycle lines for FM hookups should
the
Communications Act,
Case be only a small fraction of
that
would actually be more of a Blue charged
video, which requires a fat
Book test if it involved renewal of six-megacycle-wide
channel.
a station's license rather than deciOn the engineering side, FM'ers

that enabled the charitable organization to reach a $30,000 Xmas Fund

KEN

ROBERTS
RADIO AND
TELEVISION

.sion oil

a new

conflicting bids for

.•station.

WADC

LExington 2-1100

wanted the phone company

tariffs

for

•

FM

lines

amended

to

give

Same law firm is challenging the specific guarantees OH "minimum
Blue Book and FCC's programming noise level and harmonic distortion,"
authority in another ca.se in the so that "the inherent advantages of
courts, i.e.. as counsel for WADC, FM .transmission
can best be
Akron, which lost out to WGAR, achieved,"
Cleveland, 'in a request for a power
hike to 50 kilowatts. Conynission
Salt Lake
City—Biggest single
nixed
because it proposed to spot deal ever closed by KALL was
carry no local shows and to air CBS inked last Week with l^roy
Laundry,
network offerings only throughout for 600 tune signal' .Riiots for
the
the broadcast day.
month.'.'.'.
<

.

.

IN

NEW ORLEANS
IHOOfER-OEC-APKIl, 1944-47)

CoiMtsfmIfy tcoli All Compeh'fion
Ml SlotiMt From Coail-la-CoasTL

WRITE

'

OSCBESTRAS-IIIIISIC

ASCAP

Claiiiping

Stations

Down on

Indie

last week devoted
time to a hot. discussion
by publisher members

New York

jnucb of its

generated
over the failure of many indie radio
stations throughout the country to
observe restrictions placed upon the
performance of recorded versions of
pop songs released by record companies before the proper date set. by
the pubs. Id6a seemed to be- that

ASCAP

Coast's

Jrnnpng Disk Release Dates

American Society of Composers,-*
Authors and Publishers- board meeting in

s^'owl*'
t° »t
restrictions placed upon such disked
soiigis are. properly observed aAd to
-

Ernie Simon^s Spiel

An

English Lesson in S.A.
Chicago, Feb. 10.

Ernie Sunon, WJJD disk jockey,
has been notified by the Venezuela
Minister of Culture, Jose Nuccete
3ardi, that his picture: will be disall State buildings of that
country. Bcason for honor, he explained in a letter to the jockey, is
that Simon has been unknowingly
contributing to their understanding
of the American language and American slang.
For the past six months, a class
gathering at an athletic club in Car.

played in

Capitol-ABC Deal

Dangb^ Midsnr;

It

which
chances of a melody

Marted soiling by
-

itself,

eould kill fbfr
they might be plugging at the time,
and tai which considerable money

was

invested.

As fUr film-affiliated companies,
the jumping of a release date by a
diskery if the tune involved became
a fart hit, could do more damage.
It's possible the song would then be
dead by the time the film from which
tt siNrang got into neigbborbGod the'tres.'

Price Snag Seen
Hollywood, Feb.

There's

former's

bujdng into the platter
Glenn Wallichs, prez of

company.

Cap, said here last
long-discussed deal

Hannomca IKsk

-

of

New

made last week in
the. tune, "Helen Polka,"

With harmonicas backgrounding the
Jack
Aines- Bros, a vocal quartet.
Kapp, president of the company, was
not completely satisfied with the
peritomance by the harmonicas in
support of the singers, in comparison to the liveliness of the origmal
Dana disk, which seems to be steering the tune into hit circles.
When Decca let it be known that
the disk, tiie first one it has ever

:

week that the
is

neither

off

nor on, that it still hangs. He gave
no reason, but the stalemate is said
to. concern (1), the price he and his
partners have quoted for'stock in.the
company and ABC's own quotation,
which do not match, and (2) Walcomplete policy

and operating control of the company regardless of how much of the

becca Records will not release the

York

the

conversations

stock

lecording

over

Records

lichs desire to retain

DeccatoHoU

10.

no change in the
ABC-network, Capitol

still

status of the

ABC

might own.

asserted by responsible parties,
but denied by certain ABC execs,
that Wallichs, Johnny Mercer and
Buddy DeSylva have quoted a price
of $10 per share for the 300,000
shares they hold evenly between
them and that the ABC men so far
have offered only $6 per for their
holdings.
Tha^s a difference of
It's

BritishLalwrLinishyChangesMmcl
Refuses

Gillespie,

London, Feb. 10.
Jazz fans in England have been

denied the possibility, of hearing
Dizzy Gillespie's orchestra, now on
Entire 310 tunes are on wax by
a continental concert tour. Gillespie
Imperial Records and other firms.
Restaurant
Jersey
For
was cited a few weeks back as havCommodore has a deal with ImFrank- Dailey, owner of Meadow- ing obtained unprecedented, at least
perial label whereby all originals
waxed go to Winecoff's firm.
brook, Cedar Grove, N. J., is dick- for- the past 10 years, permission to
play three dates in England. Last
ering to take over the management
week, however, the Labor Ministry
of a Howard Johnson restaurant at reversed itself and denied entry to
Glen Ridge, N. J., the town in which Gillespie, despite the fact that the
he lives. Spot seats approximately British Musicians Union was agree500' all told and may use trios in one able to having him work the three
of two rooms.
days,. Spike Jones was. also barred.
Reason given by the Labor MinDailey, in addition to Meadowbrook, which has been hurt consid- istry was that the American Federaerably at the b;o, since Xmas due to tion of Musicians since 1935 has
the almost constant snow and ice barred all British bands from the
conditions in the N. Y. area, operate.^ U. S. (English maestros can secure
the Ivanhoe, Irvington, N. J. Latter permission, it's said, if they use
is a different sort of spot than the AFM musicians). TUs attitude probTwo tunes currently riding the top name-band
Meadowbrook. It uses ably has a great deal to- do with
of the popularity crest "Now Is the entertainment in two bars, but sub- England's current penchant for V.'S,
Hour" and "Four-Leaf Clover," both sists mainly on biz done by several dollars, the theory being that if no
British bands can go to the U. S,
of which are old tunes, but only one large ballrooms^ a restaurant, etc.
and bring back U. S. currency, then
of which is a revival in this counthere's no reason why U. S. bands
try, are, unique in similar ways.
should .be allowed to play England.
Both are introducing comparatively
Vaude performer:;, of each country
new artists to. the record buying
are allowed to work each ethers'
public and both, more importantly to
territories.
the recording companies involved—
That the dollar ^change theory
M-G-'M and London are establishis plausible is indicated by the cur'
ing, new label names in the minds of
Bill
rent recording situation, which sees
the public, retail store owners, juke
the British Musicians refusing to ban
:

NewNames^Labels

B^time Via

Hit

Tour Leaf/ 'Hour
—

Keams

.

—

box

operators, et

hits

pulUng companion

is

dislcs at

B Law

Chaise

al.

Loiidon label is completely new
to this country, having been launched here by Englisih interests only,
last fall by-the British Decca. Gracie
Fields, who made "Hour" for that
label,
while she's widely known
among musical comedy theatregoers
and night club patrons of this country, is not familiar to people outside
of key cities. And the recording is
most popular at the moment in the
small towns of the middle west and
east.
It took Mooney's orchestra,
which has struggled along for some
years without: going anywhere, to
give the M-G-M label a push after
Metro films had sunk almost $2,500,-^
000 into the venture. And in the case
of both labels the strength of their

Due

mMDays

a faster sales pace.

"Four-Leaf" is an old copyright
which has reached hitdoni. in the
past; "Hour" is also an old hit, but
in New Zealand and more recently
in En^and. It was written 35 years
ago, became a N. Z. pop, was adopted
by the Maoris of that island group as
a "farewell" song to visitons and
later blossomed out again as b Brit-

'

WMStinFogp

Subcommittee on Copyrights and
Patents, under chairmanship of Rep.
Earl Lewis (R., Ohio), has a full
schedule through March, including
hearings on Iiewis' own bill (to force
ASCAP to collect royalties from the
source, i.e. pix producers, on all
William Morris
music used in films and not frbm ex- seem to make up
hibitors) due to open here March 1.
the actual head of

{hiTi^BiHidMan

ASCAP

Coasters Drop

GngatTroDpetoFIyTo

10 Days

U

A SCHOLARLY DISK
JOCK-WHAT NEXT?

.

Idea for Board Voice
[es

after brief visit and, fol-

lowing stopoff in Chi, will rendez-^
vous in N. Y. with E. R. (Ted)
Lewis, London's chief of American

The two will
operation.
Britain late this month.

saB to

According to Camarata, approximately 375,000 copies of Gracie
Fields' "Now Is the Hour" have been
sold and already the label is worrying about losing lis vocal top-

Beryl Davis is now over
liners.
here under contract to BCA- Victor.
And' now Denny Dennis, whose
standing as a Swoonster in Britain
approximates the level of Sinatra
here, has been signed by William
Morris agency for U. S. personals.
London is plenty worried over possibility Miss Fields

may be

lost.

CoL Records Gross Up

f9M000itt'47,BDt

—

agency

cannot

•

its

mind who

its

band booking

it

there is one. Ttiis week
the agency sent out notice supposed
to dear up once and for all the status of Nat Kalcheim and Cress
Courtney and. succeeded in doing
nothing but adding to the fog set up
last year when a similar situation
division

.

week

government is completely behind the
British Decca company, which is

Rep.

ish pop.

last

the export of English disks to the
U. S. Ihis is. because the British

Washuigion, Feb. 10.
manufacturing the ^e;yv London label
Carroll Kearns (R., Pa.), disks here for exclusive sale in the
went on record here last week that V.S.
he definitely will offer a bill amendGovernment is said to be so
ing the 1909 copyright law to give strongly in f.ivor of London disks in
musicians royalties on commercially- a. desire for the U. S. buck that it is
aired disks ''within the. next 14 days." giving British Decca priority on supCongressmen said he has had 'the plies needed to manufacture the exLegislative Reference Division of the ported recordings.
Library of „Congress and outside
Gillespie's originarokay for entry
counsel working with him on alter- into this «ountty, incidentally, was
nate drafts of the legislation. Mean- based on the- Intervention of local
while, it was believed unlikely the maestro Ted Hieatit and « pet^Uon,
House judiciary Committee, to
(Continued on page 42)
which the bill would be automatically
referred, would get around to hearartists' ings on it any time soon; Judiciary

Camarats, Lewis to England
between the $3,000,000
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
asked and $1,800,000 bid.
Too,
Tuttie Camarata, musical direcwhether the three Cap men would
tor of London Records, left here
want to dispose of all of the 300,000

MCA

Jones Admittance

Frank Dailey Dickering

$1,200,000

shares they hold is another matter.
All told, there are only 532,000 shares
of the disk firm in circulation, the
remaining 232,000 having been sold
made ia dtiCiance of the American to the public.
Federation of Muaciaus against the
nse' of rmusicians on diidcs, it was
SettiHg Deal For
felt that the attitude was due to- a
reconsideration t>f a possible hassle
with the
even though the company was weU within its legal rights
This
under the Taft-Hartley Act
Philippines for
cmpbatically is not the case accord*
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
ing to Decca people.
It was felt
Music Corp. of America here Is
.simply that the recording did not
working
on a deal that may send
measure up to expectations ftnd
Xavier
Cugat's
orchestra of 24
'Decca's performance standards and
for that reason will not be marketed; people, plus a couple of acts, to the
Philippines.
the contract goes
through it wUl be the first time that
a pop band, as distinguished from
the jazz orchestras that are beginning to head into Europe, will have
headed for an overseas booking.
Cugat's deal will inaugurate the
Waco, Texas, Feb. 10.
new Philippine Airline. He would
Baylor H, the world?s; largest Bap start from San Francisco sometime
tist school, figures it has the disk
during the first week in May and
jockey to end all disk jockeys.
stop in Hilo, Hawaii, Honolulu,
School's entry in the crowded recordGuam and finally Manils^ using a
spinner biz is a scholarly professor DC-xe airliner.
He'd bo away 10
who speaks Latin better than most days and would snag a comfortable
jocks speak English and who won't
$50,000 for the jaunt.
touch a record that isn't at leas^ 20
Against the trip, being discussed
years old.
by MCA's Coa.st office, the agency's
Dr. Walter H. Juniper, assistant New York headquarters has been
dean, and a noted Latin teacher, got working on a date for Cugat at the
into disk spinning after stumbling Capitol theatre. New York, and subacross a stack of ancient platters in sequent bookings in that territory
the old farmhouse where his wife which; would confiict with the Philwas bom and got the idea for the ippine deal. However, since Cugat is
program. By using three of. them now here working Ciro's nitery, it's
per record session, with a fill- in of probable that if the overseas con
commentary, he can go lor 19 weeks tract is set he'll go west instead of
on Baylorls own campus station, east.
KIVS, without repeating a tune.
John Coyle, Dallas sales rep of
-According to Juniper, "this is the
first chance that a lot of students RCA- Victor records, has been transhave bad to heat the -niiusie of the ferred to the home plant, Camden,
'Good Old Days' that their parents N. J. He will head the syndicate
store sales department.
are Always talking about."

AFM

Commodore Music

Holijrwood, Feb. 10.
Nat Winecoff's Commodore Music
firm has concluded a publishing
deal with Broadcast Music Incorporated.
Winecoff turned over 310
copyrigljts on Latin- American, hillbilly and race tunes to the radio
outfit.

this end the Society dispatched letters to offending radio stations.
Idea of making restrictions stick apparently stemmed from board members representing film companyhas been using
acas, Venezuela,
elliliated publishing houses and they
Simon's platter shows to study Engwcie backed by members owping
lish. -During the group's daily meet-,
Indie firms. Immediate cause of the
they listen to the jock with a
ina
eruption is the growing practice by
high power receiving set, and use the
particularly
manufacturers,
disk
show as a basis for discussions on the
«ince the disk ban, of releasing recAmerican language.
ords of tunes before the publisher is
Payoff is that Simon is known as
•et' to exert his staff's full plugging
the screwball of Chi radio, and is
efforts. It's felt that if a hard and
an
old burlesque comediaii.
fast clamp cannot be put on the
diskers then it must be placed on
the nation's disk-spinning radio outFor the pubs see that if the
lets,
release-jumping practice is allowed
to get out. of hand, the marketing of
t recordeid tune could conceivably
launch an overnight hit. In such a
case the pub not affiliated witb a
film company would have his plans
completely upset.
He might be
forced to work on such a tune, once
.

33

BMI Sets Up Deal With

existed;

if

'

HoUywdod, Feb. 10.
Agency's latest communique points
Society of Compo- out that Kalcheim, while continuing

Many American

Authors and Publishers writer- to supervise the act department, emmembers who reside here long have bracing vaudeville, hotels and night
chafed because It has been five years clubs, will also function as overall
since one of their number has served supervisor of all Uve talent and ths
on the ASCAP director board. U orchestr-a departments.*' In the next
now aj^ears certain none will be breath, it says that, "Cress Courtney,
nominated for the March election of until now in charge, of orchestra
panel for the Society.
sales, is now head -of the band deL. Wolfe Gilbert, last Coaster to partment from Coast to Coast."
sit on board, was approached last
Last year, after WWard-Alexander
week by vet group of local tune- parted with Morris as head of its
sers,

,

smiths,

including

Jimmy McHu^,

Harry Tobias^Fred Grossman, M. K.
Jerome and Harry Ruby. Group figured on putting Gilbert up for nomination and if. they could get him on
slate Qiey might steamroller him in
by marshalling all Coast votes behind him. Gilbert told committee he
didn't want to run in either the pop
or standard classification. Move to
push a local entry now seems to have

division, a similar confusing situation developed,
.-''i

Latest angling out of a "head" for
the band branch of the agency followed recent conversations among
the exiecutives and Comrtaey over
the conduct ot this' portion ot ,th6
agency's business. Courtney a; few
weeks back was rumored as on the
verge ot quitting Morris, but this
Was;flatly denied at the time.
.

stopped.

Aside from GQbett, only two other
ASCAP writers living here
ever
Net Eamii^s Decrease served on board are Johnnywho
DISK
Mercer
Columbia Broadcasting System's and Harry Warren.
Both were
financial statement (details in Radio dropped, and not reinstated, Sot misssection), for the year ending Jan. 3 ing meeting^.
bl«V6land, Feb. lO.
shows that the Columbia Record
Ex-maestro Bobby Sljerwood is
Corp. net earnings dropped from $1,taking o-ver a disk jockey program
to Rebrganke Band;
880,200 in 1946 to $M1S.800 in '47.
on WHK, replacing the WGAR night
Per share earnings were lowered
and early a.m. program from Chin's
commensurateiy from $1.09 to 83c
Victory Room. Sherwood also is set
per.
Hollywood, Febi 10.
to do a disk chore on W£WS, local
Shriveled gross was due presumJimmy Dorsey is figuring
te- television outlet.
ably to higher operating costs. Disk organizing his orchestra within the
chore won't disturb Sherbranch had its best year ever In next month or six weeks and return- wood's WEWS Record Shop pro1947, disposing of close to 80,000,000 ing to the hand wars.
He's been gram. To round his activities, leader
recordings and grossing somewhere resting at his Tolucca Lake home is contemplating organizing a band,
in the neighborhood of $28,000,000, a here since disbanding his band late to play for local occasions.
jump of approximately $9,000,000 last fall.
Sherwood is reported as getting
good part of
over the '46 gross.
Dorsey is still not under contract $200 a week from his Chin disk show
the Increased costs went into new to a bookuig agency. He had a book- with an understanding about income
equipment and the building of a new ing arrangement with the hew Mus- from comniercials.
factory at Beverly Mils, Cal.; now Art outfit prior to hnaWing up.
almost ready to begin turning out Whether that will hold for the new
Jack Mills, prexy of Mills Music,
band is not known.
disks.
to Florida tor a month.

SHERWOOD TO DO
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INsk Hit Interpretation

Ihiplicatiiie

Sinatra

Find a Coin Bonanza

Spread

be concerned over the
value accruing to an individual
artist who participates in the trend,
of most evaluators
thought
The
of the trend is this: if two or three
artists on various labels
oir inore
one who. becomes
of
lead
the
follow
Successful with a .uniq,ue interpreta^on of a tune, It's reasonable to
.jiiippose that the public wiU become
sufficiently confused so that none of
the artists involved will derive that
constantly sought b.o. power that a
hit can provide. Back in the days
when record sales started to boom,

'

hit disk by one company and artist was never duplicated by rivals;
the latter always tried their utmost
to improve upon the briiginal treat-

a

This

was

rarely

successful
and U always ended with the original' achieving enough recognition
due to his ^or her: individuality to
gather theatre, one-nighter, location,
b.o. 'strength that lasted for years.
With so many duplications of interpretations today, it's felt, that the
b-o. power that might accrue to one
now s^tread so thinly among
is
many that none gets any real beneRecently, for example, Borrah
fit.
Minevitch's Rascals, harmonica
t^am, played their arrangement of
"Peg O' My Heart" vX the Strand

ment.

bandleaders
now
working in various, phases of the

Old-time

'

band biz (agencies, et al) have
always shied away from hearing
recordings they made as far back
as 20 and more years ago. They
didn't want to listen to the
"corny" stuff tliey turned out
then and were never happy if
somebody for a gag sprang one
of their disks out of an old-time
collection. As a matter of fact
there's one ex-maestro^ now an
agency man, wbo had expressly
forbidden his kids to play his old
disks while he was around.
With "Four-Leaf

'

'

'

hitdom on' the basis of a style
that goes back at least 20-years,
these a.k. raaestros, are no longer
ashamed of hearing the stuff
they recorded in their younger
days. They: feel if the type of arrangement used by virtually
every modern artist whij has recorded "Four-Leaf," can be successful,

they can

be proud

still

rather than wince when their
dusty di^ks are spun.

:

New

When they

York.

fin-

B-H

Longluiir Catalog

ASCAP As

Switches to

jires
Americaia ^Sotsiety of Composers,
Authors and; Publishers advised all
licensees

tunes
catalog,

that'

certain

'Boosey-Hawkes
which had been listed as

within
:

week

last

'the

.

Broadcast Music,

Inc.,

property, are

now represented by AiSCAP. Switch

BMI,
While the majority
melody. Their arrangement was
however.

;

•

B-H mawith ASCAP, the

terial is affiliated

,

,

'

!

•

•

of

In the case of "Fourvlijeaf" and tunes involved in the switch, which
other tunes in the past, 'such as are all ^rious works, had been
•'Near You," different Versions by aligned with AMP in this country
different companies and artists have due to the one-time :lack of ASCAP
^l^een so identical as to minimize the devotion tio the classical field. Now
tittect of the individual artists con- that ASCAP has during the past few
<err}edi Moone'y got his arrangement years developed a - strong serious
ftom the Uptown band, Alvino Rey music department, B-H turned the
(Capitol), Ray Bloch (Signature), material over to ASCAP upon the
Buss Morgan (Decca) and others all expiration of its AMP arrangement.
use 'similar treatment,
Music involved is from the works
In one way only is duplication of of Bela Bartok, Arthur Benjamin,
Interpretation figured to help the Ernest
Bloch, Benjamin Britten,
rep of an artist, That's when one- is Aaron Copeland, Frederick Delius,
«b uiikDOvta. That points out Larry Edward -E l g ar, Handel-Beecham,
Creenv
Boston outfit, virtually Hamilton Harty, J^rfin Ireland, Zolvnknown, it has grown since "Near tan Kodaly, Gustave Mahler, Bohus.you!' "(RCA-Victor),. That disk sold lav Martinu, Darius
Mihaud, Sdmund
l|OI>,000 copies mainly
because of Rubbra;: William Schuman and othVictor's
greater disk distribution ers.
ehannels and Green has come along
Alcely ever since as a recording
,

i

.

,

A

Romancing Romance

R^onal bers
Major

medium

and

'

level

.disk

manufacturers seem to be taking a

new

tack against regional jrecordinig
companies, which are continuing to
turn up local sales hits. Rather than
make fresh recordings of theni in
the face of the AFM's disk ban, or
make exact duplicates of l^em as a
means of cashing in, the idep is to
try to buy the masters;

house for Sinatra's two children^
have just about completed details of
a change in policy for the Sinatra
music publishing firm, which Morris
operates, Sinatra Songs will not be
closed;

band. Idea of the lyric was sup-

,

Tune was taken by Sun Music,
then owned by Tommy Dorsey,
which also published "Smile.''
Later, Dorsey turned the Sun
catalog back to Mrs. Milton Weil,
Widow of its owner, who subsequently sold it to Decca Records,
new
Decca last year launched
.

Original arrangement for- Sinatra
Songs called for a separate stall,
apart from those of the Morris firm,
predicated on the expectancy that
there would b^ at least two film
scores a year from Sinatra pictures
for Metro. Plus any outside songs>
This setup figured to support an au^
tonomous operation. But, the firm'
now expects only one score annijially
and the last one was f-rom ''Kid'
From Brooklyn" last summer. As a
result some of the profits have been<
going back into the firm.

Supreme,

catalog and now, a year
after it,s. inception, the tune will
be pubfehed and plugged. And

that

by now. Miss Lowe has remar;

ried.

New

stir in

Philadelphia as doi}e

Saderup, Lick Reach

N. Y.

'

Hollywood, Feb.

;

10.

Differences have been settled between Gordon (Pop) Saderup, operator of the' Aragon ballroom, Santa
owner
terpalace
and
Monica,,
Charies J. Lick,, and former has re-,
newed his lease on spot. Paper expires March -1 and up to last week
Saderup planned to vacate. Accord-

BASH CLICKS AT

'

financial deal comes into play.
In
this .way,, it's figured to reduce the
Sinatra firm's operating costs while

at the same time maintaining the
possibilities of getting the utmost
ing to terms of present lease, Lick out of any given materiaK
gets a rental fee of straight 10% of
It's not confirmed, but there's said
lake at terpery; whether this tap has to be a profit sum in the Sinatra,
been lowered Saderup will not re- company approximating $45,000,
veal.
which belongs to the singer's young.«
Harry James currently is playing sters.
He set up the publishing
It
was Mercury, incidentally, Aragon on three-day weekends. Set house with Morris as a soi-t of an-'
which bought the "FourrLeaf Clo- originally on a four-weekend ticket, nuity for them.
ver" master from its originating James now will stay indefinitely.
Incidentally, there's 'a deal brcw»
label—Kranz, a Pittsburgh firm. It Stand dovetails in neatly, with his
ing for the Burke-Van Heusen pnb»,
was from this recording that M-G-M upcoming alrshow for Philip Morris lishing
firm, set up by Morris in asgot the idea that eventually gave Art and batoneer also wants to be
sociation with songwriters Johnny.
around for start of his next 20thMooney his first record hiti
Burke and Jimmy Van Heusen and
James,
'consideration
to
At any rate, Palda! turrjed down' Fox film. Of
in which Bing Crosby is a silent
stable
is
quarracing
both Decca's and Mercurjt's ibii to too, is fact his
partner. New arrangement probably
buy the master of the tunei figuring, tered at Santa Anita. IncAfilentally, will coincide with the r e v Ise d'
the "eighth note" white-and-redit's said, that if Jim Bullet could
Sinatra setup, reducing It from a
make a national hit out of the Bullet colors of James have been ushered full-blown publishing house.
!.
into the winner's circle at the trade
label's "Near You," that Palda could
with regularity of late. Darby Ddo the same.
Day and Redigal are his most consistent winners.
Army Ground Forces Band begins a
•

.

Some

5,000

'

:

'

ART MbON0 BAND MAY

concert tour througli the southeastern stiites next week to help raise
funds for the Red Cross annual
drive.
After two weeks in that
area, the band will go into north-'
eastern area.

CO INTO Ron,

McCarthy,

New

disk (MGM). Sam
Rausch, Roxy booker, is dickering
currently with Associated Bookings
which handles Mooney, to play the
band somBtime»during the spring.

Leaf

Survey o^ retoil sheet mitsic
boseH on reports" obtoined

sates,

from
B?id

B
a
e

leodi^tr stores in 11 cities,

showing comparative sales
and last week.

5)

'

a

National

This Last

««ine and othen,

wk.

Combo

policy in its Green Room, is casting
Wout for a change. It's probable
that sometime in -the near future
the room will swing

away from

its

sweet-band idea to go in. for small
Jazz and vocal combos In pair.s, using
the former for dancing
and the latter for entertainment,

Such a change would not occur,
however, until the expiration of the
jun ot .8 male band led by blonde
•

Claudia Carroll, tt newcomer, which
opens at the spot Feb,
18, following
the current Xommjr
H«ed.
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Dance at Weading". Simon

time. Mooney's laist Broadwas at the Capitol, inci-
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Week Ending

Ratine
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u

rating for this

Granz's next lure wUl be Stan
_
^venton on Feb. 21, to be followed
two- week intervals by Frankie

Switch to Jazz

Roxy several years ago launched.;
name band policy in competition
the Paramount, Strand and
Capitol theatreSi. but it petered out
quickly and when option contracts
it
had taken on Count Basic and
Duke Ellington had been played out
the policy was dropped completely.
Louis Armstrong's small jazz -group,
now playing the house, is the first;
band of any size the Roxy has \ised
with

at

Edison hotel. New York, which has
always used a full-sized sweet-band

Clover"

a

.

Edison, N.Y., Mulling

KY.

McCarthy and Farrell, composed
ex-Bernard
of Gene
A.rt Mooney's orchestra | may be-'
Bros., and Tommy Farrell, son of
film actress Glenda Farrell, have come the first full-sized natneorchesbeen boolced, into the Palmer House, tra to play the Roxy theatre,
York, in over a year. Date Would
Chicago, starting March 18.
be on the strength of his "Four-

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Detroit, Feb. 10.
Jazz addicts and in-

mentalists.

.

'

B.O.

somnia victims jammed the Masonic
Aud here Saturday midnight (7) for
the first Jazz concert that Detroit has
evcf seen or heard.
Sponsored by Norman Granz, promoter of "Jazz at the Philharmonic,''
W featured that Sarah Vaughn, sepia
•mger, who literally hypnotized this
audience. Most of the show, however, was carried by a seven-piece
musical unit made up of top instru-

Sacks and M&as will apply

work on iti If it doesn't. Sacks and
Maas stay ^ith^ alone.' If Morris
men move to a Sinatra tune, a new

'

salesman.

GRANZ'S DETROIT JAZZ

'

themsel'ves fb any film or pop tune^
the Sinatra firm publishes and, if it
shows unusual promise, one of the
Morris firm staffs will swing over to

1^1; James Set Indef

Uptown

.

New

York and one (Jack Maas)

Aragon Continues As

by th©

a; rival outfit to
String Band^ which' originally launched "Four-Leaf Clover."
Disk, produced by the Palda label,
has become hot enoujgh' to create .a
demand for sheet sales, andthe copyright owner, of all things, turned
out to be, as usual Leeds Music.
Leeds had bought the song f£om its
writers, Morty Beck, Frank Capano,
Max EVeedman, last Dec. 27 three
days before the disk bad. New York
disk jockeys, serviced with copies of
Uie didk by Leeds, have, been getting
increasing requests for its performance during the past few days.
.

plan calls for the retention of

man (Lester Sacks) in
in -California, with Paul Salvatori, Chicago
rep, out, along with 'two others in;
one

'

Ferko String Band,

.

scope of operations will

into the operation.

BVC. The
moved into

in partnership with
''Romance" tune was

its

be reduced as a means of protecting
the profits already pyramided in the
childrens' behalf and to prevent the
necessity Of plowing the profits back

posed to outline her romantic
progression
from the latter

ipublishing firm, titled

Edwin H. (Buddy) Mopris, S^nk
and his attorneys^ and Mani*

Sinatra

Sacks, trustee of the money invested
In the Sinatra Songs pubUsfainf

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Bregman-'Vocco-Conn is getting ready to work on a tune
titled "My Next Romance." Time
was written by Ruth Lowe along
'With the hit, "I'll Never Smile
Again," about nine years ago
following the death of her hus-

event.

Dbkers Go After

the

1,000,000
copies. And Minevitch's men hadn't even recorded
close,

day.
Small-label Philly record -manufacturers are pressing popular tunes
as played by the string bands and
there's been an unusual big demand
for them, especially by local jukeboxes.

Decca and Mercury Records both
a stab last week at buying the
master of a new tune titled ''Heartbreaker," which is creating sonie

ished the response they got indiof the melodies occurred Jan. 1 when
cated that most of the audience
were not certain that the Harmoni- a Boosey-lHawkes arrangement for
them with Associated Music Pu'Wishr
cats, and
not Minevitch's group,
had made the recording that sold ers expired, -AMP is now owned by
BMI,: therefore the tunes had been
over

..jthe

^

made

-

theatre,

Parade

union musicians unable to make ,rec'
ords because of the Petrillo ukase,
the Mummer music-makers
socalled amateurs—are having a field

reaching

.

:

Other Qiaiges in Artist-Pub Deals

march

,

Four-Leaf Cloven

vrho might

i

Musk Hrm Reiiaon Augurs

Philadelphia, Feb. 10.
Philly's string bands who
in the traditional Mummer's

on 'Nev? Year's Day are experiencing
a small bonanza these days. With

The click of Oia old "Pour-Leaf
Clover" song via recordings, first
bv the Uptown String Band and to
ureajer extent by Art Mooney's
Sr.d-M disk, has' brought the art of
duplicating the arrangement of a
time by rival companies to a fine
nqint. This Idea of following In the
niusical footsteps of hit interpretations of tunes has been increasing
sharply during the past six months
and it has caused considerable discussion among bandsmen, and others

>

Too Thinly

B.O. Impetus

87

7

9

10

7

S

4

I

Hollywood^ Feb. 10.
American Society of Composers and
Publishers consented to give Credit
to tunes carried over Pacific coast,
networks after ai long period of high
pressure talk from music publish-'
ers. Prior to the new agreement the
society paid off only on. radio performances of songs checked oft in

New York and

Chicago,, plus- coast'
to-coast hookups.
4
.

'

;

A publisher r^eives an average Of
$35 from ASCAP for each coast-tocoast plug of each of his catalogued
songs broadcast commercially. Sustaining shots net less. ASCAP rates
not yet been made known for purely coastal hookups, but it is pertain
that .on even sustaining sho^ each
song plug will retunf to a publisher
20 cents per station per performances.
'

.

VcdncBclay, Felnruary

||||0IB$mijS*9IIJSIC
Barron Snagged For

On

die Upbeat

New York

.

Akron, Feb.

.

.

March

cinnati;

;

Pittsburgh

Shirley Richards, hurt. .Lionel
Hampton into RKO, Boston, March
.

.

.

which made "Ooh Look,

trio,

.

Amt

Pretty," doing theatre dates; at
State, Hartford, Feb. 20-22. . .Chari-

She
•

oteers vocal group into.

Onyx

Club,

.Stan KenFriday (13)
Carnegie Hall, concert Saturday (14) midnight said to be a advance sell-out.

New York,

,

.

ton's

Chlcftgo
Paul Barron, veejpee of Majestic
Records, planed back to New York
last

after a series of sales

week-end

Witt, office

manager at Leeds Stept

Music, takes a leave of absence this
month to become Mrs. Marvin Piser
Charles Suber, GAC, in hospital
Skinny Ennis band
for surgery .
follows Florian ?abach into the PalmGladys Palmer, cvff.
er House
sently at Tiajuana Club, Cleveland,
opens at the Sky Club, Feb. 17 ...
Cab Calloway and Frankie Carle
booked for soon-to-be-opened CarJohnny
nival Club, Minneapolis.
Long inked into same spot for summer run . Red Maddock orchestra
Booking
, . ,
With
Assopiated
^ned
Hal Melntyre band works TJ. of
Gene
prom, Feb. 27
Illinois
Kriipa coming through Chi in March
Lawrence
on one-night dates
Welk at Chase, St. Louis, Feb. 27March 11 . . Etjiie Harper's group
renewed for four weeks at Club
Blue Barron into
Detour
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3Satisas

Survey o) retail disk best
based on reports obtained from leading .stores in
11

'

:

j

Mark;

wk.

wk.

1

3

2

1

guitar,

S

Artist, Label, Title

ART MOONEX (M-G-M)
6

VAUGHN MONROE
3

2

4

6

5

5

'

6

2

2

1

4

3

6

1

4

.4

»

2

4

2

2

8

10

10

1

9

3

t\

-I''*'

'1

•

1

4

6

3

3

BING CROSBY

(Decca)

BING CROSBY

(Decca)

8

9

10

4

ARTHUR GODFREY

SAMMY RAYE
lOA

DISK JOCKEY SHOW

18

lOB

PREEMSONRADIOLUXI

IOC

T

6

'

8

.,

9

«
1

:

8

57

3

8

3

10

8

34

* •

'

stepping in the popular priced Persian Room, and which should cut a
considerable figure in local dancing

30

circles.

1

5

7

• *

21
'.**'

S

'a:-

(Capitol)
..

17

7

13

9

4

13

10

"Sabre Dance".

7

10

»

'

13

-U-

...

.

.

6

• •

*
.

6

10

9

(Capitol)

2

17A

11

17B

14

SIS-D.

|

17D

13

KAYE

,

'Til

Dance

at

* •

S

M

n

,'k

8

10

• •

1

7

«

„

(Capitol)

Your Wedding"

s

'FBANKIE LAINE (Mercury)
..
"Two Loves Have 1".
, .

"At the Candlellirlit Cafe"....

9

—UL
-Ai

. .^i .

THREE SUNS
17E

10

3

(Decca)

"CiVSIlaiation"

PEGGY LEE
17C

-11..
s.

ANDREWS
I

9

_il-.

ROY' ABERNATHY (White Church)
"Gospel Boogie"......,...........;,
FRANKIE LAINE (Mercury)

16

.

7
• *

7

4

7

tralia

stage. Aussie deal ashas been approved by the
network there but certain de-

|

negotiation
fiertedly

MAJOR

remain to, be cleared up. Afriarrangement is not yet close to
consummatiotu

FIVE TOP

ca

DATE WITH COMO'

"GOOD NEWS"

'VAIUGKO"

Orig. Cott

Orig. Cast

Guy, Lomiianio

MOM

Victor

Decca

'LATIN

RHYTHMS'

"PARK AVI,

Victor

|

ALBUMS

tails

|

:

Ted.

is first rate.

EDDIE OBTA ORCH
Room

(13)

Rose

a

.........

14B
l

Foy's

of combo

|

PEGGY LEE

Using a trumpet, five sax (of
which four double violin), bass, viodrum and himself at the piano,
makes music that's sparkling
and gay, playing current pops and
Latin rhythms with equal ease and
impact. Arrangement are colorful,
too, which means there's listener appeal as well as dance lure.
v
Guy Cherney handles vocals, get'
ting very able support. Appearance

lin,

.

(Decca)

MACKLIN MARROW (M-G-M)
14A

(10)

With Guy Ctaerney
Persian Boom,
Sir Francis Drake Hotel, S.F.
Combining fast show tempos, show
numbers and dance tunes of the society hue, Dick Foy has built a band
which is keeping the customers

(Victor)

MARGARET WHITING

(Columbia)
"Don't You Love Me Any More....

13

4,'.'

2

BUDDY CLARK

|

58

mill

V

2

5

"Serenade of the Bells"

12

Dorsey's transcribed disk

2

(Columbia)

"Pass That Peace Pipe".

GUY LOMBAKDO

McStay,

59
'

>>

i^:

:,

(Capitol)

7

8

'64

DICK FOY ORCH

4

7

9

(London)

1

These sales helped Monroe crack
records all over the east.
In
Toledo last week he grossed $21,800
for four days;, Youngstown, $15,000
for three days and Rochester where
he piled up $37,640 for the week.

67

(Capitol)

JO STAFFORD

b.o.

1

ality.

5

PEGGY LEE

onerhalf million.

3

liEE (Capitol)

GBACIE FIELDS

6

1

(Victor)

3

PEGGY

six-month period.
''Balleriha^'
has criissed music
counters over 1,500,000 times while
"You Do," "How Soon" and "I Wish
I Didn't Love You So" gathered together to roll up another one and

Spread of the T. D. show into Ausand South Africa is still in the

For his hotel run, Kenney is using
basfi, drums, three trumpets,
French horn, four sax, and
the trombone of Russ Meyers, formerly with the lata Glenn Miller'*
overseas Air Force band.
For double appeal to listeners who
go for vocals, he has Roy Roberts,
a robust baritone, and Norma Locke,
featuring torchies. Both sell a. song
successfully and have an assured
mike style with plenty of personpiano,

I

N
T

lads Last

-

tion is on the air after 11 p.m. BBC
drops off that time due to power
(conservation rules.

P

O

Feb. 7

to B.O. Records

jockey show started on Radio Luxembourg,, France, last week, occupying a one-hour slot 11 p.m:. to midnight six days weekly. Show is so
far sustaining, but may go commercial within the next week or so.
Louis Cowan agency, which handles
the T. D. program in this country,
hS3 given a U. S. ad agency an option on it.
Luxembourg, a 120,000-watt beam,
covers a good part of eastern Europe
with its signal and is easily heard in
England. -At the moment, no other
powerful European or English sta-

Week Ending

Bating

Disks

the top three band grossers in
the country. Leader has four platters which, to date, have sold over
Figure is within a
3,000,000 mark.

.

T
O
T
A

and showing com-

week.

L

among

Tommy

last

,

Monroe's RCA -. Victor
platters have put the maestro up

TJ).

cities,

and

.

Vaughn

"

'

parative sales rating .for this

on June 29
at Muehlebach
City.- Marclr 3 . . .

3,000,000

Add Up

has changed his book
back to "sweet and low.". It's not
a question of gaining in popularity
—he's always had that— but an indication of the change generally
sought currently by listeners and
dancers. With Kenney, it's simply a
return to the style with which he
was xjriginally identified. Using a
French horn, Kenney is now going
in for more color in arrangements
featuring the horn, oboe and two
bass clarinets. His arranger is Jack
Fowler.

sellers,

National

Top

•

Kenney

Staulcup opens
Arnold's Park,

4 Vaughn Monroe

,;

weekly.)

Milwaukee,

.

it.

—

.

.

sweet music which does

,

.

.

It's

'

Trans-Canada network and by the
hotel on 38 stations of the. CBC
Dominion network
each
once

.

.

.

hotel,

•

is

.

i,

hotel,
Scliroeder
jilarch 9
Jack
.
at the Roof .Garden,
Iowa, for two weelcs
Ted Weems:. .opens

This little group has been carrying on at the Southern Mansion
downtown, dine and dance spot, for
ni.?h on to Ave years.
All of the
present crew have been with Peterson over two years, which makes
the outfit something of a musical
fixture about town.
Peterson is an Iowa lad who'
toured the- East for several years
before settlir^g' here in '42. Then
with men hard to get and hold, he
settled for a resident stand and has
been going strong ever since. Contracts have long since expired, but
Peterson stays on with a "carte
blanche" from owner Phil Maggie.

WORK GAGS FOR DIMES

.

.

(8)

Soutliern Mansion, Kani^as City, Kaus,

JOCKS

DETROIT

Songwriter-!

.

Zabe.

DEE PETERSON ORCH.

Crew holds pretty much to the commercial-sweet line, making a big b,o.
noise with soft notes. Feature a
thick variety of tunes, going as far
back as needs be for requests and
novelties.
Crew uses three reeds,
DISK
piano, with Peterson on clarinet.
At times Peterson has operated
With a fern vocalist, but at present
he handles warbling himself, along
Detroit, Feb. 10.
Smith, reed man, and
Fans of WJBK platter siiinner with Ken
Steve Muro.
Jack the Bellboy put a fast gag over
Outfit is standard, but good, and
of
on his rival, Ru3S MiiUiolland,
just what the joint needs.
Quin,
latter
staging
was
WXYZ, while the
his weekly teen-ager dance at a lo< MART KENNEY'8
ORCH. (15)
cal recreation center,
Witit Norma Looke> Boy Roberts
*A group came over with can- Royal York Hotel, Toronto
Reorganized Mart Kenney orchesnisters for the "March of Dimes"
campaign and everyone contributed tra came into, the Imperial Room,
Royal York hotel, largest hostelry
heavily, including Mulholland. When
in the British Empire, after its 16th
it was all over Mulholland asked
annual trans-Canada tour. Only
just who the "March of Dimes" com- Canadian, dance band to record for
mittee represented. He took it nicely RCA-Vietor, which it has been doing
when he found out they repped The since 1935, Kenney group has already jumped to a 16.7 ElliottBellboy.
Haynes rating as the top band north
of thet border (as, sponsored by Borden's on 34 stations of the CBC

style. The other,. Hot Club de
proxy Charles Delaunay, inpublisher Sammy cludes most of the local name bands,
dropping the latter part of such as Ray Ventura, Alix Goinbellei
his activities. He's currently dicker- Aime Barelli, Djengo Reinhardt and
Latter are prO'
ing for the sale of his Stept Music Hubert Rostaing.
and henceforth will devote all of testing the way in which Luter was
his time to writing. He will not say nominated as the local entry, claim'
with whoni he's negotiating for the ing he is not really representing the
tendency
current
of French bands,
sale of his firm.
Stept's catalog isn't very large in mostly gone swing.
comparison to major music firms,
Prexy Charles Delaunay of the
but it contains several important Paris club has sent a formal protest
copyrights.
to the Nice festival organizers^

leans"
FOR QUICK DISPOSAL Paris,

.

,

Mayo

,

STEPT CATALOG UP

meetings with company's brass hats
Andy Kirk's
.
in Chi and Elgin
tour of one-nighters includes a slop
March 14
at* the Savoy Ballroom,
.

'

Matty Shiner, radio and theatre
trombonist who used to play in
Stanley theatre house crew, organized his own dance .band , . Tommy
Carlyn has added a new vocalist,
Rob Wetzel,, a local boy ... Bob
Rhodes now has the orchestra at
Johnny's Brown's Club, East Liberty,
replacing. Piccolo Pete, who has
moved to Blue Ridge Inn ... Jean
Allen replaced Jess Flaherty on organ an Ankara's Sip-Sup LoungCt
with latter moving to a Monessen,
Pa., spot ... Harry Walton, pi&nist
who had his own unit for a time, ing the Lorientais, existentialist
now doing accompaniment for Wil- nitery in Paris.
kea's Amateur Hour on WCAE
This is due to dissentions*between
every Sunday.'
the two French jazz associations.
One, the Hot Club de France, headed by Hugues Panassie, claims that
Luter is the best exponent of original jazz music, played in "New Or-

11... Ray McKinley's first RCA-Vic1
tor disk to be released March
Art Mooney back into Click, Philadelphia, Match 1... Tommy Dorsey,
wont
who begins vacation Feb., 21,
return until April 5... Buddy Greco

'*Can't Help Loving That Man," display fine phrasing and pacins.
Band is composed of Jerry Winner
clarinet; Dick Mains, trumpet' Joe
Palmer, tenor sax; Irving Mancina
bass; and Kenny Johns, drums.

.

.

.

ist,

10.

.

.

a month last Week near Richmond,
Va Klmo Tanner and band's vocal-

RAYMOND SCOTT QUINTET

With Dorothy ColHnd
Blue Barron's orchestra was play- Ras DOH, ChlcsRO
,
^
Raymond Scott's new qumtet,
ing a one-night stand in East Market
a month old,
Gardens here, Feb. 4, when two de- although less than
shows promise that it will soon
tectives frohv Elyria, O., served
equal if not surpass the pre-war
the bandleader with a warrant— on a
group that brought out such instrucharge of beinig $3,500 in arrears on mental originals as "PowerhousCi
alimony payments to his wife.
"Dinner Music for a Pack of HunCentury
Detectives refused to permit him, gry Animals" and "IBth
Drawing Room." Several of the band
to
to finish the show, and took him
have no previous orchestra experiElyria:
ence, but Scott has been able to
mold five men into a group that
V
plays fine music.
French Jazzophiles
Not only do musicians score with
the maestro's own tunes, but they do
a very satisfactory job on standards.
Disagree on Local
Pacing of numbers is strictly comwith dance and vocal sets a
Rep at Nice Festival mercial,
major portion of an evening's fare.
However, even in this cateory Scott
Paris, Feb. 3.
When Louis Armstrong, Rex Stew- sticks to the oldies rather than
pops.
art and other U. S. bands ayrive in today's
Dorothy Collins, only holdover
Nice to take part in the jazz fesfrom the leader's recent, large band,
tival to be held there from Feb. 22
She does an
is in a top groove;
to Feb, 28, they will find French
oversized job on most all of tlie
jazz represented, only by the Claude standard tunes. Besides warmth, her
Luter band. Luter is currently play- "Man I Love," "Night and Day" and

Charlie Ventura cuts for National Skitch Henderson leaves Stevens hosingle
Records, not Apollo. .Ralph Berson tel, March 7 and plays a few
until opening at Chase hotel,
becomes national sales and promo- dates
LouiSj March 12 for a month . .
.Arnett St.
tion director' for Apollo.
Dave Garroway leaves for the Coast
Cobb entered Memorial Hospital tor Feb. 16, to be featured in Columbia's
.Randy Brooks
operation on his bdclt...Ted Weems "I Surrender Dear,"
opens at Topper's Ballroom, Cintangled in second auto crash within
6,.

1945

Band Reviews

leni

Benny Strong into Peabody, Memphis, March 20 for four weelcs

H,

HILUULLY"

GOES TO TOWN'

Oorolhy Sliay

Dorothy Shay

Columbia

Colujnbia

Palace Hotel, San Francisco
Departing from the customary

harmony

followed,

by many

and cleaving

to a tech-

style

hotel bands

nique utilizing the newer musical
variations, including the swingier
items, Eddie Orta's troupe has a velvety' appeal which make^ for both
pleasant listening and good dancing.
Emphasizing his string section,
which blends in nicely with hi.^ own
piano playing, Orta's three iiddles,

viola, cello, two rhythm, four sax
and trumpet, plus his own piano, are

a well integrated outfit and play
both the current pops and old standbys with equal effectiveness. Floor
is well crowded for dancing.
Vocals by San Wilde pass muster
Ted.
neatly.

Burnham, Williatti Morris
Bill
agency location booker out as a result of a heart attack, is recuperating in St. Petersburg, Fla,

.

.

.

"

oacHRsniAs-iiivsic

WtinttBiayi February 11, 1948

Frank Nichols to

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

MCA

89

Court Okays Reorganization Plan

Frank Nichols, former band' manjoined the Music Corp. of
America band department in New
York last week. He'll assist Johnny
in
selling bands to theDugan
By Ben Bodec
atres. Dugan is now head of MCA's
Buddy CUrk--"No\w Is the Hour," adroitly set off by the danceable N, Y, band division during the illness
"Haunted baclcground, while the instrumental of Larry Barnet, recovering in Cali"Matinee,"
"Peculiar,"
iJber Beats Danny
Hour" (Columbia). "Hour" is' IhQ concoction on the theme of "Sugar fornia from a siege of pneumonia
a cappella disk Beat" IS loaded with bJCilliant cross- contracted in N. Y.In PuWicity I*a(Ct Disjiiite
first post-AFM-ban
Nichols formerly road managed
and because of this the music trade play by the reed and -brass sections.
Dayid O. Alber Associates, pubPaxton
and
Ina
Hijtton.
Bay
Stan Kent On—"Soothe Me," George
itself will probably give it a close
licity outfit, *pn. a contract; dispute
-onceover. It6m uses the Charioteers
Lover"< (Capitol). June Christy gets
with singer Danny O'Neil by dBfault
and 16 voices as background and it's over the lyrics of "Soothe Me" with
last Week when a New Yoi-k sua safe guess that the absence of in- her typical command of a slow
preme court justice gi-aiited the
strumental backing in the produc- blues.
Number could have done
flack firm's motion to confirm a prcir,
tion won't make any difference. without the shrill brass discoi-ds at
Vious ruling of the American Arbi-:
ager,

For Majestic; Promise 100^ on Dollar

when

Chicago, Feb. 10.
Majestic Records last week sou.yht
protection under Chapter 11 of the
Chandler Act from its 60«odd cied^
itors, following a meeting here between the men holding lOU's and
executives of the company. Majestic
Radio & Television and Majestic
Records were granted, a petition by
Judge Phillip. Sullivan in e Chi federal court, to file reorganization
papers which claimed that the companies would pay cre(?itors I00<;i on
the dollar.

O'Neil and Alber had entered into
a lO-year agreement in 1945 whereby the j|attet *as to handle publicity

Majestic's move was due to the
fact that at is meeting witii its creditors, a group of smaller note-holders delayed in accepting tht: com-

6

Major Diskers See

•

"Hour" lends

itself nicely to

the vo^

bridges but then it wouldn't
have been a Kenton opus. Even
though the Rodgers-Hart standard is
»*n ingratiating job by the imported rebopped almost out of aU semtune. Though a late starter, the disk blance to the prigiual melody, this

i

tration Assn. in favor of the former.

.the

cal treatment and Clark's is a skillfully packaged rendition which does

I

Majestic Move As

:

1

'

should turn out a pretty solid contender all around. Jockeys will be
inclined to slip if into their programs if only for the circumstance it
something to talk
will give 'em
semi-blues
"Peculiar,"
a
about.

My Favorite Five
By DICK GUBERT
(KRUX, Phoenix)
"You Made Me Love You"
(Harry James).
"Boogie Woogie"
(Tommy Dorsey).
"Babalu" (Xavier Cugat).
"Marinella" (Artie Shaw).
with an orchestra in supports
Up to its title in iherae and
conception. As for "Matinee," it'.s
About the most overdramatized thing
that Clark has done in some time.
•He jabs away at the lyrics as though
he had a punching bag in front of
jhim and tried to synchronize his vo«al delivery with fistic thrusts at the
lag. It looks as though the contest
«n- "Matinee" will go to Vaughn
Monroe (Victor) by a wide margin.
On the other hand, Clark's-treatinent
of "Haunted Heart" is a darb from
every angle.
shuffle,

Jives

instrumental side has

all the facets

of ultra'-jazz that have pegged the
band as unique.
Frank Sinatra-7-"For Every Woman There's a Man," "I'll Make Up
for Everything" (Columbia). Songs
that are right up his alley and each
comes off with impressively con;

trived Sinatra emoting.

Lesson for Pubs
j

.

Major

,

dislt

who have

company

1,

I

executives,

long argued

Tiny. Hill (Coluinl)ia) should get
strong going with his coupling of
"I'm Looking for a Four Leaf Clover"
and "Show Me the Way to- Go
Home" (what, no banjo?). .Art
Tatum's (Decca) "Wee Baby Blues"
and "Corinne, Corrina" /Sounds as
though it's headed for limited favor
,

,

:

.

.

.

for tlw vocalist. Later O'Neil "sought"
to. set aside the pact and the gvievin
a„ce
submitted torfthe
ag^jo^.^a^gg ^^^^^ ^ provision of the
sub.sequently
original ticket.
held that Alber had not breached
the contract and disallowed 0'Neil'$
claim.

pany's plan for complete fulfil hnent
of aU debts over a; long-term.' Majority of the larger cred.itors, including
New York music publishers, represented by Harry Fox, general man^
ager of the Music Publishers Protective Assn., had agreed to go along
with Majestic's plans.
Since the
smaller creditors kicked Maje.siic's
pay-off plan around and .didn't seem
satisfied, the company's executives
decided that the only course was to
seek a legal moratorium on their red

AAA

bitterly
,

against the practice of music pub
Ushers in accepting lOU's from small
in lieu of royalty checks,
waxed effusive last weekend when
news of Majestic Record's reorgan-

'

firms

Frankie Carle-r^'-Drearay Lullaby,"
ization move came to light. Some felt
"Lost April" (Columbia). The first,
that pubs, whom they figured would
which the bandman composed with
lose whatever coin Majestic owed
George Weiss, has an inkling of
them, were getting no more than
"Sunrise Serenade," while "Lost
they deserved. Tliese execs have: for
April," from the soundtrack of 'The
some time harbored the opinion that
Bishop's Wife," pitches a similar
in letting small: companies get away
haunting mood. Gregg Lawrence's
with everything but .outright theft
vocals in eithei; instance add much
(and that, too, in some cases) that
to the impressiqn. This platter looks
music pubs were helping them, and
headed for b.o. Juke operators and providing the major disks with unjockeys can underscore it.
fair competition.

Platter Pointers

approved the motion
O'Neil failed to oppose it.

Court

AAA

Harmonicats Sued For

lOOG by Arranger Who

figures.

.

i

.
.

There is no accredited list of
Majestic's debts or its assets, but
several weeks ago it was pointed out
that the company's top men spotlighted debts: of $800;000 against
which was some $400,000 in accounts
receivable and cash and- an overall
picture of $1,250,000 worth of assets.
At that time, it was said, 'Majestic
had interested a banking outfit in
putting fresh coin into the company
in the event the arrangement with
creditors could be worked out
'

Claims Partner Pact

Chicago, Feb. 10.
Jerry Murad's Harmonicats are
defepdants in a $100,000 suit to be
filed in Superior court here Friday
The "unfair-' angle Is predicated (13) by Sid Fisher. Suit will also
prexy of Uniupon the thought that the indies who name Milt: Putnam,
versal Records, and J. J. Levin, partgo along in business and in .somener in Mutual Entertainment A.wncy,
times annoying competition with theand arranger,
major companies, can do so because Inc. Fisher, guitarist
agreement
with
bases case on verbal
they are operating with publisher's
join trio, and collect onemoney. They point out, too, that in Murad to
he
the fourth royalties on arrangements

•

.

cases the pubs add fuel to
Owe P,i)bs $150,1)00
assertedly wrote "With Murad of "Peg
indie fire by giving the latter conMusic publishers are owed some
and ''September Song,"
per-side royalty O' My Heart"
, reducing
The $100,000 asked for in suit also $150,000. pyramided over two full
arrangements from the 2c and l%c
share of quarters during which the company'
claimed
includes
Fisher's
majors p ay, depending on
the
•some nifty
theatre date earnings he said were didn't pay a nickel in royalties. Pubs
chilados and Beans," with Shirley whether their retail prices for pop
contemplated at time of said agree- had agreed to waiting periods of
Nellie Xutcher -7- "Fine Brown
Lloyd's volcalizing giving evidence material is '75c or 60c (legal miniment. Fisher will demand accpunt- three and four years, depending on
Frame," "Pig Latin Song" (Capitol). of that Nellie
Lutcher influence.;,. mum is 2o a side, but companies, ing of Cats' earnings last year.
the amounts owed individual .firms,
style
is
dynamic
Miss Lutcher's
The Three Suns (Victor), have a selling at 60c a' disk have secitred a
for lutfillment of the debts, at' inplatthere but the possibility of this
Through his lawyer, John" Sen- terest.
standout novelty piece in "Eccen- lower rate).
.In the meantime, Majestic
ter's hitting the gong are definitely
bower. Fisher claims Putnam was
tric," but a road company version of
feel that all deals pubs
Majors
assured therti that it would continue
great
be
"Frame";
may
on the offside.
When to
"Clover" on the .same platter .., make with their smaller rivals are witness to verbal contract.
pay current royalties, that the
it
floor
but
the
nightclub
Muff on
George Olsen (Majestic) has a pair made because the music men are contracted by Vabiety, Putnam said two quarters would be the only
own
comHer
jell
ou
wax.
doesn't
of smooth vocals and dance samples confident that their income from the he had not been served papers, thai money delayed. This was agreeable.
1>osition, "Pig Latin Song," accents
in arin "Thoughtless'' and "Dickey Bird major coDipanies is always paid on Fisher was paid for his work
Leeds Music, incidentally, which is
her cuteness well enough but the
Song," "with the latter particularly time and in full and that anything ranging tune, >and that 'he knows not a member of the MPPA, had
lyrics require too much concentragood for the jukes. .Connie Haines they manage to collect from the in- nothing about any other agreement.s. made its own deal, which was intertion to make it easy listening.
(Signature) puts plenty of spark dies is so much gravy and if they
Case was brought before Musicians rupted by the reorganization plans.
Kay Thompson and the Williams into her treatment of "Will You don't coUecJ; it immediately, there's unipn about year ago and dismissed Leeds, owed some $20,000, had a^-eed
Bros.—r" Jubilee," "Back Home in In- Still Be Mine?"
Victor Young an attttude that they (the pubs) are on basis that Fisher had been paid to accept 75c on the dollar,
diana'' (Columbia). Put to wax here (Decca) pilots a concert orchestra helping keep a business going that for musical backing work and lack
News of Majestic's legal move,
lor llie first time is the act that's through a vigorous -and sparkling may in the- future pay dividends. of evidence in regard to contract. which reached
N. Y.' Friday ('6),
^been stirring up quite a lot of pop- melodic arrangement of "The Sabre The majors gruffly discount that Harmonicats currently are at Nicol- started certain rival companies after
ularity in the night spots on the Dance.'!
let hotel, Minneapolis.
theory.
Eddy Howard, the company's top
Coast. "Jubilee," the only side in
disk name. They figured that Howwhich the Williams Bros, participate,
ard would have had some clause in
whirlwind
It's
explosive stuff.
is
his
contract with the company
pace, shifting tempos and rousing
whereby a move such as the reorharmony builds up to a style and
ganization plan would let him out of
overall effect that has nothing to
(Continued on page 48)
. ......... .London
( Grocie Fields. .
1.
compare with it in the record field.
IS THE HODB (2) (Leeds)
liecco
\ Bing Crosby.
For introductory purposes it faiight
..M-O-M
Art Moon ey
have been more to the label's advanPEER, DiSNEY
2.
FOCB-XEAF CLOVER (3) (Bemlck)
.Mercury
'\Uptown
String
Qmrtet.
tage to ^have included the brothers
also on the reverse side. While "InMonroe. ... , . ..... Victor
J Vaughn
BALLEBINA (12) (Jcflerson)
SOUTH' SUIT
M-G-M
diana" proves an appealing exercise
, , , , ...
I Jimmy Dorsey.
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
for Miss Thompson's husky tonsils
Columbia
I Clarfc-WobI«
lOit, DANCE AT WEDDING (4) (Simon)
Peer Intarnatiopal Music Corp.'s
and a clever exhibit of blending
'
itT<>ni/ M<trtin...,.w...i..... Victor ..
against'
Walt
Disney Studios
suit
ttte
special material into an old sentiyPegoV Lee,...,.,,...y... .Copi(ol
8.
GOLDEN EAKBINGS (7) (Paramount)
in New York federal court over
mental refrain, the sock of the act
....... .Columbia
I jjjjjjjjj siwre.
Disney's turning of the "Song of the
lies in the combination.
Cnpitol
Santly-Joy has
Siatford...,
South"
score
over
to
6.
SERENADE OF THE BELLS (S) (Morris)
Dick Haymes
"What's Good
'
'
.Vi'Stor
been settled out of court. Peer and
ISammy Kaye
About Goodbye," "It Was Written in
Disney got together out here and
Artlijtr Godfrey
the Stars" (Decca).
Columbia
A couple of
5
TOO-FAT POLKA (11) (Shaplro-B)
'."
settled
dispute
amicably.
the
..Decca
"prestige" numbers from "Ca.sbah."
"""i Andrews Sistera.
Ralph S. Peer brought suit against
"Goodbye" is one of tho.se slow
MANANA (1) (Barbour.-Lee)
Pcoyi/ Lee.". ............. ..Copitol
Disney when the studio handed the
drags, while "Stars," with a haunting
Bing Crosby.
.....Decco
SOON (11) (Supreme)
South" score to S-J in complete,
strain that lends itself well to the
Tower
1 Jack Owens.
disregard
of a contract with Peer
baritone's style, is a mixture of
Decca
group. Peer had released Ray GiU
^ i Guy Lombardo.
tricky that lends itself well to the
10.
I'M M.V OWN GKANDPAW (1) (General)
'~) Lonzo & Oscar. .... ...
Victor
bert, who was under contract at the
baritone's- style, is a mixture of
time,
to
eleff
score for ''South" with
triefcy lyrics and changing keys. If
pact guaranteeing Peer the copyanything, it takes Haymes out of .the
rights to Gilbert's works.
Music
Woon-June groove for a change.
firm
SHINE
(Shaph-o-B)
filed
suit
when Disney studio
Louts Prima
,
Mcreurjy
Fronfcie Loine
"The T h o u s a n d
turned over Gilbert's "Sooner or
Island Song," "I'm Living a Lie"
Mercury
frankie Laine
TWO
LOVES
HAVE
I (Miller)
Later,"
"Everybody
Has
Laughing
\
a
IVictor). Plenty of comedy licks in
Perrj/ Como
.Victor
Place" and "Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah" to
this version of the "Island Song"
S-J.
and the makings of a sharp hit.
TEBESA (Duchess)
...|
Settling of suit has affected SantCathy Allen vocalizes "Lie" and her
ly-Joy
firm
in
no
way.
'Peer
Music
sensitive, relaxed manner pegs her
BEGTOllBPABDON (Bobbins)
SV.Vr.V.-.V.'.CoSt: I has worked out a percentage deal
as pronusing talent on her own.
with Disney whereby they will rePrima's ''Island" is a rduiit for the
Victor
i Vaughn Monroe
IN LITTLE BOOK SHOP (BVC)
ceive
part
of
Disney's
royalty shave.
jukes.
Loj'iibardo
Decca
) Guy
Russ Morsran OrchrMonica LewisTony Pastor.
Columbio
(
GONNA GET A GIRL (Miller)
Bob Eberly—"While We Danced At
.Capitol
Akerberg Vice White
i Benny Goodman'.
the Mardi Gras," "When Your Hair,
LUCKY YOU ARE (Maurice)
.Decca
Herbert
Andrcios Stsfers...
Akerberg,
veeiwe in
Has Turned to Silver"- (Decca).
charge of station relations at CBS,
BUT BEAUTIFUL (Bufkc-VH)
Bing Crosby. .............. .Dgcco
Good parlejring of talent here, a pair
replaced Frank White on the Broadof catchy numbers in waltz time and
{ Andrews Sisiers .i ... ,
Dacca
vMi-n RED
nvn WAGON
nikr'n\! (Leeds)
ir
cast Music, Inc. board of directors
YOUR
.Columbia
commendable production all around.
p^^^^
last week. White's resignation -was
Jocks will be getting beaucoup calls
„
M^DE FOB EACH OTHBB (Sottlbem)
Columbia
Clatk-Cugat
,
due tb. his extra duties as president
On this one.
of Columbia Records, replacing Ted
Ell

some

.

:

cessions,

'

Donohue

....Sam

(Capitol) packs
novelty in "Tacos, En-

.

'

.

.

.

.

—

.

:
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Coming Up

—

•

I

*

,

.

,

.

HOW

-

.

'

o t I. a w r e n c e— "Shauney
O'Shea," "Sugar Beat" (Columbia).
Pleasurable faro as a combination
and an interpretation of "O'Shea"
that should make for good sales and
performances.
Vocal on the Irish
djlty has a catchy quality which is
i

PASS PEACE

pii-E (chappe,.)

f

Jo 5ta#p*d,....v*>'. .... .. Capitol
Shore.
i'.Golwmbia"
[Figures in parenlhesei indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10.]
.

BEST fHINGS IN LIFE

(Crawford)

•••••• ••>••'.

<

" jjjinoH

.

.

+

Wallerstein, who moved
chairman of CHC's board.

BMI

boarcjl

meet featured

up

.to

the

first

meeting of the heads of the
arm of the organization, with
the board of BMI, Canada, Ltd.

joint
U. S.

,

9

OUCIIBSTBAS-MVSIC
Oberstein to Assist

Home

Leftover Garber Masters

Pittsburgh, Feb. 10.
Pete Evaiis, vet local musician
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
leader for last couple of years
For Disk Ban Duration Two masters left over from the and
four-piece screwball
Symphonuts,
of
recent Jan Garber-Capitol Records
Since the disk ban imposed by the
outfit patterned after Spike Jones'
have been purchased by
American Federation of Musicians transaction
City Slickers, has left the combo,
Records.
has substantially reduced the amount Tower
headed for Chicago
and
here
behind
Capitol bought 10 Garber masters,
of" worlt usually demanded of his
crew. Evans
music had financed, to put together another
department, Eli Oberstein, head of which Leeds
were duplica- wanted to take hi9 old orch into
HCA-Victor's talent and repertoire, and left two, which
his
already on wax by midwest for offered dates, but
will dabble part of the time in the tions of ditties
two; "Teresa" menu refused to .travel,
future in sales and promotion. He'll firm. Tower took the
Besides being a imusician, Evans
Ther^, Ain't She
assist Dave Finn, head of Victor's and "Ooh Looka
of
all
is also a mechanic, building
cales division and also turn attention Pretty?"
instruments
his
the odd-looking
to promotion, both fields in' which
combo's been using. Workroom is in
he's familiar.
Pichon, for many years cellar of his home here.
Fats
In promotion, Oberstein figures to pianist at the Old Absinthe House,
concentrate' on pushing one disk at
Orleans, starts at Cafe Society
George Gilbert joined Meilin Mu« time. Initial effort will, be on ber New
sic staff in New York.
Perry Como's "Pianissimo." Downtown, N. Y., Tuesday (17).

In Sales, Promotion

'

.

tt tttt

N6

Place Like
to Modern Musician

There's

Tower Purchases Two

•

half of

•

Vednesday, Febrnary

f

H,

***** *******

f**^**** ******

^943

iTtlMtt.

t t

Songs Fith Lainest Kidio Andbce
The top 30 tmgi 0/ the weeh, based on tftt cbpi/riohted Audietice
Coverage Index Survey of Popttlor Music Broadcast Over Radio
Networki. Published by the Offlct of Research, Inc., Dr. John G.
Peatmon, Directftr,
Survey Week of Jan. SO-Feb. S>19M.
A Fellow Needs a Girl— "Allegro",.;..'.,.
..Williamson
All Dressed Up With.Brokett Heart
Marks
.

Ballerina "

: . .

.

,

Jeflerson

,

,

Beg Your Pardon
But Beautiful— t"Rbad To Rio"
But None Like You

Robbins
Burke- VH
Sinatra

,

Civilization— •"Angel in the Wings",.,..,

Morris
Dickey-Bird Song
.. i. ............ .. Robbins
Golden Earrings— f'Golden Earrings" . , i
.Paramount
Hew Lucky You Are. ,.. .;....,..«.. ...... .......Maurice
How Soon .......... ..........,.,...,,,.1...., ....Supreme
I'll Dance At Your Wedding. .......*...
.Simon
I'm Com in' a Courtin' Corabelle
Dreyer
I'm Looking Over a Four Leaf Clover
Remick
.

. ,

.

,

:

.

I've Got a- Feeling I'm Falling
.Let's Be Sweethearts Again

Lone Star Moon
Love Is So Terriflic

'.

Santly-Joy
..C-P

.

Mary Lou
iMow

Is

...

.'

.

the Hour.

Papa You Dance With Me^*"High
.

Meilin
.....,Mills

..... ..... ... .1 .Feist

.

.Melrose

Harms
...Laurel

Thoughtless

Feist

;-.

Two Loves Have
What'll I

—

:Leed3
Button Shoes". ...Morris

Secretary; Song
.....
Serenade Of the Bells
The Stars WiU Remember
Tell Me a Story
.

Advanced

.

,

Miller

I

Do

Berlin
...Bourne

I.,

:

With a Hey and a Hi and a Ho Ho Ho.
You Do—r'Mother Wore Tights"

BVC

,

The remaining- 21 songs

of the week, based on the copyrighted
Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over
Radio Networks. Published hy the Office of Heteareh, Inc., Dr. John

G. Peatman, Director

An Old Sombrero

.

.

'
,

....... ... .......... Shapiro-B

.....

Best Things Are Free— t"Good News". ......
Don't You Love Me Anymore.
I Still Get Jealous— "High Button Shoes"
I'm

Crawford
Oxford

..

Morris
.....General

My Own Grandpaw

Mood

Old Mill
Melancholy
Cousin XiOuella

Little

......BVC

My

...

;

.

.Shapilro-B

.

Oooh

Look..a There, Ain't She Pretty ....... ..
Leeds
Pass the Peace Pipe— f'Good News"
..Crawford
Pianissimo
.Santly-Joy
Shauny O'Shay— *"Look Ma, I'm Dancing"
Chappell
Teresa .........
.Duchess
They're Mine, They're Mine, They're Mine
Sinatra
Too-Pat Polka
Shapiro-B
Treasure Sierra Madre t"Treasure of Sierra Madre". Remick

—

WhiSenpoof Song

.

.

.......Miller-

.

You Were Meant For Me
You're Gonna Get
You've Changed

My

Letter

.

.

Robbins
...,i.London

Melody Lane

...

Your Red Wagon
tiTilmusical,

Offers Being

Leeds

Leflit musical.

Barton in the Brill building,

Made For

Firm;

New

York.

Tommy
Barton

new

Valando's

Laurel

Laurel

Music Co. will take over the New
York office space and furniture of
Gets Space, Furniture the more or less defunct Barton Music. Deal was completed last week
Barton Music situation has not yet
whereby Laurel will purchase the
been straightened out. Firm, which office equipment and take over the
has been hanging on the brink of space lease.
bankruptcy proceedings for weeks
Barton's mixed up financial affairs
while creditors planned ways and are hill not in order: Another meetbeen im-means saving whafs left of the ing of* its creditors has;
minent for the past two vseeks, but
catalog,
meets again this week. a definite date has not been set.
Meanwhile, there has been at least Laurel had to get permission of all
three oilers, one of $20,000 for the creditors, incidentally, before the
space and furniture deal could be
copyrights which make up the
.

TWO LOVES HAVE
French
fnglish Version by

J

P

Lyric

by George Koger and H

M'jrray

and Barry

T^ivors

•

I

cata-

but attorneys handling things completed.
Ben Barton and his partners are
determined to get at least $25,000.

Varna
/Music by

'

j-

log,

for

Vm-en* Sco'tc

Barton's creditors will get at least

something back within the next 10

Tommy Valando's attorney.
is at the moment completing negotiations to buy the firm's
office furniture and take over for
the former's new Laurel Music firm,
the space now being occupied by

SONGWRITER'
-I

days.

For

Jack Katz,

tliOT

full

^

time collaborntioii with nn-

nnd

compowr

for

Broadway

adaptation of new operetta succeNfiproduced abroad. State tiuallAfull.v

catlons,

iferoentatre.

Variety, 184
10, N. Y.

W.

Box %UD,

leth

St:,

c/o

New York

;

LIONEL

HAMPTON
.

and: His

Orchcsha

Now

3rd Week STRAND. NEW YdRK
And Held Over for 4th Week

DECCA RECORDS—Just Released
•
«<GIDDY UP"

"RED TOP"

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
MilLLCifJ

MyiHC; C@I^lP@i.A?li©fNJ
Norman

fo'ey.

Gen

•

Prol

1

61 9

Mgr

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

JOE GLASER,

1

745

F'*.-

Ay,.

N.:^ Yor'K 22
72

J. 5 5

Pres.
54 Vv

Randolph
CH-.ago
,

St,

42

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

5fdhtcsday, Fdbimayy 11, 1945

»
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»

*
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»

Best British Sheet SeUers
Week

<

Ending Jan, 29)
"*

Xondon, Jan.

(

30.

Tree In a Meadow. ....i.,..i«..^,.;...<...i.
.Connelly
Apple Blossom Wedding
..Connelly
Near You
'.............B.Wood'
j..
Peg O' My Heart
Ascherberg
.

J.

Wonder Who's Kissing 'Her Now....

Coffee
Little
I'll

Feldman

Song
Old Mill

....Southern

i..,..

.

Make Up For Everything

.

.....

Dash
Maurice

.

Box &

Darby and Joan
Shoemaker's Serenade

And Mimi
^ South America

...

,

.'.

;

...

.

Co:?

.Cont^elly

.<

..

.

.Kassner

;

....../>.....,

....i...;...;,..

.

Feldman

Second 12
Happy Go Lucky You

.<.............,

Sorrento
First Love, Last Love
Girl That

Marry

I

Dash

,

Ricordi

Dash

?

Berlin
Chappell

....

How

Are Things in Glocca Morra
Garden in the Rain \ ...»
.

Connelly
Unit
..... Kassner
E. D. & H.

.

I'm Happy Right Here. . ..
Bow Bells ...................

^

.

AH Of Me
Now Is the Hour

......

..

..............
.........

,

.

..

. . .

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

, , .

.

Connelly
Yale

Danger Ahead ......v............

KNIGHT

Bands

0*DARLIN*-

MY O'iOVELY*

at Hotel B.( ).'s
Coven
Hotel

. .

W

.

iRoosevelt (400; $I-$1.50).

..

'C

Victor Borge at Waldorfrice

.......

.

New

at

On Date

2.100

17

»2,350

41,025
11,650
&,175
58,825
37,675

4

1.S50'

5,60Q

(400; $l-$1.5a)..

Show

Total

nreelc

•2,075

W75

<

.

Guy Lombardo.

^ddy Howard*... C6mmodore
/

l>iiiyii

i

Waldorl (400; $2 )
Emil Coleman*
Frankie Carle
Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)'.
., ., ..
6
Larry Clinton*. .. New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50).
;
7
Johnny Pineapple .'Lexington (300; $1-$1.50) .... ..; ;. V'; ..05

Coven

Past

'
'

Bund
.

MY

Prowse

.K.

Anniversary Song

725

,

YorJCijiv

BETSY

Chicaeo
Decca i;«Gord

ii!24322,. 7S|f

.

Murray Arnold. <E^pir« Room, Palmer House; 590; $3.(S0 miH.-$l Cover),
Phil Regan and Aii^<>td excellent 4,400, as Regan hears dose of Stay.
Skitch Henders(»h (Boulevard Room,. Steveos! 650; $^.50 ini((.'''$l cover).
for Henderson and Dorothy Shay's final Vreek. SliiiEling 15,600.
Band' stays on.
.
Ray Morton (Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 300; $8.50 min.-$l cover). Kay
Thompson and Williams Brothers. Biz couldn't be better. Cajiacity 4,000.
George Olsen (Marine Room, Edgewater Beachi 700; $lJS0o$2.50 min.).
Top business

'

'

POH'T Af

'

;

»

i

.

Satisfying 3,900 tabs.

'
•

•:

.

Freddie Slack (Cbllege Inn, Sherman 650; .$2r$3.50 min.).
an marquee. Not much doing, here. Quiet' S^tOOr'.

Bonnie Baker

.

.

.

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 906; $1.50-02); Fine 2,900 covers.
Jan Garber (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Swell 3,000 covers.
'

*;'^/

V

iChicttgO\

;'

,

Miirty Goftld (Chez Paree; 550; $3.50 min.).' Martin

Another solid 5;600.
Art Kasset (Blaokhawk; 500; $2.50 miR.).

filled.

Teddy Phillips
16,400 overall.

-

Buddy Shaw
slow

.

'

.

2,700.

&

Lewis keep room

,
:

2,400.

'
.

•

:

:

"

'

'

'

_

Btg. weelt-end take, '.'Husky

(Aragon;. J$l-$1.15 ^idmt),

(Latin Quarter; 700;

'„-

,

Not bad at

Billy 'Vine:

$i2,80 mitt.).

OflE

again to

;

'

Lawrjejice yf«Ik (TrianonV$l*$1.15 ad*.). Don SicGrane fill-in Friday
(6).
Combination did regal 17,900 an Welk'S 'Windup. Tommy Carlya
back.toniglit (Tueeday':> (10).
'.

•

;

"
;

Woody
bang

(Los Angeles) y
(Palladium Br, Hollywood,
a very good 17,009 payees..
...

Her.inan

\yith

1st.

Opened with

wk.).

a

is publishing .,Be-Bop

AHP "'^

Gillespie,

Mills. Music
arrangements by 'Van Alexander
with actual "Be-Bop" riffs by Ross
Howard McGee and Shorty

Jones

.

Si Continued Irom page 3S

Russell,

Publishing of sheet music
this newest form of jazz marks

Rogers.

LOADED PISTOL
AND LOADED DICE

presumably from British., jazz fans,
on
which stated a visit by the U. S.
its
bandleader would come under the
heading of being "educational" since
his re-bop music is something new
in jazz and has been heard here only
on refeordings. He would have played
three concerts here late in March
on his way back to th# XJ. S. f rom a
string of continetttal eottijert
ances, which he is hbw dpihg.

.

TO MY SORROW
Deecn Record

'

jj''24323

Spike J^nes Also Barred
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Jones orchestra, booked

Pricei da not Include ftdani, fCttt or tool tixet.

Spike

London, 'by MuCorp, of America for four weeks
5, also has been jarred

into the Palladium,
sic

appearance in

irfitiat

ink.

ROSE MURPHY
ON MA^EStlC

1 CAN'T

GIVE

YOU ANYTHING
BUT LOVE, BABY
Music by
.
• .

JIMM|rMcH0GH

starting Aug.

from England and

will not fulfill the
date for which he was said to be"
getting $20,000 weekly.
In Jones'
case,

however,

asserted that

it's

lespie's case.

According to MCA, it was advised
by the Palladium that the EMU was
behind the ban even though Jones is
supposed to have originally secured
permission to go into England on the
basis of the claim that

Ms band

is

an act— of clowns, not a musical orchestra.

by

MCA

This latter angle is denied
both in this town and in
'

N.'Y.

'

;
.

'-

'

-

IT'S

TERRinC LIKE HE

SEZ!

it is

the British Musicians Union which
prompted the ban against him rather
than the Labor Ministry, as in GriU

MISBEHAVIN'
FMtarcd

in

"YOU WERE MEAHT FOR ME'V
•;
All

Old SwcariyNrt with
Ih* Naw Look

MARY LOU
WHEN
U19

YOU'RE SMILING

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
Now York 19
Broadway

NATION Orchestra
and his SEHSATIOM OF THE

\

„*.0l. COH»*

^

HITA DEL CAMPO,

BOBBY RIVERA,
^

MORALES
ESY MORALES, HOWBERTO
SEXTET
RHYTHM
and THE
Currently Appearing

cDHHK
MGM

nik

RECORDING ARTIST

"HORA STACCATO"
Soon to B* R«i«a«Ml

Direction:

* Esy

MoroLs "JUNGLE FANTASr* lor
Records liM now seW ovor

Rainbow

300.000 records wSthto 5 weeks.

Personal Monogeri lERNIE

CONTINENTAL ARTISTS BUREAU
Press Rcialiohst

ART ERANKLIN ASSOCIATES

ACKERM^

m^ama4*f^, .gcjbnciniMy

194,8

4*
Copley

Yanle Laying an Egg

in Australia;

Boston,
Boolted Until May

The Oval Room of the Copley
Plaza hotel, Boston, lias lined up a
series ot namas that Will take the
spot into Its spring season. Following current run of Joan Edwards,
over and over. These include Will room has set Campagnons de la
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Lynn Chanson, ftarting Feb. 18; Victory
With the ElDSing of the Tivoli Mahoney, George Wallace,
Shipway Twins, Four Borge, Feb. 25; Peter Lind Hayes
Circuit's house.s in Adelaide and Golding, the
Mello Sisters, and Mary Healy, April 7; Hildegarde,
Brisbane, Australian show biz has Guardsmen, Three
Maxwells, April 26, and Ray Bolger, May 10.
taken a terrific nosedive, according Margaret Fitzgibbon, the
Colin Croft.
Hotel is now the most consistent
to two U. S. acts who just returned the DC Pauls, and
Overseas talent can take only user of name talent in the. Hub. ^
from Down Under. They are Cabot
and Dresden, dance team, and Lil- j q^q pounds, or $3,200, out of the
Only two country, unless they want to dabble
chanteuse.
lian Roth,
they Shelvey 111, Refuses
vaude strongholds are left in the
tjjg j,lact market, where
country chain's houses jn Sydney pay eight shillings for a U. S. dollar,
Extradition
and Melbourne-^it was reported. [Legal rate is six shillings, tuppence
Chances for lucrative dates there "It's okay If you want to see the
for American acts Iiave therefore world," Miss Roth said, "but any
'Conversion'
been cut 50%.
act who goes down, under: iwesent
Matt Shelvey, former national adConditions in the cottntry have conditions, and under flie present
Guild
changed considerably since V. S. Tivoli contract, should reconcile it- ministrator of the American
extraservicemen cleared out after the self to the fact that It's Just going of Variety Artists, will fight
dition to Georgia, his attorney Ar,There are no lor the experience."
war, -acts declated.
thur W. A. Cowan declared. Shelincentive wages,', with average pay
Cabof and ^Dresden flew over and vev, with Arthur Kaye, former
for top office workers running $15 back, and bad plane reservations
director in Miami
to $20 a week. Runs are six to eight from city to city while there; Miss AGVA regional
Los Angeles, was indicted in Atweeks at the two remaining houses. Roth settled for the boat
"six and
Programs are on two-a-day. b^sis, weeks without pay, 20 people to a lanta for allegedly converting to
donated by the
at 5:30 and 8:30 p.m., plus Wednes- cabin, and riding irf the world's their own use $20,000
the
day ahd Saturday matinees, "but no worst trains in Australia." She has Henry Gi'ady hotel, Atlanta, to
Despite all the ballyhoo unhappy 'memories of a lO-hour jAGVA welfare fund for tlie privlSundays.
here by the Australian government, trsun trip, with' open windows, lege of conducting matinee shows in
which has been pleading. for U. S. "through" fenough soot to keep Moran the Paradise room of that hotel.
Cow^afi informed, Paul Webb, Fulcitizens to "start a new life" there,
and Mack supplied for a couple of ton County (Atlanta) solicitor-genCommunist - dominated unions ajie Utetimes."
eral, that Shclvfv wbuld be available
making it tough for newcomeft to
Wait for Dates
to him on. one*h6ur's notice, prothe country, the vaudevillians said.
vided that he would not be immanagement has been
Tivoli
Singer also had to wait around
prisoned ponding trial. Cowan deforced by Actors and Announcers'
Australia two-and-a-half weeks for
clared that Shelvey is ill and cannot
Equity Association to Use three
her first date; She had no. recourse,
aflord to put up the- bail demanded
local acts to' one overseas act. This
because her pact read -she would
oountv. Bond is .$20,000.
leaves them with, only a few top
That meant by the
ot>en "on or about."
Cowan declared the indictment
Aussie acts, who 'play the circuit eight-and-a-half weeks without pay.
was part of a smear -caWpaign inShe also complained about the low
stituted by the Associated Actors
taste of Australian show-goers, who
EKNESTO
CIOWNS
and Artistes Of America to discredit
go mostly lor low burlesque, and Shelvey.
advised ? singers planning on going
Meanwhile, it's repotted that Arnot to shell out for new arrangethur Kaye is now in Atlanta where
ments/ because: thoy can't be used.
he surrendered to Solicitor-General
Aussie publishci- J. C- Williams has
Bond was set at $5,000.
Webb.
a contract for new U. S. show tunes,
and deals have to be made through
Decision fteserv«d in Ouster Suit
him.
Decision was reserved yesterday
Aus.sie actors work as stagehands (Tues.) by Justice Samuel Null in
during layoff.s. A six-month quaranNew York supreme court in the

For Pardon of Satira

•

Sfim Coin, Vague Dates for U.S. Acts

Toledo, Feb.

Patricia (S(itira) Schmidt Defense
of Chicago, which
money to finance

has been raising

an appeal" of murder conviction has

[

j

sent petitions to Toledo, home town
of the convicted dancer, asking the
U. S, State Dept. to request a Cuban
presidential pardon for the girl.

Rap

—

The petition is identical witli one
being circulated among professional
theatrical people, according to her
father, John F. Schmidt, local drugMilton T. Raynor, Chicago, is
gist.
chairman of the defense committed
which is sponsoring benefit shows
from which it hopes to raise $25,000
for her appeal)- Schwiidt said.

PHILLY NITERY OP FINED

1

'

1

$300 ON LEWD SHOW RAP
Philadelphia, Feb. 10.
niterjr is re-

i

m

'CemMly Dinic«

Arnica'

en.:

Started

before

in

New

acts

the

brought on by an
epidemic and

RKO BOSTON

sis

BOSTON, MASS.
'

tine'

.

shutdown of show

MATTY ROSEN

Zealand just
left
for home,
infantile paraly*
causing complete
biz in that coun.

try.

AGVA^d. Tags Singer For

PHIl FOSTER

$125
.

.'Carreiitly Afkpcarfnci

LIDO CLUB
San Francisco
"Foatarad by"

SOI TEPPER, RKO

BIdg.,

N«w

"

Ypik 30

COMEDY BARGAINS!
PARODIES, SPECIAL SONGS,

BITS. •>«.

lorgest lelection in showbill
* 1»18 t'AT,\r.O<i ll'ltHH!

J.

Nil.

KroilMHi
«X, t\%I.IF.

Breach

singer,

because

of

the

breach, which

ttU

«L

is.te

he

Yvonne De Carlo 'has been signed
tvt the Oriental
starting Feb; 26,

theatre^

the

injunction proceedings instituted by
Matt Shelvey ^ depased national administrator of the American Guild
of Variety Artists, in his attempt
to oust 4A's-AGVA national committee from control of' the union.
iiDecision was also reserved in
AGVA'S counter-injunction claim in
which union aslted that Shelvey be
restrained, if rom representing' himself as being,

connected with

The proprietor of a

sponsible for his show,
That was the contention of Judge
Charles L. Guerin who yesterday
(MOn.) imposed a fine of $300 on
Joseph Cioccia, former owner of the
Hi-Hat, a North Pldlly nitery, for
permitting Len E; Ross to give a
"lewd, immoral and improper" show
,».
last November 14 and 15.
Ross, a vet Philly m.c, was sentenced to serve a year, in prison on
Jan. 30 after being convicted by a
jury.
Cioccia's
,

Cliicago,

are displaying interest

cording

Sole drawback is that a two-week
route is currently offered. Newman,
feels however, that current paucity
of playing time is made up_ by the

with plane transport, trip
Portugal takes leas time than a
from New York to Miami.

fact that
to

train ride

Several U. S. acts have recently
playe^ Portugal, among them the
Nicholas Bros. .Hitherto. Portutsuese
engagements have been set in Europe, most of them through the
Harry Poster office in London. Newman is among the first,making direct
deals for XI. S. performers,

The ExclailM vmA Amusinq

•;•:•,,„

structions.

loss,

LAURETTEandCLYMAS

.

"DANpUMORISrS"
"At the top et iny viiiirlrvUlr lisit
wc«k.3l» I*iir«tt«) sinil <'l.vi)H!r.<(,"

Musicians' Pay Hike

'4fai«'

joHKi'ii

in

'

Worries
going to
shortly, a

have

another

demand by

.

headache^

the musicians

<ilc>l><-.

COMEQY PAHER
for All IrcMleliM «f ThMtrfeali

FUN-MASTER
In Gdg

"The Skew

Nos.

22

to

1

ttt

FiU*'

%\M ea.

la PARODIES
"Hew

for $10,00
to Bt on Erne**"
'

$3.00 IKlMliag 2 Ga(| Piltt
S«na for llHt at niat«K]»i. |iunHli<-»,
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arid

directed
several
Broadway
shows incloding "Summer Night"!
"' for the Shuand "Honor Bt;ight"

Inc.
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Pittsburgh, Feb. 'lO:
Local niteries, hotels and bar.s. "are

Army.

the
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SURREALIST

Theatre Guild

or

Cioccia recently sold the Hi-Hat
His counsel told the
for $17,000.
court that he had talken an '$18,000

activities,.

Simon was stage- manager

nitery

,

Simon Named Gen. Mgr.
Of Vets Hospital Shows

also

a

-

AGVA.

Louis M. Simon, former chief of
the entertainment branch of Special Services of the Veterans Administration,
was named general
manager of the Veterans Hospital
Camp Sho>vs. last week. Simon will
coordinate all VHCS entertainment

Newman,

to

theatre owner posts an American
act's salary with the goverrimerit.
Upon completion of the datp. salary
in dollars is given the act with a 2"i
tax deduction on acts receiving 700
pesetas or less, and 5% for those
getting more than that amount.
Newman says that plane tran.^poi tation will be payed both ways.

^d

in

name

as to possibility of getting acts to
go oyer there.

few weeks.

enlisting

niterien
S.

attorney contended that
the club operator was "too busy with
the customers" to watch the show.
Cioccia said that he had Ordered
Ross to clean up his material but
that the latter had* ignored his in-

line p.ending in Philadelphia' will
dent of Local 60, and his board and
be settled ".with the decision given will be presented to the' operators
in this case.
end of this month.
Case- arises from* Sfielvey's -disIn addition, number of spots :will
missal by .'the ^A's .board last Nobe reclassified by the iinion. putting
vember, Shelvey in fighting the
them into the higher scale brackets.
ouster set' up a .rival organization
Last contract between 'musicians
in Philadelphia, Which organization
and nitery owners was;8igncd nearly
will repr^isent the variety petform-'
two years ago
will expire' in a
ers will be decided ,by Justice -Null.

Before

U.

in

talent. Agents in Lisbon have lately
been inquiring of New York agent*

,

The, supreme court .sujit is a. result
was of an agreemfeat made between at-; for. a raise, Just how mucli of ah
increase' 'will be^asked hasn't been
tomeys for Shelvey and AGVA in determined now, but it's being
which; court cases along the: same worked out by Gene Urban, presi-

promised to do.

& H. KLEINMAN

ItibVK

HfilXYWOOIt

in Contract

Wynonie^arris, Negro

adjudged guilty of contract breach
by an arbitration board after a
hearing at the American Guild of
ComVariety Artist."! last week.
plainant was Small's Paradise, Harlem, N. Y., nitery, which .claimed the
s;inger failed to appear for the final,
show on the last day of his engagement.
Harris interposed a defehse that
.show schedule at nitery had changed
so much he was at a loss to know
when he was to go on. Board found
in favor of complainant and ordered
singer to kick back $125 to the nitery

Portuguese theatres and

Dancer was sentenced D.ec. 22 in
Havana to 13 years in prison and
Leon' Newman, o' the Mark Leddy
a payment of $5,000 indemnity after
being found guilty of the fatal shoot- agency, is currently working on seving of John Lester Mee, Chicago eral acts to play that couniiy. Acattorney, aboard his yacht.
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London Date

The Three Pitchmen have been
signed for the OJ.sen & Johnson show
starting late this month at the Casino
London.
Pitchmen had been working
Olsen &: Johnson on a series of
in. the midwest,
but London
wasn't set until last week.
troupe,

with

O&J
consisting of a company of
sail on the Queen Elizabeth

(Wednesday).
Bernard Burke set the

date.

HVE-YEAE RUN
Omalia, Feb. 10.
Some .sort of midwest record for
continuous location jobs was set this
week by Prank Pane, lyric tenor
and Frankic Drummy, organist at
the- Hotel. Hill's ifton-D-Voo.
Tlicy
have been featured there for five
years.

Duo

.

features
request
to boogie.

from Bach

wnk( Dixh

Hotel, N. Y.

completed
'
TOWN CASIHfO, Buffalo:
CAROUSAL CLUB, PiHsburgh
IteceiMly

CurreMtyt

SHOW

,

BAR, Boston

dates
deal
,

IMTAXIME

;

today
,

Y.

Perianal Managcmcnlt
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DetCensor CracksDownon Burlesque;

May

May Johnson, booker of the Cardy
chain of hotels in Canada, will open

Them

Orders

to Clean

Detroit, Feb. 10.
Burlesque was virtually "bumped

Thursday

off" last

(.»)

when

Inspec-

panels
street or costume bras and
G-strings.

are in a
comply, Snyder

Managers
they'll

dither
said.

or Fold

Kay Thompson May Preem

police censor,
tor Charles W. Snyder,
bans
issued a new moral code that
bumps, grinds, profanity of any sort
wear either
to
and compels strippers
ovfei?

Up

but

Many

practically

is

for

set

>

e
Qtift stripper, a few weeks back,
entire
flashed so daringly that- the
police station!
line was taken to the
Ubwever, only the stripper was detained over the weekend, but was released after a lecture.

operation,

unnamed

which

as yet,

open next month. Salary
reported at $6,000.

set to

Mayor Van Antit's reported that
had private investigators
checking the two burlesque houses
in the past two weeks—The Avenue
and The Empress^nd making records of all violations of the morals
Wde applicable to .burlesque.
'.H makes pretty spicy reading, a
j^ke^sinan declared, and the summation in reference to the city's

A

stripper was recircuit headline
ported as being "very dirty and
or be
Tifoifld have to work cleaner

Snyder,

Detroit."

who

is

from his

retiring

Menasha Skulnik, comedian, has
signed to headline show at

Nitery

Pitt.

La Martinique, N.

censorship post this ^mbnth after 15
.years in t*ie job, was inclined to be^
lieve that burlesque could, continue

Ops

Pittsburgh. Feb. 10.
As if local nitery owners didn't
is
have enough woes, they're now
squawking at what they label the
"unfair competition" of three spots
in East Liberty section they have no
way of meeting on even terms.
These i-ooms are private membership
and operate casinos,

Away from Lush
of the Florida silly-season

bookings is approaching. The
Copacabana, one of the top spenders
on Miami Beach, has set Red Buttons
to follow run of Maurice Chevalier
for five days, and has signed Billy
Vine to go in March 16. Red Buttons'
booking was made to fill in for the
five days between Chevalier and
Kay Thompson and the Williams
Bros, who return Feb, 15. McCarthy
of

and Farrell

will also

go

in

The East Libnightly
bingo
games, with the prize pot ranging
regiilarly from $500 to $2,000, and
that takes a lot of trade out of the
Triangle
Golden
every evening,
trade that might ordinarily find its

way

into

On

niteries.

top

of that, there's the tax
With addition of recent
5% for cafes, on top of
the 20% Federal levy,? that puts a
25% bite on the patrons of the established places. But at the three
angle, too.
city tax of

which

'

fi

*

.

>

'

'

.

LA

.

Ask

|

is dickering with Music Corp.
week. Despite offers from the CarniAmerica for an orch to precede. val (NY) and other niteries; he'll
acts are billed, a local, nix cafe dates from now on. and
scale crew will be used, to provide stick, to theatres and pix according
vB dance beat. Grove has pitched to Arthur Lesser, his manager.
" bids to both
Hildegarde and Dorothy

.Grove
of

When name

Shay.

Martin, following vacash, will play
four weeks at St. Francis, San Francisco, in April. He also is booked for

a number of eastern vaudates dur-

those agentsd

f

IN

NEWPORT, KY., NITERY

in will

06 one-niters and locations. Martin
has been a fixture at the Grove for
Six years, with exception of twoWeek vacations each summer and
the 14-week hiatus
last
summer
when band one-nited and vaudated.

Grove

SHOWS STAY, NO GAMING

definitely
hereafter
and acts other than

by MCA. According

Cincinnati, Feb.

Glenn Rendezvous, nitery

in

10.

New-

is continuing floor shows
shuttering of the gaming
by police Jan. 31.

port, Ky.,

despite

room

New show which opened Friday
(6) has Ben Yost's Singing Colleens
(5), Mack Malone and Sharon, and
Jerry, Coe, with music by Wally
Johnson's or'ch.
JVetiOn by the Newport police has
not affected operations of the Latin
Quarter, night spot in the same

management operating here for
majority stockholder Meyer Sciiihe,
?*8otiations are proceeding' with
MLA and WiUiam Morris, liotwithstanding
in adstraining
to
get pounty, or Lookout House
i^ombardo to take date here. Gen- joining Kenton county. Another top
Amus. Corp. figures it has an nitery in the same county as Newjnside
track
on setting Frankie port is Beverly Hills, which recesse.s
Jjarie and Samm
Kaye for stands annually from New Year's day to
tnw summer or early
autumn. •
around Easter.

MCA

•

Step was decided upon at Associ»
ated Actors and Artists of America
last week. It was originally
figured that Shelvey's indictment in
Atlanta, on a charge of fraudulent
conversion of $20,000. given by the
Henry Grady hotel, Atlanta, to
ACVA's welfare fund, would automatically explain the new adminis-

However,

it

was decided

;

to,

Talent Costs

of the AG'VA national
committee will address the various;
meetings. George Heller, executivel
secretary of the American Federation of Radio Artists, will address
the Chicago meeting, Feb. 16; ^the

Small town niteries, which hitherto haven't been able to play top
names, are now setting high-priced
talent with the stipulation that one

talk to the Phlly membershp at the
Essex hotel, Feb. 17; and the Boston

May

Members

Adjust

^

concert date be played in conjunction with cafe date. Concert date, is
generally booked on a percentage
basis, as one .method of eliminating
the .gamble from the high-priced
bookings.
Start has been made with Andi-e's,
Syracuse, N. Y., which has signed
the Ink Spots to do a concert in
conjunction with their cafe appearance.
Management figures they'll
get off the talent nut with the concert date and consequently be guaranteed a profit on the cafe engage-

ment.

Hollywood meeting, Feb. 19, and the
San Francisco confab, Feb; 20.
A
Frank Reel, Heller's '-'assistant, will

meet, Feb.

16.

AGVA

Hy Faine, chairman of the
national committee, will talk to the
New York local at the.Capitol hotel,
''
Feb. 16.
>
Other Mectinsa-A
.

Other meetings are slated for the

Mark Twain hotel, St, Louis, Feb.
21; Detroiter hotel, Detroit, Feb. 20;
Olmstead hotel, Cleveland, Feb.
Gibson hotel, Cincinnati, Feb.

18;
17,

and Pittsburgh, Feb.

19, site of the
confab still to be selected. Speaking
assignments at these confabs will be

announced

during; the week.
Upon completion of "these me«t«
AG'VA will arrange,, for nomination meetings for the forthcoming
convention to be held in
halls in order to make a profit. The New York late March or April.
Britishers claim that because of the.
Delegates for the convention will
small seating capacity of their thea- be selected on a pro-rata basis,
tres coupled with only two shows a probably one delegate to 200 mem*
day, it would otherwise be impos- bers.
Branches having, a membw>
sible to pay the tall coin demanded ship of T^ss VciAn 200 members will
by top American performers.
be given fractional voting privileges.
Panamanian nitery operators similarly double talent into concert halls.
Frank Barbaro, operator of the
Set For
Bowery, Detroit, is- also considering Laurel
the concert idea.- He has a deal on
with the Ink Spots to play his nitery
Brit. Panto, Danish Film,
and also do a concert at the -Masonic

This practice has been prevalent
in foreign countries for many years.
British variety producers have been
doubling their acts into concert

ings,

AGVA

.'

& Hardy

Temple

there.

Deny Chism Rumors

Talent agencies are approaching
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy
othcf nitery operators on the idea
as a means of widening the market have been booked to appear in Britfor top names and bands.
ish pantomimes starting in Septem-

,

ber.

Duo

recently completed a year's

tour of the continent,., with a good

Family Row, Authorities

deal of the playing;, time spent in

England. Upon completing work 'm
the pantomimes, they'll; go to Den*
mark to work in a film based 'on the
Hans
Christian Andersen fairy talea
Gloria Di Deo, who ^last summer
Volmer
Sorenson will produce.
purchased on Albany-Schenecstady
Laurel, who arrived from England
Road a night club that had employed

Folds Albany Nitery
Albany, Feb.

'

10.

her as a waitress, is facing double
trouble.
Her mother, Mrs. Laura
Russo closed Gloria's Nite Club, Jan.
23, on a warrant of attachment. Now
the 22ryear-old bo n i f a c e is up
before the State Liquor Authority
on charges of license violation, in
permitting sales to intoxicated persons and failure to- notify thfe 'Authority of the arrest of an em-

last

week, denied rufiiors that he

and Hardy were

Comic

splitting.

stated such rumors had been started
by the fact that upon conjpleting a
series of dates in Belgium, Hardy
returned to the U. S., while he returned to England. * He'; explained
that Hardy) having uied up his allotment ;of 168 working -days in the
British Isles, was not tpermitted to
ployee.
return. Laurel, being a British subThe attachment warrant, issued by ject,, was allowed to stay as..long as
femmes from bars.
Supreme Court Justice Harry he wanted in that, coi^ntry.
Those named were Flamingo, Schirick, authorized padlocking of
Greenwich 'Village, Billy Berg's the premises until, settlentent of a
Bradley's, Cafe Continental, Susie- suit instituted
by Mrs. Russo. to re;
Q, Slim Gordon's and Swing Club. cover; $7,000 which she alleges she
State Board of Equalization received invested in furnishings for the club.
recommendations from Assembly- Mrs. Russo claims she advanced heri
IN
men- Carl Fletcher, Long Beach and daughter $15,000 to -purchase the
1. lAobert Broder, general counsel
Lester A, MacMillan, Los Angeles spot from Lillian D. Rudd and an
for Artists Representatives Assn.,
"in the interest of the public welfare additional $7,000 for stock arid fixleft this week on a western trip for
and morals."
tures. The mother stated she had
Two of those;listed. Flamingo and been assisting in operating the es- the N. Y. agents organization. Tour
Greenwich Village, went before the tabli-shment, but was ordered off the
include Chicago,.. Kansas City*

On 8 Hollywood

.

ministrator Matt Shelvey.

meeting

take no chances, and pre-convention
meetings were arranged.

have

A

New

Up

The American Guild of 'Variety
Artists national committee, now in
charge of the union, last week called
a series of pre-convention meetinga
to be held throughout the country.
Two sets of confabs are s^t for each
town, the first round is designed to
discuss the change of administration
and the firing of former national ad-

tration.

isn't all either.

places

on that

layout

Concert Angfe

of

name acts the downtown
bistros Can't possibly compete with.
That

Salaried Talent

pay kind

.

The

many

times
at Loew's State, N. Y., but n^ver
before in a Broadway nitery.

coin for

erty

The end

to

.

will play orchs

Skulnik has appeared

dubs

A

and sandwiched

he's

starring in the Yiddish musical, "The
Big Shot,", doing the midnight and
late shows at the cafe.
.

is

The Copa operators have decided
with clean material. "There's no reaison why they can't produce clean that they can do with lower priced
Shows. There's lots of vaudeville talent. The four-day booking of
Milton Berle proved to them that
acts th?it work cleani"
Both strippers and comics hail the there's a limit to how^ much acts
new edict and welcome the stricter can be paid. Berle, who came in for
four days at $15,000, and ^who was
rules.

ing, summer

starting Frithe

Y.,

day (13). He'll double from
Second Avenue theatre, where

East Liberty spots, because they
come under Jhe heading of membership clubs, there's no tax at all,
is a big savings to the .average
customer.
As far as buying shows are concerned, the downtown cafes are in
no bargaining position at all because
they simply can't meet the figures
gambling operations can shell out.
It's a good break for the entertainworth
of
accompanied by $3,000
consensus of comics reveals that talent, packed the spot during his ers, of course, because in addition
"every Comedian would rather work stand. However, it's claimed the to the bigger salary, the work week
clean." "We can give them laughs operators couldn't gross enough to is shorter, five nights in one case,
Without profanity or reference to hurdle the terrific- talent nut. Any which more than makes up for their
anonymity as far as outside, public
sex," one of them" said. ~
profits that might have been 'made
curvaceous' stripper was heartily were small in comparison to the is concerned since these rooms naturally don't advertise.
to accord: "I do my waljcs and turns, gamble they .took.
Apparently the East Liberty rooms
and I like it that way. I never
Step toward the booking of lower
are
protected
politically,
since
depended on bumps and grinds."
priced talent came after Berle nixed
With the edict getting no publicity an offer to repeat at five days for they've never been raided. There
have been occasional visits from the
cusburlesque
press
local
the
salary
he
got
for
four
days.
thfe
to
police, but naturally there's never
fortiers don't know what has struck Bookers started looking for lower
been any evidence of gambling
their favorite performers; They just priced acts.
found—tlie paraphernalia can quickiiit in their seats'dazed at the mildThe majority of top names hasn't
ness of the shows that used to be paid off, according to sources close ly, be disguised since the rooms have
with terrific bumps, to the management. Consequently, only blackjack games, no craps or
j^unctuated
roulette— and' the next night) or
.grinds and sexy skits,
they figure that one good Saturday
even an hour later, the go sign is
Snyder's sapolio is sure doing the night will balance things with lower
on again.
Detiroit is now getting clean bur- priced talent.
_
Although there's been talk of the
fb<
sque.
downtown boys getting together and
Chevalier-Copa Mixup
carrying their protest against this
Miami Beach, Feb. 10.
unfairness to the city fathers,~nothTop payoffs by the bigger spots ing
concrete's come of it yet, The
Naine Bands, Acts For
here in the competition for names,
wound up in a row between Murray legitimate operators don't want to
Coconut Grove, H' wood, Weinger, Copacabana operator, and yell copper if they can help it, but
t
they're not reluctant to admit it's
Maurice Chevalier and his manager.
getting them down plenty.
"
Policy Switch
In
Originally booked in for two
weeks. Chevalier arrived here to
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
find that his date had been modified.
Cocoanut
The Ambassador hotel's
Officials
Weinger wanted Chevalier to work
.Grove will shift to a new talent, one week and a day at a $20,000
policy when Freddy Martin orches- salary instead of $10,000 and perLicense Rievocation
tra starts a four-week vacation; then centage. This was okayed on basis
Martin
tour,
on March 7. Until
that his salary be put up before
Spots
makes his planned return, to Grove opening. This was eventually done.
use both
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Iftte this yearj spot will
Later in the 'engagement, Chename bands and acts, but each book-- valier, according
Eight •JHollywood and Strip niterto Lesser, his manof
four
Ing will be short, probably
ies were recommended for license
ager, was asked if he'd stay on for
weeks and in no instance of piore the JEuU two weeks, but he refused. revocation Thursday (5) by Assemthan eight weeks.
Chevalier has postponed his New bly sub-committee on public morals
Guy Lombardo is pencilled in for York concert engagement .so that charges. Committee also announced
will
seek to bar unescorted
four stanzas; starting April 13, and he can get the sun here for another it
,

"f

Skulnik Doubling Nitery
With Yiddish Musical
been

More Woes For

which permit them

,

barred from

Miami Shys

Copa,

41

Cmifabs for Electim of Delegates

;

werp) has

"he's too dirty."

business for herself.

Max Gordon

and

t,y, limit.

was

spent at her Montreal office,
Miss Johnson left Music Corp. of
America about a year ago to go into

pied by Cafe Society Uptown.
It's expected the team will headin the new
line the first show

Herbert Jacoby

Conmiittee Sets

.

office in

;

Kay

Thompson and the Williams Bros, to
make their New 'York bow at the
new nitery on spot formerly occu-

are inclined to believe that this is
in
the "last curtain" for burlesque
"last stand'?
Detroit. It has been
where comics and stripper? went

leading comic

1.

Jocoby-Gordon N.Y. Cafe
Deal

4A s AGVA

New York around March
She plans to stay in N. Y. three
weeks each month, other week to be
an

-

Johnson's N.Y. Branch

;

'

.

'

BRODER'S WESTERN HOP
INTERESTS OF

ARA

,

will

commission Friday (6)
on their re-licensing.
went before the board
without aid of American Guild of
Variety Artists or Central Labor
Council as labor groups have washed
their hands of nitery cleanup problem after managements of spots
failed to set up promised organization and self -policing.
Previously, CLC, AGVA and AFM
were aiding but when operators
gave only lip service to counter
drive, failed to attend meetings and
city licensing

for

Two

hearing

premises

when the two. had

quar-

reled.

niteries

CrabbeV Tank Show

Buster Crabbe will take out a 70
people water show starting ;n April.
It's
the largest layout he's ever
headed, with costs estimated at
$95,000. Le Roy Prinz will stage it,
Bob Bundy, of the Moe Gale agency,
booking the .outfit, has already lined
up spots controlled by the Arena
Assn.
otherwise demonstrated little in- Managers
Crabbe will carry his own tanks.
terest in their own welfares, unions
decided to bow out despite continued Six vaudeyiUe nets will \m included

concern

from

employment

angle.

in layout.

Denver and Los Angeles.
Although ARA is ostensibly «
N. Y. agent group, it also has nxembers in. these other cities, probably
the greatest number being in Chi.
took in the majority of the
miembership of the Chi Entertainment Managers Assn. there a year
ago when most of, the western
agents bolted that organization.
.

ARA

Broder will meet with varloua
agent-member groups to discuss im«
.

portant matters "withjn the organization and also wiirV'ftempt to inOther tinefliliated agents in
j<^ing ARA. He will..be. «way tor

terest'

about

month.

ir«AM«day, Februarf 11, 194ft

VATOBVlUJe
every lour weekji. Here it ,ha»
been eight and tha aam* layout
comes up .loi' the Miranda debut.
She comes on cold, with • brief
Working with st hand mike,
intro.
site seemed more assured with her
Brazilian numbers,, most of them
new, but It's ^ Rght, The spot is too
large for her to overcome the bare
which, no doubt was the reaa line changed, but broadly funny, setting
By LAKRT SO£.LOWA¥
numuninhibited and plenty commercial. son for her doing a fast four
applause.
Miami Beach, Feb. 10.
The yocks come,' *ith the feliMsn bers and offing to scantv
the routining faults become
Again
been a long wait for the cafe
the
with the Ben Yost singers
least

Miaini Seasmi Spotty Despite

Top

Talent Lure; Odi«r Wtery Reviews

-

It's

operators in this area. The expected
crowds didn't begin to arrive until
this past

Oracle GaJbg Palladium

s6sh

Howard holds
topper for howls.
over, along with brother Eugene and
weekend. The town has filled Al Kelly to make for a solid laugh
builder to Miss Raye's spot. The

in goodly numbers, though not near
the lush' years of '43 to '47, but topping the pre-war years of '40-41. Hia-

Dates With H'irood Names
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Orade^ British vaude agent,

Lew

trained east last' week after fortnight hare eontacting film names on
propositions of playing Palladium,
London, and other -English houses
and niteries in late spring and sum-

mer. Agent is partnered with his
brother in firm of Lew and Leslie
evident when the Jack Cole group
come out with their showstopping Grade, Ltd. He wiU stop briefly in
black and tan creation to wrap up Chicago, then proceed to N. Y., and
with the precision work and climax- sail homeward shortly aftei; itrrival.
No performers were definitely set,
ing knee slides that bring the house
down. Into their show-stop comes but it is understood that Grade is
Joe E. Lewis, and the vet laugh- taking back with him terms through
maker, talces 10 minutes to get them which British theatres can' get at
on his side. That Tie does is again a least a dozen
stars, chiefly film: Most
credit to him. His 45-minute stint
hits them with the blending of puck- of those offered are acts under manish antics and new songs, with the agement of Music Corp. of America.
satire on Wml Harris "That's What
I Like About the North" and his
"New York's My Home" standouts;

Mme. Kamerova productioii continvies as one of the best in town.
is again running those $1,000,000
Beachcomber
^ayg a sure baronveter of the dough
In contrast to the Xatin Quarter
In town. Still to the consternation
of some nitery ops, the crowds aren't setup (and easily a topper of all)
numbecs to assure is the Beachcomber with Ritz Bros.,
in
coming
Despite So^ie Tucker and Harty Richman.
operators a big profit.
heavy plunging lor top talent, pa- If this triple threat draw doesnt
trons are cagey and shopping for pull, nothing else will. It's a twor
hour show that never lets down m
bargains in entertainment.
Harem, N.Y., Yost Tagged
First two nights
a $S pace or quality.
Quarter,
with
Latin
The
Copaeabana
seems to draw of over 1,300 at $5 is the" best
finner-cocktail; charge
First cafe appearance of Maurice
ave found an even-break answer* answer. Ritz brothers, in their third
In
Song Piracy SuH
while topheavy attraction setup at post-war ,date in Miami, haven t Chevalier brought out the swank,
Operators of ^ the Harem> N. Y.,
the Beachcomber illustrates :the changed their stint, outiside of tight- with as high a dinner-plus minimum
ening up. It's still a howl-making charge as has been tabbed' patrons nitery, were tagged with a $50,000
other extreme.
for
hit
this season (dinners—$1S and $12.50 damage suit brought in N, Y. federal
session. Their screwballisms
Latin Qiwrter
laughs as potently ds ever. Whether plus $5 for beverage). It's a high court last week by April ProducA loser for some, years, this lush,
*" it be the "Guy in the Middle" or the tariff for glimpsing, th^ French star,
big room on Palm island seems
tions, a Shubert '-subsidiary, which
recounting in song oj their show biz and to his credit he turns in a most
have hit on a formula that is geai^
operatic-radio satire entertaining interlude. It is 45 min- charged piracy of lyrics and musical
the
or
career
ev^jn,
in
town,
shop-wise
crowd
to the
score
of
"The Student Prince".
Delilah."
though it may not .mean heavy winding into ''SamsoB and consider- utes of artfully worked out song Named as defendants are Strand
characterizations that add tip to
With Martiur3Etaye'^and The tightening has aided
profits.
seeming satisfying returns. Came on to an Enterprises, Inc., Nat Harris, Lou
Willie Howard as attractions, plus ably, arid the asides add
They punch -ovation and offed to as good a palm Walters and Ben Yost.
a Difell rounded production, they freshness to. thetr turn.
laugh
the
reaction. Overall impresses as a top
catch the show and pass the word as hard as ever to keep
Plaintiff claimed the defendants
theatre act, but pot one tailored for
Result has. t>een packed, meter bouncing.
around.
allegedly used five songs without its
ta; Tucker is, as per usual, great. cafes. Delineation of the new "Place
hoiises for dinneri thougli the sujjHer Pigalle," a Parisian bum, his song consent in the period from Dec. 28,
per shows are offish. Patronafi.e is Her material scores all the way.
Living bits and the payoff song-dance sesh 1947, to Jan, 24t, 1948. Among the
of the. type seldom seen in nite spots. nevr numbers include "I'm
on "Wooden Shoes" are top calibre. numbers are "Deep In My Heart"
But they Te coming to see' Miss Raye Alone and I Like.lt," "Never Let
with the same xoutinings she had the Same Dog Bite You Twice," the Followed a brief opening by the and "Serenade." .American Tights to
she's been WaUy Wanger line, the bracket se- the Sigmund Romberg operetta, it
last season at the Beachcomber. Not nostalgic parade of songs
associated with, and leading into quence by the group saw Betty Jane was contended, have been held by
wrapup,
for
a
Days"
Smith, score neatly with her tap the Shuberts since the musical was
"Some of These
Encores with "Sophie Tucker for spins, bving Aebnan, Chevalier's produced
in- New York in 1924. An
President" to affirm those resound- accompanist, rales -bows for his wotk.!
accounting of damages sustained by
ing palms.
, ,
Brook Club"
the alleged Infringement is also
Hiehman, on' in .the third slot, rates
That this swank spot will continue sought.
kudos. The suave guy comes on
with a new piece of biz, utilizing was assured this weekend when the
disarming lines on his years and lid went off on gambling. Which
April Sues 'Allan Jenes
slackening of voice to good: effect, means it'll provide a neat setting for
Detroit, Feb. 10.
then follows with a reprise of his one or two names through the rest
Allan Jones, Detroit' Civic Light
own parade of hits. Then .sets a of the season. Installed currently
topper to Soph's President number are Mary Raye and Naldi and Gracie Opera guest star, was defendant in
RECORD 10 WKS.
for plenty howls. Leads into a roar- Fields, with a locally popular Irish an injunction suit filed Wednesday
ing finale in which ht plays circus tenor; Chris O'Brien in the tee-off (4) 'in federal court here. Plaintiff,
ringmaster to S(n>hie Tucker's fat spot.
April Productions, Inc., of New.
Miss Fields, seen here last year, York,
lady, the Ritz freres Borneo wild
asked that Jones be restrained
dftiimq F«b. 14
men and the show gal's as side show seems to have lost some of her zesty from singing
"Yours Is My Heart
"
The Wending of Irish,
witl
approach.
flt«hHM t aa
exhibits.
June Taylor's line set their brack- Scotch, English comedy and senti- Alone" on which .the firm contends
eting routines in solidly to pace the mental folk songs, along wiili the it holds a copyright,
proceedings, while Dave Tyler and stories interwoven, add up to a
April also wants Jones to pay (250
MIAMI BEACH
his orch cut a difficult show (music pleasant, rather than a sock sesh. for each time he sings the song,
Bsc. M«p4
And Ted Perhaps it's the room. Whatever it and insist he surrender or destroy
wise) in top fashion.
POLAN'ft ROSENBERG
Shapiro, as always, makes a solid is, hers is a stint that goes well with all copies in his
possession.
4S) X. IM CUmegm, J.. A.
support to Miss Tucker -with his ace smart trade. What .it would do in a
mass room is another question.
accomps on piano.
Mary Raye and Naldi click with
Colonial Inn
Same production- holds over here their nifty terpings. The graceful DaUas Niteiys Soft
leah

—

j

.

.
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HANDIN NAMED NVA

FORlltHTERMASPREZ
Lou Handln, who had been prexy
of National, Variety Artists for 10
successive years until he stepped
dowji in iavor of George Jessel's
candidacy for spot, has been drafted
again and tops the slate for forthcoming election to be held at the
clubhouse, Sunday (15). There
being no opposition ticket, he is certain of. election as are the other ofti..
cers. Jessel continues as honorary
president.
•

NVA

Other nominees are Jack O'Brien,
veepee; Harry Jackson, second
veepee; Rosa
Crouch, recording

first

and Al Friedman, treas.- There
are 10 nominees for three vacancies
on board of directors each for a
term of three years. Latter inckides
Zelma O'Neal, Eddie Halson, Evelyn
sec'y,

:

Hi Streger. Hairy Webber,
Jack Anthony, Mitni Rose, Jack
Davis,' Max- Fleming and Howard
Kelly,

Kent.
In addition to the elections, Joe
Verdi, head of the welfare commitplans for the forthannual
benefit at
the Imperial theatre, N. Y., March

tee, will discuss

NVA

coming
29.

'

;

.

.

AQUABAMA

TOLEDO'S

Toledo, Feb. 10.
Toledo Aquarama Assn., which
sponsored a 10-day civic fete last
year, has decided to repeat the
festival in 1948.

W. H. Kirk, was elected prosicfent
and general chairman of the 1948

Aquarama

Festival,

or-

non-profit

ganization.

.
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JACK PARKER
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Morcli
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ROOM

HOTEL PIERRE
NEW YORK
FITZPATRICK
42« «.. H. V.
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Than

—

Dtreetitn:

TOM
IM W.

in this definitely money making lifts, effortless spins and careful,
casino in Broward wunty, north of
(Continued on i>age 47)
Miami. Only big. chance spot operating continuously in the area, the
.question is: what draws the crowds?
That the name lineup is an. attraction in itself is a point; but that the
green tables are proving rfven
Cut Staffs
Ratber
stronger a lure is obvious. Perhaps,
with a new alignment in production
Several talent agencies are now
policy, the show room could count cutting executive salaries in an efas much, once the opening nights are fort to reduce expenses. In both
With such potent talent as
over.
Joe E. Lewis, Jack Cole Dancers, cases this step was taken after hav/r
this sesh's additional star Carmen ing decided that any layoffs in staffs
Miranda, and a lineup of 18 nifty would impair their .organizations.
Agencies, lately have found that
gals and a group of solid young talent for the production numbers, one their income has been cut drastically
could look for a change in staging at because of the decline in the enter-

tainment market. Offices have found
cost of selling has gone up considerably since the boom days of the war.
For instance, formerlyi one phonecall was necessai? to sell a raft o1

Pfofess'ionsI Pholographs by

JOHN E.REED
HOLLYWOOD

IN

^

distance calls

ROMM

A.

EDDY

come to the club where a
special matinee for the teenagers is
held with special floor show, dancing
and soft drinks.

M

•

DON HENBT TBIO FOB BOXT

"Heihtx orth*

The Don Heni^y Trio have been
booked into the next Roxy theatre,
N. Y., show, Wednesday (18) on
the strength of their Regent recording
of
"Sabre Dance."
Benny

GunI of
"DOROTHYdnd

Kutchuk made the
Rest

Today several longmust be made on one Hazel

acts or bands.

HARRY

Drinlc Mats, for Juves
Dallas, Feb. 10.
The Sky Vu, one of the top night
spots here is making a bid for Juveniles trade with special programs on
Saturday afternoons.
Instead of going to
a film,
the
club
urges
the
kids
to

N

^"^

harmonica."

DICK"
Sunday, Fab. 15

.

WDR

deal.

the bill -will comprise
Scott, Gil Lamb and Baye and
of

Margery Wallet at tha fiano

H
V
y

JM

Naldi.

boolcing.

Another factor that has ^pffected
agency income is the reduction of
act-salaries in the middle brackets.

Many

turns

$1,500 are

This

is

that formerly sold at

now bought at

$750-$1,000.

particularly true of dance

teams and comics;

THE INK SPOTS

Saranac Lake
By Happy Ben-way

Whe

-

z" tne coast. ..vi;if

JOHN

E.

REED STUDIO

SUNSET BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

0 6 3.3

Saranac Lake, N. Y., Feb. 10.
Sports centre and indoor arena be^
ing planned here to house ice showSj
circuses, rodeos and athletic events.
Lions Club is behind promotion.
Frank Scheedel, who took two
years to beat the rap, left for N.Y.C,
to resume former duties with RKO.
Ruby Gayles, ex-RogeritCj con^
tinuing the cure in downtown cottage, hepped up over surprise visit
from husband last' week.
Johnny Grimes, owner and manager of radio station WNBZ, resigned
post with Syracuse Post-Standard to.
devote full time to radio station.
Sydney Cohen given okay to leave
here May 1.

Arthur Slattery, pressagent, upped
for meals and pix shows.
Frank Hynes cheered up plenty by
surprise visit from his frau, Lucille
Hynes and his f>arents.
Birthday greetings are in order to
Betty Blessing and Inez Delores
Liverpool.
Moe Gould Upped for all meals and
:privilegesi:.'.'
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1948
get a good exit mitt.
Jack Soo has a robust voice which
always expertly handled. But
he has a personable line of chatter
novelties to

Miami Off; Other Nitery Reviews
Continued from page
routinings are class all
waltz, a lasterfemnoed staging or a stylized duetgarner boff recepine in terp, they
Chris O'Brien seems more
tion
than
this smart
spojt
pop
a
to
united
room with his "OuTd Sod" tenormgs.
irtiaeinative

Whether a

tte way.

Jules Lande and orch still impress
staffed for the talas inadequately
ent here.

M

to set

him

off nicely.

Laurie Long's taps are of the usual
He's an energetic worker,
lene" and "It's Only a Paper Moon." covers lots of ground and gets in a
All to boff reception.
lot of clicks within a short time. He
Bob Bass orchestra does a neat needs more punching up_ of his roujob accompanying Brisson, along tines and a toning down in his emcee
with his own accomplished pianist,
Tom Lewis, and playing for dancing. work.
The line has a picturesque set of
Rees.
costumes and routines to provide
colorful interludes.

Cafe

Sloeiety, $.P.
San

Savo,

Jack Frase band does the backing
and Curbello orch does the rhumbas.

ITronoisco, Feb. 5.

Patricia

MorHson,

,

J:Ose.

.

•

profitable

wasn't originally figured that
of the headliners would, carry
any weight with the cafe-going trade.
It
anjf

,

wjiat's a guy gonna do when in a
spot? Youngman was consequently
buttressed with Ravazza and the Gi-

But

Gatanos, feeling being
that the
weight of this triumvirate might lure
the spenders.

Major concentration was naturally
focussed on
got started,

,

Voungman. But once he
seemed that he was a

it

comic who hadn't been getting the
-attention he deserved.
It

might be a flock of new ma-

terial. ^

He provides

a steady flow of

<me,-liners that keeps the patronage
in yocks. ' His humor is bright and
topical, much of it not previously
heard in cafes.
There's also his
fiddling, this time augmented by two

group of standard melodies, getting
good response with "Smoke Gets in
Your Eyes". "Golden Earrings,"
"Noce de Luna" anS "Out of This
World."
Marcus & Delano, playing twin
pianos, are smart appearers, and
provide pop selections as part of the
show and during the lulls.
Mixing Brahms and boogie,, Dorothy Donegan garners big hand for
her vigorous piano handiwork. Plays
her melange of swing-classical items
with effectiveness and has 'em begging for more. "Crazy Over Horses"
and "Honky-Tonk Train" are standout.

Jimmy Savo gets good reception
and breezes easily into his well
known panto and song routine.
Leaning on such favorites as "River
Stay

Way From My

Door," "One

Meat Ball" and "I'm Married

to

a

Strip Teaser," Savo' also clicks with
catgut operators from the Michael
his
Durso band. They do a burlesque as "Honey" and "Mandalay" as well
with his hoke 'bits such as card
Of Tzigane tunes that pays off, and
Youngman lets one of the lads do a tricks, juggling anff "Indiana Rope
Trick" to solid appreciation. Ted.
series of violin impressions. - Youngs
man also does a satire On the Fred

Waring glee club. He hasn't altoCether abandoned some of the lines
he's Been using for years. But once

:

new material gets over, the betknown stuff gives the audience a
chance, to catch up with themselves.
Altogether, Youngman has made
"good on his bid for, the taller coin.
With proper handling of his newhorn opportunity, he's in line to betome a name of top dimensions.
his.,

ter

:

Cafe Soeiety D'nt'n, N.Y.
(FOLLOWUP)
Augmenting the Cafe Society
Downtown, N. Y., show with vet
vauder Hal Sherman, and the return
of Mary Lou WilliamSi spot has one
of its more potent layouts. As now

Unit Review

7.

B9. ¥.
Katficrinc Lee Chang, Juck Soo,
Matt Tuck, Laurie Long, 3 Cantons,
Jack Frase Orch, Curbello Orch;

(6);

$3;50

China Doll,

(HOTEL RADISSON)
„

Minneapolis, Feb.

^

,

9*}^i>on,

tolSi^^
f*^
minimum.

.Suave,

,

Bob Bass Orch

minimum.

On a budgetary
debonair,

friendly

Carl

Brisson has built up a large local
loUowmE at this swanky supper
WUb and on this visit, his third in
«s many seasons,
he apparently is
•"^.''Wng it.
At midnight show
{•augm, a packed room (it was 14
neiow zero outside) greeted him with
an^ovation at the end of every num.

.appearance, singing style, comof acting and Singing, inbusiness,
building
and
of his presentation, ability
on a friendly footing with
pdirons as he seems to sing at every
pne individually and
in the way
ne lights his
offerings, BrissOn always impressed as meriting
a top

ijj"?':

li/rfi?!?

cidental

pacing

Showmanship award.
Marting with "You're Just the One

Hollywoad on Ic«

Montodoro; ensembles, Jackie Dunham; costumes. Madam Houda. Cast:
Buff & Joanne McCusker, Dot McCusker, Helen Smith, Marie Purviance. Jean Arlen, Tommy DePauvo,
Dick Simonton, Doc Carlin, Mickey
Michals;
Hollywood
Sweethearts

&

Sfcofing
Pafmer, m.c; at
City, Feb. 5-8.
(12)

See."

Brisson- speeds

l"«la<'«

D

State

llartiuita

basis,

the China

Doll, sole Oriental spot on Broadway, is one of the better entertainment buys. The cafe provides an easy
going type of entertainment, fit for
the family trade which the lowpriced dinner menu attracts.
Show is a well designed affair with
However, with
accent on novelty.
an all-Chinese cast, the show might
have a greater selling value if the
performers didn't attempt to go
customers.
the
on
Broadway
Song and novelty comprise the
major exhibits on the bill. Matt
•Tuck, a risley performer, does the
standard barrel juggling tricks with
running line of Chatter. The Three
cantons, two boys and a girl, show
good hand-to-hand work. They do
sbnie excellent lifts, display a good
line of contortion work, and attempt
some juggling. Their juggling is
.still
to be perfected, inasmuch as

1

,

Kniplre

.Sranl'y

&

(two

to

De CiKiro

Paul Grauman Co

Kaye Ballard
Herb Jeffries

iieye Lulce

Ns'pe
.Sis

.Ellis

Hampton Or
Curley

BRON XL
13-16

AdalliK

MiLleMie

open market in this area, Petroff and
his crew have done a good job, and
show stacks up as nifty entertainment. Dozen principals, all capable
on the blades, attractive costuming
and settings, and usual zip and move-,
ment of ice performances make this
a worthy entry for theatre audiences.
Byron Palmer handles the mike
throughout, and adds his own warbling to trio of production numbers.
Lad has pleasant manner and good
voice.
Seven production numbers
are spread through the two acts, led
by an opener with the line and
Tommy DePauw; and highlighted by
the Dixie minstrel number, featuring
rhythm skating and magenta lighting, halfway through the first act.
"Family Portrait;" number early in
the- first act is strictly for comedy,
but clicks only moderately. ''Tribute
to
Flo Ziegfeld," "June Brides,"
"Mother Goose's Birthday Party" and

Sonny

&

&

Tucker
to

(five

Cone to
State

All)'
(I)

Rajah

12-U

in specialties of individual ska*ers.

-

.

unrestricted power to lay oft employees for economic reasons, with
arbitration reserved only for "discharge for cause." Union countered
with claims that the layoffs resulted
in "doubling

of the pact's provisions.

Unless 20th now proceeds with
additional legal steps, the dispute
over the nine publicists will immediately be channeled for decision before a board of the American Arbitration Assn. Any question of a
speedup of other employees as a result 6f the discharges is also to be
arbitrated. Meanwhile, another N. Y.

supreme court decision based on
Judge Greenberg's original decision,
and which involved SPG and Para-

mount over a layoff, is expected to
be radically affected by the "clarification."
In addition,

Ravaiiza

carl

Michael Durso Oro
Fernando Alvarez O

El Chlco
Del Monte
Victoria Barcelo
Rita & Rozino

Kssex House

Erwin Kent Ore
Jose Cortez 'Oro
.Ijatin Quarter
Harem
Harvey Stono
Goorgie Tappe
Connie Haines
Chandra-Kaly Dcrs Jerry Koeber
Smith Sis
Blisa Jayno
Patricia Adair
John Billot
C & T vaide*
Mack Triplets
Muriel Kirie
Nevada Smith
Bon Vivants
Fausto Curbello O

Vincent .Travere O
Bnlian Blcn
Connie Sawyer
Day, Dawn, Dusk
Muriel Gaines
Paul VUiard
Norman n -Paris t
Wnlly Blacker

Roman O

Art

Havana-Madrid
Lecuona Oub'n B'ya
Ccrneys
Sacasaa Oro

Johnny Johnston

Bob Williams
Anita Martel
Sl'KlN<il'IOTJ»
Court Sii (I) 12-15

Uaeal 3
Hal Sands Girls
Fielder A; Harriet
Marcella Hendricks
Pat Rooney Jr

CAMnEN

W'ASHINGTON
Caitltfll (I') 12
& Thomas
& Jump A & C Fanton

Sully

Hop, Skis

Marlon Hutton
Wa.yne Marlin

Capitol

IS only

(I.)

Dick King

Lester.

Hum &

Pipers

Pled

Strum

Bentons
Wlntan & Diane
Detricli & Diane
3

P Franks & Janyqe
Carl Sands Ore

Splvy'e
•»

No

Oro

Tersalllee

Avo

Fifth
.lean Castro
Terry Allen
1

Spivy

Diane Courtney
Hayes Gordon

Hotel Edison

Tommy Reed

Kdlth Plaf
Bob Grant Ore
Panchlto Oro
Village
Piute Pete
Carol*

Fonvlllo

Ba«

Jimmy Edmuttdson Rosanne \
.Vlariro Wade
Fopulatres

WOONSOCKET

3

Oriental (I) 12

Buddy

Kinney
Ben RIbble Oro
Jack Ripley Lino
Ginirer

Hotel Belm't-FIma Kay

Mark Plant
Tony Canzooerl

Ming & IJng

& F Simpson

Downey &

Adams

Joey

Boyd Heath

Hazel Webster

Mary Mon Toy

CHICAfiO

State-Tjilce (P) 18

Dean Murphy

'

Iceland

(tivo to nil)

Towers (I) 13-16
The Quinlans
Danny Chang
The Hay woods

Banks

D'Aciulla Oro

Blaln'e

Myron Cohen
'£•

TCTMSB MASON
BDDO! SMITH AGENCir
New Trork
ISOl BlMtdway
Per. Mgt.i

Jii

Lenore Rogers
Betty Gaynolle

Joey Dean
Joe LaPorte Ore

Sr.

Ucld Over, loelund Bcstanrant, Ni

'BOSTON

-

Danny SulUvan
ijadle

Los Panchos

Keith's (R)

.

.

Shopard Line
Old
Ronmanlall

F

Embassy
Kdwards
Diane

SIMPSON
BVMORETTIS8

.Skulnlls

Valdea Ore
Ralph Font Oro
T & P Rodriquet
Leon & EddVi
Eddie Davis
Art Wanor Oro
Willie Danville

Prof Cheer
Paul 'Walker Ore

Dorothy

Menasha

M

Lyda & Yannf

Clay

Jeff,

Laszlo & Peplto
Hotel Kaft
Vincent Lopez Ore'
Drew.
Hotel Wartvlok
Alan JlIcFalge 3
3 Suns
La MartinlQUA

Clrarlle

Sherry Brlttoni

Dlg-ataiios
Snsar. Graves

&

tiolden 0»t« (R) II
Jfathnyn Grayson

*

Taylor Line
Buccaneers Ore
Eddie Stone Oro
Village VangiiaHl
Machito Ore
Maxine Sullivan
Hotel niltmnre
Louise Howard
Larry Green Ore
M'x KamlnskT t
c Turecamo Ore
Don Fryo^' _
Waldorf-Astorte
Commodore
Hotel
Eddy Howard Ora Luelenne Boyer
Emil Coleman Ore
Hotel Xcxinictan
Misha Borr Ore
Pineapple Oro
,

.

.

BBITAIN
M.alpasB

BBISTOJj
Itippodtotne

9

(8)

Babes In Woods
Arthur Lucan
Jean Adrienne
Bert Piatt
Finley Bros
Valerie Lawson

Tito Burns 6
George Doonan
Margaret & Charles
Fred Hearne Co

Royo
Baker

Richman &

Opera Mouse

Campb'U & BoK'r
Flying Ballet
Dassle Bros

Peggy Barnes

Stan Little

Little Olivettes

Roy

I.

2

r.oulse

& Dogs
4

Stall

Norman

(S)

Comic Jerry
«

Henderson

& Day
.

O

Joy

10.

liCster plans to pro-

duce an intimate musical, "Lihby,
My' Love" by Sidn,ey Gordon, as «

.lack Stanford
.loan Da vies

self-starrer,

Joy Hayden
Rineddle

.Bros

Younf? Z
.Stuart Pearcc
Braeinar Pipers
Tiller Girls

,

Terry Juveniles

SHEl'H'KDft imSW
Empire XS) 9

Pamela Denis

.Tack Xr^^in
"

Pryde

Oiscii ft

Oood 2 .Shoes
Ronald Fra,nkau
Sonny Jenks

Patricia Gall
'Ruby RlKKS

Diana TJncoln
'Arnold Ben
Gordon Court *

Hotel Stevena
Paul Regan
Sliltch

Hollywood, Feb,

ft

Rosamund Belmorc

,

„

Phil Began
Mfurray Arnold Or
A-ndrea Adagio Trie
Rudy, Cardenas

_

(I)

HiniMdronie

GriflliT

.

'

Jerry Lester's Musical

»

(S)

,\Ber

Babes in Woods
Sandy Lane

^

,

lilANCHKSTER

A

,

Rlnlr

LONDON

,

PnHndium

herbt
(S)

:

Dann.v Kaye

Florence 4- George
Nelson Lloyd
Leslie Lester
Terry O'Neill

Grand

&.

Stars on Ice

9

Harold Berens
Gladys Hay
Michael Moore
Matt Nt.ton
Foulharmonlc Ore

Durosa

M

KInson
B Lloyd & Betty
T BUy ft. Joan
Pauline A Kddle

J

K

Marx

'Palmer Hoese

(2'J

Ch.andlcr Oro
Dick Gale
Ellen White
DU-lt llayleman
II Ed^enatcr Beaen
George Olson Oro
Bill

,

Leslies

Mrs Mopp
J & J eonflos

CHJSWICK
(S)

»

(S)

Evelyn Laye '

Hamilton Robins
Sidney Trevelyan
Viima De Boer
Robs fc Globe Gls
Balmoral 4
Charles Ancaster
Beaton's 12 Juvea
Einiiiro

l>alH<'e

.

Marden

Dunckle.v
eon & KikI

Martinis

*.

Elaine Jordan

...

lie

Faulons (2)
Hclsince
Al Morgan

K

Ca,rl

Latin C)n«rt«t
Billy Vine Co
Buddy gUaw .Ore
Doray Slstera (2)

,

J Sudy Ore
Benno Delson O
Tracy Sisters (2).
.iVcrno & Jon

:

Jpfferies

Mugli Harden

D.Harris & Stan
Blel'H 1.2 Juves

Jill

.

Adorables 12
Hlnchstone
Hotel

Ches

Guizar
Hotel Bismark

Little ,Inck

Phil Strickland
Bert -Murray
BlUie I^ove

Hotel Shermaa

Join Kirby Oro.
Marty Hogan
Freddie Slack. 0r<

Larry Marvin

B Kralt Dancers
Don Chieata Ore
Tito-

Dorcen Lavender
Harold Ohilds

CABDII'F

Cliez Fareo

Marty Gould Ore

Ray Bolger

Ray Morton Ore

Duggie Wakelleld
G Huntley-Wright

Tlieutre (S) 9
sleeping Beauty

Isabel

9

(S)

Humpty Dumpty

E

12

.Taokflon

LEKIESTER

6

Gain Gain
Woody and Bobby
Bunin Puupets
Marian Fcdele.
Song Stylists (4>
D Hlld Dancrs <I1>

Bandy Brown
T & J Mahoney

Sandy' Powell
Adelaide Hall

P;tiYiela

New

CHIOAGO
Blaehhawk
A.rt Kassci
Gloria Hart

llAt'KNEX
Kmpire (S> 0

Doieen navies

Yeoman

& Brown

George Stevens
Beryl Crook
Keith Brereton
Chollerton Babes
ZIo AngeleB Co

Forbes
up" and "overloading" Freddie
Nlta Croft

of remaining publicists in violation

Henny Youngman

CABt AND FAMH

Kita
;

:

Mera

'

SAN FRANCISCO

S-

Carol Lane

Continued, from page 5

Ore

13

I'ninco (J)
"Priorities"

•Charlene

16-18
3

Bert Gilbert-

Jeanne Goddard
Josephine Anno
Harry Sims

White Coliarites

12-14

(I)

Howard
Kaye

S-

Ht)(;KroKi>

Danwcll Bros

Mary Witty
Ji'lorlda

Hel<?ne
Ofeoriiie

KecK

Hotel St

Jueuger Ballet Line
China Uoll
Katharine Chan^
Jack Soo
Laurie Long
3 Cantons
Matt Tuck
Curbello Ore
r.l
J Frose
Copacalinna

Johnny O'Brien
Tune Tattlers
Dinlc Freeman

Andrew Twins
Cathy RanrtaU
Burton & Janet
Author LeFWur

,

Jean Arlen, teenager, is standout in
two solo routines and a double with
DePauw. Show also has a trio of
accomplished
femmes in Helen
Smith, Marie I'urviance and Joanne
McCusker, each of whom interprets
a duo of musical numbers solo. Dot'
McCusker is well-spotted next to
closing with effective comedy, wearing skis to carry out a challenge
routine with Miss Purviance.
Skit with Mickey Michals as comedy conductor for the pit band gi'ves
early lift to second act and a souse
bit by Doc Carlin in the first act
rates as good comedy. Solo skating
by men is parcelled out to Buff McCusker, Dick Simonton and DePauw,
each clicking in at least two specialties and doubling with femme part'ner for third round.
Quirt.

Alveress

Sammy Kaye

W

O

Morlta

8t

MIrko

Hall Ore

Choral Octet
H .Sandler Ore

Vi

(I)

RKAniNfi

Gloria

fill)

Hippadronio (I) 1%
& J Brown
Waller Walters Jr
Smiley Burnette

Ebony

Onrintin

.

Hotel

Edo Lublch Oro

Ted .Straetor Oro
Diamond Horseshoe Evalya Xyner
Mata & Harl
Rosalind Courtrighit

4 Grand
Bobby Deirio
Dewey Sis'

^

RoosevoU

Guy Lombardo

Helen Humes
Fats pibhon

Edmund

The Martingales
PHJI.ADKI.rillA
11-M

(1)

Norman

it

Montana Kid
Alan King

.

'Hotel

Cliff Jaoltson

Margie Ta.ylor

ICinpr

tTnmaien

Salvatore GIoo

(Downtowu)
.Hal Sherman

BROOKI-YN
(I> 1»-]R
Ifl-IH
& Penny
The ToUmans
strut Flash
Burton' & Janet

riaxa

Herron Oro

-Joel

Cafe SoeletT

T O'Neal & Cathy
The Yeomana

Hotel
Hlldegai'do

Cbas Blaokman
Gao Ore

Lee Noltle
Slim Timblin Co
J Hoist & Milady

Welllngtorjs (3)

It

Hotel I'terro

Calgary Bros
Chas Reader Oro
Van Smith Oro

.Chas Irwin

Betty

Gene Doyle

Vlntbnsh

revue on ice, show is first of its
kind to play this area. It was put
together on the west coast, opened
in Honolulu, and recentlx has set out
on a string of dates in the midwest;
The unit is geared for presentation in
vaude houses, music halls and similar
spots which ordinarily cannot handle
an ice show, and thus carries its own
ice-making equipment and engineers
to set up in most any spot having at
least a 60x40 stage.
As an effort aimed to hit a wide-

Franltie Carle

,

1!8-l.f

(1)

&

3

Graham Sis
Ray Jacquemot

rATKRSON

Tenner

3

Jurist

Ed VVynn
Jane Pickens
Greb & Lobor
Dick & Dot Roiny

Iti

Cab Calloway Ore
Berry Bros
A pus & Eatralita
Berk & Ilallow

Deleon

Paul Gary

(I)

Terry Brent
Jay Martin
Helen Leo
Hotel ronnsylvanto

Coto

&

Larkin

Rdmayue

Phil

Carnival

NUWAItK

'Dudiilc

Strand (W) 13

tSs*

ISUlott

('arroll

.lean

Velnia .Midrtleton

.Taclc

CITY

Now Vorkcr
Larry CUuton O
Marshal Board

Hotel

Bngatotte

Dorothy ftosa
Blue Angel

11

Paul

.

Atlas

NEW YORK

fill)

MIAMI
(')
& Arlene

Olyniiiiii

Dick Oary

(I)

16

(1)

Sid Catlett
Arvell Shaw

Windsor

Co

O'Farroll

Cabaret ffiUs

t;o

Valley Arena
only

.Taok Teaparden
Barney Bigard

&

P

0

(S)

•

Johnny Long Ore
Bynl & Leioy
Leon Fields

Wald Ore
Bony <I) 11

Red

GREEN

t";

Louis Amristrong
Ran nines

Lionel

Harry Lester Co
Marie Lawton
C?hri.s Sands
Bigoa & Freda
Donovan & Byl

Pekinese

llOl.i'OKK

11

.lerry

LaiYiourct

'

Loew}

(L)

lit^lS

(I)

Tony Pastor Ore
Koljert Alda
Low, Hite it

& DoHinond

&

BiU .LoSve

W.OOIIS

Kocifettes

IjOU Wijls

&.

B Kaye's

Xloa-era

Corps de BaUet
Clyb
Sym Ore

Alack

Leh

Ore

Ellin«:ton

HARTFOKU

KonaUle

&

Grafton Sis
JacQues

la

(!')

Timmie

George Kirby
(two to flit)

Nieliols

A

is

C1.EVISL.\NI)

tl

Foursome; Bvron WeUs Sis & Paul
Music Hall, Kansas Catri &: Elsa

the Screen Office
with a medley of such
and Professional Employees Guild
as "Cocktail for Two."
arbiof, Capri" and "I Kiss Your
several tricks fail to come off. How- speeded its plans to bring to
ever, they indicate that with further, tration, the case of 50 workers laid
Then
'..'^l^'^a^e."
"Boer
Barrel
P^ii
™ka,
"Lady in Blue," "The Little experience, they'll be a good open- off at Paramount during the last
i!J2"'9«"st
Around
the
eight months. SOPEG's dispute was
Block." ing act for vauders.
Maestro. PlonsR."
Kalherine Lee Chang, a good look- han.t;ing fire until the courts ironed
"a"!."^,'.
A Fellow Needs a Girl," "Linda,"
"Full of ing singer, has a personable delivery* out the SPG-20th case.
"Tin. and .Fanoy. Free,"4'LMy-M«*- .She registers weU. with -pops and-

n,JZ^^^
"•eirily along
Old favorites

(L)

Cuilitol

Horaco Jtloidt Ore
Muslo Hull (I) 12

TIelcn Forrest
Bivic \Ve9,^on

,

Jose.

Flam« Rwom, Mpls.

XE'W YOKii V1T\

slioir

or split weelx.

Wamer

!Margjiret Sande
Georffe Tator

Funimnunt (1*)
Andy Russell

Kansas City, Feb. 6.
Ice Sensations, Inc., ice revue in
two acts. Produced by Boris Petroff;
technical supervision, Sandy Johnson; music. Gene Lucas; staged by
Jimmy Dietrich; art director Marco

below indicate opehlngr day of

nareiitlieses iiidieates circuit: <X) Indoiicndenti
I'nntmounti (K) KKO; {») StoU; (W>

ill

.

While Youngman's contribution is
the major factor, it's the combination standard in theatres for many years
that surrounds him that helps set with his well grooved comedy danchim off to maximum advantage. The ing and chatter. He now proves he
DiGatanos show the calibre of the can be equally effective on the
Working with his
topliners they are with a smooth saloon circuits.
and flowing ballroom exhibit. They usual baggy garb, he offers a
Win admiration with a sapient mix- superior assortment of dance panture of slow and fast numbers, grace- tomimes mixing these routines with
an amiable line 'of small-talk. His
fully executed, to win two encores.
Ritvazza continues in the same take-off on a 'sailor dancing the:
apwit. hitting high returns with his tango, and his apache terping, bring
personality ditties.
His revision of full quota of chuckles.
Miss Williams entertains effective5« Pedro tune is listenable and his
nehvery of "Civilization" and "Bos- ly with her keyboarding. She riiixes
her own compositions with standards
Jie' has sufficiently different twists
to Warrant overtime stays.
for good applause.
Helen Humes, a former vocalist
^Unfortunately, the usually careful
^epa production isn't as much in with the Count Basie band, is one of
evidence this show. The eight^girl the better blues singers around. But
ime isn't used to its best advantage, unfortunately dissipates full effecand costuming isn't on par with tiveness with a faulty song selection.
previous displays.
She does well with "St. Louis Blues"
The production talent, Jeffrey Clay but others in her catalog could stand
*nd Jet MacDonald on the songs and replacement.
ousan Graves in the terp spot, do
The Edmund Hall "band backs
Jose.
However,
their scope is more show nicely.
?,y/
limited than u.sua].

bills
wlititlier full

(l>)

li>niie

'

.

I.et(«r

in conneciion tvltli

constituted, it has pace and variety,
3 Suns
and plenty entertainment vitamins.
"Stairway to the Stars," as closing Don Cuinmtngs
Dak Chung Tr
High spot is Sherman's bow to number, carry .adequate flash.
A.nie8 Bros
the local cafe trade.
He's been
Real sock of the show, however, Sue Rvan

.

.

Numerals

tiiee

,

i

11

variety.

Jimmy

imMoa of this Show,

WEEK OF FEBBVAllT

;

Dorothy Donegan, Marcus & Delano,
Copacabana, N. Y.
Benny Youngman, Carl Ravazza, The Dollodians; $1.50 cover.
Jeffrey Clay, Jet
(2)
j3iCatanos
This new .spot is making a bid for
MacVonaM, Susan GraveSi Copo
the local trade via a name policy.
Orch,
Mtchoel
Durso
GirlsInternational Settlement,
Fernando Alveres Orch; minimums, Located in
which is pitched to draw some of the
a, $4better tourist trade. Cafe Society
Th» Copa pulled a neat sux'prise bows in with a well*balanced show
There is no dancing
in the main.
\vith the booking of a package comHenny Youngman, Garl and menu prices range from the
prising
Ravazza and the DiGatanos. True, moderate to hefty. Two shows are
offered nightly.
it was a step taken in desperation
Show opens with the Dollodians,
when the cafe was hard-pressed for
« headliner to fill in for Jimmy three lads and girl, the boys douDurante, originally slated for this bling between vocals and instrumentation on bass, guitar and acdate, who's recent operation made it
impossible for the Schnoz to appear. cordion, and the gal handling most
Nonetheless, it's a happy accident, of the vocals. Items include novelty
arrangements of "Southland at Its
that's going to pay off.
Best,"
"Old Gray Bonnet" and 'fBasin.,
The three show toppers probably Street Blues," all
sold in showmanly
eost the management much less than
style.
headliners
it's
been
some of the
Patricia
Morison,
Hollywood
There's little doubt that
playing.
thrush, is nifty looker and sings neat
times are ahead for the

.

Variety Bills

isn't

GenrK© Blrlck
rinston Palmer
Ijen Olilford
'

Prepping would start after Lester
winds up his current four-wpeljE stint
at the House oi: Harris, San Francisco. Music is to be by Roger Royc«,
lyrics by 'Warren Lane.
Bert Lahr booked into Hartman
March i-tS, In

theatre, Columbus, O.,
.

"Burlesque."

•

Wednesday, Fdinuoy 11, 1948

49

"Four Leaf alternating in head stands atop the
followed by "How Soon," male's noggin. Balancing and coninterwovep with "Dream." Then trol are fairly good for the most part
"Yes, We Have No Bananas" and
As a climax the heavier gal as"Goodbye Romance" for boil clinch- sumes a head*to-head position with
er.
the male. Latter then mounts a half
Buddy Lester follows through with dozen steps carrying his bui'den to
his bistro material. Comic retells the a raised platform and thence down
financial woes of the. lucky room the other side. Pair miscued on this
finder in Miami Beach and then a feat when caught Friday (6) but reSomething peated successIiiUy for good retuitns.
"There Was
special,
About Her." His spoofing of Met An okay sight act for most vaude
baritorte singing "Old Man River" is theatres and niteties.
Cfilb.
rib-tickler and leads into eomic's
satire on singing commercials. Closes
with strong piece of foolery, playing MAYBELLE SMIXH
. .
'Sengs
returns.
Zqbe."
triunpet, for sock
li Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
Apollo,
V.
A hefty colored gal, Maybelle
Tiny Bradshaw Orch (13) with Smith is a blues warbler who can
Aforiaii "Raj;" Carter^ Jimmy Coe, vocally cut loose with the best of her
Les Erskine; Ace Harris Quartet, cplleagiies. Does three numbers here
Louis & Oliuer Sisters (3), Ntco-' of which "Weary Blues" shows her
demu.s, Ma^belle. Smith, Mitchell & voice to best advantage.
Gibson; "Jewels of Brandmhurs*'
When selling blues tunes. Miss
mth).
Smith is okay entertainment. However her delivery of the pop, "Fool
With Tiny Bradshaw's band and That I Am," is too effusively sentiAce Harris' quartet furnishing the mental. As a twist fdr the finale,
music supported by four acts, the the portly femme tries a little stepApoUo^s eurrent layout shapes vp as ping despite her weight handicap.
a moderately entertaining show. Act shapes up as an average blues
Bradshaw's outfit, comprising three turn for vaude houses and nitcrieSi
rhyttmi, four reed, five brass .plus using a segia policy,
Oilb.
Marian "Ray'' Garter on the vibes,
tees off the stanza with a hot opener.
Miss Carter follows with a soto in MITCHELL
a neat arrangement of "On-: the Comedy'
11 Mins.v
Alamo" to score with the payees.
Band later returns to spotlight its Apollo, N. Y.
leader in a potpouri of vocal takeZany act with Negro team exeoffs
described as the "Jukebox cuting a little terping, songs and a
Parade." Using an infectious and lot of banal humor. Low merriiiient
spirited delivery, Bradshaw contribs gets an early teeoff with one of the
imitations of such disk stars as partners losing his trousers.
ObviJohnny Moore's Three Blazers* King ously there's nothing subtle in this,
Cole Trio and Frankie Laine to but broad buffoonery is foacon-forgarner okay returns.
breakfast at this house.'
As a salute to bandleader Amett
Mitchell carries, on a bit of busiCobb, who is ailing, Bradshaw re- ness
with' the pianist as to how his
vives one of Cobb's favorite routines
.should be played and
—that of parading up the aisles accompaniment
later argues with. his mate as to who
while simultaneously blaring away
can
"whip'' the other.
Boys close
on his sax. In this instance saxmcn
with a novelty vocal and wind with
proJimmy Coe' and Count Hasting
vide a hep improvization of the some' ta^ stepping for okay reception.
Gilb.
chorus to "Bottoms Up'T to register
solidly with the house-. Drummer
Les Erskine also shines on the skins.
Sandwiched between the band's
appearances are Louis & the Oliver
Sisters,
an okay acrobatic turn;
Continned from paee 39
Hollywood film comedian Nicodemus, comedy team of Mitchell &
Gibson, blues singer Maybelle Smith his pact. This was generated parand' Ace Harris' -quartet. All are tially by the report that he had un'
reviewed -under New -Acts. Oilb.
derwritten the cost: of making of a
batch of masters just prior to the
Jan. 1 record ban and which he
would retam title to if the company
sank beneath trie weight of its
financial condition. Majestic denies
everything along theile lines except
ACE HAHBIS QIIABIXT
that it has Howard under tight conInstrnmentar-Sangs
tract.
15 MinS.
Undei the reorganization' plan,
Apollo, N. Y.
In keeping with the trend toward Majestic wiU continue operation as
smaller units, Negro bandleader Ace if nothing happened. Chandler Act
Harris has come uo with a quartet simply protects It from creditor incomprising bass, guitar, vibes and terference.
himself on the ivories. Group imTracy lifoata In MtG Jadsittent
presses as having more finesse tlian
similar outfits in tliis category.
Eugene A. Tracey, Majestic Radio
Arrangements, both instrumental and & Television prez. last week found
vocal, show originality.
himself liable \Wth six. Others; who
Boys are off fast with "Flyin'
Home," which briefly spotlights the are not in the amusement business,
for a judgment of $608,000 resulting
vibes, then segues into a finale with
Tiny Bradshaw's band joining in. from a stockholders' suit tried before
Harris deftly handles the warbling Judge J. Poster Symes in the N. Y.
on .'Always'' with his confreres em- federal court last fall. Corporation
bellishing the tunc via additional involved in the stock
suit was Autolyrics a la Johnny Long's "Shanty in
matic Products, which until recently
Old Shanty Town." Quartet will
hold its own at the better vaude controUed a big chunk of stock in
vein. Quartet beats out

Clover,"

l*alladiiun,

London

men, mix

make

it

up with the GalUs and

for' laughs.

London, Feb. 8.
Buddy Brees, plenty competent
Danny Kaye, Ted Ray, Freddie baritone, does the not-too-familiar
Bamberger, Christian's Dpgs, The "Bluebirds of Happiness" hacked up
Appleio'ns, El Gramdas & Peter, choir singing by band in lush arEddie
Banjo-playing
6 Glanders, Suzette Tarri ond Sky- rangement.
rockets Orchestra.

featured in "Alabamy
Bound" as well as in the band's
now-famous "Four Leaf Clover."
Band clo.ses lively show with an
original gag on "Swinging the TJews
of the Day," Mooney reading news
dispatches with bandboys putting
punchJincs over in blackout style.
Mooney- has nice easy stage manner,
looks a little like the late Jack Donahue and with a better-routined
Collins

It would be no exaggeration to
use up the dictionary's superlatives

is

describe Danny Kaye's success.
He's a -wonder-man's show, and the
answer to any producer's prayer.
Challenged to carry, the whole show
for four weeks, the lad from Brook-'
lyn is likely to set new boxofflce
records at London's largest music
hall. For although Val Parnell, with show would do great.
Standard acts Include Helene and
his accustomed skillful showmanship, has provided a good supporting Howard doing a tcrrif comedy dance
the
bill for the first half, it was Danny routine. Ludicrous antics wow
Kaye the packed house had come to .stubholders for a beg oft. Gene
Sheldon missed first show due to
see.
There is little need to analyze. transportation difficulties. Biz good
for
in
a.m.
open
opener,
balcony
at
firstThe
Kaye's battery of talents.
nighters were the usual vaudeville first time since pre-Ghristmas.
Elie.
It was a gathering of
audience.
friends vying with each other to
show appreciation of an original and
Ilippodroate, Ila1t«».
great comic; and to revel in his
Boltiinore, Feb/ 7.
melodious madness.. From all parts
Artie Dann, Eddie Manson & Itfarof the house came requests for num- joric
Wtll-s,
Watson Sisters
bers made popular on screen or disk, Kathy Moore, Jo Lombardi House
and the comic responded for over 50 Orch (14); "T Men" (EL).
minutes, and could have gone on into

'

W,

-deAnitely,

This is a standard layout nicely
His program includes his song of set up and highlighted by appearthe Army draftee and the takeoff ance of Artie Dann, comic, who imfrom. "Up in Arms" and these scat proves with every visit.
Wellsongs had the house in hysterics. schnozzled gagster is quick on the
Those who imagine a British audi- trigger with fEesh material and imences frigid and unresponsive should pressions, of celebs way above the
have seen the way this one literally average stint of this type. He's in
ate out of Kaye's hand. They re- the closing slot and just right to
sponded to his every move and be- wind up doings with a bang.
came, at his bidding; a choir to join
Highly effective opening is profaim in "Minnie the iloocher." Even .vided
by Jo Lombardi and house
if his crack "How does, one get Brit- orch on stage.
solid aggregation
ish^ citizenship" was flattery it epito- that has long been the: talk
.of visitmized, his thanks for a reception un- ing acts here, outfit takes hold of a
surpassed in vaudeville.
Dixieland pot-pourri and rides it in
First half' of the 'bill consists of grand style.
Hectic sesh at the
seven turns of which comedians Ted drums by Mitchell Kay is a highlight.'
Ray and Freddie Bamberger and the
Nice bit of hoofery by Kathy
Five Olanders; a .group ol young Moore is next with Eddie Manson
Danish tumblers, ate standout.
atld his harmonica following.
Lad
Cone.
plays a legit mouthorgan giving out
.

A

.

.

with 'Dance

Comedians,"
"Beguine'' and "Powerhmuse" and
National, L'vHIe
for an earned encore, "St. Louis
Louisutile, Feb. 6.
Blues." Gets good pianistic accomDulce Ellington Orch (18) toith paniment from Marjorie Wills,
Peck k Peck, t)elores Parker, Kay
The Watson Sisters have changed
Davis, Al Hibeiier, George Kirbv, their costuming and' gags and score
& Johnnu Hodges; "Road to Big in experienced fashion. Get conof "the

.

House" CFC).

siderable

rise-

out

of

vocal

of

''I

Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now?'
Stage is really rocking this week, Fannie's hoofery still a very solid
with Duke- EUjngton, his 18-piece sender for a clincher.
Biz strong.
band and as fine an array of speBum.
cialty acts as ttus house has seen
in many weeks. Maestro carries
a swell trumpet section, and his sax
Miami. Feb. 6.
section headed by alto saxophonist
Alan Camei/, Del Casino, Capt.
Johnny Hodges is plenty solid in the John Tiebor It Seats,
Hasfcelt, Iris
band tunes and iKickgrounding the Kiiryl; "Unyinished Dance"
(M-G).

Olympia, Miami

vocalists.

"How High
noisy,

flashy

the. Mountain''

makes

opener, followed by
fast eccentric dance

Peck and Feck,

duo. Lads wham with their loosie^
jointed stuff, then garner flock of
laughs with their slow motion simulation of boxing match. Terrific returns.

Toplibers carry shovr this week,
filling out

with average support acts
to fair returns.^

Alan

Carney

does

okay

with

standard

impreshes of the screen
personalities but clicks heavier .with
soapbox routine to bring Stint into
liit

class.

.

:

.

'

.

N.

'

:

•

«

-

•

^

.

-

:

Majestic

'

-

Amos

.

Andy. Vaughn Monroe, Ella
reception.
Fitzgerald and Nellie Lutcher.

As
piano

sati.sfactory

'n'

usual,
stint,

Ellington, in his solo
reprises several of his

Les Rhode and house
orch turn in nice job on the back
grounding.

own- -compositions, "Mood Indigo,"

Lary.

arlentaK

"I'm Beginning to See the Light,"
"Solitude." and "Don't Get Around

CJliI
Chicago, Feb. 5.
(4), Buddj/ Lester,

Much Anymore." Leads band

for
highlighting

Pied Pipers
"Trumpets— No End,"
Ming & Ling, Perry Franks tt Janyce,
trumpet section, plenty solid. Also Carl Sands Orch; "Sleep, My
Lov&'
gives sidemen an opportunity to WA).
show their stuflP with "Monday
Every Day." "Guesa I'm Just a
Return of Will Harris, house pro^Lucky So and So." and "Tulip or ducer. after recent auto accident
is
Turnip " Entire crew get in solid evident with this brisk
moving stage
licks on "Melancholy Baby" to .ffive presentation. Bill
has the best balthe show a sock finish.
Hold.
ance in some weeks.
After Carl Sand orch opener of
gypsy tunes, featuring string section.
RjKO, Boston
Perry Franks and Janyce set the
BMton, Feb. 6.
Art Mooney Orch (18) loith Galli pace with fast tap routines to "Begin
Sisters
Buddy Brees; Gene the Beguine" and "Donkey SereC3)
Sheldon, Helene & Howard: "If You nade." Closer, an interpretation of
Astaire-Hogers' "Cheek .to Check,"
Knew Susie" (AKO).
,

Art Mooney, riding

crest of popularity via "Four Leaf Clover," cashing in as topliner of current bill.
Looks like a click when he smooths

gets the show off
Ming and Ling,
back in the house
year, pull yocks

to fine start.

Chinese

hillbillies,

for third time this
imitating cowboys
and dabbling with other linguist impressions. Ling, good looking lad.
it out a bit.
He's apparently trying to build displays nice pipes in his battle of
up an entertaining band as arrange- .crooners, Sinatra and Crosby, and
ments were not the type heard oh with take-oil of the Ink Spots on
his remotes., Relies more on hokum "Gypsy." Follows with "Eili, Eili"
than pop .ballads or sock band num- and winds with Jolson imprcsh on
bers. Features the Three Galli Sis- "April Showers." Partner clicks on
ters, Billy Dee and Kerwin Somer- comedy to win solid reception.
Pied Pipers miy. the /pops with
ville in several spots singing and
downing. Dee antf Somerville, sax special material accenting comte'
.

'

picture colony's "laziest nian.'^

Nicodemus managed to achieve a
fairly indolent mood by rolling his
eyes, turning his hat briin and adopting a slow shuffle. Also further describes his lethargic state via a vocal
number. But much of this material
lacks lustre and sparkle.
Fresher
routines would enhance his act which

as coming to them as their
share of this alleged personal
divvy
was $200,000 but since the action was

brought as a triple derivitive suit,
because three different investment
trusts, the court allowed
the request
for triple d.images.

won. him only an average reception
Harlem vaude house. Gilb,

at this

Hiinfary Purge

MARILYN FBECHETEE

I
'

.Songs
10 Mins.

''i

Quartier Latin, Montreal

Marilyn Frechette, lyric soprano

I

CpaHnnefl from pace 5

pictures would have the
soon, too.

I

s

,

second week, with the weather sUU
down to a normal $2^
Next day the cold started again
it dropped to $1,600. Matinee of
the second Monday, incidentally, because of thie sunshine was the biggest of the engagement aside from
opening day.
good, b.o. went
500.

and

'

Some

of

same phenomenon

the

was

clear in ligures on "The Bishop's
Wife" at the Astor, N. Y. The sixth

Saturday was

$7,100,

the seventh

\^*a^

and the eighth was $6^00.
Monday figures were also -unusual..
week was over $3,500, second

$3,500
First

topped

$3,100, third got nearly $S^O0D

and fourth $3,200.
At the Astor, Boston,
"Bishop's
'(Jan. 17)

Wife,"

also playing

fourth

was over

Saturday

$3,700, fifth $1,.

300 and sixth $2,800. Hippodrome,
Baltimore, i»laying "T-Men," had
some of the same results. Biz on
Thursday, Feb. 5. was $1,300, while
the neid day, with a bit of nice
weather, it jumped to over $2,700.
In Florida, understandably, it all
.

in reverse.
Bad weather
brings crowds to the theatres, while
sunshine and warmth. takes them to
the beaches. "Bishop's Wife," at the
Colony, Miami Beach, did $15,000 the
first week, with rain and cold, and
$9,000 the second with sunshine.
Tuesday of the second week was under $800 while same day of the third
week, with bad weather, jumped to
almost $1^300.
Effect of the weather is seen in
statistics provided by Newell Steppi
New England manager for the 27-

works

house

Don Jacocks

chusetts,

New

circuit in MassaJersey and Connecti-

He pointed out that for the
15 weeks of the chain's fiscal
year, running from' Sept. 1 to Dec.
15, biz was off less than 1% from
the previous year. Then the l^ad
weather came. He said that an «rticut.

first

mate of a 20% drop was eonservadeclaring that some weeks^
grosses in certain houses were down
as far as 60%.
He's one of the operators planning
to bring back next summer pix
which have been hit by the weather,
although admitting that the controlling factor might be the product
situation at that time: He pointed
out, however, that in the 12-week
run of "Bishop's Wife" at the Astor,
Boston, he got only the amount of
business he could have expected in
nine or 10 weeks of normal temperatures and snows.
Among the tricky problems posed
by the' weather is that of holdover
figures. There's obviously no point
in taking a film out because it didn't
hit its control figure when a blizzard
may have been- raging during the
days of the count. While a manager,
could legally pull a film on that
basis, it talces .some judgment to decide exactly what of the bad business is due to the weather and what
to the picture.
tivct

'

'

Byrnes' Strategy
Continued from page <

i

to pound away with the
argument that producing companies

nesday)

no longer can profitably operate
without being also in the exhibition
business. Byrnes will draw upon the
experience of the industry within
the past lew years to make this
point. He is expected to show to
the court the fact that exhibition
has been the stabilizing factor in
film-making of late, and that without an interest in exhibition, producing companies couldn't "have operated in the black In the past couple
of years.

same

fate

with an outstanding voice and beauThe regulation affects seven other
ty, should be hitting higer class MPEA pix which
were released since
rooms very soon, Young, srnartly libeiration of
the country, in predressed, .she wins audience with her
vious -wasons. -There are four Ginger
light opera repertoire, v She does
"Chacun le Salt," from "La Fille du Rogers pix, "Kitty Foyle" (RKO),
Regiment," the ballad "AH the "Lucky Partners" (RKO), "Tom.
Things You Are," Miisetta's Waltz Dick and Harry" (RKO) and "Tales
from ^'lia Boheme" and Herbert's of Manhattan" (20th), which
latter
"Kiss Me Again" to solid returns.
was one of the greatest hits in reReception here aujgurs songstress: cent
years. The other three features
is definitely set to go places in sraar*
star Miss Stanwyck in "Double
boites or productions.
InMarc.
demnity" (Par), "Great Man's Lady"
(Par) and "Flesh and Fantasy"
LOVIS A OLIVER SISTERS (3)
(U).
Acrobatics
Local censor, by the way, nixed
9 Mins,
creening of "The Shanghai Gesture"
Apollo, N. Y.
(UA) and "Panhandle Trail." owned
Male and'' two femmes impress atby ORIENT distrib. Italian pic,
a standard turn but apparently have
"Pazza
di Gioia," owned by private
escaped VMorrY's. New Act files.
Routines chiefly consist of the gals diStrib, was also prohibited.
'

Pic Sfdds
Continued from pag*

up. Thai's seen In tHe engagements
of a couple of typical pictures,
Goldwyn's "Bishop's Wife" and Eagle
Lion's "T-Men." For instance, "TMen" at the Criterion. N. Y., the
second Monday (2) of the engagement was $3,()00, as against the first
Monday's $3,400. Tuesday of the

i

Del Casino measures up as a good
looking tenor who gets them with
easy style and smooth delivery. He's
doubling from a local nitery and
Majestic.
shows a wealth of experience in and nitery spots.Cilb.
Those that brought the suit were
his versions of "Near You," "Cecelia"
and "Begin The Beguine" among NICODEMUS
members of an investment trust
.
others.
Palm-whackers bring him Comedy-Dancbif
which held; stock in Automatic
swell; support. Al Kibbler, blind back for "Temptation" for more 18 Mlna.
Products. The suing stockliolders
vocalist, registers solidly with "My salvos.
Apollo. N. Y.
claimed that Tracey and the six
Haskell offers standard magic
Little Brown Book," aided by tromColored comic with a mild rep as
bonist Lawrence Brown, and "Lover stuff with some new twists. Projects a film actor specializing in "lazy" other defendants, all likewise holdCome Back to Me," done in rhythmic smoothly and should have received characterizations, Nicodemus has ers of*ares in Automatic, had been
better reception from stubholders.
tempo,
little to offer for p.a.'s outside of his authorized to buy Majestic Radio
&
Capt.
John
Tiebor
and seals get name as a marquee lure. Opens Television held by Allen
Applause hit of the show is George _
B. DuMbnt
Kirby, impersonator. While his im- fair measure of laughs and applause. with some so-so terping capped by a Laboratories,
Inc., for MH&T but inpressions are basically voice sirnu- Juggling and musical antics of the prattfall. Follows with his impresstead did the buying as
iations, he wins nice applause for his .seals are adeptly handled.
individuals.
sions of Hollywood and contribs an
Iris Karyl rounds out layout with
ZaSu Pitts, Durante, Rochester,
example of why he reputedly is the The amount that the plaintiffs named
some trim tap terps to
originally

Delores Parker clicks handily
with a hep arrangement of "St,
Louis Blues." Kay Davis, svelte
songstress in midrif and revealing
gown, also scores in her session with
"Translucency," song without words,
and "Indian I^ove Gall." Background
of two trombones and clarinet give

E

Byrnes
out

J.

to point

expected
ArthurJElank's experience in

Britain.
forced to

is also

Rank|

he

will

say,

was

merge his producing company. General Cinema Finance, with
Odeon because the producing outfit
operating
was
in the red, while the
theatres were turning in strong
profits. It was Rank's argument before stockholders that the producing
company couldn't continue supplying
product to the theatres without a
merger which would give it a solid
financial basis.

'

This recent expansion of Rank -will
be harped upon by Byrnes as an indication of which way the wind is
blowing in the film business and- as
an additional factor which makes
integration all the more' necessary

now,

WeineBAayj February 11, 194fl

PSrmety

WageHikeOifer(tf3f,to7%Maile
Negotiations fof an extension of*
basic agreement between the
League of New^ York Theatres and
Y. stage hands union are still
the

N

m

a moder-

incomplete. MTanagers offer
to
wage increase but decline +"
Slange' working conditions and deof union rules
clariflcation
tniind

Sat frequently have been

in con-

Deckhands' proposal that
managers donate a percentage of the
crews' payrolls for the union's weljare fund was rejected in toto.
probably
will
response
Union's
vrait reaction at a special memberibip Hieetinff to be called.
Offer from the showmen calls for
• varied scale of more pay, far less
|h(ta the 20% general tilt sought by

troversy.

at
Philadelphia; Feb. 10.

Henry Fonda played

in

''Mister

Roberts" at the Walnut last week
while running a fever. Actor was
hit witli a virus infection Tuesday
(3),

hospital

and

theatre

rest,

of

,

'

'

•

we^

.

-

.

.

GoM

FeUMvriiip
Some of the conditions asked had
been termed exaggerated even by
stagehands but it is known that
imion demands are already in excess
of expectations. That may explain
the atmosphere of seeming conciliaiion during the negotiations meetings,
JUiaiiagas. pointed out that they are
now paying S% in excess of the payroll^ legal requirements calling for

.

3%
1%

on

unemployment

insurance.

for social security and 1% for
compensation, insurance to cover injuries.
-

Union asked for 10%

to

be

de-.

voted

to the welfare fund, wliich the
Iieague rejected. Showmen said if
that levy was .made it would lead to
similar demands by all other theatre imions, a prospect which they
Vefu-sed to face with higher production, costs. They contend that the
welfare fund procedure in industrial
Unions such as the coal miners cannot be inserted, into the theatre's
tomparatively constricted iield.
Stagehands are required to pay
8% of their wages to the union,
that money being set aside for hosSitalization, burial allotments and
general fund usage. Union also has
« ft retirement fund tor members over
wha ai'e said to get $10 weekly
if not employedl It appears that the
nuinagers- objected especially to participating in raising such a fund,
\Vaying-. that was a problem for the

,

W

.

.

Mm

itself.

Of Fmer-Whorf-Barr Stock Group

and Francis Lederer.
Producer declared the play closed

.'

after six performances because Johnson allegedly feigned iUness, failed
to appear, .left out lines and failed
to cue other actors. Other testimony
showed that Johnson had given his
two-week notice on the second night
and had offered to train a replace-

The stage Managers

Assn.,

Buns

less

permanent

Monday

74.

.

NEW HAULING PACT

dismissal

notices,

ago.

pect.

Freddie

we

•

Bartholemew was with

cast

and is slated to tour further
Heart."
change of backers
necessitated the suspension but
a
jresh bankroll has been
secured and

™e

A

cast is being paid minimum
salaries dunng the
layoff.

ill

health for

some

time.

'Amne' to Tour

ing, settings were designed by Her>
bert Brodkin, costumes by Emeline
C. Roach, with Jesse Kimmel pro.^
company of duction manager.
"Annie Get Your Gun" is reported
Richard Aldrich headed the combeing readied for the provinces by mittee in charge of the stock activi*
Emile Littler, who has cabled for ties, others .including John Golden,
Morton Baum, Mrs. Henry MorgenAmerican repeating guns and am- thau, Jr, Clarence
Derwent, Jean
munition used in file performance. Dalrymple and Paul Moss, managIt will make the fifth "Annie" on the ing director of the Center.
boards, the original company still

Brit Provinces

An

English

road

•

,

prospering on Broadway,
Chicago being capacity at

that
all

in

times

and the London and Australian pro-

lUy To

Be

MayLoseonFfiniR^hts

the manager

such

'

toney

wiU not
nor

participate in

any

subsidiary

rights including stock, because of his

I^UAQtE SKIPS C^T;

from any foreign rights.
After she had received the original
$1,000 payment,
it's
alleged,
she
Leventhal's .signed a supplementary contract
disputed boxoffice records of "The with Proser, giving her an additional
Voice of the Turtle," which he one-half of one percent of the, net
topred on a royalty basis until re- profits from the ibow. (However,
cently, are due to be made by at- this contract was noteovered in h«r
torneys for Alfred de Liagre, Jr., original action against Proser and
who produced the John van Druten Kipness, so Milton Weir, defendants*
comedy and who started legal pro- attorney, successfully moved to exceedings in the matter last month. elude it from the current arbitration
Deposition filed in the N. Y. su- proceedings).
While working «n the book and
prcme court called for an examination before trial, that part of the [ otherwise readyii^ the production,
action. having been withdrawn Mon- Miss Hunter, testimony contipued,
day (9) when Leventhal stated he learned that George Abbott had been
preferred to submit the statements signed to direct "Shoes." She was
ofiered $500 in settlement of her conwithout a court order.
Affidavit alleges five errors in the tract She refused this and sul>5eboxoffice statements, pertaining to quent bids to call off her action.
as many weeks when "Turtle" was
William Fitelson, plaintiff's lawyer,
on the Coast last fall, it being seeks not only payment of the outclaimed by de Liagre that the standing $1,500 balance of the $2,500
grosses submitted to him were lower guarantee but also the stipulated
than those filed by the theatres to three-quarters of one percent of the
the United Booking Office, when gross (which he figures comes to
booking fees were remitted. Amounts about $275 a week since the show
payable by Leventhal for the road opened) for the Broadway and probrights depended on the groslses, per
;vble road engagements. He also asks
centages changing if and when tak^ for damages for what he describes as
ings were less than $12,000 weekly.'
injury to Miss Hunter's professional
Although it was reported that reputation and for the loss of presLeventhal was negligent about keep- tige involved in not getting program
ing books, it's understood that he credit, etc.
turned over the "Turtle" statements
to Samuel Silverman, of the legal
Irene Aroneen, costume designer
firm of Paul, Weiss, Wharton & for Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo,
Garrison, for examination. Variance several road shows and the circus,
in the figures were mistakes on the has exhibition of theatrical design!
part of the company iaanaK«r» ."the [ at S8th Street branch of the N. Y.
'defendant indicated.
[Public Library during February.

TO^mTLE'B(MS
Examination of

J.

J,

i

:

j

"Fancy" is advertised to close
Saturday (14) at the Cort, at which
time it will have played 42 weeks,
but it may move to toe Belasco or
the International.. Comedy, scened
in a summer camp for juveniles, has
drawn modest grosses throu^iout
the engagement, but is claimed to
SENSENBEBFER TO BETIBE have made an operating profit of
around $1,000 weekly recently. When
Philadelphia, Feb. 10.
Robert Sensenderfer, vet drama a salary cut was sought in the sumhave approxicritic of the Philadelphia Bulletin, mer, Adrian is said to
mated the show's red to be around
is to retire at the end of the present
He ba.s" $165,000. Recently, takings have been
theatrical season in May.

been in

pone." Other principal participants,
included
Paula £awrenee,
Uta
Hagen, John Carradine^ I^ Boy
Operati, Walter Coy, ^France* Held
and Phyllis Hill. Bari- did the stag*

ductions likewise cleaning up. If the
touring unit goes out, it's believed'
to be the first musical comedy from
Arbitration proceedings in Miary
this side to be toured in the Briti:^ Hunter's Claim against Monte Proser
hinterland while also playing Lon- and Joseph Kipness, producers «t
don.
"High Button Shoes," were not com"Annie," entering its eighth month pleted Friday (6), and will be reat the London Coliseum, is reported sumed Feb. 20. The case involves aldrawing standees at tvery petform- leged breach of Miss Hunter's conance. "Oklahoma!", also from Broad- tract to stage the musical, currently
way, is a London smash, too^ at the playing to capacity at the Shubert,
'Fancy' Dispte
Drury Lane, both attractions being N. Y.
quoted as getting $29,500 weekly.
According to testimony at 1h«
Settled Todaj; Adrian The duo is topped only by "Cinder- hearing. Miss Hunter's original conella" in the West End but that at- tract with Proser and Kipness called
traction is at the Casino for a two- for her to stage the production and
month engagement due to terminate work with Goodman Ace on the
Dispute between Beniy Adrian, this week, house reverting to vaudebook. She reportedly had a $2,560
presenter
of
"A Young Man's ville. Show is also presented fay guarantee, of which $l<vOe0 was an
Fancy," and its authors, Harry Littler.
advance, plus three-quarters of one
percent of -Uie jfross on the BroadThurschwell and Alfred Golden,
way production and all companies,
may be ended today (U) when the
and a share of the author royalties

Authors say they have not received royalties for 22 weeks, and
figure $8,500 is due them, also .stating
because, of that, their contract with
him stipulates he is out on parsubsidiary
rights.
ticipating
in
Adrian alleges the authors promised
to reduce the royalties during summer and then reneged. They counter by explaining they withdrew
their proposal because the manager
refused to let them see the performance and submit weekly boxofficc
statements. They add that unassented cuts in the script were made.

m

Richard

Whorf appeared in all three: With
Richard Barr they adapted "Vol-

the News and busied himself with
other writings, mainly his annual
volume, "Ten Best; Plajyi^''. a standard reference on the fiieiatie's "besf'
plays. His last' edition was pubUdied

b

^ed

,

ing," as he- called it. He continued
to attend the first nights, however,
until stricken last Christmas. Despite
his retirement. Mantle had done occasional articles on the theatre for

alleged failure to pay royalties.

Resume

'

Mantle, one of the best-liked and
most respected critics over the years,
had been drama editor and critic of
the News from 1922 until 1943, when
he retired from active "play-report-

•oipe however,

^ted

:

IN

Agreement on increased rates for
hauling show productions has been
having been with- reached between Broadway man*»wn. Number now in ^'status quo" agers and truckmen,
although the
said to be 11, and to date some
new scales are somewhat under the
bouse owners are adamant on mak'
rates recently announced by the
ing replacements.
transfer men themselves.
Cost for
trucking scenery and props from
railroad terminals and scene shops
or warehouses to and from theatres
Heart' Bus Tosr
is now $50 per daytime load and
$60 for nights, Sutidays or holidays.
Is
to
That represents a tilt of $10 per load
."The Hasty Heart," with which a in both categories but the truckmen
goup Of young actors was touring had demanded $65 per load for night
bus, is back in New York after hauling,
on the ground of increased
vx we«ks of small stand appear- operating expense.
•nces. but is going to the road again
Managers stated that the demands
»te this month. When more than
were not justified but a compromise
one night was played, attendance for
increase was granted after the
fubsequent performances materially
truckmen submitted additional data.
improved, indicating word-of-mouth
Latter asked $3 for each piece of
wactioni
Bookings are being ar- baggage handled, including actors'
for 10 weeks of three-day
trunks, that figure having bera re>
JjWidS through the south to New
"Weans, with further tii»e in pros- duced to $2.50.
^
l^ven individual

.

basis.

^

i

Hills, N. Y., after a long illness.
Hospitalized for several weeks, he
returned to his home two week-s ago.
Death was caused by cancer. He was

council of the actor's association. Its as a printer on the Denver Post,
constitution will be scrapped and later becoming a
theatre critic there.
the stage managers organization will Mantle remained in Denver until
be turned into a social and educa- 1901, when- he joined the
staff of the
tional club, probably retaining its
Chicago Inter-.Ocean. He subse.:
present N. Y. quarters on west 52nd
qUently became Sunday editor of the
street.
Chicago Tribune, and in 1911 he
Council
origmally,
in
recogwent to work on the drama desk of
nizing the stage managers as a unit,
the N. Y. Evening Mail, where he
had granted them concessions, rer«nained until he assumed a similar
alizing that their work was 'different
than that of actors, although all post with the News.
Over his 50 years of professional
stage managers must be Equityites.
Upon reconsideration, however, the playgolng he had made a legion of
council decided to "absolutely forbid friends among actors, playwrights,
any organization within Equity that producers and others allied with the
has any economic purpose or policy theatre. He -was a member of The
that may affect' the welfare of Players and Dutch Treat Club.
Besides bis wife, Lydra, he leaves
Equity."
Among the concessions
originally granted was to exempt a daughter, Mrs. Edward Gerard, Jr.,
stage mapagers from playing parts. of Wilmington.
Council will appoint a standing
committee of 12, made up of three
councillors and nine stage mana-

There were nearly 30 deckiiands

°" Saturday

;

at 74

Ymms&

more or

"^"^

dOon^H), wiu be seasonal, a spring
"Oklahoma!" has been bought for booking of eight weeks, starting
I
Australian production by J. C. Wil- May 5, has akeady been
agreed
liamson Theatres, through its New upon. At tfeat time four revivals
presented, each to i>lay two
York rep, Dorothy Stewart, and the ^ '^1
contract is being drawn. Musical is weeks. A profit is virtually assured
initial
try,
and
since
the Center
slated for premiere in Melbourne.
a non-profit project, the net will
but probably not for a j^ear. "Annie
Get Your Gun" is now running be_ devoted to the spring interlude,
Total cost of presenting the flr-st
strong at His Majes^'s there and is
three
attractions
was
$80,000, and the
likely to stay till July, then move to
Sydney.. A straight play is planned average gross will rise to $15,000,
with the expected profit to approxias the interim booking.
About a dozen actors will be taken mate $5,000. Biggest takings were
drawn
for the second week of "Volfrom New York for "Oklahoma!"
pone," the first attraction, gross
which is another reason for the probeing $19,000. Although the Center
duction's delay. Boat transpor.tation
financed the stock troupe. Theatre,
is difficult at present and plane fare
Inc., stood ready to put in $5,000, but
for 12 people (at $1,600 per person
that money was not called upon. Top
round-trip) too expensi've, Ships are
price was- $2.40, but the big house
infrequent. Freighters, which have
was
not entirely used, portions being
been freely taking passengers to
curtained of!^ which worked out sat*
Australia, now have to work from
istactorily :ft)r
the
showing: •!
trip to trip, getting government perAngel jStreet;" the intimate second
mission for each
passage and
show. Tinale and current bill is
passenger.
made up of ftmr playlets by Chek"Under the Counter," the Cicely hov, expected to gross $17,000.
Courtneidge starrer at Williamson's
Group technically opened it shows
Sydney, has on Thursdays but there
Theatre Royal, in
were preproved a solid hit, and is due to views the first three days. Although
continue until the end of March. supporting cast»
were Changed for
"Born Yesterday'" will follow.
each play, Jose Ferrer andr
|

Mantle,: longtime drama
the N, Y. Daily News, died
(9) at bis home in Forest

Six members of the conunittiee so
The matter jDf letouts from curywat Broadway crews has not been far named by the latter include Wil<lltreed uponi and while the union liam Ross, Moe Hack, William Macr
argument is due for arbitration. A
not dispute the right of man- Fadden, Hugh Rennie, Jack Effrat
deal for the comedy's picture rights
agers to make replacements, latter and Esther Snowden.
is reportedly pending, but. although
have asked for further consideration, with the final decision probthe play has been on Broadway for
ably left to a joint committee, which TRUCKERS,
10 months, the writers contend that
has been proposed to be named on a
.

'^'^

Yftar
Hmipp* 'Rnrn*
learnence,
Dorn Snnii

^wh
Dead

Bums
critic of

formed some months

minimum.

On the strength of its showing, the
N. Y. City Theatre Co. stock, wliich
completes a six-week engagement at

\

with 'the okay of Equity,
Born in Watortown, N. Y., Mantle
has been ordered dissolved by the got his newspaper start in Denver,

gers, chairman to be of the latter
contingent, and its function will Top
to draw the coimcU's attention to
matters' relevant to stage managerr.
Ifs possible that a minimum will be
established for them, there being,
none now. Those assignments, how"
ever, call for more pay than tht

j

Set for Anssie

I

last fall

actors'

Letouts llBcertainty

Current Click Assures Return

the

imion. E*wer paid
luch as grips and clearers would get ting $25 for downstairs seats, while
fSO weekly, or $10 per performance, the $3.2.^ balcony seats brought $15,
an increase, ftom 1-74.72. Flymen and at that few were available. ShuWere offered $9S instead of the beita here admittedly made a mis^sent $82.72 and proposed mini- take in prejuc^cing. play's draw and
aium for heads of departm«its not booking it into, the Forrest,
»0uld be $115 instead of approzi- where Maurice Schwartz and Maujoately $3.12, the present scale.
rice Chevalier disappointed in the
Eorrest
lilanagers asserted at the meeting two corresponding weetcs.
last Friday (fr) between the factions is a larger house (44S more seats
that pay boosts from the union stage than the Walnut), and has a roomier
eiafts had already reached the limit, lobby than the Walnut
Cops had to be called several times
also contending that most crewmen
actually were on the job 24 hours to strai^itimi out jams at the Itftter
given them opportunity bouse.
yer
to work at least part tim» in otijer
iDlits.. DXanagerial increase schedule
ranges from around 7% fat- the
lower paid men to around Z% tan
dquisitinent heads.
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Los Angeles, Feb. 10.
Claim brought by Bruce Fagan,
producer of the legiier, ''Thieves'
Paradise," against Howard Johnson,
actor, was dismissed by an Equity
board of arbitration consisting of
Roy M. Brewer, Marshall Bradford

and was commuting between ment.

week, not missing a performance.
Show, after two weeks here, moved
to Baltimore Saturday (7).
Play proved a bigger draw here
than.^ven "A Streetcar Named Desire,'' selling out immediately the
crewmen reviews were out. Specs were get-

'"Hve

LEGlTOfilTB

Equity Nixes Fagan Claim
In 'Paradise' Coast Fold

Stagehands, Mgrs. StiD {fiekering;

iaround the $8,000 level.
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In»de Stuff-4^t

Down Play Agents

Dramatists Turn

For Radio Appearances
Equity will suggest to

"

%

For Hiked

on

its

mem-

bers, especially those of name rating,
that when they are announced or
credited on radio programs, the
name of the legit attraction in which

Strawfaat Dates

The Dramatists GuUd last week^
refused a request from the play
agents for an increase In commis- I^afayette Theatre, Det.,
sions for summer stock engagements.
on Booking
Sues
The Guild council informed the
Detroit, Feb. 10.
agents that they should get the highLafayette Dramatic Productions
er commission by obtaining better
terms from stock managers. At the last Friday (6) filed a $10,000 daniwould ages suit in federal court against the
commission,
existing
this
bring greater returns for the authors Detroit Federation of Musicians,
and, hence, for the agento, the coun- local 5; the American Federation of
Musicians, Jack Ferentz, president of
explained.

they

may be appearing be mencan
for such pubwithout objection from sponIdea was suggested

tioned. It is believed that actors

AFM

make arrangements
licity

sors or stations.

by George Kondolf as part of the
plan of Broadway managers to promote goodwill for the theatre.
Kondolf was formerly a legit director, staging Theatre Guild: shows
cil
on the air, and isnow on the staff, of:
Federation, and George
The' request for the upped com- the Detroit
Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osmission was contained In a letter Clancy, its secretary.
borne, radio agency.
The company, wliich owns the
from John Rumsey, president of the
'

When John WHdberg and Hunt Stromberg, Jr., bring Hermione Gingold
over from England next season in her London revue; "Sweeter and Lower"
British musical comedy star will be using a lot of special material by
a
young American composer, Charles Gaynor. While serving as a captain
in Signal Corps during the war, Gaynor was stationed for a while in
English capital and made the acquaintance of Miss Gingold. She was
interested in a lot of things he had written for several spring revues,
at
Pittsburgh Playhouse and immediately Inserted a couple of numbers in
her show. Since then Gaynor has sent her others. Only last week he
made a flying trip to Pittsburgh to have jTenny Lou Law record his satire
on singers of old Engl,i5h balladts, which Miss Law had done last year in
Gaynor'g "After Hours" at Pitt Playhouse and at Cohasset, Mass., so he
could send it to Miss Gingold. Gaynor figured a complete disking job
would-be a better guide' to it- than the manuscript itself Gaynor once
wrote a musical, "Finger' In the Sky," with Fred Finklehofle and 3oba
Monks,. Jr., which was never produced. Eddie Dowling once planned to do
it but eventually dropped the project.
-

•

the
to the Guild. Shubert-Lafayette theatre, said
boywith the arrival union had created a secondary
cott, in violation of the Taft-Hartley
of sound pictures and the conseit
refused to permit
quent collapse of stock, f^es for Act, when
Maurice Chevalier and his accomatock engagements had fallen from
panist, Irving Actman, to appear at
artitind $500-$1,000 per week to anytheatre the week of Nov. 17,
where from $300 down. At the same the
1947.
time'j he noted, thd\ agent's expenses
At that time the union told Actarranging stock presentations
in
man he cpuld not. play at the thehave steadily risen,' particularly as
atre because its managepient re?
most summer stock is now played at fused to; employ' secondary musiorganization,

agents'

Eumsey wrote

Guild Mulling
Ballet Theatre

.

:

For Subscribers

/

remote rural

locations.:

ciisms,

At the existing 10% commission,
an agent gets only $30 maximum for
'the normal one- week strawhat"l>6ok-

'

.

Possll>illty looms of the Theatre
Guild booking the Ballet Theatre as
,

PULLMAN RUCKUS
v
REARS SOOTY HEAD

may get as low as $10 or
%\% Under the circumstances, Rum-

ing, and'

.

a regular legit

show on

out-of-

its

town, subscription series. Project is
sey explained, the agent frequently
known to be in the talking stage,
loses money on such deals. He wrote
Com{>laints that advance Pullman with Lucia Chase, co-rdirector i^i Bal*
that he was authorized to ask for a
let Theatre, due to discuss it with
reservations are almost as scarce as
15% commission.:
the GuUd on her return March 6 to
In turning down the request, the during the war are being made by N.Y. Miss Chase, also a lead dancer
Guild council pointed out that the company managers of attractions" with BT, is on tour with the troupe;
(Continued on page S3)
There are several favorable facgoing on tour from New Yorlc and
would
much the same is claimed to be tors for the tieup,. which Guild .be
suba distinct' novelty, for the
true in key stands. Ironically' it is scription list. The Guild, a couple
noticed that although accommoda- of seasons ago, was mulling its own
tions are difficult to obtain, once the ballet company or at least its own
playprs are on board there is. gen- dance
Lawrence
presentations.
erally plenty of space available, Langner, co-director' of the Guild, is
through last miaute cancellations. It also member of the board of Ballet
was supposed that hotel pqrters tie Theatre Foundation, non-profit group
reservations
up
most
and
thereby
formed to advance the art' of balNew regulations for stock particuarc able to 'collect gratuities' but rail- let, which is to sponsor Ballet Thelarly^ applicable to strawhats have
been adopted )>y Equity, and will road 'people say that is not the' real atre as its main troupe. Ilact' that
BT "has played many legit houses
become effective long In advance of cause .of the .spurious shortages.
It' appears thatilarge corporations,
already, and Is drawing a "stage"
the summer season. Ohe addition to
the hew "code" will limit the" num- all of 'which have men on-transpor- audience, is also a factor.
tation
assignment,
buy tickets and
BT is currently at the Curran theber of performances to eight per
choice
Pullman reservations, in case, atre, San Francisco, because it -was
week, instead of 10 times, which has
been the rule in stock" for many and -when not used the Pullman unable to get the dates it wanted at
tickets
are
scnnetimes
tO'
Opera House, its usual Frisco
permittied
the,
yearsL New limit will apjply to all
)se, This explains why there are spot.
stock 'companies, it being recognized
.tjhat certain showmen have taken frequent duplications for the same
space,
after
conductors
report
unadvantage of the former rule, their
shows virtually being on a produc- occupied chairs, berths and rooms. Aldrich,
Reunite
Rail tickets are redeemable and
'tioTi' basis,
Another reason for the eight per- except last-miniite Pullman canTo Sponsor Dubfin Gate
performance' limit,- additional shows cellations the same applies, but large
companies easily .absorb the latter
. being payable on a pro rata basis, is
similar situation somC'
York
that by raising the stock minimum to items.
Troupe for
$50 from $46, there is only a $10 dif- times applies to plane travel.
and Richard
Richard Aldrich
ference"' between the regular presen
Myers, socialite showmen who fortation minimum, which is $60. As a
•

.

:.

-

ptjr^Iimits

,

Strawhat Siows
,

'

-

Louis J. Singer, co-presenter with the American Repertory Theatre, of
"Ghosts" and "Hedda. Gabler" at Cort, N. Y., starting Monday (16), looms
as one of the busiest Investors in legit. In addition to the Ibsen plays he's
producing' the "Glass Menagerie," currently on tour, and has a piece of
"Command Decision," "Burlesque"' (on tour), the incoming "The Hailams"
and the projected "Ziegfeld Follies." He was also in on the recently de>
parted "Power Without Glory." First big venture was "The Glass Menag*
erie" with Eddie Dowling.
Singer also produced the short-lived' "Our
Lan' " last season. He's put up $30,000 thus far for the Ibsen duo.
Current venture opened Jan. 15' in Buffalo with "Hedda," and the plays
have been alternating since in: Detroit and Cleveland, ending the tryout in
the latter to'wn la^t week. Troupe will rehearse all next week in -New
Vork,'as the> Cort theatre isxurrently tenanted by "A Young Man's Fancy."
Eva LeGallienne acts in botli "Hedda" and "Ghosts'^ and directed the former. Margaret. Webster, who started out as production supervisor on both
plays, decided to take a more intensive, interest and assumed the actual,
.

that,

'

'

staging of "Ghosts."

"Medea/' produced by Whitehead and Rea, a, young' managerial duo and
budgeted at $75,000, lias virtually paid oft in full. Same team's "Crime
and Punishment," also a revival, which closed- this week, cost around
$60,000, but ends Up In the red. "Medea" resumed last week after a five«
day layoff oeoasioned: by the illness of Judith Anderson, the star, who has
since resumed. Her physician has advised'^ week's rest' for further treatment, and the show, which opened at the National and moved to the
Royale, will be dark- during the week of Feb.- 23. Last week's gross bettered'$22,000, and the Greek classic is. expected to play through' the balance
of the season. John Gielgud, who. staged the drama and co-starred with
Miss Anderson and Florence Reed, withdrew to appear in ''Crime ".-Dennis
King replacing. Gielgud is returning to Lpndon.

"The Hallams," Rose Franken's new drama, which opened exceptionally
well in Buffalo last Thursday. (12)) according to reliable reports, was
budgeted at $75,000. The 23 backers of the two-setter are; Michael P.
Grace, $4,500; Rabson. and Lehac, Louis Schoenceit,: Estelle Weinstock,
Alfred, de Liagre, Jr., Cliarles Miller, $1,500 each; Mary Phillips McKenna,
Anne Ot Colton, Marion W. Fleisher, Mortimer Becker, Manya Garbat,
$1,000 each; Howard S. Cullman, Adele Levy, $10,000 each; John G. Gella,
$2,500; Rose Franken and WiUiam Brown Moloney (producer), $2^500;
Louis C. Blenderman, $6,000; Mary Woodward Lasker, $4,000; Blanca,
Stroock, $500; John F. Waters, $22,500. Latter is com{>troller tor the
Shubertii, the investment being for three showmen, two of whom are not
with that outfit.
,

•

.

.

'

'

Meyer

t

A

.
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New

.

most summer stocks play six
or seven times Weekly, there being

rule,

merly teamed, have rejoined. Initial offering of the team is a revival of "John Bull's Other Island,"

'Antony' Leaving O.K.

.

few matinees.

N.Y.B.O.to^oonTour
newcomers who, appear in stock must
"Antony and Cleopatra," In which which opened at the Mansfield, N.- Y.,
have had at least two engagements Katharine •.Cornell and Godfrey yesterday (10). Attraction Is an im^
'

New

rules

that

stipulate

'

.

'before being eligible to Equity, membership, that regulation being designed to prevent summer stock

Tearle are starring at. the Martin
Beck, N. Y., will leave Broadway
about the middle of March, although
schools from "guaranteeing" business is strong enough to keep
cards , to "K^raduates," Another im- the Shakespearean drama in town
j>Drtant regulation for summer stock well into spring. It is the desire of
is that three out of every four in Miss Cornell to play key stands be
the cast must be members of Equity, fore the end of the season, so that
meaning 75% of the total used. That she can appear in another play next
too is designed to reduce the num- season. Tearle will go to the road
ber ^of newcomers into Equity, there with "Gleo," although due back in
ha'ving been such an influx in recent London during May.
summers' that an Increased unemChicago, Boston, Philadelphia and
Itloyment situation has arisen.
Baltimore have been booked and it's

drama

.

I

expected that Washingtonians will
be drawn to the latter stand. The
capital was shipped because Miss
Cornell went on record last season
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Jean Dalrymple is rounding up a not to play the National there until
cast
here for her forthcoming the segregation question there has
"Cleo" will be follegiter,. "A Play for Mary," slated been clarified.
lowed in at the Beck by the Theatre
to open on Broadway in May.

Comedy, calling for a cast of five, Guild's revival of "You Never Can
was written by William McCleary. Tell," Shavian comedy opening at
.New ¥ork newspaper scribe who Wilmington Thui-sday (12), with
"'
authored "Hope for the Best" a few Boston to follow.
.

seasons ago, which Miss Dalrymple
also produced.
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by "Portrait of Miriam" and "Where
Stars Walk," both by Michael Mac-.
Liammoir, and "The Old Lady Says
No," by Denis Johnston, a play
known in London but not over here.
Dublin Gate was formed by Hilton
Edwards and MacLiammoir 20 years
ago and both are with the present
acting company.
Aldrich remains managing director
of Theatre, Inc., which outfit attracted considerable attention by bringing the Old Vic Co, from London
to Broadway two seasons ago. It is
now planning a revival of "Macbeth"

Treasurers Club at its recent annual meeting voted to expend $500
for food to be sent to European
needy. At the request of the club,
with several English leads, including
50 packages, each containing $10
JSJi.chael Redgrave, and Flora

worth of food, will Ue IMstrifiuted
over there by CARE.
Treasurers have reelected Lewis

Rnoff't

HOTEL ROSOFF

port, the „ Dublin. Gate Theatre Co.
having been brought overseas with
productions for the G. B. Shaw j>lay
and other revivals, grouped under
the general heading of "A Festival
of Irish Comedies," Brian Doherty
being associated with A. & M.,
Shavian "Island" is not ivell known
over here, only professional showing recorded being a two weeks
engagement in 1905 in repertory
headed by the late Arnold Daly.
Play is slated for two weeks but the
.time may be extended, dependent on
its reception.
It will be followed

Harris (Biltmore) as president, balance of the incumbent ofllcers also
being renamed.
They are Hugh

McGauley (Lyceum),

vice-president;
(46th
Street),

,

son, being

Robbrought from London.

Most of the dozen Britishers who came from London with "Power Without Glory," which closed after a disappointing engagement at the Booth,
N. Y., are sailing back this week. Outfit .came Over as a unitt including a
woman stage manager, who couldn't comprehend action 'of the crew which
forbid her to handle props. There are no such backstage restrictions in
England. Understood two of the company plan going to Mexico, later to
re-enter the U. S. under the immigration quota, they then to be classified
.

as resident aliens.

"Power" was a short-^cast, one-setter, but several understudies were in
the unit. Play lasted three, weeks on Broadway after a promising debut in
'"
Boston,
"Kathleen," which opened last week, lasted but two days on Broadway,
having been withdrawn Wednesday (4) at the Mansfield. Bea Lawrence,
a new manager, was aware that the house was committed to the Dublin
Gate theatre (current) but took a chance on her show getting favorable
reviews, in which case another booking would ^be offered. Debut was
delayed a day in order not to conflict with the opening of "Yeoman of
the Guard," and "Kathleen" drew the flrst stringers. Press was adverse.
Had the play cofitinued until Saturday (7) another week's salary to the
players and others would have been due in lieu of closing notice.
.

Power of the Press Seen
In Grainger Pitt

TAJO

Draw

Pittsburgh, Feb. 10.
P:\ttsburgh

expected

Symphony

b.o. brealc this

Soria

week on

Italy

special Tuesday night (10) light concert featuring Percy Grainger as
soloist at Carnegie Music H&U. This
particular series had been off in at-

tendance this season and ticket sale
for the Grainger appearance was
proceeding about as usual last week
when it suddenly took a big spurt.
Symphony officials couldn't understand it, since Grainger in past has
been only an average draw here,
until they learned that a three-part
profile on the pianist-composer by
Robert Lewis Taylor had just started

on him in the New Yorker mftg.
Colorful
biography
Undoubtedly
turned the trick at the ticket window
since New Yorker has a Wide circulation locally.

WING'S SHOWCASINa

Play, Declines Royalties
Thornton Wilder, whose
novel, "The Ides of March,"

new
is

due

for publication Feb. 18 by Harper,
is now at work on the translationadaptation of a play by Jean-Paul
Sartre.
It's slowly
a gesture of
friendship, as the Pulitzer Prize au-

Charles
Bowman
(17^18) with a showcasing of its ad
treasurer;
Murray Lang (Music vanced presentation group, latter do
Box) , financial secretary; Herman ing 10 scenes from' modern plays at thor and dramatist will not ishare in
Leins, recording secretary, and Sid- the'482 W. 44tti st., N. Y., playhouse the royalties or any subsidiary
ney H, Flelsher, counsel. Board of
Registration for eighth session rights.
directors was also reelected vir- runs next Tuesday through Satur
Wilder's last Broadway play was
tually intact.
."Skin of Our Teeth."
»!1
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2D ALBUM

album under
of

label

disks

the

Cetra

recorded in

S. was
issued last week in "Album Mozartiano," with basso Italo Tajo being

and pressed in the U.

introduced to U. S. platter audiences
in a collection of rare Mozart arias.
Mario Rossi conducts the Radio
Italiana orchestra in support. Italian
singer is due shortly in a film. "This
Wine of Love," at the Little Carnegie, N. Y.
First Cetra Soria album was "Napoli Canta" ("Naples Sings"), with
•

Francesco Albanese. Third album,
due next week, is the "Cherry D'^^*,,
from Mascagni's "L'Amico Fritz,
sung by Ferrucio Tagliavini and his
Disk was rewife, Pia Tassinari.
corded by Mascagni, himself, before
Under Cetra's contract
he died.
with RCA-'Vietor, Tagliavini will still
be released under Cetra's label with
their other artists, despite the
.
Victor platters,
_,

Wilder Adapts Sartre

.

American Theatre Wing's training
school is concluding its seventh session next Tuesday and Wednesday

Second

got an units

INTRODUCED

IS

IN CETRA'S

new

is looked on as likely prosfor the Metropolitan Opera
next season, following lead of Mme.
Tassinari, Tagliavini and Gloe EUno,
all of
were introduced to U, S.
disk audiences by Cetra and subse-

Tajo

pect

whom

quently signed

by the Met.

Dorothy
Eden,"
"Eastward In
Gardner's drama about the poetess
Emily Dickinson, will be presented
next summer at Provincetown, Mass.
It

was

produced

earlier this

on

Broadway

sea^n by Nancy Stem,
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If $21500, Dunham OK $8,000;
SRO

'Amiie

Karloff Mild

New Haven

On

Balance of Rui^

B way

Wednesday
notices
stand.

Bankhead

UMa'SSmKathleen'Folds,

drew only lukewarm

(4),

and only

fair hiz

Snowy Weather;

SIdds in

Break-In

New Haven, Feb; 10,"The Linden Tree," which preemed
at the Shubert In a snowstorm last

Ci^cago, feib. 10. t
Chicago legit gro?pes continue
Boff $28,500,
krone, with "Annie Get Your Gunleading the pack. Management u
Twin-City SpUt-Week
idverusing that tliere will be no
Minneapolis, Feb. 10.
more b.o, sales tor the rest of the enSub-zero temperatures couldn't
Saiiement, which ends Feb. 2/6; mail
oraeis have not been Accepted tor prevent "Private JCiives" irom skyrocketing to virtual capacity at every
iKveral weekss
Lunts are still going great in "O performance, with prospective pa"

VM
on four-day

within six months, is doing^ profltKatherine Dunham
toble business.
Mbrought her "Bal Negre" to the

fiiudebaker, Feb. 6, and first four
performances were near sellouts.
'John liOves Mary" opened last night
(Mpn.) at the Harris.
Erlanger gets "Sweethearts," with
Bobby Clark; Feb. 23, and the Seltayn brings in Bert Ijahr several
Weeks later in "Burlesque." "Show
due March 1 at the Shubert.
, Boat" is
Estimates for Xast Week,
''Annie Get Your Gun," Shubert
Super(14th week) (2,10ff; $6.18).
lative $51,000; sold out for the rest
of the engagemient.
iiStudebaker
(1st
Negre,"
<*BaI
week) (1,246; $3.71). Katherine Dunham troupe's first four performances
were very strong; $8,000.
V ?'Jobn Loves Mary," Harris (1,000;
Opened last night (Mon.),
$3.71).
•

•

•

a good advance reported.
Er"Lady Windermere's Fan,"
$3.71).
(4th week)
(1,333;

'

wilQi

-langer

^Holding strong with $18,500.
"O Mistress Mine," Selwyn (13th

week) (1,000;- $4.33). Still doing
hangup biz with $23,000.
"Bed Mill," Blackstone (2d week)
"(1,358; $4.40). Revival still finds CUS-

.

.

'Soldier $24,500,

'

(Period cbuerinfl Feb. 9-21 >
Davidson,
Calls"
Hanna, Cleve. (16-21).
i'Annle Get Tour Gun"—Shubert,
.

f An Inspector

Mil. (9-14);

Chi; (9-21).
Ballet Theatre-^Curran, Frisco (9-

1

•14).
V
"Blackouts of 1948"—El
f ttoUy wood (9-21).

Capitan,

"Blossom Tlme"-T-Nat'l, Wash.

(9-

14); Ford's, Balto. (18-21).

"Burlesque"—Nixon,
..

(9-14);

Pitt.

Cass, Det. (16-21).

«Carousel"—ShUbert, Philly

'

"Chocolate

-

Soldier''

philly (9-21).

Donald WolHt Co.
sVancouver (16-21).
£

<9-21).

— Forrest,

— Playhouse,

"Harvey"—Colonial, Akron (9-U);
Yonngstown (12-14); English,

Park,

"Indpls. (16-21).
"I Bememiier
Xafayette, Det. (9-21).

Mama"— Shubert-

'

Mary"—Harris,

Loves

*<J!oIin,

•

-

Chi.

(»-21).

World"— Shubert, N.

v "Joy
to .the
Jlaven (19-21).

"Lady Windermere's Fan"

..

langer, CJii. (9-21).

"Mary Had a

'

.

Portland (9- 1 1 )
(12);

Wilma,

;

Little"

—

Er-

— Mayfair,

Orpheum, Spokane

Missoula

(13);

Fox,

—

role.

lr.'26G,Piiy;
'Carouser $41^00
Philadelphia, Feb. 10.
"Mister Roberts," at the Wahiut
last week, was a complete sellout in
advance and so didn't suffer from
the weather, although there were
vacant seats (paid for) Wednesday
night
House .can't handle'
(4).
standees so even in that respect the
weather caused no variation,
"Carousel,'' on AT3 subscription
at the Shubert, also drew wcdl, but
will be limited, to a five-week run.
Maurice Schwartz, occupying the
Forrest for a single week with "Shylock and His Daughter,'* did satis-'
factory business.
Last night (Mon.) brought the pre-Broadway "The Linden Tree" to the
Wdlnut 'for two weeks and ."The
Chocolate Soldier" back to the Forrest for a fortnight. ToHiglit (Tues.)
"Me and Molly"- relights the Locust,
also for two weeks. Future bookings
include "Joy to the World" at the
Forrest and "Pick-Tip Girl" at the
Locust, Feb. 23; '.'Yoii Never Can
Tell" at the Walnut and "Blossom
Time" at the Shubert, March 1;
'There Goes the Bride" at the Locust
and "My Romance" at the Forrest,
March 8, and "Inside U.SA," at the
Shuberti March 29.
Estimates for Last Week
"Mister
Roberts,"
Walnut (2d
week) (1,340; $3.90). Final week
was .a foregone sellout for 'almost.

'

$26,000.

,

"Carousel,".

(1,877; $5,20).

.

.

"Private

.

Hves"-^Orpheum, Daven-

port
(11);
Mosque, Peoria
(9);
Palace,
Bockford (12); Parkway,
Madison (13-14); Davidson, Mil. (16.

'Union

Tour Finales

Every house -in town is dark this
week, a rare mid-winter occurrence.^
Next Monday (16) brings 'The Hallams" to the -Wilbur, "My Romance"
to the Shubert and "You Never Can
Colonial.
Tell" to
the
Maurice
Schwartz opens Tuesday (17) at the
Plymouth in "Shylock and His
Daughter" in Yiddish, and the "Ice
Follies" arrivei;, the same night at
the Garden.
Estimates for Last Week
"Chocolate Soldier," Shubert (3d
week) (1,700; $4.20). Held for an.

other strong $24,500 for the closing

week.
"Dr. Social," Plymouth (2d week)
Still tough going; $3,000 for five times; closed Saturday

(1,200; $3:60).

-

(7).

GERTIE SMASH $26,000;

WPER' SAD $2,400, LA.
Los Angeles, Feb.:
unused gallery

Generally

were dusted

off last

week

10.
seats-

Ger-

as

trude Lawrence's "Tonight at 8:30"
company racked up a new high figure at'the Biltmore and the.boxoffice
crew prepared for a deluge this
week. Current, final frame is the
only one not on Theatre Guild sub-scription, and the house may hit the
absolute eight-performance capacity
figure.

OHly new entry, ^'Dipper Over
Glmbels," preemed at the tiny
Coronet to poor notices, but will
hang on until Sunday (15) while
producer Marie Louise Elkins decides whether there's, anything to
salvage.

Nothing coming in

this -week.
Estimates for Last Week
VBIackOuts of 1948," El Capitan

week)

(294th

(1,142; $2.40).

Again

—

another fine $15,000.
"Dipper Over Gimbels," Coronet
(l!3t

week)

(255; $3.60).

Even

$4.80

for all seats opening night
CWednesday-4) didn't help the flgOre
in the face of poor notices; middling
$2,400 for four days.
"Of Mice and Men," El Patio (2d
week) (796; $2.40). No better, with
poor $2,500 ajsain, but stays through

tap

—

WasL

,

.

—

.

'

much off; great $41,000."Born- Yesterday," Lyceum (105th
<C-993; $4:80). Was affected
mildly, but the pace again was
better than $17,000; laugh Show has
nei^er had a losing week.
"Briffadoon," Ziegfeld (48th week)
(M-1,628;
.$4.80).
Eased down to
around $37,000 but musical approaching the year mark is plenty hefty
and is expected to play into summer.
"Command Decision," Fulton (19th
week) (D-968; $4.80). Dip of $1,500
was not unusual along the line last
week, but $16,500 netted a neat
week)

lienne opens here next week.

REVIVALS
"A Tragedian In Spite of Himself,"
and other Chekhov playlets, City
Center (2d week) (CD-2,692; $2.40).
Final of three attractions in stock
basis; playlets well received; same
policy in city-owned house slated for
spring

season;

Chekhov

bill

end*

Saturday (14); Ballet Russe de Mont*
Carlo opens Sunday (15).

Shows

eased off strong pace of other Gilbert

and Sullivan operettas; under $34,000,
Publia Gate Theatre Co., Mansfield
(997;
$4.80).
If i.sh
troupe
brought over intact opened last night
(Tu°s.), with "John Bull's Other
Island"; pr-esented by Richard Aidrich and Richard Myers, in association with Brian Doherty.
"Man and Superman," Alvin (18th

week) (CD-1,331; $4.80). Moves tO
Hudson next week, "Mr. Roberts"
coming here after sensational tryout;
play rated around $28i900.
"Medea," Royale <16th week) (Dprofit.
Resumed last week,
"Dr. Social," Booth (D-712; $4.80). 1,025; $4.80).
Presented' by Harold Barnard; writ- but will lay off week of Feb. 23 to
ten by "Joseph L. Estry; medical provide a rest for Judith Andersonj
picked up and got over $22,000.
drama opens tonight (Wed;).

Shaw

ADDED

*'Flnian's Bainbow,"
46th Street
(57th week) (M-1,319; $6). Dipped
"The Bespeotful Prostitute" and
to approximately $38,500; but makes "Cliurch Street,"
Stages; two
excellent profit at that level; ex- short plays by Jean-Paul Sartte and
pected into summer.
Lennox Robinson^ respectively, In
^'For Love or Money/' Miller (I4th little downtown spot; opened Monweek) (C-940; $4.20). As with most day (9).
^
others,
attendance
dropped and.
Experimental Theatre.
shaded $14,000; has done very well
"A Long Way From Home," Elliott.
to date and may span the spring.
Adaptation of Gorki's- "The Lower
"Happy Birthday," Plymouth (67th Depths," by Randolph Goodman and
week) (C-1.063; $4.80). Eased off to Walter Carroll; all-Negro cast- drama
around $16,500, probable even break; opened Sunday (8).

NeW

.

-

.

'

'

may have new

house

offering

by

spring.

"Harvey," 48th St. (172d week)
(C-902; $4.20). Business at Weekends
brings gross to the orofit level, as
with other stayers; $14,000.
"High Button Shoes," Shubert
(19th week) (M-1,387; $6). One of
the season's first musical clicks continues to pack 'em in; score was ap-

"Deep Are the Roots," Belasco (3d
week) (1,061; $3). Levelled off with week)

Shubert, N. Haven
With Slow $8,000, Pitt this week.
Shubert. Bost. (16-21 ).
"T<»night at 8:30," Biltmore (2d
Pinney,.
_ S»n Carlo Opera Co.
Pittsljurgh, Feb. 10.
Sensational
$3.60).
Boise (9): Aud., Pendleton (10);
Third time was anything but a week) (1;636;
sell*
Temple, Taeoma (11); Moore, Seattle charm for "State of the 'Vnion" at $26,000; very close to absolute
(12-14); Strand,' Vancouver (16-18); the Nixon. Show wound lUp its tour out.
Aud., Portland (19-21).
here mildly last week, getting a new
'^Show Boat"—Paramount, Toledo low lor the local season so far.
(9-11); English, Indpls (12-14); EmEstimate tor Last Week
Uhr-'Burlesque' $27,500
ery Cincy (16-21).
"State of Vnion," Nixon (single
Depressing
week) (2,100; $3.25).
, "Sleep It Off"—Aud., Oakland (13);
Met, Seattle (16-21).
For Great Week,
$8,000 for windup of the tour; had
"Song of Norway"—Lyric, Mpl.s. done well on two previous engageWashington, Feb: 10.
(8-14); American, St. Louis (16-21).
ments.
Revival of "Burlesque" did landStndent Prlnoc"—Bajah, Beading
office biz at the National last week,
49); Karlton, Wilmsport (10); Strand,
as the town's dvama desks went all
»nira (U); Aud., Roch. (13-14); 'Lucasta' and Inspector'
out for it. Capacity house opening
Nixon, Pitt; (16-21).
Get $7,000 Each, liidpls. night indicated Bert Lahr's draw.
"Sweethearts"—Music Hall, K. C.
"Blossom Time" is doing its usual
Indianapolis, Feb. 10.
(16-21).
healthy biz currently, with "Pickenreturn
in
a
^"Xhe First Mrs. Fraser"—Lyric.
"Anna Lucasta,"
Bridgeport (10); AUd., Hartford (20- gagement the first half, and "An In- Up Girl" Monday (16), with Peggy
spector Calls," the second halfj gave Ann Garner returning to home soil,
Linden Tree"
'JThe GUss
Aud., English's here its first-double book- Boris Karloff in 'The
Menaeerie"
Business stops here Feb, 23 en route to
Hertford ai-12); Aud.. Worcester ing week of the season.
Wa); Acad., Northampton (14); Play- was fairly good, considering the Broadway.
Estimate for Last Week
house, Kingston (16); Aud., Pittsfleld .weather. "Show Boat," due Thurs"Burlesque," National (Single
UV); Playhouse, Syracuse (18); Play- day-Saturday (12rl4), is practically
week) (1,680; $3.60). Bert Lahr and
house. Schenectady (19-21).
a sellout on mail orders.
his troupe packed them in to the
The Hallums"-Hanna, Cleve. (9Estimates for Last Week
(three
of $27,500.
tune
English
Lucasta,"
Wilbur,
"Anna
;
Best. (16-21).
Tree"— Walnut, Philly days) (1.500; $3). Not bad $7,000 for
(16 2U
second time here, against winters
in Rehearsal
^g'The'lUid Mill"— Biackstone, Chi. heaviest snow.
"inspector Calls," English (three,
"Joy To The World"^ohn House8:30"— Biltmore, L. A. days) (1,500; $3). Also near $7,000, man ,ind. William- R. Katzelt.
*o
.snow and ice holding over; third
"Pick
Girl"
Up
(rbiad)—J. J.
Never Can Tell"—Playhouse, play in the local Theatre Guildw,.'.'*'?
Wil. (12-14); Colonial,
Leventhal,
Bost. (16-21),
American Theatre Society series.

'Romance"

(12rl4);

tour.

"Young Man's Fancy," Cort (41st
Announced
may move;
with Eva Le Gal-

$8,000; "Ghosts,"

"Antony and Cleopatra," Beck
(11th Week) (D-1,214; $4.80).
Is
making exceptional showing, but Is
due for key road stands around midMarch; $21,000 estimated.
"Cradle Will Bock," Broadway.
M
Withdrawn Saturday (7), after trying a third engagement this -season;
played week-and-a-half in big house
to .small money.
"Crime and Funishment," NationsiV
(D-1,164; $3.40). Final and 8th week;
Russian drama too heavy for aver(9th week)
(R-998; $4.80). Very age patrons; went clown to $9,000;
little difference last week; except "Tonight at 8:30" is jumping
from
in the number of standees; gross the Coast, with Gertrude Lawrence^
was quoted close to $27,000.
next week.
"Annie Get Tour Gun," Imperial
D'Oyly Carte Co., Century (6th
(91st week) (M-1,472; $6.60). Mu- week) (0-1,670; $4.80).
Concludes
sicals except the newer standouts, cycle of seven weeks with "Patience"
went down $2,000 and more; but and a similar schedule Is slated;
receipts for this stayer, were not "Yeoman of the Guard"
last week

proximately $38,000.
"Icetime of 1948,"

$17,000.

•

'21).

may

level,

week) (C-1,064; $3.60).
to close this week but

.

Shubert (2d week)
Big musical, on ATS
subscription the first two weeks, also'
(8-21).
didn't 4eel adverse weather as much
VMr. Boberts"—Ford's, Balto. (9- as it might; has three weeks to go
.-.14).
on its own and, with $5.20 top, high"O Mistress Mine"— Selwyn, Chi. est in years here, is being closely
'(»:21>.
watched; $41,500.
"Oklahoma!"— Aud. Little Rock (9"Shylock and His Daughter," FortU); Home. Okla. City (16-21).
rest
(single week)
(1,785; $3.25).
"Pick Va Girl"- Lyric, Bridgeport Got an okay $12,500, most of biz
(14); Nat'l- Wash. (16-21).
coming Frid.iy and Saturday (6-7).
Butte (14); Lyceum, Mpls. (16-21).
"Me and Molly"
Locust, Philly

went off like others, but plenty
okay at $20,000,
"The Winslow Boy," Empire (IBth.
week) (D-1,101; $4.80). Rated around
$13,000; over - estimated previous
week; while profitable at present
tion;

,

.

Road Shows

%, Hub

Dr.' N.G.

ttoners here; big $22,500.

Curreift

$20,000

•

:

Mistress MineV and "Lady Winder
mere's Fan" is doing handsomely.
'•Bed Mill," back for the second time

ComeU

'AOegro' $46,500,

Breakins are again getting^a heavy
play at this house. Current week
unveils
"My Romance," Shubert
A number of Broadway producmusical,. Thursday-Saturday (12-14).
Next week's last half gets the open- tions slipped last week, the dip in
grosses being debited' to the snowy
ing of the Alfred Drake-Marsha
ana radio warnings again
Hunt play, "Joy to the World," for weather,
many suburthree days Feb. 19-21. Fourth try- doubtless keeping
banites at home. Lent starts totrons turned away the final two out in a row is "Love Is a Laugh" day (Wed.) and usually Ash Wednesdays. Show also had benefit of stiff (Ilka Chase), set for Feb. 26-28.
day does dent attendance, but with
Estimate for Last Week
scale.
"Song of Norway" is current
Lincoln!s birthday the following
"The Linden Tree," Shubert (5 day, theatres should not- be affected
and "Mary Had a Little" is due next
performances) (1,700; $3:60).
Ap- unduly, unless there are more heavy
Tuesday (17) for five days.
proximately $7,500, only so-so for the snowfalls.
v
Estimate for Last Week
"Look Ma, I'm Dancin'" had a
Private Lives," Lyceum (6 per- Boris Karloff starrer.
virtual capacity full first week and
formances) (1,900; $4.20). Tallulah
looks to be in the money. Only new
Bankhead and her supporting cast
play last week was "Kathleen"
were acclaimed, and bad weather
which withdrew after the second
was no handicap; practically a sellnight, following an adverse press.
out for a tremendous $19,500,
"Power Without Glory" was withdrawn Saturday (7) and so was
St. Paul OK $9,000
"The Cradle Will Rock," again.
St. Paul, Feb. 10.
"Crime and Punishment" exits this
Despite Winter Carnival events'
week. "A Young Man's Fancy" is
opposition and sub-zero tempera-'
also announced to close but' may
tures, "Private Lives" at the Audimove.
Boston, Feb. 10.
torium pulled strongly for two nights
Not much doing on the legit front
Estimates for Last Week
and matinee. Final performance, here last week. No openers, and two
Kevf: C (.Comedyy, D (Dromn),
Saturday night (7), was virtual in .their final week in -town. "ChocoCD iComedy -Drama), R (Rcrue),
sellout.
late Soldier," at the Shubert, cashed'
(Musicalh O (.Operetta):
Estimate for Last Week
in on the let-up in the cold and
Private Lives," Auditorium (3 snow. "Dr. Social," at the Plymouth,
"Allegro," Majestic (17th week)
performances) (3,000; $4.20). Critics ran into tough luck when Virginia (M-1,695; $6). Boxoflice. Unes indiand public went for this one in- big Gilmore was forced out of the femme cate the powerful draw, and the
way; $9, 000.
lead by illness. Show missed three grosses have topped the list since
opening;
but cased a bit to $46,500.
performances, resuming Friday
"Angel in the Wines," Coronet
night (6) with Haila Stoddard in the

Center

(R-2,994; $2.40).

(.37th

Most tickets

are sold at the boxoffice, one of the
busiest in town; holds to profit level;
bit up; $30,000.

"Kathleen,"

Mansfield.

Opened

Tuesday O); was panned and taken
off the following ui£ht: house relights this week with Dublin Gate
Theatre.

"Look Ma, I'm Dancin'," Adelphi
(2d week) (M-1.434: $4.80). Rated
around $39,000 for the first full week;
big hou.se

drew standees some per-

formances; newest musical very
promising.
"Make Mine Manhattan," Broadhurst (4th week) (R-1.160; $6). Another of the winter's click.s, with attendance at standee proportion.s; approached $36.1500.
(261st
"Oklahoma!." St. James

bUfillN

GATE $16,800

IKTCMtONTOHeLDOVER
On
its

second and

Toronto, Feb.. 10.
final week here of

North American tour, the

first

Dublin Gate Theatre company topped
its previous week with its repertory
of four plays.
After its Broadway
run, opening tonight (Tues.), the
troupe is slated to tour the U. S. and
Canada.
Estimate foe Last- WeefcDttbiin Gate Ttaastre, Royal Alexandra (2d week) (1,525; $2.50). With
Bernard Shaw's "John Bull's Other
Lsland" still loading on popularity,
other three unknown Irish plays also
picked up, on second, week for- a very
good $16,800. topping the previous
week's $15,200.

'Sweethearts' $20,000,
Hit

by Weather, St
SI. LouLs,

Feb.

L

10.

Still comHerbert's
Victor
"Sweethearts'*
mands good patronage and is slated was hit by snow and near zero
well into sprin.8 here or elsewhere; weather all last week, but the rebit improved, $21, ,500.
views were enthusiastic and. the final
"Power Without Glory." After gross was fair. The .show remains
playing four weeks to disappointing this week, with "Song of Norway"
grosses, it was withdrawn Saturday due next week.
(7): Booth gets "Dr. Social" tonight'
Estimate for Lkst Week-

week)

(M-1,505:

$4.80).

'Sweethearts,"

(11).

American

(1st

"Skipper Next to God," Plavhouse week) 1,700; $4.45). Eight perforrtiStarted ances gross-ed an estimated $20,000.
(4th week) (D-865: $4.20).
mildly last w<eek, then built to subtakings, with count quoted
over $14,000; can remain indefinitely 'Okla' Big $384)00, Cincy;
at that pace.
Local Grosis
Season
Moroaco
Bedfellows,"
"Sii-anee
Cincinnati, Feb. 10.
(4th week) (C-935; $4.80). Unlookod
''Oklahoma!" racked up its third
for decline last week when the
(

-

-stantial

Top

gross approximated $13,500;

however

laugh show .should make the grade.
"Streetcar Named Desire," Barry-

more

Any

many Cincy visits at
Emery auditorium iatt week,;
Town is without & show this week.

sellout in as

.

-

the

"Show Boat" docks next week in the
Emery at $4.20 top.
EsUmate tor Last Week
grooved around

(10th week)., (D-1,064; $4.80).
difference in gross reflects the

number

.of

standees;

I'OkUdioma!", Emery Aud. (single
more.
"The Heiress," Biltmore (19th week) (2,100; $4.20). Musical clicked
week) (M-1,505; $4.80). Sold picture off a potent $38;000 for the eight",
rights to Paramount for $250,000 and performance week; it was the' top

$27,500, but gets .slightly

drama

Is

weU

out in front on opera*

gross of the season.

;

.

.

Wednesday, Februffiy II, 1948
the Qorki yarn -with Negro actors
gives the situation greater plausibilseems relatively unimportant.
ity,
Despite that improvement and the
vitality and drive of the cast, "A

Plays on Broadway
way production was

B«» Lawionce production fit comedy In
throa acts (ons setting) by Mlchsel layers.
Wged Ijy Coby Bashln;. scenery, Charles

last season's
unsufecessful but provocative "No
Exit," has written a tingling one-act
melodrama in "The Respectful Pros-

Elson. Opciiea at

titute."

Kathleen

•4<i;

*t»nsfl?l(i,

$1.20 top.

N;

,

i.,

iVb.

i,

is essentially
a drab, stupifying tpllcfest.
The characters sprawl about in the
squalid basement flophouse in North
Carolina, quarreling and endlessly
philosophy.
repetitious
spouting
Occasionally there is a sudden outburst ol violence, a' scuffle or a murder. But it all seems formless and

This time the Parisian ex-

jionent of the existentialist cult isn't
ijothering with his pet ijhilosophy,
Father Keogh
but has written a searing indictment
Christy Hnnnfey
.... Frank Merlin.
Dr. Horatio Houhllhan
of one of the malignant aspects of
Jack Sheehan
Jaapef fosarty
American life racism and its lynchIVallaco
Andree
Kithloen Posarty....
Henry Jonea law expression. Despite minor exBeamua MacGonlgal
Connor aggerations,' "Prostitute'^ is a peneIdSnt. Aengus MacOgue..Whitfleia
Stevens
I,.
Morton
jSjmeyMaSGonlsal....
dramatic expose of a
tratingly
shocking and embarrassing situa...Anita Bolster
..iWhlttord Kane
.Tames McCalHon

LHy

,

—

An Irish-backgrounded play' is
"Kathleen" with some intetludes oi
mild diversion but with a scant,
dhance on Broadway. New manager
rislted showing it at the Mansfield
lor a scheduled live days, flgurmg
that a lavorable press would make
another house available prontoi
The Dublin Gate Players were previously booked to arrive this week at
the Mahsfield.
Comedy is part fantasy and part
larce and could have served as a

and

provides engrossing if
uncomfortable' theatre.
The piece is superbly presented,
particularly adjusting to the production limitations and the intimate
The value of
size of the theatre.
a ry Hunter's combination of
shrewd casting and propulsive stagtion,

ing

it

evident.
Meg Mundy, if
limited technically, gives

is

somewhat

an honestly impassioned performance as the jittery, confused prostie

a from the north, who

book for a dialect musical. It's
short play but there's plenty of dialog spoken with Irish brogues. The
localfe

a village

is

Dublin^

near

Three of the players are fairly well
to the stage while others appear to have gotten most of their
training in radio.
»^
,
Kathleen is the high-spinted,
imaginative daughter of an excitable historian, one Jasper pogarty,
Houhlialthough she's also known as
han and has quaint romantic ideas
lor a 19-year-old. The lass blandly
announces that she's to have a baby,,
•which upsets her pappy no end,
along with her uncles, who: are the
town's doctor and- a priest, respect-

known

ively.--:-

.

psychotic white-supremacy
advocate; John Marriott is eloquent-

sadistic,

ly restrained as the terrified Negro,

exponent

credit there. It is,' of eourscj hopeless; as film or radio material.

Kobe.

,

•

•

.

Kate Riordan.

..V.

.

.Dorothy Patten

Hugh Riordan .............. Earl liammand
.......
(Eugene Paul)
Aunt Moll.

Ivan

TOBACCO
Ivanovltch Nyukhin
Jose
THE WEDDING

.....Cbarme Allen
Sondergaard)

Riordan.....*...
..S'Vank Butler
Mollie Riordan
Shirley Eggleston
Sarah Pettigrew. .,»....., .Florida Friobus
Mrs. Lucy De Lacy...,...;,-.... .Ann Eliot
(Nancy R. Pollock)
Sallie Iiong
........Gertrude Corey
Jim Daly.
.IkhS Clark
Honor Bewley..,...v...i,.,.Barbara Joyce
(Joan Tompkins)
Joseph Riordan
Ddgar Stehli
.lack

(Sid Castel)

^

Will Kuluva
Dashenka
.Phyllis Hill
Dmitry Stepanovitch Mozgovoy.
Ralph Roberts
Audrey Andreyvitch Nyunin. John Carradlne
Fyodor Yakovlevltch Revunov-Karaulov.'
.

. . .

"

Richard Whorf
Walter. .......... ......Bobby Busch
Second Waiter. ........ .Richard McMurray
Third Walter.
.Franic Campanella
(Directed by Jose Ferrer)

The New York
is

.City Theatre Co.
presenting a delightful evening of

Chekhov at the City Center, lorf the
and final offering of •its 'first
season of stock. The lour one-act
third

comedies (one

is

simply a monolog,

little more than that)
are of varied excellence, but all are
good. If in their order they diminish
in appeal, it's because the pace of the

and another

two is. so fast and hilarious, to
it difficult for the last two to
retain the appeal. But it's still an
eminently worthwhile entertainment.
Richard Whorf takes the evening's
honors with two virtuoso performances, first as the henpecked husband
gests that there is more drama in
in "A Tragedian in Spite of Himself,"
his home surroundings and his simple relatives and friends than he will then as the decrepit pseudo-General
find among the city strangers. In in "The Wedding," "Tragedian" is a
a series of discursive scenesi the old very funny two-character piece
lady and the young dramatist then about a man .who lives in the country
create imagined situations -lOr the and works in the city, and is therevarious people; at his parents' home lore made the slave of every relative
and neighbor who has some errand
that evening.
or purchase to make in town. Whorf
John
O'Shaughnessy's
staging
doesn't coalesce the action, nor pro- pulls all stops out in a characterizavide pace, and most of the acting is tion mostly comic, and occasipnally a
lacklustre. However, Florida Friebus little pathetic.
In "The Wedding," a colorful satire
gives a skillfully affecting performance as a genteel* impoverished on the cupidity and false pride of
spinster; Gertrude Corey is believ- the onetime Russian lower middleclass, Whorf is a faded naval officer
able as a tragic unmarried mother,
while Charme Allen is acceptable as hired to appear at a wedding to lend
the aunt, and Dorothy Patten and it tone. If the satire doesn't quite
Edgar Stehli are competent as the come off because ol the broad burlesque style with which it is played,
playwright's parents.
Because of radio commitments of this isn't Whorf's fault. It is a farce
some of the principals, there will be part well done, with his departure
substitute players in some of the set on a pathetic high note.
Jose Ferrer, who directed "Trageparts for Sunday, Tuesday and Wednesday performances. The replace- dian" and "Wedding," gives a wonments are listed in brackets in the derful performance as a bluntspoken, boorish landowner in "The
credits above.
Hob«
Bear,' and a less satisfying, though
as finely chiseled a portrait, as the
abused schoolteacher in the monolog,
American National Theatre and Academy "On the Harmfulness
of Tobacco."
presentation of, Bjtp.erimental' Theatre proLatter is a littte„ longish. Ferrer
duction ot drama in two acts (four Scenes)
makes it pathetic as well as huby Randolph Goodman and Walter Carroll
based on' Maxim Gorki's ''Na Dnvo" ("The morous.
Lower Depths"). Produced by Nnt KarsonIn "The Bear," verbally battling
directed by Alan Schneider; setting and
with a gentle high-strung widow for
lighting, Leo Kcrz; costumes, Rose Bogdasome money due him, and finally
noit. Opened at Ma«lne Elliott, N. Y., Feb.
falling in love with her, Ferrer gives
8, '48.
Dee
Harry Bolden a full-blooded, hilarious portraval,
.Mildred Smith with rich
ii'ly-,
results.
B'rances Reid,
a ry
,
Beatrice Wade
.,
}f
playing opposite as the arch mistress
Four-l'.yes ....... ,.,
.Catherine Ayers
fai lijy .......................
determined
to remain loyal to the
.Maurice BUia
Snd-Aot.
William Marshall memory of her recently-departed
Grady Horn........
.Augustus Smith spouse, is as beautiful as she's fiery,
.loebuck
Josh White
treat to watch. Francis Letton adds
Marcy
..Ruby Dee a
Pi caclicr
Alonzo Bosan his bit of fun as the aged footman.
BUly-Hoy
.James Wright Richard Barr's direction is excellent.
Celine.
.Fredi Washington
"The Wedding" Is a hodgepodge 01
types gathered at a wedding dinner.
The Experimental Theatre's third Robert Carroll, as the'- stuff-shirt
production of the season seems ho groom; Grace Coppin, as the pennymore comprehensible as an "experi- pinching mother-in-law; Paula Laument" than the previous two. Where rence, as a midwife; Francis Letton,
"Galileo" and "Skipper Next to God" as a telegraph clerk; Will Kuluva. as
involved known material and/or es- a Greek confectioner; Phyllis Hill,
tablished talent, this "A Long Way as the attractive bride, and John
from Home" is a familiar literary Carradine, in a brief role as the
and stage wprk and its only apparent rascally insurance agent who hires
innovation lies in its presentation the General to appear
all play
first

make

m

and wallcs out. It isn't long before
he is back, and while the a.k.'s are
arguing it out, the boy and girl
are clinching. And she*i$ivt to have
a baby after all, at least not yet.
Andree Wallace, making ,her
still

debut, is a pert Irish type,
playing the attractive Kathleen. She
aas had some little theatre and
.summer stock engagements but has
mostly been on ether programs. Miss
Wallace is vivacious and seems typi;
cally
Celtic,
with clear ingenue
ability. She has the distaflf side alinpst to herself, there being but one
©ther femme.'the maid's part.
Kathleen's "three fathers" (mother
never mentioned) are Frank Merlin, as the doctor: Jack Sheehan, her
studious pappy; and Whitford Kane,
the priest.
All are experienced
actors but have too many sides.
Whitfield Connor plays the lieuten-'
ant restrainedly but sounds oiT when
telling the assemblage that they represent what's been the matter with
Ireland for 700 years. He's been in
a couple of plays, plus films. Henry
Jones, who has been on the stage
for some seasons, has the ungrateful
part of the simp, MacGonigal, but
gets the show's best laugh. James
McCalhon, who plays Christy; has
•been on the stage, too, but lias been
in radio mostly.
/bee
(Closed Weanesdat/ (4) ofter ttuo

•.

.

;

.

per/ornionces).

Respectful Prostilute

New Stages, Inc., production ot drama In
ono act (two scenes) by Jean-Pan 1 Sarue,
adapted from the Krench by Eva Wol.is.
Directed by Mary Hunter. Settings, Ileb.
«rt Gundlnch; costumes, Dorothy Croissant;
lighting, David Heilvveil; produi tion super.
••vised by
Norman Rose and Hellweil,
Opened at New Stages, N. Y., Feb. 9. '48.
McKaye
The NSgro

Xizzie

S^red...

John.i

Meg Mundv
John Marriott
Karl Weber
.Willard

James

...Sid

Svi-tre

Wattets

8an. Clarke. ............. ..WendPIl Holmes
Man
Martin 'i'arby

A

For its second .production at its
converted fllmhouse in Greenwich
New Stages group is offering a double-bill of Jean-Paul
Sartre's "The Respectful Prostitute"

-Vitlage, 'the

and

Lennox

Robinson's

"Church

Street." As it did with its first production, "A Lamp at Midnight," the
organization demonstrates that
It's an inspiring asset to the New
York theatrical scene.
Saitre, whose only previous Broad-

new

. .

First

(Hal Studer)

..

.

.

Broadway

.

.

A Long Way From Home

.

.

.

.

.

with an all-Negro

east. Alter such
productions as "Anna Lucasta," "CarJones," "Hot Mikado" and various others, there's not much novelty
in Negro casting ol standard shows.
The fact that, in this case, casting

men

the IrystratittBs ol middle age- th«
chaotic condition ol modern livinethe philosophy ol "live for today be!
lore the next war gets you"; anit'
similar bypaths.
The play posen
many problems, offers no direct solution to thetn, but ends on a ray of
hope lor ultimate survival of civil,
ization.

Story concerns an English provincial university professor of his.

Robert Linden, who, on his 65th
birthday, is about to be bounced
from the faculty primarily because
tory,

of his opposition
"educationalizing."
family, assembled

to

new-fangled

Members of his
from their vari.

ously scattered homes for a birthday
celebration, try to convince the agin*
pedagog that the thing to do is to r(?
tire gi-acelully with his wife to an
estate provided by his son and to
spend the balance of his life in ease
and comfort.
The professor reluses, objecting
partially to being placed on the shelf
but mainly because he feels there is
still something he can do to help unravel the tangled skein of present-

day existence. Upshot is that he is
abandoned by all ol his family except an 18-year-old daughter who
doesn't share the pessimistic outlook
on life of tbe others. Curtain finds
the professor ousted from his laculty
chair but encouraged, through the
eagerness ol. his youthful offspring,
to tackle the writing of. a history
book which may, in sonrte way, aV
leviate the world's current ills.

Boris

Karloff,

offering

a

.

top-

aided by intelligent direction drawer performance as Professor
and a hall-dozen understanding and Linden, serves notice in this produc-

.

Victor Thorley
Dyraba......

Spirldonovltch

There's a flurry ol religion versun
science; the pursuit of material noa
sessions; the atom bomb threat- the
enthusiasms ol youth as opposed ta

log,

.

Harlampy

Evoked Hugh.,.i,..,.........EuKeHe Paul

when

As a companion-piece for Jeanperceives that a' love letter Irom
the lad in khaki is in her own hand- Paul Sartre's. "The Respectful Proswriting, which she readily admits.
titute," this Lennox Robinson playlet
Seamus, under pressure of * his Is moderately entertaining, but ingrasping pappy and Father Keo^h, consequential. It offers the familiar
admits that' he's responsible for imagined play-within-a-play device,
Kathleen's condition, and wants to but is cluttered with too many charwed her. Christy declares he's the acters and too little essential action.
lellow, after taking the diamond en- It is indifferently presented, but at
gagement ring :lrom the cringing least provides a curtain-raiser.
The yarn deals with a brief homeSeamus, with the promise of more
loot. Finally,' the lieutenant quietly coming of a young Irish playwright,
takes the blame. At flrst he can't who has been a failure
London.
make up his mind about marrying In an effort to arouse his imaginathe girl with that oncoming baby, tion, his crotchety, wise aunt sug-

.

Ferrer

hallmark of successful theatre;
The plot is tenuous, but facile dia-

Anna Martynova Zmeyukin. Paula Laurence alert performances, keep the interest
Ivan Mihallovitch Yat
..Francis Letton high and keen. The author's recent
The Best Man. ........... .Leonardo CImino association with radio may have inNastayo, Timofe^vna........ .Grace Coppin
fluenceij! her approach, as there are
I^lpamlnond Maximovltch Aplombov....
Robert Carroll times when the situations and diaYevdokim Zaharovltch Zhlgalov.
log' suggest soap opera.

(.tiestei*.

,

'^

ON THE HARMFULNESS OF

.

."

at ErlangSr, Buffalo, Feb, 6, '48; $».«() top.
ICIhcl Grlfties
Mrs. Hallam
liitta Hallam.,,.,, ...... ..Mildred Dunnock
Paul Hallam..,.,....,.... .....Royal Heal
(iracs Hallam.,i,...>.;...,...June Walkev
Helen Hallsim........ ....... .Mildred Wall
...Alan Baxter
Victor Hallam
Matt Brlggs
Walter Hallam
Harry Hallam...;
Frank M. Thomas
...John McKca
Mr. Hallam
...Dean Norton
.lerry 'Hallam.

Oiekhov Comedies

'he:

.

William
Franken production In three acts. Directed
by Misa Franken; aettinK.s, Itaymond Hovey;
Blanca Uirooclc; Richard lil.
costumes,
'.'Dixie" French, asaociale producer; Opened

.

.

Clrareh Street
Stages, Inc.* production of drama In
one act by Lennux: Robinson, Directed by
.Tobn O'Shanghnessy. Setting, Robert Gundlaoh! 'costumes, Dorothy Croissant; lighling, David Heilwell; production supervised
by Norman Rose and Heilwell. Opened at
New Stages, N. Y.,. Feb. 9, '48.

.

blarney,..'su:bst^ntiated

Buffalo, Feb. 5.
Brown Melohoy presents Hose

There are fairly good, (considering the material) performances by
Harry Bolden, Mildred Smith, Catherine Ayers, Maurice Ellis, William
Marshall, Josh White, Ruby Dee,
.TCatherine Bard
Alonzo Bosan and Fredi Washington. Kendrick Hallam
And there is an impressive ramshackle multiple-set b}r Led Kerz.
Like the Three Fates ol ancient
The play's title, incidentally, is a mythology, Rose Franken here requotatioi} from a Negro spiritual, sumes spinning the life skeins and
"
sometimes I leel like a mother- destinies of the Hallam clan Irom the
.
less child, a long way from home." point where she left them in "AnThe show doesn't say it that well.
other Language" 15 years ago, The
Hobe.
contemplation of these intricately
interwoven family relationships is
one which seems to preoccupy a considerable portion of our contempoNew Yorlc City Theatre Co. production of rary playwrights, as witness the
four one-act comedies by Anton 'Chekhov. number of plays dealing with family
Features Jose Ferrer, Richard Whorf, John
lighted our stage
Carradlne, Frances Reid. Staged by Ferrer sagas which have
and Richard Barr. Sets and lighting, Her- in recent seasons.
bert Brodkin; costumes, Einellne RocheAlthough the story of this one can
Opened at City CSnter/N, T.i Feb. B, '48;
hardly be said to measure up to its
$2.49 top.
in compelling interest,
A TRAGEDIAN IN SPITE OF predecessor
nevertheless b.v dint of ilne writing
HIMSELF
and the skillful 'restatement of
Ivan Ivanovltch Topkaehov. .Richard Whorf
Alex Alexeyevitch Murashkin.Robt. 'Carroll human truisms which will strike
home to many a relative-ridden
(Directed by Jose Ferrer)
spectator. Miss Franken has been
THE BEAR
Elena Ivanova Pepova..^:.... Frances ReJd. able to achieve an engaging effect.
•.. ..Francis
Letton "The Hallams," despite some arid
liUka....
Grigory Stephanovltch .^mlrov. Jose Ferrer
stretches of dialog^ possesses the
(Directed by Blchiird Barr)

New

•

ed ;with

impressive
of

is

hypocritical

100% Americanism.
The show is questionable lor
Broadway, but It would be a distinct

,

.

the

as

The llallnms

.

and Wepdell Holmes

There are three who are coneidered possibly responsible^ Seamus
MacGomgal, son .of a wealthy neighbor, Christy Hanafey, the fresh
garage mechanic, and Lt. Aengus
MacOgue, an army engineer. All
three are suitors ol Kathleen's but
at flrst they hesitate in accepting
her, what with expectant addition.
She puts the poser to each that if
he really loves her, everything goes,
including the alleged kid.
It seems that Kathleen attended a
Christmas party in Dublin and there
she claims to nave met the soldier
but she isn't sure it was Aengus who
"kissed" her. It was quits dark,
Kathleen explains,'but Dr. Houhlihan
is. suspicious that his niece is saturat-

.'.

.

bamboozled

is

perjured

into giving
testimony
against an innocent Negro.
Karl Weber is excellent a^ the

pointless.

Town

Plays Out of

\

Long Way from Home"

Story,

which picks up the family

some years

after

"Language,"

is

tion that he has cast off the Frankenstein shackles permanently / and is
now available for ace character roles
of a sympathetic nature. The sincerity of his interpretation draws
substantial approval.
Una O'Connor, alter a negligible
appearance that causes
first-act

^ome on

from
largely concerned with marriage, ill- wonder il she had
ness and death. Young Jerry, whose Hollywood just lor the ride, goes to
in a mandisastrous admiration lor Stella in town in the second stanza
"Language": contributed, to her death, ner that gives the act a distinct lift.
performances are
capital
returns home unannounced Irom a Other
with his added by Barbara Everest,- as the
tuberculosis sanatarium
two-day bride, also a former inmate. professor's wile; Viola Keats, a
She, a successful radio writer and daughter who has achieved an M.D.,
romance;
Cathleen Cordell,
but
lost
a
careerist, is resented by most of the
family who try. to separate the youth- another daughter who has married
French-landed gentry with a chateau
ful pair. Jerry's relapse gives the
family an opportunity to try and and who looks "Vith 'disdain on tlie
humble surroundings)
claim him lor their own, but his prolessor's
speedy death enables both sides to Marilyn Erskine, the youngest daughmaintain their emotional integrity, ter, who turns out to be the father's
though with indications of mutual final prop; Halliwell Hobbes, Jr„ th«
market cleanup
only
'son,
whose
mellowing.
Suggestion that the
young wile will find happiness with affords excessive self-indulgenco!
Stella's husband, Victor, youngest of Noel Leslite, university official; Mary
the original Hallams, seems to indi- Kimber and Emmett Rogers, members of student body.
cate a s^ilaring of the moral circle.
Staging, bucking the much-talltEthel Griffies' delineation of the
little-action bugaboo, comes through
indomintable matriarch will be acemphasized
with several nicely
claimed as one ol the histrionic
scenes.
Peter Wolf's setting of a
pinnacles of the season. It is a superb
professor's study is good stage archiieat of acting, as clear and sharply
Bone.
tecture.
etched as a dry point. Mildred Wall's
Helen is the projection of a tart and
acrid ln-la\Y, with June Walker's
other sister-in-law only a cut below.
'MARIE' $55,000,

Among

LOCAL

the men. Royal Beal con-

tributes a gem of underemphasis as
the oldest brother, while Matt Briggs
and Frank Thomas portray two of
the other Hallams in perfect type,

'SHOW BOAT' 34G, DET.
Detroit, Feb.

10.

The Detroit Civic Light Opera Co.
Dean Norton and Katherine Bard's was the high spot here last week
young oouple are highly personable with its opening show, "Rose Mane.
figures out ol contemporary life.
The current offering, "Roberta," is
is

Alter a short road tour, production expected to keep the pace going.
skedded lor Broadway. Nature of Cold weather failed to keep theatres
home; even indusjriaj
at
possibilitieis goers
paralysis due to gas sl.ortages didnt
Burt.

the story makes picture
problematical,

seriously

The Linden Tree
New

Haven, Feb.

4.

Maurice litvans production of drttma in
two acts (four scenes) by -T. B. Prie.stley.
Stars Boris Karlott.
staged by GeorKS
Schaefer; designed by Peter Wolf; coatumss, Frank Thompson. Opened at Shubert, New Haven, Feb. 4, '48; $3.(i() top.
Mrs. Cottpn..
.Una O'Connor

crimp boxofflce

figures.

"I Remember Mama," a holdover
at the Shubert-Lalayette, is pulUng
well, with sellout we^cends, and
"Show Boat" is a smash at the Cass.

Latter house

reopens

is

Monday

idark this week, but
(16) with Bert Lahr

in "Burlesque."'

Estimates for Last

Week

"I Remember Mama," ShubertLalayette (2d wk) (1,950; $3.60),
Charlotte Greenwood drew another
strong $16,000, and continues.
<'Sliow Bimat," Cass (single week)
(1,482; $3.60). Revival got a healthy
Professor blHdei) ............. Boris Karloft $34,000 for the stanza.
,
Bernard J'a'woett.,...
.BmmeU Rogers
"Rose Marie," Masonic Temple
GHeat
(single week)' (5,000; $3).
If good acting and capable direc- local turnout lor this opening bill oi
tion were the only ingredients neces
the Detroit Civic Light Op^ra season;
sary to concoct a hit play,- "The $55,000.
Linden Tree" would probably ring
the bell with a fairly substantia*
borig. Present production, however, 'Mary'
$15,000, Frisco,
loses its bonger via doubtful script
Ballet Theatre Current
Net result is like the whirring of an
about-to-run-down alarm clock. DeSan Francisco, Feb. 10.'
spite a number of assets, including
With the weather perking shovj
topnotch peiiormanees and several business all around town, "Mary
well-staged emotional scenes, play a Little" had lots ol attendance last
looks destined to join the category of week at the Curran.
other entrants this season which have
Ballet Theatre opened Sunday
exhibited superior cast talents in night (8) at the Geary.
mediocre showcases.
Estimate for Last Week
"Mary Had a LHtle," Currnn (2a
"Tree" is now in its sixth month in
London, which is readily understand, week) (1,776). Bettered the profitable in view of certain localized ele- able first week with a strong $15,000.,
ments in the play. However, lines
which probably brought apprehenWheeler's Beat
sion to a London audience liave no
such effect on this side of the pond.
Bert Wheeler has the lead in "A
Transplanting to these shores finds
Policeman's Lot," which Sol Heller,
flavorsome supporting roles.
But some ol these elements neutralizedwill
Whorf steals the wedding "show" as indicating difficulty in the plays tak- Cleveland concert impresario,
It
the General.
ing root over here for any extended present on Broadway this season.
Herbert Brodkin's sets are simple period ol time.
goes into rehearsal within a week.
and attractive, and Gmeline Roche's
Farce by 'Philip Goodman had a
Author has pecked away at many
costumes colorful,
BroA.
subjects in this verbose treatise. strawhat tryout some seasons ago.

—

-

Alfred Lockhart.
Mrs. Llndgn
Rejt binden..

.Noel Leslie

Barbara liverest
Halliwell Hnbbes, ,Tr.
Linden ,
Viola Keats
Marlon Linden. .......... .Gathleen Cordell
Edith Westmore.........
Mary KImber
Dinah Llhden.;.,..,.,,....Marlyn Eraklne

.lean

,

.

.

-
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>
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LITERATI

WetlncaJay* FdwBMUfy lit 1948
characters
Great."

in

53

"Gus the

novel,

his

'

Literati

Maxwell M, Geffen, publisher of
Omnibook mag. in HoUywood for
huddles on filming of "The Salem

SCULLY'S

Frigate."

^hakeup at the

.
'

-un

New

December

Ijust

Republic, bcthe lesigna-

jftith

William Harlan Hale, editor
and the departure of
tit
Henry Wallace as editor, is continuJohnson, maliaging editor,
Edd
jj^.
"lesigned last Wednesday .(4) in the

Son

.

of

articles,

•'

Vake

of firings

-^jm

critic;

and resignations of

about a dqzen minor staffers. The
only senior editors iejjnaining are
^jobert li, Hatch, feature editor and

..

,

.

"

Norman

and

(Srieser,

so many returns they could do with
one«third of that circulation.
Press -equipment reflects the bad
financial status of the press. There
is a gen(?ral lack of modern facili*
ties, direct telephone lines and teletypes which preclude fast news
The number pf foreign
gathering.
is extremely small,
can't afford to send correspondents on special jobs.
Currently, it's impossible in Paris
to- get a general idea of world events
by reading only one paper. Since
they all leave something out, it's
necessary to read' two or three at
least to know where things are happening.

correspondents

'

and papers

Bruce Bliven, editorial director,
'.'On orders from Michael Straight,
had started a
publisher, Johnson
icries of economy firinlgs; within the
nine
staffers
month, with
Just
three others
least
and
at
dropped
Ferro's 'Fear' Psychological
quitting. As a result, the Newspaper
'Fear Is the Parent," new novel by
and
held
giievancc
Guild protested
Mathildc Ferro, is a su.<spenseful
with Johitson over each
,, meetings
psychological yam al^out a likeable
dismi^^al. Finally \ Johnson, himself, young
radio commercial writer's
Who disagreed with Straight's econ- marriage to a rabbity little man with
dkniy policy, cabled his resignation to a guilt complex and
a collection of
^raight, on vacation in the Bahamas. terrors. Since
the authoress is a rathe magazine's
Ciitble referred to
dio writer herself (with her husband
phenomenal circulation rise last Ted Fen-o she scripts "Iiorenzo
year to 100,000 and its good pros- Jones"), she has a strong story sense,'
jpects for this year. It also protested
and she skillfully keeps the novel
the staff firings as unnecessary and on the main plot track. The hero'
complained about the number of ex- ine's character is plausible and well4BCUtives in the higher echelons.
defined, though the others, including
Quitting of Hale a month or so the weakling husband, are less so.
:

j'
'

Whittlesey House has opened of^lices in San Francisco and Los Angele.s, with Martha Bullitt as editor
in charge.

.

.

'

''

-

-

.

Hgo was attributed to fact thai HenThere wiU be an inclination for
ly Wallace's'Tretention as; contribu- some readers to attempt to identify
ting editor involved the magazine in the locale and some of the characters
a political third party. But the ac- of the tale, but probably most are
tual reason was Hale's unhappiness composites. However, the magazine
<iver the publication's internal situa- for whicK the husbahd is an assotion. Neither Hale nor Johnson resciate
editor,
mass circulation,
a
ignation has anything to do with pocket-size digest called Gist, pubthe Wallace political picture, but is lished in a .residential-rural town

'

'

.

reported as dissatisfaction
Straight's policies.

-jttliably

'

within commuting distance to New
seems fairly obviously

York

City,
inspired.

Everything considered, "Fear Is
the Parent" is probably not an imlaw, one of the numerous statutes portant noveU But^it is a respectable
the 1947 Congress okayed as it ad- first attempt, and it provides enterJousned Dec. 31, is burning Mexican taining reading; particularly for show
newspeople.
They claim that the biz-literary people familiar with the
law gags and restricts them, where- part of Connecticut adjacent to
Hobe.
as it allows foreign correspondents New York.
)

.

Hex 'Author's Ri(rhts' Beef
New Mexican "author's rights"

string,
freelance, and all
other kinds overflowing liberties.
I^aw establishes no vensorsbip

—staff,

—

allows them
none but the visiting firemen plenty
11>ose in Mexico who write for
prints abroad are protected by international pacts and are not afit

for the purpose.
Mag has nine full-length and nine
short pieces on the composer, prepared by Jean Cocteau, Ernest Ansermet, George Balanchine, Pierre
fKted by the "author's rights" law. Monteux, Lincoln Kirstein, Aaron
Copland, Leonard Bernstein and

OM

Pean Hauses Merce

.

,.BuUetin-Tndcx, America's oldest
regional
magazine, ^h'vch was
.founded in 1876, and Pittsburgh's oldeti printing house, Stevenson and
Poster Co., started in 1839, were
feaerged last

week with the Pennsyl

others.

rhrovgh the Fsyehiatrie 'Weod^
Ziff Davis, shelving old standbys,
is making a stubborn effort to get
"The Stubborn Wood" into the Big
Six.
Book was released Saturday
(7) and gives the psychiatric field
a rough massaging.
Author is Emily Harvih, nom de
plume of a Hollywood writer who
had gone through the wringer of
several private sanatoria. Eased in

vaniaConstruction Digest, the Catholic ^nerfcan Publishing Co. and
Romelife, a woman's magazine. New
company will be known as. the B-I
Ihrinting tc PuUishing Co. and rcturns the B^lletin'^Index. weekly
Slick paper news mag, which has to the first after a nervous break,,been coming out monthly for last down follewing a miscarriage of a
year, to a weekly basis at end of third child by a dame-chasing dypso
of a husband, she finds herself trapFebruary.
Kichard Coolc, B-I publisher and ped for three years-^until in fact he
Last private
l(>rmer Pittsburgh Post-Gazette ad- can't pay the bills.
vertising man, will head the new mental hospital shunts her to a. state
outfit, with John D. Evans as secre- hospital where they let het so comtary-treasurer and P. H. Connell, ex- pletely alone, she gets well in three
head of Stevenson and Foster, as montlis.
Book has believable qualities of
chairman of board of directors. Besides publishing the Bulletin-Index "Uncle Tom's Cabin" and may effect
Puban<l Pennsylvania Construction an even more needed reform.
DiSest, which serves the heavy con- lishers have used every device and
duction and road building indus- argumient to get the author to stump
book but she has refused to
^ tries, in Pennsylvania and neighbor- for her
tog states, the new company will do so.
"Wood" went into its second
<>ner complete printing and publishing facilities for
newspapers, maga- printing three weeks before publicar
wne?, periodicals and house organs, tion and has a picture in it, since
former editors of the Bulletin-Index the gal does all the suffering and the
.

•'

>

'

.

News-

Leonard Kaufman, a radio writer,
has authored a novel. "The Lower
Part of the Sky," to be published in
March by Creative Age.
•

Barbara Cartland, British writer,
on the Queen Elizabeth Monday
for a brief stay to study the
(,9)

in

American literary market.

,

Albert Balink, ad and promotion
director of Knickerbocker mag, has
formed Vista Publishing Corp., to
publish general trade fiction and
non-fiction.

Robert Julian Hodel, 67, for many
years
of Neue
Zuriclier Zeitung in Home, where he
founded the Foreign Press Associa-

correspondent

died there last week.
Producer-scenarist Michael Feshas given up a film career to
He's
resume literary authorship.
now- living, in Connecticut and has
completed a satiric novels "Clovis," a

tion.,

.

John OUara male

include Willa Gather,

is

and Frank Gannett.
,.

•

,

.

Scully.

OKATTER

that their papers are not giv.
information,
either
of space precluding

Julian Msssner, president of the
publishing hou.^e of that name, died

covermg

Sunday

news, or because they
can t afford individual
reporting. In
n»ost cases they have
to limit themselves to Agence Prance
Presse, government-controlled agency, Whose
^^^^'^^
government's
all

policy

They

can't afford usually to sub-

scnbe either to

AP

or

UP

funds, due to small
^
ihere are currently

for lack

cireulation.
in

14 dailies

^aris.

with circulation from 300,800

»,?il'?,.**^.^50'''<»-

.

a believable heel.

proper
tnrough lack
•"e

subsidtted

by

and

Seme,
have

less.

political parties,

Before McLaglen could answer, the lift was taking him and tKe question
into higher altitudes. Meanwhile, the rock hounds went on their laughing
way. Outdoors they securely locked their, priceless equipment in the back
of their 1948 Cadlll&e, They drove north and turned, west. Mud .spattered,
the car looked as if it had gonp through snow, rain, sleet; sandstorms and
Lunshine. It bore a 1948 Colorado license.
Thu.s, instead of jumping into a taxi and .shouting, "Tail that cadi"' I.
stretched off in the lobby for IS minutes and then telephoned the Lakeside

Country Club.

"Si Newton reach there yet?"

1 asked,
"Just walked into the locker room."
"Good," I said, "put him on."
What conversation followed is between a private eye and his client, or
suspect. Besides, anybody who would believe a conversation emanating
from the 19th hole of tbat club would be just the guy to sponsor a revival
cf Jack Pearl as Baron Munchausen.
It was at this golf 6)ub, years ago. that 1 tracked' down the fabulous
Johnny Montague. Undismayed by Big Babe Hardy (285) and Big Ed
Kennedy (210) acting as bodyguards, and unswayed by the. pages of
panegyrics of W, Pegler and G. Rice, not to include stich eye witnesses. as
Bing Crosby and Bob Hope, I doubted that Johnny was really the Pa'iil
'

Bunyon

'

-

of golf.

Waiting For the Sheriff

I caused to be printed the further dLssenting opinion that of the two
types who head west, those who are waiting for the sheriff to die back
home, or those who have come west for their health; this guy definitely was
story of a parrot that not only talks not 4F. I even aired the view that if liis name were Montague mine was
Capulet. I believe I further placed him as more likely on the prow of a
but thinks. Dial Will publish it.
rumrunne. than as among the coupon-clipping yacht-owners of Ballaoa or
Ingrid Bergman, Cornelia Otis
Newport. I even threw an arched doubt at the legend that Monty's in-.
Skinner, Fercnc Molnar, John Mason
visible means of support were in the ...form of gold deposits in the Sierras
Brown, George Bernard: Shaw, Sir
and a certainmysterious creek which emptied into: the Mojave Desert.
Cedric Hardwieke, Nqrman Gorwin,
Time proved me right on. all doubts, suspicions and dissenting opinions.
Lauritz Melchior and Elmer Davis'
Besides, I had' been long fainiliar with that Mojave gold legend. I had^
are among contribs to "Words to'
in fact, been kidded for years by an expert in the field.
Live By," which Simon & Schuster
So I was not one to believe a tall tale ju.st because it had gained currcney
will publish Feb. 23.
iunong the Lakeside ginrummy set. In 20 years Si Newton had spim his
Dutton will publish next Monday {;old yarn all the way from St. Andrews in Scotland to Rudy Vallec's
(16) a .first novel, "Lily Henry," by crow's nest in Hollywood,
I had heard it at least five times, in five
a young legit actress; Mae Cooper.
cJiffcrent parts of the globe, and where fact ended and fiction began I
The author has played several sca- couldn't tell you to this day.
.sons on the road and in summer
California is now celebrating 100 years of being wedded to Mme; Cornstock, and has, directed productions stock, the Mother Lode, and' has been dressing adopted sons like Edward
at the dramatic workshop of the .\rnoid. Gene- Lockhart, Gregory Peck, Donald Crisp and Vincent Prico"
New School, N. Y., but has never in dungarees, while they reenact the discovery of gold by James W. Mar*
appeared on Broadway.
shall in 1848. And I think I ought to tell (1) that gold was first discovered
Edith "Scoop" Jackson, daughter in California not at Coloma 'but in Placerita Canyon in 1846 (northcajit of
of Billy Jackson, vet agent, now cov- where Bill Hart, Harry Carey and Hoot Gib.son subsequently ranched) and
ering the ;Queens^ N. Y„ beat for (2) it you believe Si Newton, there's more gold about 100 miles northeast
Standard Netvs.
of Hollywood right now than has been mined in the west since 1849. That
•
would run to about three billions.
What's more exciting, when Newton mines his claims he is not going
ia sell stock.
He has iall the money he needs and is, after all, an oilman.
No, he is going to give it away. He's going to give it fo anybody' who can
prove he has belonged to the Friendly Sons and Daughters of Frank Scully
sss Contlnncd- from pace
sss
for at least 10 years, or is among the first 25 persons on the claims whea
present low return of $300 maximum he starts digging.
How did he come on this gold deposit? Well, as I say, I have heard the
from stock engagements is a greater
story many times- in many places, and if I louse up the tale here and
hardship, on the author than on liis
there it's because he changes it every now and then. But the last time
agent, and noted that In the pre1 heard him tell it to Victor McLaglen, Rudy Vallee, Jack Paar, Lester
.sound film days the royalties from Allen and a flock of pretty gullible little maidens be began, by gayinf .it
.stock were a major source of income all started when a Spanish dancer told Si that her father Was & geologist
to an author. Also, the playwrights and was having difficulty finding specimens. This was about 20 years ago,,
argued, the fact that in recent sea- when Magnate Newton was spending about a million a year tiding .to turn
.sons strawhats have been paying as Park avenue into Greenwich Village.
high as $1,500 and $2,000 a week for
Cruising- Amons the Bocks
fees of

'

-

,

Drainatists Nix

W

stars indicates that
imum for plays are out

ExistinK Fee

The

existing!

$300 maxof line.

A« Minimum

fere,

whatever

it

is at

each theatre, is henceforth to be
considered as a minimum, the Guild
added. In addition, the Guild instructed the agents to get a royalty
deal based on the gross. This should
provide greater returns for both author and agent, the council continued.

During the council's discussion of
the question, the case of Elmer
Bice's "Dream Girl" was cited as
showing the possible income for
authors from stock bookings. When
the play closed on Broadway and
did a brief road tour, various strawhat managements sought the rights.
In.stead of accepting the usual flat
payment. Rice demanded a guarantee against a percentage of the gross,

After strenuous protests, by varisuch an arrangement

managers,
Aben Kandel is making a play of ous finally made for Lucille Ball to
Paris Papers Hobbled
_
was
"rjs newspaper editors acknowl- James Leal Henerson's novel on play the comedy for a strawhat tour.
Mexico, "Whirlpool."

...jmge

gold rush, Victor?"

sier

'

,

.

.still

,

Betty Casey, of the staff of

week, will be married next summer
to Ralph H. Major, Jr., an associate
editor of Coronet mag.

.

.

i
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Stravinsky Symposium

CuiTent winter issue of Dance Inwhatsoever on copy scribblers in dex is devoted entirely to Igor StraMexico, sent abroad for publication, vinsky, the composer, under title of
they claim, and that the only ban on "Stravinsky in the Theatre." Issue is
their exports is secret military dope a symposium prepared by Minna
dissemination.
Mexican journalists Lederman, onetime editor of Mod,are clamoring for changes in the ern Music, who was hired, specially
lawi contending, that

Scully

Cbarse Gold, Cal., Feb. 8.
Victor McLaglen walked out of Warners' Hollywood housc, his head
reelii.g from the believable arced shown by Humphrey Bogart, Walter
ol;
the
Sierra Madre," as it hadn't
"The
Trea.surc
Holt
in
and
Tim
Huston
Alfred A. Knopf broke his leg skiing Saturday (T) at Mt. Mansfield, reeled since ho hirrjself played "The Informer," At the .next corner he
He's' in Copley hospital, Mor- turned north and entered the lobby of the Knickerbocker hotel. There he
Vt.
where
massive
shoulders
were brushed by two
'elevator
his
entered
an
risville, Vt.
William Patrick Wooten's "Index emerging rock houndS; easily idenliHed because they were carryinK armdoodlebugs by which oil, water and gold are someto the films of John Ford" will be loads of the geological
published in spring by Pomfirance times discovered,
One leaned toward the actor and wiii.speied, "Still interested in Scully's
it Son, London.
.

'

'

SCRAPBOOK

By Frank

Rice's

ran

as

.sliare

high

on

as

such

$1,000

engagements
on certain

.

'

Well, to hear Newton tell it, he found himself in time cruising aniiong the
rocks of the Mojave Desert with a million dollars' worth of geological
equipment, and while primarily hunting for oil he couldn't help noticing
evidence of other liigh-priced commodities, namely water and precious
metals. He digressed in his tall tale for a moment to explain that wherever
oil is found water will be found, because the oil always floats on top of
the water. He further added that in the desert water could quite often
bring a higher price than gold, which is down now to $35 an ounce, and,
as the head of any family knows, that's hardly enough to pay for a pot>
roast these days.
In one of these migrations Explorer Newton came upoi. the source of a
It
river. After some miles the river disappeared into the. desert sands.
looked as if it had simply dried up. But Geologist Newton put his doodlebugs on the trail and discovered that the river had simpl,y gone into an
Falls. By his reckoning it had dropped 3,000 feet.
"Now the strange thing about this ovorfiiound-underground river," explained Prof. Newton, "is that gold has been panned continually above
the point where the river disappears, but never a niigget has been found
below the point where the river re-emerges.
"What does that indicate"? Well, that the underground falls and the
dike filter out the gold, and there it lies like a huge, gold bar, at least 1,000
feet thick and 3,000 feet wide. Why, the cache is bigger than all tlie gold
stored at Fort Knox»"
At this point a hard-breather is sure to a.sk how much it would cost
to get a piece of these claims.
"Cost?" echoes this shiU from the Champs Elysees. You can't buy this.
I'nv going to give it to j/ou! I don't want it. I'm an oil- man,, and once I've
drawn the oil and water off that gold it's no good to me. You can have
it All you have to do is to prove you haven't deublecrossed Frank SeuUy
V '
;
in the last 10 years.
At this point the listeners begin to suspect a gimmick. Being ofi^d a
piece for a price, they understand. But giveaways leave them all leery.
foundhas
been
below
the
lalte?"
prospect
never
nugget
ow?
"You say
a

underground Niagara

weeks, and rarely were as low as
York.
Later, when the film actress
Richard G. Hubler's "Candide in $,500.
play on a tour of re^lar
Hollywood," a satire of the film biz, took the
road cities, the royalties were comwill be published by Kinehart,
always asks.
mensuratfely higher.
Arnold Mitchell has resigned as
"Never."
The Guild Council figures the same
trade book editor of Longmans,
But if we ever find that underground dike, I'm hopping a plane for
Green to make his home in Cali- thing may be true of other plays the east the next morning. More than 356,000 people poured into Calidone in summer stock, particularly
fornia.
fornia after Marshall's original gold di-scovery in 1848, and they're still
Rudl Blesch and Kenneth Uoyd when they are to be vehicles for coming, having passed the 10,000,000 mark last Week. In the view of
case, the playwrightare collaborating on a biog of Bessie stars. In any
expressed dislike v.'hat happened to Marshall I'm not going to bang around only to be
Smith, the singer, for publication by council members
U you love money that
of any deal that calls for an actor to crushed ro death and die penniless as he did.
Knopf.
much you caq have my place in Newton's line^ 1 prefer instead to ie«.
Thomas JW. Duncan is cooking up get five or 10 times as much for ao "The Treasure of the Sierra Madre'* again^
circus engagement as the author do«ik
ft newspaper strip based on
(8) in

New

.

'

.

'

VcdncBday, February 11, 1945

$4
in

Wings"

u replacement tor Eileen

Barton._
,
,
IKS durtaineers, inter-racial draFriBdrlc March is expected here
matic group, have picked Edward next summer. to star in "Christopher
Chbdorov's "Common Ground" for Columbus" for Gainsborough Films,
their next show.
Jack Hylton's "Burlesque," now
doing big biz in the,provmces, goes
to the Princes theatre Feb. 25, with
Bert Montague's "Babes in the
South Africa
Wood" closing Feb. 21,
By Joe Hkosoii
Argyle Nelson, David Selzmck's
Mervyn Johns, British screen star, studio publicity manager, here for a
few days before taking ojS to Norway
here.' .,
and Sweden with Jenia Reissar, SelzPagels. Circus special train innick's personal European represenvolved in collision in Natal.
tative.
Edward Black, British film produWith the first production of "The
cer, on holiday tour of South Africa, Wedding Feast," at the Gate iStudioSi
Issy Bonn, British radio and stage Elstree, J. Arthur Rank is starting
for
concert
benefit
comedian, doing
on his promise he made at the World
South Africa Jewish Appeal.
Sunday School Assn. Conference,, at
Government Censor Board banned Birmingham, some time ago, to go
104 films in 1947 as against 18 in '46. in for religious films in a "big way.
Powell-Pressburger's "The Small
Large proportion vetoed were jukeBackroom,'' based on Nigel Balchiri's
box shorts.
to bestseller, goes into production for
"Perchance
Nbvello's
Ivor
Dream," after record six weeks sea- Alexander Korda March 10, and stars
son in Johannesburg, is opening at David Farrar and Katherine Byron.
Will be followed by "Gone to Earth,"
Alhahibra, Cape Town, Feb. 22.
film based on Mary Webb's book.
Cross Country Quiz," most popuAll this is part of a six films deal.
lar feature on South African Radio,
Song Writeft Guild of Great Briresumed Feb. 8, with 16: towns comtain, formed last July, already has
peting instead of three as last year.
a membership of 145, representing
.

Meyer De^vis ofl to Florida
to days of de^p sea fishing.

tor

Gladys Feldman, tornler "Follies"
actress in N. Y. Eye Infirmary.

McCormick, Metro

Bill

publicist,

at Medical Arts hospital; hit by virus
Infection.

Metro sales veepee William F.
Rodgers returns today (Wednesday)
from his Florida vacation.
Gregor Rabinovjtch in from Italy
last week, where he produced two
films for Columbia release.
E. K. (Ted) G'Sh^a, Paramount

.

exec, a grandfather for the
time. Father is Ted, Jr.
Marcello Girosi, prexy of SuperDistributing Corp., off to the
Coast on a two-month biz trip.
Irving Berlin back from the Coast
sales

first

,

film

today (Wednesday) after working on
"Easter Parade" for Metro the last
several months.
Al Wilkie, former Paramount publicity-manager, handling publicity on
the Variety Clubs', convention next
month in Miami.
Metro pro.c!uce» Edwin Knopf and

Inging star, and Jaima de la Rosa,
young actor. Manuel Silos is the

A

Lynn Bari laid up with "virus X"
concerted move is on to resurWayne Morris down with pneii,
rect Dramatic Philippines, which in
iprewar days used to oiler success^ monia.
Ethel Waters opened at El Rancho
ful Filipino legit dramas. Oscar del
Rosario, comedian and director of Vegas for an indefinite run,
Herbert K. Sorrell to Washington
several Palaris Films productions, is
for Congressional labor hearings
heading drivei
.

Edmund Grainger returned to hti
Republic desk after minor surgery
L. E. Behymer's will bequeathes
Zurich
approximately $20,000 to his widow
Hans Zimmermann elected genJose D, Alfiiro in from Buenos
eral manager of Stadttheater.
Aires to line up talent for Argentine
Beniamino Gigli sang lead here in films,''
Verdi's "Aida,". supported by Scala,
Johnny Mack
to Lynch,
Milan cast. Arturo Lucon conducted. burg, Va., to start brown
a tour of southern
ballet
preparing
Stadttheatec
.'.,"•
states, -..•'.',
gala with oWrf troupe featuring "TriBob Hope planed to Washington
corne" by Manuel De Falla and to
emcee the newspaper scribes'
"Slavonic Dances" by Dvorak,
dinner.-' '•,'•
Viennese film actress Marte Harell
Joseph
Mankiewicz
returned from
here for personals with Austrian
England to resume director chores
color film, "Rosalinda" ("Die Fledat 20th-Fox.
ermaus" ), in which she plays lead.
John Bourke returned as RepubItalian actress Annette Bach 'at
Zurich premiere of Italian-made lic's location manager after
picture, "II Diavolo Bianco" ("The months of illness./
June Clyde in from England for a
White DevU''); starring Rossano
short stay before leaving lor Aus*
Bcazzi.
Italian film director Roberto Ros- tralia for a stage tour.
Sylvia Fine in from New York to
sellini and American writer Hans
help
prep Danny Kaye's first WarHabe due to film Swiss-American pic
here, treating problems of a Negro ners picture, "Happy Times."
Al Herman, film director, recoversoldier in Europe.
Yvonne Printemps, Pierre Fres- ing from injuries sustained when
nay and Bernard Blier starring in beaten by three men who looted his
Marcel Achard comedy, "Aupres de office.
Benjamin Thau, laid up since the*
ms Blonde," at Schj(Uspielha'Qs,")produced' by Galas- Karsenty, French holidays with a fractured ankle, will
"
return to his Metro desk in two
company.
Paula Wessely and Attila Hoer- weeks.
biger, of Vienna, will tour Switzerland April and May with comedy
"Vagabunden"
by
C'T ramp, s")
•

,

,

,

,

:

'

.

director George Cukor arriving from
the Coast next week prior to sailing
for England Fab, 19.
Carlos Plaza, Monogram's VenPatrick Matthews and Ronald Pil- 90% of the name writers and comezuelaa rep;: back to his homeland
Sunday (8) after several weeks in grim of Cine Industrial Productions, posers of Great Britain. Comn)ittee
London, on location at Kimberley has approached the Rank OrganizaGotham for homeoffice huddles.
Final nominations and voting will shooting diamond fields backgrounds tion asking for increased performtake place March 3 for this year's for new documentary.
'wnce-- of Brttiteh musio-in the picture
—- ^
Antoinette Perry Awards, which will
theatres controlled by him.
be held at the Waldorf March 28.
"Carissima," Eric Maschwitz-Hans
Sid Harris now manager- of "Look:
May musical, will be presented by
Portland, Ore.
Ma, I'm Dancing." Charles Harris
-Lee Ephraim at the Palace March 10.
switching to "Finian's Rainbow," re-^
M. Feves
Elizabeth Theilmann will cO-star
By
R»r
placing Mike Goldreyer, Latter now
Deep River Boys open Monday with Shirl Conway, wife Of Bill
handling "Joy In The World,"
Johnson, who's in «'Annie Get Your -Juliane Kay, Hungarian writer, SupFrancis Renault, femme Imperson- (16) at the Clover Club.
Gun," at the Coliseum, and Lester porting cast will be Swiss.
Alvino Rey orchestra into Jantzen Ferguson, American
ator, underwent appendectomy at
tenor, who has
Knickerbocker hospital, K.Y., last Beaeh {>allroom Friday (13).
been appearing in Jay Pomeroy's"
week:
Weakened condition will
George Amato is moving his Sup- ofiera season, at the Cambridge theaFrancisco
keep him hospitalized for several per- Club from Astoria to Portlands tre.
.

Hollywood

director.

'

:
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I

I

—

—
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San

weeks.
George Ross, fpmer show biz columnist, was admitted to pressagentsV
union, Assn. of Theatrical Agents &
Managers this week. He's in office
with -wife and fellow p.a., Dorothy
Ross.
Nigel Balchin, British writer, ar«
rived in New York Monday (9) from
England, on his way to the Coast
for huddles with Metro producer
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., concerning a
writing chore.
Tonight's (Wed.) performance of
"Missouri Legend'^' at Castlepoint
Veterans' hospital marks 375th legitimate production of American Theatre WiAg's Hospital Committee since
Work began in January, 1946.
Madeleine Carroll awarded the
Ui S. Army Medal of Freedom in
recognition of her war services.
Medal presented at the Pentagon
buildingf Washington, by Maj. Gen.
Thomas JE;i^kln in behalf
of Gen.
'
Eisenhower.
. „.
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:

'
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okayWilliam Primrose, violaist, guests
Sunday (15) with the Portland Sym^
By Emi^W. JHbuMB
phony.
Franz Musil, 57, comt>6ser, died
Diamond Horseshoe opens this suddenly.
week at the site of the old Paddock
Hans Moser, film comedian, signed
Club. Krichevsky is the new owner. contract with C. Philips for 12
U. Sr
Claire Eshelby is on the bandstand. appearances in April.
Kuenstlerhaus, badly damaged by
bombs, is adapting one hall for films
with 650 seatmg capacity.
on
Helene "Thimig signed contract
with Burgtheatre for Goethe's
By Florence S. Lowe
Artino and Consuelo, terp team; "Faust" and other dramas for spring
season.
are at the Mayflower Lounge.
French Tellus film producing comLocal station
to conduct a pany rented Thiersee,
Tyrol studios
"Miss Washington" contest this sum- for "La Nuit Blanche" ("White
'

WWDC

mer.'

Night").

Paul Robeson doing a benefit concert' for G.S.I. (Oovernmenf cafeterias) strikers Thursday (12).
..Drew Pearson will be guest of
honor and Louis Novins, Paramount
exec, will be speaker at Variety
Club's Brotherhood Week luncheon

Marika Roekk' to star in "Fregola,"'
scripted by Karl Farkas, Film to be
produced in Sieve ring Studios
(American zone).
Vindobona Films finished "Angel
With Trumpet," a Karl Hartl production, starring Attila Hoerbiger

Feb. 25.
.4e Beix
Don Craig, former Times-Herald
Borrah Minevitch to Switzerland.
Nicolas Feuillatte closing shop as drama, and film critic, is back on 90day temporary public relations duty
a play producing agent,
BKO's Btriti WOlft and Cinema in the Army, wttH Major Barney
«

By Maxlrne

.

Assn'sOavid

Griffith over

from Lon-

Flagstad

-.
,

.

Director Maurice de Ganonge to
Canada to prep fllmlzation of
"Marion des Neiges."

SB

Continned from pate

1

sa

'

,

Femand sBourland,

RKO

Belgian

elected prexy of BelgianAmerican Distributors Assn.

chief,

"Notorious" (RKO) to play four
firstruns simultaneously, including
the Gaumont Palace and Rex.
Jean Paul Sartre lecture on existentialism in Berlin packing them
In,, with speculators charging 2,000

alleged Norwegian
nections.

Quisling

here and was well received.
Oscars theatre now presenting Sigmund Romberg's "The Desert Song,"

known

that there's a division
within
over the advisability
of adding the singer to its roster,
hence the hush-hush policy. Alfred
It's

directed by, Nils JohannisSon.

NCAC

Swedish Censorship Board banned
13 films during 1947—nine American,
three British and one Austrian.

NCAC prez, and O. O.
head of Civic Concerts, are

H. Morton,
Bottorff,

,

Play

WCAE

"Theatre Guild On the Air" broadcast will originate from here April 4.
Al Criswell in the Columbia hosfrom fractured leg.
Paul Gray is back at the Carousel,
with dancer Betty Hill also on the

pital' recuperating

in Spain.

-

:

:

joined stage headliner Marian Maxwell for the stageshows *Cliursday'<5)
during his stopover.

By iUaxwell Sweeny
RKO managing^director Robert
Wolfl due here for visit next month.
Fitzgerald
Frank
Nigel
and
O'Dwyer joined Radio Eireann Rep.
,

'.

-:

Ex-Abbeyite Pat Delahunty leaves
for Africa next wjgek to join radio
setup at Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia.

,Hugh McDermott'vacationing here
before planing to Africa for role in
Sydney Box (Gainsborough) pic,
"Trek."
.Slim Hand, unit manager for
Michael Balcon's Ealing Studios,
here to set schedule for Kenneth
Reddin's "Another Shore." Charles
Crichton will direct.
"Life With Father" is on Louis
Elliman's production list for the
Gaiety here this spring. Play will
probably be staged by lUsly-McCabe
Productions, with Sta'nley Illsley
directing.

Walter

Winchell

,

For the first time the Minneapolis
Civic Theatre gave a Sunday night

My

to

accommodate crowds

Sons," starring Sidn«r

Blackmer and Blanche Yurka.

ally

left

for

Wash-

/

Lee Shubert in town for his annual stay.
Diana Goldberg and Irving Grossman, Yiddish stage actors, added to

Ooutinued from paj^e 3

"

Romania revue.

last

week

since the
to eke production costs out of the

highly-expensive "Forever Amber"
and' "Captain from Castile," also
costumers.

Odd

angle of the purchase

is

that

Fox

Sam Barken, now running

the another costumer.

,

Option was for

l jss
Blackamoor room and owner of $15,000 against a price of $150,000.
"Medea," "Antony and Cleopatra" buildings in which the Beachcomber It saved $10,000 in the long-run,
and
are located, wants-to sell however,
and "The Mikado," with its com- the Colony
since last week's price was
properties and head for Cali$125,000.
panion
pieces i"Pirates of Penzance," fornia. "'.
'talent,
"Heiress," adapted by Ruth and
Juggler Bobby Jule has taken oii' "lolanthe," "The Gondoliers," "Pinafor an engagement at Boston's Latin fore," "Yeoman of the Guard" and
Augustus
Goetz from Henry James'
*
the current "Patience."
Quarter.
novel, "Washington Square," is a
Manila
Virginia Volikay has joined the
Season was in stride before Broadturn-of-the-century tale and Can be
Susman-Adler agency as an account way got relief from heavy drama
Philipmne Amateur Radio Assn. produced comparatively inexpenexecutive.
and while that element is still domi- meeting to be held some time next sively. Olivia de Havilland will star
Fred Burleigh has picked an allmonth.
it under William Wyler's direcex-Gl cast for "Sound of Hunting," nant, the injection of laughter has
Members of the Manila Theatres in
given the list a welcome change of Assn.
tion,
It was bought at Wyler's reat the Playhouse.
recently threw a dinner for
Pittsburgh Symph tried to get Os- pace. That is particularly true of the new mayor, Gol, Manule de la quest as hi.s initial Par chore.
car Levant for a guest appearance musicals such as "Shoes," "Man- Fuente.
Puixhase was on a tricky deal
late this month, but no dice.
Far East Broadcasting (Philip- that's a new facet of an established
hattan" and the latest musical comPaul Draper and Larry Adler edy "Look Ma." This season's product pines) Inc. is latest station to be esmetiiod of compensation.
Authors
pulled better th.Mi a three-quarters is still deficient in new comedies and tablished here. It expects to start
get $250,000, plus 5% of the distribuoperating in April.
house for, their Syria Mosque conwhether the incomers will prove
LVN production, "Waling Waling," tor's gross, but don't start sharing in
cert.
Eugenie Baird, local singer, re- more diverting seems no better than to be released next month, features the latter until twice the, negative
even
chance.
an
Rebecca Gonzales, former radio cost has beeh recouped.
porlied going into Hartmans' "Angel

Charlie Jema'il, who owns the Ankara, has le,ft for Miami to scout

„.:,'

Australia
By Eric Gorrick

s:
especi-

And doubly so,
company is now struggling

surprising.

took an option on the property
Gene Baylos, at Mother Kelly's, is
set for a late March engagement at before it was written and then
dropped it because it didn't want
Billy Grey's, HoUywood.

bill.

.

president, at national Allied States'
directors' meeting.
Warner Bros, giving a once-over to
the script of "Too Many Thumbs,"
authored by Univ. of Minnesota professor, which the college theatre recently world-premiered.

for "All

K

.

the Lyceum here.
S. D. Kane, North Central Allied
executive manager, to Washington
to join Bennie Berger, the body's

performance

Shellabarger novel

ington.

IS

By Les Rees
Univ. of Minnesota Theatre presenting "Tom Sawyer."
"Mary Had a Little" is booked into
the Lyceum, Feb. 21-25.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre offering "Springtime for Henry."
Jim Keefe, former Minneapolitan,
here ahead of "Private Lives."
Talent scout for Arthur Godfrey
auditioned at Univ. of Minnesota.
"Song of Norway" is passing up
St. Paul and playing a full week at,

Top Priced Stories

By Larry SoHoway

Little

S

•

shown

.

Continued from page

theatre.
in

draw

,

Swedish film "Det Brinner En Eld"
("A Fire Is Burning"), story of the
Norwegian « underground, is first
Swedish film shown in Greece for
many years. Film has also been

that if NCAC is successful in putting her over, it will open the door
to such other controversial figures
as Walter Gieseking;- Alfred Gortot,
Beniamino Gigli and others. '

Money Shows

drawing

New

greatest boxofftce

is

years.

San Francisco Opera in the
Charles
Dullin,
currently
in
"Archipel Lenoir" at the Montpar- •'fall. .'."'.,
nasse after getting heavily in the
There's still uncertainty about the
red when he operated the Sarah
Bernhardt; will handle legit produc- singer's status in the concert field
tion activities of the Casino St. and it's developed into a partisan
fight rather than a question of her
Pierre in Geneva, Switzerland.
artistic merit.
Her opponents feel

Scotts (he's a
aportscaster) due for paternity.

is still

houses at the

filled

into the

By Hal Cohen

"Born Yesterday"

June Merrill, former disk jockey
and radio artist,' is seriously ill in

Kathryn Grayson and Johnnie to view "Annie Get Your Gun;" for
Johnson are at the 1'alaee' hotel.
which he's doing tne screenplay.
Kit Carson, former producer at
William PabSt, KFRC head, is off
to attend the NAB session in New WBKB, was partied by her local
^
friends before moving to the Coast,
York.
Yvonne De Carlo, the Universal*
"Straw Hat Revue" is booked into
International actress, will headline
the Mural Room of the St. Francis
Oriental theatre show opening
for two half-hour shows nightly. the
19.
Group will open AprJQ 18 at the Feb.
Fay & Gordon, dance act, have
Honolulu Playhouse.
«
Eddie Cantor is set for a week at obtained their release from Frederick.
the Golden Gate, starting Feb. 18; Bros, and signed with Associated
Booking.
with his film, "If You Like Susie."
Robert Young, ciirrently on the
His radio show will emanate from
State-Lake screen in "Relentless,"
here, with Henry Kaiser guesting.

Co.'

con-

stay.

Presbyterian hospital.
Dottle Dotson, singer-wife of Jack
Kramer, Red Sox ballplayer, had a
Georgie Price is at the Venetian baby last week in Texas.
Room of the Fairmount hotel.
Film writer Sid Sheldon in town

Assn;

films
preemed in Stockholm during 1947.
"Best Years of Our Lives'*^ (RKO)
at the Roda Kvarn in, long run, and
set for many more weeks.
American pianist Muriel Kerr appeared recently at the Concert Hall

The Joseph Cottons Checked into
the Ambassador East for a week's

'ton.'",

Indie exhibs Louis Hyman and
Major George Lodge reelected prexy
and v.p. of Northern Ireland Exhibs

Stociiholni

marks per seat.
in favor. The diva's desire is to get
Gaby Andreu and Dany Robin to back into .the Metropolitan Opera
accompany Martine Carol to U. S., and
NCAC has assured her they
%vhere reportedly signed by John
can swing it by getting her first
Ringling North.

The Ray

>

:

By Sven G; Winquist
Forty-two new Swedish

Oldfield.

Jean Pierre Guerin back from U. S.
to his Lido, to prep his new revue in
,

.

'

and Paula Wessely.

-

don.

May;

By Ted Friend ,
Mrs. Irving tierlin is at Huntiug-

Te* Beneke, in the Pacific North-west for five one-nighters, is doing

:

George Formby returns to London
this month, after a good run over the
Tivoli loop for Dave Martin.
Ballet Ramberf looks set for _a
lengthy run in Sydney for D. B,
O'Connor-Fullers-British Council. ^
"Little Foxes" got away to a good
start at Princess, Melbourne, for

Carroll and the Fullers.
Doris Fritton heads local company.
Understood that Tommy Trinder
will return to Aussie for another

Garnet

vaude run late this year. Gracie
Fields is booked for another concert
tour.

,

Cinema managers and
employee.? are seeking

theatrical

new upped-

-

pay contracts. Matter comes
Melbourne Arbitration Court
month,
Jane Barrett, here

to

play

this

femme

lead in Ealing's pic. "Eureka Stockade," will do a series Of air shows
Broadcasting
for
Australian
the

Commission,

,,

Ray Ro we bows out

,

,
as Republic s

Aussie-New Zealand rei) after almost two years. Rowe is planning
a trip to the U. S.

late this year to

buy machinery for his ranch.
Bruce Newbery, Republic's foreign
.supervisor,

now

In

Australia

after

long stay in East and Par East, wui
probably drop in on South Africa to
tie

up

biz for

Rep on

to his N. Y. h.d.

'

the

way bacK

,

5S

February 11, lOdS

f|rrfIn<!B4lay,

He had been

Wick.
years.

some programming,

to permit itis' integration into .televisions. But interchange-

retired

•

Three sons, two daughters
seven grandchildren survive.

and

'

.

ROBERT

J.

ability is .injavStable.' 'X'he musician,
too, realizes .that in another 10 years
television is all he may be working
for."

"

•
,

report the fire that had started in
the basement.
Since leaving the film industry
Curran had been in the wholesale
liquor busm^ss,

Burns Mantle, 74,- dean 6t N. Y.
drama critics, died Monday (9) at
in Forest, Hills, h. 1. Death
his home
was caused by cancer.
furtber .Retails page 49.,
'

,

WILLIAM

'

BIDLY ABNOLP

(BEl>)

Mckenzie

William (Red) McKenzie, 45, former jockey who turned vocalist and
for a time wis a singer with Paul
Whiteman's orchestra, died Feb. 7 in
New York. After leaving Whiteman,
McKenzie- had his own band and
more recently organized the Mound
City Blue Blowers.
A son, .two sisters *nd a brother

Arnold, 60, .t>roducei: of
Billy
vaude units and nitery shows, died
York Feb, » from a heart
jn' Ifew
He had' been in poor health
ailiiftent.
the last 20 years
lot (Wipe tintip. For
Ariiold had been associated with
aiding the latter in
Sherman,
Noel
for his
nunibers
dahce
directing
survive.
vaude and nitery productions.
Arnold, reputed a^ having staged'
CHARLES E. BENSEE
fioorshows
in the
two-hour
the first
Charles E. Bensee, former vaude
classified
nightclubs
were
era when
performer, died Jan. 31 in New
as cabarets, had been general proYork.
He was the husband of LotPaul
Salvin-Jimmy
the
for
ducer
ThOWpson chain of N. Y. cabarets, tie Walton, who with her previous
liusband, formed the vaude team of
Itrhieh at one time, numbered 11.
Bert
Lottie Walton.
pretentious
showcases
most
Arnold's
Bensee was teamed with his forAvere Rector's, Moulin Rouge tmd the
Garden," sii. Broadway spots. He mer wifei Florence Baird, until their
divorce
some yejfrs "ago., He subwhen
Salvin
and
Sherman
joined
ThbnipsoH disposed of their chain in sequently married Mrs. Walton and
both retired from tlie |$tage> Since
then
was
in thef automobile busibe
wMi
be
held
services
toFuneral

Robert J. McGhailes, 46, .formei"
Mullen estimates that, by the end
v^ude performer, died 'Jan.. 19, at ofi the year, tole -Wr'ill pour approxiSydney, Nova Scotiat after .an illness mately $1,000,000 into the mu.sicians'
of about a. y.cari
coffers in salaries. That's based on
Parents, six brothers arid three employment for about 1,000 musisisters survive.
cians on a part-time basis, on 50
video stations in key cities throughout the country, many of which
LESLIE CAKEY

'

•

•

.

&

.

:

ness.

mbrrow (Thurs.) at 10:30 a.m. at St.
Simon Stock R.C. church in the
Bronx. Prior to that the body will

Abtam Ruvinsky,

'

Leslie Carey, 78, 'former operator
Even more than money ?etriUo
the. Imperial theatre, Saekville,
wants security of employment for
Brunswick, died there Jan. 14.
the musicians, for the loss- in nightWife and two sons survive,
j

New

.

.

Wife, 49( of George Hai"vey, press
book editor in the homeoffice of
Paramount Pictures, died Feb., 3 in
Yonkcrs, N, Y. She was also the
mother ot Jacqueline Harvey, vaude
arrd
nitery dancer.
Mother and
brother also survive.

:

MARRIAGES

Mother of Monroe W. Greenthal;
former film exec and now heading his own ad agency, died ip New
York Feb. 8. She: had befen active
in many charities and welfare work.

-

;

and

Kuvinsky was with the

pit or14 years
>

Hartman for

chestra at the

BKO-

He organized
Palace, Columbus.
Marion
O.) Symphony, was
; the
conductor of the Cities Service Orchestra in radio in the late 1920s
(

NICHOLAS

A.

MABX

Mother

Nicholas A; Marx, 77, former
vaudeville and legit actor, died Jan.
29 .in New York. After leaving the
stage .in 1927 he was a member of
the staff of Actors Equity until his
retirement several years ago.
As a member of the comedy team

Harry

Rccs, United
Artists salesman in Pittsburgh, .died
recently.
of

.

of Jules'Girden, of Warner
theatre department, died in

Mother
Bros,

New York

last

week..

Gordon and Marx he was in
Father of Arti^ Lewis, of vaude
vaude for years in San Francisco
toEtm of Lewis & Ames, died in New
and later at the Palace,. 'N. Y. He York Feb.
6.
also resided for some years in Scheof

I

and headed the Ruvinsky Ensemble
for the last five- years. He
on
also taught violin. Roy Bargy, now
orchestra leader on the Jimmy Durante program, was once .'his piano
Hccompanist.
A daughter. Mrs. Pauline Diechter,
whose stage name is Paula Ruvinska; pianist, of New York, and two

WHKC

gn^sons
'

3.

survive.

'

'

'

:

-

'.

Charles S.
vaudeville 'and Repertory
died recently in a fall from
Federal Building in Boston.
During a career of about 40, years
on the stage, he was a ballad
singer .and had done some com-

former

(Ja^k.) Brennan, ,74'i .song-,
pariiiculBrly for, his posing.

.

died- Feb. * in HollyIn recent years he was.' * court
wood after a siege of pleurisy*
crier.
His career as a lyricist began
shortly, after Jne 'returned from the
MICHAEL J.
Klondike Gold Rush, with his friend,
Michael J. McSweeney, H, former
Wilson Mizner, and continued until dancer who once traveled with Al
ft tew
years ago. Among hi£ best G. Field's Minstrels, died Jan. 31 in
known songs,, -written ip collabora- Leetonia, O. at the home 6f bis
tion with Ernest Ball, were "A Little sister.
He .was a member, of the
Bit of Heaven," "Boy of Mints," "Let 'team' of Mack
Mack, while with
the Best of the World Go By" and Field.
He quit showbusiness about
'Empty Saddles," which was writ- 30 years ago to return home and
ten especially for Bing Cros;by.
care for his widowed motlier.

McSWEENET

-

.

:

&

.

'

for numerous Broadway
and special material for
such stars as John .Charles Thomas
and ,Ted Lewis. He' was one of the
founders of ASCAP and had lived in

Two

sisters sur-vive.

out tunes
musicals

Hollywood about 18 years.
.

FRANK LONG
Frank Long, '83, founder of the
Long Circuit, died recently stt Alvin,

He

Tex.

operated the SilVin thea-

San Antonio, for many years.
In 1930 he began to organize, with

tre,

Brother survives.

his

son,

the

headquarters

BEN SILVEY
Ben

Sijvcy, 53, production manager at 20tli-Fox, died Feb. 7 in HollyJ^'ood after a heart attack.
Widely

present

Bay

in

circuit,

with

City, Tex.

Son survives.

EDWARD

F.

SHATTUCK;

Known in the film industry and popEdward F. Shattuck, 58. vaudevUle
War among the production crews, and screen actor, died Jan. 31 at his
Mlvey had been in the motion pic- home in Hollywood. Tor years he
ture business for 35 years, starting toured with his wife, Ethel, in a
W New York with Cosmopolitan juggling act.
In recent years he played chart,«ofluctipns and later moving across
•we Hudson River to the Fox stu- acter roles on tl)6 screen.
aios at Foil Leo,
N.
anvent of sound.

Silvey moved
wie industry in

J.,

before the

to Hollywood with
1925, joining Warner

REX

Rex

FAVLKNEB

^anuck.

geles.

Hi.s

StSy

"

last

assignment was
on th^ forth-

assistant

'"^^^

Wife, brother

RATT

and

J.

Curran,

Symphony

siit6r

survive.

CCRBAN

48^ former chief
manager of the St.
for United Artists,
was found dead
Jan. 31 in the smoke
""fid room of
his brother's home in
wichmond Heights, St. Louis county,
amf,
.V^**"* was off of the hook,
fPP^rently indicating that before be<
overcome, he had attempted to

cooker and office
^ouis exchange

m

and-sound.
Before' leaving last weekend .ior
a three- week Coast visit, where he'll
look over the n'etwork's proposed
video plant in Hollywood (scheduled
for a July 1 preem), Frank E. MulWho is spearheading NBC's
len,

dominant position in
vealed

some

television, reoff-the-cuff blueprints.

These pertained to the immediate
adaption of sound broadcasting to
television, once Petrillo gives the
okay.
First off, Mullen will go .after the
sponsors. He wants to put such
shows as the~-Monday night "Telephone Hour" on video, moving cameras into the studio for simultaneous broadcasting. In contrast to the
$10,000 spent lor a half-hour of network time, plus the additional approximate $10<000 for talent, the telephone company can go video for
about $3,000 more. That's for time

Betty Ruth Caldwell to John Dale
Howard, Los'AngeleSi Feb. 7. Bride
is

3

;

Their remittances
the zero point.
soon will be limited to earnings of
reissues, which haven't been doing
too

.well.

On the other hand, pressure on
Cripps by British exhibs and- labar
—if not the public— is

increasing.

It

-

wa.s,
as a matter of fact; Tom
O'Brien, head of the National Assn.
Theatrical and Kinematograph
Employes (and a member of Parliament), who pushed the: British
economic boss into the weekend
proffer to Johnston and who acted
as intermediary via a trans-Atlantic

of

phone

call.
'

50,000 Jobless

O'Brien,

privately

in

on

calling

Cripps to take the initiative in convening another taic meeting, accord"
ing to a London dispatch to 'Vabieiy,
informed him that nearly 50,000
Kine union workers likely would be
unemployed by the end of the summer it the American -embargo on
filni shipments wasn't lifted. O'Brien
is -also said to have warned Cripps
that failure to negotiate a settlement
might mean the blasting of the en-

.

Mary O'Leary

Petrillo's

SG

that,

depending

on

wage demands.

for "Little Video

Network"

7.

,

Van Der

Bride

WXYZ,

on

is

Detroit.

Carolyn Yunck to. James F. Scheer,
North Hollywood, Feb. 6. She's a
screen writer; he writes for magazines.

$3,000, say.s Mullen, it could

Pitt 'nitery.

,

Jean Kilgore to Paul R. Quinn,
.Groom is on

Pittsburgh, Jan. 31.
Casino theatre staff,

Harley to Donald McAfee,
Groom is European
5.
of 20th Century-Fox;
bride is a daughter of Francis L.
Harley, 20th-Fox continental rep,
Anne Ross to Paul. 'Vincent Gorden. Cssining, N. Y., Feb. 8. Bride
heads the play department of the
Theatre Guild; groom is a director.
Kitty Kallen to Bud Granoff, New
York,: Feb. 8. Bride is a nitery and

a sight-and-sound deal, we'll
to
probably start off with a 10-minute
Brother, a vaude booker in De- show, with, say, a video pickup of
survives.
the Jascha Heifetz coucertising, or
whoever the soloist happens to be.
JOHN C, A. WIGGINS
"Then we'll try to get the other
John C. A. Wiggins, 63, .secretary
bigtime musical shows having a New
at Paramount, died Feb. 4 in HollyYork origination. And as soon as
wood after a heart attack.
are set up, we'll go after
joining Paramount 12 actor scales
Prior
troit,

to

come in with Fred Allen's
years ago he had been secretary to Ford to
set up
Mack Sennett, Winfield Sheehan Sunday night show. We could
a local rate that won't cost too

10,

Pictures

British

provincial

five

ville policy at the

owing

end of March,

to the film shortage.
is

one

of

Britain's

three major loop^ with Warners
as big stockholders.

tire British industry, a

warning that

has also been given by the exhibit

end of the business.
Meantime, conviction was growing
among American execs that increasing pressure must be put on the
-

.

State Dept. to carry the ball for the
industry in negotiations with the
Since the extent to Which

British,

Cripps will compromise undoubtedly
hinges somewhat on the Marshall
plan, it appears obvious from that
one .standpoint alone that the State
Dept. is in a position to syiring a
much better deal than the industry
In any case, the Government
itself,
can throw many more factors into
the negotiations than could the in.

dustry.

>.....

'.

With the divergence of principle
on tax

vs.

freeze, American, execs

see a possible compromise in' a plan
is a presswhereby coin would be held in Engn
land, but the American companies
Shelby Gordon, oould invest it. This was the basis
Bride
is
CBS
of
the recent deal with Australia. \t
.1.
writer; groom is freelance radio and is thought unlikely that Cripps would
permit acquisition of theatres, but it
tele writer.
Janet Cairns to David Wages, Bev- is believed that a list might be
.

theatre
agent.

singer;'

Phyllis

groom

Kremer

Chicago,

to

Feb.

erly Hills, Jan. 5, just disclosed. She's
a secretary at BKO; he's in the studio cutting department.
Boris Levin,
'Vera Nickells to
Cal., Feb. 8. Groom is
Universal-International art director.
Sylvia Friedlander to Barney Josephson. New York, Jan. 7, just revealed.- Bride is, a legit producer
and daughter of Emil Friedlander,
chairman of the board of Dazian's.
N. Y. fabric house; groom operates
Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y,

Westwood,

-

,

BIRTHS
Gloria White
Chicago, Feb. 6.
College' Inn,

Ralph Peck,
to
He's flack for the

Sherman

hotel, there.

go

for example, 'Telephone Hour' agrees

*

tion

Phyllis Thalborn to Jackie Heller,
Groom is the
Pittsburgh, Feb. 8.
singer and owner of the Carousel,

Mr. and Mrs. Mortimer Becker,
3.
Father is a
over the "Little 'Video Network" son. New York, Feb.
lawyer; mother is Barbara
already set up. For .$1,000 it could theatrical
radio actress.
go on WNBT for New York audi-' Becker,
and Mrs, Walt Strouse,
Mr.
ence alone. That's ba.sed on a $500
daughter, Daytona Beach, Fla., Jan.
transmission charge, plus $500 for
Father is staff engineer with
17.

At

London, Feb.
Associated

announces that

houses are switching to a vaude-

Circuit

Neil

to

Massj Detroit, Feb.
the staff of station

talentj Says Mullen, and while
not the exact figure, the rate will

approximate

Vaudeville Pushes In

a screen actress.

and

E.
talent costs.
E. Faulkner, 65, founder and
"We'll probably start off on an exof the American perimental basis," said Mullen. "If,

Newsboys Quartet, a onetime vaudeville act, died recently in Los An-

^'''"'''•"'°>

ContlnueA from |nge, l-sSm

television. NBC's television, braintrusters are convinced that, -iO years
from now, everything will be si^t-

former manager

Hros,-First National, where he first
Became a.ssociatcd with Darryl F.

production

from page

'

Paris, Feb.
sales head

'Sister Act'
S

>

'

known

turned

,

Julia

'

'

actor,

Irial)' ballads,

With Rudolf Friml, he

Eleanor Ruth Williams to Kenneth

.

(SANVfr) CHAPMAN
(Sandy) Chapman, 79,

S.

the

KEIRN BRENNAN

X Keirn
'writer

nectady, N. Y.

CHARLES

Thellfta Ramsey and Martin Crosby, Dublin, Ireland, Jan. 31. Bride
is pianist and accompanist; groom is
a tenor.

.

.

irad formerly played with similar
units at Loew's Ohio and the

club and dance band traffic, to cite
but two inroads, has been exacting
a heavy financial toll. The musicians
are apprehensive about jobs, and the
networks see as their strongest talk-

ing point the security of permanent
jobs via television. NBC is also
plugging for the additional incentive
of salary premiums for the musiMother, 73, of Joe Nassau, former cians, because of the added burdens
of playing under lights and other
general manager of WEEU, Reading,
discomforts of video broadcasting.
Pa.i and Jim Nassau, formerly heard
On WLIT and WBIG, died recently
..
in Abington, Pa.

'
C. .CheUew, 54, theatre
manager on the Bacific Coast, died
Feb. 2 at his home in Temple City,
Cal., after three- months of illness
following a heart attack. At vari0U.S limes he' managed film houses
for the 'Von Berberg-Hensen chain
in Seattle and for Warners in Fresno,
Arthur Mi'Ier, 73, dropped dead
and tirfor to- his last illness managed the -Musle Ha]I' theatre in Los Feb. 4 on the Paramount lot, Hollywood, where he had been a grip., for
Angeles.
.
25 years.
Wife
son survive.

A

locals.

Coatintted-

is nearing inasmuch as it is
becoming increasingly vital to both
sides. As far as the Americans go, the
stock o£ product they had piled up
in Ei-ifiland before the ad valorem
duty was levied is getting close to

ment

eraman

CHELLEW

C.

Clifford

musical director of station WHKC,
Columbus,. O., for almost 15 years,
flied'Feb. 2 of a heart attack while
on Ws way to the Hartman theatre,
Columbus.
native of Kiev,' Bussi3(. he was director of the 'Toledo'
Symphony and was the. first con-ductor of tlie original Columbus
Philharmonic.

AFM

boast gopd-sizecl

'

CLIFFORD

and

57, violinist

'

'

Kolkebeck; Bellerose, ,L. I., Feb. 7;
Cecil B. Wright, 47, assistant cam- Bride is a writer for station WG'VA,
at Paramount, died Feb. 2 Geneva, N. Y.
at his home in Hollywood,- after a
Eleanor Parsons 'Vatcher to Johii
heart attack.
William Haigis, Jr., New York, Feb.
7. Groom is general manager of sta-'
William E. GUeer, 84, who built tion WHAI, Greenfield,, Mass:
the Gilger theatrci Norwalk, O., in
Dorothy Gardner to Bradford
1903, and sold it after World War I,
Chaloner Durf ee, N. Y., Feb. 7. Bride
died Jan. 30 in Norwalk.
is a playwright.

Wife survives.

be at Walter B. Gook's in the Bronx.
He leaves mother, son and thrp©

.

of

Tax Negotiations'

,

McCHABLES

.

BURNS MANTLE

•*'

. '.

,

-

station

WMPJ

there,

Mr. and Mrs. James Eikus, triplets,
two girls and a boy, Pittsburgh,
Feb. 6. Mother is the former Lenore
James, radio singer-pianist and the
daughter of Hulda Lashanska, concert singer.

Mr. and Mrs. George Tasker, son,
Chicago, Feb. 3. Father is v.p. of

worked out of other investments
that could be made aside from real
property.

Beaverbrook Defies B'wood
London, Feb,
While there's a

.

lull this

10.

week

in

the name-swapping between the
British government and the Motion
Picture Assn. of America, Lord
Beaverbrook's mouthpiece, the London Evenihg Standard, took up the
British 75% tax cudgeils in an, editorial which defied Hollywood and
called on the British entertainment
industry to meet the challenge;
,

American fllm'magnates will look
in vain for a revolt by the British
public even though the famine in

new Hollywood productions

in

the

United Kingdom is very near. With
still
flowing
$200,000,000 monthly
from Britain, the Standard declares,
'Jthe people will accept a cut in Bogart and Bacall gladly.'' The British
amusement world mu.st gird for the
battle, the daily trumpets, and meet
the sudden overwhelming demand

on it. How that's to be done with
Britain's limited facilities for filmmaking, the Standard fails to say.

New Yank pix won't be missed,
the Beaverbrook organ declares, "for

the quality of the vast majority Of
Universal Records.
Mr. and Mrs, Benson Fong, daugh- Hollywood pro.duction was so low,
the stories so banal, and their treat'
ter, Santa Monica, Feb. 8. Mother is
She and her husband., are ment so stereotyped that, the disapMaylia.
pearance of these overpublicized
film players.
_
epics-for-a-day ca'ns^ the -British
Corday,
son,
Mr. and Mrs. Ted

New York, Feb. 6. Father is a free- public more relief than sorrlftf."
The Beaverbrook statement indimuch, thus enticing the advertiser lance radio director-producer and
program packager; mother is Betty cates that all political factions are
wet
"It may eventually bring about a ShajTi daytime radio director of the behind the govemunent He :1s « pa->
E. H. Cady, 79, former exhibitor,
tent figure in the Copservativeis^mv,
of radio Pedlar & llyan agency.
died Jan. 27 at Minto, New Bruns- complete re-adaptatioit

and George Marshall.
E. H.

CADT

into getting his video feet

M

J^^^iETf

VedneaJay, February 11, 1948
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York 19, N. T., by Vartpty, Inc. Annual aubaicrlptton, »10. Blncto «aplai, in
M05, at th* Post Omi:a at Now Torlt, N; T., under tha act «t- IUmmb
'
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BETTER PIX EASE
Radio Stations Matching Dailies

;

cent*.
1879.

1,048,

PRICE

18, 1948

25

CENTS

BIZ JITTERS

H'lOD TAKES

on tlie verge of catcliing up witli the diiily newson the number of units' in operation, As the compari-

'..Broadcasting is

.

•':"pk6et

business

.

son' now Stands the newspaper field is but 60 units »head of radio; television, but indications are that the latter will' exceed 4he number
" Of the country's dailies by the end of March.
'

.

STOCK OF ITSELF

.

Hi vtation, follows:

AM
.jfVi:

1,580

Television

.i..,..

Totel

Af least

.

.«».

...v. v.....

FJMt

si''KF'

20ft

..

,

..-."It

,

AMT, FAI. and

B'way

TV

statitas ate in. process of construction.

Prodirction Lookiiig Up;

konmig Sbws Top

Last Spring s

/ liSst season at this time Broadway -f
«V>wed way down productively, only
1006 Black-Gold Bonanza
.^ins hit/being- unfolded from Februftrf- tmtil the end of ttifi season. The
For 'Luckless' Exhibitor
Incoming sipring this year loolcs
Bridgeville, Pa., Feb. 17.
There's been
iftiich more promising.
James Lynch, who used> to run a
decided jump in the number of
it
fltm house here, has Anally struck it
'ftows going into rehearsal. A numrich after going through a flock of
4er of fresh productions are readysetbaClts since he left the exhibitors'
ing, most of them now trying out or
fold.
Lynch uncovered a co'al forilready opened on .Broadway,.
tune on land recently purchased here
1947,. ^aw the arrival of
» March,
*^igadoon," which is still going with borrowed money. Mining engineers estimate his yield should be
^Cftig, -but there were no further
around $i00,0p0 in the next couple of
successes.
«tii|aicals, noc any .more
Cowng this spring will be at least years.
Lynch purchased 65 acres o£ land
iKrw musicals, two of which, "Inon tiie Canonsbuig road to "make a
•1^5 tr.S.A." and "Hold It," being
lew bucks" selling top soil." Under
'#je into rehearsal this week, while
the- top soil, he found one. of the
out
*fi()ther, "My Romance," opened
richest seams of strip coal ever un'of town last week. Revival o£ "Sally"
is
Minutes covered in this end of the state.
;

By ABEL GREEN

Jinx,

Hollywood, Feb.

Fun

"Forty-five
Broadway," score to include

F*Om

as

is

.

a dozen unpublished songs by
the late George M. Cohan.
' Straight plays due in New York
^during the next month include "You
•Never Can Tell" (revival), "The

"half

'•

(Continued on page 55)

',
.

:

a. SHAW NIXES EVANS'
'SUPERMAN' ON RADIO

;

Shaw wants no
Evans doing Shaw on
,f?flio.
Specifically, Evans was all
*6t to go on Fred Allen's NBC show
next Sunday (22) night for some
«an and
Superman"
kidding
'Wn^h would be followed by the real
George Bernard

*arl of Maurice

'

(Evans did a similar air
year, but that was Shake-

stuff.

««it last
.?SPeare.)

;.,A"6tt was advis'ed that it was no
flice either kidding
the Shaw play

^

doing it straight.
As a result
ftvans will stay
put on the guest shot

assassmaled Indian leader,
Mohandas
Gandhi. Platter, entitled
"Justiwas- made in 1932
toh ,r- Z^J?°'^''
pfJV^l' Gandhi was paid $200,000.
royalties to
thetnH!"
n '/hL ?''.'^^*'''"al Congress for use

"

independence campaign.

Show How
Have a Baby

-

Gary's

it's

now a

wheel.

;

More

case of shoulder-.to-'the-

.

"setups" are effected without

any whipcracking. The more scenes
that are set up, the more pages of
script shot per day, the less the

production cost. It's conceded that
basic labor costs can't come down-*in fact, some may go up more be(Continued on page IS)

Clearance Troubles

Chill

As Jolson Sequel

—

Big Concert Coin

and

$1,000,000

Set

from two

films.

guaranteed ,$250,000, against
10% o£ the gross. His first for Sperling. "Cloak and Dagger," already
figures to yield the star over $400,000.
He gets bis 10% from the first dollar.
Attorney Arnold Grant, for
Cooper, set the deal.
is

WB

SENATOR TAFT BOOTS

THECLAGHORNlfOTE

WB

COAST PUB TO MARKET

MUSIC

in country's 10c. stores.

Dime music went out
worth stores

in

1921.

of the

Wool-

media

of those

the matter here,
-And Forrestal has committed himself to abandoning the idea unless
it wins support -qf the news ipqguls
expected to meet here early io
'

March.
Invites for the all-media meeting
are expected to go out within the
next couple of weeks, according- to
Captain Rdfiert Berry, Forrestal
aide who is handling arrangements.
Officials of the American Newspaper
Publishers 'Assn., Motion Pitjtute
Assn. and the National .-^^g/XtBroadcasters, plus top names'
the
lour webs, have all been cohtactecl
.

•

'

informally.

General feeling of. many of
(Continued on page 54)

Retail Dish Seller

"Four Leaf Clover"
Music Seller

Harburg-Shuberts Snag

Nipped Lahr Tollies' Deal

.

Retail -Sheet

Now

Is

The Hour

"Most Requested*' Disk
Four Leaf Clover
Seller on Coin IVfochines
"Now Is The Hour''
British Sheet Seller

"Tree in a Meadow"

Pittsburgh, Feb.

17.

thft

MORGAN'S 'NEW YORK'
AS FIRST TELE SNEAK
The

Hollywood, Feb: 17.
preview

television sneak

first

being worked 'out on.
York," the Henry
Morgan starrerj probably over the
Philadelphia Inquirer's video outlet.Enlcipnst! Production's musical diof a

aim

"So This

is

is

•

New

rector Rudy Polk is now dicliering
with James C. Petrillo for permission to uiie the musical sound track.

Set owners would- get reaction
cards to record their opinions..

Ymhs

Spent $690,000,000,
In '47 on Foreign Travel

<.

Washington, Feb. 17.
Americans are hitting the tratUto
foreign places in a big way lor their
recreation and vacation, sWingihg
more, to Canada and Latin America
and less to Europe than in th* prewar days, U. S. Department of Cotti-

merce

Tops of the Tops

:

Vanderburg hopes to have copies
handled by dru,!» chains in con.iuncLion with pocket size novels and also

peacetime appears doomed tO
judging by off-the-record

failure,

Many of the group are media men
who served a term with the Office
of Censorship during the war and
are wi.se in the ways of Government
security procedures. Jim Lockhart^
Scripps-Howard executive and for*
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Although Gary Cooper,, is back on mer Deputy Director of Censorship,
the Warner Bros, lot under a regular is acting as consultant to Forrestal
in
setting up the parley. Intimates
employment contract—following the
expressed
surprise that he would go.
trend of most independents to return to the majors:—he still has a along with the peaeetimfe censorship
idea. Whether coincidentally or
straight 10% picture to complete- for
Scrippii^Howard
not,
the
Daily News
Milton Sperling's U. S. Pictures (WB
release).
This figures to malce commented unfavorably here last
Cooper' the highest-rpriced actor ify week on the idea of Government
censorship
of
war
emergency.
short
the world, grossing between $900,000
He

—

in country's lOc stores.

in

of many
men approached on

reaction

From Two Films?

Hollywoorl, Fsb. 17.
The Eddie Cantor film bioei deal
with Warner Bros, has chilled temporarily at least because of that
time-Iaonored Hollywood headache,
"can't lick the story line," Harry
Kurnitz was to have produced under
pact,
his new writer*producer
The one-night concert 'field may reportedly at $2^500 a week. Cantor's
produce some of show business' deal was for $1,000,000, in 10 equal
greatest gros.ses if present plans de- payments oVer as many years, for
Minneapolis, Feb. 17.
In an interview with Will Jones,
velop. Ernie Anderson, promoter of which he was to have done the
"Concerts at Midniglit," is now mak- soundtrack for some 15-20 Cantor Mox-ning Ti-ibune film and radio
contractee, columnist. Sen. .JRobert Taft, Repubing a pitch for Al Jolson to play song standards. New
ball parks and stadia during the Gordon MacRae, was to have per- lican presidential candidate, here for
summer' in a glorifled minstrel show. sonated "Banjo Eyes (The Life of a talk, said he doesn't like radio's
According to Andersi^'s spokesman, Eddie Cantor"), the proposed title, "Senator Ciaghorn," and thinks, the
Jolson is being- oftered a 10-week much as Larry Parks did in "The latter is 'a bad influence on the
American public.
route, dn a guatantee and percen- Jolson Story."
Senator Taft also told Jones that
(Gontittued on page 55)
"Clearances" also kayoed the Billy
he has a "distaste" for other things
Rose .biopic which Han-y Tugend,
that radio, screfen
and pre-ss say
when he was a writer-producer with about
the Senate. Jones wanted his
Paramount, optioned, pvovidin.s: Fanviews, too; on "Senator Ashton" in
nie Brice, Bernard Baruch (Rose's
the picture "The Senator Was Indis'POCKET-SIZE'
first boss and lifetime mentor) and
creet,"
but Senator Taft said he
(Continued on page 54)
Hollywood, Feb. '17.
hasn't seen the Universal film.

10c

restal's

•

WB Eddie Cantor Biopic

Jolson Bid Keys

«iynstead will' satirize the current
Gordon Vanderburg, prexy ol
S. pix ban in
Britain.
Princess Publications, and Ernest
Cuba will print and distribute sheet
music in "pocket size" form. VanReissue Gandhi Disk
derburg and Cuba have formeo
Tiny Tunei!, wiiich will inailcot four
Records this week rei=5>°!>"'^'''^
tunes puljlished by Princess, Copie?
^ .^'^^ ""^'^e. by the recently
ieJi.
•

to

to
It's
The picture business is getting out
of its doldrums. The past month
Jinx Falkenbu'rg-and her, husband,
has seen a transition from marked Tex McCrary, upon announcing that
uncertainty to t,oday's aggressive they are expecting their second
showmanship; It's manifest evert- to child late this year, were pacted to
th6 most casual observer.
appear in a film short that'll record
The attitude that nothing' succeeds their day-by-day preparations, for
in the picttire lousiness like good the new arrival. Justin Herman will
pictures is now becoming more Em- produce 'the two-reeler' for Paraphatic, Studio chiefs who came back mount.
from the Xmas-New Year's proShooting has already begun and
tracted holidays with an attitude of will continue through the ijpring,
despair (and "why do you think I summer and into the fall. Idea behad to get away from It alD now hind the film is to present a realisare -in high because, among other tic study .of how a typical young
things, the product they had puit in couple approaches parenthood.
the can is shaping up.
.
With this optimism comes a new
esprit on all fronts, notably labor.
From gaffers to stars and producers
$1,000.1
the feeling is that the chips ai-e
downt the honeymoon is over, and

,

due,

Tex

1'?.

'

.

Washington, Feb. 17^'
Secretary of Defense James Forplan to set up "voluntary''
censorship of films, radio and press
,

.N. W. Ayer's latest eompilation, there are 2,003 daily
The number of broadcasting outlets^ as of Feb. 15, by type

According to

,

„',fii»pers.

disclo.ses.

;!

•

U. S. citizens ijpent about $690,-<
000,000 for foreign travel in 1947,
about equal to the previous peak
year of 1929 and about 25%.--9bov«
1946. Of this approximately $550,00O;000 was spent in foreign nations
and an additional $45,000,000 went
to foreign .steamship and air carriers.

Bert Lahr revealed here last week,
while playing in "Burlesque," why
he and the Shuberts called oit their The remainder represents payments
deal for him to star in next "Zieg-. to American carriers.
feld Follies."
Canada got the biggest piece,
Lahr, recalling his unhappy experi- $240,000,000, an alltime record. About
ence .with the songs and sketches al- $118,000,000 went to Mexico for •
new record ther«| also.
(Continued on page 55)1

-

P^tEfr

Vcdncwby, Fcbwuuy

Actors' Inc(Hne

Was Toa

Tfimk' in Tr3)

New hypoed public relations cani-4'
paign of the Motion Picture Assn.
duroi America, thuiMlering rfloM
of
ing the past week, hit someliiing
*
a snag with excuqpHon UHt^ff PS
number of industry esMS to • statement to the N. Y. Herald Tribune

MPAA

toy

«uote in tbc
film

of

first

two

articles

critic.

statatog:

iu

no Ia«*

Wliile there's
thd

of

agree-

MPAA chiefs opinion,

ment with

*i toad public lelatimis now when Itey .are heginning to ieel strong eonsumer ptesMire' againrt high boxofBce prices.
even
Itliere are iB some secHiins
ngns of a 'coimimer strike at fhe
big' admission tap* being s-sked.
seen,
is
statement
Johnston's
therefore, as giving the objectors
fibii

exeea »ee

it

something tangible to grasp.
juttified, it is tiiought, in

be

"Oh, here's
those high

They'd
*aymg:

to pay
'SlMtt guys in
getting way too much

why we have
piices.

Bollywood sire

'

Their own Ijoss says so.
should we BO on stipporting
And why doesn't he clip
if he thinks they're overpaid?"
To the average reader, of coxirs?,
;)r(ifanston i£ tap man in the industry
-with power to make the <ihts if he
fibitiks it advisable. It doesii't occur
to them, that he has no'suCh omni-.

doD^t.

KM^

fhem?
them,

'

ydteftce.':

'

'

objection' was made to
statement, in illu*-traiing how -wartime eacceas profits
'

AMOthei*

fbe ltPAA

boast's

taxes had caused than to waste.
'ytsit dnrhig thp
jBKm^,^-tbat: "In
war OHe srhidio wa*' tsohiplefejy leyt^ted four times."
Thought is that it makes the intltisfzy look wasteful and profligate
with- money that should have gone
to the .government Some industryftes thought Johnston was being a

tm

>

little too frank, too. in stating:

feej the- way
did at the outset of
hi the early '30s—
will clear tip with-

many people

"Toe,

Herbert HOover
the depression
that everythms
eut doings anything about it. It is
«n attitude typical of Hollywood,
wWch is very much like a highly
'-liibred" family, having few contacts
witiii-.Q>e ont^de world."
:Qarne# saw Johnston last ITriday
(is) in a six-hour interview. It re-;
putted' from a series of semi-critical
asffcles he wrote recently following
a trip to-HoIIywood.

•

i

.

-

'

to

radio.

ttie

"BtACKOUTS

&

0F'1«4e"'

CapiUn Theatre,' Hollywoodr Cal.
Watch for KEN MtJRKAT'S new

feature length film production,

"BILL

AND COO"

Beleased' through

BepubUc Pictures

And more news-

papers are being sold than ev<9r

'New Look' bSaf^ Paris
Strata Stuff

guided missiles hurObig
t]irougb spac»—moving so fast they
can" circle the globe in 2% hours.
These missiles will contain photo-graphic piclcup ttni,ts which will take
the pictures^ and transnit -ttwm in*
stantly to the sen|j-gloMUir screen
in our theatre."
Industry got another unlooked for

Unfriendly 10'

.

.

DaoDy Kajt Held (her

Samuel Omitz, Herbert Biberman, Edward Dmytryk, Adrian
Scott, Ring Lardner, Jr., and Lester
At LoNiiiii
Cole. AU were indicted for failure
to answer a question. of the House
in
Vn-American Activities Committee
Iiondon, f^, 17.
as to whether they were members
Danny Kay^s engagement at ^^e of the Communist p^m^. Eight were
Palladium has been extended two also indicted for refushsg'ter stat*
weeks, forcing postponement of Jean whether they were members of the
Sablon's appearance, Kaye^ who Scrieen Writers Guild.
opened last week, has been breaikCnrra'n's -ruling followed condtt-'
sie,.

-

fihSam,

all records.

-

-

against a Congressional committee.
Aagijstant TJ.- S< Attorney William
Hltz retorted that all prospective
jurors 'v^ould be- questioned and
wopld be eliminated quickly if thesi'
admitted prejudice.

.

;

point of view, since it has a very
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
morning audience among
'large
The entire Hearst organization is
bciusewiyei. His second appearance bearing down on the 27th anniverwas OM the Ptudential Fanuly Hour sary party for Louella O. Parsons at
ever the Columbia Broadcasting the Cocoanut Grove of the AmbasSystem Sunday;
sador Hotel here March 4, a Thursexplained
tor
Miss day night, and it's expected
.'Johnston
that
Seane what bis job comprises and even the ailing W. K. Hearst will
tliat he is not a-.- censor. He said he
make a brief appearance. The mednient only a}Mfsil'.t% ot his tone on icos who have been in constant atproblems connected' with the Pro^ tendance on the 86-year-old
pubduction, Code.' He' added that. he
lisher, who has been occupying one
had duties in regard fo foreign mar- of his Bever^ Hills mansions—he
kets, research and visual Mncation.
left Sah Simebn some six months
He went into a considerable spiel ago—feel it would be a good "Uft"
about the value of films in teachin^g.
for the°head man' if he did make
He also did no little public opinion this
public appearance, perhaps one
cresthig regarding the impasse with
of tbe last he might do.
the British over t&s 75% tax. He
The entire Grove has been: taken
ducked a question on block booking
over for the occasion/ it being the
as taking -too long to answer.
Asked if the Thomas Commiltee only type room out here able to
was limiting the ^pe of pictures be- comfortably cater f.o the 700 distinIng turned ou^ Jtdtnston replied: guished guests from the film, press
.

I

i
'

'

'

,

f

•

,

;

J
I
i'

.

.

'

^'Absolutely and positively no. As and alli^ industries. Later this
year. Miss Parsons and her husband.
ii, matter of fact, we're urging peo^
pie to make the broadest use of the Dr. Barry Martin, plan a European
screen for the portrayal of prob- trip o» business-pleasure.
lems of our time. It has been reported recently that a picture called
TTie Boy with Green Hair,' which
is a controversial subject, would be

'

I

:

Coward Nixes Fix

'

stopped in Hollywood. 'Well, The
Boy with Green Hair' is now being
-

'

To Be Fancy-Free
Hollywood, Feb.

17.

Kocl Cowardi lionized for a fortJobDwfon predicted things to come night by fllmdom's upper crust and
foe-ftbingoers in 1975 on tbe Pru- offered fat contracts by the studios,
dential show. "They'll sit around a has given Hollywood the bi-ushofl.
After a whirl of dinners, lunchcircle," he said, "and watch the actioit being reproduced on a giant eons, teas and whatnot, the British
dome. We will be able to see events, lion lammed east, preferring to flit
occurring -anywhere in' the world hither and yon rather than tie him;the iostai?t tii^ hajn)$n.Jthrough the self down to a film Job.

HiadeatBKO."

'

8ees 'Bed,' Too
•Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Gershwin, lyricist; Rose'

Calif.

,

Ira

J. Edward Bromberg and
Bobinen, actors, -nrere subpoenaed to appear before the California State committee
on Un-

Hobart,

Roman

American

Activities.
Meanwhile, legit actors, at a
night meeting in the Actors'

PUNNED FOR MEX CITY
Mexico

Ciity, Fe^.' Id.-

A. C. Blumenthal is planning to
present "Oklahoma" in Spanish hete.
Nitery op expects to stage it immediately after Easter, for his bow as
legit producer.
Blumenthal is aiming at the local
Mexican public, rather than IT. S.
visitors. Production in Englisli have
a vei7 limited audience here, hence
the try in Spahisb.
.

Paris, Feb.' 12.

'

:

'

'

'

'

'

-

-

'

''

:'

Of Rent Control Law
.Washington, Feb.

The

House Banking
.

17.

Committee

voted yesterday (16) to extend fhe
exisitog .rent control act for another
30 days, until Congress makes up
its mind what kind of law should
be passed.

The existing law includes a freezing on most theatre construction, in
order to channel building materials
into home building, The present law
expires Feb. 29;
Meanwhile, on the SeoaU side.
Democrats have bucked a very Ifaur
ited extension of price control recommended by Senator Harry P.
Cain, of Washington. Cain wants to
-throw out all- controls over commercial construction and to water down
rent controls on residential property.
He explained yesterday that
he. opposed limitations on theatre
and other recreation construction
because only a relatively small
amount of- material would be saved
and because the housing expeditor
lacks sufficient personnel to enforce
rulings.

Lab,

mUHOMA' IN SPANISH

By liVOETTB CABON

'
Christian Dior's premiere was tht
to' Xioiadon>
climax of this week's many fashion
appear in a water show for ilve openings. Parf* had' never seen so
weeks.
,
many buyers and manufacturers
Novelist Waldo Frank left by spe- since prewar days. Devaluation had
cial Constellation for the Inaugura^
}ust been otTicisilly annoiinced and
tioin
of the 'Venezuelan president thejr tfodted lit great mhtAiers knowRomulo GallegCw, last Sunday (15). ing that their money,could go twlct
'
Actress Annabella was due to as far.
leave on Frida:^,'the 13th, for Paris,
There was great curiosity as to
but with bad weather and plane whether the 'New Look would b«
trouble she got off two days later. o.k. for '48 or If a new revolution
Plans to return in the fall.
would alteir
silhouette ag^in.
John de Jong Schouwenburg,^ Paris couturiers realized 'they were
chairman of the board of directors being watched closely: by thousands
of the Amsterdam- concert orchestra, ready- to criticize or accept their
left by Royal Dutch plane Monday styles, and a great tenseness was in
<16) for Holland -to make finid .ar- the air. Over BOO models a day were
rangements for a .tour of the U. S. presented to severe judges' for two
and Canada during the fall of
weeks.
The opuiing*. this year are mora
j^ptetacalar than ever, not only in
Hieatre BMff. Freeze
What -they actually show,- but in th«

mid- his

following the premiere Of "Declaration," raised a fund of $1,383
to
publicize the group's stand on the
forthcoming hearings. Meeting was
cbairmanned by Stanley Prager and
addressed by Adrian Scott, one of
the 10 Holly woodians cited -for contempt of Congress.

Basie

Chai^andU.S.CanRdai

to

sion of arguments -which started last

The judge said the
Kaye's extended run has caused Friday (13).
somewhat of a mixup since many power of Congress to investigate andi
had purchased tickMs in advance for to compel the giving of evidence iti
Sablon's preem.
Merry Macs are the exercise of its legislative funcx
also slated' for the Sahlon show.'
tion was "indictable." Defense
Kaye, indidentftDy, rated a dress- argttments came from-Bobert Kenny,
ing-room -visit last week from .Prin-» Charles Kats^-Sam Rosenwein, Ben
cess Elizabeth, Prince Philip, Lord Margolis' and Martin Popper. Kenny
Milford Xbiven and Sharman Dougo said there should be a change ot
las, daughter of thC; XT. S. Ambast venue
because many prospective
sador.
witnesses
are
Government emHoyal party had caught Kaye's ployees' who would fear to find

.Badio, Xmt
-performance earlier in the evning,
ThcBjamies interview came in a Comedian toasted -Ghe dressing, rooni
week that also saw Johnston on two call with <Aatttpagn«
xadio shows in. behalf of the industry.
First was a local program on
yiOSt, N. Y., last Wednesday,' where
'lie
was interviewed by Martha fxpcct Hearst to Attend
Dcane.
It Was considered highlyLolly's 27th Anni Party
Important from the public relations

'

June.

Johnny Weissmnller

'Washington, Feb. 17,
Plea by the 10 "unfriendly Witto have their contempt of
CoJdigcess indictments -dismissed, or
at least to obtain « change of venue,
was 'summarily! Tejecfed yesterdajl

m

La Guardia Airport, N, Y.
Actor Sir Cedric Hardwicke olf to
to appear in "The WiusUtw
Boy,'"
He's expected to return in
London

%

Show

Fashions

Dismissal Try

,0f

public relations break in an editorial
the H. Y. Daily Wew$ Monday.
It traced the history of the' present
British-tax hnpasse and- ranted at
Edward
the Labor Government for jeopar- (16) by U. S. District Judge
ding hot only 'the -American indus- M.^ Gurran. This means that they
trial beginning Feb. 24.
try but England's own fflnunakers go"on
First defendant. to be tried here
and exhibitpm
wiU be Jo&n Howard Law*on» Fo^lowinig him in order wilt be Dalton
Tnumbo,. Albert Maltz, Alvah Bes-

ing

>

dues; advertising and publicity,
FrotessioiwI Expenses Variety and other trade papers; accountants' feesaccompanist; household lexpenses, like rent, maid service, utilities, tele-^
phone, etc., if household ia ?tised actively for conferences with authors,
writers, agents, or other business matters; expenses on trips taken to
get ideas for professional work; income taxes paid abroad on foreign
bookings; beautifying, physical culture, bodyguard; Equity' and other
union dues; telephone exchange.

before."

medium

^

'

KEN MURRAY'S

•

-

.

,

'

'

'

WEEK!

296th

of-en>-

tertainment sthnulateS another.
There was a great qnesHon in
the news agencies whether they
would gfn« their service to the
radio because it might put the
newspapers out of business. But
now we find that one of the most
profitable sources of income to
the news agencies is selling news

by

Barnes, Trib's theatre and
Johnston was reported
"Salaries are far too high
field o£ film production.

Howard

form

—

ew

•xpenses'dii'fcontracts.'-

VMivcling BxpwHea-^Trainiiortation) hoard, and lodging away from home
automobtte expenses.
faUlC'Belailwas^DevelDpment <tf )>UbIic following, handlibg of fan mail,
Uii photogniphs; complimentiu^ tickets, entertaining Aewspapermfen
playwrights! critics, backers, agents, directors, etc.; dab membership

•

'

find that one

C.P.A..

•

.

"We

Tax Deductions

SEIDMAN*

-

JohnstiMi, prez of the Ifotton
Picture "Assn. of America.^tbld a
WOR, HT, Y„ radio audience last
week. Johnston compared video's.
eiYect on fllms with advances ow.
other frtmts. He-deolawso:

wMh JWinston's
execs
desire to be frank, some rflhe
were of the opiniojj that Jie fcad perhaps gone too far in that direction
in stating his own opiniOBiSpecific objection wa* BWd* to a

J. S.

Actors are cntifled' to many income tajc deductions that do not readilv
mefet the eya. The following is a list of 'some of t|ie items. However
ti
get the deductions allowed, mere -say-so or "gHeistimate" is not enough
There must be something to show the amounts spent, and that they are
v v
business, not personal, items:
(
rieyarjition. Kxp smss Rteseaych'- fxpense, cost' of. mtkterial, dialog, gats
mttsic; costumes, wigs, shoes, makeup;- repair, pressing and cleanfcg
of professional clothes, wardrobe valet; studio rental's, tips to studio
employees;- recording of voice or program.
•••king E^CT
e s SeottttijDg for engageMkeqtf. agept'« commission,'!, legal

Hypo

While sympathetic

as

-By

.to Pi^c
Tele's
Television WlQ stimulate the
motion pictur* industry rather
tha» forcing it out of business,
suggested, Eric;
as lias been

BSrie rJTohnston.

prexy

htcmw

18y 194a

lavishnets .of their entertainments.
The fact' that some of them are being
televised gives them an extra shot
in the arm. FranI; Capa, who directs
these shows, had a very tough time
telling society women not to look
into' tlie camera end to try to appear
natural.' Pix stars like Jacqueline
Delubac and -Marcelle lierrien were
<:

more cooperative. Mme. Georges

far

Bidaiilt,

afraid

'photogenic,'.'.

-

she would not b«
disappeared

in

;

ithe

crowd at the Luden Lelopg opening,
Maggie Ronlfs preview was attended by Mme. Vincent Auciol, the
.

i

President's, vidfe, dressed in black
glaiqorous
organza,,. and by her
daughter-in-law, M|«ie. Paul Auriol,
white satin and White fox fur. Red
candles, .ivy ired leaves' and apple*
decorated the salons.
.

in

Fath Most Extreme
Jacques Fath gave his two gala*
one night after the other. Only the
second was in evening dothes. There
were ambassadors, artists and all
Paris society present. Many of them
had to stttnd up for hours or sit ob

th^

steps where
lutely nothing at

could sec absoall.

The manno

quins could hardly walk through the
crowd witt their wide evenuig
dresses; but nobody seemed to mind.
Fath's Collection is tbe most extreme

and amusing of all and California
has something to look forward to
next month when he goes there,
Dior had Ms first opening on a
Bveiyone in
Sunday afternoon.
INTO
Paris was determined to go, but only
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
two
Joe Drown, who operates the fash- the press was admitted. The
GouricUo
ionable Bel Air botd, is planning an exceptions were Princess
Jennifer
exclusive beach club on the site of (Hd^na Rubinstein) and
by
the Marion Davies beach mansion it Jones, very quiet in a corner all
had
Santa Monica. Capacity 500, and by herself, She wore no hat and
thre*
membership. Don I^oper Wotdd tt- on a mink coat. For almost
hours the mannequins paraded and
decorate.
smothered
Last year a similar attempt at an aftep the show Dior was
exclusive occdn club fizzled, ^en Iqr enthusiastic admirerSi'Zlgzag' vs. 'Flijrht'
with handpickcd Hollywood names
The "Look" has developed into
fo^ the glam appeal.
something slightly Afferent, but

MARION DAYIES' BEACH

A SURF aUB

HOME

.

Show SRO

Illustrator*

Its three-night performance (125
capacity ) sold out long in advance
at fSO top, the 43d annual Illustrators Show was held sit the Society
of Illustrators' clubhouse in New
York last week (11-12—13).

there is no reiX basic change. Everything above th* waist has lost ia
importance. The whole interest ol
the figure is concentrated below tht
hips, Shoulders are natui-al, some-

times even artificially sloped. Busts

are small and well-molded, waists
more wasplike than ever and the
The show was produced by Rus- skirts sweU about the hips, gaining
Vienna. Feb. 10.
sell Patterson, with Cecil Baum- more and more width-— thanks to
Premiere of G. W. Pabst's highly- gartner as assistant producer. Hud- petticoats and still linings.
P">'^*
controversial
murder pic, son Faussett, as overall director, -two new features are the "Zigzag
ritual
"The Trial," is set for Zurich, March headed a list of show biz people line and the "Flight" line. Th*

Pabst'* Trial' Set

14.

Film will be screened in Vienna,
in the Scala theatre, Russian zone,
end of March.

jl t4.l

!t-

0

ti-((llO"l

who helped put on the series of "Zigzag" line is a spiral flounce that
sketches, etc.
Ruth Cleary (Mrs. will become famous, and the "Flight
Patterson) and Floria Vestoff did the line is irregularly -placed fullness
whidi ''takes flight in movement
.

songs.,
'

<f
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l^veal Skoivas' Comproimse Britidi
.

TUXES HELD Kearns Charges

um

Tax Plan Nixed by Other Film CBefs
Soyros Skouras, 20th-Pox prexy, Is-f
with
reported to. have brought l>»ck
a.com- IJ.$. Pix Dip $16,000,^^0
him Jlwm Kngland recently
imoromise plan on the British tax
been
have
to
understood
DBSse It's
In Britain in
©resented to execs pt other comLbndon, Feb.. 17.
New
meeting
panies at a private
Earnings of U. S. films in the BritYork two weeks ago and to have
slumped to $52,000,000 in
unacceptable.
ish
market
definitely
heen voted
comparison
to a hefty $68,favor
1947
in
to
personally
Pkouras is said
000,000 taken in the previous year.
the proposal.
On the surface the $16,000,000 dePlan called for Kngland to allow
$25,000,000
withdraw
cline apparently reflects the impoU S. distribs to
«'year from Britain and provided sition of the 75% tax and resulting
be re- embargo.
However, decrease is
that Up to $20,000,000 could
by
earned
income
blues
of
b.o.
attributed
to
chiefly
tained out
in brought about by the bad weather
iSnglish pix in this country. That,
of
$45,total
mean
a
of last winter and spring.
theory, would
$52,the
close
to
is
000,000, which
000,000 rereived from England last

1947

m

,

year:
Actually, of course, it would be far
from that, since British filtfas, have
small prospect of getting anything

RanktoPHchFor

like $20,000,000 from America, Last
year's figure was below $4,000,000.
The Skouras plan is « slight im-

20th Boanis Okay

proyement of a previous .compromise
offer reported from the British, by
Which American companies could
Iceep anything grossed by English
iUpis here, plus the 25% they can
London, Feb. 17.
.extract under the present ad valOne of the chief purposes of J^
orem tax law. That would ir^ean
•bout $13,000,000, plus American Arthur Ranlc's forthcoming trip to
earnings .or, on the basis of last the U. S. is to enable bim to appear
year's receij^ « tot«l of $17i- personally before the 20th-;Fox board
'

OnOdeoihGCFrie

.

'

Of directors ip an effort to win their
American companies have firmly okay to his merger of the General
^ixed all such offers since they re- Cinema Finance Corp. with Odeon
*Use to accept the principle of a tax. circuit. He'll present the case for a
They are willing to accept a freeze merger to 20th's board because he's
(Continued on page 14)
anxious for cooperation by that company, despite fact that the GCFOdeon nuptials were sanctioned by
a stockholder vote.
Gives
That, it's said, is .the gist of ^he
000,000.

Rank

i

Stii£o Strike; Pans SAG, Teamsters

Lack of story material for top

Washington, Feb.

said, has been working on:
more than four
years and still isn't finished.
Doesn't Fay to Write
Taxes, on the other hand, Vetlugin
declared, have kept many ranking
scriveners from getting down to
their typewriters because it doesn't

who, he

his latest novel for

tember,

legedly cooperating in the "lockout"
of members of the Conference of
Studio Unions.
•

Defending the Motion Pictur*
Assn. of America, prez Eric Johnston
under cross-examination said that he
had always advocated "closing th«
studios" rather than becoming embroiled in a jurisdictional squabble.

Sears Fancy

"My

,

Studios, he

sure to settle the strike." Hinting
at differences among the pro'ttHcera
themselves, Johnston said that he
did not have "either the. financial or

CagneyhtoUA

Deal being offered by Grad Sears,
Artists prexy, to William
in order to bring him back
into the UA fold, entails an investment by the distrib in Cagney's production, "Time of Your Life," it has
(Continued on page 14)
been learned. Sears has been On the
Coast for the: past two weeks huddling with Cagney and is expected
Pre-Paid
Story
back in New York today (Wed.).
Arthur W. Kelly, exec v.p. who accompanied Sears west, returned to
Delivered to Metro
his desk at the h.o. Monday (16)i
Sandburg 5 Yrs. Later Deal being discussed and which is
Carl Sandburg last week delivered expected to assure UA getting the
film provides that the distrib put its:
to Metro the manuscript of a 1,500'
page novel, which he wrote under a own coin into "Life" to replace the
(Continued, on page 7)
contract signed with the studio more
than five years ago. Developed from
an idea given the author by Metro
Lawrence in U*S.
producer Sidney Franklin, th,e novel,
"Remembrance Rock," will be pub'
For Selznick
lished by Harcourt, Brace & Coi in
Laudy Lawrence, v.p.' in charge of
September.
foreign sales for the Selznick Re-

him .the earliest United
will be profitable Cagney

date at wbiph it
for him to write again,
One of the methods by which
Metro is trying to meet the shortage,

lOOG

understanding reached by Rank and
Spyros Skouras, 20th's proxy, when
the latter visited England last month.
Hou3es The two execs parted amicablyIn
*
enough but not before they clashed
London, ]Feb. 17,
The Anglo-U. S. race for first over the merger proposal. Before
(Continued on page 14)
honors in installing theatre television
i .on
a large scale this week- found
f. Arthur Rank, Britain's top film
» figure, making his bid when he gave
• the
go-ahead s i g n a 1 to Cinema
TUevision« Ltd-i his wholly con^
Six oi
company.
"trolled Video
Metro proxy Nicholas
Schenck
ftank'ii theatres in London and the
Metro holds the screen rights, for
fi;A>Ucbs will install daily tele service is slated to return to tHe home- which it paid Sandburg $100,000
office from an extended stay in
before the year is up.
Florida next week for a series of when he contracted to write the
'
[On the American front. Fox
yarn.
He was to have delivered it
huddles witb production chief Louis
West Coast has already placed
Latter is due in from within 10 months, but it became such
B. Mayer.
orders with Colonial 'Television
a labor of love with the famed
the Coast Feb. 26 for the confabs.
""Co. for equipment to be delivbiographer
of Abraham Lincoln that
Meet will repWce Schenck's anered to 20 theatres ranging the
trip to the Coast, when he he was given repeated extensions.
Coast.
ABC theatre circuit, a nual
Studio was anticipating getting an
usually looks over new product and
newsreel chain in Los Angeles,
(Continued
on page 52)
discusses production problems with
has also announced plans of go(3hief item on the agenda
Mayer.
Ing into big^screen video with
is expected., to be
a report from
daily diet.
Pantages theatre,
Mayer on studio operation since the
.,
L.A, showcase, is the first U. S.
retrenchment program went, into
house actually dishing tele to
effect.
patrons regularly..
Milder

-

.

were closed the AFL 'exec~ council'
would have brought sufficient' pries-

to Lure

moral responsibility
studios."

an author's tax con-

tells

attitude on this is well-known,"
stated.
"If the studios'

Johnston

Terms

said, instead of negotiating with authors, frequently find themselves

who

strik*

.lurisdictional

1946,

was charged today by Rep. Carroll
D. Kearns, chairman of the House
Labor subcommittee. Resuming tha
Congressional probe into show busiw
ness labor conditions after a twO'^
months hiatus, Kearns also put thft
Screen Actors Guild and the Teamsters Union on the carpet for al-

,

pay for them to write.

17..

Collusion
between the major
Hollywood producers and the International AlUance. of Theatrical Stag*
Employees in provoking the Sep-

Dos Passos Wind
on USA'
Film

Spanos,

That's the opinion of Voldemar Vetlugin,; Metro's story chief, currently
OTreatment
in New York on a three- week exPittsburgh, Feb. 17.
pedition hunting new properties.
Nick Spanos, Pittsburgh lawyer,
With Metro scheduled to produce
who
is in legal department of Mofive or six more pictures than last
tion Picture Assn; of America New
year, and other companies likewise
York branch, and John Dos Passos
planning to hypo their output, Vethave just 'finished screen treatment
lugin said, at least 120 top stories
of latter's trilogy; "U.S.A." dealwill be required by the studios. Noing with the growth of the U. S.
where near that number is availfrom 1898 to 1929. Documentary
able, he opined, with fewer topnotch
technique will be used principally.
plays and novels being written now
Spanos and Dos. Passos will have
than at any time in his memory.
The recent war, he said, instead of a hand themselves in production, for
stimulating writers to greater depths which an independent Delaware
corporation
is' being set up.
of feeling and- vivid story -telling,
has stultified them. He pointed, as
an example, to Ernest Hemingway,

dealing with

1

Between

Colliision

pictures, as a result
taxes, is ope of the

sultant,

S

"

Major Producers, lATSE Provoked

By HERB GOLDEN

of war and
most critical
problems facing Hollywood today.

'

the

close

to

Rep. Fred A. Hartley, chairman of
the House Labor Committee, set thei
stage for Kearns' statement' by
^opening the hearings nrith a decla.*
ration that the Hollywood jurisdictional dispute is "the worst cancer
in the body of the AFL." Kearns
followed him with accusations of the
(Continued on page 21)

By

For

6 London

.

MAYER EAST TO MEET
SCHENCK ON M-G PROD.
M

•

:

Laudy

'Monday' to Be Filmed

Bow

Before Broadway

Hollywood, Feb. 17;
Paul Osbom's new play, "Tomorrow's Monday,*' will be produced at
a film here by David Hempstead,

its staging by the Theatre
Guild on Broadway next fall.
Hempstead recently took an option
on
the
play
and is making a pitch for
leasing Organization, arrives in New
York from Europe Friday (20). He'll Jessica Tandy as femme lead When
huddle with. David O. Selznick, now she finishes her current Chore in "A

Powwows

'

in the east; Neil

'

prior to

Agnew, SRO prexy, Streetcar Named

Desire."

and Milton Kramer, board chairman.
Among the problems to be dis'
cussed will be a possible replaceContinent for Paul
White, who recently resigned from
SRO and returned to" New York.

.

.

ment on the

Trade Mi^Mc Regtsttred

—

FOUNDED BY SIMB SILVERMAN

National Boxoffice Survey

WeeUr

PnbUshed

hr TARnSTE, tac.

Sid Sitvormab, Presidsatr

154

West jeth St, New Tork

1»,

K. T.

'

;

.

.;

:

(Entire theory of larfiie-scrcen
Dideo in the 17. S., of course, is
.predicated on the assumption
that broadcasters will make their
programs eventually auailable
for theatre transmission, NBC's
mbue last iceefc in enjoining the
RKp circuit in New York from
Picfcing up a show on the charge
that it tvould be o copyright
Vioiotion hos pointed up the pos'
iibility that theatre operators
wioy hove to inaugurate their
own programming. Sie ttffty in
teleuision section.)

.

Youngstein a V.P. of EL,
Break in
A La Dietz, Blumenstock many
key
Max

Youngstein, Eagle Lion's adhas been upped to veepee
company. Youngstein has
been with EL as. ad-pub topper since
the formation of the outfit some 17
months ago. His appointment raises
to three the number of film companies whose ad*pub chiefs hold
down veepee jobs; Other two are

pub
of

chief,

the

Metro with Howard Dietz and War?
ner Bros, with Mort Blumenstock.

M

Knopf's Tracy, poison
Edwin H, Knopf, Ivletro producer,
over the weekend for London
to 0 0. "Edward
My Son,'* the Rob»ett

ert

Money

play, a current hit in the

west End, which the studio bought
Spencer Tracy. He'll be accompanied by George Cukor, who'll

lor

direct.

^"'lowing this, Knopf will produce
we Al Joison sequel to "The Jol
f°",?tofy." originally done at Co
l^b-a, but now Rt the Culver City

mild in Minneapolis (still suffering from sub-zero weather) but
fast in Cincinnati. New Eddie Cantor starrer is fine in Chicago but

severe cold weather in
cities and the Lincoln
birthday holiday crowds are lifting
business this week, especially along
However,
Atlantic seaboard.
the
several big cities such as Minneapolis and Chicago are still sufferCurrent
ing from wintry blasts.
session is notable for the number
of big pictures in circulation, with
plenty of newcomers set for teeing
off to reap the benefit of usually big
Washington's birthday holiday next

It's

not big in Kansas City. However,
"Susie" looks okay in Cleveland.
"Albuquerque" (Par), another new
film, shapes as good in "Vi^ashington and nice in Minneapolis.
777"
(20th),
which
•'Northside
opens at N, Y. Roxy today (Wed.)
is sock in Baltimore to pace that

new

is "Three Daring
(M-G), big in first
N. Y. week backed by strong band
"Double Life" (U), Which
combo.
tees off at the N. Y. Music Hall
this week, is okay on second L. A.
round after a solid first stanza there.
"Night Song" (RKO), which was
not so good in N. Y., looks nice in
Providence, stout in Omaha and
events and motion picture section of (M-G) is sturdy in fourth spot.
Others in Big Eight list this week fine in Philly. "Gangster" (Mono)
the finance division.
are "Meant for Me" (20th). "Inin for a big session in Omaha.
trigue" (UA), "T-Mea" (EL) and "Sleep, My Love" is showing well
Runners- in several cities currently as is
"Bishop's Wife" (RKO).
Maybe It's Better
up are paced by "Sleep, My Love" "Senator Was Indiscreet" (U). "Kil"Gen- ler McCoy" (M-G) is winding up
Joseph Callahan, P a r a m o u n t (UA), "Sierra Madre" (WB),
Agreement" (20th), "High a terrific weelc in N. Y.
"Jassy"
homeoffliee exploiteer and exec as- tlemen's
"Relentless" (U), due to open at N. Y. Winter
and
(M-G)
Wall"
sistant to Curtis Mitchell when the
Business is fairly evenly Garden this frame, is Smash in
(Col).
latter headed ad-publicity, has lett
among these five.
Frisco.
"Tycoon" (RKO) is pac^
the company to join the N. Y. police divided
Knew Susie" (RKO), ing Portland, Ore. at a big figure.
"If You
force; Paramounters feted him at a
probably most promiii<,'".t of the
luncheon last Friday (13),
(Complete Boxo//ice Report*
Durlhg the war, Callaiian was a new pictures to be launched during
an Paget 12-13>
the week, is Indined to be spotty.
Army*

Youngstein entered the film biz in Monday (23).
"To Ends of Earth" (Col) is
^'Experimental.
It'll servo,
at least 1941 as manager and general coun•mtially, to brief his execs on types sel in the Hal Home organization. climbing so sharply that it will wind
programs suitable for the cus When 20th-Fox absorbed the unit, up as strongest boxoffice entry cur"Voice of Turtle"
with
;tom,ers; on technical methods
of Youngstein became ass't head of rently,
and publicity. (WB) only a Step behind. Strong
advertising
(Continued on page 9)
20th's
During the war he served with the third place winner is "Walk Alone"
Timberlane"
while
"Cass
U.S. Treasury as director of special (Par)
Hank's network will be entirely

:

Weather Up* Biz—'Earth,' Turtle,' *Walk,'
'Timberlane,' 'Meant For Me' Pace Field

.

Also
Daughters"
city.

i
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Brazilian Jungle
1st for P. N. Krasnc Co.

tt^' investnMiit in RKO May Hit

First

mmiMlniiiXeeiiiiig Some Shares

.

Howard:*^
that
understood
Hughes and Floyd Odium htive come Charg€$ Iiffnngement
to an agreement on price *,or the
Art Wotft ill *Oosisfire*
purchase ol Odium's Atlfts Corp.
RKO and producer Adrian Scott
stock in RKO. Other details are rewere slapped with an .infrjngement
portedly still not agreed upon, how- suit brought in N. Y. federal court
still
ever, with a good possibility
Monday (18) by Robert Freund, who
existing that the whole deal will charged the defendants with, wrongtall through.
fully using his copyrighted (^reproPrice arrived at is reported to b0 duction of a work of art called "The
common
the closing figure of BKO
White Horse" in the film "Crossfire.''
on the New York stock exchange
Freiihd .asks an- injunction and an
Feb. 2. That was $8.25 a share. At- accounting of the film's profits. Origfcs Corp. holds 029,020 shares, which inal "White Horse," by John Con$7,664,price
ot
would mean a total
stable, is part of the Frick collection.

Of

jungles

and currently

claims to have exclusive
reproduction rights to^the work.

ium was

Plaintiff

when RKO proxy N.
Peter Rathvon was attempting to
get coin together to buy the comto part with
offered
Odium
pany,
about 600,000 shares, if Rathvon
didn't want to purchase all the Atlas
holdings. That would mean the cost
to Hughes would be around S4.II0O,-

y

ings. Last fall,

«00.

RKO

Make

Therch-l

Despite the fact that he. personally

pointed

week

Sternal Melody" undoubtedly would
have called for »5a% higher budget
had they been made in Hollywoofl.
-As an lexample of spiraling Italian
«tudi» costs. Rabinovitch declared
that wliett he first went to Italy nine
months ago the best cameraman cost
hisn 45,000 lire (about $78). Today
the same lensman draws 75,000 lire
(about $102). Pay for, other, technicians has gone up in pr<q?ottion,
These wage hikes, the producer
opined, stran principally Irom genAral economic Conditions and careless disbursement of budgetary funds

by American

producer's.

Rabinovitch predicted a "hard
time" in store for Italian film, P^O'
ducers, for the international market
good film, he
is 'getting 'worse.
said; cdsts not. less thgih 100,000,000

A

'
.

-

(appr. $175,000), and without
."proper 'distribution 'channels they'll
have a job getting their money
lire

hack."
"Traviita" and "Melody'
in the can* Rabinovitch is
readying "Faust" as his next pro^

With

Columbia will dis-duction in Italy.
tribute-all three as well as the forth|

the costs of picture pro-

With only about a halfaffected by tiie pay re-

log.

down

a -level where profits can
be assured from the domestic marto

ket alone. He feels that that is the
only way the industry can operate
successfully. Present costs of major
pictures, he thiiUcs,' make production
too -dangerous financially with the;
British market out and other foreign
territories constantly adding restrictions.

Salary cuts' imposed
are 50% for all execs
than $500 per week.
^hat everyone' getting

and '$1,000

is

by Goldwyn
making lAore
That,

means

—

making
"execs."

more than some ot the
That, too, is expected to be

when the over $500*
a-week "employes" will be asked to
take a wage nip.

adjusted shortly

Barbara Britton Doubles
Price in Billing Suit

.

Zauack's Award

ttired.

Hollywood, Feb.
is

«t the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.

Buys Herczeg Story
story

attorney, Herman Lewis Bensays suit is precedental because "no court ilecision ever estab-

Her

17.

recipient of
the Thomas Jefferson Award for ad'^ancement of democracy in the field
of the arts by the Council Against
Intolerance in America. Selection of
the producer of "Gentleman's Agreement" was made on the basis of a
poll of 1,000 organizatioi^ concerned
With promotion of democratic ideal
es well as 500 newspaper editors.
Award will be formerly delivered
at a Jefferson Day dinner, April 11,

,^

^'Speak to Me of Love," last week
was, bought by Harold Yoimg Productions. According to present plans
^arn will be partially filmed at the
.Victorian studios in Mice.
"Love" will be screenplayed by
Bern Oiler and Peter Ordway. Lat-.
ter is slated to produce' the film in
•ssociation with French film-maker
Andre Faulve. Negotiations are in
progress for a French star.
.

merger ot V jwith International Pictures, which boosted from 11 to is
thp number of execs receiving in
excess of $100,0.00 annually. Total- to
employees whose paychecks exceed

:

'

annually was $7,298,899
corhpared to $5,073,965 in '46.

$20,000
'47

in

No further increase in top salaries
are likely, however, since U's brass
has agreed to stay on their current
pay until the foreign situation i»
clarified. Some 90 officers and em-'
ployees now receive $20,000-$50;000
yearly for a' total of $2,841,590. In the

:

^

'

notch some 23 were
paid $1,537,155 against last year's 14
receiving $919,778.
Nate J. Blumberg, U's proxy, and
$50,000-$100,-000

Cheever Co'wdin, chairman of. the
board, -were the highest paid comJ.

nett,

lished -what's

veepee, each taking $126,606: Fox's
developed in selling J. Arthur Rank's
pay^for the current year has been
British pix for Universal in a drive ciit substantially under an agreeto boost Bti's revenues on 91ms. ment whereby he works only part-Heineman is going tt> allow EL's time for U.
Paychecks of other directors and.
films "toifind their own level so far
officers were as follows: Joseph
as rental terms are concerned." Seidelman, veepee and foreign chief,
The boxoffice- performance of any $111,006; John J. O'Connor, v.p., $57,Eagle -Lion film will determine what 971; Eugene P. Walsh, comptroller,
rentals will bo asked for any indi- $29,620; Adolph Schimel, secretaryi,
$38,200; Edward Muhl, assistant secvidual film," EL's sales head said.
S.
$42,150;
Machnovitehi
"We're very enthusiastic over our retary,
forthcoming
product,"
Heinemait treasurer, $30il60; Harold S. Brewsaid, "and we're out to turn in as ster, assistant treasurer, $33,800; and

meant by corstar

bill-

of $6,635,479 'from' which
federal income tax of ^,700,000 yOts
provided.
Cash holdings showed little change,

dollars for the studio

and

in-

Herman

Beiersdorf, division topper,:

within the next few months, according to the sales chief. Those passing
muster, -he' said, would find thentselves in a stronger position than

Budd Rogers; director, $12,488. Muhl
also acts as head of U's contract
dept.
t^argest li.sted stockholder is J,
Arthur Rank's General Cinema Finance Corp'., which holds' 134,375
,

shares of common, representing 13%
of total outstanding. Paul G. Brown,
director, is next with 29^000 shares
wh ilc Cowdin holds 1I,«37 in his
own name, 1,990 in sttbsid comjianies and 86,876 warrants.

Montague's Resignation
Ties With M-G Reel Rumor
W. P. Montague, Jr., editor of
Metro News, M-G's overseas newshas resigned, effective immeHe has been succeeded by:
Arthur L. Fields, who is also superreels,

diately.

visor of Metro's synchronization studios in Europe.
Montague's resignation comes in
the wake of still <unconfirmed rumors
that Metro was planning to fold its
contemplated.
assets reached $72,301,716.
overseas reel. He returned to the
All exchanges will be personally
Regular quarterly dividend of
horaeoffice two weeks ago for hud37%c. per share on common has visited' by Heineman, Schlaifer or dles
with liOew's International
been declared by Warner Bros. Beiersdorf in the near future. Heine- veepee Qeorge MuchniCi who deMelon win be cut April S with stocli- man shoves off for the Coast next 'clared at the time that tlie only
holders of record Mareh S eligible week. He'll be preceded by Schlaifer change contemplated for the reel
who leaves over the weekend..
for the diwy.
was the recent transfer of its headNo immediate plans have been quarters from
London to Paris.
made to replace Schlaifer as
Montague, who's been with Metro
director of sales for Monogram and
6;300
News since its inception two years
Allied Artists, companies' veepee
ago, hasnt announced his future
Edward Morey disclosed in New plans.
'
York last week. For the time being,
Winding up almost four months of he said, Schlaifer's duties will be asr"
negotiations, over 6,300 film ex
sumed by himself and general sales
to L.A.
change employees of the nine major manager Maurice Goldstein,
Richard Bonelli
distribution companies in the na^
Virginia Bruce
tion's 32 exchange centers have won
Joan Caulfield
wage hikes of 15%' with a maximum
L.
to N. Y.
Dane Clark
of $10 per week. Agreement was
Earl R. Beaman
Jack Goldstein
signed Monday (16) by heads ot the
Don Bernard
Nat Karson
major companies and execs of the
Milton Blow
Melva Lachman
International Alliance of Theatrical
Bruce Cabot
Abe Laiitfogcl
Stage Employees, repping the ex
.

.

.

'.

COLLARITES WIN

15PR $10 WAGE TILTS

N.Y.

A.

:

change workers. At the same time
standard work week for exchanges
from a six-days to fivedays although the 40-hour minimum

jvas shifted

.was maintained.

Pay increases\ were negotiated unwage reopening clause of
the lATSE's national exchiinge con
tracts which expire Dec. 30 of this
Eighth annual luncheon of the year. The new scales, effective Feb,
amusements division of the National 29, are retroactive to Dec. 1 of last
Conference of Christians and Jews year when the negotiations opened
has been set for the Hotel Astor^ Thomas J. Shea, lA's assistant prez,
N. Y., Feb. 24. NCCJ's Brotherhood headed the union committee while
Week this year runs from Feb. 22-29. Clarence Hill, 20th-Fox's labor rcia
Guest speakers include Daniel tions head, was spokesman for the
der the

companies.
of the lATSE negotia
tions will also determine pay hikes
for New York exchange workers

Outcome

who are
Office

&

organized by the Screen
Professional Employees

campaign commit- Guild. Under an agreement made
tee chairman, serving under Loew's last summer, SOPEG and four comveepee J. Robert Rubin, national panies, including Paramountj 20thchairman- of the amusements divi- Fox, Loews' and Paramount, agreed
sion, and 20th-Fox prexy Spyros to grant SOPEG workers the same
Skouraf, m o ii 0 n picture division increase granted tq the national exchange union.
chairman.
is

.

many

amounting to $lp,817,600 on Nov. 29.
U. S. bonds came to $2,446,233 while heretofore. No substantial change in
entire sum for current and working the size of the distribution force is

NCCJ Group Feedbag

theatre proxy,

;

'

'

I

ing."

A. Poling, editor-publisher of the
Christian Herald; Rev. Robert I.
Gannin, prez of Fordham Univ., and
Rabbi Joshua Loth Liebman, author
of the current bestseller, "Peace of
Mind." David Weinstock, Raybond

.

dependent producers* as any other
company could on a given picture.
There's no reason why Eagle Lioh
shouldn't obtdin the same term^ as
Films completed, but a major when its films gross as well."
$10,572,810.
unreleased, toted to $22,147,586, as
Heineman's approach to selling EL
agaitist $24;391,622 on the August product is parallel to the attitude
date and $15,982^73 for the year be- taken by him in peddling- Anglo pix.
fore. Productions before the eathcra While heading the Rank unit at
are evaluated at $1^,489,050, a climb, Universal, th^ sales exec insisted that
frpm the $10,171,034 estimate for British films bet paid for by exbibs
August."
at the same .rate (judged boxofficeIn the important earned surplus wise) as plunked out by them for
bracket, Warners pushed up its hold- Yank product He's still insisting
ings to $53,910,708, a healthy advance that the b.o. take fix the rentals.
All EL's sales staffers will be.
over the $49,963,111 surplus on Aug.
31. .Costs and expenses of operation "screened" personally by Heineman,.
totalled $33,493,228 leayiog a gross Jack L. Schlaifer, his .ass't, and

between $500
reduced to a parity of balance

$500. It is expected that this will be
adjusted shortly. .A curious aspect of
the slash is that some employes not
classified as "executives"— and thus
not subject to the cut are now

'

Geza Herczeg's original

E

Teditt^fttr

."47.

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Barbara Britton doubled the ante
ambitious of his" operatic series.
Columbia, he revealed,' has a large of her suit against Paramount and
4nancial interest in his four pix.
William H. Pine Corp. for lack of
.The Marta Eggerth-Jan Kiepura
co-star billing in Clarion's "Alwill
•tarrer,
"Eternal
Melodyi"
asking
She's -now
probably have its title changed to buquerque.''
"Goodbye Mimi,"'as its original tag $200,000.
confiicts with the label of another
Added damages are claimed be"picture. "Mimi" is a modern story causcLthe defendants refused to alter
-of Puccini's "La Boheme;"
Its cast billing.
New complaint alleges the
was entirely, recruited irom U. S. film preemed in various cities with.performers.
out giving her credits called for in
her pact Bandolph Scott continues
io get stit billing whUe she's fea-

Zanuck

_

by holding

-

coming "Tales of Hoffman," •which
the producer «lescribed as the most

toarryl P.

.

Bros,,

fiscal

slide

jftlready

,

years.

Motion Picture Assn. of America
whose net profit
1947 resisted the post- okayed commercial release of the
to a powerful footage, proceeds of which will go
war
the Academy.
this
to
parade
the
joined
$22,094,979,
week in racking up rieduced profits.
Company's ne;t for the starting quarended
period
the
fiscal
1948,
ter bt
Nov. 29, totalled $3,947,000, according
It compares
to the WB's report.
with $7,203,000 gftrrtered by the company in the equivalent period of

Warner

during

men

a^

,

quiring jtany .extras. Cost of the
later, he said, averages 100% less
than in the U. S.. and overall, pictures ?uch as his recently-completed
Italian-made "Traviata" and ."The

•

Inventory Leveled

-

•

out in New
that the MediteTlanean , country is still a suitable
toca^e for "certain type of pictures,"
sui^h a» period and other flhns re*
last

For 3 Mdndis; Prod.

;

224,934 gulfing 1947,

.

kas seen production costs rise 60%
in Italy, indie producer Gregor

york

.

short, sponsored

leveled off or that the outfit, is cutting into its high-cost picture backThe total, as of Nov. 29, for
and in
duction edict, it's said 'the. actual films in release, unreleased.
came to $48,709,331,
monetary saving in the move was a production
of last
remote consideration in the producr- against $48,755,062 on Aug. 31
year, date of the annual report
er's thinking.
First-quarter net profit is equivHe's'ho^ing that other studios will
follow his action.. They then, he be- alent to 54c. per share on the
lieves, can go to directors, writers 74295,000 shares of common outstand.and players with clean hands and ing. Earnings of 97c. per share were
them to -accept less salary per registered by Warners for the period
picture. Thus, it/ is hjs thought, his during the year previous. Gross revaction in cutting the wages of a few enues dieclined. to $38,685,000 against
of hfs execs will have snowballed $42,6!)6,000 corralled in the equivalent stretch of 1947.
into an industrywide slice in pro
duction costs.
Rdeased productions at cost less
Goldwyn is said to be extremely amortization amounted to $llil66,t82;
concerned with -getting budgets On Aug. 31, the bracket came to

down

ductioiii.

dozen

Babinovitch

will

offi.

and employees climbed by

am iocrea^ ojt
some 40%pver fh« year before;, comHollywood, Feb. 17.
pany's proxy statement discloses.
release "Twenty Years,
Main reafeon ior the hoist' jvas the

Academy Awards," a 20-minute
by the Academy' of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
and shown at last year's -Oscar
presentations..
Picture 1$ a compilation of cl^-of. b#St*!fitans, actors,
and actressea ov6r a stretch of .20

of

$^,947,000 Net

Universal's salary nut to top
cers,

tOvRelease Short

On 20 Years of Oscarihg

pany execs, each receiving $188,785
For the first time since the war,
William J. Heineman, Eagle Lion's for the year. Next in line were 'Wjl.
Samuel Goldwyn's hope,, in impos- Warners' film inventory showed no
produc- new worldwide distribution chief, is liam A. Scully, -veepee in charge of
ing salary cuts, on his top execs, to boost, indicating either that
been successfully going to use the technique which he disti'ibution, and Matty Fox-; exec
start a deflationary spiral that will tion costs had
bring

Fk

'

Heinemans Sales

dwyn's Slant

OnTliatSOfo'Cnt'

.

Itafian Costs Still

RKa

adventurers.

.

were also heard that Odnot selling all of his hold-

t

in the cutting

here under supervision of
Holbrobk .Todd.
ifew outfit aims to make pictures
in faraway territory kiiown only to

Moms

m

(Ued $m93i

A 40% Hike, After Merger rub Intl

venture Pictures, recently organliHed
by Philip N, Krasne, is "The Vulture Peopte," filmed in the Brazilian

It's

415i
.'Reports

ITs Salary Nnt

Hollywood, Feb. 17,
production by WoKld-jftd*

f

Jack Chertok
Anita Colby
Noel Coward
Marlene Dietrich
Jeff Donnell

Herman Levin

Carl Dudley.
Ernest Emerling

*

Bryan Foy
George Glass
Georges de la Grandiere
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Dorothy Hart ~
Katharine Hepburn
Hugh Herbert
Michael Kanin
Stanley

Milder
Millard Mitchell
Dudley Nichols

N.Y. to Europe

Sid Catlett

George Cukor
Joe Glaser

,

Earl Hines
Edwin H. Knopf

Vivian Van

.

Damm

Johnny WeismuUer

Europe to N. Y.

Frank Palumbo
Milton Pickman

Nancy Guild

Monty Salmon
Grad Sears

,

Annabella
Louis Armstrong
-Barney Bigard

Jack Teagarden
,

Max

Spencer Tracy

\

Arvell Shaw
Pierre Tallerie

.

John Lund
Ray McClinton

Si Seadler

,

Robert Lantz
Velma Middleton
Jean -Sablon

Kramer

Arthur W. Kelly
Glenn Langan
Klaus Lansberg

'

Gregory Peck
Florence RyensoH
Sol Schwartz

'

Jennifer Jones

Laudy Lawrence
Murray Silverstone
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Walker

:

Wednes^Y* Febrnaiy
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PICTUltES

ROMANCE

NATION'S EXHIBS
Switch to Coast as Home Grounds Held
Impractical

.

income
made by

New

Yorki feeling in the trade

that a
iJeil

is

westward move would be un-

Agnew,

Releasing

Selznicfc

Big

distribution execs, but most of them
felt that even the important district
office

which

Agnew

is

Agnew

sales

8,

force,

was

all-out public relations campaign to sell the V'. S. exhibitor to
the Government and the- public as
a top-bracket medium for service to

in Chi

planning to

:

seat-tax boost settlement closed, the
org is now drafting ambitious plans
to take to the field on a fencemending expedition. It's all tied to
the hot fight which the unit is mapping for a scaling of federal and
•
local amusement taxes.

Board Meet Marcb

.

:

Public relations program, which
has been standing by while TOA
went through its organizational
pains, will take a, thorough gabbing
at the group's board meet, set for

(Continued on page 18)

.

with present industry conditions, but Paramount-owned chain.
Complaint also charges that the
had just been waiting on space. OfSETS
flees will be 'in Beverly Hills. They defendants set minimum admission,, U'S
are now being remodeled, with the prices and imposed the Chi system
R.R.
move tentatively slated for April. All of blockbooking on the plaintiff.
The McVickers allegedly was alexec's and employes have: been inPhiladelphia, Feb, 17.
lowed greater privileges in buying
vitedvto. makti the switch.
'The theatre«on- wheels habit, a
films, along with discounts, overM. Gillham's eastern ages and underages, and rentals widely predicted postwar trend, is
'Robert
publicity-advertising department' is more favorable than those granted
spreading. United World Films, Unithe only one to renjwn in
York,

\m

16M
PENNSY

-

mow

New

Otherwise the
includes sales,
contracts, auditing, foreign, etc.

to:

Tanks Seek Repeal

DEAL

the Monroe.,

versal's 16m subsid, closed this week
Besides
and Diana, defendWith the Pennsylvania Railroad to
ants are Publix Great States Theasupply newsreels for three recreatres, Warner Bros. Theatres,
tion cars on the New York- to St.
Distributing, Loew's
Circuit,
already has a deal
run.
Louis
RKO, 20th-Fox, Paramount Pictures,
Young's Chesapeake
Paramount Distributing, Columbia, with Robert R.
Ohio for narrow-gauge "features,
Film
Universal
Exchanges and
shorts and newsreels on a number of
United Artists. Suit is divided into
O's crack trains.
two counts— one prior to the date the C
Reportedly, new Pennsy proposi(Continued on page 18)
tion will be a one-year tryout. The
railroad plans to install automatic
projectors to play the reels on its
Jeifersonian and Trail Blazer. Universal's two weekly issues will be
spliced and played as a one-issue-perweek program. Innovation goes into
United Artists and Enterprise
opetation in March.
have under consideration the possiC & O is supplied with features
bility of day-and-dating "Arch of
Triumph" throughout the New York and shorts six months after the films
released generally to theatres.
territory, similarly to the way "Duel are
Pennsy will get its reels simultanin the Sun" was handled by the
O, conOrganization. eously with theatres. C
Selznick
Releasing
employs regular
Plan was dealt a blow, however, by trary to the Pennsy,
screenunavailability
of union projectionists for its

B&K

WB

WB

UWF

&

In

France of Law
Banning Old Films
Paris, Feb. 10,

American

companies have
started negotiations with the French
government in seeking a repeal of
the current law which bans all
Yank pix which are more than two
years old. Huddles have been ia
itiated with reps of the individual
'film, companies and the Motion Pictme Assn, of America. It's felt that
there's a better than even chance
that the French will consent to the

Yank pitch.
The law

film

itself

has

never been

&

UA WOULD DAY & DATE
'ARCH'ALADOS'MEL'

&

apparent
Loew's Capitol on Broadway, key ings.
.been no enforcement, American house in the splash release scheme.
prexy Grad Sears and Enterflimites aretft too certain of how it
prise v.p. George J. Schaefer were SPG, 20th Arbitration
would apply. Hence, they've ask
Jng for clarification alternatively to :flguring on the Loew flagship for
the midtown preem, with day-andoutrigiit repeal.
Hearings to Open in N.Y.
dates in Loew nabes in the New
U.S. company reps want to know
Following a tangle in the courts,
York area. "Duel" thus was able
whether the law's two-year limita
Screen Publicists Guild and 20thtion refers to the period from the to play S4 houses simultaneously and
Fox plan arbitration proceedings to
time a film goes into the can or the return considerable coin to the probegin soon in New York on the
hurry.
Stretch from the date of release in ducer in a
complaint that compan.y
Since the talks started, however, union's
Firance. Apparently, the point is far
workers are "speeded-up"
from clear. Purpose of the law, in Loew's has booked Universal-Inter- publicity
Case will be
national's "Naked City" into the Cap and "overloaded."
Itially, it's believed,
was to bar reis for March 4, with the prospect of a heard before a board appointed by
sues from theatres.
run of at least 10 to 12 weeks. That the American Arbitration Assn. unA flock of films of a vintage ex. would carry it until about June and der a- procedure specified in the
ceeding two years has been released
and Ent don't want to wait that union contract.
by American distribs in France UA
long.
Meantime, RKO has booked
Case stemmed from 20th's disWithout any repercussions. But dis"Miracle of the Bells" into: the missal in N. Y. of nine publicists
tubs are worried over the possibil- its
which eliminates another last Summer in the industry-wide
Rivoli,
ity of an enforcement
being clamped possible house for "Arch,"
economy wave. Under a court rulon.
Both "Bells" and "Arch" had been ing, the union was barred from arunder consideration for Ea.ster book- bitrating the layoffs since the comings into the Astor, following the pany has full power to discharge for
15c Divvy
current "Bishop's Wife,'' but deals economy reasons. N. Y. Supreme
RKO holds to its 50% slash in fell through. Whether the "Arch" Court Justice Henry Clay (3reencotrimon dividends for its next quar- deal can be revived is questionable. berg subsequently ruled, however,
lei'Jy payout.
Board this week voted Maurice Maurer, op of the Astor. in that SPG had the right to arbitrate
a l.)c.-pev-share
divvy, payable April the meantime has been g&ndering any complaint of currently - emto stockholders
Available are Para- ployed workers that their jobs had
of record March other pix.
J
15.
mount's "Dream Girl" (Betty Hut- been doubled-up. Under the union
RKO was paying $1.20 yearly on ton), Columbia's "Lady from Shang- pact, the company must rehire from
common until it decidied on the but hai" (Rita Hay worth) and a number the layoff list if the arbitration deenforced but has been on the books
a number of years. Since there's

the

for

UA

•

.

,

.

Exhibs Plenty

Independent

'

the close Of last -year.

of other top pix.

cision favors the union.

,

.

On

Suit Settlements
stream of exhibitor victories recently in anti-trust actions is now.
taking its toll in jacked-up demands
on settlement negotiations. Exhibs
are asking plenty and in some cases
refusing even to talk settlement of
pending suits, because of the growing feeling that they have the major
companies over a barrel. As a result, the majors' plan of strategy to
polish oil the potful of exhib trebledamagers at low cost before trial is
suffering a setback.
.

The
with

industry squared

film

itself

in:

Washington

last

away
week

in a familiar reprise of intra-trade

wrangling and while the swinging

was fast and hard, the battling factions didn't tell all to the U. S. Su-

preme Court. What was mainly set
was the icing on the anti-trusl
cake in the form of legal point and
counterpoint.
Expression of real
fears and hopes was saved for oftthe-reeord, off-the-courtroom chats:
and huddles in which pointing witti
alarm hit a new high.
No exhib reps, in briefs or argument, told the court of opposition
to divorcement but that's actually
the case. Any such representation
would: have been construed as a sellout to the: affiliates but a sizeable
element of. indie exhius fear the
forth

judicial divorcement axe almost as
much as the Big Five, These exhibs
think divestiture will spell longterm ruination of their theatres

through a

terrific

television,

16m

encroachment

of'

any
which

screenings and

medium
money for:

other

amusement

would

offer real

feature

film.

The majors with their present tremendous interest in exhibition are
doing everything necessary to protect theatre revenues, it's argued;
But cut loose from theatres, the
,

most profitable wing of the industry,
the producing companies are goiAg
to deal with any and all comers.
That means a man-sized swing. Into
Film* Company legalites are now television, which promises solid re*
reporting that there's little likeli- turns for pix and any other medium
hood of any settlements until the which will pay good prices for: belmajors win some sort of resounding luloid entertainment.
Phonevlsion
victory either in the main equity
Take Phonevision, for instance,
action under scrutiny by the U. S.
Supreme Court or in one of the more new idea of Zenith Radio,'- which
important private anti-trust tiffs. permits servicing of tele programs
Consequently, where settlements of over the telephone wires to sub(Continued on page 16)
three and four cases were under discussion several months back none
fall into that category now,
For a time it looked as though the My€rs Sees Bmshoff
majors had hit upon the best course
of action— one in which they kept
To Bidding and Ban
from trial dangerous suits in Chicago, Memphis and Dallas.
These
On Cross-Licensing
actions were considered as particularly threatening since a verdict
Washington, F^. 17.
against the distribs would mean a
Probable elimination of competiw
flood of iollow-ufr actions by other tivh bidding .and a good possibility
cross-licensing
of
a
ban are likely to
(Continued on page 52)
come out of the Supreme Court as «
result of last week's motion picture
anti-trust appeal, Abram F. Myers,
BIDS SAID
general counsel and board chairman,
of the Allied States Assn. of motion
-

,

'

;

TO BREAK

COMPETING EXHIBS
Minneapolis, Feb.

17.

Citing the instance of one of the
territory's competitive situations in
which, as a result of competitive
bidding for pictures, top price has
been, skyrocketed from $75 to $350,
independent exhibitor leaders here
assert that present selling methods,
including sale in small bloclcs, will
be the "ruin" of theatreowners. They
ask their elimination.
They will
urge North Central Allied at its
convention here next month to try
to bring about a return: of the old
entire season's blockselling.

picture exhibitors, said in his iannual' report yesterday (16)..
Report was. presented' at Allied's
mid-winter board meeting here.
Myers, key figure in the indie exhibitor group, also rapped the MoOwners of
tion Picture Theatre
America and the Theatre Owners of
America, and tore into^ ASCAP for
upping its theatre licenses. He
claimed Allied was the first to press
for complete divorcement of the Big
Five's theatres and said that this
was the "dominant issue" at the appeal. However, by indirection, he
indicated that complete divestiture
was unlikely.
"Aside from the theatre-awnini(
producers," Myers said in his brief;

The situation to which attention
is being drawn is White Bear,
where two theatres, both "only one quavering voice was
owned by independent exhibitors, raised against divorcement, and: that

now

Minn.,

are in competition with e«ch other.
It's
declared that ''out-throat buying" there is gradually "bankrupting"' both exhibitors.
In the "Twin Cities and most Of
the other situations in the territory
there has been no effort by exhibitors to avail themselves of competitive bidding. Minneapolis and St.
Paul independent theatre owners are
strongly against it.

RKO's

*'t

Deep Genius

Paris, Feb. 10.
Before newspaper scribes can
interview Sacha Guitry these
days they must write a letter in
advance expressing their "deep
admiration for. his genius."
Guitry claims he has had so
much trouble with "treacherous''
journalists that he insists upon
such letters for his future use in
case reporters slam him.

•

manager, from the wear-and-tear of
Chicago, Febt 17.
,^
much transcontinental travel and exChi's biggest anti-trusf picture suit
pensive long-distance phone converto date, amounting to $1;580,000, was
Selznic^ apparently feels
sations.
filed in federal district court yesterthat that will be compensated for .by
day (16) by the Monroe Amus.
coin saved through Agnew's prox- Corp,, former operator of the Monimity to him under the new ar- roe tlieatre. Fourteen major producrangement.
ing and distributing companies, in-*
Agnew, in explaining the movci eluding tour theatre circttits,. are
aaid that money-saving was not~ a named as defendants.:
Primary charges are that the mamotive..
He declared that it was
and
distribs
discriminated
ielt Coast operation would be more jors
efficient in that the sales toppers against the Monroe in favor of the
will be constantly in the know on McVickers. Latter hou.se is operated
by the Diana Corp., 50% of whose
current production and plans.
He said that the idea has no tieup stock is owned by Balaban Sc Katz,

.

Guitry's

from its 10c per-seat levy on
members and the ticklish ASCAP

coffers

will throw its full resources
behind the push against juvenile delinquency in an April campaign
Which the Government is requesting.
The tfieatre org will ask the Motion Picture Assn. of America and
other industry groups to join in
turning out trailers, posters and
It's
accoutrements of the. drive.
figured, as a key demonstration to
the Government of the value of, the
theatrjs op in his own community.

Etc.

By IRA WIT

TOA

«et up in New; York won't relieve
Iiim and Milt kusell, general sales-

;

Majors Back Door Open to Tele,

community is being readied by
Theatre Owners of America.
With substantial funds now in TOA's

the
the

As starter, TOA will probably
spearhead the U. S, Dept, of Justice's
planned drive to eradicate juvenile
delinquency. It's a pet hobby of Attorney General Tom Clark, who has
already sponsored a number of national conferences on the problem,

Others

Named

That point was admitted by other

.

Sez

asked by a newspaperman last
week: "What do you believe is
the. top budget that should be
spent on producing a picture
these days?"
Agnew shot back: "Half of
whatever they think it should be
in Hollywood."

economical.

Organization prexy, in announcing
the homeofHce transplatitation last
Friday (13), said that Selznick felt
it could be successful since SRO's
problems, Wth only five or six picr
tures a year, were considerably less
than those of major companies with
luU release schedules.

^

Paramount

achieved through sales
local telephone calls in

is

.

Exhib Opposition to Divorcement;

JUVE PROBLEMS
An

Neil Agnew, prez of Selznick
Releasing Organization and a
veteran of many years on the

-there *as virtually no prospect of
Selznick's
their following David O.
move in shifting his distribwtion and
headquarters to the Coast.
.'(sajes
gross
picture's
of
a
75%
some
Since

Up

Behind-Scenes Sparring Points

by Major Companies

While admitting that the idea, has-f
been discussed at various times, execs of other companies said this week

U. S.

ART SCHMIDT BOWS IS
Art Schmidt, recently named to
head Columbia's advertising-publicity department, took over Monday
(16).

He

arrived over the weekend

from the studio, where he had been
special counsel on advertising.
Schmidt succeeds Ben Serkowich.
:

who

resigned recently.

the defunct Motion PicTheatre Ownets of America.
Counsel filing that brief purported
speak for the independent members of the association, but. he did
not have the grace to inform the
Supreme Court that the MPTOA
passed out of existence at the shotgun wedding that took place in
Washington last September.
"Neither did he point out, as he
did in the district court, that despite his personal views, a poll of
the independent members of MPTOA
disclosed that they favored complete divorcement, 167 to 102."
Myers said he was "confident"
that competitive bidding would be
stricken from the decree, and added
that "it is not beyond possibility that
the five theatre^^owning defendants
will be enjoined against cross-liin behalf of

ture
to

.

censing.

...

'.
.

:
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PICTUIIES
Nugent Megs 'Gatsby/
Replacinsr ^ohn Burow

Canada Wont Corb Uil Fix Imports;

HoPgrtvood, P«b. 17.

Ibss,

Sopme Crart Reverd his,

^

.

Nugent replaced John Farrow as director of "The Great Gatsby," Alan Ladd starrer at, ParaElliott

To

Play Tit4or-Tat' on $ Conbiok

Farrow was taken off the job after
ai argument with studio executives
about casting difficulties, Mean-'
while, he remains on the.., |tHdio

"1 can. say,

,

payroll.

iesMbiicton House;

Theatre Is Destroyed
Moncton, N. B., Feb. 13.
Tragedy was averted by a quickthinking house manager in a major
fire last ,'week that completely de-

haU-fiUed house, containing 250 children, by announcing a "fire driU"
from the stage before the avidience
became aware of the danger. Shortly
after, the roof of the theatre coir

Han

lapsed,

5

Pandffi

suit against

^

•

)

t6 his

June

S,

1946

dum

LOEWS BOOKS JOE LOUIS
FILM INTO 4 N.Y. NABES
first

Louis'

feature film, titled "The Fight

memoran- Never Ends," has been booked to
preem' in four Loew's New York

agreement' with Rose.
Louis (Schwartz &) Frohlich Maeon's attorney, then rea<! into the
record a deposition' of Universal

tion
tic

,

,

.

(Continued

(Continued on p^ge 21)

•SoAg,* 'Hiawatha*

Be Made by

To

"hie assigned all rights, titles and interests
in
'Song of India' and
•Hiawatha' to Gibraltar."

Back

to Pix

Pittsburgh, Feb.

Mins,'
Supreme Court last weel? overrule '1
ing a previous appellate decision to
the effect that theatre equipment is
not taxabl*. By new ruling every
Mass. theatre Ig liable to a tax on
its projection booth and other equip,
ment.
Case developed frpm the tax as«
sessors ot Brockton trying to collect
taxes on the booth equipment for
the E. M. Loew Rialto and the M. &
P, Brockton theatres in that shoemanufacturing city. Theatres took
the stand that projection equipment
is essential to the conduct- of fousiness, and this point of view held lit
the lower court.
The Supreme court liast Wednesday (11), reversed this decision, putting projection equipment in same
category as household furnishings,,
etc., and thus subject to tax.
Ruling
staggered the exhibitors, subjecting
them to assessors' whims in every
town in. the state with a film theatre, and standing to hit the. big
chains and the bigger houses with
ftiiiltiple projectors a plenty serious
financial blow.

,

•

;

'

.

,01)

|wge 18)

N. Y. Hrase

Opening of Fathe Cinema's new
mldtown New York art House, the
sometime in April, may. ulti-

Paris,

mately result in a chain, of l&.similar
theatres in other key cities, the
company's American rep, Jacques
Chabrier, revealed in New York
Monday (16). Reportedly the first
film house to be built in New York
since before the war, the Paris v/ill
have a seating capacity of 571.
Occupying the first three floors of

a 16-story office building, theatre
has been' leased by Pathe ov^r a
ai-year term, with options for an
additional period of similar lengths
Company already operates houses in
Belgium, Switzerland and England
and construction of the Paris, CKa-''
brier ,sald, was designed.ln order to
have an. America'n showcase for not
only 'Pathe product but the entire
industry.

Cost Of the theatre's interior
equipment, amounting to ,$125,000,
according to Ghaltrier, was paid by
Pathe by special permissipn tef the
i

:

French gc^v^nment Allocation of
the badly .. needed doUar exchange
came as. a result ,of the fact that the
house will be a permanent showcase
for dissemination of

French

culture.

Exhibits of various Gallic products
will be made in the lounge, giving
the theatre a "Continental aspect."

future ones, however to (pake the
locations' a more integral part of the
story, the producer said on his arrival in New York from the C6ast
over the week end.

BORTHWICK GRANTED
YEAR'S

MPAA LEAVE

One of the largest French film
producers and distributors, Pathe is
scheduling some 12 pictures for production this ye^r, considerably below its pre-war rate iof 20 to' 30' pix
annually. Of the 1948 product, Chabrier felt that seven would be suit-*
able for the American market. Paris'
policy, he .said, would be to play
but
"distinguished foreign
films,

George Borthwick, secretary and
"De Rochemont will continue his
treasurer of the Motion Picture Assn.
of America, has been granted a oneyear leave-of-absence from those
posts and has resigned as treasurer
of the Motion Picture, Export Assn, principally French pictures." Firm
Fiscal duties at the MPAA will be also plans releasing its Gallic newshandled in Borthwick's absence by reel, "Pathe Journal," at its new
who was in the "Anna Luca.sta" cast
his assistant, Fred W. Du 'Vail, while theatre in the nature of a test en-'
on' Broadway; William Green,
of Illustrated
assistant secretary Sidney Schreiber gagement.
"Finian's Rainbow" and the Mills
will serve' as acting secretary.
Italian-Ungo
Bros. Picture was shot entirely on
Illustrated programs; long common
Du Vail has been named treasurer
location in N. Y., with much of the
Weissmuller Deal For
action taking, place in an old ware- in New York lejtit houses, have been of the MPEA. Herbert J. Erlanger,
introduced to Gotham foreign film assistant secretary of MPEA, will
house and in Louis' apartment.*
Pix
audiences with the Cenema Dante, serve additionally as assistant treasHollywood, Feb. 17.
Italian-language theatre, distribut- urer.
Johnny Weissmuller, before leaving the Dante Theatre Magazine
Borthwick joined the MPAA under ing for London with hi.s swimming
LeviBson-Finney Wins
to patrons. Publisher is Sigmund
the Hays regime in 1926 as an audi
troupe, signed a five-year deal to
Gottlober, exec-secretary of the for.
star in a series of outdoor pictures
'Bel Ami' Distrib Suit eign language press film critics cir- tor and became treasurer in 1941.
to be produced
independently by
cle. .':
Los Angeles, Feb. 17.
Sam Katzman and William Berke.
Right to distribute a motion picMag's February i.s.sue' contains
Films will be based on two newsRampart
Sues
Hakims
For
tui'e titled "Bel Ami" was awarded such pieces as reviews of recent
paper strips, "Jungle Jim" and
Snterprlses, Italian books and factual info on
to Le Vinson - Finney
on ^Ilfayerling* Fold "King Of the Jungle."
Inc., by Federal Judge Paul J. Mc- Italian cultural life. Its avowed purWeissmuller recently terminated
Cormick, who ruled that Casino pose, the 'editors point out, is to
Los Angeles, Feh^ 17
his "Tarzan" contract with Sol LesFilm Exchange had no legal right to bring about "a closer understanding"
Breach-of-contract suit for $200,- ser, but may continue that series on
a copyright on a German film bear- between the people of the U. S, and 000, involving the services
of Joan a onc-per-year basis; His new pact
ing the same title.
Casino sought Italy. As.sociatc publisher is Salva- Fontaine, was filed in L. A. superior
permits one outside picture a yearan injunction six months ago to pre- tore Casolaro, director of the Dante, court
by Rampart Productions
vent L-F from distributing the pic- while Henry Fisohbach is editor.
against Robert and Raymond Hakim
ture.
proprietors of Great Classics, Inc
Magnani's U.S. Visit
Important factor in the verdict,
Plaintiff declares Miss Fontairie
Anna Magnani, star of the Italian
coxxiER Toime auirs
according to L-F attoraeys, wes the
was loaned to the Hakims last De, film click, "Open City," will visit
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
finding that certain immoral parts
cembor for the fcmme lead in "May, New York in the spring to attend'
of the original German film renCollier Young, exec a.sgistant to erling" on a deal calling for $100,- the
U.S. preem of her latest Italian
dered invalid a purported copyright Steve Trilling at Warners, asked for 000 and 10% of the profits. Complaint made,
"Angelina."
claimed as the basis of the Casino and received his release over the further states that the Haltims ran
She's also coming to the U.S. for
suit.
The L-F version omitted the weekend.
out ot coin and called off the pro- special medical care for her son, •
immoral episodes In questioa
He plans indie production^
posed production Jan. 15.
polio victinu

Program For
House

Katzmah-Berke

Gitxraltar

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Gibraltar Productions will make
"Song of India" and "Hiawatha,"
According to Albert S, Hogell, who
succe)6ded to the presidency of thai
comi>ai^ fi^UOWing the resignation
of Ca vid Bersb;
"When Hersh stepped out," he said,

Cutler

Boston, Feb. 17.
far-reaching conse-

ha&ded.down by

.

nabe houses within the next several heavy schedule ot educational films'
weeks. Film was 'produced by Alex- for United World Pictures.
He's
ander Productions, an all-Negro out- making .16 in 1948 for fourth, fifth
and sixth grades; and 50 iii 1949 for
veepee Matty Fox who stated that fit,' which wUl also distribute it.
Louis himself is the star, with the high schools.
he had' dickered with 'Mason last
summer in'behalf of Universal in a supporting cast including Ruby Dee,
trahsaction, whereby the Biltish star
was to' become an actor-producer for
the company. However, deal was

'vraa

Conflicting views

by Metro's top
in. the -company^s distribuand foreisn wfipgs as to domesgrossing possibilities of foreign
lost. Com,
films released here .by MrG is cue-^
pany has resumed 100% operation ing- a novel 'booking technique for
according to company prexy Arthur "The Search." Arthur M. .Loew;
Gottlieb.'
veepee in charge of the foreign
handling the:
dept., is personally
first-run bookings of that foreignmade (albeit English-lingo) feature throughout the U. S. Metro's
regular, domestic sales force won't
take over, until Loew has supervised
Doctor in Keene, N. H., who sud- bookings In all important- first-run
denly discovered that he was of situations.
"Search" was made for Metro by
Negro extraction when one of his
four sons was being investigated for Lazar ^echsler, with exteriors shot
a Naval commission during the war, in Germany and the interiors in
Switzerland. Wechsler was partly
is the real-life genesis for Louis de
Rochemont's initial semi-documen bankrolled by Metro. His. previous
tary for Metro. Producer, in hear, production, "The Last Chance,"? was
ing of the experience x>l the physi- also distributed by. M-G after shootcian, Dr. Alfred Johnston, suggested 'ing in Switzeifland.
It was on "Chance" that M-G's
it to -W. L. White ("They Were Expendable,'' "Journey for Margaret") foreign and distribution departments
first clashed. Company's sales biggie's
as a yarn .for the Reader's Digest.
Picture,
which deals with the took a low view of the grossing pothousands of light-skinned Negroes tential of that import and plugged
who each year ".pass"' into the cate- for a halt to the policy by the forgory of "whites,'v. is to be,.labeled eign de]pt; of bcingittg in film im"Lost Boundaries.'' Second pic will ports. Sales stal]ters .claimed public
be "Murder at Smutty Nose," tiding wouldn't go for foreign-labeled feaof a'-slaying 75 years ago near Ports- tures.
Loew, on' the other hand, mainmouth, N. H.,
De Rochemont's' third pic under tained that "Chance-" .with proper
handling 'would have been a' moneyhis new Metro pact will be an origmaker. As one instance to support
inal by Fulton Oursler, '-'Deceit."
his case, he cited ffkct .that the
It's about a modern American famLoew's houses in the;'New '^ork area
ily.
All the pictures will be made on
booked the pic as the lower half Of
location,' as were "House on 92d
Street," "13
Rue Madelein" and a double feature. His .argument 'was
that it should have been sold to top
Boomerang,"
de
Rochemont's
earlier semi-doeumentary succcesses
for 20th-Fox.
He hopes with the

tors

echelon

M-G,D£Kocmrrpic

untary system.
Par had always squawked about
the stiff budget requiremnts of the
second current AAA pix arbitration setup,
week yesterday (Tues.) in N. Y. and can't see laying out heavy coin'
federal court with Rose taking the without some sort of assurances that
sttnd for the .first time. British a new system would cut the antiactor is seeking a declaratory judg- trust pressure by the Government
ment to' void memorandum agree- and exhibs. Budgets heretofore have
ment with Rose and also is askin.« an been approximately $400)600 anInjunction to prevent the defendant nually.
If the high' court doesn't okay the
from keeping, him from working, arbitration
system (the
Mason testified when the trial be- present
gan last Wednesday. (11)). that he lower court tossed it out because of
understood the deal between him and Government opposition), there's still
in,formation,
an
Rose called, for
of,
a likelihood of. the Big Five going
d^endnnt American film produo., for an informal arrangment admintion eompany. Later, he .said, he was istered by the AAA. Without Para"shocked and surprised" when Rose mount approval, however, offices
returned to London with a Para- must be dismantled in the 31 exmount deal.whereby he was to mak« change areas, and any arbitration
10, pictures over a five-year period will be done in similar fashion to
for' that company.
that of other industries. That means
Returning to the stand yesterday
(Continued on page 52)
(Tues. Mason revealed upon being

quent

Gmment

-

For TopDatea

NEGRO WHO Yi^ED' 1ST

AAA's exec director, who
with the Big Five. C3iief
wrench-thrower was Paramount,
which refused: to go along on- a vol-

champ Joe

OnFiH'epFic

iires hit

None was

of

quence to Massachusetts film exhibi-

>

Loew's Confiet

were reported.

fiUn-pi»ce$sing lab.
hurt. With no negatives

ciickered

Heavyweight

injuries

a

Braden,

its

no

Meanwhile, several other

Canada's film industiy last week. In
Kentviile, the Capitol theatre; operated by the F. G. Spencer circuit,
was destroyed .by a blaze. Another
Toronto .conflagration several 'days
later clidi ,Uttle damage to the recently cwtpleted Audio studio and

of the current arbitration setup, with
the same elaborate network of offices, were directed ^y James Noble

cross-examined by Rose's attorney.
Robert Persingcr, that he had made
a verbal contract with Sir Alexander
Korda for several pictures but the
deal was n6ver consummated due
to his differences with Rose. Korda
n^^tiations, he- said, were carried
en both last year and in 1948 subse-

Picture will be based largely on a
articles,
"Thus Men
of
Learned to Fly," written by Howard
Mingos for the Saturday Evening
Post and bought several years ago
series

stroyed the Kent theatre, part of the by Warners,
circuit in Canada. Detecting

OfAdbibratHHih

h Mason Swt

the screenplay in readiness for some
time but refrained from sending it
into production while Orville, the
last of the two brothers, was alive.

Gdeon

.

Trial of James Mason's
David Rose rolled into

Hollywood, Feb. 17.'
Story of the Wright brothers, Wilbur and OrvlUe, pioneers of air navigation, will b« produced .by Henry
Blanke at Warners. Studio has had
'

°

Rose Tidies Stand

.

M«mager's 'Fir^ DriB*

will -get good, value from the. film
industry in return for permitting
the industry to take Canadian, dollars across the line," he- said.
While everyone, is acting very
While a- number of the theatrehush-hush on the ','.tit-tor-tat" policy, owning companies openly pitched
it ia believed the Canadian governlast week before the U. S. Supreme
ment is stipulating that an increas- Court for a court-decreed industry
ing number .of ieatures be filmed in arbitratioti system, recent efforts of
Canada by the American industry, the. Amexican,' Arbitration Assn. to
plus undertaking a higher contribu- induce the £ig Five to form a' vdtion.io this country from the proc- untiary system has made little progessing angle.
ress. Maneuvers for a continuation

^

•

.Decision

an -odor of smoke in the theatre,
manager L. R. Conrad evacuated the

V(diHitvy

however, that .Canada

Thatfe

Wright Bros. Biopic
Slated by Warners

J

1-lowouts.

details.

All

ducing.

For

contention that "films are a necessary part of life." Negotiations are
now underway with heads of the film
industries in the, U. S. and Canada
which promise "a very substantial
quid pro quo" to offset the drain .of
doUarjs caused by the American in<lv.';';":r;.biit it is too Soon to disclose

Tax on

mount, 'With Richard Maibau'm pro-

+
Toronto, Feb. 17.
The Canadian government has no
intention of curbing the Import of Disney's Fiesta Footage
American films or slapping on tor
Feature Cartoon
creased tariffs in order to conserve
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
American dollars, according to FinWorld famous fiestas will form the
ance Minister Abbott; but a "tit-for- ba^is of a feature cartoon to be protat" polliy is now being formulated
duced
in the next two year* by Walt
to offset the American film indusDisney, who recently collected ontry's drain on Canadian funds. Such
the-spot material on the Mardi Gras
arrangements are now in the forma- in New Orleans.
tive stage and not ready for anOther occasions ot gaiety to be
nouncement, said the minister..
He revealed that; at a time when incorporated in the picture are the
Bowl lete, the Mumthe importation into Canada of sev- Pasadena Rose
commodities mer's Day parade in Philadelphia,
eral American-made
Paris, the carnival
was being prohibited, several sug* the Arts Ball in
in Rio de Janeiro^ the Santa Barbara
gestions had been made to the Fedr
festival, the Cinco de Mayo fiesta in
eral government advocating film reMexico City and other traditional
strictions; but it was the minister's

200G

,

17.

Xester- Cutler, onetime Pittsburgh

investment broker who produced
several pictures for PRC few years
ago, is returning to film biz again on
the Coast,
He's just bought "Hope of Earth,"
Margaret I^ee Runbeck novel,
anid wiU.malEe the the screen verdin^ himseV f^r Eagle Lion release.

,

.

wb

•

.
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Fchmaiy
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MED FILMS

ROSY FUTURE FOR
l#W(Mi hvestment by H'wood

Ex-Story Guefs

In Current Technicolor Features
Hollywood, Feb. 17. f
Hellywood's major studios have
investment of $109,000,000 in
Sets Trucolor
ari
Technicolor features, some comPrice at 6c a Foot
pleted, some before the camera's and
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
iome in preparation for Aiming beJlpre the end of the year. This year's
Republic, owner of Trucolor, has
more
than
jigare is about $10,000,000
set a price of 6c. a foot oh. its color
«t this; time in 1947.
process. According to- Herbert J.
this
for
the
increase
reason
One
Yate^, Republic prexy, this price
year Is th« heavy backlog of nine
compares with 5.92c. for Cinecolor
color features at Metro, the negative
and 6.22c. for Technicolor but saves
cost of which set the studio back
second
to the producer money in production
Runn^iiig
$18,900,000.
Metro in' the backlog competition is costs, such as color consultant, spe•Paramount, with $11,400,000, fol- cial cameras and makeup superr:
lowed by 20th-Fox with $8,200,000. visors. These aids are provided in
currently
facing
the the 6c; charge.
Pictures
represent
at
$7,000,000
cameras
Under these conditions, outside
Warners, $5,300,000 at RKO and producers using Trucolor will
have
Metro.
Tinters
in
at
$4,000,000
to make their pictures on the Repreparation mean an outlay of $18,public lot, where they will have the
Warners,
at
$5,800,000
500,000 , at
Universal-International iind $5,500,- benefit of trained persounel^

Form New

To Scout 6ook% Plays for

THE NOVELTIES?

•

Rep

^

.

'

'
'

'

'
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'

.

'
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'Animated Directory*
Auditions Via Pix
utilizing a 16m setup, a new outfit,
Regency Films, has entered the talent-casting field with an "animated
directory" made up of abbreviated
screen test shots of; performers
which are used in place of live

Studios

New service to provide coverage
books and plays- for film companies and. to give them access to an
extensively - cross - indexed file of
some 22,000 public-domain proper'ties is about to be offered to major
studios, indies and agents. Known as
Central Story Service, Inc., it is
headed by Lenore Forstad van Berg,
who formerly was in charge of a
special research project for Metro
on public- domain and copyrighted

'of

•
auditions.
For a fee ranging from $75 to
properties, feec v.p. is Richard Cpii'^
$200, depending on whether color
don, formerly with Walt .Disney and
or monochrome film is ordered, ap20th-Fox.
plicants can get on the company's
Associated with the enterprise are
film roster which, is submitted to
a number of erstwhile story depart*
prospective employers for viewing
ment execs of major companies, in-at their, request. Besides film procluding Janet Wood; who until retheir themes.
ducers, outfit plans to pitch up its
The 'color processes are suffi- talent lists to club b^^kers, televi- cently headed Columbia's eastern
story department; Julie Heme, for.^
ciently advanced. Blumenthal says,
sion and radio stations, opera commer Metro play editor, and
so that they need not be confined to panies atvd
model agencies.
000 at RKO.
Ratcliffe, former associate play edi*
expensive pix. Even the cheapies,
Negative
costs
for
completed
tor of Columbia^
made at a $20O,000-$2S0,00O level,
Technicolor pictures on the major
With Col and Universal recently
can now dip into the color pots and
lots amotint-to $55,900,000, distributed
having shuttered'their eastern story
come up with tints which have ad,'as follows;',
departments completely and other
vanced remarkably over the past
Metro: "The Kissing Bandit," $2,companies cutting down, it is hopedr
couple of years.
500,000; "Luxury Liner," $2,000,000;
that the centralized coverage service
film in the $2OO,00O-$250,000
"Master of Lassie,'? $1,200,000: "On
-i-which Mrs. van Berg expects to
bracket now pays about $40,000 of
an Island with You," $1,500,000; "The
operate in the principal cities .of' the
Pirate," $2,300,000; "Summer Holithat nut for color,' Blumenthal notes.
Daring
"Three
$2,000,000;
any,"
world— vlll be attractive as a coinThat's' exclusive of the' cost of prints,
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Daughters," $2,000,000; "A Date with
Universal has upped its releasing saving device and to extend the
Running almost neck-and^neck in- which is somewhat higher than the
Judy," $2,000,000, and "Easter Pathe 1947 "Oscar" derby, 20th-Fox re- black-and-whites. The extra $40,000 schedule to 24 films in the next nine quantity of literary material availxade,'' $3,000,000.
since months, William Scully, U's veepee able to the studios.
ceived 22 bids and
Taramonnt: "The
garnered 21 is spent on lighting and labor
Feature of the public domain file
Waltz," $4,060,000; "The Paleface," bids out of a total of 103 nominations the colored films are harder to han- in charge of distribution, told com$2,000,000; "Whispering Smith," $2,- made by the Motion Picture
pany sales execs yesterday (Tues.) which Mrs. van Berg has built up is
Acad- dle.
000,000, and "A Connecticut Yankee emjf
Many New Processes
at the company's eastern regional that it is broken down on Internaof Arts and Sciences. Universalin .King Arthur's Court," $3,400,000.
The movement towards tinting is sales meet in N. Y. Indicating U's tional Business Machine punched
Regards to International won show position with
20tli*Fox: "Give
pards to type of story, type of char-Broadway," $2,000,000; "Green Grass 18 and rest of the field gave Metro, going into high 'gear, he says, be- wholesale tiein with outside pro-;'
acters, period authorship, etc. It is
of Wyoming," $2,000,000; "Scudda 11; Warner Bros., nine; Paramount, cause of the rapid technical im- ducers, Scully said nine of these
Hoo! Scudda Hay!," $2,000,000 and seven, and Enterprise, three. Win- provements and the consequent films were made by indie producers claimed thus that, details of some
•That Lady in Ermine," $3,000,000.
and another four were British prod- four centuries of literature ean be
ners will be announced at Shrine
page
21)
(Continued
on
Warners: "Romance on the- High Auditorium
(Continued on page 20)
uct of J; Arthur Ran^k:
March 20.'
Seas,:' $2,000,000, and "Two Guys
Releasing' slate set by the company
following is the complete list of
from Texas," $2,000,000.
is
February
"Black
Heart." $1,- nominations:
as follows!
BKO: "So Dear to
.(Continued oq page 14)
Bart" (Technicolor); Mark HellingBest Plctiire
er's "Naked pity."

'

'

i

Hollywood, Feb. 17,
/ Films are going to take on
color
fn the near future in a sweeping
trend which may leave the blackand- whites as the exception to the
rule rather than the present reverse,
A. Pam Blumenthal, board chairman
of both Cinecolor and its subsid.
Film Classics, now believes. Differing
with Herbert Yates, board chairman
and prexy of Republic, which owns
the Trucolor' process; Blumenthal
doesn't think the changeover to tinties can go top jar. According to his
lights, only the semi-documentaries
should stick with black-and-white as
adding a certain realistic impact to
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ALL STAGES TAKEN AS

"The

Bishop's

Wife,"

RKO.

SEARS SETS MEXICAN

"Crossfire,"

Prez of Cinecolor

Goldwyn-

Hollywood^ Feb.

RKO.

17.

William T. Crespinel was re"Gentleman's Agreement,'' 20thelected presideni of Cinecolor at its
Fox.
annual meeting, along with Alan M.
"Great Expectations," Rank-UI.
"Miracle on 34tb Street," 20th-Eox. Gundelfinger, veepe.e; Graham Ster?
Best Perf ormanoe by Actor
ling, Jri, secretary, and Karl Herzog,
.

DISTRIB VIA CREDITO

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Grad Sears, United Artists prexy,
Ronald Colman, "A Double Life."
heads for New York today (Tues- Kanin-UI.
" .day) following 10 days on the Coast
John Garfield, "Body and Soul,"
whtiddling with producers on upcom- Ent-UA.
Gregory Peck, "Gentleman's Agreeing product. While here, he also
ment," 20th-FOx.
'concluded deal for the taking over
William
Powell,
"Life
With
'<
of VA's distribution in Mexico by Father," Warners.
ihe.Credito Cinematografico Mexico.
Michael Redgrave, "Mourning BeDeal was set with syndicate owners comes Electra," RKO.
Abelardo Rodriguez Emilio AzcarBest Performance by Actress
Joan Crawford, ''Possessed," Wartaga and Theodore Gildred, the latter two being big Mexican circuit ners.
Susan
Haywai'd,
"Smash-Up,"
Olvners.
Wanger-UI.
Under new setut>, producers will
Dorothy McGuire, "Gentleman's
^ get. 60% of the take and Credito will Agreement," 20th-Fox.
get 40%. UA sales reps still in
Rosalind Russell, "Mourning BeMexico will supervise the distribu- comes Electra," RKO.
Loretta Young, "The Parmer's
tion at a 5% fee to producers. UA
surrendered leases on exchanges in Daughter,?' RKO.
Supporting Actor
Mexico City, Coahuila, Monterrey,
Charles Bickford, "The Farmer's
.Gtfadalajara, Mazatlan and Merido.
Daughter," RKO.
It was learned UA sacrificed the
Thomas
M6X layout because the company Horse," UI. Gomez,' "Ride the Pink
has been running at a loss of more
Edmund Gwenn, "Miracle on 34th
'

.

.

'

.

treasurer.

A. Pam Blumenthal was re-elected
chairman of the board of directors.
KenOther board members are
neth Baxter,' Joseph J. Rathert,
John D. Kerr i^d Joseph Bemhard.

C

U I HITS PRODUa PEAK
Hollywood, Feb.

17.

AUtime production high at' Uili»
versal-Intemational flU'ed- tUe stu18 stages
forced the
vanced admissions); "Are You With
"Wonderful Race at Rimrock" troupe
It?"; Rank's "Dear Murderer."
use the gymnasium for dance reMay "Another Part of the For- to
hearsals.
est"; Rampart Productions' ."Letter
In work on the lot are "Mr. Pea-'
From an Unknown Woman."
body and the Mermaid," "Th»
June
"River Lady'' (Techni));
Judge's Wife," "The Saxon Charm,"
(Continued on page 21
"The Brain of Frankenstein" and
"One Touch of Venus," with two
units each. Remaining stages aire
occupied
by construction crews
building sets: for forthcoming proRank's "Jassy" (Techni)

ApriWAU My

jSons"

(at

ad-

dio's

.
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From

Briefs

'

,

—

'
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March Garson Kanin's "Double
Life"; Marson Productions' (Tony
Martin & Nat Goldstone) "Casbah";

the Lots

ductions.

-

'

:

'

:

•

;

.

.

,

i

;

:

than $100,000 in Mexico for the past
three years. Loss was due mostly
-

:

rising labor costs. Under new
terms, Credito gets a 60-40 deal only
tor pix released here prior to 1948.
Jn bowing,
gives individual pro-

to

UA

ducers rights to

make

their

own

deal with Credito if desired. This
procedure also followed in other
licensee territories such
as Italy
where the agency is Artist! Asociati.

CoMinueil from page 3 ssm
second money that Cagney has tied
up in the pic. In return for this,
gets a profit participation, in addi^
Hon to its distribution fee. Latter is
an old deal—25% to
$800,000 and 10%
aner that—which is too small to be
Proatable, so
is doubly anxious
parlicipate in the net.
UA coin would allow Cagney to

UA

set his

UA

own money

'

20th-Fox.

SupportinK Actress
Ethel Barrymore, "Tlie Paradine
Case," Vanguard.
Gloria Grahame, "Crossfire," RKO.
Celeste Holm, "Gentleman's Agreement," 20th-FoX.
Marjorie Main, "The Egg and I,"
UI.

Anne Revere, "Gentleman's Agreement," 20th-Fox.
Best Direction

UA-Cagney

w

Street," 20th-Fox.
Robert Ryan, "Crossfire," RKO.
Richard Widmark, "Kiss of Death,"

Koster,
Bishop's
Henry
"The
Wife," Goldwyn-RKO.
"Crossfire,"
Edward
Dmyti-yk,

RKO.
George Cukor, "A Double

Life,"

UI.
Elia Kazan. "Gentleman's Agreement," 20th-Fox.
David Lean, "Great Expectations,"

Rank-UI.
.
Art Direction (Black and White)'
Lyle Wheeler and Maurice Rans(Continued on page 20)

which would
iunds to start on his next
production.
Disney's 37 '/^c Divvy
Reason he broke iiis
"^"^
»n an efJort to tie
Holly wood,, Feb. 17.
im
Warner Bros, was inability
The Disney board of directors deik „ ! »
?n»ncing. It's hoped by UA clared a dividend of 37%c. share on
thJ-*

JwM

out,

investment thus will not only
on "Life" but also fu-

get the distrib

tw Wb"

tentatively slated

6%

cumulative

convertible

pre-

ferred.
It's

payable April

of f ecord

March

1

12.

lo stockholders

"Daughter of Ramoha," to be filmed
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Production of "Julia Misbehaves" largely on location in Arizona . . .
"The Fighting Terror," first of
is back in stride at Metro with the
Warners' new "B" series, filmed in
return of Greer Garson after a siege 22 days, goes back before the camof flu . Richard Hsydn makes his eras for a Week of re-shooting.
bow as director with "Tatlock MilBoy Del Both closed a deal to film
lions'," which Charles Bracket! will "The Babe Ruth Story" on the EnJerry terprise lot, starting April 1. Four
produce at Paramount
Wald's first fllmusical in 70 assign- pictures, "Sofia," "Blue Holiday,"
ments is "One Sunday Afternoon," "Medal of Honor" and "Jungle
co-starring Janis Paige, and Dennis Night," go
into production
next
Dwlgbt Xong month for Film Classics release...
Morgan at Warners
leaves for Tahiti this week to ar- Frances Bafferty draws one of the
range locations fol: an Argosy ad- femme leads ijni the forthcoming
venture picture to be directed by Leonid Kinskey indie production,
Lee Van Atta, starting in April .
"Stop, Look and Kiss Her.". .Guy
School Madison signed to co-star with Shir"High
bought
Republic
Daughters" for summer production^ ley Temple and Jack Agar in "What
Castaway,"
Every Young Bride Should Know,"
Republic bought "The
a tale of Florida sponge-fishermen Robert Golden's first production for
by John K. Butler, and handed it to Selznick release.
Director Victor Fleming called InSidney Picker for production
Mercury Productions moved into grid Bergman, seven support playthe Nassour studios for its 1948 pro- ers and 200 extras back for six days
Same lot closed a deal of added scenes in "Joan of Arc"
duction
for the indie production of three on the Hal Roach lot. .Jerry Wald'g
next production at Warners is the
. Forpictures by M»uHce Conn
tunio Bonanova will shift his pro- Joan Crawford starrer, "Common
John
duction of "Boris Goudonoff" from Ground," starting March 15
Mexico City to Italy, where it will Berry, who recently directed "Casbe filmed in Italicolor at the Escalera bah" on loanout, obtained release
studios in Rome ... Coleen Gray from his Paramount contract. .Kinc
gets co-star billing with Victor Ma- Bros, bought "Heaven's Where You
ture in "Fury at Furnace Creek," Find It," by William Sackheitn and
Brtad» Weisberg . Douglas Fairher third picture at 20th-Fox
Monte Hale starts his new series of banks picked March 30 to start "The
gallopers April 7 with "Colorado O'Plynn," in which he will double
Thoroughbreds," with Mel Tucker as producer and star at Universalproducing and Phil Ford directing International.
Republic bought "S-Squad," by
at Republic.
Ken EngUind signed with Svenska Mortimer Edwards, for production
Films of Stockholm to write and by Sidney Picker... Walter Colmes
produce "Jenny Lind," based on the Solly Levlnson and Jake Mllsteln
career of the Swedish Nightingale filed incorporation papers for EmerMart'n Mooney's second picture son Fi\m Corp. to make educational
ior Film Classics release will be pictures.

Tint Double Leader

For Sherman, Goldstein
Hollywood, Feb.
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pictures under one Technicolor camera: commitment will be

produced by George Sherman and
Leonard Goldstein on location
Kanab, Utah, for Universal-Jnter-:
national. Films are "Wildfire" 'and

Tomahawk."
Last year the pair fllihed "River
and "Black Bart" as «
lij 65 days.

Lady"

double header

.

.

.

.

.

17.

Two

.

.

.

.

Selznick's ttalo Prodi.
Continuing the surge to Italy to
use up blocked currency, David O.
Selznick is planning to film there
"The Scarlet Lily," from the novel
by Edward F. Murphy. Parts of it,
it is reported, also will be shot in
Palestine if current internal warfare makes it possible.
Selznick has also slated filming of
the Ibsen classic, "A Doll's House,"
in

Sweden and Norway

this Aprils

With Dorothy McGuire starring ia
the English-language production.

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

SMITH BACK AT

H.O.

Twentieth-Fox general sales manager Andy W. Smith, Jr., is slated
to return to the homeoffice xtssX
week after a four-week trip to the
Coast.

Besides huddling >vith Fox-West
Coast theatre execs, Smith also confabbed with 20th production veepee
Darryl F. Zanuck and other studio
chiefs. It was his first trip to the
studio since his appointment last
year as sales chief.

—

-

.

"Arch af Trinmph" (UA-Ent).
Big grosses assured via story,
buildup and cast headed by
Bergman-Boyer,

Uoiiiun
\V»n'l<;k,
Iiuih
Ciilhcin,
lAiula
Bohneh, liuth Ntlson. Michnol Bomunotf.
ecrflCnrhir, Milestone, ami lliury lliowii.
tiom novel by Krich Miu'la ntmuriiiie; exeoJup. C. (JUpin; cainutiTfl iiroviaetitm mgv
Urueniiors,
ti-a, Russell iMctty; kvure, Luuis
tontlucted fi)' MOvris HtolnlT; jivusileal dU-cotoi-, Huilolph ]?i)lk-;,iiBst. iiroclv,.Ott» Iilem!-_
unit (iirector, Nivle Watt; •edttpT,
t>ni:

terest

Ttv
}In,nk<-,

. . .

1!£0

.

.

.V*hai'!eR

.

biz. down, the
"Adventures

big

Bersman
Boyer

.

JilDtianift

Tatoocd Waiter
Ilvtel .^lauiiEcr.
Allilzo.

.

.

.

ilithael

John Luurenz

Col. Gomea....
caiitain, .Spanish

,.U'on I^enoU.Fianoo rorsjiro
N'lVan-o
..Nino ripitoni
..t....
Gen. Aide
NuBBnt...,..;i....,...VIadi«ntr
Ilasliovsliy

.Alvin Hainmor
'"y fiJPin

Porter..
B«f>is«« Boy...

Busa»n Sfngw,
BoUlette Ci-oBplec
..
SJrbU
policeman'.

•

•

nia KbmaTO
Andrn ^rsiuiaen
Haael Broom
^Byron

Ollietal

POSansliy

t'cier

. • •

•

feature about circus

the similarity striking.
is cracking the whip as the topfcick in a gigantic publishing house.
Toiling under him is Ray Milland,
editor of a crime mag, whose peculiar value iff his ability to run down
concealed lelona and expose them in
his Sheet KBtland, it seems, is about
to embark -on a delayed honeymoonk

life.

"Tomailo Bang«^ (EL). Avera£fl western in the Eddie Dean

Mrs*

Instead, he tiJfs with boss Laughton,
q,uHa in anger, and then haplessly
tangles with Laughton's girlfriend.
In the course of the evening, he
scoots from the gal's apartment as
Laughton enters. MHIand spots his
,

S6rics«

"My Brother

Jonathan"

."AfCh of "ftiumph" has tnallr
(Pathe ). British small - town
CKhetged as a triumphant grosser.
medico melodrama,- witti some
TWe powerful cast, headed by Ingnd
appeal for U. S.
3^gman and Charles Boytr, assures
(Indie).
"Voyage Sarprtoa"
marquee lure for the Hema'uetue bestFair French^made comedy minus
xelier in its screen transiUon. Ifs a
powerful parlay. Pre-World War I
marquee names.
romance, laid in Paris, will do plenty
of business.
The Remarqu^ novel, by very sug9. F.'s
gestion of authorship and the Lewis
Hollywood, Feb, M.
HBTcstone association, conjures up
'Metro rcleii.-ie of ICdwln 11. ICuoiit prortuoAll
analogy to the now classic
Stars Barbara Stanwyi*, V»in HeBln,
tioii.
Quiet," the post-World War I film, Charles Cobnrn; features Kit-hard. Hart,
aiso from * Remarque work. The Keenan Wynn. BIrocted by Robert; Z.
Davis; based
amalegjr ends there because the char- Leoimrii. Sereenplajj, Tidther
on novel by John P, Mnwjuond; camera,
acter of both diflers strikingly. Cur- Joseph Ruttenbei*; musWol score, Bi-onijstou
ircHt qHtry' is a frank romantic item, Kaper; ciUtor, Geors* White, Tl•nd«Eho^vtr
laid in a setting o. Paisis intrigue jtust in tm .\nqflcs. Feb. U, '18; Rnnning time,
;
BMNSL'
before open war with the western
"Polly" Fulton.. ..i.... .Barbara Stanw.vek;
allies broke out, and as director Mile- Thomas W. Brett
Van Hetlln
for
stone has
-

.

BaagMer

.

employer without being seen by him.
Goaded by in.sane jealousy, Laughton
kills his mistress and scurries for
cover. It's at this point that story's
peculiar twist shoves it into Tiigh.v
Laughton is aware that he's been
sighted by his unknown rival. As he
sees it, there's only one way out, and
that's to locate the,soIe witness and
either buy him off or cancel him in
some other way. Milland, of course,
is hired for that job, and his desperate efforts are directed towards
covering his own tracks while; pinning the goods on the real murclerer.

,

elean-cttt,
Jast-mov.mg whodunit
that'll serve an solid support Sf
duaier situations. Pic is buttresscS

Youth

for

"Make Way for Youth", is an
unpretentious 22-mlnute documentary study of a successful
experiment in inter-group relations that was tried out recently
A powerful
in Madison, Wis.
propaganda tool, this two-xeeler
derives its effectiveness from its
honesty and simplicity. It doesn't
bang anybody over the head
with a racial tolerance message
but lets the action speak for itself with a most poigRant eloProduced by Transquence;
film for the National Social Welfare Assembly, this film rates

by a cleverly written screenplay

commercial distribution solely
on its merits as an interesting
short that's been t;irned out in
accordance with top professional
standards. Exhibs can use this
film as an intelligent prepara-

,

Narrated .by Mf^vyn Douglas,
the film tells the story of a typical U. S. town that was galvanized into action after a youngster gets killed in a ganii fight,
:

Spurred on by conununity leaders, the kids who. were divided
by class, race and religious lines,
finally

sails

Mr. R«cki«HH
.Hellywood, Feb.
'

,

the

Drumi

of a clipper -model. After a couple
of close sci:apes, he corners the culprits in a trap and delivers the in.
heritance to its rightful owner,
Tbm Conway, in his regular spot
as Drummond, registers up to requirements as the strong, handsome,
know-^it-all amateur sleuth with a
pleasantly mild British accent June
Vincent, as one of the heirs, uses
her flashy looks and enigmatic personality to good advantage. In le^.
ser roles, Richard Stapley, John
Newland and Sily Malyun give
sound perlbimances with rest of the
cast adding. abl« assists:
Hem,

followup.

of

activity,

finds a clue to the mystery in

a secret code sewn, into the

"Crossfire"
and "Gentleman's
if
already
A&reement,"
or,
played, can use it as an excellent

daughter

gumshoe

official

mond

tion of audiences for such pix as

learn how to' work together in setting up a city-wide
recreation center. The -yam has
a stereotyped look but it comes
alive under the sensitively accurate thesping of a group of
non-professional kitls. The pic
gives a long pull in fulfillmg
the educational potentialities of
the film industry. It is now in
the process of being viewed by
major enrapany execs, in prospect of oeinii wleased to theatres by them.
Hem,

»

competent, cast, positive direction
cued for action and suspense, and a
modest but neat production di^ess
Yarn develops at least one novel
twist to appease the mystery addicts
As a couple of killings take plaqe to
spice up a treasure hunt for a casket
of geld, the finger of suspicion points
in conventional manner to several
assorted characters.. Switch, however, occurs at windup when evety.
body, except for one femme is
found to be guilty.
Plot revolves around the conflict
among a group of heirs to a hidden
fortune left by an old sea-dog who's
murdered by persons unknown. Nee,
dling Scotland Yard with his un-

aui!ding> Sicilian

12.

Paramount releoKe of .Pine-Thomas pi'o*
ductien.
Stars William Kytlie; Barbara
Britlon;..featares Walter t.'atlett, Minna
tiomlwIL,
Oarrlgan, Mentor i'aiva.
Dlcaclco: -liy Frank KcDonald. Sci-eeni>lay,
Hazwell- Shane^ Milton Raiaio! camera,
Bills W, Carter! e<litor, Howard Smith,
Tradesbown lit £as Angeles, Feb. lit, '-tS,
Runnin* timet
MIBfS.
Jeft I..undy.
...'William Bytha

M

.

to

,

.

;Barhuru Brlttfi'n
Walter Catletl
.

.Minna OomMcU

....Xestor Fulva
.Lloyd t^orrlgan
..James Mlillcan
Ian McDonald

..

.

,

.

potency.

The surcharged atmosphere nt preFolish aggression and its repercussions in the City of Light that suddenly grows into blackout is a dramatic background for the Boycj-

"Apples"
Gladys FHlton...

...Spring Byington
Marshall Thompson
Sailbr...
Barbai-a liaffige'
BuKenla Taria.
THomjs E. Brcen
Major Isaac Riley.
..............'Prea Nuroey
Jan

The

Metro has given "B. F.'s Daughter"
pliis^ presentation and strong,
to stir initial ticket
It carries, femme interest and
has other recommendations to point
The polished
it for good returns.
production supervision has been
appeals13dwin H. Knopf
Paris is the haven of all middle- carefully bancSed by
Ifetro j^oss,
European- iseTugecs whose lives aire to give: it- the expected
of
top calibre^
ace
held cheaply beSause they are.state- and -p^ormances
Scriptj however, makes^ an even,
'lesa men and T^omen, for one reason
shaUow exploration of the4kr another. Boyer is the emigre more
-did the
medico who rescues Miss Bergman passing of a colorful era thanwhich
it
novel on
from obvious suieide attempt off' one .John P. Marquand
meets girl storyi
of the Paris ponts, Louis Galhern is based. It's a boy
backgrounded against the period
(capital in his interpretation-) is the
the
war
early '30s into
Avhite Russian colouel whose rela- from the
Bardistafl
eye,
the
To
catch
years.
tively humhle pp&t as chasseur of the
franco-Russo nitery is ever eclipsed bara Stanwyck has been stunningly
photoby his former Peteograd Military sta- gowned and beautifully
direction and set
tion. He's Boyfer's confidante. Set in graphed.- The art
Hotel decotations add to elaborateness of
polyglot International

Bergman tomance. The

vei-y atmos'the 'boulevards, from the
Eternal Light underneath the Arc
d'l^iomphe to the gaiety of the She"on the
boites.
ItindTed
hecezade and'
hiU" (Montmattre) make for surefire

a

phere of

*

Make Way

governor is drowned in the derring'. Betty Denton..
I^e device of a man being'^ssigned do proceedings cUtnaxed by a su- Joel Hawkins..
hunt himself down-^ peeuliot perbly .staged 10-minute dueling Ma UawkinR...
switch on the manhunlj theme-^is a match between De Cordova and Sut 6«9
Hugo Denton..,
fortuitous choice, used jbs it is here ton.
a- B, F. Fuiton
i)roiected. it, it makes
Pete
Charleti CPljurn
Richard Hart with cumulative effect,- As Milland's
As Casanova, De Cordova carries Jim Halsey.,...
minor key «Miematurgy -which has Robert S.- Tasmin, III
Keenan Wynn technique, dcvetoped in less-personal the |>art on strength of his face and
all the attHbutes of tnaicMc boxoffice Mlartin iyel*yn Ainsley.
Sandler. .......JHJirgaret -LinOsjiy
•

'

make

Laughton, in this instance,

notch

liVmlscr
t-"",™*

part, though, Uiat

domineering tycoon in "The Hucksters" to

Top"Cased Fury" (Far).
Pine-Thomas secondary

—

Ml|.->n

One

played by Charles Laughton, has a
familiar touch. It's a fair enough approximation to Sydney Groenstreet s

"The Challenge" (20tb). Neat
Bulldog Drummond pic for solid
duaier support,
"Mr. Reckless" (Par). Standard action thriller for the secondary market.

Homanoff
Art Smith

Inspector

m
.

-

for mellers.

actioner about trucking industry
for supporting bookings,

icphen Belmssy
.Riill) Nel«pn
............<^rt Bois
.j. Eilward Brombeiu

FM3sler

Casanova"

"Speed 1* spare" (Par). Good

.

Alex.

line.
i»f

,

this pic,

in-

(EL). Rousing horse opera yarn
in period dress^-

LauElUon
. .. ...Chai-les
, , ..Vi. I.
Calln'i n
. UmUb
Uotxjaoiv. . . . ...... .it
Kate Ite(rstTaem..i...... ..-Kulh Wanlelt
Koinan Ilohuen
iJp. 'Veber,
^

femme

.

There are weaknesses lurkmg
namely a too-patly tailored
yarn and some spotty acting, nut
these matter little. Tlie pace is so
red-hot tliat the customers are gomg
teeter
on edge to follow the corkto
screw story. There's no time or inclination, during the unfolding, to
question coincident or misplaced
mugging.
The- story has sometmng special

(M-G).

Dauehtler"

and top-calibre names for

"The Big Clock" (Par), Speedy
and suspenseful meller set to do

MIKH.

T..,InsriO

lery.

the marquees.

TiadeJfhnvm N, T. Feb.

KunniDg ttme,
Mildan
Ravlu.

F.'s

''B.

Plushy adult film with

.

J(i.

breathless pace after the first fe'W
feet, sharp plot convolutions, dwtinctly etched characterizations of
the principle* and a sock windup.
It's the sort Ot film which will register from showcase to shooting gal-

Miniatore Reviews
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Ar«h of TriuHtph
IThtt^il ArtlBts release »i Enterprlw (David
Xewis-IiOwlR Mileatlme) vroduotlon. dU-ectca
Berevimn,
InirrUl
Klnl«
by Mil*«toiiei
iChuiles Boyer, with Charles Loufthtmi,

W.uin CH«WBnarn,

..

.

,
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J.i.in

:

marqtwe names
sales.

-

probes, brings in clue, after clue
pointing to fiCilland himself film
takes on frenetic, sui^nse. Eacb
situation is adeptly handled to distOl
the maximum impact with a sock
climax adroitly maneuvered. Solu^
tion is neatly tied at the windup,:
Milland turns in a -workmanlike
job, polished to groove to the unrei
lenting speed Of the' plot Laughton,
unfortunately, overplays his hand .so'
that his tycoon-sans-heart .takes on
the quality of parodying the real article. The plot calls for a pretty unbelievable specimen, and understatement would have been the wiser of
:

'

adding credibility.
All supporting

{

the

vrhich obviously houses knaves and
knights of all nations, the aura makes
ior an esEiting motivation. There is
iuat ^noqgh of the Nazi brutality
xaleidoscoped to keep that phase of
linamef111 history fresh in memory.
Thereafter the romance between
the stellar twain takes possession of
the film which permits its historic
overtones and significances to become subordinate to the pash idyll.
That .it ends on a note of sweet sorrow—as she succumbs to a jealous
suitor's pistol wounds and he goes
into concentration camp as a technical "alien," once war is declared
is but a climactic footnote.
In between Charles Laughton is
Zather wasted as a Nazi menace,
obviously the victim of the cutting
xoom shears, as was Kuth Warrick,

smartly

as

'

Hollywood. Feb,

14,
Paramount release of Fine^bonias production, stars Richard Arlcn, Jean Roisors;
features Richard Tntvis, Roscoe Karns.
Nanette Parlis. Directed by WilUam Berlte.
flicreenplay, IVKlton Raiian; camera, EliiK

W.

Cairter;

Moniy Pearcc.

ediror;

nsde-

shoTFn in t.on AtiEeles, Feb, 13, '48. Bttnningr lime, 61
Clin Jonlan, . « . ...
>, . v i .Riisbatd Arlen
,.
>...t;.,.i»....,...7etai RORera

WOm.

Jeri-y

spouse.

Miss Stanwyck and 'Van Hcflui, as

broad: comedy teiuehes.
On technical side, film is marked
by .expert lensing and smiBOth editing. Good background score adds to
overall impact.
Herm^

much-iiUed MaiT

MillandTs

...

Pete Kfmmiing
Jane ^'handler..

,

€«smhmv»

Lady

Bremer
Turhan Bey

Lueiile

Elianca

T.iorenzo
I

('oiu)t

(tc

......Jolin Sutton
Oeorjce Tobias

Ui-iHsac...

Jacopo
Zanetta.
D' Albernast

D'Anneci

j k

......

..,.M«rccn Masli
.Uoyd Oorriaan

.

Frit»

Ueber

principally

:

Donald and James MUUcan are okay.
far comedy are Walter Catlett and

Uoyd

Cbrrigan.

.

William Pine and
WilUam Thomas. have given picture
Okay mounting for the market leMing.
and other technical credits
Bng.
measuring up.
oltly occasionally.

•

CagtMl

'

.

A

Yam

concerns a dashing digger of wells,
William lEythe, who returns to scene
of earlier romantic triumphs to find
the' gal he left- bdiind is engaged to
ai) older man. From then on it's just
a question of how much time will be
used up before the couple admit
they'ire still in love.
J^the does as weU as couH be expected With an uncomfortable charaoter. Barbara Britton, femme lead;
Paiva, Minna Gombell, Ian Mc-

Frank McDonald's direction of the
Maxwell Shane-Milton Raison screenplay tries hard to. smooth out the
Pn-kK wandering material but succeeds

.

.

to plot triteness.
'

^•..........Ricliiiiit gFraviR
...wi
Pitt Phelaii

Production trimmings are plenty
.Nanette
lush. John Farrow's direction's top- Kani;!! nw
>^ ...... RosciXi' Karnii
Irtn McDonaltl
flight, pushing Hie action along at the' Pusher
Al sinimoBs
. .Pool Haarejr^
crisp pace required for this sort 61
meller. Photography and editing re"Speed to Spare" measures up tO;
Wit.
flect skUUtti treatment.
all -demands of the action market.
Fast pace and plenty of thrills insure
good reception in the secondary field.
AdveMtures «A
Story IS standard plotting but
Eagle Iiion ireleanft.ot X>eonard S, Ftclcer
freshened considerably, being capably
(Bryan Fby) prodnetlon,: Stars Aituro
Cordova, bncUle Rrenier; fcalnna John played and directed. Richard Arlen is
.Intton, Qeerge Tobtao, Noreen Nasb.,IiIoyd
the daredevil auto-crasher who gives
CorrlKan, F;-itz l^ielwr. Xeator Plava. Di- up that game for the trucking
business
rected by Roberto tiavaldon. Screenplay bywith a friend. Script gives good idea
Crane IVflbur, Waller Bullock, Karen Deof safety practices used by trucking
Wolf; adapted from story hy ^'ilbur; camera, John tireeuhalKh; editor. Lents H;
concerns, negating idea that truck.Sackin; music. Hugo Friedhofer.
Trade- drivers are bulging-muscled
toughies.
shown N. Y. Feb. 10, '45. Bunnln^ time,'
However, for sake of thrills, Arlen
Casiinova
Arturo De C<irdoV]t doesn't knuckle down too well to the

two

offers. Seme

complished heavy in the silkengloved traditiian. Turhan Bey. m.
Casanoya's sideklcl^ registers okay
in his portrait of an, intense patriot.
Femme support is managed competently by Lucille Bremer. Bi a brief
part as a spy parading in plergyman's
garb, George Tbbias contributes some

excel-

Maureen O'SulU'van performs

guard.

productions^

principal characters, wrap
the
up the roles with smooth performances. Heflin gives an expressive
interpretation as the poor, liberal
college professor and lecturer who
falls in love with and marries the
daughter of an industrial giant. The
marriage is wrecked when the girl
uses her wealth to aid her husband;
and only -when she confesses a need
of him does the happy ending occur.
CTharles Cobum is his competent
Richard
self as the industrialist.
Hart does well as the stuffy lawyer
fiance who is tossed over for the poor
prof. Keenan Wynn ably projects
gemi
the opportunist newsca.stcr.
of a small part comes to li'^e in the
hands of Barbara Laage.' Margaret
the American dilletantc. There is no Lindsay, Spring. Byington, Marshall
question but that over $1,000,000 of Thompson aiut others arc capable.
Robert Z. Leonard has guided the
this film's cost" never shows on the
screen. It's reported to have hit near players through their parts with sure
hands in filming the Luther- Davis
the $4,000,000 negative cost.
"Arch" is the first of what must he screenplay. Bronislau Kaper's music
more films to come to evince that, score, the lensing by Joseph Ruttenclose ss we still are to World War U, berg, Irene's costumes, and other
the background can be utilized for production contributions are top

are

roles-

handled.
Elsa Lanchester
lently
(Mrs. Laughton), as a.w4U5ky portrait
painter, is particularly superb. She
can ting* a screwball giggle with
real humor and. draw the most out
of unpredictable doings. Henry Morgan (not the radio comic) is properly lethal as a. hired thug and body-

."Mr; Reckless" is fair thriller tha^
toudon ior- the secondary
market. It wastes too much time on
dialog and coidd have used smoother
continui^, but is a bread-and-butter
meller that will get by.
Plot gives a fast onceover to oilwell workers' occupation. Scripting
is strictly stoek. /There are only a
few high spots of action to give a lift

physique, although his voice and
thesping talents fail to bring authority to the role. Sutton makes an ac-

Fury

Hollywood, Feb.

13,

Fanunount release of William Pine- Wit.
liam Thomas production. Feature.^ Bw""™
Ryan, Buster ( rabbe,
Sheila
Mary Beth BuKhes, i-rank Wilcox. DiScreenplW,
William Berke.
rected by
David, tan*; camera, Bills VT. Carter; editor, Hawart Smitli-, 'rradeshown in LoJ

iDeunlnit,

AiniclW

jntlr.

1%

Blancr I<«»i«, . . i . •
Ktl -Wnrrm
r.ola Tremalne
safety formula, resulting in action Bmller
that
races along under William
Berkc's brisk direction.

Rnnnme

U lehe'd

time.

W

.Denning

^"i'''^,
ItnKicB
Mary Beth

U>"'^"

Sf5 if

There's fisticuffs, runaway trailers,
"Caged Fury" is among the best,
high-expIosives and chases, all with if not the best, of the thrillers
maximum of suspense staging. Arl^ turned out by Pine-Thomas for Paraishows well in the lead and Richard mount release. It's an exciting circus
Travis, as his sane friend, is excel- story, complete nirith snarUng uons.
lent. Jean Rogers, costarred. has a hand-to-hand combat, a fire and an
minimum of footage. Roscoe Kams, auto Chase. It will be a mighty
Nanette Parks, Pat Phelan. Ian Mc- pleaser in the market for which w
Donald, the heavy who gives Arlen is aimed and response should be unmost of his trouble; and PaUl Eteurvey usually good for Saturday nign'>
round out the good cast,
small-town trade.

Although its title might suggest a
amorous episodes, "Adventures of Casanova" skips by romance
for a rousing ptumerand-sabre saga
that'll be wholly acceptable to the
family trade. -Made in Mexico to cut
Paramodnt releada.'oC Richard ^lalbatim the budget outlay, pic makes good
proiUiutron.
-Stnra Rusr Milland, •.Miarlen
William Pine and William Thomas
{.laughton.
Maureen O'Sollivan;. femareis use ot colorful outdoor background.^
William Berke's direction demonGlsa Tjinchester, tieorse Macready. BltJi and effectively integrates hordes of have given film the kind of produchis way
JoluisOn, Hent^ -Morssan. Directed hy Johp
native extras into the action. Film's tion supervision that pays off. Lens- strates that he knows
around an action tale. David Langs
Screenplay, Jonatli/m I.atlinor,
Farr(»\T.
chief appeal, however, wiU be amonj
ing by Ellie W. Carter' is -good, and
from novel by Kenneth FearInK; camera. the jiives
original
script deals with a circus
who'll appreciate the gooc Monty Eearce's editing holds film to
Joltn HettZi editor, Iflda Wan-en; music.
the neafl
which
wild
animal
act
in
horse
opera
yarn. Lack of strong tight 57 minutes.
Victor TouEiK. Previewed in N, v., Feb. 4,
Brog.
man arranges fatal accident for nis
marquee names may limit the pic's
MS; Rtinnlnt; time, tS MINH.
leading lady so he can take on a
/Ray Mllland b.o. potential in key fir.struiis.
UeorKO Stroud..... ....>..
CiMillenjee
.......Charles I^auKhton
Karl Janoth
new love. Scheme works but when
Set in Sicily in 1793 when Italy
Maureen O'HulMvan
2flth-Fox r-ei«iae ot Ben Plvar and Ber
rJeorjrette Stroud
he then tries to get the other male
Steve HaKen.,............UGorce Macrcady was under the Austrian yoke, film nard Small (Reliance) production,
stars member of the trio, he's uncovereo,
^^Rita Johwoa unfolds a tale ot underground
i'auline York
revo- Tom Conway; (natures June Vincent. Rich- makes his escape -and returns a year
.Biiia Lanchester
I.oui«e I'atter.son
ard Suiplior. Directed by Jean YarbrouBh;
Xjaurenz and Leon Lenoir.
....Harold VerniUyca lutionary activity fuU of hard riding, Screenplay by B'rmUc CSruber, Irving Etnun; later for another try, which spring*
Don Ivlausmeyer.
Production values are highgrade, Hoy CorUetle. ....
.Dan ToblB gunplay and dueling. Although plot adapted from orllslnal atorir hy Sapper; actionful
circus
wherein
finale
Henry Alnrgan can't stand too close an examination, camera, HenrKS Robinson; editor, Fred
from the excellent Louis Gruenberg Bill .Womack.....
etc.
.Ricbanl Webb it covers up all illogicalities by gen- Foltslians, ,rr. 'I'rndcslimvn N, T., Feb. lit, catches fire, animals escape,
score to direction and general mount- Nat Sperllnir..,..
Richard Denning pleases in tne
......Tad Van Brunt
'4V. RuqnInK tinie, WHINS,
'Cony Watson.
Abel,
erating an elemental tcn.sion and ex- Bulldoj?
ing.
Fii'iino RUry
i.ity Oold........
Drummond.
male lead, as does Sheila Ryan as
citement.
Whole
production,
from
Luis
.Van
Rootr^n
Vivian
v...
llallpy
Kdwin Orlin.,...,
,,.
^une Vincent chief femme irtterest. Buster Craboe
...... T.loyd (.TorriKun screenplay to direction to thesping,
It .Sonnenberic.
.McKInley
..Richard Stapley is the sulking villain of the piece,
...... Marf;art't l''ield
^^e*-^c-tary.
Alffy Longivanh....,
. .
.John Ncwlnnd
Billion .Second
is geared to sweeping action.
Billings
is his first
..•.Philii) Vsin Zarirtt
tvltty.
Kli'p<\v Ktrlav....
Klly Malyon and Mary Beth Hughes
Getting off on a high note with .S*'ymour ...'.......,*.
Henri r.etondal
,.
Frank Wilcox, and others
Western Electric has reported bill- Antique Dealer...
....'retry Kiibum victim.
DoUKlaa Spencer scenes of guerrilla war, pic soon boils Tti.spector Mclver. ...
Stanley IjOEdu work ««t well.
^
ings of $995,964,000 in 1947, an in- Um-t Finch
.Sergeant Sohubeck.
Leyland Itodsson
down to a conflict between Arturo IJIInky
values are excelienj
Productioq
crease of 63% over 1946 and 132%
Henderson...
,,
.James Fdlrfi
made oi
Paramount has hit upon a top- De Cordova, leader of the Italian pa- Jerome Roberta.
Put Ahrrne and careful ^ise has been
1929, latter being the largest
other action
speed formula and coupled it with triots with a legendary reputation as Arno
Oliver Bloltft circus montage and
pre-war year.
Hou.seley Stcverujon clips that give a gloss beyond budget
a novel melodramatic twist to make a lover, and John Sutton, sraooth- Capt, Sonnenbei-g
Net earnings^ before dividends, "Ihe Big Clock" one of the sure suc- .tongued, black-hearted envoy of the
expenditure. Capable lensing was
Another in the Bulldo,? Drum- by Ellis W. Carter, and Howard
totalled $32,291,000. Corporation paid cesses of the current year. What the Austrian emperor. Incidental romandoctor ordered is in this one-- tic byplay between Gasanov;. and the mond series, "The Challenge" is a Smith did the tight editing. Brog.
out $27,000,000 in drives in '47.
dramatic romantic values, away from
the cops-and-robbers, cloak-and-dagger idioiin.
David Lewis' production and MUetone's direction are matched by the
Srlahy standout bits^ These run from
Mike Romanoff, playing himself, although -this time as boniface of a
pre-war Parisian boite; Feodor
Chaliapin as the chief chef of the
Sheherezade; Roman Bohnen as a
eympathetic medico; Stephen Bekassy as the illrf ated swain who commits mayhem on Miss Bergman; and
other tiptop hits by Curt Bois, J. Edward Brofflberg, Art Smith, John
.

Brog.

drawer.

The Big Cl«ek

series of

The

;

.
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Tornndo Range

university,'

'

Jnmes Brown,

Bonss,
Alan Maflsey; editor. JoI'tevlowed in N. T., Feb. 11.

Lively; ciimoru,

Curl

nVan

Sth

In the

war Harold

first world
is killed,

up and

leaving

joins

Edie to

.-.M»ri>hall

miwi.*....

Terry IViat

.SSlver.......

S!SSV.".. ...... ... ...... .Ru-cH Anna
BUve Clark
g^™,;.

Another in the Eddie Dean oater
closeseries "Tornado Range" hews
ly to the tradition of minor-league
Dialog and plot are
westeins.
Standard, and there are aftaple fiunand fisticuffs to satisfy the
t)!ay

more rabid hoss-opera devBtees as

well as the Saturday matiaee juves.
^Overall, picture staclw up as an
tions.

"war"'
Yarn is woven around
between homesteaders and, rantihers..
story material, incidentally, is becoming threadbare.
Dean has been assigned by the U. S..
land oaice to bring alwut better leUtions between the two factions.
1Wth the usual intrigue sequences

wayi the differences of

out of the

,

worked out satismost important .picture Harold
French has yet directed, and with a
Dean contribs an okay perform- little less restraint and improved,
ance of hard-ridin' and hard-'fightin', camera^ worlc he might have turned
His sidekick, Roscoe Atcs, supplies a good film into
a memorable one.
the comedy relief, while Jennifer
music by Hans May is comThfi
Holt, as the daughter of the ranchmendafole.
Cotte.
leader, George Chosebro, I'urer.<i'
Terry
'nishes the heart interest
SnrprlsMs
l^eosi registers as the leader of the
«imaws, who- seeks ts profit by
OFBfiNCS-MAVE)

Vnyugn

.Puke. IniernatlonarreleKHC of Cooiwratlve
homesteaders and
the'
.matching
Genorale du Cinema Frfuu:MiH-Sviioi)» procattlemen against the other.
duction, ^tare SlnoBl aiid Martins Carol:
Bay Taylor directed to advantage' features Ahxurlce Baauct, Jacquea Henri
In this jerry Thomas production. Duval and, Rene Bourbon. Directed by
Pierre
Prcvert. Sereenplay, Claude Accural,
Iieniing of James Brown, Jr., -makeS'
Jacquea And rierrc Fi-evejri; camera, Paul
gopS use of the outdoor scenery.
Puvint; muaic, .ToTCph KosMa. Previewed
,

in N. Y,
'MINK.,

£f«i*nal Melodies

Feb. 12,

Sunnlntr time, 80

'48.'

.

,

Grim.......

Teddy

Jacques Ilenrl Duval
, .Maurice Baquet
i .

,

.

Ui*undra PiufC.....^.;..
Iluron Gregor.

:i6r«ndl FJlin roleaae of J)JI.J.C. producMikhail ...... i
-HtarH aino Cervl, CaaclUt* aiuiiteJtenrirdot. ...
iBi(n'o,',Dire<tted by Canmlne. Oaflone. Oi>is-.
'Inslteclor Vaudor...;.
'Iiwl K^ry, JilmoKt MnrJgctiiui; «diipttit)on,
.tlon.

.i^inoel

.Yltsoris
.

Ileoronx

.Ii:t1enne

.-.Max nevol
ClKirlca Ijnviajle

OrOHlHfia.
.Rene Bourbon
GtvUone; cuttera, BrM:
I«abeUe Oroaboiff. ^.
.Martina Carol
I.aia7.arl.
At Cinema Itente, S<arinett«.
.....
.....Annette Poivre
Running lime. »!! jIMNS. The
,*. .
Curate i... ...
..Fomanit fiene
.Gino Cen l:
Comnwndant Wngon.
;Orbal
Cfflnclrita MoiitenoBiw
nge
JDuroc.
vX^uoian
Ralmbourg;
........
Lirlaella BeKhl
CoalaiKii Wclwi- Moznrt
Marin .Tacobini MrH. .DuiXHV, .;....4..c.. .... ..Jeanne. ]>ua»ole
Aliliii
Muriii Mozart
Sulilo

Cnnlini,

•ditra-,'

Nicola

To Veb.

Jf.

,

,

J«, '48.

.

•Moiiart
Aloisia

,

>.

,

w.

Ij-i

.

.

.

.

.

. .

:

.

i

Namiina
Haibl.

S.-uUna*

.Tone

Moziivt

Welwr

Siffnora

.Marghej-ita

.

3>tt0!o

.

M02art
.9«M!art «8 tt chiM.,

.........I..uli:l

I'iorrot .... v.

,

Itoberta..
Basnl MUe.*
Eorhizon

St«»P!»

.Lauro- Oazaolo

©(finer
XeoiHiItlu

Chriatlan Bimon
l^heiVHC Dorny

.v.

Mme.. Marguerite. ....••«..
BorlH

.

,

. .

Va rcidi
Lombard

. . .

.Cl'Miro
.'Xico

PerCH
Gerard
Dalfiu

The Grand' Ducheati
.Pierre Pleral
(In Italian; JBnglUh Titles)
"Eternal- Melodies" Is a long-windsentimental biog of the great.
(In French; English Titles)
German composer, Wolfgang AmadeAn amusing bit of Gallic humor,
us Mozart. Despite an maborate pro- "Voyage Surprise"' is a broad comduction facade, the film is a medi- edy that often borders on the fanocre item that'll dampen the rising tastic.
Nevertheless, its situations
liresttge Italian offerings, are cur- are so disarmingly trite and spon*
rently enjoying in the sureseater taneous in some instances that the
trade, Longhair addicts will be- in- film should rate
at least a moderate
terested in the soundtrack record- reception in most art houses despite
ings of cnatches of Mozarfs .symits lack of marquee names.
^
ltbanic and operatic, works.
In authoring a takeoff on- tlie tourtradition,
"following
cliched
a
ist business,
writers Jacques and
ffym traces the tribulations of the Pierre Prevert, plus Claude Accurst/
nuisical genius tlurough a series of
have utilized some amazingly biromantic heartbreaks, illness and
financial
Film depicts zarre scenes. Among them are an
troubles.'
Mozart as dashing off his greatest hilarious ni^ht in a defunct bagnio,
works in the flicker of a femme's an unintentional theatrical perform-'
ance
by a group of sightseers as well
eyelash, naying little attention to the
equally absurd sehistorical facts concerning the com- as several other
;

ed,

.

'

'

.

poser's .life.
Plot chiefly revolves quences.
Plot combines some of the best
around, the triangular affair among
MTozart .and the two Weber sisters, elements of a Hollywood "chase"
one of
he loves and the other fihn augmented with a goodly dash

'

whom

he marries.

As

the composer,

Glno Cervi gives

colorless- portrait that isenerates
nor interest. Conwiita Montenegro, as his faithless
atnour, registers effectively. Luisella

It.

Aeliher credibility

does nicely as the sweet,
adoring wife of Mozart.
Herm.
Bftftbi

'

My

Brother Jonathan
(BSmSH-MADE)
London, Feb.

6.

_^nUie ripturesi reloAse of Assoolulcd
bnllsb Pl(.turp f!»rp.-WttrWlofc 'Ward DroHinrs 0uleie Gray, Mlehael Deiilson, Koiiiilii Hownrd. Steiihen ilucray,
DI-

.flltetrai.
.

rettea
l<cmio

novfl

.

fcy

Murold KVntoH.

T..

,|j(,rrtiui,

Ailriiin

hr

.VraiicLs

Brett

'

II'iHHp;. mu.^lf.

,

1?'

Mm,

<>ai!t
riau,,,.,,

W..Hainiiiomi

PJi^Mnrtyn
SiJ

'fnw'nli

irimMns..

wSE^i^ nolMvs

.T.

Morse...,...,
"iiy DiiUera.
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Sci-eenpliiy

Uv

AUnlrton from
Young. IMltor,
Hand- May; onmeni,

uerlck Wllltawo. At St«dl» One.. I..(«Hlon,,
Feb.. 5, MS. Kunnlns time, 10(1 MINS.
JMiutImn Vi'Mm-s
Michael nonl.,ioii
naclrel Hnmmond
"Dulcie Grav
,
-SaVoM piikevs
Ronald Howard

. .

,

..Deamond

j!.'"''i"ai'...
H,„.„i,,

v^r,"
JomiK

.Stephen Ma^a^•
jf,,„ f,,,„.j
Flnlny Cunle
Beatrice CaniDbell
Arthur Yonni;
Rohertaon Justice
.lames HiiylCv
peter Murroy
JesBlea .Ipeiicei-

\nrtyn
sR.'
jnt S'"f*>"»

J'eny

Kavley
Wylle 'Walfon
Hll,)„

,

""""^y

Adaptation

Francis
Brett
adult and enis
well acted and
Sood business, de-

of

joungs grim novel

S

rtl^TiP'"^-

^

,

Newliiii?

j^j^^ Oondftln
Pfiix Dee'innl?
r. stuiirt IJmiKill
Avlce Landone

aiee Mai-lyn

is

marquee names.

..f*^?

to

thcatrct

suit

U.

It

S.

of intrigue supplied
ists." Picture's title

Anne-Marie, their ddeijt dauehter. .. ....
Marianne Gyllenhummar
Andero Benst, the miller. ... ..?.Ivar Kaxe
Hanna, his wife....
.Gurii LindRtruin
Gunnar, tlielr son.
.Sture Dlcvl'
.

{"Oon't Give Up")

(SW£1HSH-MADE)
Svenak Fiiniludustri release of FribeiKs
FIlinh.vrpau and Kamisiia Teaterh.prodiK'tlon.
Stars Nils PoDpe, AnnalLsa Jlricason;

Ouby Stenlierg, Ulla SaUert, KurtHulatci), Sigee. Fyrst, ,Sti« Jarrel.
Ijy LaTs-Kric ICjeUgrrCn. .Screenplay

features

Arno

M-

rcH'teO

by Poppc,
lit

haaed on the Stanley liuplno
"I.ady Behave"; cjimera, Gunnar
A.i
(.'hina,
StockhQlm.
Kunning
MltfH.

Galli
Son.la...

.Annalisa Ericson
.'..Galiy Stenberp

operettii,
Fisclicr,
tlijie.

IV.le.

.Nils

Ylva

.Fiiti

,

Allan ..............
i

. . i .

Poppe
.^nllwl

.Karl-Ariio Holston

Albert
Vallc.

Bisee Fyrst

Dl^ctor.

.

.Stl(f Jarrel
.Nils Jncobssou

...

Manager .................... Folke Hanvrin
Anclre.

.

,

A

Swedish

.Arne .lilitilblad
:Margit Atidellus
.

Secretary ......... . ...
Jack.

. .

,

,

^''"ited to become a great
*° '"arry Edie.
bc^"'t li's father's suddP«
^^'^ desire to l^cep hts
to^thnv^"' ""^^
siiJLr''"*

S=

"

nw>ther

''^'^

m

their

hI

former home and

AU

and

direction

camerawork

spoil this drama. Dealing with some
risciue situations, film's story doetn't
have much to recommend it in first
place. Esther Boeck-Hansen, cast in

the principal femme role, is badly
photographed. "Sjatte Budet" may
have a chance in Sweden as the re^.
an exploitation campaign, but
its- prospects in the foreign
marts

suit of

are

nil.

At Mrd'aSOer" ("I Am 'With You")
(SWXIHSU-lHanK). Sveimk Film release ot atudlo. Film Production. Stnrs Victor Seastrom, Rune X.indstcDm; features.
K;irin Ccderstrom, Nils TKtbigrea, Akc I'ridell, Carl StiDin.
Directed tiy Gostel Stevens.
Sci-eenplay, Stevens and l^indatrom;
'

camera, Ake Dahlqntat. At SPeeeln, Stock,
holm. Banning time, «4 MI1K8,

'

.iJrhst

filmusical,

Bl'unraan

"Tappa Inte

Another film starring 'Victor Seastrom, with story dealing with the
life
of
Swedish ndissiOnaries in

Sugen," will be a merry click at the Africa. Most of the picture was shot
Fi-iliol liilUtuiBt
Scandinavian b.o. and has great pos- on location in Africa last fall. Camerawork of Ake 33ahlquist stands out,
of the Council., Carl Deurell sibilities for the world market as
Crazy Dars
AlROt LarsBou
Entire picture reflects the ex- especially in the outdoor scene; of
w«ll.
The Minister...
Josua Beng:.tsfion
cellent woidc of Nils Poppe, who is Rhodesia and the Zambesi ,river.
starred in his o^^n adaptation of the Film should do well in Sweden and
(In iSiuedisfi; English Title."!) '••
Stanley Lupino operetta, "Lady Be- has mild chaijees-.-over8eas. Winq.
Without Edvard Pers.son, chubby have."
_
Swedish clown, this would be an
"J« BeaD: Voyage" (^'The Beautiful
Yarn is built around Poppe, whose Tlip")
insipid comedy. With the comic .go(ITItl'lNCIi-MAnU).
CPLF rerole is that of a great actor. Script leiise of Gftumonl Gelia pnjdueflun. Stars
ing through his familiar antics, it is
is chiefly an outline of his life, his
Pierre Richard WlUm, RenHe Saint Cyrt
fairly palatable judged by foreign
marri:.ge and career. As a sub-plot, lotdiires Andre Valmy,' X«ara Diana. .At
screen comedy standards. Plenty of
RunnlnB time,
1<M
-several sequences are woven in I'ariimount, Pearls.
•
old, laborious slapstick is strutted
Mim.
out for this picture, but despite this around an unknown actress who
wants to be a star. Performances
Persson puts it over.
Extremely weak in every respect,
deftly reflect the film'!s spirited .pace
Story is one of those things. It hasunder the neat direction of Lars- ''Le Beau 'Voyage" is an amartieurish
Persson as the amiable vUIage tailor,
Erlq KjeUgren, who made his meg- tale of a pianist who meets a'girl on
who would like to make more' money ging
Shipboard. She's bound for Australia
«
debut with this picture.
(sinee he has eight children) but
Poppe acquits himself admirably to marry an ex-convict who benever seems to get ahead or care if
as
the male -lead while his co-star, friended her in her «arly struggles.
he doffs or not. He bids for .a flour
Direction, photography and acting
Annalisa
•Ericson,
alio
scores
as
his
mill, and miraculou.s]y the -town's
are of poor quality. Andre Valmy
richest man ultimately agrees to ad- wife. Gaby Stenberg as the unknown
helps to .some :extent with a fair per.
vance the money tp swing the deal. actress who strives to better her formance.
French market is limited
There's much patter arbout the professietoal stattwe contributes a
for this one and the ovenseiis outlook
wealthy landowner forcing Persson fine nei^ormanee. Supporting' play-Moai.
nil,
is
,
Wing.
to marry off- his daughter to the ers measure up.
former's son, but nothing comes of
"liolte »i .Jflrftan'* ("Iioilo, the Tramp")
The Inn!ieei»r
The Chairman

-.

—

.

,

it..

.,•.'

•„..•...

,

Ktingsfllm -production and tele«ae; Stars 3!lot Ahrle; {eaturea
Viktor Andorsson, Erik .'Berslund. A«n«ta
I'rylz, Lasse Kruntz, YuKve Nord'vall, Alagmi8 Kcaster. Dirtoted by Goata. Werner.
Screenplay, Arne Mohrens; .namera. ICarlErlk Alberts. At Astoria; Stockholm, Bun<

Supporting cast is merely standard, 'With all acting laurels' going to

Camera

Persson.

Themaenius

is:

work

by

Sven

okay. Gunnar Olsson's

Weor.

direction. is okay.

nine; tline,
.•'l,o

Rallar«

MAltK).

'

t^anima

(SWEDISH-MADE)
Svensk Filmlntiu^tri production
lea.se,

Stai's,

Victor

Seastrom,

and

.Tolin

re*
Kli!-

Gunnel Brostrora; feiiturcs BeiiRt
Elklund, Sven Maprnuesqn, Bh-gar A.s,tinler,

Hogei, Keve HJWm, Insra Lanrlere,
Borthen. Direcled liy Arne AlattsScreenploV, Oile Tjyonsberf;, Rune
Lindstrom, based on lijiler's novel, "Nordanvlnd"; camera, Martin liudin; music. K.
Kckert'-Lundin.
At K(,da Kvarn, Stockholm. Runnine time, 108 SUNS.
Stora Ballpner. ............ . Victor Seastrum
VoJfrW.
.John liflf Strom
Vlktorlai
.Gunnel .Brostrom
-Amos..
.Hen{Et ^Iklund
.Dynamite ................. .-Sven Map;nusHon
Fabian Bred
Btfser Asandej;

San Miirlnn" ("The
Marino") (1TAI.IAN-

St<try,

Zavattini and: Cottafavi; camera, Arturo
At
Gallea; music, Antonio Cicognini.
Sple-ndore and: Bernini, Rome.
'Kunnlng
time, 81! M'IN'S.
.

'

In«rrid

son.

.

'.

'.

Akc

Calle-Vill«.

Grollbcvfc'

Baptist-Anders.- ...*.'-*.. ......Axel
Natan-..'.
Hildur... ..

..Keve
,

.Xnga

,

Black Bear...

.Tngrid

Borthen

Svcta Hoist

Stina..

Film pi'oduced in Milan, and story
of a Nazi officer whose sadistic nature' is transformed by illness, has
little to commend it.
Only Anna
Magnani -gives, as usual, a poignant
performance. Not likely for U. S.
Film deals with some prostitution
scenes so realistically, it won't pass
Quati
U. S. censor anyway.

Hogel
Ii.lelni

I,andgre

..Sven

Bergvall
.Har:^ Ahlln

Cninpo ItO" ("Clirlstmaa
119")
(ITAIiTAN-MAlJE).
Film release of K."£celsa-AniatoDe Sica-Falirizi production. Stars Aldo
"Nntnle al

at

'M MINS.

ill

Generalein.e release oi Film
jiroduction.
Sta.rB Anna
Matfby Vittorio Cottafavi.
Zavattini;'
screenplay,
Ce.sare

Directed

nani.

strom,

AxH

Scoiimvlnln
uH San

Unknown

("lUHroad Workers")

.

(SIVKDISH-MAIW).

Camp

iVlinerva

Directed "by .Pletro Francisci.
Galdieri;
OrlKinal
stary
by. Michele
screenijlay by Galdieri, Francisci. FaFiibvizi.

a story of a corjporation
believes his employees do
their best to cheat the firm. He decides to use. a tramp, to exp<>se the
wrongdAers. He has faith In toe
This

head

is

who

'

tramp's honesty but views his own
personal friends with distrust. While
the idea may be itood material for
a comedy, it just doesn't tomb oft

under

Gosta

direction.

Werner's

Film's chances are limited to the
Scandinavian mart only.
,

RankVi
CaBtinned from page 3

{

transmission; and audience reaction
to the technique of presentation.
Programs will be piped from the
BBC tele studios at Alexandra
Palace, London, and from Rank'*
studio at Pinewood to Cinema Television's reoeiving and re-transmitting station at Crystal Palace. Latter spot will also serve for further
film transmissions, interviews ano

brizl; cAmera, Mario Bava and Augusto
One of the top Swedish b.o. pix of TieKzl; .score, franccaco I.,avasnino;
the year, "Rallare" is a fine film ver- songs, Blxlo ami Danzl. At Corso, Mosion of the Rune Lindstrom novel derno and Miirgherlta, Borne. Running
which dealt with an important phase time, 90 MtNB.
Performances are generally fair. in Swedish history railway conEpisodic story, with flashback seCast p r o j e c t s the film's satirical struction . during the last century.
quences in which seven Italian war
flavor with a gay Mardi Gras aban- Picture is a salute to the workei-s
prisoners, natives of different towns ahnoimcements.
don, Sinoel sparkles as the irre- who were called "Rallare."
(Rome,
Naples, Florence, Venice,
untutored,
with a
sponsible tour conductor. His grandThese men were
Theatres using programs will be
Milan. Bologna and a small Sicilian
sons and assistants, Maurice Baquet liking for liquor and an eye lor the
village),
remember, during one the Odeon, I.eicester Sq.; Odeon,
and Jacques Kenri Duval, also con- women. Leading the husky giants Christmas Eve, an episode of their Marble Arch; New 'Victoria anu
vince, especially in tlie romantic are John Elfstrom and 'Victor Seacivil life.
Each, episode, acted in' a Haymarket, all in London's West
Latter is seldom seen in
passages. Martine Carol, daughter of 'strom.
different town, is scored by a local End.
Odeon at Swiss Cottage and
rival -tour promoter Rene Bourbonj films of late but when he does apfolksong.
Songs are fine, but plots Lewisham Gaumont, both in the
while pear he invariably turns in a top
decorative
is
pleasantly
are vapid and uninspired.
Appeal suburbs, will also take on the airers.
Story calls for few
Etienne Decroux is a sinister revolu- performance.
is only for Italian-born audiences.
tionist constantly in. quest of some femme parts, but Gunnel Brostrom
Rank will use the instantaneous
Pietio Francisci's direction' is fair,
pleasant
lend
decand Inga Langre
crown jewels.
but the photography, as the screen- method in preference to the film inDirection of Pierre Prevert keeps oration. "Veteran cameraman Martin play, often frustrates many of
his termediary stage of theatre tel<the humor moving at a clumsy pace. Bodin skillfully handled the lens. efforts. The real strength of the picStandard anticipated is between 900
Winq.
Paul Paviot's lensine is good. Proture is in the male east, above all,
and 1,200 lines. For the time being,
duction mountings are quite modest.
with Aldo Fabrizi. His performance
Gilb.
is highly vivid.
Femmes are weak. projectors will be installed at the
front of balconies with direct conQuat.
Oredelin
trol from the standard projection
ICianoo
II
Brown
and
Aunt
Green,
("Aunt
"T.u Cionilola <lel Uiuvulo"
("Devil's booth.
("Xlie White Devil")
Aunt Lilac")
Gondola"! (iTAUAN-ItlAnE).
Scalera
(ITALIAN-MAUE)
releo,8e and production.
Capt. A. G. D. West, director of
(SWEDISH-MADE)
Features l.orcRome, Jan. 23.
(luiia. Carlo T..o'3nbardI, Xino Paveae, Al(COLOR)
Cinema-Television, is calling for an
i,ro(incti(m'.
fredo Varelli, Krminio Spalla.
Fihn reloaae ari(l
Directed
ISlanenti
Svensk Filinindustri prwiuction and re- bv Carlo Ca.mpogaillani.
Screenplay. exchange of ideas between the IT. S.
.Stars ItOB.'itino Briv/.xl, Annctic Bach, RolFeatures Brita Bi'unius. Klsa Eblie- Marcello PaiUori; camera,
Mario Alber- and England as being "obviously
dano I.upi: features Jbea Padovani, Harry lease.
Christensson, Kinar Axeisson,
een,
Irma
Directed by Nuiwio
telli; music. R«nzo Kossellini.
At OlyinFt'inl, Mario Ferrari,
Anders Borje, Ern.st Brunman, SIkbc Fyrst, pia and Odescalchi, Rome.
Running profitable."
Oriirlnul story by Gaspare
MUIaHonima.
Anders AndeliuB, .Kate Klilors, Morn NaeCAtnldo; screenplay, (Jatnldo and Malu- sund. Directed by Rune Lindstrom. Screen- time. DO MINS.
"It will help in the very necessary
aonuna; camem, Kodolto Ijombardi: muaic, play by LInaatroiii, based on story by Elsa
At Supercincnia and Beskow; camera (Technicolor), Gunnar
Kzio Carabella,
Routine cloak-and-dagger melo- standardization ot eguiinnent," West
Adriano, Rome. Running time IWI M1N8. Fischer; music, I,Uiebor Soderlundh,
At drama set in ancient 'Venice. Scalera declared. While America had done
X^rlnce Mdwani J
tia>.„«
i>....»..i
RunitinS time, fit owns a small studio in 'Venice.
Stockholm.
Branzi
Spei^eln,
Rosaano
Un- a good deal with color, "Britain's,
The IVhitc Devi! I
Annette Bach MISS.
<V,untesa Olga...
likely for U, S. but may do for standard of black and white is unHohiivnii I.upl
Cfin'ernor Alexis....
Quat.
Latin -American audiences.
surpassed," he added.
.I,cH J'jKloVanI
Kiiti(iii.>iha
First Swedish film in Technicolor
.Harry FclKt emerges as an entertaining nursery
fol. Ktiinlkow
One U. S. experiment in theatre
"llufrat Geinrer" ("Coun.sellor Geipror"
Mario l.'orru ri
'l'<,feaiior H,va
talc for children. While the picture (A1-,STRIAN MAI>H). Sachtt Film Co. re- tele fizzled last week for other than
Frjuicioli
...V riii.il ndo
Wa«.<iiil.:
lesise
of
Willi
Forat
production.
Stars
Paul
short
offer
much
is
too
to
probably
\'ltlorio .^imiiiolt
,luiii\
technical reasons. RKO fanfared a
ltoerbi«er, liana Moser, Maria Anderganl,
appeal overseas, domestic business Scenrn'io,
Martin rtista, liana WollT; musii.. tryout at its ."iSth street theatre
This is a big-budgeted costume will be excellent especially from the Hans T.an^'! camera, Rolf Tcsey, I>adlslaus (N. Y.) but hurriedly called off the
Hw.ntc.
Directed by 'Wolff.
molodrama, combinirts love, vio- matinee trade.
tester when NBC refused to permit
Pictures made e.-ipressly for .iuvelence, intrleuc and pageanlry. Likely
This makes excellent entertain- use of itiS program.
for Italian and Latin-Amorican pop- nile audiences are rarely undertaken
.

—

Tant Gran, Tani Brun
Oeh Tant

IMnvolo

.

,

>

in England in thr
Since boyhood Jona-

set

is.

e,^i°''V

fh"f

during the war, story

depicts search of an elderly man for
his lost daughter, of whose existence
he learns through perusal of government documents.
ends happily,>
including his finding an old love.

Poor

Tappa InA« §ugen

.Sven Bcinviill
Ernst "Weilton

by "revolution- Hag«r
stems from a Blom

tour promoted by a travel agent
(Sinoel), 'Whose customers are fascinated by the idea of 'taking pot luck
on a vacation trip rather than going
or a jaunt with a planned itinerary.

ful in 'Vienna

the film's story considerably. With
Maass.
a tint precedent,, now established,
other Swedish filmmakers no- doubt
"SJtttte
Bndet" ("sixth Conunandwill rush to produce pictures in the menf'^ <»Wi<U>IllUI.M4»l':). Kuiigslilm
same medium. This film, incident- release of' Stellan Claeaaon pvorluctiun. Feaally, reportedly will be entered in tures .Ksther lt<)<.<;k-,Ilari,scii, Stliv .Tnrrel,
l4terid Bacjclin, Laurltz l-'all;. Coyla t'eder*
the Children's Film Festival sched- luhd,
Irma I'hrialcnsi-'an. liiii,
liv .laruled to be held at the Bath Assem- .relj.. Screeniilay, Arno M'l-hrcu.s: ci'nnem,
bly,' England,
the «id of April. Waller Boberff. At RiKolctio, Stockholm.
Event is sponsored by thte Rank Or- Runnine time. Hi .MINK.
ranization.
Winq.

.

Squire Sten
ln»vnr, his son.

Based on a play very success-

ment.

'

;

...Kobcii:
.

Swedish studios. However direcRune Lindstrom has done a first-

:

C.'nccju

Florence ....,.......'....«.... tiecllia

.....
Sav«» RU-hard
(^rmthier ...>..,..

Carlo Barbettl,

fights to

B«n Glad« Skr«dd»rt»n

iiis

fectorily.

.

who

. .

both groups are

.

the White Devil,

(son of late Leslie Howard)
best performance to date,
and Stephen Murray is good. As
("The nappy WiM")
JEaie, Beatrice Campbell plays' her
(SWEraSU-MADE)
first important part, and is adequate.
."(Sonta)''.'."
JNunierohs smaller roles are played
Spandia Pilma imdnetion and release.
W'i'th ^ distinction, including Mary StaiB Bdvard PersKon. Directed by Gunnar
Sven Ttiennaenloua;
Claire, Finlay Currie, J. Robert- Olaaon.: Camera.
son. Justices Josephine 'Stuart, E. mualv, Alyar Eraft. At Filth Aveuw>. Playhouse, N. T., HtarUngFeb. 7, '48, Bunnlng
Stuart Lindsell, Avice Landone, .tim«, ,»|!'aUN8.
S<mA Groves, Beatrice Varley, Paul Soren, the tailor. ....... ..Edvard Persson'
Pansell and James Hayter. It's the Boel, hfa wife
..Ulm Peraaon

gives

Ihis particular

'

lier,

deliver his province from the despotism of a cruel governor. When
the outlaw finally taJtes off his white
mask, p e o p le recognize Prince
Mdwani, who seemed so obsequious
Irirth, committing her baby son TOny to the tyrpjnt
and interested only in
to Jonatlian's care.
He marries clothes and quadrilles.
Rachel, and they bring up Tony as
As the White Devil, Rossanb Braztheir own son. Story is told in fla^- zi, .now under contract to David O.
back when O^ony, now a grown man, Selznick, lacks fire. Annette Bach
learns the truth.
is also miscast as Olga, the Prince's
In his first Starring part, Michael fiancee. Lea Padovani, promising
Denison gives a good account of young Italian actress, is very at*,
himself.
Best acting comes from tractive as Katiousha, the governor's
Dulcie Gray. She has no chance for mistress, even though she's badly
histrionic fireworks, but she strikes photographed. Roldano Lupi gives a
the ri^lit sympathetic note and solid characterization of Governor'
maintains it throughout.
"
Ronald Alexis.
Quat.

Howard

average flMeir for the jiction' situa-

,

is

in

tor

class job in bringing his O'wn screenplay to celluloid; Cast in the title
roles are Brita Brunius, Slsa EbbeSet in the Cauca.sus, in 1850, action sen and Irma Christensson.
concerned with a mysterious cavaExcellent Technicolor
enhances

ibear their illegitimate child.
Once
Roacoe Ates again Jonatlian proves his love for
ftniUfer Holt his brother by marrying Edie, alGeoree Chesebro though' he is now deeply in love
Bni SIttVTO with another. Edie dies in childKeed

f^SH "

1

Jr.:

tinil

Cl>'"lt.

BKvmws

VUJM

younger brother Harold at the ular taste, it's too slow-moving
condemns him to a half not lavishly enough mounted and
for
Jerry Tlioma» pro- share in a poor medical practice in large exploitation in U. S.' However,
s-iirlB Lion rele.iso o(
a dreary industrial town. Further picture has some values
Ktiirs KtWle Dean; features KoHc'oe
for the
DI- blow is Edie
Chesebro.
George
Uoli,
Jennirtr
falling in love with American market.
i^S?
Willi«m
^«tml brKW 'l-tty'^. Scrwnplay,
Harold.
his
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Pl«it]f of

Hol^vers Bop

Louisiana'-Revue $22,000
In Omaha Despite Cold

L. A. Biz;

Omaha, Feb.

Vengeance' Dim 36G, Hlfalk' 23G, 3d;

Tisa'DrabmWLiish33G,in2d
Los Angeles,' Feb, 17.
Film theatres still are in the doltlrums locally and a very light week
is in prospect with only one new
"Woman's
This newcomer,
toil].
Vengeance" looks to hit only a slight
$36,000 in four theatres, way off. Sec"Cass Timberlane" iS finishing its
run with $29,500 for fourth sesr
Second and
sion in three spots.
blowoff round for "My Girl Tisa" is
heading for thin $28,000 in three
houses, While third week of "Ends o€
Earth" is lots better with $27,000 in

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ....
$717i00«
(Boscd on 24 theatres)
.fTlS.OOO
Last Year
iBased on IS theatres)

"Walk Alone"

locations.

Boston, Feb.

Key

Man-

District

tres, chiefly first runs,

Estimates for This

Turtle'

Week

.

(Tristates) (3,000; 20-85)

Hep Hare

Week

Bequent-rari.'
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&SEluemenfeld) (826; 65-$l)W'Sleep,
Love" (UA) (3d wk). Finals at
$3,000i Last week, nice $4,700.

My

Paramount

Cleveland, Feb. 17.
are being made by

65)— "Sleep,

Good showings

(Tristates)

My

(2,800;

others,
'527,000.

iusle"

Philadelphia, Feb. 17.
Break in severe cold weather and
new product are putting extra life
into film biz here currently. Top
money is going to "Voice of Turtle,^'
sturdy at the vast Mastbaum but best
showing likely will be made by
^Bishop's Wife" which is terrific at
smaller^ Karlion.
Vlf
the „mueh
Winter Corner" also shapes up as
husky at the Goldman, "High Wall"
is solid at the Earle, while "Night
Song" looks nice at the Boyd.
Estimates for This Week

16-

Carnegie Hall" (UA) (2d wk) and
Satis'I Walk Alone" (Par) (m.o.).
Last week, "Car.*
factory $7,500.
negie Hall" (UA) and "Heartaches"

'

(EL), thin

$6,800,
Estimates for. Tbis Week
16-65)—
(865;
State (Goldberg)
Allen (RKO) (3,000;. 55-70)—"If •Gangster" (Mono) and "Merton of
you Knew Susie" (RKO) (2d wk). Movies" (M-G). Big $7,000 or near.

.

:

others,, o'n

stage, big

•

$35,000.

Upteter -(Indie)
55-70)—
(1,300;
"Upturned Glass" (U). English pix
look big here with resulting $8,000.
Last week, "Black Narcissus" (U)
and "Action Slander" (U) (3d wk),
$3,500.

Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80 )—
"Meant For Me" (20th) and "Dangerous Years'' (20th) (m.o.). Very
powerful $8,500. Last week, "Sierra
Madre'' (WB) and "Campus Honeymoon, (Rep)« sock $9,000.
Keumoredndie) (900; 40-80)—
"Panic" (Indie). Film ruled out by
Boston censors for Sunday showings,
but attendant publicity drawing
-

plenty of biz for this Tri-color
50-$1.25)— French film.. Great $6,000 or near
wk). figured likeljr. Last week, "Shoeweek. Shine" (Indie) (6th wk), $2,000.
.

Last week, "Killer McCoy*' (M-G)
and ."Renegade Girl" (Indie) (2d
wk), fine $5,200,

(WB)

Aldine

"Unconquered"

Okay

(1,303;

•

(Par). (8th
$12,000 after $14,000 last

Arcadia
50-95)—
(S&S)
Menmrial (RKO) (3,000; 40-80)—
(700;
My Love" (UA) (2d run): "Senator Indiscreet" (U) and "Bel
Last week, "T-Men" Ami" (RKO). Looks solid at $27,000,
$5,000.
Last week, "Gentleman's Agreement"
(EL) (2d run), about same^
(4th Wk), wow $15,000.
(20th)
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94) -^"Night
Metrotiolitan (M-F) (4,367; 40-80)
Song" (RKO). -Nice $24,000. Last
"Voice Turtle" (WB) and "Chalweek, "Woman^s Vengeance'-' (U)
lenge" (Mono). Socko $30,000 looms.
(2d wk), only $14,500.
week, "Meant for -Me" (20th>
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-94)—"High Last
(20th),
and "Dangerous Years"
Wall" (M-G). Solid $28,000 ot neat. $28,000.
Last week, "I. Walk Alone" (Par)
Orphenni (Loew) (3,000; 40-80)—
(4th wk), big $16;000;
(U A) and "Woman Tan"Intrigue"
,
Erlanger (Goldman) (l,800;'50-g4) gier" <Col). Brisk $25,000. Last week
—"Cass Timberlane" (M-G) (3d wk). "Swordsman" (Col) and "Mary Lou"
Fancy $20,000 after $26,000 last week. (Col), $22,000.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)—"Meant
"Dangerfor Me" (20th) (3d wk). thin $10,- "Meant for Me" (20th) and
000 in 5 days after modest $19,000 ous Years" (20th) (m.o.). Smash
$17,000. Last week. "Sierra Madre''
for second.
and "CalWpus Honeymoon"
(WB)
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94) (Rep), samei
^
—"If Winter Comes:' OVT-G). Husky
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-80)— "In$25,000 or near. Last week, "Tycoon"
trigue" (UA) and "Woman Tangier"
(RKO) (3d wk), oke $13,000.'^
Good $14,000. Last week,
(Col).
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94) "Swordsman" (Col) and "Mary Lou'
—"Bishop's Wife" (RKO). Terrific (Col), $10,000.
at '$20,000. Last week, "Prince- pf
Translux (TrajlslUx) (900; 30-74)—
Thieves" <C6l), thin $6,000.
"Ghost Frankenstein" (U) and "Son
Keith's ^(Goldriian) (1,300; 50-04)— Dracula" (U) (reissues). Big $6,000.
"Daisy Kenyon'l. (20th) (2d run). Last week, ."Congorilla" (Indie) and
Fair $5,500. Last Week, "Always To- "Bqrneo" andle) (reissues), $5,600.
gether" (WB) (2d run), $9,500.
Afastbaum (WB) (4,3Q0; 50-94)—
"Voice ol -Turtle'^ (WB). Bobust 200,000 Back at Work
$30,000. Last- week, "Sierra Madre"
"Sleep,

Mild

:

—

on stage. Film drawing nice
Last week;, "If You Knew
plus Art l^ooney orch,

(RKO)

Gene Sheldon,

Phiily Standout

$10,000. Last week, "I Walk Alone"
(Par), $10,500.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)—

Pine $9)500 following husky $16,000
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 80Hipii (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)r—
f 1.50)—"Bishop's Wfe" (RKO) (8th "Voice of Turtle*' TWB); Clevelander
wfc-6 days). Final 6 days of upped
price run near; $8,000; Last -week, ex' EleaAoT Parker helping this one to
Last 'week. "Sierra
stout $22,500.
cellent $8,700.
Chinese (Graumari-WC) (2,048; 60- Madre" (WB) (2d wk), oke $14,00Q,
55-70)-^
Lake (Warner)
(800;
"Woman's Vipngeance" (U).
$1)
Slight $9,000. Last week, "Relent- "Sierra Madre" (WB) (ra.o,). MiW
Last week, ."Swotdsmaii"
less" <Col) (2d wlt-6 days), $6,600. $3,500.
Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)— (Col) (m.o.), $3,200.
Mall
(Communit:^)
(570; 55Lower
"Double Life" (U) and ."Fighting
70)—"Torment" (Indie). (2d wk).
lUad" (Mono) (2d,wk). Okay $3,500.
Reasonable $4,000 on top of satisfyI^iast week; trim $5,400.
Downtown. (WB) (1,800; 60-$!)— ing $5,800 for la.st round. 55-70)—
"If
OWo (Loew's) (1,200;
"My Girl Tisa" (WB) (2d wk). Close Winter
Comes". (M-G): (m,o.). About
to $10,000. Last weejt, thin $11,300.
Last week, "KanDowntown Music Hall (Blumen- average $6,000."Sundown"
(FC) (releldj (87i;60-$l)-T-"Slee£),JVIy Love" san" (FC) and
issues), surprising $7,500.
<UA) (3d wk). About $6,500. Last
65-90)—"Out of
Palace
(3,300-,
week, thin $9,000,
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)— Blue" (EL) plus Duke Ellington
Very hearty $33,000.
"Cass Timberlane" (M-G) (4th Wk). orch on stage.
Trouble" (Col)
Closing at $8,500. Last week, ' good Last week, "I Love
.with Vaughn Monroe orch on stage,
$10,300.
El Bey (FWC)
60-$l)— great $51,000.
(861;
State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)—"I
"Smugglers" (EL) and "Untamed
Alone'; (Par). Rousing $22,000.
Walk
Fury" (EL) (2d wk). Okay $3,000.
Last week, "If Wintes Comes"
La-st week, brisk $5,100.
lukewarm $14,500.
Esquire (Rosener) (685; $1.20)— (M-G),
Stillman (Lofew's) (2,700r 55-70)
"Beauty and Beast" (Indie) (5thi
"Cass Timberlane" (M-G) (m.o.)
wk); Down -to $2,000. Last week.
(3d wk). Nice $7,50O after $10,500 for
Bice

'

,

'Bishop s $20,000

Okay

Love" (UA).

.

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$l,10)—
"Personal Column" (UA) plus Three
Sims, Don Cummings, Sue Ryan,

:

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
Night Song'' (RKO) and "Lone
Wolf London'' (Col). Stout $7,500.
Last week, "I Love Trouble" (Col)
and "Prince of Thieves" (Col),

all new offerings this week as a
result of break in rugged weather.
Duke Ellington's band, teamed with
"Out of Blue," is creating most of
the excitement at Palace although "I
Walk Alone" looks big at State.
Voice of Turtle" is snappy at Hipp.

.

.

$6,200.

Estimates for Th'S

Belmont (FWC) (l,532r 60-$l)—
"Smugglers" (EL) and "Untamed
Fury" (EL) (2d wk). Down to $2,000.
La.st week, good $4,900.
Beverly (FWC) (80-$1.50)— "Gentleman's Agreement" (20th) (7th wk6 days). Closed advanced price run
at smart $5)200. House now sub-

17.

Another break in the weather
over the weekend hypoed -all spots,
most of them filled with new bills
"Voice of the Turtle" at the Met is
doin'g big biz. ''Intrigue" looks Solid
at State and Orpheum. "Senator Was
Indiscreet" shape; better than expected at the Memorial. "Personal
Column" plus stageshow is giving
RKO Boston a nice week.
Estimates for This Week
AstorX Jay cocks) (1,300; 40-80)—
'Bisihop's Wife" (RKO) (8th wk).
Still nudging staunch $13,000 after
$15,000 for last session.

orch, Hoosier Hotshots, others. Big
Last week, "Pirates Mon$22,000.
(U) and "Invisible Wall",
terey"
(20th)v nice $11,300 at 65c top.

In Cieve„

stanza.

.

.

"Louisiana" (Mono) plus Village
Barn revue on stage with Tiny Hill

also is

doing well at $23,000 in third frame,
houses. "Bishop's Wife" ends
Tipped scale run with $8,000. in. six

mciudina

N. y.)
Total Gross Same Weeir
$3,276,000
Last irear
(Based on 22 cities, 206 theatres)

helping.

Orpheum

City Grosses

Estimated ittal Grost
$2,71,7,«00
This Week
(Based on 20 cities, 201 thea-

.

two Par

days of eighth

Tristates

ager William Miskell's unorthodox
holdover of "Carnegie HaH" at
Omaha surprised. Picture sagged
badly at opening but Miskell figured
it would sell itself if held a second
It's doing better now with
session.
"Walk Alone," added on moveover,

fine

two

'Senator a niinl Party fith$27j

Song" and "Lone Wolf in

"Night

,j4ondon."

Broadway Grosses

ond and final frame of "Double Life"
looks okay $33,000 in six houses;

Hub Heats Up; Turtle Snappy $3|

17.

Despite the cold and icy streets,
the Orpheum is doing big biz with
"Louisiana" plus the Village Barn
Revue including Tiny Hill band,
Hoosier Hotshots and other acts.
The Brandeis-too is doing okay with

Frisco Biz Dips;

WLowM

^

San Francisco, Feb. 17.
Boxoffice -take this stanza
is
sharply oflE, with exhibitors blaming
over-extended holdovers. Big^ bally
on Kathryn Grayson and Johnnie
Johnston
sion

at

is

.

,

paying off with big ses?

Golden Gate, where "Love

From Stranger"

"High

the
Wall," at the big Fox, is disappointing. Best lirstrun film among other
Jiewcomers Is "Jassy," solid at the
v
Esquire.
is

picture.

Estiuates for This

Week

°

•

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 651.00)—"Love From. Stranger" (EL»
plus vaude headed by Kathryn Grayson and Johnnie Johnston. Big $31,,
000. Last week, "Bambi" (RKO) (re$2,500.
issue) plus vaude headed by Francis
Four Star CUA-WC) (900; $1.20' last frame.
$1.80)
"Mourning Becomes Eleotra'
Craig and Andrini Bros., $27,000.
(RKO) (8lh wk).',Oke $4,500. Last
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—"High
week, fine $5,200.'
Wall" (M-O). Slow $18,000. Last
D.C.;
Guild" <FWC) (968; 6041)
week^ "Cass Tirnberlane" (M-G)
^Double Life" (U) .and "Fighting'
wk), nice $11,500 in 5 days.
$9,000 (3dWarfleld
Mad" (Mono) (2d wk). Good $3,500,
(WB) (3d wk); fancy $16,500.
(FWC) (2,656; 60-85)
Last week, $4,700.
In Det. Cheer Exhibs;
Pix (Cummins) (500; 50-94)— "The
Washington, Feb. 17.
"Killer McCoy"
(M-G) (2d wk).
Hawaii (G&S-Bluemenfeld) (1,106.
(UA) (3d wk). Oke $9,500
only
two
new
With
Nice
, firstruns
$14,000.
Last week^ solid Outlaw"
60-$l)— "Sleep, My Love" (UA) (3d along the main stem, business ffiiis
after $10,400 last week.
'Relentless' Rugged
wk). SI<iw $3,000. Last week, $4,000. stanza Is on the dull side. Standout $21,500.
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)—"ReParamount (Par) (2,646; 60..85)—
Hollywood <WB) (2.756; 60-$l)—
Detroit, Feb. 17.
is "You Were'Meant for Me" at Cap
"Sierra
Madre" (WB) (3d wk). lentless" (Col) (2d wk). Down to
•Tisa" (WB). (2d wk). Very thin
With 200,000 workers back on
itol, which is being boosted by strong Strong $14,000 or over.
Last week, moderate $14,000 alter big $22,000 their jobs since Monday (16) after
$9,500. Last week, fair $11,400,
opener.
"Bambi,"
layout.
at
Keith's,
okay $18,500.
Hollywood Mu^ic Hall (Blumen' vaude
layoff because of gas
three-week
50-94)—
a
Stanton
(WB)
(1,475;
"Out
fine.
"Albuquerque"
looks
is
doing
St.- Francis (Par)
(1,400; 60-85)—
feld) (4.75; 60-85 )— "Sleep, My Love'
lor industrial plants, nlm
fairly good at small' Metropolitan.
"T-Men" (2d wk). Sharp $12,000. Of Past" (RK0)«(3d wk):. Good shortages
after a
(UA) (M wk). Near $2,500. Last
$10,000 or near. Last week,' nice theatres expect an upturn
Last weeki smash $20,500.
Estimates for Ih.'s Week
week, slight $3,100.
slump that also hit nearly alinypes
Orpheum (BlUmenfeld) (2,448; 55- $14,000.
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—
Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85 )— "Double
of business. Trade throughout the
(Gol)
(2d wk).
Life" (U) (2d wk). Nice $4,500. Last "Meant for Me" (20th) plus Joey 85)—"RelenUess"
city was badly dented. "Relentless
'
Adams heading stagebill. Adams Fair $11,000. Last week, $15,000.
week, $5,800.
at the Palms appears best of new-r
United Artists (BlumenfeldV (1,207;
boosting this to fine $26,000. Last
Xaurel (Rosener) (890; $1.20)
comers, and sturdy. Three holdover?
Gets Call
"Barber Seville" (Indie) (6th wk). week.' "Cass Timberlane" (M-G) with 55-85)— "Sleep My Love" (UA) (3d
are showing the effects of slimmer
wk). Nice $9,000 or near. Last week,
Good $2,000 after about same ,last vaude (2d wk), big $22,000.
takes. Two hoases. with reissues are
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)— oke $11,000.
InBalto, Sock $15,000 on a starvation diet, with Gone
week.
Rio"
wk)".
Road
to
(Far)
(m.o.)
(2d
Stagedoor
(Ackerman)
60(350;
Loew's State (LoewVWC) (2,404;
With The Wind" being the worst of
Baltimore, Feb. 17.
60.$1)—"Woman's Vengeance" (U) Nice $6,500 for fourth downtown 85)—"Holiday Camp" (U) (2d wk).
With town mostly in holdover, all downtown.
Neat $3,000. Last week, husky $3,400.
Estimates for This Week
and "Slippy McGee" (Rep). Dim week. Last week, stout $9,000.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,838: 44-80)—
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85)— "Bar., new entry ot "Call Northside 777"
"Relentless"
Last Week,
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)-^
$16,000.
Bambi" (RKO) (reissue). Packing ber Seville" (Indie) (3d wk). Down at the New is cleaning up. It will "Lost Moment" (U) and "Upturned
<CoJ) and "Smart Polities'' (Mono)
be sock at this small spot. Of re- Glass" (U). Nice $9,000. La.st. weeK
them in at early shows. Strong to $2,500. Last: week, nice $3,100.
<2d wk-e days), $11,000.
peaters,
best
showing
is
being made "Green Dolphin Street", (M-G) (8th
Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—
tos Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097; $10,000, Last week, "Night Song"
"Midnight In Paris" Undie) (2d by "Voioe of the Turtle" at Stanley. wk), trim $6,000,
"Timberlane" (M-G) (4th (RKO), $12,000.
60-$l)
„„„„•,
Mstropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-70) Wk). Good $2,000 iii five days. Last "Bambi" is surprisingly big at Town.
Art Cinema (Marten) (250; 60-90)
wk), Neat $14,000. Last week, $16,'
—"Albuquerque" (Par). Good $9,000, week, $2,900.
smart
Estimates for Tnls Week
(Indie)
—"King's Jester"
VOO.
United Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60Last week, "Gangster" (Mono), mild
week. "Russian
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; "60-$!)
Century
(Loew's-UA)
(3,000; 20- $2,000 "or near. Last
85) -^ "Gentleman's
Agreement" «0)— i'Cass Timberlane" (M-G)
Ballerina" (Aftkino), $2,000.
, _
"Woman's Vengeance" (U): Thin $7,000.
(3d
Palace (LOeW'S) (2.370; 44-74)— (20th) (4th Wk). Fine $10,000 or wk).
Broadway-Capitol (Unite d-De$4,000. Last wefik, "Relentless" (Gol)
Holding well at $12,000 after
'Captain Castile" (20th) (2d wk). close. Last week, $11,500.
troit) (3,309; 70-95)- "Man In Irpil
(2d wk-6, day.s), $5,200.
second week with solid $16,600. ,
Dipped to $17,500, after nice $24,000
Esquire (BlUmenfeld) (952: 55-85)
(EL) and "Gentleman Afto*
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2^240; Mask"
opener.
$7,000.
—"Jassy"
(U).
Sweet
$8,500.
Last
Mild
"Smugglers" (EL) and "Un,
$1)
20-70)—"T-Men" (EL) (2d Wk) plus Dark" (EL) (reissues).Texan"
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)— week, "Relentless" (Col), $9,000.
week, "Fa'bulous
tamed Fury" (EL) (2d wk). Nice
new vaude headed by Smiley Bur- Last
"Voice of Turtle" (WB) (2d wk).
State
(Par) (2,133; 60-85)
and ''Love From Stranger" (EW,
$8,000. Last week, very sturdy $18,
So-so $12,000, after trim $19,000 in- "Swamp Water" (20th) and "Prison- nett in p,a. Fairly good $14,000. Last nice $14,000.
coo,
itial week.
er Shark Island" (Indie) (reisues). week, nice $17,300.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70Palace (D'town") (1,226; 80-$1.20)
Mild $9,000 or near. Last week, "Man
Keith's (Schanb'erger) (2,460; 20- 95)-^"Gone With Wind" (M-G) re"Gentleman's
Agreement"
(20th)
With Nine Lives'" (FF) -and "Man 60) "Albuquerque" (Par). Opened issue). Slim $4,000. Last week. Kil(7tfi wk-6 days). End of upped-price
run looks fast $10,300 in final 6 days. 'Double Life" (U) (2d Wk) Fine They Could Not Hang" (FF) (re- today (Tues.) after week of "Secret ler McCoy" (M.'G) and "Bowery
Beyond Door" (U) at mild $6,200, Buckaroos" (Motto) (4th wk), trun
issues), $6,500.
Vantages (Pan) (2,812: 60-$l)
$4,500. Last week, $.1900,
"Woman's
Vengeance"
(U>^Jell
United Artists (U A) (2,100; fiO-$l)
"Ends of Earth" (Col) and "Blondie
down at $5,100 in preceding session,
Pox (Fox-Michigan) (5.100; 70-95)
-"Double Life" <U) and "Fighting
in Dough" CCol) (3d Wk). Oke $13,
Me" (20th) and
Maytair (Hicks) (980; 35-55)— —"Meant For
Mad" (Mono) (2d wk). F«st $8,500. Timberlane'
COO. Last week; fair $15,800,
.<2ct
Big $22,500, "Women in Night" (Indie),
Not far- "Woman from Tangier" (Col)
Paramount (F&M> (3,398; 60-$!)— Last week, $11,900.
ing well at $3,300. Last week, "Pitts- wk). Skidding to $15,000 after fairly
Uptown (FWC) (1.719; 60-$l)
"Walk Alone" (Par) and "Blonde
good $22,000 opener.
(U )
and
Savage" (EL) (3d wk). Nice $14,000 'Woman's Vengeance"
2d burgh"- (Par) (reissue), $3,200.
Denver;
Alichiean (U-D) (4,039; 70-95)—
'Slippy McGee" (Rep). Slow $7,000.
cr over.', Last week, $19,600,
New
(Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)— "Saigon" (Par) and "Mary Lou
lienver, Feb. 17.
Faramount Hollywood (F&ri) (1,, Last week, "Relentless" (Col) and
"Call /Northside 777" (20th ).
Sock (Col) (2d wk). Satisfactory $17,000
"Cass Timberlane" is -smash hit $15,0(10.
451: 60-$l)—"Walk Alone" (Par) (3d "Smart Politics" (Mono) (2d wk-O
Last
week, second of
week.
here this week at Orpheum, packing "Meant for Me" (20th), nice $10,500. after fast $25,000 in first70-95)—
wk) and "Blonde Savage" (.EL) (2d days), $4,8Q0.
"Rer
Palms (UD) (2,976:
house repeatedly. "Walk Alone" is
vogue (FWC) (885; 60-85)
wk). Trim $9,000. Last week, $10,
Stanley
(WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
Knockout
"Smugglers" lEL) and "Untamed doing so well it goes a third session "Voice of Turtle" (WB) (2d wk). lentless" (Col) and "The Last week.
400.
(Mono). Cheerful $21,000,
KKO Hlllsireet (RKO) (2,890; 60 Fury" (EL) (2d wk), Down to $3,- at the Denham. Nice Colorado Maintaining extra-strong stride at "To
Ends of Earth" (Col) and
weather is helping biz.
"Ends Earth"' (Col) and 500. Last week, brisk $6,000,
80)
$14,000 or near after stout $17,600 "Sweet Genevieve" (Col) (2d wk),
Estimates for This Week
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296: 60-$l)
"Blondie in Dough" (Col) (3d wk)
opener.
sturdy $16,000.
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)
"Timberlane"
(M-G)
wk).
(4th
Town (Rappaport) (l.iiOO; 35-65)*Good $14,000. Last week, $17,200.
united Artists (UD) (2,976: 70-95)
"Meant for Me" (20th) and "Slippy "Bambi" (RKO) (reissue). SurprisBit* (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)— "Dou- Pleasing $7,000, La.st week', $10,200,
Swordsman" (Col) and "PerMcGee" (Rep), after week at Den- ingly big at $13,000. Last week, sec> —"The
Wiltern (WB) (2,300: 60-$l)
ble Life?' (U) (2d wk). Brisk $8,500.
ilous Waters" (Col) (3d wk). Oke
"Tisa" (WB) t2d wk). Fair $9,000 ver, Esquire. Good $3,500. Last week, ond of "Night Song" (EKO), alV $10,000 against sturdy $15,000 last
Last week, stout $10,900.
(Continued
on
page
18)
or near, iiast week, $12,200.
right $9,600.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)
week.
,
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'News*

$15,009,
Buff.; 'Narcissus'

Chi Not Helped ly Weather Brestk;

Film gross estimates, 'as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.. without the ^0% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The
parenthetic
admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the y.' St amusement; tax.

Murphy heading

and Dean

stafiebiU,

«howld hit neat $45,000 at Stake-Lake.
"If You Knew Susie" is shaping up
for a fine $22,000 at Palace.
"Shoe-Shine" at the artie Worid,

which broke all house records in its
week, for second week should

first

"Bishop's
$7,500.
hit tremendous
Wife" in nxth week <at Woods slipped
8 little but should have an okay
$18,000. "Green Dolphin Street" in
Chicago
will
the
at
second frame
garner good $38,000. "Panic" also on
secohd week at Grand looks okay
My Love," at
"Sleep,
$14,500.

Crix

!

Pound lair

EtMiiMies far Tbis Week
(B&K) (1,400; $1.28)—
Ap«lto
Agreement"
(^Oth)
"Gentleman's
(14th wk). Strong $10,000 or near.
LasI week, $11,000.

MiU ISG

Town's

Pittsburgh, Feb. 17.
holdover, this week

all

j

]

mWinL'ville

Fulton

"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) (2d wk).^
Despite good notices, this one's not
Calaee. (RKO) (2,500; 98)— "If You catcliing on a-s- well as expected.
Knew Susie". (RKO). Fine $22,000. Doing fair $10,000 or under. Got
Last week, '.'Night Song" (BKO) (2d strong $15,000 opening Week.
Harris (Harris)
(2,200; 44-7(5)—
Wk), okay $14,500i
«ia1t« (Indie) (1,700; 98)— "HcH- "Woman's Vengeance" (U). 'Oflf to
Ship Morgan" (Indie) and "Daring slow start With modest .$9,500 likely.
Desperadoas" (UA) (reissues). Weak Last week, "Meant For Me" (20th),
Last week, "Swofdsman" $13,000 in 8 days.
$10,000.
Penn (Loew's-'UA) (3,300: 44-70)—
(Col) (ro.o.) <3d wk), $11,000.

Last week, $59,000.

TteaJ'

98)—

$17,500.

ha'at week. "My Girl
(WB), very Ihin $8,000.

(B&K)

Stetc-Lake

(2,700;

about
Timberlane"

all.

i

I

i

;

•

I

i
|

I^st week, 'Cass
(2ri
wk), bi<£

(M-G)

Rayrr Na^ra

BHz (Loew's) (800; 44-7(i)— "Cass
"Ends of Earth" (Col) with Marion
(M-G) (m.o.), Bi/j
Hutton and Dean Murphy on stage. Timberlane"
Neat $4.'>.000. Last week, "Relent- $4,500. Last week. "I Walk Alone'
(2cl
wk), $2,500 for
less" (Col) with p.a. of Marilyn Max- iPar) (m.o.)
third downtown week.
well (2d wk), moderate $30,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 44-76)—
United Arlinte (B&K) (1,7«0: 98)—
"Kings Row" (WB) (r^idsue). Lean "Meant For Me" <20th) ( mo.).
Fauly
strong
(U)
week,
"Frieda"
Last
$4,000. Last
$10,000.
week.
Last Round-Up" (Col) and "Dan(2d' wU), $7,000.'
WMds (Essaness) (1,0,73; 98)— gerous Years" (20th), pulled after 3
"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) (6th wk>. days at slightly more than $1,000
and reissues of "North Star" (UA)
Okay $18,000. Last week, $20,uao.
World (Indie) (587; '77)— "Shoe- and "Turnabout" (UA), got about
Tremendous

(Indie).

Shinfc"

Rrown

$7,500.

Avenue)

j

(1,200;

r^^^J^^

^^l^l«,J^^hl

(UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-$l,25)
of Earth" (CoJ ). For first
week cndins today (Wed.) wiU climb

'

-"To Ends

i
|

|

to

]

bv

sock

J','52,000

fuct that

it

or better, being Helbed
teed off

on Liueoln^s

birthday.
Last week,, .seventh of
over fifth week's total to ."Captain Castile" <20H»)
j5a(!»,(»0.
K»xy (20th) <5jm: 80-.$l.B0)—
"Dark Mirror" (U). Fair $3,000, La-t hit sturdy $120,000 in filial session,
week. "Cynthia" (M-G) and "Buck Also on Thursday, the Victoria "North."!5de 777" (20th) and stagebiU
launches
"The
Burning
Cross"
after
topped
Hazel Scott. Baye
by
Privates Home" (U). same.
eight
great
weeloi
with
"The
FugjNp.'di.
Gil
Lamb.
Opens
today
Mary
Anderson
<
People's;
)
(
1,100;
same in 4 dnv.'.-.
Another Thursday entry is (Wed.). Third week of "Meant For
40-60)—"Sierra Madre
(WB) (2d i
8<auley (WB) (3.800; 44-78)
Bl'ilish-made
"Jassy."
wliich Me" (20th) plus Louis Armstrong'
"Voice of Turtle' (WB) (2d wk). wk). Moderate $6,500. Last week,
moves into the Winter Garden after orch and Robert Lamouret heading
Holding up well at $13,000. (3ood excellent $8,000.
National /Staiulard ) (2.400: 50-66) three mild weeloi ivith "Woman's sta{4Cfihow dipped to okay $7fi,iOOQ>
campaign producing results; Last
while second was $83,500.
"Philo Vance Sreoret Mission" <EL) Vengeance.
week, stout $18,500,
State (Loew's) (3.450; 48-$1.10)—
and "Hollywood on Ice'' skating reStrand changes bill on' Friday
Warner (WB) (2.000; 44-76)
"K'ller McCoy" (M-G) (Ist run) -(24
"Fugitive" (RKO) (2d wk). Mpre vue. Ice. show something new for < 20) bringing in 'My Girl Tisa" and
v,'k>.
Second round opens ioday
thi.s hou.se, and patrons are giving Vaughn Monroe's band. This combo
than holdmg its own at $9,000, very
(Wed.). Soared t» terriac $UMSi «r
wicket
Big
the
a
spin.
$18,000.
La.st
good. Tie-ins with Catholic church
and organization groups are turning week, "Road to Big House" (SG) and
Ellington orch, others, on stage, band.
Palace is holding "Night
the trick. Last ..weeic sturdy $15,000, Duke
fJ»'^;J*'^Li^^««£„?/^L^"'^^
nice .¥18,000.
Song" over three extra days p-<tst. ^^^^l ii^t^rr' here in recent
best here in a long time.
RIalto (FA) (3.40O; 40-60)—"Cap- the third week, openmg "If V<,u months before policy was abandoned. In ahead. *High WaM" <1if-6»
tauj Ca-stile" (20th) <2d wk). Mild Knew Susie" Saturday (21),
"Love Stranger" ilSU} (2(1
: nd
$11,080 after last week's solid SIC.OOO.
"Holiday Camp" is hoWing up
SUte (Loew's) (3 000; 40-60)—"In- nicely at the Park Avenue, getting rims). $21,000,
'Earrings' Golden 14G,
Strand (WB) (2.7-^6; 75-$l-5D)—
trigue" (t/A» and "Yankee Faldr" trim $6,500 in eurnent <4th» stanza.
(Rep). Medium $14,000. Last week; "Miracle Can Happen" dipped to "Sierra Madre" (WB) and Lionel
K.C; 'Susie' Modest
"Relentless"
<Col) and "Web of very thin $13,000 in second week at Hampton Orch hcadmg- stageshow
.Blowoif etunza endDanger" (Rep), S15.080.
Wainer but is holding a third. First (4th-final wk).
Kansas City. Feb. 17.
Strand (FA) (1,000; 40-60 )-^"Out round likewise was highly disap- ing tomorrow (Thurs.) is slipping lo
Trade is hitting a fairly steady
!{;34,OO0 after fancy $mjm tor third
pace here but there's no big money of Past" (RKO) and "Tracy Meets pointing, "Furia"' continues stout at week, "My Girl Tisa" (WB) ,««(»,
in town.
Nearly every spot is hitVauglm Monroe orch headin£ stageting average or a bit better.
(sion.
'*Inbill opens Friday (26).
tri«ue" at the Midland and Ctolden
Estimates fer-Thi* Week
8«tten (Rmjoff-Bccker) (561; 70&!rrin,e,=!" at the Paramount are getAttibassador iSiritzky) (1^200; 70- $1.25)— "Tlie Pearl" ((RKO), Opened
ting the best money, real strength
Severe €oid
$U0)— "Voljjone" (IndiiS) ((«th wk). stoutly yesterday *tue£.t. Final
being shown by Tatter,
"If You
Helped by Lmcoln's'birthijay crowds (26th) week of "Know Wh^re I'm
Knew SuBie''^i« only passably good
and
better
Going"
weather
(U) rose to fancy
to
solid
- $6,000 after
$12.'Susie' Laggard
Orpheum. , Snow and cold Wednos000;, seventh stanza was $13,800, Stays $4,800 for 25th frame, mafems this *
|
ly,
Thuriday and Friday hurt
remarkable long-run grosser for a
on indef,
<A!l»M«m«ii.«.iA' CIma
openings all along the line, but
'Albuquerque'
,/ilUUquerqiie riue
Fine 12G{
l£iU
Aster <City Inv.) a,300- 89-$l 80) British-made.
atmosphere cleared for Sunday biz.
VfeUria (City Inv.) (720; 7d-$150)
—"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) < 11th wk).
iifj„„„!.f„i;
v^u !•?
Estj.mates lor This Week
T*"* week ended last (Tues. ) n^ght -"Thc^ Fugitive" (RKO) (Sth-Jiiial
sub-^ei-r temt^--,U.r^ "iiU
Es^nire (Fox Midwest) (820: 45wk). FmaT session endms .today
„,^,liiH'^
r5^.q.»n'^
t^^aff-i!' ^<^^^ n'ceJy al $31,000, alter $34,000
65)— "Love from Stranger" <EL> P'^y?"^'"'^,
(Wed.) looks nice $10,000 afl«i' $10,^'^^^'^'"'v^^*"i':^' lor ninth frame
and" Railroaded" (EL).' Pleasing ™" ! "
Bljoi (City ?nv.) (650; 85-.$1.50)- i500 "for seventh. "Bmn^n.^ Cross'
Presenf' nne-up
line'™ ot
^.i^'^eut
oHew";
.new- ..g
$4,500.
Last week. "Coney Island"
Beast" (Indie) KQth <SG) opens toinorrow (Thurs. ),
(20th) and "Springtime
War«e» (WB) (1,499; 00-$15e<20tfr) (reissues)., about same.
'''^^^ «»'1^<1
Monday (10) ni"!f.1. Mirac'e Ci-n Happen" (UA) '3*
J^"*.. J"?, "AlbSaueroue" are
S.^«.^^and^^
wk). Second weelc ended Iret- M(9nMidland (Loew-s) (3,500; 45-65 )-:

—"Fun, Fancy

w«

(RKO) and climoed

Free"
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$8,000,
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Tbaws Out With

Cincy

'Agreement' Terrif 23G;

l

.

i

IIG

and
sprightly,
is
whieh is packaged with
five 'sliorts for an all-color cartobn
festival. Holdovers ate above aver-

Sniie,"

whiieh

-

|

^»

>i$ie' Sprightly 12|€
Cincinnati. Feb. 17.
General biz at downtown houses is
fairly comfortable this round, thawing of a three-week cold wave offsetting opposish from I<ent and annual 10-day Shrine circus. "Gentlemah's Agfeemenf is out in front.
Other new bills afe "K You Knew
.

(Foui'th

—

40-60)
"Broad'iTOy"
(FC)
and
''Flame of New Orleans" (FC) (reootnam.
issues).
Fair $4,000,
La.st
week,
Music Hall tees oil "Double Life"
"Senator Indiscreet" <U) and "High
tomorrow (Thws.) after six big
Conquest" (Mono) (m.o.). $3,.500,
Kentueky (Switow) (1,200: 30-40) weel£S with "Paradine Case." Latter

,

Last 'week, broke house record with

$7^
MmU

!

BaoseveU (B&K) (1,500; 98)— "I "High Wall" (M-G). Crix put skids
Became a Criminal" (WB). Light under this one and weakish $15,000
$12,000.

'

i

Pipers heading the stage

looks

i

Tance'-IceShow

Estimates for This Week
(Shea) (1,700; 44-76—

(Essaness) (3,400; 98)—
Love" '(UA) with Pied
(2d wlc).

My

•

Ritii.

$18,000.

Orienlai

,
'

|

with two exceptions, and neither are
98)— doing well. "High Wall" at Penn
(B&K)
(3,900;
Chi«as.«
"Green Dolphin Street" (M-G) (2d and "A Woman's Vengeance" at- HarLast week, ris, both are on disappointing side.
wk). Good $38,000.
Holdovers also aren't doing so hot.
$50,000.
Grand (BKO» (1,500; 98)-."Panic" Best look to be "The Fugitive" at
Warner and "Ca.ss Timberlane" at
(Indie) (2d wkh Solid $14,500. Last

Fancy $5O.O00.

—

B% 12G

'

In Pitt,

'

wett

Tanoy

.

Oriental' for second week with "Pied
Piper«, likely will hit potent $50,000'.

"Sleep,

B way; 'McCoy KiU^

'Ends of Earth'

EttimatiM Are Net

Md

lift

13

At 44G, 'Daughters -Heidt Sock

^Ai»e' Sweet 22G, l^eep'-tHpcars SOG

houses showing real grosses. Cold
To
weather Sunday was no help.
Bids oi Earth," with Marion Button

New ?k

21G

cmmsms

Buffalo, Feb. 17.
Biz continues to lag here but
"Black Narcissus" shapes as big at
Lafayette. "Good News" also is' fair,
ly good at the Great Lakes.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo
(Shea)
40-70)—
(3,500;
"Voice of Turtle" (WB) and "Big
Town Dark" (Par). Good $16,000 or
over. Last week, "Intrigue" (UA)
and "Curley" (Par), $14,000.
MucJi milder weather, which broke gins tlxird frame today
(Wed.)
Greiit Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70) the backbone of a prolonged cold after getting good $7,000 -in second
—"Good News" (M-G). Nice $15,000. wave, and the usual upbeat from week; first was nice $8,200,.
Last week, "My Girl Tisa" (WB) and the half-holiday on Lincoln's birthCKitbam (Brandt) (900; 70-$l.a0)—
''Always Together'' (WB), mild $11,- day (Feb. 12) are making the box- "The Flame" (Rep). Opens today
Back to tirstruns for a
ofiice picture at Broadway firstrun (Wed.).
riipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—"Adam theatres much brighter this week. chanpe.
Last week, "Open City"
Had Four Sons" (Col> and "Dociov All-day rain last Friday (13) wound (Indie) (2d run), was only $6,0001,
Takei! Wife" (Col) (reissues). Okay up before noon on Saturday (l4), and out.
$8,000, La.st week, "I Walk Alone" bringing higher temperatures and a
Little Caraerle (Indie) {m; 95(Par) and "Fabulous Joe" (Par) solid weekend of business at most $1,20)—"Ninotchka" (M-G) (rei&ue)
(m,o.). fine $9,500.
(5th wk). Continues steady-at
deluxers.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—"InFact that four important pictures fourth was $5,300. Slated to «tay one
trigue" (UA) and "Curley" (Par)
«•-!
'^-iwteed oiT this session, also is helping or two weeics longer.
(m,o.).
Good $4^000. LaU week, Broadway overcome the influence
Mayfalr (Brandt) (1.736; 70-$1.50)
"Sierra Madre" (WB) (m.o.). $4,200.
—"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th)
Lafayette (Basil) (3.000; 40-70)— of Lent, which started last Wednes- <15lh wk). Fourte-'fith raund for this
Ends of Earth," "Tliree
."Black Narcissus" (U) and "Crime day (11) "To
Daring Daughters," "Killer McCoy" record-breaker ended lat.1. Monday
Doctor's Gamble" (Col). Solid $21.(l(i) night was solid $33,ijOO. beating
000 or near. Last week. "To Ends of and "The Pearl." all are faring well. 13th week's .?32,500.
Earth" looks to hit sock $52,000 or
Earth" (Col) and "Glamour Girl"
I'aiace (RKO) (1.700; «0-$1.20)—
better in first week ending today
(Col) (2d wk), tine $12.000...
"Ni.!jht
Song" (RKO) (4U) wlc-3
Rivoli.
20th Century (20th Cent) (3.000: (Wed.) at the
diiys).
Third stanzp ended last
"McCoy" is standout, of all the (Tues. ) night, held up -well at $19,000,
40-70)—"Bambi" (RKO) (reissue)
and "Fighting Mad" (RKO). Trim newcomers, giving the State a ter- with holiday helping; second
nfic
better.
UMtial
$44,000
or
The
$12,000.
Last
week,
"Fugitive"
^2\fl09- "If You Knew Susie" (BKO>
big iiifitrun to play the former home opens next Saturday (21).
(RKO), fancy S15,000 in 8 days.
of vaudeviUe this picture is holding
Paramount (Par) (3.664; 55-$1.5fl)
over naturally, and niay sta.v three —"Road to Rio" (Par) plus Louis
or four weeks Pearl started nice- Prima orch, Dick and Dot Eemy,
ly yesterday (Tues.) at the Sutton oUiens. on stage. Opens today (Wed.),
after "Know Where I'm Going ' fin- Fourth week of "Walk Alone
(Par)
ished a remarkable record of 26 with Andy Russell. Jerry Wald ©rch.
weeks Monday (16)
ended last (Tues.) night was okay
"Daughters" is getting a very $60,000; third wa^ go?d S66.(»00.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1,.2«-$}.S0)
strong boost "from Horace Ileidt'^
band and .revue on the stage at —"Holiday Cianip" (Ul <4th wk),
frame endins.' tomorro'w
Ca|}itol, with big $83,000 likely for Foiu'th
Louisville, Feb. 17,
iTlnn-s.) is holrlins; ub at sturdy $S,initial stanza ending today (Wed. ).
Milder weather ovei- the weekend Elysee, which housed Freneh-inadG 500 after big
for third session,
brought relief from snow 'and ice, pix before the war, when operated Sts.V3 a couple of weeks more.
but created an odd situation for biz as the Filmai-te, launched it£ new
IUdl» City
Hali (Bockefelat filmhouses. Sunny day on Sun- foreign-film poUty with "Fa«iny" lci> ) (5.043;
70-$2.4O)— "Paradine
day (15) too many to the river to last week. Looks to get great $12,000. Cu.sc" (SRO) and st3i<eshow <6thsee the ice flows. Apparency many
Many theatres are instituting new 1
7?^).' ^|?,f,,T*,HJl?'"*^^<=°"were interested in the Ohio river
bills 'this week to be «t for strong
^jyi?'^' "^"l^^^^.^J^
ice show but many others went for
a«isl from
'''«t*^20,000. <h.t a real
the "Hollywood On Ice" show at the upbeat on Washington's birthday"
^,=^'"1?^';', ""^ Lnicoln'a
National.
This blade rovue plus holiday being observed next Mondi^y
Paramount brings in "Road '?]Vi'i27 SSlfi 'r i'f^ ''rnV^'^Jnl
"Vance's Secret Mis.fion" is giving (23).
'Double Life
(U) opens
Rio," hjtest Bing Crosby-Bob
this vaude house a big session. Other to
tomorrow (Thurs.).
houses are only so-so. "Out of Past" Hope starrer, with Louis Prima band
<May«r) ^(594: ,0,
at Strand loolcs nice to pace new h^'-itagelhowr t^day-T^^^^^^^^^
films.
Product at other mainstem
houses is moveover or holdover.
brSazersVoU.
l^f
Zr£^^\^il^^*;J^^'^
CJonEstimates for This Week
"
""^
Gil Lamb.
Criterion opens "Sleep. 'iff^L*^^^

larth'-VaiideljindsRoud

Chtcai^o;>Feb< 17.
liespite Ijittcoln holiday (Feb. 12)
springlike weather Monday (16),
with only a lew
bix continue* light

Good

"Bambi."

'

'

.^age,.

,

RKO

reopened the Family Satu).'
day (14> Instead of permanently
clpsins. House use.s dual westerns
wiri» three changes' weekly. Chain's
flagship, Albee. resumes stage siiows
,

on a spot-booking basi«, Thursday

combo was dropped

(19^. after

last

season.

.

for Ibis

Kstiiiiaiies

—

(WB), about same.

Capital

^RKOi

(2,000;

50-75)

—

Hfsh Wall" (M-G). Fairly good $».«», Last week, "Cass Timberlane"
(M-G) <4lh wk). pleasing $6,500.
_

Grand (RKO)
oambi" (RKO)

(1,400;

50-73)

—

(reissue). Supplemented with all-color cartoon fesuval of iJve subjects. Great $11,500.
i«st week, "Fugitive" HRKO) t2d
'

Wfc). fair as,000,
,

"<^L)

f.
tast
$8,000 after

Ayrlc

.

gown.

„™""er
erate

(RKO
,

I

socko $13,000 preeni.
)— "Sun"Buckskin
and

(1,400; 50-75
.

(reissues t.

Last

nK'^'''i.-i'''^B),
oivay
$5,500.

50-75)—

(2d wkl. Holding to

(ludic)
(Indie)

S.%i)M.

third

V '•'*«« <RKO)
SMsiK"?*^^'

week,

Mod-

"Siena

downtown

scsh,

$10M

IIP

^^'•-'e'f-

—

,

^nappv $7,000. La.st
Alone iPar; ^m.p.i,

we;-!. "I
$5,000.

Walk

,

,

'

,

1

,

,

'

i

'

i

VcLs"

/

I

M^^^

"Intrigue"

(UA.) and "Wreck of
).
Moderately good
La>(
week.
Relentless"
and ''Woman from Tangier"

Hesperus" (Col

^

^

.

i

1

ably the most ditiappoiniing, but all
three are modfest to fine,
,
i»
lor -ri..
Estimates
fhit! Week
."iO-Ti) )—
(1,600;
Century^(-P<ir)

^^"^ <»

(Loew's)

—•Thiee

Csi)|iit4il

i

'

drv (IB) night did little better than
firyt round at very mild $13-000;. initisil week hit $19,000, cslwnsely thin.
Not expected to «tay around, long at
this orce.

weeks more
(4,820:

70-«l-1O)

Daring Daughters" (M-G)
and Horace Hcidt orch and r<>vue.
Firxt week ending today
(Wed.)
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312:
Oriiheum (RKO) (l..<)00; 4S-65)— ''CapUiiu^.stile'" (20th (in.o. >. Here soaring to big ii83.000, best here in
Veng(eance" (IT)
"It You Knew Susie" (RKO) and from ifadjo City. Still clicking at ^omc time. Holds, natch! Last week. $1.20)— "Woman's
"Wild Horse Mesa" (RKO). Back $7,000ALasL week, "Iiitei-mezzo" third of If Winter Comes" iM-G> (3{i-final wk). Final (session ehdinit
t(>n'-;y
(Wed.), was mild *13JOOO,
/iinnpri
to double features but not big a(
and Sammy Kaye orch uipp*
(SRO) nrSIfiwAO, fair .¥(i.500.
gf^g^
^^^jjjj $17,000 for second. "Jassy"
$11,000.
Last week, "Night Song"
GApher < Par )\L0()(1: 44W'Blondie $45)6007)
(Thurs.).
opens
tomoriBw
(U)
Vj^-'n^a.'.tNRoundCriterion
(RKO). $10,500.
iLoew'-s") (1.700; 60-Sl. 2,5)
in Dough" (Col
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)— up" (Col). Hoii.se seldom lu-'esSwiu-,—="Sieep. My Love" (UA). Opens
"
forte
"Golden Earrmg.s''
today (Wed.). Final six days of 'T- Location Jannt Dropped
(Par).
Over! bills, and this ono is not so ''-"'"
average at $14,000 and could stay a Modest $3.!)00 looks about all. iJiSi Men" (EL) (4th Wk) wound up okay
second week.
Last week, "Escape week. "Dangerous Years"' (20th), $14,000, al'tei- good $19,000 for third
Trim 'Witch' Budiret
Me Never" (WB). $13,000.
light $3,000.
week.
Holly wood. Feb. 17.
Lyceum (Schreibet) (1,900; 50-70)' Ki.vsee (Siritzky) (750; 85-$lJ)0)—
Boxy (Durwood) (900: 43-65)—
"Gentleman After Dark" (E'L) and —"Wife of Monte Crisfo" (Indie) and "Fanny" (Siritzky).- First week end-' Republic whittled $600,000 off th«
biidjret
for
the John Wayne starrer.
ilndie)
(reisitig today
(Wed.) looks to h»t tcr-i
"Man in Iron Mask" (EL) (reissucjs). "SDangiiai Gesiuje'
Witch." in keeping
two
"Wflke
of
the
Red
days
In
for
only
berific
$12,000.
Hold's.
Last
week..
Slow .$3,500. Last week. "Wildfire" sues).
tween legitisnate roud attractions. house was not open.
with the studio's current polife.y ot
iSG) and "Buffalo Bill Bides Again
Mild $1,000. Last week. "Road to,
Globe (Brandt) lUOO; 70-$lid)— retrenchment. Original tiankroU was
(SG) (reissue), so-so $3,700.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox Hollywood" (Indie) and "S(5cond "Bodv and Soul" (UA) (15th vCk), slashed front $1,800,000 to $l^,OM,
Midwest) (2,100. 2.04.3. 700: 45-65)— Choru.s" (Indie) (reis.sucK). satisfac- Still okay at $16,500 alter big $17-W0 ^„„j
>"Mesmt for Me" (20th) (2<i wk).
Costly location Junket to the- Smiih
Only holdover here in several weeks. ^°'.;r%;r)""(T0($;?!50:70)^"I^^^^
G«Meii (Siritzky) (7«»-. 8.<;-$1.50)- :Scas has been dunked in favor 4C
Last trigue" _(UA) (m.o.). Mild $5,000. j
and' good enough at $13,000,
California waters.
aiming
in
(Continued
page
lit)
on
"The Idiot" (Indie). (Sd wk). Beweeki nice $18,000.

$14,000.

(Col)
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(Col), $14,500.
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50-75)— "If
<RKO». Sprightly

(2.600:

'Captain Castile"
(2d wk». nice $10,500.
aihubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)
(WB) <m.o.).
2t Turtle"
<?n«If*

Tomu
(^Oth)

1

!

Keilh;s fCity Inv.) (1,542;
.

|

™

Week

Albee (RKO)
50-75)
(.3,100;
Cifentleman's
Agreement"
(20(h ).
$23,000. Kicked off Thursday
(12) to burg's biggest opening day
biz for some time. Got fine reviews
and editorials. Last week, "Voice of

Wrrif

mW

Hhs Mpk;

.

-

!

j

•

j

—
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Minneapolis, Feb.

Theabe

•

the

of

Orpheum

here, as

'

itself.

or $0,000 to deEnterprises stole a march on David idea is given $5,000
to Attend the gathering according to
gamble works out,
Flcxer, of Memphis, by obtaining the velop it. If the
an estimate of honorary cbairman
$50,000 or $60,000 for
license for a drive-in theatre at Rose the writer gets
R. J. O'Donnell. To handlS the heavy
and is guaranteed
treatment
Minnedoing
a
between
midway
township,
more than 450 hotel rooms
payroll to. do influx,
studio
s.art
the
on
place
It
wiU
a
-Paul,
St.Bpoll.^ and
already have been made v available
the treatment is.
construction there soon of a .flijO.OOO the screenplay if
at the top hqstelries in Miami Beach,
theatre to accommodate 800 cars. okay.
housing committee head Doug Raff
place
the
opened
their
and.
have
built
originals
"While
who
Flexer,
revealed this week. Rates, he said,
in a
tetritory's flrst drive-in theatre
and can be very valuable," Metro's vary from $6 single, and $8 double
Minneapolis suburb last year, had story chief explained, "we generally upwards.
find it more profitable to pay a lot
ecu^ht the licEiise.
Most
play.
or
book
fora
Kntermore
of
Harold Field, president
Lifihtnum Heftds Group
Kose drivc-in W'iginals consist only of plot and I
p"i .;es, said that the
Miami, Feb. 17.
in can reel off 50 plots to you in half
will be one of several to he built
Banquet c o
i 1 1 e e has been
Scars &n hour. What counts is characteriIhe Twin City area this year.
Variety Clubs Intersituation. formed for the
interesting
an
-and
and
sation
coa.'st
west
is now touring the
national's 12th convention April 12in a good book.
get
you
what
That's
drivethe
for
eouth in quest of ideas
17 in Miami Beach. A. E; Lichtmaii,
too often find that after we've
We
Insr-'-';:
former Washingtonj D. C, exhibitor,
bought an original we have to
spend more money, to develop the is chairman.
Build l*e« P.ar»mount, Toledo
Other, committee members are
characterizations and situations than
Toledo, Feb. 17.
Mitchell Wolfson, general convention
if we had spent a lot more in the
To^
Work on the new Paramount^
George poovetV Jack
chairman;
The first place for a novel."
ledo, will begin in the spring.
Sachsel and Sidney
Vetlugin pointed to "The Huck- Miller, Dick

mm

2,500-seat

make

mechanically to

it

acceptable.

Bucking the trend— which other companies recently have found highly
successful— of multiple screenings of pix before release for press, radio

and magazine people, Enterprisfe- has takeb the opposite lack with "Arch
of Triumph." Ent prexy Charles Ejinfeld is understood to have instrueled
United Artists, the ,distribs, to show the Ingrid Bergman-Charles "Boyer

whom it- is absolutely essential.
Under these restrictions, pic has been seen only by a small group of
national magazine -reviewers and editors and by tradepaper.s, Permission
is being sought by, UA's flack, department to screen It for other press and
radio people who have made requests, but there's been no approval as yet.
d'th'er com^anij^s- hove com^ to tha conclusion that, 'With strong pix a
great deal bf 'valuable 'word-of-mouth can be piled up before, opening via
the wide screenings. Policy -was followed with great success by 20th-Fox
on "Gentleman's Agreement" aiid' is tioW being employed by Paramount
on its "Big Clock."
starrer only to those to

:

Hollywood graduates of the newspaper prote.ssion, past and present,
are well represented in the pic- program, for 1948. Representing the late
Mark Hellinger is "The Naked City," his last production, while the late
Damon Bunyonv one of whose pictures was recently rc-relea.sed, will be
biographed on the screen this year, in "Runyon of Broadway." Among
the living alumni of the print sbops, Nunnally Johnson is producing "Mr.
Peabody and the Mermaid;" Jerry Wald recently turned out "Johnny
Belinda" and is working on fojir more productions; Lamar Trotfi completed "The Walls of Jericho;" Johnny "yijha.sz is readying "Mr. Fate"
for early filming; Robert Sjsk'' recently wound up "Master of Lassie;'' Roy
Chanslor is working on "The Trimming of Goosie;" Tony Owen
doing*
"The Story of the Associated Press;" Lee Van Atta is making an adventuie
film for Argosy, and Martin Mooney is producing *'Blonde Ice," just to
mention a few.

& Katz house

Balaban

.

'

outside drive-in theatre invathe
eions by building and operating
off

new

'

,

general manager. The group 'was
formed several months ago to head

spots

BuiMiiig

'

Minnesota Amus, Enterprise.?, comprising Twin City independent exhibitors with a $1,000,000 capitalizaformer
tion, has hired Bill -Sears,

manager

Stuff-Pictures

Con?, in Miami April 12

Getting 'Taisan,'' new Italian pic made by Roberto Rosseninlj into
Mi^mi,Feb. 17.
shape for American showing. was one of tha toughest technical tasks ever
An elaborate week-long program faced by a. .U.S. distrlb. Job, which to6k about • year, was handed by
Biirstyn to Stuart Legg and Raymond Spottiswoode, former prohas been worked out by committees Mayer &
ducers for the Canadian Film Board und now operatdrs of » docomentaty
in charge of the Vari'ety Clubs' 12th
and commercial Arm in New York.
Annual eonvention slated- to get unfirst
hea4ache was- that ihe sound truck -Waa nciip&ratti from the film
Their
Story Crisis
der way here April 12. Conclave will and was on XI^Aia stock. Ameirlcan labs are e()uipp.ed to handle only 16m
and a lab ^hat would rebuild its cqjmipment to take the odd size
continued from pniie 3
tee off with it meeting of Interna- or 35m
located.
It was th«n~ discovered that the- track, made- under the
t'o'be
had
officers, canvasmen and reps
Vetlugin disclosed, is by fln^oursgr tional
worst postwar conditions in Italy, was so bad* that parts were unining Hollywood writers to turn out at the Roney-Pl'aza hotel, followed telligible. As iL result, ,Xegg and Spoltis-woode had to entirely remake one
As a result, he said, the by four morning business sessions sequence. They located the former GI featured in it (billed as "Joe from
originals.
deals' thereafter. Afternoons will be de.<tudio has entered into six
Jersey" and actually Robert Von Loon of New Jersey), who duplicated his
since -the beginning of the year by voted to funmaking.
own voice, while actors dubbed the'others. Rest of the track had to be
which a writer with an appropriate
Some 1,500 barkers are expected, broken dowA into voice, music. and effects and cohsid,erably tinkered with

of

17.

Variety Clubs' 12th Anni

Sears as GJM.;

sters" as a novel which the studio Meyer.
was intrinsically weak,- but
felt
Buffalo Club> Committees
bought because it felt that its situas
Completion ,o( the new house is.
Bufralo, Feb. IT.
tion-f radio adv^ttisiig:, ag^ncieS^^wasexpected in mid-1949. Present Z,r-.
Chief Barker William Dipson' of'
ji.eW
OBie mi4 would thierefOrc? be
a
400-seat Paramount has been leased
Bufliilo's Variety Club, Tent No. 7,
the?^
itttetesting
td
by Carl Schwyn,,of Bowling Gteen,
of local
organization
completed
has
origi-of
writers
A squawk against
O., circuit operator, who will renoregistered by the Metro exec coromittefs.
vate it at a c^st of approximately nals
is that "they all want to tell you
Chairmen include Dave Millerj of
i?50,000i
¥
Schifwriting
them
of
Harry
stories
instead
committee:
their
•the heart
Broadway playwright Phil Dunning is "sitting in" with hist old friend
B&It will also remodel the Prin- down. Too many of th^em act like
ftih, house; Phil Fox, ilnance; Myron
George Seaton on the 20th -Fox lot during the filming of "Apartment for
100,000.
'Iroubadors' instead of writers, and Gross, membership;-vR: T. Kemper,
Peggy," which the latter authored and is directing, just' as he did for
either, entertainment,
Scheherazades,
no
they're
Billy
Keaton,
and
Midwest Bnildinr 2 Drive-ins
"Miracle on 34th St." When Seaton wrote a piece for the Screen Writei,
"story."
a
in
telling
"you
publicity.
BPttle Creek, Feb. 17.
house organ of the scripting guild, wbi^h accented that "most writers
Denies, Selling Siorieii
never sat through their own pictures while they were being shot," this
",Mid\ve.-:t Enterprises, Inc., Etttle
Creek, is planning two drive-in theVetlugin denied that Metro was
revived a correspondence between- the' playwright and Seaton, who in.vitedf Dunning to come to the .Qoast for further '.'sitting in."
atres near here. The first, xn 800- offering any of its stockpile _of story
William
Perlberg, producer of "Peggy," will "probably set Dunning with the Zanuck
car spot, will- be ready for 'operation properties for- sale to other' studios.
He revealed, however, that the, combout May- 15i
studio.
Contimitd from pake S
'\
Jerry' Jackson, who operates the pany is ready to trade any yarn
other such formula, but the
Warner Bros, producer Jerry Wald's chat with the late -Mark Hellinger
Happy Hour theatre at Willi: ms^ it can't cast or otherwise doesn't in- or someare equally adamant against
"The great short- British
was the genesis of the latter's interest in "Naked City," which is about to
is building a new $60,000 tend -to produce.
burg,
age' Of material makes cash unat- any piling up of'future debts. The- be released by Universal. Wald mentioned a story that his brother.
^rivevin there.
"What we ory is that debts, eventually, must Malvin, had in mind. It. was immediately taken up by Hellinger fiom an
t*afitjve," be explained.
'
want,: if we dispose of any story, is be paid.
oral tellinfe by MaJvins .For the idea and bis Work on the screenplay he
Plttsbiirch nrlye-lM Builflihe
knbther that we can use.'!
In this regard,' St is understood got $50,000,' which he shared with Albert Maltz, with whom he co-authored
iPlttgbui?gh, Feb. W.
Vetlugin sees very little hope of that Eric Johnston, Motion Pict-ure screenplay.
District immeaialely surrounding
Pittsburgh, wbich had only one the tremendous prices for top books ASsn. of America prexy, recently
When one Hollywood col umni!;t persi.sted in "divorcing" Universaldrivein- therdre just two years ago, and plays dropping. "The medium- suggested a compromise on the basis
of a 50% 'to 66% freeze for two International, repeatedly stating they would "unmerge," both Nate Blumfitids plenty more springing up all quality material will definitely cost
over to cash ih on the.bonanw that less, but when you get a play like yeijrs, with U,, S. companies getting berg and Leo Spitz called it to the columnist's attention with the stalemtni.
rid repayment of ftie' frozen' «6in'
"How can you unsctamble an omelet?" U took 'OVer International, and
-got imiJer way last season.'. .Coristruc- 'Streetcar .Named Desire' you .khow
can write their owii tor the -following three' years and the hyphenated merger of- the title does not truly indicate th* fact that
tion is goins on ipractically every- tKat 'the^
then a payoff of 20% a year -for the Universal bought out I's assets.
ticket," he said.
" ''
wbcre on. the outskirts.
Contrary to ac.tions of some othel following five years.
John Wincek and Albert Tate, of
Metro's jnterfaith film., tentatively titled "Big City," needs a new tag.
All the -compromises that have
Kew Castle, are putting, up one to companies, any move by Metro
accommodate 500. cars 'in Chippewa would be toward enlarging its story been suggested so far have been un- Perfect tag for it Would be "God Bless America," but even if Irving
Townsliip, near Beaver, -a.nd.,onIy department, rather than shutting official in that they have -not been Berlin okayed' it the studio feels it doesn't want to punch it as h^ird. Pic
He said he transmitted to or from -;Ahe British calls for a. "Going .My "Way" title. Danny-Thbmas plays the role of a
five miles away, .outside, of Beaver down or contracting.government directly. They have cantor in. this JOe-PB.sternak production; but the accent is not dominantly
Falls, Ralph Felton has started work would not be surprised to see the
..'''''-<'.
on a 700-auto project. Both expect legit-coverage department,, in. New been via various emissaries with the on' any one faith.
yorlii-T-which",was elosed "in resent- understanding!' that if they are acto be in operation by April.
Script deal on United California Productions' recently announced Hedy
.Penn Valley Amus. Co. hrs been m.ent over the sky-high- prices" be- ceptable, they, would 'be the basis ofLamarr-Hobert Curtimings starrer, "Let's Live a Little," meant $50,000 to
erganized bjt.- three exhibs, K; A. ing demanded for film rights to (oriiiali 'Negotiations.'
plays
eventually reopeiiedv
He
Offer SkOiiraSy brougbi back with Albert J. Cohen and Jack Harvey, authors of the original screenplay.
Vaveris, Jame^-.DiMauro ahd Michael
also pointed out that tlie company him- has -been -kept extremely -hush-, Money includes deferments and percentages-.- Budgeted at $1,500,000, film
Vi'eimji, to- eject, another drivein at
IS slated for Eagle, Lion release.
.
Munday's COrJhers for 500 autos. It'll had just added anotber person to hash. He went to Britain on 20thits London story-traddng staff.
Fox business and was pledged not to
be ready by early' spi:ingi
Milton Sperling, prez of U. S. Pictures (WB), is still having script
discuss^ the tax matter. He did,- how-!
Flock of others, which started to
trouble with "Dream Street," the Bob Sylvester novel, on which sfvf-ral
ever, have a social meeting- with Sir
build late last; year but didn't get
Seeks More Exclusivity
Wilfi-ed Eady, British Treasury top-' scenarists have workotj, last being Arthur Kober. It's intended for Humopen in time,' are already to go all
phrey Bogart but, for the monu-nt, it i.q still in sii.spense.
It's not known' whether' this
over the tri-£tate' area just as soon
In Metro Novel Contest per.
resulted in the compromise propo.saI
"
as bell rings.'
Whether Metro continues with its or Whether it was broached ta -Areet4'
$150,000 semi - annual prize novel ings
with British industry execs.
contest., hinges oh finding a formula

will replace the present -Paramount,
for which the Ifeasc expires in June.
'
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Rank's 20tli Fiteft

tiiake the competition' "more efVetlugin, initiator «f the Pulitzer Prize and is accepted by a
contest, stated. He was frank to ad- book: club), and gives $28,000 to the
mit that the results
of the six com- publisher
of
the.
award'^getting
'.
petitions -held so far were somewhat novel.
disappoint.ing in that only three ]
Of- the six Hovels which have
rteally good screen stories came out won prizes to date," Vetlugin said
of them.
he thought one definitely would

109-Million Techni

'to

Sked

.ficieht,"

Coniinned front

>piige

7

;

'

the com'pi'omise was hit on. Rank
was told by'Skouras' attonicvii that
20th. considered the deal void .as ibe:
ing beyond the jiowei's of the com"
panies as defined by their incorporation .papers.

_

.

'

.

j

.

"However," he Was quick to ex- never be producedi.as a film and
plain, "I Icel that there's something two of the others wouldn't provide
Involved is a .$22,000,000 interest much more important involved than any more than mediocre' pictlii^s,;
Which 20th has in Gaumont-Briiish, immediate gain,:
That's the good He was e.<«peci»lly enthusiastic, 'Mjvbrought
will of writers.
I think also that ever.
ab:out the last winner
« subsid of GCF. This was
under Odeon control, by the, con- the contest hasn't been in exi.stence Ross Lockridge's "Raintrec County,
Closer tieup of the two long enough to i-eat-h its ultimate which he termed "the best book to
solidation.
of
reriilt
impoi^ancc. That will come in six come out of the postwar period."
eircuits is developing as
iaa,DiinBy
One
of
or 10 "years.
that time, if we
his reasons for being ea.st
ilauk's plan to have an
cliains. decide to continue with it, It will currently,
he .'jaid. Is to find- a
both
force- for
istration
Skourasi- is understood to be con- have become a signiiiicanf fixture writer who can do a .screenplay
cerned w.ith the effect on G-lJ's on the American literary scene, and which will conve.v the lyrical quality
of
the
may make an impor^nt contribupreset Otherwise, he deeernings oil a ,con|rol by Odeon.
'

ill

j

'

.

';

,

-

•

Ennk,.lt'.s understood, is confident
h$ €«» win ©vet 20th's board. If -he
doesn't, there's slil.l the possibility of

tion."-

.

'

I

clar«d, converting it into

a

film

is

very simple problem,
Foi-ffliila that Vetlugin is tr^ving »
to work out for, continuation of the 1
Metro
story
topper
said
be
litigation since ilcgalites here think contest would make for more en- thought the prize money was larger
20th could test, tlje validily of the, tries, better quality and would give than the company would have had
move ilespite sfoekholdeis' approval. Meti;o greater exclusivity. He said to pay lor .some of the books on the
They say. that if the companies that Louis B, Mayer, M-G produc-. open market, but not for the better
He added that he hoped
lacked the. power to merge under, the, tion chief, looks favorably on the books.
terms of .tjieir ineorpoijalion, ,lhen contest idea, which provides a mini- downward trend- of prices for novels
•tockholder ,^a(ictiOR isn't enough to mum of $150,000 and a maximum might add to the. attractiveness of
of $250,000 (if the book wins the the contest.
xemove the ^iit
'

,

,
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I

,

-

.
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.'500,000; "A Song Is Born,"
$2,300,000; Norway,"
"Tomahawk,"
$2,000,000;
and "Melody Time," $1,500,000.
$750,000, and "Wildfire," $750,0U0.

Utiiversal-rnternatlanal:

"Black

»KO:

Bart,'' $1,000,000';

"River Lady," $i,and "Tap Roois," $2.500,W)0
Columbia: "The Man from Colorado," $1,000,000, and, "Return of

Costs for pIx before the cameras:
Warners: "Adventures of Don

"One

$3,000,000;

British color features ourrcnlly in
work are "Blue Lagoon,'.* "Scott of
the Antarctic," "I Will Repay." and
"Saraband for Dead Lovers." In
preparation for- filming this year are
"Blanche Fury," "Son of Lappland,"
"Bonnie Prince Charlie," "Columbus," "Dancing Years," "Elizabeth of
Austria," "Far from the Madding
Crowd," "Mantilla," "Penbales" am)
"So Long at' the Fair."

'

of

Arc," $4„')00.000,
and "Boy with Green Hair," $800,000.
Metro: "The Three Musketeers,"
$4,000,000.

20th-ri>x:

"Apartment for Peggy,"

.'62,000,000,

Columbia:

"Loves

of

Carmen,"
-

$2,000,000.

Budgets for pix

in

and

:

Sunday

Afternoon," $2,000,000, and "Rope,"
"
$2,000,000.

RKO: "Joan

,$3,000,000,

$2,500,000.

SOtll-Fox: "Burlesque," $2;500,()00.
Meanwhile^ the u.se of Technicolor
by British producers will leach a
new high in 1948 with 12 .tinters in
work or in preparation at^a cost of
more than $35,000,000. .Kist year
only two were< made.

October," $14000,090.
^^Eepubllc: "The-Red Pony," $2,000,-

.luan,"

"Ivanhoe,"

"LewiA and Clark,"

000,000,

preparation for

shooting this year;

Minn. Amus. Gets IT-I Fix
Is "VoUrs,'' $2,000,000;
Minneapolis, Feb. 17.
$3,000-.000: "The
New deal is coqking here whereby
Will Roger.s," t3,00n,000: Minne.sota Amu.s. Co. (Paramount
Cantor filiiihiog, $3,000,000- circuit)
will get. some of Universal"Happy Times."
$3,000,000;
and International
product, all of which
"Montana." $2,000,000.
t'
.
.
i,_
.
Bir-n
the two RKO
SO'"*
UniversBl-Intrrnalional: "Thunder
on the -HiJl," $2iSOO,000; "Song of bouses here.
Warners: "Silver Lining,"

000;

"My Dream

$2.!5flO,-

"Under Capricorn,"
Story

of

Rdrtie

'

I

^
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Better IHx Ease Jitters
GwBtiaiied from pace 1

;

refute themselves on values because
they concede that everything, but
the morchajidising of film product
industry.
competitive
in
the
is
Agents, properties, ac^rs, directors
and all other talents arife competitively bidding lor best deals, but not
so with pietures once they're made.
At least that's one of Goldwryn's pet
arguments. He cites that when he
inade "Arrowsmith" years ago he got
35% of the gross then; hence wants
to Icnow why he is not entitled to
more now that color is here, costs
are up, quality has moved forward,
hoxofiice scales and receipts are up,

has

seems

any radical turnabout the studios. However, this is cont
—but one thing seems to emerge; jectural at the moment.
Main purpose appears to be to get
studio labor is apparently inclined
fuUet wotlc-day than going on strong product It's genproduce
a
to
erally agreed that pictures costmg
in the lush war period.
$750,000 and over $2,000,000
uiider
Admittedly the industry is curmillion-plus prodrently cau^t In the middle ot can survive - The
because of
downgrade grossjss because of. medi* uct in between is doomed,
attitude of a m^ket
current,
peak
costs.
the
cere product produced at
Only supsuper-B.,
a
rejects
However, not all .in Hollywood which
all-»«t
an
or,;,
film
"small"
There
are
port
a
choose to recognize this.
domestic
BtiU reports of good—albeit not out- super-"A" that can show a
word.
the
as
that's
and
the
profit—
profits,
of-this-world
crying
the
Outsmart Ch'cnmstanQe''
studio toppers wring out
towel even the personnel retained
To best this, the economic thinkilJg
on payrolls look askance at the is: outsmart circumstance and occasionally they may come through,
such as in the case of the current
is'

have projected
back lot.

to

into the

itself

even

{

the " musical ^sequences intelligently
and Vrithin realistically modest, proportions. (The idea of a nitery or a
pseudo-stage routine being over*
.spectacularized, far out of proportion to the. realism of the plot, may
thus fin4 itself kfiyoed. This is in
..etc..:''.
line with the .general trend to shortMultiTCamera Setups
er films. Then there- is one upcomSelznick points to the technique ing picture which ran over three
of multi-camera setups,, such as Al- hours that- found itself stalemated in
fred Hitchcock first utilized in "The cutting because several of the comParadine Case," and which Hitch- ponent principals, from director to
cock is carrying to even greater de- stars, wanted each of their precious
gree in -his own (Sidney Bernstein* nikances retained, ^t's all part of
Transatlantic Pictures> production of the automatic kayo with the morct.
'>T-Men," which Edward Small made "Rope" CWB), as a means of speed* careful' pre-production preparation
Selznick's Coast Idea
Dore
for Eagle Lipn for $450,000.
ing production without cutting down oiE scripts, sets, etc.)
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
SchSry has "Little Red Wagon," a the quality thereof. Selznick has a'
On the subject of stars, there are
David O. Selznick expects all
juvenile delinquency idea, costing.
15-point program he plans to pre* a number of costly instances to point
home offices to be located in Los
$720,000, which RKO 'Will probably
.sent to his Colleagues, stressing such up that stars alone no longer guarABgeles within a decade.
retille "Delinquency" and sell it exideas As moire intelUgeqt swap antee hit pictures.
major
In fact, if
"Producers and distributors of
Schary's "Crossfire'*
ploitationally.
:of stars, scripts; pooling , of sets and reached the. stage in a couple of to^the future," he said, "will regard
($550,000) is another illustration of important pro4uctlon values.
heavy releases where "this star
"idea" eclipsing monetary .investthe location of studios, in L. A.
He
also can't see why the entire" rieeds a good picture"—^meaning' or-;
ment and emerging a& a big grosser. film- industry doesn't move to .-Hol- else. It's conceded that story prop-'
and horn* offices in N. Yv as. being just as, rediculous as though
The "exploitation'' film idea is the ly wood-*-so that sales--merchandising erties and ideas make the personalithe homc offlcps were in Lon*
new cycle, along with the semi-docu-'^ are close to production (see sep* ties more often- than in reverse; in
don. I ha^ long felt that the
mentary technique a la 20th-Fox's arate storyon -page 5)..
fact, a Couple of truly costly picdistance between home offices of
current "Northside 777" and UniCertainly the more careful prep- tures find themselves in precarious
picture companies and their proversaVs "Naked City" (Hellinger). aration of;' scripts is a necessary position because the stars coiildn't
duction plants had no basis in
Metro' has assigned, its Sam Marx to' economy factor. Pruning of sets and carry
the
inherently
mediocre
sound business operation,"
bear down on this type of film, and, scenesi "iwithout impoverishing any product.
of course, Louis de Rochemepf (see production values, can achieve great
Not All sweetness 'n' Light
separate $tory),-has a similsdrly elab-' savings. Paramouut's Henry Gins-/
However, it's not all sweetness and
Some ^quite orate eastern production ijKtUp- foi^ berg, TJnivetsal's BQl Goetz and
hearts - and - flowers.
openly give it a mild brushoff. This Metro release. Others are' .foUdw- RIfCO's Dore Schary and N.. Peter light. The gripes are many. Pictures
product
'
has had its effect, in turn, on the injg the same pattern.
Rathvon are strong proponents of dont run as long, so more
,
must be made. That means more
studio bosses who, themselves, wonNo question thaVHolly wood is stiH •this.
%
story properties are needed and
der why all the sackcloth-and-ashes, in the great self-examination period.
Proves 'Big' Pix
while millions of dollars worth of
if -t)roflts are still that big. Certainly Prirtie purpose -is to apprais.e its own
have been written off, every
they're big in relation to "normal" weaknesses in order to strengthen
Within Re»s<m scripts
studio's' prod.ucers are being given
pre-war days. Furthermore, the its values.
As .result there have
Metro points to its just completed those digests of properties each lot
Studio execs are frankly irked with been readjustments on "overhead."
"Easter Parade," the Irving Berlin owns, in the hope some resourcefvil
the constant eutrcut-cut cry from Some, of these items assume staggerTechnicolor
Garfilmusical
in
(Judy
producer can lick some time-hon*
the east, from" where the financial ing proportions, and frequently it's
land-Fred Astaire), as a sample of ored story problem.
impetus is directed.
a matter of double-talk bookkeeping^ how a boxoffice film can be proMore and more is heard the gripe
independent producers, One studio's "overhead" reached' ducedi for
Certain
$2^,000, even with Tech* that the paucity of plays and books
like Samuel Goldwyn and David O. 56%. Of course, the amortization oi iiicdlor r'.i'd
$600,(KH) iounediate and stories is militating against, film
a
St Iznick (and that goes also forme top-cost pictures during a period of outlay to £terlin for his songs. Hie
mnjor studios, with their theatre- declining -income has not helped esprit on the Culver City lot, from quality. On the other hand writers
point to many a property for which
affiliated outlets) are taking the bull financial statements, although these
Louis B. Mayer, Eddie Mannix and
by the tail and complaining that if writeoffs usually reflect better profits Louis K. Sidney down, is extraordi- good jnoney was paid but for which
the producer must fashion a comtiieatres are the oAes which •jire, the in -some future quarter statement.
nary and proves the old Nick pletely new story,
"salvation" of the picture btislness,
Goldwyn stresses the nced for cut- Seiietick crack anew about "there's
The ','atmosphere' 'of fear," conthejt\the theatres should pay- more, ting costs. His "50% cut'! edict
has nothing wrong^ with the picture bus* cerning which Eric Johnston cauJor their product.
gotten plenty of space, perhaps in iness that good pictures can't cure."
tioned the industry, following the
Selznick can't see the logic of past disproporiioh. to its practical resultsi Metro, admittedly, has been going
.Wasljington probe, seems to have
merchandising practices. film
In .a measure Goldwyn and others through a cycle of so-so product, but.
taken' possession of certain producswank store, for instance, he points
ers and, writersyj-to a greater or, lesgets
bigger price- for a better
.

Anti-Trust

iPDuUnueA-lron iMce, S
"Easter
Parade"' (Arthur
production, incide^itally, scribers,, Exhibs note that no major
Achieved its relatively low cbst by
company has indicated inter^ as
not going beserk on big extravaBut if ihetttres Are out, a
ganza Aumbets; instead, it slotted yet.

The

Freed)

;

lore tliere

bullish on some top product it
just previewed; news thereof

is

scheme such as that which -promises
eturns comi^arable with production
coists might well be a &lm*maker's

.

mecca.

Against competition such as

theatremeu think exhibition
would be faced with a rapid decline.

this

,

.

—

.

,

Kind Words for Bidding
As for tho distrib defendants, four
of the Big Five (all -but Paramount)
had nothing but kind words for competitive bidding and the distinct impression was given that the system
may be the cure-all for the industry's monopoly blues. None of the
distribs

actually

competitive

like

bidding; all would far rather stick
to the old way of selling. But the
Big Fife were latent upon, throwing
their full weight behind an onslaught against divorcement, and
praising competiti've bidding
that plan of action.

fit

into

.

.

.

:

'

.

Can Be

Made

•

.

,

A

a

out,

Wwaod Speculates on

commodity. So do better, pictures
•
/
deserve better terms,
Goldwyn brushes off the .theatres
as a real estate proposition.- The four
•walls of any theatre; ate good ais the
can 01 film that's shipped to them,
On the subject of Hollywood's pending, of course, on %e product
and he cites, the Shuberts' 70-30 and
80-20 terms as the salvation of films. economic 8elf*examination, televi- Whereupon the turf addicts grudg"The Shuberts, as theatre-owners sion looms as the big topic of the ingly admit, that "even Santa Anita
and v$ist theatre realty .operators," day. Many in the film capital look is onl:^ 15% off," although it has
Goldwyn obscSrves, "have done, plenty upon tele as a big boxoffice bogey)/ been noticed tliat the Hollywood
all right, haven't they, by just get- man. The video industry's reassur- bunch, per se, is not showing up in
ting 20 and 30% of the gross from ance that it needs Holly wooid's as great 'numbers. Any Coast visitor,
the theatrical attractioiijt.' jjlaying' alliance for the furtherance of tele* in former years, was "taken to the
their theatres? Why not the' same in vision, more than' Hollywood needs races''; today there are more offers
video, seems to be generally doubted. to "use my box; I find I haven't the
films?,"
There are a number o£ psycho- time to go <any more li]^e I used to,
Il's generally conceded, that a film
Uiis feeling. i^d besides it's too much of a
producer is virtually iii< a new busi- logical reasons' for.'
ness wilth every ne<# fihn, .U that is Firstly,, the Beverly Hillte-Bel Air sleeper jump from Beverly to Arcircuit of home-owners has become cadia
(where Santa Anita >is loso, then that
-srodUct' should be
victim of its own enthusiasm in cated)."
ii^dividually merchandised according a
It's an open secret now that Warto its individual 'standards, it Is ar- tele. They like video. They stay
home nights and watch the ...tele- ner Bro& .has been hard at. work
''
£uea.
.
^
•

.

Video

degree:

ser

.

The

roiddle-of-tlje

readers find themselves in the mid«nd anything- "liberal" is looked

-dle,

In Eyeing Economic Status

upon a^ance

in certain quarters. The
liberals," in turn, accent that beecclesiastic
legislative and

tween

Actually, company legalites pri*
vately confess that the decreed new
.sales method will be cumbersome,

though not unworkable,

and con-

siderably more costly despite exhib
claims that it'll hoist rentals. They
say that the entire distribution trend
administrative
towards
reduced
overhead, now in effect for almost
a full year^ will be drastically reversed by competitive bidding. Disftribs' profit margin has narrowed to
a hair recently, and the tremendous
increase in paper work, the slowdown in liquidation and the inter-?!
ference with proper exploitation will
hit profits bard.
:

.

'

Arbitration

'

is

something else in
was made to the

point. Terrific pitch

court

on reviving

the

arbitration

system tossed out by the lower court.
Ekhibs consider that part of the
save-the-theatres strategy. American
Arbitration Assn. lias been plugging
for a continuation of the setup but
the Big Five, heretofore, has shown
little enttuisiasm with any system
which would include a. bfoad jurisdiction on industry disputes.

-

With the appeals hearings over,
there's a strong impression in some
trade circles that •the decree, as a
whole, will stand with some minor
modifications.
Even exhib groups
that bitterly fought competitive bid-

ding now reluctantly admit the
high:'coUrt gave indications that ihe
new system- would stand. Line of
questioning by the justices showed
what was apparently uppermost in
their minds: "that competitive bid-

ding hadn't been given a

fair trial.

inhibitions "everything must' come'
If competitive bidding staySi diout Elsie Pinsmore," or else. Thei vorcement ° is out, lawyers say. The
conservatives among the producerSi new- sales method is in lieu xtt, dion the other haiid, cry that the writ* vestiture, and' the statutory court
The system
ers spend inore time and energy specifically said so.
writing
novels,, plays,
attending would be retained because the high
meetings, playing poker— anythin^^ court considers it workable and a
but applying, themselves to the job probable solution, to alleged monoply
violations.
of creating for pix.
As evidence that the' witch-hunt:
means- nottiing to the boxoffice, tlie
"liberaats" point to the Danny Kaye Govt.
("Walter Mitty"), John Garfield
Ending,
("Body and Soul"), Humphrey Bo
Washington, Feb. 17.
gart ("Sierra Madre") and other
bdxoffice smashes, as proof that any
Government lawyers who sat
pro-First Amendinent credos don' through last week's three days of
perfecting a theatre television embarrass them: commercially. (Bo- argument before the Supreme Court
screen .under its technical expert, gart, of course, should be quali^ed, in the. big anti-trust case, do not beCol.
Nathan Levinson,- and &at since be so strongly backtracked)
lieve they viriil get complete divestipretty soon the
theatres in HolAll are Dgreed that mediocrity no ture, according to the way they are
lywood will debut big public .evente longer can pay off. Merchandising talking privately. •
as part of the, regular programs,
aspect is the big objective of all
They think they will get more than
is waiting for legal technicalities to producers. If a Coast producer has a
the New York Court gave them but
clear since video, as presently conbig hit he can't understand why the less than the
divorcement they instituted, is designed for "home use": eastern advertising depts. don't go
sisted was the only >way to settle
already there -are repercussions that a{ter it like Goldwyn and Selznick
the matter, once and -tor aU.
even the bars Snd ta^rns may be do; "that jiort of 'penetration' pays
This is a consensus of their thinkstopped from telecasting' sports, etc., off big, yoti Imow," they will teU
because these are supposedly"box< you. If it's a minor effort, the cry is ing:,'"
Some jofm of partial divestiture.
office" lure to sell beverages. The that y'ou must go out and seU them;
Pan-Pacific Auditorium- in downiProbably a ban on cross-licensing.
town Los Angeles, incidentally,
termination of the highly com
packed in 9,000 at $1,20 to $2.40 scale
ti'oversial competitive bidding secthe
.

'

.

.

•

'

•

'

screen. The children eat it up.' 1%ey
to forget that working*Ho]ly*

Dtv»r«em«nt
seem
Comes theatre divorcement—if it wood
does—the feeling 'Is ihixed. Some party
'

iwlxed Feelii^'

is a. stay-home and. houseaet* anyway.. Tliey, advance
reasons; "Well, look how Junior
goes for the television cartoons and
ahd we have a heck'^of«a:
time- to get- him to bed before 8 p.m.
nowd^ys. Television is one of the
best tlireats to make children bepictures and he was getting $2,500 have; <'be goodr :or you can't see the
rentdl a week from an exhibitor in television tonight,' etc. ) "Fiitiher*
Boston. Along came another exhibi- more, not only must this stay*home
tor and offered him f 10,000 a week attitude spread to the nation, but
fof the Talmadge product. That was there are other r ea so n s for not
a good-enough price for Schenck to spending more at the film boxoffices.
make sure that his old customer Now they can buy frigidaires,. get
couldn't improve the $2,500, but he an automobile, even build despite
took the letter's terms. Pretty soon the top prices, no it must cut into
the bigger exhibitor, with all top the movie dollar.
The hep showman, of course, has
product tied up, bought out the old
customer,
and the next time a point that the peak of radio is
Schenck came around with a Tal- past, that television has come along
at just the right time to give new
m^ge picture he, was offered only impetus to this electronic form of
$1^500 on a take-it-or-leave-it basis.
The vet showman's point, in this projected entertainment. When 'VaRDBTy quotes an old George M.
anecdote, is to prove that open comCohan crack, "Nothing has yet been
petition is. a virtue, and if theatres
invented to keep a guy home except
divorce from production and distria dame," and adds that eventually
bution, the ''evil"—if an evil it is—
the gals
to be taken out^ the
may shift to the control of the thea- argumentwant
persists that, for the time
tees. /
being at least, it must continue to
The divorcement threat, inci- hurt. And it comes at an unfortunate
iJentally, has raised concern among time, when the film boxoffices are
the Big Five that such theatre-lean- having a tough timie standing off any
ing tycoons as Barney Balaban and added competition.
Sp.yros Skouras may influence the
Grosses Not Too Bad
None the less, they concede that
other majors to possibly retain the
theatres and divest themselves of grosses' are not too badly off, de-

see

it

a break for

producer-dis-

tlie

through competitive l;id'
ding.
Some, like Joe Schencki see
the tail wagging, the dog. Schenck
recalls when he '^as merchandising
the Constance ahd Norma Talm^idge
tributot','

!shorts

.

.

.'

-

.

.

'

.

No

Divorcement

WB

WB

,

A

to

view

VotionSets6Pix

Rose Bowl game.

Incidentally,

pari;

of

the

video

bugaboo stemmed from the film
bunch bragging "how nice. and comfortable it was not to fight your way
through Pasadena crowds, how nice
it was to see the Rose Bowl game

.

'

Attomej^ See Bids

so comfortably, with a drink at the
elbow, on New Year's Day." They
seem to forget that, despite this
relatively
important segm^t of
usual sports followers staying comfy
around their video, the Bowl, was a:
sellout none the less. Indicating that
video didn't keep everybody home
and even if television becomes as
common as radio, it's a fact that
radio's baseball broadcasts in recent
years have made more baseball fans
out of American women than ever

—

before, because it developed fre.sh
interest (and patronage) in the national pastime.

'

tion.

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Possibly a restoration of compulJack 'Votion, former European pro- sory arbitration such as existed in

duction representative for RKO, will the 1940 consent decree.
make six independent pictures in
The belief Is that the high court
England, based on the adventures Of
will remand the case back to the
Dick Turpin, British highwayman.
New Tfork tribunal with directions
Producer is due in Hollywood this
that it review certain phases and
week to round up players for. the
make some changes, While the Suventure in England.
preme Court .could work out the
solution itself, the issues are so complex here that it is believed the
Marshall Grant's 6
New York judges, who sat through
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
the long trial, might be considered
Marshall Grant Pictures has a better group to make any required
rounded up five story properties for changes in their own decree.
filming this year, with
Broadway" heading the

"Runyoh of
One Justice Department lawyer
list.
has made the private prediction that
Others are
"Domino Parlor
whatever the final form of the de"Mr. Marjorie," "The Trimming of cision, "this case .will be back in
Goosie" and "The Loop," a tale of the courts within' 10 years unless
Chicago.
W6 get divestiture."

M-G-M

DOLPHIN
LANA TURNER

presents "GREEN
starring

STREET"

VAN HEFLIN

•

RICHARD IJART

DONNA REED

Frank Morgan
Edmund Gwenn • Dame May Whitty
Reginald Owen° » Gladys Cooper
Screen Play by Samson Raphaelson
Based on the Novel by Elizabeth
Goudge . Directed by VICTOR

SAVILLE
W;iLSON

.
.

.

Produced by CAREY,

A METRO-GOtDWYN-j

MAYER PICTURE

presents SPENCER TRACY
LANA TURNER • ZACHARY'
SCOTT in "CASS TIMBERLANE"'
Tom Drake Mary Astor * Albert

M-G-M

•

Dekker

Ogden

•
Screen Play by Donald
Adaptation by
Stewart

Donald Ogden. Stewart and Sonya
Levien « Based on the Novel by Sinclair

Lewis

•

Directed by

GECJRGE

SIDNEY Produced by ARTHUR
HORNBLOW, JR. • A METROGOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
.

M-G-MpresentsMICKEYROONEY
BRIAN DONLEVY.ANN BLYTH
"KILLER McCOY" . JAMES

in

DUNN

•

Tom TuUy

•

Sam Levene

Screen Play by Frederi<?k Hazlitt
Brennan • Based on a Story and Screen
Play by Thomas Lennon, George

George Oppenheimer
Directed by ROY ROWLAND
Bruce and

Produced by

SAM ZIMBALIST

•

A

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
PICTURE

M-G-M

•

JUNE ALLYSON

» Patricia
Joaa McCracketi • Ray
McDonald • Mel Torme • Color by

Marshall

•

TECHNICOLOR

•
Screen Play by
Comden and Adolph Green
Based on the Musical Comedy by
Lawrence Schwab, Lew Brown, Frank
Mandel, B. G. DeSylva and Ray
Henderson • Directed by CHARLES
WALTERS • Produced by ARTHUR

Betty

. a metro-goldwyn-j
Mayer picture

freed

Give Generously For American Brotherhood Week!

"GOOD NEWS".

presents

(Techtticohr)

PETER LAWFORD
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BA fw 1947,

life Top Grosser 'm

St.

OVnCB

Umwamr^ riaww Vntelnr

Lj^bor Reps Denounce
Canada Pix Tax Move
Toronto, Feb. 17.

'Years Second; Italo Fix

B« Hits

announcement
out of the'
and turn this

government

'With

that

MINNEAPOLIS

plans to step

it

amusement tax

field

(Continued from page 13)
revenue-producing activity over to Last week, "1 Walk Alone" (Par) (3d
the various Canadian provinces, ,a wk), fair $4,800.
Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)—
irimicip»Hfir ttow
Buenos
delegation of 200 members of the "This Time- for
Keeps" (M-G).
"It's a Wofldnrfal jLite" OtKO) was
Ai Daft, XJniversal's ass't foreign
Federation of the Modest $14,000. Last week, "Captain
'
for 1947. dept cbitf, planes Saturday (21) for Ontario Provincial
the top ooxofflce
Castile" (20th) (3<| wk). trim $13,000.
The picture nun^ four weeks at the a two-month tour of U's Eiu-opean Trades and Labor Congress of CanBKO-OrpkeniB (RKO) (2,800; 50flrstnm Graa Rex, grossing $83^50. offices. Daff Will land first at Stock- ada called on Premier Drew to ex- 70>—"If You Knew Susie" (RKO).
following up with another eight holm and then continue on to press vigorous opposition to the prtH Crix like tliis inqpretentious otTering
fairly well, but struggling to only
weeks at Gran Palace, for ?38,825 Helsinki, Oslo. Copenhagen, Brussels,
municipali- $10,000. Last week. 'Senator Indiscross, or total of %Va,\2S.
Amsterdam, Paris, Athens, Rome, posed pJajj .to, empower
creet*' <U), good $13,500.
ties to levy.' in|ufeeHte# taxes,'
Second place went to "Beat Years Barcelona, Madrid and Lisbon.
KKO-Pan (RKO) (1,000; 50-70)—
Hell meet with Nate J. Blumberg,
Claim of spokesmen was tha* »o "Senator Indiscreet" (U)
ol: Our Lives" (^0>, which bad a'
(m.o.).
run of 18 weeks at the Luxor and ITs proxy, and Joseph Seidelman, purpose will be served when the Keeping uD the good pace it hit at
veepee in charge of the foreign dept.,
grossed $105t00Q.
OrphAm. Neat $9,000. Last
out
its the
carries
government
federal
in Paris f«r a review of the French
week, "Sierra Madre" (WB) (2d wk),
Real recOEdbreakers, however, situation.
present
20%
abolish
the
promise to
good $8,000.
h&ve been the Italiaa pix, "Open
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70>—"Albuamusement tax if it is to be immeCity," distr.'buted by Republic, and
querque" (Par). Fine $12,000 looms.
diately reimposed by municipalities Last week, "Intrigue" (UA), $10,000.
"To Live in Peace," distributed by
Luxmar Filins. "Open Gity" ran
Vptowu (Far) (1.000; 5a-53>—
who find theatres « convenient
weeks, partly at the lirstrun Am"Road to Rio" (Par). First nabe
source of tax revienae. View was showing.
Very healthy $5,000. Last
bassador' and later .at the Iguazu.
that the rrimposed tax would create week, "Tycoon" .(RKO). light $3,000.
grossing $83,463. The picture was
World (Mann)" (350; 50-85)—"Love
a hardship^for the working man and
still drawing heavily when it was
from Stranger" (EL). Mildish $Z4HI0.
suspended by "the Entertainment
his family in that he needs this type Last week. "Frieda" (V), lyBOa
f
Board director,' Clwidio Martinez
Tokyo, Feb. 10.
of amusement or recreation; and
Faiva. When the picture' was first
Expenses eontiawt to soar, and that the purpose of the federal govpreemed, the censors classified -it
higher adtnissiOR t^x .and electric
ernment in abolishing the present Tycoon' Goes Upstream
as a "horror^ picture, not suitable'
restrictions are cutting
power
for exhibition before impressionable
groEseiw io^ Japai^s three leading 20% fax is to lower the cost of living.
For lush $17,000, Port.
people. Nevertheless;' it proved a
Shocika
Biien«$ Aires, Feb,
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Jap Filmers Cut

Burets

1

in Half

and Daiei-4-are cutting expenditures.
"TO lave in Peace'' grossed $83,200 Last year, these companies poured
at the Hetnipolitan .in its first agbt around
10.000,000 yen
($200,000)
weeics run. The picture is^ ^stilL iniw the production of each of their
showing at the Ari^na. Had the best eflforts—"Actressf ("Joyu").
pix preemed in tlieatres with the "Ctece Agam" ("lima Hitotabi No").
seating capacity, of the Gran Rex or "'War and Peace" ("Senso to

Portland, Ore., V&t. 17.

Week of cold weather here didn't
keep patrons away from Paramount
and Oriental to see "Tycoon." "H.
Winter ComesT' at TJnited Artists also
is good. "KiUcr McCoy" at Broad-

Sni^

Chi, Balto

'

.

'

might have topped the Heiwa"). and rrhe Ball at Anjo's"
and ("Anjoke no Butokai").
President Watanabe. of Toho, Ltd.,
announced last week that all proOther record grosses for the year: duction plans in the future must, be
"Razor's Edge" (Fox) $76,500 at the based on a figure no higlier than
Gran Rex; '•Gamegie Hall" (UA) 6,500,000 yen ($130,000). In the past,
$67,000 at the Opera; "Humoresque" Toho seldom spent less than 5,000,000
CWB) $56,250 for four weeks at the yen ($100,000) for film, setting, decor,
Opera; "Night and Day" (WB) $45,- costumes and location expenses, l6eOOO for sevfen. weeks at the Premier; sides a large additional amount for
"Dead o£' Night" (U) $38,600 for advertisement, etc.
Pictures are is^ed to Tohd's 643
sevSh weeks at the Broadway; "La
Bataille du Riel" (DIFAX"* docu- chain howses throughout the country
mentary, $22,500 for, six weeks at and usually net approximately 20
the Biarritz. Guaranteed'^ leifsne df' mOIidn yen ($400,000), half of which
"Four Feathers" grossed sn^porisiugly ^iws to the house-o wners and half to
at the Ideal, establishing a' rtaord TMio. Thus, the 10,000,000 yen gross
it'

record grosses set by 'Xife"
"Years."
Keisrae Bi^lt Up

'

'

six

at $31,300. The picture leaves the comp<iny profitless.
in Buenos Aires.
years of the war.
locally produced' inht;" "TMavi- Nfi"

.vi;eeks

had been exhibited
In the

Of
,

first

los

X'ilm)

was the

staying

HUKOERS FEW
DOWN ON THE FARM

Pobres" (Acg»it^-Sono^

dad de

four

best moneymaker,
weeks at the Monu-

Tokyo, Feb.

10.

mental and grossing $23,115. Lumir^
Japanese male (tbngoers outnumton's "With the. Devi! in His Body"
starring Olga Zubarry and Juan lM9r the ladies two .to one, according
Carlos. Thorry, ran another four 1o*a national survey taken.recently
weeks 'at the Normandie, .grossing by the Tokyo CStizens t>>ncour; a
native research agency. Relative'
$21,812. )
backwardness of film industry in
Japan is indicated by the poll
through the fact that less than 1%
'

VAN DAMIlLAinZ BACK
fOLOia)ONVlAnANE

Japanese farmers attend the
cinema although they comprise over

of

50% of- the population.
Among whitecoUar workers,
'Vivian Van Damar^ British producer and owneTv of the WittdmUI proximately 60% attend films
ularly. However, less than

thejtta;,

London, whidt has

tibe dis-

of never having closed even
during the height of the blili, is returning to London on Saturday (21 >
by plane after a visit to the tJnited
States. 'While here, he visited his
sister^ Fhwence Van Damm. the
legit show photographer.
Also rctiuning to Liondbn, is
Robert Lantz, former Universal
talent head in England who wiU
return to N. Y. in. • ilntonth with a
new cmmection..
'Van Dampf's ^catr^ incideniidly»
provided the setting lA the SitSfi Haytihctiffib

apreg-

10% of
employees and govem-

both factory,
mrat workers are fihngoerK,

Loewenttial to Coast

Fw Mex Filming Deal

'CMdinaed frois pace

whm

:S 'aiis

Diana began managing the way
1937, and the other fr^m

Monroe in

^

'

v

Harch

time, Goldberg tuf ned an old garage
into the Hilton. Suit alleges this was
*^for the purpose of fighting and
destroying the business of the-newly

done

constructed

Windsor."

It

charges

that Goldberg also kept the officers

of

.Windsor theatre out of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
IVbryland, thus depriving the theatre
of 'Certain newspaper publicity provided through the association.
"The plaintUt among other things,"
said Harold
Schilz, of Washington,
Windsor attorney, "asks the court to
prohibit the defendaiit exhibitors
from supplying their picture production to the Walbrook and Hilton
theatres on any other terms tiiah
those offered to the Windsor theatre*
and during the next four years to
distribute them in such a manner
that the Windsor theatre should be
enabled to obtain no less than onehaU of the total feature production
released by the eight major motion
picture distributors in the Windsor
the'

U

'

Exhibs Ronance

Loew's

Upbeat

'

.

pic.

the ace holdover.

EstlBiates for This

Week

194S.

.

screenings and plenty of huddling
Syssell finally turned it down.
Meanwhile, Wechsler is planning
a film which will treat with the
Sfirttth's attempted solution
of its
edticatiuial proUfem. Betty Smith,
author of "A Tree Grows ,m Brooklyn," is doing the script, and the en"tire pic will be shot below the
Mason & Dixon line. Metro will very
likely take on distribution of the

'

bMwador (F&M)

(3,000; ,50-75)

—"Meant

for Me" (20th) and "Dan(2d wk), Nice
$14,000 after fair $19,000 first stanza.

gerous Years" (20th).

F«x (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "TMen" (EL) and "Unexpected Gue.st"
(UA). Okay $22,000. Last week,
"Sierra Madre" (WB) and "Smart
Politics" (Mono), $21,000.

LMw'a

(Loew)

(3,172;

50-75)—

Intrigue" (UA) and "Frieda" tU).
Solid $23,000. Last week, "Body and

and "Curley"

(UA)

Soul"

(UA),

$18,000.

Miwrari (F&M) (3,500; 50-73)—
Madre" (WB) and "Smart

Sierra

Politic:^ (Mono) (m.o.). Fine $19,000. Last week, "Captain Castile"
(20th> (m.o.), $8,000.

Orphena (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
"Body and Soul" (UA) and "Cturlcy
(UA) (m.o.). Fair $8,500. Last
week, "U Winter Gomes'^ (M-G) and
"KiUer DiU" (SG) (nun), $7,500.
.

'

St, Lauu (F£M> (4,000; 50-75)—
"Husband's
Affairs^
(Col)
and
"Louisiana'^ (Mono). TTim $18,000.
Last week, "Tender YearsT «20th)
and "Gay Ranchero" (Rep), dull

$cM,MO Anti-Traster im Ball*

'.

the bill. With the pie bracketed as
Jap Pix Stocks'
the bottom of a dualer, Loew asTokyo, Feb. 10.
serted that the distrib forces had
Film stocks are oii upbeat in Tosaddled themselves in selling the kyo and Osaka stock markets.
Presfilm to out-of-town exhibs who
ent quotation, of Nikkatsu potion
noted the sloughing given by the Pictures is 229 yen ($4.58)
as against
company's own circuit.
135 yen one month ago.
Loew personally closed the deal
During one day's activity, Fuji
for "Search" to open in the Victoria.
Films spurted 23 yen to 141, and
N.Y. For a time, the pie was seriously
Toho improved 12.50 yen to 97,
considered by Gus Eyssell, Radio
City Music Hall director, for a bookYENS A.C. BEAUTY
ing at that showcase. After five

is

Rousing 18G

A

BimdwsT (Parker) (1,832; 50-85) $8,500''
.—"Killer McCoy" (M-G) and "Main
40-00)—
.Shehert Ond)
(1.500;
Street Kid" <Rep) <2d wk). Steady ^Green Was VaHey" (20th) and
$7,000. Last week, big $13,000.
Water" (20tb) ([reissues).
GaOd (Parker) (427; 65-$1.20)— "Swamp
Only $5,000. Last week, "1 Walk
Baltimore, Feb. 17.
"Due! in Sun" (SRO). Excellent $3,- Alone" (Par) and "Blonde Savage"
000 or over. Third visit to town. Last (EL) (m.o.), faiipy
A $600,000 treble damage anti-trust week,
$6,000.
"Henry Fifth" (UA) (2d wk),
Suit was filed in Federal court here
big $4,600.
Friday (13) by the Windsor Theatre
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)—
an independent nabe house. "Destry Rides Again" (U) and "'When
Co.,
s. Icy, B.O. Skids,
were Dalton Rode" (U) (reissues) (4
co-defendants
as
Nsuned
Okay $3,000i Last week,
Loew's, Paramount, 20th-Fox, .United days).
But 'Relentless' $12,000
Artists, Universal, Warner Bros., the "Exile" (U) and "Upturned Glass"
Walbrook and Hilton theatres, and (U), $5,000.
Indianapolis, Feb. 17.
Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)— "TyCold weather and slick pavements
Thomas D. Goldberg, owner ot the
coon" (RKO) and "Linda Be Good" are keeping most film grosses below
two hpuses.
(EL), day-date with Paramount. Big par at firstrun spots here again this
yindsor also asked the court to $6,000 or close. Last week. "Meant week. Stoutest contenders, getting a
enjoin the distributors from feeding for Me" (SOtfa) and ."Railroaded" little better than average, are "Retheir product to the Walbrook and (EL), fine $4,300.
lentless" at Loew's and "T-Men" at
.Orpkeam (H-E) (1,750; 50-85)— Circle,. "Captain from Castile" is
Hilton on a neighborhood first run
"T-Men" (EL) and "Glamour Girt" 50% off frbm ilrst week's pace in
basis. Tt^ Windsor is. next- door to
(Col).,
So-so $7,000. Last week.
the Hilton and across the street fioni "^Mark of Zorro" (20th)' and "Drum.'? holdover at Indiana.
Estimaties for This Week
,'
the Walbrook.
Mohawkf (20th)^ (reissues), solid
Circle (Galnble-Dolle) (2.800; 44The suit explains that, the 'Windsor 1^,200.
Fantaiaant (H-E) (3,400; 50-85)— 65)—"T-Men". (EL) and "Fighting
was built in 1941 and that at the
that year to

Mexico City. Feb. 17.
Plans for producing pix in Mexico
in English and Spanish are being
made in Hollywood by Rbdolfo
LAewenthal, European producer who
lias made several pix in- Spanish
here. Latest is "Algo Flota en el theatre territory in Baltimore."
Agua" ("Something Drifts on the
wortb starrer iEor (Pqiliidil»a "Tlonii^t Wafer"), based on the Hungarian
bestseller of that name, which stars
and 'Bwrf IKighf,'^
Arturo de Cordova, with his Hollywood rep, Paul Kohler, husband of
ss Continned from paife 5 s:
actress Lupita Tovar.
Loewenthal planed to Hollywood the Ambassador hotel, Los Angeles,
Gonffict
(14) and will be there a month.
March 9-10. That along with taxes
ss Gontiuued from page 6
are the

-

mirs'

St. Louis, Feb. 17.
blizzard that followed freezing rain last Thursday and Friday
sloughed grosses just when the main
stem looked headed for a big week.
"Intrigue" is the front runner at
Loew's with "Her Husband's Afl'airs"
trim at the St. Louis.
BMiantes for This Week

'

anema, companies—Ttoho,

sensational hit.

Opera^

But Intrigue' $23,000;

•

DafFs European Swing

gmw^

'

Bops St loo Biz

Bfiz

10.

top subjects on the agenda,
and TOA-ites point up the direct
tie between the two. If the Government can be '^impressed with the
potential aid that can be given it by
the 18,000 theatres, TOA thinks it
can win cooperation on the pitch to
knock off half of th? 20% Federal
tax bite.

Tax question comes up again

this

when Congress will hear proand-con argument on repealing the
war tax.
the local front, a rash
MES
CROWN of taxes Cki
has been pushed through
Mexico City, Feb. 17.
by community bureaucrats within
Mexico is aiming at the Miss the past six months. TOA has anAmerica of 1943 contest at Atlantic nounced that it'll call upon the
City, The pick of Mexican beauties entire industry to join in the fight.
will be chosen at a contest to be
Other subjects up for discussion
started here soon by Horace Jacobs, Include the perennial 16m poser.
a U. S. bathing suit importer.
There's been, a growth of free shows
Thi.s will be the first time that in chain grocery stores, bars and
Mexico has ever competed in the elsewhere. Large-screen teIcvi.sion,
Atlantic
City
pulchritude
show, censorship and, establi.shmcnt of an
though she has been represented at industry forum for trade gripes are
like contests elsewhere in the U. S. also dated for mulling.
spring,

(RKO) and "Linda Bo Mad"

"l^coon"

Good" (EL), also OrientaL Big $11,000 or near. Last week; "Meant for

Me"

and

(20th)

'(MiMio).

Oke

Litst

$11,000.

week; "Pnwtes Monterey" (U) and
'DangeroiK Years" (20th), sluggish

'TSailroadetf' (EL),

(G-D)

$9,600.

44-65)—

(3,300;

Fiayhonse (H.-E) (1,200; 50-85^- "Capt Casble^ (20th) (2d wk).
"Zorro" (20th) and "Drums Mohawk" Hodest1t8,000 after big $18,000 open(20th) (reissues) (m.o.). So-so $2,keitVs (Gamble-DoUe) (1.300: 44000. Last week, "Walk Alone" (Par)
and "Two Blondes, Reiihead" (Col) 65)—"Pittsburgh" (U) and "Green
Hell" «U) (reissues). Fair $5,000.
(m.o.). fair $1,800.
(RKO) (mji ),
United Artiste (Parker) (895; 50- Last week, "Tycoon"
'
85)—"If Winter Cometf* (M-G). Good mild$4,;500.
(Loew's) €2,450; 44-65)—
$8,000. Last week, "Secret Beyond
"Relentless" (Col) and "Devil Ship"
'

LmVi

Door" (U)

(6 days), $3,800.

(Col).'

Nice

$12,000.

Last week, "In-

trigue" (UA), average $11,000.

Seattle Stagg^ers

But

(Gamble-Dolle)
—^Love
from Stranecr"

Xycle

i

1.600;

44-

(EL) and
for Heaven" <EL). Tepid
Last week. "This Happy
(U) and "Smart PoliUcs"

65)

'Earth' Solid $16,000 "Heading
Feb. 17.'
Boxoffice takes are generaUy of.
Seattle,

fish

this

week

despite

$4400.

Breed"

som* new <Mon»,

$4,000.

product Best bet is "To Ends of
Earth," smash at Liberty.
Estiaiatcs for This Week
(Clontinued from page 12)
Blue MMse (H-B) (800; 45-80)—
"Walk Alone" (Par) and "Linda Be "Sleep My Love" (UA) and "Stork
Good" (EL) (2d wk). Fair. $4,500 in Bites Man" (UA) (m.o.). ditto.
9 days. Last week, "Heaven Only
Dcnhant (Cockrill) (1.750; 33-74)
Knows" (UA), and "Heartaches"
"Walk Alone" (Par) <2d wk).
(EL), sad $2,600 in 0 days.
Trim $11,500. Last week, big $16,000.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
Dearer (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—"T—"If Winter Comes" «M-G) and Men" (EL) and "Woman From Tan"Vance Secret Mission*^ (EL). Mild gier" (Col), d^-date with Webbeii
$10,000 in 9 days. Last week. "Wom- Fair $13,000. Last week, "Meant For
an's Vengeance" (U) and "Road Big
Me" (20th) and "SUppy McGce"
House" (SG), very thin $3,300 in (Rep), good $16,000.
5 days, all-time low here.
35-74)
EsciDire
(Fox)
(742;
Liberty (J & vH) (1.650: 4.')-80)—
and
"Woman's
Vengeance"
(U)
"Ends of Earth" fCoDand "Blondie's
Anniversary" (Col). Huge $16,000. "Fighting Mad" (Mono), day-date
Last
Last week. "Prince of Thieves" with Paramount. Thin $2,000.
week, "Meant for Me" (20th) and
(Col), .$7,300.
Music Box fJi-E) (850; 45-80)— "Slippy McGee" (Rep), good $3,250.
Ortihciim (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)
"Sierra Madre" (WB) (m.o.). Nice
and
Timberlane"
(M-G)
$4,500. Last week, "Meant for Me" "Cass
Smash $22,500.
(SG).
roth) and "Rosea Red" (20th) "Dragnet"
Holds. Last week, "Walter Mitty"
fln.o.), $4,300.
Music Hall (H-E) (2.200; 45-80)— (RKO) and "Green for Danger"
"Timberlane" (M-G) (3d wk). Solid (EL) (2d Wk), fair $12,500.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74 )—
$8,000 after, very big $11,700 last
and
"Woman's Vengeance" (U)
session.
Orpheom (H-E) (2.600; 45-80)— "Fighting Mad" (Mono), also Es"Pirates Monterey" (U) and "Tne quire. Very duE $8,000 or under.
Last
week, "Relentless" tCol) and
Guilty" (Mono). Slow $6,000. Last
week, "Sierra Madre" (WB) (2d "Campus Honeymoon" (Rep), good
$13,000.
wk), good $8,800.
"ReRialto (Fox). (878; 35-74)
Palomar (Sterling) (1.350; 45-80)
—"Killer McCoy" (M-G) (3d wk). lentless" (Col) and ''Campus HoneyTrim $5,000 or over. Last week, moon" (Rep), after week at Paramount. Webber. Mild $3,000. Last
sweet ${!,80».
Panmonnt (H-E) (3.049: 45-80)— week, "Sierra Madre" (WB) and
"Tycoon" (RKO) and "Tracy Meets "Linda Be Good" (EL) (m.o.), fair
Gruesome" (RKO). Disappointins $3,700.
"TWebber (Fox) (750; 35-74)
$11,000. Last week. "Walk Alone"
(Par) and 'Xfnda" (]EL). mild $S300. Men" (EL) and "Woman From Tan-

DENVER
'

—

~

—

—

RoofieveU (Sterling) (800: 45-fiO)—

"Good

Old

$5,000. La.st

Days"

week

(Col) (6th Wk),

"Hn''

flftie

gier"

$3,700,

(Col), also Denver. Fair

.$2,-

Good 500. Last week^ "Relentless" (CoU
Be You" and "Campus Honeymoon" (Rep),

(Indie).

$3,300.

,

lONpoM ovnoa
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India Is Readying

Plush Casinos, Auto Races, Fix, Cafes

To Spruce Up

Ist Arg. Film Festival

Buenos Aires, Feb, 3. <
del Plata, Argentina's Atlanresort, is readying for the
tic coast
Festival,
Argentine .Film
flrst
skedded for mid-March, at the Hotel

Brazil-Portugal Pact

American

Bringing Pix Results

Prdvinqial. Hotel was erected by the
government of Buenos Aires province on the proceeds of the Mar' del

Miramar

and

Own

Newsreel

Lisbon, Feb, 3.

i

are

is

What a

ereiKe

.

:•

.

Grosses

which

totaled
$2,259,301.95,
of
$95,824.50 fell to- uafoe theatres

Casino profits so far this ^fason and the few suburban legit houses.
are estimated at $250,000 a day," with The longhair concert season, excludColon
Opera performances,
running expenses of around $25,000 ing
The Colon figdaily. As the casinos operate from grossed $111,995.70.
Nov. 13 to April 15, the year's take ure, if publishedj would double the
on the Mar del Plata casino alone total.
can be estimated at $37,712, 250, The
During the year most translations
turnover is expected to ipcrease of foreign plays did badly. "Glass
considerably throughout fee carnival Menagerie" barely survived 79 perdays, Feb. 7-15, with the influx of formances with very poor houses,
holiday-makers.
and "This Was a Woman,'' by Jean
Rival atractions are the automobile Morgan, translated by Santiago ;Arraces, run off on the hairpin bend rieta, ran only 67 times.
Season's
boulevard bordering the longest stayer was Eduardo Borras'
circuit
beach. The resort's dfeluxe film thea- "The Blue Rose," produced by Lutres are s.r.o. throughout the season., isita Vehil at the jtiny Empire theLargest house is the "Opera with -atre, which wound up with 397 perI,$00' seats; Atlantic, 1^510; Ambas- formances.
Somerset Maugham's
sador^ 1,400; imd delgrano and Ocean "Rain," with Brazilian actress DulBeii with 1,000 seats each. There are cina de Moraes (playing in Spanish),
around' 20 theatres in Mar del Plata topped performances for a transproper.
"lated play, with 359.
Few Resort Niterieg
There are few niteries in the resort, but quite a few vaude cafe
spots, o£ which the Havana, spotting
local comedian Pablo Palitos, is' the
GETS
most popular. The Havana charges
London, Feb. 10.
one peso (25c.) seating tax for each
Arnold Pressburger's filmization of
25 minute section. The Curro Carmona Flamenco troupe is doing sock Somerset Maugham's novel, "Then
business at the rival La Paris cafe. and Now," is reported to have been
Socialites stick almost entirely to abandoned by J. Arthur Rank, who
the ultra-exclusive. Ocean and Mar was to have financed and distributed
Move of the British
del Plata Golf Clubs, and the Tour- the picture.
bilHon Hotel nitery, operated by film tycoon is attributed to excessive
Arthur Kutscher of the Buenos Aires production costs.
Embassy Club. The Morocco and
Preliminary expenses on "Then
Scaflde niteries cater to the popular and Now" already have entailed
constantly about $200,000, and Rank is detercrowds,
with patrons
queuing vip for tables.
mined to sanction few films costing
The Casino's ice-rink has been more than $800,000. With George
taken over by a locally formed group Sanders as its star, the Pressbui;ger
of performers, under the direction picture origmally was scheduled to
of Hilda Sawyer^ The show is an have been made partly at Denham
almost complete carbon copy of the and on location in Italy.
Thorold
"Ice and; stars" show brought to Dickinson was to be the director.
Buenos Aires during the 1947 season
by Eduardo Borgas 'Villegas, Venezuelan impresario, under the direc- Cinesound Films Aussie

MAUGHAM'S THEN'
RANK BRUSHOFF

'

•

tion of Fritz

who were

thus stymied in their plan
own show to the At-

Claim of Cancer Cure
Sydney, Feb. 5.
Cinesound Studios under Ken Hall
has produced a timely newsreel cov
ering the claim of an Australian
non-medical man, John Braund, to
have found a cure for cancer. Hall

Buenos Aires, Feb, 4.
Buenos Aires is to have' a film city
its own as soon as Imagenes Ai-

who

directed as well as writing the
for the reel, presents

commentary

production setup, Braund's claim without taking sides
Reel shows Braund actually reheaded by Jupiter B. Perrusi, has
finished construction of the $5,000,000 moving an alleged cancer from a
studio buildings blueprinted for erec- male patient's stomach. It also covers
tion on a site in Moreno, a suburb interviews with patients who aver
40 minutes' drive froni the center of they have been cured of the scourge.
the capital. The project includes a Cinesound will continue producing
housing scheme for studio workers foUowups until Braund's claim is
and personnel, around which a big proved true or otherwise. Reel is to
new town, Ciudad Gaucha, is expect- be given nationwide release immediPubUc interest is terrific.
ately,ed to grow.
Perrusi, who heads the new con- Copies are now on their way to U. S.
cern as prexy, is a newcomer to the for handling via Warners-Pathe. Pio
film industry and' little seems to- be runs 12 minutes.
gentiiias,

a

new

known about

his previous activities
or the source of his capital.

Paiil

Verdayne, for 23 years with

Paramount
Edward Pcrsson, long a top Swed- company's
ish film

comedian,

going into pix
company will be
With studios to be

so

is

in

production.
New
located in Malmb
built in Xrollfe Rhoditt's ckcus halls, ifor months.
.

i

Singapore, mo.stly as
has left to operate

chief,

the Cathay theatre there. Captured
during the war,
the Japanese
by
.„
.
Verdayne was prisoner in Malaya

liarities.

What they have

More Foreign Playing Time
Seen as Clue to Recent
Argentine Fihn Moves

in

common

th«

is

hours; opening about 6 p.m„ to be
shuttered at 10 p.m., after which a
policeman guards the door to turn

latecomers away.
Another point
they have in common is the lighting,
which consists mostly ol
;

candles.
The spots are more or less ritzy,
the best one being the swanky Uhu,
close by Knieplatz, It's a decidedly,

*

"champagne'' joint, aping the French
with f e
e entertainers
warbling at regular intervals, mostly
in would-be French.
The place is
full of furs and diamonds, and the
food fair and plentiful.

mm

style,

Another

Full of Oddities
spot,' also fairly ritzy, is

Bel Ami, in the American zone, but
attempting' a French interior decoraBackstage setting for the recent tion and giving entertainment with
clampdown by Argentina 'on for- singers using French repertoire.
eign film imports reveals the step F'rench songs are also frequently
was motivated by desire of domestic crooned at Tokaier, where admitproducers to protect their flanks tance is restricted to the initiates
from competition and get more for- and 'where the atmosphere is deeign playing time. According to cidedly lavender.
well-informed observers, the dispute
Another odd place is the Beard,
with Spain over a reciprocal film in the center of night life, at the
tax accord served only as a pretext corner of Fasanenstrasse and Kurfor President Peron to take the furstendam.
Another KurfiirsteiJ"dynamic" step of saving Argentina dam spot is the San Francisco,
producers.
where the walls are painted black
Local exhibitors and dijstributors with futuristic cut outs in white.
immediately squawked to the Gov- The clientele doesn't look as ritzy
ernment, pointing out that the meas- as. the Uhu, but never,thelesg drinks,
ure would force them out of busi- are $2 a shot. It doesn't take long,
ness. Govertiment execs expressed in the best Berlin chibs, to get
scorn at these argument's and said through $100, since once there you
they would' call all bluffs. This is have to stay until morning.
Apart from these places, which
the official attitude in face of the
tact that the Argentine market nor- ape Paris and ply- for foreign trade,
mally absorbs 500 pix a year where- there are many others, of all deIn many of them, the
as local producers only turned out scriptions.
37 films in 1947. Even 1948 blue- drinks are so bad that customers
prints for 80 .features will not cover pay tor the fir^t one and segue with
contempts of their own flasks, Also>
all requirements.
Fact that the incident with Spain, people frequently orderj drinks and
which provoked the ban, wa? trivial bring out their -own sandwiches.
is
revealed by figures showing
Spanish film imports to be negligible.
One film exec said that the AUSSIE
LISTS

Montevideo, Feb.

London, Feb. 4,
Windmill theatre, iPiccadilly nursery of stars which has presented
non'Stop revue for 16 years,- and
never closed throughout the war, is
for sale at $2,500,000. This .312-seater
theatre has produced 210 shows and
made stars of Jean Kent, John Tilley, Eric Barker, Peter Waring and
Harold Behrens.. Owner Vivian Van
Damm states he's not aiming to quit
Show business, but is putting the
Windmill on the market becaHjse of

heavy taxation.

Qn lop of his asking price, he's
also imposing conditions which are
part of the "Windmill tradition."
These are that the girls must be
given

17.

two-and-a-half-weeks' vacawhole situation grew out of the
tion, not counting three-and-a-halfweeks' rehearsal between each new Argentine producers' ignorance of
presentation, and also free medical, the exhib and distrib anigles of the.
industry.
Argentine film moguls
treatment..
now believe they can force their
During the war the spot was a
way into foreign countries, like the
favorite GI hangout and suffered
U.S., as a condition of reestablishbomb damage. Columbia filmed its ing foreign pix in Argentina.
setup in "Tonight and Every Night;"
This attitude .was clearly shown
starring Rita Hay worth.
in the reasoning of the Argentind
censor board which has been sniping at U.S. films in a capricious
Par's First Peru
manner.
Asked why they weice
hostile to U.S, pix, one of the cenat
sors admitted that the prime ob-

Ready

House
Lima Soon

Paramount International Theatres'

1,945-seater now under construction
in Lima, Peru, the Tacna, first theatre built and operated by PIT, is

scheduled to open April

-

was to "scare the Yanlcs into
taking some of our pictures--and at
a good price too."

.iective

I.

Abe Piatt, assistant to PIT head
Clement S. Crystal, flew to Lima last
week from New Yorlc to supervise
final equipment inatallation. Crystal

'Buben' Copyright Snarl

Eased in Vienna Combine

also is slated to leave about March
15 to attend the deluxer's opening.

Vienna, Feb.
of

Buben,"

Current London Shows
London, Feb. 17.
(Figure shows weeks of run)
"AH This Ended," St. Jas. (2).

"Anna Lucasta," Majesty's

"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (37).
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (43).
."Blind Goddess," Apollo (11).
"Chiltcrn Hundreds," Vaude (25).
•'Diamond Xil,'^ Wales (4).

"Edward My Son," Lyric
"Four Hours Kill," Sav.

(38):
(3).

"Hidden Years," Fortune
"Indiif.

Shepherd,"

Crit.

(4).
(2).

Father," Savoy (37).
"Linden Tree," Duchess (27).
"Macbeth," Aldwych (10).
"Mountain Air," Comedy (3),
"Never Can Tell," Wyn. (20),
"liifc Witli

"Oft Record," Piccadilly (38),

"Oklahoma," Drury Lane (42),
"One, Two, Three," Yorks (23).
"Outrageous," W. Garden (14).
"Present Laughter," H'ymkt

(44)

"Relapse," Phoenix (3).
"Starlight Roof," Hipp. (15).
"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (94).
"Together Again," Vic Pal. (44).
"Tuppence," Globe (19).
"Worm's View," Whitehall (42).

copyright
successful

of

"Strauss

.operetta

here,

CENSOR

DON'TS FOR PRODUCERS
Sydney, Feb. 3.
Chief Australian Censor O. J.
Alexander has informed pix producers through the press of the ob».
jectionable materia^ in films.
Censorable art horror scenes liker
ly to shock the mirtds. of pregnant
women; films implying that crime
•

,

pays; inaccurate overseas commenthat would be irksome to
Aussie audiences; closeups of corpses
or mutilations; sequences showing
taries

new

angles on crime technique; fight
scenes depicting Kicking and overplay of brutality; blasphemous, indecent or obscene material; anything
likely
offend people of any
to
friendly nation; anything offensive
to the people of the British Empire.
Censor Alexander is reputed one
of the fairest officials ever to hold
this important post. He- has the. respect Of the entire local pix industry.

Govt. Takeover Threat

settled amicably by Dr. Otto
Blau of London Weinberger Co., and

Hugo

Zoernlaib,

representing

Papageno Publishing Co., owned by
Hubert Marischka, author and diclaimed to
rector. London outfit
have bought the foreign rights from
German company.
After long arguments before a
court
civil
judge,
both parties
agreed to form a combined firm of
this operetta only. Foreign markets
will be exploited by this firm, while
copyright will remain in the name
of Papageno.

a

Though
Bank will

the
lose

Austrian

50%

National

of its expected

currency, agreement
considered satisfactory,
foreign

was

-

British Exhibs Score

were
Dr.

(16).

10.

Differences arising over the question

Buenos Aires Planning:
Hollywood of Its Own
o£

in wavelengths has become
intricate that negotiations must

mixup

soon start with occuttying powers
in order to find a way out.
Besides Ravag One and Two sending stations, there are Red- WhiteRed, Blue Danube network, British
Broadcast System and Alpenland-^
all broadcasting from the city, with
wavelengths not far apart. Added
to this, all four occupying powers
have their own transmittances.

,

LONDON WINDMILL UP
FOR SALE: {2,500,000

and Elizabeth Chandler,

to take their
lantic resort,

Station Profusion
'

It

agreement, countries are in-

A Preview Makes

<

ately after liberation.
The atmosphere is decidedly Germanic, though
each boite (over .50 are operating
full blast now) has its own pecu-

By

cerned, because elimination of newsreel profit would constitute a substantial loss.

.

Huge Cadno Take

possible to obtain a clear radio
transmission from any sending staRavag, Au.strian
tion in Vienna.
broadcasting system, announced that

.

Anticipating results of the recently

tural

to

$25.

Vienna, Feb. 3.
has lately become almost im-

Berlin, Feb. 3.
Nitery business in Berlin is booming as the town, divided in sectors!
among, the
different
occupying
forces, is enjoying a few new privi-^
leges. In some ways what is taking
place there closely parallels what
took place in Paris niteries immedi-

I

Vienna Radio Snarled

con-

be financed by the vesting in a new film production,
Ditf
Buenos Aires provincial government, "Castro Alvez," which will be shot
on the ba'sis of a tax set on exhibi- on various locations in Portugal, Aftion at all foreign pix in theatres rica and Brazil. A Brazilian exhib is
throughout the provincial cities. The putting up $120,000 and Lisbon
A rep from the
state has plenty of funds at its dis- bankers the rest.
posal, seeing that all profits from the New York offices of Eagle Lion has
operation of the casinos are collected been dickering for rights to an Eng;Mexico City, Feb. 10.
First damage suit of its kind in
on its behalf. Arrangements for the lish version of the picture.
festival have been entrusted to a
"Castro Alvez" follows another Mexico has been filed here by Sofia
committee of local film tycoons. Dr. highly successful Portuguese produc- Alvarez, Colombian actress, against
Enrique Telemaco Susini, legit pro- tion, "Inez De Castro," which cost Clasa Films Muijdiales. She demands
ducer, is to organize open-air musical $160,000. A Spanish-Portuguese bi- $40,000 (-U.S.) as balm for alleged
show.s. Pix prbducer Artuto S. Mom lingual pic, it has been sold in all defamation of her character "as a
Other lady and as an actress" because, she
is preparing a documentary film, on South
American countries.
what- goes on inside local studios.
recent domestic pix which are do- charges, company's pic, "LaHerThere are three casinos^ all gov- ing strong business include "Camoes'' mana Impura" ("The Impure Sister"), in which she stars, puts her
ernment-operated, in Mar del Plata and "Liao de Estrela.'^
in a very bad light in five sequences.
proper,: plus one each in Necochea,
Miramar and Neuquen, neighboring
Miss Alvarez explained that as
she played those scenes they seemed
but slightly less fashionable resorts.
Badly
to be okay to her, but when she
01 the three Mar del Plata casinos, Foreign Plays Do
saw the finished product she was so
the Mar del Plata, one of the world's
In Arg., Although Legit
shocked she saw her lawyer. Pic is
biggest and most plushy of such joints,
based on a novel by the late pr.
has 50 roulette tables, 20 of baccarat,
and three trente et quarante. There
Hits Record B.O. in 1947 Jose Puig Cuasaranc, Mexican medico-diplomat, dealing with the lush
are three tables more of each in the,
Buenos Aires, Feb. 4.
Tampico oil boom of 1921>:23. Clasa
•'Mother' of Pearl" room,, reserved
Argentine legit did better in. 1947 Films Mundiales
says actress has the
for high-stake gamWerSi where the
than 1946, which was a record year. wrong slant on the pic.
mini,mum,throwis
Festival

%ots Aping French

Witii Best

,

distributors

Necochea projected Brazilian-Portuguese cul-

gambling casinos.

Booming

Berlin Nitery Biz Is

.

Mar

Plata,

Its

India is getting ready to start a
national newsreel, according to word
received in N.Y. The present plan
is to make it .compulsory to show
the native reel in all theatres of
that country, in an obvious move to
put the squeeze on both U.S. and
British newsreels.

:

London, Feb,

1^.

Government proposal

to establish
a committee of local authorities to
subsidize, by means of taxation, theatrical and film entertainment for

was sharply attacked last week by B. T, Davis,
of the Cinematograph Ex^

cultural purposes,

prexy

hibitors Asisn.
The billi he said,
clearly provides for mtmicipal cinKemas to be set up in 'competition to

private enterrprise and should be
vigorously opposed.
Davis's blast is counterpart of
recent statements in the U:S. by ini
dustry leaders who feel that nationalization of Britain's film business isn't far ofE. Based on obser'vations

made on

bis trip last

month

to England, 2Qth-Fox proxy Spyros
doing well at the Skouras has declared nationaliza->
governme'nt's Palace of Fine Arts tion Comparatively close.
Joseph.
(National theatre) in Mexico City. Mankie wicz, 20ih director, has exSponsors are the National Lottery pressed similar beliefs.
and El Universal, local daily, Leonida Bellon, Italian tenor; Carlo
VTolte Cohen> vicC'^pFexy of WarMorelli, Chilean baritone, and the ner Bros. International, left .I^ew
Caprino sisters, sopranos, are fea- York for a three-mpnth tout Of Wsft
East territories.
tured.
.
,

Grand opera

is

'

.

B. F. Hyde,

week. In excess of the flO-hour week
safety requirements, and falsifying
letvice reports to the IGG,

Named Genl Manager

Jr.,

Junle

Ohl.

.Continued from pace

brought

over Raymond
Thompson from Chicago as house
MiatnL •<•
m a n a g e r, Harry Potter, S-L mgr
Bolivar F. Hyde, Jr., district wianWaco. Meanwhile, they'r* meratmg moves over to the Roosevelt and Wilager for Florida State theatres, is
trial basis: They are liam Mcthe leaves the Roosevelt to
house
on
a
the
cirTalgar
22-theatre
shUting to the
school teacher* apd huva operated take over the Garrick.
Ambrose
cuit as general manager. His emGoldthwaite, Conroy moves from, the Garrick to
ployment pact with FlorWa State houses in Hl«o and
the Maryland.
expires this week.
^ „ ,,
.
WiU'iam Hurd, manager of the
Administrative and sales offices of
Simultaneously, M. C. Talley and
the
Texas, for
Ency/;lopaedia Britannica Films have
B. B. Garner, co-owners of Talgar, Ritz, in Wellington,
are planning a $300,000-$400,000 ex- Griffin Consolidated Theatres, Inc., beon moved- from "Chi to suburban
pansion program. New theatres wiU is being transferred to manage 'Wilmette, 111., consolidating these
be built in Tallahassee and Tampa, houses the circuit owns and operates divisions with the production staiff,
Enmiett Fassmore> which' moved from' Mtiw York last
Cleburne.
Fla., for which contracts have al- at
manager of the Rigj ,at Wink, will summer.
ready been let out.
succeed him as manager of the Ritz,
Norman Doblinger added to B&K
Clyde Young, manager at Cle^ publicity staff.
Springrev Vice SWttfln
burne, is being transferred to head
Gene White, assistant manager of
John Springer has been shifted the "Griffin: houses at Pampa.
Essaness Southern theatres, has reJroHi the special features departJames Freddy, manager of the signed. Nicholas Butler, Lake house,
ment of BKO's New York flack staff Telenews theatre here, has been made replaces. Bill Dunham, of the E&S
to the job vacated by Irving Shiff- bureau' chief of Tfelenews Produc- Crawford managerial staft, resigned
tin at the end of last week.'
tions Inc., producers of Telenews to go to New York.
Digest The company is enlarging its
Steel fire curtain collapsed at the
local and domestic coverage by asr
Woods theatre last week because of
Gli'^s St. X. Additions
signing cameramen to cover importEagle Lion's St. touis branch has ant uewsreel events in Dallas, Hous-? lack of water pressure. Frozen pipe
taken on two new salesmen. Named ton, Austin and other parts o{ the cut off water supply, which automatically lowers curtain when presfor selling spots are Edward Stevens Southwest area,
and French S. Miller. Jafties S.
Telenews organization also has sure is lessened.-' Fire department
Walsh has been tapped by EL for Joined with International News pumped up water to .raise curtain.
Max Roth, former Chicago dissalesman chores in the Seattle ex- 'Service and International I^ews;
«j)ahge..
Photos tS provide, a new theatre trict manager for- Eagle Lion, has
been appointed midwest d.m. for
service.
Film Classics.
pjcomises N. Central Allied
Chicago 'Theatre Supply,
last
Minneapolis.
'Flexer to Contlnne as Exhib
wholly owned BCA -'Victor Distributeing Corp. distributor, sold to Abbott
Miemphis.
North Central Allied directors
have called upon Charles Heagan,David Flexer has confirmed re- Supply here. Abbott will take over
inventoi?y
of
CTS.
Paramount sales manager,; for defl- port^- of 'selling a minor, interest and
Mike 'Vahr, who has been manages
iiite assurance that it will not ad- transferring booking-buying for his
vertise its product in any. toyirn in Memphis.rMis$issippi theatres to M. for .-CTS, becomes RCA Theatre Supthe territory where its pictures ate A. Lightman and two associates. But ply- d.m. for northern -Illinois.
not played, as it did recently in be denies that he is withdrawing
Fairbault, Minn. J. J. Donahue, Par's from the local field entirely. It was
Exhlb-Radio Bally Tienp, Cincy
assistant sales manager, informed predicted in local exhib circles that
William Glaser, a member of the Lightman, Edwin P. Sapinsley and
Cincinnati.
body who owns the -only three thea- Herb Kohn, acting- as individuals,
Independent exhibitors representtres in' Fairbault and who does not though all are associated with Light-r ing .58 (Gfreater Cincy theatres are
buy Paramount product, that -no man's Maico Circuit, would ulti- conducting a ' patronize your: neighmore 24-sheets would be posted or mately, buy out Flexer's two nabe borhood- theatre" campaign through
heralds mailed 'to residents. 'adver- houses here and five in North Miss-, February -in a tiein with the Timeshouse

.

.

.

.

-

.

'

tising current product,

'v.

The North Central

Allied directors
•aid Donahue's' announcement is not
ettfficient, that the damage already
has been done in Fairbault and "the
orgahizaticin will baye to figure outways, and .'means to secure .redress
tor the particular damage suffered
by Cteser."

Film Transit,

Inc.,

major

Frederick Quimby. "Dr. Jekyll and
"The Foxes of Harrow," with
Little and Paul S. Fox as set Mr. Mouse," Metro.
George' Pal, "Tubby the Tuba," Par
Edward Seizor, "Tweetie Pie''
John Bryan, "Great Expectations,"

ford,

Thomas

decorators, 20th-Fox.

with Wilfred Shingleton as set decorator, Rank-UI.
Art Direction (Color)
Alfred Junge, "Black NarcLssus,"
with June as set decorator, Rank-UI.
Robert Haas. "Life With Father,"
With George: JamcS' Hopkins, as set
decorator, Warners.
Photography (Black and White)
Charles Lang, Jr., "The Ghost and
Mrs. Muir," 20th-Fox.
Guy Green, "Great Expect^tlohs,"
Rank-UI.
George Folsey, "Green Dolphin
Street,'' Metro.
Photosrapliy (Color)
.
jack CardiflV "Black Narcissus,"
Rank-UI.
Peverell Marley and WiUiam V.
Skall, "Life With Father,". Warners.

Harry

VMother

Jackson,

.Wore

Tights," 20th-Fox,

Best WrittoA Soreenplay
Richard Murphy, "Boomerang,"
20th-Fox.
John Paxton, "Crossfire,"
Moss Hart, "Gentleman's
ment," ^Oth-Fox.

RKO.
Agree-

carrief-

of film in this area, faces charges
on 20 counts of violating govern-^
safety regulations and falsifying reports. The action was filed in
Federal Court here by U. S. District

ment

affiliated

its

WKRC

pectations," Rank-UI.

George Seaton, "Miracle on 34th
.

Str^t," ,20thnPox.
Best Orisiual Screenplay
.

.

Sidney Sheldon, "The Bachelor
and the Bobby-Soxer," RKO.
Abraham Polonsky,, "Body and
soul," Ent-UA.
Ruth Gordon and Garson Kanin,
"A Double Life," Kanin-m.
Charlie Chaplin,- "Monsieur 'Ver-

sta-

'

•

-

•

.

.

'

'

New York

lh^o\r^%

:

;

.

•

"MY

'

.

,

.;.

'

MIRACLE

.

CAN HAPPEN"

^

VAUGHN

.:,.('

.,

'One»Beelers'

.

"Brooklyn, U.S.A.,"

Herbert Moulton, "Goodbye Miss
Turlock," Metro.
Jerry Fairbanks,- "Moon Rockets."
Par.

Pete Smith,
Metro.
.:

"Now You

See

It,"
•

.

Gordon Hollingsheiid, "So You
to. Be in Pictures," Warners.

Want

'

Two-Reelers

Harry Grey, "Champagne

for Two,"

Par.

Irving Allen, "Climbing the Matterhorn," Mono.
Thomas Mead, "Fight of the Wild
Stallions," UI.
Herbert Morgan, "Give Us the
Earth," Metro.
Ben Blake, "A Voice Is Born." Col.

Documentary Shorts
United Nations Division of Films
and
Visual
Information,
"First
Steps."

Frederick Ullman,

Jr.,

"Passport to

Bureau, "School in the Mailbox."
Doeiimeniary Features

Sid Hogell, Therpn Warth and
Richard O. Fleischer, "Design for
Death," RKO.
U. S. State Department's Office of
Information and Educational Exchange, "Journey Into Medicine,"
Paul Rotha, "The World Is Rich,"
British Information Services.'
-

doux," Cliaplin-UA.
Sergio Amidei, Adolfo Franci, C.-.
G.. Viola and Gesare Zavattinf, "Shoe
Shine," Lopert Films (Italian).
Best Orislnal Film Story

.

UTSC

.

:

^Thomas Mead,

.

'

Attorney Bill McClanahan. Case is
based largely on information gathered by W. W. Garland, special
agent of. the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Conviction would carry
Dallas.
a maximum penalty of %Wi on each
Goldwyn-RKO,
Bishop's
"The
Max A. Coh^'s Cinema circuit is
Al Pickens, former general man- of 19 counts and $5,000 on the final
taking over the Albermarle, 2,700- Wife" (Fred Lau).
ager for the Phil Isley- circuit, has count.
Metro, "Green Dolphin S*-eet"
seater in Brooklyn, May 31, from the
been appointed booker for United
Specific charges include employCentury circuit. Long-term lease (Douglas Shearer).
Theatres Service Corp.
ing, physically disqualified drivers,
Relianci-E-^L,
"T-Men"
(Leon
Albermarle
Theatre,
Inc:,
Annie Louise ai!d Tom Coleman, failing to keep certificates of doc- with
Becker, prank McWorthei:, Sound
tfster and '/brother, have \taken an tors' examination of drivers, work- house's owner, has been closed. Cenoption ,to buy the Melrose .theatre. ing drivers from 68</& to 82 hours a tury's lease expires 'at the erid of Services, Inc.--), ,
M^.
Special Effects
Cinema contemplates complete
Metro; "Green Dolphin Street"
renovation at estimated cost of
(visual: Malcolm Brown; Cedric Gib.
$150,000. Large-screen television will'
hotts, Ai Arnold Gillespie, Donald
be installed.
Jahraus, Warren Newcombe. Audible: Doufelas Shearer. WBchael SteJim Lindsay with Allecbeny Parks nore).
Pittsburgh.
DeMille-P ar a m-ottHt,. "UnconWJVBKER JBHOS.-^c«Hnit8
Jim Lindsay, until -recently .as- quered" (visual: Farcio Edpuar^
jnSNEDICT bOCEAVS Pnaents
KllXllXmE
IIBNKC'
sistant to Ken-Hoel, director of ad- Devereux Jennings, Gordon Jenhines,
UIK PAIMER • Sam WANAMAKER
eODOARD
vertising for Harris Amusement Co., Wallace Kelley, Paul Lerpae. AudiFONDA
m
GIRL TISA" witt.
JAKES.
FRKD
has
been named director of recrea- ble: George Dutton).
lAMM'Tamlnir • AlUi H>ft. • Hiita Hui
STEWART
MacMURRAY
tion -for Allegheny County Parks,
Gala RtUiiiii ••SttllaAUir • Bciiny Baktr
Film Editing
DMeteii bT-Elllott Kugttnt
succeeding Harold (Pie) Tray nor,
Monica Collingwood,- "Hie Bishop's
triMlDecd by Milton Spcrtine
who resigned because of twin duties
^'A
A VMltcd Stntes Picture Pioduvtinn
with Pittsburgh Pirates baseball, club Wife," CJoldwyn^RKO.
In Person
'Francis Lyon and Robert Parrish,
and as KQV sportscaster.
"Body
and
Soul,"
Ent-UA.
Miriam 'Weinberger has resigned
MONROi^
n«leiima thm VNITKO ABTIHT8
Harmon
Jones,
"Gentleman's
from RKO exchange and is going to
and His OrchedrK and RevoA
THEATRE
California for several months. La- Agreement," 20th-Fox.
WABNKK »«08.
BroadivayGeorge White, "Green Dolphin
vcrne Neely is replacing her.
B'woy SItl
• Opaiu 10:30 A.M.
At inb Street
S T
late Hldiilaht
Community center, planned for Street," Metro.
Fergus McDonnell, "Odd Man Out,"
Weirton, W, Va., will have a combination auditorium-gymnasium seat- Rank-m
ing 2,000 and facilities for. showing
Scorintr, Alusical Picture
lUBMntK
pictures and putting on shows.
Johnny Green, "Fiesta," Metro.
HAZEL SCOTT
Jack de Waal, KKO bomeofftce
Alfred Newman, "Mother Wore
[lUYE « NMLDr,
representative, Who worked at the Tights," 20th-Fox.
local branch for several months, has
Ray Heindorf and Max Steiner,
Ektnil
moved on to the company's New "My Wild Irish Hose," Warners.
OiLUMi
Haven exchange.
Robert Emmett Dolan, "Road to
Charles Mason, assistant manager Rio," Crosby-Hope-I^r.
at Sheridan Square, has been proDaniel Amfitheatrof and Paul
P7lh A'«. a jO)k SI.
moted to WB theatre booking dO-- Smith, "Song of the South," Disneypartment.
RKO.
l»Aw.t47ttSL
Jack Balmer, son of Jim Balmer,
Best ScorhiK of Dramatic or Comedy
general manager of the Harris
Picture
BING CROSBY
Amusi Co., has been appointed manRADIO CntV MMIC HAU
Hugo Freidhofer, "The Bishop's
ager to the chain's arena, The GarrBockefeller Center
BOB HOPE
Goldwyn-RKO,
dens.
He succeeds Howard Adels- Wife,"
RONALD COLMAN
Alfred Newman, "Captain From
DOROTHY LAMOURj
berger, who resigned on account of
Castile," 20th-Fox.
ill health.
LIFE'
Miklos Hozsa, "A Double Life,"
George Josack, manager of the
IIGNE HMSO • EOMOND OWRIEN
Rowland, has been moved downtown Kanin-UI.
David Raksin, "Forever Amber,"
A Kanlu Fnuluctlon
by
to pilot the Warner theatre
20th-Fox.
A
>A1 Pickens. Booker (or

Warners.'

Diivid Lean, Ronald Neame and Nowhere," RKO.
Australian News and Information
Anthony Havelock-AUan, "Great Ex-

Rene
Georges
Cliaperot
and
Wheeler, "A Cage of Nightingales,''
tion. Drive is arrowed by a prize Gaumont-Lopert Films (French);.
essay contest.
Herbert Clyde Lewis and FredIn exchange for newspaper and air erick Stepbani, "It Happened on Fifth
blurbs; the exhibs carry trailers' puf- Avenue," Del Ruth-Allied Artists;
Eleazar LipSky, "Kiss of Death,"
fing the newspaper and station.'WKRC's Key -Notes, fan magazine, 20th-Fox.
"Miracle on
distributed by 2^0 food and drug
Valentine- Davies,
stores, with a circulation Of 85,000 34th Street," 20th-Fox.
copies, also publicizes the stunt.
Dorothy Parker and Frank Cavett,
"Smash-Up," Wanger-UI.
SoQDd B«cordlnr
Max Cohen's Takeover
Star and

issippi.

18, 1948

Academy Award Bids

Honse Mgrs.

Chicago.
Shift ot stageshows to State-Lake

Of Talgar Chain; Other Theatre Briefs

.

Febnury

Wcflnesday,

20

Story Outfit

S

ConttaAed from page

T

ss

sorted through- in a matter of min-^
utes in the event, for instance, that'
a studio wanted to see how other
authors handled a facet of plot or
characterization with which it is
having trouble.
CSS is planning to offer the companies various deals, including a
basic service which will give them
coverage of all current novels, magazine stories, non-Action, plays, radio
and television; weekly story analy-^
:

sis

and

overnight

forecasts,

wire

service on Broadway openings, talent
reports on Broadway openings, reports
on.
off-Broadway
preems,
search and development for vehicles
especially suited for individual players under contract to clients, analysis of inactive sources of material,
strawhat and -out-of-town play coverage, copyright information arid
plagiarism research. Studios can also'
buy an assignment service by which
specific coverage or research is proV'ided.''

Cost of the service, it is understood, will be considerable to the
cUenti but a lot less than mainten-,
ance of its own eastern story department. Columbia's recently-shuttered
New York layout, for instance, is
understood to haVe cost it -'about
$100,000 a yeai*.

WARNER

RAND

mm

'

.

.

Roxy

MAlrAf

'

-

"A DOUBLE

WB

VnlverHd-Intemattonal B«l«ase

'
'

^^01

HWI set

SPECTACULAR STA6E PRESENTATIOH

dui-ing the illness of

I

Lou

Gilbert.

fifff

,

^iNMttt

Mn

MmWNALBi
HORACE

flTURBI-roWELU
in

M-e4*^

ROMKOIM'MiaMI..

HEiDT
and ORCH.

will preside.

Agenda points will include discussion of liquidation of company
product currently in release as well
as formulation of sales policy for top
productions to be distributed in the
coming months.
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Nichols Gets 'Story X'
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O.r.VI,
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Htekman Snceeeds
Mrs. Hay, C. Bickman has been
Mrs.

Holywood, Feb. 17.
Dudley Nichols draws a threeway job as writer, director and producer on "Story X," described as a
topdrawer secret at BKO.
It was written by Samuel Grafton, N.Y, Post syndicated columnist.

Max

Steiner. "Life

With Father,"

Warners.
CoL's N. T. Sales Meet Feb. 25-27
Sales meeting of Columbia Pictures district managers and home
office execs has been Set for Feb
25-27 at Hotel Warwick, N. y. A.
Montague, general sales manager,

'

Best Ortcinal Song
Arthur
Schwartz,
music;
Leo
Robin lyrics, "A Gal in Calico,"
from "The Time, the Place and the

OCCAM fROmrr-ljMl

Rmraotim inrfM

•

4MSIib

WMMr Jawbt

Girl," Warners.

Frank' Loesser, music and lyrics,
"I Wish I Didn't Love You So," from
"The Perils of Pauline," Par.
Ralph Blane, Hugh Martm and
Roger Edens, music and lyrics, "Pass
That Peace Pipe," from "Good
News," Metro.
Josef Myrow; music; Mack Gordon,
lyrics, "You Do," from "Mother Wore
Tights," 20th-Fox.
Allie Wrubel, music,

AUTO THEATRE
EQUIPMENT
Compute IMW oquipmant

for 'imoll

Orivo4a

low

m'

oquipniOnt

tot

%iiVT5M.
largo

Gilbert,

AH-Ca«l

nametl vice-president and secretary of lyrics, "Zip-A-Dee-DooDah," from
the Washington Theatre Co.j succeed- "Song of the South," Disney-RKO.
ing her late husband. Firm operjites
Short Subjects Achievement
theatres in Ohio. John Woodard,
Walt Msney, "Chip an' Dale," DisDover, O.k attorney, succeeds Hick*- ney-RKO.
Hum on the board of directors; It's _Walt Disnegr, "Pluto's Blue Note,"
part of the Shea circuit. ,
^^isney-RKO.

Spoaktrt

Hay

Tboatiov

Abo

Drivo4iii,

«>

Including

Dtiuxc

Aluminum la-tho -Car
tind
compblo tewors.

Fro* odvitory torvico.
for llioraturo.

Writ* today
«

THEATRE lOUIPMENT, CO.
T«Mo 2. Ohio

109 MtcMaoti St„

WedncBday, Vehvamj 18, l!Mg
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PICTI7BBS
Execs Present
Washington^ Feb..

Kearns Charges Collusion
ContlQued from page 3

17*

Labor

companies

flim

conspired

"having

producer in turn: "Have you at any
time agreed in advance to carry on

with certain offlcials ot lATSE to
create conditions, which Avould make
for CSU afliliates to
it impossible
continue worlcing in the studios."

subcommittee

House

The

Work

strategy and conspiracy and
ended his testimony in declaring

that his attitude towards the warring
factions
in Hollywood was:
"A
plague on both your houses."

Statement by Johnston in the. arifi.
mainly reviewdd the history of the
studio strike from its beginning
on March 12, 1945, Johnston said
in
part:
"'Vou
have
dicated
you
desired,
by
rcfCommendations to avoid such diisputes among

;

to

tee

.;

tomorrow

oil

'

of America; and
nor,
Universal
vice-prexy.

Labor

ist.

:

O'Con-

International

were

unions

repre-

by Richard F. Walsh;
prez; Herbert K. Sorrell,
prez; L. P. Lindelof, Paint-

CSU

What I say now represents
my own point of view. All
business life I have advocated
a clean and clear-cut understanding
between labor and management. The
progress, the prosperity of our country—-yes, even its very security— depend in great measure upon building

Union head, and Zack LaCobb, attorney for the
Carpenters Union.
ers

marr

Abeln,

the

Continued from page T

who

lived with his parents,

was taken to City hospital, where an
immediate operation was performed.
He was decorated, for service with

Army

in Europe, receiving the
Star, Combat Infantryman's

and

Meritorious

Service

plaque.

17.

Deal recently completed With th»
Egyptian government will enable the
eight major U. S. film distributors to
take about $500,000 annuallj-

bystanders.

Badge

Color Surge

Louis, Feb. 17.

Eugene Abeln, 24, treasurer of
Fanchon & Marco's Fox theatre, in
mldtown, was shot and critically
wounded at 11 p.m. Sunday while
successfully resisting an armed bandit. Latter was captured by cops and

Bronze

Beagan (SAG prez),. Edward
Arnold, George Murphy and Bobert harmonious relationships between
Montgomery," afl' past prexies of the the two groups. This is essential to

Op Shot While

Theatre

Resisting Arnied Bandit

lATSE

unions.
entirely

ald

-

J.

Deal

Trial Film

Washington, Feb.
'

sented

my

s

(Wednesday) testiinony.)
implicating
tha
SAG,
While
Kearns carefully stated that **this is
not intended as reflecting upon Bon-

John

Now Take 5(KIG Annually

From Egypt Under

RKO

was tween

,

slated

studios regardless of
disputes?"
Hathvon

thereupon drew his distinction be-

stymied from continuing the probe
absence of
as planned due to the
Nicholas M. Schenck, Metro prez,
who said his illness prevented him
from attending the hearings/ and
WUliam Hutcheson, who wired
Kearns, that his Wife was ill. Kearns,
}iowever, stated, "that unless evidence to contrary is brought, it is
iny intention to make a finding of
fact" that collusion exists in the
present labor dispute.
(Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox pres, is
-

In the

jurisdictional

Can

8

;

Among the film execs attend*
ing the hearings- ot the House
subcommittee
the
at
opening session today (Tuesday)
were Barney Balaban, Paramount prexy, N. Peter Rathvon,
prexy; Y. Frank Freeman,
Par's Coast labor relations exec;
B. B. Kahane,' Columbia's labor
exec;.CarroIl Sax, Warner Bros,
labor exec; W. C. Michael, 20thFox yice-prexy; Maurice Benjamin and Burton A. Zorn, attorneys for Motion Picture Assn;

{

oif

film coin out, unless the plan
toed after a trial period.

The deal
the

their

is

ve-

a temporary one for
conversion of Egyptian pounds
is

earned by U. S. pictures. It calls for
the immediate conversion of 35% of
the Egyptian money earned between
July 1, 1947, and Dec. 31, 1947, Thii
would amouttt to about $250,000 of
accumulated balances. The money
has been blocked since last July as a
result of new exchange.^control legislation.

The arrangement will continue for
time being and would be reviewed at the end of next month. It
the

estimated that 35% of American
earnings this year would be about

is
i

Guild. From Holly wood, SAG exec the successful functioning of a crea- lowering of previously very high
secretary John Sales, Jr„ said the
tive democratic capitalism in Amer- costs. In three or four years there'll
possible
"only
interpretation
of
ica.
be a liaU^oz,en color processes
Kearns' astounding statement is that
' Unions Needed, Too
Kearns favprs the SAG going on
availsfble to producers and "all. of
"Democratic capitalism, like no
strike.: in violation of its contract
them will be good," BlumenthaV preera freedom's, opwith the producers." Kearns stated other system, oif
dicts.
that the "lockout" could not have portunities, decent living standards.
It's not the discovery of any drasvfucceeded without cooperation from If our society is to grow and ad- tically new processes but the imvance, we must have unions just as
tits' SAG and Teamsters Union.
we must have management. They provement on basic principles known
Johnston's Flan
for a -long time by the industry that's
After urging a new labor law to are' as much a part of a .thriving spelUng the diflterehce, according to
city skylines.
'correct the evil of jurisdictional dis- America as our' big
When unions misuse their power and the Cinecolor topper. "There's only
..putes, JFohnston detailed a two-point
three basic kinds of rawstocfc to
plan to solve the film' lalbor situa- ignore their duty to the community
they are contributing to work with," he adds, "that used by
tion. His proposal-called ford) an as a whole,
I
think that Technicolor, Cinecolor and Truindustry arbitrator paid for by labor industrial anar&hy.
•
color."
and management to whom all dis- jurisdictional disputes contribute to
Illustrating that point, Blumenputes would be referred after 10 industrial anarchy. I think somedays of other arbitration methods thing should be dona about them be- thal says that the new process which
and (2) a' 2D-day period for decision fore they occur.' My idea, therefore, Eastman Kodak is now rushing .in
with hoth.sides agreeing to abide by is preventive medicine-^ an anti- its labs is actually' an improvement
Johnston, however, strike vaccine to inoculate the eco- on an old French process, the Kellerthe outcome.
made clear he was opposed to com- nomic body against the disease of Dorian system. It's basically a lencontracts the jurisdictional strike. To achieve ticular method which was once
pulsory
arbitration
of
themselves although he favored this end, I would suggest that the owned by Henry Colgate of Colgatearbitration of disputes arising from Congresb supplement present legis- Peet, soap., manufacturer. Blumen?
lation $>y requiring iinions to arbi- thai beljev'es this system isn't foolthem.
Under examination by Irving Mc- trate and'settle j urisdictional disputes proof since it's an additive process
Cann, committee, counsel, Johnston before picket lines form and work that is, 'it requires special lens for
declared that the Carpenters union has- stopped. Such legislation should cameras and projectors and a special
had attempted to encroach 'on the compel the inclusion in all union- screen. Lack of skill on the part of
lATSE. McCann snapped back with management, contracts of clauses the, projectionist," he says, can snafu
remark that Johnston was the only pledging the unions to peaceful ar- the works by a failure to meet rigid
member of the; industry to nriake bitration of disputes over jurisdic- focusing requirements.
Jhis accusation. All testimony, Mc-- tion between rival -unions.".

,

'

Amus. Tax Deluge

'

:

•

Floods Pitt Areas

-

Pittsburgh, Feb. 17.

.

Expected d e 1 u g e of amusement
taxes in neighboring communities,

Formerly, Yank film distributors were allowed to remit an
average of 70% of the earnings, keeping the remainder in Egypt to meet
expenses of operation.

$500,000.

The Egyptian situation was reported by Nathan D. Golden, motion picture specialist of the U. S, Dejiart^
pf Commerce. Other countries
on which Information was made pub-

ment
lic:'

,

.

'

.

.

'

•

Ca'nn stated, points to at least "50'
examples" of ithie lATSE encroaching on the Carpenters.
.Te6ing oil the afternoon session,
Paul Dultzell, prexy of the Assn. of
-

Mason-Rose

'

and Artistes of America,
threw 'his support behind Johnston's

Actors

plea for compulsory' arbitration of
jurisdictional disputes. "All branches
of the 4A's," he; said, "are in favor
of any law which wiU not only protect contracts but the people they
are'

supposed to protect."

DuUzell

revealed that he had sent instructions to the SAG to walk through
the CSU picket lines in accordance
with their contract.
Tracing the
complicated history of the AFL's
attempt to settle thd studio strife,
Dullzell described a record of ini-

compromise and weakness
on the part of top officials.
Zorn Criticizes Kearns

ContinueA from page (

John;P. Monaghan, writer and

.

supported by an unbiased examination

;

,

record." Zack Lamarr
Cobb, attorney for the Carpenters
Union, took the stand for a short
While to attack the producers for
challenging the committees of Cort>gress" time after time.
N. Peter BathvOn,
prexy, fol
towed as the next witness but
Claimed that he had not full knowledge of the company's labor-manageof the

BKO

,

Went affairs. He Said they were
handled by Leon Goldberg on the
v-oast.
Eathvon rejected, however,
»njr intimation
that BKO has con-

spired with, lATSE
against other
^nions. "If from time
to time, we
Jttove to lATSE in an
effort to keep
studios open, we do it
as /
to^atter of strategy
and not con•piracy."

Rathyon

•

admitted that he had
n wf?*^ '^"^ Johnston over the
question
of keeping the studios open
an<J he further cont«o f

self-

styled 'aide-de-campe to Mason, disclosed details which led up to the
inking of the document. He testified
that Bose told Mason that he wanted
some sort of agreement he could display to Hollywood film toppers a-i
proof of their production association
upon his return to the U. S, in
Mason then inked the
October.

memorandum document.
As the

eptitude,

In a brief interlude following
DuUzell's testimony. Burton K. Zorn,
attorney for MPAA, entered into the
record a criticism of Kearns, declaring that the Congressman's statement was "one of the most extraordinary I have ever heard. While he
is still seeking the facts, the Chairman of the committee finds the producers guilty. The charges are un-

:

subject to adjustment of the MasonBose impasse and the latter refused
to grant his permission.

final

witness of the day,

Bose gave his own version of the details which allegedly resulted in the
memorandum document. He testified

up until Sepwas Paramuont's

that for eight years

tember,

1946,

managing

he

director

Britain

in

at

between $90*000yearly. Acquainted with
Mason since 1938, he said he had
salaries
$110,000

varying

attempted to secure the actor for
Par in a two-picture deal in 1942
but negotiations fell through.
In the middle of 1946 they met
again, Bose testified, and discussed
an indie production deal. Rose said'.
He also noted that whatever sum
Mason withdrew from the proposed
company, Bos,e was to. receive 50%.
Rose also has a damage suit of his
own against Mason pending in both
N. Y. federal court and a California
court as well. Current trial is being
held before Federal Judge John C.
Knox without a jury.

'Pretty*

Miami Preem
m

of 20th-Fox's
Special' pr e e
"Sitting Pretty" will highlight a
special benefit performance, Feb. 24,
at the Lincoln theatre, Miami, for
the Motion Picture Foundation and
the Miami 'Variety Club tent. Benefit

being staged by by Mitch Wolfson and Sidney Meyer of the Wo-

is

metco circuit.
Film opens

regular lun on a
day-and-datfi basis at both the Lincoln and Miami theatres Feb. 25.
Stage show, featuring top show biz
stars, Will also be apart of the benewith tickets going at $5 each.
fit,
Take Will be split between the two

«ssed that he may
have been wrong.
However he said, RKO's
decision
was the hard way
through a tough
^" examination, Kearns
»=i
Rfthvon a question which he
indicated would
be posed to each organizatlonik

its

'

following imposition of a 10% levy
here which went into effect Jan. 1,
has already begun. Towns right and
left are putting the bee on theatres,
although in most cases the bite
hasn't been quite so heavy.
Butler, Pa., had proposed 6% tax,
but following protests by film inter-

compromised on 5%. However,

ests,

that place has tnade some concessions which weren't granted locally.
School children in Butler will be
.

permitted to attend school games
and entertainments for which admissions are charged without paying
:

any

tax.

"

.

,

In Bolivar, Pa., it'll be a straight
5c <levy on each, theatre admission.

The

tax,

however,

-

is

10^ on

all

15.-20

to

Cla-ssics,. Blumen-

Film

new

company

films

Clairton

is

Mpis/ Bally Boosters

will take

yearly

from

all

swimming

pool,
air-conditioned

'NETHERLANDS:
Film
theatre
operators are leading the opposition
to a Dutch government proposal
to
up the admissions tax on legit, mo^
tipn pictures, concert aiid vaude by

thorities are refusing to increase the
admissions prices, the entire new
bite .would fall on show biz people.

.

color's 54.

Turning

for stars, a

buildings, special helicopter landing
field,
etc.
Streets will be named
after leading stars.
Three feature
films are planned for 1948.

25%. Present 20% tax is borne bjr
the public. However, since price au-

.

•

indie producers. There'll be no 'bank,
rolling on EC's part, all of the pix
being pure distribution propositions,
Besides the new ones, FC now has
250 top reissues on its shelves, he
notes.

homes

shopping center,

schools.

summer

on

Preliminary plans

types of dances,' carnivals and sporting events hot sponsored by., the

about to impose a 10%
With its eye on a terrific expan- bite on all amusements although
sion in business, Cinecolor is rapidly ordnance hasn't-passed yet. Opposiexpanding its facilities, board chair- tion fight is being led by Frank
man declares., By March, Cine will Panaplos, veteran 'exhibitor, .who is
have eight .units (consisting of crews appealing for levy to be cut in half.
It's
generally expected that by
plus equipment) available at all
there won't be a comtimes for eight separate productions.
munity in all Western Pennsylvania
In a to'eyondrthe-border, push, comwithout some kind, of amusement
paify is setting up a unit in Mexico.
tax. Bight was recently granted to
Production Range
towns and cities by Legislature to
tax anything state doesn't tax, thus
As it now operates. Cine can deliv- the deluge.
er for any film within the $200,000he
Technicolor,
$1,000,000 range.
Miss. Slashes Tax 11%
says, hasn't gpne below the $1,000,000
Memphis, Feb. .17.
marker. Outfit is so set up that it
Mississippi took the first step tocan deliver answer films (rushes) to ward slashing its heavy amusement
within
producers of cheaper films
admissions tax last week when the
24 hours and come through with the
state Senate passed a bill cutting
release print within 30 days.
the ticket bite from 13% to 2%.
With its recent swing into a threecolor process from an original two48G In Chi Amus. Taxes
color system, Cine is now dickering
Chicago, Feb. 17.
with Boris Morros and William Le
Over $48,000 in amusement taxes
Baron to do their "Babes in Toy- were realized by city of Chicago in
Ezio
Pinza-Dennis
Day first month of new 3% levy. Amount
land,"
starrer, in Cinecolor. Company n^ay was only from 59 accounts, mainly
also
take on some work from picture houses,
Several hundred
Warner Bros. Blumenthal is anxious other establihmentiii have 'been given
to get the backlog of two-color films until March. 1 to settle accounts.
out of the way because he feels the
Cit.y comptroller
estimates that
three-color pix are far superior. monthly figure will reach around
Cine now has deals to make a total $500,000.
of 45 films this year against Techni-

thal says that the

ARGENTINA:

have been announced for creation of
a film city by the newly forined
Imagenes Argentinas. The "city"
would include six sound stages. The
"film city," which will be set in
Moreno, suburb of Buenos Aires, will
occupy 900 acres of land, including

Minneapolis, Feb.

More showmanship and

17.

exploita-

tion stunts axe in evidence here currently than in several years. It's a
concerted effort to keep the box-

from slipping tooyfar in the
face of unfavorable weather and a
oflfice

feared business trend reversal.

.

POLAND: Polish Film plans to
produce eight features this yean In
addition it will make 44 short documentaries and 80 "flln^ohvonioles''
during the year. Film Institute ot
LodZf will produce SOv^hoet and medium length educational films, while
the .number of schools being supplied
with these pictures win be upped
from 2,270 to 4,000. Also in the works

-

is a plan to increase the number of
Polish film theatres from SSO to 570
and to step up the number of mobile
theatres from 40 to 100.
.

BRITISH GUIANA: This British
colony plans a 15%, bite on the earnings of filni distributors for revenue
purposes. It will cover pix of ,ttll
countries.

U Releasing 24
Continued from page 1

,

Rank's "White- Unicorn"; "The Brain
Frankenstein."
of
.

-

July

—

Monte

"Up in Central Park";
Shaft's
"Man Eaters of

Kuraaon"; "The Wonderful Racie at
Rimrock."
August
Walter Wanger's "Tap
Roots" (Techni); Nunnally Johnson's
"Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid";

—

"Ma and

Pa."

September— "The SaxOn Charm";
Artist Alliance's "One Touch of
'Venus"; Rank's "Fame Is the Spur."

—

Norma Production's
October
the Blood Oif My Hands";
"Washington Girl."
Regional meet ends today (Wed.)
after three sessions. It's held at th*

''Kiss

Waldorf-Astoria.

No week passes but that there are
Blumenthal plans to move west
radio and newspaper contests on
where he'll have his office and home.
RKO's
Plan
pictures, Even such strong pictures
He intends spending seven months
as. "The Bishop's Wife" and "Voice
Under new streamlined plan,
in each year on the Coast.
of the Turtle" now are employing RKO's pub-advertising department

New Ad

SG CHI

MEET

Meeting of Screen Guild directors

and franchise-holders is scheduled
for Chicago Friday <20) with company chief John J, Jones and Robert
Lippert coming in from the Coast
for the conclave.
William Pizor,
with' headquarters

SG foreign chief,
in New York
leaves today (Wed.) to attend the
huddles. He'll make a two-month
survey of Europe, incidentally, startinj; in March.
.

such
cash

simultaneously with has innovated practice of mapping
prizes,
theatre tickets and campaigns for pix which are still
trips to Chicago for the winners.
in the pre-production stage.
A brainchild of RKO's publicity
chief, Paul HoUister, plan calls for
Banks'
Indie
all company publicists to submit
(^rumbeating
ideas
on upcoming
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
New indie company was formed films. After George Held, syndicate
by Polan Banks for the production contact, sieves the pot for the practical
suggestions;
HoUister
of "Share My Heart," a comedy
ap]eM>iats
with music, for United Artists re- a member Of the staff to develbpr
a campaign for the specific pic.
lease.
Department is currently at \Vork
Outfit is separate from the production unit In. which he is part- on "Joan of Arc," which will ^tot b*
released before iNiCember,^
aer«Ml with James Cassidy.
contests

New

.

-

22

Reps

% Aw^

StatiiHis,
Time was when a new

Reprieve; 3-Way Split

station with4'

Upped

D.C/S First

As ABC Program DepL

•

"When," said he, "you've had experience with two or three of these
newcomers, as we had had in the past
year, you come to the conclusion
that they're too much of a headache,
and tljat il you're going to tackle
anything new you might as well expend that effort on a television sta,•

"The operator of a new radio station has spent a lot of dough on his
baby. He's proud of it through the
construction period and by the time
it bits the air he's sure he's got
something they're going io rush to
tu^. He hires- a didi jockey tad
nakeis a few local sales, and eventies with, a network.
"Now he's sure a solid ground-,
tirork has been laid for' national

Charles Harrelli staff directorproducer who has been mainly idenwith the web's public service
airers, was tabbed by Barry to suc.«
ceed Tom Everitt as eastern pvogram manager. It was Harrell, who
tified

ABC's 'attention-grabbing
Late^
he has been directing "World
Security Workshop," "Child's World"
and "On Stage, America."
directed

"Hiroshima" series in 1946.
:

Morgani accoimt exec in

.

buyers and

He

rep.

when

-

all

he needs

is

a good

The agency
wants some evi4ence

gets his rep.

solicited

that the station is getting an audi«nce. Since the station hasn't, been
on the sSr long enou^ to supply this
evidence, even through a mail count,
the rep can't do 'anything but pass
this intelligence on to the station.
The operator, caught on the hoo^ of
his investment—and it's still tougher
'When he has stockholders to deal
Vfith—telisi the rep that if he knows
luiiW to, sell be shouldn't require all
this stuff about listening data.
"And that's "Where the whole relation between the rep and the station
becomes distorted.' The rep finds that
the.newcooier station man has mixed
up his tMnkihg With bis cmation and
that's OEM factor that people in bus!-'
ness can't cope with as easily as thejF
can wit}i a set of figures. After
you7ve had a< couple such episodes
you decide that you're far better off
sticking^to what you've got and let
other reps bat out their brains with
the new ones."

'

'

'

:

tl|e sales

KLZ'S NIGHT NEWS EDITOR
WILLIAM "BILL" PARKER
A onetime Reuters correspondent
and Burope; has long

in Asia

of Washington,

day

M

(15),

call of

news know-how.
KLZ; DENVER.
.

was announced over the we^end by
a committee headed by columnist
Marquis Childs and including LeoH'
Henderson^ former Asst. Atty. Gen.
Wendell Bcrge, Mrs. Raymond Clapper, Dr. Eduard C. Lindeman, Economist Robert R, Nathan, Chicago

Co-ops Fade

of California.

The co-op station, if it beats out
other indie T^I/Vs here in completing

:

construction, will be the 16th station
and the third independent FM opera-

.

tion in the D.C. area.

'IGNORANT' TO BEFILMED

SHORTS

IN $10,000

Tom Howard, who owns the "It
Pays To Be Ignorant" radio package,
is partaering with Heib Polesie in
a.new
film company .venture for prokicking

Web instead is now
around the idea of getting sponsors duction of a series' of pic ^orts
"Ignorant" show:
to stay on the year round on. the based on the
They'll be made at Pathe Studios
basis that it's to the client's own advantage to maintain listening habits in N. Y., with $10,000 budgeted lor
each one. Air show east will be used,
on' a 12-month basis.
including Howard, Lulu McConnell,
,

REVIVAL ON MUTUAL

.

Mutual
"Gregory

has decided to revive
Hood," off the air for
nearly a year, as replacement for the

Zane Grey Show. Behind
the deeision is a renewed feeling
that whodunits still can grab ratings
and sponsors faster Hum any other
type shows the web can afford. Case
in point is "Official Detective," which
Pharmaco picked up last month and
'Which already is out-rating the same
baofcroUer's "Charlie Chan" series,
"Chan," also a whodunit, is one of

ill-fated

George Shelton and Harry McNaughton. Rutii Howell (Tom Howard's
daughter) will scHpt the seiries and

KSS, ODEA'S WOV
DEAL SIGNED, SEAUS^

Tom Howard,

Jr., will do the music
"Ignorant" moves into the 10:30

Ackerman SliH

,

Tanoly

the blessing of CBS board
chairman William S. Paley, despite
the network's hard and fast rule
vriib.

CBS

Saturday night spot on
next week as a co-op.

The Herman Bess-Richard CDea-

,

starting

Mdwest Effemmens

As

Coinialed Exclusively for Variety by
Freelance Researcher

WASEY RESHUFFLES IN
CARNATION SWITCH
Switch of the Carnation musical
•liow to the Coast lias resulted in a
personnel reshuffle at the Erwin
Wascy agency, whicli handles the
Carnation account.
C. H. Coddin^n, veepee in charge
Of radio, has set up Coast headquarters, having previously operated out
«1 New York, Latter will be taken
over by Joe Brattain, director of

The Monday night NBC show is
being macstroed by Ted Dale,

with Percy Faith haying stepped out
the program decided on a Hollywood origination. Latter move was
cued to Carnation plant's switch
from Milwaukee to the Coast

When

off the books entirely and FCC denied any rj|^t to see that all sides of
controversial issues are presented.
This Is the
FCC out of programming'? school: of thought.
2. Another group headed by Na-~~
than Straus of WMCA, New York,
and the Cornell University station
WHCU, Ithaca, holds that a station
is obligated to air all sides of controversial issues but this should not
prevent the licensee himself from
expressing an opinion in his own be-

^ke

half.
,

3.

Liberal

groups,

23.2

3.

4.

7.

Jack Benny ...........
Fred Allen
CBS k There

8.

Ux

5.
6.

,'

.

23.0
22.6
22.2
22.0
21.6
21.3
21.0

.

Amos 'n' Andy
Oaie & Harriet
.

.

,

,

Theatre

9.
10.
II.
12.
13.

14.
15.

A

,

ABC Seeks (^y

OBSto^ksne

FMA

FM

ABC

Conunission
issue

asking

EDITORS'

Qancfid

Suspense

Press.......,.;...

Mike.....,...,.,,.

..„..,.....,...„

Kck

ABC

Mansfield,

agreements at Jan. 31,
1948, and to such other persons as
selected from time to time
by the company.
"The company now has a tentative capital expenditure program
which contemplates expenditures of

affiliation

~

may be

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

20.5

. ,

f9,6

,

.

.

...

Percy Faith. .... , .
.
Fred Waring
Duffy's Tavern.
, .
(Walter Winchell
(Godfrey Talent Scouts

.

.

.

.

9.2

.

.

(

.

,

|9.o
|8i5

.

LISTENING
'
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f^jjQ

MBS
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to^

Us 41 par

stock.
From this, it figures, it could raise about $3,125,000
exin the present market.'

plained the stock would not be underwritten but would be sold "to the
persons with which it had network

Henry Morgan ...
Jimmle Durante .
Edgar Bergen .... .

RECOMMENDED

permission

250,000 shares of

common

.

.

|B

2

I7.6,
1

...

CBS

$5,325,000

for

tele-

vision facilities in New York, Los
Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco and
Detroit, of which amount it is anticipated that approseimately $3;B25,000 will be expended during
1948."

ABC

figures

it

$807,500 from the
Grand Bapid^,

will get
sale of

another

WOOD,

BROOKS VICE DENNY AS
NBC'S GENEVA REP

7.6

There's been a change in plans
NBC in connection with the fortlicoming international radio sessions
at Geneva. Originally it was planned
to send veepee Charles R. Denny
(ex-FCC chairman) as the network's
representative, but it's understood
that NBC prefers having Denny
around for the upcoming negotiations with James C. PctrUlo and his
American Federation ot Musicians.
Present plan is to send William
F. Brooks, director of news and
special events.

at

Meef the

unions,

ing

.i.

James Melton.,

labor

are about 100% in favor of holdthe line on the Mayflower
Oi^ion. They argue that radio is
already so ene-sided, the Mayflower
opinion is vneccssa'iy to keep it from
being entirely the tool of big busietc.,

approximately

Fibber & Molly
2. Bing Crosby .......
1.

zadio.

now

ing whUe FCC Chairman in 1941,
testi^ for ACLU. So far the
Union's position; as articulated at:
tile Columbus,' O.,: school broadcasters convention a couple of years
back, ispretty vague.
Otherwise, opinion seems to be
divided as follows:
1. One powerful group, headed by
the NAB, wants the decision wiped

may

'

to

devote Thursdays to the NBC show
during the temporary arrangement.

.

flower ruling.

when

-

Arrangement permits Ackerman

pointing to Petrillo ne-

Meanwhile, Judging from the mail
reaching FCC, it looks as if there is
a pretty uniform three-way split et
opinion on the merits of the May-

FM

:

;

15,

gotiations beginning March 1, ASCAP
discussions, and demands on its staff
to prepare for upcoming internation»
al conferences in Geneva and Canada.

Post-War Meet

In

OF FEB. «-M

Ackerman, who recently moved
!nto his program exec berth at CBS,
Vras supervising the Thursday night
TUBC "Aldrich Family" while at
Young & Bubicc^m. It's reported that
Clifford Goldsmith, author of "Aldricb,'' insisted that the arrangement
t>e continued, which also met with
an okay from the William Morris
agency, which has a financial say in
the package.

had asked for a reprieve un-

April

ness and the advertisers' interests.
1st
fourth cynical point of view
Chicago, Feb. 17.
frequently heard is that radio ediFirst
Assn^ meet' since lifting
torializes in any event so why not be
of the ban op^duplication gets under
above board ^Htut it.
way tomorrow (18)
300
effemmers of Region 3 confab at the
Sheraton Hotel here. Effects of duplication of net tuusicals is set for the
main mull.
Meet will be gaveled by Marion
Claire, director of WGNB, Chi, and
temporary chairman, of Region 3.
Speakers include Everett
Dillard,
prexy and. head of the ConWashington, Feb, 17.
tinental
web, Joseph B. EUiiat
has filed a registration statement with the Securities Exchange

RADIO EDITORS' QUALITY RATING
WEEK

forbidding such practices.

•

NAB
til

Big interest at FCC centers on the
testimony expected from the American Civil liberties Union. James
Lawrence Fly who, with hLs assistRepresentative Adoph J. Sabatb, and
ant .Nathan David, is credited with
former Congressman Jerry Voorhis
writing much of the Mayflower rul-

Summer

ityan's accounts

'GREGORY HOOD' GETS

NAB

announced here Sun-

The eight co-6p stockthe company have already

holders in
subscribed $65,000 to underwrite
construction of the station under the
WCFM, and want over $100,000 more to bolster the station in its
first two years, on the air.
Nationwide, fund-raising campaign

es;-

perlence as radio ne'ws' commentator.
Bill Parker Is typical example of
KLZ news personnel selected tor
their superior-

17.

Another $108,000 is needed to get
the first FM outlet to be whollyowned by consumer cooperatives on
the air by .midsummer, sponsors of
the Cooperative Broadcasting Assn.

Harry S. BeichenstciiL deal to take
over N. Y. indie WOV finally jelled
Monday night (16)—still subject to
FCC approval—following what appeared for several days to- be an unexpected hitch in reaching tmns.
Petition for FCC approval will be
Mutual's tqp-r»ted shows.
filed just as soon as it can be preSlotting of '*Haod" in Uie 9:30 pared and
submitted, Bess said. The
Tuesday spot starting March 9 wiU three buyers exchanged
contracts
pit the show against a similar airer,
with Aide Bulova, present owner, in
"Christopher Wells," on CBS in a a meeting at the
office of Harold A.
bid for listeners left over by NBC's LaFount.
Bulova's radio representahigh-riding "Fibber McGee."
tive.
Elliot Lewis may again get the title
WOV- will continue its bilingual
Situation where a network pro- role in "Hood," which faded out last policy (English and Italian) and no
gramming exec is' retaining super- May when Petri Wine pulled in its major perisonnel changes are
Vision over production of a top night- ad budget
planned, Bes teptateA.
time show on a rival web has
cropped up in the case of Harry
Ackermait However, it's being done

(kie of

Merits

'

Washington, Feb.

between the sales and pro-

gram departments,

Co-op

To

department, was mdved over to
Barry's bailiwick to become manager of commercial program sales,
a position in which helll serve, as
liaison

FM

Needs $108,000 More

NBC has dropped the idea of cosummer replacement
oping > its
will 'be distributed amonc other shows. Affiliates who were queried
salesmen.'.'..:
on the prospects of picking up local
Helen Guy, who has been managsponsors for a 13-week commercial
ing the program department's business office, is a veteran in the net- ride informed the web that Buch
work and recognized in the trade as chances were slim.
one of the most experienced women
NBC had hoped; through the coexecs in radio, was appoii^ted man- op plan, to recoup on the
summerager of the presram department. time programming
outlay when the
Barry will delegate all administra- dozen or so spon.-sors
of nighttime
tive detail t» ber.
programs take a hiatus.

-

or

Washington, Feb. 17
Relations between the NAB and
the FCC, never too good at best
weren't improved last week when
the
uDSUcessfully sought a post,
ponement of the editorial hearings
for wMch Preaident Jastin Millef
has been stumping the country for
the past two years; Commission did
not even take official note of the request before it released a full-blown
roster of witnesses and reaffirmed
its intention of opening the sessions!
here March 1.
.

'

affiliation

was the center of hot scrambling Charles Harrell
among the upper crust Qi station
reps. Nbwadays the fact that a major rep has rejected a bid from a
station of this category isn't even
Undergoes Reshuffle
considered a worthy topic of comliient within rep circles.
Policy of promoting from within
After the. availability of such a rather than going outside for key
etation had gone begging among the personnel was reflected at ABC's
five lesiding rep firms with succes- New York headquarters this week in
sive turndowns, a partner in one of a series of program department apthese firms was asked how come all pointments designed to distribute
this scorn for what not so long ago various responsibilities in the admight have been reifiaridefd as a plum? ministration of program veepee
And the following was his explana- Charles "Bud" Barry.
tion;

18, 1943

FCC Sidbs NAB (m Maylower

New Upsbnt

from

Qaim They're a Headache

6,000 watts and a network

;lion.,

Febmaiy

W<dn<H»Jay,

1% 1949

Wran«mlay« Fritomiiy

BABIO

ABC TAPE UNWINDS DILEMMA
W ^
Neck Out

iUbort to

in

Two

j^w^nntdes oiiMi^^aziiies^
CBS Documentary Unit
ping two of

Bhows in

initial

two broad-

an eventual
ireat

will

which

cycle- of four
with- tiie mass,
.

media, the Robert Heller-supervised
Documentary Unit will aift the nation's magazine situation in a 60jninute presentationi What makes it
provocative is that the documentary
will probe; deep into Henry Luce^s
liife-Time-Fortune dynasty,
Second ^oeumentary will deal with;
the film industry, treating it from
all' aspects, particularly as a social
force in American behavior.. Research on tlie two>'airers is about to
get under way.
A third documentary on masii
media- will sift the publications field

'

.

general.

Meanwhile, March 17 has been set
as the date for the Unit's "Report
Card" eo-minute show on the state
'ot the nation's education.
,

s
cue a
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
new era in network program schedPhil Spitalny and his All Girl Or- uling, possibly paving the way for
chestra winds up its series for the full-scale "clocktime broadcasting,"
Electric Companies on May 2.
is going all-out on magnetic tape
Show will be replaced the follow- recording this year as a means of
ing' week with a summer show from meeting the daylight - saving - time
Holly wood. New'program's not been switchover dilemma.
set yet. Last summer it iwas a Woody
The web's entire program schedule
Heman»Peggy. I<ee musicali
for' the May-to-September period
will be recorded on ribbons for the
playbacks in each time zone across
the country, A major effect 'of the;
plan, aside from improved fidelity
in the playbacks, will be its marked
economy in cost as contrasted to use
'

of acetate

listings of salaries of executives

The New Hoopers

financial

(Feb. 18)
28.(!

27.1
..

Fred Allen

26.9

26J

Charlie McCarthy. ......

.

.

,

26.3-

Bob Hope

26.0
Truth or Consequences...,, 25,0
Amos 'n' Andy...
24.4
Walter Winchell
21.9
Red Skelton
21.3
.
Mr. D. A.
20.9
Phil Harris...
20.4
Talent Scouts .............. 20.3
Bing Crosby
19:5
18.9
Duffy's Tavern
.

.

disks.

Disclosure of the ABC move came
as three of the major networks,
Washington, Feb. 17.
two for the first time, gave the greenThe State Department is currently light to down-the-line rcbroadcast-:
investigating the report that right- ing. of shows in standard time zones
wing commentator Upton Close has as a means of keeping-listener habits
been denied use of the Mexican air- undisturbed throu^out the 22-week
waves. Close, dropped by U. S. webs daylight saving time- season. CBS,
-and/or sponsors by reason of his in the past (along with NBC), alIn a drastic econqmy move, NBC's
ultra-conservative political views, ways the brunt of affiliates' squawks
recently sent filers ottt announcing because their no-transcription rules recording, division will be trimmed
his appearance on two 150-kUowat- prevented such a solution to the to one-tUrd of its present operation,
ters south of the border. Both sta- problem, decided, the first of this affecting ksw York and Hollywood
tions—XEG and
are capable week to go- flie way oE ABC and key points. Top execs were said to
of shooting their signal over most of Mutual as the only passible means of have favored a two-thirds slash
the U. S. and Canada.
overcoming the situation. NBC was after a series of discussions in which
Word- of the Mex gag on Close still thinking the thing over.
it was decided to..disc(mtinue procreached here from the commentator
essing and make only masters and
Ncwly-DcTeioped Secorder
himself, who protested violently in
instantaneous recordings,
ABC, which was first, last year,
letters- to Capitol Hill. The solons
Pruning is said to be due to unpromptly jumped on State since both to go whole-hog on rebroadcasts to profitable operation and to make
FCC and that Department were in keep time |chedules intact, has or- space in Hollywood for the telepossession of complaints from the dered batteries of a newly developed vision department.' Personnel afFriends of Democracy on the Close tape recorder, which it will use ex- fected by the reoi'ganizatiOH will be
clusively for the waxing of all shows moved to other
shift to Mexico.
departments.
Department spokesmen said they to be aired on a delayed basis.
Tape setup, which depends on dehad passed on the Friends' protest lio
livery of the recorders- in time for
tlie consul in Mexico City as a routine, matter but were informed no their installation before the April
representation whatever had been 25 debut of dayli^t time, will mean
Texaco,
made on the commentator. .There- a considerable saving following the
fore, they claim any action which initial outlay; Whereas the web forTaking
Spot
the Aleman government may have merly used acetate to cut shows for
taken was done independently of rebroadcast, at a cost of about $16
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
pressure from the U. S. government. for an hour's waxiilg, and got 10c for
Tony Martin sings his swan song
State Department officials said the used platters.^ as scrap, the tape
they have wired for more info on in the new recorders can be erased for Texaco March 21 and Gordon
MacRae moves over; from GBS into
the entire Closp frScas, including re- and used over and over;
quests for info on any other jabbers
The net already has advised affili- Martin's ABC Bingsday time, spot
who may have been similarly muf- ates, to whom a part of the cost is -the following week. Although no
fled. <A half-dozen Fundamentalist charged back, that there will be a official
annovmcement was made by
preachers, headed by (jerald Winrod saving this year. If the tape works Texaco's agency, Kudner, understood
of Wichita, defendant in the sedi- out satisfactorily, the charge to the that the change has been in- the
tion trials, are also signed up with stations will .be trimmed even more. works for some time. Martin's agent,
Mex operators. Exodus of the alThe recorders, which are claimed Nat Goldstone, declared that- he
legedly nnti-Semitic, anti^atholic to be still better than, the highly xe- asked for and was granted a release
preachers started when the big U. S.
(Continued on page 36)
from the contract
stations refused to sell them time).
All other' elements of the Martin
It
was not definitely known
show, including Evelyn Knight, Alan
whether the government or the Mex
Yoiung and Victor Young's orchestra,
stations themselves took the initiawill be retained. Ed Cashman, who
.

NBC R€€oriitg

.

'

BGtoilake4G

-

XERF—

'

Jaclc Paar,
tract to both

Hollywocd, Feb. 17.
currently under constudio for puc and

RKO

Jack Benny for radio, asked to- go
off salary for two weeks so be could
earn some real money as Don McNeill's"Breakfast Cltib" substitu^
tion.

Benny

deal guarantees Paar $500
all over '$t,000- on loanouts going to the JB (Benny) Corp.

weekly with

McNeill offer would have worked
out that Paar's two weeks would
netted him $1,700, whereas

have

'

Without working: he'd make $2,000.
McNeill thought he was holdihg out
for

more money and

$4,000 for the

then asked

two

finally offered
weeks flU-in. Paar

RKO

and Benny to take
two "weeks, so he'
could take McNeiU's offer.
They
acquiesced, thus permitting Paar to

him

off salary for

Jose

2G

to

make

four.

Young comic goes to Chi, Tues(17) and subs for McNeill beginning Monday (23)
Benny corporation ^meanwhile is mrorking out a
new lormula for
for show of his

day

.

Wm

own.

Sbmce

m

Men

Affiliates
1^ Many
fiftPxomi^ Copy Use

'

Wtk Mac Rae
Over ABC

tive in silencing Close.

I^atemate

On

Latest report here was that the
Survey repmt on ITOC's audience commentator was trying to sign pn
promotion operations of its affiliates a local station. Network outlets here
reveals a mixed picture of coopera- disavowed any such talks were in
tion writh the network. Conducted
by progress, so Close may have been
Blow agency and Philip Morris
NBC"! audience promotion manager dickering with an indie operator.
Jacob A. Evans, the .poll of 107 out- Same rumor had him opening offices have asked for an extension on pickup of the Milton Berle program
lets showed that while the majority in Washington for a new project.
option. Bid for additional time is
-Of .stations used exploitation
mate-

Berle

,

supplied by net's New York
headquarters, there were plenty.that
never touched the stuff.
Most favored type of material: was
shown tq be spot announcements
rial

PluSfiinfi the- net's

Rulh Etting

major shows. Ap-

Coast for Script fladdle

proximately 80% of the affiliates
aired the spots regularly and
12%
used them occasionally, but 8%
never use them. Publicity-exploitation Iiandouts for
the press, including
releases
and photos, were
brushed

off with the majority of
them irregularly or
not at" all"^'"^
.Proposed plan for NBC to
supply
« series of 24-sheet billboard
posters
?"onthly basis was accepted by
^^i"
°*
reporting stations,
nnln
*he project in doubt. Net is
-J.^

Msg Up

WifN Shaw; Goes Back To
Ruth

!

Etting,

linked to the sponsor's desire to reshuffle

its

NBC-CBS programming.

Stalemate stems from .NBC's In-

Berle stay put in the
Tuesday., night 8-8:,30 time, the web
preferring a comedy show for the
piei'iod 'and feeling that the Berle
.sistence that

who has been doing comedic mold

a five-times-a-week 15-minute show
on WHN, N. Y., is checking oft' radio
after her Feb. 27 broadcast. She's
returning to the Coast with her husband, Myrl Alderman, who was also
kIiow. Air scries' -will
on the

WHN

Op&nn

is

now

taking definite

shape on the air. On the other hand
Philip Morris has wanted to move
Berle over to its CBS Friday night
time formerly occupied by "It Pays
To Be Ignorant" and in which Dinah
Shore has now taken u presidence.
Idea would be to put Miss Shore in
Tuesday NBC segment.

have run ii9 weeks.
Miss Etting will help in preparaBerle wouldn't mind making the
tion of a script based on her life.
Which may be on the pix studios' change to Friday particularly since
agenda next season.
he follows Ozzie & Harriet in the
Friday realignment of shows. And
Miss Shore, it's understood, wouldn't
IZilr!"'^^^"'"'^^^^ ^^'""-d from more Vicki Yoiia's
.stations
Reprise be averse to the NBC switsjliover.
before finally adopting the
But NBC is standing firm.
production costs on
Cit.

ABC

of posters would
brnvl.^.',^"*"«es
°=
prohibitive.

NAB's 60G Coast Frolic
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
NAB's planned
convention here, in May will

v»«i.

cl»

v-oast

.

.

"1^

$80.000-but that
wnh'f",,"'^"™^*^'^
wont all

be cash outlay, according

10 current guesses
of the event's
waKtermiiiders. Promotional tieups
Will cut that
figure in hill.

Means Paint Season's Here

Vicki Voila, femme lead in "Mr.
District Attorney," will be back in
her familiar spring role on ABC as
the Benjamin Moore Paint Go.'s
"Betty Moore." Thirteen-week seasonal airer will turn up on the Saturday ayem schedule March 6.
Paint company is thinking of giving the program a 13-week run in
the fall, too, this year. Agency is
St. Georges ;& Keyes.

transactions

as

disclosed

Thursday (12) by the Securitiei
Exchange Commission are the dean unusual employment contract involving NBC prexy Niles
Tranmiell and Frank M. Folsom, executive veepee of RCA.
last

Lux Radio Theatre.
Jack Benny...
Fibber & MoUy....

Setup Slasyi

Jad[Pa»r Loses

Tucked away in the alphabetical
and

^

By DICK DOAN
ABC, in a move which may

.

in

Po^

prep-^

brief but hard-hitting

Its

As the

career.
casts in

is

most out-on-a-limb

its

NEW IMPETUS TO Tranra^ Fdsmi Loi^Erffl^e Pads
Cue Spec OD RCA Prexy

tails of

The SEC report
because

nificant

by

deals pacted

is particularly sig-

longranga

the

of
tooth

Trammell and

Folsom, each calling for five-year
contracts, beginning Jan. 1, 1948, at
.^100,000 a yeiir, and providing, that
incentive compensations also may be
paid at the discretion of the di«
rectors.

Another contract between. RCA
and John G, Wilson, veepee and general manager of RCA, Victor division, also for five years, provides for
a salary of $65,000 in 1948 and $75,000 a year for 1849 to 1952, inclusive,
with a similar provisp for additional
c<»npensation at the directors' discretion.,

Out Lookinc

Sarmtil

The SEC's

revelation Of long-range

commitments throws into -^arp focus
the existing speculation as to

RCA

whom-

Board Chairman David Sar-

mind

noff'has in

the presidency

for'

of the parent corporation. Sarnoff is
dangling the post for "the right
man," though ostensibly he's down

,

on the books for the present as both
prexy and: board chaiitman.
Trammell and Folsom are the .two
names that have been projected most
prominently into the picture. Trammell's increasing stature within the
industry during the past year, based
on the new "Accent on Youth" forhe's developed within the NBC
stmctore and for his initiative toward -seeking adoption of a hard-:

mat

hitting industry code, is seen as a fac-

tor

^at may

in elevating

dency.
Others,

clinch Sarnoff 's decision
him to the RCA presi-

however,

Folsom

will get the
his closer association

maintain

that

nod because oi

with the man*
ufacturing end, and because of Sarnoff's recognition of Trammel as •
kingpin among broadcasters.

Downey May
Shift to

CBS

The Morton Downey-Coca-Cola
program may move from- Mutual
to CBS. The 15-minute program of

songs is heard three nights a -week
in the 11 p.m. seffnient. If it moves
over to CBS it would be spotted at
11:15 p.m. Show represents annual
Since niche on program was billings of approximately $400,000 to
carved- for Alan Young's connedy Mutpal.
spot there has been considerable
Coba Cola's final decision, it's unstatic due to the contention of' Gold- derstood, will be detennined by the
stone that he didn't fit into the number ot CBS station availabilities.
show's format. When Texaco sided Network is currently querying it»
with Younf!. feelings became increas- affiliates on whether theyil carry
ingly strained. MacRae musical, with the show.
Miss Knight and Young doubling
Moveover of Downey would give
over from ABC, was thrown together CBS all three Coca-Cola shows. Web
hastily when 13-week cycle on CBS currently has the Sunday evening
overlapped in the move of the Martin Percy Faith musical and the Friday
troupe to ABC after Henry Morgan night Spike Jones-Dorothy Shay
was cancelled. MacRae piece is program.
budgeted around $6,000 as against
D'Arcy is the agency.
the Martin payoff of $14,500 weekly.
Msnron Kirk, radio head of Kudner,
is said to have a deal -working with
another client for Martin but Goldstone has declined to give him an
option for the singer.

has been producing both
shows, continues under the

Texaco

new

set-

up.

,

P&€ LOOKS SET TO

mi 'GANGBUSTERS'

.

Deal
(Tues.)

Peter Paul Cancels
dio advertiser,

is

dumping

its

first

venture in network ^onsorship, the

8 ajn. cross-the-board news «how on
Mutual, following the Feb. 27 airing.
Deal has run 13 weeks, with the network opening its lines an hour earLayoff lier than customary and airing three
Hersholt's
separate editions, from New York,
Hollywood, Feb., 17.
Jean Hersholt is taking a six- Chicago and Hollywood, all at 8 a.m.
It's said cancellation is partly due
weeks summer layoff for the first
time in his 11 years on the air as to shortages the candy bar outfit has
He'll go to Den- encountered in cocoa and other sup"Djf. Christian."
plies, and partly due to heavy line
mark to accept kniahlhood.
During his absence from June 2 to charges for the show because of its
July 7, show will be built arouixd early-hour slotting; Sponsor had to
pay f uU^-houv line charges.
Rosemary De Camp.

Snnmier

,

was
for

99%

set

Procter

&

yesterday

Gamble to

take over Philip Lord's "Gangbust»

Peter Paul candy, heavy spot ra-

ers" on

ABC

starting

March

13.

Sat-

urday night crime-busting stanza, a
$5,500

pacluige,

will

remain in

its

present time slot, with the soap company picking up the tab initially for
62-.station airing iu behalf of Tide
detergent.
Show wUl be made available for
regional, bankrolling in eastern and
Coast areas not covered by the
deal, which is being set via Benton
Bowles agency.
Stanza won't miss a week's sponsorship, inasmuch as the current
bankroiler. Waterman Pens, isn't
Checking out until March 6.

P&G

&
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.

Bourke, announcer.

Jerome
rence, Robert E. Lee

WrlterB-Producers:

SO Mtns.;

(EST)

Fri., 10 p.m.,

PHILIP MORRIS

l$,Mlns.; Suu..'2:46.p.ni.
Sustaining

(Biow)
move to attract youthful lisPhilip Morris has put together a triple-name pop music program, replacing its' etatrenched "It
Pays to Be Ignorant" comedy series
.

Friday nights on CBS. The strategy
looks promising on, paper, but the
results weren't immediately predictable on the basis of last Friday's
(13) premiere. This is likely to be
one more case of whether the writers-producers and the three stars
can blend, the various- elements into
« cohesive show. The initial broadcast indicated there's lots of progress
to be made.

"Call

of

for

New York
(Sr. W. Ayer)
Tlie Easy Aces^ane & Goodman
in network radio, after
an absence of several years, and for
the record let it be said at once that

>

rent issues of interest.

they're just as easy to take as ever.
As a matter of fact, in their ex-

all eflEorts for objectivity, is

On a deeper level, however, perhaps this type of program, despite

night.

.

is

with

Abe

one of
strictliy
in", its present

those

showcasing

Even

naturals.

.

.

state

LORRY RAINE

.

.

.

-

'

•

.

shall Plan, he showed how
the question either as "Do
lieve America should carry

Mark Warnow'a Singing Star
Mark Wamow's piquantly-proflled on
Lorry Ralne, zooms into

protegee,

on

bigtime

Warnow
Dream

in

strength

Ixer

Caracas"

from

Maracas

of

(Coast

S.

.Army Band; Morton
Ncuman, Euest
Lucy Monroe,, soprano;

his hoarse vqcalizing is so popular.
That none 'of the three seemed at
ease in handling the continuity
:

.

•

wasn't surprising. Probably not even
Helen Hayes, A 1 f r e d Lunt and
Maurice Bvaiis' could have made it
seem spontaneous, though it mightn't

have souqded quite so marshmal.

In any case, the script needs
drastic revising.
And the show it-

lowy.

.

self requires

way

something concrete In

.

:

•

.

.

•

-

of an idea or a gimmick; at trade-stutt.
But- listeners to this
a. point of vieWi
new program must have done more
What is there to say. of -the com- than one double-take over the
mercial copy? Well, it represents, parallel mannerisms, delivery and
_
at least by implication,, the more even voice inflections,: At times
brazen sort of misrepresentation in- one couldn't tell where tewis left
its claims for some special, unique
off and Ace beeanr
quality that "eminent" doctors rechere,
property
valuable
CBS has a
ommend. Of course, that is merely once the show combines all the esone of the obvious and apparently sential facets. As a starter the pro
accepted rationalizations of the ad' gram's plugging the U. S. Army and
vertisjng business. But that anyone Air Force Recruiting Service, though
of even semi-adult mentality should essentially it's still a CBS sustainer
for the slightest instant be perwith ' the commercial sponsorship
suaded 'by it is incredible and un- hooks out They shouldn't be out
doubtedly true. Actually, it's prob
JRose.
too long.
ably little more preposterous or cynical than the phony or meaningless

the

any

rate,

claims advertised by any others of
the big-selling cigarets.
Hobe.

.

THE STATE OF YO,U» FUTURE
With Phil

Johntron^ EltMlietb Brad-

ford
30 Mins.; Sun., 4:30 'p.tt.
Sustaininr
WCSH, Portland, Me.

:

Weekly documentary via tapeiXecorder tours highschool hopefuls
into' local business firms, trades, and
profession.'; for a loojcsee at'what the
individual setups have to offer the
kids in the matter of future careers.
There's :a new quartet of kids each
week and a new establishment
visited. As the format calls for the
high-schoolers firing questions at
those bidders for their services, it's
hesitant amateurs talking to -hesitant

NEW BIRTH OF FREEDOM

unknowns* present- Director: Loy Minor
seldom-.heard works and, most of all, IS Mini;.; 'Mon.TWed.-Fri.,
.

spotlight America's -.olpn music.
(heard ^ia trah-

tot

Mayor .O'Dwyer

,

occasion, gave out with smartly exrenditions -ranging
from.;
ecuted
Squsa marches to excerpts from Irving Berlin's "Annie Get your Gun.''
.The band's leader, Cap't. Hugh J.
Curry, showed himself to be a: firstrate batoner. Morton Gould took the
podium to conduct the soldier musicians in his own "Jericho,", while

Herman Neuman, WNYC's music

di-

stepped up to lead Phillip
James' "Festival March."
In its effects, the Army Band easily ran the musical gamut from jazz
rector,

.

:

(taking on Count
Basie's
''One
O'clock Jump") to symphony orchestra. Throughout, the result was
brilliant and sharp.

Lucy Monroe contributed her
VStar Spangled Banner" for the teeoff.

.

JDoan.

BBC SHOWCASE
With David Nlven, Kim Hnnter,
others
SO Mins.; Tues.,

:,

-9

p.m.

Sustaining
N. Y.

WNEW,

Producer: Ted Hudes

lieve.

N.

DIS-

on

to

Displaced Persons has bankrolled a
number of platters for a dramatized
pitch to the public. Organization's
most recent transcription, aired last

WHN,

Tuesday night
was a timely

(10) via
N. Y.,
tie-in with Lincoln's

many
known

birthday for
pator's best

of the emanciquotations aptly

'amateurs throughout, with little fit the world's situation today, 83
chance for either to acquire ease or years after the Civil War's end.
naturalness in the space of the
"With malice toward none, with
." was particularly
session. Might be remedied if the charity to all.
kids were handpicfced from school cited as a fitting phrase to buoy the
debating teams, say, and then car- hopes of Europe's some 850,000 dp's
ried over, from week to week.
who still face a bleak outlook almost
Phil Johnson and Elizabeth Brad- three years after the war's end.
ford, 'pros from the outlet's special Thumbnail
histories
were
case
features department, resuscitate the sketched to show that many of those
show when they break in, which is still interned look earnestly for a
strangely seldom.
Johnson's word "future in a free world."
pictures of the telephone plant's inBut despite the program's comterior (this, week's host) were of a mendable theme, the stanza lacked
Ctcorge Hicks class of adequacy. an
Lincolnian
even
continuity.
However, if he was priming those quotes were often sprinkled hapkids on what to ask, why did they hazardly through the script. Better
skip the burning question of a .start- integration would have made the
ing pay scale?
show an even more compelling one.
It's a public service feature of the
Performances were generally good.
pure variety ^n^o conceivable com- Myron McCormick essayed Lincoln
mercial possibiliiies^^and in a pre- with dignity and capped the finale
mium time slot, missing as an en- with his own personal plea ir the
tertainment item because of an over- dp's, while overall production values
Den.
were adequate,
load of sincerity.
.

.

—

'

This

new

indie,
(10), is

series

on Bulova's

which preemed

made up

last

of plattered

selections from British air showsto the w.k.
pattern of U. S. shows, "Showcase''
is truly, as the local announcer said
in introing the initialer, "an adventure in listening."
The getaway sequence^ titled "Picture Parade," was a diverting if
rather rambling look-in on the British cinema and those who work in
it. Opening sketch kidded film flackery, rather stiffly by comparison
with U. S. comedy techniques; With

To anyone accustomed
lot

campaign

Y.

week

improve the

its

.

ings to talented

-Director: James Sheldon
15 -Mins.; Tues., 9:45 p.m.

In

all,

:

Myron McCormick, Nancy
Douelai, Mary Jane Higby, James cr«p, for if this be BBC, its fare is
Vandyke, Guy Sorcl; Bill Lazar, nowhere near, as dull, stuffy and hard
announcer
to take as Americans generally be-

of dp's, the Citizens' Committee

In

•

Writer: Noel' B. Gerson

CITIZENS COMMITTEE ON
PLACED PERSONS
WHN, New York

home;

'

-:

:

This must be the cream of BBC's

Witli

sacrifices at

'

,

—

means

:

from Washington

m

a sense
ably be inevitable, for
Ace has effected a reverse switch
in the format technique, doubling
from co-star as a narrator much in
contrib
Lewis'
Cathy
of
mahnet
the
to the "Irma'' stanza.)
The fact that A-oe during his desk
regime at CBS; established the pattern for the network's Robert Q.
Lewis show and molded- the latter
into the long-fa-miliar Ace comedy
technique may be strictly inside-

arrived, at ;his results.'

:

-

why

it

two J. Arthur Bank publicists depicted in a discourse on. stunts vs
tasteful pressagentry. Program sailed
next into a salute to the British cin
ema's music composers and conductors, particularly Arthur Bliss, and
rang in some excerpts, of his symphonic score for H. G. Wells' "Things
to Come."
Final segment of the
stanza was a playback of the opening scene from "Stairway to Heav
en" (called "A Matter of Life and
Death" in Britain), featuring David

Kim Hunter.
Musical bridges throughout were
very long by U. S. standards, but
it -v^as class A music, pleasant to the
Niven and

alongside the jarring bridgp,"! .so
typical to Arperican programming.
ear"

Whole show's

was high level.
No audience clapping and guilawing,
which was nice, too.
As the British would say. bully
for

WNEW.

i.q.

Doan.

5 p.m.

CHARLES SCHNEIDER BAKING
CO.*

,'

WMAL,

A

Washington

CO.

NBC, from New York
(Keni/on

&

EcfcJiardt)

always difficult to follow up
a good job with a sequel—particuIt's

when the

larily

previous' broadca.st
has had about it the aura of a Broadway stage' success. But "Abe Lincoln
ih Washington," written especially
for radio by Robert Sherwood to follow on the adaptation of his legit

"Abe Lincoln in lUinois,"
which was presented the week be--

play,

:

fore, came oft" very well Sunday (15),
to warrant standing on its own as a

dramatic presentation.

cessive full-hour dramatizations of
the life of Lincoln. It was a stirring,
story, with often as much
poignancy and eloquence as its predecessor. The story picked up from
the' earlier play, with Lincoln's departure, from Springfield, 111. for
Washington and the White House,
and carried through to his assassination.
It
was episodic of course,
touching on little as well as maior
events to etch in the era swiftly and
surely.

Eoper dramatic

Ken. the session showed isolationism to
be as dead as a dodo even |n its
Director; Julian Bercovlci
midwestern stronghold.' Program's
Producer: Seymour Siegel
flexibility was indicated in Roper's
90 Mins.; TKurs. (12), S p.m.
announcement that he intended to
Sustaining
dis|;uss in future broadcasts quesWNYC, N. T.
tions ranging from choices iri the
Originating in Carnegie Hall, this" Presidehtial race to the baseball
was the kickoff concert in WNYC's ponnanf race. ".
Herm.
annual American Music Festival. It
purpose
the
fitting
opening,
GREAT
ADVENTURE
of
was a
unique 11 -day event (running' from :WIth Lee Dayto'n, Jackson Weaver,
......».::
Ross. Martin
Lincoln's birthday through Washingr
ton's birthday) being to give hear- Writer: Faith Williams

Mayor

of
scril)tion) paid fitting tribute to the
influence), fiiut the human equation
business. Miss Shore
missing. Unlike, for example, ambitioui; annual series, one that's
sang in the style that has made her is still
"My Friend Irma," which combines becoming unique in radio.
inimitable, though her choice of
Carnegie's acoustics never seemed
the elements' of "warmth and symnumbers was spotty. James mad-e pathy
with good comedy .scripting., better as the" Army bandsmen, up
the ether pulsate with his horn-toot-: (Comparisons with "Irma'; will probspecially for the

revealed again

which he

Herman

William O'Dwyerj
Carey, announcer

-

the public on the Marshall Plan by

AMERICAN MUSIC FESTIVAL
conductors;

results.

reveal the pre-

Roper revealed that six out of 10
Afnerica'ns are currently in favor of
helping Europe with funds and food.
These cold statistics were enlivened
by' actual quotations from persons
polled by Roper's staff across country.
Another impressive revelation
was that Americans are ready to
help foreign reconstruction even if

1637 N. Vine, Hollywood, Cal.

Gould,

different

cise formulation of his <iuestions to

TIM GAYLE

With U.

•

radically

failed, :however, to

Management

show

And Mercer

Dan

Sunday's* program was much more
you be-,
Europe than a stunt, than the foUowup in
an, unusual presentation of two suc-

back?"; or "Do you believe
feed' the starving
of Europe?" would give

its

peoples

Records)". It's Warnow's iirst single
disk, too, and maestro used full
Borden orchestra to back thrush.

Personal

framing

America should

flrst

record, ''Who Put That
Your Eyes ?" and "Senorita

,

•ing.

a most

persuasive type of propaganda for
special points of view .isince it
arouses that "bandwagon" complex,
an important operating factor in
mass psychology. In any case, Roper
maintains a scientific tone .fre6 from
any overt axe-grinding.
On' his preem stanza (IS) h6 gave
an instructive insight into public
opinioni polls through a discussion
of "loaded" questions. On the Mar-

half-hour format (though
actually a dressed-up, 1948-tempoed
version of their long-established 15mii\ute cross-the-board show) the
Aces are so peculiarly adapted, tp- the
current CBS "New IJsten" programming, that their back-to-back Satur-

panded

i

fields of

FORD

—are back

day

Walter

.'Gilbert,

Gordon, Howard Lindsay; Kenneth
Banghart, announcer
twisti this session of commentary Producer: George Zachary
doesn't tell dialers what to think Writer: Robert Sherwood
60
Mins,; Sun. (IS), 5 p.m.
but what they're tl^inking on cur-

CBS, from

Music" is impressive. Dinah Shore, it's one of season's prize packages.
who teamed with Peter Lind Hayes
As "mT. ace &• JANE," they've
last season for Ford and before that now eased out of their long standmg
was star of her own stanza several Easy" appellation,j.with the lowerseasons for General Poods (Birds- cased
Goodman Ace, rightfully
eye), is the major vocalist and per- yielding .top .bUling to his malaprop
sonality. Harry James is present as spouse. That. the. development of the
solo trumpeter and orchestra: leader. Jane Ace characterization is still the
Johnnjr Mercer is novelty vocalist vital cog" in 'the show's eventual
and provides the change of pace. payoff W'ais demonstrated on last
They're all top names in their re-' Saturday's (14) premiere broadcast.
The program, despite its encourspective categoriesimproveThe program started out to be a aging sendoff can - stand
much in the writing,
soft of weekly digest of pop music. ment. 'Not so.
situation
his
At both the opening and close the for in concocting
initial eifort sparkled
continuity promised that the series comedy Ace's
sharp, brittle, dry comedy
more
With
would -bring the listener the latest
lines than could be heard on a dozen
offerings from the Hollywood sound
coast-to-coast airers.
,
stages, the wings of Broadway theYeti Satadoxically, that's the show s
atres, the radio studios of New York,
fault. The Aces were
and the: Coast, and the music pub- one basictripping
over clever lines;
literally
lishers of Tin Pan Alley, There were
throwthem,
through
Vabiety and something walking right
references
ing them riway. Intellectually it was
or other about the news highlights
a treat, for when Ace really goes to
of show business.
work on Fauna Americana and lets
AU of which remained an unfulfilled the bromide-cliche fraternity have
promise, and "Call for Music" turned it, he can vest it with all the proper
out to be just another unresolved and delightful nuances and shadmgs.
musical overloaded with name tal- Which is all tailor-made for a reent and burdened with elaborately stricted segment of the -nations
arch dialog.. The stuif-abOut sound listening audience." But -in ternos- of
stages, etc., and the highlights from coast-to-coast radio, the program
Vabibtt proved meaningless; Some needs less cerebral-slanting than it:
sign-offl
.
whimsy, about the three does some warmth.
.
stars' children seemed inane.
In a cold, mathematical way. Ace
his -best comedy
The three diverse personalities has come up with
writing in a long, lucrative radio
>'and:! t%Ients were never merged into
(his' year regime as supercareer
a smooth pattern, though all of them
CBS must
demonstrated again why they're ma- visor ot comedy writing at
exeidsed some disciplmary
jor names and drawsvarious have

Steplians,

Vaughn, Lawrence

Sutter, Bod Hendrlokson, Ed Jcr.
onie, Carl Eastman, Grant Richards, Frank Thomas, Jr., Richard'

whose; findings are published
monthly in Fortune mag, is now dissecting America's state of mind for
a far broader audience.. In a novel
alyst

ARMY AIR FORCE RECRUITING

Burrows
lineup

With Karl Swenion. Muriel Kirkland. BtU Adam*, Jnano IlCrnanHarvey
dec,

from New York
Elmo Hoper, public opinion an-

•

In a
teners,

.

CBjS,

Ace-30 Mins.; Sat., t p.m.

GBS, from Hollywood

The name

With Elmo Roper

BoUnsoli, Everett Sloftne, Fnnk
Butler, Ken Boherts, annoimoer;
LawMorris Siirdin orcli.
Writer-Producer-Director: Ooodman

.

ABE LINCOLN IN WASHINGTON

WHERE THE PEOPLE STAND

mr. ace 4: JANE
CALIi FOR MVSIC
With Diiwh Shore, Harry Jameg, With Goodman and Jane Ace, Leon
Janney, Eric Dressier, Florence
Johnny Mercer, ohorus, orcb; Jack

.

Edwin Rjyan)
rather awesome undertaking
(Leiois

is

this dramatic; series which draws its
characters, episodes and plots entirely from the Bible.
Doing a
thorough jab and starting almost at
the l)eginnliJg..,with Adatpi anil Eve
in the Garden scene, ih» producers
have selected the most dramatic action-packed incidents of the Old
Testament and are now busy- work-

Howard Lindsay's narrative, interpolations served admirably to
bridge the d r a
a tl-c sequences,
while- excellent
u s i c a 1 bridges
further
-keep

m
m

served
-to
the. s to r
thread intact. Lindsay got slightly
pompotis at the very end, and the

co'nimercials seemed o.verlong to one
anxious to -get back to th6 story, but
.

:

'another

striking

stage

what was of unusual
:

the

biography,

interest

events portrayed:

were

Most were

little known or forgotten stories or
facts Lincolii's feeling that his son
Robfert should have been in the
Unidn Army; the President's secret
entry into 'Washington in a baggage
car to avoid the Southern sympathizing hotheads in Baltimore; the
Senate committee discussion on investigating Mrs. Lincoln as a "spy,"
and the President's appearance to

—

deny any such charges; the little impression that the Gettysburg Address made on its audience.
-These with such incidents or
word-pictures as a carping, jealous
Mary Todd Lincoln, busied with
petty house problems; the unrest in
Washington; the death of Willie
ing through the bitter,, trials and Linccdn and the parents' grief; the
tribulations of the tribes of Israel selection of Ulysses S.' Grant to lead
in Egypt, etc.
To avoid offending the troops; the Fords' theatre pre-,
any of the religious faiths, the sentation and the death-box gave
stanzas ;will stop short of the New a swift, vivid picture of the troubled
Testament. . In any ^vent, there's Civil War times and the great man
who governed then.
still a wealth of material left.
The gentle quality of the man, hiS
Outside the novelty of the idea,
the program makes a good showing patience, humility and kindness,
as a dramatic production, The!act- shown through again admirably as
ing is excellent, and musical bridges in the first play, even though Karl
Lincoln
of
portrayal
effective. Cast does a skillful job of Swenson's
assuming several roles in the course didn't seem to extend these virtues
of each stanza. Since the Old Testa- at fir.st. Only after the first few
-ment stories are full of intrigue, scenes, did the characterization get
war and plenty of blood and thun- below the surface and become deepder, the series lives up to its billing ly ingrained and dramatic. Muriel
as "Great Adventure" and should Kirkland, as Mary (the role she
have strong pull with the juve audi- played on Broadway in the legiter),
sharply sketched in the vain, nagence;
Before undertaking the project, ging but essentially decent woman.
the agency made an extensive sur- Other parts, such as Walter Vaughn
vey of boards of education, church as General Grant, were also well
groups, women's dubs, etc. to gauge taken.
Production, in direction, sound eftheir reaction to this treatment of
Biblical material.
Agency now has fects, music, was a superior one.
Bron.
an advisory panel working with its
producers to keep track of audience
MARRIAGE FOR
response to individual programs.
Commercial sponsorship of the With Fran LatTerty, Staats CotsMarion
Varden,
worth,
Evelyn
series might not sit well with the

—

.

-

—

.

TWO

pcoa.sional

who

devout listener

re-

veres the literal preachments of the
Old Testament but the Ryan agency
claims its survey showed these' listeners are few and far' between.
Holl.

Barney,

WASHINGTON

tre)

.

Thea-

,

With Sid Merhin, Jerry Foust, Sid
Shavian,- others

Producer: Robert Lawrence
30 Mins.; Sat., 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining

WIP, Phllly

and

ANTA

to
encourage college and little theatre
groups in and ai-ound Philly.
different group performs each Saturday with the winner, as chosen by
a board o( judges, getting WIP
trophy.

A

Show reviewed was that presented
by the Neighborhood Players, one
of the better known little theatre
outfits.
Vehicle chosen, "The Plot to
Kidnap General Washington," was
one which had fine radio possibilities. Execution, however,
was spotty.
Until the actoi's got warmed up to
parts,

the

dramatizations

stilted;~forced laughter,

etc.
After the first eight or 10
minutes,
program
went
more
smoothly, with actors sounding more
Shdl.

profes.sional.

New York

Sterne Carrington, whose
energy apparently isn't exby thifee- current five-aweek strips, has now added a fourth,
which she calls "Marriage for Two.
In doing so she equals the mark set
by another daytime author of seemingly boundless creative vitality,
fictional

hausted

Irna Phillips,

This is part of a series of broadcasts spon.sored jointly by the Philadelphia Art Alliance

their

from

Elaine

Experimental

'

sounded very

Gertrude Warner; John

Tillman, announcer; Fred Feibel^
organist
Writer; Winifred Woll
Dicector: Ace. Ochs
15 MinSj; Mon.-Fri,^ 2:30 p^m.
Sustaining

THE PLOT TO KIDNAP GENERAL CBS,
(Philadelphia

.

"

objection .is an important
one under the circumstances.
In. addition to Sherwood's success
with incident and dialog to present
neither

Of course, Miss Carrington doesn't
pretend actually to write all these
serials herself.
She has assistant
scripters (in this case she frankly
credits Winifred Wolf), but invariably the Carrington viewpoint and
For
narrative touch are evident.
Miss Carrington knows she's, not
creating immortal literature, but
merely following the timeless art of
telling a story.

This time, the familiar situation
is

slightly revised.

The

ba-sic situagirl's

tion is a romantic but wise
marriage to an affectionate but

sponsible

young man.

So,

in

irre-

the

developments, eager,
clear-eyed young Vikki is somewhat
troubled tiy her fiance's blithe disBut,
regard of financial realities.
with true femme instinct, she's confident she can influence her Roger
(Continued on page 34)

first

week's

:

-

UBE RULE NEW XADSE CELEBRE^
Hk Irony of

It

fGCOyOTSEUT

Washington, Feb. 17.
Release of FCC's Port .Huron decision governing political broad*
casts btought into the open; according to observerg here, a practice
stations have been following regularly.
Licensees, they say, have always interpreted the "no-censorshlp"
clause of Sea XlS forbidding censorship of political stanzas as not
applying to libelous statements. Most broadcasters, as exemplified by
three managers ol network m. and o. stations here, feel they have "an
obligation to see "what goes on the air" in controversial and poltical
bropdoaStSi Lawyers have usually advised their clients to screen
piolitical' scripts for libel and point such damaging statements out to
the speaker. If he then insists on going through with the speech
as wtitten, he has that option.
Irony of the FCC decision^ as they see it, is that while stations are
ftow barred from going over scripts, it is the usual practice of libel
insurance firms to require the scripts before writing policies. This,
at any rate, is true |^r three such companies. Where this leaves the
licensee in his diealings with political sfpeakeifs is tlie>$64 questions here.

^^^^^

IN

which

•

.

SCRIPT EOIGI

By DOBOIEHT

Fax of

Fe>bi 17.

-

entire radio industry as ,FCC's recent ruling that radio stations may
not censor political scripts for libel.

The Commission's 1041 Mayflower
ruling due for extensive probing
here next month—-lay fallow for almost four years before NAB prexy
'Justin Miller stumped the country

—

'

rousing broadcasters' ire against its
editorializing. But' the edi*
torializing issue is playing a very
itlow second to the Port Huron^
political broadcasts decision in raising the blood pressure of. radio
men.
As a result, it is expected
that a good part of the heat in the
Mayflower hearings opening here
March 1 will hit at the FCC's politi-

ban on

C^onffii, Texas Head Parade

Of Stalinis, Fdh N.Y. Ta^ji^ Aloil
Washington, Feb. 17.
California and Texas have something else to brag about with the
announcement last week that
[Hiey lesA the 48 states in number of
•tandard broadcast. FBI and television stations authorized within
their borders.
California wins first place in the
and television derby while Texas
fiAis oB wiifa the ribbon in the
itandard broadcast race.
Here's the count as released by

Sweet Swert Potato

^CC

The

monly eap6d

WOK

'

FCCt^
standard

In

authorizations,

the

we

State heads the list Ksrith
153 stations, followed by California's
129; Pennsylvania's 80; New York
With 89; alnd North Carolina, 86.
In tele, California leads' Tiinth! 12,

Lone Star

efilects.

incidentally,
Petrillo . ban,
Recordhasn't yet affected
ing's bizi In fact, the dollar volume for January was actually
ahd^d of January's last year.
.

WOR

«New York has fo, Ohio 9 and Pennsy
6. Eighteen states ate without video
permits are outauthorizationi!.

FCC

'standing in 70 markets.
• For, FMi
California is

still

out

ahead with 87; Pennsylvania, 80;
-New Yoric 79; and Ohio and Texas,
'66 each.' These five states are con'sistent leaders -in all three fields.
,

FM

than

AM

FM

..„

ihitters.

trans-

•

KXCK^KFRUtoTransiiiit
0
Mo^JournalisinScliool
St,

*

Feb.

Louis,

17.

Through a deal cooked up by
'KXOK, owned and operated by the
jSt. Louis Star-Times, a p.m. rag, and
exec^ of the Uni, of Missouri, at Columbia, equipment will be supplied
to transmit a daily facsimile news^
paper to the students in the uni-

journalism,
iichool
of
sister station, KFRU. at

versity's

ratoks'

is in the deal, which
run for two years, with a pro-

Columbia, also
will
viso

Gmili^aiii

stations author-

Montana and Vermont are

rcompletely without local

that

..i^nest

the

university

may

re-

an extension.

Xhe scanner transmitter will be
set up in the Walter Williams Hall,
and five receivers will be placed in
strategic locations on the campus
and in the town. In his letter to the
board of curators, offering the equip'

£Uzey M. Roberts, Jr., veepee
of the newspaper, wrote: "the Starr
,ment,:

S(ar-3Mmes Publishing Co. recog.nizes the need for academic study in
.order to guide the publishers of a
radio newspaper into a channel
wliich will permit the rendering of

tOt journalism,

that facsimile
will be made a course of study at
the school with a series of scientific
Studies contemplated to explore its
relation to the field of journalism.

;

indifl'erent.

Home

Portland, Me., Feb.

17.

WGAN

George Curtis,
disk jockey,
has moved his 560 Revue into Maine
General Hospital's nurses' home
here for the starter of

Monday
Move

airer

from

a'

regular

spot.

is to boost continuing drive
to reUcve critical
shortage of student

nurses in area.

A,

few

find

mercials annoyingi others interest-

;

stations tO' be exempt from damages
in libel suits resulting from political

broadcasts and although

it is

a de-

FCC

sirable conclusion ,to reach, the
decision leaves stations entirely at
the mercy of the state
If they
obey it and in Dutch with the Com-

com^

Some lawyers arte now saying
they would "definitely go for tlie
amended version of the White Bill
on this cofeiit. The radio bill specifically -exempts stations from libel
^-something, they claim, FCC cannot do without Congressional 'au-

To the

question,

"How many min- show from

with plug time, with 51% of college
grads limiting time to one to three
minutes, while grade-school grads
alloted more time.
On question, "Would you be willing to pay a monthly fee for radio
if there were no commercials of advertising of any
kind?" (of interest to proponents of
paid FM shows), 66% said "no," 20%
"yes" 4% said it depended on the

programs

and others

qualified.
listeners who

Even among
c

om m e rc

i

a

1

installed

in

on Monday

facsimile newspaper of its
soon to hit the air.

and

found

s uninteresting,

62%

voted against the paid'-program policy.

CONNOLLY SHIFTING

TO CBS PROGRAM SALES

Henny Youngman was

originally

auditioned in the "Going Nowhere"
Show will be written and
produced by Will GUckman, Joe
Stein and Hei'b Moss.
It was Cooper's second sale tp Mutual in the space of a week. His
"Case Book of Gregory Hood," sponsored on MBS by Petri Wine imtil
last May, is being revived March 0.
m.c' role.

WNOE

flinging back a
point-the-finger-at-us retort

Hooper

It's all,

WNOE

own

don't-^

a
campaign inia anyone re-

says, because of

promotional

volving a cash

award

sponding to his telephone: by s^iug

Times, in fact, installed receivers in 14 N. Y. department
at the Columbia Univ.
of journalism, at the
Times office and at WQXB.
Four-page fax editions of the
Times are being aired six times
daily,, at five minutes after the
hour, for six consecutive hours
beginning at 11.05 a.m.

"WNOE" instead of "hello." Hooper
says this interfered with his tele-

stores,

phone interviewing, a claim which
James E. Gordon. WNOE veepee and

school

St.

from the Southern port city

service

(16),

a demonstration
Macy's, which is

owned by Bamberger, which
owns WOR, N. Y., which has a

general manager, loudly disputeiL

At any rate. Hooper served notice
week of cancellation of his Oct.
'47-through-Feb, '48 (Fall- Winter)
New Orleans City Hooperatings Heport and "withdrawal of all privilege of advertising, presentation,
publicity and other uses' of Hooper
Station Listening Indexes, which
have' been published monthly, beginning with theSept.-0!ct. 1047 'New
this

Loins Browns

Orleans Index.'*

Lose S|M»isor
St. Louis,.

FalsiaS Brewing' Corp. last week
announced that it would not broadcast the playrby-plaj- of all games
by the St. Louis Browns and this
edict put Jerome (Di^zy) Dean and
Johnny O'Hara, KWK. out of jobs
for the forthcoming season.
The
suds maker, who paid an esljmated
$35,000 to the basebaa club last year,
apparently believes the team, which
traded most of its best players to offset the red ink on the ledger after
a disastrous season in 1947, will do

no better

this year.

This will leave the local b,b. field
to the Griesedieck Bros, Brewery
Co.. which sponsors he p1iQr-by-play
of the (Tardinals.
Oscar Zahner,
Ruthrauffi Sr. Ryan veupee, last year
obtained an exclu.sive on the Cardinals and ttiis forced the Falstaff outlit to turn to the Browns.
Harry
Carey and Charles (Gabby) Street
will again do the play-by-play for
Gries^ieck during the forthcoming
CJarey probably will cover
season.
the Cardinals' training camp sessions at St. Petersburg. Fla. Dean
is expected to be shifted into another

where

stint foi' Falstaff

his

ing of the King's English
so many friends.

Hooper saidT he had analyzed his
agency's N. O. inter\'iewing to ascern
.the
number of respondents
identifying "WNOE" who "did not
know" the name of the program
being broadcast. A comparison of the
numbec who did not know the
program (or did not volunteer general identifications such as
tain

Feb. 17.

murder-

won him

WNAX'S LONG-RANGE

,

none at all.
Rural people were more generous

tariff,

WQXR-FM

receiver

FOR 'GOING NOWHERE'

Jim Backus will^move his Mutual
the Ctoast to New York
shortly Jn order to take on a second
utes during each 30-minute broadstint on the same web. New assignfair
cast do you think would be a
ment,
for
which
he has just been
commercials?",
amount of time for
29% judged five minutes, 15% two pacted in Hollywood by indie producer Frank Cooper, is as emcee of
minutes, 15% three rrtinutes, 9%
"<3oing
Nowhere,"
a comedy satire
10
mingranted 10 minutes^2% over
on new-talent shoWS. Stanza will tee
utes, 8% jwould hold plugs to one
off in Mutual's Wednesday night
minute or less, and 2% held out for
lineup March 24.

ing.

via

has

WNOE

"news," "singing," etc.), according
Hooper, showed: .Respondents who

to

"don't

know program" on WNOE,

June-July 1947—25.7%.; Oct<rNQv. '47

—52%,
'Abs«r4,' Set:

Gordan

Gordon, in a length.v rebuttal to
Hooper's announcement, called it
"absurd for Hooper to assume that
our high ratings (on daytime shows)
are due to one promotion-^the 'don't
say hello' program." The
exec pointed out that the promotional activity to which Hooper ob»
jects is in progress In the evening
;incl that for evenings Hooper raties
WNOE only fourth among N, O. sta-

WNOB

'

tions.

WNOE,

a Mutual affiliate,

is "first

news, sports and special events,"
is on the air 24 hours daily '"and
many people arise and retire with
in

on
Gordon

tlicir dials set

cycles,"

1450, .WNOE's kiloasserted. "Hooper

places us fourth in the evening-^
which ratings have steadily dropped
since last August. If these evening
ratings are correct, then our morning rating of 34:9 is certainly correct.'' Station's afternoon rating 'is

.

FARM-AID PROGRAM

23.7, evening 11.8.
#
"Suppose 36 radio stations in 3S
Yankton, S. D., Feb. 17.
of the Hooperating cities were to
Yankton's farmer - conscious
adopt the program policies of
is launching what it believes
WNOE?" Gordon asked. "What
to be the biggest sustained farm imwould Hooper's answer to this be?"
provement program ever- attempted
"The big question in our minds is
•

WNAX

by a U. S. station. Stress .will be on why did Hoooer withdraw from
improvement of the farmstead, with New Orleans?"
three-year-long contests being conHooper isn't "folding his tents" in
ducted in every county of Iowa,
.

Nebraska. South Dakota, Minnesota New Orleans altogether. He's conand North Dakota. Yearly awards tinuing his interviewing there for
network Hooperatings, merely, for
will be made to individual county
winners and to winners for each the .present, discontinuing the city

.

reports.

state.

ChrLs Mack, WNAX's farm direcwill generalissimo the project.

tor,

He and Robert

R. Tincher, station

Waring, Cliesterfield

veepee and g.m.,

Teentimers' Revi?al

InMarchl3MBSPreem
Teentimers, Inc., clothing company, has pacted Johnny Desmond
to star in a revival of the Saturday
ayem stanza, "Teentimers Club,"
which bowfed off NBC last summer.
New show will debut on Mutual
March 13 in tlie 11:30 a.m. time slot,

laid, the .jgroundwork last September in a series of
huddles with agricultural and: edu-

cational

leaders

reached by

in

the

five

stales

WNAX.

constituting
the
Merchandise
awards will range up to $1,000 in

value for state winners, 'who'll get
the choice of such items as a water
or plumbing system, grain elevators,
light systems or a complete paint
job for their barns and other farm

CBS has found a new spot for Tom the initial session originating from buildings.
jocliey. Freddie
Connolly, who has been director of Chattanooga. Di.sk
program promotion for the net- Bobbins will again emcee.
ANSCOMBE TO
Format of the show will be virwork since 1940 and whose resignaBuffalo, Feb. 17.
reportedly stemmed from a tually the same as when it starred
tion
MacRae, and the "Club" will
Reorganizaticfi of the publicity
clash in personalilie.'! within the de- Gordon
partment. Neal Hathaway, who has travel almost every week,, the prin- and public relation's department of
been Connolly's assistant, is getting cipals and a different name band be- WKBW, Buffalo, has been announced
various cities in the by Arthur Simon, exec veepee.
the nod from vfiepee Vic Ratner ing flown to
Heading the department will be
and moves in as program promotion midwest, south and east. Robbins
Will platter his WOV, N. Y., jockey Alfred E. Anscombc, v.'hose experidirector.
he
Instead of exiting, Connolly moves stint to cover the days he's on the ence dates back to 1934 when
over as assistant manager of pro- road With "Teentimers." Paul Dud- served as assistant sports announcer
on the Howard "Doc" Gallap JunUir
gram sales, working under Bob ley will script the stanza^
Sports Program.
Agency is Buchanan.
Mann.

WKBW

From

Portland Nurse's

'

BACKUS GOTHAM^BOUND

some com-

said

Disk lock Spills

'

Minneapolis, Feb. 17.
'Minnesotans took a dark view of thorization.
Here are the recommendations beradio commercials in analysis by the
Minnesota Poll, Gallup-type public ing made by the rad|io bar to those
(Continued on page 37)
opin!ion sampling which is a regular
feature of The Minneapolis Tribune.
Poll questioners learned 40% of
people find plugs: uninteresting,
while 23% confess interest; 29% are

-

« public service."
?rank L. Dean, dean of the school

broadcasts edicts
were expected to make theniselves
heard in oral argument on the case.
Ditto is true for several radio
lawyers, a large majority of whom
haven't been so mad about any action in recent yeans.
Such adi^tives as "impertinent,"
"presumptuous," "illegal? and others
of more color are' fastened on the
Port Huron ukase.
The legalists
claim Congress never intended radio

A hassle between
E. Hooper
and WNQB, New Orleans, blew high
and wide this week -with the i>rogram rater summarily yanking his

Life

N. Y, Times, which inaugurated a daily facsimile newspaper

- political

,

'

jnore

Huron

mission if they don't.
White Bill Clearer

Ol'Debbil

Commission also pointed out that
New Jersey, Ohio and D. C. have

>lzed.

'

a "sweet potato" is

being employed, along with hfirmonicas and ukes, in the plattering of commercial spots* musiKecordcal bridges, etc., at
ing studios, N. Y., since* the
Petrillo recording ban went into efEect Jan; 1, (Ocarinas, ukes
and liarfflonicas aren't musical
ia'struments in the AFM dictionbeing used
ary.) Voices also
in some cases to produce sound

TM

'

little

cal ruling.
At deadline,
and a round
dozen of Congressmen— who are just
learning £he implications of the Port

NAB

is coming hack.
mouth organ com-

be ocarina

.

C

HOL&OWAT

;'SrnsiiiRgton,

Not since tfc» controversial Blue
Book has any government edict
raised such a row throughout the

h Iowa College Pol|f
Des Moines. Feb.

17.
;

In the January poll held at Iow.a
State College, Don Bell, emcee on a

morning- and matinee show on
KBNT, Des Moines, ranked third in
popularity, with two network programs, the Fred Waring show and
ChesterfiWd Supper Club, ranking
first and second, respectively. j0-..

The top mqsical entertainers established in the co-ed school were,
in order: Vaughn Monroe^. Perry
Gomo, Francis Craig, Tex Beneke
orchestra, Peggy Lee, Jo Stafford,
Bing Cnjsby, Stan Kenton, Tommy
Dorsey and Dinah Shore. The most
popular platters were: "Ballerina.'*
"(Vaughn Monroe);
"Near You"
(Francis Craig); "(iolden .XlarrineB'*
(Peggy Lee) and "Serenade, of fb*
'

Bells" (Jo Stafford).

•

,

.

At Ciney Golden doves,

Their Own Tele; B'casters Get Toi^
Theatre television operators tnay-f
be forced to institute
own programming, since it's
Excknge^
virtually certain they'll get no coopBoston, Feb. 17>.
eration from the broadcasting out*
WNAC, Yankee. Net key station;
lets. Survey of the N, Y. broadcasthas inked a terhporary arrangeers, following NBC's nix last week
exchange of
on permitting RKO to pick up its ment with CBS for
shows for a theatre tele- demonstra- video programs.
Deal was made in conjunction
tion, discloses that all stations plan
with WNAC's current "television
to follow the pattern established by
a series of meetings for
NBC in prohibiting use of their pro- clinic,"
and time buyers degrams -for .eomjnercial' purposes in agency men
voted to discussing various '•'•probfllmeries.
production. WNAC is
Paramount's KTLA (Los Angeles), lems in video
a Mutual otiHetr with WEEI, whose
only station which hasn't yet called
video plans are as yet fairly foggy,
a halt to theatrical use of its airings,
normal CBS outlet.
may also crack down soon on the the
Pantages theatre, which has been
featuring weekly pickups of the
Santa Anita races as televised by
KTLA. Apparently reversing his
earlier decision to give the Pantages
full access to the shows on the" jjssumption that such cooperation
^uld further the progress of both
the film and tele industries. Par veepee Paul Raibourn declared last
Veek that "we never gave the theatre permission to use our shows and
we never ;said we. wouldn't sue for

eventually

WNAC-CBS

ilieir

i

.

•

Strotz Easts

16i

1948

Naas Had Tideo Jump

Theatre Ops WiD Have to Program

Pjfoving Its

Aid to Gate

1,600 receivers

for boxing.

and development of

AM

'

on three Monday jiigWs in
Music Hall arena, to make up a
financial loss on its 1947 backing and
provide a surplus for otheu nonheld

0.0. of Stations

'
.

were

installed in

German

tele

wag

when tlie
by bombing. Research
Germany

hospitals in 1943

Berlin transmitter at Witzleben was destroyed

was the first telecasting of the
bouts in Cincy. Paid admissions
more than doubled those of last year
station
and enabled WKRC,
which sporiisored the sectional shows,
It

GG

^ Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Shut On Other Foot
Sidney N. Strotz takes leave of his
After bucking the non-cooperative duties as' veepee of NBC's western
attitude of the film industry for division around March. 1, moving

17.

broadcasts for morale purposes" with the troops and in development
of equipment for large-^screen theatre television.
Commerce Dept. reports the Berlin Hospital Television Service
broadcast tele shows six hours'a day to entertain hospitalized troops
during the war. Set production was halted in- 1940 but an estimated

Coverage of the Golden Gloves
tourney here this season by 'WLWT
produced a conclusive decision "fh
favor of television as a gate-builder

Fw

Washington, Feb.

••
:

The Nazis had the jump on the Allies In their use of television during the war years, according to a Dept. of Commerce report released,
here last week. The Germans were out in Itont both in use of vidto

Cincinnati, Feb. 11.

NBC Tele Fimon,

illegal use."

Fcbnuiy

irdineflday,

ITBUmiSlON

S6

a standstill in

virtually at

during the war but "public television service'was maintained in operation until well in 1943."
The Commerce study contains info on four types ot projectors used
in public cinema-television theatres, the largest of which was in Berlin
and' seated 800 persons. Report was prepared by six members of the
British intelligence on information Obtained in an investigation of
nine German factories and research laboratories, made in the spring
.

"

of 1946.

profit juvenile sports, activities.

Paid admissions for the tourney

which e*ded last week were 7,283,
compared to 3,467 last year. They
were given by Hulbert Taft, Jr.,
managing director of WKRC, in a
letter of thanks and Congrats to
James D. Shouse, president of the

Video Laggards to Be Put on Spot

By FCC

Crosley Broadcasting Corp., operatand WLWT.
ing
Taft opined thiat "the figures prcr
that television
seiit definite proof
helps, rather than hurts, attendance
at boxing bouts specifically, and at
sports events generally."

in Scattered Hearings

WLW

*>

'

»

*
^

Washington, Feb.

17.

The FCC made

it doubly clear last
that "hip-pocket" television
licensees who take more than a year
to get their stations on the air will
have to defend their franchises in

AUTHOR-CRITIC' GETS

week

PHILLY CO-OP SPONSOR

> »*»»<

Philadeljphia. Feb. 17.

hearing-sunless

they

can

produce

the first instances of coop- good reasons to the contrary.
Using the same technique it aperative advertising on television oclaggards, the
curred this week jwhen Wilf Bros., plied last year to
Philadelphia home appliance retail- Commission called for hearing, on
years, the broadcasters' steadfast re- east to cciordinate the net's televiers, sighed to sponsor "Author Meets two .-more video permittees whose
THEATBE
NEWSBEEL
fusal to open up their programs for sion operation in New York. Work- CAMEL
authorizations have been outstandthe Critics."
Carson
jGewr«e
Thorgersep.
With
Ed
theatre tele marks a complete ing directly undpr Prank E. Mullen,
ing about 18 months. Culprits were
Show originates from
Putnam, Helen Claire, narratars
«Wteh. It's now thg -film industry executive, v*. in .charge of tele(NBC, N. Y.) and is bankrolled on Associated Broadcasters, Inc.
Producer: Fox Movietone News
Which is seeking cooperation, with vision, he Will fuse the vTarious ele- 10 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 7:50. p.m.
that station by General Foods. It'll (KWIS), Frisco, and KRSC, Seattle.
the tele industry turning a disdain- ments of the chain's video" activities CAMELS.'
The <:ommission gave limited exbe aired henceforth under' Wilf
In the opposite direction and see that the web's stations in WNBT-NBC, N. TT.
ftflr eye
(PhUco, tensions to five other stations wjio
sponsorship
by
Broadcasters' attitude, summed up New York and Washington are run(WW. Esty)
having construction troubles;
Phlllj?)* Show had been carried on are
by one spokesman, is merely that ning smoothly and properly staffed.
It would seem fairly obvious that
for some time as a sustainer. NBC was given until Aug. 20 to get
will
Theatre"
"we spend all the money building, He'll be based in New York from the "Camel Newsreel
oh th'e air in Los Angeiesj
eventually the value
'developing and airing these shows, three to four months, and during his virtually negate
KL AC-TV, L.A., to Aug. 11* ABCtheatre^
commercial
in
newsreels
of
so why should we let the theatres absence Lewis Frost, his assistant,
owned WJZ-TV, New York, to July
if Pox Movietone can maintain the
teneftt by charging money to see will'take over the duties 'in Holly8; a second ABC station, WDLT, Degeneral degree of excellence estabwood.
theni at the boxofflce?"
troit, to no later than July 10; and
lished in. its preem Monday (16)
Strotz has 'been conferring with: night.
Each Df the tele stations, for the
Ihcorporating special techHavens & Martin staticin WTVRi
test several years has sporadic^ly Mullen in. Palm Springs and official- niques to adapt the film to the smallRichmond, to Sept. ,3.
prefaced ^ach evening's program- announcement of Strotz's temporary screen video receiver, the reel was
Commission had a^change of heart
reel.
And,
theatrical
good
as
any
ming 'with a notice to the effect that move to television is expected some- as
which had earlier been set
on
this
from
salvage
can
Fox
unless
«se of the shows other than for re- time this week. Hal Bock, head of
for -hearing. The Raytheon station
daily version enough jjiaterial to
ception in homes would be consid- NBC's television department in Holin Waltham, Mass., was continued in
give theatres exclusive stuff, there
ered a copyright violation. Behind lywood^ also goes east- around April won't be any audiende interest -in
hearing status to defend its slow
«1I this ia believed to be fear of an 1 and will pass three months study- the theatre reels when there are
progress on construction;
FiCG crackdown on any station,' per- ing the net's video 'technique in the enough sets in the public's^ hands to
Washington, Feb. 17.
Comn)issioner Robert F. Jones
mitting a theatre to charge admis production and presentation of pro- make it count.
Television broadcasters, are the proved even tougher on video per»
eion to see its shows via theatre tele. .grams.
Professional experience of the
fall guys" in a three-way battle mittees than the rest of the FCQ
under
Movietone staffers,' working
rCC to date has no rule to that effect
here involving the small but scrappy bench>. He alpne wanted hearings on
Edmund
supervisiotuof
general
the
but the broadcasters are certain it's
KLAC and
Assn., the FCC and the giant requests
Of KNBH,
Reek, was evident throughout the
opposed to any such commercial
Telegraph
for extensions of construction
short 10-minute running time. Reel American Telephone
usage.
was broken down into departments, Go. Kesult is that referee FCC has deadlines. , .
Only alternative for theatres, conAlso on this tele front, FCC handed
same as the theatrical version, with ordered the ph6ne company to start
gequently, would be the inauguration
the. correct emphasis given each clip charging tele for use. of its coaxial out the No. 5 channel to station
according to its importance. Stress cable between here and New York, WAVE, Louisville; and shoved back
(Continued on page 36)
Omaha, Feb. 17.
paid
In one of the most expansive ex- on closeup and medium shots
to March 1 in Hartford a scheduled
Forced lack effective May 1.
amples of broadcaster-ad agency co- off in better visibility. incidentally,
The agency move followed two Feb. 16 hearing on station applicants
of background music,
operation, WOW, NBG affiliate in
prez Ever^ for that area.
served to heighten interest in the strong protests by
Omaha) has set up a television train- material and the American Federa- ett Dillard and later by counsel
Meanwhile; there was no slow^
ing school for the agency execs tion of Musicians'- current ban on Leonard Marks, claiming the Bell down in thg floodtide of new station
under which they may start produc
video soundtracks may give 20th System is discriminating against
requests reaching Washington.
ing commercial tele shows for their something to shoot for in its thea- by giving video a free ride on the
The
new_ bids for San Diego
clients. Station was recently granted tre reel.
co-ax.
Second protest objected to (which wilf require hearing there)
Hearing the crowd noise in i the high .$10-per-airline-mile per came
a tele construction permit and plans
from Airfan Radio Corp.
Cincinnati, F6b. 17.
to begin operating before the year's Mardi Gras scene, -or the sound of
.{V,
month., charge AT&T proposed to
(KFSP), channel 12 and a partnerAustralian
beach
surf
in
an
the
.
Greater Cincy obsiferved Sunday end;
gave the natural charge FM'ers for 15,000-cycle lines, ship doing business as Television
prez John J. Gillin, Jr., scene, for example,
U5%- as T-Day in recognition; of
effect for which newsreel outfits and reasoned there was no way of Broadcasting Co. for channel. 10.
WLWT's formal bow in the commer- invited each agency to set up a tele have been striving. Clever narra- deciding -whether or not this was Latter company is headed by eleccial television field.
Each of the committee to work hand-in-hand tion techniques by Ed Thorgersen, fair until co^ax rates are set for tronic engineer Leon Papenow and
production staff, George Carson Putnam and Helen
three daily newspapers saluted the with the
tele.
several Consolidated Vultee Aircraft
event- with special sections of 10 headed up by Russ Baker. Retail Claire filled the gap neatly when
Source of the fidict came as a sur- people. Outfit has no
connecpages or more, and television dealers store ad directors will also be in- there was no st^und to -replace the prise to videomen but r^ortr were tion, and hopes to get its video
kept open house, djay and night, over vited to participate in the training usual mu^c. Only drawback to. the current in any event that AT&T operation
going for a bare $53,308.
(Continued on page 36)
the weekend, for publicT inspection program..
planned to pop new tariffs in the
Cowles Broadcasting Co. popped
of sets. The station, Cincy's. first
FCC hopper by April 1. Big ques- its third chip in the hopper with a
video, carried en 150-jninute intion^ now, as tele licensees see it, request for channel 9 to bulwark
annual program T-Day afternoon.
Company
is w'hat those network fates' will be.
in Des Moines.
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
The phone company is keeping
plans rural TV operation and will
property,
dates back to April,
here but is reported ready to pro? apply for a king-sized 50 kw trans1937, when, under call letters Of
Don't look now but CBS hasn't exactly closed its eyes' to" the possibility pose rates "slightly lower" than the mitter later on.
W8XCT, it was established as one of of being in the Coast television picture before the FCC allocates more $40-per-mile monthly rate for fullOther filers included; WHB. Kanthe first television s'taiions in .the of the expected 13 .video channels. Though the seven now available are
time users of its cable suggested last sas City, Mo.;'KCKN, Inc., Capper
nation. Since then, except for war tajcen up, it's confirmed by het insiders that "talks" have been had relasummer.
Publications, channel 2, Kansas City,
Interruptions; the station carried on tive to; CBS buy ing- into an existing permitee's plans or effecting aw
Kans.;
WAPI, channel 13, Birmingexperimentally.
Operations were affiliation. This, at least; w(>uld cover the net and circumvent their being
ham, and Shamrock Broadca.sting
etepped up last July, and from Dee. la-st on the vide.o scene :hejre until such time that color comes along or
Guild's Video Series
company,
Co.,
Clern
McCarthy's
1 on broadcasts amounted to 20 more black
whites are opened. At the moment it's the sole net with
which
buying WXYZ, for Houston,
is
hours or more weei;ly. The new no Coast video visions for the: immediate future.
Seen Set for BankroUer
commercial schedule covers seven
days a' week and has 25 hours of
Theatre Guild presentation on the
Phil Wrigley, owner of the Chicago Cubs, is giving the double-o to a

Television Reviews
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WNBT

,

-

WPTZ

WPTZ

WNBH

Tele 'Fall Guy'

.

In3-WayATa

WDLT

'

FCC FMA Scrap

-

"

.

,

'

"

FM

WOW'S TELE TRAINING
SCHOOL FOR AGENCIES

.

WDLT

&

,

.

FMA

Cincy Videos

FM

T-Day Preem

.

.

WOW-TV

'

WOW

AM

A

Inside Television

WLWT

mum

KRNT

.

:

V

shows weekly.

WLWT's

present signal, originat-

from a temporary transmitter

'ing

atop the Garew 'Tower,
stepped iip 200 times within a few
will

be

new

weeks when equipment

in its

plant goes Into service.

Nfew plant

Is in Clifton Heights, ojverlooking
downtown Cincy, and wiU have a
S,OM-watt transmitter with a 6-gain

antenna at a "1,400-foot felevation,
providing an effective power of
60,000 watts, the maximum allowed

by FCC,
Philadelphia— Helen

WCAU

Buck,

head

transcription department,
named film editor of
the Evening Bulletin's
tele outlet. Miss Buck will al;so be
in charge of the film library.

of

has

been

WCAU-TV,

detailed layout for tele coverage of baseball games. Layout was prepared
outfit and; if accepted, would raise several pertinent questions. Last season the Cubs' home games were telecast by WBKB,
Chicago, which so far has insisted on production by its own crews. If
Wrigley okays the layout, it may mean that
will abandon or
modify its ban on noh-?station production or it may indicate a switch in

by a video production

'

station.

WBKB

-

Harry Kapit's General Film Productions, which sold its General Film
Library last week to the Frederic W. Ziv Co. to form the basis for Ziv's
entry into television^packaging, retains rights for five years to 100,000 feet
of film in the library. Actual purchase price was $125,000, with the value
of the rights Kapit retains estimated at an additional $115,000, bringing
the total to $240,000, .figure originally given as the price.
Morris Landres, owner of General Film Library in Hollywood, meanwhile, emphasized that his films were not inohided in the Ziv deal. Coast
operation is entirely separate from the N. Y. General Films. Landres admitted he's now surveying the tele situation with a view to servicing both
stations and agencies with his library properties, while Kapit expects to
continue production of shorts for major theatrical release ahd to package
video shows and commercials on film.

NBC

network Sunday
(22)
of
"Mornings at Seven" may be the last
video show to be. .carried on a
sustaining, basis. Several major advertisers have been angling for the

ROBT.UWRENCETOAID
FAIRBANKS ON VIDEO

TG

Robert^

Lawrence,

former

ass^t

manager for RKO-Pathe in
York, has been named eastern
production manager for Jerry Fairported almost at the inking stage. banks. Lawrence will supervise exA.sking price is believed about $7,500 panded production by Fairbanks in
for each show.
Gotham where the producer plans to
"Morning" is the fifth in a series do a large part of his video filmof six hour-long presentations Sched- making.
uled by the Guild for video.
If
Fairbanks has an exclusive deal
the spon.sor, is signed, it's expected with NBC to supply television picthat the series will be extended in- ture requirements for the next five
definitply. probably continuing on its years. .Producer ju.st
closed with
present rate of about one a month. Robert Stephen Erode to purchase
Neither NBC nor the Guild would "The Shattered Mirror," an original
venture an opinion on whether the tele film script. Production of the
series would he continued if the mystery drama is slated to roll'
sponsor deal fell through.
month.

program for the last several weeks
and a deal with one of them is re-

studio

New

,

..'

TBLEVISIOIV

JWrS

$1,000,000 TELE BILLINGS

Agency Guide for

Mo Shoppers

IGENCy FIRST TO CBS Has a Chaise of Video Heart,

Sales managers for television facilities in the NcTur York market And
that there's quite a difference of protocol in dealing with ad ngencies
for their medium than prevails for radio. It's been their experience
that once an account. has decided to use video, business in the agency

out on an* echelon away above the radio routine level.
there isn't a designated director of television, the head of the
radio department in most instances takes it on himself to carry the
tele ball all., the way even if it involves a spot announcement campaign. It isn't until the whole deal has been boxed up that the proposirtion lands in tlje bands of the time-buying department. These top
execs apparently figure that through this first-hand detailed contact
they will be able to acquaint themselves with all the facets of the
,
new medium as far as buying is concerned.
While the system of personnel contact is not uniform, here's how
one such video sales exec has been operating with relation to eight
of the top agencies;
N. W, Ayer; It's either H. A. McClinton or Don McClure.
Benton & Sowtes: Walter Craig, head of radio-television, follows
through once there's I sen a deterriiination to buy.
B.B.D. & O.: Wick Crider, supervisor of radio-television, is the gobetween up to the point where contracts are drawn, with the timebuying department taking over from there.
Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample; Carl Stanton is tele headman; account
men, are also contacted.
Foolc, Cone & Belding: Ralph K. Austrian, v.p. in charge of television, is the No. 1 channel, although Emerson Foote moves into the
picture on matters of programming when it's the Lucky Strike ac-

HIT MAeiG

is carried
If

;

talent billings,
Total, however, figures to mount
considerably in approaching months
with its star video filient. Ford Dealers, prepared to pact additional major league baseball games as tele
outlets open up in the various cities.
Foi'd,
whose billings represent
nearly a fourth of the agency's total

already down for sponsorship of the Dodgers (representing
an outlay of $70,000); the Washington Senators ($35,000) and the St.
Louis Cardinals ($30,000). Ford Dealers also sponsor wrestling in Los
Angeles.
.Igenoy's Big Five
All told there are five video clients
on the JWT books. Hefty chunk of
the coin comes from Ballanttlne,
which is plunking down $100,000 as
its
share of the Yankee games
pickup^ BaUantine also does some
local sponsorship in Philadelphia.
Kraft, which sponsors the Wednesday night hour dramatic shows on
billings, are

47$,IIOO'fw the privilege. Other
bankridlers in^ude Elgin, 'whffeh is
sjiieiidiog increasing coin for time

buyer.

iqiots,

.

,

&

NBC,

is

approximately

spending

JWT

and RCA,' which sponsors the
"Junior Jamboree" in both Chicago
and Detroit.

Agency estimates that by the end

Par Seen Ready to Unload DuMont

of the year the $1,000^000 figure may
shoot up t6 half as. much again if the
present pace continues. Chase
Sanboni, for one, is mtdling a return to video (they were on last
year)f, with likelihood of RCA upping its video budget by » consideralile maigitt.

&

Holdings

If

Right Offer

k

With FCC hearings on tlie Para-^mount-DuMont stalemate scheduled
to tee off in Washington March 1, it's
been reported that Par
out

is

chief Paul Raibourn, who declared that ''we're always willing to

•

we

Kaycee
Kansas

Files 5th Bid
City, Feb. 17.

Fifth application for a television
license liere was filed last Tuesday
(10) with the FCC by the Arthur
Capper radio system, according to
Ben Ludy, general manager. Station likely will be tagged KCKNTV,. If granted. Capper now operates

get the right offer."
Report was given further credence
through a statement of Dr. Allen B«
DuMont, prexy of the DuMont organization. In denying categorically
KCKN, 250-watter and pop music
recurrent rumors that DuMont was
station, in Kansas City, Kan., and
planning to sell part of its stockhas construction uijder way on an
holdings in the company, Dr. Duoutlet. The
site in southeast
Mont declared: "These rumors may Kansas City
also will serve for a
have originated on the premise that
television transmitter.

sell if

'

As

its

tiele

Studb' in Belated Bid for Sponsors
-

filiates

have

NBC

television afbeen given a little

the web is constructing what will
bo the nation's largest video studio
in
the Grand Central Terminal
building, N. Y. Move also represents
a primary phase of CBS' program to
establish a nationwide tele network.
Announcement came almost a year
after CBS shuttered its N. Y. studios
in the wake of the FCC's nix on
its petition for the immediate establishment of commercial color tele
standards. Since that time the web
has been programming only film and
remote shows, utilizing the "on location" technique to present as wide a

inkling on how the network proposes to set up its affiliate compensation structure. The, latter,
though in nebulous _state as yet,
envisages payment by individual

commercial program to the station and the affiliate paying the
network for each sustaining

show
As

it

piclts

CBS took a major step to attract
television sponsors yesterday
(Tues.) with an announcement that-

more

Radio Tags Taboo
Prospective

up.

far as NBC is concerned,
the ternu "sustaining," however,
is not going to be used in tele"
visions These live sustainers will
rather be referred to as "features."
Obviously, the picttirc
business nomenclature is headed
for clo.se identification with the

variety of programs as possible. Despite the variety, CBS reportedly
on luring many top-spending"'

lost but

new medium.

advertisers, since they wanted to do
live studio shows.
New studios, according to CBS

prexy Frank M. Stanton, are to be
equipped with the most advanced

WWJTeleTaknt

equipment, with all existing and
apparatus being scrapped.
fepilities,
Stanton said, "are
intended to increa.se the scope and
variety of programs to be fed its
television affiliates so that those stations in communities with limiti^d
sources of television talent and pro*
gram material may benefit from the
vast
entertainment and cultural re«
Detroit, Feb. 17.
Something new in lend-leasing as sources ot the N. Y. area. We befar as broadcasting is concerned is lieve that helping new stations to
build
their audiences more quickly
the permission being granted by
to its contracted mike per- will shorten their period of financial
and television will thereby
sonalities to work on the local video loss
achieve
a sound economic status
outlet, WWJ-TV. diCLW has already
given the greenlight to itSj fashion more rapidly than would othertvise
and beauty expert, Maiy Morgan, to be possible."
Studios
are scheduled to go intfli
appear regularly befoie the Detroit
News station's cameras and there's operation in April, at which time.
palavering
about
CKLW's disk CBS wilLexpand its present five-day
programming
schedule
to
seven
jockey team, Joe Gentile and Ralph
Bingay, doubling over to WWJ-TV days. Web meanwhile will continue
for a weekly stinl In radio the to air its regular log of news, remote
and
film
shows,
with all pro«
are comand
News'
'
grams
originating
in
WCBS-TV, its
petitors.
sees it, there's no N, Y. outlet, being fed to stations
The way
immediate prospects of its getting along the coaxial cable route. CBS
into video and ;5Phatever publicity
(Continued on page 35):
such work might bring its artists
should be of value also to the stati,oo
Where they do radio stint. Then
again, by not barring them from
taking a dip in tele, it they're so
inclined, the artists are kept happy.
The thinking on WWJ-TV's part is
that the station, is better off televising people who are already established with local listeners than going
Video appears to be more sensitive
through the more tortuous process about audience criticism of comof building up unknowns.
mercials than radio has shown itself to be these many years. Dennis
CARD
James, sports announcer for WABD,.
N. Y., toolc time out on his fights'
Philadelphia, Feb, 17,
WCAU-TV, the Evening Bulletin's telecast last Thursday night (19) to
answer the ob.iections he h&s had
tele outlet due to go on the- air
been receiving lately about the comshortly, last week released its rate
mercials on his broadcasts. Though
card tot commercial time.
tele

control
IN'Gw

'Lend-Le<^' By

DeLsRivalCEW

CKLW

.

now ready Star Gets License

interest in the televisidn company if the right offer is
Report was' partially conmade.
firmed to Vabiexy by Par vcepee and
to' sell

Made

Unfolds Plans for 'Nation s Biggest

ISK

Walter Thompson is the first
advertising agency to hit the $1,000,000 mark on television time-andJ.

count.
T
Kenynn. & Elckbardt: William Lewis and his successor in charge
of radio4elevision,: Leonard Erickson, involve themselves directly in
everything television.
ItlcCann-Erickson: Lee Cooley initiates the deals and then Bill
Decker comes into the picture.
J. Walter Thompson:
Howard Reilly, who reports direct to John
L. Reber, is the contact.
IToung
Bii)>icam: Bill Forbes is tbe top personage on everytlubg
television except when it comes to spot availabilities; that is something that in this instance is bandied by Carlos Franco, chief time,

27.

FM

FM

Secmd Tear F«r

Cardinals
St. Lciuis, Feb. 17.
the St,
Home iMiseball games
Louis Cardinals will be televised for
the second successive year in 1948
by KSD-TV, St. Louis Post-Dispatch
station here.
This year's airings .are to be sponsored by Ford Motors and local Ford
dealers ondex a. 'contract signed last

week with Robert E. Hannegan, new
Cards' owner and former U. S. postmaster-general. Present plans call
for a hefty increase over the 34
Cards' games televised last year but
the exact schedule is still indefinite.

Personnel Raiding

•

Stirs Chi Waters^
Chicago. Feb.
First

in

to

four engineers from
WBKB, Three of the four haye had
experience in relay link construp-

hired

Wary Of

Last December, WBKB, anticipating severe raids, set up a system to
train a limited number of technjcians
for other tele stations, ad agencies,
unions and colleges. At that time
director,
Capt. Bill Eddy,
said: "We actually benefit ourselves
when we aid the expansion of the

WBKB

CKLW

CKLW

'Be Patient,

To Agenci^

U

p.m,)
Cost «ff Class A time (6 to
$200 an hour live, and $100 ror
Before 6 p.m. and after 11
and $75 for film, per
hour. Spots Will be $25 for Cla.ss A
is

film.

p,m,, $1S0 live

and

method

of

film-

television,

large -screen

$18.75 for Class B.

AvaHaUe

for Networidng

intermediate

Skov^

would cost to produce

show

the

same

live.

system would immealready tried and proved successfitf diately throw open all the advanfor theatre video purposes,

nish the first commercial

may

fur-

method

of

With use
tele

of the system for theatre

temporarily stymied because

union and copyright

difficulties,.

of:

Par

invention to broadis offering its
ca.stcrs and agencies for their use in
setting up transcribed shows. Company has already set rates for the
service, running 20c. per foot for a
35m duplicating negative. Thus, Par
can transcribe an entire half-hour
video sliow at a basic cost of $540,
as the straight dopcsters. 'which is considerably lower than it
:

I

Use

tages
tions
ca-sters

transcribing tele shows on film.

Chum'

,

WCM-TV KATE

Par's Theatre Tele System

Paramount's

Re Commls:

I

periods,

entire industry."

ROCHESTER TELE DUE
EARLY
SC WIN

etc.,

away

tion and operation.

'Gimmick Boys

men,

17.

major raid of tele personnel
Chi came last week when WGNTV, now in the test-pattern stage,

further

Tele

WWJ

Tele

Paramount may have received offers
Other
applications
have been
in DuMont.
which do not represent a controll- filed by the Kansas City Star, KCMO
Broadcasting Co., Midland Broading interest anyhow."
FCC has held up the granting of casting Co. and the New England

lor- their .stockholdings

Television Go. The application of
video construction permits
the Star was granted last week.
both Par and DuMont on the
grounds that Par's stockholdings in
the latter company give it a controlling interests Par now has stations
operating in Chicago "and Los Aiigeles, with DuMont operating outlets in N. Y. and Washington and
building another in PittsburRh.
If
the FCC allegations are proved true,
neither company will be granted
C.p.'s for their remaining
applicaHollywood, Feb. 17.
tions unless Par divests itsell' of its
Exhibitors and others getting into
DuMont stock, since the FCC has phases of television will be pro(Continued on page 36)
tected against a growing host of
pirates and promoters under a plan
now being considered by the board
of the Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences. Ma.iority are already
strongly in favor of creating a
'49.IN
"standards committee" tor passing
on all video equipment, gimmick'?,
Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 17.
Rochester will get television early etc., being offered the unknowing in
next year, Stromberg CarJson Co. show tausineii.s. At the next A'TAS
board meetins the matter is number
olticials promised after winning
a
seven-month battle for approval of ope on the agenda.
Ms site for a tower and transmission
Sudden spurt of Coast television
station.
has given birth to fantastic schemes
Suburban Brighton okayed a "nat- and t)romotiQn notions; along with
ural" site on Pinnacle Hill just out- some legitimate enterprises which
side the southeastern limits
of the also require explaining. This in pareity
after
the Rochester zoning ticularly true of some of the equipboard had refused permission to ment being offered exhibs for large
puild the station 150 feet north on screen theatre television and other
us side of the line. Strong objection bandwagon ideas. So, in an effort to
by 'neighboring property owners of protect the unfamiliar, as well as
commercialization of a wild wooded sliielding video itself from a possible
area apparently was
a factor in the retarding black eye or otlior tincity s decision.
favorable boomerang, ATAS would
William Fay, 'general manager of act as a clearing house ot accurate
•WHAM and WHFM, said work information and pas.s judgment on
would start immediately on the things and ideas submitted, using its
tower and station, which will handle board of expert'^, composed oX opboth television and frequently
modu- erators, engineers, producer."!, agency

,

of the

was a sustainer,
the James sports pickups have had
Hollywood Clothes as ch8Clj.signer.
James told the viewex'-listeners
this particular airing

that even though the medium may
not as yet have come up with a
perfected technique for advertising
he felt that the agency people who
were preparing the commercials
were doing their best to make them
palatable. He pointed out that il was
through advertising that radio itsolt
was able to present such entertainment a.s Boh Hope and Edgar Ber-__

gen, and

that

if

television

*as to^

develop into an important medium
would likewise have to encourage and depend on advertising,
James asked that video set owners
exei'cise patience and tolerance to-

it

in radio transcrip- ward what programming oame to
and for which tele broart- them and they would be rewarded
As for it with better and improved mahave been searching.

inherent

demonstrated for theatre video pur- terial in relatively quick time.
poses at the Television Broadcasters
Assn. clinic last December, Par is
Marvin's New Tele Spot
able to film a show off the face of a
Toledo, Feb. L7.
common video viewing tube, proccs,s
StevO' Marvin, formerly with WWJand print the film and have it ready TV, Detroit, has joined the Fort Itito throw Oh a theatre screen within du.'-'try Co. as television studio piH)66 seconds after the show starts. duction director at WSPD-TV, ToConverting this same system ior ledo, Ho entered televi.'-'ion in 1S>3U,
transcription purposes, an agency or joining the CBS television program
client would be able to wrap up a staff in New York,
show on film that was staged live on
He joined WWJ-TV in October,
1947, as producer and directot.
(Continued on page 34)

y/hat does "the best" in Radio

mean

to

you?

\^ll...with which ear do you measure Radio:

with a listener's? an advertiser's? a critic's?

TO THE EAR OF A LISTENER

the best in Radio

is— simply enough— programs

that please most.

TO THE EAR OF AN ADVERTISER
on the network reaching audiences

TO THE EAR OF A CRITIC

it

it's

at

programs

low

cost.

means programs

In

programs that pleose most...

of the greatest public good.

The NEW YORK TIMES
It

is

tells llie

story in ten words:

with these three ears that America has

"In original programming,

judged Radio from the beginning.

CBS

is

far

and away

the leader..." Certainly, anyone looking for a better

And to

all three...

CBS CLEARLY

IS

THE MOST

EFFECTIVE NETWORK IN RADIO TODAY.

program

finds the

new GBS-produced
;

popular programs like Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts,

My Fri&nd Irma, Abie Burrows, Suspense, Studio One
many more

afready in the record— with

from the

CBS Program

largest in all Radio, acknowledgedly

In

available

Department:

most

successfiil.

programs that deliver most.««

The most comprehensive audience-measurements
in Radio

show

In th^vlast

CBS delivers

that

to advertisers at

LOWER

iur

large audiences

ANY

.

other network.

season of broadcasting, the other

full

three networks averaged only
in the evening

its

costs ilum

and

77%

of

82%

CBS'

of

CBS'

efficiency

efficiency in the

delivering audifinces for each dollar

daytime

of time AND

talent costs. (Full detdls are available.)

In

programs that serve most***

CBS

leadership

of

Documentaries like"27ie Eagle's Broody*

its

"CBS

Is

is

found

in the creative vigor

There ""Fear Begins

in the maturity

and scope of

in the complete range of

its

its

at Fortf'..,

News

broadcasts..*

Public Affairs broadcasts.

Here CBS again, in making great Radio out of gceaX
subjects, is "far
just as

and away the leader"-^

CBS leads

all

networks in advertising

efficiency.

Columbia Broadcasting System
—.where 99,000,000 people

gatiier every

week

.

RAMO

»
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audition disk pf a family comedy from the script, of Dick McKniglrt, Bill
Demling and' Frank Gil, the latter also directing. One of radio's top naturals for video, it wouldn't surprise if pitches by the Morris agency are
Fritz
made, at tele-minded clients. Someone's got to break the ice
Snyder, radio director of Bulova, in town to sign up some new station
He buys more time spots than any other single operator .,, .Hal
deals.
Garard and Ge Ge Pearson, who showcase kiddies and tots on their
»
program, "Let's Have "a Swell Time," have formed a unit of the best
.Prankster has. been calling agency
talent for Saturday theatre dates.
.
.
.
men with a simple question to answer and then let's them have the
Chris Gross. U.S. radio liaison officer tor the, United Nation.s, talting howling payoli'. Would be cuter if it were cleaner
NBC's Frank MuHen
several weeks' leave oX absence.
.Mutual's "Harlem Hospitalitj' Club" and the frau sunning at Palm Sprin.ESs and preparing, the announcement
filially is setting a N.Y. outlet again.
WNEW, which has never beliore of many changes to come both in Hollywood and New 'Vork television. He
taken a Mutual feed, will Sir the show Saturdays at 5 starting next week-. was .ioined late last week by Sid Strotz, who drove his wife to the desert
Madeline Moshier, N.Y. Sun's radio editor, .toolt a husband last whore her mother Was in,iurcd in an auto accident. ,', .Hay McClihton
end (2X)
veopee homing after a desert fling but Pat Weaver chpse Sun Valley for his threeSaturday (14) ... .Helen Lee, a.ssistant to Leon Gold.stein,
over special events and publicity, will check .out the end of this month to week vacation
Jack Benny Isiwded James Mason, Brftish -flicker idol,
'join her family in Los An,°cles.
.Bret MovrLson introed a torchy ballad, for a guest shot Feb, 29 or March 7
Have,n MaqQuarrie's 15.2 coast
"Heaven Only Knows," penned by his flack. Jack Porlis. on his "Sons of Hooperating for "Noah Webster Says" is not^only tops for western shows
tb.e Stranger"' Mutual airer last night (Tueii.)
WRUL. Boston short- but by far the best dollar buy of the quizzers. .-.Bill Haworth won tlie
waver, asked for a platter of WOR's documentary last Saturday (14) on audition over 25 other announcers for the week-end ncwscasting job for
Manhattan's gsl'ment industry.
Alka-Seltiter. He'll team with Glenn Hardy, who, after 15 years, wanted
Larry Lowenstein has switclied from Elias Godofsk.y's Hempstead, L. I., the weekends for his own pleasures. .Broadway department store takes
St- tion, where he assisted Clifford Evans, to Charles Oppenheim's assistant
on Chat Huntley's "10 o'clock Wire" on CBS after it was dropped bji- Metro.
.Charlie Speer collecting anecdota for a book on Graham Mac- News strip now has 17 sponsors on 11 stations along this coastal plain. ..
at WINS.
Npmee. at 7712 35th ave.,, Jackson Heights... .New Eddie Poy, Jr.-Geor^e Craig Rice taking t'me out from scriptiiig ."Murder and Mr. Malone" for
M. Cohan, Jr., musical variety stanza auditioned at NBC last hight (17). a drive to Mexico City and a vacation around the resorts
Don Bernard
Scripted by Mark Lawrence and Richard Maury, it has been, packaged by east for talks at the Esty agency with Tom Ijuckenbill; who'll accompany
Tom. Elwell
"We, the People" to interview Hy Zarot and Lqu Singer on him back to the Coast. Could it have anything to do with reported move
Feb. 24 CBS broadca.'st, and play several of their tolerance .iingles, for first of. Screen Guild Players to NBC and the switch back to CBS of Bob
not'onal net hearing.
.,
Hawk'.' ... ."Point Sublime" picked up seven more stations on
Dr. Keith Tyler ol Ohio State in town three days last week pencilling Mutual lined up a group of picture stars to do a series of commentai-ies
.Certain MBS execs doing a on the lesser publicized activities of United Nations. Edward G. Robin-i
in spealceis for this year's In.stitute session.
last burn over Irvin Sulds' packaging for DuMont tele of "Court of Public son led oft' and on successive days is to be followed by Sir Cedric Hard*
Op'nion," claiming it's a direct format steal frdm MBS' soon-to-be-revived wicke, Douglas Faii;banks. George' Murphy,' William Bendix and Ronald
"Oplnion-Aire/- 'Sulds, ex-man'ager of'American Forum of the Air," had Beagan. .. .Testimonial dinner to Louella Parsons for her 27 years with
Ayer's radio Hearst wiU be vignetted into half -hour broadcast by ABC. March 4 event
been talking with Mutual about managing "Opinion-Aire"
flacktress, WauhiUau LaHay, hops' to' Mexico next Saturday' (21) for a will be efticeed by Bob Hope and invitations have gone out' to 700 HollyJim Bainett, top Pepsodeut exec, in town to infortnight of sun and tacos .... Doesn't look like Bernard Reines will get wood's upper crustcrs.
.brck to radio freelancing this year, either. He's starting a new play, one spect'summer shows but missed Bob Hope, who was in Washington ...
o.n which he spent all of last yeSr, having just been sold to S. Emerson
CBS signed Frederick Hazlett Brennan, mag writer, to grind out stories
Golr'cn. who plans a September opening. .It's called "Forwai-d the Heart" for Mickey Rooney's "Shorty Bell" series, teeing up late this mo"nth"'in
....No more WQXQ. Times" high-frequency outlet, which returned to the Sunday 7 p.m. (coast) ^lot with Bill Robson. directing.
thejair *itM a n'ew 20kw transmitter last Saturday (14), is now WQXR-FM
Bill Griflfih ankled his
producer-director job, which he's had
liV
two years, to become program manager of WfiHN, new
outlet of the
New Brun.swick (N.J. ) Daily Home News. Jimmy Blaine (real name
Alex Tellis, sales promotion chief of WIND, sails March' 23 for Paris,
Bunn), ex-KCMOj Kan-sas City, joined, ABC's gabber staff. . . Ted Campbell where he'll take over as European- director of the Experiment in Internew. announcing the Paul Whiteman disk session,
national Living... .John Kenned.v, WBB.M news writer, has joined the hews
From Hawaii, where he's
Dr. Allen B. DuMont set as guest speaker for the American Television and announcing staff of WOOD, Grand Rapids
.*. John
Society lunch at the Aster tomorrow (Thurs.)
Moore and Martin vacationing. Jack Owens of "Breakfast Club" reports he's turned out a new
Wolfson new to "Katie's Daughter." 'Virginia Dwyer and Mary Michael .song titled '.'We're Going to a Hukilau". .. .Maurice Copoland added to cast
joined, casts of "Our Gal Sunday" and "Stella Dallas," respectively. Helen of "Meet the Meoks" as Mr. Barker. .. .Hugh Rowlands, of NBC continuity
Bennett into "Front Page Farrell" roster. .. .Title role" in Ford theatre's acceptance, resigned Friday (13) to sign on as asst, manager of WGNS,
Hal Tate preemed "Who's Tsilking" via WAIT
production of '"The. Bishop Misbehaves" next Sunday (22) will be played Murphysboro, Tenn
FJfteen'minute phone quiiszer, bankrolled by the Monroe
'by Ian Maxwell Smifii,' Kenyon Sc Eckhardt producer and ex-manager 6i Monday (18).
•the agency's Detroit Ojftice.
He. once did the role in a Canadian theatre theatre, has recorded voices of celebs giving poetic clues to their identity
group..
,i
."-R.F.D; America" has shifted its origination point from the Eighth
Street theatre to the main studio of United Broadcasting.
.Norton Jonathan^ emcee of ''Mrs. Stevens' Party Line," has published a "Guide Book
fiV
for the Young Man About Town."
Tome is a foUowup of "Gentlemen
Milton Blow, radio's new Dapper Dan,, around town long enough to give Aren't Sis.sies." which he wrote in 1938.
Jack Runyon, his Hollywood headman, a dcseryed pat on the back and to
National Conference of Christians and Jews has awarded its citation of
beam
the recorded run-off
"Call
to
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.
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Two-day

Chicago, Feb. 17.
of the Natitmal

session

A.ssn.

of Broadcasters ninth district
here last week gave Chi a,iioncy
execs and station reps their longawtiited chgnce to rogi.ster formal
beefs against the' code.
Huddle
passed off with a lot of .sputtering,
'

but no explosions.

:

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ABC

.

.

.

.

.

WNEW

'

.

.

CHICAGO ...

FM

.

•

Of a net affiliate called for a vole

on the issue, Do we want a codc'^
Bombshell proposal got a parliamentary sidetrack, but later ih the day

members

cast secret' ballots

oVi

those

questions:

.

.

.

Shortly after district chairman
Charles Caley gaVeled the moot lo
order Thur.sday (12), the niannKcr

Are you

in favor of a standard
of practices for the radio industry'.'
(2) Are you in favor of any limitations whatsoever in the slaiidards
of practices'?
(1

)

Vote on the
second

first

was

24-9.

on the

16-17.

Code- was battered from asoncy
rep source Thursday arternoou. Hardest hit were the proposed
limitations on conimercials. All the
station

old familiar arguments were wanned
over and spiced with the threat of
encroachtiient on
g 0 V e rn
broadcasting. Consensus of agency
thinking was that 'commercials
should be gauged from the standpojn,t of quality rathct than quantity,

mental

,

:.

.

.

>

^

..

,

.

.

.

;

HOLLYWOOD ...

his

at
of Ms new
For 'Music." Also adding
happy state of mind was the Hooperated 17.3 for "Take it or Leave It."
the sun shone brightly throughout his stay
Cass Daley cutting an

And

.

distinguished merit to

WBBM

for

its

weekly "iJemoeracy, USA.";

Ives does lUs:ballading £roin Mutual studios here Feb. 20,

3
tftaMf

ffft

your

3. FOR SALE!

1. FOR SALE! "B0X13''iiitltALjyi lADD
A big-name, loiv-cost showcase lor your.prodvict — with

"FIVE MYSTERIES"

a pre-built audience. Alan Ladd, according to a current

Gallup

poll, is

among

the

first five

plot. A new show that
jumped to 9th place among the 1 5 most popular

Mystery with a new

most popular male

film stars. "Bfix 13" concerns a resourceful fiction writer
'yyho advertises for adventure.

anything.

tome

Where he

of the

Says

he'll

local radio programs on

go anyplace, do

goes and what he does

most gripping listening ever

.

.

.

stations (other

makes
*

aired.

safes.'

New York's four major

than news and commentators);

Sleuths in the studio an<2 at home, track

the clues of five mysteries

Here's a low cost

2. FOR SALE! "NILLbOG DRUMIOND"
Year after year, since 1941,

"Drummond" has rung up

top ratings— rqseatedly galloping past competing big-

name shows. The name alone, pulls listeners; "Bulldog
Drummond" teis been the basis for hine hit movies featuring such stars as Ronald Golman, Ray Milland and
John Howard. On the air, he's played by able Ned Wever.
Want a low-priced show to do a top-price selling job?
Don't pass up "Bulldog Drummond"/

fOR niK; costs

m mat mm,

phone

uiiam 4-1000

.

.

buy a lot of products.

of people to

down

and are rewarded.
show that can move a lot
,

nsr.

..

.Burl

^BS
'•Of

.

Maloney has won the CBS

Men and Books"

sweepstakes,

nosing out N, Y. Post critic Sterling.
North and ex-Chicago Sun critic A.
G. Spectorsky. Web' pacted Maloney
Monday (16) as permanent reviewer
on the Thursday night show after
giving him and the otJier two candidates two trial airings each.
It's probable GBS will offer Maloney 's musings for co-op sponsorship.

'

Pacts Maloney
For 'Men and Books'

Russell

'.'
.,.

•

,
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BADIO
SEATTLE AERACKKS
$6 HIKE AT 3 INDiES

WHAWsRodL Radio City Hay As
Bid to Break

NX-LA hpgram Aids

Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 17. Too much reliance upon New York
and Hollywood for program origuiaitions is unhealthy for the broadc^
industry. So declared Dr, Howard
director of the Eastman
School' of Music, in an iddress FiV
day (13) night, urging local and regional stations to spend more money
and effort on- developing live talent
and programs of their own.
Speaking at the- dfedicatory dinner
in the Rochester Club marking the
"opening of WHAM's -new milliondollar Rochester Radio Gity, he
for its past originalauded
tions of programs, and urged the
station to use its new facilities, including a studio-auditorium seating
400^ for ever-greater efforts to develop regional live programming.
The dinner "was attended by 250
persons, including industrial, educational, religious and press and radio
executives.
William Fay, veepee of Stromberg
Carlson Go. and general manager of
presided. Guests toured the
studios and heard dedi.new
catory talks by Louis S. Cartwright,
City Manager of Roohesterj Easton
C. WooUey, director of NBC station

Hanson,

WHAM

WHAM,

WHAM

Cincy's Fenmie Spinnef
Cincinnati. Feb. 17.
tiist

femme

disk

jockey, has inaugurated a series of
12:15 to 1 a.m. airings on

WCPO

from 'Lookout Housci nearby Kentucky nitery, where she has been
doing her act for several weeks.
Platter routine is embellisb^ by
her own playing and wacbBng and
interviewing of guests.

ANOTHER Pin LEAGUER

EES SPORTSCAST

JOB

Pittsburgh, Feb. 17.
Another big-leaguer with an eye
on a sportcaster's career when his
playing days are ended is Jeep Had-

third-sacker for the
iey, veteran
Phillies, who spent about 10 seasons
with the Pirates here before being
traded to the Quakers a year ago.
Hadley, who, makes his home here,
is- getting some early training at the
ftiike doing play-by-play accounts
of. 'winter sports events at

WMCK

in

nearby McKeesport.
Right now, he's broadcasting high
.

WMCK

mertime

free enterprise and. free speech.

assists

Hosey Bowswell in

putting ihe Pirates' baseball, tifis oil
the air.-*' Hadley's work lately h5s
.been getting considerable attention
and broadtosting vets say the infielder h^s plenty on the ball away
from the' diamond as .well.
Pittsburgh has another big leaguer
who's making -the grade as a sportscaster in Harold
<Bie> IJraynor,
nnetime -Pirate great- at third base
and also- former manager of the National League entry. Tray nor has a
daily sports program on KQV, the'
-Mutual outlet here, and his Hooper
has been picking np steadily ever
'

Biamond's ITew Fariv £<»t
lies Moines, Febv 17.'

William T. Diamond has resigned
as associate farm director of WjHO,

Des Moines,

effective

March

1,

to

take a position as agricultural serv«
ice director for tlie American Feed
Manufacturers' Ajsn.,' Vit^- i^ci^dqnart^rs iij Chicago.
in 1943.
Diamond joined

WHO

St.

—Stan Daughtery, former

Lout*

KXOK,

•

CBS

.

.

local.
staff organist at
outlet, has been- ui>ped to 'the post since

of musical'director of the

station..

F*.

tl.

Seattle local of American Federation of Radio Artists has signed contracts with three independent stationfi calling for an increase of $6
per Week for announcers and news-

'

-

Joyce Aunee; singer-accordionist,

became Cincy's

rdations departments, and Fay. Rep!
Keating (R., N. Y.) in a
Kenneth
school basketball ^ames there in col15-mJnute tallc to the NBC net hailed laboration
with
Jack Craddock,
Rochester Badio City, as anotlier
manager, who in the sum-^
strong link in the chain of American

a

hside Slitfr4tad»

Keeping on t(v of the Keadlines, WQXK, N. Y,, quickly took advantage of
the front-page breaks for lon^haii^ music which w«i« oficned last week bv
the attack on the Russian composcni, Prokofiev, Shostakovich and Khatchaturlan, by tbe Centiat- Committee of the Communist Party, a sort of
Indie followed with
•niomasovska^ committee on un-SoViet activity.
a
xeshuiHing of its program schedule iqEtotting a full how of the three composers' music on Sunday afternoon (IS). In spot plugs for the special
casters, addition of an eighth holi- broadcast, station took a thinly-disguised poke at th« Soviet critics
by
day. Washington's Birthday, and ac- asking the audience to, judge for themselves whether the works
were
cumitfaUve sick leave up to 40 days. "psycho-neurotic, Ijourgeois and anQ-democratic."
Contract also j^mnrides » aoSaa shop,
after, n ishop election, and checkoff
Young & Rubicam agencgr is plunking cash 4^ the barrelhead for
of union dues and initiation fees. humaDf interest yaras that can be used' on "W«, the TPeople.*' Bulletin
has
New contract; retroactive to Jan. gone out to mv/spapeKi offering editors and reporters $100 apiece for
1, sets announcers weekly scale at stories, it they're used jp the Gulf airer.
"It does tiot necessarily }iave
$S1; newscasters at $87.75 at KOL, to be a red-hot topical yam,!* agency states; even Stories from the meg
are
and KING; Freelancers gained eligible..
.i
a 5% increase in fees.
AFRA is still dickering with netLife mag is coming ot^ with « layout on Kadio giveaways, with Adolphe
work, stations, with no agreement Wenland, one of the stuof* creators and a Coast a4 agency owner, figur.
reached. Stations refuse to discuss ing largely in i^. A serio-eotnie treatment of the Mdtject is planned. Reany provisions of proposed new con.-, ptets are that the sHory may- also prove to be something of an expose
tract until wage angle is settled, ac- covering the cuflo pluge obtained' with writer, director, producer largesse
cording"^ to AFRA business agent via the vndercovei' route, though principally it'll deal with the gimmick
Jack Kinzel. Union is asking $7.50 as it pertains to Joe Public. ,
increase, and stations countered with
offer of $5 weekly bonus which was
Initial week of Ttommy Dorsey's disk show on Badio Lu.xembourg proturned down by membership.
duced a surprising response in fan mail from tbrougbiout England and
Scotland, according to word received in New York by l,ou Cowan, pack.ager of the ^ow, Towns ait. |jbndon, transcri|>tion outat which placed
Writers Guild
the Sotaey stanza on Badio LuX) also forwarded a batch of the letters to
Oliver Nicdll, N. Y, rep. Typicdl was one fr<«n Carrie Tiuton, Yorkshire,
Gab Seiies .whp wrote: "Ke^ up the good- work and. let the BBC' have as many fuel
The -Radio Writers Guild's series cuts as it likes. . . Thanks for; the first decent break Britishers have had
of twice-monthly craft discussions, in a long time as far' as decent modern music goes." Most pop tune with
one of which was scheduled for. to>- the Britishers, judging by the letters!' is Stan Kenton's waxing of "Artistry
morrow night (Thurs.) at the Hol- in Rhythm." On the show Porsey invites listeners to write song requests
land House,. N. Y., has been can- to iiim at^ laondnn addieps.
Seattle,

,

he

first

went on couple

.of

years, ago..'.

.

KXA

Molk

mg

.

Whether they will be
or dropped permanently
considered at tomorrow
afternoon's meeting of the Cuild

celled.

-

resumed
will be

According, to Bill Mwwood,' chairman of the committee' in charge of
the discussion meetings, attendance
at the last few sessions has' been
sparse, in contrast to the comparatively .beavy turnouts earlier in the
season, Hq believes the decrease has
been due to inadequate ;pub||icity,
as 'the recent meetings bave ^'been

Mf fhtter

Switch in Conlrol Of

CUFM Tower Permits

council,

On

Series

Foster Parents'

-

marked by some parGcularly interesting, and provocative talks.
Tomorrow night's session was to
have been on the subject of women's
-

.

programs.
Subsequent meetings
were scheduled for March 4 and 18,
and April '1 and 15.

A

GebaGhsiySiare
GMcagQ, Feb.

tions

series of 15-minute dramatizaon the case histories of adopt-

ed "warchildxen

17.

being prepared by

is

Besollution of Aldennaa Gedtge tlie foster Parents' Plan for War
Children, Inc.,"' of New Y6rk, to ba
Kells to trvmsfer nmttol of
tower permits from the faoard'of ap- distributed -free to stations. Film
jpoals to< the Chicago eitj council js >siars will, nsurcate the shows, with
getting is grjave view in some qjiat- Madca^e Ciqrroll to star in the first
ters here.. Move, say its opponents, program, whieh will be cut at NBC
might 'raise political hurdles for fu-: Recordmg^tudlos on Friday (20).
'halt-dozFirst ^rogrgm is being scripted by
tiire FM- tower builders.
en, to weif pemdto faave been okayed Alvjin Yudkoil with full series being
by the Board of Appeals^ but 10 directed by .^ack Lloyd.
•
more are pending.' '

FM

A

.

"

,

Alderinan Kells says ha merely
.San Antanio
towers
wants to make sute that
joined the news
are kept out of residential areas.
EM .spokesmen, maintain that the
board of ap^ls already is qualified
to rule

on

—

Ben Barnes has

KTSA

staff of

here.

^sqning' matters,. and,*be;-

sides, the projected toWers "are- for
areas clearly designated as commer.6isd.

•

•
•

.

,

^act that the New Year's. Bay
Storm here! toppled^ many A3il, towers
has no, bearing on" foe KeB's'l^eso^ution, according' to its opponent.
-

•

AM

towens^^ are., outside -tbie city limite,
.they "^iht out^ and Qot.i.subject to
the. sljff e9gineering..speci&cations'of
"',
'
intra-city .to:wefs. <
;
_

^

•',

'Kdls* lestiltttionwas.introduced in
the building zoning cqinmittefe-b£ the
council; following application of
the small-watt« WGES for an
tower permit. The permit lis still
pending, along with Kells' zesolution.

'

Chi

FM

By every measurement

'

MnkahiflEastasGAC
General Artists Corp. radio department has brought Joimny Hul-

New York lieadquarfrom the Coast' branch and in
the future he Will alternate between
both' offices at different periods
during the year.
Switch is based
pn the idea that a vast majority of
the selling of program ideas is done
in N. Y. whereas the Hollywood
routine consists mostly of servicing
accounts after they're Mdd. in the
eve^t shows originate there.
Muvsihill's
iiere, therefore,

ilte Texas Rangers tran*

vahill into its

•ctiptions ojf western songs

ters

ominates the prosperous
ern

new

tnqia

tuu«^bat
build sales

i

b^g

the annual sale,
of suniuner Seplabeniehts. He'll- t*turn west- in a few 'monlhS) Jack
philbin. beads
GAC- radio
the

to the

dte

aad
little,

TKey

size of

Station*

Sttindard ot

ets transcriptions bave

>;

4ii«dity^

Market

. . .

fbe price is

FM. AndTheTexas Ilang'

,

•

...

. . <

T^t-scaled
big or

I* in pifei|>ai««]t>it loi'

.dlviidon.

it

boiid audiences

Long-Sistaacfe Jlisk Betuest
vBes liidines, Feb. 17.
Gette Emerald, KRNT disc jockey

ming

plus a prograitt*

otbershave.

recently received an«^ ihail letter
addressed to "Tl»e American Broadcasting House Nearest to Iowa,
USA." It was from a Ltmdon vifOman
who asked that musl6 from "The
Mikado" be played fo? her daiKhJter,
now living in Garwin, Iowa, as the
wife <)t an Americah»«erviceman^ as
a snrptise jisreeting
her mother.

(1^

versa^lity

OR WBITE

•WIRE

FOR

•

eo^^

DETAILS

&om

Emerald mwitiieftiitl the daughter,
sjiun a Mikado disk fdi^ her and re.

''Mgrl'-^tk.'

:|lilij|r.

cently received another letter ,fro!ft
the English mother thanking him
prpfuselyt*

Tepeka

'Verle Brattati,

manager, currently
Slti yeiir in

is

general

cetebrati^

iUtg

1^0 along With tbe jtlst

The
Texas Rangers
,\>i-m,i

A .N
.

.

,•.

...

:

..

....

.

.

p

.

e

cu

,i:r

!

6

I
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€ "ilk

74

m

All-star disc jockey

shows entertqinlng

New

Yorkers 57 hours

and

selling

weekly on 570.

Participations available.

first

on New York's

dial

:

Wedneaday, Pebnurf IS, 1948
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PROTESTANTS TO FORM

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Grand Rapids, Feb.
joined the staff of KMBC-KFRM as
Spokane,
a writer. He is out oi
vvhe*e be was with KBE1M» and
Grand Forks, N. Dakota.

17.

WOKO

PhHaflelphla—Thomas J. LaBrum,
prez o£ the ad agency that bears his
name, out of the hospital after a
minor operation. He returned just
previously from a trip to the Co9St>

Boston—W.

former mdn-

S. Clark,

ager of the IT. Y. oflice of Howard
H. Wilson Co,, appointed sales director of WHDH, Boston HeraldTraveler indie. Coordinates activititled "Daddy
ties with William S. Warner, sales
sales made by the
manager, in expanding
League.
setup.

WHDH

Advertising

Dallas'.

.,:

Dallas
named

—

station

Par Theatre-Tele

Santa Mwiie*—Armamd LaPointe,
CimHaiiea (ram pate<n
lormerly newscaster at WFEA, Man--:
Chester, If. H, has joined the an- one station wdd then air, express
nouncing and special events stafi of •the film to other stations throughout
KOWL, Santa Monica^ GaL
the countr^r for retransmission.
With '.networking lacilities via the
Sloane, of Bell Systeni's coaxial cable of microPittshnrgli—Paiil
KDKA's technical department' for wave relays still confined to limited
last 11 years, has been named studio sections of the country, a client
in Philadelphia. Would be able to ''syndicate" Ws
supervisor of
He'« succeeding Carl Wyman; who show to as many stations as he de-

Dale Drake has been

WBB

manager of

.

to

succeed Charles Jordan, who rer
signed to become veepee of the Texas State Networlc.
•

Des Moines—Walter ShotweU, "for-

mer

.assistant editor of 'Ijodter Operator," national mag tor the frozen
foods industry, punished in- Bes

MoineSf hds resigned'

-fo.

join

KYW

the

has been transferred to Westingnews d^artment of KRIfT.
houS6V Fort Wayne station, WOWO,
in a similar capacity. Gloria lamarfc
OkUhenift City— Bruce Palmer, has joined continuity staQ dt WEDti,
news director, WKY, 0>klahoma Ci^, replacing Bea Stevenson, and- is also
now conducts classes in radio news talcing over latter's program, "Hat
writing and advanced news writing box Hattie." lionel Poulton, of
•t the Univ. of Oldahoma. His ap- KDKA production staff, has been
pointment by Dr. George L. Cress, taken On by Pete Wasser to handle
University president, was a further, production on Tommy Riggs-Betty
move- by the institution to staff its Xou series Wasser is transcribing ior
'

spot, sales.

HtameapoUs—'Joe Codki vtormer
promotion manager* otmHAlt,

sales

Dulutb, has johied
similar capacity.

KSTP

staff

ia

'

System might talso furnish
the answer to. coverage of the political ixmventions in Pldlad^idiia next
sised.

,

;

Centlnneff

Irom page 24
.

on tiie WCKY Makebelieve Ball'
room, presented $2,100i sent in by
to members of the local
committee: of -the- National Foundac
tioh for Infantile Faralb^sis.
-

:

.;

take their prolflems and their something of a nondescript concert
future together seriously.
The Strauss "Don Juan" and Berlioz
were streaky, and
Meanwhile, her patient, under* '^Queen
standing mother and Idndly father only- the MouBsorgsky "Pictureis"
hide their concern, and the future came off as a completely satisfying
groom's doting aunt is a tiny, dark entity,
Bruno Walter, on the other hand,
cloud on the horizon. At each day's
open and dose, the announcer asks had admirable assistance from the
the listener, "Do you believe in mar- N. Y. Philharmonic on Sunday's (IS)
broadcast, in a concert that highriage? Is your marriage perfect?"
lighted his 25th anniversary year as
All of which is written in the true
conductor in America. The PhilCarrington (or Wolf, perhaps, since harmonic
board
presented
the precise credit in these situations maestro with a silver recording the
of
can be a delicate and involved mat- one of his own disks, a Mahler work,
ter) manner. Fran LaiTerty makes
and the orchestra went all out for
Vikki sound enough like Margaret him in a beautifully^played- job of
Sullavan to suggest that the simi- the charming Dvorak -G- Major Symlarity may not be entirelv iminten- phony, the equally charming "Hebtional. Staats Cotsworth » properly rides"
Overture of Mendelssohni
direct as Roger.
Evelyn Varden and the more uncertain "Symphonia
gives clear dimension, to the part of Serena" of Hindemith.
the mother. The others seems varyingly competent. Ace- Ochs'' direcJack Cearl, radio's Baron Munchtion is pleasantly short-haired and
sharp. Fred Feibel's organ bridging ausen ol two decades ago, essayed
his first serious air role Sunday (15)
is unobstrusively helpful.
on WNEW's "Play It Straight," a
Incidentaly, the already-current
series which gives the better-lcnown
Carrington serials are, in order ot
comics a chance to demonstrate their
age,
"Pepper Young's Family,"
in serious drama. Pearl took
When a Girl Mftrries" and "Rose- ability
on one of the most tragic roles in
mary,"
Hobe.
£liakespearean literature with his
highlights irom, "King Lear."
Pearl
gave the role of the aged
LABRTXESUE|J&
to

MaW

.

.

.

monarch

interpreta-

-full-bodied

U

("The Newimskers")
Mlns.; U:1S pjn.

-tion.

Snatsinlnr

unrestrained.

a

His anger and sorrow were

He gave an

excellent

WCBS, from New York
It may have been the

recital in liis denunciation of his
-subject of- faithful daughter Cordelia for her
fals first personality sketch or
it failure, to go overboard in professing
He similarly pulled all
could have been his even-level style her' love.
of delivery, but Larry. Lesueur stops in his speech banishiiig Kent,
didn't spin a stanza last Simdey- and fihally his regret at the steps he

Jtine for those stations outside the. night (15). that
gave promise of
networking -range. NBC, for exam- keeping 'em from callmg it quits
ple, could film the proceedings as with the preceding newslbroadcast
they're aired live over WNBT, the and hitting for the hay. It
a
web's N. Y. outlet, arid then send the pretty dry recital, especially lor
that hour of the evening.
'films iimmcdiately to its afniiates in

had taken.

The IS-minute. adaptation, howwas inadequate for thu tragWith more passages, Pearl
could have given a more-rounded
perf(»inance;
As it was, his por->
The subject was Secretary of' tiwyal was> commendable in -showing
the midwest and others on the Coast.
State ; George C. Marsltan.
what the dra-ma's tragic highlights.
Par system, so far as is known, Js -Itesueur,
CBS staff news analyst and
the only one able to take hot! sound, U,N. correspondent, had to say ^aa
and sight off a video tube and record Well documented but there didn't
Both NBC and Du- seem to be anything in it that the
'it on 35m jUm.
Ment ftre -working with Eastman Ko^ newspapers and magazines haven%
dak on Jt'similar tele-transcriber, but printed! and rehasfhed. Aibsent. was
lhat- quality
of aneodotage that;
the Eiastman maiihine is equipped serves
as the stamp of good personfilm.
Par tested its. ality portraiture.
only *or
system Feb. 1 by transcribing the
Perhaps 'The Newsmakers'Csubi.
Major Bowes amateur show as it sequent personages will allow for
(DuMont, greater play on the human, side and
was staged by
N. y.). Shunning the obvious' ad- more stroke of character color. And
vantages in filming -a set .tied onto perhaps Lesueur will get a little
more perkiness into his< delivery atid
-took,
its
pictures
circuit,
Par
closed
a
hot make it sound as though he's
oil the air. They reportedly twned reporting on. some
wtigltiap TI.N.
out well enough fot immediate com- topic,
Odee.

WW

ever,
edy.

.

01 h

Km

Clnclimsti-^Climaxing his "Dime
Tune" campaign for the 1948
March of Dimes, Bill Dawes,- m.c.

listeners,

Radio Reviews

RADIO COMMISSION

Plans for formation of an interradio
Protestant
jjpstructocs.
denominational
commission in New York on March
AHmnr—Gren Randy assistant gen- 17 were set by the International
since the
eral nianager of
Council of Religious Education at
Broadcasting
Dongan
Governor
meetmg at Grand Rapids
Corp. took over its operation on Nov. its annual
over last weekend (13-14). Step will
1, 1047, and for some years before
the war an annonncer. and program finalize a proposal made last Sepmanager for the station, has been, tember by a group of topranking
appointed sales manager of WXKW. church executives.
It will- go on the air w4th ABC attilAccordhig to Rev. Roy G. Ross,
iation, about March }, under flte general secretary of the Council, the
direction of Stephen R. Rtatoul.
eommlssion will act as liaison agency
between the FCC and church groups,
arrange network programs, coordiDallas WFAA has been awarded a
nate existing religious radio projects
gold plaque for its children's proundertake a comprehensive surgram aired for a qnaiter-hour daily and
current religious programs.
Ringtail." Award was vey of

Kansas City—Dalton Nelson h«s radio department with experienced

WABD

mercial, use.

Pa.—FM

WEEX

Par has furnished samples of its
work to several of the top ad agencies and has fdund universal ac:Pufo.
lishing Co., publisher- of Easton Ex- eeptance among agency toppers.
press, a daily. Leading citizens of Agencies reportedly are now tallung
the city participated in opening- full network tele shows to their
Easton,

Station

opened here last week (10).
owned and operated by Easton

Nelson

S.

It, is

Rounsley'is manager,

clients,

REPORT FROM CONGRESS
With Senator Arthur V. ITattina
15 Mins.; Tacs., 7:45 mM.
^
Snstaininf'""
KALL, Salt lAke City
"Report From Congress" is Set ut>
to give the people of Utahj.the lowdown on what's happening in Congress to affect their state. Arthur

v. Watkbis, junior senator from the
state, transcribes his talks in

Wash-

and they're played back here.
In the -kickoff. stanza caught (9),
Watkins ^aVe an outline of legislaington.

"HIRtS

TO YA"'

MR THIRD

YiAR

ON CIS

I

J

.

tion

pendmg designed

to help in the
reclamation of arid land. He's no
FDR when it comes to speaking, but
his easy delivery, and careful marshalling of facts, presented in a more
or less -informal manner made for
easy, understandable listening. Aside
from tipping the people to what's

being done lor them, Watkins did a
good job by showing the difficulties
to be surmounted between the introduction of a bill, and its final
passage.
As a lesson in the complexity of legislative government, it

was worth its time.
As might have been

expected,

Walking didn't miss the obvious opportunity of putting on a pitch for
own eflorts on behalf of the
vot«rs. Each of the projects he di.scussed was one in which he had a

.hjs

MOy fO«
After
•f

iJie

ibaliiiif

MMt

out the Mnki

in

10 conMcativ* breadcqsts from Hit ftaiid Thwitrei

origlMl .awdieiKe. and liitmcr parriciparioR proi|rMiit.M the air

-for M9-tinM-s|>MiMr*hlpi

-Ihirhig

the

dhee beeom« {Mputar sonswriten'oiMi
-lion)

:

SPONSORSHIP!

performed.

.

t .

ASCAP;SPA SO-SO

'tlwii

cows* of a

liaff

hoar twa

they get TOO free copies,

royalty coittnKt

n

Is

wm

ready

ilnrs from Hie. aodl-

ii

luKir Mietr crtalloat fwitli prafessional cellabora<

...

It's

«

oiie prise

raeocdiimi

and •

rogiriar

Mall «Ml

they can't bayt

hand, either as the sponsor of the
bill, or as a member of the committee- considering it.
Whether he'll
take advantage of the program to
turn it into a sounding- board for
himseU when an election comes, •up,
remains to be seen, but the potentialities are definitely there.
Regardless of any flaws that inay
show up, "Report" is basically a
sound idea, and can go a long way
towards bringing the people an
understanding of governmental problems and their effect on thewi. In
certain respect Watkins' talk gave
the listenei- a picture that was unpbtamafole in the local press. Bert.

WORCESTER

IN

WTAG

'

aiHlienee-reaetlon Jhh "fctM teekc.

PAT

BALIMTS SONG

WRITING MACHINE

WOR<4ilUTUAL SATURDAY NIGHTS AT
Feotarln^ Uncle Jim Markint fM.C), Sylvan Levin and
I*atiy Garrttli

and a top

tin

RADIO: Gal* Agency,

pan

Inc.

alley writer with

a

Ml

Tpscanlni's return to the

NBC Symphony

9:30. CST.

18-p1eee Orchestra,

tFoilow-up Coimneiitil

llll

Harrlnftoa.

cnrfcnl hit everybody's singing

and baying.

STAGE AND MOTION PICTURES: John O'Cdnner

Kno, 10:SO

1>.M.,

CO.
E.S.T.

M-(;-M-^"Od tlie-lsland -With Voui'
'.'THIS TIME FDR «CEPS''
Mtt.l LOU CLAVTON

Orchestra podium

Saturday a4) was marked by some
sloppy playing by the orchestra,
fcither the musicians were keyed up
too sharply, and nervous, or Jnefejy
careless. But there was poor playing in the horns, slipshod attack in
the strings, and poor balance in general. Some players who were inactive while other sections perform-

ed were also a

MKHKD KEXAUi OBDG
nViiii^Mday,

little noisy* rattling
chairs, stands or scores to make it

TELEVISION IS VAUDEVILLE

Uu MY

EXPERIENCE.

milivr with all

and; «lunt

SHOW

TIfci'ttughly

m

(o-

BUSINESS. Idea

won— «xt»^l>nt

-rafertncst,

pr«*ntabl* •ppnoraiK*.
iTUf, VMIETY
154 Wnt'-tfth St.. Mmt Yetk 19, N. Y.
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14 Radio Pros Learn

Job

Odier Fellows'

Aussie Video Setiqi
-•

iSS
of the

One

most unusual setups

in

a class at the American

is

radio

New

Theatre Wing in

York, com-

Wing Radio Workan advanced course in radio
ATW's profeiSsion-

Class, the

shop, is

production in the

AU

14 memtl training program.
bers of the current session have responsible jobs on the outside, utiliz-

ing the Wing's twice-a-wcek course
themselves in trade
tct familiarize
branches other than their own.
Course runs 10 weeks, under suservision of George Wallach, staff
producer at WNEW, N. Y. Present
group includes Charles Fisher, asdirector at Benton

iistarit

Perth, Feb.

who

NBC

3.

m

one time major national advertiser within the
headed the powerful Amalgamated ncj't few weeks for the fi.st series
Wireless Company, -and now managing director of Electrical and Musi- of two-reel films produced for the
Titled
cal Industries, Ltd:, has arrived here web by Jerry Fairbanks^
on short biz trip. Present mission "Public Proseotitor," the 17-week
is to try and interest the Aussie govseries is being primed to tee off in
ernment in the setting up of television throughout the Commonwealth. June.
Under the recently-signed conFislc said that television would.be
a far bigger industry in this zone tract between NBC and Fairbanks,
than radiO; He will huddle with govthe web has the yight to sell the
ernment .officials when he reaches
films any way it chooses. It's not beCanberra this week.
Sir Ernest Fisk,

Thomas CosWgan,

staff

likely,

;

consequently,

ss

M

N. C. Into

at

lieved
:

CoDffl^ee to

FAIRBANKS PIX

television expects to sign a

,

prised entirely ot professionals actively engaged in radio or allied
fields.

SPONSOR HOOKS OUT

Fisk in Perth to Talk

Entry Of

W

Educational Field

educational

Raleigh, Feb. 17.

Gov. Cherry, has announced appointment of North Carolina State
FM Radio Committee,,
which will explore the advisability
of North Carolina entering the educational FM broadcast field, Named
as chairman of the committee; which
will' meet March 2, was Dr. Clyde
Er win. Superintendent of Public In -

Education
,

i

FM

station planning intentions of local school administrative units;, technical fcquircments
for providing facilities for the probroadcasting
posed .statewide
system, and existing and. potential
-resources for training teachers in
the use of radio in education. Committee will make recommendations

FM

.

to the Governor, who then could ask
for legislation approval of the program.

struction.

that

Committee will conduct surveys of
New Tork—Rodney Duane Ghipp NBC Will follow Fairbanks' original educational needs; existing and pohas been named assistant engineer idea of selling them on a station- tential educational program producfor the DuMont television web. He to-station basis, but will pitch for a tion resources; alternate po.ssibilii'ies
has been radio facilities engineer at: ,bankroller to sponsor them on its' of financing education station conetitire/ east coast network.
struction and programming
ABC since April, 194fl.

Detroit— Miss Mae Mikjian, formerly with Simons - Michaclson
agency, added to staff of WJBK as
continuity writer.

ments

No

special assign-

yet.

& Bowles;
announcer-

NBC

International Diviat
slen; Charles Bennett, scripter with

"Writer

Dimes Radio Division;
scripter on "Ford
Theatre" and now with HKO PicJoseph Durand, in NBC Inr

March

of

George Cecala,

tures;

ternational Traffic Division; Jack
news announcer and
Fatren,
writer. Also, Leslie Litomy, recently
in "The Cradle Will Rock" and now
in "Joy to the World;" Arthur Malvin* actor-singer; Richard Falcon,

WNYC

David Sureck,

'A tnte story,

ifwnes OK requvtk

WNBC

news,
and freelance actors Paul Ashley,
Carl Herman, William Hoey and
Frank Levens.
scripter;

Group of actors, writers,^ directors,
sound engineers, announcers, prodtt^ibn, men, etc;, handles different
pr^lems, a scripter becoming an
'Setor one week, a sound man the
next, a director a third week, etc.
Group does an actual transcription
of a show each week, with actual
conditions, of a broadcast simulated.

Director has a week to prepare his
script (which may have as many as
as characterir and- 20 sound effects),
«nd is given two hours -to rehearse
in class. H4 T0»y l>e directing his
ewn original script. His crew, chosen
from the class, provides all the
necessary effects, with a staff organist to furnish musical bridges.
Transcriptions are made at
studios, with station donating, space
and time. Course has been going on
for R yexc and a half. Present session xiins until end pf February,
with ntivr session startinjg in March.

WNEW

CBS

Video PImis

Continued from t»ee 27 aS5

shows to date have been, transmitted

(Washington), WMAHand WFIL-TV
(Bsltimore)

UtWMAL-TV
W

.

^

(Fhiladelpkia).
Still

Favors Telectty

Have yo« an cNlverliser
with a"hanl and fast poKcy"?

Stanton indicated that CBS would
jOiong with the proposed "tele-

go

vision city" to be established in
flushing, Long Island, on which a
series' of huddles hive "been held
iwith Mayor William O'Dwyer. "In
the event that the future requires
additional facilities outside the congested mid-town area," he said, "we
leel these quarters will serve for
such programs as can best be produced in the heart of the city."
Studios, according to Stanton-, are
planned for flexibility of production,
allowing for^ either a number of
moderately-sized sets to permit im^
mediate scene-changing by switch
:.°ing from one camera to another, or

Like Harper's

client, for instance:

He sold livestocE feed, wtmted to mich more
farm families. He upped his radio budget, told
he added,"! have a hard and fast policy.

buy anything before 6:30

I won't

in the morning'.'

One

station offered news at a quarter of seven. Another

tise of .large-scale sets for elaborate
"Productions. Facilities are to comprise two large studios with associated control rooms, scenery and
construction rooms, film facilities,

maintenance, wardrobe and property

.

•torage

Toom
fUiials

Innovating a new scfUp, elevated
catwalks foe lighting and sound
technicians will span each of- the two
main studios. Latest types of lighting
banks are to stud the ceilings and
'Walls, with camera
cranes and
l^poms, lights and mikes permitting
aigbt-and-sound pickups not achieved
in smaller studios. Through a new
master control design, it will be
possible to mix at will^ according to
Stanton, the camera and mike output of any studio show with film, or
with material picked up ftom local
remote points and network shows.
:

you

see far

figure

pol)cy went by the board.
.

Sales shows

more than an

and some data on

you an audience^

inside-the-city rating

sets-in-use.

Often (yke.

Mr. Harper) you will see the special ^rallies of
inexpensive early morning or late evening time
periods.

program at 6 A.M.

analysis submitted
Sales, It

by Mr. Holmes of Radio

showed the Radio Sales

almost twice as

as the

many farm

otlier station

Or data on audience composition, audi-

ence flow from program to programj listening

Harper studied the early-morning audience

master

control
and offices ioc operational ofand crews.
quarters,

fast

When Radio

—represented by Radio Sales-^-proposed a farm

.

_

Harper put the facts before lus client. The

hard and

Harper to find an early-morning program. "But"

'

.

seven.

station with

listeiters at

6 A.M.

could offer at a quarter of

habits throughout rural and village areas

point the
is

information to

efficient ... in

served

may

way to a more profitable audience. This

make your

any qr

radio dollars

all of the

by Radio Sales

more

wealthy markeU)

stations.

>

..'

'.

-

Radio Sales

--

•

Large
a'

.

tele screens will

be installed

control
and key points
tbrwghout the plant for monitoring
purposes.
Clients' booths will be
built above and behind the control
room so sponsors will be able to see
.both the studio floor and the show
as received on a separate large
screen.
all

WCBS-

KMX

KMOX

WCT

WRVA

WCCO

Cilumbla

eO,00Owafi>
New York City

jO,0(10 wtrtta

SO,000 watts

£0,000w<rtl>

£0,000v/at«>

St. lou!i.

Chwictta

Richmond

£0.000 watt*
MiniiMipal!»^.taul

California

UsAnsalt*

WEEI

WTOf

WAPI

KSL

WCBS-TV

Coliimbt*

9,000 watt*

aO,O0Dwgtls

SflOOmoO*
MtndnslHm

so.ooo«
Salt Lak* City

CBSTtlcvistoil

raclfic

mm
SOiOOOwott*
'Chioige

WMliliHitaii

Now York

Ntlwork
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Reviews

Televisioii
was its lack pf news in the litTliat's to be
eral sense ot the word.
operaexnected,- however, in a daily
ton of this sort, and Movietone
demonstrated suWcient knowhow to
mathis by making its feature

•flflset

terial inteiestingi
Camel plugs, worked out

by Wil-

cleverly

in- as another feaStol.
reel itseU.

worked

thfe

Academy— but

Continued from pace 23

.

Sustaining;

a6c

well into
pected to be

I

ruled that ntf single, dutflt may own
aiid operate more than five stations.
XOtUi's

Top

Amblttous Plans

offer to

Par

DuMont

for its

stock was reportedly made 4)y anThis would
other film company.
ipresumably be 20th-Fox, which filed
last .week for its own station' in'
planbelieved
Boston. Twentieth is
ning, to set

up

its

own

string of five
stations but. its
,

owned-and-operated
the medium would

late start in

make

plenty difficult to get outlets in
tiein- with DUMont,
the citie;}.
consequently, ^would give it an- in'
stations -already
in' those
terest
operating under the DuMont banner
Fact that 20th is one of Par's
major competitors, however, would
reportedly rule against Par's selling
of its stock to that company, despite
the attractiveness of the offer. Other
bidders are believed to be manU'
facturing outfits, who want free aC'
cess to the DuMont. patents on video
sets and equipment. If Par is able
to prove to the. satisfaction of the
FCC that its. istock holdings don't
who is developing into a slap-happy give it control of DuMont, of course,
comic on the saloon-circuit here,
then there will be no reason for the
The whole package is nicely put sale and Par Will probably hold on
together.. Gilbert. and Howe write to its DuMont shares.
the script. They've had some big
Ilumors that DuMont w^s readying
names as guests; Burl Ives, Gollette^
Lyons, Billy House being amon^ to sell out have been^ reported in
them. Reception' was clear
ex- some quarters, in denying these re.
cellent.
sum,.
ports, Dr. DuMont outlined the com'
pany'^ corporate setup as follows:
it

:

A

tape from the Minnesota Mining Co.
ABC probably' will install, at least
eight of the recorders at each of its
three originating points on the daylight schedule—N. Y., Chicago and
Hollywood. Latter will feed the
Rocky Mountain as well as the Pacific Coast zone.
Whole ABC Setup for the Z2-week
daylight schedule is the special province' of veepee Charles E. Rynd,,
whose success in perfecting the system has .resulted in. his being con^
suited by all three of the other webs
in recent weeks. While Rynd is especially keen at the moment on the
possibilities of the new tape layout,
he is quick to stress what he holds
to be the important values of the
daylight system initiated by ABC

,

A

stock
The
and. B.
of the total issued

affiliates to keep their schedules
intact the year-around; it saves spot
buyers and network accounts in-

numerable headaches over delayed

proposition and a plan recommended
by the web's station planning and
advisory, committee is on prexy
Niles Trammell's desk. Best guess is
that the web will nix the plan.

^

Mutual dispatched a letter to afSaturday (14) asking whether

filiates

they'll
ule^ It

support a r^ebroadcast sched-

would not afltect the Don Lea
chain, which already feeds JIBS
programs to about 40 western stations on a delayed basis. Mutual
would feed all other s.t, zone sta'*
'

'

• •THERE'S

\BUSINESS

broadcasts in many localities. (It's
estimated that CBS and NBC, under
their daylight switchovers of former
years, forced affiliates to schedule

aroun^ 2,000
Expect

.d.b.'s

per week.)

AFBA, AFM Okay

that the FCC no
longer requires that'programs played
back from Wax on a delayed rc'
gional basis.be announced oyer the

Rynd pointed out

.

air as transcribed.

Only requirement

that each affiliate airing such prO'
grams announce once, sometime be:
Paramount owns less than tween 10 a.m. add
shares.
40 P^m., that some
stock,
The
stock.
3% of the
By following the simple expedient which is owned by Paramount, of the-web shows heard' during the
day were .e.t.'s.
of repeating one of the best drarepresents- 28%. of the total issue.
matic shows ever staged on teleIt's
the
anticipated that both
shares
elect
holders
of
the
The
vision, American National. Theatre
American Federation of Radio Art'
and Acad'emy came up with one'of the president, vice jpresident and five
the best shows' on'its current series directors, whereby they' control the ists and the American Federation of
on the
video web Simday (15) board of directors and the executive Musicians will again agree not to
demand a' repeat fee on delayed pro.
night.- As with the original version, direction
of the affairs of the com-^
produced in July, 1946, most ol the pany.
grams as long as they are aired not
creclit-'goes to NBC staffer Fred Coe,
more than one hour later than the
"The Holders of the
shares elect li've editions.
•'Who :^ected and adapted the script
from an original by Wyllis Cooper. the secretary, treasurer, assistant
The programming on tape will ap
Titled "First Person .Singular," the treasurer and three directors. The
show displayed conclusively the
and B stockholders vote separate ply only to regularly scheduled
1^
merits involved iuv buUding a pro- ly. The B stockholders
tf«r . . .Mwck i»47
can prevent shows. Spot newscasts .will- be live
gram arounpl the video cameras^ in^
probably some- originating in
(with
stead of training the cameras on the but cannot compel action whereby Chicago for the Central time zone
^CMldtanffir iMrts Alt CMniMliMMi
Stage and letting things .roll. Goe stockholder action is required. Any
and some in Hollywood for the
took 'admirable advantage of the sale of the Paramount-owned B stock
Mountain
and Pacific zones). Special
subjective camera, in this one,; build- would not affect the measure of con
events, such as championship prize'
ing terrific suspense ai;d audience trol now held by the
share
fights.
Presidential
speeches and
emotion under the guise of making holders."
the' audience, itself .the murderer.
the
political
conventions in Phila
Dr. DUMont confirmed reports that
Montage effects, to Show the shimdelptiia
this
will
summer
go
mering sanity of the off-screen an agreement has -been made with through live.
killer, were even better handled the Crosley Corp. for the latter to
One incidental upshot of the tape
than in the original and the cast, manufacture sets under DuMont
sets and production mountings were patents,
but added that similar installation will be the airing of
tops.
licenses have been extended to other such "platter" shows as Crosby's and
Mary Wilsey repeated as the not- manufacturers in the business.
Groucho Marx's direct from tape
too-pretty wife whose constant nagrather than from disks. At present,
Hatlywead'
ging, led her mentally-unbalanced
the Groaner's stanza is taped, then
Yf id • Chlca-f husband to ,throttle her. Aided
by
transferred to acetates, while Marx's
quizzer is plattered and aired from
I

72%

A

'

:

'

mits

'.'DiiMont stock is divided into' two

ciasses-^A
represents

the d.s.t. area. Also, programs
now doing live repeats will continue
them, doing their second stint one
hour after the ^rst. Some 15 to 20
shows fait In this, category.
NBC has polled affiliates on the
in

tions out of Chicago.
These are that it gives listeners
All of the webs would charge back
their programs the year-around at part of the rebroadcas^
cost to iiieir
'
the same hours of the dock; it per- affiliates.

aM

pomt-ptr-dolkir buy!

from Chicago on a schedule one
hour later than the shows originate

last year.

'

grMTMt

-

$3,000.)

Continued from page XT ss;

.

:

idea a tentative sampling last year
rebroadcasting
one morning

bjr

trimmed to around- schedule,
In contrast to ABC, however, C&S
outfit is making only the
recorders. The net expects to obtain will simply feed all s.t. zone outlets

Par Seen

FOBUM

:

expects

momen-

delivery

hour and one evening hour in
tarily on the first of the machines,
Sunday night. He would.have been
which will cost approximately $4,000 standard-time zones, has a gogood it he'd ihemorized liis lines.
ahead from all except one or two
apiece. (When the manufacturer gets
affiliates to adopt an all-out repeat
production, the cost is ex-

,

m

cisco.)

actor

WWJ-TV, Detroit
On the air for 15 weeks

,

'

itself and the
Paul Douglas,;, of
involved.
'Born Yesterday," bandied it last

standard of both tele

TOWN MEEMNG

.lodia's

{

camera

as a susOF tainirtg fe^tMre, Paul Gilbert's talent
AMERICA'S
Gilbert's
is about ready to pay off.
AIE-''
a fast worker and a smooth talker
With OeoiPse V. Denny, Sen. Warren who knows how to time his gags to
Eep.
results.
best
the
Shertok,
get
Moshe
©. Miiniison,
He plays a hotel desk clerk, al''
Hourani.
1,. H. Smith and Cecil
ways found at his front deski As
Producer: Ted E'stabrook
the straight man he has a capable
foil in Harry Howe, who plays house
3* Mlns.; 8:3» p.m., Tuesday (8)
detective.
Open house is run as a
PHILADELPHIA
hotel and the week's attractions' are
WFIL-TV, Philly
introduced as guests, doing a turn In
pro- the television room.. Gilbert manr
Tliis is the first time that a
jtram was broadcast and televised ages to do comedy bits, and scenes
simultanebusly here; the ext^riment with all of them.
Red Williams, currently at the
proved a success. Show originated
from the Academy of Music where Bowery, was his first guest on show
caught (5).°
He's a- nifty dancer,
the regular ABC airer, "Town Meet
better than the average Jiepia hpofer
ing of the Air" was broadcast. Sub
lect was the hotly debated question: and has a personality on a par with
his footwork.
Second guest, Ginny;
"*«H6w Can Peace Be Maintained
Lowry,: was .attractive with" unusual
Palteline?"
seeing the participants as well as vocal charm,
An adagio team, Yvonne and Vicf
the questioners in the audience lent
an extra zing to the already popular tor, that followed, we're hampered by
show. Watching expressions of the stage limitations. The entire figures
speakers and the -audience quizzers were rarely complete, with the cam^
gave the viewer the feeling of being era either cutting in at the top or
right in the midst of the- heated ar- the bottom.
The rib-tickling laughter that folShow was. photographed
gument:
under difficult conditioris-^the stage lowed' the closing scenes is added
;iroo£ of old Keystone comedy draw
m- video. Gilbert presented a 'skit
called "Holly wood Standin," a satire
on the filming of the life of Rudolph
Valentinoj. He was assisted by Howe
Miss Lowry and several extras. Ii:
featured Dave Karp, former middleweight boxing Cham of Michigan

THE

Unwinds Diiemma

Ta|ie

more than adequate support. Show
was co-produced by Richard Har- garded German Magneta^hone, are disks. Superior fidelity of the tape
of the old
rity for ANTA and Owen Davis, Jr., called Ampex and are being pro- is expebted to show up in the quality
work was satisfactory.
,
,
duced by a new firm in San. Carlos, Of the playbacks.
One of the best and mpst aault for NBC.
shows on PhUly video thijs far.
Someone should tell both ANTA Cal,, which has financial backing
While it's expected that Mutual
and NBC, incidentally, that it gets a from, Crosby Enterprises. Latter also will institute rebroadcast 'schedlittle boresome -watching legit celebs, has sewed up sales rights to Ampex. ules
come daylight saving time,
SOUSE
OPEN
brought on to plug ANTA, read their (Bing Crosby's Philco show is taped only ABC and CBS had defln«
Ked
Howe,
Harry
ail|>ert,
With Paul
Regardless of
stuff from a script.
Williams; Ginny Lowry,:¥vonne & the short amount of preparation on rebuilt Magnetaphones owned by itely set their plans up to yesFranSan
ot
(Tues.). CBS, which gave the
Co,
terday
Palmer
A.
W.
Victor, David Carp, fuests
the
the
lower
time, such action can
;

liam Esty agency, were also.on nim
the
and weU-done. They comprised and
Producer: Tom Beiley
usual opening, mid-commercial
halfway pitch 38 Mins.; Thws. (5) ; 8*J»(-p.i«»
closing, with the
ture *1

ABC

Supporting oast lent

murderer.

tlie

Continued from pace 2S
reel

near-perfect makeup, she wa« revolting and laudable to the nth deBob Young, although never
cree.
seen, turned in a neat.penormance
as the stream-of-cdnscious yoice of

is

B

'

•

WEEP

ft

CO.

Nolieiial

Re^rManlalivM

A

NBC

B

N CINCINNATI

A

A

—

Can You Use a Castle?
three-stORT. all-itone Job Is in
excellent livable condition.
It sets
Tlii>

'

on top ot a hlH amonc IB wooded
acres OTerlooklni: BanbuiTk' Conn.; 10
bedrooms, • batlis, 0 flreplaces, besides
the usual Ilvinc rooms, a billiard
toom, a cavetaker's house and a four'
car sarare, 60 miles from New 'Vork.
It would be a swell place to entertain
In (he Krand manner I
As a movie
set alone, It la clieap at Its price ot
yso,ooo.

ALLAN
AgeM, Route

T.
7,

McKAY
DaMbury,

Com.

1360

—

n«w

Theatre Ops

Continued' troim page

2(r

FOItliER STAR OF TOP
NETWORK SHOW DESIRES

REPRESENTATION BY LEADINO
TALENT AGENT IN. HOLLYWOOD
OR NEW YORK FOR RADIO AND
PICTURES. WRITE OR WIRE
BOX .TR, VARIBTT
:

.

3«« N. Michigan Ave.

Chicago

1

sssSS

programming designed specifiwhich
would not be available to home receivers. FCC has set aside certain

of

cally for theatrical purposes,

video channels for theatres, but
these have not been used so far and
they've already been challenged by
broadcasters seeking them for regu'
lar station operation. If a sufficient
number of theatres ever go for
video, it's conceivable they could
afford to tag onto such events as a
,

heavyweight championship

fight

by

more for the tele rights
than could be paid by any broadcaster Or advertiser, merely by giving the promoters a cut of the boxoffering

office gross.

MtnneapoIis-''LOcal radio longevity
record for any one show is being
chalked up by the Red River Valley
Gang, hillbilly and "western" presentation, that has gone into its
eighth year for CBS station, WCCO.
It's on for 25 minutes Sunday mornings now and has a Minneapolis
sponsor. Bob DeHaven emcees the
show which has a big cast and .runs'
largely te music and singingi

—

•That's Gnwdput aU rlfthti He iitedi to Hbak* the tabu Vke
wh«ilMdidii>til9t1iliWbeatle*r

ti>li

J

RADIO

yfe^oMdMf, Fcbraary 18, X948

SAFEWAirUSES SPOTS

Mm

FORLOWntlCESPrfCH
Salt Lake City, Feb, 17.
The cominoility market bust has
here, with
finally Wt consnmers

Ra£o hdex-Top
(Week Jon.

•

Most

stores

have

fceen playing the wholesale price
drop Close to the chest, but Safeway
tplurged last Saturday (14) ,with 8
flock of spots whooping up the lower
price trend, Most of the hoopla went
t0 radioi a, new approach for the

chain.
cally,

NIGHTTIME

hammer

'

at

low

prices, there's a

good chance other -chains and independents wiU-follovr their lead, with
tadio cutting b>to a market that has
fought shy of spending money on aiitime in the past.

HMh

Battleford,

.

Sask.

— Vaughn

Bjerre; CJNB announcer, doubles as
a hull fiddle whacker and is fronting
his

own

Omaha, Feb,

DAYTIME

Prev,

1

2

2

8

3

1

7

6

12

7

3

8

8

9

NH

10

10

11

NR

.

..

.

Jack Benny

18
19

IS

20

NR:

Skeltbit

,

Bank Rank
6

2
3

4

NR

Girl Wfarries

28.3

+ 0:1

4

II

Stella Dallas

.26.5

—0.4

5

NR

+

3.1

6

3

—3.6
—2.6

7

..24.8
,

.

.

:

23.7

23.6

Your Hit Parade ....... 23.2
Inner Sanctum ...... ...21.7
21.5

Burns^ and Allen

.

.

,

.

..21.5

.

5

a

23.9

Sam Spade

NR

-i-5.1

24.0

Tavern

12

9

-)-1.2

.24.0

Kraft Music Hall

8

-f8.1,

'

Cbange
+3.7
+2.9
+3.8
+2.9
+3.4
+1.4

12.1
.

.....

.

.

Young Widder Brown
Our Gal, Sunday
.

Pepper Young
Lorenzo Jones

9

Big Sister
Ma Perkins (CBS)

1

Arthur Godfrey

—4.0
—0.4

12
13

e

Wendy Warren

+4.1.

14

2

My

15

10

+8.7
+9.2
+5.8

Rating

''Points'

Right to Happiness .....12.8
Backstage Wife
12.7

Portia Faces Life

10

.24.4

.24.4

24.1

,

Proeram

I

.24.9

.

Life of Riley

Duffiy's

Chatige

31,9

Cuf,

,

+0.8
+3.0
—2.2

.

25.2

Godfrey^S SiCOUts

Hed

9

Cur. Prcv.

... .29.0

Mr. District Attorney
Friend Irma

9

18

...

.....

My

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

17

Ratings
.

Fointa

.........29.2

Bob Hope
Fitch Bandwagon

14

IG

.

Fred Allen ..... .....
Charlie McCarthy
Truth or Con.seq

13

12

.

.

4
5

Program

Lux Theatre
Amos 'n' Andy
Fibber McGee

had

TOTAL ACDIENCE
Cup.

Bank Rank

jHountain Network in Utah, Wyoming and Idaho were used for a minimum of 20 spots a day.

to

Day Shows

17.

Charles T. Stuart announced to the
of KOIL last Friday that he

TOTAL AUDIENCE*
Cur.

KALL, KSL, and KUTA, loand 10 stations of the Inter-

Spots hit, at the general policy of
keeping Safeway prices in line with
wholesale quotations, and spotlight
« specific item selling at reduced
prices. So far the contracts are more
l>r less on a day to day basis, with
future use of air time depending
entirely on results obtained on the
Initial pitches. If Safeway continues

&

4-JO)

staff

Safeway Stores being the first retail
chain to corae out with a big pitch
on, lower prices.

Night

S7

CHARLES STUART OUT
OF NEBRASKA SETUP

True Story
Helen Trent

,

.

.

.

11.6

.,

11.5

.

11.3

+3.6'

... .10.9=

.10.8

-t-2.3

10,8

+2.8

.,.10.7'

+1.1:

+1.4

10.5

,.

.....10.4

0.0

,10.1
,

..... 9;8

+0;8
—0.3

9.6

+0.B

. .

+ 5.4
+0.6
+7.4

NR—Not

ranked in top brackets on preceding report.
• Includes only once-a- week shows, 15-60' Mins.
H>l>7rle>>t, 194S, A: C.

Nielwn Co.)

di.sposed of his interest

and

WGDY

of

KOIL. There

in

policy or personnel,

will

be no change
it was an-

nounced.
Transfer includes Charles T.
Stuarfs interests in the Stuart
building in Lincoln, the Stuart Insurance Agency and farms in Madison and Antelope Counties, Nebraska, as well as the three radio
stations. The retirin.t! president had
been associated with the Stuart companies since 1933 and had been president .since 1939.

ScatUe-T-Fred Eichom, formerly
program director for KXL, Portland,
is now program director at KING,
wliere his brothec John is commercial manager: Jack TregcUis, formerly with CKMO, Vancouver, B'.C.,
is now on continuity stall at KJR,
and Cliff Hansen, local AFRA- presir
dent, has taken on job of chief an>^
nomicer at KJit
:'

sevcntpiece dance band.

f

Libel Ruie
Continvf d from page 25

harassed

station

:

clients

bombarding them with
1.

Don't

-

mmmmj
who are
'

-

letters:

carry

local
political
If this gets you in

broadcasts, even
trouble with the Commission, which
holds that airing of some political
stanzas :i8 in the public Interest.
Libel suits..Blways arise out of the
local contests and- no trouble is expected in national'campaigns.
-

TELEMSION
\

SiVliON

The lawyers point out that FCC's
ruling that stations can't even screen
scripts would permit some overenthusiastic politico to use obscene
language, advocate overthrow of the
government, etc., in hir speech. This
is apt to happen, they add, in view
of FCC's loose intelrpretation on who
is a "legally qualified
candidate,"
and therefore entitled to time on
an- equal basis with majority party
leaders. This includes any ^'write-in"
candidate, or the choice of any locally recognized' uitra-ri^ht oc ultraleft wing group.

Three AlternaUves
2. For those carrying broadcasts,
there are three alternatives: take
out libel insurance (which is usually
prohibitive for the' localnwatter)
get indemnity-waivers .from speakers, and also take' out a bond on
tlxeir speeches as libel protection.
Bonds are even more expensive and
it is unlikely that such advice will
"
be adopted.
'

ASK YOUR

WAAT MAN
ABOUT

Networks and network stations
practice of getting, indemnity<twaivers from national political
contenders.
There, howtver, the
libel risk is. slight. Indemnity- waiver
is no protection to the station, lawyers point out, unless the candidates

make «

'

are well-heeled and could themselves shoulder the damages.

One such libel insurance policy
written by a Kansas City firm requires the station to pay the first
in any libel action and the
company covers the rest. Some stations are already carrying such polir

.$2,800

New WINS hoMi net ene twt
morning

'

WATV
NEW

SERVING

JERSEY AND

METROPOUTAN

NEW YORK!
Hew Jerspy

'

i

]

Station

re-.

signed as president of the Stuart
Investment Co. of Lincoln wiiich
owns and operates KOIL in Omaha,
in MuiKFOR inLincoiki and
neapolis. His brotlier, James Stuarti
has been elected president as his
successsor.
William J. Newens of
KOIL lias been made vice-president
and member of its board of directors,
but will continue active management

des.

'

'.,.

.

..'."

Noon and news mean Don Goddard and Jay Latimer to WINS listeners. Don rounds up latest world news while Jay gives New Yorkers
on inside glimpse of daily events in their own town.

Dual Radio-Tele Coverage

NBC and Chesterfield
have giVen up their plans

aftarnoon
cigarets
to:

have

Frankie Frisch double as announcer
on both radio and television for the
N(. Y. Giants' baseball games during
the coming season. Instead, Frisch
will work only on radio, with an assist by Maury Farrell. Tele play-by
play will be handled by Steve Ellis,
who worked with Frisch last year on
radio coverage"
Separate broadcasting booths

for

radio and tele have been built sideby-side at the Polo Grounds, Giants'
home field, and it's planned for
Frisch to occasionally handle an inning or two of each game on video.
N6 Reason was given for the switch
in plans, but it's believed both NBC
and the Newell Emmett ad agency,
which handles the Chesterfield account, found the system unfeasible
giving

« winning combination any time of day!

we have Johnny

muncalsessims.

NBC-Chesterfields Drop

aftei'

*ix «c«i to ferai

Caarke and Jack Lacy. Johnny's on the spot
bright and early to get listeners up and off to work on time while
Jack brightens up milady's morning chores with tte recordfid

Here

it

more

consideration,

night

This is reserved for Mel Allen, ace sportscaster who sets a few records
of his own on his doily three hour program, "The Mel Allen Show,"
Starting next month he'll be back every afternoon with the Yankee
baseball broadcasts.

nightclubs go together and so does WINS and Jack
Eigen, the Broadway-Hollywood reporter who takes the all night

New York and

stand as he invites listeners and celebrities to "Meet Me At The Copa."

Thus around-the-clock WINS offers live tolent-oll ace personalitieswho form a bloc of progroms that total wmning tcdlys every time. Now
regardless of what time of day best suits your product. WINS means
businessi Try us and see why more arid more advertisers are finding
that in New York the winning combuidtion is; at 1010 oh the dial
e K d S L E V
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Majestic FoUiiig N. Y. OTice;

M

LairaDz Na like

MCA

Chicago, Feb.

59

European Countries' Demand For

17.

John Laurenz, Mercury label vois seeking iiis release from

calist,

Bnt Twft ofStaf Get Mardi 1 Notice
Ifajesttc

Record* gave

office staff notice last

On

'mtialler

N, Y. office or

moved

,

ization plan Musicraft'has designed
in the reto launch a new attempt
cording busineiSB. Once it concludes

showed a monthly profit, but while
the former began losing money the
ditek department continued: to show a
profitable operation. Its individual
plight was caused by a siphoning off
of these profits by the losing radio

'

'
.

firm.

ASCitf" Tele Rate
Structure Near$

.

.

Partial

price dropped after the reorganization move, and before he
ccndd the price went down to
3/8. At that price he figured it

was cheaper than wallpaper and
held on and later was able to

submit to the telecasting. industry in
place of the current experimental
license there wilt be one provision
which the ASCAP board considers
frozen. Yielding to pressure from its
writer
members, the
production
board has agreed that all video licenses will be on a year to year

.

unload at $1.25 per. Hise to the
latter apparently was caused by
buyers getting in at rock bottom.

Mk

Quiet

Ob

.

have been many and consistent
rumors to the effect that a conclusion has been reached between, the
tw« paztieSL But the dii^ men and
AFliS'ers insist that there has been
no conversation at all concerning a
truce and they point to the AFM's
preoccupation with the radio network contract renewal, the Washington, D.
investigations and other
items that have claimed the full at' .American Society of Composers, tention of
heads to substantiate
AtithOrs and Publishers named its that no peace plans could have been
publisher nominating committee last made.
It's felt amopg disk executives that
\iWeek and the annual tussle with the
problem of securing, suitable music eventually recording wiQ be rebiz personalities to go to bat against sumed. Even the indies are of the
incumbents is on. It's never an easy belief that RCA-Victor and Columcommittee men Dave bia Records will not consent to a
task and
Dreyer, liedd ..EVStns and Adolph settlement of the radio, television
problems without some unVogel won't find t tan; easier this and
d«3-standing covering the recording
year, ;.
'There has beerr some talk around situation as part of the overall setNew York during the past few tlement. But, it's felt that the disk
weeks that Jack Bregman would be ban will be the last bone to be
put up as a candidate again this year gnawed over.
As a matter of fact, the major disk
'Mier having been voted off the
board last year by a group of major tompanies are not anxious to
publishers, via the society's weighted straighten things out with Petrillo
vote lyrtcm, fw failing td see eye to at least not for a few months. Tljey
t^e urith tirem on a few problems^ all have considerable amounts of
niregmifn was being mentioned be* masters laid away, some of which
tore the nominating committee was won't see the light of release for
named and at that time his conver- perhaps a year or more. And a setnow could
sation made it fairly clear that he tlement with the
Would not allow bis name to be conceivably cause a loss of a good
placed on a ballot imlcss he had the part of the investment in them, reassurance of the more powerful pub- gardless of whether the companies
lisbers that- their vote- weight wotdd themselves are the investors, or the
'

NamedbyASCAP;

C

AFM

>

"

FM

.

'

'

;

be behind him. To secure thiSy.tfae
Mblidieis be would need would
have had to xmdergo a change of
heart during the year, since the ones
be needs to assure election are the
Very ones who contributed largely
toward Biegman's exit from the

•

board last

yesur.

TbeafreFnlis

Kaye
Reading, Pa. Feb. 16.

Sammy Kaye's

orchestra broke a
on his tree-day stay
at
the
Rajah, 2,100-seater here.
Booked for three shows Thursday,
mree Friday and four Saturday,
CTowds grew to such proportions
•hat four shows were done Friday
and six Saturday, Late Saturday
afternoon the film portion of the
Ml was eliminated entirely and
Kaye and his company stayed on the
consecutive shows.
Early Saturday evening the line
0-0.

.

.

,

record

outside stretched on both sides of
the b.o. 300 feet, three abreast. Best
previous record at Bajah, manager

rWnard B. Keeney

.<!aid,

the

mo-

the

pure

at

closely to

credited to Berlin as publisher.

current trip by Dizzy Gille^iie, and
the forthcoming one by Xiouis Arm-

The seven numbers, which became part of the nucleus of

wUI open Sweden, Belgium,
Denmark, and other countries to the

sHi'oiig,

.

Bourne's catalog when Irving
Berlin and Saul Bomstein split
their partnership in Irving Berlin, Inc., in 1944, are "Tuck. Me
to Sleep in My Tucky Home,"
"My Mamtny." "Oh, How 1 Miss
You Tonight," "Yearning," "Ye.s,
Sir, Thats My Bal^," -lH Get

so-called"swingT' bands led by men.
who are internationally known via
their recordings.
There's only one

—money

drawback

My Shadow."
"White Christmas" to date has
over 3,000,000 copies. In

interest

in

.

bands of the type led by Stan Ken-

1941, its first year of publication,
the song had a turnover of 1,400,000 copies, and since then

less

have expressed

phone,

sold

never gone
copies a year.

which

Bookers assert that Eiu-opean promoters who have been in this country' in recent months, or ha've done
business with them by mail and

By" and "Me' and

it's

difficulties;

eventually will be ironed.

Basie, Dnke Eliington>
IJorsey and others of that
that if the Stew-

Count

ton,

Tommy

than 300,000

And they hope

ilk.

and AmKtrong'-type
combos are thoroughly successful at
the b.o., 'the en'ihusiasm Ihey might
fire would open the way far bands
that aren't based on almost pure jazz
and relieve somewhat the. stagnated

arts, Gillespie's

condition that surrounds these

b.o;

•

combos currently in the U. S.
In some instances, the bookers are

'

not adopting a watch-and-wait attitude they're going -over themselves

—

For exalnple, Billy- Shaw,
veepee of Gale, Inc., which handles
Gillespie,
hopped off yesterday
(Tuesday) by plane.
Hell cover
Sweden, England, Paris and not necessarily in company with GiUespie,
Joe Glaser, head of Associated Booking Corp., takes off eithjer- t^iday or
to see.

<Contintied Ofj^.page 43)

Oeccas Dramas

-

On Wax

Set

To

i

—

^

Go to Miulet

with Decca's. nostalgic- song
"Songs Of Our Times^'' "27 albums covering 1917-1943," Jack Kapp
is now ready to release his drama-*
on-'wax ^i^ri^s on which the company
has been working for several years;
Jane Cowl ia "Smilin* Tl»ru," Flor- '»
ence Reed in "Shanghai Gesture,"
Mabel TairafSno in "Polly., of the
Circus," (the late) Laurette Taylor
in ber classic "Peg o' My Heart,"
Judith Anderson in the current
the dinner take was discussed, but
•Medea'^ and John Gielgud in "The
was left for settlement Until after Importance of Being Earnest" are
the 'end of Herman's fltt'st week. And .«me of thfe' historic legit items the
now he Wants his cut; of t*>at coin, disk company has. impressed perpointing out that regatdiess ot how manently, on Wax. ir, Y. Sijii's dram*
or why the diners -were in the spot, .dritic Ward Morehouse edited thishe should share in liie ie venue

A^

cycle,

,

'

.

that the dressing

up

of a

number

is

a "dramatic"

use.
In such a situamust deal with the
copyright owner direct rather than

tion the licensee

ASCAP.

•

'

ASCAP

board has not experienced
anywrtiere near the difficulty it had
anticipated from members affiliated
w'th film .manufacturers in evolving
a video formula. Warner Bros, has
shown a marked disposition to cooperate.
similar tendency has

-

therefrom.

series.

^

a

;

DATE SNARL ON JULY

Demand

BOOKING AT

"

May

S

t^

.lack Ostfeld

segment.

for months,

If Kaye is finally set in one spot
or the other, it will rnark the first
time that a General Artists Corp.
band has played the Astor in years,
Music Corp. of America
if ever.
usually fills in the Astor's season

may be

sold.

An

uniden-

buyer has made an offer for
the catalog and the firm's creditors
have been approached with a plan of

tified

compensation whereby they would
realize 25c on the dollar if the transaction goes through. It's understood

DISK SPINNING

FROM

A VEGETABLE

12-inchers at 125 yen ($2.50), official
prices, then resell them , in rural
districts at double those figures.
Best sellers among Nip customer*
are Columbia's "Yume Awafci To-

BIN kyo" ("Dreamy Tokyo"),' and Victor.s' "Tare fca Yume naki?" t"Who
Philadelphia, Feb; 17.
Now it's a disk jockey show direct Hath No Dreams?"). Occupation perfrom a super-market. A program sonnel have just about exhausted
broadcast dally from the Balti- the .supply of "Hingo-no-Uta" ("ApIf the firm is sold under the pros- is
Song") and "Shina-no-Yoru"
pective terms, neither Ostfeld nor more Markets store, Camden, over ple
Bob ("Night in Cihtea").
Platter - spinner is
Spivak, it's said, would realize any- WCAM.
sales or "Yume Awaki Tokyo"
thing from the transfer aside from Swanson.
Show combines playing of new hit 150,000 pres5iD£i in December.
under the comout

with talent, and Kaye was with that
agency up until last year. He's such
a fixture at the spot, however, that
Christenben-y is amenable to buying
him regardless of his agency affilia-

that

if

that plan

would be

tion.

getting

is

rejected the deal

-

off.

from

Max KMninsky, current at the pany's debtors.
Ostfeld is now on the Coast workthree days, Village Vanguard, N. Y., marks his
for Jack Johnstone's new BMI
last 2&th year as a professional trum- ing
publishing house.
peter next Monday (23).

was Louis Armstrong's $11,400
May 1-3. Kaye drew $17,000,

appetite

ment adheres

jazz fare, but arc hoping tliat the
trails blazed .during the past months
by -Don RedDaan, Rex Stewart, the

\

Film to Handle Crowds

Continental

of

Similarly Ksplt 'is given .to petIn accepting the Palladium's offer manent recoi'ds Of the greats. in all
of .such a Jpw guarantee aigainst oth6r fields and has already reA
the percentage, incidentally, Herman corded albums by Al Jolson, Eddie
been shown by Paramount. Excep- was roundly criticized by rl'va'l Cantor, Harry Richman, Sophie
Some
tion has been M-G-M, owner of maestros and major agency men. Tucker and George Jesset
artists.
Bobbins, Feist and Miller publishing His business during the first week. have yet to be relea.sed.
companies. It has offered stiff ob- Which approxiniated $17,5(X), returned
jections to various formula proposals him almosHE as «juch as any band Has
So Heavy
and held tightly to suggestions ad- ever gotten out of the Paladium, ex- Disk
vanced- by itself. However, the cept possibly the Tex- Beneke orchesASTOR,N.Y. board does not regard Metro's posi- tra. His cut of his first week's business
In Tokyo Opportmusts
was slightly over $7,000, which today
Final aisfgnrn^t of name bands; tion as unreasonable or beyond the
/approximates a theatre-week salary
range of compromi.se.
for the Astor Roof, New York, sum^ \ and Obviously iuStlfies his acceptahce
Tokyo, Feb. 10.
/
of Ihe Palladium's new type deal.
mer season, a yearly booking plum,
Records are going like the proverstill has not been completed. One of
Dormant Stevens Mnsic
I'Tba^t unlfl bial hotcakes in Japan today. Sales-:,
LT
the items deferring the final selec^
are so' large that music stores can't
tion is the desire by Sammy Kaye
'^ '"^
Catalog
Be Sold uarantee against a 50% cut over keep up with the demand, especially
for the final six weeks o£ the Hoofs
That for dance' music.
.V.
.$13,.^)00
deal was instituted
run, beginning around Aug. 21, while
Stevens Music, Broadcast Music
As a matter of fact, retailers have
Bob Cbristenberryy Astor managing affiliated firm set up a couple years didn't pan out and the Palladium
its sights to the terms of- discovered that many buyers secure
director, would like him to work the ago by maestro Charlie Spivak and dropped
10-inch records at 75 yen ($150) and
middle, or early July to late August
which has lain dormant fered Herman.

AFM

.

Cavalcade

American Sheet Music". Also
seven songs, which are now controlled by Bourne, Inc., were-

a price plan for television, the basic
formula as to types of uses has been'
developed to the point where the
board can submit it to members
along with agreements extending
Hollywood. Feb. 17.
their assignment of video rights unWoody Herman and. the operators
til
1965 ^agreements now expire
Sec. 31 this jrear). Bequest for rights of the Pall adittm BallroOrrf are
extensions hias been held up until huddling currently over an unsettled
the Society was able to tell its memportion of the contrjict terms under
bers, particularly
tlie
production
writers, just how it proposed tft han- which Herman's band moved info
dle these rights. A sidelight on the the spot last week on a completely
develapmcnt of the formula is the new guarantee aud P^P^tage basis.
part that film and show writers' have
Conversations, jyWdj h a v e n t .yet
played in the discussions. These
reached the sti^e ^bepti: tHe^ iaight
writers, feel that they have a major
stake. in the use of their works by be Killed a dispute, aise' *^^
the new miedium, since they see it portion of the spot's dinpejf 'checlcs
as' competitive With Hollywood, and
should accrtie to the leadeir in his
they 'want to make sure that the
pferceivfage cut.
price balance doesn't go against
iPalladivun allows free admission to
them.
Hollywood has in the past
paid big coin lor new material and the dance floor to people who. patrights to standard tunes.
ronize the spot for dinrier, at $2.50
Underlying all approaches to the per plate. And the income from such
Use formula for video is A single checks'
is not counted as part of the
principle
whether, in music biz
dsincing adrtiission reyeMUe
parlance a performance will ,be a regular
a'anall right" or "dramatic right." in which' Hi^xuian shares under
Former is a simple visual use a£id deal tailing: for a guarantee of .apthe latter is produced with costume proximately ^800 weekly; against
and special scenery. Theory gen50% of the gross over $8,500. When
erally agreed to within ASCAP is
the latter contract was formulated

.

.

Irving Berlin's '-White Christmas" was the victim of a typographical error of omission in
Varib*t'» recent compilation, of

Although the Society is several
months away from coming up with

'

:

II. S. booking agoseies are keep^
ingft a close eyi 'on the growing
European demand for this country'*
outstanding jazz maestros and bands.
They are well aware so far that the

Bomne's 7 Top Hits

~

evaluated.

;

'

'

Combos Seen Spreading

basis for the first few years, oi- until
tele's methods of music use have
become pretty well formalized and

'

M-AFM Front;

'ft^Qpan Pudhed

Focus

Whatever the contract terms that
the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers eventually

Nonunatii^ Board

.

Hollywood to

U. S. Jazz

?'l,00O,00»-Copy

Deny Peace Taft

.

to

.

Factory reps ol ;iMa;estic state that
the month of February would have
been the disk division's best since
There has been no secret underttw tidivent .of the blade ink. They
point <mt tliat three Eddy Howard standing or negotiations of any kind
betweeu the recording companies
(Continued on page ^)
and the American Federation of Musicians relative to a settlement of
the disk ban. In recent weeks there

>

which Jie goes
'

company's legal move caught
them, holding the bag.
None of those involuted would
say how much they paid for the
stock. One. however, wanted to
sell at 50c a share, to which the

Cbicaeo legal moves to put up a
against the onslaughts of crediwill
tors, opeiatibn »t the company
be resumed. As a matter of fact, the
company's Newark pressing plant
was to have reopened QAonday (16),
.but a lack of coin forced delay of

of

appear in Columbia's ^Lights Over
*
WaikiW."

the company's stock. They had
bought preferred shares' on a b'p
that a' merger With another company was imminent and the

.«jtm|W's Newark, N. J., pressing
l^mti HOW closed,
"^Moves are all part of the reorgan-

^

after

Sled last weel^ tmder Chaiptra II
of the Chandler Act, caught several New York musie biz people
in the middle of a venture with

to the

those plans.
Ironic part of the financial plight
jn Which Majestic now finds itself is
that it was caused entirely by the
Badlo and Television parent company. Majestic's record division alone
has operated at a profit since SepAt that time or
tember. 1946.
ehorUy thereafter,' the combined ra
and recording divisio^ both

a Note of Anguish

Maiestic's reorganization plan.

and Lee Sabin, artists and repertoire
men, go off the payroll. Baron and
Sabin will either be put into a

Corp.

America. Singer
citfinis that bookings set by MCA
have been spotty and have given
him little opportunity in the east
and midwest.
Laurenz is skedded for the Copacabana, New York's spring show,

New^

its

week, elsignalled the
lective March 1, which
branch and
folding of the company's
personnel
ftudios in the east. All
with the exception of Paul Baron

York

Mi)^

,

'

recordings and a telephone giveaway, with prizes consisting of "groceries plus cash for favorite charity
chosen by the winners^

Maurice Winnick, British bandleader, returned to England last
week after » mtkntb in tbe U. S.

:

W'edncgd[ay» February 18,

ORCHBSTBAS-AIIJSIC
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on Hit Parade'

'Earrings' Fadeoid

1948

In^ Orcliestras-Mndc--INsks

Kenton^s Carnegie Hall

Concert a Kifler Both

This time it was word-of-mouth an* not any of those disk Jockey revivals which figures In Decca's reissuing of Tony Martin's "My Next
Artistically and at B.O. Romance." Coincidentally, Bregman-Vocco-Conn is making
this oldie Ruth
Stan Kenton's idea of subordinat- Lowe tune its new plug song. Martin had waxed it before the war but its
ing dance dates in lavor ol one-night coupling with a western is said to have militated against its catching on
Lucky Strike "Hit Parade" became f
although jukeboxes reported, even then, that' the "Romance" side was
Involved with another music com-'
concert stands paid off for him on
getting a rather unusual play. Miss Lowe, now retired and married in
pany owned by a major Hollywood Tower and Steven End
his flrst date at Carnegie Hall, N. Y.,
Toronto, had written this as a.sequel to her "I'll Never Smile Again,"
saim manufacturer last week when it
Diskery Publishing Tie Saturday (14) midnight. Date topped
Decca's Jack Kapp kept paying Martin $1,000 a month advance royaltobogganed the song, "Golden EarHollywood, Feb. 17.
any attendance or gross "flgure ever, tieSi while the singer was in service, and when he got back the crooner
rings" from the No. 1 slot on the
Dick Bradley, Tower Record chief, chalked up at that once staid aud. started catching; up with other platters until a situation arose where
weekly broadcast (NBC) off the proSteven' Music flrm\have
Bing Crosby, Dick Haymes and Martin were conflicting on song prefergram entirely. Event set Paramount and Arthur
than
More
3,400 people literally batdissolved partnership wherebj^usic
ences. This resulted in the latter shifting to Mercury, and. subsequelitly
Pictures and its subsidiary' publishfirm was to publish all originals tled their way in, laying out $8,300 to Victor.
ing houses Pai:amount Mu^ic, in an
waxed by Tower and label was to (including tax). They had 'em sit.When Miss Lowe recently discussed reissuing the Martin disk she got"
uproar and caused the latter to displatter all pubbery's tunes.
ting on the stage, standing in the releases from her old pub. B-V-C, which has a music publishing affiliapatch a sharp wire of protest. And,
oldie ballad. Ralph
Gene Howe, a partner with Abe aisles and jammed eight deep into tion with Decca. Latter decided to go to work on the
it's said, if the wire doesn't get ac•
in Steven
Freed did the lyric.
tion Paramount attorneys will fol- Ostrow and Tony Kahn
boxe»-T-and very
pair the usual six-seat
low in the footsteps of Warner Bros., firm, has sold out to remaining
few left before the last blaring
Guy Lombardo and. the men who operate the "Candid Microphone"
whose music houses went into court and will affiliate with Bradley as
promotion co-ordi- trumpet note faded at 2:45 a.m.
broadcast (CBS) crossed up music men in gathering the material for
with American Tobacco and E'oote, distribution and
Kenton is 'unique in his field, "^e their past Thursday evening (12) show. Radio men hid a microphone
Cone Ac Belding, .the program's nator..

Cues Par Sqoawk, Threat of Adion

•

•

•

.

V,

agency, a couple -years ago.
Paramotmt's sharp objection to
the handling of "E'arings" is due to
the claim that its complete absence
from the "Hit Parade" last Saturday
(14) after having been cited fts the
No. 1 song of the nation two weeks
before (on' Feb. 7 the "Hit Parade"
was off the air due to President
Truman's speech), would have a
harmful effect on the picture's b.o.,
•thereby hitting where, it hurt. Par
isn't interested in the possible effect
the trick plays Lucky is using on
the tune, will have on sheet sales;
it maintains .the publishing firms
(Famous is sister house) only as an
aid' to its pictures through song exploitation. And in this case the mel«dy Is a title tune.
This is the third major beef
against the "Hit Parade's" rating of
pop tunes -within the p^st two
momths and they follow by only a
half-year or so the settlement of the
suit vs. the sponsor. This settle^
ment was supposed to entail the es'
tablishment of a new, fool-proof
method of gathering information as
A means tttwatd gauging the top
tunes of the coUfitry. Ratings of
"Ballerina" and "foo-Pat' PWka" re
cently provided cause for objections
by the respective publishers.
'

'

WB

Bradley, will Start his
firm, as yet

own music

unnamed.

has virtually disavowed the usual
conception of dance music, concen-

on what he
terms "progressive jazz," on the astrating almost entirely

Valdes Finds

St.

Uo-N.Y.

sumption that, "for jazz to progress,
it must be taken out of the dance
halls and given a chance on the

Too Close for Comfort
Valdes found out

Miguelito

week

last

bookmgs allowing

that

too-

As a

concert stage."
college dates

he

still

result, the

few

plays are dis-

appointing to the. terpers, since his

multi-rhythmed music
dancmg. His concerts, though, apparently are big b.o. everywhere. He
grossed more in Philadelphia's Academy of Music Friday (13) night
than at Carnegie Hall, and his Feb.
22 date at the Chicago Civic Opera
House is already sold out. In Boston
Symphony Hall Sunday (15) evening
It seems Valdes wasn't due to
he worked with more than 200
close at the Chase hotel, St. Louis people onstage behind the banduntil Thursday (12) night and the stand, grossing
$5,900 including tax.
William Morris agency figured he
Kenton's success is' based on his
could fly in in time. It induced an

between dates

short intervals,

isn't built for

aren't

feasible during the winter. He was
due to open at the La Martinique,
Ni^W York, Friday (13) with his
bai)d and, at debut time he was on
a train somewhere in Ohio. And the
Martinique had Spread ads in N.Y.
dailies citing his debut.
-

beneath the table cloth of a corner table at the Roosevelt hotel Grill, New
York; where Lombardo is playirfg, and the leader grabbed three or four
music men one at a time to talk over with them the songs they are
working oh. Their conversation was recorded on tape equipment installed in the kitchen of the Grill and of the candid lines spilled by
Murray Baker, professional manager of Robbins, George Dahlin, prof,
mgr. of Feist, and George Pincus, prof^ mgr. of Shapiro>Bernstein, Pincug'
'

was broadcast.

Tony

'

Pastor's approach to the arrangements he used on Columbus reFrom 29 Palms" and the current "Gonna Get a Girl"
new and, in the case of the latter;- there's always con-

cordings of "Lady
is

something

wonderment expressed by auditors when a coinraachine begins
spinning the disk or it's played on the air. Arrangement calls for Pastor's
musicians to emulate vocally what they might be playing instrumentally
Pastor's vocal. But the sounds they emit vocally
seem like words so much that- people are always .strainhig to understand
what they are singing—and can't. It's an Idea that is getting more plays
for the disk. Ralph Flanagan wrote both arrangements and the style ii)
to be applied in the future wherever possible.

siderable

,

as a background to

.

'Art MoQney was rumored around New York as being in a position
of not earning a penny in royalties from his "I'm Looking Over a Four-*
Leaf Clover" hit; record for M-G-M. It was said that his- deal with
the disk company- did not call for'a royalty, hence the hit would not Help
him recover any pp-t of the more than $125,000 his backers have poured
into his band since .s inception. As a matter of fact, Mooney's deal with
M-G-M, arranged by (Tharlie Yates and Joe Glaser of Associated Book-*
ing, calls for a guarantee of $300 per side against the usual royalty of 5%
of the retail sale price of the record. Iilooney figures to earn somewhere
between $30,000 and $35,000 out of the disk's sales^ which have run up to

constant striving for: new paths in
to hold a scheduled flight
music, his bands' excellent undera. half hours for the 13
standing of it and the extreme flexpeople in the band and everything
ibility of his sidemen. Plus, which,
Would have been on schedule expecularly enough, there is the entire
cept that weather closed in at St.
crew's fine sense of showmanship.
LouiS' and prevented
a takeoff.
,
That combination has made him a approximately 900.000.
Valdes came by train and didn't get
standofft in his field. His music,
into N.y. until iSaturday morning.
filled
with dissonant and atonal
When Red Ingle flrst began his method of dressing standard tunes in
chords,' barrels of percussion* and novelty arrangements so novel that not much of the original melody wa»
blaring, but tremendously, precise recognizable, he had difficulty securing permission from publishers to use
brass, could probably be compared their material. When his "Tim-Tayshun" disk hit he still found Some rein the jazz field to the music of sistance, but most of the bars were let dowd by pubs more eager for that'
Stravinsky and Shostakovich in the extra royalty gravy or the possible launching' of a revival hit, than they
longhair category. In fact, some of were in artistry. Except Max Dreyfus, who refused the use
of the late
The fop 30" songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience
his material and tne performance ot Jerome Kern's material for such a twisted purpose
and continues to refuse.
Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over Radio
it
approaches a point where it's He won't have Kern's works, taken apart and reeonst'ructed in
a novelty
Kettoorfcs.
Published bj> the O/flce of Reseorch, Inc., Dr. John G.
dipped with a longhair flavor despite: vein,.' .
Peatman. Director.
its jazz aims.
airline

'

two and

,

'

Songs With Largest Ra£o Aufience
'

Survey Week ot February

A Few

6-11!,

More Kisses

1948.

«

<

Patmar

;

AU

Dressed Up With Broken Heart . . .
.
.... Marks
'^Uerlna I .
t .................. v ... , Jefferson
.

i

Beg Vour Pardon

.

...

. i

JEtobbins

.i

Free— t"Good* News".
But Beautiful—f'Road To Rio"
Rest lliings Xre

.

Crawford

.

Burke-VH

Civilization—'^"Angel, in the Whigs"..,;

Morris

.

'

Golden Earrings^fGoldeii Earrings'^ .<>...
.Paramount
.-.
Hcv Lucky You Are.
..-.....,««..
Maurice'
.
How Soon
.Supreme
I'll Dance At Your Wedding........;...,.,. .........Simon
I'm Comin': a Courtin' Corabelle i............ ...... Dreyer
I'm Looking Over a Four Leaf Clover
Remick
Loye ts So Terrifiic ....................... .......i Mellin
.

.

.

,

.

.

,

,

. . .

.

.

Maiiana

.Barbour-Lee
Is ow Is the Hour
.....Leeds
Papa You Dance With
"High Button Shoes". . .Morris
Pass the Peace Pipe-^t"Gr00dNews"v.... ........ .....Crawford
Passing Fancy
......BMI
Pianissimo
.Santly-Joy
Saturday Date
.....Southern
Serenade Of (he Bdls
Melrose
.
. . i
Shauny O'Shay— *"Look Ma, I'm Dancing"
Chappell
,

Me—

.

.

.-

.

The

Stars Will

.

Remember

.Harms

Treasure Sierra Madre—t"Treasure of Sierra Madre". ; Remick

What'U

Why

•

I

:

Do

Berlin

Rain On Sunday........
...Johnstone
With
and a Ho Ho Ho.
.......Bourne
You Were Meant For Me
Miller
You've Changed
...Melody Lane
Doejs It Have to
a Hey and a Hi

The rcmoining

21 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted
Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over
Radio Networks. Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John

Oi Pcafmon, Director

Results

o& the audience's ears and

emotions were probably best summed
up by disk jockey Freddie Robbins,
co-promoter and emcee of the Hall's
one-night stands. He termed Ken.
ton's Hall debut the "St. Valentine's
Day Massacre of 1948.^' Band threw
pVafotieally every number in its 11
brary at the customers, teeing off aS
usual with "Artistry in Rhythm" and
winding with its novel "Concerto to
End AU Concertos." In a switch
from the usual band presentation, the
concert was run strictly in the longhair groove. 'June Christy, Kenton's
pert femme vocalist, was featured in
her own spot, just as any single con^
cert artist would have oeen.

Kenton was confronted at times
with the Usual Carnegie Hall mike
trouble, used only for soloists and to
enhance certain instruments with

one mike fading completely early in
the show. It probably saved quite a
few eardrums.
Each of the crew got its own
chance to shine, with each displaying plenty of versatility and crafts
manship. As a special offering. Ken
ton played a new "Prolog Suite,"
cleffed by his ace arranger, Pete
Rugolo. Four-movement opus was
•

-

Major music publishers, accustomed to the cbnstarit activity of selecting
them recorded and planning plug campaigns, etc., are finding
the present very dull. They have nothing to do except get out after the
ever-important plug. The recording ban, which went into effect Jan. 1, has
removed all other activities. With all or a majority of future tunes
canned and release schedules down on paper, virtualjy all of the major
song men know exactly what they're going to be doing months from now,
some as far ahead as « year. And it's such an unusual feeling to them that
•they feel lost
songs, getting

.

Sammy Kaye has developed a switch oh his "So You Want To Lead a
idea.
New idea combines the ''Lead e Band" basis with a quia

Band"

supplement.

comedy

Kaye

^effect.

If

feeds each contestant four simple queries, designed for
none is answered correctly the contestant is allowed
Two correct gets four, three
Kaye feels that it adds somea guest conductor "leading" a

only one of Kaye'* musicians to "conduct."
gets eight men and four the entire band.
thing to the idea, especially the picture of
staigle musician.

Mercury Records has been very interested in where Columbia Records
secured the master of the Tiny Hill recording it recently released of
"Four-Leaf Clover." Mercury men have HiU's. orchestra under contract
currently and they still have been wondering whether Columbia's release
was a reissue of an old disk or a completely new record. As a matter of
fact, Hill recorded- years back for CRG'S Okeh label,
a 85c seller virtually
discontinued since wartime. His "Four-LeaiC" master was made during
that period.

Maury Cohen, operator of the Palladium Ballroom, Hollywood, flatly
denies that he will soon restrict his spot to three days a week of operation,

as^haSjbeen rumored. He points out that it would require just as much of
modern classics, evi- a "nut" to open the Palladium's doors for three days as it does currently
dencing a neat merger of American to operate six full days. Ev«n though business has been off, whatever is
and Latin American rhythms.
picked up during Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday is so much more toward
Miss Christy was especially stand operatmg costs. A three-day policy would only reduce income, not overclosest to the

,

out. No other vocalist has probably head.
blended her pipes so well with a
band's particular style and she drew
Whats in a name? There are a couple the post of flee would like to get*
strong appreciation with such tunes straightened out. Louis Jordan of Tympany Five
lame and Louis Jouras "How High the Moon," "Willow, dan, under contract to David O. Selznick,
would also like to toss the
Weep for Me" and a special Benny whole problem into the basket and order a couple of new monickers.
Carter number, titled "Lonely Wo- Jouydan's mall has been following Jordan from France all over the U. S.
man,"
Trumpetman Ray Wetzel while Jordarfs letters seem to wend their way into the hands of Jourdan.
handled comedy songs okay, doing a
particiUarly nice job on "Now He
Jack Kapp is planning Decca reissues of many old Bing Crosby scores
Tells Me,"
from old pictures. These may be tied in with possible Aim reissues but
Whole evening, in fact, had only otherwise will be merehandised independently.
two minor drawbacks. For One, KenAmong the last fllmusical scores Crosby gbt under the
wire was the
ton offered too much at one sitting. "Connecticut Yankee" music.
The "Emt)eror's Waltz" album has been
His results could be even more awaiting release of the film also.
spectacular if he'd leave the audience wanting more, instead of
Nacio Herb Brown Jr.'s having plenty of trouble because of the Junior
tossing everything he has at them. tag. Townsfolk stopping to
talk to Nacio Jr. are commenting, "Say Nace,
Other mistake was the overly-done I^see your father's written a new song."
Truth is, Junior wrote the ditty,
byplay in the next-to-closing slot, 'Who Put That Dream in
Your Eye," with Al Stewart,
allotted by Kenton to his crew for
taking bows. They're all obviously
Will "Near You" endanger the "Wedding March"? Fi?ancis Craig, cotalented, but bunching the comedy cleffer of ditty with
Kermit Goell, received a wire from a newly wed couple
in one spot made it seem cute in
informing him that they discarded the "Wedding March" and instead got
stead of funny.
stai.
hitched to the strains of "Near You."
•

An

Old Sombrero
Shapiro-B
At the Candlelight Cafe
Witmark
Dickey-Bird Song . ,
Robbins
Don't Call It Love
..............
.......Famous
Don't You Love Me Anymore...,., ......... .........Oxford
Gentleman Is a Dope— '"Allegro"...,.... .............. Williamson
,

I Still

Love You

..Thomas

Tm My Own Grandpaw

General

In a Little Bookshop
Let's

"Triangle

Be Sweethearts Again

C-P
Advanced

..

Lone Star Moon

Made Per Each Other

Southern

Melancholy

My How the Time Goes By
Oooh Look-a There, Ain't She

..BVC
.Chappell

;

Leeds
Saturday Night In Central Park
..".T. B. Harms
Tell Me a Story >.......,.........,.i.,..,,..........Lfturer
Teresa
...Duchess
Thoughtless
..Feist
,,,
.
Too-Pat Polka
Shapiro-B
Who Put That Dream In Your Eyes.
Stuart
tFilffiUiieal,

*X.«ij4t

Musical.

Pretty

.

.

,

. .

......

.

. .

.

.

APM

.

<

.

*

»
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orchestras-music
Warnow

JockS/ Jukes and Disks
Bf Ben Bodec

"

mm

Marches With Vocals
Hollywood, Feb.

Mark Warnow has

'
'

'

i

Ames Bro«.—"Tell Me a Story," and the general bypjay of the or"U You Had All the World and Its chestra add up to a sweet musical
It this

tiold" (Decca).

and

it's

a pretty

,

record clicks,

safe liet

it

will,

composed ii» tegJster (SlI baritones) and put them on
wax. Should such a reaction materialize, the copyists would likely
face a tough problem in matching
duartets simijlarly

'

compote.

Coast Records.

Ray Charles

*

f Sale*.
"The Sabre Dance"

Me

"Tell

a

(Woody

(Am6s

Story"

Bros.)*t$

Knew

I

the

Name"

(Kay Noble, Buddy Clark)
"You Got to See Mama Ev'ry
.

Night" (Kay Starr)*t

Rhumba" (Xavier

"Jurvple
Cugat)*t'$

VAU Dressed Up with a
Broken Heart" (Russ Morgan )*t
His phrasing and tonal lushness in
"Story" is something that demands
replaying. The brothers are naturals
with the low down tjrpe of sentimental ditty^ With the public showing favor for that, song idiom, they
should foe due for a ride. Before
linhig up with Qecca the brothers
.

some records behind Lanny Koss

did

for Majestic. Under the latter label
they were'known as the Amory Bros.

Kay Starr-^"Mercy, Mercy, Mer"You Got To See Marrima Ev'ry
Night" (Capitol). Promoted with his
cy,"

from

platter

Capitol's

Americana

4o.the black label. Miss Starr' proves
l»y way of "Mama** that she can scat
out the blues with about the best of
:ihem. The girl's got sturdy pipes
Und dynamic style that, lend themselves excitingly to this oldie. While
"Mercy" has itsjnerits, the overall,
•ppeal of the record may have been
heightened if, instead ,of repeating.
«n a blues note, the other side contained a .slow ballad, as a contrast

and

show oB her versatility. Juke

to

a dd.i c

t

will

s

VMama."

a kick out of

liet

,

Ramoni

Thornhtll
"Paradise,"
for Me'* (Colum-^
Quality stuff for eithei^. listening or dancing, with the Tliornhill
digits treating' "Meant", particularly
to .^ome bouncey passages of melody.
And, for good measure, there's Kay
bia),

Doyle'.s

Wish

"I

Littee

Orch.

—

Claude

H6rman)*t$.

— "Rhumba

warm

Ijrricizing.

—

Joan Brooks
"If You Were the
Only Girl in the World," "Seven
Days a Weelt" (Musicraft). The first
side, especially, sparkles with a talent that can wrap a song up with
style, feeling and refreshing vocal
expression.
The plug song also
comes through with deft interpretation but it lacks «her sock delivery
of the oldie.

Monica Lewis, Bob Eberle, Russ
"Lucky In- Love,"

Morgan Orch.

Summer at Mpls.; Park

and breezey

,cause of its; melodic

lilt,

but' the dueling on "Imagine," a
ballad, also has that likeable flavor.

Xavier Curat— 'Jungle Rhumba,"
"Ok'l Baby Dok'l" (Columbia). AS
exciting an Item as Cugat has -put
out in some time, this version of
"Jungle Rhumba." The instrumental
crosaplay that swirls around ihis
piano brings out aU the dash, color
and tricky harmonies of this novelty.
It's surefire for the jukes tind a
counter special. Reverse side is a
catchy filler, with Aladdin on the
'

'

eral impression gained is that the
warbler will garner moro prestige

from them than counter

call.

Sammy Kaye—"We

(Continued on page 43)

(WJJD, Chicago)
•

(Glenn

>

from "Gaite Parisienne" (London Philharmonic),
Finale

•!

..i'-'Stop,

Xove

It"

J^^J^
*

4

hands novelty has spark, zest and exceptional musical know-how. Ralph
Voung and a gi[rl trio pitch the vocal.
Tht; rhumba' calypso oti the
backing, which tells of a Cub'an
marble game, makes a good pre-

'

17.

time local park board

"jive" concert days at
of the parks and playgrounds

here next summer.
Purpose is to
concentrate on programs that will
have greater appeal for teen-agers.
Dance tunes will include jive and

with the proper Instru-

bers prepared to furnish entertainment features other than straight
concert music.''

DECCA DENIES PALDA
'HEARTBREAKER' DEAL
week

last

that one of its personnel bad discussed with the operators of the
Paida label of Philadelphia the possibility of purchasing the master Of
the tune, "Heartbreaker." Jhis disk, Buckley, v.p. Universal claims that
made by the Ferko String Band, a ;When It leased the Harmonicats to
'band,

'

stirring

is.

Tune

up comment- in that area.

Decfca pointed out that it wouldn't ceive A minimum guarantee per
countenance purchase of the master year of $24,000 as tl>eir tialf of profat any price since the latter had been
its of the ^SEarmonicats! disks plus
made by a non-union band (Ferko one-half royalties .on "Peg O* My
and the Uptown String quartet, Heart." To date they have received
which originally 1 a u n c h e d "Four
account-

'

Herman—"T he Sabre

Friend,"

"Love

mood

3.

MANANA

BALLERINA

5.

GOLDEN EARRINGS

(Remick)

(4)

.

(Bubour-Lee)
(13)..(Je0erson)
(8)

RANNT WECK8
1-Z; fcSH-l p.ii.

.

Particlpatinx

WCOP, BMten

_

Ranny Weeks, long a top

An

,

Vaughn Monroe

I

Jimmy Dorsey

M-G-M

Peggy Lee
Dinah Shore

Capitol

Cohmhia

CIar)c-Wob!c

Colmnbio

t

DANCE AT WgDDINO

(5)

(Simon)

(6)

(Morris)

j

Victor

Tony Martin
(Jo Stafford

'local

Victor

J

.

.

.

proving

k

'

who

at

playing the week's winners or most
requested disks. Another gimmick i*
playing kid's albums, one side at a
time. Finishes up 6:30 stint in .time
to make the Latin Quarter, 'Where
Site.
he's conducting his band.

...Columbia
TOO-FAT. POLKA \n) (Shapiro Ij,''•'"*'"*••""""*' \ Andreujs Sisters, . .-. ....... Decca
I
Crosbj/. .... ........ .Decca
j Bins
SOON <1S) (Supreme)
......... ..... ....... .
{jack Oviens
v. .Tower
.Decco
Lombardo
\ Giiy
I'M MV OWN ORANDPAW (2) (Getteri»l)
Oscar, .... ....... .Victor
'XLonzo

HOW

WCOP. And

accomplished baritone

one time fUrted with' the operatic
stage, Weeks has a very agret^able
voice and a goo{3 .sense of humor.
Follows no set format for' disks, relying on his own sense of timing and
his knpwledge of musical taste to
keep his sessions varied and listen.^
able. Comments on music apd musicians are authoritative because of hi*
long association with the biz.
Guests are not always bandleaders
or singers. At one session he interviewed only woman piano tuner in
these parts; on another interviewed
Verne Powell, flutemaker. Friday
afternoon session is given over to

Capitol
.Victor

Sammy Kaye

'

on

stint

solid click,

J

f

(Paramount)

SERENADE OF THE BELLS

.

,

BILL

&

(Sh»piro*B)

.

TERESA

vi^'

.

;

;

.. ....

.i.

BEG TOUa PARDON

BALDWIN SHOW

60 Mins.; Mon.-tbru-Friday

KSFO, San
Leaning
........
i

(RObbins)
(

....i.

(

(Crawford)

(

Dinah Shbre..

Kay Kyser

'

I

.

.

•

»»*

.Decctt

Mercury

.

;

.

.

i

Benny Goodman and Dorothy

(in

.Victor

Recorded

Colwjnbio

Tonic," of the

Andrews Sisters
Decca
Tony Pastor. ........... Columbio
.

..Columbia

.

Victor

Franfcte Lainc.

[p^^^^ ^omo
weeks sono has been in the Top
<f

*

i

>

.

f it »;»

one program) John and Sandra
Damen recording of "They
to Beat the Band," "Spring

Steele's
-

i

.Mercuru
....Victor
10.)

««

'

4

Kir.*

stcn caliber, with

.

Larry Green

,

well-

whom he discusses
recording, as well as .music in eeneral.
Baldwin's collection of unusual disk items, many stemming
from the small label group, include

.....Capitol

.

a

favors its ttuiet, direct, completely
informal appeal. In addition to his
adroit spinnings, Baldwin has occasional guests of the Evelyn Knight,

Victor

Decca
Columbia.

.

,

.

Glar)c-Cu(jat

..

..'I

«

.

Andretcs Sisters.......
Decca
Bing Crosby.
. ......... Decca
Capitol
Jo Stafford.
Dinah Shore
.Columbia

(

I

.............

[Fiflures in porenthcses tndicote nunvber 0/

« **

.

......Victor

Gujy

.

(Chappell)

YOUR RED WAGON (Leeds)
MADE FOR EACH OTHER (Southern)
SONG OP NEW ORLEANS (Simon)
.;„^ . (Miller)
HAVE
I
TWO, LOVES «

;

Columbia

(

).

;^»t »»»«<»««

.Bullet

.

Francisco
heavily
on

.!>rounded knowledge, of music and a
broad biickground of disk history,
enhanced by his ownership of a
musics store which highlights collect
tions of unusual recordings, Bill
Baldwin's 60-rainute stint has: a
lively following which especially

.M^fcufy

......

Vaughn Monroe
LomboTdo
Tony Pastor.
(Benny Goodman.
t

(BurkC-VH)

PASS PEACE PIPE

fwe"

.

(

(BVC)

GONNA GET A GIRL (Miller)
now LUCKT you are (lUbiurice)
BEST THINGS IN LIFE

•

...

Spike Jones.....

(Famous)

BOOK SHOP

BUT BEAUTIFUL

Frankie Lain*.
Francis Craig
Franfcie Carle

( Andrews
Si'STHoumes.
fyf^ Damotm

.

(Duchess)

IN LITTLE

^ Knew the Name," "Ser(Columbia). "Name"
has
S-te'WP
a Wt, Clark's' romp
the lyric, the trtuiipet soJoiiig

group's

•

..........

•

j^'^^

thej

'in

his share of earn-

f
'\

.

I'LL

SHINE

slides

H«

income and wants

Participating

Me"

^y" Noble Orch with Buddy Clark

in a $100,000 suit*

claims he's a partner

( Gracic Fields. ........ i... .London
.....Decco
'IMing Crosbv...
Art Mooney. ............. .M-G-M
Ujitown String Quartet. .Mercuru
Copiiol
Peggy Lee

(Leeds),......

(3)

7.

Me

best.

,

by Sid Fisher, arranger of "Peg." He Mon. thru FrL,
ings.

6.

MY OLD FLAME

along the vertebrae is there
"L«ither "Friend" (from "Make Mine
Manhattan") or "Love Me;"
.Buddy Mor«no—"I Love," /'CaroJyn' ..(Victor). Just passable. The
Wst, revolving around a patter act
oetween himseU and Perry Mitchell
Sivcs more with personality than
music. "Carolyn,"
while" cute in text,
"•esn't show off Moreno at his vocal

.

Last week, the Harmonicats were^

named defendants

Coming Up

treats-

Or Leave

Downey's interest in. the young
a personal matter, a< he has
nine of his own; lix' girls and- three

'ns is

-

4.

— "Gentleman

(Musicraft). This twin may not have
the elemental sock of her previous
release but the Vaughn flair for
Phrasing that captivates the ear and

facilities for l(iddiies in. the. resides•.
tiaL district.

.

and Mary Ann McCall's

chirping are

paign mahasfer, etc., Downey is .asking residents of the suburb fitr elfc«
on a pledge ^f better pl^ground

tion

back.

^

FOUR LEAF CLOVER

10.

•

Sarah Vaughn

the

ring for nomination as Mayor. 9t
Richmond. Heightit, suburb of..t)ii»
burg. As a von-partuan, sane cam-

This was not done; in fact,
Universal t o ok' t h e Harmonicats

,

."Sabre" may be a little late behind
the others but they'll be playing it
plenty on the air and calling for it
across the counter. Its combination
of concert style and Jazz gives it a
I'Dvelty all its own. As- for "Sweet
' •larinet,"
Herman's obbligato on the
.Waclcstick

17.

maestro, is .folio wing. the trend by
maestros with a twice»dafly jdckey

NOW IS THE HOm

9.

Feb.

chapeatt- into

tossed.., his

to
to Vita.

Best SeDers an Coin-Machines

t.

8.

has

agreement Universal promised boys.
assign the Harmonicats' contract

Arthur Godfrey

A

bliiesy

nal

Records, incidentally,
took over the Uptown String group's
"Four-Leaf" master and is marketing
it under its own label despite the
fact that the disk was made by nonunion men. Dacca's aversion to the
Palda di.slc was prompted by the
thoughts of the American Federation
of Musicians regarding such a transaction, but no such idea bothered

1

Woody

>

Jack Buckley said that Vita's answer to thtC suit will be that Universal did not complete their end of the
bargain. He claims .that in the .origi-

I

Dance," "Swing Low, Sweet Clarionet" '(Columbia).
double feature
that should swing llerman out of the
.wax doldi-ums and put him on the
hfistseller
lists.
His version of

.

Universal wants an
ing of the royalties; on "Peg."

$8,000.

Mercury

-

mium.

St. Louis.

last spring, an agreement
With but ft single^plank plat"
was made whereby they would re- form, Jimmie Downey, local ma^iro,

Garritt

is-

owned by \Leedbs Music.

Mercury.

I.

(2)

;

Maestro to Politiciiui—He Hopes

'

Mummer's Parade

-

.

ments to^play the popular and extreme swing music and band^mem-

Decca Records denied

'

•

pop variety-:^another innovation.
Bands to be employed for these
schedules will be of the "commercial variety

—

Time

.

(Monica

Lewis).
."Sabre Dance'' (Efrum .Kurtz).
"Jazz At .Philharmonic BluesPact 4" (IlUnois Jacquet).

first

have

many

—

My Favorite Five
By Ernie Simon

'^Moonlight serenade"

Use Jive

Leaf Clover" .on a King disk, are
Dlnab Shore "Hooray for Love," both composed of non-union men
"What's Good About Goodbye" (Co- who do 'not worlc professonally in
lumbia). Nice hop 'to "Sooray" and the music field). Palda, however, ina leisurely going-over of the ballad sists that a Decca man did speak of
choice from "Casbah," but the gen- a possible deal.

vocal.

.

-

to

Minneapolis, Feb.

For
will

—

"Just Imagine" (Decca), This one's
turning; out to be quite a talent parlay. "Love" is the stronger side be-

Just Couldn't
Jubilee," "Pato Con Saga" (Ansa). Say Groodbye," "Hand In Hand,"
Bhumba • addicts will warm up to "The Dream Peddler," "I Just
^yubilee" in a big way, This clap- Couldn't Afford to Send You Roses"
(Victor).. la. these two .platters Kaye
has two crack specimens of his style

'•Miller).

lb

Kids Get Bredt This

Bands

PeA Ban

Use of musicians on possible future recordings made by major disk
manufacturers is a distinct pos.<!ibility
in the event the recording ban
lasts a long time
and in one
No. 1
case regardless of how long it goes
British masio publisher Reg Con- on. Some of the companies h.ive
nelly returned to London last week been discussing the gathering of
after a twormonth U. S. stay during nonrunion, or union men if they'll
which he worked out an arrange- work and in the case of the above
ment with Shapiro-Bernstein where- individual company there hajj been
by the latter will handle in the U. S. more than discussion. Top execu•'A Tree in the Meadow," published tives have urged the hiring of tOOt»
by Campbell-Connelly, Inc., in Eng- ers for disks that may be needed
land.
Written by Billy Rcid, co- and cannot understand why its rewriter of "Gypsy." "Meadow" is now cording directors don't fully agree to
the number one Briti.sh sheet seller. the idea.
,
Mrs. Connelly, who's been vacaDirectors themselves are resisting
tioning in Nassau, returns to New because they are American FederaYork next Monday (23), and sails tion of Musicians members jtnd they
lor Britain Feb. 28.
do not want to become involved in
any flouting of the union's disk ban.
They feel that though their employe
ers desire to
musicians on the
theory that the disk manufacturers
have no contract with the AFM, are
Promised Cut of Vita's
protected from secondary .strikes by
the Taft-Hartley Act, and are in the
Harmonicats Earnings clear in every way, any member of
the AFM who becomes involved in
Chicago, Feb. 17.
such an event would bje in for trouble
Universal Recording label and the
from union heads. It's very probable
Harmonicats, harmonica group, be- that this attitude
may stymie any use
came involved in lawsuits for the of musicians by a major outfit, but, on
second time in one week; when .Uni- the other hand, it's also possible that
versal filed suit in Chi superior a company ordering the use of musicians would find some .way of docourt against Vitacoustic Records. ing them, without
getting.their union
Defendants in the suit are Lloyd recording directors, in trouble.
prexy,. and
Jack
Garritt,
Vita's

Bribn's

Clover," "Mary Lou"

"You Were Meant

For Jnkes; t locks;

vocals for the

"Serenade" tags along as two marches after Warnow had obis concerned.
tained permission for the Sousa es& Polka Dots tate to use same,'

'

Week'* Bellringers

clefl'ed

King Odom Quartet

—"Four Leaf

(Musicraft ).
Highly saleable and
playable is this initial collaboration
between a zippy harmonica group,
and, a newcomer quartet to the Musithe lead man in this group. It is the craft label. The blending of the two
first-class
arranging and
lead singei: of the Ames- foursome reflects
Who gives it distinctive character. pr&duction. A dilly for the jukes
and the jock lists.

Cede;

Of Mu»dans Des|Hte

Sousa marches, •'El
"Stars and Stripes Forever" with vo»
cals, for

41

Major Dbbers Seriously Mull Use

17;

plattered two
Capitan'' and

far as this platter

probably be a rush to find

there'll

Disks 2 Sousa

<

,

Rhythm Tone

label

with Al Burton, and The Vagabonds
recording of "San Francisco Ijong
Ago."
Baldwin is a pioneer in local air
channels with twelve years of knowhow in back of him. Once a war
correspondent for ABC, -he has also
two years of announcer background.
Voice if; eai;y on the ears, diction fai^
above average an4 definitely profek.
Ted:
siqnal 4n bis tecbni<tue.
.

,

.

.

Survey

from promoters operating standard

summer

location

sheet mu9ie

retail

0}

bnsed on reports -obtaimed;

will' in

.from

leading stores in

pres.sirtgs

H

citie.'!,

sales

comparative

various major agencies started earjy

and

year to book Convention HaU,
Asbury Park, Steel Pier, Atlantic
City, and other summer-only dates,
so far only one of two bands have
bfeen placed tor short periods.. Opefalors feel that certain name bandleaders have placed too high evaluation on their services and aren't

rating }0r this atid last week.

this

•

soles,

Though the

jobs.

M'G-M .Records, which has Art
Mooney's orchestra under contract
.

into re-

quotations

price

against

Shaming

We^k Ending

National
Rating

r

!

I

"This Last

justify theijf

Maybe

'Too-Fat' Offended

wk.

vi''k.

I

A

.2,

.

1

5'

.

Supreme

4

S

3

7

,7

U"

9

9

Bancc, at Wedding" Simoji. ..
"Best Things Are Free" Crawford
Robbins.
"Beg Your Pardon^'

14

12

'15

..

.

.

.

^

.

.

"I

love

HIT

OF

Own Grandpa w". .General.
"Soitg of New Orleans"

"I'm

16

12

17

16.

In Film

1

1

1

2

S

8

3

5

2

"6

1

5.

6

;

10

.

7

.

8

8

5

10

'I:.:

8

rJ"

3
.

8

3

9

9

69

3

54
52

7

.40

2S
22

8

9

'y'S

U3

9

7'

,1

2

«

8

'

9

10

89

77

2

7

'

1

e

4

10

8

13

10

7

11

5

10

8

<

6

9

6

'

.

.

a
T

10.

10

.

6

'-X.

i

ages Mooney, last week bought from
Vogue eight of Mooney's masters,
none of which had ever been released. What Crlaser paid for" them is
not kown.

M*G-M's purchase from Glaser af
Mooney's "Vogue sides would greatly'
increase the number of.master.s the
Metro subsid was able to lay away
by Mooney prior to the ,Ian. 1 disk
ban by the American Federation of
Musicians, Now that the leader's
Looking Over a Four-Leaf
'•I'm
Clover" is one of the nation's top

•

'

sales hits, Mooney's subsequent releases figure to move along in sales

channels.

Vogue, which rounded up a fair
of band and vocalist names

number

,

several years ago, never did get into
much of a sales swing. A subsid i.£
Tom Saffady'S Saveways Industries,
it -is now in a legal tahgle over its
failure to make business headway.

Moohey, incidentally, has been;
signed by the Hoxy theatre. New
York, a.s- a result of his "Pour-Leaf
He opens there March 11' for
two weeks with options at $6,500 pci'.
He follows- with theatre weeks at
Palace; Cleveland;. Cincinnati and
May 11 goes back to Frank Dailey'i
Meadowbroofe lor two weeks.
-

disks.

,

5

Deshler-Wallick

Rosebud, N.Y^ Fade To

It

Feb.
here

O.,

hotel

On

Ballroom

Sei^ Giaut

Denny 'Beckner, well known bandleader hereabouts, has Ijeen .sigped
by KIXL,"

as a di.sk jockey

Dallas.

17.

Nearby Skating Rink Site

has

Hoseland Ballroom, New York, is
with the band of Ray Eberle since it not too concerned, about the recent
opened a fortnight ago* that it* in- real estate dear w^ich' sold the entire
block of property in which it is
tends continuing a policy of more

Ebbins, manager of Count
Basie, Billy Eckstine, et al, will take
on a sideline involving film production based upon ^ new method of
creating comparatively inexpensive
scenes^ debackgrounds for
veloped during the past 10 years by
Frank Caldwell. Ebbins has been
named veepee of Tower Pictures,

experienced such improved business
,

Mm

name

expensive

orchestras;

Eberle's advent .the

Caldwell president, and Sidney
Fields as Ebbins'" assistant. He wlU

Inc.,

•

is

6

6

4.

3

Likes Name-Band Policy

Backgrounds

headquarter in New York.
Idea developed by Caldwell

said

Since situated.

room has con- room

DARING DAUGHTERS'

has a. lease on the ballhas occupied for the

It

site

'THREE

it

past 25 years or so which runs 'until

siderably .increased patronage.

THE

FOrnierly the Desbler conOned* Aug. 1,' 1949, and if, at'that time, it
itself to non-name
combos on' a ,is forced to vacate, the organization
budget of bet«/een !H>000 and $1,250 in back of the ballroom will put into'
w'eekly.

•

-

effect its t>lans for

have drawn intense interest
from major iilm makers because of
the money -saving possibilities. It's

to

HO HO HO!

2

6

V

^

Columbus Discovers

Milt

HI

2

2
'5'

Columbus,

1948,'.*

AND k

2

10

To Produce New Idea

WITH k HEY

7

;Burke-VB;..

Basie s Mgr. in Deal

SMASH

FIRST

4-

.

"Papa, Won't Diance".

IS
.

S

Supreme

Voa, Yes, I Do" .Lois.

13B

either

3

9

.Barbour-Lee

.

.

13A

1

3

...
,

8'

2

5.

1

.

.

.'Shapiro-B

«M»n»na'r

.

.

"i'li

8

10
,11

.

Jefferson.
,;

8

New-

Massachusetts Guild for
joyment of Music.
Morrell couldn't explain
the "guild" or its activities.

:

•

Remick....
"Serenade ol the JScUs" Morisis
Pararaonnt.
"Goldrn, Earrings"

"Four-Leaf Clover"..

5

3

En-

1

6.

1

2

ton, Petition said that MorrelP bad
installed the machine in a ^'WaUham
cdfe and that the' spot was being
picketed by an organization entitled

the

s

iJ

:2-'

4

Boston, Feb. 14.
Apprication for an injunction to
stop the picketing of a jukebox was
filed in Middlesex superior court this
-of

Publisher

Title

j

demands.

nW longer

N
T

<

tor the

less defunct "Vogue label of
Joe Glaser, head of AssoBooking^ Corp.' which maa-

ciated

o

Feb. 14

from masters made

Deti;oit,

'

siame seems to be true in certain parts of the midwest, too. Bookers -feel that if the current attitude
on the part of buyers continues into
the summer the situation might develop into a stalemate. And they
hope that if such a protalern arises it
ivill once and for all convince certain name maestros that b.o. totals

The

probability soon markfet

all

'

more or

T

O
X
A
L

biting.

week by Stephen Morr6Il

Oif

Mooney Masters

Band Prices

Band agencies are running
sistance

M-G-M Grabs

RETAIL SHEET BEST SEUERS

Summer Spot Ops
Nixing

Febrilary IS, 1948

y/ripAatiBiSay;

OBCliESTKASI-MUSIC

42

ballroom on

claimed that a set which now may
cost $50,000 can be duplicated by
SB Continued from page 39 sss
Caldwell's methods for $1,000 or so,
and the dillerence is impossible to and one Rose Murphy disk promised
sales 'which would have taxed the
detecti
Caldwell bas made five
factory's weekly pressing capacity.
shorts in colbr. on 16in film, which
will be shown' to tradespeople within
the next few weeks. Exactly how
Crettltor Flan Being- Set Up
Caldwell's idea works has not been
Chicago, Feb. 17.
outlined.
Majestic Records is taking -an inSo far, Caldwell, who formerly ventory o£ its physicaf properties,
was with the Walt Disney Studios, preparatory, to submitting a fourplans only to rent equipment and year creditor payment plan. Work
personnel, rather than sell his idea started this week under the superoutright.
vision of the newly created credi^

the

now a

Blades,

Majestic

6,000-capacity

a'

of

site

DICKEY-BIRD

Gay

the

skating rink

roller

from the curRoseland, owned by; the same

only: a short distance
rent.

group.

•

.-

SONG

•

1

'.

I

BOURNE,

iNC.

799 Seventh Ave,
Nfv. York

ROSE MURPHY
ON MAJESTIC
I

CAN'T GIVE

YOU ANYTHING
BUT LOVE, BABY
Music
. .

JIMMY MeHUGH
MILtS

,

tors' conijpittee,

BMI

Pacts

Grow

in

Chi

Chicago, Febt 17.
Broadcast Mu.sic, Inc., has licensed
Merry Garden Ballroom, Sherry
hotel, Monaco Supper Club, Black
Forrest, Evergreen Club, Club Casba
and the Casablanca, along withs,approximately, 15 other outlying "Chi
the

Letters went out last week to minor creditors, asking for complete
claims against the company, Majestic
will include small fry- with 60 major
paper holders' claims in setting up
a payment system.
••

BMI

office is

now

,

.

dance
the

Gay Blades into a
has been in the back, of

of the

iSite

minds for

Ro.seland^ operators'

some

time, prompted by the success
of the huge Palladium Ballroom.
Hollywood, with which they are involved. As a matter of fact, it had
.been planne'd^to, use the Palladium
name ari^the appropriation of the
latter by a rival ballroom 'group
more than- a year ago launched a
legal battle over rights to the title.
Boseland men lost their argument
and the Palladium Ballroom, New
York, just a f«w blocks north of
the Roseland, has been operating
successfully ever since. It uses me.

to take action against several Loop
spots that have been using its music
U^ithout a contract.

All Stars

JACK TEAGARDEN • EARL NINES
BARNEY BIGARD
SID CATLETT • ARVELL SHAW
VELMA MIDDLETON
Concluded 3 Weeks. Roxy,

New

'

Near You
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
•Peg O'- My Heart
Apple Blossom Wedding
•

•

•

•"

.

JOE GLASER,
745

F,;-th

K',^ Y-ork 22

Av>

,

PL,

'.

SHI

Randolph Sh
Ch'C '00

FALLING

.

.

.

,

And Mimi

..

[

;b.
'.

.'.

Wood
IT'S

Box
V .i ..

.

W

ie

th*

'.Rieordi

Second 12

WHEN

.

..:

,

... ... .V

,

.

.

.

.

witji

,

'

Look

LOU

YOU'RE SMILING

Dash

.

.

Bells

Nnw

IHIARY

South America
Peldman
Happy Right Here
,, ............. .ijnit
Girl That I Marry
"...... ....... s. ..Connelly
How Are Things in Glocca Morra
ChappeU
Garden in the Eain
t
Connelly
First Love, Last Love
i.
....Dash

Now: Is the Hour
Anniversary Song
Danger Ahead ............
All Of Me

•'

•*'..

An Old Swatthnart

..'.Connelly

'

in

"YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME"
~

MILLS MUSIC. INC.

.

I'm

Bow

:

AIN'T
Ftalarcd
'

iUash

•....

.

York

MISBEHAVIN'
.

Cox

i!' Southern

Sorrento

Naw

TERRIFIC LIKE HE SEZ!

Ascherberg

Connelly
..Maurice
.....KaSSner

v. ...
i,

G*n. Prof. Mgr.

Joy-,

1619 rway.

8.

Feldmaii

ru Make Up For Everything
Shoemaker's Serenade
Darby and Joan
Little Old Mill
Coffee Song

.

VV.

GOT A FEELING

Connelly

.

Now

'.

•

.

16M

...

,

:

.

.

,

.

,

I

Ka.ssner

.

.,
,

.k.

&

urn JImHInK

(ItfH:

Prowse

Connelly
............Yale
F. D.

M«w

Broodv/ay

,

.

York 1»

ATTENTION PERFORMERS

;

Pres.

'VE

Eddi*

Meadow.

Happy Go Lucky You

ASSOGfATED BOOKING CORP.

FATS WALLER'S

SANTLY-JOY. INC.

a

York (Feb. 17)

FESTIVAL, NICE, FRANCE
Starting February 22
VICTOR RECORDS EXCLUSIVELY

JAZZ

T

Greatest Rhythm Tune

(Weefc folding Feb, 5)

Tree In

•

and His Famous

M

dium name bands.

London, Feb.

louis armstrongV

se// vo»K

>^rM

preparing

JUUUUOA^^JUJUUUJuM

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
799 SEVENTH

to E^ti^ Sbet Sellers

niteries.

Local

Shift

.

l>u|i

All tunny
iiii«rFStriT
itfl}

niiil

my

writlnic i« im'"'"

una dtnndiml

i1ifri-ri<iil

tHiu-».

"

Hitnntloiix,
Ii»t» »' «»'*'

Hona for 1»*8

|»»roill(*».

MANNY GORDON

H.
«l»

W. Korth

Avo., JUiwraMkee

«.

W'h.

ORCHESTnAS-MIJSIC
Mort Davis

Bands at Hotel _B.O.*s
19

•

..'

...

^

On

Mort Davi.^1 Who lias been, on his
own. as a personal manager since
Tctal
CoT«» leaving General Artists Corp. last
Wcck OnDat* year,, is joining Continental Artists
2,02S
43,050 March I to handle band locations.
13,675 Also coming into the firm is Larry
f,02B
.1,100
10,276 Gengo, whose department will be
850
59,675 acts and small unit.';.
2,025
89,700
Continental's New York office is
1,276
6,875 headed by Milt Deutsch, while the
C««ri

.

,

1^^

.

I'taycd

jnSl Coleman*. .. Waldorf (400; $«)
flanki* Garle.... Peiitisylvania (500; 1-$1.50)...,.... 7
iarry GJinton*... New Yorker (400j $1-$1.50). ........ 4
66
Johnny PlneappIe.Lexlngton (300; $1-$1.50)
Guy liombardo.... Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.S0). ........... 18
Eddy HV)ward, . , . eommodore (400; $1-$1.50)......... B
Victor Borjje 111 Woldorfi-Ice Show nt ifeu) Yorfcen

burgh

.

Chicago
Chicago, Feb.

17.

Sfurray- Arnold (Empire Roorn, Palmer House; 650; $3.50 nnin.-$l cover).
'£now and slush latter part of week dampened b.o. Phil Regan and Arnold

managed nice

gtill

Spitalny s Disk

.

into

8,300.

Shitch Henderson (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650; $3.50 min>$l cover).
Paul Regan took over Dorothy Shay's spot Tuesday (.10). Fine 4.500.
John Kirby (College Inn, Sherman; 650; $2-.$13..^0 min ). Mildred Bailey
replaced Bonnie Baker Friday (]j3). Improved 4,000,

.

Setup Paying Oif

(Maytair Roomt Blackstone; 300; $3.50 n>in.-$l cover).
Tito Guizar took over Friday (13) where Kay Thompson left off. Together giant 3,800.
George Olsen (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach: 700; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Still going strong with new variety show featuring Roily Roils on Friday (13). Nifty 4,600.

Spitalny,

still

,

March

Philadelphia,

.

.

Savoy Ballroom ... Eddy Howard
back to Chi for an Easter Sunday
opening' at the Aragon
Joe
Vera follows Don Pedro into the
Wayne
Sky Club, March 8
Gregg at Casa Loma Ballroom, St.

15

.

.

.

.

operating his

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Orrin Tucker inked into the Car.set
for summer9,
nival Club, Minneapolis,' April 15 for.
long sta.y at Mapes hotel, Reno,
two Weeks ..
Sammy Kaye also <'
Nev., starting June 19
. Stan Kenset for spot May 14
Bernie
ton will play skein of concerts along
Cummins
into Muehlebach, Kansas
Pacific slope during .June
Hal
City, April 28
Jimmy Palmer set
Pruden band reoptioned for another
for
Irpquois
Garden,
Louisville,
lap at El Rancho, Las Vegas
March 17
Tex Beneke will work
Louis Jordan will play 14 onethe Cotton Carnival, Memphis, May
nighters
along
Coaiit
preceding
.
Ray Anthony begins a four
Life carried last year at about the March 27 vaudate at Million Dollar 12
week
run
at
Deshler^Wallick hotel,
here
Mel Torme inked for week
same price.
Cleveland, March 1, and opens at
Spitalny refuses to say how many of Feb. 27 at Frontier Club, Depver,
.
Vido Mussd now Ansley hotel, Atlanta, April 14
disk^ hc has sold of the Xmas, Moth- at flat $1,500
King
Cole
will
marry Marie Ellinger's Day- and, other albums he has heading oWn small combo at a roadton, former singer with the Duke,
been releasing, but the trade figures sidery at Bakersfleld, Calif.
after closing his Oriental theatre run
that no one plans to spend 60G on
Tex Beneke crew heading east- here the middle of March.
national mag advertising if it isn't ward on one-niters, playing Lincoln,
coming back. Another angle of what- Nebraska, Feb. 19; U; of Iowa, Iowa
ever success Spitalny is attaining City, Feb. 20; U. oi Chicago; Chicago,
Pittsburgh
with his own disk operation is that Feb: 21; Million Dollar ballroom;
Four Caldwells Opened Monday
somewhere along, the line the; major Milwaukee, Feb. 22. Band then plays (16) at Mercur's Music Bar for two
companies he had been under con- week at Capitol theatre, Washington, weeks . .
Mildred Don, featured
tract to in the past were remiss in D. C, starting Feb. 26 and minimum
vocalist with Billy Catizone's band
merchandising his material. None of eight weelts. at Capitol theatre. at William Penn hotel's' Terraco
were successful with him, but he is New' York . ,
Wayne Gregg oreh Rooni, also doing a regular stint now
witii Itimselt
goes into Hill Green's Casino, Pitts- in tlK .flQ<}r sHiow^'as well .
Brad
Hiints band followed Baron Haiiott
outfit into the Colonial ... Louis
De Cello .and his Rhythm Men at
Doit. Mefji's Casino, Oakland
<!kip
Nelson «t Circus .Bar .'. Harry
Bigley Trio and Organist Everett
Haydn bad options picked up again'
at Seventh Ave. Etotel Lounge
,
.

ently is selling large amounts of the
disks. Within the next few months
he has three full-page ads coming:
up in Life mag, one in color, which
will set him back $60,000— two at
$14,000 and the third at $32,000 per
insertion. These ads follow others

..

Freddy Mbiriin (Ambassador; 900; $1;50-;(21. Sweet 2,600 covers,
^an Crarber (BMfmOre; 000; $1.-$1.50>. Cpzy 2;600 tabs/

V

.

at the Civic

.

.

Angeles

Now in New York for
treatment
Stan Kenton concert
Opera House, Feb. 22,
already a sell-out. Kenton returns
April 18 to play a benefit date at the
ailment.

.

Louis, week of April 2
Wayne
own Charm Record company, wtiich
King named vice-chairman of the
Hollywood
markets albums made by his all-girl
entertainment division of the 1948
Joe Reichman orchestra, which
"Hour of Charm" orchestra, appar- opens month stand at Cocoanut Red Cross campaign for this area

'

."". '.'Los::

Chicago
Gddie Heywood forced out of Club
Detour date here after 10 days,
when he was taken ill with a kidney

16.

Phil

Bay Morton

'

,

1;

one-nitei's before six- weeks at Martin ique, Chicago, opening April 8,

.Henry Busse orchestra snagged
by closing of Colonial Inn, Hallandale, Fla. He'd been set until March

'

.

Click,

.

.

three weeks, starting
then two weeks of eastern

for

March

Laurel Music admitted to ASGAP
membership. .. .Columbia Record
exec sprang a surprise party for
Paul Southard at Bridgeport SaturCarlos Gastel's
day (14) evening
deal with Burke-Van Heusen for
new music firm for King Cole delatfer s partner. Jack Archer, operlayed by uncertain status of B-VH's
ates the Cqa-st setup;
own deal with Edwin H. Morris.
Associated Booking, delving into hillbilly field with signing of Esmeraldy
Buddy Morris returns to Coa.st
.Johnny Long
today (Wednesday)

-

4S

the Upbeat

New York

.

J?«i*"

.

maatl

to Continental

I

Grove March

\:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

j

I

.

I

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

.

.

,

.

I

.

(ChionflO)

.

.

,

Tommy Carlyn. (Trianon; $lr!pl.l5 ad'm.l. Second appearance in six
months brought big crowcl.s. About 16,900.
RfaHy Gould (Chez Faree; 550;' $3.50 min.). Martin & Lewis replaced
Sunday (J5.) by Ray Bolger. About 5,000.
;Art Kassel (Blackhawk; 500; $2.00 min.); Middling 2,000.
vTcddy Fhillipa (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.)v First nighte around town,
plus weather dwindled this to 13,800.
Buddy Shaw (t«atii). Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Billy Vine on boards.
Mere 2,200. ,

.

'

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Loj! AiioeJes)

Woody Herman

,

(Palladium, B, Hollywood. 2d

wfc,).

Flump

profit at

.

.

14,500 cuKtomers.

,

JjDCks andJtikes^
'

RETAIL DISK BEST SEUERS

iGonMinted. .IroBL .pace 41.

Harry Woods'
Say Goodbye," and
an adaptation from a Spanish number, "The Dream Peddler." Out of
the Woods composition Kaye molds

of dan.sapation,
cldie, "Couldn't

the

.

.'.1

—

''.;(Musicraft;».

11

and

way, with a nod due Glenn
Osser for his sprightly background.
Miss Carson's revival of "Lose You"
-•i$as warm a.s it's velvet smooth.
.v;

8

GRACIE: FIELDS (London)
"Now Is the Hour"
.PEGGY LEE (Capitol)

.

.

:

Ella

PEGGY LEE

JO STAFFORD

17

Fitzgerald

8A

'Tve Got a Fee'lins I'm
... Buss Morgan (Decca)

SB

oRers a pair of juke tenants in "Ail
Dressed' Up with' a Broken Heart"

and

'*8eg

Your Pardon," with smooth
by Pat Laird.
Mills

chirping
.
.
Bros. (Deecal also have that- juke
thing in "I Wish I Knew the Name."
.

;

.

;

t?ic

Lawrence Welfc» (Decea) applies
clicking touch to "Loaded Pistol

«nd Loaded Dice." .
Charlie SpiTOk (Victor) has that label's lone
version, of "Now Is the Hour," but
the: performance
angle it's
.niltier on the other side, "Who- Are
We To Say?," where he gives with
lots of trumpet and Tommy Mercer
and Irene Daye sell a corking' lyric.
The bobbysoxers will probably
^.
do nipups over Mel Torme's beBopping of "Night and Day" but it's

9

,,
,

n

regrettable
tpprung standard.

.

distortion

of

A

Robbini' Tin

12A
12B

12

Pan Book

'•.

.

10

14

10

7

68

JACK OWENS
"HOW

"Beg Yoifr

40

3

21

17
13
11

8

11

(Tower)
(Bullet)

6

9

.10

(Decca)
Clover"

SAMMY KAYE
10

18A

18C

(Victor

"Serenade of the Bells".
B.

'

European Dates
SsBs

CLABK-NOBLE ORGH iCol)
Have to Know the Lane aage"

problems have been minimized latc-i
ly the time is ripe to look into tho

(Col)

4

1

ALBUMS

ting Crotby

Decca

One of the items that
they'd like to straighten out is the
English ban against the importation
of U.S. combos.
Bookings in that
country would make tours by this
nation's nandK ntuch easier and
much more -proAtable since.iievenua
from th&t country alone is sU^jprobabjlity could insure the aucibeiH of
tt. de(^0|t.'tft.«h9V« ofC on a totntr In.

possibilities.

~SPIKE"lrONKS (Victor)
"My Old Flame"
VAlENtlNE'S DAY'

SBSsI

with .Arm-

there is little or h'o 'European market-for the sweet bands popular here,
but they feel that .in many cases
those -outfits of the type named
above would have value in that territory.
And since, coin exchango

"Dance_at_ YOiir Wedding'^.

FIVE TOP

(Thursday)

plays- for. one week, and then
branch out into Sweden;' Belgium,
Italy, etc., to check conditions for
po.ssible booking.s.
Shaw, hicident^
ally went, over on coin problems encountered by Gillespie as well '«M
booking ideas.
Bookers here are well aware that

"Don't

GLARKr-NOBLE OKCH

Continued from pate 19

He goes" to Nice with tho
leader for .the Jazz Festival the latstrong.

.

10

gjitrdon"

"Four-Leal

14C

:

Reason for the delay- in the Unal
establishment of a complete rate
structure was the numerous categories of theatre operation ASCAP
men wanted to go -into before it
decided on a final price list. These
different categories are split-weelt
operations, houses using one, two,
three and more day* of vaude in
conjunction with Alms, etc.

ter

10

BUSS MORGAN

17

the TOA that the Society v^as seeking a 300% jump.

'tomorrbw

Soon"...

FRANCES CRAIG

ences over ASCAP's ta^t-increas'e demands and the TOA's battle against
them. An average 25% hike waa
agreed to as against the claim by

20

*'S«bre Dance"......

148

47

"

20

.

14A

5

4

.(i.

GUY LOMBARDO (DeCca)
"I'm My Own Grandpaw",
MACKLIN MARROW (M-G-M)

Jack Robbins,

who last year sold
the Big 3 pubcombine to his partner,
Locw's, Inc., and then set up a new
publishing firm of his own, is wril* book «tt Tin Pan Alley
^''f
« will be titled "Mister Music."

2

11

18B

UBhirig

2

.

FRANKIE. GARLE (Columbia)
"Bee Your Pardon".

B.

-put his intere.sts in

.

10

,

Btjll

70

(Capitol)

"Serenade of the Bells"
FRANKIE LAI^E (Mercury
"Shine"
ARTHUR GODFREY (Columbia)
"Too-Fat Polkal'
<BING CROSBY (Decca)

"Now Is the Hour"
RING CROSBY (Decca)
"How Soon". ..I.

'ttota
.

........

.

go with plenty of vitalIty «nd -scit. in "My Baby Likes 1o
Hebop" and, does a s w el J. job of
.Ibjiitterinig

87

(Capitol)

"Golden Earrings"...

(lDecca) lets

'Tailing;''

1

2

"Manana"

pour.« it on
'Bed Wagon."
-liifith..Jimmy
Riishirtg on the vocal,
«lid riffs '"Robin's Nest" into nifty

...

3

(Victor)

4

rocking in

.-dantapation.

ciety will collect «e»t taxe»ir«)ih tho
nation's film theatres.- T(vo Weeks
ago, ASCAP and the Theatre j3wn»
ers Assn. had resolved, their differ.*

1

1

VAUGHN MONROE
"Ballerina"

'Ifcount Basic- -(Victor)

i.

1.

"Four-Lea? Clover"

Platter Points

.

'

Artist. Label, Title

2

'

W)t arid

.

ART MOONEY (M-G-M)

Smart .bracketing here

'

American Society, of Composers;
Authors and Piiblishers at special
meeting of its board of directors
lytonday (16) .ratified the completed
rate structure under'-which tHB So-

Feb. 14

wk.

wk.

CMb

ASCAP RATIFIES 25^
UPPED SEAT TAX PLAN.

This Last

To Lose You"

all the'

and showing com-

last weefc.

BatiMK

dance band

.

.

Week Ending

National

.

.

'

parative sales rating for thts

jjfeifi^w^, ri)'ythm'ii**'hits the -mood
•'&•'« ''T'*"a«d- it's' eQjoyabte -bounce

•

cities,

will' ftront

going into Len Litman's 4ieW
*
Copa, next, month.

.Survey oj retail disk best
based on reports obtained irom leading stores in

£pr this up-and-eojning youngster.
-Wtr. iijterpretspon, « 1 t h e, «"rank

.
•

.

sellers,

.

Hate

. ..

,

'

Al Fremont

i. melodic confection. that can't help
but be a pushover in sales and performance, while "Peddler'' projects
a' fine, blend of tender mood aifd easy
i-.
rhythm.
Eddy Howard— "Beg Your Pardon," "An Old Sombrero" (Majestic). Clicksome Howard, either side.
Perky delivery of the Francis Craig
composition has. a little more tang
/ titan the harAonlzing of ''Sombrero,"
although for juke purpose." the latter sounds like a better bet.
"That Feathery
* Mindy
Carson

Fcelin'," "I

.

'

.

KING COIE TRIO
Valitm*

No.

Capitol

3

GLENN MIUER

"AlUGRO"

"GOOD NEWS'

VolUmo No.

Orit- Coil

Orlg. Catt

Victor

I

Victor

;

a

.

:

;

WtsOmbtXtf^

New

GamUii^lGx m^kmut^ County, Flsu

STEVE CtmSON

ffiz in

Miaim Bistros

,

years. Also, this is an election year
in all counties affected.

Blair bad consider^ a name band
policy beiatise 01; liie scaivi<^ of top
name aet h^es.. jiow
he reconsidered inasniueh as tlie CarhSyal
'faiicd to click wltlt such poli ey when

Rand

30-Week Carnival Tour

clampdown brought joy in
one quarter) the Miami area, where

Holly wood, Feb.

Acts

for

i

w

fefni

wMd
,

and doubling on one or

miliar

instrument.s.

from

semi-clas.sical to be-pop.

Jose,

is

U. S. Acts for London
Charles Tucker. London agent
in the U. S..Un)ng up talent
lor
British theatres, lias set the Ritz

now

Bros.,
Tony Martin, Hariw and
Chi'co Marx for the London
Pal,
ladium. Opening dates are still to be
set. The Marxes wiU appear on sep-

'

•

'

.

|

j
'

E D DY •

s

II

'

AuVA

n

.

BAD WEATHER
VAUDE CONCERTS

Richman Into Harem, N.Y.
Harry Bichman is slated to play
his first N, Y. cafe date in several
years at the Harem, N. Y„ starting

NOVA

'

Sunday (21).
Nat Harris, Harem boniface, last
week planed to Florida to gan.
der talent. He's looking for
of names tiiat will take
spring.

a lineup

him

into the

•„,

,

,

.

;

KMBC

N

m

I-

3

I'i

p STOOGES
m

0

c.i«-.bi«

i

HACKim

i

.

m

:

OLYMMA THCATRE
MIAMI. FU>»"»*

j

1

HAUW

A.

Romtn

Lenny

j

.

.

HARRY

,

LADREfnEandaKMAS

ROMM

A.

"

•

'

'

.

.

i

i

legit

I

marquees wifli appearances in
Men on a Horse," "By Jupiand "Pal Joey "has made a
appearance at this spot

"Three

SaranacUke

ter"

'

previous

By Mbippy Benway
Saranac Lake, W, Y,, Feb. 17.
,
„
Holiday
Inn. new nitery at Lake
Placid, domg good biz v.'i1h shows
and dance ovch oil veekeiids.
BUi Chase <& La Tour) now uooed
for one meal daily
y and making nice
comeback.
Carl Kilroy bandleader in to vkH

^llj^M^^r "

some years

ago. Indications are Hiat
she s an excellent bet for the intime
rooms, Isaving a good line of special"
material and A kSioWing delivery.
Miss Casto's lyrici' are tailored lor
* ^hi-chi clientele. There are some
""''S?'^'^
delivered, they're
,
^ , ^
merely uicidental
tw the surroundiii,
'^'^J"^^ matcriai is -smart, frc

I

1

1
i,

.

j

«t

'

""^^^^^^^^^^

^

BL^."^'^^^

I

HELENE and HOWARD

•

'Ca

.

'

ts Aalies'

MtiiMat:.

i

'

•Ir.:

MATTV

KMEN

]

COMEDY lARGAiNS!
I>A«)M3.
l«r«Mt

SKOM

nU aimm m

law CATALOG

I

u

ndy I)—

THE KAJAH TH£ATRE
Vm^ Mi TXt^itK 1l4mr
wKb liltianrijr Kityt^'N tftffk

1

-^>-

George Power.?
(Power'.^
_
E)e- GBOB6E ^ASON
phants) progresEinjj nicely and upped Macie
tor meals.
i
UTmi.
Patsy Kirth Miller. film/?4er, in for
Ma<li*|, N. T.
a vacation and visiting Lila Lee atl, CeOJSge JTason, obvloti.'-l v a vet pei'
the Hayes cottage.
former, is ,a .ijftraneei t'o VMam'
James Wotton has improved that'
well he's been appointed assistant to
Jack Clancy in the Rogers X-ray de-"
partment.

*

SONCS, MTS,

dc

(itrndrixl

VUV.K,i

Ksi'tuoivr #iiH<«riiil «t!r

fdM-rL-iltir!

H. KLEINMAIi
XrU
17tS-K Ma. BriHiMUi
aoi.i.vwo<>* as, «AMr.
fit. in»
J. ft

]

i

Jimmy LuiFountaiii, who won the
kiddies' northern New York skating
chatnpion.ship, is th* son of MosaLaFountaiii, jnariager of Durgan's!
nitery here.
\
'

i

>

Margaret Dougherty., -wiio ioOfc
fonr years to beat the rap, left for)
her Long Island ho«ie with an all•

cleai'.

.

•

•
,

.

,

.

.

.

•

songstress,

iij

.

to

Vint Carl Kcssler ("Amazinc Mr.
Ballantiuc"). wiio's flashing"" good
clinic reports.
Dick Menin, bandleader, in for &
clieekuj»

and given an

<WHtfe i*

«hMe whe

all-clear.

«re m.)i

CUSftENTLV

•

,

Mary Montague,

;

•

.

|

efifective-

erate bills.
OLGO
~T'
Bfot&enwtieal MenlalM
Tucker previously set Abbott and
17 Mins.''
Costello for a stand at the Palladium
H^tel Pierre. N. Y.
With his uncannily trained mind for the end of July, According to
for figures, Glgo; a Czech making his Tucker, the comics will play the
first American appearance, is a good theatre without pay, their
$15,000
bet anywhere, class or mass.
weekly being donated to British
An unpreposse.<i^ng looking -little charities.
fellow, with a Continental accent,
At the end "Of their Palladium date,
he's fast, has a flan- for showmanship
and never loses bis audience's at- Abbott, and Costello will make a
tention. He does such things as hav.* picture tliere with Tucker as proing six-figure numbers called out by ducer. Story is by the comics in
Conthe patrons, he repeats them to an junction with
film-director Charles
aid chalking them on a blackboard,
and when hie has seven rows of such Barton. They're in on the film deal
figures, repeats them without hesi^" on a proflt-shai-ing l»sis. Their share
of the take will be obtained from'
tion.
He does other varied mental gym- picture's revenue outside of England.
nastics, all of it surefire, and goes.
long way towards .warming up this

to

:'
'

:

.

better

Agent Signs More

British

carefully paced and clicks
Standout is
with nitery crowds.
'bedding Bells are Breaking, Up
That Old Gang of Mine," which
group recently platiered.
Combo i; sold as a five-man unit
with boys paying for sixth themselves to cushion possible illnesses,
Mushrooming nitery dates
etc
and backlog of some IS.** unreicased
platters will aid buildui;.
K4p.

out

g

,

for

Lay-

Sally Band is Tevecting,.to trouping in carnival shows and abandoning theatre and jiitery boolcings first opened.,'
Deal was' also in Uie works for a
completely.
She will join forces
with Royal American Shows. Idea "Roaring Twenties" show vyth Mike
stemmed from a short season of fair Todd in on fee production. Again
work last year where she grossed a proper talent couldn't be lined up.
reported $235^000, fSXss Band wiU
sJair expects to reopen the room
and Gt^^Fiels is piling up', a ter- start building a new flash act lor 30 ^^,l,en a sufficiently strong attracrific loss for the operators: Ctpa^ty weeks of carny dates immediately.
becomes available,
t<xe the room is small and- does not in
conjunction with Paul Sedle,
allow for a high budgeted' show un- myer's RAS.
le-ss the tables are in operation. The
Miss Rand's company alone will
room.
Kahn.
bigger (and non-casino) spots, such total 62 persons and top aides are
ffllRTS
as the Beachcomber and Copaca- being brought to RAS' winter quarSriNA
bana,' .reflected the change in the ters to set up show. Raoul Pene DuK.C.
Dance
draw.«ituatioa. witlt- padded houses Bois is'going to do c(Btum«E, ancF'A.
10 Mins.
^KaiMiast^City, -^Fel*; 17, :
toe, both shMirs over, the weekend- A; Austander the sets. Bigger state
Hotel Pierre, N. ¥.
Rest of the Beach and mainland jEairs will be hit princqi^y in tour
Town got twp chances at: vaude
Nina Nova, a former Polish balof U. S. and CJanada, starting April I. last week, neither coming oft better lerina, is making her American dethan mediocre. Merle Travis, west- but with this date. While her stuJf
" singer and composer, came in may seem incongi-uous to the type of
!
PAno
PvAltm«
tor a p.a. last week with a three- talent one usually finds here. Miss
liOpS rfOOing
Ivanhoe Temple,- Nova goes o<>'er.
" ^ '^^^ stand in tiie
I
ii
t i i^r t
She easily sells on personality
ASSaUU Of
Kep. '^^"^1'^ by Denny Sloefoot. Show alone, Tyut her folk dances
and ballet
was roufldcd «ut with ,KMBC
are not without
either. There
Atiami Beach, Feb. 17.
Rhythm Biders, KMBC^^Cune-Chas- aren't many spotsmerit
that slie can play,
Jerry Hirsch. recently appointed! ei-s and 'Em Cross from the
since her tuni is strictly tbr the longAssociated
by
Actors and .Artistes of Artists Bureau. Show ran into three
Tiairs,
but
inusie<jmedj'
'Halfah of fli«
spotting
^unerica to handle affairs for Amer- days of miserable weather, how- couid be her forte plus, ot course,
the
ha(inoa!ca.**>
ican Guild of 'Variety Artists in this ever, and grossed' tmder
$2,000 for actual liallet. She has considerable
area, was beaten in,, his home la-^t the stand at
talent, grace and, wiiafs niore im$1 per liead.
portant,
night
(12)
an
cute
Thursday
ny
unknown
a
personality', that leaps
Saturday (14) Veloz and Yolanda the barriers of incongruity that one
assailant.
The assault led to front page cov- headed troupe in a one-day stand in might discover in seeing- a ballet
the Music Hall with Cardini, Fatri'- dancer play a cafe.
Kahn,
erage in local papers, rehashing the
Lynn, Amalia Gilmore, John Mo4A-AGVA autonomy dispute, cou- cia
linari, Robert Garretson and Ernest HAL
M«n9«ry 'Vy«|i*f at Mm .Ra«p
pled with reports of an assault of
Hugjjes on the bill. Matinee went Soasa
another 4A's rep somt: weeks ago.
10 Mins.
Reaction of top performers play- at $2.50 top and night performance One Fifth Avenue, N. Y.
at $3. Turnout proved moderate, figing here now was one of disgust
Hal Haclcett. formerly with the
and led some to state althoii(^ they uring $4^000 for the take. Dance legiter "Bonanza Bound." which foldTka E«c!m!vc
team came in under Pla-Mor spon^
hadrft previously made up their
ed before reaching Broadway, is a
competent singer who can make a
minds in the Matt Shelvey-4A dLs- sorship.
nice impression. He's got a resonant
pute,
'such
incidents
had
swung
J
baritone, projects .personably, and
them over to the parent union's side.
can be heard in tb^ far reaches of a
Joins
Buddy Bamett. Shelvey rep, deroom sans iuike.
Jack*T<enny, Indie talent rep, will
nied any knowledge or oonnecHon
Hacliett however, has still to -be
with the incident. Matter hais been join the Harry Romm agency, start- acclimated to njleiy \vork,
I
Dudn;;
turned over to the police for inves- ing Feb. 23. Romm, one-time head his stand at this ^t. Jtxe does a
of
General Artist Corp. theatre steady diet of tunes from musicals.'
tigation.
dept., is slated to go to the Coast which doesn't provide him-withthe
March 5 to produce two films for nfef-epsarv variety, for work in -other
'VANITIES' TOIEDO BATE
With more experience, he'll
Columbia pictures.
First
to be cafes.
Toledo, Feb. 17.
hit upon a more sapient tune selec"Ladies «f the Chorus.
Lenny will
"Skating Vanities of 1948" has
take over operations during Romm's tion, and should do well in other
boites.
been booked for the Sports Arena,
joie.
absence^
"DANCUMORISrS"
Toledo, Monday. March 8, througli
Sth Rotmii 1Cti«nc«Mnit.
W^hile on the Coast, Romm will JIEAK CASTO
Sunday. March 14. sponsored by ZeXoatrcal. Cmnmdm
uobia Shrine Temple, with matinees line up film talent for persmial ap- Saoc*
i<0|WMiHC X'<*. S7>
pearancos in theatres,, and will set ** ***»•*•
Saturday and Sunday.
Cpast dates for bis acts and bands. One FilOi Aveaiie, H. X.
Jean Casio, a standard name on

the hig spots have always felt that
the wide open operations aliove the
county line affected their business.
Broolc club is still open, but not operating the casino. Meanwlule an
expensive show which includes Desi
Arnaz wtd his unit, Vivian 'Baine

tricks

Currently getting a solid buildup
disks, group offers a
program that ranges

;

17.

ttnlly

New Act files. So for the reford
Jason has an entertaining line r,f
assortment of the
J^?^,
standard
tricks.
He works at a leisurely oaee in
top lus act with the oft-ieen pie«
of DreaMng a cigaret in
which
there's a portion of a playing
He needs a few faster and lesscard.
ti..

on, Mercury
diversified

inasmuch as a

sflfiteetiJiig:

deal is still in thfe
play .the .ito|gr th^ire.

North

Patter's,

vocalizing

more

,

York

(6)

This combo has been' aroiuid for

i

Nitery is reported to have been
operating in the red since Milton
Belle completed his 40 weeks run
last year. Blair madft some coin during; the early' part 'ol'itie. QIsett and
Johnsoit tiliiMV lollowing Berle's run.
and had a Jew pi'oMable weete with
sho* topped by BeiH; llVheisler, XiOU
Hol^, DiOsa CoiStello, BMpy Wood
and Patsy KeUy. tQeorge Jessel did
okay during early part of Kis stay'
but Ed Wynn and Jane Pickens
failed to puU many customers. Wyim
iii
expected to stay around Nenr

KED CAPS

-

some time, but hasn't becb reviewed
prevlousljr. Sepia sextet- is a, floor-;
show in Itself, with each member

|

counties last Fridajr (13), with every of "Joe E. Lewis, who will probably)
of the bigger local
casino shut down tight at the height wind up at one
head
As' a result Miairii cafes; Carmen Miranda, Who'll
of the season.
Beach niteries are reaping « wind» bacic to th« Coast: the Jack Cole
group, 18-girl line and principals.
lail.
Shuttering of the Colonial Inn
Dade (Miami) county has had the constitutes the heaviest blow to the
lid on all winter, but the further
cafe industry there. The spot has
north spots, including Colonial Inn,
a weekly talent budget of around
bad been running high, wide and $25,000. The William Morris agency,
The^ clampdown -was
handsome.
exclusive booker of the spot, stands
completely unexpected, none ol the to lose plenty on the ban.
oaitino'b there having been molested
in previous yeaiv. Speculation as to
the cause for the sudden change by Sally
Set&ig
ftuthoritiies led only to further conAdmittedly the tig dough
fusion.
Lavish Prodnction For
hasn't been around as in former

'MM--'

Xarry

Nicky Blair closed the Inaiii room
(IB)
dubs also experienced an upsurge in of the CMnival, N. Y., Sunday
Miami Beach, Feb, 17.
night but will operate the bar. Peci»
and county authorities biz
sion
followed inabUity to get a suitShow at Colonial Inn has been
«lainpe(( down oa lEainMing in wide given notice, with tonight (17) the able attraction. Busujess tad been
open Broward and Pabn / Beaicii closing date. Cuts short engagement bad at the spot for a long tune

.

ft

"
ImttrumemMSmmf*
'-•'
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AGVA Membership

VAVDBVIIJJS
DX.

4A s

Blasts

Washington, Feb.

For laxity' in Policing Union
The Associated Actors and Artistes Blake, Sam Kramer, George Row-

the AGVA national
committee started functioning. ConCapitol hotel, N. Y.,
fab held at the
Monday (17) with about 125 attendcharges from the
ing was marked by
4A's failed in its duty
floor that the

Joe

ahd

Smithj

Jimmy

AGVA

AGVA

first

SHAPIRO TOPS THEATRE
DEPT. OF MORRIS AGCY.
Sol Shapiro has been named head
of the. theatre dept. of the -William
Morris- agency, succeeding Harry
Kalcheim, who moves into the
agency's television dept.
Move is
the latest of a series of shifts designed to coordinate all the talent.

a v(5ice in aft'airs of the union.
Faine described the events leading up to Shelvey's dismissal, chargtog that Shelvey had disregarded the
4A demands for a democratic union.
He declared that the former adminishad refused td institute
tration
democratic procedures, had electioneered to perpetuate "one-man con-

.

and

trol"

finally

had deceived the

when the day after being granted a "sick leave" he went to Ghic^o in atj attempt -to influence
AGVA branch heads to resign if he
vwas dismissed.

act and band division.
Dave Shapiro (no relation to Sol)
has been moved up to the theatre
talent sales staff.
He. formerly assisted

Harry Kalcheim.

Frankie Laine Set To

Preem

Pitt's

4A's

Committee Appointed
'

A

committee to

mation- of the
tion

on

May

7

the forconstitution to

assist in

AGVA

AGVA

convenat the Astor hotel,

be presented to the

Y., was elected. Group will also
establish a code of trade union prac'Committees consists of Henry

Nv

tices.

Dunn,' Milton

Berle,

New Copa

Pittsburgh, Feb.

17.

Frankie Laine has been signed as
opening attraction at Len Ljtman's
new Club Copa. Spot will open
March 8. It's the old Villa Madrid,
later the Lu Marba, which Litman
has taken under a long-term lease
formerly held by Lou Abraras, who
has quit the nitery field.
Copa win use only one act, with
small combo for dancing under baton ol Al Fremont and Errol Garner,

jazz pianist, to
Harris, sion lulls.
Tyler, Vir-

.

fill

in the intermis-

Bud

Buddy Fontaine, Manny

Edith Piaf, current at the VerRichman, Ralph Shaw, Arthur
Ward, Chick Darrow, Sid De May, sailles, .:N. Y., has been signed for a
Charlene Harris^ Hal Sherman, Jerry repeat date at that spot in October.
jginia

Sam

theft

was reported

Sw^ Sl Eyes New Angles;

Sedk Names to

Schanker, one df the club's

49

Bump

Appeal

Strqp

owners.

The

t

money, according to policci
was in an unlocked safe, and the
gained
transom.

thief

through

entrance

Breese Camphoring^aton
To Enter Agency Field

a

of a

by 4A's to
acquaint the membership with the
state of the union. Meetings were

had been any strong pressure
from AGVA members for meetings
and participation in union affairs,
Nat Kalcheim
administration would selling activities.
the former
will continue as supervisor of the
have been forced to give members
there

by

The

•

Capitol hotel meet was

.

comJdy Faine, head of the
mittee and executive secretary of
of Musical
the American" Guild
Artists, who chairmanned the meet,
told the membership that while the
4A's might have been culpable in
'some respects on that score, the
^U)jo^ fault was. with the
membership. Faine stated that if

local nitery.

series of meetings called

held simultaneously in New York
and Boston;: with confabs in other
failure cities set to be held during the week.
to AGVA members through
be
union's affairs when it Pre-oonvention meetings will
to step, into
was evident that it wasn't being ad- held in various cities starting March
under 8, when convention delegates will be
democratically
iiiinistered
elected.
jiatt Shelvey, ousted national administrator.

NX's

17.

A burglar got $1,336 past weekend from the safe of Club Cairo,

was charged v/ith neg-. land, Jori Livingston,
of America
American Guild Jimmy Kdmundson
licence at the first
membership meet- Hollywood.
of Variety Artists
ing held since

Nitery Burgled

Chicago, Feb. 17.

Lou

Breese, State-Lake theatre
orch leader, resigns March 12 to enter the agency field. Prior to fronting at the State-Lake for the past
two monthsi he was house leader at
the Chicago theatre for five years.

4AsObysAGVA
N.Y. Conv.

May

7

Henry Brandon, former Edgewater Beach hotel maestro, replaces.

Associated Actors and Artistes of
America has approved plans for the
first American Guild of Variety Artits convention to be held at the
Hotel Astor, N. Y. May 7.

STAGE SHOWS SELDOM

PAY

Plan includes consolidation Of the
32
branches into 24 locals,
fractional voting with one representative for each 200 members and
delegates to be nominated locally,
but voted on nationally. Latter proposal encountered opposition from
delegate Dewey Barto. Bar to
proposed .that delegates to represent the various areas be voted on
only in the areas where nominated.
Barto contended that with national
voting, some branches may be left
without representation.
However,

AGVA

MINNEAPOLIS

IN

Minneapolis,' Feb. 17.
Stage sbows have hit a new low
this season and tlhe outlook continues to be bleak for flesh fare at
Radio City and the Orpheum, which
During
plays
them.
occasionally
past six months houses have had
only a handful of stageshows. Radio
City has but two set in. Stan Kenton
and .the King Cole Trio for April
and Sammy Kaye in May. The Orpheum hasn't any advance bookings.

New

York's 52d street has now be*
conscious. Several cellar

come name

on that thoroughfare have been

boites

offering as high as $2,000 weekly for

have played the
around town. They've
been pitching for comics such as
Lenny. Kent, and singeri; ol the
Frances Faye Class, in s^n effort to
attractions that
classier cafes

entice patronage.

Major cause for the change is the
click of Georgia Sothern at the Club
Samoa. This spot which has managed to hang on through the years,
has been getting a good play with
the name stripper. Other clubs have
been attempting to pact other name
peelers such as Margie Hart and

Ann Corio. Failing in that quest,
they're turning to standard names.

'

AGVA

One

cafe,

purchased
also

the Carousel,

recently

by Joey Kaufman

operates the

Bamboo

who

cafe,

is

one of the operators who's attempting to shy away from expensive talent by trying to lure understudies in

:

the various legit musicals as attractibns,
So far none have become
:

available.

Peelers Under Wraps
Both Minne.sota Araus. Co. (RaCity)
dio
and RKO (Orpheum)
Curiously enough, 52d street which
delegates
heads say there's less grief and risk
win attend confab. New York will and, usually, greater profit with started out as swing lane and helped
have the largest representation with straight pix. They add that only establish some of the t op n a m e
bapds, is veering away from jazz."
12 delegates, Chicago, Boston, and
name bands have any important b.o. Spots using .swing musicians are in
Los Angeles would have seven each;
value.
Burlesque has taken
the minority.
Cleveland and Philadelphia, 4; Cinover for the time being.
cinnati, and San Francisco, 3; PittsHowever, it'll have to be a tamer
burgh, 2.
Areas with one delegate
will
Buffalo,
include
Baltimore, Patricia Windsor Renewed type of burlesque. Shortly a ft e r
Miss Sothern started at the Samoa,
Columbus, Denver, Dallas, Miami,
spot was visited by; police who told
Montreal, New Orleans, Phoenix,
For Pierre Hotel, N. Y. her
that she'd have to eliminate th«
Portland, St. Louis, Seattle and
Having clo-sed recently at the Co- bumps. The police are getting StrictHouston.
Voting of delegates wiU be tinder tillion Room of the Hotel Pierre, er in' that respect. The Club 66,
supervision of the Honest Ballot N. Y., Patricia Windsor, blonde song- Greenwich Village, recently drew a'
Assn., and all members in- good stress, has been re-booked for that suspension of license on that score,
and other spots.hav^ received warnstanding as of July 31, 1947, will be spot starting late next month.
eligible to vote.
Miss Windsor, who's been in "Song ings.
Date was selected
because of the fact that Selling Re- of Norway" and has sung with the
Police vigilance may be another
search, Inc., a statistical organiza- San Francisco Opera, is currently at factor that may force the switch to
tion, made a survey of membership the King Edward hotel, Toronto, for names.
However, the street's spots
as of that date, several months ago two weeks, and follows that date have rarely been able to get along
and any change would involve the with three at the Mount Royal hotel, on one type .of entertainment for
expense of a new survey.
Montreal. Then back to the Pierre. any length of time<

he was voted down.
expected that 67
It's-

^

.

,

-

.

<
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Club Reviews

Niglit

La

N. Y.

M»rtluii|iie,

Youngmans,

Skulnik, Jack . Cartel
Holland, Jdiguelito Valdsz

&

Ralph Font's Band; $3 and $4

niini-

mums.
Far a number of years Dario, whi
operates La Martinique, has been
hearing of how a little comic in the
Yiddish»language theatre has been
convul^inig audiences on New York's
Second avenue. And now, finally,
woeful -looking, pasty -laced Menasha
Skulnik is essaying for the first time
tlie plush rhumba-salonu circuit. Tl\e
show biz millennium has been
reached!
.
Skuluik will never replace the
rhumba. He is funny, yes sometimes. But the idiom into which he
has- transplanted his broad, typically
Yiddish style of comedy—-even including s6me of the Yiddish talk-i
fails to dish up nothing more than
a platter of blintzes and sour cream.
The .pace, the jokes, tlie mannerisms
—none of these are for wliat one
might term an "uptown" audience;

The

rapier-like thm$ts.

Berles, the

Stones—

probably clock more laughs "Autograph Book" song. Comes back
downtown than the Series, the for his standard "Joe and I]aul" with
Youngmans and the Harvey Stones English interps that are funny. The
routine is a bit on the blue side for
in the same bailiwick.
Jack Carter is the bill's other those who understand the Yiddish
comedian, a striking contra,st to idiom. Bowoff is "Sam, You Made
Skulnik. Carter has been seen to the Pants Too Long," with credit to
better advantage than on the show Joe E. liewis, wjhich he smacks across
caught, when the audience was left for additional howls and beg-off.
cool by the Skulnik ministrations.
Almost show stealers were McThis made it difficult for Carter to Carthy and f arrell. Young team
follow. Which brings to mind that presents a turn that is refreshingly
Carter is typical of many young new and earns them sock reactioncomics who must learn to be insen- It's a combo of satires on disk jocks.

"It's a. Good Day," "You
and "Ballerina" to nice returns,
Holloway Sisters do sharp tap xqutines and are particularly good in
their second number. Local boogiewoogie pianist Ray Ladouceur opens
show with just two numbers. Bad
mike doesn't help matters but, however, get good response.
Buddy Clarke crew backs show

Also does

tJo,"
'

.

..

such audiences.
the audience doesn't wake up in
the first couple of minutes, pull tlie
hottest stuff from the bag! It's no
time to break in material! Withal,
young Carter, recently out ot "Call
Me Mister" in New York, is a personable performer 'who has sho'tvn
remarkable development as an impersonatdr, gagster and what-haveyou. And he'll continue to improve.
Lander and Holland are a ballroom
team who have a couple of standard
girl is a
lifts, and that's all.
looker, and they are generally a
handsome couple, but their dancing
is too studied all the way. And what
is she making those faces for?
Miguelito Valdez opens the show
with his Cuban rhythmics, vocally
sitive to
If

The

*

Marc,

neatly.

Chicago, Feb.

co*«r

$li $3.50

Venetian Room,
Saw
(10)

Swank room, which has been using
comics in past months, 'does a welcome switch with Tito Guizar. That

-

Zabe.

•

N. Y.

Cotillion Ro4Mm,

a nifty closer.

The Leeuona band has appearpj
here previously and provides
the
bulk of the show with their musical
clowning and Latin tooting,

(8);

the change was a happy idea was
evident by capacity attendance openin panto to recordings that are ing night.
Guizar, carrying accomps on guitar,
cleverly put togetherj though they
could eliminate the Andrews Sisters opens off with a semisoperatie tune,
'Massachusetts'' number. Act could "Tonight We Live,", in Spanish and
stand tightening, but, as presently English. Follows with "Linda Mujer"
good
them
a
for change of pace. Then "You Beconstituted still makes
bet for class cafes ^especially in- long to My Heart" and "Begin the
Beguine" for solid returns.
timeries) and vauders.
For his closing group of tunes,
Rest of show is holdover.. The
Wally Wanger girls approach their tenor Guizar does some aud parroutinings in heavy manner. Ralph ticipation songs, "Celito Lindo" and
Young clicks with' his baritonings of "El Rancho Grande," with payees
the pops and Betty Jane Smith wins joining in choruses for additional
salvos in her breathtaking spin-taps, salvos and beg-off.
Ray Morton's
Frank Unale and orch handle 'the orch does neat job of backing the
Lary,
backgrounding capably.
singer and handling daiice chores.

Idin,

Chi

(HOtEti SHEitMAN)
Chicooo, Feb. 13.
* Mildred Bailey, Pot Gurraiff Jolm
Kirby Orch, Ricfci- JBarbosa Orcfi
tuith Linda Garcia, Marty Hogan,
Carl Marx; wiiiimum $2.'50-$3.50.

jaHNSON

room

is

-Teeing

eluding

Layout caughf was featured by
vocals of ah unbilled performer, a
.

.

last-minute replacement for just this
show. Th&t would be Patricia Windsor, filling' in for the ailing baritone,

Eric Thorson.

'

.

know-how for
projection and an unusual knowledge of how to use a. mike. She can
sing anything, whether' it's a ballad
from "Carousel" or an aria fro|n
"La Boheme."
recent closing bere,
she's due back late next month.
Miss Nova, Polish ballerina makla. their show set Kiiiby's sextet ing her American debut, and Olgo,
rocks
"Buddy" and "St. Louis. Continental mathematical mentalist,
Bass-playing Kirby's iden- are reviewed more extensively unBlues."
tity should be pointed up more der New Acts.
clearly in the intro. Barbosa's quinRest of the layout comprises
tet turnd in a tamale medley, with Charles Reader's orch, with the perthe maestro doing a vocal, bongo sonable maestro handling the introslapping, and a turn on amplified ductions, and Van Smith's Latin
Linda Garcia's chirping is rhythms for the one-two-three stuff.
guitar,
smothgred, but her maraca and hip
Kahn.
work IS shatp.
Mildred Bailey, backed by Kirby's group, remains one of the most
fluent and expressive singers in the
(HOTEL
BISMARCK)
jazz idiom. Her wistful warbling is
Chicoijo, Feb. 10.
;at its prime in. torch lyrics, which
The Martiriis (2), LaVernc & Jon,
doesn't mean ha: treatment of other
tunes is less than flrstrrate.
She Joseph Sudy's Orch with Lenore; no
uses a minimum of gestures and cover or minimum.
that's okay, since the sell is in the
voice.
Conservative
entertainment for
Singer draws spontaneous ap- conservative couples continues to
plause at recognition of her re- pay off in this room.
Let others
corded faves.
"There'll Be Some snag the names and novelties. The
Changes Made" goes well as opener. Walnut Room management will take
With a fast up-build on the follower, its brace- of standards, plus a society
"Almost Like Being in Love." She orch, and do quite well.
gets grins.started with "Don't Worry
Bill is
up of old familiars
About Strangere," then socks home here, with,made
the exception of La Verne
•'tover Gome Back to Me," Exit- and
Jon. Pair offer usval ballroom
ing to salvos, she encores with "Old stuff
in.imrt stylo. Femme's version
Rockin' Chair", and "Honeysuckle of
the can-can is plenty spicy and
Rose" for a beg-off.
goes over well. Team closes to nice
In the holdover bracket, Marty
with a jitbug routine, folHogan continues as emcee and Pat response
lowed by a Highland Fling.
Curran tenors Irish ballads for good
^The Martinis' ducting of light
results. Model-of-the-Month device,
none too effective in the past, has classics and -show tunes scores solidly.
Couple
open with a Romberg
fancy development via twins, Katheleene and Katherine Ring. Twin- medley for fancy appearance and
ship is held back while gals saunter follow with an original, "The SWeoton solo enjtre acts, doing the old Mt Drink." Singers off after rousing
.quick (Change in handsome garb. delivery of "Italian Street Song,"
Payoff has them parading in bathing then return with "Maytime" and a
well-rewarded go at grand opera.
suits.
Carl Marx, the room's perennial, In a previous stand at the Walnut
table hops in choice cldwnittg as of Room, the Martinis racked up' 42
weeks.
yore.
*
Btot.
Joseph Sudy's orch, also familiar
here, backs deftly throughout and
Copaciriiana,
fills floor for dancing.
Baxt.
Miomi Beach, Feb. 13.
Red Buttons, McCarthy & Farrell
Betty Jane Smith, Ralph Younq,
Kl
WaUy Wattger Line (7), Frank LiniWoritreal, Feb. 13.
ale Orch; no minimum or cover.
Johnny Howard, Donald Novis,

expansion- of the clef
bill

department.

voice, looks, youth, a

has two orchs> one for the

Latin stuff, the other for jive. And
although two small orehs don't add
up to one big name, band, they do
make for continuous between-show
dancing for the terp-bappy youngish
couples that patronize the spot.

A

.

Americas
t^orematt

MmittifiUf

,

mm,\

GUEST

•

Walnut Room, Chi

PerHoonl Manaffcmonts
AiiSOCIAXlCS
366 )HbuUB4R Ave.i Styi /Xork
.

ROHBKT COK

'

PHIL FOSTER
N*wMt,,laff-S*i»alion

Nit*-lifs'i

'

anyone

Couldn't %et

to

expense*

so I'im
dfiviiig fronri California to
iilew York
.
. by myself.

share

.

Arriving
Birthday.

Washington's

-

I

"Fostorad by"

SOL TEPPER, RKO

Bldg.,

N*w

Yorii

20

COMEDY PAHER
For All rtiiichw of Tli^rieal*

FUN-MASTER
^

''The

,

Show

lix

Gay

File"

.

22 at $1.00 ea.
.10 PARODIES for $10.00
No^.

%

T to

"How to
$3.00

B* an Emcee"
Including 2 Gag FilCi

8«ni1

for list of inatoTlal, p»r<Mll«.s,
cnmiHly mng», mhuitrol Mts-vblackouts, skHs, etc.
,
NO C.O.D'i

PAUiA SMITH
£00

W. S4tb

6t4 MeiiF Vitk IS

,

Miami

"My

Jessel's

Tax' routme for more howls anH
segues into "School Days," "CaroMorning" and George sr.
^"i

smart room crowded during his run
here,
Jimmy Blass orch provides
baelciiiii.
Ted

neat

JAY

SEILER
99,44% fun Humor
HEID OVER SIXTH WKK

CASA

.Dance team: of Greb

.

Fan Fantasy,

Brazilian

a

boogie,

"Bahiana" and "Hot Day in Haiti."
smart and vdry entertaining team.
Don -^Dennis, singer, has to open
to a regular clientele not particularly inteirested in his type of
singing.
He scores, however, with
remarkable ease.'' Lad has a good

A

show

voice

knows how

aixtl

traditional

"April Showers"
Mother's Eyes," Eddie

Cohan's "Over There" for more reusing returns and a beg-off. Price
is
solid all the way and should
keen

versatile lineijp of- performers

show:
& liOber is perfect for this continental
atmosphered club and their material
goes- over neatly. They, toss away
their sense of timing and provide
nifty satirical touches in such routines as "Java Jive,*' an Oriental

his

Jolson's

Cantor's "Suzie." and Harry Weh
man's "Birth of the Blues" to
wto
"
hefty response.
Price follows up with "Income

combine to put over top satisfying

What Miss Windsor is doing on
Small orch and name singer the wrong side
of a musical's footformat evolved at this room in re- lights
is anybody's guess.
She has
cent months has been varied by

New

A

with

off

Bye Blackbirds." Price runs
gamut of song impersonations, thi
in.

"Bye,

Montreal, Feb. 14.
Greb & Lober, Jean Handziilc, Don
Donnie, Jean Soision, Carol Grauer,
Bin Shinuer Orch; minimum $2.

long on entertainment and

class appeal.

'

$1,50 cower.

;

The

.

€oU«ge

S. F.

Froncisco, Feb 13

nostalgic formula that Georaia
Price has employed over the
veara
jackpots for him again here

Samovar, Mont'l

PIERRE)

<HOTEI.
orchestrally, with his "Babalu,!'
JVino Wotio, Olflo, Eric Thprson,
of course, being his standard topijer.
Ralph Font's band for the dancing Cliarles Reader Orch, Von Smith's
remains one of the best for the^ Latin Orch; $3. attd $4 minimum.
Kahn.
course.
Current show at the Cotillion

.

13.

Morton Orch
minimum.

terpg.' bnf

Miriam ^Laveije it .getting back
form following an iUness wWoh
kept her away for sometime.
resumed her difficult tricks SheS
Bn5
spins, but is stiU cautious
in her
dancing. Nonetheless, she
provides
into

(BtACKSTONE HOTEL)
Tito Guizoi'. Boj;

Work

and

raor* standard forma of
mixture isn't, too solid.

JostT

Mavfair Room, Chi

.

—

—

Harvey

bracket show.
Red Buttons, the young' comic out
of legit musicals, shows plenty .of
know-bow in bis approach to nitery
audiences. His mixture of fresh and
familiar patter is intelligently presented to get top values. Topper is

could

'

For lia Moskowitz & Lupowitz—
maybe. But not S7th street,
Skulnik has talent don't make
any mistake about that. But like a
La Martinique import from Second
avenue of several years ago; one
L^on Victor (Leo Fuchs), Skulnik
hasn't mastered the technique of
darting those jokes and gags with

the

hey've set too fast a pattern for the
Skulniks to follow in the uptown
cellar circuit. With Second avenue
as a background, and more appreciative audiences to match, Skulnik

Menasha
I/Under

package installed at thLs smart, spot
prior to return of Kay l%ompson and
the Williams Bros, in. another high

I

SEVILLE.

want to thank

all

L.

I.

th* major |wr!odi».

all for thoir exeoHont

ndtim,

"QUOTES"
N. Y. Daily NeoM.~Jay SaiUr . j ,
nothing funnior -tine* the L. i. R, R,
N. Y. Doily ReflwHon-Jay Sriln i'i.Nothing' at hilariou* jliiMk th* woothtr
reporit,

H. Y. Daily Woilcor-Joy Soibr?

,

Nothingi

W

LOU

to sell his

He scores with "You Bo
Something, to Me," "I Wonder Who's
Kissing Her Now," "I Don't Knew
Why,"" a slick versio"n of "Old Man
River" and "Where or When?"
Contralto Jean Handzlik, from'.
Broadway's "Music in My Heart,"
also shares in the plaudits with excellent dramatic renditions of "Bal-.
alaika Serenade," "Where's the Boy
I Saved for a Rainy Day," lively in-

SEILER

tuKbs.

terpretations of "Chanson Boheme"
from "Carmen" and '''Great Day."
Voice is rich and at best in dramatic

"NO OTHER COMEDIAN CAN
MAKE THIS CLAIM"
Curranlly'-Tolovising
Cotlumn by J. C. Burlap Co.
Coiffuro by Staypul Mattrnr Co.
Spadal Matorial by Gtorge Bernai'd
Pegler
Muficol Arrangamenit by Ludwig Von

Beethoven

songs.

Jean Poisson
play

the

is

magico

first

Samovar

the

19

in

to

years.

'

French lad has a unique personality.

Series of tricks are smart, often

new.
Best- is the one in which
mechanical bird picks out card
chosen by a spectator, liad works
fast even though some tricks are
long. This was solved after opening show by spotting him as extra
attraction

show.

after

finale

of

rest

CONCLUDED
RECORD 10 WK5.

of

Magico then comes on and
own shbw for halt an hour

gives his

br so. Bill Skinner's orch provides
usual good backing.
Marc.

GIRO'S

'

I

-

.

^

.

;

,

Havana-Madrid, N. Y.
Leeuona

Cuban

Btyys,

Miriam

Lavelle. George Jason, Lita

& Gabriel

Cansino,

.

Orch;

Pepito

COPA CABANA
MIAiMI

minimums,

VjKV.,

BEACH
Kcp.

POLAN & ROSENBERG

$3,50, $4.50.

Apparently

*e

majority of enter,
the new HavanaMadrid show are concentrated in the
Leeuona Cuban Boys band. Their
value to this rhumba spot is seen
in the fact that without them theire
isn't much to the proceedings.
On the band's night off, the three
acts didn't make tor. an impressive
tainntent values

show

HOLLYWOOD

Currently
(Return Engagement)

4(S1

a,

Jm Vimena,

T'.

A.

irt

some individually good
With a 'Change in routining

despite

talent.

so that openers would be Lita and
Gabriel Cansino, layout would play
better. As it is George Jason, magico

(New

Acts), tees off proceedings,

with the Cansinos following. This
branch of a famous theatrical family
of which Rita Hay worth is the best
known, constitutes an okay terpLadouceur, twain although
they're
yet'
tct

Morocco* Mont'I

There's
talent

in

plenty of fresh, jioung
the low-budget five-day

Sisters, Ray
Buddy Clvrke Orch; minimum

Hqllotoavi

$2,

Tenor Donald Novis and comedian
Johnny Howard shave spotlight and

achieve maximum

taster.

fek THE INK SPOTS

Howard

is

back for

his 10th

engagement and goes over with just
about the same repertoire of gags.
Material is on tlie border line of good
taste at times but comic skirts this
smart delivery. He whistles, sings
song and his own version of
French "Valentino" to smash response,
interwoven
with
laughprovoking gags and stories.
Novis sings a varied group of melo-

effectiveness.

They combine flamenco with the

audience enthusiasm in this new bill.
Nitery has momentarily abandoned
its regularly featured line of girls.
Show has less charm but is paced

AMERICA'S TOP HEADLINE SINGING ciROUP
.Currtiitly

RCA
VICTOR

Clom, Club

FAVORITES

PorHoml, Or*.

via

t)

an

Irish

tlie

and reveals splendid voice and
veiy good stage technitiue. At all
times agreeable to listen tcr, his best
IS 'Uene" which gets hefty salvos.

BOYS

All Kfajor Networki.

TheaiTci aad CIab«,
V> 8.

i

«Ba ClulMa

dies

Canwiitly

lOWlRVt

omoiT

Mft«-^al« Afseey, Inc.
41 W*«.4tth Sinet. H«« Ywfc

-

ZSm RKO

renoaal Dlr«!tlo»-.-BD
BaildlBiiv Mfow Xorfc

M.

2).

«.

CXicI* C-93««

,

.

,

,
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'

Friend" and "Green Acres of Home"
get over nicely. Good balance and
plenty variety have helped polish
act into one of best around,
- Mary Mon Toy, Chinese
chantoosey,
exudes grace and style in some novel
arrangements of old standbys. Comes
on for zestful interpretation of "Best
Things in Life," goes on to a sultry
version of "Two Loves Have 1" and
winds with "Poor Butterfly" done in

House Reviews
Cupttol, N. Y.
Horo-ca

Don

Orch,

Heidt

dance posturings.
Rice,

Contino, Harold Parr, Harold
Peck the Heidt Tones, Halyard Pat"Three
Williams;
Orant
terson

Strong climax

is

three-high pull-ups.
Marion Hutton, songstress, rocks
Day," Follows

number, "Good
with "My Brooklyn Love Song" and
"Who Stole the Jam," for nice reDaring Daughters" .(M-G), reviewed turns.
Encores wth "Please Take
bicfc

in VARJEiv. Feb. 11,

'48,

,

who made

quite a

mark for
the USO,

WEEK OF FEBRUABT
Nnmerala

Letter In nareiitheses bidivates olrcult:

wnK

:

smooth

tap, first'to

accompaniment of

trail.

to ail this hoopla is
Heidt's faculty for salesmanship. As
a performer Heidt still rates as one
of the best "coatholders''. in the business. His artifice at deemphisizing
his part in the "discovery," underscormg the youth of the "protege,"

key

IThe

intimating to the audience that its
acclaim can be the stepping stone of
a star of tomorrow and encoring
the "protege" for some patter about
'
hijs family back home is something
that the stage or program ringmaster
•niight study -vvith possible worth"
while results.
It may have just "happened that
,

way, but there's something odd
about Heidt's collection of prize
winners; no girls are included. Their
omission, it is assumable, has nothing
to do with the circumstance that
they are not so easy to travel as the
male amateur, what with some
ifamilies insisting, as it could happen
even nowadays, on a chaperone. In
eventi even if Heidt didn't stumble
Upon a single item of standout talent
in his crosscountry search, the show
The
is not without its looker side.
Heidt Tones may not have a spot, of
their own on this layout but they
.

routine. It's a
on the rough side but the girls
out front shriek at his every gesture.
Rice's
clowning didn't
inebriate
register anything as well.
As for the band production bits,
Heidt seems to garner maximum
entertainment results from a toy
orchestra idea. The thing is tuneful
and novelty. The burlesque on a
political campaign
theme doesn't

there's any letdown it comes durjhg the political burlesque, which,
happily,' is spotted close to the end
if

River."

Heidt keeps the audience remindful of his air sponsor by
bringing on Johnny of the cig's
,

trademark

and

escapability for a

loudspeaker
bow.

in-

Heidt has returned to the show
Warts with a sound boxoffice pattern
and package.
Odec.
'

.

>

SAatc-lAfce, €ht
.

Chicaeo, Feb.

13.

Franli Montaine

.

•

Current show is limited to three
due to extra long film, but is
sock fare.
Lou Breese orch opens

Sets

W'th medley from "Fortune Teller,"
features
Wagner,
Charlie
oruhimer, who switches to the xylopnone for neat solo bit.
Wayne-Marlin Trio, two men and
gin, wearing
.fluorescent lights, do
adagio routine, "Begin
'1,

wmch

ifn^

T^"'"<=" 0" blacked-out

stafee

Team leans
v^L '^rons reception.
ncavily
on the aero side with balances and lifts, rather
than usual

Dann

.Shep

Fields

Jay Marshall
Josephine Premice

3

Don Cummings

gets plenty laughs
with gags, drawing best response for
"television announcer skit," neat te^
write of his former radio announcer
bit.

Sue

Ryan,^ musical

whose

appreciation.

top honors with their original "TwiShow ends big as re.

styling.

"Something

I

.

Bdna Mae Harris

inoi

state

(I>

Triplets

'

Fausto Curbcilo
Art

Roman O

0

Havana-Madrid
Lecuona Cub'n B'y»

.Smith Sis
Patricia Ailair

L & G Lansing
Miriam La 'velle

George Jasqn
Saca.ma Ore
Iceland

C & T valde*
Muriel"' King
Bon VIvanta

.

Rnban

^

JBmerald

3

Ka,5'os

"Hollywood on Ice," with Buff & B Wells & 4 Fays
Joonne McCusIccr, Dot- McCusker, Marshall Bros
CAMDEN
Helen Smith, Marie Purviance, Jean Tvweni
(I> 20-22
Arlen, Tommy DePauw, Dick Simon- Anso'n Sis
ton, Doc Carlin, Michey Michals, Terrl LaFranconi
Cats
Hollywood Sweethearts
(12)
& D & D BoxlnK
Benson
& Mann
SJcatinp Foursome, Byron Palmer, I'lbony a
'

Vonc« Secret Mission"

CEDAR RAPIDS

Piiram'nt. (P> 21-23
lloosiev Hotshots

(PRC).

0 Dyerettes
B Harris & LlllettO
Bessie Jackson
Prince Ironjaw
Paul Wallcer Ore
-

19

Golden Gate (R> 18
Louis' Jordan 6

CHICAGO

Dean Murphy
Marion M.utton

Wayne Mariin
Oriental (1)
Buddy Lester

3

MlnR Sc LinK
P Franks & Janyce

&

Catrl

lV-2;

<I>

Bud Sweeney
Bui Sands Girls
Tanner Si: Betty

WASHINGTON
(1.)

BRISTOL

ute to Flo Ziegfeld,"
Birthday Party," a real entertaining bit for the kiddies, and "Stairway to the Stars," closing flash.
Costumes are fresh, and fluorescent
effect in the Dixie Minstrel number

.rosephlne

Sims

Carol

(I)

I..ane

colorful.
Specialties ^ire sock. Jean Arlen
does two neat solos and a double
Solo specialties by
with DePauw.

is

Yeoman
Campb'll

,6

Sc

Rog'r

B li'Iylnn Bullet
Dassle Bros
Helen Smith, Marie Purviance and Peg-gy Barnes
Joanne McCusker, are graceful and 12 Little Olivettes
CAKIIII.'I"
click.
Dot McCusker has a comedy
'i'lifiitre (8) 1(!
sesh on skiis and socks across her New
.Sleeiiinj^ Beauty
for laughs in a challenge rou-

Freddie Forbes
Nila Croft
Phil Strickland
Bert.. .Murray
BiUie I^ove
Isabel ilanlen

tine

(

Ban

Vlllaire

.

Paula

Drake

Hax Kamlnehy
Don

I

Frye.

Waldnrt-Astorte
T^ucienne Boyer ^

Blackliawb
Art Kassel

CHICAGO
GlOrlla

Roily Rolls

Boy Poy

Lucienne & 'Ashou^
Il^rlan Fcdele
Song Stylists (4)'
D-Hild Dancrs-dtl

Hart

Randy Brown
'r & J Mahoner
Chez Puree
Marty Gould Ore

LEICESTER
(S) 16

Dumpty

.Tohn Kirby Ore
Marty Hogan

Larry Marvin
B Kraft Dancers
Don Chlesta Ore
Adorables 12
Eileen O'Dare
Hotel Blachstone

Mildred Ballef
The Barbosas.
Ring
Ki'&
Carl Marx
Lathi QB»>tia
Btlly Vine Co
Buddy Shavr Ore

K

.

Oro.

Gulzar
Hotel Blsmmrk
J Sudy Ore
.Benno Delson O'
Tracy Sisters <2)
i.a\''crne & Jon
'jito

Little
T..avender

Roy. Jelterles

Hugh Harden
Jack

& Stan
Juves
Palace (S) 16
Janet Hamilton
Smith & Hargraves
Harris

Biei's 12

Doray Sisters

Helalngs

-

Morgan

'i:tto

;i

Dick Hayleman

Van Bock

LONDON

Hotel tStevenv
Paul Rc«an
Skitch Henderson O
Prydo & Day
Olsen & Joy
Boulevadears
(12^

Bill

Ellen Wliite

H

Edgewntcr Beaeb

George Olseb Oro

,

Lester Into N. Y.

Stoll (S) 10
Stars on Ice

.

'

Phil. Began
Murray Arnold Or
Andrea Adagio Trio
Rudy. Cardenas

Chandler Ore
Dick- Gale

Burns 6
George Doonau
Aberdonians
B Kayes Pekinese
Derrick
Rosaire's Horse
Heiga Stone

(•>

Elaine JTordaii
Palmer IIoubA

lire Martinis (2)
Paulons (2)

Al

Copa

Good

Jerry Lester goes into the Copaca»
bana, N. Y;, March 4, for four weeks
as a replacement for Tony Martin,
originally slated for that spot.

Ronald Frankau
Sonny .leaks
Jack stpntord

Martin, currently on the Texaco
airshow, is expected^-. tO' apjpeax at

Pnlladinm

'

Danny 'Kaye

.MANCHESTKK

llipportrome (S)
3 Shoes-

.1

10

oan Davies

.roy

.

,

later date.

Hayden

'

Hotel Sherntan

Ches

Hay Morton-

Harold Child«

D

Eddy Howard Ora

Ray Bolger

Little

Pamela Roye
1^1 l;a Baker

'

Wadt

20

Doi'een

Ooreen Davlea

Jimmy Edmundson

Taylor Line,
Piute Pete
Bddie Stone Ore
Kay Carol*
Machito Ore
Rosanne
Hotel RIttmora
Popuiairea
Larry. Green Ore
Buccaneers Ore
C Turecamo Ore.
Village Vnngaari
Hotel
Commodore Maxine .Sullivan

.

Howard

(lujnpty

Anne

i'larry

•

.

Versaiiiea

Edith Piaf
Bob Grant Ore
Panehito Ore

Emil Cnleman Ore

Stanley

Opera House

.

•

.,

ifisba Borr Ore

Count Basic Ore
Slump & Stumpy
z Johnson Co

Stan

Jeanne .Goddard

t-

"

Marshal Beard

DugKle Wakefield
G Huntley- Wright

Lawson

Valerie

Paris
Blaclter
Splvy'a

Hayes Gordon

Phil Boroayne

Olga Varona

Bert Plait
Finley Bros

"Mother Goose

'.

Spivy

Diane Courtney

18

Landre & Verna
Sara A McCabe
Kddle Hanley
Low, Hlte- A;

ilippudrome (S) 10

Babes in Woods
Arthur Luean
.lean Adrlenno

WaUy

Joan Casto
Hal Haclcett
Hazel Webster
Dovrney & Fonvlllo
Hotel IBelm't-VIaia

Hotel Lexington
Pineapple Ore
Hotel New ITorlioir
Shep Fields Ore

Blsa

BRITAIN

number with Tommy

Nermann

Hotel EdiBon

Tomniy Reed: Oro
Nil 1 Fifth Ave

Margo

-

.

SPRING FIEIiD

Court Sq

Montana Kid

10

Pied Pipers

Paul VlliArd

,

,

Dave Barry

Capitol

20

(P)

Ore.

:

Ru'dels

Tiny HIM Bd
.State-Liike

EUANCISCO

SAN

•

J'ack Ripley Line
,

:

,

BOSTON

Keitll <R)
Mills Bros
Gil Malson

Louisville, Feb. 13.

.Sis

ROCKfORD
(I) 20
Tap & Toa

Palace
Tip,

O

BIc;n

Connie Sawyer
DAy, Dawn,~ DusIi
Kiirlel Gaines

Ginger Kinney

Ben Bibble

'
.

Vincent Travers

C & F Simpson

READING

Rnjah (I) 10-21.<
Art Mooney Ore
Steve Bvans

Banks
Smaro

.

.

Nevada Smith

Great Lester

10-21

A & C Penton
Noel Hytown Co
Jerry 'Quinn

with Miss Purviance.
Male members of show, lour of
and Evelyn Fteyman mingling music them, attired in femme togs, have a
with dramatic narratioa for solid wonderful time for plenty laughs.
Another lau|h getter is Mickey Mi- Jill Dunckley
returns.
&: KIkf
Adams and his pais have done a lot chals. who gives a panto impression T.eon
Hamilton Robtns
with their combo of zany antics, gags of an orch conductor. Doc Carlin, Sidney 'rrevelyan
and songs since last here two years after opening number, garners nice Vilma De Boer
routine on the Robs & Globe eis
ago. Whole thing is better coordi- returns for his drunk
4
Balmoral
nated into a faster moving, tighter blades.
Charh'H Anraster
Stars of the show. Buff and Jo- Beaton's 12 Juvo.
package and impresses as funnier
CIIISWICK
than ever. Toning down of Adams' anne McCusker, close to nice reEnipire (S) IS
skating-acro
with
their
duo
ception
too.
here,
better
goes
dialect routine
Lester Co
han- Harry"
Added horseplay with audience, routine. Pair is attractive, and
Maria Lawton
in their ciiris Siinds
which, at show caught, was largely dle them.selves smoothly
Bigoa & iTreda
spins and twirls.
.iuve, went well, with Adams deltly
& Byl
Show obviously is a heavy on Fnoiiovan
keeping it on an all-in-fun, inoffen'0'F<'arrPil Co
HAf'KNEV
Biggest improvement equipment, costumes, and lighting,
basis.
sive
on an adequate vaude
Empire <H} K'
noted in Canzoneri's .stoogmg, with but fits nicely
rhefalo
an
that
time
This
first
is
stage.
ex-boxer beginning to look as much
T> A- 1 O'Gormai
ice show has played a local vaude .Tpfiii
Kennedy
at home on the stage as he once w<is
house, and results have been highly 3 Spallas
in the ring. Plant's musical interHold,
Artliur Brough
"When a Fellow Needs a satisfactory.
ludesi

Sadie
Bella

Joe LaPorto Oro
D'Aquila Oro
Essex Hoase
Ervrin Kent >0r«
_.' latin ^{nartev
Harvey Stone
Genr^lo Tappa
Jerry Keeber

.

NaMoiiaU L'ville

.stuff

:

Boyd Heath

tion on "Rock Me Baby," "Stormy. Tune Tattlers
22rii6
Monday", and "Who's Been Schooling You?,'" presumably specials of Homer & Holly
Don Hooton
Edba.
own composition.
.Bill jBrown

,

Mack

'

Sullivan

Shepard Line
Old
RonroanlaB

Harem

...

AX
THEATRE, MIAMI
EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
Broiidmiy
New ¥orl&

his

I

Danny

Myron Cohen
Connie Haines
Chandra-Kaly Dcrs
Elisa Jayne
John BJlitot

:

DePauw. Other standouts are "Trib-

the Adams-Canzoneri-PJant

l>acal S

RENALD and RUDY

A

Woshinflton, Feb. 15.
Joey Adams with Mark Plant &
Tony Canzoneri, Mary Mon Toy, Al
& Connie Fonton, Sam Jock Kaufman House Orch tuith Kov Be Witt;
"Voii Were Mea nt for Me" (20th).

Edwilrds & Diane
Jose Cortez Ore

19

(I)

Lenore Rogers
Betty Gavnelle

'RO«ino

Pdnchoa

Embassy

OlJiCMPTA

Girl"
cores with "A Feller Needs
for additional salvos and beg off.
Shoargrued Dancers, three girls
and man, follow with a folk ballet
adeptly done which gets over nicely.
T-Bone Walker, handling his own
accomps on electric guitar and incorporating comedic slant to his
blues singing wins plenty apprecia-

CapUol«W«sh.

routine, pair of acts preceding rate
attention. Rounding out bill,
there is a nicely handled patriotic
salute to Lincoln's birthday, with
house orch, soloist Kay De Witt and
local radio actors Charles Edwards

Carman.

Sherry Britton

Lyda & Yanni

Willie Danville

Victoria Barcelo

Sue Ryan

William

.Paul

With Garland

sticks to add color to a fast
Ice revue neatly adaptable for use
paced act. Harmonies are excellent in vaude houses, and condensed to
and win good response.
fit into an hour show, "Hollywood
Novelty end is taken care of by On Ice" is getting good reception
Saul Grauman and his musical stairs. here.
The tappings of the femmes are well
Byron Palmer opens the show,
worked out, with the fencing bit best warbling in a well-modulated voice
of the routines. Graumata conducts and handling oft-stage announcethe band.
ments later in good taste. Garners
Aero stunts of Carl and Ai-lene are nice returns on medley of tunes from
neatly worked out. Les Rhode house "Oklahoma."
orch backgrounds in okay fashion.
Show has seven production numLary,
bers, opening with the line girls go-

worthy

Mabley

.

;

F Del Monte

t>OB

.Skulnife

Jack Carter
M Valdes Ore
Ralph Font Oro
Lander & Holland
Leon m Eddle't
Eddie Davis
Art Waner Oro

Digatanos
Susan Graves
JeK Clay

m^a &

•..

.Tackle

Im Martlnlqn*
Menasha

Michael Durso Oro
Fei^nando Alvarex O
El Chlco

GeoTffie Kaye
Stuart Sis
Bo.viil
SO
(I)
Buddy & Gllie
Hudson Ore Tune Tattlers
Hadda Brooks
Olln TValKer
& Berry
Kbony ^
Rhythm Boys
FHllTvA DELPHI A

Must Have Dreamed

ing info a Dixie

& Van

3

Suns.

3

Henny Youngman
Carl Ravazza

Brooklns

Drew
Warwick

Hotel

Alan.McPaiKe

Majrstic (I> 10-22
Great .Barton
Kitty McLaughlin
Florida 3
.Benny Meroff,

Georf^e

drum ahd

Trim layout this session garners
results all along the line. Though top

.

Herron Ore

Charlie

,1

Rosalie Alien

Hlcka

Last Night" and a zippy version of
"Necessity" to sew things up. En-

m.o.; "Philo

Laurie Long
Cantons
Matt Tuck
It CurbeUo Ore

PATEBSON

& Howard

Plaza

Hdtiel

Hlidesarda
.roel

J Frose
Oopacatiann

Delta

Wilson handling piano accomps, the
personable songstress tees off with
"It's A Good Day" to set her pretty
and follows through with ballad.

light Time.''

is

.

Cryijtal

Helene-

19

(I)

Herb JefCeries
Paul Remos
Bobby Pinkus

)

Handle vooal assignments
smoothly and easily. Do "All the
Things You Are" with Artie Dunn
clicking and other tunes, but take nifty song

draw

18-1»
Oliver

Valors

3

payoff laughs via performance
rather than material, fiand .takes
over for slick version of "Ma.nana,"
with Page and sidemen plenty spotlighted for solid palming.
Miss Carpenter, who built up
considerable following via radio and
recording, cops again here with her

NEWARK

Adams

Kuss Morgan Ore

<

for

& Rudy

StooRes

3

Johnny Jlyman
Al Verdi Co
Dick Lane

of four men and gal,
fast line of tumbling, pyra-

MIAMI
& V Plckeft

Malieny
MCNallle SIS

Dancers

Francis

House comics Spider Bruce, 'Vivian Miss Nadja
BAT.TIMORE
comedy Harris and John Vigal do a corny
Hippodrome (] 19
skit which, however, is worked up .Sammy Kaye Ore

style.

sult.

&

Van Smith Ore

-(Don'nto%va)

Hal Sherman

Olympia (F) 18

I8-S1

(I)

Ad a It

Ear!

.

Helen Humes
Salvatoro Gloe.
Fats Pichbn
Hotel
Rousevelt
Clilt Jackson
Guy l.ombardo O
Edmund Hall Ore
Hotel St Morlta
Dianwnd Horseshoe Edo Lubich Ore
Hata & Hart
Mlrko
Choral Octet
Hotel St Besla
H Sandler Oro
Hal Saunders Oro
Alverez Mora
Ijjvaiyn Tyner'
Juenger Ballet XInet Rosalind CourtrighC
Ciiina Doll
Laszlo & Pepito
Katharine Chance
Hotel Vaft
Jack Soo
Vincent Lopes: Ore

Prof;

Renald

QUEENS

Tnlnaica
R.

:

'Manffirils

& A
miding and balancing win worthy G
Danny

singer, works hard to put 'over her
of comedy songs and prove effective and likable. Does "Chi. Baba"
among other items.
Headliners,. the Three Suns, cUck
with personalities and distinctive
list

Stuart Sis,

The

Larkin 3
Cafe Socletjr

Ellis

22

Bernle Geor(?e
.H

:

Helen, Lee

Hotoi Pennsylvanls
Frunklo Carle
Hotel Pluirre
Catgary Bros
Chas' Reader Oro

Nype & Coto

Gro

Grand

i

Terry Brent
.lay Martin"

Marc Lawrence

A\ Verdle Go

FIntbuHh (I) iO-Z'l
.Sherman B & Tess
Grace Johnston
Harry Aose

:

Marion Hutton, Deon Murphy,
wayne-Marlin Trio, Lou Breese
Orch; "To the Ends of the Earth"

Bacutclte
Dorothy Uoss
Blue Angol
Alice Pearce

Ar^tie

CITY

M-«6

(P)

State (1) iO-iiS
.J?*len Forrest

Buddy Greco

The Tepmans

consisting

of the hour.

'

:

20

.

ance but arrangements could stand
polishing,
especially
"Old
Man

there's

^i^tation ip, the combination's imitation of name band styles.
.The playoff is nimbly paced and

Cnpltal

lloosler Hotshots
Tiny Hill Btt

HARTlfOKD

Vaughn Monroe Or

Page's solid band. Latter comprises
three rhythm, five sax, two trombones and three trumpets, including
the maestro's. It's arrangements are
melodic and hot, just what's ordered
for this house. Page lays out plenty
hot trumpet licks throughout band's
stanza and emcees affably enough to
keep things moving at a good pace.
Band tees off with a sizzling version of "Outright" to set things for
the Machinos, ofay tumbling act

Bills

NEW YOEK

DAVENPORT

Sr.

.

come off. On the other hand,
«mart touch of stage pre-

fluite

Lathrop & Lee

,

of Three Suns this
bill doesn't stack up as a top layout.
Opens with Dak Chung troupe,
five Chinese doing a routine ball
balancing turn with a bit of wrisley
thrown in. Okay. Ames brothers,
four Ideal lads, follow in barbershop
quartet style. They do "Sing, Sing,
Sing," "Golden Earrings,""Tell Me
a Story," etCi
Have good appear-

.

makeup and dressmg

Cabaret

Virj;inia Ausbj^

HOLYOKK
BltONV
ViiUey Arena (I)
U'huUor (1) «0-a« Tony
Pastor Ore
& Penny
3 Bentons
Thelma Carpenter, sepia song stylist, Niohols
The Wellingtons
Al Norman
sharing top billing with Hot Lips T O'Neal
Cathy
.Son & Sonny
Sonny King

With exception

& ,leo
Ray

Balafsuei's

3

.foues

Current layout at the Apollo
Larry Flint House Orch; "Personal
should bring happy returns with
Column" (RKO).

.

little

18

Mayo Bros

and one titian-haired.
Olynipia, Miami
The "find" that stirs up the. most
Miami, Feb. 14.
excitement from out front is Dick
Keye Luke, DeCastro Sisters, Jean
Contino, an accordionist with an Carroll, Saul Grauman's Stairway
of
exceptional technical facilitjr and a Melody, Carl
& Arlene, Les Rhode
natural turn for showmanship. This
Wouse Orch; "Golden Eorrinos"
that
and
manner
style
a
has
a
youth
(Par).
Should make him a solid nightclub
candidate. He might also prove a
Current bill is a briskly rounded
good novelty for recordings. Of the layout
that garners warm reaction
others* Harold Paar stacks up as a
most of the way.
pleasant, baritone, Richard Valeri
Keye Luke, Chinese flimsier, does
discloses a clever knack for imperwith impreshes of film stars dookay
Vaughn
luminaries
such
as
sonating
Monroe; the Ink Spots, Al Jolson and ing "The Raven" in their various
Williams styles. Songs go well, also, to add up
Sinatra,
Grant
Frank
makes good at tenorizing the more for solid reception.
Sock sesh of patter and special mabVavura type of operetta ditty and
.Halyard Patterson collects a hefty terial songs mark Jean Carroll as
ovation for his mixture of the topper .of lineup. Hep gal, with an
classics and boogie-woogie at the easy, assured deliyery gets steady
giano. Also in the troupe is a young laughs, with her racetrack routine
oofer, Harold Peck, whose specialty and parody, "Man That I Married"
standouts. Comedienne gets top reIs eccentric buck-and-wing.
Rice filters In and out of the run- sults all the way.
DeCastro Sisters do neatly in their
,off with his usual ease and interMix Latin and Americano
mittent sock effect; Rice's forte is stint.
pantomime and the sample out of his tuhes, utilizing the maraccas, bongo

,

18

Bd'

(1)

.Ta.ckley
&i

Hope

€IXC'1NN.4TI

Dot Kcmy

ROX.V

Vigal; "Strange Journey" (20th).

Don Cunimings, 3 Sun,?, Sice Ryan,
Dak Chung Troupe, Ames Bros.,

Biz good at opener, with strong
certainly have a" decorative value;
Elie,
all three tall and lithe and with a screen names helping.
coloration breakdown of two blonde

laugh kit that rocks 'em here, especially the women, is Rice's takeoff
of a lemme riser -going through, her

Priilife

Thelma Carpenter, Hot Lips Page Hazel tScott
Henry 3
Band (13), Mochinos (5), T-Bone DOn
Raye * Nuldl
Wolfcer, Shoargrued Dancers
(4)
Gil Lamb
Spider Bruce, '^ioi'an Horris & John
Stniiul (W>

,

,

Louis
DIl.K-

•

Aimee ';Fontenay

Albee (K) 20

(P)

I'aruniniint

RKO, Boston

won

Loowt

(JL)

POECl

UltEEN

Empire (S) 10
Ted Heath Ore
Uick Henderson

M MOreland Co
Peck & Peck
Geo Kii'by
Heywood

Dobs

WOOD

Ladd Lyon

Sym Ore

Lowe.

Apollo, N. V.

•

a glow of greeting and volume
6f applause, that isn't pften meted
out to the biggest names that play
Broadway eomtoination-Iibuse
the

lnden«ndentl

(I)

Cilia's

Regiii (!•) XO
Duke JSlhiigton O

Yvonne .DeCarlo
A.Jan Carney
Joe. K Howard

;

approval,

Carl S.ands Ore

Alfredo ±,v]z7A

.iuggling balls, then singly and as a liiivfi'encf! NicUol
team, with aero action. Hepcat finale Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
is especially good, and gets deserved Gleo Club

'

It's

18

connection with btllfi below indlcHte opeittn^ ilny of ahow
wiicther full or s|ilit tvceR,

tempo and in the straight operatic Italian, then back again with
"This Can't Be Love," Singer has NEW
riTir
variety and range' in voice, plus a
C.'uiiKoI (L) 18
strictly oriental grace and charm. Horace Heidi Ovc
)Ii>»ic Hmi <I) 19
Plenty mitt action.
Al and Connie Panton offer a slick T.arry Storch
Paul Fr.ttrtK
juggling-acro terp act. Dancing is all William ShrJner

for sock closer.
Dean Murphy, satirist, clicks with
running impreshs of radio and film
celebs, embellished with comments
from the .morning, headlines. Follows with Harnr Richman takeoff
in "Birth of the Blues" and rib-tickling satire on Hildegarde, chirping
"Almost Like Being in Love." Also

himself in the early days of
the troupe that does the stage enpertaining is pretty much the same
NBC listeners have, or could have,
run into recently on Philip Morris'
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and Winston
Sunday night stanza.
or Churchill's "blood 'and guts" speech.
There's nothing memorable
outstanding about the talent that For clincher he reprises the- late
Horace Heidt has picked up in his President Roosevelt's plea.,for world
Zabe,
program auditions across the coun- peace for boff bow-off.
try and showcases: here, but the
audience treats each "protege" as
though he were a relative who had
Boston, Feb. 13.
the "Walking Man" kitty.
just

Id'

jive

Me Home"

-

With the exception oi Don Rice, a
comedian

first

Variety Bills

'

'

*

.smeddie Bros

Rosamund Belmore
Aisrt Youn« 2
.Stuart Pearce

BraemaJ' Pipers
Tiller afflK

Terry Juveniles

SHEPM'RDS

BI'S''

Empire

Id

MUX

(S)

.Miller

Ben Dova
Duncan Gray
Alfred Thripp

&

sometime in May. It's their first
N. Y. cafe date since appearing at
now the Harem.

the, Zanzibar,

Kathiecrt "West

Karris

Ink Spots' l,ft., N.Y., Date
Infe Spots have been signed to appear at the Latin Quarter^ N. Y.,

Chri«tln<'

Armanda & Marc

Ink Spots wilt follow the stand of
Joey Aditms, Mark Plant and Tony
Cauzoner|.

,

Wednesday, Febrnarjr 18^ 1948

48
N.Y.

E^nmratal

Fiays Stimulsrte

CnY

OPERA SKEDS

hade

MENOTTI DOUBLE-BILL

Christmas party Kay Francis promised the oast of "State of the
Union" petered out in Louisville, because she couldn't find available quarters at the time, star, assured- co(npany she'd make it an even bigger one
Even though
tour came to a close- in Pittsburgh recently.
night
the
she was stricken iU two weeks before in Columbus, 0„ when she accldentally overdosed with sleeping tablcte and was forced to relinquish
(Erin
O'Brien-Moore
the
route
of
remainder
taking
for
the
role
leading
over) star still hoped to be able to get out of hospital in time to fulfill
her party commitment to "felloW-players. Few days before Pitt engage,
her
from
be^
in
hospital
cast
phoned
Columbus
she
however,
ended;
ment
and spoke to each player personally and told them how sorry she was
that it couldn't be done bdeause her doctor had ordered l>er to rest
for a while longer. Mrs. Richard Barthelmess had' been at Miss Prances'
bedside ever since she was stricken. Miss Francis Is now better.
•

N. Y. City Opera Co, will open its
six-week spring season March 19
with "Dori Gio'tfannl." Gian-Carlo
Menotti, who staged two of his own
works, "The Medium" and "The
When the Experimental Theatre*
Telephone," on Broadway la.st seawas conceived by Equity and the
son, wiU direct two others of his
Dramatists Guild one- of the points
works at City Center, in double-billparticularly emphasized was, that the
the
project would not be used to try out
CO. One will be "The Old Maid andradio
Thief," commissioned as a
new plays ior managers at low cost,
Pittsburgh, Feb. 17.
opera in 1939 by NBC and aired, but
The theatre unions that participated
Long-Struggling Pittsburgh Opera never staged produced professionally
in keying, down operating costs
into its
were in full agreement. The saipe Co. is apparently coming as flnan^ in New York, and a specially revised
artistically as well
production of "Amelia Goes to the
fienerally has applied to the Equity own.
organization's most re- Stall"
Library movement,, yet in two in^ cially, with
"Pagliflcci" and '-Secret of
Center will also preem "Pelleas
stances shows that have emanated cent bill,
drawing best notices in and Melisande," with M&ggie Teyte
from l)oih went on a more or less Suzanne,'AJso got the biggest at- .singing Melisande for first time on
its hfitory.
commercial basis.
tendance, too, at 330e-seat Syria an American operatic stage..
has
interest
Opinion is that theatre
Locals are used iji the
Mosque.
been thereby stimulated this season. orch, the ensembles and the minor
"Sltipper Next to God" (Playhouse)
roies. with outsiders coming in for
which looks set' for a run, is spon- -the major assignments. They inno
sored by, a mianager who accepts
eluded for ""the twin bill Robert
The CheWcov .^taorlets pre- Weede. Marguerite Piazza and Fredprofit.
Tf. Center theatre
sented at the
erick Jaegeii
^ were on' a similar basis, since that
Much of the success of the Pittsr
house, which sponsored a. stock burgh Opera in its tough pull is begroup, is a non-profit enterprise. ing credited to Richard Karp, the
which were previously artistic and musical director whose
Playlets,
shovifn in a library spot, had the steady job is on the production staff
same cast that appeared at the Cen of KDKA, local Westinghouse stater; where they will probably: be tion. Karp has doubled between the
repeated when a spring season is milce there and the pit with the
Opera is going full-blast every
-given.
opera troupe Since arriving in town where in Europe-:- apparently the
worse the .economic conditions, the
•'Skipper," the Outstanding, proiauct- several years -ago..
more opera there Is-^but opera in
of ET, is the best draw since 'T?he
Europe is generally of poor quality.
Glass Men^erife" at the Playhouse,
Laszlo Helasz, artistic director of the
to which it moved from the Elare SatSer's W«Us' Wdbster
N. Y. City Opera Co., who has just
liott, where experimental plays
Differences wii* the
retOmed from a six-week trip to
presented.
study present-day European operatic
unions, particularly the staigehands,
methods, found conditions in most
were problems which arose when thp
centers deplorable.
drama started regular perfoimances.

B'way; 'Slapper' Outstaoilii^ Show

KMP

HYPO TO

pmmiRfiH
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Brian Doherty, the Toronto attorney and associate presenter of the
Dublin Gate Theatre unit, which opened at the Mansfield, N.Y.. last week,
the outfit over from Ireland.
is responsible for Aldrich and layers bringing
One of those financially interested in the American showing is Paulette
Goddard, who, with Burgess Meredith, aiJpeared with the troupe in Dublin

*

,
'Iast,,'Bumm^,
Gate did 'very well in three Canadian stands before commg to Broadway
and was disapipointed over the critics! mixed opinions here. Doherty is a
dramatist on the side, having written "Father Malachy's Miracle," which
had a moderate- engagement on Broadway some seasons ago. Gate opened
with "John Bull's Other Island," following with "The Old Lady Says Ne,"
which opened last night (Tues.). Not definite whether the import wfil
-

.

_

d^eyonNXBookii^s;

..go

La^eHousea

Whether ihe scenery
to-be scrapped- and- a new ^tting
pravided isi- stBl being, argued but
adit's proposed -to make financial
Some of the
justments instead.
money .is being held' in escrow, while
the scene-buiWer has been paid a
Present cr.ew is getting
profit.
on Broafliway.
is

,

Covent Garden management, London, will decide in the next fortnight
whetlier it will send its Sadler's
Wells Ballet Co., Europe's No. 1 ballet troupe,, to New 'York next fall.
Troupe Was invited by the city for

Paris was the most disappointing
to him. The two opera houses, Paris
Opera and Opera Comique, are now
under one management and. the com-

he

says.

'

'tour..,

last year,

The

director is a politician, not an artist.
the Greater New York Jubilee, and Performances, according to Halasz,
David Webster^ Covent Garden's are at a low level.
scale' pay, as is the front of thegeneral manager, was in New York
'Vienna, with two houses, has a
bouse. The actors are- on a salary discussing the problems involved terrific amount of opera; most of it is
basis and the author is collecting W*bster planed to London -last Sun- mediocre.
In Italy, the manager first niehters.
royalties.
day (15) after three weeks in New ments don't care about the theatrical
Originally spoiisored.l^f the Ameri
Josephine Baker and her husband-bandleader, Jo Bouillon, left for
York. WhUe here, he looked for angle, sloughing off lighting and
can National Theatre and Academy, singers for the Covent Garden opera production and concentrating only France last Wednesday (11), putting at end rumors that duo might still
that project is being, given the season, signed Alicia Markova and on tiie musical side.
tiy Broadway with their revuci "Paris Sings Again," which folded after
"Skipper" -profits, so -ANTA is vir- Anton Dolin for a date next summer
brief Boston tryout this season. Show reportedly cost $26,800, with
a
Music^tUy, however,. Halasz found
tually sure- of 4 successful ET sec .and discussed the baUet matter.
fronting for the money. Tryout was revirtual .perfection at La Scala, in Aaron Payne, Chicago attorney,
end' season. Contributions to ANTA
continuously, with Bouillon insisting on importing
Webster, who's been using Ameri- Milan. Mario Labroca, Ls Scala's portedly a hectic time
from the drama are- important at can singers such as Virginia Mac- artistic director,, showed progressive supporting talent from Mexico and France, insisting on directing, and on
from New York, and 1? from
this time since the oc^uiization aims
men
recruited
orchestra
(14
placi'ng
his
past
musical ideas, while Dr. Egon HilWatters and Doris Doree the
to sjponsor the theatre in many comthe whole 'show. Bandleader was also reported
couple of seasonsj was looking for dreth's work at the Vienna Staats- Boston) on the stage for
munities. Curjently at the Elliott is
replace him.
sopranos, dramatic tenors and bari- oper was also favorable. Prague, adamant on not employing another director to
Martha Graham .and' her dance com- tones. His visit had excited interest, with its two houses, the National
pany, giving, two weeks of programs
Conway Winfleld, retired veteran actor who died recently, named *Vi^a
the idea of London seeking U., S. Theatre and Velka Opera,, impressed
for the benefit of ANTA. Rehearsing
sole beneficiaries in his
Phillipa
Bevans,
as
the
and
her
daughter,
Roache
singers being in sharp contrast to the. Halasz as having the mosrt advanced
there is "Temporary Island;" which
estate to them. Amount
N. Y. Met's recent stafllng of Italian opera, dramatically, in Europe, es- will. He is said to have bequeathed a considerable
attorney
will be EX'S fourth attraction, the
talent.
Webster pecially at the Velka. There, artistic of the bequests await examination of his safe-deposit box by
German
and
third haying been "A liong Way
British but was over
was
adntinistrator.
Deceased
Adams,
Herbert
W.
auditioned several promising •artist.'!, director Alois Haba is doing the mOst
from Home," colored cast drama.
identified. He was
been
years.
Relatives
abroad
have
not
for
many
here
and said he'd make a decision soon. progressive opera work abroad.
ET was originally formM to prostricken at the Players Club, N;Y., and died soon after being sent to a
AU Europe needs singers, esMarkova and Dolin will dance as
vide a showcase for new authors and
hospital. Miss Roache is appearing in ''Angel in the Wing,s" (Coronet,
guest artists with the ballet at pecially young ones. The war and
younger actors but has not conN.Y.), while her daughter was in "Harvest of Years." .which folded reCovent Garden from early June till it.s privations took a toll of the latter,
formed to- that formula. 'Yet, name
cently. Understood the hulk of the' estate -wiU be held in trust for Miss
mid-July, their first appearance with Political and racial laws thinned' out
actors are giving the movement
Bevans, who with her mother was formerly on the English stage.
talent f urther, so that in the last 10
the London company in 10 years.
prestige,
Charles Ijaughton apMatter of N.Y. house for the Lon- years European opera (as necessary
peared in "Galileo," the initial ET
Many Broadwayites attended the funeral services last Wednesday (11)
there as films here) just kept going,
show this season, and John Garfield don ballet troupe next fall is a prob- with no time
for Burns Mantle, critic emeritus for the N.Y. Daily News, and St. Luke's
to progress. Europe
The Met would be adequate,
is the sparkplug of "Skipper," both lem.
Was filled with so many
needs young American singers, but Protestant Episcopal' church, Forest Hills, L. I.,
having
come from the^ Coast. but is taken up in the fall by the can't afford to pay for them. There wellknowns that the throng resembled a first night in the theatre.
^
"Island" will have four name actors. Ballet Russe. The City Center stage
Sunday- (15) afternoon the special events division ofvWINS conducted
isn't one U. S. singer, said Halasz,
Supporting players in ''Skipper" sCre is too small, although that house who could live today in Vienna, a radio memorial service for Mantle, the program being inspired^ by abinostly Unknowns or those who is in mind for the Jubilee presentasence of a eulogy at the church. Fellow critics s^oke with feeling and
tion.
An alternative is the Center where food, heat, lodging and all sincerity for the deceased newspaperman, those participating being John
hadn't regular jobs for seasons.
theati-e, where- an ice show is cur- living conditions are so bad.
Mason Brown, George Jean Nathan, Brooks Atkinson, Richard Watts,
However, Halasz is going ahead Jr., Ward Morehouse and John Chapman, latter having succeeded Mantle
rent, but the large apron is conon an exchange deal with La Scala
sidered a deterrent for ballet.
as reviewer for the Ne'ws several years agOi
Sadler's Wells is apparently in and Vienna's Staatsoper, for evensuch an excellent situation that it tual swap of. artists and technicians.
John Schmidt, in the singing ensemble of "Brigadoon," Ziegfeld, N. Yw
doesn't have to come to New York, Halasz believes that stage lighting in is a pole-vaulter, formerly of Ohio State U., where he figured in intercolWebster said he'd been approached the U. S. is the best in the world, legiate competition. He was excused from the show recently to compete,
Columbia Concerts, leading long- by various manager's. But his
and that Europe can learn a lot placing second
ballet
in the event at the Millrose games at Madison Square Garhair organization, has changed its
has a full European schedule, be- about it from this country. He ex- den. Recently he
the stipulation
name to Columbia Artists Manage-* tween London engagement and tours, pects to send technicians as well as that he letter his again got leave from the show With
Meet was
sweatshirt with the "name of the show.
ment. Move, >after 20 years, has been and doe.sn't need more work.
He singers abroad from his company. held in the Boston Garden, where the a'thletic chorusman; was unplaced in
dictated by confusion of old name
has a large company, of 70 people, La Scala, Vienna's, Staatsoper and the vault. Last Saturday (14) at the N. Y. Garden's New York Athletic
'With, one of the organization's af*
and. if he came, would want to dp Prague's Velka, incidentally, have club meet, Schmidt placed with a leap of 13 feet.
filates. Community Concerts; the fact
invited
Halasz to guest-conduct,
full-evening, three-act ballets. Only
that the outfit doesri't manage conwhich he plans to do next December.
a large theatre could handle them
Offers to purchase the Playhouse, N. Y., have been made to Ben Mardeni
certs, but only artists, and similar
Halasz' trip abroad confirmed him who acquired the property two seasons ago. It's understood no, bid has
properly.
misapprehensions.
in several beliefs about his work at approximated the value he has placed on the property, said to be around
There was talk that BaUet TheaMove follows on a recent -change tre migljt return: to Covent
N. Y.'s City Center. His goal of $600,000. Currently the house has "Skipper Next to God," which is netGarden doing opera on
in names of several of the divisions
a progressive base, ting the theatre a goodly profit, and Marden, a former night spot operator,
next summer, but Webster thinks it
as drama as well as music he feels is in no hurry to sell. The Se'i^enth Day Adventists were reported among
that make up the organization.
still vague.
Divisions, as they now stand, are:
is right. His faith in U. S. artists as
the bidders but it appears -the religious cult Wished onJy to rent the bouse
fine talent is unbroken. His belief on Sundays.
Judson, O'Neill & Juddi Coppicus &
that opera is an important part of
Schang; Lawrence Evens Ss WeinAmerican cultural life also stands.
hold; Meriens, Parmelee & Brown;
Henry Fonda's return to Broadway as star of "Mister Roberts," at the
But America, he said^ will have to Alvih, after Hollywood lured him in 1935 when he app'eared in "The
^lumbia Lecture Bureau; "Wolfsohn
do something about its theatres, Farmer Takes a Wife'.' at the 46th Street, is accompanied by his intention
Musical 'Bureau, and Community
Concerts. Arthur Judson is overall
rolyna St*ska and Brian Sulli- which aren't satisfactory for opera. to remain in the new play as long as it runs. Heplans purchasing a house
in or near New York providing Ms wife will come east with their cliild.
press -of the combine.
van, leads in "Street Scene" on
It cost the management nothmg for Fonda's costumes in "Roberts," be
Broadway two seasons ago, will sing
Theatre '48 Respite
the leads in the second presentation
using the same uniforms he wore when he was an officer in the Navy
MPLS. CIVIC TBAVELS
of "Peter Grimes" by the Met next
»
Dallas, Feb. 17.
during the war.
Monday (23) ;
Yehudi Menuhin,
Minneapolis, Feb. 17.
Theatre '48, which opened with a
who was due to go to Australia next
Upon the death of his Sister, Brock- Pember'ton curtailed a winter vacaMinneapolis Civic Theatre for first October for a brief concert season, summer season last year, will be
time ^ill prefTent one of its offer- has cancelled his tour
National dark this summer. Not enough time tion in Florida last week and journeyed to the funeral at Bmporiar Kan-?
.
New
ings, "t^.gmalion," outside of Minne- Concert & Artists Corp. has signed between summer and winter seasons sas, where brother Murdock preceded him. tToducer has retiirned to
apolis, With Philip Huston as guest Italian singer Ebe StignanI for- next to prepare, says managing director York instead of going south again.
season .
Illness forced Jeanetie Margo Jones.
star, play will be presented in DuMacDonald to postpone concerts in
When Paula Stone and her husband, Michael Sloane, approached H. S.
The theatre, closes March 20 and
luth as well as here. Duluth engage- Birmingham and Raleigh recently
will go immediately into prepara- Kraft to dramatize "Kingsblood Royal," from the Sinclair Lewis bestseller,
ment, Feb. 29 and March 1, will be .
Met has signed a young Italian
a
under several civic and cultural or- tenor from La Scala, Giuseppe Di tions for the 1948-49 season to open the Hollywood playwright wouldn't operate on spec, whereupon he got
|10,{000 advance.
in November.
Stefan*.
ganizations' sponsorslilp there.
.
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"March of Dimes" collection in legit theatres recently in support of
the national infantile paralysis fund was reported way under former
seasons. Managers reported timt as low as M)% of tlie- amount was obtained
when there was a sharp decline because, then as no'w, coileciioiig
being jcoriflned to lobbies Instead of inside the theatres, Nor were there
any appeal speeches from' the stage, a former procedure. "Dimes" money
was sent to Marcus Heiman, head, of the theatre committee, but the total;
was not stated, showman being in Florida. Some volunteers with collection
boxes arrived ioo late to solicit from incoming audiences, comparatively
few of whom emerge to lobbies during intermissions in comparison to

'

petitive spirit is gone,

^

Sunday (15y N.Y> Times magazine caftied a double-truck layout of
.Katharine Cornell pictures in cl>aracter, as a gesture to the star's 50th
birthday last Monday (16), and under each cut were comments by Miss
Cornell. First photo showed her in "Little Women," in which she appeared in London in 1913, but curiously "A Bill of Divorcement," also
In further progression:
1919 her first Broadway success, was not included.
"Will Shakespeare," 1923; "The Age of Innocence," 1928; "Dishonored Lady,"
"Lucrece," 1932; "Romeo and
19.30' "The Barretts of Wimpole Street," 1931;
Juliet," 1935; "Saint Joan," 1930; "The Doctor's Dilfflnma,'« 1941; "Antigone" 1946, and the current "Antony and Cleopatra,"^ ru^ining on Broadway at 'the Beck. Star's comments were witty and informative but as far
"Antigone" she said: "The iworest set of notices we- ev«r -had, but a prideful thing to have done:" As for Cleo: "Nobody can tell me once she had
met Antony there was any other man for her."
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Lambs' Revival Gambol

Equity Rules fpr S^awhats

New

The Lambs' "Revival"' Gambol, a
from
the
traditional
Lambs' Gambol introduced 60 years

Oeve

49

'Scientists' Hit 'Haliams';

departure

Arouse Squawks From Managers
Equity has issued
tioiis

for Stock!

its

vhich

new
will

regula-f-

be sent

casting agents

and

to stock managers,
actors, the revised rules becoming
effective immediately. News of the

brought immediate
cowbarri operators,
conditions would be
ruinous and wouldj as a consequence,
drastically reduce actor employment.
lules

revised
protests

DRAMATISTS GUILD

MULLS TURTLE CASE

A transcript of the testimony
given during an examination of J. S.
Leventhal by attorneys for Alfred
de Liagre, Jr., in the matter of alAmong the requireirsnts not pre- legedly incorrect grosses submitted
viously revealed is that actors must by the former when he had "Xhe
be paid $20 per week for rehearsals; Voice of the Turtle" on toury has
only, one week is permitted for most been forwarded to the Dramatists'
Guild. Whether the Guild will take
ttoclcs. Although the new minimum
»lary is $50, the figure for rotary any action is not ihdicated« but
-Stock, of which there is little, is $10 de Iiiagie, who produced "Turtle,"
Class B stock has been is hardly disposed to pursue legal
liigher.
dropped entirely but there has been proceedings,
Leventhal
since
is
very Wttle activity in that division stated to have paid him the full
anyway^
amount claimed.
There appears to be a diilerence
During the examination Leventhal
whether
new
to
the
o£ opinion as
admitted that the grosses in half a
lUles will result in ffewer summer dozen stands were higher than the
stocks this season but Equity says figures given de Liagre when the
that the changes were made to beneroyalties wer« paid; He .blamed the
and
improve
stock
theatre
fit the
discrepancies on the company manworking conditions of the actor as
ager, Maurice Costello, currently
well. The new rules, in full:
back with "The Glass Menagerie,"
-'1. Classification known as
being toured in the smaller stands
Class B is' hereby elintinated.
by Leventhal.
from

the Lambs
Club this Sunday (22), with William Gaxton as "CoUie" (producer).
While the festival, with reception
and dinner, will be given as heretofore, the entertainment will offer
some of the highlights done in the
Lambs the past 30 years instead of
new sketches w;ritten and supplied
by its present members.
will

ago,

be

given

nUor Brushed 'Social' m Hub

at

FEDS CHECK PHILLY FOR

TAX SHORTCHANGING
PhiladelphlarFeb.

who claim such

2, The minimum salary for
stock shall be $S0 a week excepting, rotaty stock, the miniof which remains at $60
'

;

mum

;

AdrianOrdendTo

per week.

For rehearsals the actors
be paid at the rate of $20
per week commencing witti the
first day of rehearsal.
4. The manager must at all
times engage and have a 100%
3.

shtill

'

Kquity east

Harry Thurschwell and Alfred
Golden, who authored "A Young
Man's Fancy," which closed at the
Gort, N. Y., Saturday (14), were

in:

(a) all

(b)
panies

Pay Aetkors S^jG

,

all

package shows
rotary stocK

com-

awarded

(c) in all stock

tration

companies

I«s Angeles and San Francisco.
The present rules regarding the employment of nonSquity actors in other stock companies is eliminated and revoked.
Not less than 75% of the cast of
each play must be Equity members. Computation of the peri,
centage shall be in favor of
Equity. For exsHnple, in a cast
ten,

at least eight

presentation and subsidiary rights
will be eliminated.
Manager's defense was that the
ailthors refused to reduce their royalties during the summer after verbally agreeing to do so. The arbitra-

must be

Bfuity members:
5.

Must Register
The manager shall

'

tors disregard', the' claim. It's under^
stood Adrian withdrew another claim
of having participated in the authorship.
Charges that Adrian made
script and cast changes without the
.okay of the authors were also upheld, which can result in action by
Roadshow
the Dramatists Guild.
plans for "Fancy" were indefinite
but an extensive campaign for the
sale of amateur rights has been conducted by agent Frieda Fishbein.
Play, set in a summer, camp: for
juveniles, was a modest draw at the
box office but its final week's takings
of $9,000 was the. play's top gross in
42 weeks and represented an operating profit of around $1-,S00.
Arbitrators were Jacob Grumet,
former, N. Y. assistant district attorney; Chester Van Tassel, of the

and

must, prior to the opening of
the season, register with Equity
the naioes of all apprentices in
any way connected with the
stock
company or dramatic
school operated in conjunction
v;itii -the theatre as well as the
names of any other non-Equity
Jobbers, i.e.; one not a member
of any of the branches of the
Four A's. All such persons so
registered may appear in the
stock company during the sea-provided only that their
son
number does not exceed 25%
of the cast. None of said persons
Bijove
referred to, shall be
eligible for Equity membership
during said season.
4. Stage managers and directors shall be paid full salary
. during
rehearsals commencing
with the first day of rehearsals.
7. All contracts shall be based
upon eight performances a week
and any extra performances
shall be paid for on the basis of
%th extra" of the weekly con-

'

.'

.

'

'

•

tractual salary.
8:

The

Minneapolis, Feb.
V

manager

shall

and

must supply Equity with a list ol.
available room and board focations and their cost one month
in advance of the opening date
of the season; room and board
when supplied by the manager
himseU and accepted by the actor
shall not. be charged for at more
than $25 a week; if said accorahiodations be located more than
one-half mile from the theatre
the manager is obligated at his
own expense to furnish to and
from transportation to the actor
for 'all performances and rehearsals provided there is no
available

public

transportation,

9. The
manager .^hall and
..must submit to Equity proof

satisfactory to

it

that all actors

employed are given withholding
tax receipts (W-2 Form) and
statement of Social Security dedtictions for the entire season.
Failure to do So shall constitute
a breach of Equity rules entitling
equity among other things and
without any limitation to refuse to release the balance of
the
security
deposited
With
Equity until above requtremeiits
are met.
,

,

„,

N. Y.

Grp Reject

Mgrs.'

Pay

Offer

New York's stagehands union has
rejected the managers' proffer of
modified wage increases, notifying
the League of New York Theatres accordingly;: Next step in the negotiations for the revision and extension
of the basic contract is up to the
League but the latter refused to consider the union's plan for participation in local number one's welfare
fund, an issue now understood to be
pressed by the deckhands.
As the factions are in agreement
that the final form of the contract
will be retroactive to Feb, 1, when
the basic pact expired, no radical
move on the part of the union is anticipated. It's likely that the International
Alliance
of
Theatrical
Stage Employees, parent stagehands
union,
will become a factor in
further negotiations. Managers offered a graduated scale of increase^
grips and clearers to get more of a
tilt than department heads, with the
union aiming for the same percentage to apply to all members of
the crew.
If the factions fail to come to
agreement their differences may go
before the state mediation board.
Demand for more pay by theatre engin^rs, also pending, is slated to
be decided by then.

Whien a manager «lects to

Novel method to be employed- by
U. of Minnesota theatre to overcome
staging difficulties for its production
of "Macbeth," March 1-8, wUl be the
use "Of pic backgrounds for some
scenes.

Actors will speak their lines either
in front or back of the screen on
which the witches' ghost-like visions
and mass soldier scenes on outdoor
locations will be flashed. The university's
visual education department will do the shooting.

an

produce

all

show

package

17,

U.

Revenue

.

S.

are

.

quietly mvestigatmg

,

local legit the-

,

and ticket agencies to determine weather the Government is beatres

ing shortchanged on Federal taxes.
The T-men came here from Wa.shington and are making an exhausting
check.
They refuse to reveal resuits of their investigation, which

they expect to finish shortly.
Although the Philadelphia office of
Internal

probe

Revenue declares

is "just:

that the

a routine checkup,"
tally being made

it

that the
is the forerunner of similar investigations to be made in other
parts' of the country.

is

believed

\

'

:

i

i

here

death, .grief -stricken

mother sym-

drops her religious books
by Mary Baker Eddy on the floor.
bolically

One

of the characters picks them up
with the comment: "I guess they
didn't help her,'' whereupon another
Hallam replias: "She probably will
go back- to them with more understanding."
These bits of controversial dialog,
quoted in his review of play by
Omar Ranney, dramatic critic of
Scripps-Howard
Cleveland
Press,
James Stewart will replace Frank started a snowball
of coH\pIaints
Fay on March 29 in "Harvey" on rolling into office of Milton Krantz,
Broadway (48th Street), taking over Hanna.'s manager.
Although som$ of the letter-writers
the part of the amiable screwball
admitted they, hadn't yet seen the
March 29. Film star notified Brock play, they criticized
the authoress for
Pemberton early this week that he misrepresenting' Christian Science

Stewart Agaio

Rq^adi^Fay

.

ready to rejoin the Mary Chase and using her play as a mopthpiece
to express her ideas, ihanager said.
comedy.
"There isn't anything offensive to
Fay will tour in the play. "Harany religious group in 'The Hallams*
vey" is to be made by Universalfrom my viewpoint,' Krantz said.
International, incidentally, for early"I also crosschecked a number of
1950 release.
veteran theatregoers who have sei^n
Fay's contract provides for a per- it, and they all said they found nothcentage of the gross, and he has a ing objectionable in it. It's all a tea-'
yen to appear out of town in thea- pot tempest controversy."
tres larger than the Broadway berth
Yet there were reports that Miss
ever since ,Uanping the grosses Franken is anxious to checle audidrawn '.i>y Joe £. Brown, who has ence reactions during play's run in
been touring in the' play for over Boston, a. stronghold' of Christian
is

.

Available

for Legit;

'

two

years.

'

«

Scientists,

Stewart went into the N. Y. "HarToronto, Feb. 17.
vey" last summer, when Fay was
Boston iGaiieei* Ads
Reflecting the boom revival of the
on vacation, and sustained big busiBoston, Feb. 17.
legitiriiate theatre ia Canadai as far
ness during a seven-week period.
Christian Science Monitor, which
visiting British companies are
convinced Pemberton that the dropped advertising on "Dr. Social"
concerned, a signed arrangement has This
its after the play mis panned by -Monilaugh
show,
which
has
entered
been completed between Odeon Thefourth year at the 48th Street, could tor critic Leslie Sloper a fortnight
atres of Canada and Brian Doherty
continue indefinitely. Picture fans ago, cancelled ads on "The Hallams,'^
Toronto lawyer-producer, who has
were in evidence outside the theatre opening at the Wilbur last night
been assured by the J. Arthur Hank
for all performances.
Stewart is (17), after being tipped off from
interests that all their theatres in
completing the film "Rope" and Ls Buffalo that the play involved medithis country will be available to
currently starring in 20th^s "Cai\ cal discussion. It had already run
Doherty's
visiting British troupes.
Northside 777" which opens at the advance ads.
present intention is to set up native

^

.

t:anadian professional companies, in
addition to imported British legit attractions.
Basically, there is a lack of theatre facilities in Canada for legiti-

FPC was

17.

the

o£

Internal

of

'

mate attractioris—not a physical lack
but a matter of policy on the part of
the owners. This is notieeskble in the
case of the Donald Wolflt Co. which
Ernest Rawley, as- North American
Conde Nast Publications, and Nicho- representative, brought over from
las Consentino, who wrote the com- London as the first theatrical com^
Mulberry
Street^"
edy, "Moon Over
pany to make a trans-Canada tour
some
years
ago.
a moderate hit of
since 1939. Rawley -was able to secure Famous Players (Capadian)
Pix as Legit Background houses only on°a straight rental and.

.

.

:

by arbiHenry

Bureau

notification, Monday (16), to make
payment to the writers. Unless he
complies, the manager's share in all

.

-of

$8;500 unanimously
last Friday from

who

presented the comedy.
Amount was the full claim for unpaid royalties covering a period of
more than 20 weeks. Adrian was
given three days from the date of
Adrian,

operating within a radius of 25
wiles of New York, CKioago,

operatives

Special

Cleveland, Feb. 17.
Rose Franken's new play, "The
Halhvms," drew the fire of some
Cleveland Christian Scientists, who
apparently resented one of its episodes dealing with their religious
doctrines, during its engagement at
the Hanna last week.
Management received a large
[batch of letters protesting against
inference in a scene when Mildred Dunnook, as the wife of one of
the Hallams, an ardent Scientist,
hears that her tubercular son had
.died in a sanatorium.. A fanatic convert to faith healing, she is previously criticized by
the family's
grandfather (John McKee), who
says: "There comes a time when one
must accept first and have faith second. You have not accepted (your
son's illness) and there is no greatness in such faith."Upon receiving news of her boy's

in

no mood

to

gamble on

percentage guarantees.
Recently, With the Dublin Gate
tour, Doherty ran into the same snag
but his present tieup with the Rank
chain will obviate this play-date difficulty to a great degree even thou^
the later additions of newly-built
theatres to the Odeon ilO-theatre
chaitt were designed primarily for
films only and have no files or dressing rooms. In this case, however,
Doherty proposes to house certain
attractions and his own
Canadian professional companies in
university and high school audivisiting

toriums.

Roxy today

(18).

Fay's "Harvey" tour starts- in
Philadelphia for an indefinite en-

gagement, with Washington to follow.
After a summer interval he.
goes to Boston for an anticipated
run.
Comedy originally opened in
the Hub.- Brown's "Harvey" toured
from the midwest to the Coast, with
a number of stands repeated, but
the eastern cities were not in the
itineraries.
third "Harvey' 'is being readied, part of the cast to re^

A

main with the New York company
and part goihg to ttie road. The
Antioinete
smash.

late

Feny

staged

the

Monitor's otvn advertising staff
covers plays opening in the Hub to
determine suitability of content for
circulation, working independently
of the critics. Crix cover all shows
whether »a<lyertised .or not hut approach, them front the Monitor point
of view.
"Dr. Social," involving talk of cancer as well as displaying clinical
scenes, got a thorough brushoff in
the notices. Accepting or decUnii>g
ads on basis of Christian Science
policy is a longtime custom of the
house organ. It also checks all theatre and film publicity stills, blacking out cigars, cigarets, liquor, etc.,
appearing in the still.
Monitor, however, is far more
:

-

Gapor

liberal with theatre, music and film
Revue for Pitt
news than any other sheet in town,
Pittsburgh, Feb. 17.
assuming the subject matt^ is okay
Playhouse will have another orig- with the Scientists.
inal revue by Charles Gaynor this
spring, the fifth, alhough for the BUI Posters File
first time Gaynor will do only the
Charges Vs. Shuberts
music and lyrics and he won't be
• Chicago, Feb. 17.
one of the two pianists accompanyChicago Local No. 1, International

NLRB

.

In the
ing the production either.
played as well as writing
everything in the show but agreed
to a 1948 musical only under those
terms.

past, he's

Alliance of Bill Posters, last week
filed NLRB charges of unfair laboir
practices against six Chi Shubett
houses, the Erlanger and the Civic
Opera House. Union claims that
eight members were fired for joining the local.
According to theatre spokesmen,
the men were released Sept. 1, 1947,
not for union affiliation, but because
nf the union's: demand that each
theatre continue, bt create, the joh
of advertising agent. Chicago was
the only large city with a.a.'s. No
paper has been spread since last
fall, except that posted by legit and
concert attractions.
'

season, the only season-long contracted member of a theatre
need be an Equity stage man-

DX.

Washington, Feb.

ager.

H.

Bela«co Snag

A

package show

is

a

.self-

contained 100% Equity attraction playing for more than one
theatre

and management.

A

manager engaging the
12.
actor for a package show is en
titled to two consecutive weeks
of rehearsal, at rehearsal pay,
provided the actor and company
are guaranteed not less than
three consecutive weeks' employment. This applies to rehearsals prior to first opening
only. Subsequent managers are
not entitled to any further rehearsals.

17.

Efforts to revive the old Belasco
theatre, now used as a storehouse for

old files by the Treasury Department, are getting no place. Several
groups have been agitating recently
that it be restored as a legiter on a
non-segregaUon basis, because of the

"white only" policy of the National,
town's only legit house.
At a recent press conference.
President .Truman, was asked about
restoring the Belasco, which is only
a half block from the While House.
However, he sidestepped the questioh.

Director Fred Burleigh will use
sketches submitted by local authors.
The revue's scheduled to close the
Playhouse season in May;

IDEN PAYKfE STINT
B. Iden Payne, forme;r director of
the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre,
in England, and: now Univ. of Texas
prof, will return to Carnegie Institute of- Technology as visiting
professor of drama lliis 'month.

"Antony and Cleopatra" will set
"Between Vfaisky and Vddka," a world's record Friday (20>, ivhen
cabaret program by Swiss nitery the Katharine Cornell production at
troupe Corniehon. which has been Shakespeare's tragedy hits 91 perBeck,
.
at the Martin
N. Y.
,
banned by Russian authorities in formances
^
Vienna, still giaag sirons in Zurich. \ Show take$ to load March 22.

—
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so

be a guinea-pig on the serum experiment, helps him to decide finally
to be the humanitarian and give up a
plush private plastic practice for a

to

Plays on Broadway
last season, is deof the current season to

J»lm Bull's Other Island

try in

New York

Aldilch & Mye»S (iti asaoolatlon wltti Brian
Coherty) present tile Dublin Gate Theetre
production of BomaiU Shuw comedy. Stars

voting'

most

road

HlUon Edwards and MIcheal MaoWaninloIr;

Staged by Edwards!
eWibBS, Molly MacEweii. Opened at Mjjnsfieia, N, Y.. Feb. 10, '48; $4.80 top.
.Norman Borrs
HMaon.
Hilton Edwards
Toh» Broadtaent
....Reginald Jariiian
Tim H.i.ffigan..,.
MIcheal MacHammoIr
liarry Dpyle...
Bflward fiolden
S'aHier ICeegan ...
Irvine;
,,, .Roy
Patsy Farrel. ./.'
features Mevlol; Moore.

-

,

Kotab

Reiliy .

.

V

Muriel Moore
.......Denis Brenrian
....... .iUryan Herbert

.

.

Doyle.,

Cornelius
Ffiilier

Demp.wyi.

.Nora 0'14ahony
.Llarn Gannon.
Nolan
. .PAtriok
i
Barney Doran....
Helena
Uliaii Bolt,
Kennedy
Patricio
Hughes, Betsy Boguea, WiKlam Dalzell

Aunt Judy.
Matthew Haltlgan

,

.

and Edna,

. . . .

.

i

.

.

.

.

O'Rourlte.

Gate theatre

Dublin

may

outfit

liave a reputation in Ireland but w
certainly was riot lustrous in its
Broadway debut. It will have to do
better to stick around.
Certainly the selection of Shaw s
"John Bull's Other Island" as a
starter was not a happy choice; it
shcpws the visitors af a disadvantage
both in acting and in the direbtonal
department. The play is very long,
quite repetitious and ailords too few
laughs. The fact "Island" was never
brofesisionaUy played here, except
for two WieelB by the late Arnold
Daly's- repertory in 1905, tabs it as
one of Shaw's lesser works.
Author's penchant for loquacity is
•well known, of course, and while
most of his plays are brilliant, in
this instance the lines sparkle only
here and there. It's a comedy of
types, nearly all Irish, and much

tburs. Including college and
school appearances. However; Jts
also playing a limited engagement

on Broadway, offering two-week
runs each of Ibsen's "Ghosts" and
,^

presentation,

;

possibilities,

its

di-

ti-anslation of

this first portrayal of
the Mrs. Alving- role. It is one of her
best- nerformances in. Some time,
thduglTthe actress' playing is limited

performance in

by her increasing use of her familiar
mannerisms, including both physical

of

Town

My

j

pluy in three acta, six scenes, Prolog and
Michael Bnserro epilog, adapted froni ISdward Sheldon's play
Paula Miller "Komanco." Features Anne .TofCreys and
Mrs. S-C
a perfunctory job as the avaricious Hymle,...
...Arthur Casscl Charles Fredericks. Book and lyrlci", Row"
,.
.Charles Pu'rman land Leigh; music, Panes Agny, with addl*
young surgeon. But Haila Stoddard Benjy...
....Hcrbie Hahn tlonal muslo by Philip Redowskl! settings
is quite impressive as the scarred Mllty.,
...Gertrude Berg Walson Barratt; costumes, Lou ]£ise7e*
technician who lends herself to the MOlIy Goldberg...
Minta musical director, Ving Merlin; Staged b«
1311
'ncle David. ....
doctor's experiment and rehabilitates Sam'my Goldberg.
......Lester Carr Rowland Lelgli, Opened at Shubert, New
him ethically. Al (Gallagher and) Koale Goldberg.
Joan La^er Haven, Feb. la, '48; »l.i!0 top.
.Charles Fredericks
.Bertha Walden Tom -Armstrong.
role
as
supporting
Mrs. Slegel
Shean has a good
.ludy Seurlcs
Loeb SuKette
jarch scientist; Ronald Alex- .Take Goldberg ................. .Philip Sorin
Alice
Marlon Mason
i.Louls
Simon.....
ander also satisfies as the doctor's Cousin
David Opatoshu Miss Poth9rton......,.Hildegarde Hnlliday
Mr. Mendel
William Bcrrlun
assistant, and Donald Foster, as medMargaret Faury Harry
,'^cia -Wertheirner
..George Spelvln Lucille. ..... ........... .; ...Mona Bradford
ical trust head, and Eda Hjeine- Piano Man....
Fred
Putnam*...
....i..
Robert
Eckles
ICrot"?"
, . . .Sarah
mann, as the surgeon's secretary, are Mrs. Gross
..David Burke Mrs. Vanderwitt.........»»Barb(ira Pattflh
V.
V
convincing. Mae Questel, as a pa- Mike
Gall Adams
Bessie Samose Bluuistein Veronica Vunderwitt
Mrs. S-JJ
.Charles Graves
tient, and Drake Thorton, as the sec- Jessie
Phyllis Llvcrman Bertie Wessell.
..June St. Ciair
Sully Schorr Corlnne Brewster. .. .i
retary's brash son, «r6 a little trying Mrs. mienbtisen
Dewltt Badeaii.,..,...,,..Lawrence Weber
in farcical roles.
Thyra Wiualow. ..... ,
Florlnc Mnori
Monro
Apel's staging is' satisfactory unAndrea Aprea
This one has many of the -ear- Lawrence Kiley
Lorraine Carroll
der the circumstances, while Stew- marks of being a "sleeper." Cer- Margaret Joyce....../
Wllllnm Leonard
art Chaney's three-part set is quite tainly it came into Philly for its Siegfried Joyce,
Jeanne Salvert
Ruth Thomas
.,.
Bron.
striking.
preem without any undue advance Mrs. Fred Putnam
Jeun MvBrlda
(Withdrown Sat. (14) ftfter /our shouting, bucked a. threatened traffic Rupert Chandler.
.Warde Donovan
per/ormo»ees.)
strike and miserable weather, drew Mrs. ITotherlnRham....,,. Mary Jane .Sloan
H«wthorne*HI llary
Tom Bute
topnotch notices and is now building Peroival
Cornelius Van Tuyl
i..MelviUo Ruiok
steadily into the smash-hit class.
Susan Van Tuyl...,
..Hazel Dawn, Jr.
"Me and Molly" is one of those Vladimir Luccaphevitob./ * ... .Nat Burns

Max...,,

i . . . .

.Henry ~Lascoe

"

,

.

Miss te Gallienne's

. . . .

.

.

.

,

:

.

.

.

gestures and tricks of voice.
Alfred Ryder is generally acceptable as the son, Oswald. .Herbert
Berghof is emphatic as the sanctimonious Pastor Manders. Robert
Emhardt's early scenes as Engstrand
are excellent, but he mugs through

billed as "engineers" come from
Iiondon witli plans to turn: the place
a" garden city. Larry Doyle (like
Shaw) quit his native land land is not
so sanguine of success there as is tais
partner, Tom Broadbent. He's not.so
hot al)Out going taRoscullen anyho\*,
aware that N,orah^ReiUy is still wait^
jng for him, only now, instead of be^
ipg a colleen, she's a spinster. She's
been waiting for Iiarry, 18 years
Conversation with the localleaders
deals with .home- rule and other
problems prevalent in Ireland then
but no longer pertinent. Anyhow,
vrithin a day Broadbent has talked
'himself into a candidacy for Parliamettt &nd' doe's his partner a favor

into

.

final scenes. Jean Hagen is propr.
Current
erly red-blooded" as the maid, Regina. WatSon Barratt's single setting
(Feb. 16-28)
is suitably sombre.
"An Inspector Calls"
Although the surface theme of eieve. (16-21); Cox, Cincy

the

Road Shows

,

^

.-

•.

.

MMdy

Fatima

—

-

friars' Playhouse,

N. Y., Feb.

12, '48) 112.40

top.-

Cast: Edmund Larra, Lionel Edward M.icLyn, David F. -Perkins, David Mason, Anna
Stublts, Joyce Martinez, Nomt Mltty, Roberta Field, Edward Villella, Wllllom Cal-

—

Vancouver

(16-21).

"Harvey"—English,
Hartman, Col.

.

Indpls. (16-21);
(23-25); Aud., Louis-

(26-28).

ville

"I Remember
Det.
Lafayette,
'

.

,

.

.

.

;

.

Hanna,
(23-28).

Ghosts" is badly dated by niodern
"Annie Get Xonr Gun"—Shubert,
medical knowledge, its basic attack Chi. (16-28). on hypocrisy and willful ignorance
Ballet Theatre—Aud
L. A. (16has contemporary application. Some 25); Aud., Pasadena (26); Aud., Onof Ibsen's dramatic techniques are tario (27): Aud., San Diego (28).
antiquated, however. It might be in"BUckquts ot 191S"—El Capitan,
teresting to see Miss Le Gallienne in Bollywood (16-28).
a modern,- non-costume play again.
Ford's, Balto.
'^Blossom Time"
How many years has it been since (16-21);
Nixon, Pitt. (23-28).
Hobe.
she tried one?.
"Burlesque"— Cass, Det. (16-21);
American, St. Louis (23-28).
"Caronsel"—Shubert, PWlly (16of
Blaoktriars Guild production ot drama In 28).
Forrest,
"Chocolate Soldt.er"
two-actd by Rev. Urbah Nagie. Staged -by
Dennis Gumey. Sets and ligliting, David Philly (16-21); Ford's, Balto. (23-28).
Reppa; costumes, Irene Griffin. At BiaclcPlayhouse,
Donald Wolflt Co.

MMna'"^Shubert-

kind of shows that tend to annoy
crix who insist on a high degree of
artiness. This comedy at the Locust
has enough corn in its makeup to
supply food for a political coproast, and there's absolutely nothing
new or Striking in its. whole setup.
Cliches are scattered about in abundance, laughs are punctuated with
surefire, tearjerking interludes,; the

characters as weU as the business
are all true and tried familiars. However) it all sums up to good, "homey'
entertainment, and it has been presented so slickly as regards players

and

direction,

and

has

such

a

apsympathetic
straightforward,
proach, that it looks as if it has
plenty of boxoflice in its makeup
provided the aisje-sitters don't descend too heavily on It.
Twenty years and more ago there
was seldom a theatrical season that
failed to produce two or three Jewish character pieces, generally in

Mme. Blta

.Anne

JeRrei's

Ailegra

Varron

Oavalllnl

Hoselia

...Madeleine Holmes
Miss Armstrong
Organ Grinder.,...,.
.....Tito Coral

German Walter... ....... ...Manfred Heeht
Page.
Arleen

.......<>.... Norvat Tormsen
k ...........
.X'lorlne Moors
.

Here's an expensive piece of theis doing a prebalancing .act
between
Gotham success and oblivion; Just as
there is but a single-letter difference
between the toast or the roast of
Broadway, the correct or Incorrect
path to follow from here on- in is go.,
ing to be a matter of close figurmg.
In its present state, "My Romance"
seems headed for an early blight.
Premiere was a combination ot
certain onlookers taking the air in
midstream while others held their
seats for several curtain calls. Optimistic aspect was that latter predominated. There is nothing quite
atrical property that

carious

like "Romance" on Broadway today,
"Potash and Perlmutter" which should improve its chances it
was a big money-getter in its day, the creaks are removed properly.
and there were such others as
Despite a number of liabilities that
"Partners Again," "Light Beers and contribute a wet-blanket effect, this
"Joy to the World"—Shubert,, N, Wines,r' "Welcome Stranger" and a
version of the Edward ShelHaven (19-21); Forrest, PhSly (23- flock of others. In those days, too, musical
don play, which starred Doris Keane
28);
there was a substantial groupi of
quality about it
Er- talented players ii\ this field, ranging 35 years ago, has a
"Lady Wlnderinmc'* Fan"
want to like
langer, Chi. (1&>21'); Davidson, Mil. from the Louis Manns and the David that, makes an audience
by aafking Noral\,'to wed him'.
it. That desire is only partially grati(23-28).
Warftelds, down through the Ber-To curry favor wi^h the people,
The Blackfriars have come up with
"Mary Had a Little"—- Lyceum, nards, the Fieldses, Solly Wards, Aed, but the response, is encouraging
Tom oilers to carry a pig in his new a natural for the Lenten season in Mpls.
rolling up proenough
to
warrant
Shubert-Lafayette, Sidneys and the rest. Of late, there
(16-21);
car over to a poor., farmer. The. Father Nagle's "Lady of Fatima."
effort to
an
earnest
duction
sleeves
in
Det. (23-28),
have been very few of such lootsqueals of the prop pig come through That it will hit the jackpot for this
"Me
Philly Itght offerings. That may mean that whip the play- into better shapis for
« loudspeaker which also dispenses, semi-pro group is evidenced by fact (16-21), and Molly"—Locust,
popular consumption. Its early road
the time is ripe for a good entry, tryout will probably not get a toonative tunes.- The prop car, of -the that, house has been practically, sold
Romance"—Shubert, Bost.
'

:

.

and be

"Ghosts" seems unusually direct and
vital, although some of its passages
are a bit repetitious. The star- herself gives a forceful, impassioned

lish valet when.he opined: "Thfe Irish
«rc aU right except in their own
country."
Most of the locale is Boscullen, a
Bcragely section of Ireland,, to which
'I)oyle it Broadbent, realty promoters

•

star

tings.

more mirth than the meagre measure handed out was expected. Be.st
first-night laugh came from an Eng-

•

will

rected by Miss LeGallienne. Both
dramas otter challenging parts for
a femiyie star and both involve relatively small casts and simple set-

.

"

Theme has

"Hedda Gabler," at the Cort.
The present production of Ghosts
uses a translation by the star, Eva
Le Gallienne, and it's staged by Mar- cheap.
garet Webster. The "Hedda Gabler'
Dean Jagger does hardly more than
'

Hays Out
Me and

decidedly, too, for Ezra Stone's
Molly
and
canny and .splendidly-paced direcPhiladelphia, Feb. 10.
tion. For all its naive aspects and
there are a couple of scenes between
Smith & Felgay, and HUrberl Kenwith,
young doctor and the femme terbni- production
(in aaaociatlon with David Cum-. that cribful of corn, "Me and MoUv"
'
cian that are quite moving and sus- Dings) ot comedy in three acts (one aet- has undeniable b.o. appeal,
Ing) by Gertrude Berst Staged by Uzra
penseful. But the play doesn't preWof ers.
Features Miss Berg end -Philip
sent its thesis clearly and is further Stone.
mueic arIjoeb; setting, Harry Horner
barnacled by cheap comedy gadgets ranged
by Lehman Engel! costumes, Boae
Itomance
and stock- farce characters. The dia- BogdanoH; lighting, 1*0 Ken. Opened at
New Haven, Feb, 12,
log, though often good and convinc- Locust Street theatre, Philadelphia, Feb.
Messrs. Shubert production ot musical
ing, is at other times phoney and 10, '48; ^%2S top.
researcher's job.

houn; Paul Lynch, Grace Powers, Roberta
Hewitt, Wilke de -Martel, Maye Austin
Margaret Culley Rita Ann Akerson, Grace
de Carlctpn Ross, Beatrice P. Adams, Irene
M. Riker, Jack O'Connor, Allan Stuplcton,
Carol Dow, Florence Stanley, William Garnell, Daniel Lahey, John L.. Brewster, Jobn
Fox, /thomas CoUina, Robert J. Latta; Joe
Nath«n, Edmund M> McCallrey, Angus
JIMDonald, -Floi>enc« Stknley, Uessn, ConU
trey. Davlti and Preston.

'dustcoatrand-goggle period, is barely
seen.
The scene .is accompanied
by a hullabaloo that covers up a tjrpe
of staging that is more amateurish

than professional.

Same.

when

go,es

Tom &ter 'explains how come the t>ig
was

killed,

Hilton Kdwards,'

who

staged the

play and appears as Tom, is starred
with Micheal MacLiammoiri -who is
Ziarry. Latter is also seen in MacLi- ammoir's "Where Stars 'Walk," which
replaces the Shavian play currently.
Meriel Moore, who is Norah, should
have a better chance, too. Edward
Keegan, as a rather daft^but scholarly ex-priest; Denis- Brennan, Roy
.

Liam

Bryan Herbert and

Irving,

Gannon aee

among the

best

others.
Ibee.

Ghosts
IjOuis

J-.

singer and American -Repertory

Theatre revival of drama in three acts by
Benrik Ibsen, translated by Eva Le GalIfenne.

Eva

Stars.

X.e Gallienne.

Directed

Margaret Webster. Setting by Watson
Earratl. At Cort, N. r., Feb. 10,
ICegina Engstrand. ........ ... Jeah liagen
Jacob Engstrand
Robert XJmhardt
Bev. Mr. Manders
.Herbert Bergtiof
Mrs. Helena Alvlng. .... .Eva Le Gallienne
.

:

Alvtng.

Oavrald

.

.Alfred

4.

Ryder

The American Repertory Theatre,
after, an ambitious but unsuccessful

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCS USO
Play, Brokers

Sunset Blvd., HdllywDod 40, Cnl.

Summer
Give

Theatre
Full

Wanted

Information

BOX

422
1M W. 4«tb StrtM

Vailtty.

N»w

York It. N. Y.

.

(16-28).

TIMISS

bath and iliower.
Telcphoue.
iii^^^ijiijjlln|ljjgy3j50 double.

HOTEL RQSOFF
147
(It

Vway),

*M
BJI.

«.

I.sm

dialect.

Chi,

^

"My

ft may mean that present-day
enthusiastic reception, but a sixaren't interested in this
pre-Broadway. experimental
product of a past era, but certainly Week
ample time to
attendance and reception for "Me peiriod should allow, provided sage
"Oklahoma!"—Home, Okla. City and Molly" here has been close to hit the right answer,
doctoring gets a free hand.
(16-21); Conv. Hall, Tulsa (23-28).
,
enthusiastic.
In laying this one on the boards,
"Pick Dp Girl"—Nat'l, Wash. (16Gertrude- Berg, famous as author staging has veered from standard ap21) Locust, Philly (23-28).
and star of "The Goldbergs," popular proach to a musical and has con.
'Trivate lives"—Davidson, Mil,
airwaves serial for many years, has
(16i21); Cass, Det. (23-28).
centrated more on the scripts, draauthored
"Me
and
Molly,"
and
alSan Carlo Opera Co. Strand, Vanmatic angles. It is over-emphasis on
couver (16-18); Aud.i Portland (19- though in a new medium she has these angles which constitute^ tne
done a swell job. One thing that
22)
Aud., Sacramento (24); Aud,
play's" major deficiencies as of its
Stockton (25); Aud., Fresno (26) should be noticed, too, is that her premiere. Arid stretches of dialog,
play has none of the possibly con.'
Aud., L. A. (27-28).
of it on the sophomoric side,
qualities tied up in "Abie's some
"Show Boat"—Emery, Cincy (16 troversial
only by insertion of a
Irish Rose and which were scored are 'rescued
tendency to
(23-25)
21); KRNT, Des Moines
so heavily in the recent film version vocal oasis. There is a
for world peace.
Music Hall, K. C. (26-28).
overwrite dramatic scenes, words
"Abie."
of
Miss
Berg's
play,
while
"Fatima" is played with earnest"Sleep It OK"—Met, Seattle (16continuing to pile up long after the
ness and sincerity by a large cast, 21); Capitol, Yakima (22); Lyceum, not ever subtle, doesn't have the author has brought out his particulai;
broad, unblushing strokes of caricaespecially Naomi Mitty, Anna Stubits Mpl's. (25-28). •
prologture that annoyed so many people point. Through a present day
and Edward Villela for their por"Sontr of Norway"—American, St,
epilog combmation with the mainin the Ann Nichols' piece.
trayals of the children chosen to re Lbuis (18-21); Aud., Little Rock (23)
both
Miss Berg has done what seems play flashback, staging includes
ceive The Lady. Rest of cast does Aud., Shreveport (24); Pache, N
It is in
techniques.
1890
modern
and
like
a
clever
thing in taking, the
standout jobs. Dennis Gurney has Orleans (25-28).
entime of her play back to a now- latter department that direction
neatly staged, and David Reppa's
"Student
Prince"—Nixon,
Pitt,
counters a stumbling block.
almost-fabulous
1919
period—
when
lighting and sets, plus Irene Griffin's (16-21).
In telling the story of the unfulher famous Goldberg family first
period costuming, also fit the play's
"Sweethearts"-Music Hall, K. C moved
up to the Bronx. This makes, filled romance between Mme. Kiia
needs.
Edba..
(16-21); Erianger, Chi. (23-28V.
young
course, for atmosphere, permits Cavallini. opera diva, and the
"The First Mrs« Fraser"—Lyric, of
more leeway in sentimentality and clergyman, Tom Armstrong, produc.Bridgeport (19); Aud., Hartford (20
certainly doesn't hurt the folksiness tion has set an appealing mood in a
Doctor Social
of the play.
Harold Barnard production ot' drama In
prolog which has the bishop about to
"The Glass Menagerie"
Play
oi
three acta (Ave scenes) by Joseph I,. Eatry.
The
main plofr-if any— is thin to relate to his grandson the story ttie
Staged by Don Appell. Features «ean Jag- house. Kingston (16); Aud., Pittsfield
the point of tenuousness, especially his romance in order to guide
gcr, Haila Stoddard, Al Sh^n.
Set and (17); Playhouse, Syracuse (18); Playwhen you start to retell it, but re- boy in the selection of his own mate.
lighting, Stewart Chaney. Opened at Booth.
house, Schenectady (19-21).
N. T., Fob. 11:, '-IS; $4.80 lop.
inforced by associated incidents, This mood is again emphasized m an
"The
Hallams"—
Wilbur,
Bost.
(16
on
Ann Harris.
Kda Hciiiemann
characterizations, pieces of business, epilog that brings curtain down
Dr. Tom Morrisey........ Ronald AloxalidPr 28)
that makes an
Mrs. Hamilton
"The Linden Tree"—Walnut, Philly slants on human nature, it fills an an impressive reverie between these
.i
Nelly Malcolm
evening without every cloying or excellent finale. In
Dr. Norman Farrar,,
....Doan .Tagger (16.-21); Nat'l, Wash. (23-28).
field for a
Yvonne Tompkins. ......... .. .Mae Questel
"The Red Mill"—Blackstone, Chi. dragging and, at the same time, has two areas there is a fertile particul>r. Isaac Gordon.
.At Sliean
buildup,
strong
sentimental
tinge
no
of
racial
conflict
or
contrast.
(16-21).
as
Dr. Fleming. ........
i .... .Donald Foster
Not only does Mrs, Berg score in larly from the woman's angle, but
"There GoesTfac Bride*?—Shubert
Lee Manning
.Malla Stoddard
her first attempt at playwriting but yet this territory has not been propPaul Harris
.Drake Thornton N; Haven (26-28).
^
"You Never Dan Tell"—Colonial; she also manages to click solidly in erly exploited.
Score, an integral portion oi me
the
role
of
the
warm-hearted,
Although cancer research as a Bost. (16-28).
coia
merely
shrewd, understanding Molly Gold- story itself rather than
stage theme can be intriguing instead
(Contlnued- on page 52)
berg, which, as far as followers of
of grim, in "Doctor Social" it is
the radio serial were cbncerned,
neither. Subject matter here, dressed
Shows in Rehearsal
probably didn't come as much of a
up in melodrama and hokum, is only
surprise. Molly's judicious handling
"Inside
C.S.A."—
Arthur
Schwartz
confusing-r-sometimes
dull,
someOf her husband Jake, who is some"Hold It"—Sammy Lambert.
times a little interesting. Its success
or
Valet, chauffeur, personal agent
thmg of problem with his tempers
is doubtful.
"Macbeth" (revival )^Theatre, Inc. and his a other
manager, guardian, tutor (Inci, luoddities,
provides
Play's authorship itself is intrimauce languages and Spanish^, wiui
"Temporary Island"—Experimen- much of the comedy's appeal.
InAvailable at
acctg.-engrg.
bkgrd.
guing, credited
Is
one Joseph

out in advance for the six-week run.
Play resembles theme of- "Song of
Bernadette". Locale is the little town
of Fatima, Portugal, circa 1917, when
three youngsters, two girls and a
boy, see the Lady of the Rosary. Not
unlike Bernadette, who has a similar
vision at Lourdes, France, their story
is disbelieved by parents and townsfolk, and they're subjected to inquisitions to point out torture until the
Lady reappears again in a cavern to
substantiate their story. An epidemic
takes two of the children but the
older girl lives on as a nun to pro
mulgate the devotion of the rosary

or

(23-28).

"O

Mistress

Mine"—Selwyn,

-

playgoers

Chi,

(I6-28),'

,

;

—

;

—

—

.

SECRETARY,

as

to
tal Theatre.
L. Estry and reported actually to be
"There Goes the Bride" ("Here
the work of Dr. Maxwell Maltz,
Y.
Today") (road)—Harold J. Kennedy
plastic surgeon with a penchant for
angeling plays. Don A^iel, the di- and Herbert Ken-with.
rector, is also credited with a revise
it

N

HOTEL
rooms:: —
XHE HKART or
Itoom,

'

English,

—^Harris,

.

'

assist.

JK

(16^21 ),;

(23-28).

"John Loves Mary"

--

and

Authors' Representatives
S5 West 45tli Street, Kew York

Mii

Indpls.

S<).

Freni t3'

The play is about a plastic surgeon
money-mad, social-cllmbli-ig— who

stumbles onto a cancer-arresting
serum while doing tissue research.

He

Famiw
ItMiaurant
the

m

PrenUw

'

it
is
this same Jake's
plans about going into business with
his friend Mendel, as his dress designer, which sparks whatever plot
the show has.
Philip Loeb, although not too sate
Musical,
of his lines the opening night, proves
an able Jake, a role, by the way. far
Richard Skinner, strawhat opera- apart from the glib, wise-cracking
tor now company manager for Dub- parts he's been playing of late. Eli
lin Gate Theatre Co., will give 10 Mintz provides a fine character por.weekly lectures on summer theatre trayal as Uncle David, Joan Lazer is
management for American Theatre good as Rosie, and Louis Sorin is

cidentally,

one mo. notice.

154

Wml

Box 801/ Vari*ty
4«lh St„ N»v/ York 19, N. V.

'

plans to sell the serum to a medicine manufacturer for a huge fee instead of donating it to humanity
through a clinic. Love for a labora- Wing's professional school in N. Y.j
tory assistant, who permits herself March 1 to mid-May.

capital

Whole

as

scheming Cousin Simon.

cast; lor that matter, is

of the top

drawen

Xhftt goes

out

very

FOR RENT
Thoair* in Now Jorsoy;
soott, sloping floor, fully •quipP*<'
.-40 miUt from Nsw York. Star Syf
lom. Oporolod tuccoufully for !»•* '
Ualoni. Wrilo Box 1673, Varioty, 154
W. 4«lh St., Now York I*.
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HUB DARK LAST WEEK;
4 SHOWS CURRENTLY

Boston, Febi 17,
The town was dark last week, the
$16.(100,
first time in many years that such a
thing has happened in mid-season.
Chicat^, Feb. 17.
However, there are four openings
Heavy snowfall Friday (13) failed
this" week, three of them pre-Broadcontinues to
Nice $17,000,
way tuneups. The arrivals are "My
to Unx Chi icgit, which
Romance,"- at the Shubert for two
inloy its best season here in the last
Local
'Roberta'
Mine"
is
sold
$42,000 weeks; "You Never Can Tell," at the
decade, "O Mistress
with
Detroit, Feb. 17.
nut for its final week*, along
Colonial, also for a? fortnight; "The
"John
Gun."
Your
Get
second
offering
"Roberta,"
of
the
"Annie
Hallams," at the Wilbur for a simroves Mary" left the critics happy Detroit Civic Light Opera Company, ilar run; and the Yiddish "Shylock
after opening last Monday (9). "Red was a trifle under tlie outftt^s pre- and His Daughter," at the Plymouth
dance vious bill, "Rose Marie." Industrial for a week;.
Mill'' and Katherine Dunham's
fevae are getting strong weelcend slump didn't appear to hurt, as most
"Carousel" arrives March 1 at the
"Lady, patrons have already bought seaand conventioneer play.
Opera House, with the "Ice Follies"
Wiiidermere's Fan" closes Saturday sonal blocks of tickets.
However, current at ihe Garden' through Feb.
there were many cancellations after
"Sweethearts" opens Monday (23) the sleet storm Firtday night (13),
"Showboat" ar- and Greyhound cancelled many bus'
dt the Erlanger and
at the Shubert. runs from outlying areas.
rives March 1
Cass' reopened last night (Mon,)
"Burlesque" is due March 8 at the
witlv "Burlesque" with Bert Lahr.
^''^'^stlinjites for last Week
Estimates for Last Week
'^I
Remember Mama," Shubert"Annie Get Tour Onn,^" Shubert
Enter- Lafayette (3d week) (1,950; $3.60).
(15th week) (2,100; $6.18).
ing final two weeks with tremen- Charlotte Greenwood continues pulling
them in with a nice $17,000; gain
dous $51,000,
Kathwine Dunbam," Studebaker of $1,000 over the i)revious week.
"Boberta," Masonic Temple (single
(2d week) (X,246; $3.71). "Tropical
Kevue" was off a bij.with Friday's, week) (5,000; $3). Continued solid
'cnowstorm, but the week was strong support for Detroit Civic Light
Opera's second offering; $42,000.
$ie,060.
"Johq loves M»ry," Harris (1st
Philadelphia, Feb. 17.
week) (1,000; $3.71). Fine $16,500
for first six performances; critics all
Another dose of extremely bad
gave thumbs: upi
weather, the beginning of Lent, and
"Lady Wttiilcnttere's Fan," Era threat of a transit strilie, finally
langer (5th week) (1,333; $3.71).
up
ganged
on.^ Fhilly'S' legit biz.
IN
B.O.' s&le was hurt by bad weather
Even "Carousel" suffered to some
Toledo, Feb. 17.
Friday, but still strong at $18,000.
extent.
"Show Boat," at the Paramount
"O Mistresa SlfiKi,'* Selwyn (14tb
Crix went to "The Linden Tree"
week) ( 1,000; .$4.33^). Just two more here last Monday- Wednesday (9-11), Monday (9), liked Boris Karlofl a
weeks to ho. with house sold out ior hit a new high in Toledo show biz lot'and the comedv moderately. "Me
most of the remaining days; bofi! history. James Nederlander, man- and Molly," opening Tuesday at the
ager of Town Hall, city's only legit
$23,000.
transit
Locust when
threatened
"Bed Mill," Blackstone (3d week) house, rented the Paramount for ttie strike seemed certain, got enthusiNearby convention engagement, just as he ^d earlier astic notices and Showed plenty of
(1,358; $4:40),'
hotels proved profitable, with con- this season for "Carousel."
strength Wednesday and at week"Harvey," with Joe E. Brown, in
ventioneers buying heavy blocks of
Both sTiows are in for two
end.
a repeat performance in the Town weeks, as is the return of "The
iseats; fine $22,000,
Hall, in three days the previous
Chocolate Soldier."
weelc grossed ;a record $15,000 at
Two openings are set for next
$3.60 top in. the 1, ISO-seat house,
Monday (23), "Joy to the World," at
Estimate for Last Week
^'Sliow Boaii" Paramount
(four the Forrest, and "Picfc-^Up Girl," at
166,
performances; (3,400; $4-,20). Revival the Locust, both for two weeks. The
grossed a blistering $28i000 on the Theatre Guild's revival of Shaw's
Los Angeles, Feb. 17.
"You Never Can Tell" opens March
Gertrude Lawrence soared out of split-week stand.
1 at the Walnut, and "Blossom "Hme"
town over the weekend after windarrives at the Shubert the same date,
ing, a sensational three-week stand
both for two weeks,
Final frame was
at the BUtmorc.
Beri
LahrBorlesfiue'
"My Romance," new Shubert
stanzas
First two
virtual capacity.
musical, comes March 8 to the Forhad as many customers, but take
for a three weeks' stay and a
was lower due to Theatre Guild
in Pitt rest
comedy, "There Goes the Bride,"
subscription at reduced ratesi
Pittsburgh, Feb. 17.
with Ilka Chase, is due the same
House now goes dark for five
Bert Lahr's "Burlesque" was a night at the Locust. Katharine Corweelcs with "O Mistress Mine,"
Lunt-Fontanne vehicle, coming in smash at the Nixon last week. Only nell's "Antony and Cleopatra" reMarch IS- Sole new entry this week thing in the straigiit play line that's vival and the new revue, "Inside
topped it so far this season was Joe U.S.A." are skedded for March 29,
is tUe William Eythe prDdnjftion of
Menagerie," which opens E; Brownjs "Harvey." The Lahr latter at the Shut>ert, former prob"GiasSs
show might have done just as well ably at the Forrest.
tOiAorrow (Wed.) at Las Palmas.
had it not played under ATS-Theafor
Estimates
last
Week
Estimates for Last Week
/,
tre
Guild
sub.scription
auspices,
"Blackouts of 1948," El Capitan. which cut the take some.
The Linden Tree," Walnut (1st
Same
(295th week) (1,142; $2.40).
"Student Prince" is current and week) (1,340; $3;90),
Drew first"Blossom. Time" play4 the house string crix' and got; fairly good no$17,000.
"Deep' Are the Boots," Belasco next week.
tices, but bi2 not as good as hoped
(4&'week) (1,061; $3). InoteaSed to
for Boris Karloff vehicle; $9,500.
Estimate for Last Week
will
probably hOId
$16,000. and
^'Me
and
Molly,"
Locust
(1st
"Burlesque," Nixon (single week)
through March.
week) (1,580; $3;2S). Opened Tues""Dlpgier Over GtmbeU," Coronet (2,100; $3.90). Bert Lahr has always day
(10) against threat of transit
Shuttered been a big fave here and packed strike; generally favorable and biz
(2d week) (255; $3.60).
them in- to tune of smash $27,000;
Sunday (15)- with punr $2,000.
gained steadily all week; $9,700 in
"Of Mice and Men," El Patio (3d could have stayed two or three seven performances.
week) (796; $2.40), Slid, during final weeks,
"Carousel," Shubert (3d week)
Irame tO' $2,000,
First week not on
(1,877; $5,20).
''Tonicbt at 8:30," BUtmOre (3d
Theatre
$27,000;
ATS subscription was affected by
Week) (1,636; $3.60). Terriiic $28,000
weather, str&e threat and .start of
to wind engagement and jump direct
Stager in
Lent;
however nearly $36,000.
to .New York, despite house^s hope
San
Francisco,
Feb.' 17.'
"The
Chocolate
Soldier," Forrest
im a holdover; engagement total
The town's only stage production (1st' week) (1,785; $3.90). Return
^
Hms $82,500.
last v/eek was Ballet Theatre, play- for this revival not too happy in biz;
ing eight performances Feb. 8-14 at $20,000.
the Curran. With the Geary playing a picture ("Mourning Becomes
'Haliams'
$12,000,
Dlectra"), there's qpthing on the
local boards currently, but "Okla- 'Norway'
32G, Mitls.;
Divided Press, Cleve. homa!" returns March 11 to the

Luids $23,l)i, Qii

hM

$9,5W,

loHy'OK $9,700,

Philly Tryottts

'SHOW BOAr HOT 25G
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SPLIT-WEEK, TOLEDO

6ERT CAPAcmr

moo,

.

LA

:RO0iy SOCK

•

Smash $27,000

.

.

'

BaUet
Only

S^sco

WA

'

:.

Curran,
Cleveland, Feb. 17;
Estimate for Last Week
Hose Franken's new play, "The
(single
Ballet Theatre, Curran
HaUams," playing a tune-up engagementlast week at the Hanna, drew week) (1,776). 'Visiting dance troupe
divided notices and lulceAvarm audi- pulled a nice $27,000 for the stanza.
ence reaction, with, attendance to
<

match.
"The Inspector
current at the house,

Calls"

is

'Blossom' 20G, D;€.

•2^ Estfanate for Last Week
"T** Hallams,'^ Hanna (single
week) (1,340; $3.70), Comedy drama

OK

Biz Slightly Topheavy
Minneapolis, Feb.
Stiff $4.20

scale

17.

and sub-zero

weather weren't enough to h u r t
"Song of N or w a y" materialjy,
though the operetta didn't do capacity last week. Balcony was entirely

Washington, Feb. 17.
Getting oflE to a slow start in its
eight-day stint here, "Blossom Time'
gathered momentum in second half ics didn!t go all out.
and wound up Sunday (15) with nice
Estimate for Last
week's take. "Pick-Up Girl" brought

•Romance' Tepid $11,000,

"Song of Norway," Lyceum' (single
Peggy Ann Garner back to home soil
last night (Mon.) and should attract week) (1,900; $4.20). Finished strong

fPerf

Tryoiit,

.

New

wemiere

of

N. Haven

Haven, Feb.

17.

"My Romance" was

not too

rosy at the Shubert last
inursday-Saturday (12-14). Notices
w«e doubtful and -word-of-mouth
W^warm, resulting in vacant pews
*ven Saturday night, which would
normally be s.o.

u

./J'*"*

^

week has another breakthe World," with Alfred

ni
Wake-Marsha

Hunt,

Thursday-

aafurday (19-21). Next week gets
JSpntog of "There-Goes the Bride,"
uKa chase-Hobei-t Alda co-star road
s'on of "Here Today," for three
Feb. 26-28. March 4-6 brings
ihe Fir.st Mrs. Eraser" and other
juwre shows include a full week of
Carousel"
(March 15-20); three
It

Now" (March

25-

Up Girl" (April. 1-3).
Estimate for Lart. Week
"»»»»nce.» Shubert (4 pcr(1,700; $4.20).- Figure of

^^'^Y

fntJ:''
Wtmances)

?^,PTO'"mately $11,000
"Vely mild for
a new

was comparamusicaL

Linden Tree," arrives next Monday
(23), with "Chocolate Soldier" due

March

I.

Estimate for Last

Week

"Blassom Time," National (single
(li680; $3.00). Shubert revival

week)

did a satisfactory $20,000.

'Okia' 48G, Little

Rock

Rock, Feb. 17.
The Richard Rodgers-Oscar Hanimerstein, 2d, musical, "Oklahoma!',
was a wOw here last week, m spite
of brutal weather conditions, with
intermittent snowstorms. The huge
Robinson Memorial Auditorium was
packed throughout the week, and
the show could probably have
played a second semester profitably.
Estimate for Last Week
(.single
Robinson
"Oklahoma!",
week) (3,000). Theatre Guild production knocked off a terriflic $48,000 week, an unheard of figure for
stand.
split-week
this normally
Little

'Social'
Broadway

$8M

Taken 0( 'Roberts Preems
but

winter-bitten,

is

Sked

Shifts

with

pacity,

standees

times;

all

shows last week saw better over $27,500,
"The Heiress," BUtmore (20th
business. Flock of matinees ducked
Ash Wednesday and 17 afternoon week) (M-1,505; $4.80). Slated well
performances were given- Thursday into summer; consistently big from
(12) holiday (Lincoln's Birthday), in- the start; last week one performance
legit

stead of four, as the previous week,
Matinee attendance was generally
strong, accounting for most of the
upturn,. Managers figure the slipping
stock market will affect theatres, but
that has not been evident .yet,
"Tonight at 8:30" jumps in from
the Coast but "Mister Roberts" has
the premiere spotlight this week
coming in with unanimous word-ofmouthraves backed by great grosses.
Iiast week's debuts ushered in "John
Bull's Other Island" by the Dublin
Gaters, .who started doubtfully, and
are replacing the bill this week;
"Respectful Prostitute" attracted attention downtown; "Dr, Social" was
withdrawn, but "Skipper Next to
God" scored its best week, "'Young
'

.

.

Man's Fancy" was finally dropped
from the list and the Chekov play^
concluded two weeks at the
Center, being followed this week by
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo.
lets

Estimates for Last

Keys: C ^Coniedt/),
(Cornedy-Droma),

CD

M

dark,

Hiller being

ill;

$19,000;

spring; better; $15^,000 estimated.
"Toung
Man's -Fancy,"
Cort.
Closed last Saturday (14) after playing 42 weelcs; "Ghosts" is current.
-

BiGVIVALS
and

''Antony

Beck

Cleopatra,"

(12th week) (D-1,2H; $4.80). Picked
up like most others and registered
around $22,000, but will tOur; "You
Never Can Tell" is the next book-

ing here.

D'Oyly Carte
week) (0-1,670;

Co., Century (7th
$4.80). "The Mika-

'

do" is current, starting the repeat'
schedule of Gilbert and Sullivan;
"Patience"' last week, fairly big $34,there
weakness.

.

midweek matine*

was'

000;

Dublin Gate Theatre Co., Mans-

Week

D
H

Wendy

would have reached $22,000w
"The Wtaslow Boy," Empire (16th
week) (D-1,101; $4.80). Has varied
in pace recently, but is making some'
money and should stick well into

week) (997; $4.80). "John
(Drama), Bull's Other Island" drew mixed no(Hevue), tices and mild money; around $8,000;
field

(JVTitsical) O (Operetto)
"Allegro," Majestic (18th weok)
(M»l,695; $6). In its fifth, month and
stiU the gross leader; spread in
weekly grosses not material considr
ering the amounts registered; around

will be repeated later; current

,

duction

pro"The Old Lady Says No."

gagement.

"Man
(19th

and Superman," Hudson
week)
(CD.1,057;
$4.80).
(16) from Al-

Moved here Monday
where Shavian
around $29,000.

vin,

"Annie Get Your Gun^" Imperial

peaters.

is

"GhostSi" Cort' (D-1,064; $3:60;
Ibsen revival starring Eva Le Gallienne opened Monday (16); "Hetjda
Gablor" is listed for next week^
dramas to alternate for limited en-

$47,000,
"Angel in the Wings," Coronet
(10th week) (R-998; $4.80). With receipts close to $28^000, the intimate
revue scared its top gross; there
were more standees than before.

(92d week) (M-1,472; $6.60), Held
to excellent gross and business approximately $41,000; draws many re-

(1st

classic

again got

"Medea," Royale (17th week) (DExcellent business for
will Jay oft next
week to afford a rest for star Judith
Anderson; eased to $21,000,
"Tonight at 8:3e." National (1,064;
"•
$4.80). Revival of Noel Coward.play1,025; $4.80).

,

Greek tragedy, but

"Born iresterday,* Lyceum (106th
week) (C-993; $4.80). Moved forward with the field and approxi- lets starring Gertrude Lawrence,
mated $18,000; comedy should ex- presented by Homer Curran, Howard Young and Russell. Lewis; opens
tend well into another summer.
"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld (49th week) Friday (20),
.

ADDED

$4.80). Better here, too;
:$38,S00; summer plans being

(M-1,628;

"The Bespectful Prostitute." and
made for possible move to Times Church Street,". New Stages, First
named drama accorded favorabl*
Square.
Command Decision," Fulton (20th press In tiny downtown house aha
week) (D-968; $4.80). Slightly better is a Broadway possibility.

around

.

with the aid of the strong holiday
matinee attendance; credited with
$17,000.
•'Dr. Social," Booth. Drew skeptical press and was yanked Sat. (14)
after four performances; "The Hal^
lams'' opens here first week in

'ROmB' WHym 2K,
RECO^MK^BALTO
B&Itimore, Ffeb. 17, ^

March.

Mister Roberts" hung up a l^cal
"Flnian's Bainbow," 46th Street
record for a new straight play try(58th week) '(M-1,319; $6). Picked
up smartly and the gross was figured ing out at Ford's here last w^ekv
aroimd $39,500; another musical than It made up for a belated .Tuesday
night (10) start with an extra matfmay have another summer.
"For Love or Money," Miller (15th nee Friday (13), "Blossom. Time" Is
week) (C-940; $4,20). Continues to current at Ford.'s and "Chocolate
do well and improved more than. Soldier" is set to follow.
$1,000 with gross nearly $15,500.

.

Estimate for Last Week
"Mister Robertsv" Ford's (singi*
week) (1,.500; $3:62), Smash reception by crix and public, with record

"Happy Birthday," Plymouth (66th
week) (C-1,063; $4.80). Improved to
around $17,000 and there is current$28,000
ly no idea of another show in this
despite this tenant's high operating hut,
"Harvey," '48th St.
week)

,

gross,

'

ho.uiie.;

(md

(C-902; $4.20). Big Thursday afternoon (12) attendance figured In long
run comedy's gross approaching $15,-

000 mark.

"High Button Shoes," Shubert
Great
,(20th week) (M-1,387; $6).
business continues for this musical
and, with standees, the gross is never
far from the $38,000 level,
"Icetime of 1948," Center (38th

%(17M

'Show Beat'

Indianapolis, Feb. 17,

"Show Boat" jammed the English
for the biggest .split-week take the
house has 'iiad in years. Biz waii

Thursday-Saturday
With or without the.

terrriflc for the

(12-14)

date,

weather, which was lousay. Ads
week) (R-2,994; $2.40). Another six carried "all seats sold" notice five'
weeks are anticipated for the skat- days in advance of opening. Mail
sold out in advance, but until the ing revue; generally suspends dur- orders aro healtliy for "Harvey.'f
April;
ing
up,
$34,000.
floor
latter pOrfOrmances the lower
return this week. "I; Beplaying
"Look Ma, I'm Dancin'," Adolphi member aMama"
held many empty seats. The show
Js due next week.
was liked by the public but the crit- (3d week) (M-1,434; $4.80). Gettin«
Estimate for Last Week

tang up a moderate $12,000 in eight
performances.;

plenty of mterest, Boris KarlofE in
his Broadway -bound drama, "The

Attendance Climbs Again;

Dublin Gate

Det;

'Mama'

.

B way

standees nearly all times; newest
musical click again nearly $39,000.

Week

after only fair opening; final tabulation was $32,000 for eight performances, believed plenty profitable.
•

"Make Mine Manbattani" Broad
(5th week) <R'l,ie0; $6). One
of the musicals highest in demand
among agency patrons, gets dose to
$36,500 with standees.
"Mister Enberts," Alvin (D-1,331
$4,80 ). Presented by Leland Hay

hur.st

.

"Show

Boat," Knglish (three days)

(1,500; $4.80).

Booming

$17,600,

de-

spite big freeze^

'Inspector*

Okay

$14,000;

Milwaukee Booked Solid

Milwaukee, Feb, 17,
Stage here is showing' its most
Plenty, $^,200;
•Mary'
.same title; out of town records rate concentrated run of business In
4 TimeS) Portland, Ore. it a sure hit; opens tonight (Wed.) many years, Davidson being booked"An
"Oklahoma!," St, James
(262d solid for six straight weeks.
Portland, Ore;, Feb. 17.

Had

ward; adapted by l?homas Hcggen
and Joshua Logan from book of

week) (M-1,505; $4.80). Run leader
Edmund Lowe'.s name on the mar- has not been affected by the newer
quee, plus a spicey advertising cam- musicals and is making money right
paign, spelled boxoffico success for along; well over $21,500.
"Mary Had a Little" at the May"Skipper Nejtt to God," Playhouse
fair last week. Critics didn't praise
(5th week) (D-865; $4;20). Improved
"Mary" too much. House has gone with further indications for ft good
back to dual-bill pictures until Feb. engagement; drama which originated
English
27, when DOnald Wolfit's
at the Experimental 'Rieatre was
company will present credited
repertory
with around $16,000.
fOur plays rarely seen in this jwrt
Bedfellows,"
Morosco
"Strange
of the country. House will be. scaled
(5th week) (G-935; $4.80). Moved
from $1.80 to $3.60.
upward with the field and approxl
mated $15,000, good enough pace for
Estimate for Last Week
"Mary Bad a Little," May fair stay into spring.
"Streetcar Named Desire," Barry(four performances) (1,500; $3.60).
and Edmund more (Uth week) (D-1,064; $4.80)
Lively exploitation
name were good for $9j200. Dramatic smash never varies ,ca-

Inspector Calls," coming between
the sellout "Song of Norway" and
the Tallulah Bankhoad "Private
Lives," 'did moderate business, Advance sale for "Lady Windermere'*
Fan" is heavy, with "Sleep It Off"
and "I Hemember Mama" due to
follow. Across the river the Pabst,
traditional home of concert and bal*
let, has booked the Diana Barrymore "Joan of I-orraine" troupe for
early "April,
_
Estimate for Last Week

"An
(single

lnst>ector

week)

Calls,"

Lowe's

Davidson
Second

(1,500; $3.60).

in Theatre Guild-American Theatresociety subscription lerics drew .«
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dick who momentarily succumbs to
temptation.
These characters meet in Gimbel's
'mu$ic department at midnight, when
weird and wild things can be ex€iiarl«.y's
pected and are.
Continued from page SO
("Charley's Avnt")
Irene Corlett and Sean McClory
Zurich, Feb. 1.
However, fight a losing battle with the lead
ond-act luncheon scene.
Stadlthcater production ftt musical com'
the pace is still too leisurely for roles, but so would anybody. Ellen
in
tbi'ee
acts by Fritzs ^cliulK and Hans
edy
lection of musical numbers, is me- farce.
Settings and costumes by Lowe, Joyce Arliug and Frances E. Ziininermann. Ba:He(1 on Brandon Thorana
lodious and gets generally good vocal Stewart Chaney are up to his usual Williams manage to make the char play. Music, Tibor Kaslcs: lyrics, Robert
treatment. Several" lend themselves high standard.
George
Gilbert.
Conductor,
and
Kasics.
Staged by
Klep,
roles almost convincing,
Scbulz. Dances, Trudi •:Jc'lu>op; sets. Max
to probable popularity, typical of
Meader' tries' hard to get some life HoetblLsberger;
Bene Rougeniont.
these being "Written in Your Hand."
Jack At .Stafltllieater,costumes,
into the store dick's role.
Zurich.
"Romance," "You're Near and Yet So
Daniels staged it about as well as Donna Lucia
Het'laratlon
i,StcKi Thaller
Par," "Magic Moment." Lyrics are
.Kudoif GlirlHt
could be expected under the circum- Charley Jetlerson,
Hollywood, Feb. 13.
.Heinx Hltoeden
suitably romantic in keeping -with
Jaolc
Actors Li»l> protiiicLion oC driiiua in tiu'eqi stances.
*
.,, ..'.........:.. .Tilly Jrltephah
major theme.
acts (IH si-enes^ unci uroloff by jrtfiet ttiijT
By far the best thing about the Kltty-ICatty,
Baxter. .............. ..Tbeo A. Kuerner
Carrying the play's singing as well Philip SLeVrtrt.sttn. Ift^iitures XAoy^ GoUBb. play is the music department .set by .loe
.^nny..
.....
.,. .Gfsela Schmldtlng
as acting burden are Anne Jefllreys, Directed by Daniel Munn. seutngs, Jjej^ Kate Drain Lawson.
Kop.
Pedro
Karl PLstorius
Marsjqlt
at A<.tor.'<' 'Lab Laurel
as the diva, and Charles Fredericks, Woi'ltsliop, Opened
.Frltii jschulz
Oliver Babbs
llullywoud, Feb. 13, '48; ?1.80
....Kmil Hegetucliweller
Bob Tucnkli
the clergyman. Former's work, to- topi
gether with striking physical attrit.'ast: JefC- Corey, l.loyd Goiigb, Will I.ee,
Adaptation into a musical comedy
butes, stamps her as of coming per- M'Blla Mallhev.'.H, Uobert A. :Bavis, Ray
liylie, Joe UiiVal, ISIlon Corliy, Bert Consonal importance regardless of the way, Anthony Joat-bini, Frances Chaney,
of Brandon Thomas' comedy hit,
line voice, plus Muynard
"Charley's Aunt," has music written
play's outcome.
Holmes^
Feter' Virgo,
Doris
Continued from page S
acting talent and a flair for wearing Karnes, -PbU: VanicSaiidt, Stanle.v Waxmun,
by the young Swiss composer Tibor
beautiful clothes to their best ad- Mervin 'VV'llUanis, Jim X<eighton, Stewart exhibs in the same boat la those sit- Kasics,
who himself conducted
liin
McDonald,
vantage, adds up to bright prospects' Stern, Harlan W^irde',
world's premiere at Stadttheater,
Wendy O.sor, Arno Tanney, Ken Jones, uations.
lor Miss Jeffreys. Her present as- Konian Boiiiien, George. Sluonni, Herman
Zurich. The music is very pleasant
majors
the
licking
taken
by
Latest
signment as the glamorous singer VValilman, .lobii I'elleti, Perry Ivlns, Billy
and rhythmic and contains several
of
angle
from
the
worst
and the
causes wonder as to why Holly wood Smiib, Faul AlifVey, Art BatanWes, £!d
song hits. "Uncertain whether play
mounted her in the saddle and gave BoJIan, John Complon, Can1ille^ Cannady.. the strength of the case—was that would appeal to the U. S., seeing that
administered hy a Buffalo jury sev- Broadway is overstocked' with musiher similar roles wh'en it had its
History comes to smashing susIn that instance, cal comedies of similar character.
hands on her.
eral weeks ago.
While Fredericks matches Miss Jef- pense in "Declaration," which en^ Bordanaro Bros, won an |85,000 ver- Swiss audiences seem to like thi^
compasses a 24-year span in the life
freys' talent in point of vocal :qualifikind of light entertainment and play
of Thomas Jefferson. It is a taut, ab- dict in an action which company
the local papers.
catloos, hiis thcsping assets have not
lawyers were confident would be was lauded foy
noticeable sorbing recreation of an eventful
yet reached that IfeviBl.
Show Is'^a boxoffice hit.
period in American history. As a beaten by the majors. The thought
stiffness is going to require considerFritz ScKuIzi well-known pre-Hitplay,
it needs a bit of cutting, biit any now is that if Bordanaro could cop a
able limberiog before he can attain
ler German comedian, wrote the lidecision
on
weeding
will
be
diSicult,
verdict, it's going to be hard going bretto, together with Hans Zimmer"
the peak' required of the role.
Xiarge cast of lesser 'pi;incipals is for each scene leaves', an impact. It with the raft, of other suits.
mann; directed the premiere, and
headed by Melville Rulck, as the could easily be made into a topnotch
On that score, Bordanaros' Palace awarded himseU the principal role
film.
diva's banker, lover, and Hazel Dawn,
of "Charley's Aunt.'' He did an ex'
There willj of course, be immediate in Clean, N. Y., showed profits for cellent job both in staging the comJr.j his niece, 'who eventually marries
entire period which the suit
the bishop. Tito Coral registers with and violent political argument over the
edy and creating the main part. His
this play. Its hard-hitting portrayal covered.
Moreover, profits climbed false "Aunt" is a hilarious pipce of
a sing:le vocal in an organ grinder of
governmental conflict and the re- steadily during the same stretch but acting.
role, and Hildegarde Halliday adds
pression
thinking, it was suflicient for the plaintiff to
of
individual
an. amusing bit of comedy. Others
Rest of the cast is okay, especially
give creditable performances on the through passage of the Alien and introduce expert testimony that the Emil Hegetschweiler, popular Swiss
Sedition Acts, has its only too-wellwhole.
would have been still greater comedian, as a Swiss pastry-cook in
A gorgeous arrajiof lemrae finery known iiresent-day parallel, and take
without the claimed violations to New York. Gisela Schmidting and
adds lustre to .the production, and "Declaration"' steps hard on imporRudolf
provide the romantic
tant toe.s.
win the verdict. Finally, the Bor- interest.Christ
gets; while not lending themselves to
There are some 'fi[ne dance
Entirely apart from any political danaros were not deprived of so
particularly colorful exposition, renumbers by ^Uy Stephan and Heinz
controversy, however, "Declaration" much, product' that they could not
flect good taste and competent deRhoeden.
a
wellrwritten
is
play
that
adds
to
up
signing. Briet incidental dances are
operate their house as a first-run.
Highlights of the show are two
sock entertainment. Hipped violently
Bone.
by Myra. Kinch.
from the pages of. history it becomes AH along, the Palace -was booking a spectacular, eye-filling ballet numnot a dull preachment of fact but a split on Universal, 20th-Fox and bers, -staged by Trudi Schoop. The
numbers are really knockouts
vivid,, powerful drama.
The third Metro product, and all of Columbia, tu20
'
Tell
with
extravagant, colorful costumes
act, particularly, is charged with Republic, PRC and Monogram.
Wilmington, Del., Feb. 14.
by Rene Rougemont. One is "Braemotion and reaches an exciting
Theatre QuU4 production (In association
zilian Fantasy" ("Fantasia Brasiliclimax
even
though
the
end
must
be
with Alfred Fiacheir) ot comedy In loui'
ana"), the other "Chicanonna," a
Mpls. Clearance Rebellion
•<!W by .Beirnard SUaw. Directed by TPeter known to anyone who has ever
conga.
Mexo,
Minneapolis, Feb. 17.
jkahntor*; nettings and coataine;>, Stewart crawled through the fourth grade.
CHaney. PFOductton under aupervlslon of
Rebellion is brewing among local
.Episodic scenes are faintly remiTbereiu^' Helburn and: Lawrence 'X.ansnor.
neighborhood exhib,a
Opened at J?1ayliouse, Wilmington, Feb. \i, niscent of ''Magnificent Yankee," but independent
'48: t3.«0 top.
where the Justice Holmes story was itors against present clearance
(liObster Cooked American Style"
K
Ickland.
Patricia
P4llsr ......... ,V. ...... ^
a series of vignettes, "Declaration" which,
it's charged, favors the ParParis, Jan. 23.
>..Tom Helmovo' offers 18 thrill-packed scenes,
Valentine.'.
each a
l.ucien Beer production of comedy in
iHald. ....;.,.........;.....>. Scott 'Douglaa
amount-affiliated theatres. The Jack-'
three acts by Bobert Altier ond Albert
.Nigel Stock well'planned rung in the ladder that
t*hilip. .. .. •>
son Park ease and other litigation ftteux. Directed by Claude Dauphin. Set
Frieda Inescort leads to strong entertainment.
Mrs. Olandon
Jane de Margerle and (*la.ude Henri
OJorla. ........... .......... .FaltU Brook
Hie Federalist conspiracy to silence have given impetus to moves to have by
DavKU. Stars Dauphin. At Theatre de
,..BaIph Forbes free speech and
Crampton
independent thought, it substantially lowered.
I'Oeuvre, 5«ri«i
.
.
.Walter Hudd
UoComas
Following the action of the W. R. Lnc. Vt^udrettU. < . . ........ .Olaude Dauphin
,...I.ea.& Catroll and the overt attempt to slide Aaron
wattei......
.simonc Paris
notour:
.William Devllti Burr into the presidency in place of Frank theatre circuit in demanding Catherine......
Isabelle
Itoslne Derean
Jefferson, are expertly woven into
a reduction of clearance for its ace LaMahotte
Gubrlelle Fontan
the.
fabric
of
the
play.
And
the
proDespite its dated plot, vintage
Joseph Berwock
.Pierre Risch
Minneapolis house, the Boulevard, Sister
1899, this Bernard Shaw comedy duction in modern dress serves to
St. Patrice....
Annie Cnrrlel
.Christian Ferry
comes through as better-than-avet- smash honie the contemporary paral- and its leading St. Paul suburban Dominique. ,.
The Policeman
Albert Michel
age stage fare, thanks, to Shavian lels more forcefully. Outside influ- theatre, the West Twins, from 56 Jeanne^.
Vanna d'Urblno
wit and topnotch actors. However^ ences helped, too, on opening night, to 21 days, Ben Friedmah, also a
it's doubtful whether modern thea- for a few hours before the curtain circuit owner, says he'll make
.a
This IS a typically Parisian <comtregoers will support it sufficiently went up one member of the cast and "definite demand," too,
to -have the edy, and likely to have a very nice
to, push it into' the hit division, for a few other members of the Lab's
board <vere subpoenaed by the Cali- clearance at his Edina, de luxe sub- run here. Its international chances
even a <!lass production and expt
fornia, "little" Un-American Activi- urban house here,
similarly cut are based on the type of adaptation
grouping can't disguise the fact tl
it may get, because a lot of the comfrom 56 to 21 or 28 days;
"You Never Can Tell" is a museum ties Committee.
edy comes from slapstick clowning,
Deftly directed by Daniel Mann,
piece.
though there is in the last act, which
the: cast of more than 50 delivers
Digs at the emancipated woman
IS the best, some really human
elefinesse. Lloyd Gough, featured
jcienfiflcally-reared
children
and with
ments.
various foibles of the turn of the in the role of Jefferson, does a standIt's the old idea of the man who
out job. with a dignified, carefully
fcentury are of little interest now.
gets fed up with his wife and family
shaded portrayal of the Virginia
.Even iii comedy Shaw can't resist
SS Continued from page t
and is about to leave them to tun
aristocrat. Mervin Williams gets the
mounting, a soapboii now and then,
away with a young girl, At the last
and the result slows 'up the play, proper patrician expression into his no permanent organization and no moment he's stopped from
doing it,
the normal pace of which is on the characterization of Alexander HamiL expensive appeals..board.
and finally reconciles himself to
ton. Boman Bohnen (one of those
pedestrian side.
Braden has proposed inclusion of family life. But it has been, treated
subpoenaed) is fine in a brief appearThe plot, what there is of it, deals ance as John Adams and Ian Mac- a general arbitration clause in all
an entirely different vein from
with a militant, free-thinking lady Donald does another effective job
the usual writing given that theme
licensing
pacts
to
settle
exhib-distrib
as
novelist who returns to England Washington, Jeff Corey,
as narrator, squabbles but that's been definitely and affords plenty of laughs.
with her three precocious children. makes the pre-scene explanations
Claude Dauphin, as an inpecunious
The lady: holds advanced views and less like history and more like a foot nixed. The Big Five has informed writer, is on stage from start to end,
him that they're Interested in a lim- and has never been
ihas been separated from her hus- note to an engrossing drama.
better. Rosine
ited
band for 18 years. Family complicaarbitration
.clause
which would Derean (Mrs. Claude Dauphin in
Other fine jobs are turned in by
tions ensue when hubby turns up Phil Van Zandt, Paul McVey, Ellen define a dispute as covering the same real life) as his wife handles with
and the oldest daughter falls in love Corby, Will Lee, Ray Hyke and Joe subject matter, more or less, a.s now skill her part of the poor shrew
with a penniless dentist. There are DuVal.
comes within the. jurisdiction of the whom riches turn into a very nice
the Usual misunderstandings, all
woman, again. Christian Ferry, as
"Declaration" is ripe for Broad, arbitration boafds. In short,
if the
working out to a happy ending,
the teenage son* is fine in the part,
way, a definite asset to any theatre Big Five have
their say, a voluntary and .should
be watched for both
Shaw has been lavish in distribu season.
Kop.
system would not extend jurisdic- stage and pix;
ting acting plums,
Practically all
tion
to
the
crucial
subjects of runs
Vanna Urbino handles nicely the
the' nine main characters get a
or terms. Clearance would come part of the young girl whose
ctiance to shine before the final cui*virtue
Ciimliers
]s
nriostly being kind and underwithin
tain.
it as it does now, but a claim
The Theatre Guild has pro
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
vided an ace cast,-, headed by Leo
Mane Louise Elliins production ot comedy that an exhib is entitled to a better standing to solitary gents. Albert
G. Carroll as a philosophical waiter.
f^."""' scenes) by Helen Sloan
run, or is beifig hit lor exhorbitant Michel, as the simple-minded top,
Y"^,'^
Stetson.
Staged by Jack Dartlels; setting
and Annie Cariel as the nun, have
He offers an ingratiating perform- by
Kate Drain taivaon. opened at Coronet, rentals, would not be a subject for only
one scene each, but
ance; As the author, Frieda Inescort Hollywood B"eb. 4, '4S;
maxi%'i.m top.
arbitration.
mum value for same, and get
IS properly commanding and has
plenty of
•
Peter Jona Korn
One of the deterring factors So laughs. Simone Paris, as the troubleseveral telling scenes.
Irene Corlett
Tom Hel- -y™}
Bllen Lowe far as the Big
more is a happy choice for the
Five are concerned some sister of the writer; Pierre
Joyce Arllng
Risch,
as
her
wealthy
penniless dentist.
protector, arid
He also is the Dolores
...Frances Bi. WlUlams is the fact that they would be bound Gabrielle
Fontan, as the mother,
other half of the love interest. The »'jm
.Matt Willis to. appear on complaint of an exhave only supporting parts but
romantic scenes, deftly written, are ™!";
....Alex Sullivan
hib but that the exhib himselt has acamt themselves
...v.^Panl Plcerni
well.
engagingly played by Helmore and Nick
.Sean MoClory the option of going to arbitration o*ft'v'n;
Production is understandably conFaith Brook, who enacts the elder Mr.
Dougherty
Gem-ge Meader bringing
servative, in a 400 seater. But the
suit. That's why the AAA
daugliter. Miss Brook is a little stiff .Mla.^ Dodge
Margaret .Beeb
one set, showing the living room of
in her early scenes but warms up Kooliio Cop
...Lee Carrau is making it a point that licensing
Elevator Boy,,.....
the suburban cottage where all live,
Anthony Richard deals should include
later.
the arbitration IS
realistic and nicely dorte. Mo*i.
clause since it makes that method of
As the uninhibited teen-agex's,
That
age-old
question,
"Does
PSitricia Kirkland and Nigel Stock Gimbel Tell
Macy?'" ig no nearer an straightening tiffs compulsory on
'
VtitltVi
are delightful. They enliven the answer;
it's a cinch Gimbel is not go- both sides.
("The Little Cabin")
proceedings on each appearance. ing to tell Macy
about this little
Supreme Court was told by sevBalph Forbes plays the crusty father, opus,
Paris, Jan. 31.
.
_
Leon Benolt Dcutsch and Gilbert Dupe
eral Big Five attorneys that there's
usually on the verge of apoplexy as
No one^but no one—has the colproduction of comedy in three nets
bv
a result of th.e antics of his new- lection of characters that the 32d a willingness by defendants to con- ^"
I>"'«'tt?t" by Rousain,
Set
ilr if'^i";.
found family. Walter Hudd gives street department store is accused
tinue arbitration. That's not alto- by Wakhevllrh.
At Theatre des Nouof
an excellent portrayal of the family harboring in this play. There's an gether so, however, since Little veautes, PatiB.
Pernand firavey
solicitor who can't imderstand the heiress-kleptomaniac
who kleps an Three lawyers, following presenta- a'"';.''*
Andre
Koussli
"f""?
"modern generation," and William eggbeater betiause her mother was tion
Suzanne Flon
of the case, declared that their ^'i*"" "
'^'"•ur
Devlin plays straight the queen's married twice and her father three
Guy Lafour
companies are still dead set against
coatts^Uor role, a barbed-wire satir6 times.
This smasheroo is for local con*n the legal mind.
Then there's the store electrician, arbitration. According to one attorPetpr Ashmore, who staged the a "minor league philosopher" by his ney, the smaller companies can't af- sumption only. American audiences
current London production of the own admissioHi a blind piano tuner, ford the cost of the system. Whether won't approve of a show turning
matriniony into a perfect triangle
play, repeats here. Hp does a work- three charwomen of varying emo- they will go for a cheape? setup
is
through a husband agreeing to .share
manlike job, especially ia the sec- tions and the poor but honest store still an open question,
his wife with her lover, let alone the
t
f i'i'-n :
7 i
J
•
;>,i )
o
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fact that the triangle becomes
a
feet square when the wife
a'
Negro cook to the collection, adds
pari,

audiences are eating it up bp?ii,vf
provides them wilh a
evening. Advance' sale is solid
fo?
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which both gets the most of the com
edy and prevents the risque
storv
from getting vulgar.
Roussin, as
the

man who

convinces

first

hh

mistress' husband that alter all
there
IS
nothing worse in sharing her
knowingly than without, knowing it
acts with the ease of an old trouper'
Suzanne Flon, who is very a'ttractive
and has created a part that will be
a milestone in Paris theatre, gives
a
perfect impersonation of the womaa

who is desirous of making evervi'
body happy. The cook's part is done
by Guy Latour, who though in onlv

a comparatively short role, plays
with gusto.
juaxl.

it

The Doctor
Budapest, Jan.

Meagy»W.ax

revival of

Sjilnhai!

13.

muHlcal

comedy In three acta by Ferenc Molnar
adapted by Dezso Keller.
Stars Hanna
Honthy, Imre Apathy and CamlH Feleky,
Directed by Vilmoa Lorant.
Music by
Bela ZerkovitK; set, Mlkios Neogrady:'
dances by Gyorgy Kemen, At Medgyaszay.
Budapest,.
Dr. SarkHny.....i...,....., .Imre Apathy

Hanna Hoathy

fill"'..-

Lenka....
Puaser.
Csato....
Bertalan Toth.
Matoslne.

oabi Szapary
C'amiU Peleky
...Tlvadnr Biliol
.Karoly Verebei
,NusI Somogyl

,

Ferenc Molnar's comedy was first
performed at Budapest in 1902, but
the brilliant and witty adaption of
Dezso Keller makes it as fresh and
up-to-date as ever. The musical
score of Bela Zerkovitz stands up
and .with some new tunes inserted,

comedy looks like a boxoffice hit.
Hanna Honthy returns to the stage
after a

long absence to prove she

still
the uncrowned queen of
Camill Feleky is most
amusing as the comic Puzser. Imre
Apathy as the lead is also very good.
Gyorgy Matray, Tividar Bilicsy, Eva
Foldessy, Karoly Verebes and Gabt
Is

operetta.

Szapary, also register well.
Direction of Vilmos Lorani is- fine,
as well as set by Miklos Neogrady.
.

Gaol.

1m niigie €on

le

Ciambe

liunghe
("The Long-Legged Lies")

Rome, Jan;

•

.

iq

caie
fully avoided the least suggestion
of
smut. As writer, director and akn
as;&ctor tjf the lover's part, he's
donp
an excellent job.
Producers have
given the play a cast hard to matph
and an excellent single set shoivhjg
* bit ot tropical island beach th f
straw hut, palm trees and remains
of a raft. Comedy concerns
quartrt
shipwrecked on an island
Fernand Gravey, as the husband
gives a performance which is
reallv

-

-

that there

is

it

not, a coarse word in Andre
Roussin's
script, and his direction has

23.

De

Fllippo production ot- comcjy in three
acta by Hduardo de Fllippo. Stars Bduardo
and Tltlna de Felippo: Directed by «•
Fllippo.
At Rliseo theatre, Rome.
.

Eduavdo

"libero Inuoronnto
virlstina.

Olga Cigoiella
Benedetto Cigolella
Angelina Trombetta

dfe

FiHppo

Tltlna de Fllippo
Carmela Crlspo
Plelio Carlonl
Maria Ginosa

This comedy sets out to prove that
many lies which are use-

there are

ful to believe.

They

are the "long-

legged -bneS.'' Comedy, splendidly
acted, looks -sure to set a boxpfi^
record.

Two lovers, parted by the war,
Both are now
meet afterwards.
married and rich. Olga knows that
her husband was involved in the
black market, as Bernardo knowrs
that his wife had many love affairs
However,
with American officers.
they feign to believe what each tells
the other in order to keep up pretenses and their old faith in each
all.
above
other. Money now counts

Comedy

is

satirical

in

bitter-

a

sweet way.

Characters drawn are

sincere, and
acts are

dialog

two

falls

ing.

is

good.

good theatre,' but third
apart through too rnuch preachr
Q««'-

M^G's Sandburg Buy
Continued from page 3

i

for

period, hardly being prepared
the epic propprtions of Sandburg*

work.
well-pleased, however,
It's
according to Coast story chief Voldemar Vetlugin, who made the anginal deal and took delivery of the
maftuscript in New York. Company
anticipates it being a bestseller and
is already making preliminary plans
for its production."
Volume consists of a prolog, epilog
and three intervening episodes. Prolog and epilog are in modern time-s
and draw a paralleli through similar
characters, to three critical periods
of American history— the Pilgrim era
in Massachusetts, the Revolutionary
War and the Civil War. In each of
them, as at present, Sandburg sees a
threat to
America through the,
growth of intolerance.

.
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leased only for towns of leiss than
200,000 population.
DPS has also just issued cloth-

Literati
»
Conf esftim
DiflElculties in getting a play pubIfshecl in botat form has been outr
in a printed
lined by Upton Sinclair
prepared.
Text is
leaflet he has
Msed upon his experience in sub)SiiicUilr^»

his drama on the dangers
of the atomic bomb to a "leading
inltting

jfew York publisher."
Literary exec praised the ms. of
Sinclair
Strength,"
Giant's
I'A

with

play as a book the publisher then
Cited instances to "prove the impossibility of selling a drama in book
form."
Sinclair says he accepted the deci«ion with "amiability," noting t^atfor
the "28th time in his 50 years of
writing life" he discovered he had
"someU>ing to present which is not
commercially acceptable. As a re»ult' play is now self-published "in
the cheapest possible form, in the
hope of reaching the greatest number of readers."

'

Ashton ^Stevens Re;rets
In nixing editor Charlie MacArthur's offer to become drama
of His new Theatre Arts
critic
monthly, Ashton Stevens, veteran
Chicago Heraia- American theatre
oracle, wrote him: "I turn down this
wonderful opportunity with tears
streaming on my typewi'iter. But if
•

'

"

I

accepted,

I'd

never get to

New

York. It's a cilich Editor Walter
HoWey would" grab the closing
qpeech ont of your and Ben's (Hecht)
^I'ront Page' and wire the chief of
police at Elkhart, Ind.: 'Meet the

—

Century Out of Chicago and arrest
Ashton Stevens "and bring him back

here—the son«of-a-macarthur

my

stole

watch'."

sa

;

;

^^ MMM »»

»»

» *-

By Frank

mmm ««»» »

Scully

Bedside Manor, Feb.

Hollywood has seen

^:

;

15.

die for yeaj-s.
So has Broadway. So has
London. That's not news. In the desert you can see them pop off every
night, shooting from one part of the sky to the other and doing a quicker
blackout than Noel Coward, Ken Murray or even Barney Gerard could
stage.
Sut in Hollywood stars do not go particularly anywhere when
they aie. Not even to Forest Lawn. They just keep crawling in and out
of pictures and parties, bent over with old bags- of press notices on their
star.s

and excitement and holds your in-, Delectable Judge," "Bill and the
from cover to cover. Good Widowmaker," "49 Dogs in the
word walloping by a guy who Meathouse"- and "Johnny Apple- backs like tired 'old zombies.
Would make a swell seed;" all available foi: stock and
But the other day I saw an uplifting sight. I saw a star reborn. I don't
little theatres.
Joe Laurie,. Jr.
mean I saw a hasbeen make a comeback. I mean I saw a star at the
iieight of her stardom decide she was going to make a break for it and
Berle's Confession (?)
Mass Market Mulled
hitch her stardom to great moments, great characters, great ideas in hisMilton Berle, who never reputedly
The next literary panel discussion tory. The heroine of this peacetime D-Day was none other than Gertrude
Lawrence, a five-star general in the great army of make-believe.
is averse to "borrowing" a gag, has in the series sponsored by the AuRiding a magnificent thoroughbred, a Derby winner in her own field,
made amends to various sources thors Guild, American Book Pubwhich allegedly j!upply 4iim with lishers Council, American Booksell- she seems determined to swap horses in; midstream. She has played
material.
Credit is duly made in ers Assn. and N. Y. University, will everything from a dumb bunny in "Babes In the Woods" for 10 shilling.^
the preface bf a Bantam reprint of be held tomorrow (Thurs.) isight at a week in London to ''Lady In the Dark" f6r '$6,500 a week in Chicago.
his tome, "Out of My Trunk,'' pub- the Barbizon-Plaza hotel, N,y. 'The She even took Shaw's "Pygmalion," which was only a few thousand years
topic will be "The Mass Market for old when he stumbled on it, and ran it up to a milliOn-doUar season.
lished this month.
Acknowledgement takes the iol- Books" and speakers will -include
Plus Federal Tax Free Lunches
When she told, me what she wanted to do in the future, what in fact
lowing form: "I, Milton Berle, cer- Freeman, Marion Dodd, Rose Oiler
Harbaugh, Harry Herman and: John she was determined to do, we had just shared a deluxe continental luncheon
tify that the joke on page.
.line,
at Scully's Bite-and-Beat-it on Whitley Heights.
was originated by... .." Claimant O'Connor.
The following session, skedded for
readers are directed to fill in the
If I were Lolly Parsons, and Miss Lawrence were Marion Davies, I'd be
Feb. 26 at the same place, wijl deal free to say "she Tiever looked lovelier." Announcing herself three months
proper blanks.
with "The Cost of the Book in ago as a foe of the' new look. Miss Lavvrence appeared for luncheon, in
America" and speakers will include as new a look as 1948 will produce. It waa a Hattie. Carnegie production
FDR's Novel Ten
Freeman, George Brett, G. W. H. in gray topped with a call-boyish black pillbox about to become either a
Elliott Roosevelt revealed, in a
recent guest date with his wife, Faye Dunbar, Milton Glick and Herbert beanie or an Eton cap. But hat or no hat, she looked as beautifully jElesh
as a newborn magazine cover.
Emerson, on Radie Harris' "Broadr Schriffle.
The luncheon itself was a simple little thing of Mme. Scully's consisting
way and Vine" program over CBS
Authors Guild Committees
of iced grapefruit, salade Nicoise (a seven-course dinner in itself), French
(12), that he was writing a historical
A number of new committees for rolls, creamed chipped beef on toast with fresh peas, fresh boysenbernovel about John Paul' Jones, based
on a 10,000- word synopsis which his the Authors Guild have jasi been ries over icecream and coffee. The tableware was gold, of course, in
father, the late .Franklin D.' Roose- appointed by Paul Gallico, president. keeping with a Variety mugg's social standing, and the conversation pieces
velt, had turned out and which Mrs. The chairmen are Richard Lock- at least petit point.
It was the sort of luncheon one associates with the Riviera, Havana and
Eleanor Roosevelt found among the ridge, book contract committee;
It couldn't happen in Hollywood, where everybody rushes
Gretta Palmer, planning and coor- Rangoon.
President's papers.
FDR had new material on "the dinating meetings; Rex Stout, fi- through luncheon as if atomic bombs were coming within the hour and
naval hero, whose life he began to nance, assessment, budget and office; hell was awaiting those who might be caught dead without (a) a stuffed
study as a boy. Elliott placed the Glen way Wescott, membership and stomach, (b)- a beaker of soda bicarb or (c) duodenal ulcers. And yet it
time at which his fathei: began admissions; Fairfax Downey, juve- was happening .on a hill seven blocks above Hollywood and Vine in the
working on the Jones biography as nile book; Jerome Weidman, anthol- delightful company of a Star who was in the midst of eight shows a week
the early 1920's, while he 'was re- ogy; Frances Lockridgei publicity; and keyed for the slings and arrows of outrageous audiences.
covering from his paralysis attack. Gilbert Gabriel, publicity clearance;
So Vaude's Not Dead
FDR had finished one chapter, El- Frances Lockridge, mystery writers;
It was the sort of luncheon which usually quiets all hunger arid satisfiesThe latter is changing Alfred H. Barr, art writers, and every need— except the need: to turn Mexican and take a siesta after such
liott added.
the format from, biography to his- Annalce Jaeoby and Roy Huggins, a fiesta. It came in. the middle of a last week, when the star was packing
torical narrative;
liaison between east and west coasts. a 1,600-seater to the rafters of the second balcony, night after night, with
Alsot Paul Schubert, magazine as delightful a collection of fluff and guff as the modern theatre has ever
Mrs. Messner Takes Over
committee, and Hobe Morrison, .edi- shownv I had seen her the night before in "Ways and Means," a comedy
so light the sets' had to be held down with sandbags; in"Family Album,"
Kathryn G. Messner, formerly torial.
as delightful a dig at Victorian grief as you would have seen in a Caravan
treasurer and secretary of Julian
of funerals in 1860 and, best of all, in "Red Peppers," where she proves
Messner^ Inc^; has been elected presiCHATTER
'
dent of the firm, succeeding Julian
Jimmy Cannon's forthcoming piece that vaudeville is not dead; it's only, the variety artists who have died.
This "Tonight at 8:30" business gives many: artists besides Miss Lawrence
Messner,
her partner and ex- on the rhumba in Esquire.
husband,: who died Feb. 8. She conM. Lincoln Schuster off last week a chance to go from song-and-dance to as deep in the human emotions as
Coward's material will let them go. But it's his play-girl of "Chariot's
tinues as treasurer, business man- on a South American cruise.
ager and managing editor. Muriel
Prank Scully's "Fun in Bed" into Revue" who gives his frail but plausible theatre its unsurpassed excellence. Coward has a pretty wide4ange but, after all, it is as limited in its
Johnstone has been elected secretary its 28th edition last week.
and continues in charge of sales,
Joseph Wark appointed Coast. edi- vision as a pre-war chemistry textbook's* dealing' with atomic'energy.
She was doing six of Noel Coward's one-act plays, omitting "StUl LifCj"
promotion and publicity.
tor for Ziff-Davis Publishing Co.
remains
Blumenthal
Gertrude
Roger H. Ferger, publisher of the which got kicked most delicately upstairs to become "Brief Enc6unter," «
juvenile editor and Nathan Walker Cincinnati Enquirer, elected presi- full-length feature now weaving go.ssamer threads around the pleasant
peasants in the nabes.
controller.
dent of the Ohio Newspaper Assn.
The skits are really about nothing. They need many devices to keep
David and Gaby Smart (Esquire)
Ruth Knight's Twin Bill
on their annual hegira to Palm them going. Coward has a horn of plenty when it. comes to devices. And
always that refillable device of devices, G. L. For 20 years he could fill
"It Might Be You," a volume of Springs' Racquet Club the end of
every seat with G. L.
She has been his- "Ways and Means." She has been
sliort stories about. fictional cases of this month.
H. S, (Hy) Kraft and Paul Stewart his "Hands Across the Sea." (She may even ha\e been his "Brief Enracial and religious discrimination,
being written by Ruth Adams have authored' a Hollywood tale, counter.") Often he has blown Up about her. And vice versa. Once
is
settled it with a gramophone disc which Gertie cracked across his
Knight, for publication by Double- "LA to NY" tfrom the VAWBfrr dept. they
head. That brought "Private Lives" out in the open.
day.
The author's second novel, of the same name).
I remember catching that one in London long, long ago.
I had rather
Paul Walker, of Columbia Pic"Fare By My Side," was just pubtures, N. Y., publicity office, has hoped they would have gone in for mountain-climbing among the.muses
lished by Morrow.
after that one. But it seems instead they veered about 10 yeats ago Into
Miss Knight also writes a daytime been appointed an a.ssociate editor
terest
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Kinsey Roundup
. Roundup of comment by authori'
ties in various Belds on implications
«f the Kinsey report ("Sexual Bcr
havior of the Human Male") is cur-

PM

science" editor
rently edited toy
Albert Deutsch for early publication
by Prentice-Hall. Tome will be titled
"Sex and the American Male" and
will include contributions by experts
in the fields of sociology, psychology
psychiatry, religion, medicine, etc.
i

'

Hergert, and will publish paperbacked acting editions as soon as the
stock and little theatre rights to the
plays are released.

Samuel French has issued a
same guy who wrote "Dream Street," cloth-bound edition of "Five Plays,"
and this one is every bit as good. by E. p. Gonkle. The volume in"Rough Sketch" has a sustained pace cludes "Paul and the Blue Ox," "The

Ending it "effective and knows how.
picture..
moving." However, the author contlhues, when- ask^d to publish the
eltumed,

of "John Loves
Mary," by. Norman Ki-asna. and
"For Love or Money," by F. Hugh
spies,

.

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

bound editions

revolution and
love stuff is good gripping reading,
It's a dandy book written by a
di'ama reporter who knows his way;
around the Lighted Lane. He's the
story,

-.If

Book is to be the first of a series
^xamhiing the findings of Dr. Alfred
iSi lEinsey and his associates. Subsequent volumes, also edited by
Deutsch, will be published as soon as
the subsequent Kinsey reports arepublished.
Next scheduled from
Kinsey ,is ''JSexual Behavior in the
Human Female," to follow the curlent best seller.

;

.

,

'

tTfftl Institute

Thomas

Vs.

Institute of Arts &
voted last' week, 129 to 42,
approval of a petition asking Con-^
gress for a change in the methods
:

The National

Xieiters)

House Committee on UnAmerican Activities. The statement'
called the Thomas group's tsfctics radio
Of the

•an- indirect form of. censorship"
which- tend to "devitalize the arts"
and subvert "the traditional American sense of fair play and human

decency."

Members signing the petition ineluded Franklin P. Adams, James
•Truslow Adams, Charles A. Beard,
VSn Wyck Brooks, Christopher La
Jarge, Henry Seidel Canby, Edna
I'erber,
Helen
Keller,
Eugene
ONeill, Albert Spalding, Carl and

Mark Van Doren, Robert Sherwood,
Deems Taylor and Thornton Wilder.
-A minority
group,
-iacluding
Bachel Crothers, John Erskine, Kenneth Roberts and Henry D. Sedgwick, opposed the petition, but took
no position on "the merits or dljmejits of the Thomas Committee."

.

Sylvester's
•

.

.

Smooth

'Sketch'

:^obert Sylvester's ''Rough Sketch"
Wial) is a smoothly written Story
about a fellow called Tony .J-enner,
power in show business.
Carl
^erly, a reporter, sent out by a
magaane to get the lowdown on
*enner for an article, gets informa^"""^ different persons who
au had contacts with Fenner under
led circumstances, and they all
gjve differents angles on the
guy.
The
social-climbing
Raymond
.J^ocke gets

another slant on Fenner's
enaracter than does a Cuban
gal by
name of China Valdes, who at

we

® was Tony's sweetheart and
hv
oy the way a honey,
of a character
herself.
Walte^ Jarman, King of
^merican Jazz, has a different angle
'nan Vmcent Towers,

a Navy guy.

i,^5^,ai-e really four stories in one,

«" held together by the main charinV

"

sweU read'mu"^
ihe Chapter of China Valdes's

"

serial,

but

without

name

credit.

of the Harrisburg Telegraph, Harrisburg, Pa.

Opal Hadley, former Hollywood
rep of Opera, Concert and SymThe Mystery Writers of America phony mag, now handling publicity
has just circularized to its members for the Wardman Park. and Carlton
\
a summary of a comparison of four hotels in Washington.

Book Contract

0.0.'s

standard book publishing contracts.
basic pact
They include the;
for whodunits, the Authors' Agents
Society contract, the proposed Authors Guild pact published in the

MWA

Authors League Bulletin, November,
1946, and the recently-signed contract between the Authors Guild
and Random House. The analysis
contains aspects brought out by
Brett Halliday, chairman, of the
contract committee, and Alan
Collins, of the Agents Society.

MWA

the
A 10-point summary
standard contract 10 favorable
marks, the Agents pact three favorcon1946
able, the AG's proposed
and the AG-Random
tract four,
agreement one.
gives

Ray

Josephs, VARiEi-y corre.spond-

ent, has almost completed his book
on South America, which Random
House will publish In June or July.
Now in Buenos Aires, Josephs is
due in New York shortly.
Dalton S. Raymond, film writer
and technical adviser, authored
"Earthbound" which Ziff-Davis is
publishing this week. With a Louisi-

ana

locale,

book

pix by the

Sam

is

being handled for

Jaffe agency.

Mary Margaret McBride wiU deMarch 23 broadcast over

vote her

WNBC,"New

York, to Emily Post'if*
book, "The Personality of a
House," due out that day. She'll
originate 'the show from Mrs. Post's
home.
Jean-Paul Sartre's "The Respectful Prostitute'' t"La Putain Respec'Survivors' For Xlttle Theatres
teuse"), will be published in the
"Th6 Survivors," Irwin Shaw- next issue of Twice a Year mag.
Peter Viertel drama recently pre- The play drew hit reviews last week
sented at the Playhou.se, N. Y.. will when premiered hy New Stages, in
be published in several weeks in a Greenwich 'Village, N. Y.
paper-bound acting version by the
Bob Considine and Babe Ruth split
Dramatists Play Service, to be 25-75 on the Ruth serial in Sateveavailable for little theatres.
post and the book rights, but not the
DPS has just issued paper-bound film coin. For latter. Allied Arti-sts'
acting editions of "State of the Roy del Ruth is reimbursing the
Bill Bendix
Union," by Howard Lindsay and ghoster additionally.
Russel Crouse; "Lamp at Midnight," impersonates Ruth in the pic.
Maxwell Nurnberg has co-authorby Barry Stavis; "Another Part of
the Forest" (the latter a single-set ed a word-building book, "Enriching
version), by Lillian Hellman, and Your 'Vocabulary," to be published
"Young Man's Fancy," by Harry by Prentice-Hall next fall. Gary
Thurschwell and Alfred Golden. Moore's "My Favorite Story," pubAll are available for Uttle theatre lished in 'Vakiett April 16, '47, will
production, though "Fancy" is re- head the chapter on pronunciation.

MWA

new

this ''Tonight at 8:30" business.

Coward's Sextet o( Lucre
And what a business! Even right now in a revival, sans Coward as an
attraction before the footlights as well as behind them, it has- done $300,000
in 12 weeks on the road, playing to as much as $29,000 a week In San
Francisco. And for three weeks in L.A., capacity, S.R.O. all the way.'
So this, sextet of lucre goes into New York at the National this weekend
with, its pockets full of pennies, the right way for a pilgrifn to reach New
:

'

York.

But there's so much to life
at the dead; and certainly a

beyond 8:30. Coward feels ifs unkind to mock
weekly gross verging on 30Oi of which his cut
must be around $4,500, is beyond mockery. But if he doesn't want to go
beyond what light comedy is to be derived from Briti^ authorx Sentenced to weekends on Long Island, the same cannot be said of Miss
Lawrence.
Program For Adults
She feels now like a Ruth amid the alien corn, and she would even
trade the corn to play Ruth. She wants to know what there was about
Lady Mary Fltton that could drive Shakespeare into using her to describe
a Cleopatra he had never seen with the most deathless line$ about a dame
to be found in all literature.
She wants to know why 700,000 people
would go to a most inaccessible little mountain town in Portugal every
summer to pray for peace and the saving of Russia rather than the destruction of the world. She would like to play that "Lady of Fatima,"
She wants to know how a young mother like Olympias could drive a
boy in his teens to conquering all the known civilized world as Alexander
•
She'd like to play that mother.
"Why, Mrs. Pat (flampbell didn't even get the role of Pygmalion written
for her,"_ she said, as U pleading for maturity,"until she was 52, andi'by
that time' her figure certainly was not that of a girl. Yet she made a smash*
ing success of the part, and when you think of what Bernhardt and. Duse
and Mrs. Fiske did in liieir middle years, it's carrying caution to fossilized
lengths not to strike out in their direction once you have ptoved yoUv
talent is founded on sufficient experience and drawing power to justify

did.

-

it."

•

Thi.s is not Chaplin wanting to play Hamlet and ending on a pratfall as
"Monsieur Verdoux." This is not Barrymore itching to go from "Hamlet"
to "The Sea Beast" and ending as the radio clown to Rudi^ 'Vallee. This
is a gal who has gone through all that, from song-and-dance to straight
legit, who has never had a flop in 20 years, but who feels that money isn't
everything; that unless your growth as an artist is at least keeping abreast
with your bankroll, you're simply a high-class account in a safe deposit
vault, not even drawing interest let alone capacity audiences.
revivals is
That show business today is wading in a Sargasso Sea
proof of how hard-pressed stars are for miterial. Obviously," many es-

tablished playwrights are living on borrowed time., and are quite
let things ttt^ that way.
,

happy

to

.

1

CHATTER
London

over

fund-raising drive of the
Heart Assn. of New York to help reWill Hay sailing to South Africa
search into cardiac ailments. ChairiUneiss,
manned by columnist Ed Sullivan to recuperate from serious "Hold
It
Pat Kirkwood's songi
the drive gets under way at a Special
greem of 'mked Cijy" at the Capitol Joe," from the Hippodrome revue,
"Starlight Roof," banned by the
[arch 3.
$150,000

Ab4

Lastfogel back to tht Coast
weekend.
Jack (ex-RKO> Goldstein to the

thin

04 a new business venture.
liouis de Rocliemont back from
Coast after Metro studio powwowa.
Sarah Neumeyetrs tSth anniwrsary as p.a^ for Museum ot Modern

Goast.

Billy Vine set to follow the Kay
at the

v

Copacabana.

BBC

next show.
Jose Iturbl, accompanied by his
'

By Les Bees
"Voice of Turtle" sneak previewed sister, Amparo, starts a provincial
Earl Wilson at Palm Beach hotel,
goes next to Key West, then Mexico at Radio City final night of "Captain concert tour Feb. 22 at Cardiff, endfrom Castile" there.
ing up at Albert Hall, London,
City.
City
has spotted Stan Keni March 16.
Radio
Bernie Helfands (he's treasurer of ton with King Cole Trio for. April
Sydney Box bought screen rights
Paramount theatre) celebrate fourth and Sammy Kaye for Mays
of "Flowers for the Living," by Toni
anni Feb. 21.
v
Drama League here had Virginia Block, whifch was put on at the exSale for return engagement offering .perimental New Lindis>eiy theatre
Louis. Lotito, managing director
her ''Americana" slcetches.
club recently;
of City Playhouses oumti to Florida
Bonnie Baker and Ben Beri into
Shaw's "Pygmalion/' starring Marfor short vacation.
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace garet: Iiockwood, was televised Feb.
Kugene O'Neill, in Doctors Hos- with Cecil Golly orchestra.
8.
Only other play of his to be
Charlie Winchell, Minnesota Amus. similarly presented was "She Lied
pital with an arm fracture, due
Co. assistant to president, in New to Her Husband."
some within a week.
York on advertising matters.
Margaret Lockwood, who has
Father of Jininiy Stroock (Brooks
Philip Huston to appear as guest
Costume) recovering from major star with Minneapolis Civic Theatre amicably settled her differences with
J. Arthur Rank after refusing a role
operation at Mt. Sinai hospital.
in "Pygmalion,'' Feb. 25-March 6.
in "Roses on Her Pillow," starts
Henry Greene, Jr., local ' theatre work
Louis Prima, now at Paramount,
again March 15 on a new film,
and brother, Leon, now own cOm» circuit owner and attorney, in Wash- "Change of Heart."
pletely the 500 Club, New Orleans. ington to attend consent decree

Nat Levines divorced,
June Haver down with

Thompson- Jan Murray show

Wlieti Arthur Askey finishes "Cinderella" at the London Casino, he'll
fly to New York for material for his

Art.

billing.

With gambling shut down, the
Colonial Inn posted a week's doS'
ing notice for the show.
Nat Harris in town to set acts for
his Harfem, N, Y. So is Bill Miller
for his Riviera, N. J, Club.
Joseph H;)rman and Milton Jacobs
are discussing idea for new musical.
Jacobs is one Of the backers

.

of

produced.

agincy

hearing.

neJ'trouWe.^
Fritz Fold

motor

tury Sporting Club's- ticket staff tional Screen to join Independent
operated upon at Mt. Sinai hospital. Theatres buying pool as manager's

"Joan of Lorraine" presentation
^
last Sunday (ISi) opened at the
Barry Kelly subbed for Paul sccrGtdry.
Both -"Song of Norway" and "Mary
Douglas, who was out of "Born Yes- Had a Little" passed up St. Paul Wayside Playhouse.
terday" early last week with laryn- and'played their only Twin City enKathryn Grayson and Johnnie
gitis.
Johnston- set for two^week stint at
gagements here.
"Gone With Wind" playing second the State-Lake^ opening March 25.
Paul Walker, Columbia Pictures
The;
Harry Conovers
(Candy
publicist, leaving post March 1 to be- loop engagemeilt since its reissue,
Jones) checked in over the weekend
associate editor of Harrisburg this time at Pix sure-seater for 50ci
First was at Lyceum for month at
(Pa.) Telegraph.

come

80c. scale.
S. D. Kane

for the. opening of their modeling
studios.

,

,

Harry Levine, of Paramount's
Friars: Club; with: Miltoa Berle as
and Bennie Berger,
feedmaster, luncheon honors John respectfully North Central Allied homeoffice, in for his first gander at
Garfield on Friday (20) at Trader executive: manager and president, the State-Lake since its conversion
Tom's Steakhouse.
meeting in Washington to confer to a stage policy.
Teital, owner of the World
Abe
Allied
executive
national
States
Gdward Everett Hale, back from* with
Playhouse, Chi's foreign film out"State of The Union" tour, re- board.
let, back from New York after purjoined Equity staff, Francis Clark
chasing new product.
having leave of absencei,
Bob Alton, MCxM dance director,
Irving Lesser and Seymour Poe on
here for confabs with Kay Thompthe Coast this week confabbing with
son on new production numbers for
By Emtl W.
producers represented by their Proher forthcoming opening at the
ducers Representatives, Inc.
Else Domajnko, wJc. cabaret art- Cwacabana, Miami Beach.
Fred Barry, of the dancing team,
Alan
Freedman,- prez of De* ist, died suddenly.
Luxe Laboratories; elected commo4
Emit .Richter>-floland, theatre' man« has been given the entire footage of
dore of the Knickerbocker Yaclit ager, died here at 71.
testing film made b^ himself -and
Club of Port Washington, L. I.
Filmstar Marika Roekk appearing his wife, the late Elaine, for "Up in
Elaborate cafeteria has replaced with own cabaret company in Scala Central Park," by 20th-FoX. He will
use the pictures to help train a new
Rogers Corner, which was the origi- theatre.
Erich von Stroheim expected here:' partner.
nal- Jack Dempsey's restaurant opWhen Ernie Byfleld married Mrsj
to make pix' for Swiss Cine Co. in
posite Madison Square Garden.
'

.

MaM

K

-

through the

Thomas

New

J.

England
Shanahan

territory.,

name d

chairman ot the Interfaith In Action
Committee of the Garment Center
Congregation and community house.

Though not yet fully recovered
from her recent Palm Springs coni
valescence, Jane Ball (Mrs. Monte
Proser) is due back In N. Y. next
week.

'

'

'

-

Bennett and' Phyllis Cerf LaQuintaring (outside ot Palm Springs)
and breaking their jump home via a
Bevhills stopoff with Bubbles and

Arthur Homblow, Jr;
Harvey^ Stone, comic in the Latin
Quarter show, gifted with a diamond
watch clip by Lou Walters and E. M. Rice's "Dream Girl." Theatre studio
Loew at a testimonial tendered him of Josefstadt's next preem will be
Priestley's "Ever Since Paradise."
Sunday (15) at the cafe.
Ha-de-Ko (Haus der Komiker),
Noel Coward back in N. Y., after
being Hollywood-feted, due to Sail newly-opened cabaret on Mariahilf erstrasse, has Frits Imhoff and Karl
itor England in 10 days. Ditto Hobby
iLantz, ex-XTniversal story scout in Farkas starring in premiere program.
Europe;' and Frederick Lonsdale.
Fire In Volks Opera destroyed enRKO theatres veepee Sol Schwartz, tire
roof.
Repairs will take two
accompanied' by Mrs. Schwartz, weeks, and meanwhile performances
trains to the Coast tomorrow will tie given
in Redoutensaal of
(Thursday) for a survey of RKO Hofburg.
houses in Chicago, San Francisco
Vienna's theatre and film critics
ai<d Los Angeles.
founded a professional union and
In distributing a "surprise" divi
elected Rudolf Holzer and Oskar
dend for "Tomorrow the World," Maurus Fontana to the executive
1941 legit hit, Theron Bamberger committee,
and Lester Meyer captioned their
Dutch pianist Hans Bonenstingl
communique, "111 Gotten Gains" seiTtenced by American court in
Dept.
Wels, Upper Austria, to six months
Max Milder, prez of Wiarner Bros. in jail and $600 fine for violation of
International and company^s British currency laws,
chief, and wife arriving in New York
•

•

.

.

.

from Coast this week lor h.o. conferences before returning to London
.headquarters.
jaary Morris, on leave from Car
negie Tech (Pa.) drama school, is in
St. Augustine rehearsing for a guest
appearance, opening Friday (20),
with the Artillery Lane Playhouse
In "Hedda Gabler."
Leo Pillot, who's been handling
pecial events exploitation for Columbia Pictures, has resigned that
post to become personal representative: for comedian Sid Caesar currently featured in the Broadway hit.
''Make Mine Manhattan."
Benrus Watch Co. takes over Music
forp. of America's space in the
quibb Bldg. when talent agency vacates. MCA's moving date isn't definite yet, depending upon when it can
clear sufficient space in its recently
purchased building at 67tH & Madi•on,

Adele and Ernie ByOeld, wed
Saturday in Chi, are honeymooning
Ml N. Y. It's her second and the

Chi hotelier's third.
When the
Judge confessed that this was his
irst chore as a parson, Byfleld reassured him, "Don't worry, I'll fill in
any words you can't remember."
jSpedrheaded by the Intei^national
AUiancA Dt ^eatrical Stage Em<
trioyettSt show biz unions ttre drawing

after- «

.

Milligan

hospitalized for
" ™'
Oldknow recovering from
" *™™
stomach surgery.

By Arthur Vngar
Arthur Hilton settled his film
Bob Considine back to New Yorki tor contract with Diana ProductioSs
Elmer Rice in from New York
Sam Ledner is a regular weekscript huddles with Samuel
ender at Mike Hirsch's.
&)m!
-""r*Louis Sobol was at the Racquet wyn,
Harry Gushing. Jr>, elected to
Club, with Eddie Moran in tow.
the
The Bennett Cerfs, David Loew board of directors of Gibraltar Prn.
and Mortie Spring were at LaQuinta ductions.
Bob Hope in from New York to
last week.
»
Nat Kramer, of the Edison hotel,
^''*"'^'
N.Y., is at the Racoluet Club with fuWnes."'"

W

.

.

his family.

Eddie Small

is

busy in Hollywood
weekends at his

these days so only
here;

Buddj^ de Sylva is at the Wonder
Palms in Cathedral City. Others
there include the Irving Mills, Eddie Shermans, Harry Fox, Jonie
Taps, and the Jay Emanuels.

San Francisco
By Ted Friend
Gayle V. Grubb, KGO-ABC gen
eral manager to Los -Angeles.
,

Jeffrey Lynn and Dan Duryea
town for "Black Bart" preem.
Tamara Toumanova has gone

Los Angeles after her

in

Dorothy Barrett injured in a moh
scene on the "Foreign Affair" set
'

Paramount.
Louella Parsons leaves for Eurone
June and will be off the air irtr

m

eight weeks.

.

Constance Collier leaving for Eneland next month to .work for
ander Korda.
Jane Wyman and Ronald Reagan
agreed on a property settlement
preparatory to divorce.
UA iudie producer Sam Coslow 'Ha
sponsor new ingenue, Carol Brew,
'
ster, in his next fllmusical.
Ernest Haller pinch-hitting as

cameraman on

'.'Key

Largo'" for

who hijs "virus X."
Graham is now her'col;.

Karl Freund,
Sheilah

to

click guest ap-

'

league, Louella Parsons' neighbor

North

Maple

Street,

M

having just
pearance with the'Civic Ballet here. moved to her newhome.
i
.Golden Gate theatre has given sixSol Lesser and Sam
amobg
week notice to the musicians union, the Palm Springs Briskin
taking.it-eai»
with possible cancellation of vaude film -contingent, but
conducting thcfr
in offing.
busmess, from their desert retreats.
Fairmont hotel Venetian Room has
Paul MacNamara. how chief press
signed Connee Boswell, Ethel Waters aide to David
Selznick, takes his
and Gertrude Niesen to- follow Jane cocker spaniel O.
to work with him, as
Pickens, for two and, three-week he has
been doing when with
dates each.
Hearst's Cosmopolitan, in N. Y.;
starting eight years ago.
Jimmy Durante commuting to the
•

Jap liabor Ministry announced
plans to foster education of union
members through films, stage plays
and books.

Wonder Palm hotel. Palm Springs,
between shows; ditto. Eddie dantOr
to his own home.
At the WP
(owned by Joe Blumenfeld, Frisco
theatre

operator)

are

also

George

Brown, (Par), Harry Fox (MPPA),

Shortage of electric power supply music pub Irving' Mills, agent Eddie
has produced a bottleneck in the Sherman and Jay Emanuel,
manufacture of radio sets for Nips.
There are an estimated 6,000,000 sets

r

now.
Japan levied 8,500,000,000 yen
($13,000,000) taxes on theatre admissions last year, of which only
2,100,000,000 yen ($4,200,000) has been
actually c^Uected,

announced.

By Si Shaltz
.5'sye Morris is new film gabber on
WCAU.
WFIL
its "Sports Clinic" on
Nip government a tour taking
of boys clubs,

Despite the fact some of them are
listed as among the largest delinquents, Jap pix producers are backing the publicity drive for the
Finance Ministry's income tax collection campaign.

Rosita Fornes, comedienne, topping floor show at Ed Carroll's
nitery.

Latest

crash.

Bernie

.

Hugh Owen, Paramount'* eastern
and southern divisional sales'- chief,
back at his desk after a swing

hospitalized

Otfcar

i

Adele Sharpe Thomas Saturday (14)
Badly-bombed Opera Kino, film at his Ambassador East apartment,
house, being repaired and scheduled the bride's* six-year-old son and
nine-year-old- daughter were best
to open March 16.
Light opera star Betty Fischer to man and maid of honor for the couappear in :Raimund theatre's next ple. Incidentally, Ernie Byfleld, Jr.,
production, "By Ordef ot the Em- has just started with Metro in the
story dept. on th^ Coast.
press."
Pax Film Co. signed Frank WardRossak as director for next production, "Green Cross," with Script by
ico City
Albert Stockhammer;
By Dourlas L. Grahame'
Loewen Film 'Co. began work on
Wallace Beery visiting.
"Mysterious. Mask," directed by E.
Busy Bee is newest local nitery.
W. Emo, and starring Hedwig BleibAssia Noris, Italian pic star, at the
treu and Sije^fried Breuer.
Austrian broadcasting system, Ra- Hotel Reforma.
Cine Orfeon, lofial Srstrun cinema,
vag, signed Russian tenor AleXej
Belakow; who will also appear at reopened Feb. 6.
Maurice Silverstein, Metro Latinthe State Opera this season.
Kammerspiele rehearsing Elmer American supervisor, here on biz.

hospitalized with
kid.

minor surgery.

Palm Springs

new home

Fay Markus resigned from Na^

Twentieth Cen-

.of

'^'^''^l Sloane

toStle^*""*

-

.

^"^^

club''&?'"'"'*''^'«"'*'«'«%l>t

"Make Mine Manhattan," which

Hyman

flu

^^"h bron.

chms""""

'

Hymie Lewin

1^

Vednesclay, Fefcrnary 18.
Blackamoor show after a dispute

up plans for participation in the

Broadway

Donn Bennett
via

WCAU's

is returning to radio
"Cinderella Weekend"

show.

Cab Calloway and Stan Kenton
Ed Hurst's "Juke Box
Jury", show on WPEN.
Marvin G. Harrison, formerly active in summer stock, has been named
assistant producer of WFIL-TV.
Bob Allman, KYW's blind sportsguested on

caster, will
Bill Stern's

By Hal Ooben

count gives Mexico 1,431
Abouf a score are to

,

*

be gue-st Friday
"Newsreel of the

(20) on
Air."

Victor Borge guests Friday (20)
with the Pittsburgh symphony.
Al Nobel, KQV disk jockey, down
-,Alonso Sordo Noriega, head of
local radio station XEX and vet with pneumonia; Joe Mann is pinchhitting for him.
mike sports reporter, gravely ill.
Lou Gilbert, manager of Warner
SS Continued from page
Antonio de Cordoba, Spianish
dancer, and Elvira Pagan, Brazilian theatre, rushed to the hospital with Eleanor Holm (Mrs. Rose), agreed
•warbler, topping Sans SoUoi floor a heart attacki
to fictional liberties. The elder statesClement, son of bassist man was willing, upon assurance ot
_ Dick
show.
,
Oscar Dancingers, pic producer, Herman Clement, engaged to Evelyn
"dignified" portrayal, but Miss
back from Hollywood with reported McGovern, of Detroit.
nix.
Sirs. Billy Leech and the two kids Brice— Rose's first wife— said
contracts to dub five U.S. pix in
in from Chicago for a visit with (Miss Brice once before sued and
Spanish here.
radio
singer's
parents.
recovered
^a $50,000 settlement from
Dr. Alfonso Ortiz Tirada, radio
Eddie Ready, back from England 20th Century-Fox Over "Rose of
tenor and bone surgeon, is producing^midget auto races in the Nation- "nmus^his old partner, has tticked Washington Square" and its alleged
Joan Slovan to dance with him.
al Stadium here.
the
Marie Dolan, former owner of Nicky Arnstein plot; (latter was
Last
Green Acres, has taken oVer the comedienne's first husband.)
Haddon Hall dining room and bar. weelc, a similar snag on song clearWashington
Joe ZuUp, who used to manage ances
Tucker's
Sophie
snafued
Art Farrar's band, is now publish- biopic deal at Metro.
By F lorence S. Lowe
Tony and SaUy De Marco opened mg a bi-weekly throwaway in East
Jolson meantime is set for a
this week at the Blue Room, Siore- Liberty.
Alan Gale forced to cancel the sequel to his smash "Jolson Story,'
ham hotel.
second, week of his engagement at this time at Metro, getting a straight
Soviet Embassy has issued invita^.
the
$500,000
for his maturer biographical
Bachelor's Club on account of
tions^for a serening Friday (20) of
a strep throat.
material,, more songs, etc. This dif'
two Russian films.
Team of Dean Martin and Jerry fers from the 50% deal at Columbia,
J.
Arthur Rank documentary.
Atomic Physics," was screened last Lewis opens Monday (23) at the which should net him about 10 times
Carousel for a week, with Beatrice
week for Atomic Energy and Navy Kaye
as from Metro when all returns are
following, also for a week,
personnel.
in as it's figured the film will net
National Press
active cinemas.

open in

1948.

Clearance Troubles

.

.

,

,

Paris
By Maxime de Beix
Madeleine Cinema shuttered for
remodeling.

Richard Wright to Rome with hi%
wife and due back soon in Paris.
Degjarture of Harold L. Smith
from Berlin to Hollywood leaves
Marion F. Jordan the only American picture rep in Berlin.
P. G. van Hecke, Brussels film
festivals head, Ui Paris with his
wife for a short visit.

Club Will celebrate
Us 40th birthday March 29 With a

$10,000,000.

Founaer's Day celebration, with the
President attending.

Bob Hope managed to wedge Army
Bob Harley to Rome.
Gredo, Tabou's femme op, high- hospital appearances in with his
sundry activities during his four-day
jacked by thugs on her way home.
Borrah Minevitch to double his visit here last week.
Annual Democratic Party shindig,
boys at ABC and Lido when they
Jefferson- Jackson Day Dinner, will
return from Swiss tour.
Bernard Bros, back at the Lido be telecast for first' time this year
over WMAL-ABC, with Truman the
after a London engagement.
Maurice Tourneur, who planned principal speaker.
a picture in Tahiti with bankrolling
by southern exhibs, giving idea up.
iami Beach
Metro not to show the YMCA
short made here, "YMCA and the
By Lsrrjfr Soitoway
PWs," on claim it may show GerGracie Fields back into the Brook
man PW's here having an easy life. Club show.
Father of Henri Verdoux, bankDon Lannirig's has been sold and
clerk suing UA and theatres for in- will reopen
as the Havana Madridt
vasion of privacy, claims his son is
Grace Hayes ticketed for
very foolish, and that there are Door .engagemetnt startingFamous
next
other Verdoux in the world who weekend.
ara not protesting th«i itioture.
Jayne Mannen js out ot the

Detroit
Ity Stan VCorrls
Stan Fisher, harmonica player, at

Town Pump.

:

Censorship Doomed
Continued from page 1
censorship personnel appeared to be that the best and bnly
way of keeping security info under
wraps is clamping down on the
Army-Na-vy-Air Force guys in the

Ink Spots are featured at the former

Bowery this week.
Amateur yegg failed

crack
Hollywood theatre safe with a pickaxe.

to

.
.

Albart Plemralng succeeds Jennie know and making that veil of
Campbell as flack tor Detroit Sym- secrecy all-pervasive.
phony.
They point out the media made
AGVA has called membership few breaks security-wise during tbe
,

meeting

Friday

hotel quarters.

(20)

at

Dettoiter

war.' The big leaks, they daiioi
came from the brass themselveSi

,

Paula Hayes, former Avenue line who occasionally forgot their orders
recovering from operation at and went on a talicing jag.
If the setup is formalized it would
Bernie Katz, Cafe Burg(indy pian- be known tentatively as the News
ist, went to New York as
accompan- Advisory Council or Voluntary
ist tor singer Paula Drako.
Security Council.
girl,

Grace hospital.
_

a

.

.

.

:
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he

Wildwood, Ni

lived, in

Peath James Elkus (Lenore Jamcsi radio
singer-pianist), died Feb. 9. The
other two, boy and a girl, are well.

J.

was

attributed to a heart attack.
Starting hi« vaude career in Columbus, O., as a hoop rolling act, he

OBITUARIES

later became a ji^ggler. He towed
Victor La Minet, 62, prop man at
fearope from 1901 to 1904, appearing RKO, died Feb. 11 in Hollywood.
before King Edward
and Queen
gel,* Tt'ursuit. of Happiness^'. "The Alexandria of England as well as
'Wife of Bert Pirosh, lilm booker
Cay DeceptloB,'* "111 Take Ro- before the Imperial Family of der^ for Ftox West Coast, died Feb. 10 in
mance;" '"One Rainy Afternoon" and many and the royal, families of the Jj^^y^^^'^'
"HBi?d to Get.'"
Netherlands, Sweden, Denmark and
His daughter, Mrs. Phyllis Taylor, Spain. He resided in Wildwood the
is a stage aclress under the name of last 17 years.
Phyllis Avery. His wife, currently
Wife; a government employee in
vacationing in Switzerland^ also sur- Washington, survives.
vives.
as CmtlnMd lt«ai page \.;Sm.

VH

-

Sergei Ei»ensteiiir 80,, Soviet Husdinscter Mntf proKia's leading fllUP,
In
ducer, died Fete 10 id Moscow,
foHowtog th* Rusthe f«Jy
.

was

BevtflUtioit Ot'ltl?, he
hailed by international critics as one
the most creative figures in the

of

field.

.cinema

j
I

The first film to gam him woridwide recognition was "Potemldii,"

shown

New

CONWAY

MiUMAKET UAWKESWOBXH

In

:

he

diwon a
Exposition in

Betorie that,
•York in 1928.
rected "Tlie Strike," which

•

Conway

.

Margaret Hawkesworth, former:
professional ballroom dancer, died
Feb, 14 in her suite at the WaldorfFilm
Astoria hotel, N, Y. With various
'liriize at the Paris
he
which
pictrueS
on
Other
'1925.
male partners she appeared in many
worked in those years-included "Ten class spots during the Prohibition
Days That Shook the World" and era and tor a time was partnered
"General l.ine'."
with John Murray Anderson; now
Hollywood
at
went
to
he
stager of nitery revues and musicals,
In 1930,
'•"^3,000 per week to work at the Para- at the former Palais. Royal, N. Y.
mount-EVunous Player lot, but deShe retired after faer manriage to
prepared
sevtiutt
tte
fact
>pit« tb«
Capt Charles J.. Wynne in Pari» in
eral gcewnrioiit, hie made no pictures. )927, but! Hues were divorced tlie
HetUttdnc to Russia, Eisenstein de- following year and shortly afterward
voted most of his time during the she married James E. Ben, New
early 1930k to experiment^ work York broker and ^Mnlsman. That
and teaching. In 193S, lie produced marriage also elided in divozee in
"Alexander Mevaky," whicii was 1B35. She then married Harry Conproduced in 1926 and

Mtm Bid

•

WINOFIEIiD
tage
basiS;
Wingfield, SI, retired ac- tertainment

tor, died Feb.

New

9 in

He

York.

'

Sister survives.

L. CVLLINS
Cullins, >1, retired theatre buildiiig "superintendent and
father of three sons well-known in

OLIEN

Olien

.

.

The

.

Milton

J.

Southern amusment* Circles, died
Feb. 13 ifi. Papljst kospital, ,MemA native Memphian, "Pop"
phis.

Schmidt

Cullins was in the cotton busine.ss
in his youth, but followed his older
son, Chalmers -Cullins, into show
business when th* -latter became
stage manager at the old Orpheum.
was building superintendent
lie
there for many y«irs and became
acquainted with most of the vaude^ville headliner^s ot the cetitury. He
retired last August.
His sons are Chalmers and Ed Cullins, partners in tlie Idlewild, Savoy
.

fi'oiii'Ms

Chicago Friends

and W. C. Handy theatres, and Elmo
Cullins,

outdoor

advertising .agent.

Four daughters and a number of
awarded the Order oCXcnto wid the ^an'dcbiTdreh also' survive
"

gtalin Prize.

Several ye^rs

known

>

m

radio.

She played straight parts on "Dr.
Christian" and other progi^s, but
raosUy specialized in comedy stooge
roles on various Other sbows^ For
time she was a cast member of -the
Danny Kaye program for Pabst beer.
She was married to John Murray^
playwright, but they were divorced

Gate's

bills,

No" (opened

"The Old Lady Says
this week) to be fol,

lowed by the

"Where

double

visitors'

bill,

Walk" and "Portrait
move "The ReBroadway
Prostitiite" to

Stars

of Miriam." Plans to
spectful

.

spotting the incomers. Solution mjay
come during the late sprlugl oine

proposed switch would move "Brigadoou" to the St. James from' the
Ziegfeld, which house is mentioned
to get ytl-S A/' However, preparations are .now being made to celebrate the fifth year of "Oklahom'al"
at the St James, a record never pre..

viously attained by » musical;','It's
sure to be' established 'March 31,
Theatre Guild has no intention of
ending the run of its 'Cbamp tuner,
and again there are report.? that it
will move to the Broadway in April.
That big house continues dark mostly because it is under lease to Jnited
Artists, but a deal may be made
whereby "Oklahoma!" would relight
the l,900-seater, wbich reopened re.'

:

-

.

.

,

Harburg-SbHlierts

five years ago.

.

Father survives,

"Me
Cup

Play's the
the Dublin

•

.

.

also

(revival),

cently withi "Cradip Will Rock," a
Gigautie Ballpark Takes
fast flop.
The D'Oyly Carte season
The summer season is expected to of Gilbert and Sullivan operettas is
bring out some gigantic takes on the expected to end at the Century by
ballpark circuit. Bob Hope ;Several early April also, making another
years ago showed the potentialities large capacity theatre available 'for
inherent in that field with a 30-day musicals.
tour. During that time Hope drew
over $500,000 in grosses.
Others,
such as Ernie Tubbs and other hillbilly troupes, have similarly cleaned
up along that route.
Cpntfiuied ,f(9m page \

she played comedy roles in sevei'al
stage productions she was best,

.

Xi.

Thing"

.

^

of

TrcmbUng" and "The

of

from the tinyNew Stages theatre
Accompanying en- downtown are being' mulled.
With the winter's miusical clicks
would constitute « maset for indefinite engagements, there
Siuch ass Fted Warmay be a l>ookmg problem over

.

With fond
mtmerici

sbsssI

1

name baud,

jor

a heart attack two days
previously while visiting The Play- ing, plus standard acts.
ers club, of which be was a member.
So foTi Joison has not replied to
Born in Ireland, he began his stage the. offer.
If
he doesn't come
career in England and some time in, the idea will be abandoned, inlater retired from the stage to be- asmuch as it's felt that no other encome a farmer in Australia. He tertainer would be able to fill the
eventually returned to the stage and huge structures .on the minstrel
came to the Ui S. in 1911,
show idea.
Among; the productions in which
The one-night concert stands have,
he appesired on Broadway and on
in the past two years, blossomed out
tour was "White Cargo," His last
into one of the major sbow business
appearance on l6:oadway was iq
developments. The field is now at1930 in
Hohneses of Baker
-PhU
tracting bigrleague names.
Street"
Baker, formerly 'of tiie "Take-It-OrLeave-It" air sbow, is set to go out
LEE BBODT
on tour with an idea similar to that
tent, also a New York broker, who
Lee Brody, 30, actress and writer, of the radio show. Harry Delmar.
died in 1941, In Match, Uti2> she re- leaped to her death Feb. 1.5 from her
who's producing the Phil Baker unit;
married Wynne, but again the union 15tfa floor apartment in New York.
plans a batch of surrounding talent,
ended in divorce.
She: left a suicide note. Although with prizes 4s an additional lure.
suffered

Up

Legit Looking
SSSSm Contisucd from- page

Hallams," '!The Linden Tree,"
and Molly," "Macbeth," "The

\

Tl»e New York .concerts at Town lotted hini) in BjOly Rose^ /'Seven
and Carnegie Halls have been hit-, Idvely Artsi" witb Beatrice.. Lillie,
BICHARO MOQBE
tmg tiDP' takes, equal .to those of had stipulated that' special minterial
Richard Moore, ffl, former vaude topnotch longhalrs who usually play ini the revue was to be- written for
Stan Kentoni ifor him by E. Y. (Yip) Harburg. Latter,
performer,' died at the Will Rogers these emporia.
around $8,000 "at however,, insisted on a clause that
Memorial, Saranac Lake,
Y., example, drew
Feb. 9. He had been an inmate of Carnegie, hall, Saturday (14). Earlier tbe stuff revert to liim at the end'- of
the NVA and Will Rogers sana- in the evening at the same stands a the show, but Shuberts refused to
name vaude shew with Molly Ficon, go along with this- proviso, and so
torium for 19 years-.
For years he had appeared In Myron Cohen, Senor Wence^ Zero Lahr said: no Harb^irg, no "Follies."
As it is, comedian's vei'y happy
vaude and burlesque, and when Mostel and Patricia Bowman filled
about the whole thing. He, never
stricken ill was a member iriC tbe the hall for a similarly high gross.
vaude team of Killian 6 Moore.
The aeld in which a $3.60 or '$4.80 expected "Burlesque" to be such a
top is prevaleijt,. it's .felt, offers con" cleanup on the rpad, but it'^ be,en.
siderably more coin to top talent ing a landolKce busio'ess. -Revival
TOMMY REftLY
originally
to have been, out only
Tommy ReiUy, 45, nitery enter- than any other medium. With until April,waswhen
star would' -have
tainer, died Feb. .15 in Hollywood, grosses declining in theatres and
gone into rehearsal foi>-''Pollie8.'-'
following a heart attack. A hot piano ballrooms, bands and acts can pick
up
considerably
'more
money
on
a~
player, he started in show biz in
Tom McKnight and' Mort Lew)^,
series
of
these
one-nighters.
1917, when, he was 15 years old."
Hollywood radio writers and 'prb«
He worked in many Manhattan
The. concert stands, it's seen, may ducers, have
been "Working tinder
.

-

.

,

.

'

'

'

later,

he became the

SPEED SAYS

(,

target of an officially inquired critiSpeed Bays, :41j orchestra leader
cal attack and part of his trilogy on
who made his home in. Memphis,
the Terrible!' was banned.
.:;'IVan
died suddenly Feb. 10 in Cairo, 111.,
Eisenstein soon after "confessed"
where
bis laand was playing at El
•'"that he had been "ideologically der
a new nightspot.
He was also the author, of Pateo,native
fective."
of Grenada.. Miss., Bays
"
^evei'al books on cinema theory and'
studied music privately, -and jnOyed
"Ih 1942 Jiis study, "The, Film' Sense,"
to Memphis in 1934 to teach saxo- spots during' the Prohibition era ls(nd
was published iji the U. S.
phone, clarinet and. accordion at the at various tim^is had smadl combos
Amro Studio. Several years later, featuring his' own playing.
he formed his own dance band to
Ann Mason, 50, legit actress, died play for local parties, went in tem^ Feb. 6
CHARLES K
the N. Y. Hospital of burns porarily at the Officers' Club in
sustained in an early-morning fire Memphis during -the war and was enCharles I. LInke, 60, a member of
.-Jn '.her home several days before.
West the Chi Symphony for more than '25
.

A

.

.

eventually take the place of vaudemany cities.' Many towns get
vaude shows only occasionally, if .at
all. Well'spaced concerts would, during the course of a year, provide any
particular. city in that category with
more time than spot vaude shows.
ville' in

-

.

.

ANN MASON

"

UNKB

m

'

Shubert a.ssignment'On spe6tid sketch
material for Lahr.

MARRIAGES

Mrs. Jackie Rhyne to'Lewis Irwin
Blackwfelder, Charlotte, N. C, 'last
gaged for Plantation .Jnn. at
week. Bride is with the RKO' ex'Vaudeville, which once ollered a
She. wa§ discovered by neighbors Memphis, a booking that led to en- years, died Feb. 8 aboard a train
change there; he's in the local WarrjvhO: broke into the apartment when gagements at clubs and ballrooms in near Shreveport, La. He suffered a multitude of full week stands; may
ner exchange,
!
,
I'they smelled smoke. The blaze had Minneapolis, New Orleans, Mobile, heart attack while on tour with tbe diminish to one-nighlei-s. At a $4-00
Mrs. Adele Sharpe Thpmas 'to
top it's not bad at all.
ai^arehtly started from a cigaret Muncie, Nogale.5. Ariz., and finally orehesti'^j
Ernest L. Byfield, Feb, 14, Chicago.
j^tSmbutdering in her bed.
Wife, son and daughter survive.
Cairo.
He's the w.k. Chi hotelier- and
,The actress had leading parts in
Wile and four sisters survive.
greeter whose Pump Room; is a show
Her last
.various

'

.

.

:

-

.

•

•

.

Broadway

hits.

appearance "w.is In "John Loves
in which she opened and
flayed until about live months ago.
She had previously been in such
successes as "The Last Warning,"
I'The Acquittal," "Fly Away Home,"
"First Lady" (in which she suc-

J.

HARRY KI^ILIMAI
Austin J.
Harry Kailimait 65, one of the last owner of the old Empire theatre
of numerous musicians who were Canton, died Feb. 8 in that city.', He
proteges of the late Henry Ford, also had been with the Parker Bros,
died Feb, 10, in Wayne County Gen- theatre in Chicago for 10 years.
eral hospital. Detroit. He was a naTwo brothers and two sisters surtive of HawalTand was playing in a vive.
.peeded Lily CahiU in New York and
Hawaiian band at the San Francisco
played for a season on tour) and
Expcsifion when Ford heard of him.
JACOB BLUMBEBG
the Burgess Mercdith-Ingrid Berg-The auto magnate induced him to
roan revival of "Liliom."
Jacob Blumberg, 67, indie exhib in
During take his Wife and eight children to
Philadelphia, died last week in that
the war she toured the southwest
Detroit;
Pacific and the European theatres
He operated^ the President,
city.
He formed an orchestra in Detroit Venice and Senate in Philadelphia,
in USO legit units and was a reguand played at various Ford funcHe was a charter member of Tent
worker at the Theatre Wing's tions from 1915 until the First World
Stage Door Canteen, N, Y.
13, Variety Club.
War, when he entered the Ford
Miss Mason twice retired templant as a clei'k. He held- that job
•

..Mary,"

BIRTHS

PHJNKAR0
Plunkard, 79, former

AUSTIN

biz capital.

Mr. and Mrs. Mel Powell, daugh
Helen Ruth Witwer to Thomas R.
Hollywood, Feb. XO! -Mother is Lancaster, Hollywood, Feb. 6. He's
office manager of the Los Angeles
branch of Filmack Trailers.
Mr. and Mrs. George Beverly
Ruth Patterson to William O'Brien,
Shea, son, Chicago, Feb. 12. Father Pittsburgh, Feb. 7.
He's manager

ter,
1

'

?|f!f*^^„„f„^°!L™.'"^*''*^^'
a pianist-composer.
«

is

.

|

.

.

.

.
'

.

,

porarily.
The first time was to go
to Italy to live with her husband,

•Thomas

Achelis, an actor known
professionally as Paul Gordon, because of his health.
When he died
eight years later she resumed her
acting career.
She later manicd
f.and divorced Philip Pepper, an: other
actor.

until

he

songs he

died.

Among numerous

composed

was "On the

Beach

at Wakiki."
Wife* and four childi-en survive.

,

,.

'"

STE;phEN

MOREHOUSE AVERT

Stephen Morehouse Avery, 54,
^agazine and screen writer, died
*eb. 10 in Hollywood after a heart
.Mtack. At thte time of his death he
was writing the screenplay for
^^;ery Gfiri should Be Married" for
,

Sister, 64, of Brock Pemberton,
IfegH producer, died last week in
Emporia, Kan. She also leaves an*

other brother, Murdock Femb<anon.
a writer.

local radio singer.

Mr. and

Kaplan, daughter.
is pianist and

Mr.s. Sol

Paris, Feb. II. Father
film composer,
now

Bunin's "Alice

I

scoring

Wonderland"

•

newspaperman and

that field to head the publicity deSon adpartment of N. W. Ayer.
vertising agency in Philadelphia. He
subsequehtly became public rela-

'Wife, 48, of

Moving .to Hollywood 15
WiUiam Everhart, 80, former 12 in that
Avery turned out numer- vaudeville performer known as the
Infant daughter, one of
'"^'"eenplays, among which were Great Evohart, was found dead
ihe Gorgeous Hussy," "Wharf An- Feb, 11. in a jfooming house 'where born Feb. 6 in Pittsburgh

''toiifis.

8 i")

.B

triplets

to

.iyirs,

'sjrveli

,

Lou and

pic.

radio, actress; he's first violinist

Mutual.

'at.

,

-

-

,

'

Maxine Likmak to Joe Glaston,;
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Salven, son,
Palm Springs,' Feb. 14. He llackB for
Hollywood, Feb. 7. Mother is the
i
Abbott and Gostello;
former June Kilgore, radio singer;
Merrily Gilinsky to George Kane,
father is. a film director.
Hollywood, Feb. 15. He's manager
-

.

'

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Neatrour,
son, London, Feb, 1. Mother, Patricia
Garnett, is dancer formerly in "Anpie Get Your Gun"; father Is Foote,
Cone & Belding account eaeec in
London.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Eno, daughter,
Buffalo, Feb. '6. Father is an anthere.
nouncer with station
Mr. and Mrs. WiUiam Donald, soil,
Minneapolis, recently. Father is with
booking
film
Theatre Associates
combine there.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley C. Kuttner,daughter, Chicago, Feb. 2. Father is
a partner of the Kuttner ad agency.
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Simms,
daughter, New York, Feb. 12. Father
is an account executive at the Mark
Larkin public relations office,
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Mandrake, son,
Chicago, last week. Father is a magi-

WKBW

Claude Rubens, head
of theatre maintenance for Great
States theatres in the midwest, died
Feb. 7 in Cliicago. Son also survives.
tions director for the Young &Rubicam agency in New York, and shifted
MoUicr, of Anthony Tarell, conto the Ferris flackery a year ago.
troller of Astor Pictures, died Feb,
His career as a Action writer beWife, the former Dorothy Libelf'
11 in New York
gan shortly after his graduation
ton,* an advertising' exec; a ion and
Worn the University
of Missouri, and sister and brother survive.
Adolpb (GrMzcnsici) Grmly, 52,
several of. his tales have been
nitery booker in Chicago, died Feb.
Piintod in collecUons ojt Best SSiort
WILLIAM EVEBHART
cian.
city.

&

Of the ASCAP office there.
Jane Blair and David. Schwartz,
York, Feb. 3. Bride is stage

New
'

,

WILLIAM H. JENKINS
Aide Francbettf, 57, film music
William H. Jenkins, 58, e x e c
arranger, died Feb. 12 in Hollyveepee of Earl Ferris Co., public rC"
wood. He also wrote two operas,
lations firm, died Feb. 12 of a heart
"Namiko-San" and "T'Chab Chan."
aili^ent in New York. Formerly a
Wife survives.
editor, he' left

• 'years ago,
'

is

.

of the Garthay Circle theatre there.
Gloria Gleason to Roger Apple,
Albany, Feb^ 14. Groom is assistant
manager of Warners' Ritz theatre in
'

.

/

city.

ttjat

Barbara Sears to Winthrop RookePalm Beach, Feb. 14. Bride ll
former legit actress, known professionally as Eva Paul; he's grandson
and heir of the late John D.' Rockefeller,

feller.

Celia Joan Babcock to Peter Van
Berg, New York, Feb. 7, Bride

Dyk

a legit actress.

"is

Jane-

McLean

to

Myron Tanen-

New York, Feb,' 6. Bride is
a dancer; groom is a freelaneie photographer, formerly with IfKO- taid

baum.

Pathe News.
Patricia Barron to Rams&y Williams, New York, Feb. 11. Bride is
on the staff of Newsweek; he's «:
'

'

legit

actor.

Louise Moore to Gene Allen.CaiT*
Groqm is program
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie 'Qreen, daugh- Memphis, Feb,
bride
ter,. Hollywood,, Feb. 14, Father is director at WDIA, Memphis;,
,

...

the nitery

^mic,

,i|

^

raj},iq;
.
....

ajid, ofieretta 8inj,§r,,

'
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And KNOW-HOW,lsThe Most

WE* KJNOW

Valuable

we produced "Th«

because

Commodity In

Original

Tlie World..

Amateur Hour". ;t. fpr

ten years the top radio program (over N.B.C. and CvB.S.) with an all-time

average of

1

5

—

WE* JK.NOW

because

day daytime sustainer

WE* KNOW
popular

The

sponsored by Chase and Sanborn and

we produced

for thirteen years the top-ranking Suii-'

—^'The Major Bowes. Family",
we have produced and

because

Chrysler Corp.

pricesj to the principal theatres; of

for

N.B.C. and

sold stage

the country

, . .

show

C.B.S.'

(units), for

they are

still

play-

ing the top theatres with the usual public acceptance«>

WE* KNOW because

we have been

theatre and radio business for

WE* KNOW

Look

in

because

Du Mont

over the

we

20

part

are produpiiig

Television

and parcel of the

riiotion picture,

years.?

Network

"The

Original Amateur

on us any Sunday evening, 7 to 8 P.M., E.S.T., on our Kaiser-Frazer

show and see "The Original Amateur Hour", with Ted Mack;
a

real

showman j a

fine

gentleman;—who brings

approach, from the theatre and band business.

a score of

P. S.

We

'*

We,
Stoff

of course/
.

means

the Major

have ready

belt squarely

and .which

Bowes
,

a""

new

He

a great guyj;

iuo, has Ik'cu nvith

where

is

it

likes to

radio-

An

farm-

an account

m for'

on film "television ow/y'*.sh0W

be hit j

really palatable for

^ITY
vision,

audiences of the current

K.O BLDG

- RADIO

CITY

1270 AVE, Or THE AAv\ERICAS

NEW YORK

CITY

tele.'?

network zones.

REEMACK ENTERPRISES,
R

for,'

who wishes to build-up
world-wide good will and own a show'
which is directly aimed at the BIG

big-city audiences.^

*We

—

NEW LOOK and a fresh'

a

years,^

television package that hits the

IIP

HouP*

for Kaiser-Frazer.

-

SUITE 902

CIRCLE 5-7417-8-9

!NC.

-

'

RADIO

1E4 West 46th Street, Neir York
M cla^i
matter December 22,

SuUtahed Weekly

M

ntered

Mcond

19^' IT.

190S,

COrrBIOHT,

NEW

1948,

at

T.,

the

by Variety,
Feet

Annual ab«crlptloii,

Inc.

OiClce at

BK VARIKTV,

New

Tork;

N.

T.,

SIn)rI«

$10.

YORK, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

coptoc,

ZS cents,
J; 1879.

under the act ot March,.

ALL RIGHTS BBSEBVBD.

INC.

v

PRICE

25, 1948

CENTS

25

TELEVISION'S H'WOOD-LEGIT LINK
Cohndiia Umv. to Grade Talent For

B'lY AUDIIIS

Berlin s Tarade'

Prelude 'Retirement at 60' Plan

Broadway ITra New Tliesdre^lplk^e
A

[

'

will

.

University. It will offer courses in
the dramatic arts, music, painting
and sculpture, and will give a degree
According
, of Bachelor of Pine Arts.
!' to
Richard
composer - producer
; 'Badgers, head o£ the committee in
'charge of plans, the college will be'.'come "the greatest single step in
; the history of the theatre in this
"
country."
{
It's aimed to have the institution
;j
."wo'rlt closely with professional Show
business.
As Rodgers expresses it,
,

.

,

•

.

'

"the subway runs both ways," so'
students at the theatre school will
'have easy access to Broadway, while
the outstanding artists and craftsmen
"'of the stage will be available for
'
classroom lectures. He believes the
college will be the ^est of its kind
there's ever been.
'
Although the school of the 'theatre
> will start next fall, the ultimate aim
i» to have a Fine Arts Centre, with
its dwn building,' in which there will
be a theatre of about 1,400 seats, an
experimental playhouse seating 300
or so, plus workshops, studios, classrooms, etc. Several designs for such
a builSing have been drafted, but
none has been adopted. However, a
sisite on thQ campus is available on
fAtnsterdam avenue, at 116th and
(Continued on page 55)
'

'

•

-I

r

-

By ABEL GREEN

coUege-on-Broadway
theatre
be started next fall by Columbia

^

By BOB STAHL,

Lambs Club Planning To

Broadway legit producers within
the next few months' may be able to
by remote
Telecast Commercially audition Hollywood talent
control, and east coast television auThe Lambs Club plans a television diences may be given an inside view
series, to be commercially sponsored, of the major Hollywood film studios.
which "William Morris, Jr., will, It's all part of the first definite plan
handle on a non-fee basis. Latter, evolved to establish a "celluloid nethimself a Lamb, will waive commis- work," as mapped out by KTLA,
Paramount's Los Angeles

.

.

,

i<

.

Life of Ease,

\

Cantor and

:

:

'

.

No

Bnsiest Author

On

B way: GBS at 91

A

|i^n attifudes

is

New Ingenue

vojced

Shaw,
on
and a fourth
London. "Man and Superman," at

with

three

Broadway

major

productions

this -season,

is

in its 20th

.

.

the

comedy.

"John

Bull's

Other

Island," which the Dublin Gate Theatre Co. has just presented at the
Mansfield, N.Y. is the Irish troupe's

.
'

•

•.

independent productions for RKO,
that so far. as he's concerned
pe would like to end his career as a

•...teels

running
be the l&th
Shaw play to be presented by the
Guild since the world preem of
"HeartbreaH House" at the Garrick,

limited engagement,

is still

successfully: "Tell"' will

.'

Royalties to Shaw this
so large that the
,nlm actor, chiefly because at 56 he' year" have been
famed dramatist has forbidden the
flnds he "just can't think right bewith another
fore noon, and this idea of getting Guild to go through
Up at 6 a. m. is just too tough, espe- contemplated Shaw revival this seabecause his earnings have
son,
cially with my other interests."
already put hijn into a top tax
""^^
ticketed
N.Y., in 1920.

'

,

•

,

.

other
Vv;th

for
is

Shows With Pix
theatre,

Broadway de-

luxer, will accept an innovation in
house entertainment
presentation

sparkplug in coupling the ice
revUe idea, as it obtains now at the
Center ''"theatre in Radio City, and
blending it with films and other
stage show (nan*ice) components,
which have been standard at this
the

That B'way Urge

.

which may be changed,

in view Of
belated production of the play—
extra time is in order all around.

tlfe

(legit, now in rls second year on
Broadway) and "Blue Skies," a
12M!%-oilT-the-top filmusical package
for Paramount (Bing Crosby).

;

'

"Parade,"
also
a
Berlin
song
package (plus some new tunes, from
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
his own story idea), couldn't be sold
Quite a tew Hollywood personalito Metro on percentage, so the deal
ties are getting that legit
yen, a la
was $600,000 flat, predicated on a
John Garfield in the current "Skip-

$6,000,000' grosser, since
is usually 10%

tne top. Film was brought in at
"Metronome," by Helen off
which Blake Johnson and $2,300,000 (including the 600G, and
Larry Washburn (Marblehead, Mass., also including Technicolor), but
'Metro
looks' upon this one as one at
strawhat ops) will, produce. Binnie
Barnes may do "Glutterbuck," which its top b.o, entries for 1948-49.
The
showman-tunesmith,
Roland Haas plans, with Judith
who
(Continued on page 9)
Evelyn and George Abbott's wife
also featured. Abbott would directs
Van Hefiin and Robert Ryan, Hollywood leads, are other Broad-< Stage Plays to Replace
way possibilities,' having been offered
scripts.
Ditto Louis Calhern, Walter
Serials in Pic Houses
Huston (in the new Irving BerlinNorpian Krasna show for Rodgers &
As Come-on for Kids
Hammerstein) and Walter<lA>bel^
Denver, Feb. Z^.
A touring legit troupe, -the Piper
tor

'

•

Players, has signed a contract wltlt
to present stage plays at the

RKO

As He Lands

in

France

Nice, Feb. 24.

In the final analysis, it's the pic(Continued on page 55)

IDEA

<

CHECKS'

AS TV

Shoulders,".

"

theatre.

SPORTS

and

.releasej.

On My

wait.
Furthermore, because of tha'
politico overtones oi the story—

theoretical

The Boxy

Day

Labor
"Stars

Walter Huston, the play pro-

Gun"

Louis Armstrong- was greeted by
a mob of approximately 1,000 jazz
fans when he stepped off an Air
:
11,
France plane here. last Friday (20)
FILMS
..
to .start a week's run Monday (2,1)
at the Jazz Festival here. Trumpeter
'RAIN
almost a legendary figure to
is
by
ur*"*^*
bracket.
result of her work in the
What will probably become quite younger jazz followers in thi.s coun»
ankious to a source of revenue for the owners try since he hasn't been here in
Broadway legit "Another Part of
is
It's figured Shaw
. the
Forest." finds that her Holly- avoid any unneces.sary tax payments, or distributors of sports films are years.
I
Following the week at the Festi^°9^working hours are a dark-to- so he can save a little something the accounts underwriting the play»ark firoposition. When she gets up tor his old ago.
by-play telecasts of the Greater New val, Armstrong goes to Paris for two
^^^^ and when she gets home
York baseball teams on WABD, cgncerts March 2-3 and thereafter
;
."s dark. This is in marked contrast
WCBS-TV and WNBT. Such prod- may do other dates. Joe Glaser, his
JO the cQniparable leisure hours of
uct wijuld be used on days when manager, came over with Armstrong
Tops of the
fler legit working
the games have been rained out and on the plane. and will spend a month
schetlule.
Retail Disk Seller
for the intervals between double- or so on thi.'? side sizing up its book"Four Leaf Clover"
ing possibilities.
headers.
In radio such periods are filled
Seller
Music
Sheet
Bel&il
Joison's
Disk
in with I'ecprd playing, but the dis^
'-.-''"Now Is The Hour"
position among the ad agencies con•^"l.^o'V's last '^luarteyly royalty
"Most Eeaucsted" Disk
for CalTcrt
Not
nected with these New York teleover000*'''""
"Four Leaf Clover"
$200
Henny Youngman's nitty;
easts is to resort to some series of
* .«^^,'"eer's "Anniversary
'My brother couldn't get a job
Seller on doin Machines
sports films for the occasion. Also
Song" and
as a bartender because he doesn't
"Now Is The Hour"
to pul (he material under contract
" Story" album have both
'
know how. to fix .a tettivlsioq
over- 1,000,000 platters, singly
so that there won't be any scurrying
British Sheet Seller
>
in mrthology form.
around at the last ntinute.
"Tree in a Meadow"
r

due

jeded for Richard Rodgers &• Oscar
Hapmerstein 2d production.
Dubbed a male "Lady for a Day"
book idea, Huston wants to do it,
but in the fall, after one film commitment, and the casting is impor.tant enough for all concerned to

Berlin hit his show biz peak two
season ago with "Annie Get Your

Many Fibers Get

slated
Craig,

some time early this summer with a
most popular production. And the three-part policy— pix, variety shoWs
by Eddie Theatre Guild will present its pro- and ice shows. A. J. Balaban, managing director ot the 20th Century,FoX showcase, reportedly has been

different ways, anent the rigors of
.working, in pictures.
Cantor, having just completed "If
jTpU iCnew Susie," second of his two

next

sponsorship

his

:

per Next to God," Heniy ^^onda in
the songsmith's take
"Mr. Roberts," etc. Sylvia Sidney is

N. Y. Roxy's Ice

week

^

,

son

91-yearTOld George Bernard

'

«

and George Shupert, Raibourn's assistant. With Hoity wood loaded with
talent, Landberg said, there's no rea-

to deprive' eastern audiences
from seeing that talent until the Bell
"Busiest" playwright -.currently is System completes its N. Y.-L. A. co.
(Continued on page 55)

" %-/"7htor and newcomer Patricia Neal, duction of "You Never Can Tell,"
•J jirew debuting for Warner Bros, in Match 16 at the Martin Beck, N.Y.
,*y^.pne of the title roles ot "John Loves
Meantime, "Tell," which opened
M&ry." Both say the same thing, in in London three months ago for a
'

plans in Par's homeofllice, for .the. last

Broadway, having broken the
run-record as well as gross total for

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
strange parallel in film produc'

..

station

week with Par veepee Paul Raibourn

on

Aver Vet

under

manager

Klaus
Landsberg has been huddling on the

the Hudson, N.Y.,

^Working in Films

York

tele outlet.

priming.

KTLA

in

'

Ray Goetz Plans To

'

commercially.

'

.

Irving Berlin has been talking
about retiring at 60 and' this year
may see his easing oft in a, blaze
Import 'Folies Bergere' with anotlier two-ply click. One is
Famed Parisian revue, "Folies Metro's "Easter Parade"" (Judy GarBergere," will be brought to New land-Fred Astaire), in Technicolor,

£.

season, songwriter-producer E. Ray.
Goetz declared last week upoit arriving in Hoboken aboard the Nieuw
Amsterdam. Among th^ principals,
"At the Lambs" is the projected
Under 'tiie plan, all those shows he said, who are to come over are
series which can cull from some 300aired by KTLA that would be of spesketches done over the years at sun- cial interest to viewers throughout Yves Montand and Nita Raya.
Proposed Broadway production,
dry Lambs Gambols (private and pubthe country would be recorded on according to Goetz, resulted from
lic).
In fact the anniversary Gamfilm via Par's tele film transcriber. his negotiations with Paul Derval,
bol this past Sunday (22) offered two
Films would then be distributed to producer of 'the Paris show. In
or three sketches which would be
east coast stations, which would es- Europe for the past eight moqths.
suitable tor this project. Live or on
tablish the film network for which Goetz had visited London, and Swit*
film, the Morris agency" will oiler it
many tele advertisers have been zerland as well as Paris.

'Siqns,

.

'

'Stars' in '48

and

company's, midwest theatres, next
summer. The shows will be given
at matinees and are designed to replace serial thriller films for ths
juvenile trade. Plays with kid appeal will be presented.
Currently, the Pipe]f Plsyer;? ara
appearing nightly at the Frontier, a
suburban cabaret here. They're pre*
scnting a dramatization of Charlotte
Brotite's

"Wuthering

.

Heights.'*

.

•

-•

.

,

'

Tops

.

200G

Take

Wired

•

.

•

m

.

Viv Segal's Saloon Single
Vivienne Segal, yet rousicomedy
IS going into the nitery field

lead,

a single. Same scripters who
write far Joe E. t/ewis, Henny

.with

Youngman,

et

are fashioning her

al.,

cafe single.
Billy Rose insipired Miss Segal id
try

the

saloon

his

own N.Y.

the

Copley-Plaza,

the

Versailles,

spring;

albeit

circuit,

for

for

boite.

later

JH.Y.,
'
,

j'

not

She's set

Boston-,

.

in
.

and
the

Vednwday, f ebtuary

Hefty Hyposjor

NBC Plans SIMOOO Plant to House

Bn^et

Tex Mc&ary's 'IMlg Newspaper'Idea
NBC

preparing to go ahead v^th-|idea of a "living
newspaper."
So impressed is the
network with the blueprint of a televiiied daily that the former chief edMirror
itorial writer of the N.

O&J

and radio personality (Tex & Jinx)
Olsen
has drawn -up for the project that
a

60-minute

On

Loildon, Feb. 24.
contribution by

"
and, Johnson's "Hellzapoppin'
terrlflo success at the Casino

looking around lot quarters outtheatre here with ballerina Gloria
?jdo its Rgdio City plant to house
Gilbert outstanding in her spot.
McCrary and his proposed staflf.
yesterday
Show,
which
opened
The tele division of the network
(Mon.) comprises the; largest variety
has already put an estimate of $1,* importation from the:;U.
S.
000,000 on the cost of equipping Mc-;
Olsen and Johnson brought along
Crary's video daily, with studios and
stooges plus team of Keaton and
other paraphernalia and altering a Armiield, and tho; Three Pitchmen.
leased or purchased building for the
setup.

It's

ployment
writer

of

an extensive

,

KEN MURRAY'3
1948"

after.

"BLACKOUTS OF

Gapitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

El

KEN

for
MUltRAY'S
feature leng-th film production.

Watch

n«w

AND COO"

Eelea.scd through Repiiblio I'lctiires

Anew Via 'Heart' Shows

newsreel and still photographers, Correspondents in 'cities
reached by NBC's tele'i'elay fafilitors,

Keyed

WEEK!

297lh

"BILL

Civic Welfare)

of
edi-

staff

cartoonists,

specialists,

Power of Press (For

•

One of the most extraordinary tal
ent parades on any cafe floor, was
and technicians.
unspooled Wednesday (18) night at
The televised sheet would go on the Copacabana, N.' V'i and wound up
,the air every day of the week.irom at near 4 a.m. 'with an audience
McCrary's surfeited by the cream of the crop of
6:30 pjn. to 7':30 p.m.
"living newsp&per" would combine New. York and Hollywood- talent;
the techniques of a newsreel with and the N. Y. Heart Campaign $17,ail the 'features that go to make up 000 to the good as result of this ex-

,

Bert Friedob s

,

Han

for Europe

.

.

and Gertrude Bailey, as
women's page ed. There would also
be a sports editor, a science editor
and an amusements: editor.
McCrary ha» pointed out to NBC
that he and his colleagues would be

wpoden ovals would be employed.
Estimated cost of $150,000. to erect -a
wooden track would be amortized- in
a matter of weeks, it's claimed, as

Friars' Great' Salute

nightly grosses at a scale of 50c to
$4, would' result In 'a- take of $80,000
Hollywood', Feb. 24,
to $90,000.
Friars club last night (Mon.) got
Possibly associated in the venture
away from Its roasting and baiting with Friedlob -would be film actor
and/ said it with words and music Bruce Cabot and
Topping.
at a dinner given to Gene^ Buck at Sportsman Alexis Thompson was reAffair %as attended ported to be in on the deal but upon
its clubhouse.

To ASCAFs Gene Buck
-

Bob
the network didn't set out to make
a profit from the project's very inceptipn. It is McCrary's thought that
than 300, bringing out nola his arrival last .week in Hobokeh
the telecast be sold on a participat' by more
stage, radio and mu
aboard the Nieuw Amsterdam be deing basis and that the rates be bles of screen,
was the most clared that' Cabot had informed him
geared as to make spoHRbrship of the sic. Tribute to Buck
party by the Friars of of the enterprise but as yet Friedlob
"living newspaper" an attractive outstanding
anything in its year's history. George had not communicated with him. A
px-oposition.
fjjnctioned as member of the U. S. bobsled team,
Besides his daily a.m. stint for Jessel and Bud Abbott
Thompson returned from the Winter
WNBC, McGrary, likewise as a team emcees and informed the audience
with his wife, Jinx Falkenburg, is that -on this occasion it was most fit- Olympics held at St. Moritz.
already telecasting over WNBT, N.Y. ting to say it, with words and music.
While Eur ope never has had
More than 75 composers and lyric midget auto racing, Thompson opined
either
guests
and
ists were among
that "such a venture would belter-:
played or sang their own numbers. rific if properly promoted" oni the
BobMaoKimsey,
Among them were
continent, for the public there is wild
who sang and played "Shadrack" about auto racing. Friedlob expects
Jinimy McHugh, playing "I Can'
to take advantage of this enthusiasm
Give You Anything But Love, Baby" by flying his. cars, drivers and 'sunHoUyWoodi Feb. 2C
Harold
Arlert,
with
'"Stormy
Weath
.Arthur Hornblow, Jr.; is out of the
dry paraphernadia in C-S4s from
Hospital folio wing an attack of acute er"; Hoagy Carmlchael with "Star-i London to Paris for Sunday afterneuritis which the, medicos in La dust"; Harry Ruby, playing "Three noon meets there.
British custom
Quinta at first thought might be a Little Words," which had lyrics by prevents Sabbath entertainment.
late
Bert
his
partner,
Kalmar
attack
heart
because of its sudden
To start the project rolling Friedeffect. It necessitated ambulization Johnny Mercer, with Harold Arlen
lob will send over his own equipback from the desert resort to the at piano, singing "Blues in the ment consisting of jeeps, station
Metro producer's home in Beverly Night." There were also Al Von wagons, motorbikes and the midget
Tilzer, who sang "Take Me Out to
Hills.
cars plus alley and patrol to fuel 'em.
HorniWow had arrived the day be- the Ball Game," with Irving Bibo at Currently he anticipates shipping
lore to vLsit with his wife,' the Ben- the piano; and Wolfe Gilbert's ren- some 16 of the.midgets built by Babe
nett Cerfs (Random House) and the dition of "Waiting for the Robert E, Stapp, one-time s e'e
d k i n :who
p
Sam Goldwyns when the attack oc- Lee," wore out three piano players, piloted crack racing ears in theg Indi'
Ben Oakland, Lee Alter and Joe anapolis Memorial Day
curred.
classics of
Mardo.
yesteryear.
Prank Loesser also did one of his
Mrs. Sohinasi West
Friedlob's general manaKer, Her»Mrs. Ruby Schinasi, mother of compositions. Shelton Brooks, who
man Hannak, has already left for
Mrs. Hornblow (Bubbles), leaves for used to Write lyrics for Williams and'
Europe to survey the situation.
the Coast for a couple of weeks va- Walker, did his big three songs
Meanwhile Friedlob's own departure
cation next" Tuesday (2). It was a "Some of These Days," "Darktown
is waiting on the birth of their baby
pre-ischeduled trip and does not con- Strutters Ball" and "Nobody,'' latter
Rudolph in Hollywood, which is expected
cern Hornblow's condition since he's Bert Williams' old song.
Friml also played medley of his soon.
now almost fully recovered.
Thomp.son, incidentally, is already
numbers with Leo Kobin following
with "Thanks For the Memory," Ben a midget racing enterprenjeur, proOaldand accompanying him on the moting his own undertaking at the
Vera-Ellen's
Pact
Polo Grounds, N. Y., via a firm
piano. Joe Cooper did two numbers
Hollywood, Feb, 24.
"Hello, Fri.sco," written by Gone known as Small Gar Enterprises, Inc
Vera-Ellen ha? inked a new Metro Buck
and
Dave Stamper, and Season is slated to open June 1 and
contract and draws the top role in "Daddy Has .a Sweetheart, Mother continuing every Tuesday and Satur"Words and Music" as her first as- Is Her Name," one of Buck's old .day thereafter whenever the park is
•ignntent.
not used by the baseball Giants. He's
numbers.
Film is the story Of the careers of
Buck told the Friars that this»was also contemplating an outdoor track
Richard Rodgers and Lojfenz Hart, a ' night which would be unfoi'get- in Patersoni N. J.
In whose Broadway musicals she ap- table to him. He said he had attend
peared.
ed a dinner tendered the late Jimmy
-

.

,

HORNBLOW OUT OF

HOSP AFTER AHACK

,

,

I

'

,

.

"

M-C

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Frejiric March and Florence Eld{;

ridge
mai'te
J.

for Englaiid April 14 to
"Christopher Columbus" for

sail

Arthur Rank.

wound their costarring stint
"The Judge's Wife" for Universal
yesterday. (Monday).
Pair

'il»,--,'"i,',r.

,'

'

'-

'

Walker by the Jewish Theatrical
Guild in New York in 1929, at which
there were 1,400 guests, all of whom
had been hit by the stock market
crash, and Georgia Jessel had been
on platform. Jessel, he saidi/got up
and said that the occasion reminded
him of the grand old. days when
knighthood was in flowar, and Goldman and^ S^ohsi were in Russia
fllms^
,

-.'

'

.

$4,800,000

marching, through Paris.
for that function of foreign informaAVC had obtained a print of "The tion. Of this, $2,500,000 would be for
Roosevelt Story" from United Art-> production, distribution and equipists,. to fete the late president while ment, the remainder for personnel.
donating the proceeds to March of
The State Department plans to acDimes. Three performances for Ger- quire and- adapt about 60 reels of
mans were held, and one evening film made by private companies.

show

was.

for"

Allied

army

and

(Continued 'on page 54)

In
addition, it would have another 50
reels of. original production made
under contract. These would be in
.

P.S.-Win This Hypnotize
Customers Into the B.O.

A "scientific demonstration" by
United Artists instigated a minor
at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., last
Monday (16) as a group, of amateur
riot

and professional l^^jmotists, tried to
put thc'hex sign on each other. Incident was engineered— up to a
point— by UA flack chief Al Tamarin
to prove that .the hypnotic sequences
in UA's "Sleep, My Love'! are accurate.

Point at issue

among

hypnotists

was whether a patient can be made
commit a crime while in a trance.

to

When

hypnotist Franz Polgar claimed he could perform such a feat,

Tamarin straightway paid $125 for
his plane fare from Miami to. N. Y.
to prove it to his more skeptical
colleagues.
In the audience that
night toting a show-mc attitude were

Ralph Slater, Richard Himber, Hunt
Stromberg, Jr., Dick KoUmar and
Jean Parker, in addition to some 200
other persons tipped off that something queer was in the works.
Before the ineeting began, Polgar

and Tamarin huddled on how

to

conduct the test. It was decided to
lay out another 40c. for a change
purse which was planted on someone

20 foreign languages, making a total
of 2,200 different reels. However, to
get wide distribution, several prints
would be made in each language,
so that .the State Department would
actually order 82,000 reels of prints.
It. figures
the audience for these
reels at 10,000,000 a month during
the next fiscal year. These are 16m

nonrcommer^ial

piictures.

State also -plans to purchase 170
projectors and 68
mobile screening units, setting up
exhibition circuits in Europe, tlie
Middle East, China and the Philippine Inlands. The plan is to work in
close harmbny with motion picture
companies,' particularly the news-

new 16m sound

reels.

RENE CLAIRS ADAPTING
U.S.

HIT FOR PARIS LEGIT

"Born Yesterday"
its

will soon have
Paris legit -preem, according to

Rene Clair who sailed yesterday
(Tues.) aboard the De Grasse to attend: the opening.
Film director
said prior to. his -departure -that he
•end his wife had made the French
stage adaptation, with permission of
the play's author, Garson I-Canin.
'

-

-

Henry Bernstein is prpducing, and
bows at the Ambassadeurs.
Clair had .been in the U. S. since
last fall, 'haviing come over at that
time' to be on hand for the American
when the gal, under a hypnotic sug- debut of the RKO-Pathe -Cinema
gestion, walked into the audience joint production of Maurice Chevaland lifted the purse, pandemonium ier's starrer, "Man About Town."
broke loose.While in.' Amerlca he sandwiched in
Slater, who's a vaude Svengali of a trip to the Coast.
undisputed note, jumped up, yelling
Upon his return to France Clair
that this "phony experiment has set said he
has no immediate plans and
sitting, in

recital

the front

hall.

On

row of Carnegie's
stage, three men

and a goodlooking brunet, selected
"pt random" from the audience, were
put, into A trance by Polgar. But'

piece
.

.

back hypnotism SO years.'' He offered
to bet Polgar, or anybody else, $1,000
that it couldn't be done under more

months.

controlled
circumstances.
Meanwhile, another mertber of the audience took the floor waving a .copy
of the newspaper, PM, witii an
article in it on hypnotism by Albert
Deutsch. "Slater doesn't even have

with a French iilm company. Ii
any event the director hopes to be
back in the U. S. by nejtt November.

a diploma," he said.

HC

-.

year. This includes $4,600,000
for the erection of new relay stations to step up the 'fVoice of America" and $8,600,000 for general op>.
e,rations.: For the current year the
operating fund for radio has been

fiscal

shown' to Germans at th« $6,000,000.
Titania Palast and it- played only
3li,000 Heels of PIx
compromise
after
a' last-minute
Motion pictures would get a strong
which eliminated scenes depicting hypo. It is understood that the State
Hitter, Mussolini and the Germans Department asked about

being

While Slater ran up to the stage
to make his points at close quarters,
the audience split into pro and con
partisans and turned the session into
a combination free-for-all debate
and wrestling match. Blowing their
tops at each other. Slater finally,
JACK DEMPSEY'S
asked Polgar to settle' the question
Hollywood, Feb. ,24.
by coming out into the alley. But
Don Marlow has signed former Polgar
said he had to make a plane
heavyweight champ Jack Dempsey back
to Miami and ducked.
to an acting contract. Agent Is nego
When a cop came into the hall
tiating with King Bros, for Dempsey
to find out what the yelling was
to play a lead heavy in a western about,
the- meeting broke up. On
the Kings are preparing for shooting,
stage,' the three, guys wece still
Dempsey has previously b;een In asleep. Nobody knaw what hjap-

.

MAAGHES' BANK CHORE

the U. S. Information Control Division violently objected to the film

'Or

'

- willing to Inaugurate
th« "live
basis" on a nominal compensation
basis .with the understanding that

a battle between U. S. officials
which may lead to a final ruling on
what films should be shown to the
Germans.. The Education Branch of

up

Columnist
traordinary onevnighter.
Ed. Sullivan (N. Y. News) introduced
Midget auto racing, for years a: top
Milton Berle to emcee the show, American indoor and outdoor sport,
taking over from Henny Youngman, will be introducc;d to European fans
the regular headllner. Berle sparked this spring for the first time
by Bert
the cavalcade of; entertainers in tip- Friedlob, husband of Eleanor Parlcer,
top manner. The cast*, read like a screen star (Warner Bros,), and prowho's who, not just a benefit bill, ducer of the ''Roller Follies," a big
The Copa contributed e erytMng in- hit in Europe all last year. With a
cluding the gross.
season stretching from April to Oct.,
Mrs. Bugs (Louise) Baer, herself Friedlob proposes construction of
•hots, and on-the-£cene photos.
a w.k. figure in the cardiac move' saucers' in such cities as London/
Among those mentioned by Mc ment. having fought a brave per Paris,
Briissels, Bordeaux, MarGrary in his discussions with NBC Sonal fight, and columnist Sullivan,
seilles and Milan,
are Milton Caniff, creator of "Terry keyed the entire shindig.
When
Friedlob's plans call for partially
"and the Pirates" and "Steve Can- Judge Benjamin Shalleck mentioned
yon," a» cartoonist; Frank Farrell, the great work done by important utilizing some 40 dog tracks, already
in existence in and around London,
•s head of the feature department;
(Continued on page M)
as sites for the sport. Either cinder
iBob Allen, as top man from Wash'
ington,

D

.

Midget Racii^

the operations of a big city daily
«ndt a network news department.
Whenever possible the persons or
personalities involved in the story
an amusement review,
or. even
would be presented before .the cam'
era.^ Ori if an item's dramatic value
can, be more :e£tectivel7 brought out
re-enactmenty
through
that tnethod
would be incorporated, in the day's
presentations,- along with newsreel
.

Earlie^ this year, before Congre.ss
passed the Mundt-Smith bill, President Truman asked $18,000,000 for
the "Voice of America" in liis
budget message. For the fiscal year
iiilies,
which ends June 30, Congress gave
the service only about $12,000,000,
of which approximately $1,000,000
inl
was for the liquidation pf certain
Berlin, Feb. 20.
.
The playing" of "Hie Roosevelt functions, the remainder being operating money.
Story" here under the sponsorship of
Radio, it is understood, has rethe Berlin chapter of the American
Veterans Committee as a memorial quested about $13,200,000 alqiie in
to FDR on his birthday has stirred the 'revised request for the next

"RooseTdt Story,' AVC's

'

ties

'

Info Setup

,

U

The newspaper, which would have
Its own city room and film printing
department, would entail the em-

Dept

for State

and Viv Leigh Off
6-Month Aussie Tour

Olivier

'Hellz' Raises Roof
At London Casino Bow

The

Ra^, Fix in New

Washington, Feb. 24.
Fat increases in the radio and
motion picture programs are in.
eluded in a revised proposal for a
foreign information and propaganda
.laondon, Feb. 24.
service, ndw being considered by
Sir Laurence Olivier and his wife,
the House Appropriations CommitVivien Leigh, hava embarked for
tee,
Australia with a troupe of actors.
They'll start a sixmonth season of ^ Committee, expected to release its
recommendations to the House probrepertoire shortly Down Under,
Olivier ha» just completed his ably this week, is understood to be
fllmization of "Hamlet" for the J. allowing about $30,000,000 overall
Arthur Rank organization. Pic will for the revamped program, out of
be preemed in London within 60 about $35,000,000 requested by the
days and in New York shortly there- State Department.

is

Tex McCrary's

25, 19441

'fened to

.tlie^lHruajet «kid

the imrae,

expects

to

vacation

for

several

However, there are several
irons in the ifirej, he added, and Its
quite possible a deal may materialiise

His wife

De

is

accomjlanying hinr on the

Grasse.-

Eiwlyn Williams' Plans
In New York for several week.s on
his first U. S. visit in 10 years, Emlyn
WilUams returned to London lasit

week aboard

the-

Queen Mary. While

In Gotham he handled prehmmary
negotiations with « view to » possible -'Broadway' prccm next fall
his new play, "Wind in Heaven.'
WiUiams revealed his next film
chore will be to handle the d""eetio.''
Sir
of "Last Days of Dalwyn" for
Welsh story
Alexander Korda,

A

.Starring

Edith

Eyans,. picture
Jwie.

sl.at^d.to «oU. «arl3F,in

.

rf5*i.*|

M

Ki'jl 1' .''J.-...'

»

—

-

.
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TELE SET TO GO
Yank Talent Abroad
As in pre-war years more and more American acts are going
abroad. London, particularly, is avid for Yank talent. Xt always
was, and it's an even greater tribute that,*n these austere times,
the British are willing to part with some portion of American
dollars..

i

EXEC FOR

Paramount

Nor does the European market end there. The Norse countries
and the Lowlands, not to mention Switzerland and a segment of
the Latin countries all are willing to swap their national currencies
lor Yank talent imports to be paid off in Yank dollar exports—
or a reasonable facsimile thereof.

.

video, the

company

Promise Early^ Break to Impasse
t

will shortly an-

Memphis, Feb.

"intermediate system" of filming
events off video receiver screens for
super-speed processing and subsequent-theatre exhibition. Coast figures prominently in the plans.
(Fact that Par has trained Us
sights on the immediote inaugura-

—

not just enough for Mickey Rooney to kill the people. Re
charm them. Where the alleged false moves may come
always an X. What was Rooney's setback, proved Danny
Kaye's plus. Maybe it all adds up to good public relations. Or
It's

'

must
from

.

also

is

management. Or showmanship. Or just common seilse, Even
If Rooney or Kaye come over and can prove how good they are,
compared to the native Sid Fields and Tommy Trinders, maybe
that's not too good either. Perhaps being a little less than great
might pay off a shade better^

X values are not those on the other side of the footthey stem from deportment this side of the rostrum. It's
unfortunate that Rooney or Sam Stiefel, (his manager), or
whoever it was, thought they were "getting the bite put on them"
'—while supposedly being given a courtesy motor drive from
Southampton to London—and they did refuse to play a benefit.
Rightly, Yank talent isn't imported to Britain exactly for the
purpose of playing benefits. But there it was. Kaye, conversely,
just about is killing the people—with talent and .kindness—at
the Palladium.
But the

lights;

'

,

television
of theatre
hasn't
changed the minds of other major
circuit execs who oppose it.
theatres veepee Malcolm Kingsberg,
for example, can see wo immediate
advantages for theatres installing
large-screen video.
Foote, Cone
Belding's tele veepee Ralph B. Aiis»
trian, on the other hand, thinks tele
eventually will offer exhibitors a
iMcrative source of added revenue.

See details on page 9.)
Event will be. launched simultaneously i«N. Y; and on the Coast;
with Chicago {>ossibly also figuring
in the .plans. System, recently demlonstrated in N. Y., and the film
processing, for which the spreed has
now Keen reduced to less than- a,;
minute, will be sold as a service.
Par will not engage in the business
of supplying equipment but will
its own and other theatres
(Continued on page 9)

Anyway, both are trailblazers for some other important US.
talent to go abroad. Prior thereto the Ink Spots and Laurel
clicked big although the forn^r, too, rah into a curious
press barrage about "why export so many thousands of dol-

only feed

lars?", etc.

Pars Quick Bank

^

Hardy

cooled. British show business and British
theatre fans alike realize that the only reason Yank talent is
Imported is to boost hiisiness at home—not abroad. Tliey will
see more in short order: Jean Sablon, and the Merry Macs,

That phase has

around March

1;

Carmen Miranda, Martha Raye/ Abbott

In the

new improved

,

Mayer's NXRivoli

Buy

Poses Lenal

Question for D.J.

From the Yank star's viewpoint it should not be a case of what*
I'm-getting as will-I-be-worth-all-I'm-getting. With it go other
values. Such as food imports. Bos Murphy, a New Zealand boxer,
Illustrates the point. He was publicized as bringing in a number
of 50 and 75 lb. Aussie steaks. He was naturally stopped, for
more than one reason. Murphy fought and won—and now nobody
can say he had any beef (edible), just brawn advantage over
his opponent because of any epicurean luxuries or culinary advantages, while training,' at expense of his hungrier British
opponent.

The British are notably distinguished for their pride in face
of all adversity. Look at the hue and ciy when Loretta Young
off that about the meagreness of rations. Same thing
Joe Louis arrives for his exhibitions at Earxs
Court, just because he has been publicized bringing over 100 lb.
steaks and the like-

Abeh

'.time.-.--

Havana's 'Radio

City'

To

Cdr. Kelly Claims

March

10 by its sponsor,
radio tycoon Goar Mestre.
as _Radiocentro, the project

In

New York

last

week on

Na\'y

Commander Robert

filed a suit against

this

week seeking

Loew's,

24.

B. Kelly

Inc.,

$500,000 in

here

dam-

ages for a "damaged reputation" as

Cuban a

result

of

the

Metro

film,

"They

Known Were
has a

l)650-seat theatre, already leased to
Warners, a 10-story office building,
Plus restaurant and nltery.
Visit for

Boston, Feb.

WB

Havana's own Radio City, a
$3,000,000 miniature version of the
Bockefeller development in New
York, will be officially unveiled

Pic

Damaged Him 500G Worth

Debut March 10; Includes
1,650-Seater Leased to

M-G

a brief

Expendable."
Kelly claims he was represented
in the film as '-Ruaiy Ryan," and

was shown
lious,

as a heads^trong, rebelantagonistic officer who was

huddles with Harry M. Kal- frequently "flying oft the handle."
Warner Theatres topper, Mes- This, he asserts, injured his reputawe declared the Havana center will tion, lowered him in the estimation
the headquarters of his seven- of the community (which is Maiden,
station CMQ network, largest radio Mass.) and among his fellow officers,
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 47)
laine;

,

America prez,

plus

of

cofnbination

a

other

cir-

cumstances whith have been developing recently, give promise of a
break in the stalemate which has
kept U. S. films fj-om Britain since
last August.
Johnston, it was said in Washington yesterday
(Tuesday), was
going on the American industry's
own initiative and not as the result of an invitation from the Britishi
Step was nevertheless taken as
encouraging, since/ there have been
a number of reports recently of informal (vontact between the
topper and unofficial liaisons of the
British government.
Joyce O'Hara, his executive assistant, will be the only one accompanying Johnston on the trip.
They expect to be away about 10

days

.

MPAA

.

Government had no knowledge of
the purchase, a D of J spokesman
until the reports broke from

Byrnes Will Continue

and*, will

where

also visit' France,
discussions will no doubt be

'

.

'

Payoffs

on Loans

Paramount's solid financial posi-

the Coast yesterday (Mon.)
It follows that Government approval was
not sought by Mayer before he
closed for the house.
Mayer's acquisition presents many
interesting questions which must be
decided if the decree is upheld. Gov.

wobbly foreign returns ernment lawyer said. For one, it
and towering production costs is hasn't yet been decided whether the
ban on theatre purchases incorspotlighted again by the compgpy's
pre-payment of $500,000 in credits to porated in the decree applies equally
to pure realty investments where
three banks.
While Par has
a re-

volving credit of $25,000,000 arranged
by preJiy Barney Ballaban some six
months ago,, the company now owes
only $9,500,000 drawn from that po-

money

tential

pool.

Par, within the past couple of
weeks, has pre-paid $200,000 to the
First
National Bank of Boston;
$160,000 to the Manufacturers Trust
Co.; and $140,000 to the Bankers
Trust Co.
These payments were
made on short-term credits all due
April 1, 1948.
Still outstanding to First National
is

Company

$2,000,000.

also

owes

Manufacturers Trust $2,400,000 and
Bankers Trust $1,40,000 with those
sums falling due on April 1.

operation

house

To Be Very Important
In Decree's Legalistics
Washington, Feb.

Former Secretary

241

James

of State

Byrnes will continue as special
counsel to 2Qth»Pox in the Govern-

F.

ment anti-trust suit until the U. S.
Supreme Court hands down its decision,

if

not longer,

reported:

it's

Big Five

(Continued on page 8)

is counting- on Byrnes to
win the best possible terms of procedure if the high tourt rules com-

$4,500,000 Budgeted 'Joan'

plete divorcement," or upholds the
partial divestiture now incorporated
in the decree.
In short, Byrnes is the majors'

of

the.

is

in

the

Tops RKO's 15 Biggies
Hollywood, Feb.

24.

RKO

is readying 15 top pictures
for release which are. held to be the
strongest lineup of high-budget productions in the company's, history.
Topping list is "Joan of Arc," Ingrid
Bergman starrer carrying
budget of $4,500,000. Others include
"Miracle of the Bells," "I Remember Mama" and "Rachel and the
Stranger."

designee to appear before the*ourt
and obtain a protracted periodl
necessary to effect transfer of the
raft of theatres involved. He'd also
do the fronting for any negotiation*
with the Dept. .of Justice.
:.
.

Tradr Uaric Reglatsred

>'

^

FOtJNDED BY SIMB SILVBRMAtf

may happen when

Talent can (and should) bring in a judicious number of 23 lb.
food parcels, that being the legal limit. British customs are
quite understanding when it runs in excess, even manifold* since
they know these goodies most often are shared with some British
compatriots. (Of course, if food imports are abnormal, and smack
of any black-market potentials, they'll throw the book at you.)
But a working performer is like a working customs inspector
they are dignified at all times, and if the deportment is commensurate there should be no question about anything at any

tion Picture Assn. of

held concemjtjg efforts of th6 French
to abrogate the film section of the
Blum-Byrnes, agreement.
Another important factor in possible end to the tax snarl was seen
(Continued oh page 16)

.

sounded
,

75% tax impasse. Move by the Mo-

Washington, Feb. 24,
Dept. of Justiise intends to. inquire
into the acquisition of the RtvoU
theatre,
Broadway showcase, by
Louis B. .Mayer, production chief for
Metro, to see if the transaction violates the current anti-trust decree
freeze on Big Five expansion. The

tion despite

AH will come to England, pay sizeable taxes to the British, and
boost British boxoffices so that everybody makes a profit. (The
exception on taxes mi|;ht be an Abbott & Costello who, not having
a Lou Costello, Jr. Foundation for polio will probably donate
their $15,000 weekly salary to the Princess Elizabeth charities,
or such equivalent; that being the only means of sidestepping
v.
any tax obligations.)

'

groes!

said,

&

Costello, et al.

Where?

housing area restricted to Ne-

RKO

&

from

films shown here,
has had a street named for him
by local city fathers.

tion

'

24.

Lloyd T. Binford, the Memphis censor chairman wh'o is
given to snipping Negro entertainers

Eric Johnston will plane to Lon(27) for "informal" and
"exploratory" talks on the Briti.sh'

don Friday

Binford'i BUling

nounce plans for widespread use of
its

The obligation, therefore, in these parlous times extends beyond
the obvious—i.e., good value in talent exchange. In a world
where we are lihe haves and the rest of the world are the havenots'*— and it's particularly true of Europe
the obhgation is
ethical as well as economic. More so.

Bow-In

II

prepping to invade
theatre television both in New York
and on a national scale. First of the
majors to dig into that facet of
is

Tax

for

Talks, Plus State Dept's

VP AGIN'

•

Fl^t

Johnstmis London

IT;

National Boxoffice Survey

—

Holiday, Weather Tilt Biz

'Turtle,' 'Northside,'
'Daughters,' 'Bishop's,' 'Timberlane,' 'Susie' Tops
"Albaquerque"
(Par),
"T-Men"
making the boxoffice out- (EL), "Ends of Earth" (Col) -and
"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th).

Usual Washington's Birthday upbeat
look

is

much

brighter

in

cities

severe

this

cold

'

terrific biz.

1C4

West iUh

Providence. "Saigon"
solid in Boston.

(Par)

looks

"Cass Timberlane" (M-G), held up
well, to land in fifth slot. Others in
"Fabulous Texan" (Rep) is doing
the Big Eight, in order of playdates
smash biz in Cincinnati. "Smugglers"
and strength shown, are "If You
will be over average in WashKnew^Susie" (RKO), "Night Song" (EL)
ington. "The Gangster" (Mono) is
(RKO) and "High Wall" (M-G).
holding well in seconcl Omaha ses
"Susie" opened in only five keys.cov->
sion..
ered by VAMEtv—but hints real possibilities.
(Gontplet« Boxoffiee Reports on,
Leading the ninners-up films ate
Paa^a X2-13)

St.,

'N»w Toric

N. T,

1»,

SUBSCHIPTION

(N

A.nn\ial......$lt
Single Coptea, . . .

Foralin

,

.•Ill

.

. , .

Cents

.{(

.

iw
Vol. 169

numerous

Outstanding a m o n g newcomers
week. Relief from' this round is "Double Life" (U),
and absence of heavy Which teed off with a sock $145,000
snow, too, are figured as assisting at the N.Y. Music Hall. -It's also
smash in San Francisco and fine in
business. Strength was noted particLos Angeles. "Adventures of Casularly in New York, where some
new holiday marks were made, and anova" (EL), also a new entry,
shapes okay in L.A. "Miracle Can
Boston.
Pacing the iieldl this stanza is Happen" (UA) looks nice in Detroit and Philadelphia while still
"Voice of Turtle" (WB). with big
lagging in N.Y. "Black Bart" (U),
total from some 15 keys. In second
another new picture, will do well in
place of the national b.o. sweepFrisco but is on mild side in Detroit.
stakes is "Call Northside" (20th),
"The Pearl" (RKO> is big on initial
with smash session at the N,Y. Roxy
N.Y. week.
giving it a big assist, "Three Daring
Road to Rio" (Par), which has
which
like
(M-G),
Daughters"
played most of the keys, hung up a
"Northside" is just getting around
terrific $120,000 at N.Y. Paramount,
tliis session, was a good third. Fourth
biggest figure this year at this house.
spot
was captured by "Bishop's
"Senator Was Indiscreet" (U) is sock
Wife" (RKO), mainly on its stout to
in. Portland and shapes snappy in

key

Pabllslied Mr««)klr bsr VABIETT, iBfe
Sid Silverman, Preiia^enc
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LORRE ASKS I4G FOR
FAILURE TOWAKE'RAIN'

Marfan Plan's Beneft to Europe,

Los Angeles, Feb.

And Ultimately the U.S. Fib Industry,
Entfanaastkally

Mh

Hendded by

Peter Lorre filed Suit for $54,1C6

damages against Harry Joe Brown
and C a s e y Robinson, charging
•
breach of contract.
Actor declares that indie producers signed him for $50,000 to
make "Jtain Before Seven," and
promised' to pay him even if the
wasn't
picture wasn't made.
It
made.
'

A

comeback by European coun--^
in 18 months that will surprise Americans was forecast by
Harold Smith this week if the Mar-

tries

.

Lantz's

Agency Spot

Holiywood, Feb. 24.
Plan goes though quicklyi
Phil Berg-Bert Allenberg plan
Smithj for many years rep of the
Motion Picture Assn. of America On opening a N. Y. office, with Robert
He's the former
Lantz in charge.
the Continent, arrived in New York
London talent and story scout for
from Europe last Friday {20). ^
Universal, recently a victim of the
Smith predicted an easier time, for conservation program.'
the.U. S. film industry in the batLantz has been here for general
fle-of Europe as result of .good wheat powwows and is due ta take charge
und other crops this year, along with in about a month. He has since reSir Philip A. Warter, chairman
the help that the European Recovery turned to London' to dean up his
and director of Associated British
Program will provide. He said the affairs.
Pfctm-es, Ltd., WarnMs' British afhope of the Continent for getting out
filiate,
arrived in New York yesterof the present morass hangs on the
day (Tues.) aboard the Queen ElizaMarshall Plan and indicated that
Amendment' Groiqi
beth on his first visit to the U: S.
films and all other American indusAlthough
it had been previously antries would find themselves beset
Folds; Urges
nounced that the express purpose
by considerably more restrictions
of his trip was for a "series of imand difficulties if ERP didn't get
portant
conferences"
with Warner
Join Committee of 1,000
through Congress quickly.
homeoffice execsr Sir Philip was reHollywood, Feb. 24.
Smith, who preceded Frank Mcluctant, to discuss the situation upon
•Carthy as MPAA's Continental repThe Committee for the First
disembarking.
resentative, has served for the past Amendment, an independent group
Warter said he expected his. stay
ceven months as liaison^for the Mo- of film actors, writers and directors
would' last about six weeks. While
tion Picture Export Assn. with the formed last fall to protest the ta»
New York he'll be introduced to
Army in Germany. With takeover tics of the House im-American Ac- in
Warner
execs by Max Milder, comfrom HiK MUitary Government Feb. tivities Committee's investigation of
pany's managing director in Britain,
1 by the MPEA of distribution in Hollywood, is being dissolved. Its
who
arrived last month from LonGermany, Smith returned to the U.S. members are being urged to join the
don for annual homeoffice huddles.
for reassignment.
national Committee of One ThouUnder present plans Warter will
He heads for the Coast this week sand.
train to the Coast Bilarch S to conto take over his new spot as adviser
Jjatter organization is headed by
fab with firm toppers Harry M. and
in the Production Code Administra- Harlow Shapley, director of the
Jack
L. Warner. The British exec
tion office on aspects of U. S. films Harvard Observatory and a noted
is meeting H. M. for the first time.
abroad; Aim of tUe unit with which liberal. Jt includes Albert Einstein,
While Warners' reyamped Tedlie will be associated 'is the elimina- Van Wyck Brooks and numerous
dington studios were recently retion in scripts of material that would others prominent in the arts and
opened in Britain with much fanbe offensive to foreign countries or letters. Shapley, who tangled with
fare, Warter gave no indication tliat
otherwise unwise for overseas show- Congressman Rankin more than a
tlie company itself intended to retag.
year ago when the latter- threatened
sume production there: At present,
Robert E. Yining, former Navy in- him with citation for contempt of
he saidj there are two pictures rolltelligence officer, who joined the
(Continued on page 16)
ing at the t\yo-sound stage plant,
MPAA about two years ago as assiston J of which is Edward Dryhurst's
ant t& inrez Eric. Johnston on foreign
"The Noose." Both films are spon10'
ihatters, also has returned from Eusored by ABP and release will probrope. His future with the MPAA will,
ably be channeled through British
be determined shortly on the return
IS
Pathe. Only Warner property an"Of v.p. Francis Harmon from his curnounced to be made at Teddington
Washington, Feb. 24.
After a short
rent Coast visit.
Trial of the 10 '^unfriendly wit- is Alfred Hitchock's "Under Capritime as rep of Johnston in the
jilPEA, Vining went, to Germany for nesses" cited for contempt of Con- corn" .in which Ingrid, Bergman is
the latter outfit and then was as- gress, which had been slated to to star.
signed iff work with the MPAA^s open today, has been postponed until
rep, .Fayette W. AUport, in England. MeadcL 8 at request of defense counHe got back to tbe States about sel.
.
RQP'S
Defense attorneys told the court
three weeks' ago.
they planned to bring in Rep. J.
DIPS
Parnell Thomas (R., N. J.), chairNet profits of Republic Pictures
man of the House Committee on Un12 BRITISI
American Activities, as a defense slid to $570,200 lor the fiscal year
shall

'

ABFs Warier
In

M

Tlops'llat Pay

24.

WB Huddles

'ht

Big B.O.

Lack of underslandmg by those not familiar with the subletlcs o£
distribution—and the not-so-subtleties created by companies witli affiliated tlieatre circuits— frequently gives vise to misconceptions on the
Two evidences olL such misgro-ss a particular picture may rack up.
understanding occurred in print last week. One was in the Screen
Writers Guild' mag, The Screen Writer, and the other in Life.
Both publications, for instance, picked Metro's "Desire Me," Greer
Garson-starrer, as "the classic turkey of the year" and indicated it as a
box ofllice flop. Whatever their judgment on the artistic merits ol the
flhn, Metro's high-geared and efficient sales organization has preserved
As of Feb. 22, the film had played 3,699
it from the b.o. flop Class.
engagements and had put in Metro's till $1,000,399. As any experienced
sales exec could have tOM Life 0t The, Screen Writer, that means a
total domestic rental of between |2,400,OQO and $2,500,000 is in sight for
the film^-hardly a flop figure.
mag columnist, also indicated lie field numerous
James Gunn,
other widely-shared misconceptions on grosses, in commenting causticHe couldn't
ally on Variety's Jan. 7 roundup of last year's films.
Understand, for instance, how RKO-Liberty's "It's a Wonderful Life"—
"siipposed to be unsatisfactory at the boxoflEiee'' vms listed as ahead
of United Artists-Enterprise's "Body and Soul"—"the smash hit."
"Wonderful Life," as' of Feb. 12, has amassed distributor's rental of
$3,145,497 in U;S. and Canada, and is no,w taking in an average ol
about $20j000 a week, and is figured to hit a domestic gross of $3,300^000!
^'Body and Soul," by UA's own estimate, will turn is a domestic ^ossof between $3,150,000 and $3,250,000.

SWG
.

Members

.

Show

Biz Stars Unite to Batde

.

-

Bhenoses; PmnafleRt Unit Planned

.

•

'

UNFRIENDLY

TRIAL

AGAIN POSTPONED

RMALS UP BUT

'

NET

KORDA'S

PICTURES THIS YEAR
Hollywood, Feb.- 24,
Cir Alexander Korda, visiting here
for the past week, is slated to plane
cut tonight (.Tuesday) for New York,
He'U. leave from there over the
iveekend for London.
program ot
Korda is plaooins
12 British-made pix this year, fae
eaid.
Three, and possibly four, he
stated, will iK'made by himself, with
the rest turned out under his super'

witness.

from a

Thomas

is

recuperating

serious illness.

20 Pro-Labor Shorts Set;
mein's Taft-Hartley Pic
HoUywoodi Feb.

24.

Labor Is moving .in to absorb
Hollywood layoffs and put them to
work on political documentaries.
De Herb Klein, formerly of Paramount
and and years ago with the United
VCyrano de Ber^erac," to be made in Press in Berlin, has branched out as
Italy witii Orson Welles in the top
H. Arthur Klein, producer of Pic-

role.

tures, Ltd., specializing in 16mers
is putting the story
line in labor's war against the TaftHartley Act.
Twenty pix already in cans go all
Stock Spotty Past Month the way from the Hollywood labor
scanddl to "Old Man Atom,' 'a Klein
Washington, Feb. 24,
picture featuring Vern Parttow, folic
Wall Street's iJear operations in
singer of the L.A. Newspaper Guild.
film stocks were spotty in: the past
Conference of Studio Unions story
month, report filed with 'the Securihas tb^ee pix In the overall labor
'ties Exchange Commission discl<>ses,
coverage. TRie Sawmill (AFL) strike,
While* short holdings in common
longest in California, is boiled down
•tock. of Metro, 20th-Fox and War
to 10 minutes for film audience^.
ner Bros, showed uneven rises,
United Auto Workers pick up the tab
those of Paramount and Universal
for such a cultural item as "Brotherfell.
hood of Man"T-a color pic which exShort Interests in Metro stock took
plodes the myth of racial superior{he sharpest climb with 4iS07 shares
ity. Klein has also made "The Fish
Leld on Feb. 13 against only 1,945
Story," a documentary for CIO
«n Jan. 15.
short hdldinis J-ose
fishermen from San Pedro who were
lightly to 7.833 shares front 7,340
end 20th came to 7,970 agaiitet 4,^35 faced with anti-trust cfaarges.
Setup has effective exchanges
4n mid-January.
with British, Canadian, Dutch and
Indonesian labor film-makers.
But chief drive of 1948 will be to
*Jop This' Shorts iFor Col. alert
labor in the political field"Senator" Ed Ford has signed for
particularly to distinguish between
* series of film shorts based on his its friends and
enemies in Congress.
comedy radio series, "Can You Top
iFliis?"
It's an independent produc-

Klein presently

in Film

WB

tion deal, for Columbia release.
six pictures a year.
Bhooting starts within the next few

Ke'U make

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Joe Miller, granddaddy of alLgagmen,, is the subject of a film biography written by Irving Wallace,
and currently under consideration

by

J. Arthur Rank.
Understood Bank is mulling the
it with -Danny Kaye man.
Telegrams
of
invitation
were
signed by Moss Hart, Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, Norman Rockwell, Walter
Jackie Robinson fiiopic,
Huston, Arthur Garfield Hays, James
Thurber, Leon Kroll, Cheryl Crawford and La Farge. Although each
K.O.d by Eagle Ueni
signed only as an individual, it was
.as significant that Hart is
Become a Cause Celebre regarded
president of the Dramatists Guild,
Sudden dropping of the projected Hammerstein president of the Au.Tackie Robinion biopic from Eagle thors League and Kays an official
.

idea of filming

.

in the title role.

May

Lion's releasing .schedule may lead to
a snowballing of the incident into a
cause celebre. The problem of presenting a Negro on an equal plane
with whites in pix is a ticklish one,
particularly in the South, and some
Negro, groups are eyeing the ti<f to
see if a question of race discrimination was behind the cancellation of
the film which would have lauded,

BUBiN BACK TO AVHSGt
Hollywood, Feb.

Benny Rubin has ankled

24.

'

-

year.

the

American Civil Liberties
a noted attorney.

Union<> and

The new organization is intended,
be broad in scope, aiming to combat censorship and suppression of

to

ideas in all fields, not only on the
part of local t>luenese bodies but also
such official groups as the House unAmerican Activities Committee, the
Tenney committee in Hollywood and
such semi-official agencies as the
Legion of Decency, American Legion, John Sumner's N. Y. Society
for the Suppression of Vice, and isolated bluenose moves by school and
library authorities.

grounds of possible Communist sympathies. However, the group was
also concerned about various other
current or recent instances of Cen^

Recognizing the dropoff in net,
Herbert J. Yates, Rep's prexy," declared that the company had now
made substantial progress in reduc-

CUKOR, KNOPF SAIL TO

ing its operating-costs. "Pictures recently completed, and now in course
of and planned for future production,
Without reducing quality, will represent substantially lower co.sts, and
will therefore acquire lower amor-

Metro's film version of the curAmong them was the Thomas comrent London hit, "Edward, My Son," mittee investigation of Hollywood
is scheduled to roll in early May
(and the same .group's threatened
according to its director, George:

tization cfaarges
tribution."

During

when

fiscal 1947,

placed in dis-

Yates said, Re-

pubUc paid off ?250,00a on prineipai
of bank loans, $773,115 on account of
retroactive wages under union contracts, and $822,935 on Federal taxes.
Since October, he added, bank loans
have been reduced further by $750,000 and it's the plan of the management to further cut loans by approximately $1,250,000 in

'48.

Rep's consolidated earned surplus
to $868,140 on Oct. 25 after
deducting cash dividends of $400,000
declared and paid on 400.000 shares
of preferred stock. Amortization of
film production costs came to $11,587,311; share to other producers
totalled $920,141; laboratory and accessory costs to $9,503,685; while selling and administrative expenses
reached $5,897,008.

GANDER LONDON

Cukor,

who

AL WILKIE'S PRO TEM JOB
Al WiUUe, former publicity topper for Paramount, has been named
aide to

Tom

Jefferson, press ehief

Club convention to
be held in Miami Beach this spring.
Wilkie was in Florida for a vacation and is handling tiie work on a

used.

part-time basis.

for the Variety

LEfilT

Queen Mary

plans and eight-day

to o. o. other plays

(Continued on page 20)

London stay

Tracy

'

-

L. A. to N. Y.

and study the

market
£dwin Knopff who's producing

British story

Spencer'

sorship.

sailed last week aboard
to gander the play.

the

He

Deborah

the

Kerr

starrer, also sailed on the same ship
to see the show in which Robert
Morlcy has the lead. He expects to
return to the U. S. about the middle of March.
While abroad Knopf
will visit Belgium to scout backgrounds on another picture. Tracy
may also hop to London.

Brian Ahcrne
Dr. Frank Black

Joan Bergh
Joan Crawford

Hume Cronyn
Helen Ferguson
William Flannery
Maxwell Geffea
Dorothy Hart

John Hoyt
Jose Iturbi

Joseph Justman
John Lavery

amounted

his post
:iveeks.
as dialog and test director at Eagle
The radio casfe including Harry Lion to return to thesping.
Ifirschfield, Joe Laurie, Jr., £>eter
First stint is role in "Hollow
Donald and Ford himself, will be Triumph," following which he's set

A>r niterjr tourAt tbe «asb

of

Brooklyn's first baseman,
Robinson, himself, is simmtoing
over the junking of the film. He has
ended Oct. 25, 1947, compared to the charged EL with giving, him a "runaround"
by stalling until the film
company's take of $l,Of7,940 for thei
year before. While the Det dipped, couldn't be made elsewhere before
domestic film rentals showed a this year's baseball season opens. At
the
time, he's talking of suing
same
Tenney Meve Last Straw
healthy increase of 17.5% over that
The specific thing tluit aroused the
of fiscal 1946 with the total U. S. and Jack «and .Bert Goldberg, producers
of Negro films, who were to turn out move to form the new org:uiization
foreign
gross
hitting
$29,581,911.
the pic for EL release under the was
last week's action by the TenEquivalent earnings on 1,817,860
(Continued on page 6)
ney committee, in grilling members
shares of Republic common came to
of the Actors Lafc^ in HoUywood, on
9 3/lOc, against 38c. per share last
<

¥it$t defendant will be screen
writer John Howard Lawson, with
the case scheduled to run from one
to two weeks.

vision.
On his slate are "The Devil's
light," a Gary Grant starrer,

Bear Operations

TO $57030

Aroused by the growing censorship moves in various artistic fields,
a meeting of people from show business and the arts was held yesterday
afternoon (Tues.) to form a permanent organization to fight for
freedom of expression and thought.
The gathering was . at the Savoy
Plaza hotel, N. Y., with Christopher
tia
Parge, novelist and former
Authoi's Guild president, as chairs

N, Y. to L. A.

Beatrice Lillie

Arthur Lyons
Max Milder

Edwin W. Aaron
Irving Berlin
Alfred Bester
Roily Bester

Ralph Edwards
Bryan Foy

Freeman
Nancy Guild

Y. Fraiik

IHarriet Larsons
Dick Pittcngor
Milton Raison
Maxwell Shane
Norman Taurog

<3ene

l^emey

Kemmn

hUmttl J. Toll

Klaus Landsberg

Spencer Tracy

Moe
Abe

Lastfogel

Robert Mochrit
Jerry Fickman
William F. RodgersEdward M. Saunders

Ruby

Spyros JSkourflt
Dave Taps

Michael Redgrave
Flora Robson
Sir Philip A. Warter

Y. to Europe

'

Schinasi
Charles Schlaifer

Ginny Slmms

Europe io N. Y.

Rene Clair
Alexander Korda
Frank McCarthy
Lou Wilson
Sir
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FROZEN COIN INTO O
Ganging Up on Hollywood
Unusual attention is being loeused on the business side of HoUywood! in important publications currently. Life mag last week had a
four-page spread tagged "Trouble in Hollywood"; the New, Yorker
carried a caustic blast, and the N.Y,' Times on Sunday (22) probed the
industry in an editorial section piece captioned: "Hollywood Movie
Next Sunday, This Week, syndicated supIffieii Face Grim Problems."
pletneht which goes into 9,000,000 homes via 24 newspapers, has a
similar' piece: "The Wolf at Hollywood's Door." They add up to give
a dire perspective on the film industry.
The lay press, in latching on to a now w.k. condition of the business,
follows the obvious line that anything with Hollywood in the dateline
True, much of it is fact, albeit
or text is good journalistic b.o.
accented, somewhat belatedly. The transition has long been in progress
and, as a matter of fact; the initial case of Jiitters ia pretty well over,
With most of the companies well^advanced in attuning: to the diminished niarket potential at home and overseas via cuts in production
costs and general overhead.
Even the Broadway legiters have been hbpping on their pet peeve
flU over again— Hollywood. Some of the legit bunch had lapsed into a
beatific attitude of, "Well, it's a nice place to dip into and come away
with a bundle every so often," but because of an .alleged ineptitude in
transmuting the Broadway properties into celluloid, the stage bunch
Even the legits gone pix are sending out
is gloating all Over again.
SOSes ^ack to ihe Sardi sector for some agent to wave a play contract
at them. The. fact that Henry Fonda and'Paul Kelly, among others,
have clicked so resoundingly; and John Garfield (albeit not so) is likewise back to the spoken dtama,' has given impetus anew.

m

PICTimES

REALTY

'

In the first postwar situation in
which frozen film monies have been
partially freed for local investments,
the majors are turning to the expansion of various permanent facilities
in preference to production of oversees films. That's the case in Austra-

'

^

.

-

PeaceTith Cipey Off as^IA Fiuk

To Put Up Coin; Hawks Deal Also Out
to be assuring United' Artists •'the films of the

two producers, have bogged down.
UA has been unable to get up the
approximately $165,000 which it was
to have invested in Cagney's "Time
< of Your Life," while star John
Wayne's demand for immediate payment of the salary be deferred for
Hawk's "Red Hlver" has complicated
that situation;

Eye

to

Thawing Out Coin

John Gunther's 10-year old book,
"Inside Europe," is being eyed by
Boris Morros as basis for a picture
to be filmed overseas. Producer's
notion is to shoot the pic as a series
of separate sequences, in style of
"Tales of Manhattan," in each Euro-

week rein- pean country where he can use
Cagney and U. S. frozen coin to defray producgrowing out of Cag- tion costs.

Morros is currently dickering' with
ney's threat to turn "Life" over to
WB, and likewise indicated it now John Gunther on the Coast for op-^
wants to go ahead with arbitration tions on the bopk;
to- force delivery of "Red River,"
which it had previously called off.
.

The

arbitration

held in

is

New York

scheduled to be
next Wednesday

(3).

meantime, it has been
learned, Cagney's entire deal with
has fallen through. Warner attorneys last week informed UA's
couqsel that they preferred not to
take any chances on getting in a
legal stew by accepting "Life" or
(Continued on page 20)
In

'Outlaw' Unusual B.O.

And as a Quick Repeater
"The Outlaw," Howard^ughes'
embattled western, which was produced in 1941 and went into release
just about two years s^go, continues
to be an industry phenomenon.
Blocked by state, municipal and
church censorship at one turn after
another, it h'as been able to muster
only 6,600 engagements in its 24
months of release, but has racked
Up more than $2,800,000 in distributor's rental.

What makes the sum doubly surprising to United Artists, which is
handling the distribution, is that
many of the 6,600 dates are repeaters,
Unable to get into new situations,
Hughes' sales chief Harry
Gold has rebooked the same spots
time after time.
Thus "The Outlaw" is currently
playing the four Music Hall theatres
in Los Angeles. On opening day last
week the film played to only 50
fewer admissions in the downtown
M.H. than at its original opening
April 4, 1946. Price scale has been
lowered' for' the present run, how-ever. It ran 11 frames in 1946.
Some additional territories are
how opening up to the picture, particularly in Pennsylvania, where tlie
Catholic church is apparently not
showing as much venom

now

as

it

flid originally.
At that time, William Goldman was forced by the
church to pull "Outlaw" from his
Erlanger in Philly. It's now in its
fourth week at the Fix theatre witliout squawks and, as a result, other
houses in Pennsy are starting to take

OBu

lab;"

RKO

is

to
taking

and 20th-FOx

cash

into

trio's selection of

is

local

its

money

slots
significant since it sig-

considered
nals the manner in which the majors will put to use millions of dollars which can't be brought out of
a country but can be invested withis

in its borders, It's all the more signifldant because the deal with the
Aussies (freezing 50% of the revenues but permitting local investments of that split) is expected to
set ofl a similar chaSn reaction in
other countries.
probable that the majors
It's
would prefer taking on theatres to
any other form of investment but
the Aiissie government is frowning
ort any such attempt. At the same

time,

Down Under

officials

Sounds Off

Washington, Feb. 24.
Herbert K. Sorreli, head of the
Conference of Studio Unions,
provided the best light moments
last week at the hearings on the
Hollywood strike. Asked at one
point why he had not complained
to the AFL about lATSE, Sorreli
I'etorted:

"Do you realize that when you
AFL on this kind of
question, you can live and die
two or three times before you
get anything done. When it comes
to going to the AFL with a jurisdictional complaint by one union
against another, you can have it,
brother, I don't want it, Is that
clear?"
go to the

Referring elsewhere in his tes^
to Bioff and Browne,
Sorreli advised the committee:

timony

"You should pass

legfslation

that labor leaders who accept
bribes or gratuities from emplovers should be shot."

would

the Yanks to go into filmmakbut the latter show no disposi-

With the majors giving the brushoff to production in an
English-speaking country, it's not
likely they'll go for that way of
spending their money elsewhere.
(Majors are showing the same disposition to go in for realty in China

Jackson Park

tion to comply.

(Continued on page 16)

Ga.'s

Tax Tap on Films

Booked Out-State May

Allied

Hunts

tlie

major studios and unions.

hearings

more

will

continue

for

The

several

days.

Closing today's Session, Walsh said:
"The Hollywood strike is over. Em-

ployment

is below normal because
is below normal.- If the
committee makes further attacks on
Hollywood, it will' stir up more,

production

My

trouble.
is to leave

advice to the committee
it

alone."

Main body of Walsh's testimony
was taken up with detailing the complicated history of arbitration awards
and clarification that led up to the
September, 1946, strike. Asked if lie
had any knowledge that Roy Brewer,
lATSE Coast rep, had met with producer.? around that time on plans to
keep the studio open regardless of
strike threats, Walsh said he didn%
know of any such meeting.
In 4he morning session, however,
L. P. Lindelof, head of the Painters
union, said the strike was a lockout
against members of the Conferbnce
.

Contests B.&K.

of Studio Unions.

Lindelof admitted

that he was instrumental in calling a
strike in 1945 but said the situation
in 1946 was entirely different. He
indicated full support to Herb SorChicago, Feb. 24.
Tom MisConneU, attorney for the reli, CSU chief, in the latter's stril<;e
Tackson Park, theatre, clashed with tactics both in 1945 and 1940.

Plea to K.O. Writ

Ed Johnson, mouthpiece

for

Para-

mount and Balaban & Katz, when
Johnson asked the Federal court to
call off the two-week ceiling on firstrun Loop engagements. The lawyers'
Atlanta, Feb. 24.
Distribution execs of the major tiffed at the opening of contempt
film companies are ruffled over a proceedings today (T'ues.) brought
new ruling by the Georgia court of by JP on the charge that the Chicago
appeals upholding a law that films decree had been violated. Judge
consider
sold through Atlanta exchanges for Michael Igoe indicated he'd
countermo^e
exhibition in other states are tax- Johnson's motion and a
the applicaable in Georgia. According to one by McConnell to dismiss
bearing
implication of the ruling, compa- tion after the contempt
nies will be forced to open branches closes.
William C. Gehring, 20th-Fox's
in each state in order to avoid in''
ass't general sales manager, took the
ter-state

Force Added Exchanges

.

As

Washington, Feb. 24.
Richard F. Walsh, prexy of the International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees, denied before the
House Labor subcommittee today
(Tuesday) that his union was guilty
of collusion with producers in instigating a jurisdictional labor dispute.
Statement countered the charge
made by Rep. Carroll Kearns in
opening the hearings last Tuesday
(17) and followed a week-long series
of conflicting testimony by heads of

taxation.

Hutcheson Sounds Off
It was "Big Bill" Hutcheson day
before the House Labor Committee
yesterday (Monday).
The head of the Carpenters Union
declared he had- rejected the Dec.
26, 1945, jurisdictional ruling because the three-man AFL committee
.

'

had failed

to

keep

hear his evidence.
Josephv Cambiano,

its

promise. and

He

insisted that

his

Hollywood

before the AFL
committee^ had never presented
fully the Carpenters' case, prior to
decision
which transferred
the
about 300 jobs from the carpenters

man, who

testified

.

to lATSE.
first as .the defense, sought to
Decision stemmed from a court stand
That^was all of the solid meat ol
disprove the charges. Gehring is repruling dismissing affidavits of ille(Continued on page 21)
by -Otto Koegel, John F.
gality filed by 20fh-Fox against the resented
Fred Pride. Barney Balstate's revenue
commissioner. The Caskey and
Washington, Feb. 24.
Paramount took the chief kiclcing- commissioner claimed that $14,764 aban. Par's prexy, John Balaban,
Louis Phil- Protestant Commission
around at the National Allied board was Oue his office on taxes for 1941- Walter Immerman and
represented
meet here last week when the the- 43. Company paid $9,034 in taxes and lips, also defendants, are
Grossman.
Raising $1,000,000
atre group's officials voted to launch contended that the rest was taxes on by /Jacob
Vincent O'Brien is fronting for
|
a probe into charges of alleged coer- sales in Alabama, Tennessee and
Bros, while Myles Seeley
cive selling. Most of the complaints Fl<)rida, which were only made Warner
Expand Pix Production
represents Metro and RKO. Hearaired behind closed doors referred to through the Atlanta exchange.
Casing
the market as ripe for rethe
ings are expected to last out
Par's current sales practices with the
Protestant
Film
ligious
pix,
the
week.
main body of the gripes stemming Bill Rodgers' Coast Trip
Petition to lift two-week limit was Commission is shoving off in a drive
from the midwest sector of the counLimitations, im- td raise $1,000,000 this year lor a
filed last week.
try. Other majors were also named,
Stalled
Subpoena posed
by the Jackson Park decree, greatly expanded production probut to a lesser degree.
William F. Rodgers, Metro sales have caused houses to lose money on gram. The campaign was voted at
Allied officials say that the study is chief, was forced to postpone his
Representative the Commission's annual meet after
several films.
to determine whether there's a trend scheduled departure for the Coast
that "Green Dolphin Street" reports showed that the group's, first
back to the old days "when you over the past weekend by a sub- claimed
was booked into the Chicago for effort, "Beyond Our Own," waS now
licensed a picture today or else a poena to appear
at the Jackson Parle
rental and out of the red.
at
$50,000
weeks
load of briclcs was dropped on a va- contempt hearings in Chicago^ which two
The $1,000,000 war chest is being
that B&K lost on the operation due
cant lot nearby, the day after." began
yesterday (Tuesday), Rodgers
costs. RKO, sought to finance the production of
They think that the hotter competi- hope is to be able to leave Chi by to limited run and fixed
ruling, has 30 religious films within the next
affected
by
circuit
othM
tion among sales forces in the past
tomorrow for the Coast, where he is not asked the court for modification. two years. For a starter, drive will
year present a danger of the roughslated to huddle all of next week
proceedings, be concentrated in Cleveland', Toafternoon
During
shod sort of rivalry being revived with studio execs and his sales aides,
Richard Salkin, manager of the ledo, Baltimore, Washington, .Richwhich, .in the past, meant going
Rodgers' assistants, Edward _W. Jackson Park theatre, testified that mond and Raleigh and then move on
(Continued on page 21)
Aaron and Edward M. Saunders, and the N. Y. oflice of Eagle Lion had to the Isfrger cities. .Commission
will work through laymen with the
the five regional sales chiefs and
(Continued on page 16)
cooperation of intef -denominational
their assistants, will begin the ex'Land of Liberty,' History odus to Hollywood tomorrow for the
groups.
Frank
It's claimed to be the first largeview
about
eight
confabs,
They'll
Film, Brought
to Date
venture by any inter-denominew pictures, with special attention
Y. Meets scale
Paris After
Waishington, Feb. 24
unit
Protestant
national
of the
to "Easter Parade," "State of the
"Land of Liberty," film history of
Franlc McCarthy, Continental rep churches. Of the 30 planned films,
"Homecoming."
Union"
and
the U. S., will be brought up to date
the Motion Picture Assn. of a number are already in the script
foi
It was originally hoped, incidenunder supervision of leading educa
America, returns to his headquarters stage, spokesman for the Commisable
to
relea.se
"Easter
tally,
be
to
tors, taking in events since 1938, Mo
in Paris from New York aboard the sion said. Large number of the films
tion Picture Association announced Parade" In time for this Easter, but Queen Elizabeth tomorrow (Thurs.).
will be ipade on the Coast; some
Technicolor print logjam is holding
last week.
McCartliy has been in the U. S. on location overseas, and the balSpecial committee, chosen by the it up until September or October.
for the past four weeks. He came
ance in New York.
National Council of Social Studies,
in with MPAA's British rep, Fayette
Distribution of religious pictures
has prepared a general outline for a
Warner's Stock Gifts
W. Ailport, and Dutch rep, Arnold is taking on overtones approximatnew addition to the picture. Original
Childhouse, to make a report on the ing the handling of theatrical films,
Washington, Feb. 24.
version was made for the Frisco and
"Beyond," for instance,
Harry
M. Warner, prexy of War- European situation to the board of it's said.
N. Y. World Fairs in 1939, and subner Bros., has gifted 2,650 shares of directors. AUport and Childhouse re- preemed in November in 100- cities
sequently was widely screened in the
common in the past few weeks turned to their posts two weeks ago. throughout the country. Wide-scale
nation's schools.^
distribution of future productions is
filed McCarthy remained in the Ui S. for
beneficiaries,
report
unstated
to
"Land of Liberty" was put to'
prez Eric also contemplated.
conferences with
gether by Cecil B. DeMille; it in' here reveals.
Fund-raising campaign is head^
Warner' now holds 290,600 shares Johnston and State Dept. officials
eluded clips from more than 100 mobeing the on the threatened French abrogation by Dr. Louis H. Evans, pastor of the
tion picture productions covering of common in addition to
beneficiary of a tcust which includes of the film section of t'^e Blum- First Presbyterian Church oi Holly-

'Coercive

Sales

To

On $2,800,000 Gross

It

Par Top Target

the

WB

film

;

UA

Bros.,,

The

ing,

Inside Europe' Pic With

last
As a result,
stituted the suits against

Warner

over a

now adding

is

present offices;

its

sinking heavy
newsreel.

like

Prexy Grad Seans' negotiations
William Cagney and Howard.

.withi

Hawks which appeared

where Metro

lia,

Sorreli

by JP

McCarthy Back To
N.

Up

•

.

;

WB

MPAA

American history from colonial
times up to 1938.

16,000 shares of the

company^

Byrnes agreement.

wood;

WedneBday). February 25? 1948

Majors Fight for Aiipeal in Gokfaian

HOllywdodi Feb.

dserFear Sera^ Natl Precedent
Washington, Feb.
Delendaiits in the

"Goldman

Body."

When

kauer are Philadielphia lawyers.
It was pointed out that not only
get a verdict of
did,. .Goldman
$375,000 only for a IS^month period,
when he claimed be could not lease
first-run pictures for the Erlangcr
theatres, but that, he is also suing
now. tor $8,400,'000 in additional

held

being

wanted

to

studio,

Mayer s

$502,571

his dismissal.

otherwise

is

Pic has already been cause for a crimson-face by Eric Johnston,
Motion Picture Assn. of America prexy. Dore Schary, RKO production chief, was given a -Humanitarian Award by the Golden Slipper
SquareVClub In Philly recently for making it. With Schary unable to
be present, Johnston accepted the plaque for him and went into high
praise for the film without once mentioning either the film's actual
producer or its director. That caused considerable comment.

In '45-1 But StiU

Luce also
be shown Maurice
back.

Chevalier's oldie "Smiling Lieutenant," mtejwise Par. Purpose
of the latter, with its many
Lubifecb "touches," was to see
"what censorship has done in the
intervening years," and Luce exr
pressed himself surprised at the

Washington, Feb.

Louis

it

"old"

to'

was

many

much

that,

previewied,, U was
in the film colony.

2^ Preps Ibly

From AD

16m Debut mU.Se

Atlas -Investment Trust staged a

Durbjn,

Wanger,
ti?,

$282,000;
$258,600.

breaking down under the im^
economy brought on by
the foreign crisis, according to
John Joseph, Universal's ad-pub
bead.

On that subject, Joseph cracKs:
"Things are different' now in
Hollywood. .Even the stars no
longer think they're losing lace
when they play in a film which
is made in less- than 80- days."

Walter
^262,875;
and Michael Cur
f

.

BiK as Mayer's bite was, it did not
narrow-gauge program in tlie U: S. make him top industry man for the
within the next several, montlis. year. The original listing, issued by
Trea.sury last August, showed
tlie
Program wUl probably preem in
Texas, which offers the best chance Charles P. Skouras high man with
to preclude any unfair competition $568,143: In the ne,w listing, "Ginger
Rogers
reported '$175,000 fro ni
ijetween the! 16m houses and estabCoupled with $117,159 re
lished 3Sm theatres, according to Loew's.
Peter Levathes, 20th shorts sales ported last August, which she got
manager who's also in' charge of the from Vanguard, her total was a fat
$292,159, to lead all women's earners
narrow-gauge setup.'

Fox, Paramount and Warner Bros.'
common stocls during 1947. Sales of
these shares on the open market
was disclosed this week when Atlas
^landed out its annual financial report for 1947 announcing a net take
A deal
of $1,025,930 for the. year.
between the holding company and_.

.

'

ITs

Si^jht

Ad

.

'MUnsOHly

.

Twentieth will operate its 16m proiiram through the facilities of Films,
Inc.,

for the year.

In damages.
"It is this type of litigation which
encouraged plaintiffs all over
the country to harass these petitoners
and other parties with
claiias of damages to biSiiness or
property* with no obligation to prove
any actual damage."
Trial Judge William A. KirkPatrick in Philadelphia has just
acted on a request by Goldman that
his pending $8,400,000. suit be posiponed until the high court acts on
the appeal of the first suit.
Defendant companies Jiad previously
beeij assured the case would go to
trial next month and opposed a post-

has

|)oneihent.

The new

N. Y., indie distribution firm.

figures:
IttOi,

Edward

Arnold. $102,083;. Pred
Astaire, $155,578; Lucille Ball, $79,250; Wallace Beery, $100,000; Pandro
S. Berman, $1^2,000; David Bernstein, $210,342; Ray Bolger, $130,000;

Clarence Brown,

.$212,000;

for sale of the -929,'
020 shares Of RKO common held by
Atlas is now in negotiation.
Holdings of 10,000 shares of comwere
mon in 20th and 5,000 in
liquidated, wiping out the, entire
Atlas stock interest ia'"^hese eom*
During the same period,
panies.
Atlas whittled its Paramount hftldi;igs from 93,000 shares of common
to a total of 70,500 as of Dec. 31,

Company's interest in RKO,
1947.
John Joseph, Universal's ad-pub !and Walt Disney Productions renew adver- mcined unchanged.
U because he
While volume of shares and stock
doesn't believe that there's much options in RKO remained stationary,
that a fliickery ean do to help along Atlas took an $8,000,000 licking for
a poor grossing film. "We're going the year when value of both dropped
to put almost all our advertising from $16,079,846 ai the close of 1946
money in the big grossers because to $8,320,039 by the end of '47. Entire
we've now found that it's throwing holdings in film companies was
good money alter bad to try and valued at $10,342,264 on Dec. 31, 1947.
build up the revenues on the bad Additionally, among entertainment
ones," Joseph said.
By the, bad field stocks, company liad 31,000
ones, he added, he doesn't' neces* shares of Madison Sq, Garden Corp.

chief, is inaugurating a
for
tising policy

.

toew's;

Howard Hughes

WB

-

.

Edward

^

dress rehearsal of ab» planned wholesale Withdrawal from the film biz
br unloading sizeable blocks of 20th'

caste system

pact, of

Deanna

the. first

Even Holly wood's

is

Among other top earners reported
are Victor Fleming, $225,250; Clark
Gable, $229,687; Robert Montgomery,
Lana" Turner, -$226,0001^
$226,933;

entry of a major
distributor into domestic 16m opecations, 20th-Fox plans to kick oil its

Marking

hmmsA hve^niNits

SO^Day Quickies?
'

1945.

FI prexy 'Eric Haight has. been surveying various situations in Texas
for the las.t several months in an effort to deternnne where it's possible
to set up 16m theatres that' won't
.eonflict with 20th's regular exhib
customers. Plan, as set up by Levathes, has already received full endemands $8,400,000 dorsement of the Theatre Owners of

it

Atlas feys Wholesaie Witbdrawal

'

—

which

24.

Mayer topped a supple

list of Hollywood's big salaryearners for 1945-46 with a take of
$502,971, according to figures released last week by the Treasury
Department.'
Period covered by the supplement
was' calendar 1945, a fiscal year ending in 1945 and for a fiscal year
The Loew's, Inc.,
ending in 1946.
list, which included Mayer's .name,,
was for a fiscal year ending Aug. SI,"

back on
"Emperor" is to prevent what
happened wilii Vljost Weekend"
wliich played the Beverly Hills-

when

B.:

mental

difference.
Reason for holding,

Bel Air "circuit" so

2 to Skouras

Ifo.

marked

damages^. „
In the petition, th« defendants declared that; there are now pending
in the Federal Courts upwards of
SO anti-trust cases in which one or
moijc of these petitioners is involved.
It is of vital importance, not only
to them 'bXit in the: public interest,:
that the questions presented by this
petition should be settled by this
court so as to avoid protracted, liti^
giition in many courts, involving the
interpretation of the Interstate and
Bigelow cases, the meaning ol which
bag been extended' in this case to
situations to which this court probr
*bly never intended either ease to
apply;
"This decision, "ttic defendents'
brief states," |f it stands, will
bring .dow:n on the moticKn picture
industry a flood of litigation which it
may not be able to^urvive. ^Respondent is now preceding with its
other j)ending action covering the
4-year period intmediately foUdwing
the damage period of the present

^

,

.

Paramount

about

The Warner Gr6up is represented
by Judge Joseph M. ProskaUer £tntl
Morris Wolf, and the other companies by William A. Scbsac^er 'and
Bernard G. Segal. AB but Pros-

I

„

Brackett-Billy

who have

of certiorari because it was Va matter of enormous public intetest"
include:
Defendant .compani«a
Loew's, t»aranM)unt, HKO, 20th-Pox,
Columbia, Universal, United Artists,
Warner Bros, and its subsidiaries—
Vitagraph, Warner Circuit Management and Stanley Corp. of America.

i

,

between producers Charles
Wilder and the

ttient

60
treble damage suits lor millions of
dollars pending against them, petitioned the high court to issue a writ

suit, for

-

riblllywood, Feb. 24.
publisljer
Time-Life

Hehry Luce was on; the Coast he
asked to see Bing Crosby's "Emperor Waltz" whichi by agree-

counsel'? fees.

Defendants,

picture, "Tucker's People," for Roberts Productions, -which also filmed

John Garfield will star in "People,"
a tale of the numbers racket.

Extremes
:

more honors that are heaped on "Crossfire," the
it becomes to RKO and toihe industry In general.
Last week, the anti-Semitism pic added, to an already arm-long list
of kudoes, nomination in the Academy awards sweepstakes for best
picture and best screenplay, while Edward Dmytryk was nominated
for best director for his work on the film.
What makes it all so embarrassing to the HKO powers and industry
policy-makers is that Dmytryk and Adrian Scott, producer of the film,
were sacked by RKO laist November for refusing to answer the House
Un-American Activities Committee on whether or not they were Communists. It appears now that there's a fairish chance of Dmytryk
winning the Academy awiird, at least partially on the basis of hit
fellow-HoUywoodlans' desire to give bim their vote as a protest against
Paradoxically, the

more embarrassing

Oscar nomination, will 'direist his flMt

24.

case"

appealed to the U. S. Supreme Court
ever the weekend "to accept an appeal in the treble damage anti-trust
suits, which the Third Circuit Court
has awarded $375,000 in treble damages tor WUliam Goldman, Theatres,
Inc., of Philadelphia, plus $60,000 in

'Orossfire''-Ahiost literally

24.

Abraham Polonsky, whose "Body
and Soul" screenplay won him an

'

Buzzell, $92,750; J. J. Cohn, $132,500;
Richard Connell, $83,291; Xavier
Cugat, $115,341; Getfrge Cukor, $213,America as that offering the least
325;: John S. Cummings, $132,500; sarily refer to quality but rath<er to
likelihood of any unfair competition
Howard Dletz, $78,250; Jimmy Du- those pix which" show little pulling
between the 16m and 35m situations.
rante, $98,749; Victor Fleming; $225,- power at the boxofEice.
Twentieth's program is based on 250;
Sidney. Franklin,
Hence, U's ad policy will here$201,000;
the premise that distribution of 16m Arthur
Freed,
$159,000;
Leopold after be highly flexible and no
iUms is inevitable. Majors, conse- Friedman, $104,000; Clark Gable, budgets will be set' for films until
quently, instead ol iryinig to fight it, $229,687.50; Tay Garnett, $119,250; they've been grooved through a
should 'Step in and take 'over. They Greer Garson, $202,000; Gedric Gib- number of preliminary test engagewould tliereby elminate the 16m bon, $92,750; Ben Goetz, $81,999; ments. There'll be a swing of as
jackrabbits, long the bane of 3i5m Leon Gordon, $99,750; Judy Garland, much as $200,000 on a film, Joseph
exhibs, and also make certain the $141,666; Katharine Hepburn, $198,- said. Within that leeway, the b.o.
program would be run the. way tliey 667; Arthur 'Hornblow, Jr., $165,500; resultis of test bookings will fix .the
want. Under ,'20th's plan, i6m instal- Jose Iturbi, $103,000; Laraine John- final figure.
lations would. be set up in theatre- son,
"Universal has definitely set a
$88,461;' Van, Johnson, $94,500;
less towns, wlsich are too small to Sam Katz,
$202,571; Henry Kcster, lower overall budget for advertising
.'uppoi-t a regular' 35m house..
$145,750; Robert Z, Leonard, $212,- and exploitation this year that last,''
.such towns, would have to be fully 000;
Mervyn Ltroy, $182,000; Al ad-pUb chief said, "We think it can
approved by the 20th horaeoff ice to Licbtman, $202,571; Hedy Lamarr, be done without weakening the
make certain they're far enough $130,416; Arthur M. Loew. $82,436; chances of a film because- entirely
away from any 35m house to fore- E. J. Mannix. $205,221:
too much money was wasted in the

.

($3.72,000); 50,000 shares of Musicraft
Records ($25,000); and 270,621 shares
of Liberty Magazine ($337,826).

.

Shares Dip to $30

Because of the drop in the vahie
of film stocks, particviliirly that of
RKO, asset value of Atlas common
as of Dec. 31 fell to $30.01 from
$34.14 at the year's outset, Floyd B.
Odium, company prexy, explained,
"Threat of loss of a substantial portion of the industry's foreign dollar

revenues, coupled with the concurrent realizatibn that cost of film production had reached a new high,
caused a rather sharp decline in the
market value of stocks of motion
picture companijei," Odium said.
Atlas topper, however, declared
past That applies not only to adthat
that "present indications avertising but also production and
RKO will have substantially better
that sort of operation is now out;"
earnings from operations in 1948
U's ad coin will be slotted mainly
than it had in 1947.
for
day-and-date spot announce"The earnings of RKO declined
ments in newspapers, Joseph added.
1947," Odhim conLess money than in the past will be during the year
year,
spent
on magazines and radio, tiJiues, "but earnings for the
profits,
•loseph said ho "didn't have raucn even before material cav)it;i]
of divifaith in radio" as a builder-upper were substantially in excess
in
rate
dend requirements at the
of grosses.
Joseph returned to the Coast early force at the end of the year. Econo'

>

AH

-

,

.

-stall

WBafld Goldman ADied To

that competition.

No

film less than 12 months old
to be released on 16m stock in any
situation. In some situations, more-

is

KO. «n PottstQwn.
oi[SfQwii,ra.,
Pa.. Tax

$123,000;

J, G. Mayer,
Louis B. Mayer, $502,571;
$132,500; LaUritz

James McGuiuness,
Melchior,

$121,770;. V.

C.

Minnelli,

$78,000; Robert Montgomery, $226.tiver, the picture may be as much 333; Frank Morgan, $101,597; C. C.
by the municipality as 18 months old before it's released Moskowitz, $119,600; George Murio the harrow-gauge houses. Twen(Continued on page 20}
«( Potfstowti to impose a'tax of 5
of gross receipts on motion picture tieth will not operate any such thetheatres has been ka'yoed by the atres itself but hopes 35m exhibs in
Montgomery County courts. The neighboring situations will step in
court, in its decision Friday (20), up- to provide themselves with -an added

Philadeitehla, Feb. 24.

The

attenfijit

'

held the contention of Louis Goff- source of revenue.
man, attorney for ^Warner Bros., that
the iiroposed tax was 'Exorbitant."
The present tax on fllmers in
COS.
Pottslown is $100 a year. Under thfe
proposed ordinance each theatre
would have to pay approximately
$10,000 a year.
Amended plan to pay off creditors
Tliere are two theatres in the of Pilm-Tel, Inc., and International
town— The Strand, operated by Wai'- Theatrical & Television Corp., both
presiners, and the Hippodrome, owned companies affiliated under
dency of George A. Hirliman, has
by William Goldn'mn.
bankruptcy refThe C3.se before the Montgomery been approved by
eree Irwin TCurtz. Under the arCounty Court presented the anamoly
rangement, all priority claims will
of Goldman and Warners bitter
Ije paid within 10 days; film laborarivals in
Philly— fighting on the
torics holding liens on pix will re-

PLAN
OK HIRUMAN
TO PAY OFF CREDITORS

,

.

!

'

I

.

I

i

—

,

same

side against the

new

;

tax.
•

Continiud from page 4
title,

this

,

week

after

a

of

series

h.o.

"Brooklyn, U. S. A." His rep. huddles.
is seeking to

General Artists Corp.,
settle his claim.s.

5CoI.P.A.'sinN.Y. Exit

Presenting his side of the story.

Week

mies have been instituted in all
branches of that company's 'business
which should approximately offset
the loss of aU foreign revenues, even
if that should happen."
the year

Atlas net of $1,625,938 tor
Jack Goldberg claims that itll bets
Voluntarily Last
was a, terrific drop from the abnorwere called off because there was no
Columbia Picts, la.st week, saw a
holding
assurance that the film could be mass exodus of flacks from the home- mal $22,302,098 which the
profits
completed before Robinson was office in what's probably strictly a- outfit netted in 1946. Since its
are, dependent on the fluctuation of
drafted for spring traiiiini?.
coincidence. B'ivc flacks ankled the
stocks in the market, the general
i

In its corner, EL asserts that de- company— all of them voluntarily,
lays in putting through necessary it's miderstood.
financing were behind the abandonQuintet consisted of Paul Walker,
ment. Added to that, it's said, the Leo Pillqt, Jay Sipes, John Friedkin
scenario wastft finished in time tti and Dick Richman. Walker, on exmeet the deadline presented' by the ploitation and pressboolis, retur-ned
c-eive 50% of their claims immedi- .spring training:
to his old job as assistant to the
tely, 25% within three months, and
Trade circles note that many large publisher of a Harriijburg, Pa., newsI'.he balance within six months; genchains in the South would liave re- paper. Pillot quit to^pressagent for
sral creditors from time-to-timc will fused booking
of the film as a mat- Sid Caesar. He was in Columbia's
take installments as directed by the ter of routine policy. While Negro exploitation dept.
creditors' committee,
Sipes, on trades and fan mags,
flickcries would have gone big for
piim-Tel has assets listed of $9«,- the pic, returns from them are gen- wen't into an outside industry. Fried-^
ggj ^nd liabilities of $807,615, while erally inconsequential compared to kin is launching into the manufacI. T.
T.'s assets are fixed at $697,- the size of rentals from regular ture of a soft drink, "Matey,V with
240 and liabilities at $693,725. Among houses.
Question is also presented bis brother. Richman, Columbia's
the assets are the reissue rights to a whether southern exhibs, resently of radio contact and disk jockey. Is
lai-!>e
group of Hopalong Cassidy the fanfare over a Negro, might not ankling to try bis hand al radio
films.
.
take it out op
on other product acting.
.

decline of price levels on the exchange hit it hard. Total assets of
the Company toted to $60,294,157 at
the end of '47 against $74,388,066.
Company's holdings in Disney film
company consists of series "A," 4%

,

e. Edmond Wells, counsel toiPottstown, in arguing the legality of
the new levy, said that it would result in "restraining and suppression
of undesirable type of second class
pictures, cheap-type serials and cow-

boy pictures." ^
"Theatres would have to eliminate the undestrstble type of pictures because the public would demand better entertainment for the
increased rates," Wells argued.

r

'

i

&

'

,

bonds evalued at $231,375, and 91,700
common quoted at $2M,r

shares of
100.

RKO

shares

is

stock options for 327,812
estimated at $635,624.

COL'S

AMVAL MEET

Annual stockholders' meet of Columbia Pictures has been set for
April 9 at the company's homeoffice.

Stockholders of record March 2
arc entitled to vote at the meetmg.

7
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SCALE GRIPES EXHIBS
New

U-Rank's

Fimctioii

Gomersall's Spot
T. Gomersall has been
designated by Universal to succeed William J. Heineman as
U. S. sales supervisor of those

Johnston s Crack About A.K. Stars

IS

Makes

Arthur Rank pix- handled by
the company. Gomersall heretofore has been assistant to. William Scully. U's veepee in charge
of distribution. His predecessor.
Heineman, recently stepped out
of U to take on the job of worldwide sales chief for Eagle Lion.
Appointment of Gomersall indicates there won't be complete

whatever way the cat
and Rank ean carry on

under their reciprocal distribution
tieup.

Top operational questions are being discussed at the huddles. Distrifor hanbution rate obtained by
dling Rank's fiUns in the U. S. and

U

western hemi-

sphere is under review, as is the
charge made by Rank for distribr
uting U's films in the United Kingdom. Whether the absorption of
Rank's British films into the regular
Releasing schedule of Universal is a
wise step is also being gabbed.
Future of the Prestige picture unit
of Universal is being mulled." When
the U-Rank deal was first made in

absorption of the Rank sales
unit into U's regular sales staff.'
Method of selling was recently
revised to include the British
films in U's regular releasing
schedule.

Hollywood, Feb.

1945 no such otieration had been
icontemplated and the biggies are
that unit
has proved itself as a profitable aAd
feasible device. If Prestige remains
—and that's likely^there must be a

Urges More Prod.

.

(Continued

on'

page 21)

Are most of Hollywood's big-^name
too old for the good of the
industry? Or is the fact that they
bring moolah to the b.o., when
given a propei; vehicle, proof in itself that the public loves its oM
faves best and age is no- factor?
Those'' points have had i>lenty ot
pro and con discussion in the Industry and its fringes during the
past few weeks as result of some
pertinent remarks on the subject by
Eric Johnston, prez of the Motion
Picture Assn. of America. Johnston
was brutally frank in laying out the
stars

24.

still

Marathon scripting record goes
writer,
to Charles Roberts,
who is taking a three-month vacation after 12 years on the lot.
Individually or in coUabora'^
tion during that period, Roberts
has turned out 78 screen yarns,
all of which have been made into

RKO

between them and their indie exhib
customers continue as usual. Latest
gripe voiced by exhibs is against the
alleged refusal to revise
their sliding scale agreements downwards when a film fails to hit the
basic percentage figure.
Most of the sales managers haye
consistently maintained in the past
that a sliding scale, to be fair, must
move both upwards and. downwards.
Despite this, however, a raft of complaints have been heard recently
from exhibs that the majors are
very willing to have the scale slide
up .but refuse to let it slide down.
If the scale starts at 40%, for in-,
stance, and" the film earns more than
that, the scale automatically slides

majors'

'

now determining whether

the Fihn Biz Age-Conscious

Job Not Steady, Eh?

rently sitting tight, waiting for the
U. S. Supreme Court decision on the
anti-trust decree, but the arguments

J.

fined so that

the balance Of the

SLIDE

Big 8 film distributors are cur-

Fdward

Two long - range
compromised.
courses oi procedure are being de-

U

GLAi

WHh or Without 75% Rap

tondk)n, Feb. 24.
double-ply strategy is being
mapped here by Universal's top
echelon and J. Arthur Rank to cover
the alternatives of- the British 75%
being
ad valorem tax staying put or

A

jumps,

To

Nstrib Deal Set

forward. But if earnings fail to hit
the 40% mark, exhibs claim distribs
will no longer make suitable adjustment. Exhibs consequently complain that they lose money on such
films.

In Can. to Save $

pictures,

without

one

shelf-

•

hanger.

what Hollywood needs is
more youngsters and fewer of the
whose names- for years- have

line that

Location Shooting

a.k.

decorated, marquees.
"Most of them (the stars)," he told
Howard Barnes of the N. Y. Herald

As Good-Willer

in an interview two weeks
ago, "are in an age group which is
incongruous in relation to the mass
Recent u p s u r g e of on-location of filmgoers.
'Very few persons over
shooting by film producers is paying 40 attend pictures in this country. A
off for the industry in more ways young medium has a young audi*
than one. Besides the added authen- ence. It is sure to welcome new talent. You tell me that a number •of
ticity of sets, lower cost productions
Hollywood celebrities are now worlt-,
and the advance word-of-mouth in ing in the New York theatre
and
the area in which a picture is lensed, that they have assured.you that they
some of the on-location companies will nevef return to the screen. That
have established excellent public re- might be a very good idea for the

One indie exhib experiencing the
situation complained to his local
branch manager, who had always
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
for him in the
George Bagnall, United Artists made adjustments
lations for the entire industry
veepee in charge production, is urg* past. Branch manager, however, de- through their cooperation with the
orders
ing all UA producers to make pic- clared he'd received strict
further local citizenry.
tures in Canada whenever possible. from the homeoffice that no
Establishment of such relations is
By spending American dollars there, adjustments were to be made. If considered
.especially important now;
he declared, it will help to ease the earnings failed to hit the basic,
at a, time when the industry is fightfilm situation north of the border. figure, it was just the exhib's tough
ing
local censorship and the constant
luck..
Branch manager expressed
Canada is hard up for dollars,
anti-Hollywoodites. Such
diatribes
of
sufficient concern for the. exhib. but
Bagnall added, but is still playing
explained that it was all part of the reception by the public throughout
ball with U. S. producers and will
retrenchment program, over which the country^ in fact, is exactly what
not impose a freeze or an impost
public relarecently-organized*
the
had no control.
duty on Hollywood filnys unless it he
Motion PicConfronted with such circum- tions committee of the
becomes absolutely necessary. First
owners ture Assn. of America has been
UA film to be made in Canada is stances, the indie theatre
to generate and' what the
formed
"Mrs. Mike," which Edward Gross can see no solution to their prob- eastern ad-publicity directors comcomplaints
will produce in association with lem, other than direct
mittee has been looking for to toss
to the distrib homeoffices. Neither
Sam Bischoff.
(Continued on page 20)
competitive .bidding nor divorcementj they believe, will provide an
answer, since neither of those deDistrib
Moss'
PAR'S
cree provisos would be of any use
when a film loses money. Bidding,
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
EXHIB
VICTIMS in fact, could make the situation Releasing deal with Eagle Lion
worse. If an exhib put in a suffi- has been inked' by William Moss
HoUywOodi Feb. 24.
ciently high bid for a film and then Pictures.
The two-reel short now looks like failed*to do enough business to meet
Indie unit's initialer will be "Judgthe next victim of a wide drive by his bid figure, he's certain he can ment in the Wilderness," first of a
exhibs to cut expenses. Paramount, expect no recourse from the distribs. projected series of three a year.
which has been turning out a sub:

Group

Indie Exhibitor

Pickets

.

RKO in S.L. City

Over Film Rental Terms
Lake

City, Feb. 24.
Something new in the way of
picketing showed up here last week

Salt

when

Irving Gillman, gen. mgr. of
United' Intermountain Theatres, set
'iip a picket line in front of the RKO
exchange. Signs read: "RKO Radio
Pictures, Inc., unfair to United Intermountain' Theatre^ (independent
exhibitors."

According to Gillman, whose organization buys for 25 indie exhibs
in Utah. IdahOi Nevadai Wyoming
Colorado, his squawk against
lies in the rental rates being
chargedi which, he claims, are so
high as to make profitable operaGillman also action impossible.
cuses
of trying to break up
his organization by telling exhibs
pix.
they won't be able' to get
Gillman was a little vagiie on how
long he intended to continue the
picketing campaign, or what he exFor
pected to accomplish by it.
publication, he said the picketing
would continue until "closer coophad
eration is established."
tuid

RKO
'

RKO

RKO

RKO

no comment on the

situation,

SEHLE SQUABBLE OVER
'UNIVERSAL' FIRM TAGS
Hollywood, Feb.

'

Out-of-court
rights

of

settlement

litigation

!

title

Wesley

finds

1.

Dumm's Universal Broadcasting Go.
and Universal Productions deferring
to Universal
Pictures Corp. and
dropping U from the two tags. Under the agreement, Dumm's outfits,
respectively,

corders
Labs.

become

and

Move gives

'Universal

Universal

Re-

Research

Wm.

TWO-REEL SHORTS

•

stantial

many

number

years,

two-reelers for
decided to drop

of

has

them and confine

its

shorts

program

been learned.
Reports ;are that other major studios
will soon play follow-the-leader by
to single-reelers,

it's

Par

tossing

is

its

Hollywood, Feb.

regular six-pertwo-reel Techni-

year program of
color "Musical Parade" briefies from
With
its '48-49 shooting schedule.
the accent now on animated cartoons, other two-reelers heretofore

made by

the studio have also been

Ex-Jock's $750,000 Suit

On
,

AA'sm Gold' Film

Chicago, Feb. 24.
John Mooney, ex-jockey who rode
Black Gold to victory in 1924 Kentucky Derby, seeks damages of $730,000 from Allied Productions in suit
nied last

week

in

Cook County

cuit court. Mooney
charges
iioeled by portrayal in film,

^o^A,"
lather

cir-

he was
"Black

Harold Hecht, prepping an indie production of "Kiss the Blood Off My
Hands," announced that 20% of the
take will be split among the picture's
personnel. .Ben Feiner, Jr., will
function as' technical advisor on the
forthcoming Mickey Rooney starrer,
"Words and Music," at Metro.
FrUgs screenplaying "The
Kettl

High production costs have subthe always expensive twoto an unmerciful squeeze.
Moreover, it's said that exhibs have
been trying to cut expenses by reWhere
duced bookings of shorts.
they formerly bought three, four,
and five reels of briefies to supplement single-feature programs, they
are now averaging two subjects.

.

.

House ot Mist" for Hal
Param.ount:

,

Gbast Friday (20).

While

at the Coast, they'll confer

with production exec Joseph M.
Schenck, production veepee Darryl
F.

while,

B&K

Corp.,

shown

and
film.

several

TOA,

Allied

Schism

Widens on ASCAP Boost

returned

to

the

homeoffice

ring With National
Charles P. Skouras.

theatres

prez

In Theatre Seat

Tax

Theatre Owners of America and
National Allied, rivals for leadership
of U. S. exhibs, continued this -week
go their separate ways on
to
ASCAP's modified boost in theatre
seat taxes. Settlement which TOA
recently put through in huddles with
ASCAP has been received with
"overwhelmingly favorable: response"' hy its members,, according
to
Ro) ^ t Coyne, exec director
MeanwhUe, it's understood that AIt
lied at its D.
board meeting two
weeks ago decided to advise its
members to refuse the deal.
Allied will continue to plug for
the Lewis Bill, which would force
.

C

ASCAP to clear its rights through
film producers and to drop, dlirect
licensing*of exhibs. Since there's, no
assurance, however, that the bill will
pass Congress before the March IS

at

for 20 release, with Tom
starring. .Tom Kilpatrick
will screenplay "Lady Bountiful" for

SHOWBIZ RALLY WINDS

duction

Canway

.

UP ANNUAL NCCJ DRIVE

Flock of showbiz biggies converged
production by Robert Cohn at .Co'
Astor
lumbia. .Republic starts the second yesterday (Tues.) at the Hotel
for the windup luncheon of the
half of its 16 low budget program
Brotherhood Week campaign staged
this week with "Daredevils of the
The National Conference of
Sky" and "Alcatrax Prison Train." by
Jews. Featured speakChristians
Martin Mooney brought in "Blonde ers were Dr. Daniel AT»oUng, editor
Ice," his first indie production for of the Christian Herald, and Rabbi
Fil.m Classics release, two days ahead Joshua Loth Liebman, author' of the
of schedule on the Charlie Chaplin best seller, "Peace of Mind,?' Plate
lot
Xakima Canutt, oldtime stunt- was passed to help finance HCGJ
man, will direct "The Thrill Man,' projects for the year.
'
a story of Hollywood stunters, start'
National chairman of the amuseing March 1 at Republic with Frank ment division .is J. Robert Rubin,
tin
Adreon producing. .Har r y veepee of Metro, while' Spyros
Bomm sends his "Ladies of the Cho SkburaS, .20th-Fox's prexy, is serving
rus" into work April 22 as the first as chairman of the film division. SI
of his series of low-budgeters for Seadler, M-G's advertising manager,
Columbia release
Jerry Fairbanks is promoting a tour of theatres by
chose Northrop's "Flying Wing" as three clergymen as oh&lrman of the
his next subject lOr his Popular Sci- publicity committee.
ence shorts for Par release. .. .William Weiner, novelisti will script

'

.

.

,

.

.

.

duce at Eagle Lion. .Frank Melford
and Julian Lesser will make "When
a Man's a Man," co-starring Guy
Madison, Bory Calhoun and Gail
Storm, as theix' first production "Mary Sullivan, Policewoman," for
It
for Allied Artists release. .David Columbia filming.
Hertz's first chore under his new
Andre de Toth brought in "The
Tough to Rent Space?
20th-FoX writer contract is "House
Pitfall," Dick Powell starrer, 10 days
by the River," to be produced by ahead of its 40-day schedule. .Fred
Hollywood, Feb. '24.
Louis Boussea will
Otlo Preminger
Four rental lots are offering finanBlchards, of Warners, will edit the
Screenplay her own story, "Air
Oscar film, to be made up of clips cial assistance to indie producers in
Hostess," for production by Wallace from the pictures nominated as the the form of secondary and compleColumbia. .Earle
at
MacDonald
tion
money, including deferred paybest of 1947, for showing at the
Hodgiiis drew a featured role in Academy Awards presentation..,. ment of rental costs.
These offers
"Let's Fall in Love" at Columbia.
Sig Neufeld Switched from "Jungle are contingent on the past records
Filming of Equity's "Shed No Night" to "Jungle Blindness".... of the producers and on the quality
Tears" was halted for a day when Warners resumed shooting on "Don of the stories they have in mind.
Rental group includes "Edward and
exceptionally high voltage blew out Juan," halted by the illness of Errol
the fuses on the main camera line Flynn ... .Tiffany Tlhayer's best sell^ "Vfrilliam Nassour, of Nassour Stuat Motion Picture Center... Dick er, "One Woman," into the writing dios; Hal Roach and C. J. Tevlin, of
Roach
Studios; James Nasser, of
feature,
a
Warren
Du«
scripting
directing
Par,
B.
mill at
Bare, currently
Josephine Earl dance director on General Service, and Joseph Just-*
"Dames Don't Talk," at Warners,
man, of Motion Picture Center.
will follow with a two-reeler, "So "Isn't It Romantic" »t Par*
.

Others

Urc'uit^

You Wanta Be in Politics". .Edward
L. Cahn will direct "The Checkered
Coat," Sam Berwltz'« first indie ptd-

.

.

Upcoming 10 20th Films
Final merchandising and exploitations plans for more than 10 forthcoming 20th-FQX features are to be
set in huddles at the studio during
the next week among 20th prexy
Spyros Sfcouras and studio and
homeoffice executives^ Skouras, accompanied by ad-publicity chief
Charles Sclvlaifer, planed iOut to the

Zanuck and studio publicity direcas a half-Chinese, whose tor Harry Brand. Twentieth sale.-!
had been smuggled intb the manager Andy W. Smith, Jr., mean-

houses that have

mUis

Crairie WUbnr will direct "Canyon
City," a tale of the Colorado State
Prison, which Bryan Foy will pro-

On

named as defendants are last Thursday (19) after seeing the
Monogram Pictures, Warner Bros. new films at the studio and confer-

^

of

.

.

.

.

jected
reeler

Skouras, Schlaifer 0.0.

24.

Andres King shifted from Universals> "Miss Peabody and the Mermaid" to Paramount's "Abigail, Dear
Heart". ..Olga San Juan checked in
at
U for her role in "One
Touch of 'Venus.". .Norma Preductions, headed by Burt Lancaster and

rise to

try into television and/or radio— why
else the reservation of the handle.
Studio, of course, denies this, stating
merely that it wants to avoid confusion.

The quote brought forth plenty
(Continued on page 21)

(Continued on page 20)

also nixing the reelers.

the speculation that Universal plans eventual en_

EL

ECONOMY

axed.

24.

screen."

'

'

•

,

Tribune

.

Remember When

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

'

'
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FILM REVIEWS
and the dialog
20.

Mdry Christians, JjohIbh
Jlorton, Etowai-d Putt, Frank Conrttr, ArKuo PmficJ!), Lloyd QoHBl). Utrect^a Uy
Jrving Reis. Screenplay, Chester Krslslnc
fi-om play by Arthur Millar; camera. Ru8wll Mctty; music, Leith. .'itevnrh; editor,

Cmrfttter; teatures

Dawson, Previewed Feb.
RunndiB time. 93 SUNS,

KaljJh

, . ,

''W.

.purt Liincaster
.Ma(iy ,Phri«itfans
IibutKa ILortoh

.

Howard Duff

....... Frnnlc Cotiroy

Gough

.l.lo3\l

. . .

Bayllsa..**

Fmn^

,

, , ,

Herbert Deuver.

Jim Bayli»».
jSue

18,

.Bilwartl O. Kolmi-sou

Joo KcUer.
Chris KcUer...;,
Knte Keller.....
Ann Ueever.....
tSeorBO Oeever.

much ol it
of audience reaction, to sight stuff.
Butch Jenkins Is his precocious

....

I^bey....

,

.Arl^Mo

iL. . .

Cydla IiUbey....

ifranei!*

.Honi'y -Slorgan

Frasor

,i,;.]!!lisalieth

My Sons" comes to the screen
Whatevei'
a potent impact.
iRes.sage may have been in the stage
presentation has been resolved to the
more Xundamental one of man's duty
to man, and gains strength by that
"All

with

It's
switch.
a serious, thoughtful
study, loaded with dramatic dynamite, that rates as a class attraction
for the de luxcrs.
Chester Ersldne's approach to the
Arthur Miller play benefits, from

the broader movement permitted by
the screen. It's an ace scripting and
production job that carefuly measures every iValue to be found in the
Irving Reis' direction never
plot,
perinits the story-telling to waver,
undetplaying^ rather- than overplay'

ing, the

ing

many

intense scenes for

tell-*

effect.

Script makes the point that we
brother's keepers with
that can't be shunted
aside for purely personal desires,
liather thaa hammering point over.
It is gradually brought out in telling
of a man who., in a. desire for success, becomes responsible for the
death of 21 fliers during the war.
How retribution is visited on him,
fear his tiwa hands, gives a solid fin»bi t9 dramatic events -that lead up
to the climax.
Edward G. Robinson gives an effective performance as the smalltown mknufacturer who sends defective parts to the Army Air Forces.
It^s a- humanized study that rates
among hiS' best and lends the thought
.behind the film much strength.
Burt Lancaster, as. his war-embittered son, shades the assignment
with just the right amount of intensity.
His love and belief in bis
dad, whom'"he roust hetray to .right
.the wrong done, cloaks the rqle'with
.tbat lnunan touch that marks all of
the diaraciers.
IiOiuisa Horton, debuting in films

«U are our

i« responsibility

.

'

(U). Powerful
screen adaptation of the prize-

ail the orphan who eventually
gets the romantic principals to*
gether via adoption. It's a character
that cloaks lonesomeness with a

He

(FEENCH-HADE)

*AH My Sons"

self

lough attitude against adults.

The RavMi

Miniatore Reviews

wiU be heard becauM

not

Hollywood, Feb.

IJntvet'Bal rclenii* of Cheater Brnklni) production. jStaTH eilwanl O. Uoltlnson, Bnrt

smart, although

is

winning Broadway play. Class
drama, superbly done,
"The Bride Goes "Wild" (M-G),
Nitty comedy with good b.o. potential. Solid laughs sparired by

^

;

is

responsible for the frjintic uproar
that breaks up the finale wedaing by
loosini; a horde, of ants on the guests.
Hume Crony n is the harrasised
publisher of Johnson's literary outpourings, playing nur.semaid and
mentor to the young man and his
troubles.
It's a funny; well-played
Una Merkel sparks laushs as
role.
his secretaix Arlene Dahl gets in
some good licks ss a vampish youxig
lady and Richard Derr is the stuffy
suitor of Miss Allyson's. Elisabeth
Risdon and others play capable part
in the fun.
William H. Wright's production
garnishes the story with suitable
physical values, backed by Ray
June's excellent lens ing, the Ru-

- of - mouth potential for
gross-building.
"Six-Gun Law" (Col). Okay
Charles Starrett western
"The Westwar* Trail" (EL).
Trite oatunei' in the Eddie Dean

word

series.

Pierre

(Indie).

film resolves itself Into fanUliar coos.

^

,

,

Honnovt
UcrUimJ

...k.....'..

t-ouls. Seifcner

versation that doesn't help.
There's a lot of good acting in
the picture. French actress, Simone
Signoret makes a successful Briti.sh
screen debut. She has chavm aivd
%l)0-ie
ability,
and her restrained love
.Jeanne Kusier-Olr
Hhoplseepplr
.ayivie scenes with Gordon Jiiekson arc exMother nt ".Vo.
.Liliane ilulgno tremely well played, Robert Beatty
lloUindc. , ........ ... ...
docs all. required of him as the priest,
Dupuis
has his moments as the
Paul
English
Titles)
(in French;

DeMatiuet. ......
Mall iSuBvrlnti'ntli'.ut.
.

Pi'facher.

.

..

.

.

..

.....

.,, .
.. . .Marcel

.

i •

.

.

,.

Doniso. ....

T^ura

.

Clermont

.Robert

.

.

.Piilau

JDelaltrfi

a initio Lcclerc

Fraucey
Helena Manson

.MichPlIno

....

.-.
.

l.'l

.

i . .

patriot turned Nazi, John Slater is
"The Raven" ("Le Gorbeau")f is a good as the man with two faces^
whodunvt ot uneven Peter lUing suffers nobly as the key
Gallic-style
quality. Full impact of its salty de- man, James Robertson Justice makes
So-so British-made sabotage
tails and sharply etched characters the sabotage chief an intriguing and
is weakened by an overlong screenmelo, suitable for U. S. duaK
important figure, and the smaller
pfay that's barely able to extricate ro'es are played very well.
do?Dh G. Kopp score, settines and
"Call «f the Blood" <BL>.
Bros.
itself froia a tangled web 6f compliart direction.
Production is up to Faling stand.British-made period rama of lim-?
cations. Good play at the art houses, ardt and dizeetion by Charles Crichited appeal.
however, will be assured by Pierre ton is firm. He: did a good job, parFresnay's pulling power and from ticularly in the unexciting moments,
care
the mystery addicts wlto don't
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
Cane.
tions, which are never too flossy for what language they're iJafHed' in.
20tI)-Fox release of Samuel G. ISnuel procircunistances;
KoDert Younnf. M«ui-een the couple's financial
auction,
Star.s
Rarely has a nastier crew of perO'Hnia, Clifton Webb; tcaturea JHchard and crisp editing' are among factonf
«h« BI«MMl
sonalities been assembled in one
Brog.
Hfiydn. Ijoulse A,Ubrltton. Itanrty Stflait, aiding merriment.
(BSmSH-MAAE)
five-year
old,
From
group
of
film.
Betty
a
HuH-scll.
John
Uirry
Olwn.
I'M Hi-Ktey,
London, Feb. 13;
Ann ijj'nn, WilUmi Eoberison, l>irfrcteil'hy
kindergarten tots up through aQ
BvltJsta I.ion release ot John Staflnrd,
Walter Tatik. .Screenplay, P. HuKb Herlevels of a typical small French
Steven Vidtas (Fendennis) production. Ktart
bert, based on novel by Gwen Davenport;
-collection includes peep—

Fresnay in complicated Frenchmade whodunit.
"Aeainst the Wind" (GFD).

CaU

^

.

camer.1.

.Nto'hert

Brodlne;

Oulunibla release of Oollwrt Clark prostnrn Chiirlcs Rtjirrett, Sn>iley

Alfred

music,

Scwroan; editor, Harmon, Jones.i 'i'rndeshown Feb. 2(1, •in. nunniiis time, S+.MIJISi
Kobert

Harry.
Tacey

Maureen

Belvedere........
Mr. AppIcKn)

..tnitton

T.yHil

Kdoa Phllhy

.Bandy

Kammond
T^ny Klrg

'

Wc-bb

.Itichnri! Hnyfin
...LouIKe Allteitton

Peitgy.i

fluctlon.

Burni.tte: features Nancy .Saundera, Paul
Youuk (Jampben, Hugh Pros.sor, Curly Clements,
DUected by Kay Nazaro.
Hju'a Hoileo Range™.

()

Stuiirl:

Bd tSUK^

,

Original s(;rcenpUij-, Barry Shlpmap;, earnKelley; editolr, Henry DeGeorge

era.

Mond. At
Feb.

17.

New Tovk

'-W.

Bunnlns

Sttive Norris;....

smiley F-arnette
John, BuKsell Juns Wallaee...
Bill PhWby;
Betty Ann I.ynn Jim Wallace....-,
GhiK«r
Mr. ASbcroft. ., . ........ Willaril Hobcrtson Boas Decker....
Anthony Sydes Bret Wallaoo^.
Tony.
Hoddy ................... .Boddy McCaiilclll Crowl
tarry

.'

OIal«n.

treatire.

time, St

Nancy Saondcrs
Paul Campbell

HuRh

.,

.Grayca Hampton
Mrs. Appletou......
Secretariec.Cara Williams, Jferlon MarKhall
........Charles Arnt
Mr. Taylor.......
Ken Chri.sty
Mr. AWIiersow
.......Ann iShoemuker
Mrs. Asbcroft
Minevv.a VJrecal
Mrs. Maypole
Mlra SfcKlnney
Mni. PhillipK
.Sid Saylor
Cab Driver

Carson......

Ben
Sheviir Braokett....

Jack Heed.
Barton

Bank Clwk Duffy

Prosaec

George Clifsebro
Bniy Dl»
...Bob Wiike
Bob Caion
.Brtiam I«tai«n

i

.

i

T„ mwfc
MVSS.

i..iCharles Starrelt
....Smiley Buniette

•
j?**"
•'ij'f O***™
Bpl
........;Bud Bnatejr

town, the

ing-toms, forgers, perverts,

madmen

and murderers with nary a pleasant
lot.;

:

'

. .

- .

'.

.

.

.

.
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There's ample shootin' and hard
"Six-Gun haw" which, in, until it stops Bt the least likely char^'
ijowe ridia' in
> •
. .Bllftit
Eltle, t
acter.
.Dave Morris itself, Will make this oatcr an audi. . .
MitUiuau.
Interwoven into this cliched plot
...Anne O'N'eal ence satisfier in the action situations.
Mrs. 6ilib«....,
.
Valtre D' .
. Alhin BotielinE
While the budget obviously is mod- is a series of graphic incidents in2t(r» Hamnunul. ....... . .Josephine WliirlelT'
Clark also has volving Fresnay and Giiwttfe I«Mary Field est; producer Colbert
Ubcsriatt. .. ..
cast
okay
with
an
the
film
Clerc, a man^crazy voluptuary with
.Billy Wayne endowed
Newstccl. Man
With technical support also measur- a spine-chilling leg deformity that
up. Henry DcMond's trim edit- lends a new twist to horror «id
Inhennt humor in the baby-sit- ing
ing reels out tHe plot in a tight 5* sensuality. Piling on to the morbid
been' slicked up
tsom legit, is a talented' lass with ting profession hascomedy.
.atmosphere, Liliane Maigne, a 14^
minutes.
"Sitting
personality. The love story (lan- into a surefire
As the Durango Kid, Charles Star- year old, who sneaks araund- k«qris the best of the mirthPretty"
.csuster is opposite) ably projected,
example of law holes like an ideal reform' scha<>l
Hollywood rett is a sterling framed
^carrying warmth and tenderness makers to come £rom
by town candidate.
He's
long time. It has every- triumphant.
against a tragic backgrotmd. Mady in a long,
delusion
into
the
Prosser
Fresnay gives another one of his
smart grosses. boss Hugh
Christians scores as the understand- thing to point it for
he's killed the sheriff. Upon Pros- briUiant i>erformances that goes a
ing wife and mother who tries fo Socko values will have audiences ser's orders, Starrett then assumes long way in making the incredible
boosting this one as much as the
protect her hasband. Howard Duff
the badge of office.
plausible.
Miss LeClerc also fully
-studio a form of exploitation guarfoints up his role as the son of anteeing solid returns.
But far from being merely a captures the meaning of her part.
obinson's betrayed partner, Frank
for the outlaw boss, Starrett As tite town psychiatrist who turns
It kicks off, with a chuckle and stooge
Conroy. Latter makes a brief prisends on a belly-laugh. In between assumes his disguise of the masked out to be a psorcbopatfa, Pierre Laron scene stimd out. Arlene Francis. is
just about the smoothest package Durango Kid to foil the sinister quey is
competent, Rest'oC
Lloyd GouRh, Henry Morgan and of fun possible. Picture gives you a schemes of the baddies. He succeeds the cast highly
also contribute with some
Elisabeth Fraser are others who
baby sitter—but what a sitter. Just in thwarting a bank robbery engi- expert thesping.
shine.
Cnifton Webb follow- neered by Prosser and as -a climax'
Camera work and editing are good
Leith Stevens' score combines the thought of
ing such a profession is cause enough bags his adversaries with the aid of while the English titles permit fluent
sound effects with- musical theme for for mirth, indicating the hilarity to a U.S. marshal he's summoned.
understanding of -the action.
.highly effiective backing x>f the
found in "Sitting Pretty." Sam- Story, of course, is relatively, standr^
JEfCfTB;
drama. Russell Mctty's photograt>hy be
uel G. Engel's production hasn't ard but scripter Barry Sfaipman has
is a class work and other technical
overlooked a single bet in bringing injected several amusing twists.
credits figure importantly in measurBurnette
supplies
Smiley
ably
the
this one to the screen, garbing it
Against the
ing this for top playing time.
Prosser
comic
relief
and
adequate
is
with showmanship that will pay off.
(BBnXSa-OiADE)
Brag,
Dialog crackles in the husband- as the rascal. Nancy Saunders has
London, Feb. 12.
wife tSk between Robert Young thie lone- femme role, that' of a
General Film Distributors release ot Kaland Maureen. CHara, reaches the rancher's daughter. Other perform9ride
heights
blase
self-satisfaction ances are better than usually seen ins Studios-Michael Balcott production.
of
Features
Robert
Beatty, Simons Sigmoret
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
when Webb explains he's a genius, in boss op'rys. Curly Clements and Jack Warner. Directed
Metro release., ol William. H. Wright proby Charles Crichand always is geared to making the his Hodeo Rangers are spotted in ton. Adapted by Michael
duction,
Bertwee from
.stnrs Van .Tohnson, Juiie Allystory by i. Elder Wills; added dialog, Paul
son; fetnures Butch Jenkiufi, Hume Oronyn, characters entirely believable. The the musical sequences. Ray Nazarro's
Una Merkcl, l>irectcd by Noi*nian TnuroB. fun is of the type completely direction is good v and lensing of Vincent Carroll; cdito.r, Alan Osbiston;
music, Lesltc BndKevvat'er; camera, Lionel
Original screenplay. Albeit Beiih: runiera, familiar to all parents with kids and (George F, Kelley is a creditable
job. Eanes,
Ray June: sror<\ Hudolph G. Kopp; editor,
I'aal ]i<!ftsuii. At Studio One, I.on'
Gilb.
dou, Feb. 11, '»!». KunninE time. Wt MINK.
George Boemlor. Tratleahown I'cb. 18. 'IS. baby-sitter problems. One of the
big merits of the scripting job by
Runnlntr time. 91 MINK.
Fathisr itrhUip,
.......Robert Realty
Michele
GreB HawlingB..
Van John.son P. Hugh Herbert from the Gwen
..,..,;..,. .SImoue .SIg-noret
Trail
Martha Terryton.
Cronk
June Allyson Davenport novel is the fidelity with
...lack
Warner
Danny
Butch .lonklnH which family situations are portray.....Gordon Jackson
KfiKle Iiion relea.^e of Jerry Thomas pro- Duncan
John McGruth
..Hume <.'ronyn
.Paul DupuiH
duction. Stars Kddie.Dcan; features Boscoe Pioiuait
ed
without
exaggeration^
atid
subtle
Hiss IXol>erlr...
..Una Mcrkel
.Giselle l»reville
AteM, IMiyllfs Plant-hard, Hiteene flardln. Ju'lc. .
TUIle SmiUi..
Arlfihe Dahl buildup of the other sequences to Directed by Bay Toylor. Original .m-reen- Kiiiile
.lohn Slater
Bruce Kope johnsoQ,...,.. ..Richard Derr wham home a laugh.
|.>et<ic
BIlnB
plny, l^rbcrt Alan Miller; NOnK". Fete'G.-ates. Andrew
*.*F«P''. M.*'....
.Uvyd CorriKun
..James Robertson Justice
Cast
principals
romp through Hal Blair and Dean; camera, Ernie Mrlltor; Ackrrman.
JI^<Gttmiihers. ...... ^ ^ ..Elisabeth BLsdnn their
Akilow...........
.......Sybltla. Bthder
assignment with apparent en- editor. HUKh Winn. Previewed N. T., Feb. Marie
JMaat Pejrtie.-...,
Clara Biandick
Berlot...........
Belene Hansen
19, '4R
BUnnine time, !!« MINN.
jtttst Sas;kn...T.......:..KalMeen Honturd joyment, lending infectious quality
mddie
...Gilbert Davis
.Kddie Dean Commandant
to what transpires under the sure- Soapy
. . . AiidrenBkickcit
Rosixie Ates Frankie. . .
vcrreker.
handed, direction of Walter Lang: Ann.
Arthur jtawrenee
i .mytlU I%inrhanr
There's nothing subtle about the
Kugcne Deckers
carefully builds each scene, Mrs. Benson. ......,...,.'..ElUeene Hardin. Marcel Van ReHie.
comedy in "The Bride Goes' Wild." Latter
....r»c« de Poftorny
..Stevft Drake Balthasar.
milks every element of mirth and Tom.
It's a broad, slapstickish ribticklei:
IfftT^n.
Duncan Carey. ........... .J,,.. ...Kory MacDermot
then moves quickly into the next Aft. ....'...,......,.,..,.,.......Bob
Kennrth Hyde
Carl Mathews Captain Parker
that's mighty, pleasant to take; Audihilarious incident. It's a top job of .Sheriff
.Ijte Morgan- Abbot
Andi-o MoreM
ence reaction will be strong and
StUKc Driver...
direction for comedy.
Bob WomlWard
the returns should foe gratifying.
Iludd Buster
Plot is localed in the residential Benson
Marquee flash is added by names of
Biirtetvfler. ...... .(^harles --.Slim-' Whiiaker
There is little fresh treatment in
of Hummingbird Hill, where- TaKgri It.....
Frank Ellis this story of sabotage organized in
Van Johnson and June Allyson, both suburb
in dwell Robert Young, Maureen
of whom demonstrate a flare for O'Hara
London during the war and carried
ahd their three small sons.
comedy that registers.
"The Westward Trail" is one of out by the underground in Belgium.
Life is not too hectic until the
the poorer Eddie Dean oatimers. It takes 40 minutes for a couple of
Plot is a belly-laugher about a mother advertises
for a baby-sitter
Character called "Uncle Bumps" and gets Clifton Webb. The self- Film is handicapped by a triter than principal actoi-s to disentangle themWho writes kiddie stories. The st.vled genius is a jewel at his trade. usual saddle saga. Entry is destined selves from the documentary aspect
scribe is Van Johnson, a kid-hating HiS'..presence smooths complications to. wind u]3 as a filler for the duals to initiate the first thrill. Although
young man who's inclined to be an
and adds them to the suburb but or as a pad-out on Saturday matinee the film is well made, it can't hope
to do more than average business
irresponsible lush. Action is well- the real blowup comes when he screenings.
For this opus Dean is cast in his here, and will only suit for duals in
plotted and is carried swiftly along turns out to be an author who has
customary role as a representative America.
by Norman Taurog's firm direction. faithfully recorded
He has injected bits of business that of the suburbanites inthea peccadillos
He hides his
Somewhere in London in 1943,
best-seller. of the U.S. marshal.
identity
through
click, makes the laughs spring easily
most
of
the
footvarious people are training for
Young, Miss O'Hara and Webb
from both the naturally funny situ- wrap UD slick nortra.vals as the star- age but flashes the badge of office sabotage. One group consists of a
ations and those that are frenetic ring trio.
Richard Haydn con- in time to win the confidence of Catholic priest trojp. Montreal, a
who's on the young Scot with a knowledge of exsight gags. June Allyson is sheer de
tributes a gem of performance as Phyllis Planchard.
light
as
the
artistically-inclined suburban snoop
^ and orissy
^
^„ verge of losing her newly-purchased plosives, a foreign girl anxious to
^ gossipcr.
•Kew England school teacher who Betty Ann
dicks' as la teS. ranch to the scheming Bob Duncan. forget a love affair, an elderly man
Dean contribs a standard perform- who undergoes a facial operation as
wins a job as illustrator for Uncle age baby-sitter. Larrv Olsen. AnBumps' latest story. The two are thony Sydes and Roddy McCa.tkill ance doling out the fisticuffs where a disguise, a genial time-server
brought together with a mistaken" register as the three roughneck necessary. He also warbles several willing to doublecross aavbody for
of which the interminable money, and others.
identity gag that g r o ws into an vounx?.<Tters.
I.x>uise Allbritton and tunes
hilariously funny drunk scene played John Russell- team as friends of the "When Shorty Plays the SohottiSche"
Having completed their training
by Miss Allyson. Johnson also is principals. Others give importance rates the dubious distinction of hav- they are parachuted into Belgium.
ing almost as many choruses as The two amusing characters now
sharp in grabbing the laughs. Plot to smaller roles,
disis kept alive by antagonism between
Backing the surefire entertain- "Casey Jones." Supporting players appear— a girl who has fallen for
the pair even thougli there's never ment are some toonotch technical are mediocre. Ray Taylor's direc- the priest breaks her neck paraany doubt atxiut tlie outcome. Al- credits. Norbert Brodine's lensing. tion is ordinary while Jerry Thomas' chuting from the plane, and the inproduction
mountings
are meagre. competent doublecrosser is bumped
liert Belch's original screenplay car- the score by Alfred Newman, with
ties a load of standard physical gags orchestral arrangements by Edward Ernie Miller'.s lensing is so-so as are off. Two main jobs for the group are
Gilb.
that have been neatly dressed up Powell; art direction and set decora^ other technical credits.
destruction of the Records Office
.Rotli Warren
iBabel Randolph

Matron
Mrs. »>i»I)e«

Kay :Hamn|ond, John Clements. John JusDirected by Clements. P4-n*enF»lay by
tin;
Clements, Akns Tolnay from llob«-i'U HU-h-

uuihIc,
Considerable force ens 'novel; editor, ^Carmen Beliacn;.; Cooper,
liUdovicn Ijungbl; camorii. Witkie
is derived by the story from these
v. Arala. At Academy. Ixindun. Feb. 12,
characters but, unfortu- '4S, Bnnnlnr time. SS,off-color
Kay Hiimniond
nately> they tend to meander a bit. Dr. Anne liester........
.......rvhn Clements
Julius Ikon..
Yarn traces the rising fever chart David Drskine...,.
John Justin
.....HUton Kdwurd*
of a town in which .a diabolical: Dr. 'Robert. BUIt*.
...Rofeert RIelly
poison-pen letter- writer is. at work. G.tS|mt»..........>.
.
.... .Curio XInchI
Salvator*. t t
Each official in turn is needled by Maddelcna.
I-ea PadovanI
•
. .-.
revelations of some petty grafting of Sebnstfeim.;.
......,....Jelo Fl.llppo
,...H. O. Stoker
bi& own. or some extra-curricular trncl*
....i
I'yott
marital activity of bis wife. Chief Xif. Kib9itler...,..i.,...<......K:elth
.
.JSmem FacUicanI
target /of the letters, however, is a LucietiaJ i. . .
young doctor, Pierre Fresnay, with
Little entertainment in this outa mysterious past. After dark hints
that Fresnay might be writing the moded adaptation of Robert Hichens'
B.O. draw won't, be
letters himself, the finger ot tas- dated novel;
Amer-picion travels arouAd the fiiU circle strong, wi% little market in

face in the

'

'

'

snd tte.rescug of a keyman held
bv
the Nazis. The Record Office km.
up in flames, and the last part of S«

and»robbers stuff.
This should have been a bilinc
gripping melodrama, but somethinc
wont wrong with the treatment
Mfethods of sabotage are no longer
screen novelty, and the documentarv
Noel noquevert should have been reduced to a bare
.Antolne Eelpctro minimum. During the last 15 minutes
lean Brw;liard there is a lot of bewildering con-

1

Ii'eloi'nti'

"Siting Pretty" (20th). Outcomedy with great
standing

"The Baveii"

ental Fllnie production. Stars Pierre FrcH0»y. Ditecied by WenvI-GeorBOS Clouzol.
gcreenpUiy. I-ouIm Ohavau«e, Cloiusot: cawt
fra, Nicolas Uayijr; KUKltah titles, Bcr'reviewed in N'. Y,,
ninn G. WclnlH'ri!.
UuiinliiB time, ao S11N8.
Fell. HI, 4'!.
Pierre I'-resnny
Dr. (H-rnialn-.
Pierre Uorqucy
Dr. Vnr/fJt
fju ill<»n,s

antics of strong casti

<

Westimrt liuernallonal release o( Contin-
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Story it set in 19M when. Arnie, a
pioneer doctor,' decides to marry
David. On their wedding day he
receives as a gift a villa in Sicily
left
by his mothrar. They honeymoon 'ttier* and meet Ikon, an
"

Wm

elderly dilettante. Latter's cynicism
takes the form of lengthy dissertations on destiny and marionettes,
and when. Anne receives an SOS to
help combat an epidemic in Tunis,
Ikon deliberately maneuvers David
into the arms of Maddalena, exotic
daughter of a fisherman. Story ends
in tragedy.
John Clements, as screenwriter,

has handicapped Clements as direct

and actor. Motion pictures must
move, and some motivation must

tor

exist for actions of people in a story.
Film lacks both. Kay Hammond is
only fair. John Justin struggles hard
to make dialog and situations credible.
Lea Fadovani is suitably seductive as ttie Sicilian passionflower, and other native players help

give the

Shn some

atmosphere.
Cone.

RnroTi

Buy

Whid

Vhe

Goes Wild

,

The Westward
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CpBtinned from psiKC 3
hands of another party under a long
.Mother poser is
term lease.
whether the ban can be used againpt
individuals -who are
Five company.

LyW

:

;

-

j

|

I

•

officers of a

Big

Probe into the Mayer purchase
be to determine whether he
bought the property individually and
will

for what purpose. Mayer has said
that he made the deal as a per.sonal
investment with his eye on future

retirement.

SeUers ace the heirs of Charles

m
T.

Barney who, reportedly were asking
United Artists
Theatre Circuit holds a long term
lease With Skouras Theatres operating it under -a sub-lease. Sale was
$1,500,000 for title.

made subject to a
which the
$370,000

of

mortgage

Connecticut

Mutual Life Insurance Co.

holds.

Somewhat similar question arose
several months back when Joseph
M. Schenck, production exec of ZdthFox, sought to buy the Golden States
At that
circuit as an individual.
time, the Government threw a ci'imp
into the deal which is marking time
until the U. S. Supreme Court decides the anti-trust case.

Havana

•

;

;

;

Continued front jpaee 3
Chain in Cuba. Some 52,000

ss

s<i. tU
have been utilized for H
broadcast studios. Film theatre has

he

said,

been in operation since Dec.

23.

_

Prior to returning to Havana Sun(22), Mestre revealed he's mapping a special junket to enable top
American radio execs and the press
to attend the opening ceremonies.
Under current plans those invited
will leave New York by plane
March 12 and return March 14. Trip

day

takes five hours one way.

VtredaMsdMrt
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pictiiuks
N.Y. Collarites

RKO's Kingslierg Downbeat on Tele

Move To

Speed Pay

.

Tilt

NX

collarite unions in the
offices of the major film companies

Into Theatres; Austrian Bulfish
Varying approaches by 8ttUiated->
IhMtre execs to the problem of
toge-screen television were spotUghted this week with the itnmetote entry of Paramount into that
Par is sold on tlie
field. Obviously,
of other
jiew medium but a number
nisiors

were

less

What

veepee in charge of theatres, Jfolcohn Kingsberg, for example, was
that video

|0ss excited, predicting

wont prove -as important to theatres
the more rabid adherents believe.
of

I)ifferences

whUe, were pointed up by the beof such video officials as Foote,Cone & Belding's tele veepee Balph;
Austrian. He thinks that putting
m^oi sports events into theatres via
leievision, simultaneous -vdth their
DCtoal occurrence, would provide one
Jjefi

-

.

-

.

of the most lucrative forms of added
exhibitors have ever' enjoyed. For that reason, Austrian be»
Jieves TV networks, in prohibiting
use of their programs for theatre
television, may be cutting their own

Bear

Screen Office & Professional Employees Guild registered an official
protest with the American Arbitration Assn. over alleged "stalling" by
Metro in answering the union's demands. Union claims that Metro has
refused to give any counter-offer to

SOPEG
wage

Landsberg's (Aiiei objection to
theatre tele is that it has already caused sports promoters to
up their asking prices for video
rights to their events. Fact that
theatres charge admission to see
the events on their screens automatically puts them in direct
competition with the promoters,
Landsberg pointed out. Promo-

mean-

opinion,

have launched a drive to speed up
pay hike arbitration proceedingswhich opened last October. Initial
step was taken last week when the

Another phase of the fight between television broadcasters
and exhibitors over exhibs'
rights to air tele shows in their
theatres was broached this week
by Klaus Landsberg, station
manager of KTLA, Paramount's
Los Angeles outlet,

RKO's

bullish.

Traffic Will

are: forced to
oost their asking prices to protect themselves.

as

events to theatres on either a perOnly course left open to exhibi:- theatre.or per-seat basis. Taking the
iotBi it the broadcasters continue Kentucky Derby as an example XtO;
their aloof attitude, according to: whichi incidentally, CBS has already
Austrian, is the institution of their sewn up video rights) Austrian deown programming. Consequent com- clared that exhibitors "will not be
bined weight of their boxoflices may slow to visualize this tremendous

:

,

theatre tele.

-blto

Mix Inferior TV
With Higti-Grade Pix

Can't

potential boxotfice."

He

continued:

"Their
programming agency
would, am sui"e, be able to consummate a deal with the Churchill
Downs authorities imder whose auspices the raceheld whereby, for
tiie payment of a rather substantial
sum of money, this event would be
.

telecast exclusively to the theatres
of America. As I said before, -there
can't mix an Inferior ingredi- are approximately ll, 700,000 seats. I
ent with something as polished as daresay that the privilege of witcurrent film productions and nessing the Derby not from a seat
ibrow them on the screen as a single som.ewfaerc behind a post, or from

You

^ogram, Kingsberg

said.

At

the infield, without a seat, but from
a comfortable 'chair in one's own
neighborhood theatre forj let us say,
$1 or even |2, would be eagerly accepted." Austrian emphasized that
under the "no sponsor of telecast programs
could afford to meet the ante of the
least,

a regular diet for the patrons.
isn't much chance of
broadcasts improving to
the point where they're equal in enaiot as

Moreover, there

television

tertainment value to fllnis
present setup.
Kingsberg cites the fact that film
entertainment is made at a cost of
$20,000 per minute. No sponsor, he
l|«ys, can afford to pay anywhere
near that price^ Moreover, the film
magnifies dratiia, builds it, and
brings it to the screen in its most
f olished form. Because it's tlie su.

'

exhibitor."

He

also believes

it

may be

pos-

sible for theatre owners 'ttiemselves
to promote fights and any other
^ents which they figure would be
.

good boxoffice. If the broadcasters
refuse to do the pickups, then "the
theatre group
could well afford
preme in entertainment effort, it their own cooperative sets of pickup
succeeded in driving out both vaude- equipment and their own operating
ville and the legit stage as competi- personnel would transport it to the
tors. For that reason, he believes it scene of the event, just as sound
can succes.sfully challenge television. newsreel cameras are today," he
Sports events aren't broad enough said.
in their appeal to warrant on their
,

the installation of large-screen

own

in theatres, Kin^berg said.
VThile individual sports events tnay
tele

draw large crowds,

'

.

tt

Sm Closed

Austrian

Circuit for Theatre Tele
Austrian, who first presented his
Views on theatre tele in 1945 when
he was exec veepee of
Television, believes they're even more
applicable now. "The original concept of television," he noted, ''was
that it would enalale millions to see

RKO

from

.

their

.

homes events

taking

place at far distant points. I am inclined to belieye, however,
that
many have forgotteh this so-called
'closed circuit' use of television," as
embodied in a circuit of theatres
that could pay more than any national advertiser for exdiisive tele
rights to any event.
Noting that the 18,000 theatres in
tte U. S. take in approximately
$150,000,000 monthly at their collective bbxoffioes, Austrian declared
that the e.'thibitori "master showman
who has progressed in a few years
from being the lessee of an empty
shoestove, exhibiting crude flicker» tag images, to being the operator of
deluxe air-cooled palaces presentr
ing masterpieces of showmanship, is
not going to let television pass him

Ha LOSES

2 CHILDREN IN

.

count the one-^ot big grossing
heavyweight championship fight«y the
World Series in baseball, and other
top matches as spelling day-by-day
heavy revenues from big-screen tele.

J '

THEATRE

doesn't follow

daily coverage In flickeries
would result in a consistent patronage comparable to that won 1^ films.
•Hence, Kingsberg is Inclined to disr
that

A HRE

Feb. 24.
The one-year-old daughter and a
three-year-old son of Germaine Germaine, manager ef the Palace, Pittsfield, Mass., lost their lives in a fire
that 'iswept the. Germaine cottage
on Pontoosuc Lake Saturday morning (21), while three older children
were with their father at ttie theatre
for a children's show. The fire, believed to have been caused by the
explosion of an oil burner, occurred
while Mrs. Germaine was disposing
of rubbish at a nearby dump. Returning after a five^minute absence,
she found the house enveloped in
flames and smoke.
A passerby, hearing the baby's
cries, entered the house and carried
her out, but she was pronounced
dead an hour later after a State poThe
lice inhalator had been used.
body of her brother was not discovered for some hours.
Pittsfield, Mass.,

.

arbitrator

and Aaron Schnei-

He ha.<! a boxoffice."
AH In Exhlb's Favor
Austrian believes that the exhibiin fact, will ventually become
one of tele's "favored beneficiavie.';,"
He envisages the establishment of
booking agencies which ivill arrange simplify theatre projection.
.

i

theatres

local

ing for a

number of

and

dicker-

circuit deals.

lie to accusations by the Film Industry Employees Council that the
industry is in "a steadily deteriorat-

ing position."

Countering the FIEC's

charge that the industry

is

failing to

keep increased output pledges made
to the government, British Film Pro-^

Hop on Tele, hd.

ducers Assn. has listed the output of
every studio to prove the inaccuracy
of the allegations.

.

Indianapolis, Feb. 24.
Calling, attention to fact many In-

FIEC, representing practically all
organized film workers, threw a
hombshell into indKistry ranks last
week when it asked the government to consider the status of do-

Coast Tele Pix

Handling Set

,

More

OK

100

Memphis, Feb.

24.
Jolin McCarthy, assistant chief of
the international division of the Mobluea_are about to be repealed as far tion Picture Assn. ot America, preas films are concerned. Concerted sented; the new data to J. Noel Macy,
efforts of liberal legislators to legal- of
the State Dept., who has been asize Sabbath flickers, continued over sigiied
to work with the communicaa period of a decade; have finally
an
industries in drawing
.

Mississippi's century-old

borne

Sunday

up

tions

fruit.

appropriations bill to cover the cost
of the foreign information program.
Today's info concerned the number
of pix going to each country and
the number of prints required of
each film.
On the basis of data presented to
Macy by McCarthy three weeks ago,
cinch.
State has agreed to request approximately $10,000,000 to aid the film industry in maintaining distribution in
about 30. countries abroad. Actual
expenses of operation; McCarthy
demonstrated at- that time, would be
= Gontinned from page 1 ;
about $40,000,000. Inasmuch as that
owns part of the Music Box theatre, figure was far beyond what State
has been thinking of a Music Box
had hopes of getting for the entire
Revue as a fitting climax to his films-radio-books program, the $10,career, but that will probably have
000,000 was agreed on as a more
to come in another era when Berlin practical request.
Most observers
really "takes it easy," tending to his
here don't think there's any likelivast accumulation of copyrights and
hood and getting -more than $5,000,000
general music publishing business, out of the economy-minded Coninstead of continuing to create so
Bill legalizing

Sunday

flickers

was

passed in the state legislature's Ipwer
house last week by a vote of 72 to 58.
It is expected to be reported out of
the Senate judiciary committee this
week, with the chances for passage
by the upper body regarded as a

i

BerKn's Plans

Beekman

place,

New

i

'

probleraaticai.

gress.

Fdm

Industry will have to get a separate license for each shipment of
film
going abroad, starting next
Monday (1), under the new export
control plan instituted by the government.
It was hoped that the
Dept. of Commerce might be induced
to issue blanket licenses to film com'
panies to avoid the red tape arid expense of separate certificates, but so
little progress has been made in that
direction it appears hopeless that
any such licenses would be issued
before next -week.

Majors will keep pushing toward
that endi however, and have dispatched John McCarthy, assistant
head of the international division of
the Motion Picture Assn. of America,
to Washington for confabs this week
with Nate Golden, Commerce Dept.
film chief, McCarthy's argument will
be that the actual footage involved
in a shipment of motion pictures
bears no relationship to the income
to be derived from it and, therefore,
same rules that apply to other industries need not apply to films.
Idea of the licensing law is to conserve dollar exchange for foreign
countries whose nationals are buying
excessive quantities of goods and at

While in the capital, McCarthy is
al.so confabbing with Horton Henry,
York, and with State Dept's film sptjcialist, on cur- exorbitant prices in some case s.
Since the best that the Commerce
rent problems facing the industry in
Dept. licensing officials could do
various countries throughout the
would be to judge the amount of
world.
dollars to be returned on -films by"
the footage in a shipment, McCarthy
will maintain that licesing is irrelSuit
Truncale Presses
evant. What the industry is seeking
Under federal court order signed is a master certificate for each comlast week, Stephen Truncale was pany that will permit them merely
granted until May 1 to serve Univer- to record their license number on
and J. the shipping manifest.
sal directors Cliff Work
Cheever Cowdin with papers in conLicensing act could be used connection with a minority stockholder veniently by Commerce, of course,
suit.
as a means of censoring pix going
Truncale charges UttiverSal's di- overseas. Golden; has insisted to the
rectors violated a provision of the mdustry; however, that that is not
securities & Exchange Commission its aim and it will not so be used.
law in dealing with the company's Commerce officials said over the
corporate -stock. Their short term weekend that when the system gets
profits, he alleges, should have been broken in it shouldn't take more
credited to the firm rather than -ac- than a week between the time an apcrue to the directors. Three other U plication for a license is received vni
sent out.
toppers already have been served.

these two important .properties upcoming, it's figured to keep him rollContinued from p'age 3 sses
ing, well into 1950.
requesting service to preclude any
However, '48 is the 60th annivermonopoly situations.
sary of the singing waiter who came
It's likely that .its own stations from the sidewalks of New York roto
on the Coast and in Chi, combined world renown.
with the DuMont outlet in N. Y.
That
will be concentrated upon.
Sonssmith on Coast
Hollywood, Feb. 24,
would also avoid legal angles since
the etuestioH Of transcribing from
Irving Berlin is back in Holly
receiver screens for other showings wood, huddling with Norman Krasna
"Eagle
on My
refurbishing
is
not yet setllod, P^iblic service on
events, etc., may be regarded as Shoulders" .so as to minimize its
clear, since the Federal Communica- topical politico aspects.
Had it been done pre-election, it
tions Commission will not permit
charging for .i;hat comes over the would have been all right, but a
air— and Par could circumvent that simple libretto switch should make
by selling only its "service" and not the story independent of any such
Whether this
will reportedly topical connotations.
It
programming.
peddle its film for 20o per loot, will affect one of his tunes, "It Gets
making it available on 35n.i stock to So Lonely in the White fiouse," is

•

in

Exhibs Cautioned

The Berlins have just
vigorously.
moved into their new manse at 17

tor,

a new rival in the field of film
drama. New entry is the ice
cream b a r, currently installed

24.

All sections of British film busi*
qess have joined hands to give the

mestic film production. In its brief
diana cities and towns will be; covto the Labor Government ministry,
ered by powerful television stations
FIEC stated that despite virtual abin Cincinnati and Chicago within the
sence of American competition, Britnext few months, the Associated Theish film output is decreasing. Stateatre Owners of Indiana advise Hooni«ent pointed out that no productions
sier exhibitors to- install television
were scheduled at Metro studios, the
receivers.
second largest in the country. (Ac"If you don't want to compete with
cording to production charts avail-r
Hollywood,. Feb. 24.
the local bars who will shortly
able, in the U. S., there are 18 feaTelevision Libraries, Inc., has been awaken to
the
above-mentioned
formed to handle the mechanics of facts, you had better start making tures currently in the works in British studios.)
presenting current feature pix on plans to place a television receiver
FIEC statement also alleged that
television. Independent Motion Pic- in your lobby," it declares in bulleat the Pinewood studio, where 103
ture Producers Assn. is spearhead- tin to members.
reports
ing the move. Only stumbling block
Citing
that boxoffice employees were recently laid off,
remaining is music clearance* from slumped in other cities, particularly there's only one film now shooting.
the American Federation of Musi- on Fi-iday nights when fights were At six other studios, the stateinent
cians, with px'exy Petrillo reportedly televised, after bars got jump on charged that either no films are begiving the matter favorable; considi- theatres by installing television re- ing made or production schedule*
FIEC requested that
eration. Return here of Dr. E6renz ceivers, ATOI reports resourceful were slashed.
Fodor, Audio Pictures topper and exhibitors successfully counter-acted Harold Wilson, president of the
IMPPA treasurer, ii spurring the drain on businesses by following Board of Trade, meet with labor
drive with an estimated 5,000 pix their lead. "This allowed Pop to leaders to talk over "the grave sitwatch the fights while Mom saw the uation."
made available immediately.
Industry leaders are particularly
Tacit agrcemenNhas already been feature picture and helped increase
disturbed over the timing of the
reached with pix unions.- Tempor- grosses," it states,
FIEC charges which come in the
ary arrangement is believed to give
middle of Parliament's eyeing of
unions a certain percentage of tele
nationalization
proposals.
Whilerevenue from lOm versions of films.
Pix-Press-Radio Bid For
Labor Party heads have indicated a
Agreement reportedly is for 18
hands-off policy towards control of
'months only. Fodor. while east, conPropaganda Coin the flhn industry, FIEC charges, it's
ferred with networks, and others in
felt, will strengthen the extremist
video, on the need of booking potenWashington, Feb. 24.
tial. He will give a full report this
Further dope on the role of Amer- wing pressing for complete governweek to IMPPA and Academy of ican films in selling the U.S. way of ment ownership or controL
Television Arts & Sciences, which life abroad was presented by the:
inaugurated the move,
industry to the State Dept. today
(Tuesday ). Aun is to help build up Biz Would
Circumvent
the case of the Department when it
goes before Congress to seek an apin
propriation for aiding the film, radio
Yrs. and publishing industries to conAfter
Look
tinue sending their products abroad.
Each
Export

Par's Theatre Tele

by ortVeeze'wm"Vur"He''TnV"he
alone has the one thhig which has
bothernci many of those who have
Studied the economics of television
•

or $10

boost;

WB

Nationalizafion
London, Feb,

der as SOPEG.

sell their

throats.

be enough to push the networks en-tirejy 'out of tlie fight for video rights
to major sports 'events.
Kingsberg while he's watchful of
any developments in the fleld is not
planning any major entry by BKO

30%

Ikeat of PosaUe
Los Angeles^ Feb. 24.
Popcorn and candy bars have

Warner Bros, are scheduled to begin
this week with appointment of company attorney Edward K. Hes.sberg

.

with sports promoters to

request for a

Charge of Deterioration' to Offset

Good Humor Pix?

Meanwhile,
other
ai-bitrations
affecting SOPEG are pending with
United Artists and RKO while rest
of the companies are slated to follow. Screen Publicists; Guild also is
carrying on parallel negotiations
with 20th-Fox. Arbitration proceed-ings involving SPG employees at

ters,- therefore,

jevenue
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A. Better But

W,

Turtle' Fast

WEATHER LIFTS INDPLS.;

Not Socko;

Still

'Ram'

$61,000.

IVair Low 4SG, 'Albuquerque' Fat 38G
'

With new

Los Angeles, Febw. 24. bills in all except one

of local firstruns, biz pace has picked
this session but still is not sock.
Holiday weekend is helping in most
locations^ with clear weather also'

iavQrable factor.
"Voice of Turtle," playing three
theatres, looks fop fast $63,000 or
near. "Sign of Bam,", in five houses,
shapes below average at $61,000
"High Wall" looks only fair $48,000
in three spots tout "Albuquerque"
is pleasing with $38,000 in two Par
"Night Song" is figured
theatres.
as only modest at $34,000 in two
houses.
"Outlaw," on repeat engagement.
Is heading for robust $31,000 in four
smallrseaters. It's especially strong
in downtown locations. ''Adventures
of Casanova" is just okay with
$28,000: in five spots. Final six days
of "Double Life" is near $21,500 in
live

theatres.

Upped

run of

price

"Mourning Becomes Bleotra" shapes
nice $5,500 or close, aided by Acade-

my

nominations announcement.
Estimates for Tbis Week

Belmont (FWC )

•

60-$l

(1,532;

W

"Adventures Casanova" (EL) ana
"Whispering City" (EL). Slow $3,000.
Last week, "Smugglers" (EL) and
"Untamed Fury"' (EL) (2d wk-5
days), $2,000.

Beverly Hills Music Hal] (G&S^
Biumenfeld) (826; 65-$l )— "Outlaw"
(UA). Okay $4,000.
Last week,
"Sleep, My Love" (UA) (3d wk),
neat $3,000.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 60-

$1)— "Sign

of

Ram"

Estimated Total Gross
Tbis week
$900;200
(Based on 24 theatres)
Last Tear ......
671,000
(Based on 18, theattesi
.

$11,000.

"Lady
000.

and

in

Jam"

Thin

(reissues).

City is suflermg currently from
the holdover blues but Washington
birthday weekend is helping somewhat.
Top grosser looks to be
"Miracle Can Happen" at Stanley
where it is heading for a fine session. Solid promotion is helping it
get over. Also, showing- up well is
"Black Narcissus'" at the Aldine.
Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94 )^"Black
Narcissus" (U). Fine $16,000. Last
week, "Unconquered" (Par) (8th
Wk), big $12,000.

(Col), nice $12,000.

44-65)— "Ten-

Lyric (G-D) (1,600;
der Years" (20th) and "Main Street
Kid" (Rep). Slow $5,000. Last week,
"Love' From Stranger" (EL) and
"Heading For Heaven" (EL), tepid
$4,500.

50-94)--"Night

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 60-$l)—
"Voice Turtle" (WB). Good $21,000.
Last week, "My Girl Tisa" (WB)
(2d wk), only $8,200.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumenleld) (872; 60-$l)— "Outlaw" (UA).'
Great $17,500. Last week, "Sleepy
My Love" (UA)'(3d wk), $6,300.
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60.^$! )—
,
•"High Wall" (M-G). Near $13,000.
Last
week,
"Cass
Timberlane"
<M-G) (4th wk), good $8,300.
El Key
(FWC) (861; 60-$l)—
"Casanova" (EL), and "Whispering
City" (EL). Oke $4,000. Last week,
"Smugglers" (EL) and "Untamed
Fury" (EL) (2d wk-5 days), $2',300.
•

$1.20)^(Indie) (6th'

(685;

'Castile'

Mop^Up in Omaha

GetsD.CCan,23G
Washington, Feb. 24.
Holiday weekend is hypoing midtown biz, with general tenor well
above last week.
Standout is
"Bishop's Wife" at RKO Keith's.
"Northside 777" started slowly at,
Loew's Palace, but word-of -mouth'
plus crix' boosts have built trade..
FlCp this session is "Girl Tisa,"
which is laying an egg at the
Warner.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—

"High

Wall"

Nice- $24,000,

With 13G;

(M-G)
but

"Captain From Castile" is. doing
the real business this week at the
Paramount and will land a stout
total.
"If You Knew Susie" shapes
as solid at the Br^ndeis.
Estimates for This Week

.$27,000.

Paramount
65)— "Captain

fourth consecutive

$9,500.

..

vaude.

with

not

spot's usual holiday take.

up

to

this

Last week,

'Susie' Neat 7G "Meant for Me" (20th) plus Joey
Adams heading stage bill, stout
Omaha, Feb. 24.

(Tristates) (2;800; 16Castile" (20th). Solid
Last
$13^000, best here in weeks.
week, "Sleep, afei Love" (UA), fair

•wk).

$1.80)

—

Swim-

(reissue).

ming up to big

$18,000. Last week,
You Knew Susie" (RKO) (2d
wk), smart $9,500.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)—
"Voice of Turtle" (WB) .(2d wk).
Wham $15,500 following $22,000 last
"If

$3,159,000
cities, 204 theatres)

startza.

Turtle' a Rabbit

...

Lake

(Warner)

(800;

55-70)—

"Sierra Madre" (WB) (m.o.). Satisfactory $3,500 for fourth downtown

At $17,000, Prov.

round after same last week.
Lower Mall (Community) (570;
90-$1.50)— "Henry V" (UA). Return
engagement started' briskly at $9,000.
Last week, "Torment" (Indie), oke

Providence, Feb. 24.
Timberlane" is lead- $3 900.
in a fairly hgalthy
bhi'o
(Loew's) .(1,200; 55-70)—
Majestic is doing
well "Son of Frankenstein" (U) and
'

State's "Cass

ing

pack

the

week

here.

with "Voice of Turtle."
"Bride Frankenstein" (U) (reissues).
Great $10,500, Last Week, "If Winter
Estimatesi for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— "Sen- .ComesV (M-G) (ra.o.), dull $4,800.
Palace (3;300; 55-70)—"Night Song"
(RKO). Okay $18,000 without help
of vaude. Last week, "Out of Blue"
week, "Night Song" (RKO) and
(EL)
plus Duke Ellington orch on
"Bury Me Dead" (RKO), fat $17,000.
ator Indiscreet" (U) and "Upturned
Glass" (U). Snappy $15,000.
Last

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
State
(Loew's)
55-70)—
(3,450;
for "Three Daring Daughters"
(M-6).
Heaven" (EL) (2d run). Nice $6,000. Trim $23,000. Last week, "I Walk
Last week, "Meant For Me" (20th) Alone" (Par), $21,000.
and "Big Fix" (20th), gopd $4,000.Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)—
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— 'IHar- "I Walk Alone" (Par), (m.o.). Solid
vey Girls" (M-G) (reissue) and $10,000.; Last week, "Cass Timbervaude on .stage. Warming up to lane" (M-G) (m.o.), fairly nice $7,Last
week,
"Railroaded" ^00 on third week downtown.
$7,000.
(Rep) and vaude, good $6,000.
Majestic
(Fay)
(2,200; .44-65)—
"Voice of Turtle" (WB) and "Trail
'Susie'
of Mounties" (WB). Solid $17,000. Cantor
La.st
week, "T-Men" (EL) and
"Heading for Heaven" (EL), about
$40,000, Frisco
same.
San Srancisco, Feb. 24.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 4465)-i"Wreck of Hesperus" (Col) and
.Favorable holiday weather with
(Mono), Fairish fine ski conditions in nearby moun"Fighting Mad"
$6,500. Last week, "Canj^on Passage" tains is being overcome by strong
(Mono), arid "Frontier Gal" (Mono), picture fare here this stanzas Standout is "If You Knew Susie" with
$8,500.
State (Loew) (3,200: 44-65)— "Cass Louis Jordan band heading stageTimberlane" (M-G). Big $30,000. show at Golden Gate. Eddie Cantor,
Last week. "Intrigue" (UA) and star of film, made personal on open"Fabulous Joe" (M-G), nice $19,500. ing day and smashed attendance
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65). record for house. Sunday (22) was
—"I Walk Alone" .(Par) (3d wk). biggest Sabbath at theatre in three
This session began on Monday (23). years.
''Double Life" also is smash at
Last week, neat $10,500i
are
United
Artists,
Also,
big

Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)—
"Cass Timberlane" (M-G) (2d run).
.

Good

$9,000

well

week,
Last
(Ki.

week,
o.)

(2d

third

for

downtown

house

above

average.
(Par)

"Road to Rio"
wk),

fine

$7,500

week on F

for

.

PA Ups

Wham

•

.

.

Keith's
(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—
Smash
"Bishop's Wife"
(RKO).
$22,000 or better, hottest here in
months. Holds. Last "week, "Bambi"
(RKO) (reissue), sock $13,000.

at Paramount and
two houses.

"Aubuquerque"

Break

in Cold

Ups

'Black Bdrt" in

Pitt;

Week
(RKO) (2,844; 65(RKO) plus

Estimates for This

Golden Gate

street.

MacDonald Loud $19,000,
'T-Men' Rousing $18,500

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)
and Beast''
Break in cold weather is boosting
"T-Men" (EL) and "Linda Be
Metropolitw (WB) (1,163; 44-70)—
Good $1,500. La.st week, 2,000.
Mild $10,500.
Last "Smugglers"
Better than biz here, with the leaders, "Daring
(EL).
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; $1.20.^ Good" (EL).
at Penn and "T-Men" at
"Mourning Becomes Electra" week, "Louisiana" (Mono) plus Vil- average $9,500. Last week, "Al- Daughters"
Stanley, getting very good, dough.
lage
Barn Revue with Tiny Hill buquerque" (Par), trim $10,000.
(RKO) (9th wk). Close to $5,500.
orch, Hoosier Hotshots, on stage,
Palace (Loew's") C2,370;. 44-74)— "Bishop's Wife" is holding up well
lia.st week, brisk $5,000.
smash $22,000 at 20-80c scale.
"Northside 777" (20th). Slow' start in third week at Fulton. "RelentGuild
(FWC) (968; 60-$l)
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)— but building to brisk $23,000. Last less" is doing nicely at Harris for a
"Double Life" (U) and "Fighting
Mad" (Mono) (3d wk-6 days). Finals Knew Susie" (RKO) and "Tracy week, "Captain Castile" (20th) last-minute booking.
Meets Gruesome", (RKO).
Okay (2d wk), good $17,000.
Estimates for This Week
St $2,500. La.st Week, neat $3,300.
Last week, "Nighf Song"
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)—
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (1,106; $7,000.
Fulton
(Shea)
44-76)—
(1,700;
eO-SD—"Outlaw" (UA). Pleasing (RKO) and ','Lone Wolf in London" "Girl Tisa" (WB). Sad $13,000. "Bishop's Wife" (RKO)
(3d wk).
Last week, "Voice of Turtle" (WB)
$5,000. Last week, "Sleep, My Love" (Col), $7,600,
Holding up well and ought to grab
Omiha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)— (2d wk), nice $14,000.
(UA) (3d wk), trim $2,700.
more than $10,000 to insure it an•'Sleep, My Love" (UA) (m.o.) and
Hollywood (WB) <2,756; 60-$l)
other
Last
h.o.
week,
was fine
(EL).
"Voice Turtle" (WB). Robust $21,- "Vance's Secret Mission"
$14,000 and over opening session's
COO. Last Week. "Tisa" (WB) (2d Light $T,50O. Last week, "Carnegie
take, first time here that a h.o. has
Hall" (UA) (2d wk) and "Walk 'TIMBERLANE' $20,000,
•wk), thin $8,500.
bettered initial week.
•
Hollywood Music Hall. (Blumen Alone" (Par), (m.o.), $7,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 44-76)—.
State (Goldberg)
16*65)—
leld) (475; 60-85)— "Outlaw" (UA).
(865;
TERRIF K.C.
"Relentless" (Col). Rushed in withNeat $4,500. Last week, "Sleep "The Gangster" (Mono) and "Merout notice when ''Woman's VenKansas City, Feb. 24.
ton of Movies" (M-G) (2d wk). Fast
liQve" (UA) (3d wk), $2,500.
geance" (U) fiopped.
Doing near
Iris (FWC) (826; 60-85)—"Double $5,500.
Last week, terrific $7,200.
Town finally has a real top grosser $11,000, nice
considered, liast week,
Life" (U). Od ,wk-6 jlaxs). Good
with "Cass Timberlane" smash at "Vengeance" yanked
after 4 days at
$3,000 or over. Last week, nice
Midland, Film is solo and certain to miserable
$4,500.
$4,000.
Last week, "Walk Alone" hold. Otherwise trade is rather mild
$13,000.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 44-76)
Lani-.tl (Rosener) (890; 85)
(Par) (3d wk) and "Blonde Savage" with "T-iMen" at the Tower-Uptown- —"Daring Daughters" (M-G). Very
'•Panic*' (Fft), Sturdy $4,000. Last
Fairway combo a lukewarm runner- good
(EL) (2d wk), $8,300.
$19,000.
Last week, "High
•week, "Barber Seville" (Indie) 6th
Weather is still having its ups Wall': (M-G),
BKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 60- up.
$14,500.
jwk), $1^900.
80)—"Night Song"
(RKO) and and downs with springish atmosRiti (Loew's) (800; 44-76)—"Cass
Locw'S state (Loews- WC) (2,404:
Tangier"
"Woman
From
(Col), Dull phere in mid-week and light snow Timberlane" (M-G) (m.o.) (2d wk);
«0-$l)—"Sign of Ham" (Col) and
for the weekend.
Last
week,
"Ends
Earth"
$17,000.
Easing
off
to
$2,500, neat for fourth
"Heading Fop Heaven" (EL). AverEstimates for This Week
week downtown. Last week, $5,000.
asre $25,000.
Last week, "Woman's (Col) and "Blondie in Dough" (Col)
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 44-76)—
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 4!i•Vengeance"
( U )
a n d "Slippy (3d wk), okay $13,300.
Bitz
60-$l)— 65)—"Black Cat" (Indie) and "Bjack "Fugitive Chain Gang" (WB) and
(FWC)
(1,370;
MfGee" (Rep), $17,300.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2.097; •'Double Life" (U) (3d wk-6 days). Friday" (Indie). Satisfactory $4,000. "Slight Case of Murder" (WB) (re60-$!)- "High Wall" (M-G). Nice Near $7,500. Last week, brisk Last week, "Love from Stranger" issues). Fast $3,000 or over. Last
(EL) and '"Railroaded" (EL), $3,500. week, "Meant fol- Me" (20th) (m.o.),
$23,000.
Last week, ."a?imberlane" $8,500.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)—
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-.69)— about same.
<M-G) (4th wk). neat $13,700.
"Double Life" (U) (3d wk-6 days). •'Cass 'Timberlane" (M-G) r Real b.o.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 44-76)— "TLoyola (FWC) (1,248; 60.$1)
heavyweight at $20,000 or over. Men" (EL). Well-liked by crix and
"Sifn Ram" (Col). Olfe $8,000. Last Okay $3,000. Last week, $4,100.
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60-$I) Cinch to stay a second week. La.st big $18,500 looms. Last week, sec•week, "Woman's Vengeance" (U)i
°
—"Double Life" (U) and "Fighting week, ''Intrigue" (UA) and "Wreck ond of "Voice of Turtle" (WB), fine
$4,300.
Orpheum (D'tOwn-WC) (2,210: 80- Mad" (Mono) (3d wk-6 days). Nice of Hesperus" (Col) mediocre $13,000/ $12,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 44-76)-^
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
$1 )^"Ca.sanova" (EL) and "Whis-- .$5,500. Last week, sharp $8,800.
Uptown (FWC) (1.719; 60-$l)— "Bambi" (RKO) (reissue) and "Sev- "Voice of Turtle" (WB) (m.o.).
jering City" (EL). Fait $12,000,
Last week, "Smugglers" (EL) and "Sign of Ram" (Col) and "Heading en Keys Baldpate" (RKO). Moderate Here after fortnight at Stanley, trim
"Untamed Fury" (EL) (2d wk-5 for Heaven" (EL). Fairi.sh $8,500. $9,000. Last week, "Knew Susie" $7,000. Last week, second of "The
Last
week,
'"Woman's.
Vengeance"
Fugitive"
(RKO), $7,500.
d?''s). nice $8,000.
(RKO) and "Wild Horse Mesa"
Panlages (Pan) (2,812: 60-$l)— (U) and ''Slippy McGee" (Rep), (RKO)> good $11,000.
"Night Song" (RKO) a,nd "Woman $6,800.
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—
THEATRE FIREBUfi
Vofue (FWC) (885; 60-85)—"Cas- "Golden Earrings" (Par) (2d wk).
From Tangier" (Col). Slow $17,000.
Des Moines, Feb. 24.
La.st week, "Ends of Earth" (Col) anova" (EL) and "Whispering City" Mild $8,500. Last week, neat $13,000.
A 24-yenr-old Gedar R apld S
and "Blondie in Dough" (Col) (3d (EL). Okay $5,000. Last week,
Rbxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)—
"Smugglers" (EL) and "Untamed "Whispering City" (EL) and "Big woman has admitted setting five fires
•wk), $11,700.
Paramount (F&M) (3.398; 60-$l) Fury" (EL) (2d wk-6 days), $3,000. Fix" (Indie). So-so $3,500. Last week, in two Cedar Rapids theatres over
—•"Albuauerque"
Wilshire
(FWC)
(Par) and "Caged
(2,296; 60-$l)— "Gentleman After Dark" (EL) and a period of six months and had been
fip-v" (Par).
Past $25,000. Last "High Wall" (M-G). Tall $12,000 or "Man in Iron Mask" (EL) (reissues), under surveillance of police since it
Last
•week,
week,
"Timberlane" ditto.
"Walk Alone" (Par) and over.
was noticed she had helped put out
"Blonde Savage" (EL) (3a wk), (M-GJ (4th wk), good $6,800.
'rower—Uptown Fairway
(Fox
Wiftern
(WB) (2,300: 60-$l)— Midwest) (2,100, 2,043. 700; 45-65)— two of the fires.
$14,500.
AH but one of the blazes were set
PaMMOuni Hollywood (F&M) "Voice, of Turtle" (WB). Brisk $21.- "T-Men" (EL). Mildish $15,000. Last
0,45l: 60-$!)—'^Albuquerque" (Par) 000. Last week, "Tisa" (WB) (2d week, "Meant for Me" (20th) (2d in the women's lounge of the theatres,
tind "(Taged Fury" (Par).
Robust wk), light $7,900;
wk), oke $9,000 in 6 days.
"Beauty

55-70)—

,

Areadia .(S&S){700; 50-94)— "Sierra
(2d run )„ Nine $7i000.
My Love" (UA)
(2,350;

.

looks

Week

(3,000;

stage, fine $33,000.

Madre" (WB)

Boya (WB)

(RKO)
"Bambi" (RKO)
Allen

Same Weeir

Last Tear
(Based on 22

at Allen

surprisingly big.
Estimates for This

—"T-Men" (EL) and "Heading

'Nord^deTTT

Last Week, "Sleep,
(2d run), $4,800.

N. y.)
Total Gross

"Bambi"

at Palace.

Estimated Totaf Grostf
$3,108,000
This Week
(Bosed.Dn 22 cities, 207 lh,eo«res, chieflv' firti rttns, tnciudino

—

Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)
Socko
"Cass Timberlane" (M-G).
and holdover. Last week,
"Relentless" (Coi) and "DevU Ship"

24.

is

$4,-

$20,000,

Philadelphiai Feb. 24.

Cleveland, Feb.

New film fare is helping here this
though few Are smash.
"Three Daring Daughters" at State
tickiflS better than "Night Song"
session

Key Gt} Grosses

Last week, "Pittsburgh" (U)
"Green Hell" (U) (reissues),

fair $5,000.

Phifly; 'Ideal' liiG

Last Week,' "Bishop's Wife" Song" (RKO) (2d wk). Thin $14,500
(8th wk-6 days), upped-price after sweet $22,500 opener.
run ended at $7,500.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-94)—"High
Chinese (Gratiman - WC) (2,048;
«0-$l)— 'Sign of Ram" (Col). ?elow Wan" (M-G) (2d wk). Fairish $8,000
average $12,000. Last week, "Wom- after tall $26,000 last week.
Erianger (Goldman) (1,800; 50-94)
an's Vengeance" (U), $9il00.
Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)— -^''Cass Timberlane". (U-G) (4th
"Casanova" (EL) and "Whispering
(Continued on page 16)
City" (EL). Okay $4,000; Last week,
"Double Life" (U) and "Fighting
Mad" (Mono) (2d wk), nice $3,700.

(Rosener)

"Sierra Madre" (WB). Average $12,000. Last week, "Captain Castile"
(20th) (2d wk), so-so $9,000.
(G-D) (1,300; 44-65)
Keith's
j^ady From Cheyenne" (Indie) and

—

(RKO)

Esquire

44-65)

(3,300;

Daimlers' Trim 23G, Heqry' Hep 9G

—

'

$7,500.

•

(G-D)

Indiana

'.

liracIe'Ta]l2liG,

Fair

(Col).

Indianapolis, Feb. 24,
Outburst of spring weather plus
boxofflce dynamite is giving deluxers here their biggest week since the
holidays. "Cass Timberlane^ is terrific and sure to hold at Loew's.
" Voice of Turtle" also is extra strong
Sierra
"Treasure of
Circle,
at
Madre" looks sturdy at Indiana.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-DOlle) (2,600; 4465)--"Voice of Turtle" (WB) and
Solid
"Ferilous Waters" (Mono).
$15,000. Last week, "T-Men" (EL)
and "Fighting Mad" (Mono), oke

Broadway Grosses

«p

Fresh Fare Ups Geve.; 'Song'

'TIMBERLANE' $20,000

Pittsburgh, Feb. 24.

—

.

—

'

,

'

.

WINNER

-

—

:

—

.

I

:

—

.

,

1.00)— "Knew

Susie"

"

$tagebill headed by Louis Jordan
orch, hypoed by opening day p.a. of
Eddie Cantor. Terrific $40,000, with

Cantor smashing attendance record
on fix'st day. Last week, "Love Froni
Stranger" (EL) plus vaude headed

by Kathryn Grayson and "Johnnie
Johnston, strong $31,000.

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95 )—" Voice
Of Turtle" (WS). Nice $28,500. Last
week, "High Wall" (M-G), okay
$17,500.

Warileld

(2,656; 60-85)—
(M-G. Fair
week, "Killer McCoy**

(FWC)

Comes"

"If
Winter
$14,500. Last

(M-G) (2d wk), pleasing $13,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85 )—
"Aubuquerque" (Par) with opening
day appearance of Randolph Scott.
"Gabby'' Hayes, Russell Hayden and
Last
Larry Blake.
Big $26,500.
week, "Sierra Madre" (WB) (3d
wk), hefty $14,500.
Geary (RKO) (1,550; 90-$1.80)-*
"Mourning Becomes
Electra"
(RKO). Solid $9,000 or better. Last
week, house was dark.
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-8S)
"Barber Seville" (Indie) (4th wk).
Drab $2,000. Last week, $2,400.
Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—
"Holiday Camp" (U) (m.o,). Only
Last week, "Midnight In
$1,900.
Paris" (Indle) (2d wk), good $?,10O
in 5 days.

United Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60"Gentleman's
Agreement"
(5th wk).
Steady $9,500.

—

85)
(20th)

Last week, fine $10,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60*86 )—
"T-Men" (EL) (3d wk). Good $9,500.
Last week, sharp $12,000.

Orpheum (Biumenfeld) (2.448; 85Bart" (U) with big
advance campaign and opening day
appearances of Yvonne DeCarlo,
Dan Duryea and Jeffrey Lynn. Okay
$17,000 or near. Last week, "Relentless" (Col) (2d wk). fair $11,500.
United Artists (Biumenfeld) (1,207; 55-85)— "A Double Life" (U).
Smash $19,000 or over. Last week.
"Sleep, My Love" (UA) (3d wk),
85)-.-"Black

nice $9,500.

Esquire (Biumenfeld) (952; 55-86)

M

—"Black Bart"

(U), Big $10,000
near. Last week, "Jassy" (U), sweet

$8,500.

Center

(Roesner) (300: 35-85)-^

"Open City"

(Indie).

Solid

$3,000.

Last week, "Sons of Bali'' (Indie)
and "She Devil Islaiid" (Indie) (reissues,) $2,500 in 6 days.
State (Par) (2,138; 60-85)— "Sierra

(WB) Wi.o,). Nice $9,000
"Swamp
close.
Last
week.
Water" (20th) and "Prl.soner of
Shark Island" (Indie) (reissues),
Madi'e"

or

$8,000.

•

Wednetday, February 25, 194g

grosses

ptcnrtntB

IS

HOUDAY ZOOMS N.Y.TO $900,200
Wow $27^, Pmj.HJIIlLTIl,

Texan'-DeCarbCarney
Ciiicy;

'So^' Hep

13G, Tisa'

Film gross estimates, aa reported herewith from the varlous key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement tax.
'

.

traffic.

Week

Aruee (RKO) (3,100; 60-95)— "Fabulous Texan" (Rep) plus Yvonne
DeCarlo, Alan Carney^ Joe Howard,
others, on stage. Return of flesh alter
nine months boosting this to sock
$27,500. Stage shows are on a spotbooking arrangement. Last week.
"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th) at

Hot

WKO)

"Tenth Avejiwe Angel" (M-G). Meek
$6,500. hast week, "High Wall" (MG).

(RKO)

$22,090, Det.
Detroit, Feb. 24j

Three new films made their bow

right $10,000.

ill!

Grand

50-75)—

here this week, "Cass Timberlane"
at Adam.s, "Black Bart'- at Fox and
week.
eight ''MirScle Can Happen" at Michigan.
Standout is "Timberlane"^ with sock

(1,400;

Agreement"

(20th)

Last
Big $13,000.
(m.o.).
"Bambi" (RKO) (reissue',
days, sugary $12,560.
Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 50-75)—
"MV Girl Tisa" (WB). Crix no like.

session.

this holiday in history of house.
The Paramount's holiday business,
ahead of last year, was a new high
for Washington's birthday excepting

those years when theatre teed off
with now Tilm on that date. Music
Hall came near the all-time record
for a single day on Monday when
the gross ex(:eeded $27,000. It was

exceeded only by the high made on
Labor Day, 1946. It was a new record for Washington's birthday holiRialto broke all records for
day.
the holiday on Monday (23);
Par, with "Road to Rio" and stage
show headed b.v Louis Prima orch, is
hanging up the biggest money this
year vvith a terrific $120,000 in first
week ended last (Tues. )"night. Tlieatre has used six shows daily since
opening. Despite this, house had to
turn away people on Monday. Lines
extended nearly to 8th Avenue until
mid-afternoon,
"Double Life" is soaring to socko

Grosses are on the upgrade, with
La.st
week, "T-Men"
$6,000.
workers back at their auto plant
(EL) (2d wk). pleasing $7,000.
tvrle (RKO).(1,400; .50-75 )— "Voice jobs. "Miracle" is okay but not big.
(WB) split with
the Turtle"
Estimates for This Weelc
"Bambi" (RKO), four days each on
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
movcovers. okay $(5,000. Last week, "Cans Timberlane" (M-G).
Smash
"Sundown" (Indie) and "Bucksldn $22,000. Last week, "Lost Moment"
FiOPtjer" (Indie) (reissues), modest
(U) and "Upturned Glass" (U), thin
$4„500.
(RKO) (2,600; 50-75)— $9,000.
JPaliice
Art Cinema .(Marten) (250; 60-90)
$W.000
"Night Soil!'" (RKO). Breezy
"King's Jester" (Indie) (2d wk). $145,000 on initial week at MuSic
or nenv. Last week. "If You Knew Down to
$1,500 after smart $2,00Q Hall. Helped by crix praise, picture
Susie" (RKO). $13,000,
last week.
drew long lines starting Saturday
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75^— "If
Broadway-Capitol (United-Detroit) and continuing through the qexttwo
You Knew Susie" (RKO) (m.o.). So- (3,309; 70-95)—"Fugitive of Chain days.
so $5,000. Last week, "Voice of Gang" (WB> and "Case
"Call Northside 777" with slagebill
ol Murder"
Turtle" (WB) (m.o.), good $7,000.
(WB) (reissues). Fair $9^000. Last topped ^y Hazel Scott, Raye & Naldi,
weelc, "Man in Iron Mask" (EL) and Gil Lamb, is bringing the Roxy a
"Gentleman After Dark'' (EL) (re- rousing $130,000 in week ended last
issues), dull $7,000.
(Tue.s.) night. "Furia," which hit a
Hot Despite Snow;
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70- new high at Rialto Monday, climbed
95)— 'Gone With Wind" (M-G) (re- to big $14,000 in fifth week.
*S'»i«on'Luslv $28,000,
The fact that 10 new pictures teed
issue) (2d wk).
Fair $6,000 after
slim $4,000 last week.
ofi' during the week naturally conI'"o.\ (Fox-Michigan)
tributed to the surprising upbeat, but
(5,100; 70-95)
'Daughters' Daring
—"Black Bart" (U) and "Lone Wolf Broadway managers were amazed at
London" (Col ). Disappointing $20,- the numoer of entertainment seekers
Boston, Feb. 24.
Last week, "Meant for Me" out on Monday. Clear weather, of
to stop biggest week- 000,
Fair

of

.

Hub

3SG

Snow

„

failed

.

$^0^'

„

end oi season with upped takes in
nearly all spots. General level is
Michigan (U^D) (4,039 70-95)rUU brisk with, "Night Song," nifce "Miracle Can Happen" (UA). Nice
$2'>,000.
Last week, "Sdigon" (Par)
«t Meinorial; "Saigon," trim at Met
and "Mary Lou" (Col) t2d wk),
Daughters" passable $17,000.
Daring
and ."Three
staunch at State and Orpbeum.
Palms (U-D) (2.976; 70-95)— "Re"Voice of Turtle" looks biggest of lentless" (Col) and "The Knockout"
(Mono) (2d wk). Skidding to $16,them all in two spots oh movcover.
000 alter solid $21,000 last week.
Estimates for This Week
United Artists (U-D) (2.576: 70-95)
Astop (Javcocks) (1,300; 40-80)— —"Bambi"
(RKO) (reissue) and
"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) (9th wk). "Slippy McGee" (Rep). Nice $14,000.
week, big Last week, "The Swordsman" (Col)
Smash $17,000.
Last
$l.'5.fl00.
and
Perilous jWaters" (Col) (3d
Boston (RKO) (8.200: .S0-$1.10)— wk), oke $10,000.
"I Love Trouble" (Col) plu.t Mills
Bros.. Gil Maisoh. Yvette, others, on
stage, Biu $33,000. La.st week, "Per- <D:„L „»-» 1
D«|i_ k„a;

'

•

"

_

|

I

:

sonal
Suns.

Column"

DlSnOp S

Three

(UA) with

Don Cummings.

I

I

500.

(Indie)

(900;
;

was big $10,400.
Hippodrome (Rappaport)

—

Memorial (RKO) (3,000: 40-80)—
NiRht; Song" (RKO) and ."Fighting
$28,000 jn view.

"T-Me,n" (EL) and vaude headed by
Smiley Burnctte. good $13,700.*
Keith's
Schanberger) (2,460; 2060) -- ."Jassy" (U). Starting today

Last

week. "Senator Iridi.screet"
(UV and^fSel Ami" (RKO) .$2.t0(i0.

—
.

Metropolitan (M-P)
Saigon" (Par) and

over.

(Indie),

Last

Trim

week,

Orphcum (Loew)

,

40-801
"Lcf.s Live
$28,000 or

(

(4..'^67:

"Voice

Turtle"

(3,000:

40-80)-

'WB) a7d""Chalienge''"(Monor'fal
,

(2.240:

20-70)
"Woman From Tangier"
(Col) plus Sammy Kaye orch on
stage. Band gets credit for most of
big' $20,000. Last week, second of

in first.

"Ham"

Baltimore, Feb. 24.
Top trade in a rather halting week
here is being registered by "Bishop's
Wife" at, the TOwn arid the' Ilippodrome's combo of "Woman of Tangier" and Sammy Kaye's band.
Estimates for .This Week
' Century
(Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20-.
60)
""Three
Daring Daughters"
(M*G). Fairish $13,000. Last week,
third of "Cass Timberlane" (M-G)

—

40-80.)—

(2d wkV. Alicwales
this With Disney roundiiw on Sundays due to Hub censorship trouble,
but, doing a great $4,500 afteiv $5,000

Man" -(Mono), Fine

ACC,

-

,

Kenmbre

Panic;' ,(Fft)

fialtO

-

at .$6,500 after big $8,000 for first.
Fenway, (M-P) (1,373; 4q-80)—
"Voice of -Turtic" (WB)' -and "Challenge" .(Mono) (m.o.). Big .$8,500.
Last week, ''Meant for Me" (20lh)
a»d "Dan-?erous Years" (20th). $7,-

'

Qf
l!fu,

y«
.
_,
,
i A||(HPr 'KaVP Kl0 /Oil
l\<iyC Dlg^UU
***'5»*^'

others, $2.5,000.

Exeter
5.5-70)—
(Indie)
(1.300;
"Ufttuvped.Gtes" (U) and "Aivcralt
MissioK" llndici (reissue). (2d wk).
Foreign house cleaninfj UD on this

;

(Tues.) after, week of "Albuquerque"
(Pal-) at nice $10,000, "Seci'el Bepreviously was mild
I

^^lll^"*"""

,f,Hit:l<s)

(980;

35-55)

—

Threo Darin" Daughters" (M-G)' f^'een Hell' (UA) (rei.s.sue). Mild
Hesperus" •(GoU. Fancy *?'T' .H^^'iin^^'- "Women in Night"
Last -W66k "Ihtrieue" (UA) (indic), $3,300.
and ''Wo?^«f ffier'' (C^^^^^^^
._>'ew_(_Mechanic) (1.800; 20-60)
farnmoiini 7^-?" (llfooV 40-80)- ''ff}:
J?'^
"Vc
^ uiee
^^^>^^
Sharp
Turtle" (WB) and "Chaljj)",*
teiific" (Mono),
Bit? $18,000 on move
s'lanity (WB) (3.280; 25-7.5)— "Girl
^''^^^
week, "Meant for Me'
"?nm;-

.$23.000;

j

..

i

'

.

.snd

y.tE'''!

fanth).

(Loew)
40-80)-,
(3.,500;
Daring Dauffhters" (M-G)

"W.'ock
S13 000.

'n\i

Tisa" (WB).
Very thin $11,000 or
near. Last week,, second .of "Voice
(WB){ steady $11,200.

Years'

$I7,.500,

Slat*
Tliroe
niKl

"Dangerous

;,„ji

*iij;>oo!

.,

HesppriJs"
Last week

"Woman

f'Col)

So-

'Nortyde' Brisk

$20,000,

'

*^''»PP^P°''t'

'

'

"^'•'^''°P'-''

"^'^^
"Intrigue"
Tanxiier" (Col) M'OO.

Wife" (RKO).
house

^^^^

I

'

I

terrifle,

(RKO)

'I'^OO;

35-65)—

Bigge.st fig-

in weeks at $19,week, "Bambi"
okay $12,200.

Last

(reisstie),

'Arch' Biz

OK

in

Fk

Miami Beach, Feb.

24.

Playing two special engagements
of. $1.80 top; Enter-

at upped scales

prise's "Arch of Iritmiph" raclced up
solid gross both at the Colony thea-

Chicago, Feb. 24.
Launching of four new films plus
the Washington birthday holiday is
giving grosses a slight nudge upwards. Weekday trade remains light,
however, and several Loop thirdrun houses are price cutting for the

time in years.

first

Whether

first-

runs will revive early-bird matinee
Miami Beach and Paramount,- scales is .problematical although
Paramount. Biz, however, was not RKO reduced its pre^evening rates
smash. At Colony, for a full seven- last fall.
"Call Northside 777," at Chicago,
tonight
(Tuesday),
day run Wdiug
the Ingrid Bergman-Charles Boyer looks brisk $40,000 or over. "Voice
starrer grossed $15,500 while a four- of Turtle" promises to snap out a
(23), ofl'icially observed as Washday date at the Paciimount grossed socko $20,000 at Roosevelt, "Desire
ington's birthday. Many stage-film
Me" is building up to a solid $18,000
$10,200.
houses, such as the Music Hall, ParColony is only an BOO-seater but at the Monroe, just switched to firstamount, Roxy and Capitol, too, had did steady business on a grind policy run, "Know Where I'm Going" at
smash weekend attendance.
the Grand is fairish $15,000. "Sleep
screening the pic five times daily.
The Roxy had its biggest day for
My Love," with the Pied Pipers top-

Tracy-Turner

50-75C scale, terrific $2(3.000.
50-7.5)—
(2,000;
Capitol

"Gentleman's

At
Despite a new snowfall early Sunday (22 ) on"tbe eve of thc big Washington birthday upbeat, Broadway
(irstrun theatre business is heading
for the highest levels since XmasNew Year's week and running ahead
of the comparable period last year.
A majority of the top deluxers reported their trade well over the cor.
responding holiday of 1947 while
several set new marks for Monday

Estimates Are Net

town with a soolco stanza. "Nig)it
Song" also is solid. "My Girl Tisa"
with a mild week.
is disappointing
snarled weekend
Estimates for This

Dm 6G
'S

Cincinnati, Feb. 24.
Revival of stage shows, following
a layofl' since last season, is giving
biz generally a lift this session,
bolstered
by
Texan,"
"Fabulous
Yvonne DeCarlo,' Alan Carney and
others, has the Albee topping the

Snow

Hdiday Hypos On; Turtle' a Snakier

tre,

•

ping stagebill,

Tisa"

at

the Strand but this

landed a smash $13,800 in Initial
stanza at the Sutton. Theatre took
radio time to make clear that the
film was in Epglish. Some thought
it in Spanish.
"If You Knew Susie." playing the
Palace at a $1.25 top, looks to hit a
very solid $36,000, best ,at this theatre in weeks. "Sleep, My Love" will
finish its first stanza at Criterion at
around $24,000. good in view of crix
pans. "Jassy" likewise is not doing
much at $21,000 in the Winter Garden. "Burning Cross" is okay with
$15,000 at the Victoria, but stays only
two weelj.s, theatre bringin.!? in ::A1buquerque" next, "The Flame" also
is on weak side with $6,500 at the
(3ol;ham.

"Three Daring Daughters," with a
great assist from Horace Heidt's band

and revue on stage*

is

doing very

at

,

.

.

New

"Broadway" (FC) and "Flame

Orleans" (FC) (reissues), $4,000.

Kentucky (Switow)

(1,200;

30-40)

Oriental (Essaness)
(3,400; 98—
"Sleep,
Love" (UA) with Pied
Pipers in person (3d wk.) Fine $37,-

My

—"Good News" (M-G) and"Blon-

000,

Anniversary" (Col). Fairish
Last week "Fun, Fancy Free"
(RKO) and "Dark Mirror" (U),

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 98)— "Knew
Susie" (RKO) (2d -Wk). Fair $14,000.

die's
$2,900.

$3,000.

Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
40-60)—-"Voice at Turtle" (WB).
Weather held this one back at start,
but looks lively $8,Q00 despite this.
Last week, "Sierra Madre" (WB)
(2d wk), $5,500,

National (Standard) (2,400; 50-60)

—'Gas House Kids Hollywood" (EL)

is clicking. Originiilly
built as a two-hour, arena shovf, a

combo is on disappointing side for a complete change of routine was
hoUday week with' $82,000 or l«ss. made.fdr current bill. Nice $16,000.
"The Pearl," which started out slow- Last week. "Vance's Secret Mission"
ly,

to $30^000 for second

"If You Knew Susie" appears light
Palace with $14,000 for second
week. "Bishop's Wife" hold.s strong
at $18,000 in seventh stanza at Woods.
Louisville, Feb. 24.
Estimates for This Week
Another snowfall hit town SaturApollo
(B&K) (1,400: $1.28)—
day (21 ), putting a crimp in down- "Gentleman's
Agreement"
(20th)
town biz. This metropolis isn't ac- (15th wk). Down to modest $8,000.
customed to heavy snows, and radio Last week, nice $11,000.
warnings to keep off the streets don't
Chicago (B&K) (3,900: 98)— "Call
help theatre trade. Majority, of the Northside" (20th). Excellent $40,000.
houses are showing new product, Last week, "Dolphin Street" (M-G)
single-billed. Best of the lot looks' (2d wk), big $3f0,000.
like "Cass Timberlane" at Loew'a
Grand (RKO) (1,800; 98)— "Know
State.
Where I'm Going" (U).
Lean
Estimates for This Week
$15,000.
Last week. "Panic" (FR)
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; (2d Wk), $10,000;
40-60)— "Out of Past" (RKO) and
Monroe (Indie) (1,000: 98)— "Desire
"Tracy Meets Gruesome" (RKO) Me" (M-G);
Nifty $18,000.
Last
Mild $3,500. Last week, week, subseouent-run.
(m.o. ).

Vau.ahn Monroe band is
overcome adverse reviews on "My rent ice'show
Girl

down

show, is
frame.

Snow

In L'ville

and "Hollywood on Ice" stage show
(2d wk). Unusual to hold a stage
helping show for two weeks here, but cur-

course, helped.

for nifty $37.O0O

is set

in third week at Oriental, ''To Ends
of Earth." with Marion Hutton and
Dean Murphy co-headlining stage-

Timberlane 18G

(EL) with

ice sho'w,

big $18,000.

(FA) (3,400; 40-60)— "Magic
Town" (RKO). Chill put on this one
by sudden snowstorm, mild $10,000.
Rialto

Last week, "Captain Castile" (20th)
(2d wk), good $11,000.
State
(Loew's)
(3,000; •40-60)—
"Cass Timberlane" (M-G). One of
best in town, sturdy $18,000. Last
week, "Intrigue"' (UA) and "Yankee
Fakir" (Rep ), medium $14,000,
Strand (FA) (1,000; 40-60)— "So
Well Remembered" (RKO). This
British import not cutting much figure. Slow $4,000. Last week, "Out of
Past"
(RKO) and "Tracy Meets
Gruesome" (RKO), brisk $6,000.

Buff. Still in Doldrums;

'Song' $12,000, 'Wair

Last week, good $20,000.
Roosevelt (B&K)
98)
(1.500;
"Voice of Turtle" (WB).
Socko
$20,000.
Last week, "I Became a
Criminal" (WB).,okay $10,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700: 98
,"To TSaHn ot Earth"
(Col) with

—

—

Marion Hutton and Dean Murnhy
topping staeebill J (2d; 'wkK Moderate
$30,000.
Last week, nica
$41,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1.700; 98—
"Green- Was Vallev" (20th) (i-eI jfht $12,000.
Last week,

issue).

Row"

"Kings

(WB)

'

(reissue),

$10,000.

Woods

fE.ssaness)

Wife"

"BishOD's

Staunch
$6,200.

98

(1.073:

(RKO)

—

wk).

(7th

Last week,

$1!» 000.

(587: VV)
(3d
(Indie)
wk).
Last vfeek, $7,200.

"ShoeBoffo

$18,000.

—

World (Indie)

SWne"

Mpls. StOI Below Zero,
So's Biz; Cary $15,000,
Great;
Another
.sloughing

T-Men' Fat IIG

Minneapolis. Feb. 24.
sub-zero dip here is
business currently, but

of warmer weather may
help trade. "Bishop's Wife" shapes
as standout. "T-Men" and "Night.
Song" also loom as okay.

promise

"

Estimates jfor This Week
Aster. (Par) (900; 30-44)— "KiUoy

13G

Buffalo, Feb. 24.
$80,000 at the Capitol after
Biz still is lagging here this week.
First
great $91,000 operling stanza.
week exceeded most optimistic "High Wall." "Three Daring Daughhopes. "Killer McCoy" also was big' ters" and "Night Song" all are disappointing.
in second round at State with
Estimates for This Week
$3.5.000.
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)
Extcnried-nin films also perked up
to beat previous week totals. Out- "Three Daring, Daughters" (M-G),
standing among these were "Gentle-: and "Half Past Midnight" (20th).
man'.s Agreement." at Mayfair, with Okay $17,000. Last week,, "Voice of
(WB) and "Town After
$40,400 tor 15lh week; "Body and Turtle"
Soul," 'at Globe, $23,000 for 16th Dark" (Par), nice $19,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.400: 40,-70)
round: "Bishop's Wife,", at .A.stor,
with $35,000 for 11th stanza, and —"High Wall" (M-G) and "Ninotehwith ka" (M-G) (reissue). MOde.st $13,000.
at
Anibas.«ador,
"Voloone,"
Last week, "Good News'- (M-G).,
$12,000 or over.

fancy

Last week, $46,000.

.

Was

Here"

(Mono)

and

"Green

Cockatoo" (Indie). Strong $2,800 in
5 days. Last week, "Invisible Man"
(Indie) and "Invisible Man Returns"

t

.

—

"the I(iiOt" is calling it a day at
the Golden, going only four days in
fourth week, in order, to make way
for eonccrt date of Mi' u rice Chevalier
,

on Sunday (29).
Estimates for This

Ambassador

(Siiitzky)

Week
(1,200;

70-

$1.50)— "Volpone" (Indie) (9th wk).
In
week ending Thursday (26),
birthday,
Washington
taking
in
climbing to strong $12,000 or better
after $11,500 for 8th week.
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80)

— "Bi,shop"s

Wife" (RKO) (12th wk).
Eleventh session ended last (Tues.)
night hit stout $35,000. being aided by
crowds; - 10th week was
holidav
$30,000, Holds.

Bijou (City Inv.)

(650: 8.5-$1..50)—

"Bcautv and Bea.st" (Indie) (10th
Wk). Perking up to solid SS.OOO in
(Continued on page 16)
.

good

$15,000.

Hipp

(Shea)

(2,100;

40-70)

—

"Voice of Turtle'' (WB) and "Town
After Dark" (Par) (m,o,). Fast $10,000. Last week, "Adam Had Sons"
(Col) and "Doctor Takes Wife" (Col)
(reissues), $9,000.

Teck (Shea)

News" (M-G)

(1,400:

(m.o.).

40-70)— "Good

Good

$4,000.

Last week, "Intrigue" (UA) and
"Curley" (Par) (m.o.). $3,500.
Lafayette (Ba.sil) (3,000! 40-70) .—
"Black Narcissus" (U) and '-Crime
Doctor's

Gamble"

(£3ol)

(24

Fine $25,000 in 10 days. Last

wk)
"vreek,

big $26,500.
20tH Century (20th Cent) (3,000;
40-70)
"Night Song" (RKO) and
"Jiggs,
Maggie Society" (Mono),
Mild .$12,000 or near. Last week,
"Bambi"
(RKO)
(reissue)
and
-

—

"Fightins

Mad" (Mono),

$10,000.

(Indie) .(reissues), nice $1,800 in S
,
days.

•

Lyric (Par) (1.000; 50-70)— "Albuquerque" (Par) (m,o,). Oke $6,000.
Last week, "Intrigue" (UA) (m.o.),
$4,800.

Badio City (Par) (4.000; 50-70)—
"Voice of Turtle" (WB) Well-liked
but only okay at $14,500. Last week,
"This

Time

For

Keeps"

(M-G),

$14,000.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,6C(0; 50-70)—
"Bishop's Wife" (RKO).- Strong promoticm helping this. Smash .$15,000
looms. Last week, "Senator," (U)
(M.o.) (2d wk), $9,000.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"TMen" (EL). Fine $11,000 or over.
Last week. "Albuquerque" (Par),
strong $13,000.
Upto-Wn (Par) (1,000; 50-55 )— "Killer McCoy" (M-G). First nabe showing. Fancy $5,500. Last week. "Road
Rio" (Par), $6,200.
(2.800: 50-

to

HKO-Orphewm (RKO)

70)— "Night

Song"

(RKO).

$11,000 or near. Last week.

Oltay

"Knew

Susie" (RKO), modest $9,200.

World (Mann) (350; 50#85)—'^Matt
About Town" (RKO) Chevalier'*
English comment cut from French
film for showing here. Fair enough
Last week, "Love from
$2,500.
Stranger" (iqiL), $1,900.

'
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TOP PICTURES RELEASED., JO BE RELEASED

"^^^ THE

IWORDIMAN
URRY PARKS
w.,1.

COLOR BY

ELLEN

LAi>y

THE

FROM

DREW

starring

RITA

HAYWORTH

ORSON WELLES

TECHNKOLOR

'a^^^Jmmm dumas'

ROBERT LOOIS
STEVENSON'S

THE BLACK
iON HALL

<INE<OLOR

starring

LOUIS

HAYWARD

^^^7.'
TWO YEARS TO MAKE!

•

JANET BLAIR

THE

'

ItRAWBERRy

ROAN
GENE AUTRY
DICK POWELL

OFMILLIE

sfarring

FRANCHOT TONE

;

JANET

and CHAMPION

CINicOlOR

SIGNE HASSO

HAIR

Mtariing

GLENN FORD -EV£LYN KEYES

THE FUIxIr
Starring

SUSAN PETERS
starring

Alexander Knox - Phyllis Thaxter- Peggy Ann Garner

RED SKELTDN

Ron RandellDame May Whitty-Allene Roberts

Starring

ROBERT YOUNG

MARGUERITE CHAPMAN
COLOR By

TECHNKOLOR

<l

-

JANET BUIR

ALL ANT BLADE

«^ URRY PARKS -MARGUERITE CHApMAH
CINECOLOR

IND PRODUCED. ..BY COLUMBIA IN 1948

THE
GLENN FORD
COLOlt

By

•

MAN
WILLIAM HOLDEN

TO

THE LAST
30 MINUTES
GLENN FORD

TECHNICOLOR
70

LULU BELLE
tianing

DOROTHY

UMOUR

•

GEORGE MONTGOMERY

ANNA
LU CASTA

OVER 2 YEARS ON BROADWAY!

TRIUMPHANT NATION-WIDE TOUR!

RETURN
OF OCTOBER
THE

GLENN FORD TERRY MOORE
<OiOR BY

WRAN6LER
ttwring

TECHNICOLOR

ORONER CREEK
jlorWng

RANDOLPH

THE

scon

MARGVERITE CHAPMAN

CINECOLOR

rm LOVEI

OF CARMEN

SONNY TUFTS

CINECOLOR

BORN
YEITERDAY
IN 3rd

GREAT YEAR ON BROADWAY!

WALKING

HAYWORTH GLENN FORD

RANDOLPH SCOTT

coiOR By

TECHNICOLOR-

ELLEN

IH

LETS FALL
IN LOVE
DOROTHY LAMOUR DON AMECHE
•

HILLS

leaning

RITA

-

BARBARA BRITTQN

•

WILLIAM HOLDEN

DREW

ALL THE
KINCI MEN
ROBERT PENN WARREN'S
PULITZER PRIZE NOVEL

.

'
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ViedttcBday^ February 25,

I94fli

« Loop indie,

teirt:UEled that !!Oth-Fbx
"suggested" that he tshould
charge $1.25 on a moveover run of
"Poreiver Amber" to bring the theatre in -line with rest of the country,

had

Picture Grosses
NEW YORK
(Continued, from page; 13)

:

ninth stanza end&i last Monday (^3)
night; eighth was $6,000, Contift«es.
Capitol fLoew's) (4*120; 70-$1.50)
•—"Three Daring Daugliters" (M-G)
plus Horace Hedit orch and revue
onstage (2d wlc). Initial holdover
I'rame ending today (Wed.) held up
nicely at fancy $80,000 while first
session was great $91,000, over expectancy. Stays a third with "Naked
City" (U) set. to open March 4.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$l,25)

panned. Last week, "Sierra Madre"
(WB) with Lionel Hampton orch on
stage (4th wk), okay $48,000,
Sutton (Rugoff-Becker)" (561; 70$1.25)— "The Pearl" (RKO) (2d wk)
Second frame started yesterday
(Tues.) after getting sock $13,800 on
ahead,
In
Holds.
week.
initial
"Know Where I'm Going". (U) (26th
wk), fine $6,000.
Victoria (City Inv.) (720; 70-$1.50)
Indie
(SG).
Cross"

—•'Burning

first
week today
finishes
(Wed.') with vC^-y good $15,000 but

meller

Last week, "Fugi-

stays only two.

$10,000
My Love" (UA) (2d wk). tive" (RKO) (8th wk), nice in
'next
week ended last (Tues.) night "Albuquerque" (Par) comes
booked to
was good $24,000 or near, with holi- with "The Search" (M-G)
day attendance obviously over- follow.
90-$1.50)
(1.499;
Warner
(WB)
coming spotty reviews and slow
(UA) (4th
opening. "T-Mea" (gL) (4th wk-6 "Miracle Can Happen"
Mon

—"Sleep,
First

lays), $12,000.

•

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)—
"Body and Soul" (UA) (16th wk).
Still strong at $23,000, smart pickup
over $17,000 for 15th week. Holds
again. ''Adventures of Casanova"
(EL) set to come in next but date
not decided on.
Elysee

(Siritzky)

85-$1.50)

(750;

—"Fanny"

wk).
(Siritzky)
(2d
Second session ending today (Wed.)
held up strongly at $10,000 after sock

wk).' Third round finished last
day (23) night was boosted by holiday crowds to land good $15,000 after
very thin $12,000 for second.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60
Very disap
$1.20)—-"Jassy"
(U).
pointing at $21,000 or under, albeit

helped toy those big trowds on Monday (23) in first week ending today
(Wed.). Holds, Last week, "Woman's
Vengeance" (U) (3d wk). ok e $16,000.

$11,500 for opening stanza. Continues.

Golden (RKO)
"The Idiot",, (Indie)

(769;

(4th

85-$1.50)—

wk-4 days). Niew

fourth stanza today (Wed.)
and remains through Saturday (28).
Doing rather moderate- $6,000' in
third week while second was $7,200.
Maurice Chevalier concert; engage-*
Kient opens here Sunday (29).

Snow Sloughs St. Loo;

Starts

'Timberlane' Big $26^000,

TuEtle' Snappy

^2,000

St. Louis, Feb. 24.
Another snowstorm that hit here
getting
Stays last Saturday clipped what would
only the one week, with house going have been a nice upbeat at main
into reissues aeain this stanza. In stem cinemas. "Cass Timberlane" is
ahead,- "Open Gi\y" (Indie) (2d run), standout:©! JiatCh of new screen fare..
'.IVoice of the Turtle" is runnerup.
$6,000.
LitUe Carnegie (Indie) (460; 95^tStlniuiite* for Utif. Week
$1.20)^"Ninotchka" (M-G) (reissue)
Ambawiidor' {F&M) (3,500; 50-75)
Looks to hit $4,000 —"Voice of Turtle" .:(WB) and
(6th-final Wk).
on, blowofif round after .$5,000 iot "When Girl's Beautiful"' tCol). Big
''Passionnelle" (Indie) $22,000. Last week, "Meaiit. For Me"
fiftfi week,
now set to open Saturday (28).
(20th) and ."Dangerous years", (20th)
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.50) (2d wk); $15,000.
—"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th)
Art (S'Renco) (115; 83)—"This
(16th wk).
Fifteenth week 'ended Happy Breed" (U)' (2d -wk). Neat
last Monday (23) mght ;,was big $800 after $900 for initial .stanza.
$40,400 being boosted' '~by .holiday
Fox. (F&M) (6,000; 50-75)^"Thun.Monday; ip. ahead, thii;: laqded'.isoUd der in -VaUey" (20th) and ."Black
$33,800 for 14th round. .Stays -ooGold" (Mono). MUd $20,000. Last
Palace (HKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)— week,. "T-Men" (EL^ and "UnexFor pected Gilest" (UA), $18,500.
"If Yoii Knew Sus,ie" (HKO).
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
first week endinig next Friday (27)
(M-G). Sock
looks to hft'VetX; solid $36^. "Cass Timberlane"
Naturally stays 'Over. This is.especi- $26,000. Last Week, "Intrigue" (UA)
ally strong for current scale. .Last and I'Frieda". (U), .good $18,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)-tweek, final 10 days of third stanza
for "Night Song" (BKO) was only "Meant For Me" (20th) and "Wo-

Gothate (Brandt) (900: 70-$1.20)—

Flame"

"The
far

Not

(Rep).

at .disappointing

$e;500.

•

:

,

'

$23,000.

Faramount (Par)

— 'Road
Prima

to

Rio"

(3,664; 55-$1.50)

(Par) with Louis

and Dot Remy

-orch, ,;Dick

man's Vengeance" (U) (m.oi). Okay
$11,000: List week, "Sierra Madre"

(WB)

-and "Smart Politics" "'(Mono)

(m.o.). $10,000;"

^

•

Inside Stuff-Kctnres

Latest Screen Actors Guild "intelligence report" to the members is acCharges were also made by vari- companied by an analy.sis of the Taft-Hartley law as it affects the union
ous exhibs against JRKO and Para- The piece condemns .the statute, listing numerous "objections" and "dan-^
mount for holding back big pictures gers," and suggests that members pass on the info to their friends.
from release in the Chicago area,
Report a!50 mentions that Peter Lawford, Alan Mowbray and Marshall
Thompson- have been appointed alternates ,to the Guild board of directors
Metro's h.o. slide rule experts fig- during the absence of Hume Cronyn, Henry Fonda and' Boris Karlofi in
ur the company has come out about the east' for legit assignments. Richard Lane, chairman, and' Olivia de
the same as under the old system Havilland, William Lundigan and Agnes Morcbead are named SAG repon the take from pix it has been resentatives on the Associated Actors & Artistes of America telfvision
r

recently on a bid basis in
Chicago as a result of the Jackson

committee on 'the Coast.
An appeal is made for the workers on .strike against the Di Oiorgia
decision.
It is losutg coin,
farm at Bakersfleld, the situation in the American Guild of Variety Artists
however, they figure in the, first- is covered, and the results of voles on 21 SAG referendums are printed.
runs because of the restriction to
two weeks' playing time.
British inda^trialist William Grimshaw Riley and financial baclior of
Actually, it is saidi not enough
Filippo del Giudice's Pilgrim Pictures outlined his reasons for movin,i{ into
films have been sold under the bid*
the film industry via a letter to the N. Y. Times published Sunday (22).
ding system to make for definite
as the "Mysterious Mr. X," prior- to the recent disclosure of hia
Known
results. Only six have been offered
.true identity, Riley pointed out that the "question of friendly relations
for first-run and two for subsequent
between our two- countries" is one of the broader issues at hand rather
runs so far. Metro had stopped sellthan just the "making of good pictures."
ing altogether during the period it
Spirit of amity between the V, S. and Britain, Riley emphasized, can
was working out a sales formula un.^
be furthered still more by films which "can work so powerfully for good."
der the JP decree. It is now offer™
His entry into the industry, the industrialist wrote, was partially motivated
ing everytlnng on.,a bjd ba^is in
by his anxiousness "to do what I can to insure the economic survival of
areas into which the territory has'
this country" as well as aiding in the "spiritual reconstruction" of the
been divided.
world throtJgh the celluloid medium.
Sales execs think it will take
about 1,0 pix before they really' know
Ad campaign by John Walsh, manager of Shea's Fulton, Pittsburgh, is
how the system iS; working. In the
being credited with a phenomenon there in connection with
generally
meantime they fear that it may be
knocked out and they'll have to start "Bishop's Wife." For the first time in the history of that house, business
for
all over agAin as a result of the
a picture the second week, topped the first. That's never before happened
the
Fulton. Tlieatre went along at the beginning with regular
hearings in Chi this week on charges
at
that the majors are in contempt of Samuel Goldwyn advertising leads, hailing "Bishop's Wife" as the leading
court by -not followihg terms of the contender for the Academy Award, and getaway stanza's gross was profitable but disappointing. So for the holdover, Walsh took things in his own
judge's' ordeh'
^hands 'and billed pic as a side-splitting comedy, emphasizing with gaggedup cartoon embroideries customers howling their heads off, and it produced extraordinary results. Take second week shot $2,000 over the first.
In the past it's always been; the other way around.
JnhiistiHi
selling

Park

;

,

D

Abroad

Conttniied from page 3 sinS

in State

Dept's agreement to step

in.
a result of talks betweeh
Johnston and U. S. Ambassador
Lewis, -Douglas within the past few
weeks,' the- matter will be high
on Dougla,s' agenda of topics to be
taken up with the Labor Government on his return to England.
Otherwise making it appear that
ah agreement might hot be too far
in the .offing is the fact that circumstauc'es on both sides are reaching a
point where a deal becomes a necessity.
On the American side, the
case, is that some companies are.
completely out of new product in
England and: the others are almost
pCit,'
OA' the' English side, it's a com,-;
bination of pressures from labori
exhitoion interests and 'the country?s own producers, who've discovered that the hoped-for beneficial
effects of ke^eping American pix out
may boomerang,
Some- elements of the Industry,
'

Orpheiim (L«ew> (2,000; 50-75)—
heading stageshow (2d wk). First
week ended last (Tues.) night soared "House AcirosS Bay" (Indie) and
to. terrific $120,000,. new high here "Stand In". (Indie) (reissties). Good
the indie producers,
f0r this, year; also record day on $9,000.. Last week, "Body and Soul" particularly
Jlonday (23)<ior Washington birth- (UA) and, "Curley" (UA) (m.o.), have,'-long -beeii' clamoring for the
State Dept. to take over the negotiaday holiday' aside from- film, |»reem $8,500.i,
St. toUte, (P&M) (4,000; 50-'?5)— tions, but State was anxious to avoid,'
^ays. Doing six show^S' daUy and
UiU turning people away. In ahead, "Albuquerque"' (Par) and "Caged it and as long as the MPAA never
lourth week of "Walk Alone'^ (Pat) Fury" (Part; Neat $9,500. Last week, showed any desire to press the matand
(Col)
Affairs"
plus Andy Russell, Jerry Wald orch, "HusbaniJa
ter it -kept a hand-ofi policy. .Now,"I.,ouisiana'»';tMono.), $XO,OOjO, .'
was $60,000.
40-60)— inasmuch as any solution will hinge
Shubert .(Ind)
(1,500;
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$1.50)
—"Holiday Camp" (U) (5th wk). "The. Spoilers" <TC) and "'Diamond to an important degree on the MarJim
Bradyi,' (FC) •<reisslifesV. Nice shall, plan, it' has become evident to
Filth
round
ending
tojnorrow
Was both State. and the MPAA that the
Last. week. "Greeh
(Thurs.) went up to fine $7,500 after S5.000.
Valley" (20th) and "Swamp Water'
$6,500 for lourth. Holds agaiij.
U.S. go-vernment is in a much
Radio City Music Hall (ROcke- (2Qth) '.(refssueg), about same.
stronger trading position than the
lellers)
(6,945; .70-$2;40)— "Double
industry itself would be.
Life" (U) with stageshow. Landing
32-34% to England
..sock $145,000 in first week ending
today (Wed.), being helped by eSfly
(Continued from page 12)
Inasmuch as 32% to 34% of coin
morning opening on -Monday (Feb, wlc). CrOod".$18i000 after fine $21,000 to be allocated under the
Marshall
23), and real upbeat over .weekend
plan will go to England, it is thought'
Holds naturally.- Last week, "ParaFox (20l-W> ^2,250; 50-94)—"Ideal
dine Case" (SRC) and stageshow Husband" (20th). Very thin $16,000. that it will ill-behoove that country
to be adamant in blocking-out an
(0th wk), fancy $120,000.
Last week, "Meant For Me" (20th)
American industry.
Blalto (Mayer) (594; 50-$1.20)— (3d wk), $10,000.
Pilmites thus
"Furia" (FC) (6th wk). That holiGoldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94) hope the -way will be opened to
day influx helped here, too, since —"If Winter Comes" (M-G) (2d wk). negotiations that don't start out with.
fifth week ended- Jast Monday (23)
Fanty $20,000 or near. Last week, British economic czar Sir Stafford
night. Bousing $14,t)00 after $12,000 $25,000.
Cripps saying, as he has in the past!
lor fourth frame.
Hit" new house
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94) "Of -iicour^e, we're glad to negotiate
high _ for jsingle day's business on
"Bi.shop's Wife" (RKO) .(2d wk). at
any. lime, but any compromise
".
-.
Monday (23).
Trim $19,000 after big $26,000 opener,
'

'

United Artists and' Hunt Stromberg have taken the unusual .step of
changing the title of a picture while it is in release. They're switching
"Lured," as of March 1, to"Personal Column." That, incidentally, was
the original title of the Lucille- Ball-George Sanders starrer, It was changed
to "Lured';' shortly before release.
.Following indifferent grosses racked up under the latterTlabel, the' producer an'd'UA ran tests with "Personal Colunrm" and "Girl Wanted" and
discovered the original proved best at the b.o. New main titles, -trailers
and accessories are being made available. 20th-Fox recently ran into title
difficulty with "Bob, Son; of Battle," changing it to "Thunder in the Valley" and- later to "Shepherd of the Valley."

It didn't

'

help, however.

Bob GUlham, eastern

flack chief for the Selznick Releasing Organization,
a protest with the publisher of a leading New York weekly mag
on arrival of its critic considerably less than sober at a screening of SRO's
"Paradine Case." Guy, according to Gillham, came into the projection
room long after the film had started, made much conimotion getting a seat,
thus annoying other reviewer.^, and then made loud and derogatory comment on the film all during the screening to an almost equally-loaded
femme friend. Worst of all, of course, from Gillham's view, critic panned
the pic in his revie'w. Publisher promised to "look into the matter."

has

filed

.

Although the picture n^ver topped $14,000 in any one week of its record'
26-.week run at the Sutton; N. Y„ "I Know Where I'm Going" totaled!
$212,000 in gross receipts -on the engagement. Nearly 250,000 people saw
the film at this N. Y. house. The J. Arthur Rank (Prestige) imit of Universal, started its run on Au^. 19, 1947, and wound up on Feb. 15 this year.
The production rang up its $14,000 at this 561-seat theatre in its first
week and never sagged below $4,000 during the entire, run. Picture was
supplanted by "The Pearl" on- Feb. 16.
_

,

.

.

•

:

PHILADELPHIA

—

'

Bivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092f 60-S1.25)
--"Endi of Earth" (Col) (2d wk).
Alter tapering in first days of initial

—"Road-to Bio"

holdover session, this picked up over
weekend and on holiday to strike
strong $37,000, or over. Initial week
WHS smash $32,000, Stays on but
"Miracle of Bells" (BKO) already is

yon" (20th) (2d

Keith's

at' $7,000.

(Goldman)

(Par) (2d run). Oke
Last week, "Daisy Ken
$e,Q0O.
(4,360; 50-94)^

riiri),

Mastbaum (WB)
"Voice of
Tliin.

.50-94)

(1,300;

Turtle"

$16,000

(WB)

after

(2d

okay

wk).

$25,000

opener.

must

-be on the basis of the 75% tax'
continuing."
"WiHi the drying up of their product pools in England, American companies'are-nbw. really getting to the
anxious point in arriving at a deal.
Up to now they've been getting as

much money out o£ England as they
Pix (Cummins) (500; 50-94)— "The
would had the tax not been imposed
(5,886;
80-$1.50)— Outlaw" (UA) (4th wk). Down to
last Aug. 7, with the ensuing era"Northside 777" (20th) plus stage- $8,500 after neat $10,000 last week.
•hovv headed by Hazel Scott, Raye
bargOi
There was therefore, no imSfanley
(WB) (2,950: 5fl-94)& Naldi, Gil Lamb '(Sd wk). Second "Miracle Can Happen"
mediately
compelling reason .for a
(UA). Nice
round gets under way today (Wed.) $26,000.
Last week, "Relentless" solution; Were the stalemate brokenalter great $130,000 for. first week: (Col) (2d wk),;'thin
within the next month or so, indus$14,560..
Monday hit' new high for Wash,
Stanton
(WB) (1,475; .50-94)— tryites vi-ould feel the timing perbirthday holiday. Third 'stanza of "Whispering City"'
(EL) and "Love fect.
•^Meant for Me" (20th) with Louis From Stranger"
(EL). Mild $8,500.'
Armstrong orch and Robert Lamou- Last week, "Out of Past"- (BKO)
ret toppmg stageblU was okay $75,- (3d
wk), $9,000.

pemg advertised
Boxy (20th)

to

open here.

,

Jacobs Collects

cou.

Slate
"Killer

(Loew's)

(3,450;

43-$1.10)—

McCoy" (M-G) (1st run) (3d
Wk). Second week ended last (Tues.)
Jiight held up to a big $35,000. First

Jackson Park

eession was smash $44,000, great foy
Contiiiued from'' page 5 s
•M/i'^^tr^'lniw here.' Holds a third,
vvjth "Sign of Ram" (Col) set to fol- nixed a bid for "Lost Honeymoon"
low.
and demanded a $750 minimum for
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)— the
picture. High price was dskedt,
"My GJrl Tisa" (WB) with Vaughn
Monroe orch heading stageshow. he alleged, because Warner Bros,
First week ending tomorrow (Thur.s.) theatres in the area threatened not
loolcs to land, big $62,000 or less, on to run the picture if the J'ackson
psAppointinig side through no fault Park played it first.
Nat Barger, operator pf the RialtO,
tA Monroe. Picture was liberally
;

.

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
judgment against Philip
'Yordan has been granted Lewis Ja-

A

$6,200

cobs, in the .Los Angeles, supreme
court. Jacobs sued Yordan over "The

Woman Who Came
play;

he wrote and

Back," screensold to

Yordan

several years ago.

Jacobs charged tliat when Yordan
the screenplay to Republic
he ieceived hone of tlifc profits on
that deal in violation Of theii' conresold

tract.

Amendment'

'First

from page

Cittittnaed

the House, is also head of thfs-AiQ"
gressive Citizens of America.
-

4

i

doing

are

others

so,

however.

Whether attempts at reprisal will
the be made against them remains to be
.,

Under present
film industry,

conditions- In,

members of the Gom-

seen.

mittee for the First --Amendment
have found it virtually impossible to
keep the group functioning. Any
attempt at fund-raising lor such a
cause is hopeless.
That has been
particularly

true

The

reported

Frozon Coin
Continued from p»Ke

Humphrey

since

Bogart issued his rctraGtion, aftei?
accompanying the other Comt^ittee
members to Washington.
circumstances

of

Bogai-t'a about-face may have ,been
significant He had helped raise
money for the Committee his last

New York. The next day,
while in Chicago, he was understood
to have received a frantic telephone,
call from the late Mark HcUinger,
Willi whom he was partnered in an
independent production outfit. Hellinger, it is explqjned, told Bogart
that the^ banks had refused further
financing unless he (Bogart) Issued
the i^etraction.
day in

S

coin is also blocked.
In that Inst&nce'i reason, for the investment-is to acquire commodities
See
to offset the terrific inflation.
separate story on -Page 18.)

where

their

Be'aity

and Bonds

Understood all eiglit major.s are
looking for realty and bonds to invest their monies., Warner Bros.,
previously, attempted, to erect their
own theatre in Sydney but was red*
lighted by the government. Wolfe
Cohen, WB's foreign dept. exec, is
expected to arrive in April and he'll
call the tune for Warners. Paramount, Columbia, "United Artist.s and
Universal have yet to salt their com
;

in any projefit.
Bemainuig members of the ComIn RKO's case, company has
have been under closed tfor
the Lacey Percival

.mittee claim they

'

great pressure to disavow the organization.
They fear that It- they
take any stand against the Thomas
Committee they risk being publicly

just
film

This deal gives
processing setup, saving it plenty and giving it extra
gravy from outside work. Transacbranded as Commies. An added prod
tion wasi closed - by BKO's Ralph
to insure studio pressure against
Doyle with Percival, who stays In
processing

RKO

its

labs.

own

anti-Thomas
Committee agitation
considered a
have been reported threats by the' charge. HKO move is
smart one and Aussie circles think
and Legion there's
a good chance that other
any theatre majors
other loose
will
dicker
for
showing
local American Legion
of Decency to picket

pictures

in

'

which ' actors

branded as "subversive"

at>{>ear.

not known, so far, how many
of the defunct Committee
for the First Amendment will join
the Committee of One Thousand. It's
figured some won't dare. Several
It's

members

labs.

The likelihood is good that Metro
and 20th will sink a sizeable part
of their coin into their own key

M-G has a number of showrwhile 20th has a tieup with
Hoyts via National Theati'es.
houses.
cases,

Weclnestliky,

17
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Miranda, Gabin to Star
In Three-Version Pic

Arg. Distrib Probkms on U. S. Fibns

U. S. Films Threatened by

Home, Feb. 16.
Miranda and Jean Gabin will
oostar in "Tre Giorni. d'Amore"
("Three Days of Love"), from an
original story by Cesaro Zavatlini,
Alfred Gpuarinl and Suso CecchiD'Amico. Picture will be, shot in
three versions-r'Italian, French and

Britffih

h

Isa

May Be Eased in Treaty Discussions
Montevideo, Feb. 16. 4Distributors of Hollywood pix in

Buenos Aires, wlio have been ilghtagainst
ing a lone battle for months
of
the extreme nationalist policies
the Peron government, are beginning to see a glimmer of hope.
Throughout the protracted negotiations between the British commercial mission and the Peron" governmerit, there have been rumors that
once the British treaty had been settled, economic czar Migucl'jMiranda
and President Peron himself, intended opening negotiations with the
U. S. for a similar financial deal.
These rumors became tact the very
day of the signing of the AngloArgentine commercial treaty, when

Polish Sheet Calls 'Dawn'
An Imperialist Tool'
Warsaw, Feb. 24.
Latest gauge to measui'e the degree of Moscow control ol countries
in eastern Europe can now be found
in the temper of reviews of V. S.
:

Although

pix.

in

English.

New

,

Produced by a British-Italian compimy in copartnership with French
Union Generate Cinematographiquc,
it will be directed by Bene Ctement,

Kaidnrek

h

SINCCA,

To

i

of-'imperialism."
Recently the following editorial
comment appeared in the Trybuna

HnddlemCiedis

had to suffer for the sins of the dam. He will huddle for several
American 'film industry when we weeks with Irving Maas, MPEA v.p.
were made to see "Hold Back the and general manager, regarding his
Dawn." Now the Soviet Film Fes- territory, which includes the Soviet
tiina. Thursday (19) and distribs are
countriesT-^Poland, Bulgaria,
tival has saved us" from this rub? orbit
hopeful that the vexed question of blsh."
Hungary, Bumaniftr Austria and
\

to negotiations.
Insiders now report that a U. S.
representative, with full powers to
negotiate, will be arriving in Argen-

Picture Imports will be one
Yugoslavia.
of the important points dealt with
Prime topic will be the situation
under the treaty. Possibly the signin (Czechoslovakia, where MPEA's
U.S. Film Cos.
ing of a treaty will lead to unfreezpact for delivery of U. S. pix exing of U. S. coin locked up In the
pired
last November. Czechs are still
For Chinese Realty
Bank cofters,
Central
/Argentine
sliowing films delivered prior to the
which distribs have been unable to
expiration, but are demanding equal
transfer to their homeoffices.
Vs. Currency income from their pix in the U. S.
Meanwhile,, the i-elcase of each
The cost of .an apple will get ypu before
extending
the
contract.
U. Si picture must be dealt with in- into a theatre in China but that's MPEA was getting considerable
doldividually with the two censorship
lar currency out of Czecho, which
still not peanuts, according to Uniboards, that of the Entertainment
What makes the demise of the deal there
Bergher.
Michael
versal's
Board and the municipal police. The
amounts to a 50c. admission charge doubly tough.
didiculties have been overcome in
in the U. S. pyramids to 240,000
every case, but only after continual
Chinese dollars, standard tariJE in
Bed Drive 'Ominoas
goings and comings, discussions and
tie general run of bouses playing
counter-discussions, with the youngWashington, Feb. 24
pix. » Economic and miliAmerican
er and more nationalistic-mitided
Outside chances, for Hollywood
tary situation i'a the Far .East is so
censors insisting on absurd cuts and
unsettled that BeVgher, U's super- films getting baqk into- Czechoslo
customarily classifying tlje pix—
visor tljere, lias been recalled to the vakia slipped away this week as
harmless though they may be— as
U. S. State Dept. officials virtually
home- olfftqe for a new assignment.
"unfit for. exhibition before Minors
Bergher said that American film conceded the outcome o£ the Czech
under 18. A great deal depends on
Communists' current drive to comhow much influence the individual companies are taking their coin in pletely take over the government.
real
estate
China
investing
in
and
distribs (together with friendly atid
Red victory,' it's feared by industry
interested exhibs) are able to exert of all kinds in a desperate effort
leaders, would draw an "iron curof
their
money
conserve
value
the
in the proper quarters.
Censors to
tain'' across ..that, country for good
cause almost as much annoyance <to during the present unbridled inflaa ..^^^..^
freeze on ship. and bar renegotiation of a new con..
^^K^i.-'^o been
"^t.. c
.wu. There's
local producers and distribs,. a? thsjr tion.tract with the Motion Picture Export
January,
menV of film moneys since
do to the foreign reps.
1946, Which explains the l3rg.erBcale Assn.
As in Other countries in the Soviet
entry into the real estate* biz. Another restriction is a quota which orbit, the Czechs have been puthas been slapped on film imports ling up roadblocks against the entry
based on footage of prints rather of U. S. pictures on the Red-jn»
This holds spired charges of "imperialist propathan number of pix.
Paris, Feb. 17.
down the number of prints to the ganda." Up until last week, howStudy of grosses statistics by the bare minimum.
ever, U. S. film distributors were
RtCO staff may cause switch from
Belief -is thist the present loan counting gn the known friendship of
the current release, policy here. In- talks of the U. S. with China is Czech prez Edward Bencs with this
stead of -releasing a picture nation- taking into consideration the frozen country to
straighten out all difally, RKO may divide the territory
^
film monies, Bergher" said.
If the ficulties.
Into segments to be handled sucChinese loan, now tied to the Marcessively, each in turn to get the
shall Plan on the insistence of Confull benefit of the organization in
gress, goes through, it's more than Mei-Lang-Fang Trouiie
publicity, exploitation and number
likely that it'U thaw at least part of

Have Yen

As

Hedge

.

'

"

of 273,946.
The public generally favors musical and romiii-itic
Torlraii; Xockpit'
pix with single features the estabLondon, Feb. 24.
lished policy. The N. Z. Motion PicLondon legit has been busy, with ture Distributors Assn. says its
four openings. The tenore Goffey- country uses' about 350 features and
William- Joyce Cowen "Family Por- 1,000 shorts and newsreel,^ annually.
trait," staiTing Fay Compton, opened- On the average, only
two prints per
at the Strand Feb. 17 and was well picture are circulated.
received. Miss Compton's outstandCowboys in Ethiopia
ity

OK

ing performance and the fine production may attract profitable nU
tendance.

Other countries reported on by
Nathan D. Golden, Commerce Dept.

production of Samuel Goldwyn, Jr., opened

FIJI ISfcANpS: Films from India
are cutting sharply into the American position here because a large
share of»the population came originally from India, and Hindustani is
the primary language of 46% of the
population. In 1946, our distributors

"Gathering Storm,"

j

;

MAY

film specialist;

first

Feb. 18 at the St. Martin's, was also
well received. Farmhouse murder,
starring Nancy Price, Is splendidly
acted, but its obvious plot suggests
opena. limited -appeal. "Cockpit,"
ing Feb. 19 at the Playhouse, is an
original dramatization of the problem of displaced persons in Germany, written by Bridget Boland
after visiting the British zone. Show
looks a success.

.

PARIS RKO STAFF

,

grossed '$14,000 in Fiji biit could get
out only $1,100 in direct exchange to
return to the U. S. Remainder whs in
New Zealand currency and had to be
spent in that country, Fiji has 14

"The Gorbals Story,'' a Glasgow
Unity Theatre production, opening
the same night at the Garrick, is a
drab study of slum characters. Well
acted, it got a good reception, but
is unlikely to achieve a lengthy run.

TRY N£W RELEASE PLAN

•

of

prints available.
Current systhe. blocked eurrencies,
after a Paris f ir.strun
is to
Grosses in the Philippines have
firstruns in key cities, then go
down the whole scale in all divi- dropped a sharp 50%-. since the days
immediately following Japan's sursions of the territory simultaneously.
render, Bergher said. That's the

—

—

tem
open

:

This year there have only ^been
five pictures grossing $100,000 or present tendency all over the Far
more in their Paris fir.strun. These East. In Hong Kong, for instance,
«re "Man Abovit Town," "Diable au the take is down between 35% and
Corps." "Quai des Orfevres." "Best 50%.
Years" and "Dumbo."
"Dumbo,"
wHich received very special treatment from the RKO flackery with ARG. FILM CRIX PICK
telling results, grossed about $135,
000 for the Park firstrun; .meaning
'PEACE'
1947 BEST
about $33,000 in rentals. This acted
Buenos Aires, Feb. 17.
-

FOR

as

a

may

definite eye-opehef
new plan.

;*nd'RKO

try this

French Distribs Using
Beige Takes for

U S. Buys

,

Assn. of Argentine Film Commentators and Critics awarded the
for the best foreign picture ex-

hibited in Argentine during 1947 to

"To

Mulls European Tour

Paris, Feb. 24.
-Plans for a European tour are
being readied here for Chinese actor
,

Mei-Lbng-Fang, who'll bead a company and orchestra of. some 25
people, according to Chine.se lecturer

Chang Hsin-Hai.
Meanwhile H-lin-Hai

liive In Peacfe."

This

is

one

of

seven; Italian pix which made hisParis, :Feb; 17.
How certain Paris distribs, who tory during that year among ArImport cheap American pix, obtain gentine exhibitors and fans. The
the dollars with which to pay for first .was "The Bandit," then "Open
their buys,- was spotlighted recently, City," "A Yank in Italy." "Piccolo
Belgian Parliament' mefnber com- Mohdo Antico," "Addaiite que hay
plained that about 2,000,009^000 Bel- Lugar," "Caravaggio" and "My Son,
gian francs had gone to the U.. S. in Professor."
Manlio Marino,
Dr.
1946 for pictures.
prexy; of Lux Mar Film, Italian disSince American di.sti'ibs only sent tributors, is back in Buenos Aires
a fraction of this amourtt,' which ex- after an inspection junltet through
ceeds their operations seven or eight South' America, and reports that
times, it became obvious that some Italian pix are grossing big wherother agency was at work,' provided ever exhibited.
the figures quoted were right.
It
Rumors are current in. the trade
was found ttiat many French operathat the government intends to go
tnr.s playing their pictures in Belgium availed themselves of the con- through with its plan, sponspred in
Manuel Garcia,
vertibility of the Belgian franc into Congress by Deputy
dollars, and instead of repatriating to enforce billing of vaudeville acts
their take to France, used it to buy at least three days a week for a
American cheap product in N. Y., minimum of one hour. This Is expected to go into operation June 1,
or establish credit balances there.
and will serve to complicate life
Tl|p
Marcel Oentel, RKO general man- .still further for exhibitors.
ager in France, was elected presi- motivation is difficult to understand,
dent of the Franco-American Dis- as there is no real unemployment
among eutei'tainmcnt folk
tvibiitor'fl Assn.. largest in France.

A

,

U. S.

FILMS IN UPSWING

THROUGH IIXOUNTRIES

theatres with a
capacity of 5,000.

combined seating

ETHIOPIA: Country has only four
theatres with a combined sciitirtg
capacity of 3,400, and three ,of (he
theali 'es are In Addis Ababa. Showings are three times weekly in Addis
Ababa only occasionally at
the other house in Dire bawa.
Audiences like covCboy subjects with
musical^second in preference: About
95% of all films screened are Hollywood product. Censorship is limited only to such things as racial dis-

Broader distribution, more
crimination and other racial imnicolor
prints
and selected top plications.
quality product are chiefly responsible for the business upswing in the
past six months for U. S. pix in 11
countries serviced by the Motion
Picture Export Assn., the organization revealed last week. Other conSydney, Feb, 18.
tributory factors claimed in produSuffering from acute lonsillitig.
cing a large response to U. S. pictures overseas are the MPEA's pol- Cicely Courtncidge, lead in tlic Briticy of day and dating in Urstrun sit" ish" comedy "Under the Counter" at
uations plus the introduction of Royal here, has been compelled to
close down the show until doctors
American showmanship methods.
Recent b.o. reports show Metro's okay, her return. Shutdown so far
"Random Harvest" passing its 14th has been four days; it may run to 10.
"Counter," a terrific hit hero, is
cortsecntive week at the Flottenkino,
Vienna. Paramount's "Major and the always sold out six days in advance.
Tech-

COURTNEIDGE ILLNESS

SHUHERS

'COUNTER'

'

is also contemplating a lecture swing through
France. An expert on political and
economic conditions in China, he
leaves soon for England and even- Minor," in the same city, drew capactually goes back to the U. S.. He has ity biz the first month before easing
off at the wicket. Prior to the proem
lectured extensively in America.

of

'

palm

showed Now

Zealand with 568 theatres in operation, with a combined seating capac-

For Golikyii,J% Show;

.

•

'

'

.Last available figures

S.

A

.

newsreel production unit, which Americans- have had about 90% of
has received ofBcial support from the the market and the British have
Peron government, to the extent that climbed to 9%. However, New ZeaSINCCA's news and documentary land law now makes it mandatory
films will be obligatory fare for all for New Zealand distributors to acArgentine theatres, has already teed quire 20% British product and for
This theatres to exhibit at least that peroff with its first documentary.
ccntage.
is a feature on Lujan, cathedral city
On top of that, last August's Aidon the perimeter of the Buenos Aires
to-Britain program included a -recsuburbs, with its grotto and sanc"
ommendation from the Prime Mintuariy of the Virgin of Lujan.
SINCCA aims at gradually mush- ister that the tax on American 111ms
rooming into production of Johg-reel be upped to 40% from 25% and that
pix on subjects considered suitable the dollar remittance be limited to
for exhibition in both theatres and 300,000 New Zealand pounds annually.
American firms had been takin.!!; at
schools.
least 400,000 pounds out of the lioiiiitry each year in dollars, approximately $1,2!50,000.
lie

Dolnoslaska on "Hold Back the
Louis Kanturek, Motion Picture
Dawn," a Charles Boyer, Olivia De
Havilland starrer: "The martyrdom Export Assn. rep lor Czechoslovakia
it was announced that conversations
of the Poli-sh nation did hot end and supervisor for eastern Europe,
had already started between Argen- with the capitulation of Germany. is slated to arrive in New York
tine and U. S. reps as a preliminary Lately, for instance, pioturergoers next Sunday (29) on the S.S. Wester-

U.

Fiji

Washington, Feb. 24.
British films have been gaining
steadily in popularity in the New
Zealand market against the Hollywood product, U. S. Dept. of ComMotitevideo, Feb. 17.
merce reports in 'a new foreign -.surrecently formed Catho-; vey. During the past few years the

SINCCA Finishes Fhst
Arg. Church Documentary

Poland Hollywpod

offerings still get an occasional fa-,
vorable review, there's an increasing tendency to pan them as "tools

Zealand, by Indian in

RKO's

"Hunchback

of

Show's imported

talent,

is being paid in
curtain remains down.

ballet,

plus
full

local

whjle

Notre

Dam^"

Current London Shows
London, Feb. 24.
(Figure shows weeks of run)
•'All

This Ended,"

St. Jas.

(3).

"Anna Lncasta," Majesty's
"Annie' Get Gun," Col's'm

(17).

(38).

"Bless the Bride," Adclphi (44).

"Bund Goddess," Apollo (12).
"Chiltern Hundreds," Vaude (26).
"Cockpit," Playhouse (2).
"Diamond Lil^ Wales

My

(5).

"EdWslrd
Son," Lyric (39).
"Family Portrait," Strand (2).
"Gathef. Storm" St. Mart (2).
"Gorbals Story," Garrick (2).
'•J^mr

Hours

Kill," Sav.

(4).

"Four, Five, Six," York's (1).
"Hidden Yeare," Fortune (5).
"Indiff, Shepherd," Crit. (3)
"Life With Father," Savoy (38).
"Linden Tree," Duchess (28).

"Mountain Air," Comedy
"Never Can Tell," Wyn.

(4),

(21).

•'Oir Kecord,". Piccadilly (38).

"Oklahoma:" Drury Lane
"Outrageous," W. Garden

(43).

at the Apollo, Vienna,
the
house' handled a heavy advance
ticket sale.

American pi'oduct is topping all
competition in Czechoslovakia with
"AU Baba and the 40 Thieves" (U.)
moving into its 15th week at the
Passage, Prague. In Hungary,, on the
basis of the first 51 bookings, "Random Harvest" looks to be one of the

Poliish

|

when playing en.^
slate,
Maas said, is completely
core date at the Wintergarten, Berchosen by itself and the State Dept.
lin, an all-time attendance record of
had "nothing whatever to do with

any American film in postwar Germany. Solid returns have also been it."
Film Polski, Maas continued, has
evidenced in Bulgaria, Poland and
in selecting
even Rumania, where the govern- had "wide latitude"
MPEA product and the fact that
ment's: recent. censor.ship ban has
the films used by the Polish group
affected most U. S. film imports.
had wide success is proof that they
were suitable. However, the MPEA
head emphasized that no MpEA-

Arg. Disk, Set

Ban Eased

Buenos Aires, Feb.
Argentine's Central

17.

Bank has

re.-

"Present laughter," H'ymkt (45).
"Relapse," Phoenix (4).
"Slarlitbt Boof ," Hipp. (16 ).
"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (95).
"Together Again," Vic Pal. (45).

"Tuppence," Globe (20),
"Wum's View." Whitehall

ing Argentine records to the other
Jiatin-Americaa countries.

(43).

Denied by MPEA's Maas

RcTcnt published charges of the
film monopoly. Film PpLski,
that it was compelled to imfiort
U. S. product earmarked by the
State Dept., were branded "without
foundation" last week by Ii'ving
year's biggest grossesii "Men in Her
Motion Picture
Life" (Col.) chialkea up a 1.000,000 Maas, prexy of the
Export Assn. Organization'" I'ulease
attendance mark

yoked earlier measures and lifted exchange restrictions on Importation of
records and radio parts.
RCArVictor and Odeon, both of
whom have big pressing plants in
Argentina, do a big turnover supply-

(IS).

Polski State Dept. Charge

distributed picture reflects a "disAmerican life,
of
torted"'
alaht
pointing out the organization's export product IS culled for "normal

commercial considerations."

"The Voice of Bacolod," a new
radio station, will start operation in
the near future in Bacolod, Nogros
Oriental province. In southern Philippinesi

.
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SHOWERS'

'APRIL
ROBERT ALDA-s.

TRADE SHOWINGS OF

SAKALL-D.ecudt.yJAMES V.

KERN

-Produced .y

Screen Play by Peter Milne • Suggested by a story by Joe Laurie, Jr. •^M
Music Arranged and Adapted by Ray Heindorf • A WARNER BROS.

MONDAY, MARCH
PLACE OF

CITY

SHOWING

WILLI AM

JACOBS

National Picture

First

1948

8,

ADDRESS

TIME

Albany

Warner Screening Room

Atlanta

20th Century-Fox Sc.

Boston

RKO

Buffalo

Paramount

Charlotte

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

Chicago

Warner Screening Room

1307 So. Wabash Ave,

1:5(1

F.M.

Cincinnati

RKO

Palace Th. Bldg. E. 6th

8:00

F.IV1.

Cleveland

W arner

zjuu

t^ayne /\vc»

2*00 P.M*

Dallas

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

1«03

Wood

Denver

Paramount

.

Sc.

197 Walton

Room
screening Koom

Screenmg

Room

N.W.

St.

122 Arlmgton

Screening

8:00 P.M.

,N. Pearl St.

464

Frankliii Street

308

S.

Church

10:00 A.M.

St.

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

1300 High

St.

Detroit

Film Exchange Bldg.

2310 Cass Ave,

Indianapolis

Universal Sc.

Kansas City

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

1720 Wyandotte

Los A«gcles

Warner Screening Room

2025

.

Room

517 No.

Rm.

S.

2:00 P.M.

<

^

2:00 P.M.

Minneapolis

Warner Screening Room

New Haven
New Orleans
New York

Warner Th.

Oklahoma

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

10 North Lee

Omaha

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

1502 Davenport

Philadelphia

Warner Screening Room

230 No. 13th

St.

Pittsburgh

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

1715 Blvd. of

Allies

Portland

Jewel Box Sc.

212

W.

Wisconsin Ave,

2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M,

St.

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

200

S. Liberty St.

1:30 P.M.

Home

321

W.

2:30 P.M.

Oflice

Room

44th

St.

1:30 P.M,

St.

1:00 P.M»

St.

1947 N.W. Kearney

2:30 P.M.'
1:30 P.M.
St.

South

216 East

221 Golden Gate Ave.

St. Louis

Washington

Earle Th. Bldg.

13th

Seattle

2 .00 P.M.

70 College

Room
Jewel Box Sc. Room
S'renco Sc. Room

Lake

San Francisco

2:00 P.Mi

1000 Currie Ave.

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

Salt

.

10:00 A.M.

151 Vance Ave.

Warner Th.

Rm.

1:30 P.M.

Vermont Ave.

20th Century-Fox Sc.

Proj.

1:00 P.M.

St.

Memphis

Rm.

12:45 P.M.

Illinois St.

Milwaukee

Sc.

2:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M.

St.

St.

Sc.

2;30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.

St.

2100 Stout

Des Meines

'

Km»

Room
Room

79

Republic Sc.

1st

2318 Second Ave.
3143 Olive

St.

& E Sts. N.W.

2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
1:30 P.M.

10:30 A.M.
1:00 P.M.

10:30 A.M*

.
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m

.
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TECHNICOLOR SET TO

Kid Curfew

Fond du Lac ¥is.,

in

UA-Gagney

Dalbs Telenews; Exchange Notes
Minneapolis.

By agreeing

•

to curlj juvenile at-

tendance at midnight and other late
shows, three film houses in Fond du
l,ac, Wis., have averted a city ordinance governing theatre closmg
hours. The theatres, managed by Joe
Goldberg and Al Frank, will refuse
admittance to youths under 18 to
midnight or extra ?arl*-hoilrr shows
and will encourage Mgbschool-age
kids to enter theatres before 7

pm.

DaUas Has Telenewn Digest
Dallas.
The local Telenews theatre is now
ghowing the Telenews Digest, cover-

ing events over Texas and the southwest. News cameramen have been

lature last session, He's a Republican.
manager
Bill Sharthi, former
here, has resigned as district chief
for Eagle Lion out of Cleveland to
take over distribution in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan and Missouri
for Colonial Television.
Bernie Potts, chief aide to Charlie
Anderson, of the Alpine circuit, has
quit show business to join his
father's business firm in Wellsburg,

UA

W. Va.
Times Sauare Tavern,
has ^)een razed to

new

Erie,

make way

Pa.,

for the

$100,000 Strand theatre.

DOUBLE

55

,

.

UA

UA

to

^

ney luaintains that the contract was 48i r!ro3«iBted Improvemehts will Siegel, $106,000; Ann Southern, $1 11,broken Under a clause by which he double f»t«ap«clty.
668; Benjamin Thau, $176,867; Richwas allowed to escape, if he was unard Thorpe, $92,750; Normah Taurog,
able to get financing while distrib$159,000; Spencer "Tracy,
$146,890;
uting through UA. UA's claim is that
Dal ton Trumbo, $84,500; Lana
prothe clause might apply to future
Turner, $226,000; Joseph R. Vogel,
Battle
but.
to
picduction,
not
a «onipleted
$104,000; Harry
Warren, $117,361;
Conttlivc^ ttom page *

,

,

Mayer's Salary

FOOTAGE

making a deal for Cagney's future

Marlaw Amus.
lined up to take shots anywhere in
St. Louis.
the area. The house has also linked
The Marlow Amus. Coip., which ture, such as "Life,"
"with International News and Photo
Since be has been utu^le to fulflU
operates theatres in seversil southf ervices to get teletype and telephoto ern lUinois towns, will construct the terjns of Hhe cottipromise oft
reports from all over the country.
drive-in
thea- which he was working with Cagney
the
first
and
operate
James Freddy, manager ol the tre in that Section of the state. The
house, is also In charge of the ex- site is near Marion, HI., and $75,000 to £et "Life," Sears Ordered the suit
pushed in hopes 6t getting the pic
panded news service.
has beea earmarked for the ventuTF!. via the courts. "What the producer's
L. R. Robertson and his wife, part
Herman Schwarz has rettomed to
Owners and operators of the Ervay the
reaction will be, now that this deal
St. Louis exchange for Eagle
theatre here, have worked out- a
and. will cover the southern with WB, by which he hoped to get
prof t-participation plan for their Hon
Ofl the hook, -has toled, remains to
«mployees. Each Saturday the house Illinois territory.
Marvin
Banks,
owner
of
the King be see*.
Is turned over to the employees for
North St. Louis indie hahe,
CftUcd for $16S>0«t
• special midnight show. The group Bee,
has purchased the Lyiric, a 400Arrangement that Sears was^ workfcuys the picture and arranges v-e seater, Farina, Ht from (h E, and
The
«lisplays and advertisements,
ing out with Cagney called for the
Peter Bertch.
receipts, less actual expenses, is then
O. H. Marthi has hecome the sole investment of approximately 5I6S,divided among the group of ei».
owner of the Belt drive-in, near St. 000 in "Life," in return for, which
ployees.
Joseph,
having purchased the
got a chunk of the pic's proBts.
Johnny Roberts, former shipper Interests Mo.,
of his partners, Xi. E. Pope The coin was to enable Cagney to
iOT Paramount, has been appointed and W. B. Whaley.
finance future production. As. part
manager of the Ervay.
Albei;t Dezel Productions, Inc., reHoward Waugh, from Memphis, issue
of the deal, he was also to give
outfit,
has
opened
St.
Louis
a
been named manager of the
more favorable distribution fee
office with. John
Walsh, former
Si^asaa theatre 4iere, replacing Boss Screen CruUd manager here, in than the original pact oalled. for.
MeCausland, resigned. The house is charge.
Under the terms of Cagney's conowned and operated by I. B. AdelAndy Dietz has disposed of his en- tract, he has what is known as "mostman and Harry Sachs.
tire stock in the St. Iiouis franchise favored" terms equal .to the best that
L. O. Daniel, Jr., former manager
of Screen Guild Productions to
grants' any other producer. That's
of the Delman theatre in Houston,
George Phillips and Herman Gorlick, 2&% to $800,000 and 10% *fter that.
has been appointed publicity man«ger for the I. B, Adetaian theatres, both of whom have been *n the sales
maintains that films distributed
stafi of the Eagle Lion exchange
DiiUas.under these exceptionally low tefms
here.
means a ceitain loss for the comCohen to Film CIssstcs, Maiik.
panjr. As part of the compensation
Loewe's Dallas Berth
M.&X Cohen, former sales superWinston Loewe tapped by Eagle for the 4165,000, Cagney was to agree
Universal-International,
visor
for
to pay the. straight 25% or
has been appointed executive branch Lion to menage Dallas exc^umee.
gets from most of its other
head of the Washington exchange of He'U work imder supervision of that
Clair
Hilgers,
district
manager. producers.
Film Classics.
/
As for Hawks picture, it has been
Ralph de Burgos, former branch Loewe's last stln,t in Dallas was
'46. and later
branch
in
manager
involved' in one long series of diffinianager, will be sales manager.
Spi'eails

ITS

as Oontliiiied from paec «
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Approximately 320,000,000 feet of phy, $119,250; Robert Nathan, $93,.
product— a deal which WB recently film
wUl
be turned out annuallly by 250; Joseph Pasterriack, $158,250;
concluded—
announced had been
cur- Walter Pidgeon, $177,191; William
while UA and the producer were Technicolor on completion of its
Powell, $196,2150! Samson RaphaelstiU slugging it out. As a result, rent program of expansion, accordwhile the suit «gainst Warners was ing to Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, prexy. son, $86,250; Basil Rathbone, $87,668;
have
reinstituted, XJA's attorneys
Total of $3,500,000, he said, has Keen Everett jEllskih, $132,500; Marguerite
promised not to press it.
Roberts, $92,750; Casey Rbbinson,
for new buildings and
Battle will be carried on against budgeted
$131,000; Edward G. Robinson, $110,»
Cagney, however, to have the N. Y. equipment.
000; Ginger Rogers, $175,000; Wii,
Supreme Court hand down a declaraTechnicolor had a capacity for Ham F. Rogers, $114,600; J. Robert
terms
tory judgment that under the
160,000,000 feet annually when it Rubin, $215,657; Nicholas M. Schenck,
he
of the producer's pact With UA
George Sidney, $80,341;
expansion polic^ in 1945- $224,885;
must give "Life" to the distrito, Cag- started its
Louis K. Sidney, $98,916; Morris J.
Continued Irom page 5
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UA

UA

.

UA

.

WB

—

—

Btuenose

sis
BB
L.
Weingarten, $202,785; Richard
probe of radio, theatre and book and Whorf, $75,624; Carey Wilson, $121,xnag publiahing), bowcUerizing by the 000; P-jbert Young, $122,500; Sam
BostoDi fitast censor, tte recent ban Zimbalist, $139,166.
of The HailoB froin the Newark pubAiidy Russell, Inc.
:

lic

school libraries, s<Q)pression of

such films Jis "Forever Amber," "The
Outlaw," the French "Volpone,"

Monsieur Verdoux" and the attacks
on the forthcoming "fhe Iron Curtain."

Andy

Russell, $78,491.

C:)Kney Productions, Ine,

James Cagney,

$112,500.

Universal KUm Exohangres, Inc.
William A. Scully, $91,000.
Untyersal-International Films, Inc.
Joseph H. Seidelman, $75,400.
Universal Pictures Co., Inc.
Bud Abbott, $174,543; Maria Montez Aumont, $78,375; N. J. Blumberg,
$223,622; George Brent, $187,000; Lou

Also the banning of the novels,
'Gentleman's Agreement" and "Focus" from the library of DeWitt
Clinton high school, N. Y., the attack
by Rev, Alfred J. Barrett, of Fordham Univ., su^dnst Ross tK>ckridge's Costello, $188,785;
.

prize novel, "Raintree
County," and- the Mutijal network's
decision to ftbandon its scheduled
drarhatizatioQ of the recent report of
the President's Civil Rights Commission, in favor of a less provocative
Metro

straight reading.
It was likewise noted yesterday
that
the various organizations that have recently protested
against the hnplied censorship inherent In the Thotnas comnutttee's
methods* are the National' Institute of
Letters, nn august body that
Arts
rarely eoncerns Itself with political

among

&

or public issues; the Authors League,
Lawyers CrUild and several educational groups, including a number of
Princeton Univ. professors.

din,
126;

J. Cheever CowBrian Donlevy, $128,-

$223,622;

Deanna Durbin, ^62,875; Dan

Duryea,

$100,000;

Michael Fessier,

Matthew Fox, $79,149; Felix
Jackson, $101,333; Jack Oakie, $150,000; Charles D. Prutzman, $128,299;
Walter Heisch, $129,000; William
$80,025;

$245,000;
Robert Siodmak,
Walter Wanger," $282,899;
Chfford Work, $138,899.

Selter,

$136,200;

WMaer
James

Management
t ,1.
Harry Kalraine,

Ib?os. Circuit

E.

HrtCfmsfl,

Cdstdnf $82,727;

$76,212;

J$107,343.

^

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
Joseph Bernhard, $106,800; Kurt
Bernhardt, $116,466; Henry Blanke;
$192,916; Humphrey Bogart, $123,291; David BuUer, $150,000; Jack
Carson, $123,250; Joan Crawford,

Samuel Gold- culties
mostly financially
dstting
$200,000; Michael Curtiz, $258,600;
back many months. It was to have
Lab .Students Pooh Tenney
Dehnar Daves, $89,725; Bette Davis,
cost $1,300,000 and wound up at
Los Angeles, Feb. 24,
Eneft Selli Out, Retires
$221,000; Irene Dunne, $77,500; S. C.
something like $2,800,000.' Motion
Actors lab students pooh-poohed Einfeld,
,Los Angeles.
$81,000;' Ertol Plynn, $214,Salvadore lEMea, film faoiise opera' Picture Investors, syndicate headed State Sen. Jack Tepney's charge of
tor for 40 years, retired from show by producer Edward Small and Selz- possible subversion, as the state sen- 000; Leo Forbstein, $91,000; Jules
Garfield, $84,000; Gary Grant, $89,to stockholders ef record, March 1. business with the sale of lour first- nick exec Dan-O'Shea, had origin- ate- Committee on
American Ac- 583; Sydney Greenstreet,
UhHobversville
run theatres, owned jointly by him- ally-put up the secondary financing
$128,000;
Frank A. Orban, Jr.,
tivities' examfced four lab members
Paul Henreid, $160,833; Ida Lupino,
and Cairnbrook (Pa.) exhib, will be self and Vincent A. Davi, to Blumen- and was forced to put up most of the
last week; for possible Communist
a candidate lor re-election to the feld Enterprises, of San Francisco.
$128,000; Raymond Massey, $84,000;
additional completioji money to in- sympathies. The only direct
action Dennis Morgan,
Houses are the Enean, California
Pennsylvania general assembly.
$261,000;
Claude
sure its previous coin. Difficulties in the early sessions
was brought Rains, -$85,00O; fiving Rapper, $155,lawyer with offices in Somerset, he and Palace, in Pittsburgh, Calif., and
surrounding thi^ single picture have abCut by William B. Esterman, atserved his initial term in the legis- the Ehean, in Concord.
500; Ronald Reagan, $145,833; Sambeen in ho smalt way responsible for torney for the lab witnesses,
who uel Schneider, $87,200; Ann Sheri.
the trouble other indie producers was' given the
old heave-ho, not
dan,
$133,928;
Vincent
Sherman,
have been having iii. getting s$cohd» once, but* twice, for exercising too
$89,750; Barbara Stanwyck, $116,666;
ary financing money,
much free speech.
Herman Starr, $78,000; Sieve B.
Newest bit of travail, it is underFour lab witnesses were Rose Ho- Trilling, $78,000; Jerry Wald, $99,Stood, is th|t Wayne has' become
bart, actress; J. Edward Brorobetg, ITSr Raoul Walsh,
$173,833; Albert
tired of waiting for the salary which
RADIO
CriY
actor; Roman Bohnen, ^hairmana of Warner, $104,500; Harry M. Warner,
MUSIC
HAU
WAKNJBB BBOS. Presents
he deferred when the pic was made
,
Roclicfeller Center
the lab board, and- William Lee, $182,150; Jack L. Warper, $182,100.
a couple years ago and
threatenbiili PALMER • Sam WANAMAKER
RONALD COLMAN
drama
teacher.
Miss
Hobart
chaling legal action. As a result dMfl-^
Wsriicr Bros. Plctares Distributing
i„
GIRL TISA" «ith
lejiged the
committee's right to
cutties have cropped up preventing
Akiin Timiroft • AIM H«l< • Hugo Hut
Benjamin Kalmenson, $97,600.
question her about her Ijeliefs. BohCult Robbink • StoHa Adlar • Benny Biker
delivery of the film. Thus
has
• EDMOND OWUEN
: tIGNE HASSO
Directed by ElUott Nosrnt
reinstituted the arbitration which it nen's answer to the are-you-a-CoihVrodnced by Milton Sperline
A Knnln Proilnetton
mie
question
was,
"I
support
the
Pietare
Prodaetlon
United
States
A
iriformally
Univer8al-Int4>rnuti(mul Release
A
called off when it ap8PECTACULAB STASt PKESENTATION
In Pereon
peared that "Red River" was to be Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
That is wiy basic allegiance."
delivered without further trouble.
Other replies Ijy lsA> members
Under the contract with Hawks, any
and nis Orchestnt and Revne
difficulties between the parties must were in the same vein. Ira Gershwin,
IN raisoN
^iMMttiMtcDONALD
be Arbitrated before legal action can lyricist, answered "No" to .the
At
Street
HORACE
Commie
question, but explained that
be
instituted.
riTURBI -POWELL
HEIDT
he was a member of the Committee
in M-O.M'>
and ORCH.
natmoUM musicm..
for the First Amendment, which attended
the
Washington lin-Amctican
rUHREEmRlNG
hearings, 'as a result of which the
"unfriendly 10" film writers and dijB'wjiy'*Stst&.
Continued from
rectors were indicted for contempt
bdck at. Hollywood's most persistent of Congress.
critics.
um nk-wk w»
!
n» mw «»
Case in point is a recent editorial
appearing in the Eagle Gazette of
Lancaster, O., where 20th-Fox recently completed location shots for
Cottttrined from
special sales rep for

wyn.

Loew's teim Divvy

Pittsburgh.

Penn-Federal Corp., operator of
liOew's Penn theatre, has announced
dividend of 25c. pejr share of common. Divvy will be paid March 15

A

New

York Theatres

—

—
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:

"A DOUBLE LIFE"
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;

VAUGHN MONROE
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STRAND

locaUon

(ieiifleiiiiu&
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TOA-Allied
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forthcoming "Green Grass of Wyoming.'- Iklitorial declared that "we
didn't know what to expect when the
movie company arrived, but we soon
found that all of them are the most
amiable of folk, sociable and tolerant
of the .public frenzy that sometimes
overwhelms' those whose names are
famous on the screen."
Pointing out that a film company
on location doesn't take money from
a community, as circuses and Carnivals do, the editorial said that the
20th crew had left behind "tens of
thousands of dollars." It continued:
"Our visitors were •generosity itself
in donating their talents for the entertainnient of our local organiiations and the visitors who came to]
town to join us as spectators. If the
stars were to present us a bill at the
current rate for their services, we'd
have to mortgage the city hall to
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meet the debt
They are the- kind
of people any one of us would be
mighty glad to have as neighbors,"
.

.

.

'

new rate, Allied
is telling its members to pay the new
Tate at that time without signing any
contracts. T^hat's figured to avoid
infringement suits against exhibs
while keeping them clear of the 10year commitment provided in the
settlement.
deadline set for the

ASCAP

board members who had

previously refused to say how much
more would be obtained by the
boost, now estimate it at $700,000
yearly. According to the ASCAPites,
their organization took in some
$i,500,olio atin«a% taefote the hoist
in rates.

Although National Allied refuses
to accept the settlement,

number

of

local units have indicated in a
reverse way that they think the deal
a good one. TOA, these orgs aver,
capitalized on the intense pressure
raised by Allied to put through the
ii^e

is

deal.

BEACH
OCEAN FRONT

* 4pih 10 4til

Sl<.

fttsavatim InnHMl • Waller Jacobs

AUTO THEATRE
EQUIPMENT
new eiiuipmenl for small
ThectlMS
ai
low o9
$2,975.00.
Alto eiiuipmenf for
large Drive-lnt, including Deluxe
All Cast
Aluminum In - fhe - Car
Speakers and complete towers.
Free advisory service. Write today
C«m|ri*t«
Drive-lii

for literature.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO.
109 AAtchiean

St.,

Taiedo

2,

Ohio

:

Vedn08day,

Fel>rtiOTir;ra5,
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PICTURKS
Pitt,

Of National

A. K. Stars

To

Allied;

Continued from page

7

agreement with Johnston—and some
delving into recofd books to check
Washington, Feb. 24.
ages of players—but the soberer side
William- L. Ainaworth, president
of the biz took the viewpoint that
Allied, was named
ot ilie Wisconsin
the old durables are still on hand
of the Nsitional Allied
president

States e3^*^^^<*s here last weeit, at
a board of directors meeting wliich

saw the board vote

also

what

described

it

as

to battle

"distributor

for only

at the b.o.;
2.

coercion" of the exhibitors.

two

reasons:

1. Their pictures generally can be
counted on for a favorable response

and

No younger

stars

have risen

to

burgh territory. 27th in the Motion Picture Assn. of America's
series on the nation's 31 exchange
areas, shows a total of 616 theatres in operation, with an aggregate seating capacity of 382,768, in addition to one drive-in
with a 300-car capacity. There
are also 15 shuttered houses With
5,054 seats.
Of the total 'number of houses,

253

are

operated

by

circuits,

while 378 are owned by indies
having less than four theatres
Directory also reveals
tliat there are one or more theatres in operation in 323 towns,
with one-fourth of these located
in towns with populations under
apiece.

replace them.
Ainsworth succeeds Jaclc Kirsch,
Those reasons are taken as anOther officers chosen:
swers in themselves to the Johnston
T, Eembusch, moved from
2,500.
viewpoint. Hollywood may be sentisecretary te treasuref; and Charles
Theatre survey of the Dallas
mental,
it's
said, but very seldom
Abram F. Myers
Kiies, secretary.
exchange area, 28th in the series
of directories being issued by
was reelected board chairman and where a dollar's concerned. If the
the Motion Picture Assn. of
general counsel and Stanley Kane older names didn't draw they'd be
America, shows a total of 1,302
out and if the younger ones did
was chosen recording secretary.
theatres in operation with a total
Following were reelected to the they'd be in.
seating capacity of 706,682 in adStudy of biogs of stars, directors
executive committee; Sidney Samdition to 80 shuttered houses
uelson, Nathan Yamiiig, M. A. Rosen- and producers reveals that undoubtwith 31,162 Seats. There are also
berg, Kirsch, and Martin G. Smith. edly an unexpectedly large number
35 drive-ins in the area with a
Newcomers added to the committer are in the over-40 bracket. That's
total car capacity of 12,010. Of
Ainsworth, Benjamin Berger and particularly true among the leading
the total number of theatres, 791
Bay Branch. Myers is an ex-offlcer- nien, although there's a very liberal
are circuit-operated with remember.
sprinking of femmes in that catemaining 591 owned by indies
The board's spring meeting will gory, too. Following is a list of
having less than four theatres
apiece.
be hel4 at Cblorado Springs and the players, with their ages as given in
next national convetltion Will be in "official" biographies which they
themselves have at some time in the
Washington.
A special committee is to be past provided. Variety doesn't vouch Flynn, 39; Robert Montgomery, 44;
named by Ainsworth to go into the for the accuracy beyond the fact that George Brent, 44; Ronald Colman,
matter of distributors who allegedly they're probably not younger than 57; Herbert Marshall, 58; Brian
Aherne, 46; Robert Young, 41, and
put the squeeze oh indies for in-- this:
Joel McCrea, 42.
Myers said
Femme Players
ordinate film rentals.
theatregoers have been asked by
The distribution end of the busiMyrna Loy, 44; Paulette Gbddard,
phone and mail to call their local 43; Irene Dunne, 43; CJaudette Col- ness a couple of months ago came to
theatres to demand screenings of bert, 42; Katharine Hepburn, 39; the conclusion that it had too many
It
films of particular companies.
oldsters
among its execs and made a
Loretta Young, 35; Dorothy Lamour,
was claimed also that distributors 33; Marlene Dietrich, 43; Greer Gar- distinct effort to infuse young blood.
are urging new competition for ex- son, 38; Joan Crawford, 41; Ann To this end, a flock of ex-GI's were
hibitors and some theatres are be- Sheridan,
on
after the war and sent
taken
35; Merle Oberon, 37; Gining 'built under "suspicious circum- ger Rogers,
routine—particu37; and Joan Bennett, 38. through a training
stances" by employees of distribularly at Paramount—to break them
of Chicago.

^

Trueman

'

*

jlale Flayers
in as the future toppers of the sales
Fredric March, 51; Gary Cooper, departments. Nothing miiCh has been
William Powell, 55; Bing Crosby, heard of the campaign recently.
Fred MacMurray, 39; Clark Some of the youngsters hired are
Gable, 47; Gary Grant, 44; Ray Mil- still going through the process of
land) 40; Spencer Tracy, 48; Melvyn learning the ropes, while a number
Continued from page S as
Douglas, 47; Rex Harrison, 40; Hum- of others have fallen by the wayside
pretty far tp get a film into a noM- phrey Bogart, 48; Walter Pidgeon, 49; or dropped out for jobs without perDouglas Fairbanlcs, Jr.; 37; George haps the potential, but with more
customer house.
Allied is going to probe into three Sanders, 43; James Caghey, 44; Errol coin at the moment.

tors.

.

'Coercive' Sales

kinds

of claimed instances

46;
43;

21

Pallas Survey

Theatre survey of the Pitts-

Labor Hearings
Continued from page 5

;

the six hours during which HutcheMainly it
son was on the stand.

Other highlights of last week:
Barney Balaban testified that he
was dull. Much of it however, was originally supported the stand of
bsmroy vaudeville from away back Eric Johnston in September, 1946,
in the old gaslit days, with the union that the studios should shut down
boss generally having the situation pending settlement of the jurisdicwell in hand.
tional row. However, iiis mind was
"Hutch" laid about him with changed by his advisers.
heavy sarcasm, poor-mouthed himWilliam C. Michel, executive veeself as an uneducated man, rode the pee of 20th-Fox, disclosed that he led
Congressmen and Congress, told the fight to keep the studios open
people things were none of their because 20th had no product in the

when he did not

business

feel lilje can but a lot in the shooting stage
qviestions, and Otherwise and "we could have lasted about four
waved, gesticulated and weeks, and then we would be out the
way through the cross- window if we had closed the studio."
examination.
Columbia's B. B. KaWane, as well
Hutcheson
did
volunteer
the as the other company witnesses, deopinion that when the AFL council nied that there was any conspiracy,
overruled the three-man committee as charged by committee chairman
and order the August, 1946, clari- Kearns. He said lA had come into
fication it "was not a proper proced- some discussions in that period beure" but said there were two AFL cause the companies had decided to
precedents for that action.
keep open and that appeared the best
Once when he was asked about way to operate.
Eric Johnston's suggestion for arbiHerbert K. Sorrell, CSU prexy,

answering
shrugged,

mugged

his

tration of jurisdictional differences*

Hutcheson

would

took

direct

opposition to this.

"it

ill

jurisdictional dispute by its directive
of December, 1945. This was tlie de-

which switched

set erection
the Carpenters Union.
The decision was reversed in a "clarification" in August, 1946.
Doherty declared that if the threeman arbitration committee had it to
cisidt?

to

lATSE from

president,

said

prexy

that

Nate

Blumberg, currently in England, also
favored shutting down the Universal
lot "but because of commitments, we
had no choice other than to keep
open."

SAG Protests
it would still hand
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
the original decision favorable
Screen Actors Guild sent a wire
to lATSE. He said that the "clari- to Washington protesting assertions
do over again,

down

was made after "Big Bill"
Hutcheson, carpenters' union proxy,
refused to recognize tlie original defication"

that

some

SAG

officials

were

at the org's meet.

First of that kind'

is

.

.

the direct mail-

ing and telephoning to patrons in
which a film is touted
is not

w

being booked in

town

.the particular

involved. Allied claims that's an unatteinpt to force an exhib to
take the film via buildup of pressure
by the public.

fair

Paramount, according to the AlUed
contention, has used that method in
closed situations where exhibs have
refused to book Par product. In the
Nortliwest Allied territory, it's
claimed there are 300 situations in
Which exhibs are buying away from
Paramount.
Second type of squawk aired by
Allied at
where a
films

meet Was of
company posted

its

instances
bills of

"A Lux

Girl ?

Indeed

ami"

I

says fhis faiMttut star

which were not being booked.

Same

..

objection is voiced to that
practice as the direct mailing system
—that it's an unfair way of creating
pressure for a film.
Thirdly, it's now claimed that
some of the majors are inducing private capital to invest in the erection
of new houses as a way of sharpenr
ing competition. This practice, it'S'
said, refers mainly to dosed or semiclosed situations where" a major has
been unable to break into ttie theatre or theatres operating in the
town.

Here's a proved complerion care! In re*
cent Lux Toilet Soap tests by skin special
ists, actually 3 out of 4 complexions
became lovelier in short time!
.

^'It's wonderful the way Lux Soap car«
gives skin quick nejir loveliness," say$

charming

dry,

my

Don't

Continued from page
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i

decision as to what product wUl be
channelled to it and what its policy
will be henceforth,
•

Under the terms

of the reciprocal

pact, all operational provisions were
to be reopened', reviewed and possibly modified one year after its
inkling. Neither company had had

experience in that 'sort of joint operation and it was recognized that
certain changes might become necessary in the light of first-year experiences.

The

original

agreement

calls for a

graduated scale of distribution fees

which depends on the grosses of
Rank's pix in the U.S. The higher
the gross on a film, the lower the
percentage charged for distribution.
It's said that the fees have averaged
put to about 85% and the question
IS whether
that's too high, just right
or too low.

Ann Todd, "I work

the creamy

fragrant lather in thoroughly. As I rinse
Mid then pat gently with a soft towel to
skin

is softer,

let neglect

Take the screen

U-Rank

in

cahoots with an alleged conspiracy

between the major producers and
The "clarification," he em- lATSE.
phasized, was upon direct orders of
Wire was directed to Rep. Carroll
the AFL executive board of which D. Stearns and asked him to "name
Hutcheson was a memb^. Richard names." It was signed by Edward
Walsh, lA president, was,not a mem- Arnold, Robert Montgomery, George
ber.
Murphy and Ronald Reagan.
cision.

which

were brought up

Ha

be^ said the strike was far from settled.
•Til guarantee it isn't," said Sorrell.
"I'll guarantee also that the studios
He is a learned gentleman. But he are sick. Production is so bad that
doesn't know all about labor." *
actors and everybody else are linHighlight o£ the sessions last week, ing up at the unemployment offices."
which dragged sadly in spots, was Sorrell charged that the companies
the statement of William C. Doherty, and lATSE worked together -agaihst
of the Letter Carriers Union, who CSU and that there was a conspiracy,
was one of the three-man AFL com- as charged by Kearns.
mittee which sought to settle the
John' J. O'Connor. Universal vicesaid,

come me to criticize a gentleman
like Eric Johnston. He has his ideas.

smoother!"

cheat you of romance.

stars' tip!

'

RAMO

22
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ABC Bamuni & Baileys 'Stop Music'

Friday Sweqishikes Sags fith

CBS

f^btnmj

Hoopla;

Thomas; Question on GF Renewal

$2,()0O,(IO&

Sunday Gamble

The showmanship of the carnival
midway, with a "hurry! hurryiwcome-on calculated to lure sponsors
ReadYonr
the way Paul Whiteman's disk show
Boston, Feb.
did, is being wajced by ABC to
Having omitted any mention of its new hour-long Sunday hawk
night
•4-

There's speculation as to how long-*General FooSs will play along with
the 'Danny Thomas Friday night proSinatra Drops Station Bid
gram on CBS, currently in its inHollywood, Feb. 24.
It's reported,
itial 13-week cycle.
Frank Sinatra- is understood to
howevery that GF will go Along for
withdrawn his FCC application
have
a minimum of 26 weeks in the hopes
permit
to build a radio station
for
a
that it may finally jell..
at Palm Springs.
It's an open secret that there's a
Understood he decided the potenlot of tmhappiness over the tirade
tial return didn't warrant the investand audience reaction, to the new
put together by Young ment required.

H

broadcast rights in his contract to
fight Charlie Fusari at the Boston

& Rubicant's radio head, Pat Weaver,

that, it presents something of a problem to CBS in the
web's highly-publicized overhaul pf
its Friday night programming roster
designed to take the play away from
the increasing ABC audience build-

But above

from

the

lower-budgeted

"Thin

AFMMuHs Action
Philadelphia, Feb. 24.

WPEN

last week'notified Local 77,

Dimets

F.

KLZ

TOM

Traffio

its

orchestra on

The

station

March

'

KUt, DENVER.

in

particularly vexes CBS is Philly to take advantage of the Taftthat, after the big 16.8 43artley bill in ridding itseU of its
Brice. cuttain-raisei; at 8 band.
Station execs said that the action
o'clock, the Friday night programming push nosedives into a 7.4 was merely "reorganization of Its

What

fact

FM

Boys Fear

Fannie

•

program" under the new manager
merit. WPEN was recently sold by
the Evening Bulletin to the Sun BiUr
^
Next highest rating Drug Chain.

for the
evening' the web
recapturing
difficulty

Danny Thomas slump and
balance

of

KeyBWersh

audience.
doesn't sho^
its

TheyieM^

French Jimket

M

Included in the trip, all of them
members of Radiodiffusion's North
American Advisory Board, will be
waiiam Fineshriber, of CBS; Rob-

FM

tation to illustrate tiie point.
From the bankroller's standpoint,
.

it's a golden opportunity, ABC argues, to grab a slice of cream-time
pie with bigtime flavor. Price tag
Swezey, of Mutual; William on each .quarter-hour, for 1.70 staert
tions on a 52-week basis, is $327,.
Brooks,' of NBC (originally Clarfor talent,
ence Menser was on the Board), 285,40 for time, $158,000
of ABC. Accom- including cost «t prizes (but not in.

Chiisago, Feb.
Feeling that radio manufacturers and Mark Woods,
lineup, .CBS had' eflected a switchare giving
the too-Iittle-and-too- panying them will be John Hayes,
Haftriet into 9:30over of Ozzie
Mutual Hits on Happy
late treatment was evident here last of WINX, Washington, representing
10 p.m„ but its current 9.9 doesn't
Wednesday (18) at the Region 3 the indies, and A. D. (Jess) Willard,
hit the average it was batting in the
the NAB.
iFormnla by Co-opins
meet of the FM Assn. And although of
Sunday at 6 segment. The fact that
Jonkei is strictly a two-way proJoseph B. Elliott, RCA veepee, said gramming deal, with the French
ABC's Friday night lineup is mov'Superman'
ing out in front doesn't contribute,
that 1,175,000 "receivers with FM" operators seeking* aid of the U.S.
toward CBS' happiness, either. ABC's
If you can't sell it to a network had been produced in 1947,. awkward broadcasters on advanced program"This. Is YOlu: FBI," for example, sponsor,* co-op it. Mutual hit upon
techniques and the huddles
fact remained that a display of new ming
neatljr doubles the Danny Thomas that happy thought in' the case ot
paving the way for integration of
sets planned for the meet had to be
rating: in the. opposition slot.
"Superman" a ,few days ago, and called off because there weren't Radiodiffusion's program ideas into
with' happy results as of this week.
Anwnican broadcasts.
sets.
enough
new
In 10 days, the web landted local,
Bill Bailey, FMA's exec director,
sponsors for the kid-show strip .in reported
Fadioiialism in N. Y.
the tRadio Manufacturers,
on Rooney
30 cities, including New York, Phila- Assn. had agreed a year ago to step Script
delphia! Cincinnati, Houston and up production of FM sets if and
Local on Agenda
other major markets. The^snappers- when net musical programs became
Cues Trek
Ptrojected
up include Lever Bros., Clark Candy, available for
broadcasting.
"Ifs
Meet
For Thurs. (26)
Canada Dry, and Royal Crown Cola. up to manufacturers to produco
Robinson
Coaist by
Bert Hauser, MBS co-op chief, those sets," Bailey beefed^ Resolu*
The l^ew York local of the Amerlean Federation of Radio Artists claims "about 200 stations report in- tion adopted unanimously urged the
An SOS* on the' projected high•will hold a membership meeting to- tense interest and expect to sell it."
budgeted Mickey Rooney CBS show
>'to' me^t the cijrilig need for
morrow (Thurs.) night at the Capi- Web has been hopefully carrying the their products.''
was one of the reasons for the sudtol hotel, N. Y. This will be the first tab on "Superman" ever since KelOne-day meet idso disclosed thdt den hop to the Coast last week by
membership session- since the last logg gave it up late in December.
while the average effemmer wel- Hubbell Robinson, Jr., web's proelection of new locpl oOiceiSf! and
comes duplication some of the net gram veepee. In addition Robinson
hoard.
affiliates are unhappy over the all- is also trying to straighten out the
The agenda includes an opening
or-none policy. Minority with local Robert Montgomery financial terms
talk by Nelson Case, president;
commercials have faced the in event Auto^Lite buys the netGeorge Heller's report as local extough choice of Junking the commer- work's "Suspense" show,.
ecutive-secretary; consideration of
cials or bypassing tempting, but
With the new Rooney drama-adthe Ethel .Everett-Cliff Carpenter
There's speculation 'ihat the De- non-revenue producing, network venture series high on the CBS
lesolution; report of the unemploy- troit Symphony will shift to Mutual fare. Move for
a huddle of the FMA "sponsor bait" agenda (it's being
ment committee; report of the Dan when it completes its current 13- board and net execs at thC' end of packaged as a
$10,000 weekly item),
Collyer
committee
Seymour-Clayton
commitment with
ABC. the 60-day tryout of duplication was reports of script trouble cued Robweek
and consideration of the Hester Mutual, which once before aired tlie tabled three-to-one as tending to
inson's Coast trek. Web realizes that
Sondergaard resolution, and new auto city symph" and which, cur- rock the boat at this time.
it can't come in with Just another
business.
rently has no longhair hour, is said;
Other sore spots included the failThe Everett-Carpenter resolution to have tentatively discussed open ure of nets to use lines of 8,000-15,- show, particularly when a top star
big coin are involved, and that
calls for the appointment of a com- ing up a Satur.day, night segment for 000 cycles for full fidelity of FSI. and
if it's ordinary, they've got a flop on
mittee to devise and present to the the Henry H. Reichhold-angeled Or
and the A.T.&T.'s proposed rates for their hands..
membership a plan for group hos- ganization.
15,000 cycle lines. Cost of latter has
pitalization insiurance. The SeymourSource close to Reichhold's mud- been set at twice that charged for
CoUy^r committee will report on cal setup claimed this week :that "all ordinary net -lines.
factionalism within the local, and of the networlts*^ have i>ut out feelResolutions called on Hooper and
the Sondergaard resolution would ers, but that, as of the moment, it's Nielsen to begin measurement of
FIRE
permit candidates in local elections "anybody's baby" when the ABC FM audiences and asked the FCC to
< to circulate the union's membership
bar facsimile from FM channels in
cycle winds up at the end of April,
Although Auto-Lite's option on
list
(at their own expense) with
the
88-108 meg band unless fax was
will
Whether Reichhold
make
CBS' "Suspense" has expired, deal
campaign material.
peace with the Detroit locals Amer- used in conjunction with FM broadcasting.
Marion Claire, director of for the sponsor to purchase the
ican Federation of Musicians, in of

&

a format standpoint ifs a
of "Pot o' Gold," "Hit P«.
home-audience participation

and giveaway.

From a time standpoint, it's
group of key U.S. broadcasters, pitched "on the midway," Sundays
where the biggest audience
including representatives of the four 8 to 9,
gathers—
and with Charlie McCarthy
networks, will' fly to Paris on a 10Fred Allen as opposition. There's
day junket at the invitation of and
stiU, ABC figures, a lot of audience
Radiodiffusion Francaise, the French
to
be
had^
And the web'^ sales and
.Government radio operation. They're
program boys have a fancy presenscheduled to leave New York March

TheBru^erao

Officers of the Musicians Union reup until 10:30 when
Coca Cola-Spike Jones show fused comment except to say that
they would take "appropriatwiction.''
(AH current ratings.)
To steengthen the Friday comedy

the

hits 11.3.

From

rade,"

the

encottntei'S

•

combo

A

1.

first

bankrollers,
Tile way Webbers see it, the thini
cant' m.iss.
(And, as a $2,000,000
time-talent gamble, it'd better not!).
,

Boise keeps KLZ'a heavy traffic
of network, national spot and local
business moving smoothly alonr
KLZ'b S60 kc. lane. He came .to
KLZ last October With three and
a half years experience in soles and
traffic with leading airlines.

dropping

it is

becomes the

iL^ tt°\^T;^e^TuTrt:;-*£o^

.station

.

BOISE

.

Musicians Union, that

Man."
the

super,

1

WEN Drops Orch;

up on -tbat night.
At the moment the show's

batting
the poorest Hooper (7.4) in the CBS
Fridajr night sweepstakes. GF was
getting bigger audience dividends

A

this

WLAW

comedy show

ss replacement for GF's "Thin Man."

show, "Stop the Music."
potpourri of programming

ideas, ths
week, Al (Red) Priest's Lou Covi^an-packaged stanza
create*
by Harrfy Salter will hit the net.
(ABC) Lawrence was work's kilocycles either
over
Iferch 14
turned down by Judge Frank Mui"- 21, sponsors or no sponsors.
But it
c«tainly won't be for lack of hoopte""^Priest, local middleweight, connd^d^e'^wasn'Tc^sulte^dby the
tended

Garden

injunction to prevent airing the fight

Program

eluding agency commission),

total,

ling $483,285.40. At this rate, the cost,,
the web psints out, i8'"less than $5S
per station per broadcast."
In an easeling that's making a fast
rounds of the agency and advertiser
offices, the net cites its success with

.

'

Show

FM

E

To

1

|

-

I

RMA

'

DETROIT SYMPH

MAY

FM

LAND MUTUAL BERTH

.

:

,

:

AUTOUTEmENSF

'

DEAL STHl ON

.

,

der to give the orch network bank-

WGNB, was

rolling again,' is open to doubt Detroit plastics tycoon was paying the
musicians sustaining rates, it's

Region

,

Smith daims Innuendo

Caused Show Cancellation
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Addison Smith, producer of ill"Two Sleepy People? on Mu-

fated

has filed suit against Phil Happ,
producer of CBS' "The Bickersons,"
asking $57,500 in special and punitive damages for alleged unlawful
interference
and innuendo that
caused the concellation of the former show. Unusual suit is locally
tual,

claimed, under his sponsorship of
the "Sunday Evening Hour" up to
Jan. 25, and was at the same time
waxing platters of the broadcasts for
his Vox Records.
When 'the union
refused to go along further on the
deal, ABC stepped in with a.l3-week
sustalner offer.

Kids Like 'Em Gory

pi'ecedental.

Mutual's fond hopes for. good,
Rapp is accused of causing disclean adventure-type fare are gradaffection at Mutual when he, withually going glimmering.
Tonight
out ever positively declaring so, in(Wed.) "The Scarlet Queen," serial of
feirred in conversation, etc., that
"People" was plagiaristically similar life on the high seas, goes the way
"2Iane Grey Show," which
to "Bickersons." Sponsor interest of the
had been worked up but also cooledi takes its iSnal curtain next Tuesday
(2).
Both cancellations are put
is the claim.
down to failures in the rating payoff

Cheerful Little Earfnl
"Good News," a two or three-a-

department.
Coast-originated' "Queen" will be
by a N.Y. show, "Allen

replaced

we^k series of 15-minute news com- Drake* Special Hgent," scripted by
ment shOfvs with a cheery slant, has Finus Farr, with James Meehan, forbeen written and produced by Nora mer "Falcon," in the role of an insurance investigator.

Stirling.

being, submitted to
Stix
Gtide.

It's

by

&

agencies

"Zane Grey" spot goes to "Greg*
ory Hood," another crime specialist.

elected

chairman

Meet was attended by

3.

of
165.

Manor House Coffee
Exiting Midwtet Markets
Chicago, Feb. 24.
House Coffee will drop its
'

Hollywood," in addition to Paul'
Whitemab's 80-minute airer, and

<

TrouUe

.

AFRA

the split-^sponsorship formula in such
cases as
'liSdleft
Be, Seated,"
"Breakfast Club" and "Breakfast in

reasons
should

that

work

same technique

the

just as

well in

this

case.

Even

is

the

show paid

off

with

nothing more than a 4.0 Hoopcrating,
which ABCers calculate is about the
least it could do, the cost to adver.
tisers
in homes-per-^dollar would
figure under what they pay for many
of the top-rated shews, the web con>

'

,

tends.

Quarter-hours will be sold on a
first-come, first-served basis, with no
offer to buy more than IS minutes,
or the whole shebang, turned down,
of course.

Web may

"sneak preview" tha
in a one-station test prior to
tecoff.
Test station would
Albany, and the net
would make use^f a listener panel
in nearby Troy to sample working
of the show's telephone-^call angle
and iron out bugs in production.
Mark Goodson is directing the
stanza, Which will.feature Harry Sal.
ter's orch.
Bill Slater has been au.
ditioned as emcee and may get tha

show

the
be

web

WXKW,

-

permanent nod. Format provides

for

a long-distance phone call, during
each 15-minute segment, to some area
of the country where the show is
heard, the listener being asked to
identify tunes being played. Current
hit-parade numbers will be featured
between the guess-what ditties.

Giveaways will range from merchandise to $1,000 savings bonds.

dramatic show in a half-hour version as replacement tor Dick Haymes
is still on the fire. Hubbell RobinJr.,
CBS program veepee,
hopp^f to the Coast last Week in an

son,

effort to iron out the kinks,
them the financial terms for

among
Robert

on

Montgomery, the show's star.
Mutual is going in for the "talent
Program is currently heard sushunt" fcrmat wiOi a vengence. WeB
NBC outlets Feb. 27. Quarter-hour taining in an expanded 60-minute within the next month wUl "sneak
series heard four times weekly in format, and if Auto-Lite buys it,
preview'^
a new John Reed KingPeoria, Madison, Ft. Wayne and Inr plan Is to takOi it off the air until
emceed talent act stanza and kick off
dianapolis, wiU continue in Chi on the client picks it up in Jdne or
under the
July. Tbny Xiead6r took over the a safire on such shows

Manor
"Manor House" show on

its

five of six

current flve-a-week sked.

Coffee firm plans to use spots in show's direction
markets outside of Chi. Sherman &
Marquette is the agency^
'

liastf

Saturday.

'Movie Matinee* Getting
FiiU

MBS

Showcasing

of " 'Big Talent' Hunt." Both
will go into the net's Thursday night
sequence as surroundings fpr tha
Ford dealer-sponsored "RFD America." Mutual's "Block Party" does a
title

fold in the schedule shakeup.

OUI
John Reed King, who presides
Johnny Olsen's "Movie Matinee'
Wcstward-ho urge has hit Jack quiz show from the Palace theatre, over CBS' "Give and Take," has
been pacted to handle the m.c.
Barry ^md his "Juvenile Jury" N.Y., is
going network.
chores on a talent showcase idea
moppets. Cast of the MBS kid stanza
Cross-the-board stanza on WOR, called "Opportunity Unlimited'
(sponsored by Gaines Dog Food)
will forsake N. Y. next month to do N.Y., since .last month, the show has which will get a three-week trial
at least one (March 24) and pos- been tabbed by Mutual for an 11 airing in the 10:30 Thursday slot
wont
sibly two stands from Hollywood
a.m. Saturday stand on the web to starting next week (4). (N-YBarry hopes to get Jack Benny back up MBS' newly acquired hear it, WOR being unable to clear
and Lou Costello for, guests on the "Teentimers Club" at 11:30. "Mat it.)
Coast -originated editions.
Kmec inee" preems in the weekend slot
Gimmick of the show is an aP"
will platter his WOH (N.Y.) "Daily next week (6), with "Teentimers" plause meter on the studio stage
Dilemmas" for the period he's away, moving in Murch 13.
(Continued on page 34)

:
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RADIO GANGS UP ON 'AWARDS'
CENSORSHIP AGAIN?
When Congress declared war Ui April of 1917 and December of
J04I the American peqple accepted censorship because censorship
lind war are mates like salt and pepper and because they were
Assured In both cases that censorship was temporary. That certainly was the basis on which the various American entertain^
temporary.
Lately there has been agitation in some circles for peacetime
censorship. So far the prospects of its adoption are not too serious, but meantime the proposal by itself has perhaps been tossed
off too lightly. Any way It's figured peacetime censorship should
shock and frighten the men who run industries, whose stock In
trade is information, interpretation and ideas. That includes all
imbllcations and all show business, but maybe radio, as a publicly
Icensed medium, has the greatest cause of all to hate the proposal of censorship.
.

Broadcasters right this minute are arguing that the Federal

CommunicQtlon^ Commission ought not to have any "authority"
over program content. They can't maintain this position with
any consistency or persuaislveness If they remain indifferent at
the s&me t^me to any setup which would allow a whole indefinite number of Washington, brass to exercise an Infinitely
mote detailed authority in decldiiag what radio can or cannot say
on Certain subjects.
This peacetime censorship proposal must be examined with the
greatest suspicion by all informational media for It is, on the
face of it, revolutionary and foreign, and a far cry from traditional American attitudes. We've always been a nation that
hated the very word censorship. Neither lurid nor pretty reasons

can sugarcoat the meaning. Censorship Impinges upon everyone
whose prosperity^ work habits, freedom of expression and freedom of investigation flourishes under traditional American libWe've prospered by allowing the public as a 'whole to be
the ultimate judges of what's good for the public as a whole.

erality.

Peacetime censorship should be opposed by broadcasters. Their
8elf-»lnterest opposes it and they can be Indifferent to the loss of
private initiative only at considerable peril to their whole por-

...

tion against "Interference."

:

year is
celebratiftg its 50th anniversary, has
his own opinions about radio comedians and formats. There recently
has been a hue (chiefly from what,
he thinks are jaded radio columnists) about the 'lameness" of sundry radio .styles. But- Lastfogel, a
Veteran of

bii£

this

—he,

wars

celebrates his 50th year in

too,

'48,

of

Which he spent almost 3S with the
agency, having been groomed by the
late

William Morris,
with Bill,

continue
'and John

Sr., to

the ilrm

Jr.,

—

Hyde has seen many transitions
the amusement industry.

in trouble.

.

hiatus-time for the, network
Frank Stanton, CBS
prexy, leaves this week jTor .Washington, then Atlanta, then on mi ex>
tended tour west,: Edgar Kobak,
It's

presidents,

Mutual

prez, flies to

week on vacation.
And Mark Woods,

MBS

Freeman Gosden (Amos

'n'

Andy)

as best answer to durability by constantly seeing to it that their -style

Was
the

at its peak.

recent

He's impatient with
of captiousness

wave

.

(Continued on page 34)

Hanging

mm
Mutual network
with
doesn't

a

finds itself

.'81,250,000

Peddk

h%s%el%ows
?f

•

program «ales at

CBS

will signal-

an innovation in network ped-

dling of programs. For the fisrt time
CBS vnM put special emphasis on
Soiling public affairs

practical solution

and prestige.
CBS, for one, wants

to

refrain

from, participation in any and all
award competitions which require
preparation of formal presentations.
It's not only because the thing has
gotten sa out of hand that it's a con?
stant drain on manpower, but the
network realizes that until such time
as the industry separates the "sheepskin from the goatskm," such wholesale participation can do radio more
harm than good.

know

just

It's pointed out that while the industry welcomes participation in
such prestige-accented annual competitions as VABiEtT's Survey of
Sfao-,/manship or Peabody Awards,
nevertheless the current free-for-all
in the award sweepstakes tends to
minimize the stature of legitimate
awards.
Seen a factor in projecting the
awards bombardment into the limelight was. the recent formation of a
Radio-Television Critics Circle in;
New York, which has as among its
aims the annual kudosing' of meritorious programming. Establishment
of the Circle has met with mixed reaction within the trade, some viewing such Circle Awards as merely a
duplication of existing bestowals of

what

to

i

— and

do about

Rights to 'RighU*
may

Listeners

still

get

dizzy.
cuflto

,

Object was to grab off some
plug mentiims..

is

ing the business

away from NBC's

station rep organizations.

The spot

turnover of the five Westinghouse
stations annually exceeds $2,500,000.
After Westinghouse had sent out
the questionnaire, under the signature of J. B. (Steve) Conley, gen.
mgr., NBC, which had handled the
station group's spot biz for over 10
years, quickly petitioned Westinghouse for permission to make a
presentation of its- own. The request
was granted and the pitch was .subsequently put on at Westinghouse'!

program veepee of
N. Y., is trying to line
up the Perl script. There's still
a question whether station can
get it, since Mutual still retains
first broadcast f ights under contract signed with writer.

WNEW,

Mutual in Middle

Philly

prez,

charge of

Row

nell,

on Civil Rights, schedtded to start
last night (Tues.), the n et w o rk
changed its mind four days before
broadcast time.
last

night, but in a drastically altered
format. Instead of dramatizing the
Civil Bights report. Mutual tossed
out the script, written by Arnold
Perl, based on the issue treating with
lynching, and decided instead "do it
straighf by devoting the four broadcasts to a reading of the President's
Report, similar to the manner in
which ABC network treated the

sales,

head of Spot

The

over the holiday weekend. After a
couple months; of preparation for a
four-part drunatlc series, called ^'To
Seenre these Rights" based on the
Report of the President's Committee

by Niles Trammell,
Harry Kopf, v.p. in
and John McCon-

offices

NBC

start

the
spot

the

field,

stations,

Spot Sales by polling some 60 "time
buyers about their preferences in

of heart.
Ted Cott,

to

for

the

in

Westingexpected to be
settled within the next two weeks.
In a move unusual for the trade
Westinghouse had let it be known
that it was thinking about switch-

house

fusing to broadcast the program.
Perl show was scheduled' to go
on last night (Tues.) 'but niitwork had a last-miniite change

The series was

scramble

plum

single

representation

a

chance to decide whether the
Arnold Perl script on lynching,
based on the President's Report
on Civil Rights, is inflammatory,
as contended by Mutual in re-

Of Censor

on Tap

Outfit

current

circulating

Sales.
of the

question-

naire among the time buyers has
produced the unprecedented spectacle of reps doing a lobby job
among agency people. Some of the
time buyers included on that particular Westinghouse mailing list,
advised the vote-bidding reps that
they had advised Westinghouse that
because of the fact th&y did business
with many reps they were loath- to
put themselves in the middle.
Questionnaire gave the buyers a
list of five reps to choose from and
included an "or," to the effect where
the pollee thought Westinghouse
ought to set lip its own sal&s organization.
Buyers were asked also to
name, if they were so inclined, "individual

salesman,"
rep. firms

outstanding

whether with the

listed

or not.

Among

the reps that have meanwhile put in pitches for the acQpunt
are the Boiling Co., John Blair Ss
Co., Paul H. Raymer Co. and Free
& Peters. Ed Boroff former head
of ABC's Chicago division, is reported as another one of the bidders.
,

Hiroshima bombing.
Perl took the position that it was
out and out censorship because the
script spoke up frankly and fearlessly against lynching practices in
the south. On the other hand Edgar
Kobak, Mutual prexy, stated that
while it wa.s hoped that the Civil
Rights Report could be treated in
Chicago, Feb. 24;
dramatic form, careful reading of
Commissioner Clifford J. Durr, in
Perl's script convinced him that it
Chicago last Saturday (21) to ad<wasn't the whole answer to the re- dress conventioneers of the Naport jind couldn't rightfully be treat- tional Lawyers Guild, indicated the
ed in a dramatic fonnat. Fear was Blue Book was a waning influence
also expressed that the script was in- becauso> of leniency toward broadflammatory.
casters whose wanton disregard of
As a creative script writing job all standards included the industry's
and for dramatic values Kobak voluntary code.
The BB
agreed that Perl had turned out a su- rapidly gain respect, according to
perlative job which would have done Durr, if flagrant violators had their
any network proud, hut that it was licenses revolced.
,
more the province of the network to
Commissioner nevertheless said he
first familiarize its listeners with the
was opposed to the policy of holdcontent of the report and "let them ing a sword over broadcasters' heads.
make up" their own minds." Then "The best way to get good broadlater, perhaps, he intimated, it would
casting," he added, "is to get good
make more sense and better radio to broadcasters."
fet the listeners have it in dramatic
In his speech before Guildsmen,
form. Meanwhile it puts the net- Durr pointed out the dangers of cenin
connecpropaganda
and
sorship
(Continued on page 34)
tion With freedom of speech and th^
use of mass media. He also urged
greater public interest in what he

Blue Book Impact

.

:

Waning. Sez Durr

would

Several weeks ago the network
got an order (and in written form)

MacFarland Aveyard
from
the
agency in Chicago on behalf of its
client.

The

On 'Rights' Show

committee to explore the
whole situation and to put a seal on
it regards as legildmate awardmaking.
Minimize Stature

NBC
largest

But CBS feels it's more of an industry, matter than a single network
enterprise. As a result the web has
Initiated talks requesting the Jour
to withdraw
networks and the
Mutual network found Itself in the
from all award participation pend-:
midst of a censorship controversy
ing the setting up of an objective in-

Bid

Zenith

Radio.

Agency

ABC Hopes fur A
Ford

said

Zenith wanted to buy web's newly-

news pro-

in Its Future

With option time due

this

week on

the 60-minute Suna sustaining "Ford Tlieatre,"
day matinee dramatic show on NBC,
basis a couple weeks back.
a deterOn the ba.sis of the Zenith distrib- the ABC web is putting in auto
acto capture the
bid
mined
utors who were coming in on the
is offering the Thurssponsorship deal to the tune of count. Web
night
8 to 9 segment (following
day
$1,250,0(^0 on a pro-rata "share the
Morgan)
to Ford and Kenyon
Hem'y
costs"', basis, Mutual started lining up
Eckhardt, agency on the account,
affiliates and over the weekend had
with a plan to "clock broadcast" it
90 for the March 1 sponsorship teeoff,
at the same hour in each time zone.

&

Switchover of Tom Connolly from
program promotion to asst. manager with assurances of many more
ize

some

which will restore the awarding of
plaques sind citations ior. radio
achievement to its onetime eminence

siderable criticism within the trade
when hardly' a week passed that
gome magazine or other (including
a flock of the pocket-sized reprint
editions) jumped on the awards
bandwagon and shelled out certificates, scrolls, etc., at a rate that
"stuck" even bad the program recipients

contract

"Newsreel"
gram, which started' on

to

to arrive at

PuUout From

getting

it.

developed

CBS

is

About a year ago there was con-

The moment Burns

Allen also tried for situation comedy (a la Fibber tc Molly), on the
theory it would be easiei- than jokes,
it hurt them, too, in Lastfogel's opinion, and the moment they got back
to. their accepted program formulas
they elicited bigger than ever.
Lastfogel points to Charles Correll

industry

recognition.

&

ft

Jamaica next

ABC

president,
joins in the Radiodiifuslon Francaifie
junket to Europe.

in

His feeling is that once: a format
is accepted the only problem the
Comics have is to nudce their shows
as good as possible. The moment
Cantor tried to get away from the
Mad Russian, the five daughters, etc.,
und went for "situation" comedy, he

Was

Hiatus Time for Prexies
*

radio

dustry

of the William -f

Morris agency, which

The

ready to gang up on the promiscuous
handout of awards. Recognizing that
the multiplicity of citations to stations, networks, programs, etc., has
reached alarming "everybody -wantsto-get-into-the-act" proportions, exploratory talks have already taken
place aimed at industry-wide support, to rid radio* of award giveaways
which are designed primarily to
grab some free publicity and plugs.
Initiative has been taken by CBS,
whose promotion veepee, Victor
Ratner, is spearheading the move

what

Siui to Your L<^ But Make It Goof

Abp Xsstfesel, bead

With Westinghouses $2,500,000 Biz

By GEOBGE BOSEN

NAB

Lastf^d Defoids Mass Ameikana:
-

OFFREE-FOIltLS

and informational media went along—censorship was

jiient

'

Reps Scrandde for Top Spot Hum,

in the

offing.

Network then got word that the
Zenith deal was not set at all, that
the agency had no right to commit
the client to the deal, because Zenith
had not definitely made up its mind.
Ed Kobak consulted with his law-

programs, witli
Connolly heading up that pha.se of
operation. Up to now such shovv.'^
have been strictly in the sus-tainer yers, who told him he had an openjstegory and more or less geared andrshut ease in his favor if he detoward enhancing the web's prestige. cided to send the sliow out as a comSuch shows as "CBS Is There," mercial starting March 1..
the web's documentaries, "Of Men
But KObak isn't convinced that
and Book.s," "School of the Air," that's the wisest cojtrse to take. Adetc., will be
Included in Connolly's ditional huddles are scheduled this
portfolio for presentation to agencies. weelu

.

COLMAN'S HEART STILL

BEONGSTOJ.BENNY

Decision Will

Ronald Colman' has served notice
that, as far as network guest shots

this

are concerned, he's sticking to the

oome out of huddles
week.
Ford wants to continue with the
show, but not in the afternoon pe(NBC has nothing to oll'cr
riod.
after dark,')

However, there's a pos-

Jack Benny show exclusively.
Word that Colman was due

New York

sibility Ford may decide to stick it
out until' the fall in the hopes that

termed "the present cold war betwcen freedom and fear.'!

GF

Shortening Take
Spot Commitments

On

General Foods
in

in April set off a beehive

:

is

ginning to shorten

commitments.
of its Birdseye

apparently betakes on spot

its

The latest extensioni
Food campaign. wWeh

of activity among Gotham-originatbecomes effective April 1, is for six
ing shows to wrap up some .guest weeks, instead of the usual 13 weeks.
by then NBC Will have come up
The new copy will plug a contest
Web. of shots. (Dearth of film talent on the
With a nighttime niche.
offering $10,000 in cash prizes incourse, !s anxious to retain the show Manhattan scene inevitably cues
rou- volving the brand's peaches. Th»
to match the two standout commer- such, waiting-at-the-station
cial

dramatic programs on the other

CBS, particularly, wanted stations involved have okayed the
for its "Studio One" dra- thing since they won't have to barmatic show. But Colman has sent die the mail. Young At Bubicam is
along word thai he's "flot available," the asency.

tines.)

webs^CBS' "Lux Radio Theatre" Colman
and ABC's "thefttre Guild of
Air;'.

i

J

Vwlnesday, Februiiry 25, 1948

24

M

Titillating

The

Ha h(kxrp» Kee|^

AFRA
cost-of-living

+

index

for last Dec. 15 tailed to exceed by
10% the figure for Nov. 15, 1946, Has
temporarily averted a policy split in
the American Federation of Radio
Artists. How long the schism Can be
avoided apparently depends on .when

Wylie Adams'
Wylie

Adams,

ABC

28.

director

staff

Washington, Feb. 24.
A bid for super-power to club
America's information messages
Harry Ackerman, CBS executive home to the rest of the world, has
producer, was foreman of the jury been made by Walter S. Lemmon,
^n JJ.Y. General Sessions last week president of the World Wide Broadthat made news by bringing in the casting Foundation, of Boston ani}
first verdict of second-degree mur- N. Y. Ijeniimon applied to the
FCC
der in the city's Court history since last week for permission to up the
1912. 'As an ex-agency v.p. (Young voice of WBUL, Boston, to
250,000
& Rubicam)' he must have felt at watts.
home in conducting the ''meeting"
Station would be the most powerat which the verdict was reached.
ful in the Western Hemisphere and

Famous

Exit
at

March

off the network
He's going to freelance.

ABC, checks

the Government's oostrof-living jigure tops the old mark: Xhe Dec. 15
figure

To Beam 'Stoiy of America' to World

Factions on the Alert

fact that the Dept. of Labor's

recently-issued

Lemmon Applies for 250,W0 Watts

Adams, however, v/ill continue directing the web's "Hollywood Headline?"jjjogram sponsored by Seeman
Bros.

,

is 167:0.'

The

conflicting

of

points

view

among the AFRA execs and board
members (and to a lesser extent
among the general membership) is

Webs Slant On
Squawk

Company

(and

would be able to jump most jamming

of 30)

'WOR-Mutual, Sat. Nights, 9:80
EST, Pulse, Inc., i-ating 3.3, mail;
enthusiastic;

Per. Mgt.: JOHN
1697 BROADWAY,

ideai

,

•

;

'

fees, musicians'
radio is becoming less

NEW YORK
It's

scales,

etc.,

as ah -advertising medium.
IttfeSi^FHA scale were upped, it's
claimed, siwnsors' and agencies (and
possibly networks to an even greater
extent) might! make an intense, eflort to cut. down employment. ;of

profitable

•

AFRA

talent.

Ted

Cott

Now a Yeepee

Appointment 'of Ted

WNEW,

Cott, program
N. .Y:, as veepee
.

_

.

This

Festival

Marking the broadcast industry's
most concentrated plug to native
longhair music field,
York's municipally
station, wound up its ninth
annual American Music Festival
Monday (22). Event, which spanned
a period of 10 days, was covered by
over 100 specfal programs and in->

talent in the

WNYC, New
owned

volved over 50 metropolitan musical,
'

organizations and schools.
As In former years,' the series
highlighted all aspects of serious
American
music.
Providing
a
sounding-board for little-known artists and composers, the festival aired
30 new compositions of which 20

Tiot previously beard. For its encouragement of youngi talent' in this
copped heavy kudos in
way,

WNYC

WNBC

:

casting.

night (Tues.).

week

(24)

after,

the

.

.

CBS

to -clear time.

Crider,

-

•

Foreman Veepees

Wicklifle W. Crider, supervisor of
You Think You Know Music," erated in arranging the
trip, on the radio department, and Robert
where the packager's contract and written several books on radio.
which Miss McBride will be gone L. Foreman, head of radio and telewith the agency or sponsor doesn't
about a week, wire-recording sev-: vision commercial copy, have been
covering
him
in.
contain a proviso
Sieubenvllle—Mary Berger Wor- eral shows on the spot.
named v.p.'s at B.B.D. & O.
the event of such riise. However, it's stall, for 12 years Society and WomFemme spieler also has an invite
Same meeting of the agency's
believed that most package' show en's Editor of Stepbenville Heraldfrom the President of Haiti to visit board over the weekend bestowed
«}ontraets do allow for this contin- Star, has joined the staft-of
WSTV his. realm, and may do a- show or the accolade also on Fred Barrett,
where
they
don't,
in
cases
gency. Or,
as Women's News Editor.
two from there, too.
head of media.
pay
to
be
expected
sponsors
can
most
the amount involved, regardless.

H
»

Bessie

Mack

Dies in N.Y.

RADIO EDITORS' QUALITY RATING

At 56; Ex'Bowes Aide
tirew

How

WEEK OF

/'

Brooklyn Samaritan hospital Mon
day. (23). She was associated with
the "Major Bowes Amateur Hour
in a similar capacity throughout its
nine-year run and in between the
two connection:; she maintained her
own. talent agenting office.
Miss Mack's, flair for pickii^g
youthful talent of promise manifested itself even when she was
press agent for Major Bowes at the
Capitol theatre, N. Y. It was through
her that Frank Sinatra got his break
on the Major Bowes air show, and
among: those that she spotted for
"Talent Scouts" was Vic Damone.
Her first job in the btisiness was
with the Shubects' press department
)n 1921. She moved to the Capitol's
pubUelty staff eight years later.
Miss' Mack entered the' hbsi>it'al a
week before her death for a checkup, having felt run down for some
time. She lapsed into a coma Friday
(20), from which she did not emerge,
^hre'f brothers, llenry, Milton and
.

.

'

'

X^,

turviv«.
Funeral services

vfM be held

to-

KOjrrow morning (Thursday) at 10
volwk nt tiie Matbush Memorial
chapel, Brooklyn^

ard Transcriptions use of the 'net*
\/ork's studios here to wax Ike Carpenter's orch and Mischa Novy in
defiance of the Petrillo ban on
recordings. Over the weekend, CBS
headquarters in New York notified
local e*ecs it was okay for. CBS
engineers to work such jobs if they
wished, but that under no circum-

with Carpenter and Novy which
have been unfulfilled and it has no-

Bessie Mack, 56, who had been in
charge of the" auditions on "Arthur
(CBS)
Godfrey's Talent Scouts"
-since the inception of the program
in 1946, died of heart failure at the

Petrillo

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
has refused to permit Stand*
-

CBS

stances would the net's studios be
used.
Transcription firm holds contracts

FEB. 13-20

'Em

to Spot

Defiance of

.

•

1^

.

intend to utilize this 250,000

-

eases

^

"We

and for three
10-10:30 Tuesday

watt transmitter as a gigantic lighthouse to flash the story of America
spot branik's forum has vacated is
on a global, scale. We. intend to
being occupied by a documentary
merge this enlarged transmitter with
series on tlie President's Committee
on Civil Rights report. After that, our present three 50,000-watt transmitters and one 10,000-watt transMutual's programmers expect to slot
mitter which together form a-battery
strictly entertainment in the period.
of the nation's most powerful weapReasoning is that, in the first place,
one network forum is enough in one ons in battering down totalitarian
ideology and distortions about our
night (ABC's "Town Meeting" is
Ajnerican democracy and system of
aired at 8:30 Tuesdays) and "Forum,"
free!-enten>rise.''
if continued, should be heard a difWRUL Itas been on the air doing
ferent night. In the second place,
the web feels that one sustaining an educational and cultural job since
forum is enough and wants to give 1936, except in the war years when
Office of War Information took
the
"Opinion- Aire'' a whirl as a possibly greater audience puller. Show, over and operated it.
Whether Lemmon will get what he
which got a brief trial run last year,
wants
is still undetermined, although
is being revived next week in the
Wednesday night sequence.' (WOR, he appears to be going ahead on the
assurance that tfe will. There have
N. Y., however, won't air it.)
numerous
requests for superbeen
The sales dept, has been sounding
out some agencies and sponsors on power stations in the past and some
"Opinion-Aire" and thinfts possibili-. are pending even now. Commission
probably
consider several of
would
ties of peddling the stanza are pret^J
State Department
these at once.
favorable.
Meantime, Granik Is far from' giv- rents overseas broadcasting facilities
ing up the battle. He claims to have principally from the major webs and
a number of strong, sponsor nibbles, they might also make demands for
including Pilot Radio, which re- upped power.
cently complete^ a 18-week cycle as
banEroller of "Forum;" If Granik
can find someone to pick up the. tab,
Won't Be Party
Mutual^ of coursCj won't find it hard

weeks

9t]i

tion with the stepped-up "Voice of
America" program.
"With this unprecedented 'radio

•'American

less

Loi^lhair Accent

h

over between Mutual and
Granik's
20 - year - old

barriers to carry its messages around
the globe. Design of the new equipment is alrea^ under way, said
Lemmon, who plans to offer, the increased facilities, if approved, to the
State Department for use in conneC'

powerhouse' at our disposal," said
Forum of the Air"—un- Lemmon, "it will be possible to pinpoint America's broadcasts .abroad
Granik can come up with tt Into the homes of peoples the world
bankroUer. "Forum" sang its sus- over, with a power reserve previtaining, swan song On the, web last ously unknown in shortwave broad-

WNYC s Unique

director of
(Continued on page 34)
of the N. Y. indie last week by gen,eral manager and exec veepee %erV
nice Judis, is looked on in the trade
as increasing recognition of the importance of programming in local
Mary Margaret McBride,
.
radio setup.
One of th^ few program directors (N.Y.) gabber, is flying down to the
who is «lso a station veepee, Cott Virgin Islands tomorrow (Thurs.) at
joined the'indie in 1943. He started the invitation of Gov: Willialm Hasin radio in 1934 as dramatic director
tie to help publicize the Caribbean
at WNYC, N..Y., has produced sevspot as a tourist attraction "for plain,
eral net shows, including his own
everyday people." Navy has coop-

The. AFRA minimums might be a
determining ' factor iii the case of
some- of the network sustfuning
shows, in which ieyf actors are paid
ovet^ scale and which occasionally
use large 'castSi An AFRA increase
""'migl{t"'also^e an important element
in some package-produced ihows, in "So

all

Theodore

^ere by contemporary composers

network time, script

ToHoUTormn'

O'CONNOR

.

:

MBSUnlikely

anybody can become a songwriter with
above machine; listen to it!
response

,

'

Trial

PAT BALLARD

over the probable consequences of a
proportionate increase in fees under
the union'^s network production code.
Under the code, AFRA may obtain a
American Assn. of Advertising
proportionate raise in the wage scales
whenever the cost-of-living index Agencies board of directors let out
loud squawks last week over two
goes up 10%.
With all prices soaring since the broadcasting practices: refusal of
,most radio stations to grant 2% cash
removal ctf Government controls, the
discounts and recent action by three
index has been mounting steadily
of the networks (ABG, CBS and
and it was expected that the Dec; 15
NBC) in slicing their rate protection
figure would reach'' 10% more than
policies from one year to six months.
the level for Nov. l'5j 1946, when the
Less than one-year rate protection
present AFRA -network code became
"tends to discourage the planning of :
eHective. However, possibly as a recampaigns on 'an annual basis," the
sult of the recent break in commod4A's argued.
The admen admitted
ity prices, it fell just short.
that there was something to the
There is apparently little question webs' side of the story, i.e., "inof the AFRA national board's de- creasing costs and' present uncertain
termination to demand a proportion- economic conditions," but politely
ate wage boost jl and when the index urged .the nets to realize "the fundatops the stipulated 10% increase, mental sovmdness" of the one-year
However, there is substantial opposi- setup and change their minds;
tion tb such a mwe. In general, this
The plea met with stony "no comnegative attitude is based on the be- ment*' in network quarters as far as
lief that if performer iscales go any open; vteBction
wenti but private
higher there might be a consequent speculation saw little chance that the
decrease in employment.
Webbers would alter their stand in
Right or wrong, this theory has the immediate future..
lairly widespread acceptance among
As for the discount beet, it's an
the general membership of AFRA qld story to the stations, which have
and, to some extent, with the national their own special reasons for nixing
board, officers and execs. In essence, the id^v a main one being that the
the belief is that since radio produc- agencies hardly ever pay immedition costs have already risen so ately anyway, holding up bills where
much in recent years, the point of there's any question over a spot canhas . .been, cellation .'.or.,sche.dule,<:h3S|ge».
diminishing * returns
reached. Tyhat with higher rates Jtor

4A's Rate

Jmy

As Compiled

Exclusively ior Variety

by Dick

Freelance Researdier
(A composite evaluation of programs by the notion's leading rodio editors, rated
upon the following points: Script, Performance, Production, Adver tismg. Music,
Originality. Rating system allows for
a possiiW high of 30 points, as follows:'- Outstanding,',*-'s*A-»tW<^ A plus or 25—
Excellent, A or 22; B pliis
or 19— Good, B or 16; Fair, .C or 13; Pdof, £) or ID.) Of the
65 critics polled, 43
responded in

1.

2.
3.

4.

Bing Crosby

CBS

There
Fibber & Molly
Jock Benny

10.

,

23.5
23^2

12.

.

22.6

13.
14.

^

22
22.0

Is

.

.

;

.

.

.

,

.

,

,

.

.

7.

V Andy
& Harriet.
Henry Morgan ...........

8.

Fred Allen

5. Anrios
6.

24.2
24.0

,

Ozzie

.

.

9. Lux

11.

.

15.

-

'

"

EDITOR'

Meet

the

Candid
Studio

.

[

Press.......

21.2
20.6
20.3
20.0
19-5.

|9 2
I8.i

table of Local 47 here and immediately it was b'Ucked upstairs to
Petrillo personally. He has not yet

answered.

'Vox Pop' Rides Again
"Vox Pop" had a squeak with
week. American

cancellationitis last

Express Co. reportedly

debated at,
length whether to renew the ABC

show, but finally. On Friday (20),
decided to give tlie stanza another
13-week ride.
Show is winding up its second 18Week cycle for th'e express company. Agency is Mathes.

llECOWMmC^^

Mike,..;.....,....,.......

One

this report.

Radio Theatre .......
Edgar Bergen
Duffy's Tavern
...
Percy Faith-Coca-Cola
Fred Waring
Jimmy Durante
Waller Winchell

21.5

Theatre Guild of Air...,;

the windjammers that the
pacts were legally binding. According to Carpenter, his Impression if
that Standard may take the case
into court and secure a mandatory
injunction barring him from working in, any form unless, he does
disking.
Musicians tossed dilemma onto the

tified

Mansfield,

'

;.,..ABC

MBS

OTJAKER OATS TO S&M

ABC
CBS

Hollywood, Feb.

24.

Quaker Oats has moved its busifrom Ruthrauff & Ryan to
Sherman & Marquette.
ness

Cereal firm currently
"Those Websters."

sponsors

,

Wednesdiirs. Fdbniaif 29,

1948

RAMO

V

AIR GABBERS

FLACKS

Sor^ni Sponsw Reps to IMSk

CBS' Mounting Probkms of Bu(^et,

Ag»n on C(«»ierdal Pribram Code
Committees representing the RaGuild and sponsors and
ad agencies ate to meet agam next
.week m an attempt to agree on a
dio Writers

Worcester, Feb.

of negotiations lor a writer
code lor commercial programs. In

In

RWG

-

'

'

advantageous to do so. The League
council voted unanimously to sign,
biit with the stipulation that network officials do likewise.

The League reps indicated at the
same time that officers and council
members of all the League affiliates,
including the BW6, Authors Guild,
(members of
Dramatists
Guild
Which, deal as individuals! however)
and Screen Writers Guild, should
likewise be willing to sign such
non-Red pledges, provided the ap.propriate employer officials also did
so. Since a showdown on the matter
hasn't arisen in any negotiations,
Jiowever, it hasn't become an issue
With the League and Its Guilds.
'

style,

a

24.

radio

,

WNEB's

Aren t

Soles Projected
'

A new
'

Holly woodr Feb. 24.
version of a proposed

AFRA'beneflt radio series is being
considered for network sponsorship.
,The proposition has been approved
by the American Federation of Radio
Artists and is being recommended
by an undisclosed agency to one of
sjponsora, rn>e
titled ''Command
itS'

program would be

Performance" and
a variation of the series of that
name produced by the Armed Forces
Radio Service during the war.
James Sajihier has obtained the
APRA okay for the show and is
Is

making the
understood

would give

sales

pitch for

It.

It's

the proposed setup
AFRA $3,000 a week for

welfare lundj pay $1,000 for the
star and $8,000, for writers. AFRA
wotild be expected to assist in getting sponsor approval for the various stars to guest on the series.
It was this angle of client approval
that proved the stymie to the proposed "Show of the Year" series with
which Don Stauffer, of the Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles agency
tried to capture the Pall Mall account from Foote-COne & Belding
Its

last fall. That also was to have had
*n AFRA-beneflt angle. So was the
proposed "Comedy Theatre" series
which Music Corp. of America tried
to sell. Both propositions called for
AFRA to get $2,500 a week.
In every case, AFRA itself would

own

the

pr(^m.

U

listening,

Scouting of the field for a summer
replacement for Jack Benny has
started at Foote, Cone & Belding.
"he agency is steering clear of rec-

ommending a comedy show, what

memory of the things that
last year in connection
with the Jack Paar show.
The recommendation for the fillc!-

J'lth its

happened

Will pit>bably

be musical

this time.

area.

releases

occasionally.

About 80% noted the handouts they
receive simply duplicate what they
get from the wire services.
An overwhelming majority of the
broadcasters named public relations

Can.SurveySh(nv$

men

as

doing the best job,

brackets are not' Interested in radio

programs and have stopped listening
is disclosed in th* results of a survey conducted among the 30,000
trans-Canada members of the Imperial Order of Daughters of the Empire, this Dommion's public prestige
and professional women's club.
It follows close on the heels of
that warning a fortnight ago of Da.

apathetic.

The lODE decision, as determined
from the trans-Canada survey, is
that the present Canadian broadcasting setup needs « complete overhauling, and that «n exhaustive
study of the whol* radio situation
in Canada is imperative.
There is
an antagonistic and aictiv.e opposition
to th? federal-operated CBC taking

(Continued on page 32)

FCC OKAYS KCBC SALE;

KSO SEEKS APPROVAL

ing the best job, the remaining ones
freely gave their ratings.
Among the public relations organizations named were Carl Byoir,
Knowlton,
Steve Hannagan, Hill

.

&

Pendleton Dudley, Ann Silveri Chick
Farmer, Win Nathanson, Margaret
Carson, Eleanor Lambert, Ed Bernays, Dick Maney and Publicity
Associates.

Chosen among the corporations
and outfits doing itheir own publicity
were General Motors, V. S. Steel,
Time, N.A.M., 'New Haven, Pan
American, American Petroleum Instltute>

McGraw

Hill,

Lippincott,

Chesapeake & 'Fbtomac Telephone.
Saturday Evening Post, Illinois Bell,
Glenn Martin, Kaiser, Westinghouse,
20th-Fox, Paramount, Fur Manufacturers Association and the British,
French and Chinese Governments.
Blaine Thompson, Mathes, Dona-.,
hue & Coe and La Roche and Ellis
were chosen in the ad agency category.

Newscasters, analysts and women
commentators were split over the
question whether they received an
even break with the press. Same
division obtained in their estimation
of whether the releases were wellwritten.

Marginal Comments
Some of the marginal comments
made by the air gabbers in the poll

Des Moines, Feb. 24.
The PCG has been asked by Murphy Broadcasting Co. of Des Moines are as follows;
to approve the recent sale of KSO
Earl Godwin, ABC commentator:
to the Tri-States-Meredith Broad"I get the mail 24 hours after recasting Co. Sale price was given as
lease,
Also scores of N.Y. press
$542,900.61.
agents never get my address right."
Assignment of the license of standMarion Young (WOR's Martha
ard broadcasts from KSO and the
Deane): "There are a handful of re-

construction permit was asked in
liable press agents without whom it
the formal application by Kingsley
would be extremely difficult to seMurphy, company president.
The
(Continued on page 34)
purchasing company is owned equal-

by Tri-States Theatre Corp, and
Meredith Publishing Co., both of Des
ly

Moines.
Officers are A. H.' Blank, president;
Fred Bohen, veepee; E. T. Meredith,
secretary; Frank Furbush, assistant secretary; L. M. McKechneay.

RCiNash-KBuy

Jr.,

treasurer; Myron N. Blank, assistant
treasurer, and G. Ralph Branton.
Branton will be managing director.
FCC has approved sale of

ABC News Shows
ABC

deals yesterday (Tues.)
with Radio Corp. of America (parby the Capital City Broadcasting Co., ent company of NBC) and NashDes Moines, to George P. E. Caesar, Kelvinator to sponsor cross-the-

KCBC

set

and Myles H. Johns, both -of Milboard news shows on the network.
waukee. Sale price was given as

Jr..

RCA in mid-March will pick up
tab on John B. Kennedy's 6:30-6:45
p.m. news stint for airing initially

$133,798.

WFMY

Goes Dixie

over WJZ,
Other

ABC

New

York, and a dozen

outlets in localities

WHN

wiU

stay' open

the occasion.

fuUtime for

'

.

.

now

Greensboro News Go.'s FM sta- serviced by television. Commercials
tion; WFMY, has signed a coi^act will plug RCA, tele sets and stations
with the Dixie FM Network as" its will be added in the RCA-sponsored
hookup as video becomes available
13th affiliate.
The contract was signed by Gaines in various localities.
Web is in the process of clearing
Kelley, manager of the station, and
Fred Fletcher of Raleigh, president stations for bankrolling by Nashof the Dixie network. Immediately Kelvinator of a five-minute news
after the contract was negotiated, strip which would be carved out
Kelley announced that WFMY will of "Headline Edition," the latter,
Conference aired at 7 p.m., being cut to a 10Southern
the
carry
Baslcctbali Championship series be- minute stanza. Gabber to handle the
N-K. show has not beea. selected.
ginning March 4.

Return of CBS board chairman
William S. Paley to his desk this
week after a Florida vacation has
more than casual significance. It
signalizes the beginning of a series
of huddles on a number of mounting problems which will be watched

by the trade.
Paramount among these

closely

budget,

television,

CBS

issues are

shortwave

which portend new burdens and an added financial prob'*
le-.., the high-budgeted program experimentation, and last but not least
the question of staff morale on an
executive level. Veterans at the network maintain that the disquietude
activities

and present state of mind hasn't
CBS headquarters'since
1934, but then it was for business
reasons only.
The network's experimentation in
flourished at

Detroit

Foreip

star-slanted shows (Robert Montgomery's "Suspense," Mickey Rob-

Airer Fluffoffs

with

groups handling their own drumToronto, Feb. 24.
The disconcerting discovery that beating way' behind and'" agencies
Althottgli
bringing up the reaTi
great numbers of Canadian women
of the gabbers ducked naming
many
in the educated and upper-social
the outfits which they felt were do-

Raleigh, Feb. 24.

Benny FilMn

in

stories

-

'

ing campaign for the Heart
Assn. of New York. Comic will
begin his chore at 1:30 p.m. today and continues until 1:30 p.m.
tomorrow (Thursday), appearing on virtually every program
carried by the station.
Normally a 20-hour operation,

:

RWG

.

New York

Whirl

off the indie station's fund-rais-

Half of the broadcasters asked
that material be tailored for their,
shows and an equal number complained they got trivia rather than
While
real news or feature stuflf.
about one-third admitted they ashcanned stuff without even looking
at it, 40% said they find some good

"Five O'Cloek Frolic."

vidson Dunton, -cliairman of the
board of governors of the Canadian
Lack » Deflnition
Broadcasting Corp., that Canadian
principal point on which the
advertising agency men and station
and the sponsor-agency commanagements must Aeek to lure back
mittee have so far failed to agree
the heavy numbers of former radio
(Continued on page 84)
listeners in this country who are

NewAFRABeiieiit

the

Cultured Feimnes

now

'
Berle'<

Milton Berle starts a 24-hour
broadcast stint on WHN, N.Y.,
today (Wednesday) as he tees

tudes towards publicity handouts,
but unanimously gave the following
bit of advice to p.a.'s: give us genuine news specially angled for our
needs- or save the postage. Survey,
conducted by Dick Rieber, of Radio
Reports, on his own hook, covered
121 net and local shows heard in

of a' candidate for poli^cal office
that' he .filed his nomination
papers before the deadline of B
p.m. on a certain date. The town
clerk insists he didn't because
the papers didn't arrive until
midway in her favorite airer,

Due For

Ikrough Going Over in Paley Return

Flack-shy, news-wise air gabbers
of every type gave a mixed answer
in a survey just taken of their atti»

in a

The

'

are the chances for a press
agent getting a free ride for his
client on a radio show?

court battle to settle the specific
time' of an event in a legal fight
in the town of Auburn, Mass.
Ca.se revolves around the claim

.

•

whodunit

show has been Introduced

the interval since the last session,

both groups have' been holding
strategy huddles with the principals
they r^resent.
Meanwhile, a split has been developing within the Guild and its
parent organization, the Authors
League of America. The difference
is (jver the Guild's policy ol refusing to seek NLRB certification as a
preliminary to negotiations. Certain
of the Guild leaders believe the officers should afthJeast sign, a nonCommiwist pledge, whether or not
the organization seeks NLRB certification. They believe this will eliminate in ^advance a possible source
of embarrassment for the Guild.
Some time ago, during the threat
strike against the netof an
works, the council of the Authors
League was asked about its willingness to sign non-Commie affidavits,
in case it might become strategically

Video. Shortwave, Morale
What

Political 'Frolic'

basis

25

Bring Protests
Detroit, Feb. 24.

Foreign language groups of the
Deti-oit area, supported by a resolution of the Hamtrarack city council
Thursday (18), plan a united squawk
against being fluffed off the radio.
Protests have' been sent to the Fcic
.

.

against the decision of WJLB to rub
out ajl foreign language- airing as of
Feb. 28.
This is the station that picked up
the average $20;000 monthly windfall
when
kicked out foreign gabbers several months back, J. L.
Booth, WJLB director, publicly ex^plained the ban was necessary because of a new policy of presenting

WJBK

"all

American programs."
has been cai'rying 24 pro-

WJLB
grams

representing 16 nationality
Representatives of these
groups declared that approximately
groups.

-

75,000 listeners "will lose their medium of expression." Three of the

Polish

biggest

groups,

the

Polish

American Congress. Polish National

ney, "Studio ' One's" star-'acccnted
productions. etc.) has resulted in unprecedented coin being poured- into
the programming operation. General
impression is that the kind of money
being
expended will necessitate

economies

in otiier directions.

Some Fancy

Budgfeting:

Similarly, the

web's plunge Into
shortwave activities, which Will get
rolling next fall, will require stdff
expansions and means channeling
coin in a new direction. Likewise,
CBS is moving into networls television on a big scale. The blueprint
of the studio programming operation as revealed last week (with

CBS copping the enviable video
headlines and space of the year),
suggests some fancy budgeting. On
this score, too, it's expected that the
coin will be siphoned off from Other
network operations.
Exit of Mefford Ruynon from the
Columbia Records subsid operation,
after 20 years with the network, and
Larry Puok, after 10 years (the lati
ter exiting, in the programming department revamp) are two of the
chief factors in the current "jitters
at CBS. That the disquietude exlstt
on an executive, level makes .the

Alliance and the Polish Roman problem doubly pronounced;
Catholic Union, have banded together to map action. They were responsible for. the Hamtramck protest
resolution and are now seeking similar action in Detroit.
Boo'th has definitely nixed foreign
gabbing but asserted that nationality
groups will still be able to present
programs if they present cultural
programs in English. It has been reSince shifting over from Kenyon
ported from other sources that many
& Eckhardt radio veepee to top acof the recent foreign programs carcount man on the agency's newlyried a "tinge of red" and that fluffing
acquired Lincoln-Mercury biz, it's
them was in the nature of a move been
practically a N. Y.-to-Detroit
to clear the air in this region of all shuttle
routine for Bill Lewis. Latter
anti-American propaganda.
is currently engaged in masterminding the entire ad campaign in connection
with the
1949
LincolnKLZ,
IN
Mercury cars and it looks now like
a $6,000,000 billings job for the
agency.
SOIL
However, with the exception, of
Denver, Feb. 24.
some radio spots in' key markets,
Hugh B. Terry's KLZ has tied up the coin is being channeled, Into
other media.
V
with Palmer Hoyt's Denver' Post to

K&l^s Lmc-Merc
Totals,

mono

.

DENVER POST

'

CONTEST TIEOP

•

inaugurate a series of annual Soil
Conservation Recognition Contests
designed

to

'spur

interest

WARNOW EXIT SEEN

IN

among

Colorado ranchers and farmers in
better farming practices,

BORDEN'S LA.-TO-N.Y.

The Borden musical show, heard
'9-9:30 p.m., via CBS,
Tievip, one of the most far-reach- Wednesdays,
newspaper-radio
promotions will be moved from Hollywood to
ever undertaken in the Rocky Moim- New York, effective April 7.
Kenyon & Eckhardt, agency on the
tain region, will result in five $500
prizes being awarded to the top five account, says merely that there'll- be
a change of talent, but indications
soil conservation
districts in the
are that Mark Warnow will -be restate doing the best conservation job
placed as the principal element of
each year.
Lowell Watts' KLZ's
farm reporter, will work with the the program.
Post in conducting the contests.

ing

Announcement of the joint project
was made last Tuesday {11) at a

WIVA's lOOG Expansion

,

banquet at the Shirley-Savoy hotel
at which Louis Bromfield, authorfarmer, was guest speaker. Secretary of. Agriculture Clinton Ander-r
son, in a transcribed address heard
by the banquet, called the undettak^ing "one of the most worthwhile
public services any nowspaper Ot
fadio station' could undertipte."

Expansion

Lynchburg, Feb. 24.
for WL'VA

program

in\folving an outlay of $100,000 gets
under way this week with construction of four towers, and installation
of
transmitter.
Station claims population covei;age will be upped 294% and area
coverage will be 10 timea grejiteav
First broadcast is due Jul^r II

RCA
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,

»

.

,
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EYE TELE AS CURB TO

TV Stslers Unsure on Benefits From

^

Hollywood, Feb,

Ted

,

:

NBC Priority To
Network

to be specially
adapted lor video before they could
go before the c^ras, other tele

NBC

Cfients
clearing

apparently

is

the

network video
broadcasters denounced the idea as business at night after American
being potentially harmful to teles Telephone & Telegraph establishes
progress.
Local acits relay service rates.
Objection to Mullen's thesis was counts now occupying spots after
summed up by Lawrehce Phillips,

way

Zale-Graziano Bout

for an onrush of

Wedge For

of networlc opera-

7:.30

on,

p.m.

hir's TV-Theatre Aims

WNBT, NBC's New

vision," according

to

Phillips,

is,

>

Be
Phillips

;

'It'—Or Else

It

makes the

first

tifhe that

station has drawn any sort of line
of demarcation between local and
network accounts insofar as facility
are concerned;
Under
privileges
this new policy a local customer
wit^ ,an after 7:30 niche clan be
.

bumped
AT&

FCC
May

emphasized fee necessity

ofl tor a

hookup "buyer.

under orders from the
to submit its relay rates by
T. is

1.

Hookup

by

,

M
,

]

,

Paramount might

long step forward in tele
is
seen in promoter
W. C. (Tex) Nunnally's bid to stage
the Zale-Graziano bout at Michigan
Citjf, Ind., in July. Managers of the
two fighters are reported considering the offer made here last week.
Ndnnally, with Marshall Karabs,
currently' is promoting Tuesday night
fight cards j,at Elston Auditorium in
Michigan City. Bouts are telecast by
WBKB, Par's Chi video -venture,
which is cut in for its share of profits or losses at the gate. Present pact
probably fwould extend to the' ZaleGraziano set-to.
Besides film rights, bout could give
Par a prime opening for' its intermediate film method of video. System, unveiled in New York Dec. 10,
employs a special camera to take
pictures from the end o£ an ordinary tele receiving tube. With its
use Zale-Graziano fight could be
flashed on Chi screens 66 seconds
after the first punch landed. Potential union and -copyright shags could
conceivably be removed by July.
Tele-theatre deal would be insurr
ance against red ink. DraV at the
outdoor arena could shape up .okay,
since Michigan City is within easy
driving distance of Chi and near the
Gary - Whiting - East "Ghicago steel
mills where Zale once worked. City
also is accessible from Chi by fake
steamer and suburban trains.
take

its

summer

this

.

JACK MURPHY TO WPIX,

CUESDUMONTSWITCHES

WCAU PULLS

ALPHONSE, GASTON ACT
Philadelphia, Feb. 24.
program in which radio is putting in a pitch for its arch-rivalrtelevision has gone on the liir via

A

—

WCAU.
Titled "This Is Television," the
to explain video to the
by bringing experts in
the field of telecasting; production,
«nd tele set manufacturing to the
,

•how seeks

AM audience

wiike for interviews.
has assigned Charles Shaw,
newscaster, to dig up stories on
television and to handle the interviews on the air.
The show is designed to help introdufce '^fKGAU's tele outlet which
expected to start functioning
is
shortly.
One of the twists to the
program is the fact that in describing tele shows now on the air,
is forced to mention those
on WPTZ and WFIL-TV, who will
compete for audience with its own
tele adjunct.

WCAU

:

WCAU

In a: quick raid oii WABD, DuMont's M. Y. outlet, the N. Y. Daily
News last week signed Jack Murphy,

.

.

.

KQW

Buffalo—WBEN-TV has added two
newcomers to its production staff,
John L. Hutchinson, Jr., and Roy T.
Black, Jr. J, Woodrow M'agnuson is

.

.

of
is

the

station.

scheduled for

the spring.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

Chester Styatton Joined the "Just Plain Bill" cast

IN

....

HOLLYWOOD

Marthia Rountree

is

"leaving the girls" to Jean Wright in Hollywood

New York

producing "Meet the Press." Mutual has decided
It to the Girls" is better with
film-name bait than Gotham unknowns along the radio right o' way. ...
Lew Frpst, Bud Berend and O. B. Hanson were NBC's, delegates-at-large
.NBC^s Bill
at .unveiling of KOMO's new million-dollar plant'in Seattle.
Brooks around for a,few days to "indoctrinate" his Hollywood news and

while she

is

in

the chances of hooking a sponsor for "Leave

.

.

special eVents head/ Roger Sprague.
.Sid' Strpt; drew a farewell lunch
and gplt session at Lakeside from Tin Whistle and' Gin Hummy club, made
up of his radio' cronies. .. .Meredith Willson is up to his ears in batons
and books. After being set to conduct the Standard Symphony in 13 coU'*
certs this summer, he was advised by Doubleday that his tome, tentatively
titled ''Forth and Back" on a change from "The Talking People" has been
given Sept. 16 publication date.
.Bill Sloan, late of CBS^ and Pete Smytlie
are packaging a half-hour dramatic series costarring Richard Quine and
his wife, Susan Peters
KOWL, Santa Monica, ^low has the only Negro
disk jock hereabouts. He's Joe Adams and bills himself as "The Mayor
of Melody.
.Summer shoppers are being plied by Jack Creamer with
"Peck's Bad Boy" with (who else?) Walter Tetley as the nasty kid. Bob
Eisenback and Jackson Gillis wrote the audition script. .. .Cliff Arquette
didn't like the way his "Mrs. Wilson" character was being sloughed on the
Dick Haymes.show so he pulled out. .Johnny Murray, one of the real
vets of Coast radio, had his commentary series on KNX renewed for the
fourth year
Nick Keesely, onetime with N. W. Ayer, CBS and Mutual
back east, took up his duties as radio director of the Sam Jafle agency*
succeeding Bob Lohgnecker, who is about to embark on his own projject.
Chuck Keren pulled out of his radio agenting partnership to swing over
to MCA. . ,Boy Bargy went for a cutting at the infirmary and turned over
we baton on the Jimmy Durante show for two weeks to Bud' Dant....
Vict<^ Moore has been guesting on his show so long that Jimmy Durante
decided to- make him a permanent. Dave Barry's six-year-old son also
added as a regular to play "trickle" to his dad's "ripple".
.Jimmy Saphiet
and MCA have just about cornered all the golf greats for television.
They'll show dubs how to break a hundred, .. .LOuella Parsons takes the
guest spot with Bob Hope March 2. .. .Jack Mather and Harry Lang, the
two leads in Don Lee-Mutual's "Cisco Kid," have been ticketed for the
.

.

.

.

. .

—

.

.

.

.. Bob Hawk flew in for a sesh with the ponies at Santa Anita
when his time 'was preempted for a Demo dinner. .. .Joe RJnes produced

tlurd year.

.

.

CHICAGO

US

.

.

.

.

WMAQ, has signed as WIND'S
.Quiz Kid Ruthie Duskin's book, "Chemi, the Magician," is
being dramatized by Mrs. Charlotte Chorpenning as season opener for
the Goodman Children's Theatre here next fall
Jack Paar jiress-partied
Moulton Kelsey, former newscaster on

news

by

chief,-.

ABC

.

after planing in

Thursday (U) for "Breakfast Club". .. .Betty
Mutual's traffic dept..;. Ariibld Johnson has been
sales service, replacing Ed Stockmar, who moved on to account exec, . .Ed Kasser, ABC'S supervi.sor of
announcers, checks out March 16 for new post as asst. mariager of the Mt.
Vernon Radio & Television Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.. .. .Commentator Clifton
Utley named as midwest chairman of American Brotherhood Week....
Studio audience of 150 kids viewed WBKB's "Junior Jamboree" Monday
neat characterization of the slightly
psycho Carl, which he also did orig- (23). Adinission by paper only, since tele station was swamped on Lininally on Bi:oiadway, Larry Fletcher, coln's Birthday by 200 moppets..,. Tommy Horan, NBC's chief soundman,
Dorothy Sands, Jane Seymour, Flo- recovering from major surgery. .. .RCA-Victor began bankrolling "Teen
rida Froebus and the others lent ex
Canteen" on WJMJ-TV Saturday (21). Show is staged by WTMJ-TV Teen
•*
cellent support.
Age Council, composed of reps from Milwaiikee youth Ofganization.?.
With one more show upcoming un Fibber McGee & Molly renewed here
last week for their 14th consecutive
der its original agreement with
NBC, the Guild may yet find a play season by Jolinson wax. .Ed Borroff, ABC veepee, vacationing in Arizona
entertaining enough to keep the at- ....Joe Kelly, quizmaster of "Quiz Kid.s" and "R.F.D. America," lees oil
tention of viewers tocussed on the with "Your Birthday Party" on
March 6. Saturday iUorning ebow
will have kids in studio to celebrate birthdays.
screen for a full hour.
Middleton added
upped from asst.

to

to

manager of NBC's

i

,

.

,

director
telecast

month with the regular com^
mercial program to start early in
this

.

the audition record gf George O'Hanion's "Behind the Eight Ball,'' which
Bernie Shubert will take on the agency rounds.
.Jack McCoy now spinproduction was the setting, designed ning the records on KNX's
"Sunrise Salute". .. .Toni Breneinian's medic
by NBC'S Bob Wade.. It's almost ordered
him to tak^ a long rest so he'U tuyn oVer "Breakfast in Holly wood"
amazing the amount of scenery that
to
guestars
throughout
March.
NBC can cram into its midget-sized
3H studio and still make it look okay.
For "Mornings," the web had two

until now WABD's remote chief, as
head of the remote crew for its interior sets
and an exterior; all of
budding WPIX. Daily News' station which gave the nine-person cast
is expected to take the air on or plenty of room in which to work.
about June 15,
Lighting, too, was fine, with the conMurphy has been replaced at Du- trast between the indoor and outdoor
Mont by Harry Coyle,- until now as- sets making it easy to imagine the
sistant remote operations manager. switch to sunlight.
Cast turned in uniformly good
In another staff switch, DuMont has
jobs, under the co-direction of the
signed Wade Thompsoni former pro- Guild's Armina Marshall and NBC's
motion manager of
(CBS, San Fred Coe. Hiram Sherman was tops
Francisco) as sales promotion and as the slightly doltish Homer and
advertising chief for WABD. Thomp- Enid Markey gave an equally good
son 'replaces Charlotte Stern, who reading to the role of Myrtle, which
recently resigned to go to the Coast. ,she played in the original. Broad way
production. Russell Collins gave a

television
First test

for

the

has opened an agency to represent radio writers.
Among her clients are Ruth Ad!ams Knight, Gail Ingram and Carol Gluck.
Mrs, Gaines is a former radio scripter... .Pierre. Crenesse, French radio
commentator, in from Paris.
Among the members recently admitted to AFHA are Bob Considlne and
Paul Whiteman. .The George Zacharys are due for parenthood in about
Buddy Clarke,
two months. He's producer-director of "Ford Theatre"
going to the Coast with the Carnation show, is selling his home in Great
Neck. .. .Susan Peters wiU guest March 16 on "Studio One" on CBS,
starring in Vincent McConnor's adaptation of Robert Naiiian's "One More
Spring". .. .The Billy Rose stor^^ wiiitten and nayrated by Quentin Reynolds, is still not definitely dated, as it must wait until John Garfield closes
.Conin "Skipper Next to God" on Broadway, so he can portray Rose.
suelo Lembke has done the Italian-accent narration on the forthcoming
"March of Time" film dealing with the political situation in Italy. She's
also doing a l^ad March 7 on the "Nick Carter'' series.Frank Palmer, Ken.yon & Eckhardt timebuyer, in Beth Israel hospital
where he underwent a major operation. ...Joseph Mackey readying, a
series of N. Y; Sun features on the<- top N. Y.-originated net shows. .'..
ABC's casting about for a topnotch salesman to take over the account
exec spot left by Morgan Ryan in his shift to the web's program dept
Henry Viscardi, until recently with Mutual, papa of a new girl. ...Mel
Brandt, ex-freelance, added to ;NBC's announcer staff.
.Jane Kalmus, ex*
Hutchins agency flack (and wife- of NBC tele pr&ss, agent Allen Kalmus),
has joined Garl Byoir & Associates to do women's news.
FCC Coinmissioner Clifford Durrf Llewelyn .White, author of the Commission on- Freedom of the Press' radio report last year, and Bob Saudek,
'AEC veepee of public affairs, to share the platform in a panel on fireedqm
of radio Friday (27) "at the New School.
.P&G execs signatured the
"Gangbasters" deal at exactly 11:59 p.m. last Wednesday (17). Benton &
Bowles' option on the stanza ran out at midnight. .. .Ray Nelson, director
of DuMont's "Fashions on Parade," teaching two tele courses at CCNY.
Pat Hurley, WQXR publicist, seriously ill
Rocco. Tito has been appointed fiill director at CBS, reporting to Bill Fineshriber. He has been
.Una
in CBS Network Operations for seven years as assistant director.
Merkel now a permanent member of the "Great Gildersleeve" roster. ..
Small exodus of web execs to St. Louis for a radio council confab tomorrow
(Thurs.) and to the Univ. of Oklahoma for the Radio Sales Training School
next week.
.Bette Johnson of Kenyon & Eckhardt radio staff soon to become wife of Robert Gibson Bowman, scion of the Gibson greeting card
family.
.Joe, Marx into writing staff on "County Fair".... "Baclcstage
Wife" starts its 14th year today (-Wed.)..,. Peggy AUenby.and Jjulies Lipton into "Romance of Helen, Trent." Arthur Franz and Albert Aley new
to "Our Gal Sunday." Dorothy Francis added to "Young Widder Brown,"

—

PHILLY

YORK CiTJ ...

late Charles Gaines,

WBKB

^
B

'

-

Rosemary Rice gets the nod! as femnie lead opposite Cornel Wilde
March 1 "Cavalcade bt America" show. .Blanche Gaines, wife of

for all video. broadcasters to keep
in mind that, when an audience
looks at a tele screen, there's no Crosley Envisioning
Opportunity to place the main emphasis oti imagination, which is the
Four-'Station
"An actor on telebasis of radio.
vision is no better than he really is
Early '49
In Ohio
by virtue .of his native talents, his
ttaining ^rid direction," he pointed
Cincinnati, Feb. 24.
out.
"A ladio listener will vest a
Crosley's television service, which
v6iee with all the imagined ancl de- lacked, off commercially last week
sired qualities he chooses to attach with the formal unveiling oi WLWT,
to such a voice. When he looks
is blueprinted for
extension to a
the embodiment of that voice on the four-stajfon hookup by early 1949.
television screen, the actor had bet'
Other cities are Dayton and Columter be 'it'^or else."
bus, O., for which FCC permits have
Tele stands farther from radio already been obtained, and Indianprogramwise than from either stage apolis, for which an application is
o,r screen, and past experience has
pending.
taught ihat e*en direct pickups ot
An order for nearly $500,000 worth
legit shows don't make Jor good tele of equipment for the Columbus and
If Dayton stations has been placed with
Phillips
said.
entertainment,
that's the case, he implied, then RCA by James D. Shouse, Crosley
direct piclcups from a jradio studio president, with orders to have the
certainly won't do the trick. "Even Columbus video completed first and,
Praeticality of telecasting fights
the if possible, before the end pf this
with, television's affinity to
from Michigan City was shown last
stage," he declared, "in tele's present year.
teed oft
Stage of the art—in the absence ot
Robert B, Dunville, general man- Tuesday (17) when
support that can be gi'ven through ager of Crosley's broadcasting di- its boxing sked from there, under
color and lighting, with a resultant vision, says the four stations will the sponsorship of Motorolaii
creation of mood a'way from the operate separately, handling relay
script and personality—>it's difficult shows in network fashion only when
to visualize the satisfactory televis- the shows are applicable' to more
ing of a stage show in its entirety." tfa9n one station.
Tele Follow-Up
Even the best radio talent wilt
Latest estimate of the number of
bave to be spotted in shows designed tele sets operating in Greater Cincy
especially for tele when tiiey make is 1,300, with installations having
Theatre Guild did it again last
the transition to the new medium, almost doubled since Dec. 1. Weekly Sunday (22) night. Legit outfit, for
Phillips said. Otherwise, he pointed increase now exceeds 50 sets and is the filth of Its fall-length dif^as on
out, "a name is merely a name and being retarded by limited availabili- the IJBC television web, present^
even, a name can fall on its face.'' ties from: manufacturers.; Dealers Paul Osborn's "Mornings at Seven."
featured excellent acting fine
As for such potentially visual radio calculate that 7S% of the installed Show
sets—and poor entertainmeijt, Reacomedians a» Bob Hope, Jack Benny, sets are in homes, the others in son, was the
lame as in most previous
etc., Phillips pointed out that they taverns and clubs. Viewers are apGuild productions on video—^the unproximated
at
six
for
a home set wise selection of the play. "Mornhad come originally from allied
fields of entertainment into radio. and to for a tavern or club set.
ings" fared poorly when it ran on
Broadway in 1939, which makes it
"In television," he said, "they'll be
difficult to comprehend why th^
Able to find 4un scope for their talGuild would consider it good tele
ents."
entertainment.
Outstanding feature of the vide(>
,

^

Chicago; Feb, 24.

.

Possibility that

tions.

unique unto itself and all tele shows
must be desifened specifically for the
'medium. "Many radio shows are
unsuitable -for ^television," he said.
"It's impossible to put them on camera and expect good entertainment
^
to result"

m mW

.

,

director
York key, have been notified that
DuMbnt, it's to be notedi has starting with April they'll have to
no radio affiliation and so would; be exit 'suqh periods for net^irork adcut off from the type of programvertisers.
ming that Mullen had in mind. Telethe

<

.

Bid Seen

:

DuMOnt

MM M »»4

the ProdnctioB Centres

24,

fresaglhg a possible trend with
»• lEoman
theatre -tepercussions,
Catholic Church and the Salvation
Proposal to duplicate radio pro-f
Army here are regarding cuflo enbroached
gramming On television, as
tertainment on television as great
Mills' Chi Post
moral force to curb juvenile delinby NBC exec veepee Frank E, MulChicago, Feb. 34.
quency and bring flocks closer to
arguments
len, has resulted in strong
Ted Mills, former director-p»o- "the word" generally.
throughout the video industry on the
In flUndom's homeground of Bevducer for NBC-TV in New. York,
move.
a
such
of
advisability
Church's
mosj; gets the desk of program coordinator erly Hills, Good Shepherd
the
some
ot
enough,
Strangely
WGN-TV. Mills will/ layout neiw recreation center is being
at
vociferous arguments agamst the
part of
staffers. shows and a program structure for equipped, for video intake as
tele
NBC
from
Idea came
the Chi Tribune tele venture^ now the construction job. Similarly, the
medium
pet
their
to
objected
who
S.A. is eyeing video for its kid
in the test pattern stage,
being forced to depend on radio for
Station's teeoff sked will, bristle centers. The attractiveness of free
strength.
programming
its major
with news and sports shows.
admissions, sheltered and seated opMullen based his proposal on the
portunities to see standard shows,
eventual lifting of the ban on live
instead of ancient or educational
music in tele by the American Fedfilms, etc;, is the come-on, particuWhen that
eration of Musicians.
larly since kids are now being obhappens, he said', it will be possible
served doing takes on the old "is-myto move video cameras into radio
father-in-there" routine by standing
for
studios and thus air the shows
abaft Videorcquipped saloons on soap
both radio and tele audiences. Deradio
boxes to gander the phenomenon.
his observation that many

shows would have

From
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Radio Doping; PhiDips Picks Flaws

spite

.

.

.

WGN
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BATHE FOR 'BESTESr TV STUDIOS
DnAiont
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Nets

May Break

official

First

television

may
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that

Indication

networks

from American Telephone

tirely
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networking
last

See Here, Miss Harriet!

&

NBC

World-Telegram radio
column
devoted her
editor,
Thursday (19) to CBS' reentry
into the studio television sweep-

broadcasters ihat they were much
too high. Dr. DuMont, stressing that
the economic distribution of shows
twm programming centres to the
rest of the country Is the chief problem confronting the industry now,
pointed out that studies conducted
by OuMont engineers have shown
that "it'^ possible to solve the problem by: relays owned and operated
by iifdepehdent networks.**"

Once the networking problem

Is

solved, Or. DuMont said, it will be
possible for small city stations ,|n
the outlying service areas to opeirate
profitably by relying 100% on shows
originating in N. Y. BuMont labs,
.

said, have been concentrating on
construction of such "acorn stations"

he

and now have the equipment cost
down to $50,000. Cost, however, "is
still not as low as we would like
to see it," he. said. Equipment would
comprise film, and slide projectors,
which could he operated by two en*

gineei's.

In

Home

hailed

Miss Van
as something of

effect.
it

WNBT

programming

stature.

Coast Group Fdes

For Three-Station

Regional TV Chain

them are three Johns, Nelson, Reddy
and Masterson, of "Bride and
Groom" and other ether and comr
mercial
interests;
Ivan Ditmars;
Charles Brown, program and video
head of KFI here; and others notin show biz. They reportedly have
plenty of coin ready and even more
willing and eager, reporting bidders
as "willing for anything that has to
do with television."
Some contest is expected in San
Diego where applications are al*
ready on file with the FCC, but San
Jose and Portland, with respectively,
one and no bids in, are expected

to .bankroll airings of local sports
events. Dr. DuMont warned smailet station operators to stay away
from studio operation as much as
possible, declaring it is "too costly"
'

.

at 'present.

'

Noting the present indications of
a price war starting ainbng tele set
manufacturers, he warned the induistry hot tb sacrifice picture qual-

be clear and easily obtained.
Video Broadcasting Co., has. been
formed to operate.the stations which
will otf.cs "new and novel program"

;

to

for price. "All price reductions
date have been based on reducing
the size of the receiving tube," he
sSiid,
"which provide for lower
sensitivity and less channel selectivity.'!
Citing DuMont's belief that
it's necessary to have a sufficientlysized picture for fuU enjoyment and
for fall impaot>of the ad message,
he noted that the DUMont Labs have
Stuck to 12, 15 ahd ao-'inch tubes.

ity-

ming

ideas."-

DuMont echoed

(DuMont) has touted

joyed

.

Critics" endubious distinction

(22) night of being one

casters for the

time are discovering the difficulties involved in
getting a show off the air at the
29;30 marker. Their problems, moreover, are much more seriotis than
those of radio broadcasters, accord-,
ing to James L. Caddigan, manager
of WABD (DuMont, N. Y. ).
If the producer sees that a video
show is' running overtime, Caddigan
pointed out, it's impossible for him
to slip a note to one of the actors or
the emcee, since they're on camera.
Even use of the standard signals and
cues have been found impractical,
Caddigan said, since the performer
will consistently turn his eyes to the
person throwing the signal and the
audience will know it.
Musical or variety shows are .the
easiest to handle under the new
timing
restrictions,
according to
Caddigan. If a variety show is -running over, it's always possible to
eliminate a number somewhere be-

NBC

running overtime.
Fact that moderator James K.
McCaffery
several
times
glanced into the camera towards
the closing minutes indicates
someone waSj ordering him to
speed up his closing talk. He
failed to make; it, however, and
NBC faded him before he had a
chance to give his usual closing
identification to the show's par-

air for

M.

.

NBC

.

ticipants.

Exhibs, B'casters

gineers' specifications.
Camera is
said to be a refinement of the supersensitive image orthicon, incorporating the best features of the i.o. and
the standard studio iconoscope.

Draw Up Code

NBC

plans to- initiate its new setup with
a chain of four such cameras, all of
which will be available for a single
'

WNBT will

TV Opera

Peddles
.

Films

Jack -Benny's Amusement- Enter-

prises, marking its first venture into
television, .has purchased a group of
20 films featuring the Italian La

have special

light-

ing, which NBC engineers claim
will be better than anything yet
They're now experimenting
with Afferent types of lights to
determine which work best with the
new cameras. Whichever is selected,
NBC promises they'll be cooler than
the standard lights now in use.
Further details of the NBC plans
are being kept under wraps until
shortly before the April opening.
It's possible the web may continue
to use studio 3H, the small-sized tele
plant -which it has used .since it first
went on the air before the- war.

^eeui

Video in Clu

fore the closing. As-for musicals, it's
been found that audiences will ob-

For Theatre Teie

Off Bistro Binge
Chicago, Feb. 24.

where

tele

is

America' is repping Benny's group
with broadcasters."
Films were produced at the Royal

Running 30
they comprise com-

in

minutes each,

Rome.

_

ject far less to having a song faded
out to bring in the title cards than
to have the drarpatic climax of a

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Television Committee of Southern
California Theatre Owners Assn.
were scheduled to meet with ad
agency and video operators here
for the first time today (24). They'll
present a self-drawn code to regulate theatretele, the highlights of
which are (1), there will be admission increases

first

play

faded.

that shows
so that the

Entire process means
must be planned ahcad^

producer knows at

all-'

times exactly how he stands in
reference to the sweep-second hand
on the clock.
Caddigan noted that tele broadcasters have learned their lesson
fast and that seldom does a show

theatre-

shown

(2), no cut in film bills, with
video only augmenting regularly
scheduled bills.
No commitments are expected
from the initial meeting of minds as
a common ground of discussion is
sought and both sides aid their views
and seek recommendations.
Meanwhile, a warning note to exhibitors rushing into, theatretele has
been sounded here by civic officials
and unions. Disclosures of such exhib plans has resulted in a deluge of
protests and investigations, with indications pointing to an immediate

run overtime now. Producers have

padded their time on network shows
so that they can fill in, where necessary, by slowing the action, rather
than being forced to eliminate sequences to cut time. Just as with
radio, he pointed out, a show that
runs as little as 30 seconds overtime may cut into the net's operating
time and will be necessarily faded
off the aii^ by' other stations getting
a feed from the origination point.

FCB Has

tightening of theatre regulations by
tele is coming off its bistro
fire, builditig and safety and other
Recently checkup shows that
bureaus. Even thosa formerly rebarrooms have lost steadily to living
garded as "experimental." and left
rooms during the last nine months.
unmolested are getting "the word."
the trend continues, at its present

Chi

2 Ideas

binge.

For Lucky Strike

If

"Unions, too,, are no longer satisbe on the
fied with "test" talks, ilguring ,that
new equipment, espicially if portof tele sets
They
able, requires extra hands.
were averaging 150 per week, tavtake the same attitude as the distriberns accounted for 60% of the busiutors: It's boxoHice thinking on the
ness, as compared to 40% for homes.
part of exhibs and they, the unions,
per
averaging
500
sales
current
Of
want in, .too.
week, 14% arc for pub use, 86% for
local

.rate,

video

will

Cone & Belding is contwo tele projects for recommendation to Lucky Strike. One
is .a variety show starring tlie HartFoot'e,

wagon by midsummer.
Last jfune when sales

sidering

—

JUne.

31%

of the area's
in-stalled in taverns,

1947.

were

in homes. Latest .breakdown as
of last week shows that of 14,174 sets,
89.6% are in homes, 22.4% in tav-*
erns. Last June 80% of tele's estimated audience of 67,679 were saloon
viewers, 16% stay-at-hon4es. Current estimated audience of 154,388 has
59.4,% or 91,756 in barr|Oom?, as

mans,

Conflict

,

or

.')5,587

in

homes.

,

Over Competing

Comm'l Forces Stanton

now

appearing in "Angel in

the Wings" on Broadway, and the
other is a Martin Gosch package
which Involves emanating this halfhour show. from, the backstages of

FCCNiies Revocation

legit theatres.

S4%

Scala Opera Co. for leasing to video, against 36.1";
of
broadcasters.
Music
Coi-p.

Opera Bouse

also

Of 'Hip-Pocket' Boys
Washington, Feb.

,

24.

Fefler^ Communication Commission in separate actions today (24)
affecting scrambles in various locali-^
ties for television channels, denied
,

•

,

I

I

of station applicants in
Boston, Detroit and San Francisco to
have constructipn'-pei'mit liolders'
channels thrown back into the hoppetitions

The Go.sch idea proposes first interviewing the cast and then telecasting a 10 or 12-minuto excerpt
from, the show, .It would be called
"Tonight on :Broadw.-jy.''
Go.sch
has run into some union problems
but he's assured the agency that he
has them pretty well solved. ^ li

TEXACO OPTIONS TV

per on the grounds they had 'failed
to complete their stations in specified
time.
Commission action bloclccd, in

;

TIME FOR FRANCHISE

Texaco has taken a half-hour opNew England Thetion on WNBT, ,N. Y., throviRh the
have the channel a.sRaytheon Manufacturing Kudner agency. It's the spot folWcdritSsday 'ni^ht?
Co. tossed back into the lina.ssigt)cd lowing 'Kraft
and costumes and is backcategory.'
In Detroit it was the (10 p.m.).
sets
WNBT
grounded by a 72-piece oi'chestra;
Move was p'riniarny motivated by
United Detroit Theatres Corp. which
MCA is shopping for a national competing advertisers, it's been rer sought to have King-Trendle Broad- -the thou|ht ,of e';[;ablishirii; a franadvertiser who'll bankroll the series
casting Go.'s channel assignment re- chiiie in the medium. Trie agcnc^r
vealed.
on at least one station in every video
voked; in San Francisco, Television has nothing dcflnite in the. way of
Stanton, who's been handling the
city in 'the country.
Purchasing
Productions, Inc., had assked tliat the a program, but figures' on coming
lion's share of sports announcing
price has not been disclosed.
Associated up with something bcloi-e expirachannel
granted
to
three
for
the
last
web
over the NBC
tion.
If not, an extension w iU be
Broadcasters, Inc., be reassigned.
year.% did the play-by-play for the
All petitioners arc Paramount sub- asked on the option.
games last season.
stories of the classic operas,
the time-cutting a result of,
clippinc alt reprises from the'soores.
Each film has La Scala's authentic

plete

with

TELE SETS HIT PEAK

JANUARY

Washington, Feb. 24.
Production of television receivers
an all-time peak of ,S0,001 in January, the Radio Manufacturers Assn.
reported yesterday. This topped the
!

,

Out of Giants Telecasts
NBC television sportscaster Bob

Stanton was forced out. of calling
Y; Giants baseball
plays for the
this coming season
le&m over
because of a conflict between' two

Boston, effort Of
atres, inc., to

signed

to

%

:

"

'

,

hit

December figure of 29,345 sets; despite the fact that the December
figures include a five-week month, as
TOBIAS A FINLEY VEEPEE
against only four work weeks inSpeeding up its television work to
cluded in the Januaj-y figures. Jancompetition from the
uai^f video output saw a heavier meet increased
Frederic
W. ZiV Co., Larry Fmlcy
swing to console models than" herenamed songhas
Tran.scriptions
tofore. The division was l.S,26,l conTobias
tele vcepee.
Henry
writer
soles and 16.740 table models.
Tobias i.s currently producing sevFlM-.^M set production skidded oft"
to
136.015
in January- from the eral studio show.s over KTLA (ParLos Angeles V. He- plans
191.9.74 in the longer December work amount.
monlh, Nevertheless the. January eventually to extend tlie Finley
totiii wan 40% over the 1947 monthly
transcription services to other sta•verage.
Itions in all parts of the country.
.

!

.

}

,

east coast television stations, broad-

of the first sponsored shows on
web to be faded off the

the

WNBT

doors open.
Chief angle in the new NBC operation will be a specially -.devised
camera, built by RCA to NBC en-

the

Sunday

its

studios as the best, since
they opened almost two years ago.
Now that WCBS-TV has come up
with its plans,
(NBC) is rushing to completion the conversion of
its radio studio 8G in Radio City,
claiming it will outstrip in size and
newness of equipment both the DuMont and CBS setups.
hopes to
have the studio ready by. mid-April,
about the same time CBS Will throw

In

thti Optinii-stic

(30,(MI1) IN

WABD

With the Bell System's N. Y.Washington coaxial cable now shared
on a split-second timing basis by;

TV Shows

"Author Meets the

Wanamaker

8,473 sets

Benny's Package Outfit

predictions of other tele officials
thai video would enjoy the largest
growth of any industry in the country in, 1948 and would rank among
the first 10 in the country within
the next five years.

.

Fading

of CBS' plans to build the nation^s
largest television studio in N.Y., the
station operation picture in N.Y, is
resolving itself into a fight over
which station will 6e able to lure
advertisers with the best facflities.

homes.

to'

Di'.'

•

week

show.

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
lu a surprise move here, a Hollywood gi'oup has petitioned the FCC
for three new television permits for
Saii Diego, San Jose and Portland,'
Ore., for what would be the nucleus of the Coast's first planned
regional tele chain.
Group has an
approximate $1,000,000 in reserve
with which to launch the trio, and
will later seek to add two other stations, while also possibly hooking up
with a national network or an indie
here for Los Angeles coverage.
Masterminds of the plan are Wesley Turner, formerly with ECA
here, and J. G. Moser, FCC-ap•proved attorney.
Associated with

'

'

last

its

Cautions Small Stations on Costs
Such stations, according to Dr.
DuMont, would receive revenue
from national advertisers for the
network shows picked up from N. Y.
They could also have local sponsorship of filmed shows and later, if a
two-camera remote pickup chain
were installed, could get local firms

'

stakes.

a coup d'etat in giving television a "this, is it "status.
NBG called her attention to
the fact that there's been a
little
item known as
that's
been playing one of
video's major roles for the past
year or more in giving live

phone
company, rates* other Independent
networks will have tb be set up."
A. T. it T. was ordete* by the
FCC last week to submit a new rate
schedule for the N. Y.-Waahington
No adcoaxial cable by May 1,
vance information on the rates have
been disclosed. Original rate schedule proposed by A. T. '& T. more
than a year ago was turned down
by the FCC, howevier, in the iace
unanimous complaints from
of

.

last

Y.

iN.

sible to ''operat« within the

'

burn

week when Harriet Van Home,

'

,

fast

week by PuMont.

prexy Df. Allen B. DuMont. SpeakiOii at an American Television Society lunch In N. Y., he declared
that it broadcaateri find it impos-

'

a

did

facilities

Following announcement

On Co-Ax Poses New Tele Problons

Dl

BUCKS CBS,

*

brealc en-

T SpIit-SecondTnning for Web Shows

'S

With AT&T If Rat(>s Stay Too High

Army

football

They were sponsored by American
Tobacco (Luckies) with one of the
plugs showing Stanton lighting up a
which will
Chesterfield,
Lucky.
banki-oll the Giant telecasts, thought
Stanton was associated too closely
of
that comLuckies
because
with
mercial and so ruled him out of
this year's work.
Similar occurrences have hapr
pened in radio, but tl;iis is believed
to be the fli^st such instance in tele.

sidiaries.

JWT
C.

E.

gurated

Petrillo's

Buys Video Hoopers
Hooper's
television

urements received

recently

audience
its first

TV

Exception

fitollywood, Febi 24.

inau-

-

American Feaerauon of Musicians'
prexy James C. Petrillo -ha.s sane*

meas-

subscrip-

week when the J. Walter tioned the use of live musicians on
Thompson ad agency signed for the a television program to bo aired
video Hooperatings.
Order was from the SawtcUe veterans hospi^l
tion last

,

placed
by Linnea Nelson,
agency's chief time buyer.

the
I

'

by the National Conference of .Cl^-r
tians and Jews.

;

•.I";

.
,

:

.

•\VV

They got the right answer

.

T

his combination in restraint of sanity

They have a matchless
and

noisily to pieces

. . .

they

that's

talent for going completely

of people

all

to

make a show

over the country.

question

that pleases all kinds
.

a

show

consistently wins high audience-ratings

unanimous

critical

that

of six.

know the answer to one

how

Tom Howard's

when asked questions

would scarcely stump a child

and

is

To Be Ignorant."

anti-expert quiz crew of "It Pays

that

and also

approval.

YOU ONLY NEED THE RIGHT ANSWER.

. .

ONCE

Now, for the>firsttinie,"ItPaysTo Be Ignorant'^
is

available for local co-operative sponsorship I

Further ittformation

your

local

CBS

is

station.

available

Or

from

consult

CBS -Co-operative Program Depwlment,
485 iladison Avenue, NeivYork

City.

MODELS ON PARADE

ON

With Gary Wagner, Irwtn Corey,
JVIkurice
Weeks, Raeburn Van

N.

ir.

(Klinger)

The

Nellie

Tommy

Striking addition to the radio
tribunal type of airer, this one presents the nation's future Roosevelts,
Deweys, Hulls and career diplomats
in their student years before their
characters are diluted by political

SAXY HOX.TSWORTH
WINS,

idea behind '^Models on Pa-

extremely obscure and little- expediency and their personal inilUimination is given by the heavy- tegrities influenced
by economic
handed and slow paced script. Gary pressures. Result is a avow session
Wagner, a fashion photog, is the of civilized argument.
emcee herCj who discusses various
This one as will the;, next two or
phases QjE modeling with a panel of three originated among the faculty
guests,
Letters from modeling as- and students of Harvarcl Law School,
pirants are requested and those se- which has spawned many a top
lected vie for a modeling Contract statesman, but ensuing sessions will
come from other equally distinguishwith the Saxy Holtsworth agency.
Primarily, this type show is for ed universities. Format calls for a
video, inasmuch as there's little to .1udge,' opposing couijsels and witindicate to the listener the prospec- nesses, with the radio,i audience as
..
tive model's potentialities, except jury.,-.'
First question was "Should U. S.
perhaps the occasional drool from
the- guest panel.
Equally as im- Advocate United Nations Enforceportant is the fact that the script is ment of Palestine. Partition?" Jud.se
highly inade^iuate for this type show was Prof. Mark de Wolf Howe of the
and Wagner's voice is a curious type Law School, whose measured tones
in which the R's cannot be distin. and excellent diction lent plenty of
distinction to the bench. 'Students
guished from the
Initial guesters were Irwin Corey, involved were Thomas O'Boyle of
the nitery. comic;- tourice Weeks, Milwaukee; Arnold Rivkin, regional
editor of Salute magazine, and Rae- director of the AVC: William Webb
Ijurn Van Buren, cartoonist. Their of Cincinnati, and Bushord Howard
contributions didn't throw too' much of Oyster Bay.
Counsel.^- set forth opposing cases
light on the subject.
What can be done with this clam- and call in witnesses for examinabake isn't easily discernible until an tion and cross questioning, with
adequate script and proper presen- judge charging .jury at win4up. First
one brought out plenty of conflictrade"

is

—

—

,'.

-

:

WV

,

tation

is

evolved.

Jose.

ing evidence and some ^pretty hot
talk;
At one point a witness op»
posing the partition of Palestine
-

stated he definitely- impugned the
integrity .of Truman in a recent
.speech, later, saying that Taft has
been wtong plenty of times too. At
another point one of the witnesses
said that something "didn't make a
tinker's dam worth of difTerfince.":
while other examples of un-radio
language and viewpoint were frequently in evidence.
.

"BOSTON

-

1»

Side favoring military enforcement
UN- ideas in Palestine seemed to
the ed'ge chiefly through the
counsel's able .summing up, but onposition brought some strong points,

of

ge.t

one of which was that to oppose
partition was not a manifestation of
•

Ikddio's greotest point-per-dollor buy!

when they mean what

'Hiey

.more than

thev ever will as
actual leaders, if such they b""'^nri&.
Sitv

IN LOUISVILLE
im
M
•n

C>

E.

Ho*pir,

D*nmbtr

...

April

1*47

CanihlMilly Baolt
Coinpttih'on
SrolioM ftva C>»»H>-Coo*».

Lutoher, Paul Winchell,
Mercer, Irene Day, Clwrlie

KYW**

B.V

FM

Antenna

Pliiladclphia, Feb. 24.
Philadelphia's skyline Will ge an-

contestants;

Dlcli

OLD GOLD VARIETY SHOW
\/ith

Bob

Elson, Ernie

Simon

an- 30 Mins.; M«n.-thru-Fri., II am
P, LORILLARD CO,
WJJD, Chicago
(Lenncn & JWitcfielT)
Ernie Simon is WJJD's
mmt

Shepard,

nouncer

Splvak's Orch
Writer; Ben Wilson
Producer; Paul Shumate
Director: A. Bland
v
60 Mins.; Sat., 3:30 p.m. (CSx)

Writer-^Producer; Lee Jones
Director: Martin Hoade
30 Mins,; Tucs,, 7:30 p.m.'

Sustaining:

This- is a quizzer, the first aired
sweepstakes while Bob ELson, pri^
by the N, Y. Times' longhair indie
in a number of years^ which fits marily a sportscaster, was at the

.

.

KMOX,

Sustainingr

WQXR,

.

Louis
With the Philadelphia orch on tour,
execs leaped at the oppor'
tunity to double the length Of its
weekly program which ranks as the:
Nc, 1 origination in this bufg. It also;
St.

KMOX

^enabled the: station to corral topflight
entertainers from three of the Grade
niteries for this one that was fed

A

to

all

CBS

stations.

As

this

was

N. V.

profitable

trimly into the pattern of WQXR's
fine music programming. There's no
reason, of course, why symph and
concej'to
fanciers
aren't
just
as
susceptible to the guessing-game
lure as any other radio listener; In
this new college of classical musical
knowledge,- the pitch is straight up
the alley 'of
devotees.
On the ie<]uence last week (17), for
instance, listeners could pit their
musical wits against four studio
contestants on such ticklers as the
first and middle names of various
composers,
identifying
fragments
from classical compositions, singers

station's

WQXR

entry

mike

in

the

disk

last season

as

jock

base-

ball caller for Old Golds. Two
wert
.paired this fall in a catchall format
that includes adlib chatter on topical events, celeb interviews and
a
couple of records. Resultant half,
hour, aired before a studio audience
is good for its type, but the
type's

-

.

^

shgl)t.

On .show -heard (12), Elson and
Simon -kicked oflC with a lively exchange on tele programming. Elson
whose former Navy rank is kept
alive by Simon's use of "Commander," has a sober turn of mind
that
makes an okay foil for the disk
jock's pungent prattle. Sportscaster
maintained that telecasts of wrestling
and amateur boxing were
"junk." Simon defended such video
fare on the grounds that tele's in
its "embryonic stage," although he
said "anyone who thinks wrestling
is a sport is an asinine, stupid fool."
.Ftair then interviewed a femme
who plugged civilian jobs available
overseas with the U. S. Army of
Oecupation.
Gal's
message was

broadcast on Valentine's Day (14)
the station's script dept. attempted to
hypo the program with some "love
and kisses" doggerel but failed, as no
originality was put into the- stuff.
This was the only ftrab siaot in the by- their voices, sound effects in
program which was highlighted by operas, nursery rhymes sung in forthe p,ai of Lanny Hoss. who doubled
eign languages,, etc. Wisely, two of
with Lambert Kaiman as m,C,, Nellie the studio contestants -were
handLutcher and Sarah Vaughn,
picked from the music field,: one beBroadcast, from the Zodiac Room; ing a violinist from Toscanini's orch,
of the SWaftK Hotel Chase, the pro- the other dramatic soprano. It was
ceedings teed oil -with Spivalc baton- not surprising that the two other
ing his tooters through "Stoming' contestants,
picked at random from
Room Only" and later on -wih "Three the studio audience,
couldn't show up
Deuces" and "Go and Get a Girl." The as ,well in. the. quizzing. It's possible
maesro also contributed two trumpet that, fot the sake of avoiding em-rsolos, "At Dawning" and "One Pasbarrassment, the studio selectees
sage;" Ross scored with hLs interp of. should be Carefully screened before
"Falling in Love With' Love," "Sere- being pitted against professionals.
nade of the Bells" and "The WhifCenDoan.
poof Song." Winchell and his dummy
•^Jerry Mahoney" tossed in a couple
of routines that won't cause Edgar .BILL SMITH, PLAINTIFF
Bergen any sleepless nights. Nellie 80 Mins.; Fri., 7 p.ni.
Lui;cher's two songs, "Better Watch Sustainlne
Yourself Bub" and "He's a Real Gone KOMO, Seattle
Hew is a civic»service program
Guy" clicked. Spivak uncovered two
his
troupe, Tommy that is not only well-produced and
vocalists
of
Mercer and Irene Day and they pertinent, but ^Iso gives facts and
dueted "You Were Meant for Me" figures on current questions that
nicely and the gal chipped in with affect all citizens in this area. It's
with the aid of
"Golden Earrings" for good measure. produced by
Miss Vaughn also -scored in her tlie .Seattle Municipal League^ local
vocalizing of "Old Devil Moon" and outfit' that closely checks city and
"I Cover the Waterfront." Program county governments as to expenditures,
policies,
etc.
Using
a courtwas well paced. Show pluiJged -appeal for more nurses throughout the room format, -with counsel for the
plaintiff, -an inquiring citizen, ranged
nation. It was brief so that the dialagainst counsel for the defense, who
er's interest, was not disturbed.
serves as the answer side of the
V 5ahu.
questioning with a judge acting as a
foil to emphasize points and add
drama, the half-hour session packs
TRYOUT THEATRfi OF THE ABB
a real wallop, bringing local tax,
("Genie of the Flame")
administrative and political quesWriter; Pbyllis Seterson
tione to the-listeners in a vigorous,
SO miins,; Monday, 6 p.m.

chewed up by

cut-ins that bright-

ened the plug but mangled its con.
Marion Hutton disk that fol.
lowed introed the songstress herself.
Following Interview had Elson and
tent.

Simon doing the smitten

routine.
" •Boact.-'.

KOMO

-

A trend from the
general to the narticular might give
the show a stronger, tone, as both
sides seemed so eager to cram in all
their :dope- manv a point reauirin,a
further
elucidation -was
hurried
over. But thp diction, ready flow of
ideas, warm though considered pres- Sustaininr;
*
entation of the mnterial. and ex- KOMO, Seattle
ceedingly aoronos iipture ot the disThis, the fourth broadcast in a
cussion, give ,it an immediacy ..most
"comt" trials' on the air lack.'The series of plays whereby the local
student's,
their -sectional
accents playwright's theatre branches out
much in .evidence, are heard, jii into the airwaves, is the best so far.
anti-SemitisttT..

short,

ADO ABOUT MUSIC

With Lanny Ross, Sarah Vaughn, With Allyn Edwards, emcee; studio

p;iiii.

ABC, from Boston

Direotor: Marlon Cole.
Writer: teo Freedamn
SO Dlins.; Mon.,- 9 p.m.

MCrCH

SATURDAT AT THE CHASE

TKIAI.

30 Mins.; Sun., 4
Snstaininir

Quren, others

was a
Peterson's -script
gentle, pleasing fantasy, and all concerned in pi'oduction did a.fine job.
Play was originally written for cbil"
dren in the 10-12 year age group, but
it has charm and humor lor adults as
Phyllis

'

well.

listenable show.

On show caught, question was the
lease of Seattle's Metropolitan Center, 10 acres of downtown business
section owned by the Univ. of Washington and leased by a management
firm.

Both sides were well represented.
Courtroom format makes for dramatic presentation which comes
over in fine shape. Idea is good, and
both
and KJR, which airs
transcription of show on Sunday at
9 p.m.. deserve praise lor carrying
through such 8 public service fea-

KOMO

Broadcast also included five min- tui'e.
Cast was uniforml.y good and proutes of criticism and discussion with
other giant antenna soon.',
duction details indicated progiuim
Latest skyscraper will Ise 'KYW's audience by four critics who heard, received, much attention and thought.
play in adjoining room, but didn't
new 245-foot
antenna tower atop see it. This stunt added interest to Idea could be easily carried further,
the 24-story Architects building in the show and localized proceedings however, by getting into -other civic
midtown Philly. The, peak of the so there was a definite inci'ease in problems that perhaps affect the
average citizen more directly. Some
tower will be 576 feet above street listener lure for this area,
may claim Mimicipal League' is for
level, and is expected to h.vpo KYW's
Idea of series is commendable all
government from the angle of
F-M transmission to a .radius of 60 around and is a reflection of the in- good,
the proocrtv owner and -business
miles.
Tallest tower jn philly is terest manifested locally in the thea- man, with lower taxes and "ecoWCAU-TV's antenna on the roof of tre.- KOMO can boast about atten» nomical" government sometimes retion given the broadcasts and is enthe
Philadelphia
ceiving
more-.attention than possible
Savings
Fund titled to kudos for malcing time
bettering of civic services which
building, the tip of which is 737 feet
available and working with the local might hit
pocketbooks of large
above street level.
playwright's theatre.
Heed.
propcrt.v owners.
*
Reedi
.
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'
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"J(«w

Yo.rk

Hollywood
• Chicago

VMiTKD BItlXAI.r, nitUG GO.
WeilntiKduy, NliC, 10:80: VAX., Wu'S.t.
M-(i.M—>'Oa tlie iNtfliiil With ITon"
"THIS TIME FOB KEEPS''
Htt.: -lOU XLAVTON

RUDY VAIUE PRESENTS llE-ARTS PRODUCTIOl
'

'

visual presentation of popular songs,
historical

p<^enis, dramatic stories, aud
musical melodramas for television.

Studios

—7430 Pyramid
Hollywood 46,

Now

in production

Offices: Equitable Building

6253 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood 28, California
''%s'.'

Place
CalifoFiiia

^

'

ACTIONI

PRESIDENT"

"Mr.

starring

M-G-M's

EDWARD ARNOLD
SUNDAY, 2:30-3:00

PM

est

ABC Network

Program

^„erican B

Something
listeners

NEW in

radio!

This exciting

Rtibert^

„et-

^^^^^

ABC

program takes

behind the scenes In the most famous home in

America, the White House

!

It lets

them

a thrilling half

liye

hour each week with one of our great Presidents

The
and

role

of the Chief Executive

is

played with warmth

by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's Edward Arnold,
one of America's most versatile, most popular movie
Mr. Arnold

is

32 Presidents in one.

suspense mounts from his
32 Presidents

am

first

I... ?"

question,

and

it

Each week the

"Which one

builds

in

to the closing minute of the show!
it's

a half-hour

<[)acked

Already

audience among

all

and

(of course)

has built up a loyal, enthusiastic

age groups. Mr.

more than 40

sponsorship on

it

Jennings

cities

but

PRESIDENT is already
available for LOCAL

is still

ABC in many other cities.

Local sponsors pay

only for their area, yet get a top-notch network program!

For

full details

ABC

station in

about sponsorship

in your city, contact the

your area, or:

of our

and builds

excitement and intrigue with every historical clue, right up

In short,

non-political.

sold in

sincerity

stars.

ism, with thrills! It's educational, informative,

cttated

with drama, with patriot-

ABC

American Broadcasting Company

Co-operative Program Department

•

33 West 42nd

St.,

N. Y. C.

Wetlnnlflay, February 23,

RADIO

32

Chamber -of Commerce
university

activities.

non-

Canadian Femmes

commercial university statioHi pre-'
pared .transcribed 15-minute shows,
series of four, which were used by
20 Minnesota stations, all those outl-ouis—To determine whether
liighbrow or hillbilly music is the
lave among dialers in the area covered by KMOX, local CBS ouUcl,
the station will inaugurate a new
weekly program tagged' "Concert or
Corn" with a $25 cash award given
for the best letter received each
week. "
St.

in seven classifications were given to
local sponsors at the awards dinner
of the Salt Lake Advertising Club
helcT Thursday (19),
Gold awards

were evenly divide' among KDYL,
K'ALL, and KSL programs, with
KDYL grabbing three and the others
two each.
KDYL and KSL wrapped up three
silver
awards each, and KALL
Memphis Wilson Nortlicross has copped one. The two other .stations
returned to announcing staE at WIMC in town, KUTA and KNAK, were
after two years with his father's out of tlie running.
mantel and grate company. Northcross was formerly with WMC for
El Paso—Newcomers to the staff
three years- before the -wari but en- of KROD here Include Tom McGovtered father's firm on return from ern to the announcing staff and
service.. He sings as well as. spiels. Richard
Stephoison and Martha
•

..

.

—

'

BulUngton
Dallas-^Charles B. Jordan has resigned as managing director of W.RR,
the municipally-owned outlet, ,tp become veepce and .assistant general
manager of the Texas State Network.
Salt

to th« station's continuity

staff.

Minneapolis—KTJOM sparked extensive radio observance of University Week ending^ Saturday (21), promotion staged by: University ot Minand MinneapoUa Junior

Lake CHy—^Fourteen awards nesota

"THE BELLS OF ST. MARY S
Roinbow Production-

'THE SECRET LIFE

•

BRIEF

U

Continued from page 25

i

control of Canadian owned stations must have commerWLOL,
and WTON, all Twin broadcasting, 97% of the S0,000 cial programs but would curtail
Cities, did various special programs members. stating that the CBC ex- commercials to "With the compliduring the week.
ercises too much control now and ments of So-and-So, makers of Such
that this is not In the best interests and Such."
of the Canadian people or Canadian
Kids' Programs Unwanted
Albany ^Frederick S. Daiger, vet- radio. They also believe that the
In general, the programs of mueran of 18 years in radio and for a 103 Independent stations, in this
time night supervisor and chief- country are giving a localized public sic, drama ahd _tallts given over the
announcer-producer of shortwave service that the nationalized three CBC are consictered superior to
those given by privately-operated
broadcasts ov«r KGEI, San Fran- chains of the CBC doesn't give,
Canadian stations but U. S. pro«
cisco, has been appointed director
Apart from the discovery of cur- grams are usually given preference
10,000of special events for
rent listener lethargy in Canada, because of thair more finished
techwaiter schediiled to go on the air
the survey revealed a diversity of nique.
Disconcerting
to
certain
at Albany in March with ABC afopinion in regard to radio advertis- sponsors is the reaction that
filiation.
many
With annual radio license fee parents would 'be satisfied if
ing.
there
of $2.50 for every listening set in were no children's programs
but,
Seattle—New studio building of the home—or automobile or boat in- because of the existence of such,
the majority report is a drastic reduction of crime and
KOHO, local NBC outlet, has for- stallation
gun*
mal opening tomorrow (Wed.), New that CBC commercial advertising is play is strongly recommended.
building will house all departments Mot satisfactory, and they favor its
Other survey findings or recomof the station, aP'nrcIl as northwest elimination. They also believe that niendations:
headquarters of United Press, and constant repetition of "Somebody's
That good recorded music is preWatch Time" is becoming an irrita- ferred to second-rate talent; that
installations include facilities for
They view with tolerance, more good comedians be used but
broadcasting as well as television tion.
apparatus.
however, 'the fact that privately- that good musicians do not try
to
be comedians; that jazzed organ mu>
sic is. unpopular; that fewer western
and hillbilly programs be broadqast;
that crime and: jnyStery pfeys bie reserved for tete evening hours when
children are in bed; thst "Super-

side

Twin

Cities,

KSTP, WCCO, over complete

WMIN

—

•

.

"

WXKW,

—

FM

ENCOUmTER

VP rsai -Internal ionoi

I

1948

in behalf of

KUOM,

OF WALTER MITTY

.'V-.a.Ji

weii

THE BEST YEARS OF OUR
Samuei Coidwyn

Samue! Goldwyn

man," the "Green Hornet" anot "Boston Blackie" series be dropped from
Canadian radio;- that news, and commentaries be dropped ffora adyertising sponsorship; that soap serials
be diseontlnued; that more good
Ugtft opei^a be used, plus book Reviews and book dramatizations; that
thft ''^ttgi!i)p dad#'! type pit co^j^^
Reserved by anhouhcer^ foir ietfilniti^
artists cheapens and detracts ftom;

Andeison

LIVES'

the program's worth;, that progriims'
be arranged to stinaulater interest
in. hobbies.
-

IT'S

A WONDERPUL

MY

LiFE'

Liberty Films

f-AVORiTE BRUNETTE

"THE SECRET HLART
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
'

\-:iro!ncunt P'C'U,e>

„

Areas

Territorial

By BMft

in

E?entie$s

Broadcast Measurement Bureau's
annual board meeting came and

went in apparently orderly; peaceable fashion last Friday (26), with
no really major Issues arising or fur
With all four networks in
camp and station subscriptions hovering iiear the jU)0 mark, BM8 topflying.

"THE FUGITIVE"
Argosy Productions

Hollywood's

^

pers could; report the tripartite operation's fiscal health was liiiprOVing steadily. ~

Greatest Motion Pictures

A

Board gave a go-ahead to station
measurements in U. S.

audience

I

are presented

territorial areas (such as Hawaii
and Aliaska) provided a majority of
sta;ti(>ns in each locality subscribed

on

BMB tod all out-pf-pbcket expenses were recovered.
In other actions, the BMB directors appointed the Statistical Tabulating Co. of Chicago to handle the
bureau's listener measurement tabulatipus> and iapproved formation bt
a televistoii committee to look into
problems expected to arise in connection with measurement of video
audiences in 1949. A sales commit"
tee also was authorized, to advise on
efforts to increase the number of
BMB subscribers. (Current figure is
around lOCf under the ^tal number
subscribing for E^MB's initial U. S<
survey in 1946.)
to

,>

\

"SWEETHEARTS"
Metro Goldvvyn-Mayer-'

"BOOMERANG"
Tweniteth Cen'ury-Fox

AH BMB
including

J.

chairman; Justin Miller, first vicechairman; Paul West, second vicechairman;
Gamble,
Frederic
R.
third vice-chairman; Roger Clipp,

"DESCRT FURY''
Paramount Pictures

secretary-treasurer,
proxy,'.

THC TROUBLE WITH WOMEN'
Paramount

;

were reelected,
Harold Ryan, board

officers

and Hugh

Feltis,

••

Seattle

Pgm. Directors

Pictures

Collab

on Operetta

Seattle, Feb.

SI4.

Johnny Forrest^ program director
KOL here, and Roland Bradley,
KJR, program director, are collaborating on an operetta titled "Johnny

for

"THE SHOCKING MISS PILGRIM'
Twentieth Centvry-Fox

Pair are now in throes
of fitting book and music together
after some months of preliminary

Appleseed."

'THE DARK

MpC?r

Universal-International

MIGHTS

research;

"IVY"

Play will be based on the legendary theme of Johnny Appleseed and
his peregrinations about the west,
but authors are as yet undecided
whether finished job will be « folk
operetta
or a straight musical

Ur^iversal-lnternational

comedy.
,

;

{

'

Forrest was co-author with Earl
Robinsort of the wartime "Thumbs

Up," and Bradley' has authored an^
produced a number of radio musical
shows,
'

^•^

Geowe

Gall,,.

,>

wbkwe

New

U,

.

1948

Jo Stafford

«ew loii.
New Tork
i'ifls

Stafford,

^'«rsonallUeJ^*f*«*ed

'ott

*<>

know thaf

•

have reached

«ost

sincere^

yours.
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m
Air Gabbers Appraise Flaeks
Continued from pace ts

'

too-scintiUating dient.**

W. W. Cfaaplin/IWC commentator:
"All r want' from publicity men is
that I Imow how to get hold of them
when I want specific info. Thus, the
outfits that have radio newsmen on
their rolls who keep in touch can do
« good job."

H.

R.

Baukhage,

ABC:

"Give

special stuff when it's wanted. Don't
eitpect me to research through several reains^ Know hoW to answer

^edal quc^onis."

.

Peg«eii V|lt(^ert|:Id,

^0

general,

too

frequent and cater to the client instead of the media."
Aibc's George Hicks sajd he was
content- to depend on the wire services "except for an occasional story
froAi

someone you know."

WHN, saw too
slogabizlng in releases and not
effort to plug "aspects of
progreis which would interest the
individual man on the street."
One writer of a woman's show,
who declined to be quoted, said publicity people were a great help in
booking guests, but she was "antagonisied by the high-pressure callWilliam Gailmor,

enough

,

and

The conductor of an around-thetown show pleaded for publicity
people to listen to his program, then
submit suggestions that would give
ThoBUM: 'Never Seueh ihe Stuff*
him an angle.- A woman commenta?
Low^U Thomas, CBS, said he tor said she got good guests occanever hxdcg j«i .A release for "the~ sionally but "more bother, than anyvoluine .w .overwhetotin^v' Bti»' an thing." She wished the flack fraternity would take the trouble to
endlesa abd luciless avalanche,*
Wmtds BnOi Hall vSaid the mate- .determine her type of show, before

ticular item,, will

another <ri^
gests

be used.

'

*'And

a the rielease'fhat sug-

we iw^ lihotosr

last

'

'

.

and making

the

organizations

A

.

WNYC

off-tite-beaoiL suggestions^

WCC:Q wlU prepara a dociumeu.
tary show for CBS on situation
ot
the American Indian, after confer*
ences with bigwigs in Department
of Inflian Affairs. Sig Mlckelson
director of news and special

WCCO

events, and Ilalph Backlund, writer
left Saturday (21) for New
Mexlc(J
investigate the Indian problem. Backlund, with Ralph
Andrist, won honorable mention in
the
Heywood Broun Memorial
Award contest tor their "Neither
Free Nor Equal'* documentary series,
striking at racial discrimination,

aAd Arizona to

Mickelson aud Backlund were dut
a week at Window Rock reserva*
then were due to travel
Albuquerque and Santa Fe/ mak>

for

tion, Ariz.,

to

ing recordings- and -motion pictures
as well as notes concerning Indians*
plight. Material will be tied in with
similar data concerning Indians

-in

,

S

'Talent Hunt'

Barzin conduictihg; the Fine Art northern .states. Andrist is ..fo take
Symphony, N, Y, City Opera Go; script outline to New York .-afaotit
April 1 for crystallizing -with d3S
stars and several musical aggregadocumentai'y unit.
tions connected with local "Y's" and
,

ss

Continued front page 23

which will register up to $300

as.

high schools.
professional
Seeking new, channels to bring
any act win-' good
music before dialers, Seymour
ning the top payoff two w,eeks in a Siegal; station director and- producer
row being additionally awarded a of the Festival, experimented this
$1,000 week's engagement at the year, with combining a comedy rouCapitol theatre in Washington, Five- tine with longhair programs.. Joey
acts will be run off on each stanza. Faye, nitery comic currently apthe top payoff.

Young

talent will be featured,

:

.

.

"'Big Talent' Hunt" is the tentative new title for Frank Cooper^s
Nowhere," for
package,
"Going
which a permanent emcee is yet to
Morgan Beat^, NBCi "TShey're
Boatoii—Elliott Whalen, formerly be definitely, chosen, Jim Backus
iisuaUjr a 2aked.iEin«;le—a fast pitch/' of
recently has been considered for. the rplie, a
.WHEW, Provideiiioe,
ti^iaa. Viesvk, Jr.^ MBS, said that joined WCOF as staff' announcer.
move which would mean transfer-"$ell"

Among

.

-

much

Minneapolis, Feb, 24;

'

the metropolitan press both editorially and in the music columns.

harmonic Symphony, League of
Allen, Don Frost and Roger WhitComposer*, local universities and
jnan of the Bristol-Myer Co., were
several noted instrumental groups^
seated around a table when Witten,
as well as the U.S. Army Band. The.
who was 40; collapsed in his chairs
station also organized over a dozen
doctor who was sumnjoned from a
public concerts which were, broadprivate hospital across the street
cast from such lon^air centers as
pronounced him dead.
Carnegie Hall, Tbwn: Hatt an4 JulliWitten had headed up the agency's
School oit Mu.sic auditorium.
research department until the be- ard
More recently established musical
ginning of this year when Larmon
its festransferred him to his office as a groups furnishing to
contact with the agency's 'various tival programs this year included
the American Youtli Orchestra, Dean
departments.
Dixon conducting; Wheeler Beckett's
New York Youth Orchestra; the
National Orchestral Assn., Leon

.

rial cObfain^ .ipe
«ot eOLOOteh neib.

CBS ON INDIAN SHOV

i

coopThursday (18) just as an office con- erating with the station were the
ference was getting under way with American Society of Authors, ComAmerican
posers and Publisher's,
a client. The agency's executive
Federation of Musicians, N, Y.' Philboard and department heads and Joe

preferred

want "tear sheets" people to act in a business-like
or ask to be notified when, a par- manner.
obqiit flacks

Rublcam

heart attack

died of a

prez,

tt

Festival

Continued from pake t4

•

much

WJZ. griped y6u-darling-^pe"

assistant to Slg-

mund Larmon, Young

WCCO EXPERTS TO AID

WNYC

Prexy/Dies at 40

John D. Wltten,

\

cure topnotch guests for a woman's although he's not a "handout reThere are several whose porter," publicity men are helpful
show.
judgmental never question. These to shows thiat depend upon them for
are alerC experienced people who material.
listen to the programs often enough
Abe Schechter, Mutual's veepee in
to Icnow what stories and which
charge of news, said releases "are
guests you can or cannot. use. These
too unimportant, too
are people whose reputations for being reliable mean more to them than
a quickie guest^shot for some none-

Asst To

Witten,

Y&R

.

.

riitg his Sunday, bight .Fharmaco
show from the Coast to N.Y„ .but. no
jQnal decisioti -will be made,
Stanza will get the 8:30 Thursday
result x>f
spot starting March IS as
National puard sponsorship running
out on "BlDcfc. Party," the musical
piece featuring Hal Blocfa's orchestra
and top tunes selected by Martin
Slock. (National Guard on Feb^ lS
kicked .off a- new airer,"The Dave
Garroway Show," op NBC and wiU

pearing in the inusical couief^ click,
"High Button Shoes;" Vreis drafted to

emcee one show which

-was hailed
as one of the sock presentations of

the

series.

1948 festival

CMI

-

r

ASC^: "On

continue
sponsoring
Stage, America.")

,

^

As a third insertion in the Thursday night lineup, Mutual has .signed
Erslcine Johnson to do a 15-minute
stint from Hollywood at 8:15 in
which he'll intrd film stars and then
tell an "O'Henry type" episode from
'

their lives.
Stanza, replacing the
Alan Dale Show; will give Johnson
six shots weekly on MBS, since he
has a cross-the-board co-op airer,
,

.

too.

has

Continued from pstEO 2S

been one

admen want

Rights

of
definition. The
clarification of whether

s

Contlnned from pafc 23

work in the posiQon

of retainiiig first

broadcast li^ts.
that it was a case of
censorship, stating that it was simply
decision oh what type of
a switch
format to use. Furliier, he said there

Kobak denied

political overtones involved
the bolting of .southern
JSemocrats from the Jackson Dinner
ia protest over the Civil Rights Bill
was not an influencing decision.
Perl, -Who said he bad yielded on
many points in -the sQript preparation
over the past, month because he -was
anxious to get the show on the air,
expressed disgust over the whole
turn of events. He saw it aS an extension of the whole picture involving the Hollywood clampdown
among film personalities. Perl sees
the issue as much bigger, than his

were no

and' that

script alone, for' to yield
contends, is to pave the
full radio retreat.

Scripters
ss

Music .director .of the
was Hermtm. Neuman.

on

this,

way

he

for a

Perl had already been at work on,
the second script, treating with the
poll tax. Tliat, too, he said, would

have

hit

hard and

The Texas Rangen
have what

of the

Wage and Hour

Xidw.

They

its

pro-

tract.

They
They

right-scaled to the size of

the market and station^
big or

little,

Standard or

FM. And TheTexas Rang<
ers transcriptions have
quality, plus

ming

a program*

no

versatility that

others have.

WIRE OR WRITE
FOR COMPLETE
DETAILS

i

that

. . •

fearlessly.

Guild establishes itself as a union,
ContUnied frou page X3
they might be acting illegally in restraint of trade if they signed ap^ about the alleged' overfamiliarity.
Just because the xirofessional newsagreement -with it.
The Guild has answered the for- paper reviewers get bored easily is
no criterion it applies to vox pop.
mer point by noting
posed contract covers only "employees" and specifically excludes
"independent contractors." On the
second point, the writer organization
has ofTered, as a "compromise," to
permit the admen to sign a letter of
agreement instead of a regular con-

takekl

build sales . , . The price -is

Lastfogel

take the position that until the

it

build audieaces

writers are employees or independent contractors within the meanings
-also

Iran*

scriptions of western toi^

:

Mass Amerlc^iM Sfiakes Badio
all,, mass Americana makes
radio," says the veteriin showman.

"After

agent," and if they like Fred Allen
and his Alley, Jack Benny's stinginess and Rochester, Phil Harris' gin-

The
Texas Rangers
AN AP'HU?

^rivS;-

P

:

. ; .

.•

^^

guzzling,
Crosby's h*orses, Hope's
smog, Jolson's mammy. Cantor's

The fact that the- sponsor-agency daughters and Bergen's fresh dumcommittee will meet the Guild my. Who .are we (or they) to get
spokesmen again seems to indicate superior aboiit the whole thing? The
that some basis of negotiation may merchandizing response is the only
have, been reached. There would be true barometer. If -they 'sell boxtops
little-point in having the session unless there was some progress in that
direction.

that's the best

answer."
Showmen generally also observe
that the fault, if fault it is, is not
with the performers but with the
listeners. Let them slop listening so
Goes Bigtime
intently, and, say, come back in a
week or two, and the listeners—be
Minneapolis, Feb. 24
they professioijal peviewei"8 or the
has been granted Increase average fan— win note
how good the

WD6Y
WDGY
in

tran.smitting

power from

5,000

watts to 50,000 watts and allotted
watts power for nighttim
broadcasting.
25,000

It is third of seven Twin Cities
stations to achieve 5O,00G-watt power,
KSTP and
also using that

output.

WCCO
WDGY now

broadcasting from

limited to
6 a.m. to sunset
is

1

programs

are, consistently.

It's

no

cinch to be great every one of the
weeks.
Lastl'ogcl returned to his Holly-

.39

wood headquarters

week, after

this

several months east on company
business and the Veterans Hospital
Circuit
(successor to TJSO-Canip
Shows), both of which he is presi-

dent.
.

MI-CHMMi ut-n.i

MfMcireici

Boston— Station
signed a

riMT IIir

VET-ltOIT... Ow«trf<MdOp*nil«db/ THE

DETROIT NEWS

new

WBMS

here has

contract with AFRA,
calling, for salary boosts for regular
staff members and a mininMim-plusfee arrangement for commei-cial
shows. It also retains the AFRAshop clause in the old pact.

Boston— Yankee
Network
anthis week the exclu.sive

FOR EXCHANGE

nounced

Hnmll,

franchise in the Now England ar'ea
for TraiLsit Radio, Inc. Company
is set up for development and
perfection, of
receivers for use in
busses, trolley busses and street cars.

luMiv ICuillo CHy, for sms'l
nvtmt. of luiuHr, HoUywood, It«v«r>3'
UillH, or Tallry,
C^Mtticw jt-S740 !•

FM

attractively

furnliilwll

iipo't-

ineiit,

m

Box

-K*. •BM', Variety,
K«w Xeric 1»,

I',

/i.,

W.

•««th-.81net,

Ifi*

.

.

«

ss

A WORLD
scoriiig

FEATURE

new highs

in

Radio aiidierwe appeal
Great Moments in the

Mudc.

ofmittions live again in

lives

.

THE S0N6S THAT MAKE YOU THRIU AGAIN...
HERE, on WmM TraBScriptioiu, an the eongs that

How

remember today the songs they
many of them . > . and
"Brodier,' Can You Spare a
Dime" . . and brother^ you knew how true that
was! There was Irving Berlin's "Always," Gole
Porter's. ''Night and Day," Hoagy Carmichael's
"Stardust." Then £com somewhere in the West
came a young voice that tugged at your heart. It
was Bing Crosby dnging his way to fame ... "I

put a lump in your throat and a tear in your eye.
These are the songs that tell the story of your life ; . i
of ererytmeV life.
Remember the night you discovered you were in
love . . . and the etmg in your heart at the time? Remember the first: tune you danced to together
and the way you laughed at the rhyme? Moon and
June ; .: . Pal and GaL When you went to a movie
that actually had sound and there was Al Jolson
singing "Stmny Boy." The way you laughed toge^er singing **Happy Days Are Uere Again"
and the only Mdness in your heart was because
iMne loved oiimj Wttnai't with yon.

well you

loved to hear! There are so

will

all

<^d friends.

Even

.

Surrender Dear," "Just One
Found a Million Dollar Baby"

More Chance," "I
. . .

loads of hits

.

«

sweet songs, sad 8<mgSt crazy soiigs ^ . . every one
bringing bach a predons memory to yon . . * of your
love ... a trip ...

The$e are the ''Songs

All THE HIT TUNES

Of Our

FROM

a place . , . a mtMnent

. .

Times.**

1917 to 1943

Yes,World has put these great songs together. Simple melodic,
singaUe arrangements of these w<mderful never-to-he-fwgotten hit tunes. Never bef<«e has there been such a soulstirring, memory-provoking, andimce-building idea^ JEIece
indeed is a great sponsor-winning series of radio progprams^

156 FIFTEEN MINUTE

PROGRAMS

ing facts of the period, recalUng to memory persons

Over 600 memory-provc^g hit tunes ... arranged
as 240 medleys. Eadi separate program is based on
a particular year . . . several iar each year.
The smootfa-0owing c<»itinuity which accompany
ies the musie is fiOed with entertaining and interest*

in the news and events of the times: The 26 exciting^

eventful years since 1917 told with music

bound to be big.

Smooth, Melodic Arrangements Performeil by BOB
,The danceable, rii^able
his Orchestra sets

a

mude

delightful

of-

tot

Big,

BIG.

6RANT and bis ORCHESTRA

York's Hotel Plaza and the Palmer House in
Chicago. The vocal interludes are by Art Gentry

Boh Grant and

tempo

and with

narrative in this secies of 156 j^wgrams that is

"Stmgs of

Our Times."

(radio coast^to-coaster)

Bob Grant, you remember, gained wide popularity when be was ieiAvactd with Bildegarde at New

field Satisfiers)

t i .

. . .

Hden Carroll

(Chester-

and K!ay Pentott (appealing pop

WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM, mc.
rRANSCRIPTiON HEADQUARTERS
(jhicagtt

22We8lHiibbardStieet-PhoneDel«wafe8800

DittribtUed in
.0194t.'VwUIBrMdcMli«|SjfHM,ho

.

•

A SUBSIDIARY OF DECCA RECORDS, INC

NEW YORK
50 West 57th

Street-Phoiie coiutabBs

Hollywood
5-2300

6750 Santa Monica BIvd.-'PhoneHaiiide 0171

CANADA 6y NoHhem Electrie Companyt^Undted, 1261 Shearer Street, Montreal 22, Quebec
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OBCnESTRAS.MVSIG
Sonora to Skip Conn.

Leeds Files Unique Suit to Protect

Pressing,
.

dio and Tele

Dance"

move

will

By Capitol Standard Transcriptions

its

March.

L.A. Disk Jocks Provide
Free Terps Via Broadcasts
which

melody,

company

eastern pressmgs operations from
Meriden, Conn., to Chicago late in

Leeds Mvaio last week sehred pa-f
pers on Jnggy Gayle and Jackie
Gale, owners of United Music, In a
unique suit involving the former's

"Sabre

Hollywood, Feb, 24.
Burleigh Smith and Michael Roy,
KWIK, Burbank, disk jockeys, began
doing their respective Friday broadcasts Dec. 26 from the Olive Ave.
Recreational Center to help keep
tecting fr6m copyright eifcroachment
kids ofE the streets and they've been
•by other U. S. publishers the Rusplaying, to capacity mobs ever since.
sian music it is publishing in this
They've gotten a soft-drink firm -to
country via the $250,000 deal made
supply free soda all around and kids
several jfears ago with Am-Rus, Russ
dance for four hours "Under the sumusic publishers.
pervision of chaperones from the
Due to the fact that there is no Exchange Club while Junior C. of C.
copyright arrangement
reciprocal
people oversee admission, which are
between the U, S. and Russia, it is limited
to kids between 15 and 20.
felt by. Leeds' rivals that the AmSmith does his show between 8
Rus. music it represents is in the
p.m. and 10 pjn. and Roy takes over
p.ubUc domain in this country. Leeds
until midnight. Spot has turned away
feels otherwise despite the lack of
between 700 and 1,000 the past sevcopyright cooperation between the
eral weeks after reaching itscapaeity
two countriesr^and especially in the of 1,200.
It wahts an incase of "Sabre."
jimction first of all to prevent.United
.from getting any sort of a toehold'
springs' from the Russian "Gayne
by Aram Khachaturian.
Ballet"
York
Leeds action, launched in
supreme court, is the first it has
been forced into as a means of pro-

Whether or not

the.

New York

One

of the things that at one
time delayed final conclusions in

Burke and Van Heusen's

ASCAP Nominee

mount

Tai^eWithT-H

the other aogleia later.
Leedi' ease is based mainly on the
fact that the -piece it publishes lifted
from the "Gayhe Ballet" was originally called.

Sidesteps

Re MardI Gras

"Sword Dance." Some-

(Continued -on page 41)

'

Hollywood, Feb. 24.

American Federation of Musicians,
Los Angeles local 47, is
its head away from HaCry
Schooler's non-union band policy at
„

Musicraft Hopes

through
turning

Long Beach;
Beach, and his fu-

the Majestic Ballroom,
Terrace,. Helrmosa

ture non-union plans, for the. Mardi
Gras, Culver City spot formerly
known as- the Meadowbrook and
Casa Manana. It's felt that the
AFM's ignoring of Schooler's ideas
regarding the hiring of musicians
has a lot to do with the .Taft-Hartley
Jack Meyerson, prez.of Musicraft law and the AFM's. wish to avoid
Records^ who stresses that since he any challenge of the legislation. At
left Decca to take over this indie any rate, there's not much the AFM
label,- the company has been meetis doing about it.
ing all its current bills, «xpects to
However, local music circles last
start paying oil 25c. on the dollar week were amazed when local 47
«ome time in March on the $587,000 execs okayed the signing o£ Charlie

To

Start

Paymg

Off2Sconthe$

'

accrued debts. Meantime the eompany is paying, the U. S. government

nearly $10,000 a month in excise
taxes and looks to its 30 distributors
for important revenue. When Meyerson came into the setup Musicraft*
had only eight distribs.

Barnet for the Mardi Gras, since at
the conclusion of his run the spot
will also shift to a non-union music
policy.
It was felt that under the
.circumstances the 47 toppers would

deny an okay on the contract.
Schooler didn't. He says, "I've got
The Securities & Exchange Com- the AJ^ over a barrel; like almost
mission is expected to OK a $225,000 every one else, they are completely
i)or)cl issue which Warren York &
confused by. the T-H law."
Associates (N. Y. and Philadelphia
Schooler's project will be the first
outfit) is underwriting.
Atlas Inlarge-scale operation to brush off
vestment Trust already is an inunion orchestras in years. He devestor.
signed his current course due to the
Musicraft's most important debts
(Continued on page 54)
include $227,000 in delei-red liabilities; $200,000 to the Marine Midland
Bank (N. Y.) and $160,000 owed the
Government for old excise taxes.
Company is not only paying, curTeAt bills but Harry Fox, trustee
for the music publishers, is cooperating on current and accrued roy*
-altieb. (Incidentally, by typographi1
cal error Musicraft name was used
in a Majestic Records story last
RCA-Victor jumps its pop and Red
week, when the Maj. name was
Seal label prices as of March 1 up
fiolely int-ended.)
equal to the tariff that both Colum;

Victor

Ups

Prices

Peer Wants His Share

Of Unique Agreement

Re Song's Disk

Rights

Retail

March

bia and Decca have been getting
some time. New rates move the
inch black label pop lisks up to
from 60c; the 12-inch blacks to
from 75c, and the .10-inch and
inch Red Seal from 75c to $1 to

for
1075c
$1
12-

$1-

$1.25.

Victor's price move was forced by
Mechanical
accruing
royalties
production
increasing
from RCA- Victor's Perry Como constantly
waxing of "Girl of My Dreams," costs and was made despite the fact
form the basis of a suit brought in that last year, at the time Columbia
N. Y. supreme court by Ralph S. jumped from 60c to 75c for its pop
Peer and his subsidiary,' United disks, a s-tatement was made that
Publishing Co., against RCA-Victor it never would., increase its prices.
and Mills Music. Suit came to light However, one of the contributing
last week "when the defendants' mo- factors toward the move was the distion to dismiss the action was ad- covery that many retail dealers were
getting 75c each for Perry Como,
journed until March 2.
Peer.chpges that as a result of a Vaughn MonroBj and other artists
1928 dispute between Uni^ted and on the. label. They simply didn't
Mills,
the latter renounced any make a price distinction and Victor
claims
to
"Dreams" mechanical in-its public advertising never menrights. These, Peer claims,, were as- tioned that its product sold for less
signed to him by Charles R. (Sun- than its two major rivals.
,•

Victor . move leaves Capitol the
only one of the so-called "big four"
at the 60c level. It's probable that
it, too, will follow Victoria move,
In citing the increases, Victor
Sept. 30, 1947. Therefore, it's claimed, pointed out that other labels in its
nCA is liable to $8,192 in royalty line will undergo price decreases.
coin. According to the complaint the These are the Purple (International),
waxery has already paid Mills $6,- Rose, Teal, Gold, Deluxe and Green
1)94 of which $5,120 should revert to label editions. These are all specialty
the plaintiff. Difference represents disks 'and the changes clownward

ny) Clapp,

who wrote

the tune in

1927.

tide Como recording. Peer
amounted to 455,116 disks in
the period from April 1, 1946 up to

Sales of

alleges,

Clapp?s share.

•

will

difi:er.

MSiK^edOn
Choices; 2 Quit
Election of a publisher-member to
take the place of resigning Johnny
O'Connor on the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers promises to almost duplicate last
year's imbroglio, when the power
pubs Voted Jack Bregman off the
panel for disagreeing with them on
several issues. Last week the newly
appointed publishers'
nominating
committee, consisting of Redd Evans,
Dave Dreyer and Adolph Vogel,
blew up after a series of disagreements over possible candidates.
Dreyer and Evans resigned, and
ASCAP M. in the positioh of. as
quickly as possible obtaining replacements, since the ballots should
have by now been at the printers.
Always a difficult job because of
the lack of suitable candidates for
board positions, the naming of candidates is complicated this year by
O'Connor's resignation. It means
that, of four names selected, the
voters must place one man on the
board.
That gave the nominating
committee or one of its members
who may have been backing a particular candidate, an opening.
Say,
for example, if one man they wanted
to get in were coupled to three
ridiculous nominations, the pov\fers
that control elections thi-ough the
weighted vote system would be
forced to select the one man aimed
for the job or put their weight behind one obviously unsuitcd^. to a
spot on the board.
Evans- left for California immediately after resi.!?ning, giving the
trip as his reason for doing so, and
Dreyer quit rather thim. be placed
in an embarrassing situation. Neither
would say what names were involved in their discussions of candidates.
It was denied that Breg-

itol

week

last

notified

ofllicially

Wesley

Tuttle, oatune maestro, to
report for a recording session at the

-

:

man was

Film manufac-

Pictures.

turer and the songwriting team
had talked of the po.ssibility of
getting together over a publish^
ing partnership deal.
Burke and' Van Heuscn are under contract to Par for Blng
Crosby's scores.
The pact is
unique in that it calls for the writers to retain synchronization
rights to their tunes beyond the
pictures they were written for;
in other words, not even. Para*
mount can use a second time
B-VH songs inserted in a
particular Crosby film without
renegotiating with the writers
for their tise.

.

AFM

dis-

cussions with Morris relative to
the extension of their partnert
ship was the interest of Para-'

New

'

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Capitol
Records and Standar^l
Tinnacriptions, Which has no connection with the former, individually challenged the American Federation of Musicians' recording ban
last week, both apparently for the
same reasons. Insofar as the Capitol
is concerned, the intention is rather
vague and Capitol execs won't make
it clear as to what they are trying
to prove. They'll go only as far as
"no comment." But the underlying
cause of both moves seems to be a
desire for a legal test of the contractual ramifications of the AFM's
disk ban.
At -any rate, here's the story: Caf>-

Paramount Issue

branch operation will be shifted to
the midwest is not known, but all
pressing will be done in Chi.

•

on the Khachaturian extraction,
which is growing in popularity, to
be followed by an accounting and
damages. It wants the injunction
first; howtver, (tnd will worry about

Ban Chalioiged

Chicago, Feb. 24.

Recording division of Sonora Ra-

Dm' Copyright vs. United

'Sabre

AFMs Record

Do It AU in Clii

37

company's Hollywood studios, as per
his contract with the company. Tuttle, a" bit nonplussed, sent the note
to local 47 of the AFM, which in
turn advised him to ignore it.
Standard notified Ike Carpenter
and Mischa Nbvy's string combo to
show up for work as per its contract with them, that each owes a
number of tunes to the company

BVH-MorrisSet

and the latter wanted them on wax
before the expiration of their conli-acts,
which
occurs
tomorrow
(Wednesday).
Teat
According to people familiar with
the situation, the story, at least as
far as Capitol is concerned, is that
the latter is seeking a test of the
contract angles of the disk ban orEdwin H. (Buddy) Morris ahd dered by the AFM. It's stated -that
songwriters Jimmy Van Heusen and while the reeordir^ companies' pacts
Johnny Burke have come to an With the
have expU-ed, the artagreement on the Coast over thie ists .^till have legal obligations to
future of the Burkc-Van Heusen their respective companies. It's
also
publishing firm^" which' Morris set cited that the APM has never offimi for them four or five years ago cially notified those of its members
as a Morris subsidiary, with Biftg
(Continued on page 41)
Crosby, as a silent participant.. And
the conclusion of arrangements with
B-VH marks one of the major
moves by Morris In his recent course
of streamlining his operations to reduce to a minimum the tremendous
costs involved in operating mother
and offspring music firms t the

RevisedPidiPact,

Folding Subsid

AFM

Onyx, N.Y., Sheds

Jazz Combos For

:

same time.
The B-VH operation
.

,

will be dis.
continued as an. autonomous firm.
It will be absorbed into 'the overall
Morris-Melrose picture, although it
will legally retain its identity. Sydney Kornheiser, general manager of
B-VH, and holder of a stock interest
in- the firm, moves over to become
general manager of Melrose and
his stock interest will be transferred
to the overall
Morris interests.
Henry Spitzer, who also hold* in-

one.

ASCAP-Nels Near

terest

in Morris'

operations,

Didk Jock "Show'
Onyx Club, New York, for years
a spotlighted jazz emporium on 52d
street, is getting set to wave a red
flag in the face Of the American
Federation of Musicians. Beginning
March 11 it wjU Use a disk jockey
as an entertaihment lure in place
at the jai» groups it has eiTployed
in the past, «n approach to the b.o.
that is unique even on S2d street.

to

is

hold sway oyer the overall operations.

'

arrangement called for genClub now' uses pianist Meade Lux
eral reshuffling of the staff, as was Lewis and Jackie Paar's small group.
(Continued on page 53)
But on March 11 they'll be heaved
out and in their piace will be staked
_ This

Contract Renewal
It's very probable that within the
next three or four weeks the con-

tract

the midnight-to-five a.m. disk

GAC

between the American Society

Composers, Authors and Publishers and the radio networks will have
been extended another nine years.
After months of negotiation over revisions of the current pact, wnich
expires Deo. 31, 1949, the committees
representing the Society and the
major nets, regional chains and indies are approaching a conclusion.

Last Friday (20) ASCAP's radio
negotiators met with radio men from
all over the country in Now York,
This was the first meeting of the
overall groups in a couple months
and results were satisfactory enough
for both sides to predict a nine-year
extension of the current agreement
the next

within

few weeks.

The

findings of the meeting were presented to ASCAP director bo.ird

LA Ambassador

show and the Onyx owners

feel that
the rebop they spin un the air, recorded by the best musicians availwiU support the sgot just as
General
siic
if it used live musicians'. In other
ceeded after all in cracking the Mu- words, the Onyx will depend on resic Corp. of America hold on the cordings plus the toe of a broad•
{AmbassKdor hotel, Los Angeles, a cast origination to lute business.
grip which has been maintained for
Onyx, incidentally, approached
years against all comers. First GAC Sid and Anderson on the idea- It.,
booking into the spot involves the had intended folding, but that's now
Ernie Felice Trio,, which opens changed.
March 9 in one of the hotel's cock
tail rooms, but it will be followed
May 11 by the opening of Fi-ankie
Phase
Carle's orchestra in the Cocoanut Tele's
Grove—the Coast's plum booking

Hollywood, Feb.
Artists Corp.' has

alternoon in N, Y. and the radio committee will report to the National Assn.

1

,

i

j

Novehy

j

MCA

which

i

lias

always controlled,

'

i

WiD Slew Wax Flow,

!

feme

j

.

Recording

companies are

giving

j

—

i

I

:

able,

24.

GAC's booking of Carle into the
Grove followed by several weeks a
tu.ssle between the agencies.
GAC
had a deal going at/that time for
of Broadcasters board meeting in [Carle and 'Sammy Kayo and MCA^
Hot Springs, Va., which started yes- getting wind of it, led with its ace-^
as a means of
tcrday Tuesday). After that a final Guy Lombardo
trumping GAC's move. And it succonclusion is expected quickly.
One of the things settled by Fri-"' needed. Lombardo ajjrced to go west
year.s
day's meeting was the cooperative for the fn-.st time in .several
program bone, which has been one and to play the Grove for four
of the main points of discussion be- weeks, opening April 13, as a means
tween the two factions since the of blocking GAC's bid with Carle
launching of negotiations for a con- and Kaye.
GAC, however, kept hammering
tract renewal. ASCAP hi>.' fft"tended that when a show is orig- *t the situation and burst through
inaled as a sustainer by a nit.w. .a MCA's guard with Carle. He'll he
nnmestations, and sold locally by affiili- at the Grove for four weeks
Lombardo; Freddy
ates, it should receive a commercial diately following
rate of payment whereas in the past Martin, who has been the Grove's
receiving a sustaining standby for many seasons, moves
it has been
to
rate. Both sides agreed that ASCAP out earlier this year than usual,had a point, but the network and af- play theatres across country, and

members yesterday (Tuesday)

show

ccnducted by Symobony Sid, N.egro
disk jock, on WHOM, N.Y., and Ray
Anderson, who spilts the program.
Pair conduct almost a pure jazz

Cracks

of

!

i

1

j

serious tliought to the possible icffect
on sates of their product by the.
They anticispread of television.
pated that the new medium will during its novelty, phase offer stiff comBut that "music
pet! tion to disks.

you want when you want
is expected to stand up to

'

,

slogan
tele in the
it"

long rua
it has to radio.,
Diskets look upon the tele novelty
period as one thfit will require them
twice
to push
as hard for sales..
just as

.

.

They'll have to direct more promoUon euort in the back country area*
where video isn't likely to i-each.
One of the major companies is

;

'

j

I

j

filiated

heads couldn't agree' as to Joe

who was

responsible.

'

'

Heichraan

month

takes

over

for

prior to Lombardo's debut.

a

already considering ways and means
of using the new medium to sell its
Plan,
classical product particularly^
is to sponsor a video Show of it*

own.

WfidiBMiJay, February 2S.
194||
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ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

LABRY GREEN OSCH.

—

"Hunted

lleatt,"

(M-G-M).

A

(12)

Marilyn Jackson, Gil Tlielan, Trio
Biltmore hotel, New York
Larry Green is a hub product being handled by Jack Marshard and
Willard Alexander, m en t o r s of
Vaughn Monroe. This date at the

By Ben Bodec
Como

rerry

"Cai'olipa Moon" (Victor), The Como
pipes run thick with sweet lament
on either side. All emotional stops
are out on the ditty from "Inside
U.S.A.," and the Benny Davis-Joe
Burke standard is done so artlully
that this dish could scr\'e as the
springboaiid s for a revival of the
song. Background on "Heart" is rich
in string effects and helps make this
version about the best* on the tune
released to date.

deuce that inlroduces

Biltmore's

and now screen with her best foot
forward. "Ok'l," from the picture
(her first), she did for Metro, "The
Big City," is a tricky, and amusing
refrain embellished by her charm
and vivatity. But, she'll get more

the Hub's

on KGA-Victor recordings

uiterpretation.

week- run

unrequited dame with a sharp apfor the lyric's pixieish

It's

a pleasant-listening,

|

preciation
flavor.

a

My

Paul Baron £»ts

'

Sportsmen- (Capitol) have something
quite different in their treatment of
"My Gal Sal".., Bob Houst»)n (M-GM) d-oes a likeable job by "Tell
Me a Stoi-y," with the Fontaine Sisters in the background. ..Jimmy and
Mildred Mulcahy (M'G-M) are in
on the harmonica derby with a lusty
bit of wah-wahing in "Blue Prelude"
and a conventional background to
"When Veronica Plays the Harlike comedy experts.
monica," to which Patrica Karen
Margaret Whiline— "What's Good lends an attractive vocal. .Johnny
About Goodbye," "Gypsy in My Johnstone (M-G-M) seems to have
Soul" XCapitol). Nostalgic tug of a better bet f6r himself in "The First
the Arlen-Robbins composition is Time I Kissed You" than in "The
brought out here with all the sensi- Treasure of Sierra Madre", ..Tex

Majestic

(Decca). Ki^ye's talent fails to stand
out in "Brass Band," not because of
the grooving's quality (for it's a
hard'rocking treatment of "the samba
rhythm), but because it's the Sisters
who carry the load. "Quiet Town,"
on the other hand, is Kaye's meat.
Western flavor of the piece pcrmitf
him some amusing character strokes
and the Sisters play up to the mood

.

tivity of expression that this chirper

can summon. It has all the earmarks
of her song. To the flipover standard
she lends a gay, bouncey rhythm

tract).

Baron heads overseas sometime
week with Jean Sablon to
handle the singer on a concert tour.
Thereafter he will remain in Europe
ful instrumental out of "Moonlight
for six or seven months on picture
Whi-spers". .The Big Three Trio
deals, possibly producing in Italy.
(Columbia) demonstrate a sippy^
He also' intends to become involved
backroom style via "88 Boogie"
in recording.
Jerry Wayne's vocalizing ,of "Kncore,
Meanwhile, the Majestic factory in
Cherie" and "The Dickie Bird Song"
New^irk, N. J., js still idle. It will not
with the Dell Trio (Columbia) tags
resume operation until new funds
this as a good juke feature. .Freddy
derive from the company's reorganMartin (Victor) moves into "The
ization plan under Chapter II of the
Sabre Dance" sweepstakes with a
Chandler, act, filed in Chicago Courts
version .spotlighting Barclay Allen
two weeks ago.
at the ivories but it's one of the less
Beneke (Victor) compounds

this

a color-

.

."

that's equally enjoyable.

.

—

Billy Eckstine
"She's Got the
Blues for Sale," "AH. of Me" (National). Latter side bears the commercial tag. Imbedded is that warm,
intimate quality that rode this blues
stylist
to
major attention awhile
back. Other number will probably
trckle the esoteric crqwd, for in it
Kckstine does a lot of noddling
around with fancy phrasings;

.

.

candidates.

excituig

.

Wayne

.Artie

MCA

make the severance of
a tie automatic in the event a band
is kept idle for four consecutive
weeks or six cumulative weeks in
is battling
any 26-week period.

rules which

—

BEKSWAL

In

of piling

money poured into this effort to beat
the bah is not being recovered fast
says Oliver advised its execs
enough to suit the creditors whb,,
he would not work between Jan. 3
might have advanced cash or servand 2,3 because of dentistry he
ices against the contingency
and
scheduled to be done. Later, MCA
Iheir spading for payment is beginsays, Oliver was offered a week at
ning to crumble the foundation of
Ciro's here which was turned down.
many of the indies, both those that
Leader has one year to go on the
have come to light and others that
seven-year deal.

Petrillo

hav'e not as yet.
Ironically enough, most of the indies were of the' opinion la.st- Docem-«
ber that if they could only hold out
until Jan-.*1 their troubles would be

Takes Stand

Justify Disk

—

Ban

'

Vitacoustic told court that its
pointed out that there are at least
two coin machines for every musi- debts amounted to about $140,000*
clan in the country. Boxes number primarily for masters and arti.sts'
500,000 while there are only 225,000 [fees. Company made 410 masters between Oct. 15 Until the ban deadline
tooters.

on Coin-Macliines

Dec.

Company has 35 major creditors.
owes $9,000 to musicians alone^
their case to Chi
American Federation - of Musicians
Local 10 and company has been

who have taken

given until Feb. 46 to remit.
Vita, capitalized at $225,000, hit
early bonanza with Harmonicats'
dLsking of "Peg O'
Heart." This
version .sold over 1)000,000 copies
and on the strength of its success.
Vita figured the disk biz a pu.shover
and reinvested the profits in an at-

My

.

.

tempt

.

I

'

'.

•

'

ally threatens to take the spotlight
away from the vocalist. Good juke
fare, in any event.

Betty Garrelt--"There

Be «

Society,

"

Ought To

"Okl Baby Dok'l"

S

(Snpreme)

Biiig

{joclc

Crosby-. ....... ...... ..Decco

Diskery has been holding meetings
for the past two weeks in hopes of
coming up with some plan to present

Tower

Owens.

to its creditors. Cnrreatiy ideal is
being mulled whereby Clein and
present principles will step down
and another regime take over if &
plan
can be vlTbrked.
plausible
........
. . .
TERESA (Duchess) .....
Otis Rene of Exetilslor Records
stated that his label has 36. masters
.^.»... .«.. . ....... ..t..... Spike JoneSi..., ,>'.-.. ... .i .Victor t
]VI¥ OLD FLAME (Famous) .....
with UA and that he is demanding
.Decca
Bitt9
i(?rd*l)!/V..
.. ...ii ...
.>vi
>.
BUT BEAUTIFUL (Burke- VH) .
their release because of default of
\M(tfiaMi' MaTrpw. ,r
contract. Bebe Daniels has left' tha
.,....,.«...«.».....•..*..
$ABRfe DANCE (Leeds)
.,
,,,.4,,,,,ColMnibio ^
•jjjy^^^^ jj^^
fold with seven sidtis and has a tentative deal for th^m with another
I Vaitshn Monroe, .,.>....., vVic^^
IN LITTLE BOOK SHOP (BVC)
, . ........ ... . . .... * M . > •
company. Masters consist of a fourtombordo. . . . » . . . .... Decco
I
Jimmy Scribner and
Dicfc Haymes. ............. .Decca • sided album by
LITTLE WHITE LIES (BVC) ,. ........... .....<...i^^.....i..>'i>
three sides by Vincent Rome. Miss
Tony
.y,......Colurnbia.
Pastor.
i,,
\
Daniels .stated.'that she produced and
«
GONNA GET A GIRL (Miller)
Benny
Goodman.
.
. .GopitOl
I
underwrote her disks. Bill Millner
SONG OF NEW ORLEANS (Simon) ............ ................ v Lorn/ Green... .............Victor .. who has 16 masters with firm stated
..-D«cca
that the pres.sing plant is closisd,
Andrews Sister*
L'Uckl YOU ARE (Maurice)
<• which means no platters and no roy^i
{Jo Stafford. .i.,......,,.. .Capitol
aities. Bell Records with better thaQ
.............. ••••<
B^ST THINGS IN LIFE (Crawford)
\Dmah Shore, ...... .....Columbia
200 masters in the firnij and Enter...Columbio
MADE FOR EACH OTHER (Southertt) .........:.....»....,....... CiarJc'Cufiot
prise Records are standing by for •
Victor
Como.........
I Perrj/
i \
financial statement from UA beforf
PIANISSIMO (S»ntIy-Joy) .,
Columbia ; making a decision. Huckster label
iBuAdy Clorfc
left -the setup about four months ago
mmher
1M
iMimtt
patmthtsu
el
[Fiflure* in
and Dick Peterson regained possession of 12 masters laist mouth.
»
» »»

1 SHINE

(Sbapiro-B)

..... ..i...

.Mercury
A ndrews SiS'Haymes, ..... .Decco
.Mercuru
yi(. Ofrinonc.
Frfinfcie Lainc.

.

I

.

^

\

.

. .

•

j

.

.

..

.

.>

.

-

>

.

.

.

,

figure «ffartlvely in the

background as the tempo of the er
rangement takes on pace. She cuts a
lively caper with "Feathery," the
Crewchiefs taking an. assist on this
one. Harold Mooney's stick .job is
notches above average,
Andy Bnssell— "Tell Me," "Easter
Parade" (Capitol). Crooning that
rides straight, sweet and simple with
the melody. Paul Weston's syraphonic'loaded background occasion-

(13)

its activities.

Coming Up

Helen Forrest—"You Were Meant
For Me," "Feathery Feeling" (M-G
M). Romantic ditty Is handled with
MisS; Forrest's usual smart sense of
emotional feel and timing. The Four

Woodsman

HOW SOON

expand

UA's Components Cracking
Holly wood, Feb. 24.
United Artists Records Is' deep in
financial entanglements' with creditors and is faced with a dwindling
production organization. UA was set
up by John Clein to bring various
independent laWs, as production
units, under one label thus ensuring
distribution and .publicity, but firm
has been working in the red since
its inception about eight months ago.

(

10,

to

. .

'

Larry Green Orch.— "Thoughtless','

Plastics

It

;

"Wishing" (Victor). Green's bright
ivory work and the .over-all old
fashioned, harmonics .of the band put
this version of "Thoughtless" in the
elick class lor customers that favor
that idiom. Same goes for the Buddy
DeSylva standard.

Perfection

masters.

.

Jiotony.

last.

of Los Angeles and the
Island Plastics Company of
Brooklyn, are holding most of the

I

!

;u

Company
Long

w'^rfFdi.zi

. .

'

.
'

over. This was predicated on the
fact that after the disk ban the flow
of coin would be rever.sed that instead of going out in' a mad race to,
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
record against the ban, there would
James C, Petrillo went far back be no recording expenses and undisinto the files last week in his state- turbed income would soon erase the
However, di.'?tributor.s are
ments to various American Federa- debt,"--.
slow pay,
c.-pocially
tion of Musicians locals justifying notoriously
the recording ban. Mimeographed where indie firms are concerned.
brochure on the subject pointed out
Ted ;jiVeems' recording of
that
Vitacoustic's Chapter tl
"Heartaches" for D^cca was dpne for
Ghicago, Fob; 24.
scale and though the platter wont
Judge Walter J. LaBuy, Chi federal
on to sell '•2,000,000 copies" (itdidn't) jdistrict court, la.st week approved an
Weem.s' sidemen didn't get a -slice ju-ransement under Chapter II of the
(neither- did Weems since he made chandler Act, for Lloyd Garritt and
it without a royalty agreement).
Jack Buckley to continue the manof
Vitacoustic
Records.
Petrillp's 23-page discu.ssion with agement
locals highlighted this along with Court issued an order restraining
interference
with
other aspects of the recording busi- creditors from
ness as his reasons for the ban., He business operations.

To

.

'

;

In Defense of Petrillo

,

NOW

among the Indies, the mais and will be the drain
up pre-ban masters.' Tlie

AFM
MCA

I

10 Best Sellers

most cases involving financial

jor factor

Oliver, pointing out that dates were
offered, but Oliver refused them.
will decide the issue.

'

.

Reorg

eration of Musicians disk ban.

difticulties

MCA

S-J'S ENGLISH
(Huckster) proves that his warm, re^
Another angle of the broch\n-e
San tlyr Joy has renewed its' con-,
Scott Or'ch.
"I Love laxed style' can still sell 'era. .Tulies
jockeys. Petrillo
Do," "A Sad, Sad Story" are "The Loveliness of You" and tract with Francis, Day & Hunter went after disk
disk
(M-G-M). A double showca.se for an Let's Pick Up Where We Left Off," Avhereby the latter firm represents pointed out that all the average
to do is
imaginative showman. With "Yes, I with Andy Phillips conducting,,. S-J in Englaiid. Contract extension jockey can do or is required
read disk labels and oommeroials
Do" he endows a vocalist of much Illinois Jacquet and His All-Stars is for two years.
more
make
Agreement includes also, the Eng- aod that many jockeys
promise, Dorothy Collins, with a (Apollol offer a solid picker-upper
Winchcll
spai'kling danceable accompaniment tor the jive collectors in "Jumpin* lish rights to tunes published by Ox- coin annually than WdUer
and' Jack Benny.
ford Music, an S-J .subsid.
«nd on file flipover there's as clever at the Woodside."
a piece of Americana kidding as has
corae along via wax in some time.
Using a .Johnny Murphy arrangejnent, Scott takes the standby themer
T
of silent pix days tor a ride that's
Gracie Fields ,..........•> .hondon
both tantalizingly tuneful and pegged
IS THE HOUR (4) (Leeds)
I.
Decco
for laughs. While there's a touch of 4
\ Biitg Crosby ...............
^
Nellie Lutcher in her sty lev Miss Cot-'
M-G-itf f
Art Mooney
S
«.
rOCB LEAF CLOVER (5) (Rcmick)
lin^ lias a combination of s.a. and
iuptown String Quartet. ..Mercury
dramatic technique that sets her oft'
CapiloT
Lee,
Pegim
(BarboUr^Lee)
MANANA
3.
(3)
as a pcirsonality who could go places.
,Capi<ol
Peggy Lee
\
King Csle Trio— "I've Only Myself
GOLDEN EARRINGS (9) (Paramouilt)
4.
.Coliwiibio
Shore.
I Dt7iah
to Blame," "Hie G^ek" (Capitol). Nat
^Victor
Votighn Monroe..
Cole runs the gamut here of sweet
J
6.
BLALLERINA
(14) (Jefterson)
..M-G-M
[Jimm.y Dorsey.
toallading to getting himself some
Capitol
licks out of lurching through the tanJo Stafford....
glewood of bebop.
Victor
He projects ^ 6. SERENADE OF THE BELLS (7) (Morris)
I Savmy Kaye. ., ...........
"Blame" with all the vocal appeal
...Bullet
.
Francis Craig,
that's made him one ot> the consistt.
BEG TOUR PARDON (1) (RobWns)
1 Fran (cie
CoVUmbia ••
Carle
ently top sellers of the day. ""Getek"
.Columbio
ClOrk-JVoble
(
Is something cooked up as an in-I'LL DANCE AX WEDDING (6) (Simon)
S.
Victor
\ Tony Martin
strumentai withu -a bit of choral
Godfrey ......... Coluni bio
( Artfitir
niumbo-jumbo tosse<I in here and
9.
TOO-FAT POLKA (13) (Siiapiro-B)
Sisters. , :, ....... .Decca
there, apparently to break the mo
{ Andrews

Raymond

You, Yes

UA

increasing evidence that

Over Pact Washout

m Tussle

Paul Baron resigned as head of
the
embattled Majestic
Record's
artists and repertoire division last
week. His quitting followed a series
of tussles and broken promises with
and by Eugene Tracy, his immediate
Majestic superior, although it's said
that no financial difficulties were involved (Ben Selvin, prior' a. & t.
head, quit When Tracy sought to reduce the financial terms of his con-

is

the ro.sy bubble surrounding the ac-

In
tivities of dozens of independeijt recording companies, born during the
war's disk boom, Is about to bur.st.'
Hollywood, Feb. 24,
And strangely enough, though the
Maestro Fddie Qliyer has notified major recording companies could not
Music Corp; of Aisi^lca's office here drive many of the smalMes out of
that his seven-year deal with the biz, they are being driven to a wall
agency is broken, according to by the very thing that the majors
American Federation of Musicians di.slike the mo.st— the American Fe<t-

M

Green's -combo is not going to set
the band world on fire,- but it is the
type of liddle-sax-piano combo that
won't often be out of work on a 52-

pleasant-dance beat grouping that
does a good job on its own objectives.
And it's batonned by a guy who'll
make plenty of friends, both per^
Platter Points
Quiet Town (In Crossbone County)"
sonally and via his pianistics.
Pied Pipers (Capitol) have cut
Green's arrangements call for althemselves a solid slice of commer- most constant vocals. He uses soloists (Marilyn Jackson, Gil The'an) as
cial chanting in "I'll See You in My the basis o£ trios, quartets and occaFavorite Five
Dreams"... Alan Dole (Signature) sionally spreads out into choral
By J£S JIALIOT
work by the entire band. It provides
goes lullaby with "Nina Nana" and a nice change of pace and keeps
KTA, Sui Francisco
"Stardust" (Edgar Hayes).
the result is a grooving that's strong things moving.
Wood;
*
"Frenesi" (Artie Shaw)
on melodj and weak on personality
"Baltimore Oriole" (Frances
...Art Mooney (M-G-M) gets a lot
Langtord, Stan Kenton).
of lilt out of "Pardon Mei" With
"Sunnyside o£ the Street'-'
Dolly Galli in a nifty vocal, and
(Benny Goodman).
makes a solid jukebox item out of
"Blue Danube" (Ray Noble).
"You Were Meant for Me." The

Danny Kaye - Andrew Sisters
Band from Brazil," "It's

."Brass

Eddie (Mirer,

fol-

lowing his click-sale of "Near You,"
which topped every other version in
the wake of. Francis Craig's Bullet

attention via "Society." Riding the
serai-calypso rhythm. Miss Garrett
plies the lament of a repressed and

Vita.

There

is his firfit
of any kind beyond
limits and it's due to his

major booking
risie

hdie Coin Plight,-

Bowman Room

this personality of the stage, boites

89

AM Disk Ban Contributing To

Band Review
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Nde Orchestras-Music
Almost every week now comes news oi somp small label recording coming out of left Held in a particular area to start 'some commotion and interest by music publishers into ownersliip of the tune. Latest is a Metro-

Than Ever

tone label r^icordin^^ of a melody entitled, '^More

corded by

vocalSist

Before," re-

Don. Reidi which has been rearing in the Pittsburgh

area.

New York

Beid recorded the disk for Metrotone, a

Song

ban;

is

indie, before the disk

owned by Juggy Gayle and

published by XTnited Music,

Jacki«

Gale,

Movement spurred by some jukebox operators to reduce playing time
of a record', preferably to two minutes, is getting scant, if any attention
frdm the recording trade.

Reaction Is that juke sales represent but'
small fraction of the disk business and that the recorder's first obiigatipn
is to counter purchasefs who have been conditioned to getting an average
of two minutes and 55 seconds of playing time on pop platters. Jukers
figured .that with plays limited to two, minutes nickel-feeders would spend
more and. thereby up the operator's take. Anyway the recording companies don't see the issue of any importance at the;inoment since the AFM
'
ran pi-ecludes anything being done, about it.

Talking about coincidences—pianist Bill Bickle and Pat McCauley, guiwete both released frbm the army on the same: day. They got
married and both leased apartments in the same Pittsburgh building. They
both went with Baron Elliott's band. Their* daughters were born on the
same day (July 4). And on the same day recently, they left Elliott and
together joined with the Dora Trimarkie Trio at the Roosevelt hotel.

<

tarist,

.

HOAGY

Isham Jones, maestro-composer, has sold jour new songs recorded by
his own disk company (Bantam Records) to Robbins and
film company-affiliated pjiblishing firms. Remick has "Too

Own Good"
"She Picked

Remick;

Good

for

twtt

My

and "Everytime I See You I Fall in Love Again," and Robbins
It Up in Mexico" and "How Many Tears Must Fall."

Dick Jurgens uses' a gimmick at the Cafe Rouge of the Pennsylvania
hotel. New York, where he opened Monday (23) that floored even music
business personalities. At one point during the evening he gets a large
group of people up to his bandstand and gives away Columbia recordings
of his band the way the average bandleader grants autographs. .
.

WHO

KILLED 'ER

(Who KiiM th«
(From

RKO

IHclur*

Eflack

Widd»r)

Dizzy questions are a daily occurrence

to'

the switchboard operators of
is constantly kept

various theatrical biz operations, such as Variety, which

"Th« Night Song")

busy settling bets, etc. But Columbia Records' New York oilice operator
had the prize dope on the wire a few days ago.. Guy wanted to know
where he could get broken records' repaired.

I'M A-COMIN', A-COURTIN'

CORABILLE

Gus Schirmer, music publisher and music. store owner, has a new hobby
now: television. Loves to demonstrate video at his. swank East 43d street,
mu^ic establishment. During the holidays he's given to musical toys and
novelties, which are sold around the: Xmas season, but right now Schirjaier
is hepped on video.

»»»»»»»»»>»»•«>«»
Songs WiA LaiiiestRa& AudieiKe

I

THE STARDUST

The ta'p 30 songs o/ the weeli, based <m the copQHg'hUA Audience
Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music BtoadeoH Over Radio
Networks. Published bv the Of/ice o/ Res«afcb, Inc., Or. John Q,
Peatman, Director.

ROAD #A554

Survey Week of FebruMy 13-19,

A

MARY

1948.'

Fellow Needs a Girl— •"Allegrp"............

An Old Sombrero

..Williamson

,

Shapiro-B

.

Ballerina

. Jeflerson
..Robbins

••.

,

Beg Your Pardon
; .
Best Things Are Free-r-'^"Good News"...,.
But Beautiful—t"Road To Rio".;
. .

.

,

,

.

. ,

.

,

........
,

.

.

.

.

,

.

.Crawford

.

Burke-VK

.

Golden Earrings— t"(3oIdeu Earrings" <
..Paramount
.
•
v
Soon
..Supreme
; , ,..*»,.,. , •
I Stm Get Jealous— *"High Button Shoes"
.Morris
ni Dance At Your Wedding........................ Simon
Remick
L'm Looking Over a Four Leaf Clover
I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling
Santly-Joy
Love Is So Terriffic
.'Mellin
. . . .

How

.

^ •

•

.

i

,

.

.

,

OSBORNE

,

.

.

.

, ,

,

,

,

Manana

My

.

.,

Cousin Louella

.

,Barbour-Lee

.

Shaplro-iB

.

,

the Hour ....'.
Leeds
Papa You Dance With Me— *"High Button Shoes". .Morris
Pass the Peace Pipe—^fGood News".
..Crawford
;. Leeds
Sabre Dance
Serenade Of the Bells
Melrose
..
Shauny O'Shay—*"Look Ma, I'm Dancing"
Chappell
The Stars Will Remember
..Harms
'.'MOW Is

.

,

.

'

,

I

YOU'RE

GONNA

IN THE

GET MY LETTER

.

Tell

MORNING

a Story

I.Laurel

Teresa
,.
Treasure Sierra Madre—t "Treasure of Sierra Madre"
Two Things To Worry About
...
. w . .
.
. ;
With a Hey and a Hi and a Ho Ho Ho.
.

WONDER WHERE'S MY MAN

, .

i

,

,

.

,

Duchess

,

Remick
Block
Bourne

.

,

,

I Do
Put Tliat Dream In Your Eyes,
You Were Meant For Me

What'U

.

.'

.

Berlin
Stuart
.Miller

.

Who

TONIGHT
D«eca Rtcord

Me

.

.

)|i2430S, rSfi

The temaining 20 songs of the week, based Htn the copyrighted
Audience Coverage Index Suxyep <nf Popular Music Broadcast Qver
Radio Networks. Published bu flie Office pf Research, Inc., Dr. Johtt

Priees.do not inelud*

(edenl.itatc er

iMdtaxM.

G.

PeWman, Director

"'

.

All Dressed Up With Broken Heart , ,
Marks
At the Candlelight Cafe. ............................ Witmark
Big Brass Band From Brazil
Morris
Civilization-^*"AngeI in the Wings". .
...
....... Morris
The First 'Time I Kissed You
...... .Warren
Ho v.- Lucky You Are.
........................ .Maurice
I Wouldn't Be Surprised
.Republic
.

X

.

0

L

^

U

S

!

^/

E

L

Y

0

H

If I

Only Had a Match

I'nl

My Own Grandpaw

Little

Old Mill ........

. ,

.

.

,

,

.

,

.

;

.

.

,

.

.

,

,

.

,

.

.

............

Lone Star Moon
Mary Lou

Oooh

0

. ..

. ,

.

She Pretty

Too-Fat Polka
Two Loves Have I .....
Wliy Does It Have to Rain On Sunday
You'r e GonnaNGet My Letter
.

;

tFilmusicol.

'« M

«

Advanced
Leeds

.

.

Mood

BMI
,Santlv-Joy

,

.

.

.'.Mills

Look'ra There, Ain't

Passing Fancy ,.
...:...>;......
,
Pianissimo
'/[;
' ,,
Saturday Night In Central Park
...

A

'

Morris
.General

,

.

,.

T,

B.

Harms

Shapiro-B
Miller
...Johnstone

London

*Leflit Musteal,

MMM t>lt MMMM >«» MM UMM *>»
»
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'

;

.

,
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Washington, Fe^,

24.

a
Survey of retail disk best
based on reports obtained ffom leading i^tores in

'

House Bill No. 2570, via which the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers hopes to be
able to collect revenue from the peiv
lormancG oi its publisher members'
copyrighted music in coin machines.
moved from a House sub-committee

week

into the Judiciary

Com-

11

for

oT^e

same

'

FnilSiiii
JullUfiiil|''

-

'

.

§
to

c

'6'

e

X

2

1

1

z

*i

Q
O

Louis—

22
Boston

0-

1

San

-.a;

«i

w

St.

of

N

Cleveland—

I

A
4

9

5

Z

6

9

7

17

2

4

(Victor)

(Decca)

4

2

3

1

X

.s

5

5

9

6

7

4

2

ft

4

2

2

9
2

3

.

.

.:i

,.

SAMMY KAYE

(Victpr)

3

6

3

1

.* *.

»

8

i

•

7

!.-

5

efi

G

10

65

3

61

2

7

55

—

4

1

29

*

t
,

.

.

3

•'

.'i . ,

'

^.

5

a* the

.

'

*•.

. .

..

•

.* -*

10

-'
'

4

7

'

5

18

3

15

*

15

and an appointment of a general
manager assertedly probably would
in no way disturb them.

MACKLIN MARROW (M-G-M)
9A

.

"Sabr* Dance"

13

dB

that they were to halt recording as
'
of Jan. 1 last.

;

.

.

llA

19

IIB

8

7

t

.

4

3

.

In the event, that a g.m. is named
in all probability another personality would be added for tlie sole pur-

:

6

^

8

8

14

9

14

pose of handling public relations.
This entails speeches before various
music clubs,- etc.
Paine did this
chore ,to thp extent tlvat many

(Columbia)
5

BING CROSBY
10

14

* •

(Col)

8

.

13

.

.

:

:

CLARK-NOBLE ORCU

ARTHUR GODFREY

6ne angle of the approach to the
that isn't mentioned. That's
that the terms of, the expired and
iaiot '.renewed contract between the
APM and the recording people provides that in the event the AFM
calls a "strike^' against the recorders
all contracts with" artists who are
members 6t the AFM are automatfcally cancelled. Whether that provision would stand up- in court is
another matter. Also it's said that
the word "strike" is part of the
clause that cancels those artist pacts.
And the AFM has studiously avoided
calling the current disk ban a strike.
It's emphasized by, the AFM that the
ban is a plain and simple "refusal
tussle

.

(Columbia)
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But, there's

i

FBANKIE CARLE

.

*

8

«

8

(Decca)
.5

FRANKIE LAINE

.

•

ASCAP'ers

7

10

believed,
before
his;
death, that his desk work was neg-
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(Mercury)

lected.

(Bullet)

15
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"Beg Your Pardon".

16

16

"Four-Leaf Clover".

BUSS MORGAN

.

.

.

„.

,

.•.4

.

.

1 . . .

7

,

»

iLLmrawN TAXES

11

.4
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(Decca)
.

.

.

.

,

.
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.

10

(Universal)
"Four-Leaf Clover".
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CiLARK-NOBLE OBCH.

B.

JUKES ApDiSTiUBS
Cillinsville,

.

.

slaps

BUDDY GRECO

'

(Musicraft)
Ain't She Ptetiy". ......

"Oh, took,

19

FERRY COMO

'

20A

(Victor)

.7

# •

a

5

6

JO STAFFORD

(Capitol)
"Best Things In Life Are Free".,.,,^

20B

.ard's

JO STAFFORD

6

8

up a loud beef and Mayor Gilbert
W. Killinger asked that the bill be
amended downward.

(Capitol)

'Tm My Own Grandpaw"

20e

'

;

.the

company's

intent,

FIVE TOP

force

1

3

3.

4

^TARK AVENUi

"CAnAIN FROM

"AUE6RO*

61ENN MlUa

"lOMBARfibtANI)''

Grig. Ga*t

Voluin* 2

Goy'aLombardo

Victor

Decca-

CASTIIE"

HIILBIUY"

ALBUMS

but did admit

that the firm planned: to

Newman

Alfred

Dorothy Shay

Victor

Majestic

Columbia

a

.

on. Originally, the ordinance called
for a $100 yearly tax for each flv«
machines installed in various spots
in the town.
The distributors put

„

"Because'^

111.,

approved a new ordinance which
an annual tax on juke box
owners and distributors after a
previous proposal hbd been irowned

8

3

. .

Louis, Feb. 24.
City Council has

St.

9

(Col)

"Treasure of Sierra^ Madre".

18

communique to him Is that
iunless he completes his contractual
obligations the transcription outlet
will seek" an injunction preventing
•him irom doing any live work.
^Standard's counsel, Lewis Teegarden, would, not say that such was

:•.„

^'

BARMONICATS

'

*;

.'

12

FRANCIS CRAIG

Standard move indicates an idea
similar to Capitol's. According to
Carpenter, the inference In Stand-

.

members of ASCAP, is uncertain,
moment. There is no disagreement with the work of these men,

of

19

STAFFORD

(Capitol)
"Serenade of the Bells''. ..........

years, who, has re-

O'Connor's contacts in Wa.shington,
where ASCAP must be strong, and
his knowledge of the music business
ard the workings of ASCAP apparently are the attributes that are
being considered by those who favor
hU appointment. What effect such
a move would have on the four
executives Dick Murray. Herman
Greenberg, Herman Finkelstein and
George Hoffman— who haVe been
running the Society sincC; Paine's
death, subject to the supervision of
the executive committee, coinposed

68

1

'

3

Johnny O'Connor, board member

lor the past 11

.siHped from future consideration of
his board post.

•

"Serenade of the Bells".
.JO

1

2

'

s

(Capitol)

BING CROSBY

6

8

a

'

an<l

T

(London)

A

PEGGY LEE

NAPA

'

1
Indianapolis—

(Capitol)

VAUGHN MONROE

Capitol-AFM

to record."

0

'

to

«t

,M

1

PEGGY LEE

bill
that
ends, and against

is true.

C
*i

n

u

'

0,.
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GRAGIE FIELDS
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'

of Composers,
Publishers'
geoerai
maniiger situation may be resolved
within the next month or so. During'
the past week or two there has been
increasing conversation among the
Society's board members concerning
the appointment of a personality to
fill the shoes of Joh-, G. Paine, who
died last summer. And some of the
talk has revolved around the name

/-V

3

WpaIi
WCIwll

Rating

American Society

.

t/i

j

Meanwhile, ASGAP's 2570 had
been sidetracked while the Society
sought the

'

horn

Chatter

0

m

i
5"

National

No. 2570 has been in the hopper
for some time. It was introduced
last year at about the .same time the
National Assn. of Performing Arton Nos. 1269: and
ists btegah work
1270, one of which sought a secondary copyright for the artists who
mJikes a recording; the other sought
the same end as the ASCAP bill—
income from coin machines. Neither
reached the floor.

worked

for this

rvtiviff

week.
.S

;

soon.

I

W

|

mitte? and is about ready to be reported out on the floor for action.
When the move will occur no one
knows, but- it's -expectecl it Will be

'

last

0

Si
'

and showing com-

cities',

parative sales

and

0

M
'w

a

sellers,

'

.last

ASCAP Gen.

BETAIL DISE BEST SELLERS

Judiciary Comni.

41

'

Recently. a new bill fixing the
at $12.50 lor juke boxes and pin
ball 'machines and a $50 annual tax
for 'distributors lor each five machine,') installed .was accepted by ihe
dissenters, who .were present but
raised no further prot^ts.
•

«•

.

.'

taxr'

showdown with the AFM's power
«over its nembers in view of the in.

contractual ramifications of

'.volved

CAPITOL YIELDS TO

the ban.

'

'

V

KENTON ON 'MONOTONY'

Stan Kenton decisioned Capitol
Records on whether or not he should
New York.
include a "sweet" disk, "Monotony,"
in
an album for the company.
Meanwhile,
Standard tried to book
i
;

,

•

*

Bands

What, Not Disk Jockt
•

Local 47 here is not stepping into
the picture at all. It is carefully
sidestepping the issue, passing the
buck directly to James C. Petrillo in

-

Warren

Philadelphia, Feb. 24.

A.

McCuUougb

is

Philly dance band leader

an interesting

„ .
Band
._
Emil Coleman* .:. Waldorf

Columbia for years.

stand the style.

.

Fe^

Ste

12)

O'My

.

12.

.Connelly
-B.

..

Southern
Maurice

Make Up For Everything

Little

Old Mill

Dash

•

Morris

if Serenade bt the Bells

And
I'm

Wood

...........Connelly
.....Kassner

Coffee Song
I'll

;,;

.

..........Feldman
Ascherberg

Her Nbw.

Shoemaker's Serenade
I

..

.

Kissing

Heart

• Apple Bloss6m Wedding
.

.

.......Connelly

Minii

Happy Right Here

tTnit

,

Second 12
Sorrento

Darby and

...

Ricordi

. 1

Happy Go Lucky You
South America
;• Girl That I Marry
How Are Things in Glocca Morra
Garden in the Rain
.

;

.

.

First Love, Last iMvm
Bells .... ................

,.»Bow
!>•
;

:
:

Once Upon a Wintertime
Now Is the Hour
I Never Loved Anyone

1

.

•

.

•

,

.

min.).

•

•

2,900.

Leeds' battle to .S)rotecf the property has involved (Columbia Records,
American Society of Composers,' Authors and Publishers and other muColumbia
orKanizations.
biz
sic
wrote an aflidavit citing that it was

.

•

.'":[_

•

;

.

>

,

Freddy. Martin (Ambassador: 900; $l,50-$2), Very strong 2,850 labs.
900; $1-$1.50). Excellent 2,700 coveXf, \

Jan Gai-ber (Biltmore;

United's original claim that if owns
the arrangement of the tune done
for that label by Woody Herman,
whose arranger is under contract to
United. Leeds also has the support
is

.

'

first

ASCAP, which

•

.

,

Los Angeles

approached it. on
the idea of recording .the "Sabre"
This is to counteract
melody.
Leeds which

of

Cox

Feeling. 0ffect Of.'pre-Easter season; jight
•

..

Bay Morton (Mayfair HooiiM, Blackst;onet 300; $3.60 Mln.-$l.ftover); (Tito
Guizar doing weU as Kay Thompson foUowup. Very .good 2,300.'
George Olsen (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach; 700;: $].,50«$2.50 min.)i;
.
Olsen, Roily Rolls and revue fair 3^000;
:

Location Jobs» Not in Hotels
:

paying perform-

Tommy

ance royalties on the tune, and the
backing of the Music' Publishers

Feldman

Protective Assn.

It

Mildred Bailey featured.

.

(Chicago)

..
,

Period sjways bad for sister
ballrooms; 11,900 payees.
Marty Gould (Chez Paree; 580; $3.50 min.). Ray Bolget, town's biggest
Sparkling 4,800.
,.
b.o.
,
....M'
Art Kiwsel (Blackbawk; 500; $2.50 min.). SIov-' 2jJ00,
Teddy PbUlips (Aragon; $l-$l.]t5 adm.). Del Courtney .^opened l«|st;Q|gbt
(Tuesday). Last week fhillips charted up 12,200.
Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700;' $2.50 min.). Billy Vine Just .paying
Carlyn (Trianon; $l-$L15 adm.>.

••

,

.

\

Berlin

Chappell
Connelly

Dash

•

.

•

8,07S

Murray Arnold (Empire Rooffli Palmep; House; 5S0; $3.50 'min.-$l cover).
Touch of spring didn't offset Lenten'.sUijtj^, Kay* BaUard replaced Phil
Regan Friday (20). Okay 2,900.
Skitch Henderson (Boulevard Room,- SfiSVens; 650; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Paul Regan-Hendersoa pulling satisfactory .3,000 'patrons.
John Kirby and Barbosa Quintet (Collcg'e Inn, Sherman; 650; $243.90

Da-sb

....Box

,Toan

4^900

li200

Chibaffo

37

time ago this extraction was revised
by Leeds'and the title changed to
"Sabre Dance" and a U. S. copyright
obtained on the versioni It points
out an Infringement by United: because the latter has fitted a lyric to
the disputed: melody and developed
the title, "Gypsy Sabre Dance."
'

Tree In a Meadow.

2,200

Leeds-United

London, Feb.

Peg

.'

.. ,

(Weefc Enjii«£(

825

45,190
15,475
11,425
60,600

2,125
1,800,
1,150

'

',

Best British Sheet

4» Near You
I Wonder Who's

Week. On Onto

20

involved by leasing a studio. Standard has done 50% of Its wasting at

Total

Coven

I'oDt

'

Plaj^ed

$2)

(400;

Frankie Carle.. ;+ Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50) ......
By day he's the curator of Inde- Larry Clinton'*.,.
New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
8
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300;'$1-$1.50) ;
67Cap figured the number "too pendence Hall.
Guy Lombardo.
Roosevelt (400; $1-^1.50) ... ......... 19
futuristic." Capitol in the past has
Eddy Howard. ..g, Commodore (400; $1-$1.50)'.
6
avoided sweet baiids on its label
'Lucienne BoHer at Wnldorf; Jce Show ai Nexo- Worker,
because certain of the execs can't

studios for work at Columbia Broader
casting, but CBS refused to become

Coven

..W*ekii
Mot«I

•

sideline.

Continued from page

I

at Hotel B.O.'s

a South

who has

;

.....Kassner
Cinephonic
K. Prowse
'Srale

Another angle of United's appropriation of the melody is its claim
that it owns the version recorded by
the Don Henry Trio for the indie
Regent disk label. It's pointed out
by United that thi.s disk was released
last Novembel' and it caused the initial stir that prompted interest by

«th^4jj* com£dnie&;^;>.V-

•.-

•

,'

,

expenses with tiny

2,000.

(Los Angeles)

Wcody' Herman ^Palladium,

JB,

Hollywood, 3rd wk,).

Very

"profftiiW*

.

.
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Freddy Martin, BMI

RETAIL SHEET BEST SEUEHIS

Revival

on

Hnddle

May Force
Of

Of Maestro Music firm

of

music

sheet

based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 11 cities,
and Showing comparative sales
and last weefe.

T

National
Bating

L

Feb. 21

e

I

T

This Last

Tommy 'RyaM/ vocalist

^
poster's

Publisher

Title

with Chuck

band, to undergo a lonsilectomy in Chicago. (He's not th^
one-limc singer with Samihy Kaye.)

"Now

Is the

Remick...

"Four-Leaf Clover".

New

.

.

:

3

3

.Jefferson.

6

Paramount.. 9
"Golden Earrings"
.Supreme.
"How Soon"
2
"I'll Dance at Wedding". Simon. ....
Bobbins.
"Beg Your Pardon"
Burke- VH.. 6
Beautiful"

4

3

9

9

l4

11

11

.

5

10

ID

10

8

8

"A Fellow Needs
"I

Still

Vic lombardo'g Ma. Date
Jacksonville, Feb.

24.

Vic liombardo begins a band policy March 1 at the Peacock Club here.
He'll be in for four weeks.
liombsrdo is curjently at the
Balinese Room; Galveston, Tex.

IS
14

10

J13
7

10

Girl". Williamson.

TELL ME

.

.

SONG
Can. Jurist Censures

Harry James

38

Grandpaw", General
Morris.
Get Jealous".

Own

"I'm

16

15

45

21

.

14A
14B

8

9

10

Bymemher". Harms
"How Lucky Ton Ate" Maurice.

13

71

37

"Thte Stars.

12

DICKEY-BIRD

4

.

3

5i
6

10

"Best Thinga Are Free" Crawfordy
.Barbour-Odet-i
"Itlanana"

8

THE

.

.

2
!5

9

.

8

lumbia has released out of its masterworks repertoire retail for $12,85
as compared' to $8.35 for the prdi->
nary platter.

101

5

.

Morris.

.

"Ballerina"

9

Hil

DARING DAUGHTERS'

2

4

Hour"... -Leeds

""Serenade of the Bells'
From M-G-M'i

'THREE

K.

1

a question of

what they want

to

N

lishers.'

now become

shellac platters there's quite a
percentage of consumers willing to
pav
the difference. Then, again,
the
dealer profit on vinylite can be almost double the profit derived on
the shellac brand.
The few vinylite albums that Co-

i>

o

b

it's

giving the dealers

Dealers have found that even
with
the substantially extra tariff for
the
vinylite
product as compared

A

m
d

Weiek Ending

but,

O
T

i

Pub-

and

Authors

retail

rating for this

visited this territory.
Martin's Maestro firm has been in
existence ior some time, but during
the past couple years "he has, devoted
all attention td Martin Music, a firm
aligned with the American Society

Composers,

of

sal«s,

called Maestro
publishing house
Music. Discussions were held here
recently when Bob Burton, BMX attorney, and Carl Haverlin, BMI prez

of

may have to
expand, its output of vinylite records
under pressure from dealers
The
label has steered away from
duplicating its better albums on vinylite
on the scale that RCA-Victor has

O
Survey

BMI

reactivating his

Expansion

Yinylile Pressing

Columbia Records

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Freddy Martin has been discussing With Broadcast Music, Inc., the
po!)SibiIity

»

,

.

.

in Defining

.'.

KENTON CRACKS Pin
CONCERT B.O. RECORD

North Dakota Cites

A STORY

01dUwYs.ASCAP;

Pittsburgh, Feb.. 24.

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
NfW YORK

799 SEVENTH AVE

N

19

Dance Vs. Entertainment
'

Y.

Toronto, Feb.

24,

Justice Treleaven of Ontario Court

of

Appeals

Harry

unknowingly

James'^ orchestra

censured
here last

week when he decided that the
bandleader's music was "for, dancing
only" and did not come under the

STILL LOOKING FOR

THAT NEW CAR

heiidlng of "entertainment" within
the meaning of the Canadian' government's Amusements Act.. Since the

end of the war, all booking, agencies
have been urging name band
j

maestros to add. entertainmenjt features to their musical delivery to
strengthen their sales appeal, but the
majority of top names; still rely on
straight music to sell themselves to
the public.
Inc.

JaroiM Av«. at W. 172ii

j

I

SI.

lUdlow 8-2323

"

Miss.

orchestra
jamStan
Kenton's
packed the 3,80,0-seat Syria Mosque
last Wednesday night (18), doing
more than $9^500, tumbling local records for jazz concerts. It was more
than feentbh has' done anywhere on
tour, excepting Chicago, topping his
dough in New Yorfc Philadelphia
-

.

1619 Broadway

.

Central Allied in. advising theatre
operators of that state to refuse to
pay American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers fees. Law
and Boston.
compels ASCAP to file list of songs
At a $3.25 top (including ,7{ic tax). It represents with secretary of state,
Mosque Sold out completely' and po- and NCA' claims no such list was
lice would allow only a scattering of filed since 1943.
standees.
Hundreds were turned
Meanwhile, North Dakota state
away and promoters figure they treasurer reported state was paid.
could have sold at least ahother 1,000 $341.60 in 1946, representing 3% of
tickets. Coricert here was put on by
ASCAP receipts of $11,386.80 from
tour Carnegie Tech students, in as- N.
D.
sociation with Lomakin's, downtown
NCA cited opinion of North Darecord, dealer.

LAUREL MUSIC CO.

Minneapolis, Teb. 24.

North Dakota state law was in->
voked here last week by Nortli

kota attorney general reading

:

•

"

Introed

Bill

.

New

ROSE MURPHY

ON

.

MAJESTIC

CAN'T GIVE

I

.

Kenton helped the buildup consid- From information it appears the soJustice Treleaven's opinion de- erably by getting to town a day
ciety has not fully complied with
volved from a 'suit brought by Billy ahead of the concert and running
our state law and that it would not
Cross and Babe Kerira, operators of himself 'ragged guesting with disk
be authorized or entitled to comthe Palace Pier, who played James' jockeys.
mence any suit for collection of
(H-chestra. on a'one-nighter last fall.
fees, payments, or whatever name is
Suit aimed 'ta- Wock the govern^
Kenton BIe In Detroit
given to such fees."
ment'S demand for'. '$2,179, which
Detroit, Feb, 24.
represented a 25% tax on James'
Stan- Kenton lured two capacity'
Miss. Wants, 5% Cot
gross. .Government Department of auiiiences in thei' second in a series
Memphis, Feb. 24; >
Excise claimed that James' work of;- jazz concerts; by Norman Granz
Bill to curb activities of the Amer>^
constituted "entertainment beyond at Masonic Temple Friday
(20). ican Society of Authors,
Composew
dancing" and, under the AA law Smaller aud used this time by Granz
.and Publishers in .Mississippi was inwhich demands a 25% extra tax on seats but 1,600 people which explains troduced in
the state legislature
such affairs, wanted its cut. Case the 8 D.m. and 10 p.m. sessions.
[there yesterday (Monday). Proviwas dismissed.
Granz is very reluctant to speak sions call for tightening of anti-

YOU ANYTHING
BUT LOVE, BABY
Music by. .

JIMMY MeHVOU
MILLS

.

A

•

B^auHfut Ballad

.

TERRIFIC LIKE HE SEZ!

IT'S

AIN'T

'

.

PIMISSMO

'

'

MISBEHAVIN'

of grosses but with a $3,60 top it'.s trust -statutes" and- assessing
It's 'understood that the govern5%
ment will not take the case to th^ estimated that his take was in e^ccesS gross receipts tax against the soSupreme Court, but .v^ill allow, oi£ ..$.6,000 for Kenton concert while ciety's revenue from Mississippi muJustice Treleaven's- decision to stand the prior Sarah 'Vaughn date at the sic users.
,

Featnrtd

Santly-Joy, Inc.

'

Gem ftt^Mgr.

'

a;

precedent.

Tom

))ack

...

6AC President,
New York office from

Rockwell,
in

Coast, jaunt.'

•

larger Aucl, at midnight two weeks
Exempt from the tax would be auback netted him more'than $10,000. thors and composers who act indeGranz is in a spot for his third pendently of a combination such as
concert. He has a hall but no artist. ASCAP. Blanket licenses issued for
Frahkje Laine was originally performance rights would be filed
planned but singer is current at with the State Tax Commission. All
Frank Barbar's Bowery. This nixes violations are to be punished by

him

ernest

I.

byfi'«td,

shermaii
ni9 W CI U

dark and randolph
is

happy

to

streets,

.

Chicago
chicdgo

announce the return to the pr«-war operating policy
of a
/» discoufll
isV.

on

oil

hotel

room

raiet to

bandsmen, entertainers

members

of the theatrlcfll profession on stoys of seven days or more, the
hotel

Sherman has always catered to the

entertainment industry and now ofter a
period of six years of restrictions are once

more able
their

to offer their hospitality to

many friends

in the

amusement world.

after

fines

-

An Old Swettheort
till

New

with

Look

MARY LOU
YQU'RE S MIUN6

WHEN

ranging from $100 to $5,000, or

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
1

Now

41 f Irondway

York

.
1

King Sisters Plan

Return Via Key Orch
King Sisters intend to return to
the band wars in conjunction with
Alvino Key's orchestra (Louise. King
is

one!

week

.

president

hotel .9

for the concert spot a

he closes—March 6. Barbar, how- imprisonment of not less than one
evs*, is promoting Laine in two con- or more than 10 years,
certs himself. Deal is included in
Laine's contract for the nitery, which
prevented the Granz booking.

in'

"YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME"

•

'

as

Eddie Joy,

York

TOMMY VALANDO^

Mrs'.

Rey)

,

Quartet has been out

of action for some time and has been
living
on the Coast with their
families.
They may renew work

Rey, with whom they performed before the war, at Frank
Dailey's Meadowbrook, either late in,
May or sometime in .June.
Dailey has a string of combos set
for his spot, teeing off with Prankie
Carle, March 23, following the current Buddy Moreno, then takes
Louis Prima, April; Tony Pastor,
April 27; Art Mooney for two weeks.

with

May

11,

and the

Which
is

and then
Rey-King

of the latter
uncertain.

Elliot

LOUIS

combo..
oft
,,,

All Stars

JACK TEAGARDEN • EARL HINES
BARNEY BIGARD
SID CATLETT • ARVELL SHAW
VELMA MIDDLETON
:

:

:

JAZZ

CURRENTLY

FESTIVAL, NICE,

FRANCE

VICTOR RECORDS EXCLUSiVaV

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

Lawrence

Sisters

two will lead

ARMSTRONG

and His Famous

JOE GLASER,
745 F'fth

Ayii'
PI.

5

.

rjfw York 22

5572

Pres.

W. Randolph
Chicaao

5»

VAlTDEVnLLB
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AGVA Weeing Out Fmmer Shehey

Memphis, Feb. 24.
High Hat Club, local nitery, was

4S

33% Drop In

Spotty Nitery Biz Cues

ordered padlocked by Sheriff Perry

Reps; Coast Votes Confidence in 4 As
The first in a series of shakeups inf'
the American Guild of Variety Artists branches throughout the country, toccurred last week with the
ouster of Fred Dale, head of the Bos-

AGVA

local.* Firing happened
the Boston pre-convention
meeting presided over by A. Frank
Keel; assistant executive secretary of
American Federation, of Radio Artists and member of the AGVA national committee, appointed by the
Associated Actors and Artistes of

alter

America to handle

AGVA

'

affairs.

Meeting, according to Reel, passed
demanding Dale's dismi-ssal by the 4A's. The 4A's board
subsequently backed up the action
by the Boston branch. Emil Lowe,
AGVA organizer, replaces with Al
Westbrook, also from N. "St, as cor
;

a lesolution

& Leber Win Release

Greb

From

Col. Exclusive Pact

Greb and Lober, dance satirists,
won an out on their exclusive management contract with Henry Beck^
man,, of Columbia Entertainment
BureaUi N. Y., after an arbitration
by American Guild of Variety Artists.,

meeting which dishiissed Dale, charges w6re made that
Dale had failed to arrange for the
meeting after being ordered to do
so by AGVA. Hy Faine, chairman of
the AGVA national comwittee con^
sequently hired the meeting place.
It was also charged that Dale had
held a meeting the following day in
,

which" he- castigated the 4A's for the
firing of Matt Shelvey; who was
ousted as _AGV y national director

A

;

(Continued on page 44)

and

Whiskey

vide

sales in Shelby

work

of

'four

Hotels in Future
Chicago, Feb.

weeks within

every 90 day period for tenure of
contract. Union upheld that contention and ordered Beckman to grant
team a release.

24.

Ernie Byfield, head of the Slierman, Ambassador and otber hotels
here and elsewhere, and a veteran
in the catering busipess, observes
that "the way costs have mounted
nobody will be able to afford to live
permanently in the topflight hotels
of the future. They must be; geared

Hospitafized

for th^ transient trade. The
transients alone don't mind if you
spend a few bucks a day, more or

By

Trailer

-Auto

MfAMI BEACH

.

POLAN & ROSENBERG

of 12 girls.

PetriDo to Adjust
Billy

•

.

upon which rate most rentals were
established.
More important is the
fact that the usual prosperity fee
for checking hats has dropped from
25 cents to around 15 cents.
As a
result, the coatroom is now a minor
part of the business, Concessionaires
cannot make but from the revenue

Rose-802 Dispute

On Rehearsal Pay
Dispute on overtime pay to

Cafe bonifaces, in addition to taking a beating on the decline in business, have been getting it from another quarter.
The various nitery
concessionaires, in renewing contracts, are forcing reductions. in concession rentals, with usual slice now
around 33%. The day of the $40,000$50,000 annual rental from concessionaires is over, and top price today hovers around' $35,000.
During the pa.st year or so, revenue has fallen off considerably. In
the first place nitery attendance
hasn't been up to the wartime peaks

mu-

of that departmfent alone, especially
since, it's considered that Jpr five
months of the year inen go around
hatless.

less,

The

stress is

and bulk

now on photography,
the money is 'made

of
(Continued on page 53)

,

AFM

Y., and Charles A. Hen- porterj head of College Inn Food
derson, 18, also of Charleston. AlT Products and kindred commodities,
suffered cuts and bruises and were incidentally mentions that the Negro
treated in the Reading hospitaL and so-called "foreign" segment of
Pvt. John Hahn, Hamburg substa- the consumer markets must be sold,
tion, State Police, said the touring since they represent
new profit
car was completely wrecked. Dam- potential.
age to the truck was $800.. Carmen
Torre, 38, Belleville, N. J., truck
driver, was unhurt.

Levinsons' Newport Buy

HOLLYWOOD

COPA CABANA

Hollywood, March 1.
Lineup for show includes Lili St.
Cyr, Think-a-Drink. Hoffman, Joe
Cappo, Eddie Rio & Bros., Franklyn
D'Amore, Grace & Nikko and line

but the monthly-rate or annual- sicians between Billy Rose, Diamond
rate guest,, will find it prohibitive." Horseshoe, N. Y., boniface, and
Reading, Pa., Feb. %i.
^
By field, just back from. New York Local 802 of the American FederaThree professional actors^ en route following a brief honeymoon trip, tion
of Musicians has been referred
from Charleston, W. Va., to New states there are 22 different unions
chief James C. Petrillo for
York, were injured when their auto- attendant to his hotel labor relations. to
mobile collided with a tractor-trailer Mounting costs are such that it's settlement.
on Route 22, north of this city, a mile difficult to explain to his bondholdAt a meeting of the 802 executive
west of Hamburg. They are Milton ei:s why, if, he's jamming them jn,, board last week, Rose was charged
L. Wood; 30, Charleston, driver of don't the hotels pay a dividend.
with owing 15% hours overtime rethe car; Jacqueline A. Levy, 24; the
By field, who also is a caviar im- hearsal pay to 38 regular musicians

Crash Near Reading

.

Currently
(Rctjurn Engag«m«iil'l

Noel- Sherman, N.Y. nitery producer, planed to the. Coast last week
to put finishing touches to the staging of the "Crazy Show," Which
opens at the Florentine Gardens,

only

'

GIRO'S

'Crazy Show' Next
For Florentine Gardens

.

3 Actors

Bronx, N.

CONCLUDED
RECORD 10 WKS.

^

County

Of

Byiield's Idea

Team asked release from pact upon
grounds that Beckman had not lived
up to clause speeifying that he pro-

Concession Rentals; Fewer Renewals

.

are by piickage at liquor stores only.
High Hat waiters had been running
across road to a liquor dispensary
for their customers.

•

ordinator.

At the 4A

after waiters were arrested
fined for selling liquor direct to

customers.

'

ton

week

last

DATE
;

with new ownership,
expected to resume casino ac-

However,

entertainment at the
mount theatre, N. Y.

him.- Overtime is expected to amount to around $1,500.
v

rehearsals.

lucci,

however,

The Glenn Rendezvous, Newport, held that permission was granted
Ky., was sold la.st we.ek by Glenn order to encourage employment

Pianist-songwriter Teri Josefovits
opened Monday (33) at the Pent- Schmidt to the LevinsoQ' Bros., Cinhouse- club, N. Y. He's in for 24 cinnati restaurateurs, for a reported
$180,000. Sale followed the eliminaweeks run.
tion of gambling from that room.
Josefovits formerly provided the
loblsy

weeks allowed

Situation also 'touched off an internal dispute in the 802 executivfe
board. Opponents of Charles lucci,
union's seci;etary, declared he had no
right to grant Rose three weeks of
free

Cincinnati, Feb. 24.

JOSEFOVITS' KITERY

Para- spot

is

CaNMEE
BOSWELL

substitutes;
Union ofiicials declared that Rose had rehearsed 'the
bandsmen in excess of the three

and

Cutreirtly

'p'fi-

OLYMPIA THEATRt
MIAMI, Fipl^lDA.

^*?>;
.•-

\

<..'

It was. pointed out that
Rose employs around 40 string in'

musicians.

struments.
,

Rose requested that the entire
matter be adjusted by national office of AFM and agreed fo abide by

Bool" d b/

HARIIY
38

57rl.

E

ROMM

A.
N.

.^

r-;,,!.

MEMO

JOAN EDWARDS
COLONIAL INN, Miami

To COPLEY PLAZA, Boston
{

PEACOCK CLUB, Jacksonville

To^My

Radio Listeners
the jack

SmitU

AND ON

VITAOOUSTIC RECORDS
P.S.J

,

it

Petrillo's decision.

tivities.

,

>

in
of

Opening Mar. 15

al ihe

HOLLENDEN HOTEL, CLEVELAND

Management!

Bookingei

MARTIN GOODMAN

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

N Y

,

—

:
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turned out. that she seems to

(WALDOIIT-ASTORIA HOXEl,)
Lueienne

Emil

Boj/er,

(11), Miscfia Borr
7niniT?iUTH; corer $2.

Or6fi

no

Colenmn
Orch (9);

Fine artistry in music, painting or
other fields kwOWS no lanjiuage
barriers. In the field of song tliere
are obvious obstiuctlons established
.

a performer clings to a, mother
tongue on foreign dates, btit none
to stand between understanding of the sharply defined vocal pictures drawn by Lucienne Boyer and
her audiences at the Waldorf's Sert
Room. The French chanteuse sells
herself and her French lyrics in a
manner that leaves no doubt about
the international aspects of her
top-drawer in any
It's
artistry.

when
seem

language.

However, that overall impression
of Miss Boyer's work is not fe'aincd
that easily. She launches her 45«
minute performance here with the;
aid of a hand-mike concealed in a
bunch of roses, and at the conclusion
of her third tune an.auditor with tin
ear insofar as Kyench is concerned
has by then.begun to wonder what
all the excitement is about. AH three
songs couldn't have been
initial
thro wa ways. It's admitted that Miss
Boyer is impeccably and attractively
The ^lutiv*

JOHN GARFIELD

know

IS

(5)

winimwm,

s

$3.50.

a delightful evening for lovers of the dance is a bit
too much sameness -for the average
customer here. With -three out of
four acts on the hoofing side, plus
three chorus numbers, current revue
is, top-heavy on terps.
Ray Bolger leads off with satires
oi soft^shoe dancers,, seguing- into
clever sand dance to the tune of
''Do You Ever Think of Me." finishing .strong with a chug shuffle. Follows with cavalcade of ballroom
.

LAURETTE and CLYMAS
"DAMCUMORISTS"
Mh^Bctain Xncaceinent
MOUNT KOTAIj HOTEl
Montrenli Cimaila
York Bep.:
CbteacO' Bei>.:

Stuff

rmi. TXBRKUi

SET FOR MIAMI MARCH 5

was

It

AGVA

Records of other branches are being scrutinized and it's expected that
more branch heads will be replaced.
Nominatintr Meets

.

convention

will

nated. Confab is slated to start' May
7 at the Astor hotel, iSr. V.

Town

March U; Chicago,

Hall,

March 10

and then the Joe Louis-Tony
(Continued on page 46)

guy who changed his -name to Sha"1
always
also
observed,
piro;
thought that whenever a Lamb gets
sick they go to Smith & Dale (Dr.
."
Kronlthite)
D'Oyle Carte star Martyn Green

the

at

WK

a

told

new

English

they?"

two

and

one

are

you know!"

father

Garrick

ft

enough

Co.

Night

club

particulai'ly
sions, that

BOWERY. DETROTt

placed
ftale Afoacy, lac.

4a Weil 4tlh

SiirMt.

Now

Howard

March

8,

Bradford hotel; Buffalo, March

12,

Boston,

hotel;

New

Ballroom

Philadelphia, Feb.

Louis, March 13, Mark Twain hotel;
San Francisco, March 9, 149 Powell

March

street: Seattle,

11,

locille

-Unlversily

building.

and Eddie

ROBERTS

Coast^s Confidence Vote

Bad

Yoric

AGVA

AGVA

GOWNS

m

KRNESTa

of his address.

TO DROP
YEAR-ROUND VAUDE

FRISCO'S GATE

HEENE and HOWARD

Golden Gate theatre, the BKO
vaude house in San Francisco, will
vaudeville on a year-

'Comtdy Dane*

World-Telegram.

Antics'

HIPPODROME

discontinue

BALTIMORE

(23)

Oir.i

the reasons for the switch is a strong
lineup of pictures.
However, Dan
Friendly,
talent bookctr, can
space the films whenever suitable
talent becomes available.
Discontinuance of stagers is not
the policy at IfiKO inasmuch as the
chain recently committed the Albee
theatre, Cincinnati, to a minimum of
26 weeks of flesh. House is likely to

MATTY ROSEN

EDDY

RKO

minimum.

THORSON

harmonica."

.

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Feb. 24.
Robert Pasqualc improving so well
be e n appointed switchboard
operator at the Rogers.

Margery WalUt at fha Piano

UpMt

he's

Alma Mia and Ted Geroux

Currently

in to

Inez Delores Liverpool.
Bill Lalis bedsided by relatives
and friends on his birthday last
visit

Hotel Pierre,

February 4th

I

;

ROOM

COTILLION
"

j

New

week,
Helen Morris cheered up plenty by
surprise visit from her brothers.
Frank and Bill Morris.
Walter Romanik appointed as
downtown shopper for the ganb at
.

York

— March

4th
r

'
•

:

fee Thorson, new singing sensation At the
.flerre's OotlUton Room.
—Robert Coleman, Mirror.

the Rogers,

.

Chamber

Thorson impressing with highly polished
iary pipes, gets hefty mittings.
Jose; Variety.

—

Thorson, tall, blonde and handsome;
jharms listeners with his delightful romantic
trie

aritoning and personality.

—Jean

I

\\

OP'-*"*

JACK PARKER
"THE

Life.

Thorson, bary, does a smooth job
ordic-looking guy is good for ahs from the
adJes.
Thorson has a good set of pipes
;ives him a chance to show off operatic knowow with an aria from the Barber of Seville,
Charles J. Lazarus, The Billboard.
.

.

.

.

.

.

JACK OF CLUBS"

.

OKNING MARCH 2

lewly cliscovered baritone,
>r!ng8 forth much applause,

Eric

CHARLES READER
Impresario Hotel flerr*

Thorson,

New York

Sun.

Management-MILES INGALLS OFFICE

*

FOR RETURN ENGAGEMENT
THIS SPRING
Hotel Astor *
New York

.

COTILLION ROOM
HOTEL PIERRE
NEW YORK

THANKS A LOT

.

-^Virginia Leigh>

EUc's,

^

OUn, Gotham

ric

>

Commerce,

of

Lions, Kawanis', American Legion
and Business Mens clubs have combined in trying to reestablish this
colony as a winter sports centre as
competition to Lake Placid,
(Write to those wha are ilL)

ilric

j

Marquita and Jack Bratton in to
with Geoi fie Fee. musician, who
showing nice progress.

visit
IS

Thanln »e

HARRY

KILIY.

«AC

I>lr«i',t Inn

TOM
130

WMt

42nd

St..

FITZPATRICK
New

YorK

M
A

Haifetx of the

SaranacLake

1

24.

Jack Sugarman, Marine who won
Navy Cross for permanently
flattening 132 Japs, has opened «
ballroom and nitery in nearby Chester called the Hi-Top.
Spot is featuring name bands.the

play more time thaft -the contract

•

at

cost

headlined the show there.

band was re- 'round basis after next week. House
by a small will now book vaude and band layorganized by Diana outs on a spot basis
whenever at-harpi.sl.
tractions become available. One of

dance

Monday

,

New

.sold

will

Cleveland, Feb. 24.
business is so bad,

HIT!.
Erie Thorion nfiit an tmstcint hit. Quit* a novelty for tlic room toliavo a
mat* singtr. Womtn's hearts went pitter patter as he sang "Golden Ear<
rings," "Whiffenpoof Seng." "What a Night for Singing." "Largo al fae>
totum'' from "Hi* 9acb«r of. Seyillc" and a medley of old time hits.

-^Robert W. Dana,

trio

export

at the late supper ses-

mu.sical -unit
Thonia.s, .swiUK

York

THORSON A

Today the

$6,500.

Commo.dore

vote of confidence Thursday (19) at
general
membership meeting of
in El Patio -theatre.
George Heller, exec secretary of
American Federation- of Radio Artists, representing the Fpur A's
by roastmaster Committee; pldned west to address
gathering on AGVA's present interAbel.
nal troubles and explain matter to
confused performers.
Heller was
given vote of thanks upon conclusion
Biz
for

spot.

Pollack's

—

the Colonial Inn, Hallendale, Fla. At

liodge;

around $14,000.
Booking Was made possible by the
Detroiter
8,
shuttering of the Colonial lnn^ last
hotel; Hollywood, March 8, El Patio
week, beqause of a sudden clamptheatre; Baltimore, March 11, New
down on gaming activities. Lewis
Philadelphia, March 9,
hotel; Detroit, March

story.

Garfield's signoff speech was sincere and attested to the general affection for the star who, as a matter of fact, felt he had not beenj

town

MqK

at

Hollywood, Feb, 24.
Shown His triplets, the nurse told
Four A's administration and future
him to pick one.- Dad wanted to
plans for American Guild of Variety
all mine aren't
Artists was unanimously given a^
Nurse: "Yes, but. we keep

the Continental Cafe
slashed its entertainment to the
Jacques Pollack's orchestra
bone.
was given its notice; and floorshows
were dropped by the swank down-

'

of Joe

know, "Why they're

Cleve. Nitery

SPOTS

bowed

first

meeting will be held that time, the three acts were

New York
at

re-formed with the booking

Lewis into the Beachcomber,
Miami, March 5. He'll be on the
same bill- with Sophie Tucker and
Harry Richman. That combination
E.

Ben Marden's Riviera
Ft. Lee, N. J., in 1941 and was
later
be nomi- tried by Marden when he
operated

Union has set a series of meetings
in
which delegutes to the first

AGVA

One of the most celebrated three
act parlays in nitery history will
be

,

"roasted''

Currently

the 4A's.

.

Berle

fek THE

November by

also disclosed that he had remitted
dues collecaround $4,000 in
tions to Shelvey after the firing.

it's

,

N«W
JACK OA VIES

last

Continued Irom page 43 .sb:

Chez

What might be

•

S

Elks auditorium; Cincinnati, March
reported Joyce Matthews and he 8, Gibson hotel; Cleveland, March
may remarry) Jerry Bergen wanted 10, Olmstead hotel; Columbvis,
cellent work in support. And it turns to know "how can you be dirty in March
Variety Club; Dallas,
7,
out equally suave dancfe music for a pantomime" (his s p e.ci a 1 1 y being March
15, Artists Building; Houston,
room of this type. Mischa Borr alter- panto) but he did a standout douMarch 16, Chamber of Commerce;
nates, supplying lively Latin rhythms.
ble-talk rib as "Mayor O'Dwyer'^ Kansas City, March
Wood.
8, Continental
representative,
the
Hon. Jerome hotel; Miami Beach, March
10, Lord
Bergen.'' -Berle cracked that if the Tarleton hotel;
Montreal, March 14,
honor guest, "Garfield, were on the 1252 Stanley street: New Orleans,
Paree, Cki
Other side of him he would have March 11, Roosevelt hotel;
Chicoffo, Feb. 17.
Omaha,
Kraft been "the skipper next to Todd"
Beatrice
Bolger,
Ray
March 10. Rome hotel; Portland,
Dancers (3), Lorrjy Marvin Eileen (Mike).
writer
Special material
Ore., March 10, Labor Temple; PittsO'Dare, Chez Adorahles (10), Jfoefc Danny Shapiro said he's the only
burgh,
March
fl,
Henry
hotel; St.
Welson, Marti/ Gowld OrcJi (10), Joe

brought to this country by the
chanteuse for that purpose, does ex^

Kovac Orch

'

AGVA Weeding

SRO

Friars Club luncheon to John
how tp deliver. But why that 20- Garfield last Friday (20) at Trader
week run at Cafe Society. All her
48th
audiences can't savvy her lingo (this Tom's restaurant on West
N. Y., with Milton Berle as
unstreet,
he
guy is hard to convince,,
confsciously has a chifc perched in a "roastmaster" again topped the presolid spot).
vious salutes to Bing Crosby and
Then, Miss Boyer delivers a ver- Frank Sinatra the latter part of last
sion of "Stardust" in English. AU the year. Berle, as abbott of the Friars,
understanding of a fine artist for a was in fine fettle, particularly via
timeless lyric is poured into the, de- a two-play ribfest wherein Henny
livery of the Hoagy Carmichael Youngman participated. Starting" at
classic, along with a vast amount of
charm—and, suddenly, at the start of 1:30, it was that kind of a luncheon
her next French melody and all where a turnaway crowd was still
those thereafter she is interpretmg there at after 4 p.m. Among those
those French lyrics as though she on the dias or. entertaining^ were
were doing them in English. Every Walter Abel, Oscar Serlin, Phil Silgesture, every coy glance, every vers, Mike Todd, Senator Ford, Carounce of the store of charm she im- los 'BfAmwei., Martyn Green, Eddie
parts to a lyric makes the lyrical Davis, Ken Kling, Danny Shapiro,
story as dear as though it were
Jerry Bergen, Solly Violinsky, Myprinted. And her ability is no longer
row Cohen, Dale Carriegie.
questioned. She's quite an artist.
Berle ad liSbed that m. c. stands
Emil Coleman's orchestra, con"mSntal case"; that he's ."star of
for
performances
Boyer's
Miss
for
ducted
by Frank Pourcel, French violinist stage, screen and Beno" (although

AMMhm

chmI

LEWIS, RICHMAN,TUCKER

FRIARS' FREE FEED FOR

I%ht Club Reviews
Room» X. Y.

Sort

fheiM

K 4W»7«

,,0
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[ospitalized Vets Plenty

On Show

HANDIN RE-HEADS NVA;

AGVA
JESSEL HONORARY PREZ

Hep

Newly elected officers of National
Variety Artists were installed at a

Values, Sez Simons

special/ function

,

Shows hit the
how until
raining camps, are now annoyed if
repeats too frequently. They
in act

Camp

shows with previ-

displays, and often express disipproval if not up to par.

lus

fortunately,

the better

are

acts

making themselves available to
MCS. Currently nine vaude units

iow

one

,nd

legit

NVA

show, "John Loves

Most acts
are on tour.
VHCS have been standsird
Kith
lames on the .vaude and isafe circuits
or years. More acts are expected to leged."'
Plaintiffs in the case
Jay the hospitals as vaudeville
tory,"

PA

were Patricia Kelley Dailey Circus
Silk, Biane Cleary,
Ruth P. Johnson, Gail Taylor, Ella As Butler Resumes at
Rodgers, -Edna May Hill, Joyce and
With Roland Butler again heading
James Vey, Joseph Mole, Russell
the Ringling, Barnum & Bailey press
M entertainment in the hospitals. and James W. Mercer.
Jones was ordered ousted as exec department, Bev Kelley, who withHTaude troupes can play before small
Egroups in wards as well as to the secretary last year when the faction drew from the post last fall, has
imbulatory patients in auditoriums, led b;^; Matt Shelvey took over the
joined the Dailey Bros, circus, a 25lonsequently the shows can be seen Phitly office.
car outfit headquartering in Te^as
and principally trouping western
SURREALIST HUMORIST
territory.
Others who were with
PrMtniing a Kpirfofrc of Original
(Frornvriioi h* makM a livlns?)
RBB's publicity staff also slated for
Comedy and a f«w goad Nnmbcr*.
the Dailey show are Allen Lester,
Frank Morrisey and Sam Stratton,
although the latter recently became
ilaying

McKay, Jane

time diminishes.
fcpnd,
according

been

It's

RB6

to

limon, that the variety performer
;onstitutes the most efficient type

'

agent for "Sweetiiearts,"

SEILER

HELD OVER? AGAIN?
SEVENTH WEEK

CASA

SEVILLE,

cago.

The American Guild of Variety
Artists has adopted a "get tough"
policy in an effort to enforce its

Available

tor Ijegit, Vniide, Fairs,
Ice
Sliows, Intlme
SpotH, IDurope,
South America, Oliiema, Shorts, SnapShots, TortnlKhtus, One Nlshtcrgi

now

Frank Braden and William

who
.

ment regarding the amount

of dollar
exchange thut can be taken by acts
out of each country.

As

is

a result,

AGVA

LESTER'S COPA PACTING

Union

Scheduled for

.

°

Bergundy Roonii Pttrolt

and Home Cooked

staff

when RBB

Jerry Lester's booking into the
Copacabana Feb. 5 is the cause of a
pagnons de la Chanson, Edith Piaf
and others. Action against Chevalier tiff between Nait Harris, Harem,
will be taken when he plays the N. Y., operator, and Music Corp. of
AGVA jurisdiction; consequently, America, which handles Lester. Harhe'll be allowed to open at the Gol- ris claims that
the comic was promden theatre, N. Y,, Sunday (29),
ised him by MCA if Harry Richraan
since that date is under jurisdiction
was signed for the same show.
of Equity.

Jean Sablon, however,

After

is

has

Harris

expected

for AGVA. Sablon
his intentions of becoming
citizen, and disposition
of his case will be made by a joint
.action
between
and the
to pose a

problem

filed

an American

made a

BIG

HEIDT

LEAGUE AT THE CAPITOL."
Ed

|u//ivan.

AGVA

plays

April

.

.

.

Currently

VICTOR
FAVORITEt

Clover, Club
Porllanda Ort,

All

Major Netnorka.

Xheatre* and Clubi,
Vi S.

!!90R

and Canads

i

1
reraonal DirAellon— KD
York SO. N. T.

MRKlBn

RKO 'BnUOInK, New

7.

3 Year Absence

A SMASH $83,000
Weeic at the

HOR-

SHOW

NEW YORK

Dorothy KilgoHen.
Hitting

Variety, Feb. 18, 1948:

"HEIDT HAS RETURNED TO
THE SHOW MARTS WITH A

SOUND BOXOFFICE
TERN

Ocfec.

ta

12.5 Rating Witliin 10 Weelcs

PHILIP MORRIS

on the

PROGRAM

SHiKlays--10:30-11:00 P.M.. EST, NIC. Ceast-to-Coast

Thanks to the BlOW Agency

PAT-

AND PACKAGE."

Cur-

MCA

Journal-Americant
.

Thanlcs to Marvin Schencic, Joe Vogel

Direction:

last

Richi

AMERICA'S TOP HEADLINE SINGING GROItP^

In the First

"TOPS IN TOWN
ACE HEIDT STAGE
AT THE CAPITOL."

4,

ing the Florida trip, Harris claims
that
submitted Lester to the
Copa which pacted the comic. HarFrench embassy here.
ris is still to decide what action will
«
It acts refuse to remit their coin^ be taken.

And His MUSICAL KNIGHTS

Daily Newst

trip

in getting

man, who now opens Aprils

HORACE
''HORACE

Florida

week and succeeded

.Fields,

of the season's start there is not definitely set, being dependent- on the
hockey playoffs. Tentative debut
is

is

press representative for the

press

Madison Square Garden, N. Y. Date

date

STIRS MCA HARRIS TIFF

set to follow up on all
Gallic acts working here. In line for
action are Maurice Chevalier, Com-

'

Benents, Auditions
Dinners,

Lucienne Boyer was

Agreement now in effect between
and France calls for U. S,

AGVA

performers to take out 50% Of their
salaries less taxes and
expenses
when working French engagements.
French actors in" this country must
depost 50% of their earnings, after
taxes and expenses, either with
AGVA or any bank named by the

placed on union's unfair list, but was
permitted to open at the WaldorfAstoria hotel, N. Y., last week after
she remitted a token payment of $1,000 to be held by
for dispo- actor, for disposition by the French
sition by the French government. government.
An accounting of her earnings is to
be miide and upon completion, 50%
of her earnings, less taxes and expenses,
will be -turned over to
France.

in Chi-

Playwrights Co., but joins the bigtop

union must report the refusal to th«
French embassy, which has agreed
to take action,

agreement with the French govern-

.

Butler's aides this season will be

Character, Actor, Dialectician,
Dancer, Gooh, Decorator, Insurance.
'Recently
completed Town Casino,
BulTalo; Carousel Club, ntitsburgh.

LONG ISUND

;.'

Boyer For

Not Remitting Coin to France

LOU.

seIler

4S

club-

SUED BY CARROLL CREW

Simon stated that most patients
severar years of USO-Camp
Ihows, have become accustomed to
hi^Iy professional brand of
hows. Those who never saw a live

!

the

house, N. Y., Feb. 22. LoU Handin
was elected to the presidency for his
they offer no problem when playing
to psycho-neurotic patients, many of 11th term, there having, been no opwhom cannot follow long dialog. position ticket. Handin had held that
office for 10 terms but stepped aside
last year when George Jessel was
JONES, EX-PHILLY
elected prexy, and was elected to
post of executive secretary. Jessel
being unavailable to succeed himself
this year because of his Soth-Fox
Philadelphia, Feb. 24,
producer chores keeping him on
Suit was filed today (Tues.) in
Coast, so notified the nominating
Federal court here seeking $63,637 in
committeei However, Jessel' wll£ be
damages against Dick Jones, erst- perpetuated as honorary
prexy.
while secretary of Philly's local of
Handin will double as prez and exec
the American Guild of- Variety Ar- sec'y.
tists. Action was taken by 12 memOthers elected were Jack O'Brien,
bers of the Earl Carroll's "Vanities"
company on the grounds that Jones first veepee; Harry Jackson, second
veepee;
Rosa Crouch, recording
had failed to help them when their
sec'y, and Al Friedman, treasurer.
show was stranded here.
Zelda- O'Neili Jack Davis and Max
Performers claimed that Jones had
Fleming were elected to Board of
failed to collect $1,888 in back wages'
Governors for two year terms. There
due them. Jones also didn't do anyhad been 15 nominees for the latter
thing about getting them transportaposts.;
tion home after the show folded at
the Karle Jan, 23, '47, the suit al-

AGVA,

iiet

lompare current

at

all. Sight acts, he stated, constitute the safest bet, especially since

by

The long term patients at VeterArmy and Jjavy
the country are
ecoming one of the most critical
audeville audiences, according to
appointed
newly
ouis M. Simon,
eneral manager at Veterans Hospisuccessor to USOjs Camp Shows,
amp Shows.
ns Administration
ospitals throughout

Cites Lucienne

and Sydney Piermont

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AIMERICA
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H. D, Hover to order the ropes up
"

early.

Night Club Reviews
Continued

fi-oin

page 44

;

the neighboring eastsiderieg such as
ChesE Par4>e,
Blue Angel or the Ruban Bleu,
Mt and "Sad Sack" impresh the
where there's no floorspace for tcrp
(or bofi returns and a beg-ofti
turns or most sight novelties. There s
Beatrice Kraft terpers, two males similarly
a difference in the tact
and exotic femme click with East that the competing boites cater alIndian danceSi
Group does, three mo.st exclusively to a drinking
numbers, "Oriental," "Dawn "on the crowd, and with a few drinks the
Dessert,
and "Winnetka" for solid crowd is more receptive, especially

Chi

Galento

returns;,

since the song acts are given expert
presentation and appropriate spacing.
Since no such condition here
exi.sts, the steady parade ot singers
can become a bit wearing no matter
are some ditlerences
has how good. Tliere
in the types of tunesters ottered,
her
but still it's not enough to provide

Larry Marvin, husky singer,

relies
library
''IWandy," "We May
"I Gave Her
'also rate nice returns.

on a Jolson-like voice and a
oi Jolsun songs.

Never Meet Again," and
That"

Eileen O'Dare, tall brunet,
just one
to display
seemingly endless cartwheels and

number

which register. Jack Nelson
does tenoring on production numbers for the Adorables.
Marty Gould orch ba c k s -s h o w
neatly and handles customer dansapation. Joe Kovac's five piece combo handles the rhumba dance tunes.
spins,

variety.

Leadofi! in the song parade is
Dorothy Blaine, holdover, who has

since
repertoire
refurbished her
opening. She's provided more cvirr
rent tunes instead of relying on
oldies with the result that audience
receptivity
is greatly increased.
Zabe.
Three Flames, the sepia combo of
piano, bass and guitar, similai-ly
In this case, their
stress vocals.
DorotftW BMnei Fisher & White, tunes are a bit too hep for the
Cass Franklin & Monica Moore, S patronage.: Their takeoffs on "A Star
Flames, Louis Varona Orch, Jose is Born" and Grieg's Piano -Concerto
Cortezz Orch;' minimum, $3.50,
drew yocks in spots they've played
previously, but here it's no go. They

The Embassy has been experiment- do however, draw applause on
number of policies since ability to punch over a number.

ing with a

reopened this season. However,
Fisher and White, -vet comedy
apparent that the backbone of the songsters, aren't strictly for the eastrhumba band side rooms, but since there's a prewith the iloorshow being secondary. dominance of westsiders here, their
With /the bow of Iiouis Varona's ejJorts come off fairly well, Their
crew with! El Boy on the vocals, the comedy is often strained and
primary draw is established, but labored, but there are some moments
the booking geniuses here need to be which hit nicely, such as Fisher's
set aright.
pantomiming a recording of "Largo
Here's a show: consisting of four a Factotum." Cass Franklin and
acts, all of them in the singing line. Monica Moore are under New Acts.
That type of policy may be fine for
The Varona rhumba crew promises to develop a following of rhumba addicts. They have a .strong beat
for danceable rhythms for solid reception from the dancers; El Boy,
doing the vocals* puovides smooth"
For All Bn^nefeet «f Thtotricotf
and rhythmic tenorlngs. Jose Cortez
FUN-MASTER
crew backs show neatly.
Jose.
~
"Th* Shew Bi( Gag Fil*'*
It

it's

^cafe's lure is a strong

•

'
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PmER

COMEDY

'

22 dt $1.00 eo.
10 PAIIODIES for $10.00
"How to B* an imcet"

Nu;:

i

$^.00

lnclH<liii9

Send' tor
ooineaiir
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,
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CM W. Mai

-

Hollj/iuood,- Feb. 18.

Peggy Leet Dave Bariiour Gombo
Xovier Cttgot Grch (14); cowejweekdays, $2.50 weekends.

.

•

•

Copacabana, Miami

,

'

gagement some weeks

ago,

was not

as spontaneous as~ when she first
excited this town. With all the tricky
staging, carefully rehearsed biz and
unwasted motion, there seemed an
aud» I'eaction that it was just a bit
too pat and lacked warmth. Albeit
the impresh is still a full one entertainment wise; for it cannot be disputed that this is a beautifully set
turn, from the short "Hello" bit,
through the "Jubilee" in lively
tempo; the "Sweet Williams" bit
with the Williams lads to the "Moitle
From Sheepshead Bay." Also the
satires on tourley^ shows, and Noel
"

^

,

Coward

.

Encore

sophistications.

is

a Caribbean cruise number that
brings the group back for. more
bows. The .Williams Bros, are atop
group, who are obviously more than
.lust a supporting adjunct.
They're
an integral and as talented part of
the pact as Miss Thompson.
<

gestures, when compared to
Maxlne Sullivan, sepia' singer, hai
newer singers, seem overly-dramatic been signed for the Casino, London,
and her facial expressions, though starting July S6. George Klrby,
Nelegit, come through now with an
gro cbmic, also^set for that house
air of oldtime around them. She tees
starting May 3lT
off with the oldie "Good Morning
Both deals set by Harold Dobrow
Blues," perched on the' back of her
chair, and then sits on the chair for of the William MorrLs agency.
"I Gave My Love a Cherry," which
Her.,

is among her best offerings. *'Baby,
See What You've Done" is a good
cbange-of -pacer, which she follows
with "Rising Sun Blues." She holds
"Body and Soul"' for her encore,
which gets her off to heavy applause.
Cafe James, which seats about 100,
is perfect for her manner of presentation.
Lighting, comprising a
tier of baby spots< does well for her.
Cook is a standout accompanist and
Miss Holman generously focuses attention on him in several numbers.
Cass Harrison handles the lull pian-

istics

SMITH
New t«A

St.,

capably,

Murray had to beg-off in his spot,
There's no doubt about the esteem in which thrush Peggy Lee is preceding Miss Thompson. He has
HENBT
by Hollywoodites.
They played this room before, but never DON
Hannonica
thronp^ tUis Sunset Strip spot open- with more impact than this time
Mln*.'ing night in one of th« biggest turn- out. His material is mostly new and Boxy. N. Y.
outs in months, forcing happy host topical. Ris ad libs, comments on
held

.

'

PHIL FOSTER
Nil»-Ufo't thvittst taff.Saniation.

ASK
AL JOLSON
.

???

Stal.

TUG

"FmMimI by"

.

U

»

Acts

,

:

O.O.D'i

MULA

'

Hollywood

(4)

.fl.SO

Cog filw

of mat*ri«l, parodim,

mnKSi mhstrel Ute^blaclc-

onts, «klti, etc.
,

€iiro'8«

New

The only fault that can be found
with this show is that it's too short.
Miss Lee's warbling is sock nitery
oofldedy knack which can bo- /lo
LIBBY UOIiMAN
entertainment and she leaves her
•
velopej^
With Gerald 0»0k
further,
d-heir
customers clamoring for more.
Dance," of course is the top
An intelligent mixing of numbers Songs
sdo?
of their act. It's a lively
Mins.
rendfS
provides a happy blend of blues and IS
well executed that gets top appfc
Cafe
James,
Y.
N.
jump, both styles delivered in a reAnother
highpoint
In
Holman
embarking
their ^act fi
Libby
is
on
freshing, ear-caressing manner. Miss
"Four Leaf Clover" as it would
the
nitery
another
comeback
in
Lee offers some of her waxworks
b»
done by the song
clicks,
notably "Golden Earrings" field at the ultra-intime Cafe James. prevalent during and dance teami
the era when thJ
"Manana," and a 'couple of lowdown Noted blues stylist, who iirst won number was
first popular.
numbers that are in the best blues fame with her "Body and Soul"
The lads are okay for the
number in the first "Little Show"
da.
tradition.
instru- on Broadway, has been comparaTremendously
effective
mental backing is offered by hubby tively inactive since she did a nitery
Dave Barbour on guitar, Hal Schaf- act with Josh White several years CASS FRANKLIN
& MONir*
She played the Army camp
^wit-A
fer on piano, Harr.y Babasin on ba.ss ago.
MOORE
and Jackie Mills on drums. Smart circuit during the war and then re- Songs
arrangements also help set off the, tired, until this current attempt at 10 MIns.
reemergence.
vocal offerings.
Embassy, N. IT,
On the podium is Xavier Cugat,
With the exception of replacing
Cass Franklin and Monica tloom
dispensing* his usual assortment of White with colored pianist Gerald represent a
merger of two siiwu
terptunes.
KapCook as her accompanist, Miss Hol- acts that have been around
for soma
man hasn't changed her routine
" •=?P«We soloist ani
much since her former nitery work witli the merger,
increased potenc?
T— and her effect on the audience- is IS given
'
their contributions.
much the same now as it was then.
Miami Beach, Feb. 21.
,^'^®*^"*'? ^•"^^J blend is easy to
.
Kai; Thompson & 4 WiHioms Bros., Those who remember her from her take.
The harmony is pleasant and
Jan.
Murray, Betty Jane Smith, Broadway musical work will prob- arrangements are designed to show
Ralph Young, Wally Wanger Girls ably get a nostalgic -thrill but her voices and rhythmics off to
aood
Fronfc Linale Orch; minimums unique stylizing and attempt to cor- advantage. Franklin and Miss
(7)
Moore
relate folk tunes with a blues motU concentrate mainly
$4, $e.
on top tunes
won't appeal to the younger crowd. from musicals and should
give theiip
Kay Thompson and the Williams She can certainly sell a tune with act greater variety with inclusion
of
Bros, are playing a return date with the best of them and her powerful, other types of numbers.
Jan Murray an added factor to make sultry voice is apparently as good
This nice-appearing pair provide a
as ever. But for uiose used to the pleasant
the cash registers sing again.
musical interlude which
Miss Thompson impresses again modern blues stylists, Miss Holman should get across In vaude spots as
well as niteries,
with her carefully staged Bob Alton doesn't project.
jose,
Working sans toi^e and .with her
routinings.
But, overall
reaction
from a house well sprinkled with usual chair for a prop, she has a
Pacted For Casino, Xottdon
those who kudoed her previous en- tendency to oversell her material.

SOL

The Don Hen#y trio is the latest
and the proto
with a switch group of hamonicists to come hit
proniinence on the wave of a
to low comedy in a baby routine,
recording.
Like the Harmonicats
sparks a steady series of yocks.
dishing of "Peg
My Heart" on
Rest of the shpw is' holdover. Vitacoustics,.this trio came to public
Betty Jane Smith iftwresses with attention with their Regent platter
whirlwind spin taps, "nie line han- of "Sabre Dance.'.'
dles the opener and gets off quickly,
They're a well-groomed threesome
while Ralph Young, does okay
of youngsters who -display a flair
baritonings. Frank LmAl« and orch for good musicianship,
and a. slight
background in capable manner.

mm, WCO IMf., N«w YwIi »

his experiences in legit

ducer he worked

ftir,

C

COMEDY lARGAINSI
PARODIES, SPECIAL SONGS,

BITS, iH,

Largait Micction In ihowbiil
*
CATi%I,0« FltlSE!
inat«rl»l our Bpodaltrl

MM

* JbSxclnslvfl.
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&

H.

IfSS-K Mo,

KLEiNMAN

Bronmn

Veil

Lary.

Little

Romania, Miami

Miami BeocH, Feb. 20.
Irving Grossman & Dinah Goldherg, Michel Kosenberp, Wino Cffli^
men, Sascha Leonoff, Peter Drew

Orch; mlntmums, $3.50-$4.

Without much ballyhoo, this Yidhas been getting the most
consistent dinner biz of any club on
the Beach. Only club in town with
no competition by the way of show

«lish spot

food policy, patronage attracted

lor

by the authentic atmosphere keeps
repeating in goodly numbers.
Show-wise, current layout

example of the reason

for.

is

good

the con-

sistent draw. In Michel Rosenberg,
the host-emcee, thejr find a top story
teller in the idion). His semi-dead

DON RICE
Featured with

Horace Heidt's
Musical Knights

NOW

APPEARINO
At the

Yor|<

ThankSf Horace^ for the Pletmmt
Managemcntt

PHIL OFFIN

off.

Miss Goldberg is a pint-sized comedienne who turns in a zesty series of
It's all broad stuff but sets
well with the patrons. Bair get together for a fast running series of
gags and songs for top returns.
Nina Caiinen, playing a return
here, again proves sultry thrush with
a neat blending of Russian, Gypsy
and o'peretta airs. Sascha Lonoil:
holds over to make for a hearty aud
roiiser with his accordionings and
songs, with the house joining him for
a group of folk songs that send him
off to hearty salvos. Peter Drew and
orch play a difficult show in apt
manner, with Irving Laibson's piano
accomps also rating bowt. Larn,
songs.

CAPITOL
New

panned approach to the broad character yarns he purveys is effectively
accomplished. In his weeks here he
constantly adds new yarns to keep
the turn fresh. Only fault is still the
refusal to interp any English into the
Intros and spots. But if you understand; the language, his is an always
socK 'Sesh of comedies.
Team of Dinah' Goldberg and Irving Grossman have long been Yiddish stage favorites. He's a tall, goodlooking guy with a high-ranging
voice that handles a comedy lyric or
ballad equally effective.
There's
nothing subtle about the delivery,
which Interweaves English interps to
the material. Highlight of stint is the
delineation of characters at an old
country wedding and an old song
done in English and Yiddish anent
the Palestine longing of his people,
titled "I'm Going Home." Had to beg

8 Weeks

MAXINE

SULLIVAI^
CURRENTLY
VILLAGE VANGUARD, New York
RADIO: Smidoys. 3-3:1S P.M.. WNEW
Dlnwrien;
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boning some name vocalist or sketching the dimwit who had just won a
big bundle on a sweepatakes ticket.
jVoldi,
At foe the Mayos, they've got
Jtoitolw Chorus, Roxyettes, Paul something a little diflerent in hard2lsh Orch; "Coll Northiide 777," re- shoe style and routining.
One of
viewed in Variety, Jan, 21, *48,
the boys has developed a shuffle
that's a darb, while both are supervaudelost
tribe
of
The virtually
doopers at flnging either an eccenprobably
finding
is
adherents
ville
tric buck-and-wing or a precision

Roxy* N. Y.

Sco% Gil Lamb, Rat/e &
Don Henri/ Trio, H. Leopold

Hazel

pleasure in the shows at the rhythm.- They also weave in some
E<)xy theatre. Despite the presen- infectious comedy bits. Most of the
tation policy, with its tasteful pro- tapping is done on a small platform.
duction and excellent settings, it's They go over big.
epparent that the backbone of the
Somewhat less impressive are the
majority of its displays are the solid vocal doings of Frank Fontaine and
Variety turns that offer a high de- Madelyn Russell. Fontaine is of the
gree of entertainment.
violent type of comedy singer; One
.layout,
lourcurtent
the
the
In
of his numbers has to do with a
ct bill comprising Hazel Scott, Gil maharajah who's addicted to
the
amb, Mary Baye and Naldi* and rumba and the other ditty involves
_ioh Henry Trio (latter New Acts), the use of vitamins. It could be that
constitutes a potent parlay which is if Fontaine toned down the volume
jgiven increased effectiveneiss by the of his voice or dispensed with the
orchestral backing of Paxil Ash, and house mike altogether the audience
the vocal accompaniment -of the H. could get the drift of his recitals
teopold iSpitalny vocal ..group. In and find them quite funny. When
611 a satisfactory session.
caught, Fontaine's collections from
Miss Scott,, who's devoting the out front were meagre. Miss Russell,
bulk of her playing time to con- a lithesome loolter, whose specialty
seems to have attained a is romantic pop -tunes, makes it
certs,
ftarched attitude since hitting the rather tough for herself around a
longhair circuits. The boogie-woogie milte by limiting herself to two exthat once was the mainstay of her treme registers; she's either very
is now done as a condescension. low or very loud.
Her style inti•1
tloV
.;t's true that she throws everything
mates that she's been working pos*
nto this rendition, but when taken sibly in night spots where you emer
n relation to her entire turn, the have to shock 'em into attention or
down-the-nose attitude is painfully be lost in the rumble,
evident* Her opener is the "Warsaw
Of easier effect on the ears is the
Goncerto" given in concer t^hall style violin playing that Earl Hummell,
for goo^ returns and other oflpering the band's concertmaster, contributes
is a. medley of tunes in which she in an earlier spatt His choice for the
|ings In French, Italian and Yiddish. solo is "Hora Staccato," and his
She's still an applause winner.
blending of fine tone with a nimble
I^mb hits the favor of the house technique earns him hefty applause.
with a reprise of the strongest bits
Odec,
in his comedy catalog. The impres{ion of a jitterbug in a: theatre and
Apollo,
lis harmonica
bit win top * hands.
Mary
Cob
Calloway
Orch
(14),
Us opening line of chatter Isn't of
Louise, Berk & Hallow, Apus &
the same calibre.
Baye and Nald! spend most of Estrelita, Berry, Bros. (2) ; *'Road To
their playing time around New York The Big House" (iSG).
without diminishing their ability to
Periodic appearance of Cab CalloImpress with their lithe and lively
jroutinea. Their stint here is no ex- way's orchestra at the Apollo always
ception. The crowd takes to their spells a big week for this Harlem
"Moonlight Sonata" terps, paso-doble vauder, and current date is no exception.
Energetic maestro- vocalist
jlifl f'Begulne" as avidly as ever for
pulls aU the stops to keep 'em iiyele usual top salvos.
Jose.
happy throughout the 70*minute
stanza. In addition to the band, the
i§1trandl, N. Y.
maestro also carries his own sepia
Vaughn Monroe Orch., with Ziggy revue, with exception of Berk and
falent^ Frank Fontaine, Mayo Bros\, Hallow, ofay terping act.
Madelyn Russell, Eddie Julian, £arl
Band, comprising four rhythm, five
iluwMnell,
Bobbie
Trelcase,
the saxes, three trombones and three
Moonmaids; ''My Girl Tisa" (WB), trumpets, open with a sizzling workreviewed in Vabieiy, Jon. 21, '48.
out of "Cab's Boogie." It segues into
sweet stuff on "One For My Baby"
Vaughn Monroe doesn't have to with Calloway on the vocal to set
dominate this show with the weight things in a pretty groove.
Then
of his personality; the weight of his Panama Francis bangs out some torname on the marquee should suffice. rid skin-beating on "Sailing Down
Monroe continues to ride the crest To Panama," just what the doctor
of his popularity. On records he ordered for the usual jive-happy
tiops from one smash topseller to audience here. It all combines for a
another, and he's approaching the neat buildup for Mary Louise, band
third year of his own radio show for vocalist, who sends 'em with sultry
Camel.
versions of "Wildest Gal in Town"
During the course of the stage per- and "The Gentleman Is a Dope'' to
formance Ziggy Talent, as a preface garner nice returns.
to mimicking Monroe's style, refers
Berk
Hallow follow and click
to him as the "voice with muscles," with clever tapstering,
Open with
The characterization is an apt one precision tap as team, then solo and
}n more than one way. It exempli- fast challenge stuff for getaway for
fies everything about E^onroe. That nice returns. Band takes over again
calm stolidity of singing, moving, and Calloway whams again with his
talking and whatnot suggests any- impresh of one of his yesteryear hits,
thing but the studied manner. While "St. James Infirmary Blues." Apus
others excite audiences with an and Estrelita, mixed team, hold
emotionalized bag of tricks, Monroe down comedy slot okay with a mix^ets 'em with his effortless, throw- ture of cross-fire gab, comedy songs
away approach.
and dancing.
Band follows with

much

,

-

.

N.Y.

.

&

Mnsie Hall, N. Y.

Variety Bills

Larry Storch, The Juvelys (2),
Eureka Quartette, Ballet, Glee Club,
Rockettes; Mwic Hall
Orch, with Alexander

Symphony
Smallens;

WEEK OF Fl^BVPAKY ZS

Richard Leihert, organist;
Double
Life" (ir-I), reviewed in Vabieiy,
Dec. 81,

'48.

Svmmaja

The stageshow at the Music Hall
this week has a turn-of-the-century
moderately entertaining,
with, tlie production and. costuming
contributing materially. The Larry
impersonations
and The
Storch
Juvelys balancing act are standout.
After Alexander Smallens has
directed the symph's playing of tlie
showy Prelude, Intermezzo and
flavor.

nlth Mils,
indicate onenlns day of
whctlier fnll «r $nlit weeic,

In cspnectlon

tetter in pnrentheBOs Indicates ulrciiit:
(r) Puramount; (B) KKO; <S)

msw voKK
CaUitol

ciiv

<L)

-^6

Music Hull

»e

(I)
Sto^'cl^

Ijarry

>

Oro

Iloidt

Hoi'.ice

COLL'SIBI'S
I'll luce
(B) 1-a
Clyde McCoy Ore
Joe B Howard

Alan Carney
Lathrop & Lee

,

Paul Frank

WiUiam Shriner
Alfredo Lulzzi

HARTFORD
State

27-2B

(1)

Finale from Maseagni's "Cavalleria Ivawrence .Niokol
Lionel Hampton O
Rusticana," a foursome from the Uockettes
Red & Curley
Corps He Ballet
Mara Kim
house Glee Club opens the show. Glee
Club
.Helene & Howard
Billed
Eureka; Quartette Syrn Ore
as the
HOI.2k;0]ilS
(Paul Franke, William Shriner, Al- Fnniinoiint (I*) ^tt Valley Arena (I) 29
Loiiis Prima B4
only
fredo Luizi and Lawrence Nickol) 01ck & Dot Reniy
Larry
Clinton Ore
and costjimed in circa 1900 garb,
Itosy (I) i!S
Corri & Elsa
Hazel
Sqott
harmonize such oldies as "Gee;
Plnhus * Po.5ter
Henry 3
But It's Good to Meet a Friend from Don
Johnnie Burl{;e
Raye & Naldi
Tile Martingales
Your Home Town," "Oceana Roll" Gil Lamb
.
Stmnd (W)' 27
MIAJUI
and "Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Monroe Oi'
Olymiila (V) 2B
Now," with lyrics flashed on the Vaughn
Frank M.dntaine
Arthur Le Pleur
screen, a la the silent film days.
XjOu ,^xon
Mayo Bros
The ballet follows with a number
BKONX
Hal Le Roy
WliidKor it)
Connee Bqswell
called "Playtime in the Park," in
MSWABK
B & Tessle
which the dancers make use of large .Sliem^n
Grace Johnston
Adunis (I) 26
hoops in a formation group at the Harry Hose
Stan Kenton Ore
'

The costumes

finale.

for this

num-

,

act, though Storch's facial
lost in this huge house.

stuff

is

Arnnut Bros
Sonny King

Hobe.

D & H

is

not as solid

pteciation.

Shadowgraph accomped by background music and good -continuity
makes for a neat novelty turn by
Professor Maliny, with appeal aimed

La Martlnlcine
Menasha Sltulnlk
Jaek Carter
"Valdea Ore
Ralph Font Ore
Lnndcr & Holland

M

Franklin

Moore
Flames
& White

Monica.
51

Leon

Fifjliei*

Dorothy Blaine
Louis Vavano Ore
Jose Gortez Or«

Barem

Winie

Myron Cohen
MG.rthft. Rave

Dativlllo

Lenoro Ro^'ers
Dora. Betty Gaynelle

BENNOWBERI
'

AT'

'

,

NICOLETT HOTEL
MiNNEAPOllS
Mgt.: EDDIE SVaiH AOEXCT
IfiOl Hrondway
New York

Danny

Bllsa Jayne

,

Glilot

Nevada Smith
,

O
O
HavMin«l(adrM
Iieattoba OnVn B'yi
Fausto Curbello

.

Artj. Roman

Barraneos

iM

Miriam

Velio

Jason
Sacasaa Oro
Iceland

(ieorge

Louis Jordan

S

Budels

26

Morgan Ore

Dave Barry

Lew Parker

Long .Ir
Marion Mannera
Radio Aces
Patricia Adair

G & T Valdei

JRlptoy l4ln*

Lou

Stoner.

Arthur Laurent

Oro

No.l ruth Av*
Casto

.loan'

,

I<atln daartct
,Llbuso

Botol' lEdiBOii

Tommy Reed

Essex House
Brwln Kent Ora
NIcIt

Ginger Kinney
Ben. Rlbblr Ore

Jack

(iPBiNdtFira.n
Court 8a (I) 26-29
Pal Mason & Pals
3 Bentons
Al Norman
Al Verdi Co

\

Sullivan

Shepard I/ine
Old
BonmRBlaa
Sadie Banks
Bella Sraaro
Joe LaPorte Ora
D'Aqulla Oro

Frank

rBANCISCO Boyd Ho^th
Golden Uttte (K) M C & F Simpson

SAN

Tap & Toe

£ddle'o

Ss

Eddie Davis
Art Waner Ore
Sherry Brltton
I^ytla & Yannl
.

Chandra-Kaly

John

Bon Vivants

O

Vlncen.t Traveri

Buban Blea

..
Hal Baokett
Connie Sawyer
Hazel Webster
Dotvney & Fonvtllo Day,. Dawn, Duak
Uotet Beljm't-naxa Muriel Gaines
Jimmy EdmundBon Paul ViUard
Nermann Paris I
Marso; Wad*
Wally Blaoher
Tayloi LinoSt«te-I.a1ie (I>) 27 Marshall Bros
Oddle atone Oro
Phil Reagan
Lou WiniB Jr
MacUlto Ore
Sptvjr
Hotel' Blltmora
Owen & Johnston
WOONSOOKBTi'
Diane 43onrtney
Capitol (1) 29 only Larry « Green Oro
Hooaler rHotshots
Hayes Gordon
Oriental (I) 20
Pamalee & Louise C' Tncecamo OrQ
Tersalllea
King Cole 8
Gordon Girtora
Hotel
.Cbrnmodore Edith Plat
Tvonne DeCa,rlo
Danny Grayson
Eddy H0>w»r<I Ors Bob Grant Oro
Jack Leonard
Dell & Andy
Fanchlto Ore
HoteT lestustoB
Gautiers 6teeplc*se Pineapple 'Ore
Carl Sands Ore
Village Bara
Hotel New Torher Piute Pete
BRITAIN
Shop IS'lelds Ore
Kay Carole
Marshal. /Beard,
Cor^ano & Corlag*
BBISTOI.
Dug-gie Wakefield
Phil Romayna
Populalres
Hippodrome (S) 23 G Huntley-Wrlght Terry,
Bront
Buccaneers Oro
Babes in Woods
Stan Little
.Tay Martin
Arthur Lucan
Doreen Lavender
vniago VnnRnari
Helen Jjta
Jean Adrienne
Harold Chllds
Maxlne Sullivan
T«nn0lTanla
Hotel
Bert tiatt
Roy Jerterles
Paula Drake
Dick Jurgens Ore
Finley Bros
Hugh Harden
Max Kamlnsky I
Hotel Flerro
Valerie Lawson,
Little Jack
Frye
Don
Nina Nova
Jeanne Goddard
Waldort>Astona
D Harris & Stan
Josephine Anne
Biel'e 12 Juves
Luclenne Boyer
Eri« Thoreon
Harry Sims
Palace (S) 23
Emll .Coleman Or*
.Van smith Ore
Carol Ijane
Billy Cotton Oro
MIsha Borr; Oro
ore
Ohas
^)id4r
,Doreen Davles
All Bey

O & A Olier
Burton Bp Janet
Bart Gilmore
Le,vere & Handman
WASHINfiTON
Datfal 3
Capitol (£)l^2C
CHICAGO
Tex Beneke Oro

-
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,

'
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both adults and juves.
Hand-balancers Ronald and Rudy
get- over nicely with posings and
adagio tricks. Three McNallie Sisters
turn in a hillbilly turn that doesn't
The words, "effortless" and "Rhythm Cocktail" with Sam Tay- register too well. Trio could sharpen
"thuowaway" pretty well tag the lor, tenor saxist, spotlighted for their harmonies as well as pace.
Pamela Roye
Johnny Lockwood
bandman^vocalist's demeanor as he some hep hoodling.
Lary.
Rita Baker
.Tohnson Clark
performs and presides over this 55Berry Bros, practically sew up the
Yeoman 6
Grafton & .Tacques
CamcPb'U & Rog'r Lupo & Valez
minute package of pleasant enter- show ,with their clever sesh of aero
Balto.
Flying Ballet
Joe King
tainment. The customers may not and tapster brand of stepping. Lads
Dassie Bros
]:.oNnoN
Boltiniore, Feb. il.
turn handsprings in the aisles from knock themselves out in strenuous
Peggy Barnes
StoH
28
Sammy Kaye Orch (16) with Don 12 Little Olivettes Stars on (8)
sheer exhilaration, and even the routines but gre more than amply
Ice.
CABBIFF
CASIN*
Cornell, Carol Deering, Laura Leslie;
bobbysDckers downfront may not be rewarded on the applause-meter.
Theatre (S) 23 01-«50n — .Tohnson
trying to get into the act as obHelene & Howard, Georgie Kaye; New
Edba.
Sleeping Beauty
3 Pitchmen Str,eperoUsly as is their habit on thfe
"Woman from Tangier" (Col).
Freddie Forbes
Gloria Gilbert
Nita Croft
Keaton & Armfleld
Street, but the show is bound to
Phil Strickland
Palladium
Boston
leave with the departees a feeling of
Danny Kaye
Band shows may be on the down- Bert Murray
Boston Feb, 20.
solid
all
nicely
satisfaction.
It's
Love
MANOHKSTBB
but when they pack the mar- :6iilie
Mills Bros., Gil Maison, Yvette, beat
Isabel Marden
diversified, .brightly
paced
and
Hlppodrome^ (S) 23
quee strength, musical competence Jill Dunckley
Good 2 Shoes
^5partly produced. Even that finale Billy Wells & 4 Fayi, Marshal Bros.
entertainall-around
Leon & Kikl
and general
Ronald Frankau
"political number, which could have (2), Lorrv Flint House Orch; "I Love
Sonny ,Jenks
ment as contained in Sammy Kaye's Hamilton Robins
got its inspiration from the current Trouble" (Col).
Sidney Trevelyan
Jack Stanford
stint here, they're the answer to any Vilma De Boer
Joan Davie's
stage show of a competitive house
With a weak- Robs & Globe G1.S Joy Hayden
prayers.
nearby, namely, the Capitol.
This layout's fast and lively and booker's
.Stneddle .Bros
sister film accompaniment ("Woman Balmoral 4
The Monroe department of the clicks from the outset.
Ahcaster
Rosamund Belmore
from Tangier") the wicket has been Charles
Beaton's 12 .Tuves
runoff gravitates almost entirely
Ager Younger 2
Billy Wells and the four Fays get
big figure
CHISWICK
Stuart Pearce
toward the familiar in repertoire. show off to a fast start with their spinning steadily to a
this
Empire <S) 23
Braemar Pipers
The songs Monroe unlimbers with slick tumbling, with Wells supplying topping Kaye's previous take in
Vera
Lynn
Tiller
Olrls
the Moonmaids in occasional sup- laughs via
costumes and antics. same stand a year or so ago.
Gaston Palmer
'Terry ,,TuvonIles
instrumentation
inFull-bodied
Norman Wisdom
SHEPH'BDS BTRH
Sort are those that have got a heavy Marshall Bros, two lads doing imfull A Fontenay,, Co
five
sax
and
a
brass,
six
cludes
Empire (S) 23
earing on wax. On the other hand, pressions and gags follow. Have a
Rocky Mtn Rhym
pianos,
guitar, Pharos & Marina
two
section
of
rhythm
the band's one big interlude is of good turn with lots of laughs but
BUI Campbell
are Billy Matchetf
a different stripe. It's a special; "The stay on too long and miss a sock bass and drums. Arrangements
Astairs
V Julian & Pets
smooth and smartly jnixed, for George Doonan
Peter Raynor
Sabre Dance," which has begun to finish.
HACKNEY
Shck Ben A.Ii
and sidemen pitch in
press "I'm Looking Over a Four
neatly stacked blonde, change of pace
Yvette,
Empire (8) 2:{
Mstidas
returns.
Leave Clover" for No. 1 spot for in- scores nicely with "Necessity" and for gags and voeals to good
Farrpll .1yd Makln
Reamon
&
Opening of "I'll Dance at Your Ciarkson Rose
8 Ane Girls Co
cessant performance. The Monroe "Civilization," handling fast tunes
nice springboard and Murray & Hinton
wool* etJKEN
version doesn't exactly pull 'em out especially well, Medley of ballads Wedding" is a
Paul
Wingrave
Co
Cimiilre <R) 28
Carol
Earrings,"
by
"Golden
of
of their seats but it's sweet and zest- includes "Body and Soul,'* "Last vocal
Ohefalo
provides a groovy contrast. Cilia's Dogs
at

Cass

Hotel Wanvlob
Alan McPaige 3
Suns
3

&

Panchos

26-28

(I)

Bowan

Willys
Paul Walker Ore

•

Topliners are the Three Stooges

O

F«rnan<3o Alvaress
El Ohico
F Del Monte
Victoria Barcelo
Rita
Roy.lno
lioa

Kesli

St

Rosalind Gourtrlght
JUiszJo & Peplto
Hotel TiiU
Vincent Lopex Oro
Charlie Drew

Johnny Long Ore

<

Ru6se11 Sis

Luba Malina
CAMBED
Maliny, Ronold & Rudy, Les Rhode
Tovcen (1) 27-29
House Orch; "Secret Life of Walter Hicks
& Berry
Mitty" (VA).
Don Hooton

Current layout here

Susan Graves
JefiC Clay
Michael Durso Oro

1-8
.Tordan & Parvis
Don .Hooton
Gilbert & Leo
Glenn & .Jenkins
The Latinos'

Palace <I) 27
"Smart Set Rev"
Allan Rogers
George Lerch
Knight Sis
Barret "& LaSaile

& Rose
BOSTON

with their standard slapstick routines
that border on mayhem. Hard working trio gets laughs, but its a tough
road at times.
The Pickerts tee off with a mixture of tapstering, bag-punching bit
and a routine on stilts that wins ap-

Hotel

Hal Saunders Oro
Kvalyn Tynor

YoiitiBmaii

:

KOCKFOBD

Caplell.

as previous bills.

Menconl Ore

Copacftlmna

KKADINU

Ben Ross

KeitHs (B)

Oro

Cui'bcIIo

Carl Bavasiza
Dig'atanos

Great Lester

Sibyl

Mann & Ross
Cameo I^ee
Buddy & Ollie
D & D Cats
20-3
N & V Collins

Rubs,

.

& Mann

Florida 3
Chris Cross

State (I) 26-28

Tip,

26-29

(I)

.

Guy Lombardo O
Hotel St MorUa

Thelma Baker
Benson

Bajtth

26

(I)

Blton Britt
Jackie Gleason

Olympia, Miami
Miomi, Feb. 20.
3 Stooges, 3 iVTciVallie Sisters, Roily
Bonnie PicJccrt, Prof. JWarco

rATERSON

Majestic
JCayos

3

H

nam

Uot«l

Joel Hereon Oro
Salvatore CM0O
Hotel
Roofiioven

J Froae

Henny

«b«w

Loevv:

HUilefi:arae

3 'Cantona

Matt Tuck

The Lloyds
Lady Frances
T O'Neal & Cathy

& Madda
Readine
BAIiTIMOKl

Maurice

Hippodrome
i Macks
Paula Bane

Pat Henning

China 0o|l
Katharine Chanff
Jack Soo
Xiaurie Long

PHILADKLFHIA
Carman (I) 26
C Byrd & Leroy

Glee Club, in colorfully Corri & Blsa
Martingales
atmospheric clothes, sings a roman- The.
Bud Sweeney
tic number featuring first the men, Rudy Horn
then the girls and finally the group Oathy Randall

The

together downstage.
The Juvelys
are on next with their familiar, always click balancing act, this time
costumed in the motif of the show.
It's the same act, however, with the
girl standing on her head on rubber
balls balanced on her partner's head.
The Rockettes close the show with
a woman's suffrage parade turning
into one of their standard sock precisipn numbers. This time the pink
and red costumes are unbecoming.

Old

Mcribeth

Stuart' Sis
Tlie ManKinIs

ber are particularly good. Storch is
BBOOKT.ICN
on next with his familiat imperson- HatbOBli (I) %7-«B
ations, this time including Ronald Day Dreamere
Colman (who's starred in "A Double Marieloulse &
Charles
Life" on the screen), Ca^ry Grant, Wlnton
& Diane
Akim Tamiroff, Gary Cooper, Frank Pat Roonoy Jr
Morgan and a couple of femme Meyers & Walker
ttUEKNS:
souses.
As usual, it's an effective Jamaica
(I)
«S.«8

&

lildenendent ; (I.)
(1)
.Stolli (W) AViirner

It's

.

Hippodrome,

CHICAGO

.

RKO,

^

—

—

.1

George Olsen Ore

Blaebhawh

ffl

.

RoUy Rolls
Boy Foy _

Art Kissel
Gloria H&rt

Randy Brown
T & J, Mjibonoy
OhU' fares
Marty .Gould Oro
RayBolger

Luclenne & Ashonr
^
Marian Fedele

Song

.

Larry Marvin v
B Kratt Dancers
.Toe Kovao' Onch
Ches Adorable* 12
Bileen O'Dare
Dlaobstonc

Hotel

Ray Morton Oro

Oroh
Ring

BarboFsas

K A K

Carl Marx""
Liitin

Qunrter

Billy Vine

Hotd Blamaik
J Sudy- Oro
Benno Dcleon O

Buddy

Co
Ora

Sli.iw

.Tdannle Fields

Ann Hathaway

Tracy Slstors (2)
i.iVcrne & Jon

JFalmer HooM
Kay Ballard
'

Martinis (2)
Paulons (2)
Helslngi
Al Morxan
'ilie

Murray Arnold Or
Andrea AHaelio ,Trt«
Rudy Cnrdenna

Bin Chandlw Oro
Dick 'Gale

WWto

Hotel Stevcna
Paul Rc«an

Skltch Henderson

Dlek Hayleman

H

(4)

Hlld Dancrs (11>
Hotel Slieruiaa
Jijhn Kirby Oro
Marty llogan
Mildred Bailey

:
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Pryflft,

& Day
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Cdr. Kelly

-

.

,

ful.

To his "Ballerina" number Monroe imparts some fancy dressing. As
he intones this ditty, which seems
headed for the 750,000-mark in disk
sales, a pretty little ballerina in the
flesh, Bobbie Trelease, flitters and
pirouettes on a beeline between
P'sinotop and stage apron. She's part
the Monroe
and
entourage,
2J
tne bit comes under the head of ob^'ous but adroit showmanship.
i-he acts surrounding the Monroe
troupe have an above-average flavor,
especially the witty impressionist,
ialent, and the hooiEing Mayo Bros,
lalent chaiks up hi.M usual score,
and that's boflo. One of the mosit
rejaxed and surehanded workers in

Time

Saw

I
"I'll

Paris,"

etc.,

and bows

Deering,
in Band's other

off

Be Yours" doing it
with
French and English.
Gil Maison, with his welcome
Switch on animal acts, clowns with ;a
huge Pyrenese trained to do everything wrong. Uses a couple of the
small purps around too, and does it
so well even the dogs seem to enjoy
doing it. Finales with jitterbug rou.
tine with chimpanzee for solid bowoff,

femme

vocalist,

Laura

Leslie, utilizes anpther style to sell

"I'm My Own Grandma," and Don
Cornell pitches in for effective singing aid in the slushy sentimentalism

which
Latter
ceived

Smith Bros

5

Scott Sanders

& B Lowe
Bpn Dova

I.EK'ESTl!B
Opera Houne (S) 23

Bil

,

Humpty Dumpty

is

Floyd

caught.

Bil
Ik

Freda

Suit
script,

Cabaret

Another high-

NEW YORK Cin
Helen Humes
Fats FIchon
JaoKson
Halt Ore
DIunuiiid Horseshoe
Mata & Harl
Choral Octet
II Sandler Oro
Alverez Mera
Juenger Ballet Line

BagatelM
Dorothy Boss
Blue ABird

(lllff

Bdmuna

Marc Lawrence
Jay Marshall
Delta

Rhythm

Larkin 3
Cafe Society

Bills

(Downtown)
Hal Sherman

is

based/ both

uitr

on '&lm and the

which Kelly says

Rim

difter.

was made from the book
Bills

Alice Pearce

,

3.

easiness at all aoeial functions."

B'Nay

Sr

*

CUfford

some poetry by Kaye.
a^good touch and well rCf.

when

Continued .from pace

and gave him a "great feeling of

T.

calls for

light is the polka with rotund saxster giving out with some hectic
tooting of "Too Fat Polka."
Interpolated acts are Helene. and

Headliners, Mills Bros., wow with
Do "Across the Howard, comedy knockabout duo
unique .styling.
to the hilt, and
AHey," "Til TJMJn," "Paper Doll," etc., imaking it count promising comic
Kaye, a
but stubholders 'wouldn't let them go Georgie
fresh bundle of material.
until they did one -of their familiar with a
with latter spotted
instrumental arran8ement.s, in this Both score solidly
"want-to-leadSammy's
before
just
ease "Basin St. Blurs." Still tops in
potent spot
is
P's neld. Talent draws his reward tiveir field.
,
,
, , u
u a-band" gag which a
rousing
in heavy
Biz good at opener, and should^hold and tops to bring setup to a
salvbs whether he's imBurm.
dose,
El^epersonating igoMift personality, car- up with this pacltag*.
»
*

D(u'een Blvthe
Clarkfjon Rosehiids

of

the

same name by William, L. White.
Case

Judge

is

being heard before Federal;
Charles

E.

Kelly holds the

Wyzanksi,

Navy

other awards and currently
structing in

Jr;

Cress, sy.ver

Star and Medal, Purple Heart

and

is

in-

marine engineering

the U, S, NfiVAl
i

Academy, Annapoli*.

/
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theatre audiences are
inclined to be impatient in compari*
son io those in the British Isles and
Europe- That, is the impression of
Hilton Edwardsv co-iounder, director
and leading actor with the Dublin
Gate Theatre Co. His reaction is
based not only on the troupe's reception during its current repertory
engagement at the Mansfield, N. V.,
but also on his observations while oo
two previous visits here.
Edwards is «xtremely reluctant to.
discuss New York and the theatre
here. He ffeels that it would be presumptuous, and, particularly in view
of the BuWin company's welcome,
also discourteous. He has found the
N. Y. critics extraordinarily honest,
fair and sympathetic, although he
was surprised how unquestioningly
the public follows the opinions of the^
reviews.
According to Edwards, who has

Bi-oadway

'

-

'

exas U. Plans Preem
Of H. Kubly's Tunch^
Austin, Feb. 24.

Univ. of Texas theatre here has
scheduled a production of 'Tunch
and Judy," a new play by Herbert
Kubly, for this spring. The author
expected here for the rehearsals
and premiere. The play is said to
a historical drama with col>tehiporary significance.
i
TOie attme author's

"Men

to

Rem

The Lambs' Gambal

Needs Another 50G BJL

Power-bnpress Awards

Critics'
By

Nichok' fatimate

the

"Small Wonder," ihtiraate revue
which George Nichols (recently out

-By JOE LAURIE, JR.

producing, needs
of Yale)
The Lambs Revival Gambol, with
around $50,000 more of a projected William Gaxton as the Collie, proved
150G budget, Bert Shevelove (ex<- that there is plenty of new talent
direct, with
would
Herman Levin)
and good material still around. The
conand
Sokolow
Anna
dances by
Gambol, privately staged at the Club
tributed songs by Baldwin Bcrger- on Sunday (22) was one of the most
sen, Phyllis McGinley, Irma Jurist
successful ever given by tbe Lambs

plans

and others.

Alice Pearce, who came to attenas a comedienne at the Blue
Angeli N. Y. nitery, so far is the
only one set.

.

tion

'

ill

11

'

i

I

:

,

Attedbiffy St^ck

Sea" 'was produced on Broadway
three seasons ago. The production

"Punch and Judy" was

of

arcooperation at

ranged through the
the

Rises in Aftany

American National Theatre

Academy

in

New

York.

Albany, Feb.
Albany's

'Roberts' Unusual^r

H^h

first

stock

24.

company oper-

ation in IS year^, that of Malcolm
at the Playhouse, has
pro\'ed so successful that the impresario-actor will extend the season for eight weeks. The remodeled

Atterbury

-

(llOG) Production

played before audiences not only in
Ireland and England, but also repeatedly in most European countries,
playgoers there seem more thoughtful than those in the U. S. O^e bish,
in particular, have a love ot eloqueneei an appreciation of words.
They come to the theatre to listen,

Looks Like Easy

Mm

and refurbished Playhouse (formerly the Capitol) will close March 20;
as scheduled, but will reopen March
30 (after Holy Week) and run to

This was followed by Three Little
Maids (Mac Perrin, Max Showalter
and Jack Wilson) made up as dames
They alternated as m.c's throughout*
introducing eSch act with comedy
lyrics written by Happy Felton and
Barry Trivers. The "gals" were a bis
hit. "Hittin- the Bottle," written and
in years.
The show upstairs in the Club's done by Jack TJrler, was a wow, with
theatre opened with an overture an assist: by. Bob Breton, who did a
conducted by John McManus who great pantomimic act. Pat O'Malley
The followed with his -cockney songs; a
conducted the whole show.
opening act written by Happy Felton sure bet for class cafes, "Daughters
showed Bert Lytell and the ex- of Joy*": a sketch by Joseph "Sta'nley
Shepherds, Bill Gaxton, Fred War- from a story by N. H. 'Van Dyne,
ing, Ray Peck and R. H. Burnside had an O'Henry finish that was a
having their- troubles with a Lamb- socko. Those playing in the sketch
kin, Eddie Foy, Jr., wlio panicked lyere Irving Fisher, Johnny Kane,
the gang while the veteran Bill Mack Brnce Evans, Jade Blair, WilUam
had them yelling with the tag line. Hollenijeck, Maurice Kelly, Jim
O'Neill, Ed Andrews, John Cherry,
Robert Toms and WUliam McCarthy;
staged by Dick Taber,
"The Faker," by Edwin Burke,
Wolfit Success Opens
with RuSs "Brown, Robert Breton and
Mark Dawson, was a big laughing hit;
UseofCan.FdidHHises

a swell Skit for a revue or television.
in verse by
played by
Brandon Peters and John Alexander
While reputedly lukewarm and not with Leon Janncy as a dame. It
particularly interested in road shows was the outstanding dramatic skit
earlier in the season. Famous Players of the evening. "Colchicum Autumn,
Canadian has put most of its film ale," by Arthur Pierson and W. J.
and played by Jack
houses at the disposal of Donald McCarthy
Wolfit during his very successful Sheehan, Morgan Wallace, Barry
trans-Canada tour. If-s currently on KeUy, Phil Tully, Richard Midgely
percentage deals with the Sluike- and Herschel Bentley was a riot ot
spearean actor-manager's troupe, this Iaughs;'aIso swell fun for a musical
"Under the Blossoms,*'
contrary to earlier reports that Wol- or video.
by Percy Wenrlch, wassung by Den
fit would have to Cent houses out-

To Future

"A Minuet,'' a little play
Legit Tours Louis 'N. Farker^ waa

Toronto, Feb.

24.

"Mister Roberts," Broadway's new-;
est smash, cost LeUmd Hay ward and
backers $110,000 to produce, an un- May 15. This makes a season of 26
usuallv high figure for a straight
"Fhree plays, "Arsenic and' Old
play. But it's figured to break even
and don't become restive at what with a gross of $17,500, although Lace," "Claudia" and "Blithe. Spirit,"
Broadway audiences would regard there are 32. play-ers in the. cast, a will be presented for two weeks
at taUcy plays, American playgoers, crew Of 26 and 10 extras. Show can each, while the final piece, "The
"entertaindemand
on the contrary,
gross $33^<e00 weekly, a figure it Glass Menagerie," is to be given for
ing" plays; and won^t remain atten- should easily reach, interest being one week only. Atterbury, who optive to serious; disc^tssioii- on tiie so keen that the- show was soild out erates the Tamareck Playhouse at
stage.
12 weeks in. advance before .it Lake Plea^nt during the summer,
Loring Rogers and Joe Hornsby, and
right,
BiiiUbia(,.rwwdoz
opened at the Alvia last Wednesday is- the fiDTst man to run stock shows
As a matter of fact Wolfit had to danced by Maurice Kelly, Jack Blair
Although New York is a great (18) iand since the debut the limit for fortnight periods here. Contrary
rent the; FP house in Halifax, the and Ralph Riggs, the lattei' two as
metropolis, Edwards believes that it of 50 standees has been in attend- to- predictions, the' plan has worked
dames,
was the standout of the Gamstart
of
his
trans-Canada
tour.
But
Each production is
is more -insular than Dublin, wliich ance. By tovering the orchestra pit -satisfactorily.
lact that all performances there bol.
Is a> Telatively .provincial town hi with ?teer plates two rows wiU be presented 12 times, there beintf no the
Alexander Sved -from the Metrowei'e sold out days before the Lononly about 500(600 population. All added and the gross wiil increase Sunday or Monday performances.
politan
Opera, accompanied at the
company
arrived
may
have
had
don
Atterbury, in cuitain speeches last
major cities are comparatively self- another $2,000 or so.
piano bjr otto Herz, was a big favorsufficient and thus tend to be more
Ther« was a run-through of "Hob- iveek while he was playing the lead something to do with subsequent arite.
"At the Grand Gulgnol"
self-centered than small towns. Par^ erts" on the eighth day of rehearsals in "The Male Animal," expressed rangemeats negotiated with Famous
directed
by John Hayden and
adoxicaUy, people in Dublin are and before it left town to try out, appreciation "for the loyal support by Ernest Bawley, representati-ve for
played by Robin Craven, Stiano
much more -interested in- the news, the Thomas Heggen - Joshua Logan eiven me, my wife (Ellen I&rdies, Wolfit in North America.
Only Famous houses on which Braggiotti, Joseph J. Holton, Stuart
literature; drama- and arts of. other comedy drama was played before an also a lead) and the entire comFox
and
Don
Gautier was played in
straight rental deals had to be made
cities and foreign lands, he says, invited, audience at the Beiasco, biifs pany.
Atterbury, son of the late mil- were the International Cinema in French and translated to Robert
For .that reason, he notes that many without scenery. Many who were
more forjeign-.pliays ar« seen in Dub- present then sat in on the first night lionaire Pennsylvania R. R. prexy, Vancouver, Royal in Victoria and Ober and Paul Kirk GUes in English
iQf
lioy
Atwell.
Chester Stratton
lin than Broadnvay, despite the lat'
and most of the house remained has more than met operating ex- Famous in Winnipeg, where local
ter's vastly greater theatrical activ
seated during and after the acknowl- penses each week since last Novem- entrepreneurs held previous con- did a dame in this act that was alShow's star, ber. He's reputed to have an in- tracts for legit attractions. Else- most a young Bernhardt . . plenty
edgement curtains.
ity -and resourees.
of
laughs
for
the mob but this one
The EngUi^-ibom actor-director Henry Fonda, then «ieped to the vestment- of $150,000 in the Flay- where, hawever, FPC came in with
expresses -great admiration: for the apron and casually said that if the housey purchased from W. W. Farley Ra'wIey .ahd 'Wolfit on percentage definitely not., for television! Bert
deals in all major cities including St, Wheeler strolled on next to last with
says he.loves to visit here and audience wanted the actors to play' in 1946.
en j ays' attending 'the Broadway the- over again it might be arrange^
John, Ottawa. Krantfiord, North. Rty, his meatless sandwich and proved he
hasn't
lost his cunning in getting
atre. He's greatly impressed with customers yelling with delight.
:Edmonton, Regina, Saskatoon and
lyes
Rights to "Roberts": were origithe magnitude- and resources of pro
Port William. In View of Wolfit's yocks— definite hit. The finale was
ductions. Especially in the field oi nally held by George Abbott but he
current successful tour, probability is one of the greatest the Lambs ever
musical comedy, America has set the dropped it, not satisfied with the'
Mpis. Civic Theatre
that a similar deal will be made with presented, music and lyrics by Fred
first adaptation, done by Max Shul-.
standard, he believes.
Famous Players should the London Hillebrand and stayed by the master
Edwards hopes, tliat N. Y. audir man: Curiously enough, Abbott's
for Marclr actor-manager essay another trans- hand c& B. H. Burnside. It had over
ences undergtan'd ihat.the lour pro current musical click, "Look Ma, I'm
Canada tour next season, this refut- 60 Lambs marching and singing,
-Minneapolis, Feb; 24.
ductions being presented here by the Dancin'" (Adelphi), was slated for
ing charges: that the film interests, "ITiis Is the High Hat."
Policy
of
using
guest
stars
was
production
Dubliners are not the same as those
by two or three other
After the show the "low jinks''
through their control of houses in
credited,
here with pulling the
seen at the Gate.. He explains that managers, before he took over.
major cities, are hamstringing trans-: lasted until the small numbers on
Minneapolis'
Civic
Hieatre,
amateur
BroadHenry
Fonda
drewmajor
the company's; settings at the Gate
Canada tours of leglt theatre com- the clock with Mickey Alpert as
group,
out
of
financial
bole.
At
the
the
of
way
pr^ess
honors
as
star
are ^generally more or less standard
emcee; Gaxton, Charlie Mosconi, the
panies, either American or British.
time
Sidniey
Blackmer
and
Blanche
"Mister
Roberts"
(Alvin)
whpn
it
style, .size and .weigbtt within the
Sioux City Four with Senator Ford,
Woiat'» Own Plana
limits of the scarcity of materials opened; but. three feature players in Yurka were recruited for the theEd, Jack Whiting, Don
Loring
Wolfit, who has been playing to Rogers
there. It would liave- been prohibi- the new dick also drew plaudits atre's production of "All My Sons,"
and Geoffrey O'Hara, Chuck
from the reviewers. David Wayne, it was pretty evident that it would capacity in western Canada with Cohen, Frank Frisch, Mel Allen,
tively expensive to .ship them
America and tour them here, so the who withdrew from "Finian's Rain- be the last presentation unless it paid "Lear," "Macbeth," "Twelfth Night" Joe Laurie, Jr,. and many others too
and three other Shakespearean numerous to mention,
very simplest Bnd lightest physical bow," his first Broadway hit, to join off.
Eddie Weber
Gate receipts of more than 50% plays, is returning through Canada presiding
productions were specially designed "Roberts," was named a comer
at the piano.
and *uilt for the trip. They are in- years ago by the late Antoinette over previous weeks gave the group after Portland and Seattle, and is
tended merely to suggest the proper Perry, one of the most alert judges a, new lease on life and Philip Has-., sailing to Europe March 24.
He
ton was imported for the lead in thinks it. a mistake to play N. Y. at
backgrounds iat the vari6us plays, of new talent..
N.Y. Roard of Regents
he points out.
Robert Keith admittedly has the "Pygmalion;" Play was taken on the end of nine months of a tiring seabest part to come his way since '-'Kiss road to Duluth for twp days in a lay- son in Britain and C^anada. He also
'Typical Irlsii fate
Sets
Rules for Kid
and Tell," while observers think that off during the ll-per&>nnance run says if s wrong to occupy a N. Y.
EUmilarly, the .plays themeslves
William Harrigan has his best part here.
theatre with an all- British company
are not necessarily the most popu
That also paid off, with the result of 30 artists when there is so much
since "Three Faces East" whicb
^ Performers Under 16
lar in the Gate repertory, but were
came
at the end of the first world that Blackmer and Lois Wilson have unemployment among his brother
Albany, Feb. 24.
..selected with fiie idea. <^ giving
Jopelyn Brando, the only been signed for the production of American artists.
He has a new
Board of Regents, at an Albany
American audiences an idea of typi war.
femme in "Roberts," is the Sister of "Chicken Every Sunday" in March. play scheduled for Rosalind Iden meeting (20), established rules for
cal Irish drama
and himself for production in Eng- the control of children under 16 parThe Gate is not really a repertory Marlon Brando, male lead in "A
Streetcar Named Desire" (Barry- 'Joan' Booking Brings
land in August. He'd like to show ticipating in theatrical performances,
company, Edwards explains, as
N. Y. this, new play, also "Lear'' and under terms of the Mahoney-Finch
doesn't present plays on a modified more), which was Uie season' tapRival Setiqi to
ranking straight play until "Roberts"
Jonson's "Volpone" again next sea- act passed by the N. Y. Legislaturo
rotating schedule, or have «n as
OrJiaha, Feb. 24.
son.
in 1947, The new law places this resortment of productions ready for arrived.
Phillip J. Mullin, operating east
sponsibility with local school sysperformance. If s a permanent stock
em division offices of Arthur Obertems, rather than municipal authoricompany, whose members xire, hired
'Mac
Set
felder of Denver, is in Omaha to
ties,
by the season. Productions are preAdopted by the Legislature
establish a setup to bring legit plays SimoBson in Lecture
after a four-year effort, it aims at
sented for anywhere from two
weeks to a maximum of several
For Canada Pre-N.Y. to town. This will have to be in
uniformity in regulations.
opposition to Tristates, which has
months, being taken oK when ofther
Junket Cross-Country The Regents' regulation authorToronto, Feb. 24.
the public or the companyrgets: tired
Headed by Michael Redgrave and the United Booking Office represenLee Simonson is on a business- ized boards of education to designate
of them.
the school superintendent as issuing
Flora Robson, entire cast of "Mac-; tation here. MuUin's first try will be lecture trip to the Coast. Thus
The organization was founded and beth" wUl be flown from London, with Diana Barrymore in "Joan of he's addressed drama groups far officer for permits Which the kid
in
is run
by Edwards and Michael England, to London, Ontario, for Lorraine" at Technical High audi- Seattle, Eugene, Ore.,
and San Fran- performers must obtain before mak-MacLiammoir, the latter a scene de- Canadian tour prior to ' an
torium March 10-12. Mullin also will cisco, and is listed
ing local appearances. A physical
to talk Sunday
eil^tsigner as well as leading actoi* and week New York engagement,
try to establish legit roadshows in (29) in
accordDenver and the following examination by the school medical
author of the current "Where Stars ing to Brian Doherty, Toronto
law- smaller Nebraska towns such as Wednesday (3) in St. Louis. He's officer is required. The application
Walk" and other Gate plays. The yer-producer and author.
Lincoln, Grand Island,
must be made 72 hours before the
Hastings, remaining in each city several
days
company appears about six months
»
Britishers will open in London, Beatrice, etc.
for personal confabs with local thea- performance is to be given and the
of -ijte year at the Gate theatre in Ont.. on March 8 and then appear
the
Tristates has brought in only one tre representatives on
in
their own issuing officer must be satisfied
Dublin, and spends several months Toronto, Ottawa and JMontreal for show this season, "Annie Get You: dramatic
organizational and produc- employm^snt will not injure the
at the Gaiety^ only a few blocks remainder of month. New York en- Gun," early last fall. Three others tion
problems. He's in Los Angeles child physically or morally.
distant.
The rest of the time it gagement of "Macbeth" will be un- have been booked.
this week on private business.
tours.
der the aegis of Theatre Inc., which
Speaking junket was set up by the
Tan,' 'Mistress' for Mpls.
There is a curious setup involv- brought the Old Vic troupe over last
Lew Danls, executive producer of American National Thgatre & AcadMinneapolis, Feb. 24,
ing: the Gate company and the Gate season.
Brian Doherty is Also re- overseas broadcasts for the State emy, in response tft a "bid for some.
,
„,
,
New York Theatre Guild is coming:
theatre
PioPfly sponsible for bringing the Dublin Dept.'s "Voice of America," has again one from Broadway to address
, „
.l^^JV^^J^
/
re- through with two additional attraca
called Dublm Gate Theatre Produc- Gate company over from Ireland for leased the Sail Loft theatre,
Hudson, gional theatre c6nference in Eugene. tions for its season subscribers here,
tion.s, Ltd., and is owned by Editg flr^t jjorth American tour, with N. Y., to
produce summer stock Simonson is being
,
for the varl
___
"Lady Windermere's Fan." March
„ ,paid
wards and MacLiammoir. The the- Richard Aldrich and Richard Myfers Danis ran a strawhat season there ous dates, at
lenst* enotigh to cover 3-7, and Lunt and Fontanne, May
(Gontiiiued'on page 50)
ban^ng current N. V. engagement:, last yew.
1 expenses tor th* trip.
24-27, iti "0 Mistress Mine."
.
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LEGITIMATE

Imports Batting Under

j^magerial expectations that immostly bom England,

M\

.

woald prosper on Broadway this
considerably
have been
teasoa
modified with the result that some
British attractions announcec" to be
presented here were either cancelled
er set back, being relegated into the

'f

•'if'

department. OnJy one musical

and one drama have

registered, the
latter being a qualified success. An-

r

other may get its money back,
three others were distinct flops.
Gilbert and Sullivan revivals
the British D'Oylj' Carte troupe
a big grosser at the Century,
though some of &e bills drew
ried, grosses'

and upon

but

by
are
al-

va-

repetition

during the coming month or so may
rearrangement
be disappointing,
of the G&S operettas ma; be -made
following the second showing of
"The Mikado" last wedc, »nd as that
revival preved the topper among the
seven biOsr, it may be done again
with one or more other shows
probably dropped. Although the import is successful^ it does not compare With tlie popularity abroad of
"Oklahoma!" or "Annie Get Your
Gun," ace Broadway musicals running in XiOttdon and Iitelboume.
/"The Winslow Boy" has, been a
inoney-mahier ftt the Empire, but it
isn't comparable to a number of
Broadway straight play standouts.
"An Inspector Calls" did fairly well
during its three months at the Booth
•nd. has been, faring better on the
road. That English^written melodranw produced here has an Amer-

A

-

,

AUrkliPAgOiitOf
Theatre,
Richard

resigning

is

but

is

49

B way Rep Gettii^ Bad Name as 2d

having an un-

Season Att^pts Continue to Flop
Repertory attempts on Broadway

Dea^e

a string of flops and he owes
these ill-fated investors a lookin on "Mntter;" as a means to
"get even."
Play finally goes
into rehearsal Miay 3.

he, to Go on Own

Aldrieh

managing director of Theatre,

Oscar Serlin

usual headache casting his backers for "Life With Mother" because of the vast interest in the
project.
Firstly,
the original
"Life
With Faiher"
angels,
along with the authors, et al.,
must be taken care of.
But Serlin meantime has had

jiorted shows,
:

.

Casting' Backers

ManagersCcuIng to Fortbr Deals
I

,

as

Inc.,

isn't

stock managers, especially those
theatrical activity principally
consists of operating strawhats, with

whose

Theatre, Inc., will produce "Macbeth," now in rehearsal, with five
plaj'ers
from I^ndon,
including
Flora Hobson and Michael Redgrave
in the cast. Outfit will also sponsor
the Habima Players from Palestine
Aldrich and Myers are currently
presenting the Dublin Gate tDteatise
at the MansAeldi N. Y.
.

-

!

accompanying

drama

schools,

are

voicing objections to Equity's new
regulations, adopted to ooErect indicated abuses in the summer field.
They huddled Tuesday{ 24) for the
purpose of seeking revisions of tiie
new "code." but from Equity's pres-ent attitude, no changes wiU be considered. It says, the new rules will
be tried during the coming summer,
whsi a checkup wiU ishow whether
criticized conditions in the hideaways
^ave been bettered for actors.

:i

,

28 at a supper to be

fore constituting the deadline. Committee which will decide the winners will probably start considering
the selec^ons diuiug the coming

,

stage.

\

given at the Waldorf Astoria, N. Y.
All attractions which will have
opened up to March 1 will be considered. this week's arrivals there-

EdmpBe^

do not appear to be any closer to
success this season than last year,
wiien the highly publicized American Repertory 'Theatre ended as the
mo.st costly flop of its type ever
known to show business. Currently
there are two reps, the Isben troupe
and the Dublin Gate Theatre, both
having started badly and both slated
for brief engagements.
Indications
are that rep showings of old plays
have a better chance out of town
than in New York where the competition with modern plays is much too
keen.

1

Second annual awards in memory
the late Antoinette Perry will be

made March

"Margin for Error"' and "My Dear
Children," the latter having brought
the late John Bartymore back ta the

Marcb

For Toni Perry Awards;
01"

severing connection with
that non-profit organization, having
been niuned a director along with
Martin Ritt. Aldrich has resumed
his partnership with Richard MyerSi
they've taken offices for that purpose.
Indications are that they v.ill make
investments in new productions for
themselves and others, but may reenter the production field later on.
Before splitting, they presented

Set At

week.
Perry awards will lead the parade
of annual "bests" named seasonally
during spring. Understood the number of categories that accompanied
the memorial event last year will be
inci-eased so that virtually the entire field of the theatre will be cov-

'

!

Eva Le Gallienne opened at the
Cort with "Ghosts" last week when
the adverse press caused the management to clip the engagement
which ended Sunday (22) and the
star appeared in a second Ibsen
drama "Hedda Gabler" yesterday
If busmess docs not Pfrk
fTues.).
this week the rop will not stick and
ART, which was supposed to partici-

j

!
'

i
'

]

\

wiU have

pate in the profits,

Uitl«

chance to benefit.

•The

OW

Lady Says No." which

the Gate put on as

ffwood Ibis

B way

t'oiv,

its

second attrac-

drew mixed notices and

biuiiness than the

less

mild takings for

"John Bull's Other Island," the initial bill, and finaled at the Mansfield
on S u n d ay (22), too. It offered

Bets

"Where the Stars Walk" yesterday
(Tues.), too, the two .reps ttierej>y
Any number of Broadway's out- opposing, each «Uwr.,
Squawks from the strawhatters resuccesses
have passed
ceived by Equity appear to be in standing
Ihe Dubliners have a fonrfli play.
two classifications. One bunch com- through the hands of several mana- "Portrait of Miriam," in their repering from barnyard impresarios who gers before being accepted for pro- tory, but when it wiU be played it
were tabbed as using Equi^ to pnn duction, but those errors in judg- uncertain, as "Island" is scheduled
In an effort to stimulate the pro- mote tuition fees in their schods by ment are not limited to legifc Holly- again for next week.
ican star (Tbomas Mitchell) whereas
Unless the
:»'Boy," D'Oyly Cartes, "Power With- duction of new plays, instead of the guaranteeing membership in the as- wood,: idways avid for material to Shaw play draws a better gross than
out Glory" and "Under ihh Coun- standard Broadway successes, the sociation to graduates, had their pro- be derived from best sellers, had in its first showing, it's planned to
tests.' mostly disregarded. Other com- the first chance to buy the rights
Send the troupe to Boston and it may
ter" were
brought over intact,
American ^(fational Theatre St Acad- plaints have to do with the new to at least three current Broadway
try repeat dates in Canada where
neither of the latter duo catching
emy is circulating scripts among SO package or unit show rule, which standouts "Mister Roberts" (Alvin), business was much better than on
on.at: all.
"The Heiress" (Biltmore), which was this side of the border.
to 160 locar stock conipanies and from some aspects appears to be a
'Coimttr^ Buns Coottter
"Washington Square" in book form
break for the strawhatters.
little theatre groups in tiie' V. S. and
"Counter," after going into the red
and "Command Decision'^ (Fulton).
Package Show Sciaps
Canada. Some 25 to 30 such scripts
In the latter instance^ however,
for, plenty, was shipped, to Australia,
Those booking package shows there was a pre-production deal
.Where it is reported one of the most are being circulated, with anywhere
through the summer won't be re- (Metro).
popular shows imported there for from one to 100 copies of each script
required to have resident companies.
Point is made that the studios had
years.
One specialty show, 'Taris making the rounds.
'
Heretofore, when units played, the
the opportunity of securing the film
Sings Again," starring Josephine BaAmong the plays out are Arnold resident stock players just sat rights
for from $20,000 to $30,000
ker, was tried out recently in BosSundgaard's "The Great Campaign" around, rehearsed or acted as stage- when
in book form, only later to
toirbut it quickly expired there beand John Finch's "The Wanhope hands, ticket takers or ushers. Com- pay upward
Situation between N. Y. managers
of $300,000 for the same
fore risking Broadway.
Building," both produced last season plaint is that there are too many,
and' the stagehands union, which
Next import will be the Habima by the Experimental .Theatre. An- package companies and the basic rights, after the novels were adapted sought ipereased: pay scales and reand presented on the stage. Other
Players, coming from Palestine in other is Vivian Connell's "The I9th idea of stock as a training ground
working conditions, is definitevised
theatre
clicks
which Hollywood
April, group being the first foreign Hole of Europe," which Michael for new talent is defeated. As the
When the union rebougiit at big money but which were ly stalemated.
language attraction brought here in Myerberg has under option for number of unit: shows increased
managers' offer of modioffered it for comparatively small jected the
many seasons. Despite the battling Broadway, but which has been pro^ steadily in recent , season^i Equity sums
fied tats, the League of New York
when in galley proofs, and
between Jews and Arabs in the Holy duced by a little theatre outfit in asked why objection had not been rejected,
asked
to make an
was
Theatres
include
"I
Remember
Land, the Habima troupe is reported San Francisco and is due for several made before now.
Mama" ("Mama's Bank Account" in amendetf proposal, but the showmen
to draw excellently in its home more such presentations^ A hundred
Equity leaders don't anticipate that story form^, "A Bell for Adano." elected to stand pat. flatter had destand of Tel Aviv, supposed to be copies of each of these three scripts new talent wiU be hampered by the "The Late George Apley" and "Mr. clined to make concessions on workout of the combat area. The Habima are in circulation. An unproduced changed rules. There are drama and Mrs. North," all stage hits of ing condition* or consider contribPlayers with repertory in Hebrew Gerald Savory play, "The Quick and schools of unquestioned repute in past seasons.
uting to the union's welfare fund.
have visited U. S. once before.
the Dead," is also going, the rounds. New York, Chic^tgo and the Coast,
Picture people are not exactly
Ire show circles the idea of a welwhere some: are operated by the film blamed for indicated failure to buy fare fund supported by managers is
There are no standard fees or
studios.
There are also any num- such rights, claim being that the not considered as fitting into the
royalties for presentation of the
ber of Utile theatres which attract higher rates paid are justified after pattern of the theatre. One leading
Eiperiiiental Tbeatre
plays. In each case of possible proambitious newcomers, besides the book plays are fashioned into stage official, not A manager, pointed out
duction, ANTA merely puts the thenew talent developed in other amuseusually fail to consider,
atre group in touch with, the author ment fields including radio and now successes^ because the properties are that unions
Sets Infermal Tryonts
thus made much more valuable. the theatre as it is a hazardous en(or his agent), and lets them work television.
Some pre - production deals for terprise or gamble, not comparable
the deal. Not all scripts are sent
For Donbtfiil Scripts outall
Rural drama school people cannot dramas which were highly rated, with the steady revenues from an
to
groups on the ANTA Ust, as
Supplementing its regular tryout some of the theatres have insuffi- count on Equity as a comeon to in- only to fail on Broadway, have not industry such as coal mining, union
There seems of which started the eniployerproductions at the Maxinp Elliott cient production facilities for certain crease the number of: student-ap- been satisfactory.
_
_
much as heretofore.
Also
little doubt that in other sea.<H)ns a financed welfare fund idea.
theatre, N. Y., the Experimental of the plays. Or the plays may be in prentices as
atTcasttwo flock of plays would never have stated that managers should not h«
Theatre intends presenting an invi- a form or have a theme outside the ]-Qr~"^uates must have had
professional engagements in stock reached the stage without picture expected to shoulder the increasing
tatipn series this spring as an infor- intere.st of some of the groups.
before becomiiig eligible. Up to now money pal'ticipation, but now mana- load of operating expenditures unmal test of questionable scripts and
The ANTA script activity is being one was sufficient to apply for gers seem more dependent on back- der present conditions.
•s a chance for new actors and dihandled by Warner Watson and Equity membership and it is charged ers, a trend that started half a dozen
League will hold a meeting this
rectors. The shows would be little
that before a student-giad was given years ago.
Blythe Morley.
week to further consider the stageIhore than rehearsed readings, as
a contract he or she must have
hands situation and if after further
there probably wouldn't be sets,
agreed to kick back salary which
contact
with the deckhands union,
costumes or any attempt at formal
was $46 and is now <f50i
agreement is not reached, it is likeFffiST
production. The idea is to offer them
Thetfe was big attendance at the
ly thelparent International. Alliance
admission-free.
stock managers meeting, the strawTheatrical
Sta^ Emptoyees will
of
The project depends on the reachatters objecting to Equity's new
500,
step in the mediate, if the state
tion of the various unions and craft
rules but they were more exercised
Florence Ryerson, co-author of board of mediation is not called
Denver, Feb. 24.
organizations involved, and it will
at the Dramatists Guild, which has
to
do
upon
so.:
Bedfellows,"
"Strange
at
Moiosthe
1be submitted at the next meeting of
When "Oklahoma!" shows here raised the royalties on summer stock
the ET fact-finding committee repre- March 1-7. it will break all records showings to a straight 5%. Hereto- CO, N. v., has several partly-completed plays on which she and her
senting
Equi^,
the
Dramatists
for Denver. Advance sales are up to fore the royalties were $75 to $100
late husband, Colin Clements, were
Guild, stagehands, musicians, scene
weekly, which the Guild has doudesigners, etc., probably later this $83,000 for seven nights and three bl6cl and it makes ho diflEer^nce working. One on which they'd done
week.
matinees. Metropolitan Opera Co., whether the play is coroparatively the most work and which she hopes
to finish first is a comedy called
The idea for the invitation series which makes three appearances here new or an oldie.
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
"Rockaby Baby." Two acts of it are
originated with the ET board, as a April 26-27. also has advanced over
Claimed that the royalty bpcst
Max Baer and Maxie Rosenbloom
way of giving a hearing to scripts $50,000, and the gross will set a recr might prevent some summer stocks ready and the third act is all blocked are set to do Cecil Spooncr's musical
Which obviously have possibilities ord for any similar engagement. from operating, especially those out- out. However, completing it may be comedy'"This It If in England. Jack
•but seem questionable for regular Reservations have been received for fits that gross from $3,000 to $4,000 difficult for her, as it's been so many
will produce in conjunction
ET production. The ET board also "Oklahomai" and Met from IS states, weekly. Strawhatters said that the years since she's worked on her Hilton
with Lee Shubert.
wes the project as a chance for some according to Arthur M. Obeifelder, difference in royalties not infre- own.
Pair will go to London in May in
Authoress has returned to her
of the 2,000 actor applicants who local impresario. Both will be sell- quently represents the actual oppreparation for an eight week aphome on the Coast and is expected
'
have been auditioned and are con- outs.
erating profit and an Spplidation to
pearance at London Casino and will
With those two giving Denver a the Guild for reconsideratioil will to be busy for some' time with busisidered competent, but who have
rehearse "This Is It" while doing:
ness and domestic adjustments. It
never been seen on Broadway. Sim- booming start, the spring season will be made.
may be a while before she gets the two-a-day stint.
ilarly, some of the directors who .see an unusually large number of
down to steady writing. As with all
have sboVrn promi.^e would set a the better shows here. Already dated
'Caligula' Calls
the other Ryerson-Clements works,
staging opportunity with a new play by Oberfelder are Diana Barrymore
EOa'slHrnister'
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
the new play will be handled by
and cast. The ET board has a half- in "Joan of Lorraine," March 10-11;
Hollywoodi Feb. 24.
Anthony Quinn, who debuted on Garrett Leverton, of Samuel French.
dozen or so of such directors avail- Alfred Lunt and Lynne Fontanne in
Stage
musical,
adapted
from
able, and 13 scripts regarded as pos- 'VO Mistress- Mine," March 15-18; Broadway last fall in Emmet Lav
Anthony Buttltta, advance man for .Tames M. Barrie's "The Little Minsibilities,
Charlotte Greenwood in "I Remem- ery's "The Gentleman from Athens,"
touring "Song of Norway" the last ister," is being readied by Fred
is aU-eady planning on a second legit
_A theatre would have to be ob- ber Mama," April 8-10; "Lady Win
tained for such a series, but ET has dermere's Fan," May 3-5; Tallulah fling next fall. He hopes to play the two seasons, left to do publicity for Finkelhofle for presentation in New
located an old downtown New York Bankhead in "Private Lives," May lead in a serious drama, "Caligula," Los Angeles and San Francisco Light York.
Ella Logan, Finkelhofle's. wife, il
Jiouse that would be suitable if ren
10-12, and Bobby Clark in "Sweet- by Harold Bromley. Production set^ Opera Assn. summer season, Forrest
slated for the top role.
J Crossman replaces.
up is undecided.
ovated.
hearts," May 17-19,
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80
funniest skit when the playlets were
originally presented and still is.

Plays on Broadway

SHADOW
Closing the shOw

is

Pay ward
druma Ijy Thomas

proauotioii

of

ooinecly-

Hegrgen and Joshua Lo-'
Ban, adat>t!-d from tile novel by Hefrson,
•taged by Losttn; settings. Jo Mielziner,
Stars Henry Pomla; teatuies Dnvlil Wavno,
and William Hiui'iffnn.
Keith
Kobort

AMn,

Oporied at

N. X.,

top.

Chief .Tohnson..
Lieut. (Jg) Roberta.

Doc.

....

Dowdy.
Captain.....

Tlie

.Harvoy Lembecit
Inaigha
..Ralph Meeker
Mannion...
.Karl Lukas
Llndstiom
, .
.Steven HtU
Btef anowski .
..,,1....... ...... Robert Balnea
Wllev
,...I<ee Krieger
Bohlenuner
,
. Johti: Campbell
Kebe^:. .&
Ensign Pulver. ............. .David Wayne
.Casey Walters
Dolan
;Prea Barton
Gci'hart.
James Sherwood
Payne
,

provided realistic settings of
ship's deck and compartments.

.

the

,

,

Tonight at 8:30
Curran. Russell Lewis and

Homer

Young present

rd.

.'

.

.

revival

of

Star has a chance to show several
Most of the
attractive costumes.
players of the other playlets appear
in rather minor parts, including
Tonge.

HANDS ACROSS THE SEA
Kow-

six playlets

Coward, alternating in sets of
Gertrude Lawrence; features
Graham Payn. Staged by Coward. At .National, N. Y., Feb. ao, MS: *-l.SO top.
by

Noel

skit

Opening the bill is the fussy
London matron who fails to

rec-

of a

ognize British visitors from far off
tiieut, Ann Girard. ......... Jocelyn Brxuido
Malaya, who had - befriended her
.John Jordan
Shore Patrolman
when, She was there. There is too
Military Policeman. .... ..Marshall Jamison
much' telephone talk interrupting the
Shore Patrol, Oftlcer. ... .Murray Hamilton
WAYS AND MEANS
Tiger
Anand
others:
Firemen,
Heamen*
Stella Cartwrlght...... .Gertrude La-wrence story, whatever it is, but the idea of
drews, Joe Bernard. Ellis Erlnger, Mikel Toby Cartwright.........
Graham Payn depicting the rudeness of some LonKane, Bob Keith, Jr., Walter Mullen, Gaston
Booth Colman. doners IS emphasized.
Miss LawJohn (Red) liullers, Jack Pierce. Len Lord iChapWorth.
William, Koerick
Smith, Jr., Sanders (Sandy) Turner.
Sarah Burton rence, of course, stands out, but
Olive Lloyd-Ransome
Princess Bleria Ivrassiloff.>. Valerie Cossart Payn doesn't and most of the men
^ Ibce.
Philip Tonge appear to be prigS;
Sailing into town as the most Murdoch
Howard
Norah
IN'anny
highly-touted show of the season, Stevens. . .,..,*..... a .Rhoderick Walker
"Mister Roberts" comes surprisingly
FAMILY ALBUM
close to living up to every word of
Aldrlc'h and Myek-s, In aasociatlon \vlth
Payn
Graham
Featherwiiys
Jasper
the advance billing. Two-acter was "ane
.Gertrude Lawrence Priai. Doberty, present, Dublin Gate Theatre
a smasK at the b.o. in its pre-Broad.Surali Burton production of fantasy in two acts (four
.avinia. ..
by Denis Johnston. Staged by Hilway shakedown and there's no doubt Harriet ...................... Xorah Howard scenesl
Scenery by Miohcal Mao
Valerie Cossart ton Kdwards,
^
whatsoever that skipper Leland Hay- jimilv
Liammolr. Opened at MansfleW, N. Y.,
three.

1948

Stuif-L^

the pretentious

with Miss Lawrence and
Who spent more than two years fantasy
Payne the principal participants. It
aboard Navy ships, had to shake'his
With wife and husband who
head every so often to dismiss the bas to do
divorcing^ until
idea that he was back in the Pacific hav? an idea about
after she takes too many pills to;
again.
balmy,
Logan sets out at a meandering quiet her nerves and goes
cueing in bits indicating their happy
Feb. 18, '18; fl.80 paces apparently ii order to estabhave
an interlude
They
honeymoon.
lish the mood of boredom which was
Rusty Lano the hallmark of the rear-echelon of waltzing which seemed to please
..Henry Fonda
house, and
opening
night
most
the
of
pro.Robert Keith Navy, but quickly speeds up the
the .song, "You Were There," seems
.Joe Marr ceedings as he builds to laugh and
melodies.
William Htirrignn dramatic climaxes. Jo Mielziner has the best of the Coward

Mistor Roberts
lielund

Inside

PIfAY

a|5,

During the Congressional subcommittee's eontinuec\ investigation of the
Hollywood strike situation early last -week; Equity's Paul DwUzell as
president of the Associated Actors and Artistes of America, was a slronn
witness. He was asked how affiliates of the Four A's, especially Equity
got along without strikes. DuUzell promptly replied that the association
had but one strike, that of 1919, and since then differences with managers
were settled by arbitration. Committee chairman Carroll Kearns and his
counsel Irving McCann wanted DuUzell's opinion as to whether arbitration could not be as effectively applied in the Hollywood situation. Answer
was that if the Coast unions adopted voluntary arbitration that method of
settling differences should work, biit he wasn't £ure of it, if such procedure
was made compulsory, which may be proposed in Congi^ess .as a solution
DuUzell's proposal to provide for
to the jurisdictional strike muddle.
arbitration was adopted by th^ American Federation of Labor at the letter's convention in Chicago in: 1946, but the AFL executive council never
got around to putting that method into practice. American Arbitration
Assn. is said to have credited Equity with establishing AA's aims by using
its.

procedure.','.

Stars

'

.

.

.

.

The Old Lady Says No

,.

.

. . .

.

.

.William Roerick

will find it tied up at its presr Richard.
Rhoderick Wallior Ii'eb, 17, '48; H»0 top.
Charles Winter.
Alvin theatre mooring for a Edward Valance.....
..Booth Colman The Speaker (Robert Kmmet)
.
Mlcheal Mac LLammolr
.Philip Tonge
mighty long stay.
Burrows. ..
.Meriel Moore
Sarah Gun'8n..i.»......
BED PEPPERS
Henry Fonda has proved a top
.Reginald Jarman
Major Slrr.

ward

•

ent

Indications are for keen comt>etition in the selection of the top Broaddirector of 1947-48, with £lia Kazan, who Staged "A Streetcar Named
Desire" (Barrymore); Joshua Logan, with ''Mister Roberts" (Alvin), and
John O'Shaughnesseyj who directed "Command Decision" (Fulton), rated
the toppers along with Guthrie McClintlc's "Antony and Cleopatra" (Beck),
Logan is given top mention as an. all-around stager by some showmen
because of his work in directing- musicals as well as straight plays. When
he took off his service uniform Logan put on "Annie Get Your Gun"
(Imperial), following with such other clicks as "Happy Birthday'- (Plymouth), "John Loves Mary" (now on the road)* the road "Annie" and
now "Roberts, acclaimed at its Broadway debut last week. Logan not only
co-authored "Roberts" in addition to the direction but has an interest ia
the show, same' going for "John," and' his royalties' on the season are esti^
mated at around $100,000. He was formerly stager for Dwigbt Deere
Wiman attractions; putting on that manager's musicals atid straigbt plays.

way

-

. ,

i

. .

;

Equity has received a complaint from the Coast about Myron C. Pagan's
indicated propensity to blame actors for flops in which he was interested
either as author or producer'* Former Broadway writer's; "Thieves Paradise" was presented by his son Brace at the Lias Palmas, Hollywood, late
in December, the small.<cast one^-setter playing briefly.
The Pagans
blamed Howard' Johnson's sudden withdrawal from the cast, but three
arbitrators absolved the actor unanimously.
Irish troupe known as the Dublin
Johnson
were
Testimony
was
that
when
was
taken
to.
the
hospital
playlets
on New
When Noel Coward's
Gate Theatre started doubtfully with
originally presented at the National
"John Bull's Other Island," but its 'year's day, he was so ill that he was unconscious and evidently there was
in 1936, (the author-actor aiid Ger* second play, "The Old Lady Says no understudy. Stated that the elder Fagan had similarly made charges
trude Lawrence gave the bills plenty: No," has less chance than Shaw's against players in other plays he wrote, with similar results. During the
of class and drew, plenty of carriage minor
actor-proof,
comedy, b%ing a confusing Johnson arbitration it was brought out that he received telephoned threats
trade. But he isn't reappearing this
Fonda has reportedly been signed trip, With the result that the revivals performpnce lor American audiences. of bodily injury, but the person or persons who made the calls wer'e not
long program note should be identified, VARiETy's' notige on "Thieves- was the most severe castigation
on by Hayward until the end of the have a temperate quality and
year. Whether or. not he decides to chances of registering now are read before the average playgoer to come from the Coast in years.
gets any idea of what it's all about,
extend his hitch beyond that should doubtful.
and had the simpering lass who came
prove only a minor worry to the
Dramatists Guild has opened an account in a bank on the Coast to per<
Business has been spotty for "To- before the curtain to S{ioaf something
producer. It- wouldn't be surprising,
night at 8:30," Boston being par- about the queen and the dairy maid, mit direct royalty payments to authors there. Previously payment of such
incidentally, to see the actor in the
ticularly weak. In Los Angeles the uttered the explanation instead, may- coin to authors on the Coast was, delayed several days to permit time for
same role- on the screen. Bids for attraction really flourished. Show
firstnighters
might
have
a
be
had
royalty
cheeks from producers to clear.. £ntire situation arose only in
film rights to "Roberts" were' heard
jumped from there to Broadway on
even before- it hit Broadway, but schedule last week, when before the better idea of the proceedings. It recent seasons, since the Guild has been collecting royalties for its
Hayward has rejected them in the debut Friday (20) there was but a takes knowledge of Irisb lore to members.
grasp the play's full intent.
expectation of producing the picture
was
Office
procedure at the Guild has also recently been revised to permit
light demand for .tickets. That
Play's classification seems to be a
version himself. Getting Fonda to go
surprising, as the original engage-, cross
between poetic fantasy and a faster approval of production contracts. All such clearances are no'W
along would undoubtedly present no ment was for a. limited period.
curious kind of leaden romance. It handled withm three days. The Dramatists Flay Service,; Guild subsidiary
diSiculties,
first shown there were nine starts in the style of early
When
handling
amateur rights, is about to pay its first' dividend. It has been in
18th
Tale is o£ the fretting of a young playlets in sets of three, a trio of the
century romance, says the note, but operation several years.
junior-grade lieutenant who fears the
skits having been dropped. Two sets!
war is passing him by as he-serves of three constitute the present bill, "we look on Dublin life through the
refracted
vision
a
stunned
actor"
of
"The
Old
Lady Says No," Irish play by Denis Johnston, presented by
on an old Navy cargo ve?sel in the each, going on several times weekly;
backwash^ ot the Pacific fray. His 'fRed Peppers " "Family Album" and in the present. In one scene the lines the Dublin Gate Theatre at the Mansfield, N.Y., last week, was first shown
personal battle against a tyrannical "Ways and Means" was the starting indicate that what goes on is in the in this country in an amateur performance at Amherst college in May,
and selfish skipper to get transferred set, second set consisting of "Hands school of amateur dramatics, which 1035; Drama; students of Amherst and Wellesleyv .plus professors- wiv^s^
to a fighting ship is told against the Across The Sea," "Fumed Oak" and may be the tipoff to all of it.
Lead is a "play actor" in the green were in the cast, "Old Lady" drew, mixed notices on Broadway, bejng
wider background of the ennui, bore- "Shadow Play" going on Monday
coat and buckskin of Robert Emmet generally regarded as confusing, but better results are expected from the
dom and' broken morale of a crew (23).
Who serenades Sarah CuUen at the visitors' "Wliere Stars Walk," which opened Tuesday (24).
serving under a stupid captain and
Miss Lawrence stands out like 'a 9pening until knocked out by a
without the excitement of the battle
gem in the Coward works and,'with- musket blow on the dome by a redto keep up their spirit,
out her they would not have reached coat. After that he's backstage of a
Despite this sombre-sounding back- Broadway again. The author handles
Pittsburgh
ground, the play is far from sombre. the direction but is unable to inject Dublin theatre rehearsing a garden
'Insular'
party scene. Among the bare scenery
ActuaUy, the joys and travail of Lt. the missing element. Modified setis a statue of John Philpot Curran;
1st Equity Strawhat
sa Continued from page 48 as
Roberts and buddies are told with a tings are okay and so are the
Pittsburgh, Feb. 24.
bawdy, but essentially gentle humor costumes, with several of Coward's who comes to life and has his say at
times.
atre is a physical property owned
that on occasions bursts right out ditties pleasant enough, if not exPittsburgh district's first Equity
Everything that goes on takes place by Dublin Gate Theatre; Ltd., with
into belly laughs. Language, toned .(ieptional.
strawhat will get going middle of
in the mind of the speaker (Emmet) a board of directors of 'which
down somewhat since opening of the
Ed- June about 18 miles from town. CoIn "Ways" Miss Lawrence, as the who thinks he is the patriot, leader
road tour, is a bit on the rough side,
wards
and
MacLiammoir'
are
memdistaff side of a dilettante couple of the insurrection, 1803, who was
producess of the venture will be
to come so naturally from
bers, but do not hold control
Clay Flagg, who acted at nearby
a shipload of sailors, it's entirely in down in their luck, gives a splendid hanged—but not in the play. There
performance in a mild bedroom is a supposed shooting and a wake,
Meredith-Goddard Confusion
Jennerstown, Pa., Playhouse two
offensive.
Under the contractual arrange- years ago, and Carl Low, now on
Not surprising, in light of Heggen's playlet. .Grahatn Payn from London with friends mourning in circles,
plays the husband and it seems his dressed in what looks like zombie ment, the theatre-operating
com- tour with Joe E. Brown in "Harvey,"
own long service in the Navy, is the best role of the- first trio of plays.
clothes,
same
garb
used
in
other
fidelity in every detail to life aboard
pany may not produce plays. How- with Paul Foley as the director.
Star makes "Family Album" fairly scenes. At one point Emmet adship. Heggen and Logan, however,
ever, when the Gate acting troupe
Spot ^ill be called the Colonial
nave not only given the play added diverting, although this variation of dresses the audience, saying that it is is playing elsewhere, other comfun at a funeral is not so hot either. more confused than the actors which
operInterest by this faithfulness to physipanies may rent the theatre. Dub- Manor Playhouse and is to be
Philip Tonge as an old retainer, how- brought a laugh;
cal aspects, but have miraculously
swank
ever, stands out, as does Sarah BurAt another point a character tell- lin playgoers are familiar with the' ated in conjunction with
caught and been able to convey the ton,
who
stops mourning the passing ing a girl about the sights of London setup, but sometime visitors attend- Colonial Manor dining room right
spirit
and camaraderie of men of her father after a couple of
off Lincoln Highway. Spot was a priwalks
around
the
stage
for
no
reason
ing
performances
by other troupes at
thrown together under such circum snifters, of maderia. In fact, all the
at all but gets a laugh when saying
vate gambling' casino for some time
stances.
family does alright after sipping the' that evei^ything goes' in the theatre. the house mistakenly believe they but
following a raid nearly tWQ
Fonda gives a deeply sensitive, but wine.
are seeing the actual Gate acting
There are frequent choruses, some
admirably restrained performance.
company.
This naturally disturbs years ago was remodeled and turned
"Peppers!' was one of the best skits
David Wayne, who resigned as when "Tonight" was first presented. being lines in concert, others en- Edwards, MacLiammoir
and their into a restaurant by the property
leprechaun of "Pinian's Rainbow" to It gives Miss Lawrence a chance to semble singing, giving one explanation of the statement that «No" is Gate fellow-actors. Contrary to gen- owner.
take the part, is attractive and amus^ display her versatility and she seems
based on the principles of musical eral impression in the U. S., Burgess
in'g as Foiida's indolent roommate, as good now. as the femme member
with as little initiative as his ideas of .music hall sons'" and dance team, composition rather than on the con- Meredith an'd PauUette Goddard apventional rules of the well-made peared at the Gaiety
ai^e big. Robert Keith is' particularly as then. Pavn
theatre in
is okay as the partner
Longhair Shorts
good as the ship's cynical but under- but he isn't Coward. "Still Life," play,'.'
Dublin last season, not at the Gate.
Micheal Mac Liammoir, generally
standing njedico,
while William "We Were Dancing" and "The AsHowever, MacLiammoir, who was
Hamgan is excellent as th'6 hated tonished Heart" are the sketches starred with Hilton Edwards with available at the time, was a memcaptain, to whom officers and crew dropped. None of the pla.yers in the the Dublin Gaters, plays Emmet and
Justice
Ferdinand Pecora reserved
ber
of
their
cast.
has
plenty
to say. He's on almost all
are nothing but means to a pro- ori.^inal players except Miss Lawthe way, generally in stage center,
According to Edwards, the aver- decision in N. Y. supreme Court last
motion.
Sole femme is Jocelyn rence is reappearing.
even when lying down to talk it over age Gate production costs about
Brando as a nurse who, visiting the
confirm the
with an itinerant, blind fiddler. £400 (at the much lower cost-of- week on the move to
ship, is quickly placed, by the crew
FUMED
award
Edwards' staging seems much better living there, that
as the gal whose bathroom- on a
would amount to American Arbitration Assn.
Easily the most amusing Coward than for the Shavian play, especially
nearby island is in the range of their
somewhat around $5,000-$6,000 in to San carlo opera Co. of $5,000
skit, spotted number two on the with the manipulation of lights. Only
binoculars; \Her arrival on board
money).
U.S.
The
Gate
theatre
can damages and $1,500 loan from tenor
Marks one of the plays most hilarious second bill, is this comedy of lower five players are listed as having parts gross. £54 per night, while the much
breach
Eugene Conlcy, on alleged
class Londoners, Again Tonge stands but 10 or more others participate,
scenes.
larger Gaiety can take in about of contract. .William Home, tenor
Harvey Lembeck, as a cocky little out as best of the male contingent, either with lines by themselves or in
enacting the henpecked husband of the choruses. It's all quite dtab, est- £1,000 per night. Members of the who played lead in Broadway's
Italian seaman— of which each ship
company are paid a minimum of "Helen Goes to Troy," will sing four
has at least one—is the standout a slattern whom he wed 16 years cept the unjjform of the main man.
/bee.
about
£20 (the British Equity lead roles with N. Y. City Opera Co.
among the crew .members. But ago after she claimed to be in deliscale).
they're all almost perfect, thanks to cate condition, although the Kid
Authors are paid the same this spring, in "Amelia," "Don Gioth? experienced casting by Logan (as didn't arrive uijtil three years later.
royalty as prevails in England. The vanni,"
"La Traviata" and "La
Miss Lawrence, as the parsimonious
lows in Rehearsal
a- director) and Heggen (as a Navy
complete Gate troupe was brought Boheme". ."My Romance,'.' soon-due
wife, further displays her varied talofficer). Hardly more can be said on
•""Inside U.S.A."—Arthur Schwartz. to America for this tour, the outents; and her indicated woe when
Shubert musical, has two Salmaggi
that score than, that this reviewer,
"Hssly Heart" (read)— Larry fit being on a guarantee-Dlus-Der- Opera Co. graduates. Anne Jcilrey*
being toid oft by hubby, who's mancentage arrangement with the spon- (who
aged to save £500 and is sailing for Le Rouge.
was "also in "Street Scene")
soring partners, Richard Aldricb
parts unknown, is comic as well as
*"HoM If—Sammy Lambert.
and Barbara Patton...Ann Kulimer,
believable.
'(Macbeth'* (revival)-Theatre, Inc. and Richard Myers.
who conducted orchestras in Paris,
IN THE HEART OIT TIMBS SQ.
Tonge, however, as a store clerk
"Temporary
Island"
ExperimenLyon and Cannes this winter, returned
BOem, bnlli And Kbovrer. I'elepli'oSe, From
who suddenly changes from simp to tal Theatre.
'J3*
John Williamsi Rogers, who left Saturday (21)
fiiHRie and ^3..tB daublb.
a fellow getting hunk for home life
to NCw York. ;Pianist
"There Goes the Bride" ("Here the Dallas Times-Herald in 1946, Witold Malcuzynslii sailed for Lonabuses, stands out. Norah Howard,
Rfisoff's
Famiui
HOTEL ROSOFF
as
the mother-in-law who gets Today") (road)— Harold J. Kennedy when literary editor, to take a simi- don last week. ..Gloria Harris has
Restaur'ant
and
Herbert
Kenwith.
lar
assignment
slapped,
on
and
Valerie
the
Cossart,
Chicago
as
the
Sun,
147 W. 43rd Sf.
quit as head Of the concert division
oil tba
has returned to his original job of of "the
(«t B'way), BR. I-S4M
daughter, add" to this laughable postPrimisti
W. Colston Leigh lecture
card. "Oak" was regarded as the
Musical.
drama and music critic on the T-H. bureau.
^
Lily Pepper..... i.,.,... Gertrude Lawrence
Graham Payn
George Pepper.
....
.......... ..... -Booth colman
Aif
.Khoderck Walker
Bert Betttley..
Philip Tonge
Mr. Edwards <
.Noiah Howard
Mabel Grace.

choice for the title role in ever.y. respect. His reputation in films was no
doubt responsible for a heavy chunk
of the grosses outrof-town and is a
great attraction in New York. But—
without detracting a thimbleful from
Fonda's performance—Thomas Heggen and' the director, Joshua Logan,
did such a fine collaboration on
dramatizing Heggen's best-selling
novel that the part is practically
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Isl Redcoat...;
Sd Redcoat

Bryan Herbert
Liam Gannon

Also Roy Irving, Edward Golden, Denis'
Brennan, Patrick Nolan, William Dalisell,
Nora O'Mahony, '.Helena Hughes, Betsy
Bogues, Patricia Kennedy, Edna O'Rourke.
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LEGITIMATE

(M $ia<l

'Boat' $37,000, Cincy

in Chi;

;

Cincinnati, Feb. 24,
biz

11011611$'

"Show Boat" cargoed jackpot

'AM'$51,0iAgaiii.Liints$2(l3O
Inspector' Mild $10,500
Despite Critics, Cleve.
Cleveland, Feb. 24,
mystified
Milt

What
manager
week. at the Shubert. "Red Krantsi
of the Hanna more than the
jiill," "O Mistress Mine" and KathJ. P. Priestley whodunit, "An Interine Dunham's "Tropical Revue"
spector Calls," was the lack of pubwill close March 6.
he interest in the show. First-night
"Sweethearts'' opened last night
and week-end perfoi;mances' d r ew
(Man,) at the Erlanger, "Showboat"
nicely, but the interim was just bru^
docks next Monday (1) at the Shu- tally low
in attendance, notwithbert, "Burlesque" arrives March 8 at
and "Sleep It Off" lights standing flattering notices.
tee Selwyn
Dark this week, the Hanna is routsame night at the Blackstone.
ing
its booking of Mary Martin's
EtHi)iat«* f«r Last Week
company of "Annie Get Your Gun"
''Annie Get Xoor Gun," IShubert into the 3,200-capacity Public
Music
Closes Hall next week.
aeth' w^ek) (2,100; $6.18).
Advance sale is
final

equalling this season's local high set
in the same house a fortnight earlier
by "Oklahoma." Current legit fare
is "An Inspector Calls," in the Cox
theatre at $3.60 top.
Estimate (or Last W^ek
"Show Boat," Emery Aud. (single
week) (2,100; $4.20)i Near capacity
$37,000;

only Monday

Wednesday

matinee

night

and

failed to go

clean.

TeirmHub;
'R(miance'$2ii

Muns' $10,500

Saturday (28), all seats have- been such a wow that a possible sellout
is
$old out for a month; magnificent in the wind.
$51,0P0 last weelc.
Estimate for Last Week
Boston, Feb, 24.
Katherine DniduuB) Studebaker
Hub legit season came back last
"An Inspector Calls," Hanna
<3d week) (1,246; $3:71). Just averweek with four openers. Of the
(single week) (1,340; $3.70).
age $14,000.
Mys- crop, the
Shaw revival, "You Never
"J«im Love* Mary," Harris (2d tery drama tagged only $10,500 in
Can
TeU," got the strongest notices
week) (1,000; $9.71). Catching the eight performances.
and hit the top immediately as a
public's fancy with boll $18,000.
Guild-American
Theatre
Society
"Lady 1VUiderBiere>s Fan," Erlanoffering.
"My Romance," likewise
ger (6th week! (1,333; $3:71). Closed
was well liked, with "The Hallams,"
Saturday (21) with good $17,000.
getting mixed, but generally favor"O Mistress Mine," Selwyn (15th
able reviews. "Shyloek's Daughter,"
week) (1,000; $4.93). Play shutters
Yiddish play, did well.
March 6; just a few matinee seats
There are no openers this week
UDSold'tiU then; terrif $20,5001
except the Markova-Dolin ballet for
"Bed Mill." Blackstone (4th week)
one performance. "Carousel" follows
.

'Shyiock'

(1,358; $4.40).

ExceUent $22,000
for
~"

"SweetbeaHs,"
$4.33),

Monday

Opened

ErlAnger

Washington, Feb. 24.
Although it brought Peggy Ann
Garner back to her hometown,
"PickrUp Girl" failed to generate
much public excitement last week
at the National here.
House did
considerably better with a special
Sunday (22) matinee and evening
booking of Maurice' Schwartz and
his Yiddish Art version of ''Shylock
and His Daughter."
Boris Karloflf opened last night
(Mon.) at the National in "The Linden. Tree" and next Monday night
(1) brings "The Chocolate Soldier"
for a fortnight.
Estimates tor Last Week
"P»ck-Up Girl," National' (single

(1,333;

last night (Mon.) to

house.

l(E>od

HAMA'NICEISG^DET.

Detroit, Feb. 24.
Det):oit Civic Light Opera grosses
.tkiddbd again last week in the face
Of competition from Sonja Henie's
ice revue at the 13,000-seat Olympia
and a concert by Stan Kenton under
the same roof one night. The operetta offering "The Merry Widow,"
got raves from the critics. "Music in
the Air" is the current offering.
week) (1,680; $3). Thin melodrama
TaUulah Builchead in "Private did
a thin $12jOOO.
Lives" (^nedHiast night (Mon.) for
"Shylock and. His Danrhter," Naa two-wedc run at the Cass. Char(1,680;
lotte '-Greenwood closed a healthy tional (two performances)
.

Maurice Schwartz troupe
three-week run Saturday (21) in "I $3.60).
Hemember Mama" at the Shubert- got a fine $5,000 for a matinee and
Lafay^tte, and Edmund Lowe opened evenmg.
last night in "Mary Had a
Little." With auto plants back in full
blast after a three-week layoff, at:tendance is eicpected. to bouuco up

'

m,

the fourth week.

there

(1) for two weeks at the
Opera House. There's nothing much
beyond that date.

'BLOSSOM' NICE {13,000,

.again.

NOW, BALTO

W

'GaUer' Replaces Panned

day weekend. Weather was mild up
time and there was excellent
business on Monday (23), when
the holiday was celebrated. There
were 20 matinees that afternoon.
Lent does not appear to h u r t
but the approaching Federal income
to that

tax deadline may become a factor.
"Mr. Roberts" is Broadway's newest smash. First-nighters and critics
raved over the comedy-drama of
the war. It grossed around $22,000
in the first five times and its pace is
almost certain to top $33,000 weekly,
the limit of standee.s being present
after the opening. First bill of "Tonight at 8:30" was coi-dially received
at the theatre, but .staying chances
are doubtful. "Ghosts" was thumbed
down and has been replaced this

week by "Hedda
Lady Says No,"

$21,000.

•

D'Oyly Carte
"The Old week) (0-1,670;

Co., Century (8th
$4.80).
"Pinafore"

got mixed notices ;s .repeating this week; last
and very little business. It was also The MilMdo," for second
on for one week. Dublin Gate play- scored with great $43,500.
ers trying another play currently.
Dublin Gate Theatre Co.,
Estimates for Last Week
field (2d week): (997; $4.80).

Keys: C (Comedu), D (Drama),
CD {Comedy -Drama), R (R«vue),
M (lHu.<itcal), G (Operetta).
Majestic

"AlleBTo,"

(19th

week)

week
time,

Mans"The-

Old Lady Says No" was taken off
alter
one week; around $8,000;
Where Stars Walk,"' third show,

opened

last' night (Tucs.).

week.

show of its clas:»fteation in years; weeks, but last half of last week was
week is the finale;
dark.
"You Never Can TcU," Colonial $40i5e0.
week) (1,500; $4.20). Guild"Tonlffht at 8:30," National (1st
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (107th
week) (C-993; $4.80). Attendance for week) (1,064; $4.80), Opened last
and pulled a great $22^000; current this comedy stayer varies only with Friday (20). to mixed notices; secweek is final.
trends and continues: to excellent ond trio of Coward playlets started
money; well over $17,000 last week. Monday (23) and bills will, alter"Brieadoon," Ziegfeld (50th week) nate.
ances; this
fist

.

'JOY' (lAY

P,^ IN

4 SHOWS,

(M-1.628; $4.80). Run musicals felt
the offish going and the gross here

NEW HAVEN

dipped to around

,$34',000.

ADOED

"The Bes»e«tfal ProstHnte," anS
"Church Sti«et," New Stages. Plans

made

to move the firstnamed short' play uptown wiib
New Haven, Feb. 24,
week)
healthy Saturday night window playing. Sundays, with Monday night probable replacement for "Street."
gave a substantial boost to the, and midweek matinee scratched;
cased
to $16,000.
b.o. figures on the premiere of "Joy
"FiUiaa's BAittbow," 46th Street
to the World" at Shubert last.Thursday-Saturday (19-21). Advance was (59th week) (M-L319; $6). Another
only fair asid notices were on the, run musical that .slid a bit, but still
so-so side but the final gross wa.s grossed a big $38,000.

"Command

Decision," Fulton (21st
(D-968; $4.80). Has started

are being

f

sale

SL

'

-

much

CJabler."

Theatre Society offering got raves

.

™^

REVIVALS
"Antony and Cleopatra," Beck
week) (D-1,214; $4.80). Has

(13th

broken the record for Shakespeare's
tragedy and played 100th performance last Saturday (21); going on
tour soon, but still excellent: over
'

"IShyiock's Daugjiter," Plymouth
(single week) (1,300; $3.60) , Yiddish

.

'

mated.

.

here for three weeks.

.

.

Heiress,"
Biltmore
(21St
week) (M-1,505; $4.80). Holding to
excellent money after starting as
surprise success; bit off, but plenty

okay around $21,000.
"The Win-glow Boy," Empire (17th
week) (D-1,101; $4.80-). One of the
few imported plays to make the
grade this season; not big, but jhak>
mg money both ways; $15i000 estii-

ing adverse notices; $7,000,
"Angel In the Wings," Coronet
"^Man »ai Suyerman," Hudson
(11th week) (R-998; $4.80). Most per- (20th week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). Gross
formances capacity-plus (standees), here is much under the pace at the
play got a reasonably good $10,000 but Wednesday (18) matinee was off much larger
Alvin; takings last week
for the one week stand (.^even per- somewhat;
yet big takings close to estimated around $21,000.
formances).
$27,000.
"Meiea," Royale (18th week) (D"The Ballams," Wilbur (1st week)
"Annie Get Yonr Gun," Imperial 1,025; $4.80). Is laying off to give
(1,200; $3.60). Opened Tuesday (17)
and was liked enough to give it an (93d week) (M-1,472; $6.60). Long- star (Judith Anderson) a ctiance'to
average $10,500 on seven perform- running musical still rated the best rest; has played approximately 18
to a big $24,000:

'

Week

'Gliosts'

Business along Broadway tapered Click of "Mister Roberts" will not
generally last week. No particuhir affect the gait of this dramatic
sock,
reason was apparent, but the lull which continues at capacity; betters
may have been natural during the $27,500.
days leading to Washington's Birth"The

.

and biz went

LA;

OK

Has Mixed Press, Gate QiaBges,

(M-1,695; $6). Loolcs sure of entering
"Hedda Gabler," Cort (D-1.064;
Estimates for Last Week
"My Bamance;" Shubert (1st week) summer period wi h grosjics still the $3.60). Replaced "Ghosts," which
$4.?0). Revival won critical best on the list; eased to $45,500 la^t was yanked after one week follow-

(1,700;
prai.se

Estimates for Last Week
'SOLDIER'
"Burlesque," Gass (single week)
Baltimore, Feb, 24.
(1,432; $3.60). Bert Lahr in revival of
"Blossom Time" built to a pleasthe popular play gi-os.sed $18,000; ing
figure here last week at Ford's. satisfactory.
profitable, but disappoinUng.
"Chocolate Soldier," the current
There's a three-day stand Thurs"I Remember Mama,". iShuberttenant, has a good advance. There day-Saturday (26-28) of Ilka Chase
Lafayette (3d week) (1,950; $3.60).
are no bookings dn the horizon.
and Robert Alda in a breakin of
Charlotte Greenwood's flniil slipped
Estimate for Last Week
"There Goes The Bride," a road
to $15,000, after a slight gain the
"Blossom Time," Ford's (single version of the George Oppenheimer
previous week.
week) (1,500; $3.02). Started slowly, comedy, "Here Today." Following a
"The Merry Widow," Masonic
couple of weeks of lUms, tho house
Temple (single week) (5,000; $3). but managed to mount a nice $13,000. hits legit again with a full stanza of
Excellent support in spite of heavy
"Carousel," set for March 15-20.
competitioni' netted $40,000; compared
"Hold It" is due in for three days,
to $42,000 for- the previous week's
March 25-27, then comes "Pick Up
Big $16,000,
productioh
and $55,000 for the
Girl" for a last half beginning Apr. 1,
opeiier.
Estimate for Last Week
'Menagerie' Opens Wefl
"Joy to the World," Shubert (4
Los Angeles, Feb. 24.
performances) (1,700; ,$,3.60). Mod'Sleep' Modest $10,000,
Near-capacity biz last week^helped erate start came through on the
offset the fact that only three houses homestretch, with an approximate
$9,300 meeting with general
Week's Tryoul^ Seattle were open. Newcomer, "The Glass overall
Menagerie." produced -by William approval.
Seattle, Feb. 24.
Eythe, opened at Las Palmas to raves
After premiering in Oakland, Cal., and ducats began to vanish immedi"Sleep It OfE" had a second tryout ately. "Deep Are the Roots," kept up
at the Metropolitan here last week. its hot pace in the fifth week, and 'Norway' Sings $24,000
Critics favored the show, but said arrangements were made to continue
polishing is required. Jackie Cooper, at least until April.
o
L.
hi Repeat Week,
Ann Corio and Vince Barrett were
Nothing is coming in this week.
co-starred in the Lyford Moore-HarSt, Louis, Feb. 24.
Estimates for Last Week
lan Thompson, comedy.
"Blackouts of 1948,^ El Capitan
The second ono-week stand here
Estimate for Last Week
t296th week) (1,142; $2.40), $17,000 this season of "Sons of Norway"
"Sleep It on," MetroDolitan again.
proved that natives still like the mu(single week) (1,500; $3.25).
Nice
"Deep Are the Roots," Belasco (5th sic of Edvard Grieg. The crix again
uitercst for a newcomer, and the week)
Bert Lahr and Fay
(1,061; $3). Held to its $16,000 were lavish.
gi-n<!s for Jjhe stanza was a moderate
figure for tlie- second week.
McKenzie head the cast of "Bur$10,000.
Menagerie,"
Palmas
Glass
Las
"The
lesque," which opened a one-week
(Lst week) (388; $3).
Boll opening engagement last night (Mon.) at. a
all seats at $3.81 top.
Wednesday
with
(18),
'Sweethearts'
$26,000
$3.60 and close to capacity for rest of
Estimate for Last Week
For Fnll
in K.C. weqK. added up to strong $3,400 for
Song of Norway, American (1,700;
the first four days.
Eight performances grossed
$4^45 ).
Kansas City, Feb. 24.
estimated $24,000; compared to
an
"SvVeot'.iearts" played a full week
$32,000 for the first visit last Octo»n the Music Hall und.er A & N 'Prince' Strong $18,000,
ber.
Presentations last week". Evenings
'Blossom' Current, Pitt
went at $3.66 fop and mats at $3.05.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 24.
inowboat" plays the house for three
days and four nerformances, ThursShow business perennial under- 'Harvey' Strong $20,000
oay-Saturday (26-28),
graduate,
"The Student Prince,"
In Return Date, Indp!%.
Estimate for Last Week
Indianapoli.s, Feb. 24.
"Sweethearts," Music Hall (sinsle came back to the Nixon last week
^eek) (2.572; $3.66). Bobby Clark and put another healthy entry in the
"Harvey" got a break in the
back for the first time in 10 years house's profit sheet.
It
demon- weather and had another big stand
there
.are
as
long
as
that
strated
return to the English last
in
its
Anm; grossed a fair
S^Oto
houses to play it, the Heidelberg Kid week. There's a good advance for
will have a steady welcome. Word- "I Remember Mama," which opened
oi-rtiouth can't be discounted itias- L-sst night (Mon,1 and ''Burlesque,"
as most of the reviewers March 1-3.
Booking of "Student
Wolfit 20(iJancottver
"Blossom Time'! is Prince," March 9-10, and "Mary Had
passed it up.
current.
a Little," March 11-13, runs English
_
Vancouver. Feb. 24.
string to nine shows in seven weeks,
Estimate for Last Week
.Mrgest gross for any Shakespearean repertory ever presented here
"Student Prince," Nixon (single by far the best of the season.
Esthnatc for Last Week
y'as chalked uo last week (Feb. 9- week) (2,100; $3.25). There's appar"Harvey," English (single week)
1^) at the UOO-seat International ently no end to this hardy operetta,
Bouncey $20,000 re'^^^^'^ Wolflt's English which grabbed around $18,000, or (1,500; $3.60).
compShy
$5,000 better than it did a year ago, turn engagement, against $24,000 -for
The week's total was. $20,000.
a weels last December.
tfrhera it also miide money.
'

.

'8:30'

A

.

Newest B way Smash, SRO;

Bnjery auditorium last week,

at the

Chicago, Feb. 24.
Chi legit continues strong here^
(geispits the Lenten season and light
"Lady Winderconvention trade.
mere's Fan" finished powerfully at
the Erlanger and "Annie Get -Your
Gun" has every seat sold for its

SI

IdbWinla;

"For Love or JWoijey," Miller (16th
(C-940; $4.20). As with ipost

week)

Karlef f

business tapered last week
gross approximated $13,-

others,

when the

$5,500

making good showing.
Philadelphia, Feb. 24,
"Happv Birthday," Plymouth (69th
Philly's legit biz', for the most part,
week) (C-1,063; $4.80). House is dropped another peg or two last
making some money, and indications week. The only exception was the
are that the show is bettering an comedy tryout, "Me and Molly,"
500;

even break; over $17,000.
"Harvey," 48th St. (174th Week)
(C-902; $4.20). Plenty of life in this
longest-running straight play, with
expectations of engagement playing
into next season; $14,080.
"Hlch Button Shoes," Shubert (.21st

week) (M-1,387; $6). Comedy features of this musical keep it a
favorite and summer stay looks set;
nearly $38,000.
"Icetime of

1948." Center (39th
lR-2.994; $2.40). Skating re-

week)
vue

still

last

faring well as it enters the
season; rated
of its

month

around $34,000 again.
"Loafe Ma, I'm Dancin'," Adelphi
An(4th week) (M-1,434; $4.80).
other musical strong in' the comedy
department and at the agencies,
with gross over $38,500; great in this
spot.

"Make Mine Manhattan," Broadhurst (6th week) (R-1,160; $6). One
of the li-st's strong musicals, with
standees in most times and gro-ss

around

$.36j,500.

"Mt and

Molly," BelaSco (C-1,077;
Presented by Feigay, Smith.
$4).
Kenwith and Cummings; written by
Gertrude Berg; liked out of town;

tomorrow

(Thurs.).
"Mtster Bob*rts,'^ Alvin (1st wi»10
Acclaimed: with
fD-I.331; $4.80).
100% press, newest smash is aimed
for long run; first five times approached $22,000; will top $33,000
open.'*

.

weekly.
"Oklahoma!",

JamCs

(263d
week) (M-1.505; $4.80). Vitality of
record run musical established lopg
ago and it will complete five years
on Broadway at the end of March;
St.

over $21,000.
"Skipper Next to God," Playhouse
Experi(6th week) (D-865; $4.20).

mental Theatre production is making good, with profitable pace around
$15,000.

i

Morosco
Bedfellows,"
"Strange
Picked
(6th week) (C-935; $4.80).
up, with a theatre party the probable factor; $16,000; should span the
spring,

"Streetcar

more

(12th-

Named
Week J

Desire," Barry,00-1,064; H80);

which staged a neat gain over
.

its

first week at the Locust. Despite
good notices and the name of Boris
Karloff, Priestley's new play, "The
Linden Tree," fell off in its second
and final week at the. Walnut. "Carrousel" skidded in its fourth week at
"
the Shubert. Hetiu-n engagement of

the

'

"Chocolate

management

Soldier" had
pretty
unhappy

the
all

week.

Two newcomers

tliis

week are

"Pick-Up Girl." starring Peggy Ann
Garner, opening yesterday afternoon
(Mo0.) at the Locust to catch holiday crowds, and "Joy to the World,"
tr.vout comedy, bowing, in last night
at the Forrest. Next Monday (1) the
Guild's '-You

Never Can Tell" reviv-

two weeks' stand at the
Walnut, and "Blossom Time" comes
Shubert for two weeks,

al starts a

-

into the

The new mu.sical, "My
starts a three weeks' stay

Romance"
March 8 at
Forrest and "The Glass Menag-

the
erie" starts a two weeks' run.at the
Locust. Latter is a la.st-minute sub
for "There Goes the Bride," formerly booked but shifted elsewhere.

Helen MacKellar is playing the
"Menagerie" lead that Philly saw
Pauline Lord do la.'st season, "Harvey" with Frank Fay, opens March
29 at the Locust for a runj Katharine
Cornell's "Antony and Cleopatra"
reviv.ll arrives the same night at the
Forrest for two. weeks and the ne-wrevue, "Inside U. S. A." is due simultaneously at the Shubert tov three
weeks.
Estimates for Last Week
"The Chocolate Soldier," Forrest
(2d week) (1,786; $3.00). Return of
this revival hobbIed.-a little past the

mark.
"Tbe Linden Tree," Walnut (2d
week) (1,340; $3.89), Despit*. critiMl
praise and Boris Karloff as star, this

$21,000

•

tryout eased off to $5,500.
"Me and Molly," Looust (2d week)
(1,580; $3.^5). This tryoUt reversed
the trend by gaining in its final session; hearty $11,000.
"Caro«sel," Shubert (4th week)
(1,677; $5.20). Eased off to $29,000;
current we6k is the final.

:
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EmsiniifATE

B2

Hays Ont
io th«> World
New Haven, Feb. 19.

(rf

Plays Abroad

Town

Peggy Maley, blonde eyeful due for

!U

War Witii

the

Galliering Storiii

Army

London, Feb. 19.
(YALE DRAMA DEPT.)
Direction, Which is still in the trySliiplion Mitchell and Sam Goldw.vn, Jr,,
j)),'Csentatlon
(tor Lomlon 'i'hpatrlOal Proand-discard Stage, capitalizes on the
New Haven, Febr 18.
production of fomeity in three at'ta (four frenzy that is Hollywood. The condiictltths, ,Ijtd.) ot tragedy in three acts by
Yale Drama Dept. proauction ot comedy Gordon Olennon and Reynei" Bitrton. DiHLal'S A-lPretl Dvake,
it-eneia) by Allan ScoUi
stant drive that is a part of picture In two acts (four .scenes), by James B, rected
JMui'Sha. Hunt; feature.s Myi'Oii McCufmiclc,
'Miles 'Malloson, At St. Martin's,
by
Morfis Cavnovsky, Clay c:itfni<!iit, Hugh making is well mirrored and excite- Allardlce. Directed by Frank McMuilan. .London, Feb. Iff, ''IS.
Kennie. Mary IVelclj, Nina Tale. Staged ment is on tap on several occasions. Scttlns, Chandler 'Potter costuinea, AdOtr Mrs. .tlardlcstone. ......... .. ..Naucy price
Coodhart. At Hrs. Humble. .............. ,2-Ielene Burls
by Jules Dassln. Setting, Harvy Hoi'nei*; Despite
length, aon I'owcU; llglltlUK, WilUatn
excessive
play's
Uniyerally, New HnvCn, Feb. 18f ''IB.
co.stumos, Beverly Woodner; ligHL.ing, Jean
Dr. James,
.'Inn b^lernlng
constant action, albeit
With Doan K. 'Cfalir, Charles Moore, Wil- Mra.' Jtmios.
Rosenthal, Opened at Shuhert, New Haven, there's almost
Ruth Du.nnlng.
liam Startln. WHllara A. t*iniHot, Joo l/'rankie JIardlestune. . •
a portion is on the wrong traclt.
Feb. 10, '48i '13.80 topi.
.. . ..Bryan Forbes
.Myron Kcllln, Muit Forrest, Ned IJardledliune.
.. vavi .. .IfimryH .Tones
An exceptionally attractive set MarOsz,
Mary Welch
Mai-y Magllle...*
Anthony Manzl, Tom Tyrrell, Wilson Hall,
.Mary M^xckenzle
Floyd ..................... Mifhael XJreyCuSs provides elastic working space for tleorge Mosel, D; L. I'olacheck, Anne Myrtle Urey
.IjoIs Hall
Mildred
the frantic movement that frequently Shropshire, Byrle Uass, Olive Atlttnsoiii
tedith Wham
.Pcgsy Malcy
This first managerial venture of
Good
the production.
highlights
J. Newton McKeon...... Myron Mt:Cormiok
Sam Goldwyn, Jr,,- is a rustic tragedy
looking garb accounts for eye appeal
....iljealie Ijltomy
Mortfmer Behrman.
Some very funny material will go that
Bone.has no element of surprise, but
;..,v..MUBh Bennio in that department.
Btohatd Stanton..
to waste if somebody doesn't grab off
..;..Ucrt IjYeed
isawtod P. XJonnoft.i.
is well presented. With a little more
this collegiate effort and adapt it to
.Alfred Drake
Alexander Soren....^*,
originality
and suspense it might
,^'ina Vale
Barbara Benton...,.
commercial use. Fact that it's a one- have given him an auspicious
start
.Walter r. Amiler
Henry Saintsbury
ca-st
a
large
too
not
lunger' with
Dallas, Feb. 24.
on storming London. Ag it is, mur•• Harris Brown
^Pilwortliy
t
should be a boost towards getting it
Pt'. A, J; Wood.i,:.i,;....^..<Maraha Hunt
der done byi for or.' through mental
Theatre 'iS presentation ot comedy in
et6ve Walton ............ i .Herbert Ita tner two acta I>v liarton Macl„ane, adapted trom on professional boards.
defectives is no longer a novelty, and
Clay element "The Czar of Halfaday Creek," by Jantea
production that provides a
S. V. Hoouer
A
its chances either here or in the U,S.
l^nrt .KrapKner
pimltri Oumanslty
DiroEted by Margo .fonrs. steady stream of laughs over a two11.
Jlendryx.
Unl Hfi'.son iSets, Jed Mace. Opened at Cxulf Oil, Uallafi,
are slim.
Sanip.ion
act stretch has been incubated by
Theodore Newton J'Vb.
Mr, Wilcox...
A Sussex; farm is owned by a woni'JS,
.Kam Uonneii Ono-Bye Ju!in..,.....i,.jonathan Seymour Yale's, drama department with enter- an and worked
Hurry. .i
by her two grandSiorrls Cavnov-sHy
on life
Batti'Biiimsnteld.
One-.\rm John.. ....s.,.. Marshall Yokelson taining results. Script, based
sons—the
younger isn't too bright
in
camp
corps
training
ICatherine iSaulre in a tank
The Klootch..'..'.
and the implication is their dead
......... .Frances Waller Kentuclcy in late 1944, lends itself to
Koae Larelle.
mother was mentally unbalanced,
Ordinary pruning -shears aren't Honest John
Boyd Hill
lines and situaboth
guffaws
in
hefty
...........Jack Warden
Lyme Cushing
Ned, the elder, is courting a flashy
fwing to be enough to handle the cut- George
......Wilson Brooks tions. At times bordering on farce, young hairdresser from
Cornwalli.'s
ing necessary, for this one-^a full
a nearby
Black John.,.............011nton Anderson play revolves around activities that
scale scythe would be more in Order. Harry.'. ... ..... .. . ...
.Bob Kendriok POP up when a wolfish first sergeant coast town, but she scorns him as a
compass might come in handy, too, Corporal Uownty
In desperation he
Tod Andrews becomes involved in an empending farm laborer.
in blasfing a direct trail througli the Goldie,...>...i............,..Jiary Fiimey. maternity case.
murders his grandmother and plants
mass, of words and extraneous mateevidence
the
his
brother.
on
As the
some
excelCast allows leeway for
rial which, in other hands, might well
Barton MacLane, better known as lent characterizations. Roster in- boy was prone to walk in his sleep,
develop into a literary jungle. But
he readily believes in his own guilt,
a film villain^ has written an amusing cludes typical samples ranging from
patience in the matter' of heavy refarce in "Black John," which had the blustering colonel to the dumb The local doctor's wife, attached to
vision should bfe rewarded with subthe youngster,, is skeptical and by
its world premiere at the Gulf Oil private, with in-between characters
stantial success, once the play gets
everything
from a merciless questioning extracts the
theatre here Feb. 9. It's a little representing
its proper bearings.
hard to put a finger on the reason Quirt-Flagg duo to /the camp tramp. truth from the murderer. He is now
Premiere ran longer than a mara- for its success. The action is slow; Students have caught the spirit of frantic with rage as the girl refuses
thon, with at least 30 minutes due for the lines not. very original, and. the this opus to an amusing degree and to give up. town life- anij- settle in
the country, after he h^'s risked his
an axing. Breakin displayed consid- plot is sketchy. Yet it proves a results reflect the good casting;
erable waving on the part of pro-. thoroughly enjoyable and relaxing
Frank McMullan, who handled, neck to get her;
Nancy Price is quietly dominating
duCiers as to whether they should experience. Probably most of the theatricals as- his service assignment
present a straight comedy primarily credit should go to the brilliant di- during the recent fracas,, has staged^ as the old woman and of the allcompetent
cast,
Bryan
for .laughs or ofTer a crusade for a rection of Margo Jones and to some this one right out of the Army, around
.([i "-Forbes'
unexaggerated jMrtrayal of
freehand in the production of bigger fine performances by members of her manual. His direction has dovetailed"
and better social significance films. reperatbry cast. Play has film and nicely with a well written script that the harmless, dull-witted boy is outIf they can jell this combination, as Broadway possibilities.
peppers its four scenes with laughs standing.
Production is smooth and story
it loolts they, might, they'll really
The first part of the play rather running from chuckles to the belly
holds interest, but its success will
too carefully lays the scene; little variety.
have somehing.
Indications are that best chance of is left to the iniagination or intelliSets, lighting and costumes are depend on whether the appetite for
{tutting a fundamentally sober mes- gence of the audience. Not until the good
examples of the technical this type of thriller is satiated.
Clem.
sage across in this instance is through hero. Corporal Downey of the Cana- quality that generally .reaches an
saloon
the subtleties ot humor, rather than dian Mounties, dashes into the
upi^er grade standard in these Eli
audiDlable Boiti^ux
Bone.
emphasis on harangue. A proper bal- Warbling "Rose Marie" is the
major productions.
ance of laughs and barbs, sparkplug- ence sure that it is supposed to
(The Lame Devil)
time
on, guffaws
From
that
laugh.
ging the already present elements of
Paris, Feb. 18.
.1
romance and tear-jerking, can build grow more and more frequent.
Current
Play is laid- in Halfaday Creek in
Pierre BeteDle proflncUon o£ comedy in
this play into good theatre. Analysis
three acts (nine scenes) by Sacha Gtrltry,
the Yiikon, refuge for social- outcasts.
o;f th9 plot rates it a$ timely enough
(Feb. 23-March 6).
stars' (Jultry.
Directed by Ouitry. Set by
many of the area's inhabitants
to .be regarded as an outia^opping of So
Rcnoux,
Rone
assisted
by Bolund Itbumil"An
Inspector
Calls"
C;ncy
of
Cox,
men
and
so
many
"wanted"
hac, Budtground music by Nelly Golettl.
the Congressional Hollywood inves- are
them have adopted the pame "John (23-28); American, St. Louis (1-6).
<Vt Sheatte Edouard VH, Paris.
tigation. Such is not the case, how"Annie Get JTour Gun"—Shubert, M. ae Talleyrand
that for clarity's sake they've
ever, as script actually was com-, Smithy"
Sacha Guitrv
to be known as "Honest John," Chi. (23-28); Music Hall, Cleve. (1-6). CharleB X......
come
.Maurice Tcynao
pteted prior to that ,eyenf.
Ballet Theatre—Aud., L. A. (25); Napoleon I
"One-Eye John," "One-Arm John,"
.Emile Drain
Alexander Soren, talented film "Black John," "Red John,'.' etc.
.Henry.I.,avergn«
Aud., Pasadena (26); Aud., Ontario Louis XVIIt
Philippe Richard
producer in his early 40's, has made
Central character is Black John, a (27); Aud., San Diego (28); Aud., Louis Philippe
G. F. Orond
,I,ana Marconi
a $peech to a congress of writers, a huge bearded man who rules the L. A. (I); Fox, San Bernardino (2); Mrs.
t'omto de Montrond....... George fipanellv
speech in which he declares it's time creek with an ir6n hand. The action Lobero, S. Barbara (4); Aud., San Conite do Romusat.
.Robert Dartols
tor Hollywood to utUize its genius takes place in Lynpie Cushing's Jose (5); Aud., Sacramento (6).
Marie Therese
Jeanne Fuslei--C3ir
ior something more substantial than saloon, where anythwg is likely to ~ "Blackouts of 19^48''—EI Capitan, Mmp, de Dino
Marie PrancBy
Comte Roedejer
PiOne Ix^coq
mere entertainment. The speech, happen, and does.
Jance-hall girl HoUywobd (23-6),
Prince louls Napoleon . . .Georges Blvlcro
which had been authored by a young from Dawson creates havoc in the
"Blossom Time"—Nixon, Pitt. (23- Helle. .......
, i.F.
de Snllaz
compafly researcliier and which Soren community; a couple of bandits make; 28); Shubert, Philly (1-6).
Lord CasUereagh
,L, Paris
had delivered without reading be- an attempted robbery to be foiled
"Burlesque"—American, St. Louis
forehand, drops a bomb under the by Black John;, a belligerent wife (23-28); English, Indpls. (1-3); HartFor his return to the stage after
swivel chair of the studio's financial from the states comes hunting her man, Col. (4-6).
the war, as part of his comeback
giant, J. V. Hooper,- who sees his in- fugitive husband; a husband comes
"Carousel"
Shubert, Philly (23which includes films and lectures,
vestment doing a quick fadeout if seeking his vagrant soni Ih the 28); Opera Hse., Bost. (1-6).
the current strictly entertainment saloon, too, is the "hanging beam."
"Chocolate Soldler"-^Ford's, Balto. Sacha Guitry has left nothing undone to insure a smash, and got it in
policy is revised. Hooper demands The audience just iliisses seeing a (23-28); Natl., Wash. (1-6).
that Soren retract the speech in a couple ot string-ups.
"Harvey"—Hartman, Col. (23-25); full. The years, and what he has
nationwide broadcast soon due.
As Black John, Clinton Anderson Aud., Louisville (26-28); Aud., Nash- been through, may have aged him
a bit, but he hiis gained a mellow
In tracking down the actual author looks and acts the part, playing with ville (1-2); Aud., Memphis (4*6).
Of the speech, Soren learns that the surety and skill. The choice lines
"I Bemember Mama"
English, quality which makes him well-nigh
youthful researcher, Anne Wood, is fall to his pal, saloon-keeper Gush- Indpls. (23-28); Town Hall, Tolpdo perfect in his part. He has .never
an attractive giri with high ideals on ing, played by Jack Warden, who (1-3); Palace, So. Bend (4); Parkway, been getter as an actor.
how Hollywood's talent should be gives a stellar performance.
Madison (5-6).
As an author, a certain "bitterness
.
Star of the evening, though is
employed to desseminate the truth
"Jofaii Loves Mary"—Harris, Chi has made him write lines which
about conditions as they exist today. Wilson Brooks, as the meek, milque- (23-6).
though applying to the kind of cavThe pair find njutual romantic inter- toast farmer fleeing from his wife.
"Joy to the World"—Forrest, Philly alcade he has built around the life
Mary Finney adds a shrewd study (23-6).
ests and the girl's sincerity induces
of Maurice de Talleyrand, are obviSoren to tafckle as his next film a pic- as Goldie, the rampaging wife. Tod
"Lady Windermere's Fan"—David- ous references to current politics.
Andrews is dashing as the Mountie
Jure based on the life of Samuel corporal. As the dance girl, Frances son, Mil. (23-28); Aud., St. Paul (1-2); The play is highly entertaining, and
Gompers, laborite. However, the only Waller shows
Lyceum, Mpls. (3-6).
for the educated French audiences
nice flair for comedy.
"Mary Had" a Little"—Shubert- Guitry writes for, is a bullseye. It's
way he can get .it through is to re- Other regular aTheatre
'48 cast memtract his original speech, as deXafayettei Det. (23-6).
a pity that international chances are
bers come through with skillful oermanded by Hooper.
"My Romance"
Shubert, Bost. marred by the fact that the play
formances.
Berg.
(23-6).
requires a fair amount of knowledge
In agreeing to tliat deal, he loses
"O Mistress Miiie"— Selwyn, Chi. of French history to be enjoyed, and
the girl's respect hut later, when
(23-6).
for
llusbanil
above all, it needs being acted by
Hooper doublecrosses him just be"Oklahoma!"
Conv; Hall, Tulsa Guitry himself.
fore the broadcast, Soren goes on the
Los Angeles, Feb. 13.
(23-28)'; Aud., Denver (30-6).
air and repeats his speech.
The
Michael Mark production ot a comedy In
If he screens it himself, it
will
"Pick Up Girl"—Locust, Philly be
eption results in his forced- resigna- thi-ee acta (Ave scenes) by Howard Irving
a cavalcade of the life of Maurice
tion, but he takes with him practi- Young. Directed by Behita Booth. Opened, (23-6).
de Talleyrand, who was born shortly
Masque theatre, Log Angeles, Feb.
"Private Lives"— Cass. Det. (23-6).
cally the entire staff when he shifts at the
before the French Revolution, was a
1.1, '48; $1.80 top.
San Carlo Opera Co.-^Aud., Sacover to producing for a former part- .Stephen Bnriday....
Don Shelton ramento (24); Aud., Stockton (25); grand seigneur, a great roue in
ner who., gives him carte blanche Beatrice, bis wlte.
private life, a bishop who at the
Jane Hamilton Aud., Fresno
(26); Aud., L. A. (27With his new policy.
Mar(jareti his daughter..
Felippa Hock
sanie time married Mrs. Grand and
Alfred Drake, selected for the Perry CfranviUe, her ilancec, Richard Avonde 28); Aud., "San Diego (29); Aud., one of the great
statesmen of all
Commodore Van Ryper. .NOrman Rainey L. A. (1-6).
Soren role in preference to more sea- Bthel,
As a production, Pierre Behi.s wife
.. .Boxanne Stark
"Show Boat"—KRNT, Deis MOineS times.
soned vets at this type of part, justi- Judy Kimball,
teille and Guitry have given
a sculptress. Barbara Wcodell (23-25); Music Hall,
the play
K.C. (26-28):
fies the choice. He does a thoroughly Marion Vale
.Christine Larstin
everything
The cast is excellent
Chi. (1-6).
Workmanlike job in the 85.-side role Bubbles, an artist's model., Helens Stanley Shubert,
and
introduces
Lana
"Sleep
Marconi, who
It
Tom
Welxster. a reporter.
Off"—
Dehver Pyle
Capitol, Yakima
that has him almost eon.stantly onGordon Lang, a critic
Tom Baokos
Lyceum, Mpls. (25-28); David- may still have much to learn but who
stage. It's a far cry from his creation Hatcher., the bntier;........Jack B. Foster (22);
has a delightful personality.
son, Mil. (1-6).
of Curly in "Oklahoma!" but it Clihton Strond, a lawyer. .. .Wallace Stark
The sets by Rene Renoux are a
"Song of Norway"— Aud,, Little
..Don Bradley
should boost his straight acting stock TCIppy. a drinKcr.
Spencer, who Isn't anythingr. .Brant Hodges Rock (23); Aud., Shreveport (24); thing of beauty and the period cosconsiderably. Marsha Hunt, emerging Juniper,
a poet
...
..... Steve droves Pache,
N, Orleans (25-28); Conv, tumes and dresses are fresh, beautifrom her Hollywood cocoon for a
Hall, Tulsa (3); KRNT, Des Moines ful and authentic. The background
first fling
*lohh

Houseman and Wininin R.
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Black John
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protest against the treatment
given
s'ven
him by his

enemies.
Guitry's new find, Lana
Marconi
IS very nice at first as
the womai'
he conquers, who later becomes
w fe. Later, she does Paulitie
de
Dino, the young relative.
Fusier Gir justifies her repJeannB
as !
fine comedienne m the
of »
woman who is not hep to part
the
manners. The cast has been e?anrt
ve?v
.

many

Well chosen,
of them aetiw
two or three parts, all done
bv
players who, 1 ke Maurice
Tevnan
are stars in their own
right anrf
getting
the
limit- out
o(
whit
amoVHits to 'secondary parts
Guitry directed the show
With ut
most care and telling results
was staking his old rep on the

8h"w'
It's his personal
answer fn hil^
Retractors.
It's his

and
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Indifferent
London, Feb fi
•,11 -.n™
"
an,

Sherek Players presentation (bv

m"/}' will. Bronson AIber.v
elation with Arts Council) o£

a™"

i

drama in ?hree
acta by Pfiter U«fl&ov. Directed
bv
man ^Marshall.- At CrtterioB.'
lioilaK,
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•Charmlan

Andrew

lb-more

A.'ipen

13yr»

CVuicksliank

,
Francis TlToi
JVallcr CartwrIght-Godwal..Charle»
CulSS

This story of moral lapses in an
English vicarage holds the mirror
up to nature in a disconcertina

fashion and

likely to jar clericS
only two of the
characters being chaste. Main attraction is Gladys Cooper's return
to the London stage after 10 years,
and her delineation of a nerve*
is

susceptibilities,

harassed, (paladjusted wife is a
worthy one. Play is slight in theme,

but with her name and suitably^
chosen supporting cast, might be
worth a gamble fii the U.S.
A countr^' clergyman, ineffectual

and 'well-meaning, suffers from an
inferiority complex amply fed by

his wife's irritable condemnation of
anything he says or does. Mishanthe confession of his young
housemaid's pregnancy results in her
attempted suicide. She is restored
from hysteria by the calm logic of
his brother-in-law, a hearty young

•dling

Army

who .is. on a

padre,
Distracted

by

the.

her lover, the wife

is

visit

departure

goaded

Ot^

to con-

the illicit relationship to her
hu.sband, who astounds her by assorting he knew it all along and is
only sorry the object of her affections was so unworthy of her. To
help 'her through tlus abject humiliation and to adjust their lives he
fess

admits his own guilty association
with her dead sister and through
mutual understanding of their

this

frustrated lives

comes

reconciliation.

There is a sensitive, sterling perf
formance by Francis Lister as the
chastened nonentity humbled by his
wife's constant belittling, trying to
live up to the concepts of his cloth
and .battling with human emotions,
He garners the evening's honors.

Andrew Cruickshank gives a good
complementary characterization of
the younger minister. Anna Turner
turns in a competent portrayal as
the visiting niece who makes no
.«iecret

her belief in free

of

.

love,

Charmian Eyre has some tense,
pathetic moments as the betrayed

housemaid reluctantly rescued from
a watery grave. Philandering father
and his neurotic, disapproving son
are adequately portrayed by Charles
(Nullum and Peter Street
.

Norman

Marshall's

direction

is

Clem.

creditable.-

Tallu $23,400, Milw'kee;
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'Naughty' Report Helps
Milwaukee, Feb. 24.
After 26 weeks in Chicago, the
Tallulah Bankhead version of Fnvate Lives" enjoyed a profltaWe
stay last week at the Davidson,
though not quite capacity.
J^""
Windermere's Fan" plays the house
ne.\t

week.

"

Estimate for Last Wee''/.
"Private Lives," Davidsoti (single
Long run m
(1,500; $4.20).
Chicago and reports that it Wa»
a
"naughlty" boosted business to
good $23,400 for eight performances,
,

week)

.

lary' Mere $10,500, Mpls.

.

at legit, is gracious, charming and histrionically adept as the

(4-6).

In 1940, this comedy ran for a full
"Student Prince"— Erlanger, Buff.
idealistic researcher. Signs point to week
in
Watford, England.
A (1-3);
her Broadway baptism bringing per- scheduled London opening was can- Akron Shea's, Erie (4); Colonial,
(5); Park, Youngstown (6).
sonal success.
celled when the blitz levelled the
"Sweethearts"
Erlanger, Chi,
Well-rounded cast helps to keep theatre in which it was to open. (23-6).
»
things rolling. Top support includes Current production is 'its American
First Mrs. Fraser"— Shubert,
Myron McCormick, as studio pub- premiere, the reasons for which are N."The
Haven (5-7).
licity head; Morris Carnovsky, in a obscure.
"The Hallams"— Wilbur, Bost, (23bell-rinaing characterization of the
Plot line deals.. with a banker who 28).
.
Goldwyn-typo film mogul who giv.s wants to write a 'o'ook, maintaining
"-The Linden Tree"— Nat'l, Wash.
Soren the free rein; Clay Clement, as a secret Greenwich Village apart- (23-28).
the hard-boiled financier, Hooper; ment in order to gratify his desire.
"The
Mary Welch, chief receptionist; Nina The few possible laugh situations (23-6). Red Mill"— Blackstone, Chi,
Vale, fading pic star, and Hugh are apparent so far in advance that
"There Goes The Bride"— Shubert,
Pennie, Leslie Litomy, Bert Freed, they grow hoary long before de- N. Haven (26-28); Aud., Hartford
(1);
of studio's legal, story, management livery.
Lyric, Bridgeport (2); Court, Spring«epartments. Amusing bits are added
As a special valentine present to field (3); McCarter,
Princeton (4);
by Kurt Kraszner, musical director; those coBce)rned, the efforts of cast Playhouse, Wil. (5-6).
Lois Hall, hysterical secretary; Harris and director will be quietly ignored.
"You Never Can Tell"—Colonial,
Brown, from the Johnston office, and
Kap.
Bost. (23-28); Walnut, Philly (1-6).

—

,

'

.

'

scenes.

^^l^A on
"'^i
played
the piano offstage by the
Nelly Golelty,
«nH adds t9^i''^^"'
and
the general atmosphere
.

Guitry,

in

the

title

Is

role,

is exemplary. Before he comes
on
never practically to leave it staiTc
afterwards,

his character

is

established

bjf a conversation which
takes place
between his servants. He then arr!ve.s, limpms, which
explains the
title

of

Lame

Devil" since Talleyrand liad a club foot, From beginning to end, he characterizes the

man who combined statesmanship,
snobbishness, personal cunning, and
P.H^suit

of

women

with

admirable

Critics

Minneapolis, Feb. 24. ^
staged a saber dance on

"Mary Had a Little" last week, and
word-of -mouth didn't help, Mary

Weather was _ no
got very little.
explanation, as two days were lair
and three more poor.
U"f°'2
tickets could have been used to neat
the theatre.
.
Estimate for Last Week

Had a Little," Lyceumweek) (1,900; $3.00). Slow
got no help from, the nexp
newspapers; sad $10,500
seven performances.
"Mary

(single

opL-niiig

day's

Lynn

Bigrgs,

where on Long

in seclusion someIsland, is nearing

completion on a new play. His "Green
story
rand s
but has added Grow the Lilacs" provided the
some which apply to his own ex^ for "Oklahoma." Garrett Leverton,
periencc since the war, as a subtle of Samuel French, will handle.
.skill.

He

uses
witticisms

many

of

Talley-

.

WedttCBdajry Febrnary 23,
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UTEttATI
SEP,
It's
45th in the series on
America's most colorful citfes. Albany due March 13.
Alan Sands has the lead ai'tielo

Literati

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

in the March issue of "Humor Business.''
It relates
what a comedy
Fitzpatrick, as.sociate editor of Quill writer has to go through when he
Bloohman Mystery Head
Lawrence G. Blochman has been magazine; and treasurer, Lawrence attempts to sell his owp radio combusiness
news writer, edy package
voted president of Mystery Writers Sullivan,
The election was held Grifflng Bancroft, chairtnan of the'
t>l America.
at the group's recent annual con- Standing Committee of Correspond-

;^-»->i-»-»«**»*

Other ofvention in New York,
elected were Bruno Fischer,
secretary; Edward Radin, treasurer,
Hugh Pentecost, executive'
and
veepee.
New board of directors includes
Radin,
Fischer,
Brett
Pentecost,
•

Hdlliday, Helen McCloy,
'Kendrick, EUery Queen,

Baynard
Anthony

Boucher, Vincent Starrett, William
"Brannon, Clayton Bawson, Robert
CS)xe, Jr., Maiden
Arthur, George
Grange Bishop, 'Whitman Chambers,
Helen Reilly, MiltoooOzaki and Ken
Crossen.

Qulgley,

Jr.'s,

ents of the Congressional Pre.ss Galleries, and Sol Taishoff, publishev of
Bi'oadcasting mag, were elected to
the board of directors, and Peter
Edson, Scripps-Howard columnist,
ws>s reelected.

Book

Falm Springs Sheets Merge
Two Palm Springs (Calif.) semi%

Co.)

Interesting and scholarly book on doing a new WJio
Knows-^and What?
historical antecedents of the anthology.
present motion picture camera and
Rex Smith, ex-American Airlhies
projector has been written by Martin
p.a., ex-Chi Sun m.e., flirting with
Quigley, Jr., associate editor of the
Motion Picture Herald and Motion the idea of a Mexico City daily
(English),
V
Picture Daily; and son of the pubMartin Goodman readying a new
Volume, lalisher of those papers.
beled "Magic Shadows," is to be pub- film fan mag to be published quar(Thursday )
by terly starting this summer. Gloria
Ushed tomorrow
Georgetown University Press. Quig- Votsis is editor.
ley was graduated from Georgetown
New summer theatre directoiT for
In 1939,
1948, issued by Actors Cues, is on
Book, drawing extensively from the stands, listing over 200 spots due
"dispels
the to operate this season.
documents,
original
widely accepted Action that Edison
Albert Idell's "Great Blizzard" is
and bis contemporaries in the latter due March 11 under tlie Henry Holt
days of the 19th century invented imprint. Publication date is the 60th
motion pictures." Although the con- anniversary of the big .snow of 1888.
tributions of these scientists and inr
Jane Hinton has joined Aubry
venters
was important, r Quigley Publications as head of the dramatic
points out, they didrft create motion rights department. She's authored
pictures, but only effected the culand adapted several Broadway plays.
mination of a long and dramatic trail
Helen Irwin Dowdey, an editor
of study, research and experimenta- with McFadden Publications,' was
.

which commenced with Aristotle married Saturday (21) to Kenneth
and Atxhimedes and came to fruition P. Littauer, associate editor of Colas the compoiite achievement liers.
of many j>ersons in many countries.
"Belle," one-act play by Edwin
Contrary to most histories of the and Nathalie Gross, is appearing in

tion

finally

films,

•

Quigley

ends,

rather

than

current Seventeen ma^.

&

starts with the show at Koster
Bial's Music Hall, where Macy's now
gtands on 34th street, N. Y., on April
23, 1896. While that was undoubtedly

the most important premiere in motion picture annals and the beginning of films as we know them,'
Quigley makes clear that there were
many prior ''first nights" liaving to
do with development of mathematical theories and systems of optics up
to the discovery by George Eastman
in 1889 of a flexible base fo^r photographic film, another step in making possible today's 6,000-seat Radio
Ctty Music Hall version of the -peep

Herb.

'Show.

$1-$1.50

a

;

picturp,

with

Poormen,

the concessionaire

does

and

room

ladies'

gents'

weeklies are due for merging short- attendants, instead of getting a perly.
They're the Desert Sun and the centage of the tips, now pay a
Limelight -News.
weekly rental and keep the tips. This
Smith Davis, newspaper broker, way the firm is able to realize some
engineered the merger.
profit
on the transaction, .since
there's no' way of insuring that all
gratuities are turned' in. Cigarel girls
CHATTEK
do
not
bring
niuch profit either these
Who's Who (A. N. Mai'quls

It's

second

of a series designed for school and
little theatre showings.
Mme. Antonia Valentin, author of

the forthcoming "Mirabeau," published by Viking, last week, will
make her first U.S. visit, sailing

may have

days.

Max Gordon and

Herbert Jacoby

are asking a S25,000 rental.

At the same time, concessionaires
are hitting more grief from the fact
that several bonifaces are seeking
to have the consignees eliminatesome of the gadgets to extract coin
from, patronage. This is being done
on the premise, that with prices what
they are, perhaps the customers
shouldn't be annoyed to purcha.sc
dolls, gardenias, souvenir programs,
etc.

By Frank

Scully

->-»

«

<

m

»^

:

life

a case.

tion of

As a result of not being able to get
the huge wartime rentals, it's expected that more bonifaces 'wUl be
forced to operate their own conces.sions.
Tlie Versailles, for example,
last week took over its own coatroom. There are similarly no takers on the concession of the former
Cafe Society Uptown, where owners

my

Perhaps this is what settled the matter for all involved in the produc"The Sign of the Ram." Having a trunkload of clippings to prove
that adversity had not soured Miss Peters in real life, they felt it would
be a brave switch to cast her as a crippled, beautitul witch.
Well, it may have been a smart ^switch, bdt .I pei-.sonally boiled for two
reasons. One, because the projection room was hotter than a pressurecooker and, two, because I. resent the perpetuation of the myth that
paralysis warps the mind.
Literati Chief Mcanies
The literati are the chief meanies in this perpetuation of an uncharitable
prejudice. Helen Colton recently pointed out to the readers' of the New
York Times that the villain in "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty" had a
club foot. (So, for that matter, did Byron.) She further cited that the
villain in Dick Tracy used a steel hook for a lost hand and had a paralyzed
foot. It was her contention that writers were confusing deformity with

Gravy Train Stalled

'fiie

'

At

one negative often producing multiple sales,
nicely,

»*»t

Having spent half

Spotty Nitery
Continued from page 43
there.

.

Cripple Creek, Col.,. Feb. 22.
proving (and quite successfully too) that life
cannot imprison a free soul howovcv much it cripples the old chassis, you
couldn't expect me to turn hand-springs of delight at the perpetuation of
the myth that all you have to do witli a beautiful dame is to immobflize
her gams to turn her into a beautiful live-letter word.
Variety was a good deal more charitable than I'd be in reviewing Susan
Peiers' performance in Irving Cummings, Jr.'s, production of "The Sign
of the Ram," a recent Columbia release. Her first picture since She lost
the use of her legs in a hunting accident some years ago, it might have
shown how adversity had softened and strengthened her character. What
it did, instead, was to entrench the canard! that cripples become warped
in their minds as well as their bodies.
Perhaps this was intended to: show that Miss Peters was a ver.s.itile
actress and didn't need to play for sympathy. There is, I concede, something to be said for versatility. There is also something to be said in
favor of being your lovely self. Unfortunately mo.st troupers, would
lathtii- play anybody than themselves. With four out of hve nomitiations
tor this year's Oscars portraying hellcats of sorts, 'the p.sychiatric trulls

j

ficers
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villainy,
.

Not long

ago, a smartalcc a.sked Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt in her Ladies
Journal monthly question box, "If You Ask Me," if she didn't think
paralysis had done something td the
'
President's mind.
She very graciously and charitably answered that it hf^Mf
felt it had
given him a much better understanding of those who had^mi,-.tfd or were

Home
that

much sutfeHng and subsequent

'

.

;

The concessionaires are not only
fighting those requests, but are seeking to introduce new merchandising
ideas to compensate for the cut in
revenue.
The latest idea, and one that
promises to produce healthy returnis the recording machine, introduced
several weeks ago at the' Harem,
N.Y. This is a combination broad-

incapacitated like himself.
That was not only true of FDR biit of the vast majority of physically
handicapped. During the war I paid a visit to the White Souse for a bull
session with Steve Early and Marvin Mclntyre. During the session Early
expressed amazement at the way I moved around on my own hdhd-looled
elbow crutches. He expressed regret that the Chief was overseas' at the
time. He felt sure that if FDR could .see the way I covered ground it
would inspire him to imitate me. He gave me the whole inside Story of
the President's handicap in the hope that I'd have the. solution; Couldn't
I come back and demonstrate the sticks later?
Well, I couldn't, but I ofl'cred to let his medical friends copy my sticks.
They did, but priorities prevented his getting duplicates of mine. Hn fact,
his were three times heavier, and I'm afraid proved nine times harder for
a novice to manipulate. He didn't live long enough to master them and
atter'his death Grace TuUy rescued them from the Truman dynasty and
turcd them over to me with loving thanks.
As for Early, he was so fetched by all this that he turned the President's
car ahd chauffeur over to me lest I slip on the slushy streets which were
loasiJig up Washington at the time. You may be sure that the experience
did nothing to dry up the human juices flowing_from one physically
handicapped mugg to another possibly more handicapped.
'

caster-transmitter and recorder. The
patron not only hears his own voice
played back, but is given a record
Marbh 12 on the America,
of the conversation.
"Brandy for a Hero,'' a new whoIn Chicago, the Pump Room has
unit by f orftier actor-scenarist Wil^
put its own brand of chocolates for
liam O'Farrell, contains a hoodlum
mailing. Other merchandising ideas
character
named Herman Man- are now being mulled.
kiewicz but going under the tag of
The drop in concession rentals is
Buzz "Mann.
a -Severe blow to the average cafe
Seven Stars Press, organized last owner. Frequently the money
Like a Gold Handicap
obyear on- an experimental basis by tained from that source
Recently Bert Koppert rolled, into Palm Sprmgs to pick a spot for aji
has been
Royal Hassrick and Nancy Battle sufi'icient to take care of the land- exhibit of art photography wiiich be had shot as he wheelchaired round
Palmer, expanding its operations lord, and often:
that c6in has placed the world. Like FDR a victim of .infantile paralysis, Koppert has taken
with four titles announced for spring the operator on
the handicap as he might have taken a similar handicap in golf.
the profit side.
publication.
And doesn't anyone in Hollywood remember Ella Wickersham Who- was
Another result of the shorter conMaurice Dekobra, French novelist, cession coin is the likelihood that wheeled everywhere by her brother Bill, getting copy for their column for
returned to Paris yesterday (Tues.) there will be less new
cafe opera- the Hearst string? Did any producer ever inquire to learn what was back
aboard the De Grasse after a onc- tions.
Did he know that they were adagio dancers
of this lifetime devotion?
It's often happened that a
raonth stay in N. Y. to work out a new club has been opened
with and that Bill once mi.ssed the catch, resulting in a. broken back for Ella?
dramatization of his book, "Paradise money advanced
by the concession- Such an accident, if left to the crippled minds of the literati, would have
ill Montparnasse."
aire.
Rebecca
in a wheelchair. What Hollywood met inIt's now expected that few
left Ella as a sort of
Louis Bromficld's new non-fiction gambles of that type will continue. stead were two people who were welded by catastrophe and mellowed by^
book, "Malabar Farm," will be pubadversity.
lished April 28. It's a sequel to his
As a matter of fact, being confined to a wheelchair Is one of the mildest
"Pleasant Valley" and will tell of
of restraints. All you have to do is go through a few
hospitals to find
Bromficld's work in building up his
lhou.sands of young veterans ^who would give one leg or both to be able to
farm in Richmond County, Ohio.
chauffc«t>-ene of those chairs around' a room. I myself recall many thrills
Continued from page 37
Ernie (Pump Room) Byfield plans
as a wheelchair ward champ in hospitals between Tucson, Ariz., and
a book on. American wWslcey. Says
done several weeks ago when Mor- Leysin, Switzerland. Not until I met a one-legged guy who had hopped
there's none been written thereon;
from Marseilles to Monte Carlo for a living, did I meet a physically handi>
ri.s and Frank Sinatra reduced their
only recently a small volume on
one solace
arrangement over Sinatra Songs, capped rival who could give me an inferiority complex.
Scotch whiskey was authored. Bywhich also was absorbed into the was that he had lost e left leg and that it's easier to hop on a right gam
field is an ex- war correspondent.
than a left. It so happened we were about the same size, -so I gave him a
New members elected to the Na- Morris Overall operation after only lot of brand new right shoes which were no good to me.
parted the
or so of an autonomous
tional Institute of Arts and Letters a year
Abe Glaser and Bobby best of friends.
career.
include W. H. Auden, Padraic (I^lura,
Beware of Pity
Kornheiser, who were on the B-VH
j

.
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Buys

3

Maine Weeklies

Russell Gerould, secretary to forSaltonstall, of
Massachusetts, and former feature
editor of the Boston Herald, has
bought the Eastern Gazette, 95-year
old weekly in Dexter, Me.
Deal includes two^ other Maine
weeklies currently suspended, the
Millinocket Herald-Tribune add the
Lincoln Sun.

mer Gov. Leverett

Maestro's Novel
Radio maestro David Broekman
has" a Hollywood book, "The Shoestring Symphony," due soon via Simon & Schuster, which is also bringing out "Westward Ha! (Or Around
the World in 80 Cliches)" by S. J.
Perelman and- Al Hirschfleld, which
Hotidtiy jntig financecl.

.

VA

BVH^Morris

:

My

We

Bernard DeVoto, Matthew JosephAbout a year ago I caught a Tyrolean production, unreleased in America,
of son, F. O. Matthiessen, John Crowe stafi!, are out. Eddie Shore moves
from B-V.H to Melrose, whose pro- of Filippo del Giudice's, starring Lilli Palmer. It also dealt with this subthe McGraw-Hill Publislung Co,, iriT Ransom, John Hall Wheelock and
fessional manager will continue to ject. It was called "Beware of Pity." The story concerned an athletic
dustrial publishing firm, died in San Virgil Thomson.
Shore will displace young girl, not unlike Miss Peters, who had been crippled and confined to
Tranoisco, Feb. 21. He had retired
Carey McWilliams, whose study of be Jack Lee.
Max Kendricks, who had been with a wheelchair. An officer fell in love with her at a dinner table, only to
In 1935j being succeeded by his son, anti-Semitism, "A Mask for Privitake a powder on observing that she could not get up -from the table.
James H. McGraw, Jr., as firm's lege," will be published March 12 by Sinatra and was moved into Melr
rose. Jack Maas, Coast rep for Si- She subsequently, as does Miss Peters in "The Sign of the Ram," rolled
president.
Little, Brown and will be the Book
her chair over a cliff for a suicidal finish.
natra, incidentally, is also out.
Reputedly the dean of iudu.slrial Find Club selection for April, is at
In "The Sign of the Ram" this sort of cowardice is fortified with the
As for songs, the Morris staff takes
•publishers,
McGraw entered the work on a book about civil liberties,
over promotion of the "Road to Hio" sappiness of astrology (Illegitimate offspring of the .science of astronomy),
publishing field in 1884 as salesman to be titled "Trial by Fear.''
proving that writers are sometimes more warped and handicapped in
for the Railway Journal. Fifty years
Farrar,
Straus
and Hendricks score, written by B-VH for that their outlook than cripples.
Melrose, meanwhile, will be
later lie hea'ded an organization that House have formed a new corpora- film.
To turn a beautiful character into a witch merely because her life has
Hendricks
House - Ftaprar, at work on the "Casbah" score.
printed 24 national publications, and tion,
B-VH operation was an expensive become a matter of iree'rwheeling rather than free-ivsilking is ftbout is
controlled the McGraw-Hill Book Straus, to operate as the college divicheap a premise As the screen Could project. It would httve been so easy
Hen- one for Morris whereas the Sinatra to fix this one. AU the writers had to do was to give Miss Peters the
Go., largest firm specializing in tech- sion of Farrar, Straus & Co.
such a point
.»lcal and industrial books.
A trade dricks House moves from Chicago to firm had not reached
sweet characteristics of her husband as played by Alexander Knox end
division,
was .share the FS headquarters in New (there was $40,000 in profits when to give him whatever meanness they had left over.
House,
Whittlesey
the deal was revised). Deal is said
established in 1930, and publication York.
Rousing the British Lion
of fiction was started in 1944.
Michael Blankfort has been elected to have cost Morris close to $125,000
I have a suspicion that "The Sign of the Ram" will arouse more angex
chau-man of the steering committee during the past year or so, due to
committee of the the fact that the intervals between in Great Britain (if it ever shows there) than Loretta Young's well-meant
lEoop Heads SiKina Delta, D C.
of the .Coast
.Theodore Kbop, Washington news Authorsf' Guild, with Boy Huggins score by the two writers have been commiserations for the paper soles of a once proud aristocracy. For here
toector for CBS, was last week vice-chairman and liaison with the so long. Last tune B-VH worked we have a British family surrounded by such luxury and decadence as
In the
sleeted president of the D.C. chapter Guild council. Howard Browne is Into a hit was "Old Buttermilk Sky," not even the most supine civilization could, or would, endure.
of Sigma Delta Ghi, national profes- chairman of the western Bulletin and' which, incidentally, was written by whole 84 lytinutes I never saw the slightest visible sign that ahyhody: in
sional journalistic fraternity.
He correspondent for the Author's Hoagy Carmichael. He contributed England worked for a living, day or night. Even the butler didn't seem to
"Ivy" to that firm last year, but the be really working at it. He, too, seemed' to' be under the sign of the ham;
Blicceeds Luther Huston, of the New League bulletin.
That millions do work in England and thousands who are physically
York Times- bureau, recently upped
Charles B. Driscoll, who succeeded "Welcome Stranger" score by B^VH
to national president.
the late O. O. Mclntyre (for whom interrupted its .promotion. Carmi- handicapped, do work with them is not exactly a secret. I have seen
Others elected last week included: he was the McNaught syndicated chael's publishing deal with B->VH British documentaries which sttbsiantiate this plenty. The late war has
incidentally
is
involved
in
the
setup
added"
millions to ttie lists. Many of these no doubt do take. their disabifiVice-president,
as
the
"New
Edward Jameson, editor tor some time)
Washington correspondent of the York -Hay By Day" columnist, au- switch but to what extent it will ties so much to heart that their lives are ruined. But just ai^ many tak«
Houston Chronicle; seoretary, Dick thored the piece on Wichita for be effeoteK is/uncertain.
their handicaps as no mgl^ hobbling than a hangnail.
H. MeGraw Dies at 87
James H. McGraw, 87, founder
J.
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Wednesday, February 25, 1948
"High Button Shoes" road company,
Milton Berle calls

m.«.'s

LohdoD
doing the Phil Silvers role; others
This means "Sally" re-,
not cast.
Carroll Levis back to his native
(Hunt Stromgerg, Jr.), for Canada to convalesce from serious
vival

"mental

which Foy was

deferred.
Henry Montjoye, Paris impresario,
Five pards, who put up; $XOO,000
in from France.
each when they took over the Hotel
Carl (Hearst) Helms' anniversary Delmonico just before thei war, have
closed a deal to sell it. Each gets
Cocktail party last week.
their lOOG, of
Victor Francen to Paris yesterday back $523,000 for
which 75% ifepresents a capital gam.
(Tues.) aboard the De Grasse.
David O. Selznick east for two
Joe Caites (Bros,) reeuping in
Billeted in a Central
weeks.
more
Polyclinic £rom gallbladder op,
Park South hotel, he o.o.'s the park
jMaurice de Canonge, Prenoli film scene, talks about "this is where we
producer-director, in from Paris.
shot 'Jenny'," and his pals teU him,
Harry Coiin onetime writer for "Well, then why don't you release
set, is

,

ailing at tlie Roosevelt

Jack Benny,

it?"

Gus ScKirmer, Jr., managing Libby
comeback at the Club

hospital.

Holman's
James. This

Moe Kerman, prexy of Favorite.
Films Corp., to thie Coast over the
weekend.
Spyrfls Skouras in a new oil
tanker business which transports oil
to Europe.
Peter Donald tO' Buffalo as honor
guest 'and key speaker at Buffalo
Men's Club.
Nancy Walker may do a nitery
single, doubling from "Look Ma,
I'm Dancin'."
Bob Weitman's daughter, Abby,
celebrated her 16th birthday last

boite (nee

.

week

Feb.

Henry Jaffe, ^he theatrical attorney, in Doctor's Hospital with
virus pneumonia.
Leah Salisbury, authors' rep, in.
Hollywood for a three- week huddle
with studio toppers.
Lil Small just out of LeRoy hosp,
following* surgery, and -now hubby

Detroit

By

Stan* Worrit

Red Ace, emcee, back from Miami.
Frankie Laine is the current
feature.
Estella Montello, dancer, in town
for nose surgery.

Bowery

Jane Wyman establishing a resi.,
dence in Las Vegas to divorce Ronald Reagan,
Red Skelton and David Rose, the
composer-conductor, cooking up a

concert tour.
George Coulouris bought a home

ip Connecticut and will
tween pictures.

Irwin Corey followed Paula Drake
Singers
the Cafe Burgandy.
Wanda Rio, Ethel Howe, Judy Baker,
Charlene .Manners and tiiUian James
were held oyer.
into

.

be-

to St. Louis
nine-city per-

sonal appearethce tour.
Jeanette MacDonald signed for a
concert March 30 at the Philharmonic Auditorium,- Los Angeles.
Jules Schermer to Washington to
'

huddle with immigration officials
about a documentary picture,
Eleanor Parker has been invited to
attend the International Film Festival in Cannes next August.
Gene Kelly talking a deal with an

'

Schooler-AFM
Continued from page 37 ;

he has gone $20,000 into tlie red
recent months using various so-

fact
in

commute

1

Russ Vincent goes
Dancer "Rusty" Darnell preparing next week to start a

'
for operation next: month.
Pittsburgh Sympliony slated for
March 8 at Masonic Auditorium.
Ferrante and Teicher, duo-pianists,
at Sapphire room of Sheraton hotel.
Blaze Fury, stripper, home to: visit
her mother, Frances' Parks, producer at the Avenue.

'

Theatricid Agents

and Managers wuon piidcea a plum,.
"Mr. Robertsr lor .its benefit Sunday (22).
GaliiGtili's ad recently inadvert*xA\w named Maurice S. Silver as
v^miinager: .it, should have read Morris S. Silver.
\
E. Hockey inked last week by

.

eastern syndicate to organize a na-

tionwide string of dance schools,
Charlie Morrison'puIIed out of the
Stables, Palm Springs bistro, .and
turned it back to its original owner,
•
Trav Rogers.
Eric Mo'rawsky and Louis Vidor
have arrived: from Paris as representatives of Francinex, French film
production outfit.

called top name .bands-. He figures
by using non-name musicians that
Cleveland
his outlay will be considerably less.
Hy Baron, after eight-year tout,
How much his income will be afits
breaking in a new band at the
fected is of course not'kiiown- yet,
production of public relations and
At the Majestic, Schooler is. using Alhambra Tavern.
i c, is
Lyl^n Sheldon, local c o
training, films.
a .25c. admission policy, with Charlie
Decca prexy Jack Kapp lectured
guest-star in St. Paul's civic operl
Gates' unaffiliated iooters. At the etta company's "Rosalie."
r
at dhoate prep school (Wallingford,
Terrace, -the top is 75c,, with Ronnie
Conn ); addressing a class of 600 on
Bobby Sherwood, ex-bandmaster,
Wood's orchestra. At the moment, has turned disk-"whirler at WHK
disks and inusic.
bought for $40,000 after having been the tap at the Mardi Gras is 59c.
Paramount Choral Society giving a in
and is piping shows from the Golden
the
theatrd;
tiffing: factions:
the
performance at Town Hall, March 19,
closed since the war. When modern- on Saturdays only. Remainder of the Dragon nitery.
with proceeds- going to the New reached the compromise to cut part ized it will reopen' as a. Shakespear week admish and music are free.
Club inked Three
Borsellino's
of the film.
York Foundling Hospital.
ean centre by its new owner, RegSons for two weeks opening Marcb.
Schooler has been hoping to make
Max L, Youngstein, ad-pub chief
Information Control is now pre- inald Cross, ex-theatre manager.
15, at $3,500 per frame, its the WW'?.
of Eagle Lion, feted last week by his paring, a study, on the German reLeslie Arliss to direct filming of a profit off bar and barbecue sales, est bud.tet to date,
Firbank's, "I Bought
flackery. at Gus-Andy's in honor of action to the film. Its findings are Thomas
a but apparently is still running in the
Kirk Willis and Sue Crogaugh,
''.
his boost to veepee .ot .EL,
Mountain,*' for Alexander Korda's red.
acting in the Play House repertory
Frank Seiden, 'Palm Beach hotel expected to play a big part in map- London Film Productions. Kieron
Barnet signed for the Mardi Gras company, will be married after fintycoon; planning first sky club in ping the future for American pix Moore and Christine Norden will be
date without the blessing of his per- ishing the current "Years Ago,
that area atop -his swank resort with, propaganda content on the re- costarred. Guy Morgan is doing the
Betty Allen Dorsey did a guestcent hostilities. Findings will be script in collaboration with Arliss. sonal manager, Arthur Michaud, shot on Jan August's broadcast when
which just added swim pool.
.Kay Carringtop (Schwartz) Flor. published shortly.
In Two Cities' filming of H.' G. who strongly advised him against the Vogue Room pianist-headlmet
idaing at St. Petersburg while hubby
Mixed reception of the film here Wells' "The History of Mr. Polly," playing a spot with no admish be- found himself short of a vocalist.
Arthur Schwactz (Howard Deitz) was typified by a review of Die
Anthony Pelissier will direct ^nd cause it would lower his b.o. standNeue
busy on readying his revue^ "Inside Zeitung
Mills will star as well as pro«, ards, and also because outfit for
American newspaper pub- John
USA."
duce,
Latter's
playwright wife,
lished for Germans. It called the Mary Hayley Bell, is doing the script which he was playing operates nonB. G. Kranze, Film Classics gen.
„i,i«n
ti»«"
r
,
i
eral sales manager, and Al Zimbalist; film "interesting and educational'' with Peli9sier aid shooting starts "^'"^ terpal^ces. Barnet, after heated session with Michaud, nevertheBy Les B«es
pub-'ad director, Coasted Monday but added; "It could be felt, however, early, summer.
lesi^ insisted on opening.
W. J. Mtirphy, Minnesota Am.us.
(22) to size 'up' company'* tM^oduction that it was intended for American,
Co. screening room projectionist,
activities.
Barnet's &act with ballroom is un
not for foreign consumption." "The
underwent Operation at St. Marys
Donald Buka heading back east
picture of Hitler and his henchmen,
usual
in that he has a separate con
shortly to hunt a Broadway role folhospital.
xuiirrrrt
tract, covering his services only. All
lowing work in Howard Hughes' however (and we don't Imow why)
Bob Link, tenor singer with WCCU
By John Quinn
the sidesmen' are bunched as a unit, "Bob-O-Linlcs" vocal unit since 19J4,
"Vendetta"- and 20th-Fox's "Street induced merriment," review added.
Vido Musso and Anita O'Day head cbntrafeted for
With No Name."
Aside from this, there was both
by Bob Dawes, who named voice instructor at MacPhau
the show at Tootie's new Mayfair
Adele and Ernie (Pump Room
music.
school
of
.,,
favorable and unfavorable comment Club.
is just a sax player in the pack.
„,
,
As
By field back to Chi early this week while many Germans complained
E. R. Ruben, head of Welwprth
Doc Hartley, film editor of the far as can be determined, this is lirst circuit, told circuit managers ano
after briefly honeymooning in N.Y,
that they understood too little of the Kansas City Star, is back at his desk time Local 47 has ever passed on
"Will continue in one of Byfleld'
personnel "honeymoon's over, .wen
after
such
several
commentary. There was also some
weeks' rest.
a deal; normally the buying of
Mexlcari resort hotels.
have to go back to showmanshii).
Hamid - Morton Indoor Circus a name band includes the lesider.
Otto- Preminger came out of "Mr, peeving over use of the term "kraut."
Minnesota State Radio council w
Plenty of fanfare accompanied opens five-day run Tuesday (2) in
Boberts" premierei and the 20th*Fox
starting a coordinated radio course
the Municipal Auditorium for the
director- enthused, "Between this and playing of the pic and the turnout
of study, with lists Of recommendea
Police Department benefit associacontaining information.^,
'Street Car'' it's worth just making
programs
^ was big. March of Dimes netted tion.,
public lethe trip to New York!"
Maurice N. Wolf,
$1,900, 21,000 marks, 25,000
Rodney Bush, 20th-Fs« exploitadozen
Abe Lastfogel back to the Coast francs, 26 pounds sterling,French
lations executive, due for
as
and tion chief, due back in town next
after several months east on Wilspeaking dates in territory citieb
Continued from page Z s
liam Morris agency company busi- smaller amounts of Swiss and week to complete arrangements for
part of the company's goodwill camthe
pretem
of
"Scudda Hoo! Scudda journalistic figures on behalf of
ness; also the Hospitalized Veterans Belgium francs, Polish zlotys, Czech
canHayf"
in
Sedalia,
Mo,,.
screening
March
10.
crowns and Greek drachmas.
Circuit, of which he's prez.
cer. Sullivan insisted the jurist men- ''^Warners. with its own
Philharmonic
building
orch,
with
Efrem
branch
Revalued franc gives the AmeriAnnouncements were carried by a
tion Walter Wlnchell by name, even room in the new
20th-lox
pan tourist a bargain in spades, half-dozen papers and the American Kurtz, regular conductor, staged its though it's an open secret both N.
here, continues to rent the
Y,
final pop concert of the season in
witn
French National Tourist Office radio station -in Berlin.
room due to its wage dispute rates
the Music Hall last Sunday (22), tabloid columnists don't exactly go
* Claims
via a reported 50% slice in
who want specw^^
Judge Shalleck stressed operators, room
with Vera MoNary and Fredell steady.
hotel accomiAodations, food, etc.
is kept str
unless the
Lack as soloists.
how cancer's $2,000,000 annual need
Big pix turnout last night (Tues,)
,

'

screenplay.

Berlin Pitch

nival..

'

.

:

.

!

•

.

'
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Henry StickeUneyer, Great Lake
for Sydney Box.
theatre exec; is recovering from ill- pefeo^T'
Stan Weightman, formerly with ness at Presbyterian hospital.
Jack Vy-rather recuperating from
» »»mu
Lawrence Wright Music Co., now
Marlene Dietrich, Kathferine Hep- an appendectomy.
manager of Noel Gay Music Co.
Susan Hay ward collapsed with flu
burn and Noel Coward held press
Reported that Dolores ("Annie confabs, at the Pump Room during on the Universal lot.
Jimmy Wakely recovering from
Get Your Gun") Gray has signed a mid-week stays.
proemergency
film
appendectomy.
longterm contract with
Cast, director and technical crew
Nigel Bruce, goes to London
ducer Herbert Wilcox.
next
are due here next month to shoot
When Emile Littler stages his re- Comiskey Park scenes for the Monte month for a stage appearance
Susan Hayward back to work at
vival of "The Barretts of Wimpole Stratton picture for Metro.
Universal-International after a week
Street," Margaret Johnston and Tom
Howard Greer, Hollywood fashion of 'flu, ••.:
Walls will play chief roles,
John J. Jones and Francis A. Batedesigner, presented his preview of
Memberii of the Old Vic Go,, head- Spring styles at Carson Pirie & Scott man to Chicago for the
Screen Guild
ed by Vivien Leigh and Laurence department store here last week.
meeting.
Olivier, left Feb. 14 by air for their
Irving Reis leaves for England
Gertrude Lawrence- caught her
Australia-New Zealand tour.
giving her next week on a mission for Ssunuei
Gordon
daughter
Pamela
"
Rumored that the London Pavilon, last performance in "John .Loves Goldwyn.
•
former vaude house running films Mary" before Miss Gordon left the
Stephen ^ongstreet to San Franfor many years, may revert to vaude
cisco to round up material for a
show to join her ailing husband.
shortage.

'

Paul Small bedded by flu.
Jerry Bergen subbea for Harvey
Stone at tlie Latin Quarter, Friday
(20), during latter's one day illness.
The Harry (WB) Kalmines showing Cuba's Go'ar Mestre about town;
h^s head of the CMQ circuit there.
'Nothing to that daily columnar
report about Mike Todd doing a
nitery reyue for Nicky Blair's Car-

Stevenses divorcing.
McElways divorced

Armand Schaefer bedded with flu.
^ Billy De Wolfe down with "virua

Ralph Smart, ptoducer of "The
Overlanders," to film a new script

,

,

Mark

St, Glair

'

19.

Hollywood
.

illness.

June and Joe Laurie, Jr.'s 26th
anni ye.5terday (Tues.); it's also his
birthday ... "just 38," says tjfe as result of the pix
Val Gielgud taking year's vacation
comic.
The Bob Shapiros (he's Paramount from the BBC. E. A. F. Harding,
house manager) celebrating their of the Staff Training School, replaces him as drama director.
16th wedding anni today (Wed.),
Cineguild's next production will
Gus Eyssell, prexy and managing
director Of the Radio City Music be an adaptation of H. E. Bates'
Hall, new chairman of the Motion bestseller, "Fair Stood the Wind For
Picture Industry Scholarship Fund Prance," to be directed by David
Lean.
Y.,
University,
N.
sucYeshiva
for
Archie de Bear returning to .stage
ceeding George Schaefer who's >lteld
production after eight years and
the post for past 10 years.
Robert Young, is his own "opposi- producing a revue titled"The King's
tion" next week, both at the Boxy Jesters" at the King's, Hammersmith,
("Sitting Pretty") and the Criterion Feb. 26.
Bristol Hippodrome suffered bad
Incidentally, the
in "Relentless."
Youngs, now in N.Y.^he has been fire damage just before a matinee
personating in receiit weeks in ad-' of a pantomime Feb. 16, with stage,
vance of the latter picture, since it's scenery, dressing rooms and coshis own production— celebrate their tumes destroyed.
Full-length radio version^ of the
15th anniversary
In
N. Y. on
Walt Disney cartoon, "Bambi," is on
March 16.
the BBC program scheduled for
Good Friday, March 26, to coincide
with the reissue of the 'film.
Herbert Wilcox's next production,,
starring wife Anna: Neagle, is titled
"The Girl He Left Behind," based
Continned from pace 2 {
on a play by Frank Harvey, Jr., who
civilian personnel.
AVC 's motion is scripting. Britisbr-Lion will' dispicture chapter had maneuvered the tribute.
Jones to costar with
Griffith
deal with. UA's honteoffice toppers.
Margaret Lockwood in the CorfieldThe battle started at a preview -of Huth: production of "Change of
the film before reps of the Mforma- Heart," based on Saturday Evening
tion Control Division! Dr. B. Hiller, Post story, "I Know You," by Ketti
German consultant of the Education Fring, adapted by Noel Langley.
Diana
Douglass
Montgomery,
branch, after seeing the pic insisted
K. Barnes
Churchill and
that film could not be shown to the
played chief roles in Ladislas Fodor's
German people,' at least for another biblical drama, "The Vigil" at the
10 years. Information Control people, Embassy; Feb. 11.
Despite warm
termed' his' protest ridiculous but he reception* play had controversial
hotfooted it to his chief who strung press.
Theatre Royal, Margate, second
along with him. With 1,800 high
Britain, has been
school students waiting impatiently oldest theatre in

trained down.

,

the east 50th street,

months.

Bea Lillie back from the Elizabeth
Ardeh Arizona health ranch, all

Association

is

Chateau Moderne) which

named for ex-cop James Reardon,
who has been operating it in recent

is

opened suddenly after bigger caIt has straight
sinos shut down.
music and "reservation only" policy.

W
Shell Oil as technical adviser for

,

Bar^

'

m

.

.

-

-
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'

'

.

:
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'

.

-
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'Heart'

MGM

Shows

;

.

U.S. Navy Club Sponsors
'Love Life of Hitler' Pic

has been catapulted to $18,000,000
(with an implied kudo for Winchell,

'

at the Waldorf for the Confederation
of Railroads fete because of Robert
R. Young, prominent in Pathe Industries (Eagle Lion, etc.), as well as

RRs.
Fred Schwartz, Century theatres'
exec, aired a plea for toleraqce in
the circuit's "Children's Theatre"

program, WNEW, last Sunday (22),
as part of the National Brotherhood

week campaign.
'

N, Y. News' Bob Sylvester, who
covers the Broadway drama beat, is
running between working on the

'•Love Life of Adolph Hitler,"
special Navy recruiting film, is currently being primed for theatrical
distribution throughout the U. S. by
the U, S. Navy Club, vets' organization. Sixty-five minute film will be
screened for the press at the Monte
Carlo
restaurant,
N.
Y.,
today

Miami Beach
By Larry SoUovniy
Club Bali
this

is

due

to.

change hands

week,

added to Mother
Kelly's lineup.
Jackie Winston heads the new
Leon Kramer

show

at

Paddock

Gracie Fields

.

clubi

has

gone to Fori

Montagu hotel, Nassau
(Wednesday ),
Don Richards, recent lead in
Picture was turned out for the "Finians Rainbow,'' is here for a
aging shows), a musicomedy libretto, Navy Club by American Film Pro rest.
and a third novel.
Lily Pons and Andre Kostelanetz
ducers, N. Y. indie production firm.
Cleveland critics Bill McDermott "Love Life" in the title refers to are at Palm. Beach for their annual
:
Is giving a party in honor of Mary
,
sta.y.
Hitler's love for power, rather than
Martin when "Annie Get Your Gun"
Beacon Players, stock grouti a't the
opens at the Music Hall there next his amours, although the film in Coco Plum Playhouse, Coral Gables,
much hitherto-unreleased is touring the hotels here.
week. Several Broadwayites are go- eludes
footage on Eva Braun, girl friend o£
ing out tor the shindig.
The Dave Sebastians (Carmen
Billy LaHifl's (later liuffy's) Tav- the late Nazi tyro. Most of the foot- Miranda) lire vacationing here since
ern on the auction block. Famed age was compiled from material the sudden closing of Colonial Inn,
46th street spot didn't click when captured
The Gregory Pecks stopped over
from the Germans. It warns
Bill Dufly (no relation to Ed 'Archie'
for a day here on way to Nassau.
the. country to beware of the rise of
Gardner's Duffy's Tavern) tried to
Fishing trip companions are the
a sin^ar tnaidmBn-de&pot in the Leslie Cbiirteri$e$.
roll along on the radio hUUnic.
Eddie Foy, Jr,, going out In the .futur«||>
La, Boheme, in BroVrard county,
'

News' new

television station (packj-

.

.

-

'

'

which is when Sullivan insisted on
naming him by name.)
Mark Hellinger's sudden passing,
also a heart victim, along

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohenconvalescing

Disc-jock Al

from pneumonia.

Nobel

„,„A,„pe)

-wjith Ernst
.Florence^
Dancer Frederic's (and
Lubitsch, I. J. Fox and kindred figPaws to ]oiii
ures in recent months— all Cardiac wife flew here from
victims— keyed Sullivan into taking
en route to Holly-'
' Harry Hendel
mow
over the N. Y. Heart Campaign.
wood by car to get another
The journalistic affinity is obvi- picture going.
.
..teleie
ukeiej
ous: SuUivan-Hellinger a la WinPat Haley has pul ed li's
transcriji
doing
is
chell's Damon Runyon (cancer) me- out of storage and
stations.
njorial
o r k.
Hellinger's posthu- tions for midwest
Dean Martin and Jerry Le^^ f
ihous work, "Naked City," his last
for a week,
picture for Universal release, be- at the Carousel
Monday
due
Beatrice
Kaye
comes the key for the gala premiere
^^=c,> iJane. Pickens spent a
next Wednesday (3) at the Broad4
with her vocal teacher, Mrs.
way Capitol, also tied- in with the Lewando, wife of the Press- musw
.

,

,

.

w

^

.

heart

campaign.

A

souvenir pro

gram (with many name

byliners)

doublinS
'''Ernie Neff will continue

wbAa
In this Mrs, Baer between, announcing at
Manor m
and columnist Louis Sobol (N. Y, playing organ at Colonial
Journal American) have been promassistant manrealized $75^000.

inent,

ing

of

Sapper,
further accenting the rally- ^^aifim G.
hotel,
ager of the WiUlam Penn
wiifourth-estaters for general resigned to become associated
attorney Charles O. Marglotti,

hum«nitarian and civic causes.

,
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« major share will have to obtained

from private individuals.
As a Columbia alumnus and chair-,
man of the university's Board of Vis^
itors of the Brander Matthews Theatre, Rodgers has been trying for the
years to persuade oiTicials
of the institution, to open a real theatre school there, allowing credits
toward k degree. Only recently, the
Board of Trustees approved the idea,

last four

and managing Argentina, Mia SlavLEONARD H. GAUTIEft
Leonard H. Gantier, 57, trainer enska, Chekhov Co., and others.
He managed Ballet Theatre In
and producer of dog acts, died Feb.
his
home
at
attack
heart
Mexico in 1942, and had resided In
after
a
24
Although he the U. S. since '42.
N, J.
In. Plainfteld,
produced and participated in a num-

'

i

'

,

EMMA

{)er of such acts his latest, Gautier's
Bricklayers, had been featured on
vaude circuits for the past 12 years.
Because of its novelty,- wherein the
canines were put throtigh paces as
member.s of a house construction
ijang with uncanny realism, It com-

manded top

'

Helen Broderick and grandmother

V
'•

Opera Co^

EARLE

r<

'

stock houses for 25 years until the
eclipse of that type' of entertainment.
For a time after that they operated
traveling rep troupes.

FAIRBANKS

'Kobert P. Fairbanks, 67, brother
of, the late- Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.,
died suddenly in Los Angeles, Feb.
He had: been bedridden for two

,

Two

.

at

NVA

built in 1922.

He was also in charge of the construction of the present 20th-Fox
(tudios in the early '30s. He was a
charter member of the Academy of
Sciences, and
'Motion Picture Arts
one of the leaders in the technical
end of motion pictures. He was also
associated with his brother in the
formation of UA.

Pooi- Nxit"

and "Whtte Cargo."

&

announced by

ever

since, as

In addition to the entertainroent
involved in such shows, Landbci's'
believes, the' plan should have special
values in 'other 'Ways. One of the
programs now being considered, for

JOE VAN

'

,

.

.

:

Jr.,

ZION MYERS

Angeles.

'

He

also survive.

WMCK

KTLA

on the air which should prove
interest to eastern audiences and is
planning -to expand that phase of its

disapproval.

There would be

GEORGE MILLER
George

Miller,

40,

New

former, died in

vaude

per-

York, Feb.

20.

in

In good health.

far less of the lat-

convinced, if a son or
daughter were to express a desire to
attend the Columbia school of the
theatre rather 'than Ask to go to New
York to become an actor. And,' he
feels sure, it would be easier for a
young person to get into the theatre
via the college-on-Broadway than
ter,

He was the husband of June Melva,
Los also a 'performer, -who died a year
had apparently been ago.
home

he's

Mother of Sidney N. Strotz, NBC
Starting in the picture business,
western division veepee, died Feb, by hanging around Times Square
as tlld the late Irving Thalberg; as
21 in Beverly Hills after a linger- soda counters or haunting producer
secretary to' Carl Laemmle, he later
Another son, Harold, and agent offices.
ing illness.
became a writer and producer, and vice-president of Wilding Pictures
Stars Would Help ;
made pictures at Metro, Columbia Productions, and daughter, JEay
All the show business people he's
..and RKO.
At one time he was Strozzi, actress-playwright, also sur- taUced to have expressed eagerness to
associated with Director M^irk Sando everything possible to help get
vive,
drich at Paramount.
He had no
the college started, and -to. lecture
recent studio affiliation, and has
Hannah Dennis, S8, supervisor of there whenever asked. Rodgers
"been active as a freelance writer.'
department at doesn't think anyone in the theatre
Be was a brother of Mrs. Ralph the negative cutting
could refuse an invitation to' talk to
Universal-International. for 89 years,
^lum, tlje former film ,aclr«ss Carprobably
Hollywood after a drama classes there, and
mel 'Myers. Wife, son and daughter died Feb. 18 in
nearly all would be 'glad to appear
She retired a
surgical operation.
also survive, for nothing. After, all, he says, they
year *gp because of failing" health,
could get there in a few minutes on
Connelly
whereas
Marc
the subway,
MBS,
FIELDS
,
Mother, '62,- of Edwirt Silverman,
must spend six hours a week on the
Mrs. Hose Harris Fields, 73, widow president of E.s5aness Theatres, Chitrain to do his Tuesday and Thursof Lew Fields Weber
died Feb. cago, died Feb. 15 in Chicago. Two
at
Yale.
day lectures
17 at her home in New 'York.
She other sons and daughter survive*
Although the theatre courses and
was the mother Of Herbert and Dorthe credits toward a degree will beothy Fields (Mrs. Eli Lahm), musiAlbert Coppel, 46, head of Azteca
it isn't known
comedy writers, whose latest, "Anijie Films, Inc., died Feb. 16, hi San gin next September,
how soon the faculty will have
yet
Get Your Gun," is a Broadway hit, Antonio, victim of a hit-and-run
to be enlarged to handle the extra
and Joseph Fields, cO-author with driver.
Also, it may be some time
classes.
Jerome Chodorov of "My Sister
before sufficient extra space can be
Eileen," "Junior Miss," and "The
Obtained to give the desired courses
Doughgirls,"
.';
-

:

—

'

Zion My er.s, 60, veteran picture
writer-director-producer, died in his
at his

.

'

.

.

.

,

'

'

LEW

Margaret Risk White to J. Randolph Campbell, New York, Feb, 21,
programming. Most of these shows Bride' is a drama school director;
groom
.is head of the drama departradio
film'
and
feature Hollywood
ment at Emerson College, Bpsf^n*
stars, such as ''Pantomime Quiz," in
and a strawhat scene designer.
Which a group of actual whodunit
Sybil Chaistang to Alec Chesser,
writers may compete against a group
of film detectives in a charade guess-,

-

'

Another, daughter* Mrs. Frances
Friedlander, two brothers, two sisters and four grandchildren also survive,

LEON GHEANIN
lieon Greanin, 54, concert manager,
died suddenly Feb. 21 in Tel Aviv,
Palestine, while on a trip to arrange

and European

artists in Palestine and the Near
Bast. Best 'known as director of the
Jooss Ballet for 10 years, Greanin

Nvas at
Itt

one time a concert manager.
Euro^e^ jifead^uarj^^^

and workshop instruction.
At present, the project is being
pushed at Columbia by Leopold
Continued from paxe 1 as
Arnaud, dean of the school of archi117th streets, just a block from the tecture; Douglas Moore, composerIndependent subway.
head of the music department, and
No formal estimate has been made James Campbell, professor of Eng-

Theatre-College

s

of the money necessary for such a
project, but Rodgerg believes It will
come to at least several millions.
He expects to form an over-all com-

mittee In a few, days to

work

on-

it,

and there will be subsidiary committees in charge of fund-rai.sing, tXif.
It's "figured that Columl?i.a Itself \Vill
soBn»..of^ th^ fln^ciing,; "biit

The schedule of courses will
probably be limited at the start, but

lish.

he steadily expanded and

will
ultimately include not only the various theatre" arts and crafts, plus
architecture, music and the fine arts,
but -also radio and television. There
is at present' no intention of having

will

aily film
"^~'cflttr^.,''',|...vV-:^. ;^

•

'•.

Bric(e is
in San. Antonio, recently.
musical director for KABC there;

;
game. Another such show is he
is program director of KlTjE in'
"Meet Me in Hollywood," a man-in- the same city,
the-street' program aired from the
Helen Chapman to Cecil W, Colcomer of Hollywood and Vine. That lins, Santa Ana, Calif., Feb. 19. She's
show has caitght 6n to such as extent a screen actress:
.

ing

.

OK the

Coast, Land,sberg said^ that

embryonic actors actually fight to do
their stuff before the cameras in the
hopes "that some Hollywood talent
scouts will vie'w them.

KTLA

Donalou La Von Lindsay to Dom
Storey, Canton, O., Feb. 20.
Bride is staff member Of WHBC,
Canton; he's engineer with- same

aid' E,

stations.

ancfther show, titled
Emily Hubbard to Keith Kerby,
which Las Vegas, last week. Groom is proBackstage,"
entertaining to eastern grarhrdjrector of KSFO, San Fran"
audiences, Liandsberg noted. Station cisco.
moves its remote camera^ into thd
Par film studios directly across the
street and Shows films actually in
production. Other plans now in the
Mr. and Mrs; Philip- Gersh, son,
works IncWde camera trips to the
Hollywood, Feb. IT. Father is film
famous Hollywood parties, such as agent.
those Atwater Kent tosses, and to the
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Breen,
stars' horties and swimming pools.
daughter, Hollywood, Feb. 18. Father
is screen writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Sullivan, son.
New York, Feb.. 19. Father 'is an
actor in "Brigadoon,". in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. .Harold' A. CrittenContinued frioni i>.tge X
den; son, Reglna, Sask.; Feb. 13."
ture that counts; as Balaban has so Father is manager of CKCK;'Rtegina.
often expressed himself in the past,
Mr.' and Mrs. Don Genson, son,
"unless of course it's a Jack Benny Hollywood, Feb. 16. Father is west
who, alone,' can offset a 'Brasher coast rep for Leeds Music,
Doubloon,' or some light picture Uke
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Thomas,

has

"Movietowh

should

be

'

BIRTHS

,

Rpxy ice Shows
:

that." - However, the ice show is new
presentation theati'es although
to
routines on roller skates have been

daughter,. Hollywood, Feb. 19i Child

granddaughter of-. Harry
the
Thomas, chief of Equity. Pictures.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Goltz,' son, New
Father is assistant
York, Feb. 19.
The to Irving Maas, v. p. and general
over manager of Motion Picture Export
is

Other'wise, tlve vast arena
revues or the big specs in a theatre

do;je.

(

bookings for U. S.

furbelows, and the like. If primed
for video, he feels that this new outlet will profitably absorb quality
films, made at low cost; and the only
guarantee he sees against the overhead going berserk is that the production brains stop worry in,i« about

MARRIAGES

:

Feb.' 24,

duoer he won't get billing, hence he
won't "go Hollywood" on overhead,
and its attendant fancy and costly,

mum

BATMOND

deep

Hollywood

make films sans production
No matter, how big tlie pro-:

is,

credits.

a show would be able to see that talent on their home tele sci-eens. therethe world, located in the big- by gaining a "remote control audi- billing.
If billing is no problem,
gest city in the world and adjacent tion."
they'll be glad to get paid ofl" in just
Only drawback to the plan so far "keeping the nut down."
to the theatrical capital of the world,
has had no' adequate school of the is the major talent guilds' proposal
The Roxy move into ice shows foldrama, while Yale. Carnegie Tech, to charge double rates for each city lows the Balaban idea of somethingWisconsin and various other colleges in which a filmed version of a live new each season. He foresaw the
studio show is aired^but Par is sameness of the bandshows and
have long been active in the field.
Talent Is Vital
hopeful that the networks will re- segued to big name.'!,, instead, and
Rodgers' belief that Columbia's vise that plan before the tele mini- .succe.ss-fuUy, Now the ice idea— with
drama college-on-Broadway will bewage scales go into eftect, its video potentials is still another
come the "greate.st single step in the Landsberg /agreed that the guilds new thing.
history of the theatre in this coun-' should set minimum wages "at a
try" is based on his emphasis on the proper level but declared they should
importance of talent. The co-author also "welcome maximiun distribution
Nora Quilty to Jack Thundre,
of such hits as "Oklahoma," "Al- of programs to make it feasible to
legro," " Carousel," "Connnecticut increase the number of shows using Dublin, Ireland, Feb. 2, Grooin is
Yankee" and numerous other hits live talent, instead of further com- radio vooajist.
thinks that the lif eblood of the the- plicating television economically at
Jane Walliice to Harvey Taylor,
Detroit, Feb. 17. Bride worlds .in a
atre is its creative talent. What sells too early a time."
tickets and keeps show business
Recording of shows on film for all record shop there; he's draiTi[a and
alive is not; handsome theatres or but* major sports events, in fact, may music critic of the Detroit Titjie^,
comfortable seats, he says, but ab- prove the ultimate answer to ooastLeoha Brooks to Lou Vincent,
sorbing, provocative scripts and ex- to-coast networking facilities, I,ands< Reno, Feb. II. He's an executive of
citing performances.
Only talent berg said. Airing of live shows on Acme Film Labs.
can provide that, he thinks.
the N. Y'.-L. A. link may be impracEileen Wilson to Ray Kellogg, Los
With the death of stock and tlie tical, he pointed out, because of the Angeles, Feb. 15. They sing with
passing of burlesque, there is no time difl'erential Involved. A wom- Les Brown's band.
longer any training ground for the: an's show originating in. N. Y. at 1
Florence Vranish to Hud Davies,
theatre; As he told the .Columbia p.m., for exarnple, would be received
Pittsburgh, Feb, 15. Grootrl !^ ."with
officials a few days agOi .''The theatre
on the Coast at 10 a.m., which would Billy Catizone orch.
needs reforestation; Hollywood cuts probably
be t'6o early to serve its
Ruth Nord to Charles i(urman,
the trees, off at. the {top and even purpose." It would also be impracPittsburgh, Feb. 14. Bridf heads
takes the saplings^and if that's a
tical to follow the radio pattern of
continuity department.
pun, I mean that, too;"
doing a Coast repeat of N. Y.-origMary Helen Sides to Ed Galbreath,
However, he sees the college-on- inated shows, because of the higher
Statesville, N, C, Feb. 14. Groom,
Broadway as a magnet for talent production costs involved in tele.
formerly with KQV, Pittsburgh, Is
from all over the world; He expects
already has several shows
with WSIC in Statesville.
talent to be discovered and develof

'

and Roy,

a

actors.
Broadway legit
producers in the process of casting

Hollywood

.

E. D. Martin, president,
treasurer.

be

version of an amateur show. It would
utilize actual screen tests of tyro

That

ties in

MACK

'

would

example,

Joe Van, 72, retired vaude performer, died after a heart attack at
Tampa, Fla., Feb. 19. For many
years he did a musical act in vaude
Wife and' two daughters survive. with his brother, Ernie Van, who
died
1946.
After retiring from the stage, he
BOT E. MARTIN, SR.
Club in the
Hoy E. Martin, Sr., 62, Georgia had operate4 the Yacht
oped there. Some of this talent will be
actors' colony at Fairhaven, N. J.
theatre chain operator, was killed in
funneled to the professional theatre,
« plane crash Feb. 11 in Mississippi.
other of it will return to the town.s
BESSIE
Three other occupants of craft also
or countries it came from, and will
Bessie Mack, 66, who conducted create theatre activity and arouse
lost their lives. Party was returning
from Mardi Gras celebration In Kew the auditions lor "Arthiir Godfrey's theatre interest there. He regards
Orleans in the plane, owned by Boy Talent Scouts" program on CpS and any such, result a vital benefit, ^or
E. Martin, Jr.,- treasurer of the the before that for the "Major Bowes" the theatre.
atre. chain. ' Young Martin, a former show, died of heart failure at the
Such a dramatic school should
AAF' flyer, was not piloting the Brooklyn Samaritan hospital Mon- make it much easier -for you^g,
day (23).
craft.
people to get training in the theatre
Further details in the Radio sec- and, if they have talent, to find their
The elder Martin started in show
tion.
business 37 years ago, with the
place in show business. Many kids
Bohita theatre, Columbus, Ga., later
from all over the country, who
H. PIKE
developing the Martin circuit, conmight become successful playRaymond H.' Pike, 5S, juggler and wrights, actors, directors, etc., now
ststing of more than 125 theatres in
tieorgla,' Alabama and Florida. Ac- acrobat, died Feb. 14 in Montreal. find it impossible to get to New
tive management of chain had re- He was the father' of Bobby Winters, York, either because of financial
cently been turned over to his sons, also a juggler. Wife and another son handicap or by reason of parental

m

'

1

cable

'

Jolm Louden, 58, legit actor, died
the RaybroDk sanitorium,, Raybrook, N. Y,< Feb, 19. He had suffered from tuberculosis for a number of years, having been a patient
sanitorium and the
at the- old
Will Rogers, Saranac Lake, N. Y.
Prior -to his breakdown ,in health,
he had appeared in a number of
Broadway shows, including '.'The

with a bronchial affliction.
Fairbanks joined his brother as production manager and was engineer
in charge of the construction of the
present Goldwyn studios, formerly
United Artists studios, when they

were

brothers survive.

JOHN LOUDEN

years

•

TROUSDALE

'

Anotlier son also survives.

BObERT

E.

Earle E. Trousdale, 71, former stock
and repertory manager in the midwest, died Feb. 14 in San Bernardino,
Cal. He and this three brothers organized and managed a chain of

•

,

Kraus, she adopted the
of Mariana and, with her

Emma

Phonograph" and "Hot
bogs," also pooch aqts.
His wife, wMo. assisted him in the
id, and his youngest son, Leonard,
jjr., will' carry on with The Bricklayers.

name

late husband, William E. Broderick,
Abbott
a ba^so, sang with the

"Gautier's

'

of

Emma

Born
stage

ofiioially

an undergrad, he and the late Lorenz Hart
wrote a varsity musical in which the
principal production number was
built around the song, "There's a College on Broadway." In the meantime,
Rodgers has become progressively
disgusted that his alma mater, one
of the largest and richest universifor 28 years,

'

production act, "The Toy Shop,"
This, too, played U.S. theatres until
retirement of the elder Gautier,
whereupon the son took over with

was

it

Continued from page

link.
Even under the be such a mounting market for any
phone company's stepped-up sched- and all entertainment, via film projection.
ule, {he link isix'i expected to be
B'alaban feels he can transmute
completed lintil 1950.
one of his pet film production ideas
Actual Screen Tests
into television and make it pay off.

acting-president Frank D. Facken^
thai at a reception a week ago.
Actually,' Rodgers has had the idea

actor Broderick Crawford, died Feb.
16 in Surf hospital. Sea Isle City,
N, J., after a brief illness, Her home
was. in North Wildwood, N. J.

coin.

his stage career
the Londo» and
Parisian music halls in another dog

..

and

BRODERICK

Mrs. Emma K. BrOderick, 83, former opera singer, mother of actress

Gautier began
with his father

,,

K.

Tele's H'wood-legit Link
axial

like the Center have paid off.
hostelries, too, have clicked big,

the years, with compact under-anhour ice revue. The Roxy, however,
plans to limit the ice stuff to 10 minutes or so, as part of the general bill.

Balaban

is

noncommittal on

this,

A.ssn.

•

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rice, son,
Mother ii
Los Angeles, Feb. 19.
Beverly Rice, radio actress, i'athei!
is

a film player.

Mr. and Mrs. John Payne, son,
Mother it
Hollywood, Feb, .19.
Gloria De Haven of the fftaiB,
Father is a screen actor.
program.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Yuhaaz,
thering his video activities indeFeb.
18.
Hollywood,
pendent of the Roxy. It will be re- daughter,
called that the founder of Balaban «! 'Father is a writer-producer.
Mr. and Mri. Mai-tin Maher,
Katz had once produced a dozen,
shorts for Paramount, as an experir "daughter, Kansas City, iFeb, 13.
ment to prove that 12 different iAesa Father is assistant ''managet ol
could be projected in short subjects. Loew's Midland theatre there.
Mr. and Mrs. John Meny, son, San
It is said Balaban will revitalize this
Father is transtechnique nfith an eye to the video Antonio, Feb. 10he mitter engineer for KTSA tber*.
that
Furthermore,
market.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie- Shore,' maughwould utilize the XV idea as a prov
ing ground for shortr^iwtures, along tOr, Chicago, last week. Father is a

as he is on his'reported plans for
television.

ice revues may
of a future video shorts
Balaban, however, is fur-

These

become part

'

,

With,

.tUt^

bfied^s,,

«UMiiid£0 win
'

«

If.'

I
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STATIONS AND PERFORMING ARTISTS
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Beatrice LiUie,

.

f-

,

Jack Haley

aiid the entire

.

(ilist

.

of ^'Inside U.S.A." start rehearsing

^^Yt

February; 27, for the premiere performance at the Shubert Thealare,
Philadelphia^

Many

of the songs from this

on March 29/

Howard

Dietss-Arthur Schwartz acofe have beenreclH'ded by

the leading artists of the country, amoiig them Pearl Bailey,

Como, Bing Crosby,

Clark, Perry

Johnny Mercer, the Pied

Tommy

Dorsey^

Pipers, Jo Stafford,

In addition, the RCA-VICTOR

Buddy

Guy Lombardo^

and Sariah Vaughan.

COMPANY is s<ra^

album of the score for which Beatrice UUie and Jade Haley. KavW
'

made-some of the recordings.
(

Many

of these records, of course, have been in the possession of radio stations for some
time and as a result large numbers of requests have
,

-

,

for permission to play the songs over
t<j

deny, uiifoHnimtely, because

Sunday, February

29.

It will

is

in asking

we have.had

not scheduled

April

"HAUNTED

However, as an accommodation, one song,

come

air^4%quests

''INSmE U.SA*'

New York until late in

to open in

thii

HEART,'*

will

be released on

be introduced by Jane Froman and

Percy Faith's Orchestra on the
Refreshes") hour over

COCA-COLA (**The Pause That
CBS at 6:30 PJkl., Eastern Standard Time.

Naturally, other songs from the revue wUl be released from
time to time and performers
will

be duly

"MY GAL IS MINE ONCE
MORE," "BLUE GRASS," "RHODE ISLANDJS FAMOUS
FOR
YOU," "PROTECT ME," "FIRST PRIZE AT THE
FAIR,"
"ATLANTA" and "INSIDE U.S.A."
•

...

•

.

notified.

These songs are:

...

O.:

We are thatddul for the great interest in our show and for the patience and understandinj?
of the broadcasting industry.

"INSIDE U.S.A." SCORE PUBLISHED

BY THE CHAPPELL ORGANIZATION

'

"

Scanned from microfilm from the collections of
The Library of Congress
National Audio Visual Conservation Center
www.loc.gov/avconservation

Coordinated by the

Media History

Digital Library

www.mediahistorvproiect.org

Sponsored by

i::^[r

Department of
Communication Arts

:

University of Wisconsin-fvladison

•.\^<i|

http://commarts.wisc.edu/
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